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It

was a chosen

plott of fertile land,

Emongst wide waves

sett like a little nest,

As if it had by Nature's cunning hand
Bene choycely picked cut from all the

rest,

And laid forth for ensample of the best;
No dainty flowre or hcrbe that growes on grownd.
No arborett with painted blossomes drest
And smelling sweete, but there it might be fownd
To bud out

faire

and throwe her sweete smels

Faeby Qtjeene, Book

al ai'ownd.

II. cant. 6, stan. 12.

EDITORS' PREFACE.

In presenting to the public the long looked-for Flora of the
lamented Dr. Bromfield, the Editors feel that a few, and
but very few, observations are required from them in expla-

late

nation.

Dr. Bromfield became resident at Eyde, in the Isle of Wight,
in the year 1836, and shortly afterwards conceived the idea of

He was not content to
making of local Floras and

preparing a Flora of the Island.
follow the usual practice in the

Faunas, and to be satisfied by presenting merely a tolerably
full list
but he determined that the investigation should be
very complete, and that every species should receive an origi;

nal description.

Nor was he

satisfied with a

mere cursory

research in the framing of these descriptions, or with copying

any character from other authors unverified by his own examiHe was also equally careful to avoid describing general characters from individuals or varities, and endeavoured,
with immense and most persevering care, to select such points
as are really the permanent and essential characters of genera
and species. To ensure this result he was in the habit of
obtaining a very great number of specimens of each species,
collected from various localities
and, whenever practicable, he
endeavoured to compare Isle-of-Wight specimens with those
collected at a distance.
Having thus secured sufficient material for investigation, his next aim was to consult every author
within his reach for all the characters which different observers
had noticed.
For this i^art of his plans he had collected a
nations.

;

EDITORS
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very ample botanical library,

PREFACE.
of foreign

especially

authors.

by others were, for his own
descriptions, merely suggestive
none being recorded but
such as, after careful examination, he himself found to exist in

The

characters, however, observed
;

—

nature.

were the, most
and elaborate descriptions which can well be imagined but such were the time and labour bestowed on each
species,
as much as many authors would give to a genus

The

results of these careful investigations

accurate
;

—
—that this circumstance very materially retarded the

or family,

Unfortunately, also, when the Isle of
Wight had been very thoroughly investigated as regards stations, and the work of describing was proceeding, the author
progress of the work.

enlarged his plan,

and determined

to

comprise the whole

This
Hampshire within the scope of his Flora.
certainly would greatly have added to the value of the work,
had he been spared to complete it but, such not having been
permitted, it is impossible not to regret the interruption which
county of

;

the search for localities in this
description of species.

new

field

occasioned to the

Another cause of interruption to the

present work must also here be mentioned.

Dr. Bromfield

had an intense love of travel, and this desire ever and anon
prevailed, and occasioned a suspension of the Island Flora.
Extensive tours through the Islands of the West Indies, and
through Canada and the States of North America, although
they contributed most valuable information to the pages of the
London Journal of Botany,' very much impeded the progress
'

Finally, in 1850, Dr. Bromfield started
on an excursion to Egypt, Nubia and Abyssinia; after which
he was tempted to prolong his tour into Palestine and Syria,
where, alas he was cut off by fever at Damascus.
Under these melancholy circumstances the manuscript of
the rinfinished Flora was committed to the Editors by Dr.
of the present work.

!

and here, perhaps, the
which they have endeavoured to do their dutj', both
to her, to their deceased lamented friend, and to the public,
requires a few words of explanation.
It soon became evident, notwithstanding the great amount
of labour and research bestowed by the author, that the work
As a Catalogu.e,
yet remained in a very fragmentary form.
Bromfield's nearest surviving relative

manner

in

;

—
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and as regarding the detailed account of localities, the manuwas complete but the hiatus of descriptions were verynumerous.
In many cases, also, the divisions of families and
script

;

of the larger genera were indicated, but the characters of these
sectional

divisions not expressed.

unwilling to

mix up any

The Editors were most

work
and they have therefore filled up all
these blanks, to the best of their power, by quotations from
other published works which the author himself had been in
the habit of consulting.
They have not bound themselves, in
this, to follow any one author
but they have in each individual case selected that published work for quotation, which
it appeared, by the context or by the sectional divisions, the
author was in each instance most nearly following.
AU these
quotations are acknowledged by inverted commas in the usual
way and in those very few instances where the words of others
would not suit them, t>r where new plants or localities had
been given them, the Editors have indicated the introduction
This plan has of course occaby inclosure within brackets.
sioned, in some cases, a little want of uniformity in definitions yet it is thought that this will not occasion any real
inconvenience, and that the plan selected is, under all the
circumstances, the best which could be adopted.
It does not seem necessary to add a list of the works quoted
of their deceased friend

original co-authorship with the

;

;

;

;

or the abbreviations

made use

of in citing

them

;

the former

being such as are known, and the latter sufficiently expHcit to
The Editors feel, however, that
indicate the work intended.

one abbreviation requires a word of explanation owing to
their not having been aware, at first, of the work intended, and
having themselves uniformly mistaken in the MS. one of the
:

letters
is

used in quoting

it,

Mr. Drew Snooke's

referred to generally as B. T.

W.

'

Flora Vectiana

instead of B.

I.

W.

'

;

which must have been intended for the initial letters of the
words 'Botany of the Isle of Wight.' The edition of the 'British

Flora

'

always referred

sixth edition of that work,

Babington's

'

to,

except otherwise stated,

by Hooker and Arnott

;

is

the

and that of

Manual,' the second edition; these being respecduring Dr. Bromfield's last residence

tively the last published
at

home.
While the Editors themselves

feel the value of

Dr. Brom-

EDITORS
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work, and confidently anticipate the like verdict from
other botanists, they cannot but be most painfully aware how

field's

far, in its present form, it falls short of what it would have
been had it come in a finished form from the hands of its
accomplished and lamented author yet, with a fond hope that
it will be found very useful, they close their mournful yet pleasurable task, and commit to the public the long looked-for
Flora Vectensis.
;

Kew and

Kyde,

May, 1856.

THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

Of

all

the districts into which England

daries, either natural or political, there is

a

offers

more

interesting or

is divided by bounperhaps no one that

promising

research than the Isle of Wight

;

yet,

field

for

singular as

pear, hardly any spot |of equal extent, within the

botanical
it

may

ap-

same distance

from the metropolis, has received so small a share of attention,
despite the allurements of scenery,

its

now

flourishing places of

public resort, and the facility of access, which the frequency of

steam communication with the opposite shores holds out as
inducements to visitors. Its situation, on the same parallel with
the most southerly counties of England, insures it as genial a
climate as the latitude will admit of; and, lying, as it does, contiguous to, and at nearly equal distances from, the eastern and
western extremities of the mainland, its Flora participates in
the form peculiar to each of these two longitudinal sections.*
*

Of

•phyllum,
striata,

we find Thesium linoGalium tricome, Myosurus minimus, Spartina

species predominant in the East of England,

Melampyrum

arvense,

Calamagrostis Epigejos, Bryonia dioica, Cineraria campeslris (P), jR/iam-

nus calharticus, Linaria minor, L. spuria, L. Elatine, Antirrhinum Orontium,

Euphorbia platyphylla, Althcea

officinalis,

Asperula cynanchica, Ranunculus

Lingua, Specularia hybrida. Campanula Trachelium and C. glomerata, JBupleurum rotundifolium and B. tenuissimum, Franhenia Itevis, Typha angustifolia,

Chenopodium glaucum, Trifolium sublerraneum, Pulicaria vulgaris, &c. whilst,
on the other hand, of plants that chiefly affect the western side of the kingdom,
;

we meet with Rubia peregrina, Iris fcelidissima, Corydalis claviculata, Gastridium lendigerum, Briza minor, Scirpus Sivii, Androscemum officinale, Wahlenbergia hederacea,

and E.

Coronopus didyma, Linaria repens, Euphorbia portlandica
Anthemis nobilis. Cotyle-

Peplis, Ping-uicula lusitanica, Cyperus longus,

don Umbilicus, &c.

b

^
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The

natural (and politically adopted)

division of the island

and very nearly equal hundreds or liberties
of East and West Medina, by the river of that name, suggested

into the two great

the distribution of the localities or stations for the several spe-

under two sections, designated by those

cies

districts,

as facili-

he
map at the head
seen presently that these hundreds differ from each other almost
of this work.

tating reference to the

It will

as much in their botanical as in their geological character, and
very widely in their more obvious external or physical aspect.
The two nearly insulated districts of the island, at its eastern

and western extremities, known in former times, and noted in
maps * as the Isles of Bembridge and Freshwater,
have, under these revived names, furnished minor divisions, of
no less convenience than the larger in the classification of the
the older

above-mentioned stations or localities.
Of the phffinogamous plants and ferns described in our Flora,
a much smaller number of doubtfully indigenous or certainly
introduced species will be found to swell the list than usually
occur in works of this description.
Of these dubice cives, some

have obtained a right to insertion by prescription and immemorial custom, but which would not on that account have saved

them from
pletely

rejection here,

had they not become so

or partially naturalized

as

far

com-

almost to obliterate the

remembrance

of their acknowledged foreign descent, as in the
Acer Pseuclo-platanus, Datura Stramonium, Linaria
Cymhalaria, Papaver somniferum, Borago officinalis, &c.
Others, perhaps not less questionably native, have been
retained from the difiiculty of striking the balance between

case

of

their contending claims to admission

on the score of naturalizaand disqualification as suspected or convicted aliens.
Of
this class are Vinca major, Centranthus ruber, Pyrethrum Parthenium, all of which, though more or less abundant and even
tion,

spontaneous, can hardly be regarded but as escapes from cultivation, at periods not very far back.
To this list we should
perhaps in strictness join, so far at least as concerns this island,

Cheiranthus Cheiri and Antirrhinum majus, which with us are
never found remote from habitations, though occasionally pre* Vide

Jiilin

Loud. 1631,

fill,

Speed,

'

A

Prospect of the Most

(with maps).

Famous

Parts of the World.'

;
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senting themselves elsewhere within the realm in situations less

open

to

suspicion.

The

demarcation cannot be so

line of

exactly drawn as that, whilst

embrace none but plants
incontestably native to the soil, it shall not exclude others for
the rejection of which it would be difficult to assign a sufficient
reason.

After

all,

it

shall

we may perhaps with truth assert of this
amount of introduced or natu-

island, in reference to the small

ralized

species it contains, that which the philosophical
Wahlenberg reports of his own country (Sweden), " Vix enim
uUa alia existit terra, tam bene perseverata, in qua vegetabilia
spontanea tam preevaleant et ab adventitiis tam parum pre-

mantur."

One

*

way of accurately distinguishing
the genuine plants of a country from those of extraneous orichief obstacle in the

gin arises from the very different ideas entertained of the term
" wild " amongst such as contribute to the general stock of
information on this head from local sources.
With some, the
occurrence of a single specimen beyond the precincts of a gar-

den or other cultivated spot is a sufficient claim to citizenship
and if gathered in greater abundance there can be, in their opinion, no reason whatever for the exclusion of the species.
Happily, observers of this class are not numerous, and a little
experience soon teaches them more caution in their conclusions.

Others (and these constitute a majority) are so sceptical as
to look with an eye of suspicion upon, and even reject as aliens,
a large proportion of species that have been long recognized

and admitted by common consent into our indigenous cataand to such it must be conceded that, however mistaken may be their opinions in many instances, they at least
err on the safe side.
In accordance with my own views on this
head is the practice and opinion of Professor Fries.
" Bene novi aliis placuisse banc plantam exclusam, illam
additam, in his suo utantur judicio equidem vero non aliorum
logues

;

;

commentis, sed mese experientise indulgere debui.
plantas indigenas-, quae per longam

annorum seriem

Eas
sine

dico

omni

cultura intra provinciam copiose et definito loco propellarunt
et

quotannis sunt multiplicatee

;

exclusis igitur

* Fl. Suecica, vol.

ii,

p. vii.

omnibus una
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parum vero curans titrum planta
tantum obviis
hanc
ceterum auctorum vel primitus introducta videatur ad
alterave vice

;

;

classem ublque longe plures pertinent

rumque de

liac re

certum quodclam

Fries, Corpus Flor. Provin. Suec.

i.

quam

vidgo fingitur et ple-

statiiere impossibile est."

Fl. Scan. p. xiii.

speIn a local Flora like the present, the insertion of a few
are
they
cies of confessedly extraneous origin, provided
error,
of
honestly indicated as such to obviate the propagation

Such
can be productive of no detriment to botanical science.
citizensubspontaneous species have bona fide earned a title to
yet their claim as deniship, by taking possession of the soil
zens should be admitted with judgment, and only allowed after
;

a tenure of

some duration. As a further precaution, it is
mark such interlopers with the brand of Italics,

advisable to
the attachment of an asterisk or other sign of exception, or to
The second of
allot them a separate place in an appendix.
these methods I have adopted, as being simple and most in

conformity with the general practice of other writers, and
because the amount of such certainly introduced species is too
inconsiderable to be worth while throwing them into a page by
themselves.
I

am

of opinion that the best and safest criterion for resolv-

ing doubtful claims to enrolment

is to

be sought for by refe-

rence to the geographical distribution of the species under consideration.

The more extended study

of botanical science would, I

many

am

of this important branch

persuaded, go far in removing

of those scruples that are raised against the admission of

no small number of our vegetable productions into the aboriginal lists. Proceeding on this principle, I have briefly noticed
the geographical range of every plant on which such doubt has
been or may be cast, referring to those natural limits as presumptive though not absolute proof in favour of admission,
being quite aware that the exceptions to the apparent law of
distribution are too numerous to warrant our drawing more
than general conclusions therefrom.
In accordance with the sound principle adopted by the botanists of this country in the preparation of general or local
Floras, and which our continental brethren would do well in
following, every tree, shrub or herb

whose

admission rest on the universality of

its cultivation,

sole pretensions to

or subser-
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viency to purposes of ornament or utility, has been carefully
excluded from these pages.* The custom of incorporating the

and the hardier, more common, but exoand forest trees with a work professing to treat of

Cerealia, for instance,
fruit

tic,

* Almost the only national Flora, ouv own and that of Denmark excepted,
is not more or less burdened with these conventional objects of mere culti-

that

vation,

'Flora Suecica' of Wahlenbevg, who judiciously

the admirable

is

and

reserves for an appendix every species of disputable Scandinavian origin,
so presents us with a faithful transcript of the vegetable

The

peninsula.

opposite practice

of DeCandolle, which,

The

it is

to

geography of that vast

unfoitiinately sanctioned by the authority

is

be feared,

will

long continue to uphold the abuse.

otherwise excellent general and local Floras of Lejeune, Host, Keichen-

bach, &c., and all the older ones, with scarcely an exception, are encumbered

The truly valuable and original transby a number of economical garden plants.
from this defect. The Edinburgh Catalogue

with extraneous genera and species.
Atlantic

Nor

Flora Cestrica'

'

are our

own

is

disfigured

local Floras free

of British Plants, which, from being in general circulation as authority for

nomenclature, and professing to iuclude a Flora of the district round that
will afford

of

its

a

fair instance of

what has just been advanced.

avowed scope and intention gives anything but a

the indigenous vegetation of the neighbourhood,
therein noted as certainly introduced,

we

for,

This

city,

latter part

faithful register of

though

many

species are

are left in doubt whether or not they

—

maintain their ground by spontaneous propagation, a condition indispensable
So long, however,
to their retention on the list with any degree of propriety.
as

we

perceive such southern and even continental genera and species as Bvxus,

Caslanea, Eranthis, Linaria purpurea, Slaphylta, Trifolium incarnatum,

comia maritima. Reseda fruticulosa, and the
talogue,

we must

hesitate to regard

it

like,

occupying a place

Mal-

in that

Ca-

as a correct indicator of the genuine

aboriginal or even naturalized vegetation of that part of Scotland, in the sense

which that term should be restricted. Judging from the total absence of the
above species in a truly wild state in this southerly part of England, in which
they might with most reason be expected to occur, but where, in fact, one or
two only amongst them are even naturalized, and that but partially and incomto

no trifling number of the 970
must be the mere outcasts of gardens,
pletely,

seminated, as I

am

certain

is

species
or

composing the Flora Edinensis

have been purposely planted or

dis-

the case with the Spanish Chestnut wherever

it

Specimens of such worse than dubious natives it may suit
the Societv to have at hand for distribution amongst its members but, small
as is the value to the herbarium of such semi-domesticated examples, for any
purpose of scientific truth their indication in a district Catalogue is utterly
occurs in Britain.

;

worthless.

If the

same lax

rule

is

to be followed out,

why not

include the

—

ornamental trees of our parks and pleasure-grounds, the Horse Chestnut, the
The transition would
Spruce Fir, the Lilac, Laurel, and hundreds more ?
thence be easy to the orchard and kitchen-garden, in adopting the productions
of which

we should have

the precedent of continental usage in our favour.

;

XIY
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indigenous vegetables only, cannot be too strongly reprobated
since, independently of the necessary increase to the bulk and

from the

cost of the book, the species so introduced are,

effects

of culture alone, not legitimate objects of botanical description;

and specific characters being in a great measure
changed and obliterated by the operations of grafting, budding,
or cross impregnation, with a view to improve or augment their

their original

produce.

Following the same rule, I have omitted such ligneous spethough of native grovifth within the realm, are found

cies as,

upon

this island only in a cultivated condition in parks

and

plantations, contrary to the practice too often pursued of swell-

ing local Floras with species thus domesticated, simply because
they cannot be called foreign, though virtually so in reference

which they cease to grow spontaneously.
more easy than to make a great display of the vegetable riches of a kingdom or province by pressing aliens like
these into the list, or by undue multiplication of species from
casual varieties or permanent races. Hence originate those
bulky tomes of French and German authors, teeming with the
laborious^ acquired gifts of Ceres and Pomona, which, as they
to the limits within

Nothing

is

have nothing to do with the spontaneous outpourings of the lap
of Nature, must be deducted, to form a correct estimate of the
vegetative force and features of the country and climate, under
the only relation in which these can be either interesting or
instructive to the botanical investigator.

These remarks wiU doubtless appear to some persons misfor, inasmuch as it may be thought that
works of a similar kind in this country are not chargeable with

placed and uncalled

But if the objects introduced
be not exactly the same, the little selection shown in the drawing up of too many of our local and provincial lists of plants

the practice animadverted upon.

betrays a latent inclination to extend the catalogue to a greater

length than the actual range of

Even in the more
how often do we

many

species

would warrant.

carefully expurgated of these productions,

see very exceptionably sounding habitats
assigned for certain ligneous species, such as " in plantations,"
or, for

the various willows, " in osier-grounds,"

carry condemnation in their very name.

— stations which

much caution be
necessary in admitting the claim of certain herbaceous plants
If
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to a place in the indigenous catalogue,

how

greatly

more

cir-

cumspect should we be in allowing those of a tree or shrub,
when, from their perennial and enduring constitution, it is
always

difficult

and sometimes impossible to determine whether
man has been the instrument of

the hand of Nature or that of
their dispersion.

For plates illustrative of the species, in addition to those of
'English Botany,' which are regularly quoted throughout this
work, others, in foreign publications, are occasionally referred

when peculiarly expressive of the plants they represent.
The beautiful figures in the Flora Danica,' * the later volumes
of which make ample amends in general for the great inequality

to

'

of the earlier, and too often, as regards engraving, colouring

and nomenclature, disgraceful execution of the intermediate
parts, have been consulted with advantage in several instances.
In the genus Carex the accurate plates of Schkuhr, with the
supplementary ones of Kunze, have been in most cases quoted
under each species.

The

and admirable delineations in Curtis's Flora
Londinensis,' and of its continuation by Graves and Hooker,
are seldom passed uncited and I have gladly availed myself of
the small but expressive figures of my friend John Curtis, Esq.,
full-sized

'

;

British Entomology,' as far as they have
been drawn from specimens gathered in the Isle of Wight, of
which they are the elegant and all but living vouchers.
The descriptions of the species were in all instances, with
very few exceptions, drawn up ivova. fresh specimens collected
and in those cases where, from the scarcity of
in the island
the plant, recourse was necessarily had to recent or dried examples from other parts of the kingdom or, in default of these,
to the descriptions of other authors, such deviations from the
ordinary practice are invariably recorded, and the sources of
information faithfully pointed out, and acknowlegment made
when due. That no characters of importance might escape
in his unrivalled

'

;

;

* This celebrated work, one of the most sumptuous
national illustrated Floras, has, since

its

commencement

ducted by editors of very unequal merits, as
lar portions.

Under

is

and complete of
in 1764,

been con-

lamentably apparent in particu-

the able superintendence of the present editor, Vahl,

Las more than regained

its

ancient reputation.

it
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unobserved, the descriptions have been carefully compared with
those of the best British and foreign authors either at the moment of drawing them up or subsequent to their compilation,

always with the fresh specimens at hand for renewed compariIn this way most of the desons in the minutest particular.
scriptions have been gone over twice, and in many instances
three times, often at very distant intervals, and with recent spe-

cimens from other stations in the island.
In all cases where the abundance of the species permitted it,
the account of each has been compiled from a series of individual specimens, of diflerent sizes, and, as far as possible, exhibiting every variety of colour and aspect incident to the plant

normal state. By thus proceeding we learn to distinguish what is permanent and essential from that which is but
occasional or fortuitous in character, and thus avoid the error
which, in minute detail and with scanty means of comparison,
we run great risk of committing, the assumjition of individual
peculiarity for absolute and specific difference.
The use of linear measure has been generally adopted in the

in

its

—

descriptive part, since size is often as discriminative of natural

Every one must have felt how
form or colour.
imperfect is the idea conveyed to the mind by the most laboured
objects as

description of a plant, whilst left in ignorance of its absolute or
relative proportions.

Besides, the same species of vegetable

much

in its dimensions under different condi-

often varies so

tions, favourable or the reverse to its

development, that com-

parative terms of admeasurement, as high or low, long or short,

broad or narrow, large or small, lose

all

their value

and

signi-

ficancy.

For

all

the species described in this Flora, excepting only

the very commonest, distinct or special localities are assigned,

with a view of saving the too-often hurried stranger, possible
loss of time in following

up general indications to the object of

his search.

To the majority of stations for the rarer or more local
plants will be found added the date of discovery of the species
recorded, which to some may have the appearance of giving an
undue degree of importance to their detection, without imparting information of practical use or interest to the collector.
But when it is considered how rapid are the changes which

:

the surface of this island
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is yearly,

monthly and daily underand its invariable attend-

going, from the progress of building
ant, increased cultivation

inclosed,

—

low lands, but lately waste, now
and spots not long since free, and accessible to every
;

wanderer in search of health or recreation, at this time dotted with tenements, their sites fenced from the intrusion of
stranger footsteps with the jealous exclusiveness of individual
appropriation
it will be evident that the first recorded station
;

—

some rare or local plant may often be the last on record
the onward course of improvement may have swept such species
from our soU, when it becomes a matter of interest, not merely
for

to learn the fact of its having once existed, but,

ascertain the time

up

to

occurred amongst us.

by dates, to
was known to have
the remoteness of these dates we

which

By

at least it

can in some measure calculate the probability of rediscovering
plants that have thus apparently become extinct ; since, by how

much

is the interval during which the. search for such
has been unsuccessfully renewed, by so much are
the chances diminished of again meeting with them in their

longer

lost species

original places of growth.

The

botanist is thus spared a waste

of time and trouble, and his attention diverted from destroyed
or exhausted localities to others likely to reward

same or even more valuable
of

him with

the

acquisitions.

The flowering time of each species in the climate of the Isle
Wight has been carefully noted from personal observations

through a series of years, and will be found often to differ materially from that indicated for the same species in books, where
the season of blossoming is commonly made to appear much
shorter than it really is, to the manifest detriment of the inexperienced botanist, who, trusting to the correctness of such
indications, is led to look for a species in its perfection in June
or July which he might have gathered as
May, or continued to find flowering on

blossom in
August or Sep-

fully in

in

tember.

Our times and seasons cannot of course furnish a correct
more northern parts of the kingdom,

Floral calendar for the

though practically applicable to
with tolerable exactness to

England.

My

all

many

the southern, and perhaps
of the midland, counties of

indications were, however, intended for the Isle

—
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of

Wight

and beyond

alone,

its limits

I do not hold myself

accountable for their accuracy.

When

the flowering period

is

expressed by an interval of

three or four months, the initial and terminal month, or at least
the greater part of each, is to be understood as included in that

So likewise with some of the early spring

space of time.
flowerers

:

months denotes that

the naming of two successive

such species may, in favourable seasons, be gathered with considerable certainty during the first, and in all ordinary years
during the second, month in a perfect state of inflorescence.
Besides the flowering, the fruiting or seeding time has been
max-ked for each species, as far as could be accomplished by
observations, no less carefully made, although

more recently

begun. *

This adoption of the season of fructification is borrowed from the excellent American Flora Cestrica of Dr.
'

'

Darlington,

t

and though, I

European Flora,

+

will,

believe, nearly a novel feature in a

I think, be found useful to the carpoloby pointing

gical inquirer, as also to the botanical cultivator,

out to them the proper time for collecting seeds in a state

But

for their respective purposes.

ration

is

in general slow

fit

since the process of matu-

and protracted, and, compared with

that of inflorescence (with which, in its later stages,

it

often

marked by no well-defined period of
commencement or completion, the same accuracy of indication
advances pari passu),

is

hardly attainable for the fruiting as for the flowering season,
still more than the
advancement or retardation.

depending, as the former does,

temperature for
*

[It is to

its

MS. a

space had been uni-

formly reserved for the result of his observations on this head.
'

on

be regretted that the author had, to a very limited extent only,

carried out this part of his intentions, although in his

f

latter,

Edrs.]

Flora Cestrica, an attempt to enumerate and describe the Flowering

and Filicoid Plants of Chester County, in the State of Pennsylvania,' by William Darlington, M.D., 8vo, 1837.
X It Vfas partially carried out

by

Pollich, in the

'

Flora of the Palatinate.'

;

INTRODUCTION.

From the situation of the Isle of Wight on the southern
boundary line of the Agricultural Zone of Watson, we everywhere recognize the appropriate features of the latter in the
general aspect of vegetation, whether native or introduced.
We find the cultivation of wheat predominating over that of all
other grain, and producing as plentiful returns on the exposed
crests of the loftiest

cliffs,

or within a few yards of the sea-

The Vine
and the Fig are common even in the cottager's garden, the latter always, as a standard, bearing abundant and luscious fruit
whilst, in addition to the more ordinary orchard-trees, the
Quince, Walnut and Mulberry ripen perfectly, and produce
plentiful crops.
Both the narrow- and broad-leaved varieties
of the Myrtle [Myotus communis, L.) form stout bushes in the
open air, and mature their fruit in many places, even on the
North side of the island and in the cold soil of Ryde, suffering
in very severe winters only, and are then seldom more than
partially killed back in exposed situations, as many very old
and vigorous trunks attest in various places.
The Sweet Bay
[Laurus nobilis, L.) attains the dimensions of a tree, and ripens
beach, as in the sheltered valleys of the interior.

its

berries in abundance, resisting our severest frosts, as does

the Laurustinus (Viburnum Tinus, L.), which gives to our gar-

dens and shrubberies at mid-winter the verdure and bloom of

summer, though

its

fruit is

more sparingly

perfected.

The

INTRODUCTION.
Strawberry-tree {Arhutus Unedo, L.)

hardy with the two
acquires on

its

equally

common and

and grows to a tree
the timber-like dimensions

of respectable size, though inferior to
it

is

last, fruits pretty freely,

native rocks in the South-west of Ireland, or

even in the South-western counties of England, where the
greater moisture of the atmosphere eminently favours the de-

But if the
this, as of most other evergreens.
greater cold of our climate in winter and its greater dryness at

velopment of
all

seasons tend to check the luxuriant growth of these and

other sempervirent plants, the comparative absence of humi-

clouded sky enables the increased heat of sum-

dity

and a

mer

to ripen the

it

would

less

else be

wood, and so

fit it

to endure a degree of frost

unable to withstand.

So happily balanced, in

the climate of the Isle of Wight, are the vicissitudes of heat

and cold to which it is occasionally subject, from its proximity
mainland and to the Continent of Europe in a degree

to the

unusual to insular situations, that the former repairs, or rather
counteracts, the destructive agency of tbe latter on vegetation.
If we turn from the aspect of the exotic to that of the indigenous vegetation of the island, we recognize the abundant predominance of those trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants which
Mr. Watson considers as eminently chai'acterizing the climate
of the inferior belt of the lower Agricultural Zone, together

with

many

other species scarcely less indicative of the finest

wheat region. We here find Acer campestre, Cornus sanguinea,
Viburnum Lantana, Ligustrum vulgare, Samhucus nigra, Euonymus europceus, Uhnus suherosa, amongst the commonest productions of our woods, thickets, and the luxuriant hedgerows
that bound our fields, and over which Tamus communis, Clematis Vitalba, Humulus Lupulus, Rubia peregrina, Bryonia dioica,
Lonicera Perichjmemmi, Solanum Dulcamara and Convolvulus
sejyium ramble in rich and often oppressive profusion.

From
Isle of

its

close proximity to the

mainland of England, the

Wight

exhibits less insularity of character in its Flora
than any of the other islands forming part of the British group,
scarcely differing, except in the absence of

some few genera and

species and the greater prevalence of certain others, from the
Botany of the opposite part of Hampshire. If we compare the

Flora of the Isle of Man, and even of Anglesey, still more that
Orkney and Shetland Islands, with those of

of the Hebrides,

—
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the counties lying nearest to

we

still

perceive a

marked

XXI

them on the mainland of Britain,
number of species

disparity in the

produced on areas of equal extent in both, the balance being in
favour of the latter or continental districts. The same relative
paucity of species obtains in the Channel Islands of Guernsey
and Jersey as compared with the adjacent coast of France and
this inequality of distribution becomes more obvious the greater
the interval betwixt the islands and the main, and the smaller
;

the area of the insulated territory.

more genial

of climate which a

Even with

the advantage

latitude affords, the Flora of

small islands, very remote from larger or from continents,

is

poorer in species than that of other islands of greater extent

and

less perfect isolation,

Thus the whole group

though lying under a colder

parallel.

comby the labours of Watson, Hochstetter and
others, produces little more than one-third the number of phaenogamous species afforded by the Isle of Wight, notwithstanding their more southerly position, and the far greater variety of
elevation which the mountainous surface of some amongst them
of the Azores, although pretty

pletely explored

presents for the extended multiplication of species.

The Channel

*

Islands, though not rich in species for their

consequence of their less extent and greater distance from the mainland, a more completely insular or maritime Flora than the Isle of Wight, as the absence from that
group of the following rather inland or continental genera and
size, have, in

species,

found in the latter island,

will testify

:

Clematis Vilalba

Speciilaria hybrida

Thalictrum flavum

Ehamnus

Campanula (omnes)

catharticiis

Frangula

* Mr. H. C. Watson, in his 'Catalogue of Azorian Plants' (see Hooker's
London Journal of Botany' fur November, 1844), makes the total number of
flowering species amount to 319, and of ferns to 31, or 350 species in all. A
large proportion even of these are common to England and the Azores, and,
'

though some plants no doubt remain unrecorded inhabitants of those
the above census cannot be very far short of the
therein.

mous

Even

species

number

islands,

actually existing

Barbadoes, the catalogue of phtenogaenumerated by Sir R. Schomburgh, amounts to but 896,

in the tropical Island of

and

ferns,

and of these not above one-half would seem to be indigenous, the rest being
chiefly plants cultivated for ornament or use, with a few that have become
naturalized.

—
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owing to its actual, but modified, insularity that
the following eminently mainland species, natives of Hants, are
wanting to the Isle of Wight, although abounding in localities
It is probably

apparently well suited to their production

1.

Couvallaria majalis

muUiflora

2.

:

12.

Melampyvum ciistatum
Daphne Mezereum

11.

13.

Viscum album

4.

Fritilkria Meleagris

14.

Hordeum sylvaticum

5.

Paris quadiifolia

15. Tillaea

6.

Acorus Calamus

16. Sagittaria sagittifulia

7.

Actinocarpus

Damasonium
Campanula patula

18. Cephalanthera ensifulia

Polygonatum

3.

8.

Kapunculus

9.

10.

Phyteuma

17.

19.

muscosa

Hydrocharis Moisus-ranae

Dipsacus pilosus

orbiculare

It is not so easy to assign a cause for the apparently total

absence from the Vectic Flora of the subjoined plants, all of
which are natives of the county, where, as in other parts of the
kingdom, they seem either to evince no particular partiality for
an inland over a maritime locality, or, as in the case of some of
those now enumerated, decidedly abound most on or towards
the sea-coast.
These last are, for distinction, printed in Italics.
Drosera longifolia
anglica

Cicendia filiformis
Sartsia viscosa

Matricaria Chamomilla

Euphorhia paralia

Teesdalia nudicaulis

Lycopodium inundatum

Diplotaxis tenuifolia

Spiranthes

Isnardia palustris

Hypericum dubium

jestivalis

Crambe marilima

Polypogon monspeliensis

Petasiles vulgaris

Litorella lacustris

Centaurea Calcitrapa

Cardamine amara

To

these should perhaps be added Helleborus viridis, Taxus
baccata and Lysimachia Nummularia, all of which are confined
in this island, to single and very suspicious stations

;

those for

and third have indeed been since destroyed.
It may be here observed, that the limitation of any plant to
a single locality, and its restriction in that locality to even a
single specimen, is, per se, no sufficient reason for its rejection

the

first

INTRODUCTION.
as adventitious, because

it is

well

XXIU

.

known

that plants will, in

particular districts, where soil, climate or other causes are ad-

verse to their increase, continue so scarce as to be reduced to

a numerical

minimum

little

short of absolute extinction, and

yet pertinaciously maintain their footing

if

undisturbed.

Of

the former part of this proposition at least, Cephalanthera gran-

and Euphorbia Peplis present, in this island, notable exa solitary specimen of each of these having alone been
picked, but in situations so exactly conformable to their natural places of growth in other parts of the country, as scarcely
to afford ground for their rejection on the score of their paucity, whilst no exception can be taken to the species themselves.
It is indeed hardly credible that an orchideous plant
like the former could have been purposely introduced,* though
it is just possible that the latter may have been transported by
the waves from the coasts of Devon or Cornwall to the beach
at Sandown.
diflora

amples

;

All of these,

it

may be remarked,

are rare, or gradually dis-

appear in the farthest South-western counties of Devon and
Cornwall, and are totally wanting, with many others, in every

one of the smaller islands of the British group, excepting 16
and 17, that occur in Anglesey and Ireland, the Flora of which
last, its size considered, exhibits in an extreme degree the character of a western and island vegetation, both in the paucity
and peculiarity of its indigenous species, and resembling in
these respects that of New Zealand, the Azores, and other
island groups lying remote from any large tracts of land or
continent.
It is observable that

Rhamnus

catharticus,

Bryonia dioica and

Campanula Trachelium, three species characteristic of the eastern and interior rather than of the western and coast Flora of
* Every one tnows the

diflBculty

of the terrestrial Orchidaceae, and
of the tribe.

attending the cultivation and preservation

how

little

This holds true of Hahenaria

gregarious
viridis,

is

the greater

number

which, seldom plentiful at

any time on a given station, is in this island so reduced in frequency that I have
seen but three, and those collected by others, in more than thrice as many years,
during which time I have not once fallen in with a specimen on any of my
innumerable herborizing walks within the limits of

this Flora.
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England, and which are extremely rare and local, if really indigeavoid
nous to Scotland and Ireland, show a marked tendency to
in every part of its periand as it were more
central,
the
phery, and to retreat towards
plants eminently
are
three
All
continental, portion of it.

the coast line of the Isle of

attached to calcareous

Wight

soils,*

their maintenance is afforded

and, though that condition for
them by the extension of the

chalk and hmestone to several points along the shore, in vain
should we look for a specimen of any one of them betwixt the

Foreland and the Needles, or from thence along the North side
of the island to the mouth of the Medina, within a distance, in

from the sea-beach. It is true
Bryony
at least grows in many places
that on the mainland the

most

cases, of several miles

near the sea-beach, but the indefinite extent of country at the
back gives such shore stations a comparatively continental
character.

following species evince, in the Isle of "Wight, a power
of occupancy not very greatly superior to that shown by the
plants just named, but which are as certainly indigenous as any

The

others of greater frequency and abundance

:

Cladiura Mariscus

Habenaria viridis
Ophrys aranifera

Thalictrum flavum

Butomus

Asparagus

urabellatus

officinalis

Whilst we may cite, as holding a very insignificant amount of
space in our island Flora, Botrychium Lunaria, Lastrea
Oreopteris, Asplenium marinum, Spircea Filipendula, Orobanche
cwndea, Listera Nidus-avis, Vaccinium Oxycoccos, Dianthus
Armeria and D. proUfer, all equally indigenous with those
before enumerated, though concentrated in small quantity
solitary points as it
ally over it at

on

were of the country, or scattered individu-

few and distant intervals.

The absence

of a very large, and indeed the greater, propor-

tion of the genuine aquatic plants of Britain

is

a peculiarity in

the Isle-of- Wight Flora, the cause of which is manifestly the
* The Bryony

is

found on the green sand in several places S. and S.E. of

Newport, as at Sandway, Pagham, Perreton and Bedway, as well as on the
chalk, to which the two remaining species in question are confined.

—
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want of appropriate and congenial places for their growth and
dispersion, which extensive bodies of water aiford something
being doubtless due, as we have lately seen, to climate and
;

Omitting a few insignificant ponds,

insularity of position.

pools and dams, of mostly recent and
the natural drainage of the island

artificial

construction,

is effected chiefly

by some

half-dozen or so of sluggish streamlets, fed by the numerous
fine springs

with which the island abounds, that break out at

and find their way, through
narrow devious channels, to the sea.
The water of these
streams is mostly turbid, from the detritus of the rocks they
flow over and their motion, though slow, combined with the
depth and narrowness of the channels they pass along, are all
unfavourable to the growth of such purely aquatic plants as
require the clear, broad, shallow and tranquil element for their
habitation.
Moreover, the water of those streams that meander through the boggy valleys of the Medina and Main River,
and of the drains and ditches communicating with them, is
contaminated with peroxide of iron from the ferruginous sandstone, or the decomposition of the pyritic nodules that abound
in the chalk and tertiary formations, and which impregnation
From
cannot but be injurious to some aquatic vegetables.
all these causes united it doubtless happens that the following
genera and species of true water-plants are strangers on this
the base of the chalk ranges,

;

side of the Solent

:

Nymphffla (introduced

?)

Ceratophyllum

?

Nuphar

Stratiotes (introduced)

Sagittaria

Acorus

Hottonia

Actinocarpus

Hydrocharis (introduced)

Whilst, of species belonging to genera of which representatives

occur

m the island, we miss
Sium

latifolium

CEnanthe Phellandrium
„

fluviatile

Myriophylluin verticillatum

Potaraogeton perfoliatum

Nasturtium amphibiura
Glyceria aquatioa
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of the
difference observable in the temperature
Britain,
of
seasons betwixt this island and the northern parts
to
that of summer in particular, may well appear inadequate

The moderate

together
produce so striking a contrast as we find on comparing
elements,
Other^
the Floras of Newport and Edinburgh.
operascarcely less potent than temperature, here come into
former.
determine the balance gi'eatly in favour of the
the
If the heat of our summer be not very much above that of
North at the same season, it is protracted into an autumn of
longer duration, dryness and serenity, better able to ripen the

tion, to

vegetable tissues, and bring the seeds of plants to maturity.
From our proximity to the continent, and the greater breadth
its southern coast than elseloaded with clouds and vapour
than is that over the narrow and deeply indented promontory of
North Britain, environed by a wide expanse of water on three

of the mainland of

England along

where, our atmosphere

sides,

is less

without any adjacent surface to arrest the deposition of

moisture from the Atlantic,

much

of which

is

precipitated,

upon the peninsular counties of
before it
Cornwall and Devon. Hence the amount of direct solar radiation, so active an agent in developing a varied and vigorous
vegetation, is oftener and more continuously exerted here than
at the North, proving more equivalent in energy to the power
can reach this island,

of a diffuse light, protracted through days considerably exceed-

ing our

own

in length at the season in question.

Another peculiarity in our island Flora

is

the

relative

scarcity of certain jilants characteristic of the chalk formation,

compared with

their abundance on the cretaceous deposits
mainland of Hampshire.
We may instance Fagus sylvatica, Echium vulgare, Cichorium Intybus, and Verbascuvi
nigrum, which are there quite sporadic, and form no prominent
as

of the

feature of the chalk-country vegetation.

Our downs

are not,

as there, crested with picturesque and venerable yews, of un-

known

antiquity, their precixjitous flanks clothed vdth woods of
umbrageous beech, or dotted with dark compact clumps of the
more humble but aromatic juniper. The same jpaucity of indi-

viduals is observable in

many

other plants

common

to

both

parts of the county, which, very rare or local in the Isle of

Wight, are of general occurrence, or

at least are

more

plentiful

where they do occur, on the mainland of Hants, such as Coro-
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nopus didyma, Linaria repens, Pyrus aucuparia, Cochlearia da-

Frankenia lievis, Chelidonium majus, Valeriana dioica,
Verhascum nigrum.
Some, however, there are that abound
more in the island than on the main, as Ligustrum vulgare
and Rubia peregrina.
It might be concluded, from the extent of coast-line which
our insularity commands, that the Flora of the Isle of Wight
would be particularly rich in marine or littoral plants but,
though our sea-shores are not deficient in species interesting
from their beauty or rarity, the geological structure of the

nica,

;

greater part of the coast is unfavourable to their permanent

establishment.

Sandown

Along the whole southern shore from below
Eockin End, and from thence westward to

village to

cliifs or the banks
on which alone it is possible for
any vegetation to fix itself.
The chfi's, in most parts perpendicular, can afford footing but to few plants, whose tenure, from
the crumbling nature of the rock, is very brief and precarious.
These therefore are mostly grasses, as Agrostis alba (which

the Needles, the sea washes the feet of the
of slipped land at their base,

fringes the

cliffs

at Shanklin), or

cling longest to the treacherous

on the narrow water-worn
the cliffs, composed of the

such other small plants as can
soil,

or find

The

ledges.

to flourish

slipped banks beneath

debris of these last,

&c., of the lower greeusand, are hardly

room

more

and of the
stable,

clays,

being con-

stantly in a state of change from the undermining action of the

waves and the percolation of landsprings, often charged with
iron, that issue from the face and bottom of the rocks above,
which, made more friable by the infiltration of water and the
disintegrating action of frost, fall from time to time in vast
masses, burying the vegetation at their feet to a considerable
depth beneath the ruins. The generally wet and tenacious
character of the soil composing these slipped banks
to plants that love a dry, loose,

is ill

suited

sandy or pebbly beach, and

which would therefore be sought for in vain along the line of
The vegetation (in many
coast we have been speaking of.
places very scanty) that covers these accumulated disruptions
is mainly derived from the rock above, whatever that may be,

and consequently varies with

its

geological character in differ-

ent parts along the entire line of coast, modified also, in some
measure, by the nature of the softer substratum, forced out from

XXVUl
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beneath the superiucumbent upper beds of chalk or sandstone.

We may here

take a rapid view of the vegetation of the

cliffs,

and of the slipped land at their base, before proceeding to give a
sketch of the maritime Flora of the island, properly so called,
from which the former is perfectly distinct.
It may be easily imagined that the chffs themselves, from
their friable constitution and perpendicularity, are nearly bare
of vegetation, even of the humblest kind, and such is for the

Some few plants, however, make a shift to
case.
maintain their position, and even flourish vigorously, on the

most part the

bare face of the chalk and sandstone, as did, for instance, Frajikenia

some years

Icevis,

ago,

on the naked wall of chalk forming

the magnificent arch or concavity of Scratchell's Bay, tiU over-

whelmed by a
little

fall

of loosened fragments

from the summit.

A

further eastward, towards Freshwater Gate, in that part

of the majestic line of

Nodes, broad

flat

cliffs

called the

Main Bench and the

ledges or terraces occasionally break the wall-

stupendous barrier of chalk, and by the
shadows they create relieve the else unvarying whiteness of the
absolutely denuded precipices.
These shelves or ledges, technically known as " meads " and " greens " amongst the cliffsmen
are visited, at stated times, by that hardy and adventurous race,
in their dangerous avocation of samphire -gathering, collecting
the eggs of sea-fowl, or robbing the peregrine falcon of her
like uniformity of this

Some of these " greens " are of considerone of them, and I believe the largest, is called
Eosehall Green, and its area is estimated at about an acre.
Unlike most of the others, it is accessible by a tolerably easy
half-fledged young. *

able extent

;

descent from above, and, in

common with them,

is

covered with

* The eggs of different species of Laius, that resort in vast numbers lo these
in the breeding season, when collected, are forwarded by the cliffsmen lo

cliffs

persons in London.

These cliffs were, till within these few years, farmed by the collectors of eggs
and samphire, of the lord of the manor, at an annual rent.
Since then, the
latter has waived his right to this source of revenue; and the
withdrawal of all
restrictions on collecting, by encouraging general competition, has
greatly
diminished the

A

profits of those formerly

further account of the

mode

marlict, as practised in this island,

213 of the present work.

engaged

is

in the business.

and preparing samphire for the
given, under the head of that plant, af p.

of collecting
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a dense gro-wth. oi Atriplex patula, var.

0. {A.prostmta, Bouch.?
Bab. Man. ?), Halimus portulacoides, Crithmum maritimum,
Beta maritima, and Parietaria officinalis, this last in its most

truly natural station.
itself a

Pieris hieracioides, here abundant, offers
congenial recipient for the parasitic attachment to its

roots of Orobancke minor.

Passing Freshwater Bay, and nearing that of Compton, the
chalk-cliffs, continued eastward after their interruption at

same

the former, present us with the excessively rare and charmingly
fragrant Sea Stock (Matthiola incana), which grows abundantly

and indubitably native on their most exposed pinnacle, and,
springing from their bare and even perpendicular face, defies
the storms of winter and the grasp of all who covet its spicy
and richly coloured blossoms, save that of the bold and dauntless cliffsman, whose services a trifling remuneration will at any
time secure to weaker heads and less adventurous limbs, in
plucking this floral prize from its perilous and dizzy domicile.
Though most attached to the chalk, the Matthiola passes the
point of junction of that formation with the greensand, gradu-

diminishing in frequency as the wealden

is approached, on
soon terminates, to reappear, for the last time,
Steephill, a distance of at least twelve miles from its western

ally

or near which
at

it

station.

Proceeding still South-east, the sandy cliffs are of too loose
and crumbling a nature to afford even a transient footing to
vegetation of any kind, * and the banks of debris at their base,
where they exist, afford few or no plants of interest. Erodiwni
maritimum grows at the entrance of Brook Chine, and Plantago
Coronopus occurs in unusual jjlenty and luxuriance along the
top of the cliff from Compton Bay to Blackgang, where, just
before arriving at the Chine, Eriophorum vaginatum has been

* The deep fissures which run parallel with, and behind the edges
attest their constant destruction

and

of,

these

and by planting
the feet against them a slight effort will hurl down masses of many hundred
weight, already tottering to their fall, upon the beach beneath.
The
footway along the fields from Sandown to Shankliii, as I remember it ten or
cliffs,

recession inland,

twelve years ago, has quite disappeared, the

time more than as

must soon

cease, if

it

cliff

having retrograded in that

might even say yards and the existing path
has not already done so, to direct the steps with safety

many

feet,

I

;

along the verge of this treacherous precipice after nightfall.

;
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found in the wet depressions of the sandy banks, along with the
far more common E. polystachion or E. latifolium (E. pubescens,
Sm.) Eounding the southernmost point of the island, we find,
on the shore at Puekaster, Convolvulus sepium, var. incarnata,
and that remarkable form of the common Eeed [Arundo Phragmites), with prostrate or trailing stem, of extraordinary length.

The

surface of the Isle of

Wight

is

generally undulating,

being traversed centrally, from East to West, by a continuous
range of chalk downs, the spurs or branches of which reappear

on the South side of the
rises [712] feet

ridge, in detached

The highest

able elevation.

above the sea

;

masses of consider-

of these, St. Catherine's

Down,

but, since vegetation is not mate-

changed at that altitude, most of the plants growing on
rounded summits may be found in greater perfection and
with more certainty at or near their bases than higher up,
where the herbage is kejpt close-cropped by the numerous sheep
that pasture on their smooth and steeply sloping sides.
The hundreds of East and West Medina differ widely in the
relative proportion of wood, meadow and arable land they contain.
The former is well watered, and better fitted for pasturage than the latter, which is a more open or champaigne
rially

their

country, adapted for corn, that

is

here raised in great quantity

but very partially wooded, though including within

now

its limits

mere governthe dockyards.
That tract

the ancient chase or forest of Parkliurst,

a

ment nursery for growing oak for
of West Medina to the South of the

central chalk range is
almost destitute of wood, and the soil light and sandy.
In former times the island was so thickly timbered that a
squirrel, it is said, might have traversed its entire length by

leaping from tree to tree;

and, though this tradition bears
somewhat the impress of exaggeration, it is very certain that
the progress of agriculture and the requirements of the dockyard at Portsmouth have been, and are still, operative in rob-

bing the island of

its

sylvan honours.

The only continuous

woodland now existing is in East Medina, on
the North side of the chalk range, and marked by the course of
the stream which empties itself into the Solent below Wootton
Bridge, forming a labyrinth of coppice, interspersed with pasture and arable, generally flat, and the timber of very moderate
tract of natural
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Other copses, various in extent, are scattered over
the North-eastern quarter of the island, the soil of which is in
general a stiff clay, excepting immediately at the foot of the
chalk downs and westward towards the Medina, where it
scantling.*

assumes more of a gravelly nature.
To the South of the downs in East Medina the lower green
sandstone predominates the country undulates more remarkably, and rises into numerous often abrupt eminences, presenting a varied surface of corn and pasture land, heath, down,
craggy cliffs, with marshy valleys and deep boggy thickets.
Towards the South and South-eastern coast-line of this hundred the chalk reappears, as a second, much interrupted and far
shorter range, in the steep round-topped escarpments of St.
Catherine's (Niton), St. Boniface (Shanklin), and Rew Downs,
rising with an abruptness and to an elevation sufficient to give
almost the dignity of a moutainous background to the majestic and picturesque terraces of Eastend and Undercliff, lying
immediately at their feet.
The great longitudinal chalk ridge
;

terminates suddenly, at

its

eastern extremity, in the Culver

which rises perpendicularly to about 400 feet, forming the
northernmost point of Sandown Bay and the South-eastern
boundary of the peninsula known by the name of Bembridge
Island.
The same ridge, after its dislocation at the valley of
the Medina, is continued westward, with but little interruption,
to its termination in the bold and lofty headland whose talus
forms the magnificent cliffs of Freshwater and Alum Bay;
Cliff,

whilst the

numerous spurs or escarpments, that diverge

in all

directions from the principal longitudinal chain of summits,

form hollows or basin-like valleys and sinuosities between
them, whose steep declivities are mostly clothed with patches
of hanging copsewood.
The island is divided, nearly its entire length, in a due North
and South direction, by the river Medene or Medina, which,
winding from its source along the bottom of a boggy valley as
an insignificant stream, becomes navigable immediately below

Newport

for vessels of small burden.

It also serves as the

* In the early part of the late war, when oak commanded a high price for
the navy, the present Sir William Oglander cut down, on his estate at Nnnwell,

timber of this description

lo the value, it is said, of

£80,000

sterling.
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boundary mark of the two hundreds of East and West Medene
or Medina,
a division both politically and botanically convenient, from the nearly exact equality of these districts in point

—

of size.*

Four other streamlets
two in each hundred,

country,

of less note intersect the

besides

several

other

still

Of the former, there is, in East Medina, first,
the Wootton River, betwixt Eyde and Cowes, navigable as
high as Wootton Bridge, and winding its way between woods
from its source to the sea secondly, the Main Eiver or Yar, f
as long as or longer than the Medina itself, which, rising from
smaller

rills.

;

near the southernmost point of the island, flows, in a Northeasterly direction, through an extensive tract of boggy meadows
by Newchurch, and, gradually expanding into the broad delta of
Sandown Level, empties itself into Brading Hai'bour. In West
Medina, the Yar (properly so called) and Newtown Rivers are

rather estuaries of the sea, with salt-marshes along their banks,
partially overflowed at high water.

On

the latter

arm

of the

Solent are several salterns, where salt of excellent quality for
curing bacon

is

manufactured, by the evaporation of sea-water,

by the heat of the sun and partly by boiling. The edges
of the " pans " or shallow evaporating basins of these saltworks
partly

are thickly fringed with various maritime plants,

some

of

them

and flourishing in contact with brine of a high degree of
concentration.
Amongst these are Inula crithmoides, Bupleutenuissimum, Frankenia Imvis, Salicornia radicans, &c.
rare,

mm

Besides the
the

many

five principal

still

streams we have mentioned, and

smaller brooks and rivulets, are innumerable

drains and ditches in the marshy valleys of the interior
yet,
from causes which will be adverted to hereafter, our Flora ex;

hibits a remarkable deficiency of genuine aquatic plants,

those which are

common

in other parts of the

most of
kingdom being

with us wholly wanting or very rarely met with.

The

Isle of

Wight

is

situated nearly

midway betwixt the

ex-

treme points of the southern coast of England, or a little to the
eastward of its central meridian, lying between 50° 34' and
* From this central course the Medina derives its name.
t This must be carefully distinguished from the other river so
West Medina, at the mouth of which stands the town of Yarmouth.

called, in

—
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50" 47' N. latitude, and 1°

mean

4'

and 1°
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36'

W.

longitude, * its

distance from the opposite coast of Hampshire, by which

partly embayed, and from which

separated by the Sosome places considerably
In form the island has been compared to that of a

it is

it is

lent channel, is about three miles, in
less.

lozenge or rhomboid, the two extreme diameters of which have
their axes corresponding, as nearly as possible, to the four car-

dinal points of the compass.
Its greatest length from East to
West, or from the Foreland Point to the Needles inclusive, is
83 miles that from North to South, or from W. Cowes Castle
;

or

Egypt House

area

is

to St. Catherine's Point, [13 milesl]-

The

total

The length of
estimated at [upwards of 100,000 acres. +]
lat. 50° 42' 1") is 16h. 16m. 13s.;

the longest day at Newport (N.

of the shortest, 7h. 43m. 44s., or

— uncorrected for atmospheric

which in this parallel increases the apparent length
of the day by about 9 minutes
16h. 25m. 14s., and 7h.
52m. 87s. respectively. Constant twilight prevails for 51 days,
commencing on the 27th of May and ending on the 17th of July,

refraction,

—

but

is

so feeble, even at the solstice, in this latitude, towards

midnight, as probably to exert

little

or no influence over the

nocturnal repose of vegetation, which in higher latitudes must
*

The

following are the latitudes and longiludes of several points iu the Isle

of Wight, as determined
in Sir

H. C.

by

the trigonometrical survey of

England, and given

Englefield's Description of the Island (London, 1816,410,

and Foss, 88, Pall Mall,

p. 4),

W. LONG.

N. LAT.

Ashy Down sea-mark
Dunnose Head station
East Cowes sea-mark
*West Cowes Castle

.

.

.

.

.

St Catherine's Lighthouse (Old)

Carishrook Castle
+

Newport

(St.

.

.

.

.

tSt. Catherine's Lighthouse (New)

Needles Lighthouse

Payne

and from other authentic sources:

.

.

....

Thomas's Church)

.

.

50° 41'

6".

1° 10' 57"

50° 37'

7"

1°11'36".

50° 46' 37".

1° 16' 15".

50° 46'

1° 17' 42"

1".

60° 35' 33"

1°17'50".

60° 34' 50".

1° 17' 61".

60° 41' 17".
50° 39' 53"

1°18'25"

60° 42'

1° 17' 18".

1".

1° 33' 55".

* By corrected ohservations of Sir H. C. Englefield.
author of this work.
t Communicated by the Trinity Board to the
Snooke.
Mr.
D.
i
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be in a great measure suspended under the stimulus of the
strong light emitted from the sky at that season.*
* It seems probable that amongst the complicated elements determining
may be the duration of their exposure to
direct or diffuse solar light, and the modified and diminished barometric pres-

the geographical distribulion of plants

sure resulting from altitude, with perhaps other scarcely subordinate conditions,
electricity and similar meteorological agencies, not hitherto taken

dependent on

It is alleged that many tropical plants in our stoves suffer from
the too long-conlinued action of light upon their leaves in summer, depriving
them of that sleep or repose from functional activity which the invariable alterinto account.

nation of equal day and night ensures to them, in their native climate, for the

renewal of their exhausted

Such

irritability.

plants, possessing in their peren-

permanently excitable, would probably, irrespective of temperature, he as unfit to exist for any length of time in regions exposed to longnial foliage organs

protracted daylight at one period of the year as to tolerate the deprivation of
its

absence for the same space of time at another season.

In northern latitudes

the cold of winter compensates for the continued stimulus of light through the

summer by the torpor and suspension of the circulation it induces
whose respiratory functions have been previously arrested by the natu-

long days of
in plants,
ral

decay of the leaves, from constant excitement during the season of vegetable

activity.

Even between

the tropics, certain trees, having leaves analogous in their

thin transpirable texture to those of species inhabiting the temperate zone,

pass a short period of the year in repose, and are as truly deciduous as any of
colder countries
case, for

;

but, since the stimulus of light

many hours

out of the twenty-four, at

all

is

withdrawn,

in the

former

seasons alike, a shorter ces-

sation of the vegetable functions suffices to restore impaired irritability than in

the latter, where the excitement
sions, for

is

kept up, with but partial or imperfect remis-

weeks or months together.

In countries verging upon or within the

augments in an increasing ratio of
and duration with the latitude attained, and so makes up, by its stimulating power on vegetation, for the low mean temperature which (contrary to
popular belief), marks the short-lived summer of such high latitudes. For it is
certainly a great though very prevalent error to suppose that the summers of high
northern latitudes, though short, are hot
all meteorological tables prove the
arctic circle this continuous action of light

intensity

:

contrary,

it

month

it,

in

being a fact that the mean temperature of the year, and of each
diminishes from the equator to the pole (local causes of deviation

from the general law excepted) by a decrement capable of exact calculation,
but varying betwixt certain

parallels,

and greatest about the middle

lati-

tudes.
It

of

is

true, as

summer

Humboldt long ago

observed, that the

mean

temperature

diminishes less rapidly than that of winter in receding from the

equator; but so far is the temperature of the former season from increasing
towards the arctic parallels, that the prolonged presence of the sun above the
horizon cannot compensate for his lower altitude and consequent obliquity of
his rays sufficiently to

maintain a mean summer heat equal

to,

much

passing, that of any latitude farther from the pole than the one

less sur-

assumed

to
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person in the least acquainted with meteoro-

snmmer of St. Petersburgh is hotter than that
warm or that the same season at Paris exceeds in heat, whilst
of Rome, Madrid, or other cities of Southern Europe, which, if the

logical science will assert that the

of Paris, or even so
it lasts,

that

;

before-mentioned theory were correct,

it

ought assuredly

to attribute this popular fallacy respecting the

summer

to do.

T

am

inclined

of northern latitudes to

the effect upon the frame of a really moderate but occasionally high temperature, sustained

so short

through days of almost wearisome length, alternating with nights

and lucid as

to invite rather to active exertion

coolness, than to that quiet

most

fitted

to

and repose which we

and are

enjoy during the temporary absence of light that attends the

earth's diurnal revolutions in regions nearer the equator.
lels

from their comparative

instinctively seek

In these high paral-

the air has no time to cool considerably, or darkness to overspread the face

of Nature, before the sun again emerges above the horizon to dispel the faint

approaches of

obscurity,

restrial radiation.

and renew the little heat already lost by teris excited by the unremitting stimulus of two

The system

powerful agents, whereby an impression
of heat, which the thermometer,

exaggerated.

The human body

if
is

is

conveyed

to the feelings, of

a degree

consulted, would show they had greatly

here under circumstances of excitement,

from the continuous, rather than the intense, action of colour and light, the
effect of the joint agency of which on plants is to hasten their progress to maturity, as soon as, or even sooner than, either could accomplish that end by an

augmented but

less constantly

sustained force.

FLORA VECTENSIS.

I.

VASCULAR

OR

PHANEROGAMOUS PLANTS.

Vegetables composed of cellular tissue, woody fibre, and spiral
bearing distinct organs of reproduction (stamens and
;
pistils), and producing seeds having an embryo furnished with
one or more cotyledons.

vessels

Class

DICOTYLEDONOUS

or

I.

EXOGENOUS PLANTS.

Stems formed of bark, wood and pith, the wood traversed by
medullary rays, and increasing in perennial plants by annual
additions of concentric layers external to the older zones or
betwixt them and the bark. Leaves with anastomosing veins.
Cotyledons 3 or more, opposite or whorled.
Subclass

I.

Angiosperm^.

Ovules produced within a closed ovary or pericarpial envelope.
Cotyledons 2, very rarely (in Cuscuta) 0, opposite.
Subdivision

I.

THALAMIFLOE^,

DC.

Stamens hypogynous or not adherent with either of the floral
envelopes, but springing, like them, from the receptacle or bed
(thalamus) bearing the ovaries, and close underneath the latter.
Order

I.

EANUNCULACE^E,

Juss.

Herbaceous or occasionally shrubby and climbing plants, mostly
with acrid watery juices and variously compomid or divided seldom entire leaves, whose petioles are dilated and sheathing at the
base and without (true) stipules. Perianth regular or irregular.
Sepals 3
5 or more, often coloured and petaloid, or frequently
unsymmetrical, mostly deciduous. Petals 5 10 or more, either
regular and often furnished with a pore or scale at the base, or

—

—

.

[Clematis.

EANONCDLACE.K.

2

unsymmetrical (hooded, spurred or tubular), sometimes wanting,
Stamens commonly
minute or partly deficient by abortion.
numerous and indefinite, rarely few and definite (5—10) anthers
Fruit consisting
Ovules anatropous.
adnate mostly extrorse.
on a
either of many dry indehiscent 1 -seeded carpels arranged
many-seeded
or
fewmore)
receptacle, or of several (3—5 or
more rarely united succulent or
dehiscent capsules (follicles)
the base
baccate.
Seeds erect or pendulous embryo minute
of the firm albumen.
;

;

m

;

Tribe

I.

Clcmatklece.

or imperfect and
Petals
Estivation valvate or induplicate.
Carpels numerous, 1-seeded, tailed with the
stamen-like, {Gray).
Leaves
Seeds^ pendulous.
feathery or silky persistent stj'le.
Stems mostly shrubby and climbing.
opposite.
I.

Clematis, Linn.

Virgin's Bower.

Sepals 4 (rarely more), coloured.

Petals 0.

Carpels indehis-

cent, tailed.

Ornamental but acrid perennials, native to the warmer pai-ts of the temperate
zone in all quarters of the globe, erect or climbing, more or less shrubby, rarely
herbaceous, with variously decompounded, ternate or pinnate, sometimes simple
leaves,

and

solitary or panicled,

flowers, that are

perfect or subdioicous, white, blue or purple

sometimes fragrant.

Common Virgin's Boiver. Travellers Joy.
Stem shrubby climbing,
Beard. —Bedvfine, Vect.
7 mostly corleaves pinnate their petioles twining, leaflets 5
date -ovate incised serrate 3-lobed or entire, panicles forked
E. B.
Br. Fl. p. 4.
shorter than the leaves, flowers perfect.
1.

Old

t.

C. Vitalba, L.

Mans

—

612.
In woods, hedges and thickets, abundantly.

FL

July

— September.

Fr. Octo-

November. Tj
E. Med.- Frequent about Ryde, in Quarr copse, lane between Binstead
church and the Newport road ; old stone-pits at Binstead, near Stonelands, &c.
Hedges on
In profusion all over East End, and throughout the UnderclifF.
Ashey Down and about Brading.
W.Med. About Cowes, Yarmouth, Newport, Carisbrook, Westover, Newbridge, and wherever the soil is calcareous, occurring in the greatest plenty.
Stem very woody, long and twisted, often exceeding the thickness of the wrist
at its origin, climbing over trees and bushes, or hanging from rocks and walls.
Leaves opposite, deciduous, imparipinnate. Leaflets large, hi- or more rarely trijugate, distant, stalked, ovale or cordato-ovate, firm and coriaceous, glabrous,
except when young, more or less waved and twisted, submucronato-acuminate,
ber,

—

—

their points deflexed or revolute, reticulato-venose, with 5 strong nerves beneath.
Petioles angular, flexuose, both the common and partial ones
Stipules none.

Flowers greenish white or somewhat creamoften acting as tendrils or clasping.
coloured, slightly scented, but scarcely deserving of being called fragrant, in axillary and terminal, often leafy, trichotomously branched paniculate clusters,
shorter than the leaves, and of which the lateral ones are on long, naked, straight,
Bracts in pairs
opposite, nearly erect peduncles, which are swollen at the base.
about the middle or towards the base of the pedicels, and subtending the forks of
the clusters, the former small, lanceolate, entire, the latler leafy, lobed or

—
ranunculace^.

Thalictrum.]

3

pinnate.
Sepals oblong, bluntish, obscurely 3-nerTed, villous on both sides, most
so beneath, a little longer than the stamens, leathery, at length strongly deflexed
and revolute. Stamens numerous, at first erect then spreading, their filaments
flattened, greenish white, slightly dilated upwards, anthers of 2 linear oblong
decurrent lobes, whitish.
Germem small, roundish, on a villous receptacle.
Styles numerous, the length of the stamens, greenish, hairy, erect with spreading
tips.
Carpels oyoid elliptical, compressed, pubescent, reddish brown, with long
leathery mostly defle.xed and incurved awns about an inch or an inch and a half
in length.

Called Old Man's Beard in many parts of England, from the hoary aspect of
the long feathery awns of the seed, which remain attached to the plant throughout the winter, and contribute to enliven the leafless hedges at that dreary season.
In the absence of trees to cling to, I have seen it running down the steep
sides of challc-pits, like long ropes, which its twisted fibrous stems greatly resemble.
The slender flexile branches serve occasionally for binding faggots, and as
a substitute for the more costly pipe or cigar to our young rustic smokers.

The North-American C. Virginiana, sometimes seen in our gardens, and
greatly resembling this species, has teruate leaves, dioecious flowers, and a less
woody texture.
1 found some years ago the sweet-scented Clematis of our gardens (C. Flammula, Linn., var. maritima), with very narrow leaflets, on the loose sandy beach
at Norton, by Yarmouth, where it appeared quite naturalized, though sparingly,
in a situation analogous to that in which I have gathered the typical form in the
S. of France, where the plant is mostly a trailing, not a climbing, one.
C. cirrhosa, a Spanish species which Gerarde alleges to have been found by
himself in this island, is not likely ever to have occuiTed here.

Tribe

II.

Anemones.

—

Petals 5
15 without a nectariferous
pore, more commonly
or abortive.
Carpels several or numerous, 1-seeded, indehiscent, either tailed or merely pointed or
mucronate.
Seed pendulous.
Herbaceous, never shrubby or
climbing.
Leaves radical or alternate, cauline often opposite or
whorled and forming an involucre.

Estivation imbricate.

II.

Calyx of 4

—

Thalictrum, Linn.

Meadow Eue.

Carpels indehiscent, grooved
ribbed or inflated, sometimes stipitate. Seed pendulous. Name
of unknown or uncertain derivation.
Somewhat acrid and foetid perennials with bi-triternately decompounded leaves,
5 sej)als.

Petals

0.

Flowers panicled or corymthe divisions and the mostly 3-lobed leaflets stalked.
bose, white, greenish or yellowish, often dioecious or polygamous.
Mostly native
to the colder parts of Europe, Asia and America.
The Meadow Eues approach certain species of Clematis in their flowers (C.
erecta and C. integi'ifolia) and habit, whilst they resemble Aquilegia in their ternately compounded leaves, and trifidly lobed leaflets.
1. T.flavum, L.
Common Meadoiv Rue. " Stem erect branched furrowed, leaves bipinnate, leaflets broadly obovate or wedgeshaped trifid, panicle compact subcorymbose, flowers erect."
Br. Fl. p. 5. E. B. t. 367.

In wet meadows, along ditches and banks of rivers
July.

71.

—

;

extremely rare.

E. Med. In wet pasture ground on the N. shore of the Wootton
mouth very sparingly.
;

M.

June,

river at its

—
[Anemone.

RANUNCULACE^E.
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"Stem2—S ft. high. Flowers very numerous, yellow.
varying in breadth." Brit. Ft.
III.

—

Anemone, Linn.

Lobes of the

leaves

Anemone.

Involucre of 2
3 divided leaves usually remote from the
Carpels
15 seldom 20. Petals 0.
Sepals petaloid 5
with or without tails, on a thickened hemispherical or conical
flovsrer.

—

receptacle.
Early flowering herbaceous perennials with elegant white, red, yellow, blue or
purple blossoms, natives of temperate and cold, mostly inland countries, or on
high mountains of warmer regions over the greater part of the northern hemisphere.
Leaves mostly radical, those of the stem 2 3 together forming an invoThe genus is intimately allied to Clematis in
lucre at the base of the peduncles.
character, but in habit to Banunculus, with the acrimony of both.

—

Leaves radical and
1.
Wood Anemone.
A. nemorosa, L.
involucral similar ternate petiolate, leaflets stalked hi- and tripartite, the segments oblong acutely cut and lobed subtrifid,
stem single-flowered, leaflets of the 2:ierianth mostly 6 oblong or
elliptical obtuse, pericarps downy awnless.
Br. Fl. p. 6. E. B.
t. 855.
In thickets, groves, and moist shady pastures, abundantly.

^-

Fl.

March

— May.

— Common everywhere about Ryde, around St. John's, in Apley wood,

E. Med.
Quarr copse,

Plentiful on sandy soil in Bordwood or Borthwood foresl.
pinkish purple. About America.
Root creeping horizontally, about the thickness of a quill, fleshy and brittle.
Radical leaves one or two, sometimes wanting, on long, slightly hairy, grooved
petioles, ternate or subquinate, their leaflets stalked, the two lateral mostly bipartite with trifid segments, the middle leaflet simply trifid, all the segments ovate or
wedge-shaped, acutely inciso-serrate, subtrifid, ciliated and slightly hairy on both
sides.
Stem solitary, or sometimes two from the same root, taller than the leaves,
from about 8 to 12 inches high, erect, slightly angular, terminated by the triphyllous involucre, the leaflets of which are similar to the radical ones, but with segments in general narrower and more acutely cut, their petioles much dilated.
Floivers solitary, an inch or more in diameter, white or tinged with light purple
externally, often almost wholly of that colour or of a deep rose-red, sometimes it
is said blue, a little droopin;;.
Peduncle springing from the axis of the stem,
suberect, downy, about as long as the involucre.
Leaflets of i\\e perianth 5 to 8,
rarely more, most commonly bui 6, oblongo-elliptical, vei-y obtuse, unequal, veiny,
thin and weak, glabrous, at first conniveut, finally spreading.
Stamens numerous, much shorter than the peiiaiith, spreading; a»i(Afrs bright yellow, roundish
ovate, compressed.
Ovaries erect, greenish, silky and striated.
Stigmas simple.
Pericarps in small roundish heads, very hairy, with nearly straight tapering beaks,
awnless.

Va

r.

.

&:c.

Kowers

The Wood Anemone

is the most generally difl'used of the very few species
eminently continental genus, of which Sweden alone can
boast no less than seven (including Hepatica and Pulsatilla), whilst it is doubtful
whether more than two are really indigenous to this country. The present species is found throughout Britain and in all parts of Europe from Italy to Lapland.
It also inhabits Siberia, and a slight variety is common in the United
States and Canada.
The plant being extremely gregarious, it is a great ornament
to our woods in early spring, when the but yet half-clothed soil is spangled with
the profusion of its starry blossoms.
The variety with deep rose-red or purple
flowers is not very uncommon in our sandy districts.

found

in Britain of this
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Mv. Henry Turner, of the Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmund's, has remarked
a high degree of fragrance in the flowers of the Wood Anemone, and my friend
[the late] E. J. Vernon, Esq., has proved to me that the blossoms emit a delicate
almond scent, as in some kinds of Clematis.

IV. Adonis, Linn.
Sepals

PetaU

5

—

Pheasant's-eye.

without a nectary. Carpels without
tails, hooked or acuminate.
The Flos Adonis or Adonidis of the
old herbalists, from an idea of its being the flower fabled to have
sprung from the blood of Adonis.
5.

^15

A small genus, the red or scarlet-flowered species of which are annual, the yellow perennial ; the former inhabiting chiefly liie cornfields of southern and central Europe and North of Africa, the latter the hilly and colder tracts of Europe
and Asia. Though commonly placed in this tribe, Adonis is decidedly move
closely allied to Ranunculus than to Anemone, diff'ering from the former mainly
in the want of nectaries on the petals, and from the latter by the absence of an
involucre.
1. A. autumnalis, L.
Corn Pheasant's-eye. " Petals concave
connivent scarcely longer than the glabrous calyx, achenes reticulated collected into an ovate head, stem branched."—iJr. Fl. p.

6.

E. B.

t.

308.

—

In cornfields, but rarely. Fl. May October. 0.
E. Med. In cornfields above Steephill towards St. L;iwrence, Dr. Martin,
where I gathered very fine and abundant specimens June lllh, 1839. I have
since found it at Bonchuvch.
W. Med. Cornfields on the late enclosures of Parkhurst forest at Hill Cross
farm.
Not uncommon in various parts of the island, George Kirkpalrick, Esq.
Root tapering, whitish. Stem 6 12 inches high, round, furrowed, simple, or
in the larger plants branched, downy at the base and springing of the petioles,
Leaves alternate, the lower ones on hairy footstalks, upper
otherwise glabrous.
ones sessile, tripinnatifid, the segments linear, acute, smooth. Flowers mostly
solitary, terminal, about the size of a sixpence, deep rich scarlet, very fugacious.
Sepals 5,
Petals obovate, deciduous, minutely notched, with dark purple claws.
Anthers in 2 rows, broad and
ovate, purplish, scarcely shorter than the petals.
Ovaria greenish.
flat, of two brownish lobes bursting along their outer edges.
Stigmas violet. Carpels collected into an ovate head, 4-sided, ovate, tapering,

—

—

—

indehiscent, single-seeded.
The flowers when the plant has been for some time dried for the herbarium
lose their fine scarlet coloui-, becoming white and diaphanous like goldbeater's
skin.

Tribe III. Banunculecs.
Petals with a necPerianth double.
^Estivation imbricate.
Carpels numerous,
tariferous hollow or pore at their base.
1-seeded, indehiscent or partially bursting, without tails, often
Seed erect, or in Myosurus
tuberculate, mucronate or muricate.
pendulous and inverted.

V. Eanunculus, Linn.

Crowfoot.

Calyx of 5 (rarely 3) sepals. Petals 5, seldom 10, 13 or more,
occasionally imperfect or obsolete, the pore or nectary at their
Stamens sometimes
base within naked or covered with a scale.

—

—

—
[Ratiunculus.
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few, mostly

without

tails,

Carpels many, indefinite, indehiscent,
collected into a globular or elliptical head.

numerous.

Annual or perennial herbs, never shrubs, with alternate, entire, toothed or rauland yellow or white, usually conspicuous flowers on peduncles termiNatives of cold temperate and alpine regions
nal, axillary or opposite the leaves.

tiful leaves,

throuphuut tlie plobe. Most of the species are extremely acrid but scarcely poisonous in the strict sense of the word.

* Carpels transversely wrinkled.
1.

B..

aquatilis,Ij.

Water Crowfoot.

Petals white.

"

Stem submersed, leaves

capillaceo-multifid, floating ones tripartite their lobes cut, petals
obovate longer than the calyx, stamens 5
10, pericarps glabrous."—£r. Fl. p. 7. E. B. t. 101.

—

Var.

.

"All

Bertol. Fl. Ital.

the leaves capillaceo-multifid."
675.

Br. Fl.

R. pantothrix, DC.

v. p.

Var. y. " Leaves all submersed flat roundish, capillaceo-multifid, their segBrit. Fl.
B. circinatus, Sm. E. Fl.
ail spreading in the same plane."
vol. iii. p. 55.
E. B. Suppl. t. 2869 ; Fl. Dan. xiii. t.
R. circinatus, Sibth.
22.36.
Fine-trimmed water Crowfjot, Pet. Fl. Brit. tab. xxxix. fig. 3 (bona).
In ditches and ponds, common, i^i. April. If..
E. Med. About Sandown, and ditches in Sandown Level, which it covers with
a mantle of the purest white.
Ditches about Brading.
B. In a pool on the south side of Cothey Bottom copse between Westbridge and
Barnsley farm, 1848. This is exactly the R. pantothrix of Bertoloni, Fl. Ital. v.
Pool near the Priory. Small pool in a field near Summerford farm,
p. 575.
1837. As the plant here grew in a very confined quantity of standing water, it is
clear that the finely divided form of the leaf could not have been occasioned by
any current to which it was exposed.
In a ditch on Brading marshes, plentiy. Ditches about Brading Harbour.
fully. This var., if such only it really be, constitutes a separate species with most of
the German botanists, and is principally distinguished by having the leaves finely
divided in a ternary arrangement into capillary segments, spreading, with a flattish circular outline, and with such a degree of rigidity as not to collapse into a
pencil of hairs when removed from the water, as does R. fluviatilis of Sibth. and
Whether the remaining distinctions given by continental authors are
others.
conclusive of its right to rank as a species seems very doubtful, and in a local
Flora the discussion would be out of place where certainty could not be thereby
It is certainly a most remarkable variety
established.
the whole plant assumes
in the water the same oircinate disposition as the leaves, whose capillary segments
have an unusual degree of stiffness, and seem to become coated with earthy particles in the same way as those of Chara, though less extensively.

ments

—

;

Ivy Croivfoot. " Stem submersed and
2. K. hederaceus, L.
throwing out roots or creeping, leaves roundish Idduey-shaped
rounded entire lobes, petals (small) narrow scarcely
with 3
longer than the calyx or sometimes twice as long, stamens 5
12,
receptacle of fruit glabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 8. E. B. t. 2003.

—

.5

—

In similar places with the last, but less frequent. Fl. April. If.
E. Med.— In a plashy spot not far from Fivens. In a ditch or drain between
Lee and Blackpan, very abundantly.
Apse Heath pond. Close to Shambler's
[Brook near the Ferry, Bembridge, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
farm, E. Cowes.
W. Med.— In a drain or ditch on a moor near Blackwater mill. Very abundantly along the road from W. Cowes to Newport in the little rill or drain at the
foot of the hedge a little beyond Dallimore's Gate (turnpike), fur two or three
hundred yards at intervals. In a pond at Northwood park close by Little Egypt,
Miss G. E. Kil'lerbee. Near Place farm, W. Cowes, and in the driftway from

— —

-
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Dothin's farm to Limekiln Cliff; also in a pool at the east end of the driftway in
great abundance, Miss G. E. Kilderbee.
Apparently frequent in plashes and
pools on the green (?) sand of the south-western part of the island, as at Hoxall,
Brook green, Chilton green, &c.

** Carpels not

transversely wrinkled.

Nectary with a small

scale.

Flowers

yellow.
I Leaves undivided.
3. R. Lingua, L.
Great Spear-wort. " Leaves lanceolate subserrated sessile semi-ainplexicaul, stem erect glabrous, achenes
minutely pitted mth a broad ensiform beak." Br. Fl. p. 9. E.
B. t. 100.
In and about shallow pools, ditches and marshy places, but rarely. Fl. July,
Ausrust.

If.

—

E. Med. In the grounds at rernhill, in a ditch or slreato. Miss Sophia Sanders.
W. ilfed.— Tolerably frequent in several parls of the marsh at Easton.
Resembles the next species, but is much larger, with far more conspicuous
Root a dense mass of matted fibres, and creeping with long, white,
flowers.
Stem erect, 2 3 feet high, branching above, round, hollow,
jointed runners.
Leaves
leafy, and rooting from the short, bright-red joints of its submerged base.

—

linear-lanceolate, erect, clasping the stem, thick, smooth or somelimes slightly
Peduncles single
hairy beneath, their edges with distant very shallow serratures.
Floivers an inch or more across, handflowered, clothed with appressed hairs.
Petals broad,
some, bright yellow. Sepals ovate, concave, ribbed and hairy.
rounded, quite entire, varnished, with a wide fleshy scale just above the very
Stashort claw, forming a sac or pouch, partly filled with a nectiireous fluid.
mens very numerous ; anthers striated, bursting at the back. Germens numerous,
Carpels collected
sessile ; receptacle with a lew stout bristles, not always present.
into small globular heads, ovate, punctato-striate, much compressed, suddenly
tapered into a short, thick, sliglitly curved beak.
The earlier, primordial, submerged leaves are very large, ovate-oblong, obtuse,
cordate at the base, slightly uudulate-creuate along their margins, more or less
beset and most so beneath with short rigid pubescence, or nearly glabrous, on very
long, semiterete, somewhat hairy, sheathing petioles, obscurely and reticulately

veined, remaining green through the winter.
The petals of R. Lingua are subject to a species of distortion or imperfection
of development, shown in deep marginal notches and other irregularities, obvious
not only in the freshly expanded blossoms, but even in the buds themselves.
4.

R. Flammula, L.

Lesser Spear-wort.

" Leaves linear-lanceo-

ones ovato-lanceolate, stem
decumbent at the base and rooting, achenes minutely pitted or
smooth with a short or sometimes subulate point." Br. Fl. p. 9.

late nearly entire petiolate, the lower

E. B. t. 387.
Common everywhere
July

— September.

in wet

marshy

situations

and

in

damp

pastures.

Fl.

If..

R. Ficaria, L. Pilewort. Lesser Celandine. " Leaves cordate petiolate angular or crenate, sepals 3, petals 9, achenes
smooth blunt."—^r. Fl. p. 9. E. B. t. 584. Ficaria ranuncu5.

loides,

DC.

In woods, meadows and pastures, on hedge-banks and in wet places, abunFl.
dantly.
perfectly

March— May.

-If.

smooth and somewhat succulent herb, whose bright yellow flowers
Root a bundle of whitish
are amongst the earliest heralds of returning spring.

A

—
[Rammculus.
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with oblong-oyate, elliptical, or pear-shaped, fleshy
to be annual, though the root itself is perennial.
or decumbent and spreading, their extremities
upright, not much branched, from a few inches to a span long, weak, hollow and
succulent, sometimes it is said bearing similar tubers to those at the root, in the
axils of the leafstalks.
Leaves resembling those of Caltha or some kinds of Cyclamen, but smaller, 1 or 2 inches long, roundish heart-shaped or cordato-reniform,
obtuse, the lowermost obscurely angulato-crenate or waved, those higher up sometimes distinctly angular or even lobed, often with a row of distant, pale, glandular
dots along the margin, mostly variegated with paler spots, and frequently blotched
with purplish black in the centre, beneath without spots, venoso-reticulate, shining.
Radical leaves fascicled, on very long, hollow, grooved petioles, expanding
into broad, white, sheathing bases, tliose of the stem opposite or alternate, on
Flowers solitary, on very long terminal
stalks becoming shorter as they ascend.
angular and furrowed peduncles, an inch or more in diameter, closing before night
and in rainy weather. Sepals 3, seldom 5, deciduous, roundish ovate, concave,
membranaceous, many-ribbed, streaked or clouded, greenish, with a short fold-like
appendage at their base, their margins narrow, whitish or yellowish. Petals 8
12, mostly 8 or 9, very much larger than the calyx, ovate-oblong or elliptical,
varying in breadth, obtuse, plane, and quite entire, bright golden yellow and
highly varnished, becoming bleached by age and light, their lower part with the
appearance of having been greased or wetted, from the absence of the opaque
colouring giving a degree of translucency to that portion of the petal, venoso-striate, more or less tinged with green or brown at the back, each with a nectariferous
pore, just above its insertion guarded by au erect, concave, slightly notched,
brownish scale. Stamens numerous, bright yellow anthers erect, bursting along
their outer edges (extrorse), elliptical, flat.
Styles obsolete stigmas sessile, ovate-

branching

fibres, interspersed

and juicy tubers, said by Smith
Stems one or more, leafy, erect

—

;

;

orbicular, bristly, 2-lobed.
§§ Leaves divided, lobed or cut.

E. auricomus, L.
Wood Crowfoot. Siveet Crowfoot. Goldi" Leaves glabrous, radical ones reniform 3 -partite and
cut, stem-leaves divided to the base into linear subdentate segments, calyx pubescent shorter than the petals, head of fruit gloBr. Fl. p. 10. E. B. t. 624.
bose, achenes downy."
6.

locks.

On
April,

moist shady banks, in groves and thickets, but not very commonly.

May.

E.Med.

—

Fl.

%.

About the grounds at St. John's, sparingly, and in Apley wood.
by Little Smallbrook farm.
Inwards copse by Ashey farm.
Wood
between Wootton church and Whippingham. In a copse called Steepworth, a
little east of Kerne.
Sparingly in Quarr copse. Grounds of Northfield House,
Ryde, and wood between Knighton House and Kerne, Dr. T Bell-Salter.
Marina wood by Apley, abundantly. Munwell warren. Dr. T. B. Salter.
W. Med. In Lorden, Westridge and Sluccombe coppices near Shorwell, but
sparingly.
New Barn Hummit, Calbourne, also Kingston copse, plentiful.
Root abrupt, emitting a tuft of copious, whitish, cylindrical.fibres. Stems one
or more, a foot high at most, usually shorter, rounded, hollow, a little branched,

Wood

—

erect or somewhat spreading or reclining, glabrous or slightly downy on the
upper part. Radical leaves several, on long, channelled, downy stalks, with white
sheathing bases, roundish or reniform, more or less hairy, variously and deeply
divided into 3 or 5, lobed and cut wedge-shaped segments.
Stem-leaves quite
sessile, cleft to the very base, with about 5—7 linear pointed segments which on
the uppennost leaf are entire or nearly so, on the rest again forked, cleft or
Floivers solitary, tenninal, on long downy pedicels, when perfect rich
toothed.
golden yellow, but the petals in the earlier blossoms aie commonly but partially
developed or altogether wanting, the calyx in such cases assuming in some degree
their form and colour on the edges, but in this imperfect state the sepals usually

—

\
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remain greenish at the back, otherwise when fully evolved
nearly uniform, yellow
concave obtuse, ribbed and hairy, not reflexed, shorter

than the roundish, entire,'
veined, bright yellow, and shining petals, the tubular
pore at tie base of which is
not closed by a scale. Stamens numerous anthers erect,
elliptical, linear, bright
yellow, btigmas recurved.
Carpels in small round heads, ovate, slightlv hairv
keeled, with a tapering hooked beak.
This plant has noue of the acrimony of the other Crowfoots,
hence its name of
oweet Crowfoot.
;

E. scelerattis* L.

Marsh Crowfoot. Celery-leaved Croio" Leaves glabrous, radical ones petiolate tripartite,
lobes
cut very obtuse, upper ones in 8 linear cut segments, calyx glabrous, achenes slightly wrinkled collected into an oblong head,
receptacle hairy."
Br. Fl. p. 10. E. B. t. 681.
About pools and ditches, in wet meadows and other watery places not very
7.

foot.

frequent.

Fl.

May— October.

:

0.

Med.~By

E.

the pond at Hardingshute farm, and on the Dover, sparingly.
By Thorley farm. Ditches in meadows at the bottom of Brading harbour. Win.
Wilson Saunders, Esq. Plentiful in a wet meadow at Yarbridge. About Sandown. [Lane Knd, Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq., Edvs.]
W. Med. Marsh ditches at Freshwater gate, and meadows between Yarmouth
and Thorley.
An acrid succulent herb, from a few inches to upwards of 3 feet in height.
Root a bundle of white fibres. Stem erect, stout, soft, hollow, furrowed and angular, copiously alternately and repeatedly branched, smooth and roundish below,
its upper part and the branches thickly clothed with fine downy hairs, often
I believe wanting.
Root-leaves large, on very long stalks, roundish reniform,
3-lobed, the lobes trifid or variously cut and cleft with obtuse segments.
Stemleaves on shorter stalks, the highest of all sessile, deeply 3-cleft, with narrower
segments, those of the uppermost leaves almost linear, nearly entire, and a little
hairy.
Petioles with short slipular sheaths.
Flowers very small for so large a
plant, scarcely one-third of an inch in diameter, palish yellow, on solitary grooved
peduncles, either terminal, axillary or opposite to the leaves, much lengthened
out in seed.
Sepals ovate, coloured, concave, very hairy without, strongly reflexed.
Petals obovate, glossy, flat, with a large, prominent, rather cupped than tubular
pore or nectary.
Germens very numerous, on a hairy receptacle. Stigmas very
small, short, sessile.
Carpels in an ovate or oblong head.
Easily known by its erect, much-branched stem, very small pale flowers, and
conical heads of ovaria, in this last respect resemWing Myosurus minimus.

—

" Calyx spreadR. acris, L.
Upright Meadoiv Croivfoot.
peduncles rounded (not furrowed), leaves tripartite their segments acute trifid and cut, upper ones linear, achenes and receptacles glabrous."— i3r. Fl. p. 10.
E. B. t. 652.
Very common in moist woods, meadows, pastures and by roadsides. Fl. June,
8.

iilg,

July.

*

If.

" Calyx spreading,
R. repens, L.
Creeping Crowfoot.
flower-stalks furrowed, scions creeping, leaves with 3 petiblated
leaflets wich are 3-lobed or 3-partite and cut, achenes collected
into a globose head glabrous, receptacle hairy."
Br. Fl. p. 10.
E. B. t. 516.
9.

Over the entire
* The

trivial

Isle of

name

Wight.

Fl.

May

—August.

If..

here denotes the mischievous properties of this very acrid

plant.

C

—

—

—

[Ecmuncuhis.
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10. E. bulbosus, L.
Bulbous Croivfoot. " Calyx hairy reflexed,
peduncles furrowed, stem upright many-flowered, leaves cut into

3 petiolate leaflets

bulbous, achenes

E. B.

t.

which are 3-lobed or

3 -partite

smooth, receptacle hairy."-

and

cut, root

Br. Fl. p.

10.

515.

11
In meadows, pastures and waste ground everywhere. Fl. May, June.
Stem 1 ft. high, hairy. Lobes of the lower leaves subovate upper leaves
with linear segments." Br. Fl.
One or both of this and the preceding species are known in the Isle of Wight

"

;

by the name of Yellow Caul.

*** Carpels

rugose, tuberculate, or muricate.

Root annual,

Pale hairy Croivfoot. " Calyx reflexed,
11. 'R. hirsutus, Civet.
stem erect many-flowered hairy, leaves 3-lobed or 3 -partite, lobes
obtuse cut, root fibrous, achenes margined and tuberculated near
E. Philonotis, Ehrh.
the margin."— ^r. Fl. p. 10. E. B. 1. 1504.

—

In waste and cultivated ground, cornfields, &c. Fl. June September. ©.
On the Dover, Hyde. Fields above E. Cowes, pleutifal. [Tolerably
common near Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq., Ed]-s.]

F. Med.

—

"Stem
12. E. parviflorus, L.
Small floivered Croivfoot.
spreading, leaves hairy 3-lobed and cut, peduncles opposite the
Br. Fl.
leaves, caljnc as long as the petals, achenes muricated."
E. B. t. 120.
p. 11.
On dry banks and in pastures, cornfields, and waste ground in various places.
Fl. April
August. 0.
F. ilferf.— Abundant on an earthen fence along the road to Brading from the
turning off eastward by the finger-post on Ashey down to a considerable distance
on the road. In a field above Shanklin Chine on its S. side, plentifully. Near
On the steps in the little orchard by the ' Crab and Lobster ' at
Ajise farm.
Ventnor. Near Godshill and Brading. At St. Helen's by the descent to the

—

or Newbarn farm, E. Cowes, also plentifully.
Kilderbee.
Near Wootlon church. Miss S. Sanders.
Frequent in fields about Steephill, A. Hamborowjh, Esq.
iy. Med.
In great abundance on sandy hedgebanks by the way from Brixton
Abundant on the chalk-marl at the south foot of Motteston down.
to Grange.
Frequent about Brixton, on the sand, and indeed over the whole of the southwestern part of the island on that formation. Tapnel farm, Mrs. Pen/old. Freshwater by the cliffs, Mr. D. Turner, (Mr. Snooke).
Root annual, whitish and fibrous. Stems numerous, branched and prostrate,
spreading in a circular form, from a few inches to a span lony:, round, hollow, and
clothed like the rest of the plant with a copious erect pubescence.
Leaves on
long peduncles that are grooved above, those of the root round, deeply 6-lobed,
the lobes sharply cut and notched, uppermost leaves 3-lobed, with very acute and
more distant segments. Floivers solitary, opposite the leaves, very small and

Spit, abundantly.

Near Osborne

The Rope-walk, E. Cowes, Mus

—

inconspicuous, their peduncles elongated after flowering.
Sepals deciduous, as
are the petals, greenish, hairy.
Petals as long as the calyx, narrow, ovate, pale
yellow, naturally 5 but 1 or 2 often wanting or imperfect even in the bud, each
with a prominent scale towards the claw anthers 5
8.
Pericarps ovate, strongly
keeled, with a short curved beak, their sides thickly covered with hooked prickles
pointing upwards.
This species of Ranunculus is chiefly confined to the temperate, maritime, and
western parts of Europe.
It is common on the opposite coast at Southampton
;

and Lymington.

—

—
Myoawrus.]
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13. E. arvensis, L.
Corn Crowfoot.
Vect. Devil's Claws.
" Calyx spreading, stem erect many-flowered, leaves 3-cleft their
lobes generally again 3-cleft into linear entire or bi-tridentate
segments, achenes margined muricated." Br. Fl. p. 10. E. B.
t.

185.

—

In arable land, amongst corn, &c., far too prevalent. Fl. May July. Ft.
July, August.
0.
i. Med. About Ryde, common. Fields above E. Cowes, and various parts of
that neighbourhood. Cornfield by Preston farm.
W. Med. Cornfields between Yarmouth and Shalfleet. Common about Newport, Gatcombe, Freshwater, and most other places.
Root consisting of many tapering, simple or somewhat branched fibres. Stem
solitary, or in luxuriant plants several, erect, from 8
10 or 20 inches high, terete
or obscurely angular, leafy, hollow in the centre, waved, paniculately dicholomous,
the branches more or less erect or patent, and together with the entire upper part
of the stem sparsely pubescent, the lower part of the stem glabrous or nearly so.
Leaves alternate, suberect, those at the base and inferior part of the stem on
moderately short footstalks, which rapidly shorten in the succeeding leaves into
root-leaves one or two,
their short clasping bases, or becoming nearly sessile
small, soon withering, the primary ones simple, cuneate, ovate or oblong, .3- or
the rest ternately pin5-cleft at summit or trifid, the segments entire or toothed
natisected, the primary segments remote, stalked and again cut into oblong or
wedge-shaped, deeply cleft lobes, the terminal segment for the most part I'cguXoJes unequal, attenuated downwards. Conlarly trifid, the lateral pair less so.
Petioles semiterete, glabrous or a little
fluent but not stalked, bifid or trifid.

—
—

—

;

;

hairy, obanuelled above, dilated and clasping at base, with membranous ciliPeduncles solitary, opposite the leaves, axillary or terminal, singleated edges.
flowered, lax and somewhat drooping in flower, firmer and widely spreading in
fruit, roughish with ascending pubescence, as long as or longer than the leaves.
Flowers small, about half an inch or less across. Cahjx about two-thirds the

length of the petals, caducous. Sepals spreading, obovate-oblong, faintly 3-nerved,
with pale, flattish, dilated margins. Petals lemon-yellow, not nincb spreading,
obovate, very entire, venoso-striate, a little shining within, furnished almost at the
very point of the claw with a large and broad scale (nectary, Sm.) of a roundish
obcordate or fan-shaped figure, covering a glandular pore. Stamens not numerous, a little incurved anthers linear-elliptical, shorter than the filaments pollen
Carpels few (about 8 or 9), collected into a loose
large, spherical, pale yellow.
subglobose head, sessile, glabrous, semiorbicular, much compressed, miu-icated
laterally with conical tubercular aculei hooked at the apex, the marginal row
largest and longest, each carpel ending in a straight, conical, compressed beak.
The possession of the acrid and poisonous properties of its tribe in a high
degree, in conjunction with the large prickly pericarps, has doubtless obtained for
this plant the opprobrious name it bears amongst us of Devil's Claws. It is a most
troublesome weed in our cornfields, which it often completely over-runs.
;

VI. Myosueus, Linn.

;

Mouse-tail.

Calyx of 5 sepals produced or spurred at the base. Petals 5,
with long slender tubular claws. Carpels imperfectly dehiscent,
Seed
closely imbricated, on an elongated subulate receptacle.
pendulous embryo inverted, with the radicle superior.
;

which only two species are known ; found in Europe,
spurred
Asia and America, having quite the habit of Ranunculus, but in the
the afiinity
calyx, tubular petals and somewhat dehiscent carpels clearly betraying
of Myosurus with genera arranged under the succeeding tribe of Helleboreae.
Little annual herbs, of

3
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1. M. minimus, L.
Comvion Mouse-tail. Ovaries extremely
numerous on the conical iinally linear-elongate receptacle, car-

pels closely imbricate, stjdes very short persistent erect.
Fl. p. 6.
E. B. vii. t. -135.

Br.

In cultivated ground, cornfields, pastures and waste places, on a sandy, graT^r. June.
0.
not uncommon. F/. April, May.
E. Med.—jn several places about Hyde, as on the Dover occasionally. Cornfields about Si. John's, and especially abundant in one immedialely at the back
Plenof (he fruit-garden, and near Preslou farm between Ryde and the Priory,
tiful in a field by the footroad up the hill above E. Cowes, between the new
church and Osborne park. About Shanklin in several places, particularly in a field
above the Chine, at its upper or inland end. Cornfields about Week and Nettlecombe ftu-ras, very frequent. About Godshill, Bridges, &c. Abundant at Bank
End near St. Lawrence, in a cornfield between the farm and the preventive-station, Dr. Blarlin.
W. 71/<"fZ.— Sandy fields about Shorwell and Brixton occasionally. Atherfield,
Dr. Martin.
A humble annual, 2—4 inches high, closely allied to Ranunculus. Root small,
fibrous, emitting numerous simple, single-flowered scapes, mostly taller than the
Stemxioue. Xraws numerous, nearly erect, 1
leaves and thickened upwards.
inches long, linear-spathulate, flat above with sheathing bases, entire, fleshy.
Fimvers small, solitary, erect, greenish yellow. Sepals deciduous, linear, obtuse,
deflexed or spreading, with an acute whitish spur at the base of each beneath its
Stamens
Petals ligulate, with very long tubular claws.
point of insertion.
Sti/tes obsolete.
5 10; anthers erect, oblong, bursting at their outer edges.
Germens exceedingly numerous (several hundreds), imbricated, on a very conical
receptacle, which elongates as the seed ripens to 2 inches or more, and then bears
Carpels closely imbricated, each with a
a striking resemblance to a mouse's tail.
thick, pointed, dorsal keel.
Seed solitary, ovate or elliptical, compressed, quite
smooth and greenish.
This curious little plant is extremely rare in Scotland, and has not been as yet
detected in Ireland.
In the S. and S.E. of England it is by no means of uncommon occurrence. It is a partial native also of America, where a second species
(M. aristatus, Benth.) has been detected.

velly or chalky soil

;

—

—

It is

a singular feature in the geographical distribution of the Mouse-tail, that

though spread o\ex the greater portion of Europe, part of Asia and Africa, it
reappears in the heart of the western continent only, many hundred miles from
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, but where it is perfectly indigenous.

Tribe IV. HellehorecB .*
^Estivation imbricate.

mostly many-seeded
tala\ 0,

or 5

—

Fruit several (rarely but 1), dehiscent,
Sepals [mostly] 5, petaloid. Pe-

follicles.

20, bilabiate, tubular, irregular, nectariferous.

VII. Caltha, Linn.
Sepals 5

—

9,

petaloid.

Petals

Marsh Marigold.
0.

5

Follicles

— 10

or more,

many-seeded.
Glabrous, succulent, perennial herbs, with bright yellow, sometimes white
growing in wet places in the colder parts of Europe, Asia and America,
and in southern Patagonia.

flowers,

* This tribe includes the most active plants of the order some genera, as Aconitum, are virnlent poisons, the rest dangerous or at best suspicious.
t Nectaries of the earlier botanists.
;

——
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1. C. palustris, L.
Common Marsh Marigold. " Stem erect
rooting or creeping, leaves orbiculari-cordate or reniform crenate,
calyx-leaves 6
6 oval deciduous."
Br. Fl. p. 11. E. B. i. 2175.

—

In wet meadows, swampy thickets, and along boggy streams, but not very geneFl. March— June. Fr. May ? June.
rally.
71.
E. Med. Abundant in Horringlbrd withy-bed. Common in moory meadows
and wet thickets near Blackpan common, and in a meadow to the westward of
Merry Garden farm. Meadow between Nettlestone green and Park farm. Abundant in Centurion's copse. In Brading marshes. Pan moor by Newport. Little boggy wood immediately at the back of the fruit-garden at St. John's, sparingly.
In a wet hollow between the foot of Bembridge down and Bembridge farm, and
in a wet thicket near the latter.
Common in wet meadows and thickets in most
parts of the vale of Newchurch.
In Long Phillis copse. Near Appuldurcomhe
park on the way to Sandford. Luccombe, H.
Watson, Esq.
W. Med. Frequent in low meadows and thickets about Brixton and Shorwell.

—

C

—

Herb
Stem

perfectly glabrous, extremely variable.

ascending or decumbent, from a foot or under to 18 inches high,
simple below, sparingly forked above, leafy at the bifurcations only, bluntly angular or subterete, often compressed, faintly furrowed, fistulose, very soft and succuLeaves smooth, succulent, strongly veined, the radical ones on very long
lent.
hollow petioles which are flattened above, and dilated at the base into membranous stipular appendages, with brownish ribbed, scariose summits soon withering,
those of the stem smaller, alternate, on similar but shorter stalks, clasping the bases
of the branches and flower-stalks, the ultimate or highest leaves nearly or quite
sessile all extremely various in size, the root-leaves often very large, mostly cordatorotundale, and very obtuse, more rarely somewhat pointed and even triangular, the
erect,

;

or obsoletely crenate-serrate, often entire or slightly waved
Peonly, except at the lobes, which are usually notched, the sinus itself entire.
duncles 2, 3 or 4 together, single-flowered, various in length, deeply furrowed and
angular. Flowers erect, large and handsome, Ij or 2 inches in diameter, rich

margin acutely, bluntly,

—

golden yellow. Sepals about 5 8, obovate-rotundate, entire, unequal, rich golden
yellow, in an early state tinged or streaked greenish at the back, without distinct
claws or any pore at the base. Nectaries (nectarotheca;) none. Stamens very
numerous, yellow filaments flattened, slightly dilated upwards anthers adnate,
broadly elliptical, bursting laterally ; poHere yellow. Ovaries indeterminately numerous (about 5
20 ?), oblong, greenish, with yellow, somewhat recurved, glanduFollicles about three-fourths of an inch in
lose and grooved, beak-like summits.
length, in shape like an inverted legume, sessile and spreading or recurved in a
steflately radiated head, glabrous, purplish and shining, veined, bursting before
mature along their thin upper edge. Seeds numerous, oblong, at first green, then
brown, the white, prominent raphe dilated at its lower end into the large cellular
;

;

—

chalyza.
Professor Bigelow (Flornla Bost.) tells us that in America the garish blossoms
of this rank, acrid, but showy plant, are brought to market as a spring nosegay,
under the name of our far more elegant though less pretending Cowslip !

VIIT. Helleborus, Linn.

Hellebore.

Calyx of 5 roundish petaloid sepals. Petals 8—12, very small,
Follicles coriaceous.
tubular, 2-lipped.
Perennial, bushy, foetid herbs, nearly peculiar to the more temperate parts of
Europe, with digitate or pedale leaves and broadly bracteated scapes and peduncles.

Flowers usually herbaceous or purplish.

Qualities violently acrid, drastic

and dangerous.
1. H.vindls,!^.
Green Hellebore. " Stem few-flowered leafy,
Br. Fl. p. 12. E. B. t 200.
leaves digitate, calyx spreading."

—
[HelUhorus.
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In woods and thickets, very rare and scarcely wild. Fl. March, April. If.
E. Med. A single plant in St. John's wood, near the entrance at Oakfield,
observed there for two or three successive years, in all probability the outcast of a
garden, though none could be found in cultivation near the spot.
Whole herb like the following perfectly smooth and glabrous, with a similar
though less powerfully strong smell, but devoid of rigidity, much more slender

—

and less branched.
Rhizome pale brown,

short, slender, fleshy and wrinkled, emitting many long,
brownish fibres from 6 8 inches to 1 foot or more ih length. Sterns
one or more, erect, slender, solid, succulent and flexible, as is the entire plant,
subterete, faintly angular and furrowed, naked and simple below, but invested at
the base with several ovalo-oblong, sheathing scales, the exterior of which are
white and membranous, the interior mostly greenish or purplish and sometimes
At the top the stem is sparingly branched in a forked manleafy at the summit.
ner, the divisions diverging, more evidently furrowed and angular, each hearing a
terminal flower or two, and a leaf at every bifurcation. Radical leaves appearing
with or partly after the flowering stems, very large, on extremely long petioles,
much resembling the stem, but with a deep narrow groove or channel on their
upper side, and sheathed at bottom with similar scales to those just described,
digitate or pedate, cleft into about 7
9 deep segments or divisions, of a deep
green, flexible, and slightly fleshy or succulent, netted with depressed veins above,
mostly lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acutely, unequally and sometimes coarsely
serrate, the serratures mostly mucronato-apiculate, often incurved, the lower part
of each segment entire and attenuated to the point of union with the petiole,
where it is mostly purplish. These segments are extremely unequal in breadth,
the outermost usually confluent, 2- or 3-cleft, occasionally dentate or slightly
lohed, the rest or middlemost usually simple or cleft at the summit only.
Stemleaves similar to those of the root, but with fewer segments
the lowermost on
short, dilated, sheathing petioles, the highest of all quite sessile, in 2, 3 or 4 mostly
simple, serrated segments, always quite leaf-like, not as in the next species
reduced ultimately to ovate, entire, pointed and uncoloured bracts. Flowers solitary at the termination of and in the forks of the branches, heuce few and remote,
more or less nodding or drooping. Peduncles from 1 2 inches in length, angular, wrinkled, and sometimes slightly pubescent at top.
Sepals 5 or occasionally,
4, obovato-rotundate, nearly equal, pale green or herbaceous, strongly nerved,
often a little streaked or dashed with purplish brown at tlie base within, rounded
and obtuse or somewhat acute, often with a small point or apiculus, entire or a
little crenulate or erose, at first converging, afterwards spreading pretty widely.
Petals (nectaries) pale green, numerous (9
12), substipitate, obconic or cyathiform, much compressed, convex at back, concave in front, abruptly truncate,
the margins erose, folded together and closing the mouth or nearly so, much
shorter than the stamens, very caducous.
Stamens deciduous, very pale buS' yellow, as are the 2-celled laterally dehiscent anthers.
Pollen globose, nearly white.
3
Ovaries
5 (mostly but 3), erect, sessile. Styles longer than the stamens,
spreading or recurved at top, their point (stigma) globoso-capitate, papilloso-glan-

cylindrical,

—

—

;

—

—

—

dulose.

"
Stinking Hellebore.
2. H. fcetidus, L.
Setter-wort.
matiy-flowered leafy, leaves pedate, caljrs converging." Br.
12.

E. B.

t.

Stem
Fl. p.

613.

In woods, thickets and stony bushy places, along hedgebanks and on chalky
J^/. January
declivities, but rarely.
April.
2f.
E. Med.— On a steep bank above the Crab and Lobster,' Ventnor, but possibly
escaped originally from^ the garden of the inn. More certainly wild in rough ground
between St. Lawrence's church and the old chapel at Wolverton, where it was
pointed out to me by Dr. Martin in 1839, as also on a high, steep and bushy
bank a few hundred yards west of the church. Under a stone fence a little to
the westward of Pan's farm, in some plenty, Alhert Hamborough, Esq., 1845 !!!
Near Hampstead, Miss G. Kilderhee, litt. 1846.

—

'

—
ranunculace.e.

Aquilegia.]

A smooth, bushy
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herb, with a strong ungrateful odour and acrid poisonous pro-

perties.

Root woody, covered with a thick, brownish black, wrinkled bark, and emitting
stout wiry fibres.
Stem or rather caudex 1 2 feet high, round, smooth,
naked and scarred beneatli, very leafy above. Leaves scattered, evergreen, pedate,
on long, deeply channelled petioles suddenly widened into almost sheathing bases,
cleft to ihe centre into mostly 9 linear or linear-lanceolate, sharply serrated,
blackish green, rigid, coriaceous segments, perfectly glabrous on both sides, gradually diminishing in size as they pass by a dilatation of their footstalks into
broad leafy bracts, which towards the summit of the panicle are 3-cleft at their
extremity, the uppermost ovate, quite entire and pointed. Flowers numerous,

—

many

globose, drooping, in a large, lax, pale green panicle, their compressed pedicels
and the upper branches of the panicle glanduloso-pubescent. Calyx (petals, Sm.)
of 5 roundish or ovate, heart-shaped, concave leaves, pale green becoming edged
with purple in expansion, spreading only when in seed, otherwise connivent and
almost concealing the stamens, a little downy at the back. Petals (nectaries,
Sm.) mostly 5 or G, minute, deciduous, greenish, tubular and truncate, ribbed,
notched on the margin, compressed, glaudular and honey-bearing within at the
base, but destitute of a pore.
Stamens numerous, the length of the calyx, placed
on a conical receptacle beneath the ovaries, falling away with the petals ; anthers
ovate, pale yellow, exlrorse.
Ovaries 2
6, most commonly 3, slightly glanduloso-pilose, united beneath, tapering into slightly curved styles the length of
Follicles 3
the stamens.
5, ovate, leatheiy, brownish, strongly and transversely
Seed rather large, ovato-oblong, smooth, somewhat
veined, connate at their base.
wrinkled, black and shining.
The broad deeply cleft leaves, with their rigid evergreen character, and long
petioles sheathing the short caudex, impart to H. foetidus somewhat of the aspect
of a dwarf fan-palm or palmetto.
The early and complete separation of the stamens after impregnation, whilst
the less advanced flowers retain these organs, would lead us on a hasty view to
pronounce this species monoecious or rather polygamous.
The acrimonious root sliced is inserted into the ears of swine as a local or
The species is often seen in
counter-irritant by the cattle-leeches in Hampshire.
cottage-gardens, being a rustic remedy for worms in children, but the employment
of so violent a medicine in unskilful hands has too often been followed by serious consequences, and its use is now abandoned in regular practice. It is from
the use of the root as an issue for horses and horned cattle, that the term Setterwort is derived; the word " seltering" being in use with farriers to denote the
See
insertion of a seton or issue, and is probably a corruption of setoning.

—

—

Churchill's

Med. Bot. and

Bailey's Dictionary, also Gerarde,

IX. Aquilegia, Linn.

Emend.

Columbine.

Calyx of 5 petaloid, deciduous sepals. Petals 5, funnel- or cornet-shaped, produced into a spur at base. Follicles 5, membranaceous, tipped with the persistent styles, many-seeded.
perennials, with purple or variegated nodding flowers and ternately
rounded or wedge-shaped, usually 3-lobed leallets, native chiefly to Europe, Siberia and North America in cold shady or hilly
situations.
The rather few species known, if not actually inert, possess but little

Handsome

compounded

leaves, with stalked,

energy as poisons.
1
A. vulgaris, L. Common Columbine. " Spur of the petals
incurved, follicles hairy, stem leafy many-flowered, leaves nearly
Br. Fl. p. 13. E. B.
glabrous, stjdes as long as the stamens."
t. 297.
.

0.

Flowers white.

;

[Aquilegla
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In moist, often elevated woods and thickets, along hedges, in open pastures and
on heathy, bushy commons and furze-braltes in several parts of the island not
July.
Fl. May
frequent, through truly wild with us.
UE. il/erZ.— Sparingly though certainly wild in the high wood in Appuldurcombe
In Quarr copse, but very rarely. Abundant a year or two since amongst
l)ark.
furze near Ninham farm, Byde, and found by me several years previously in a
wood between Ninham and Quarr, but in the former station the plant had disapIn an old
peared in 1840, being apparently overpowered hy the furze itself
Hedgehank of a field between
stone-pit at Binstead, Rev. W. Darwin Fox !.'.'
Wootton bridge and Wootton common, perhaps escaped from the Rev. W.
White's garden. On Lake common with flowers of a bright purplish red, a good
;

—

many plants.
W. Med.—Yerj

sparingly but truly wild in the elevated thicket along the crest
plant or two observed
of the cbalk-pit on Alvin^ton manor, by Carishrooke.
Nearly at the
near North Court, Shorwell, probably a stray from cultivation.
summit of High Wood, Swainston, in one place in great abundance, covering a
(The spot is about 60
space of ground of many yards in radius and truly wild.
yards from a large spreading oak, standing alone in the centre of a wide glade or
road cut in the wood). Plentiful in a field near Colwell barracks, and still abundant at the upper end of Colwell heath. Plentiful in a wood c;illed the Tolt
Parkhurst forest
copse, near Gatcombe. In Northwood park, Afiss G. Kildcrbee.
on the left hand within the gate near Mark's Corner, Miss G. Kildcrbee !
/3. Ape's down, plentifully, Mrs. Woodrow, according to Mrs. Penfold, who has

A

received specimens from thence.

and fleshy, branching into several stout, nearly simple fibres, divided
crown into 2 or more (sometimes numerous) heads wrapped by the sheathing bases of the leafstalks of a former season. Stem one or more (?), slender,
erect, from 2 to 3 or even 4 feet high, hollow, wavy, subterete and simple below,
obscurely or distinctly angular above, where it divides into a few distant, upright
branches clothed all over with fine, soft, spreading pubescence, sometimes it is
said glabrous.
Radical leaves fasciculate, biternate, their common and partial
stalks downy like the stem, terete, a little flattened and grooved above, the former
a span or more in length, shortly sheathing at the base, with broadly scariose
entire margins; partial footstalks much shorter, about 2
4 inches in length.
Leaflets about I or 2 inches lung, slightly glaucous, glabrous above, whitish and
Ste7n thick

at the

;

—

finely downy beneath, cuneato-rotundate, cuneato-ovate or fan-shaped, entire at
the base, more or less deeply or even subpalmately incised
the terminal leaflet
shortly stalked, Irifidly cut or lohed at the summit, the lobes again bifidly or trifidly incised, crenate, with usually rounded obtuse and shallow, sometimes deeper,
more acute and almost toothed segments. Lateral leaflets sessile, subsessile, or
also stalked, oblique at base and less regularly 3-lobed, otherwise like the termiOccasionally all the leaflets are sessile, confluent or even entire (Bertoloni).
nal.
Stem-leaves few, distant, the lowermost like those at the root but on shorter stalks,
those higher up almost sessile on their broad clasping sheaths, with narrower and
less divided leaflets, the highest of all or those at the origin of the branches simply ternate and reduced to three elliptical, oblong, slightly cut and cleft or quite
entire sessile leaflets.
Flowers solitary, terminal, large (2 inches across), nodding,
in the truly wild state mostly of a fine purplish or violet blue, sometimes, as in
gardens, inclined to a reddish or pink colour, rather fugacious.
Sepals concolorous with the petals, elliptical-oblong or ovate-oblong, with greenish thickened
tips and abrupt wrinkled claws, slightly downy externally, pointed or acuminate,
a little spreading only. Petals erect, normally 5 but sometimes double that number in the wild plant, uniformly coloured like the sepals, cornet-shaped, the limb
very round and obtuse, with the margins entire, more or less revolute or reflexed,
tapering into a shortish more or less strongly hooked spur, having its apex hollow, globose, and gland-like.
Stamens numerous, the outermost shorter and
spreading or recurved at their tips, the inner and longer erect, about as long as
the petals filaments ciliated and rugose at bottom, and mixed with lanceolate,
pellucid, paleaceous scales, which are no doubt abortive or imperfect stamens
;

;

—
Aconitum.]
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anthers pale yellow, broadly elliptical, very flat, bursting alonp their edges.
Ovaries very dowuy, tapering into the 6 long, simple, erect styles, which a very little exceed the inner stamens in length.
Capsules 5, erect, cylindrical, a little
downy, very clammy when green, strongly reticulated when ripe. Seeds numerous, oblong, gibbous at the back, acutely keeled and margined, jet-black and
highly polished, attached in a double row along the dehiscent suture.

The Columbine is undoubtedly indigenous to our hilly woods and thickets,
more sparingly and sporadically dispersed in the low grounds, where the plant
perhaps often an escape from cultivation.
The singularly close resemblance in the flowers of this plant to a group of birds
has given rise to the English name of Columbines, from Columba, a dove and
the Latin generic one of Aquilegia may with as much probability have been
intended to designate a gathering together of eagles, from the same bird-like conformation and grouping. There is however reason to suppose that the term Aquilegia may be simply the old Latin word Aquilegium slightly altered in termination, and which signifies a gathering or collecting of water (dew or viin) ab aqua
et lego, a purpose for which the hollow or tubular processes or spurs (nectaries)
of the petals seem well fitted, and in fact they are seldom found without a selfsecreted honied liquid, which in earlier times may have been mistaken for such
aqueous deposit. Rejecting these etymologies, it will be difficult to account for
the length of the derivative from so simple a root, assuming the allusion to be
merely to the resemblance, as has been asserted, by no means obvious, of the blunt
nectaries to the sharp claws of a bird of prey.
The word Aquilegia as altered and
applied to our plant is not of classical antiquity, though the species must have
been well known to the ancients by some other name, as it is a native of most
parts of Europe.
is

;

X. Delphinium, Linn.

Larkspur.

Calyx deciduous, of 5 irregular, coloured, petaloid sepals, the
uppermost sepal produced at base with a spur. Petals 4, the two
upper with spur-like appendages which are included in the spur
Follicles 1, 3, or 5,
of the calyx
free or combined into one.
mostly many-seeded.
;

Showy annual, biennial or perennial plants, with bright blue, purple, pink or
white (never yellow) flowers. Geographical distribution the same as Aconitum,
which this genus closely approaches in character, habit and foliage, but its sensible properties are far inferior in energy, few of the species possessing much activity as poisons.

" Stem erect branched,
Field Larkspur.
1. D. Gonsolida, L.
flowers in lax racemes, petals combined, inner spur of one piece,
Br.
pedicels shorter than the bracteas, foUicle one glabrous."
Fl. p. 12.
E. B. t. 1839.
In sandy or chalky cornfields occasionally, but very rarely. Fl. June, July. 0.
In a cornfield at Westbrook,
Cornfields above the Underclifi", Mrs. Cope.
Albert Hamborough, Esq. ! Sandy cornfield between Blackgang and Chale, Miss
Kirkpatrick,

XT. Aconitum, Linn.

Aconite, Wolf's-bane.

Sepals 5, petaloid, coloured, irregular, the upper one hooded or
helmet-shaped. Petals (nectaries, Sm.) 2 (the 3 lowermost wanting or rudimentary), stipitate, tui)ular, concealed in the galeate
upper segment of the calyx.

D

—

—
;

[BerheTis.
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Perennial, never annual plants, indigenous to the colder ov alpine regions of
Europe, Asia and America, with deeply palmate or imiltifid leaves like those of
some Ranunculi, and dark blue sometimes pale yellow flowers in terminal
racemes. Many but not all of the species are acrid narcotic poisons of great
virulence, owing to the presence of aconitin, a vegetable alkaloid of tremendously
fatal energy.

Common Wolf's-lane, or Monk's-hood.
A. Napellus, L.
sepal arched at the hack, spur of the nectary nearlyconical hent clown, wings of the stamens cuspidate or none, lobes
Br. Fl. p. 13. E. B. t. 2730.
of the leaves cuneate pmnatifid."
*1.

"

Upper

In wet thickets and by streams very rare and not indigenous. Fl. May
August. If.
In some plenty by thebrook (Newtown river) between Newbridge and Mill Green
or Upper ©albourne mill, pointed out by my friend the Rev. James Penfold
Sparingly in a wet thicket by the Medina just out of Newport, G. Kirkpatrick,
;

.'.'.'

Esq.

.'.'.'

Germens commonly

.3, rarely more (Gaudin says he never saw 5), the two infeextremely unequal, sometimes there are 3, and usually a few
coloured scales (abortive filaments) betweeu the calyx and stamens. The species
is extremely variable according to soil, elevation, &c., and has been split into
several others by continental botanists.
It has been cultivated amongst us from
time immemorial it is therefore not surprising that it should occur spontanethe wonder only is
ously in situations analogous to its native places of growth
that it should have escaped notice until within these few years in the many stations now recorded, as it cannot be imagined that its tendency to become naturalized was less foi-merly than at present.

rior ca/j/a:-seKments

;

;

Order

II.

BERBEEIDACE^,

Vent.

A

small order of shrubs or herbs, with compound, usually exstipulate leaves and an imbricated aestivation.
Sepals 3 4 6,
mostly in a double row, often coloured, and subtended by petaloid
bracts.
Petals hypogynous, equal or double in number to the
sepals, often with glands or hollow appendages below on their
inner side.
Stamens as many as the petals, and opposite to them
anthers 2-celled, each cell opening by a valve or hd from bottom
to top.
Ovary 1 -celled; ovules anatropous, attached laterally at
the base of the cell.
Fruit baccate or capsular.
Seeds few or
many embryo straight in the axis of the firm albumen.

——

;

I.

Beeberis, Linn.

Barberry.

Calyx of 6 deciduous, concave, coloured sepals, subtended by 2
or more petaloid scales or bracts. Petals 6, usually with a pair
of glands on the inner side of each, near the claw. Berry 1 -celled,
2 3 seeded.
Prickly, rarely unarmed shrubs, with yellow bark and wood, the scattered, fas-

—

cicled or pinnate leaves mostly without stipules, and the primary ones reduced to
simple or triple acicular spines. Flowers yellow.
Bark astringent leaves and
fruit acid and refrigerant.
;

The

Barberries are natives of temperate and mountain regions in Europe, Asia

and North and South America.

—

—
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Common Barberry. Spines 3 - parted,
tl. B. vulgaris, L.
leaves oblong obovate ciliato-serrate, racemes many-flowered penBr. Fl. p. 14. E. B. t. 49.
dulous, petals entire.
Tj.
In woods, thickets and hedges a very doubtful native, i^/. May,- June.
W. Med. In a field-hedge between Thorley and Shalcomb, abundantly for a
few yards, but confined to one spot, and perhaps not really indigenous there, Rev.
James Penfold and Mr. Barnabas Beere
Mr. Peufold finds on inquiry of the
;

—

/.'.'

labouring population, testimony to the existence of the Barberry in the station
just given sixty years ago.

Order

III.

NYMPH^ACE^, DC.

" Those virgin

lilies all

the niijht

Bathing their beauties in the lake,
That they may rise more fresh and bright.

When

their beloved Sun's awake."

Paradise and the Peri.

" Sepals about 5, often gradually passing into the numerous
and these again into stamens which arise from a fleshy disk
surrounding more or less entirely the many-celled and manyseeded ovary. Stigma peltate, rayed. Seeds in a gelatinous aril.
Albvmen farinaceous. Embryo enclosed in a membranous bag.
Aquatic herbs, with peltate or cordate
Cotyledons foUaceous.
leaves and magnificent flowers." Br. Fl.

petals,

—
I.

Nymphjea, Linn.

—

" Calyx of 4 5 sepals. Petals., inserted as well as the stamens
upon a fleshy disk or covering to the ovary (so as apparently to
Berry many-celled, many-seeded." Br. Fl.
arise from it).
*1. N. albaj L.
White Water-lily.
stigma of 16 ascending rays. Br. Fl. p.

Leaves cordate entire,
E. B. t. 160.

15.

Naturalized in ponds, clear still rivers and ditches. Fl. July.
W. Med. Ponds at Swainston, most probably planted.
E. Med. Pond at Fernhill, but introduced, Mrs. Saunders !

—
—

My

friend [the late]

Edward Vernon,

Esq., jun., was told

near Blackwater.
I have observed Nymphaea truly wild in the ditches at
port, and immediately opposite Ryde.

Order IV.

PAP AVERAGES,

it

grows in a pond

Gomev pond,

near Gos-

Juss.

" Calyx of 2 rarely 3 deciduous sepals.
Corolla of 4 rarely 5
Stamens indefinite. Ovary 1-celled. Stigma lobed
or 6 petals.
Fruit dry, with 3 or more parietal usually projecting
or rayed.
placentas, forming complete or incomplete dissepiments, hence
Embryo in the base of a fleshy
1- or several-celled, many-seeded.
albumen. Herbaceous plants. Leaves alternate." Br. Fl.

—

[Papaver.
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I.

Papaver, Linn.

Poppy.

" Sepals 2 rarely 3.
Stig7na sessile, radiPetals 4 rarely 6.
placentas projecting
parietal
on
ated.
seeds
Capsules with the
towards the centre of the single cell, and escaping by pores
beneath the permanent rayed sessile stigma." Br. Fl.

—

§ Capsules hristly.
1. P. Argemone, L.
Long Prickly -headed Poppy. " Capsule
clavate hispid with erect bristles, filaments dUated upwards, stem
£. J5. t. 643. Fl.
Br. M. p. 16.
leafy, leaves bipinnatifid."
Dan. r. t. 867, {optima).
Very frequent in cultivated and waste ground, amongst corn, clover, &c., and

—

on dry banks,

in light

sandy

— Abundant

or gravelly soil.

Fl.

May — July.

0.

Cornfields by the
about Newchuroh.
footway from Sandown to Shanklin, also about Cliff farm, Lee faim, and elsewhere in that vicinity. Between Lake and Sandown, also in cornfields between
Abundantly in cornfields near Wellow,
Yaverland and the sea, plentifully.
Newchurch. A variety with the petals deeply laciniated, in some specimens so
much so as almost to appear fringed, I found in a field nearly opposite Cliff farm
Fields between
in some plenty, mixed with the common state of the plant.

H. Med.

Lake and the

sea,

in

sandy

Mr. Snooke.

fields

.

W. Med.— By Calbourne New Barn.
Root annual, whitish, long and tapering, simple or a little branched, rigid. Stem
in very small plants solitary and erect, in large and luxuriant ones numerous, procumbent and ascending below, from 5 or 6 inches to a foot or rather more in height,
round, solid, rigid, leafy, slightly milky, distantly and alternately branched, rough
with long, scattered, erect, subappressed or (particularly at the base of the stems)
partly spreading white hairs.
Leaves very similar to those of the next species,
more or less hirsute with long, white, stiffish, simple hairs, deeply bi- or tripinnatifid,
the radical ones on rather long grooved petioles, those of the stem becoming by
degrees quite sessile, the primary segments opposite or alternate, in all usually remote, especially the basal pair, vfhieh is mostly very distant, larger than the rest
and often tripinnatifid, frequently absent on the lower stem- and root-leaves secondary or ultimate segments various in size and shape, more or less lanceolate,
ovate or linear, entire or (often trifidly) cleft or toothed, each segment tipped with
a short straight bristle, their margins thickened and deflexed. Flowers solitary,
on long, terminal and axillary, flexuose peduncles covered with close-pressed hairs,
drooping in the bud, afterwards erect, very fugacious, smaller than any of the following, and expanding indifferently at all hours of the day. Bracts none. Calyx
more or less bristly with stiff hairs curved upwards and springing from tubercles.
Petals light brilliant scarlet, with a large obovate shining spot of purplish black
at their base, about 1 inch or Ij inch long, cuneate, obovate, rumpled, with a satiny gloss, their summits somewhat notched, from their more attenuated form not
contiguous or overlapping each other, but spreading widely asunder. Stamens erect,
the inner ones about as long asthegermen filaments dark purple, shining, gradually dilated upwards to an oblong shape, and bearing on their mucronate tips the
pale whitish blue compressed nearly orbicular anthers. Germen clavato-obconic, hispid with long erect or appressed slightly curved bristles.
Stigma with from 3—6
violet-blue rays.
Capsules pale greenish ash-colour, about J oif an inch long, clubshaped, with as many whitish slender ribs* as there are rays on the stigma, the
;

;

* These ribs upon the capsule mark the places of the in.sertion of the interior
which the seeds are aflSxed, and of which the rays of the stigma are
but the superior extremities.
placentae to

—
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intermediate space wrinkled but not furrowed (as is usually the case in the next
species, where these ribs are far less conspicuous), beset as in that with similar
curved bristles but less copiously. Seeds numerous, kidney-shaped, leaden gray
or ash-coloured, sometimes pale red and apparently abortive, beautifully sculptured with longitudinal ridges and deep intermediate depressions.
The smallest of our Poppies, and readily known by its four narrow bright scarlet petals with dark purple claws, and the fine blue of its anthers.
2.

P. hybridum, L.
Round Prickly-headed Poppy. Mongrel
" Capsule subglobose hispid with spreading bristles, fila-

Poppy.

ments dilated upwards, stem leafy, leaves bipinnatifid." Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 43. (The figure in E. Bot. is a very indifferent
p. 16.
representation of our plant).

—

In dry sandy and especially chalky cornfields, frequent. Fl. May July. 0.
E. Med. At the E. end of Brading. At Bonchurch, Ventnor, St. Lawrence,
and other parts of Undercliff. Cornfields above Sandown bay, occasionally.
W. Med. Frequent about Yarmouth, and in cornfields near Wellow with P.
Argemone and Bupleurum rotundifolium in 1840. Abundantly in 1842 along
the edge of a cornfield juet above Calbourn New Barn. Carisbrook common

—
—

field,

George Kirkpatrick, Esq.

Root whitish, tapering, nearly or quite simple. Stems several or in small specimens solitary, from 6 to 18 inches high, somewhat lax, erect, ascending or
spreading, irregularly branched, round, solid, rigid and leafy, har.sh to the touch
from minute scabrous points, and covered with white hairs, which on the stem
itself are long, soft and spreading
on the peduncles and higher branches shorter,
close-pressed and rigid.
Leaves rough and almost hoary with pale hispid pubescence
the radical ones and those towards the base of the stem on long channelled petioles those higher up sessile all doubly and deeply pinnato-pinnatifid,
the segments flat, lanceolate, linear-lanceolate or ovate, bluntish, tipped with a
bristle, their margins revolute and edged with distant setaceous hairs, which on
the midrib beneath are longer and close-pressed.
The basal pair of primary segments in the stem-leaves is usually remote from the rest and occupying the place
of stipules. Peduncles axillary and terminal, single-flowered, very long, covered
with stiff close-pressed hairs, lax and drooping in flower, afterwards rigid and
erect.
Flowers small, intermediate in size between the last and the following species, extremely fugacious, expanding early in the day, and falling long before
evening.
Calyx very hispid, with long hairs curving upwards and seated on pale
warty tubercles. Petals obovato-rotundate, in colour between a pale scarlet and
rose-red, with a purple-black and shining spot on the claws, rumpled, much
notched along the margin, spreading horizontally. Stamens erect, their filaments
pollen white.
dilated upwards and flattened, dark purple ; anthers pale blue
Stigma small, 6- or 7-rayed. Capsule mostly subglobose, more or less elongated,
and approaching that of P. Argemone in form, but the ribs are never so strongly
marked ; setoso-hispid like it, but the bristles are usually thicker set and more
Seeds kidney-shaped,
curved, and the intercostal faces are obscurely furrowed.
shorter and rounder than in the last, blackish, yellowish or reddish brown far less
;

;

;

;

;

;

beautiful, covered only with a coarse sculpture of angular cells without longitudinal ridges.
This species has by some been erroneously thought a hybrid between the foregoing and following species, but the very slight resemblance it bears to the latter,
its exclusively matutinal hours of blossoming, the difierent colour of the flowers
from those of either of the other two, and its more limited geographical range in
comparison with theirs, are conclusive against the truth of such an opinion.

—
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—
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§§ Capsules smooth.

3. P. dubmm, L.
Long Smooth-headed Poppy. " Capsule glabrous oblong, crenatures of stigma distinct, filaments subulate,
stem hairy, bristles of the flower-stalks appressed, leaves once or
Br. Fl. p. 16.
E. B. t. 644.
twice pinnatifid sessile."

In cornfields and other cuUifated ground, on wall-tops, waste places and bywaysides, frequent, though less abundant with us than the following. Fl. May
July.
©.
In pastures in various parts of the Island.
E. Med. Shanklin Chine. Cornfields above Sandown.
W. Med. About Carisbrook castle.
Capsules whitish brown, quite glabrous, ovoid-oblong or subclavate, about 9 or
10 lines in length, strongly ribbed, especially near the base, the intercostal spaces
10
venosely rugose, the truncate summit rather narrower than the plane 7
(mostly 8 or 9) rayed stigma. In small starved specimens the stigma is 6, 5 or
even 4-rayed in the latter case the germen and capsule are quadrangular. Seeds
numerous, subdiaphanous, in size, colour, shape and sculpture scarcely iu the
least differing from those of P. Rhoeas.

—
—

—

;

4. P. Rhoeas, L.
Common Red Poppy or Corn Rose. Vect.
" Capsule glabrous nearly globose, crenatures of the
Red-iveed.
stigmas overlapping each other at the margin, filaments subulate,
stem bristly, leaves once or twice pinnatifid sessile."- Br. Fl. p.
16.
E. B. t. 645.

In cultivated land, amongst corn,
ber.

A

clover, &c., abundantly.

Fl.

May— Octo-

©.
single specimen with the flower pure white found in a cornfield above San-

down bay, July, 1842; (a beautiful variety).
Stem more branched near the
/3. intermedia.

root, hairs fewer, those on the
peduncles appressed (except immediately beneath the flower) capsules rather less
An P. intermedium. Beck, Fl. der Gegendum Frankglobose. Dr. Bell-Salter.
fort am Main, i. p. 836, and Reichenh. Iconog. ?
A fleshy herb, of a pale glaucous green and slightly milky. Root whitish,
tapering, hard and woody in the centre, simple or a little branched.
Stems
numerous, erect or ascending at the base, about 2 feet high, much branched,
round, solid, leafy, hispid with white or purplish, scattered, spreading, simple
and almost pungent hairs, seated on tubercular bases. Leaves alternate or partly
opposite, rough on both sides with erect bristly hairs like those on the stem
rootand lower stem-leaves on channelled petioles, oblong, pinnatifid, the superior pinnae often confluent, and then mostly forming a broadish ovate or oblong, variously
incised or inciso-serrate terminal lobe upper stem-leaves more or less completely
sessile, deeply and remotely pinnatifid, the segments mostly lanceolate, linear-lanceolate or tooth-like, callous, obtuse, bristle-tipped, variously and acutely cut or
dentate, the margins a little reflexed, their terminal lobes narrow and often nearly
Peduncles axillary and terminal, very long, single-flowered, more or less
entire.
flexuose, erect and rigid in blossom and seed, lax and drooping at the sumihit
when in bud, extremely rough and harsh with bristly and (except in var. ^)
spreading purplish hairs. Bracts none. Flowers very large, from 2J to 4 inches
iu diameter, remaining expanded throughout the day.
Sepals deciduous, ovate,
concave, with narrow diaphanous margins, hispid with similar hairs to those on
the stem, but curved upwards and springing from much larger tubercles. Petals
bright scarlet of various shades of intensity, in dry sandy fields sometimes as pale
as in the foregoing, rather unequal, the two exterior and larger nearly semicircular, the two inner and smaller subcuneato-rotundate
all spreading, undulated
and rumpled, generally with a shining purplish black spot on their claws.
;

;

;

;

—
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Stamens about as long as or rather longer than the germen, their filaments purplish,
angular, slender, not at all dilated upwards nor hollow within anthers purplish,
ovato -elliptical, flattened, 2-lobed, bursting by their lateral margins; pollen
greenish and globular.
Germen tiuncately ovale or urceolate, crowned with the
9—12 rayed convex or flattish stigma, the rays dilated or clavate at their ends
and covered with a purple glandular pile or pubescence. Capsule pale whitish
brown, crowned with the equally broad or even slightly projecting persistent
stigma urceolate, with a more or less subglobose or ovate form, quite glabrous,
with many distinct but not prominent ribs, the intercostal spaces plane. Seeds
numerous, roundish kidney-shaped, reddish, grayish or blackish, suboompressed,
covered with a regular network of angular cells.
About Godshill, and perhaps elsewhere in the island, the Poppy is used to feed
pigs with, as I can myself testify, having seen it collected for that purpose and
on inquiry I learn that this narcotic plant is considered very wholesome and nourishing food for them, either alone or mixed with their wash.
It is remarkable that this and the other species of Poppy, the disposition of
which to wander obtained for them amongst the old writers the title of " erraticum," should have little or no tendency to establish themselves in the United
States or in Canada, where so many of our common European weeds have
obtained an extensive and in some cases injurious fooling, favoured by the similarity of soil and climate to the country from which they migrated.
;

;

;

" Glaucous,
5. P. somniferum, L.
White or Opium Poppy.
capsule globose glabrous, filaments dilated upwards, stem and
amplexicaul leaves usually glabrous. "^ Br. Fl. p. 17. E. B. t.
2145.
Naturalized in waste and newly tutned-up ground, on building-lots and rubbish-heaps
more rarely in cornfields, on sand or chalk, and principally at the
back of the Island. FL July. 0.
JE. Med.
Frequent at Ventnor, coming up wherever the soil is disturbed for
building or gardens. On rough ground near the sea between Steephill and St.
Lawrence. On waste ground nearly below the Pulpit rock, Bonchurch. Cornfield near Yaverland, 1840.
Root annual, whitish, woody and tapering, s. little branched. Stem stout, solitary, erect, simple in the smaller, branched above in the larger plants, but always
less so than in any of our other species, rounded, slightly furrowed and angular,
spread over with glaucous bloom, very leafy, from about 2 to 3 or even 4 feet high.
Leaves large, somewhat fleshy, covered with the same glaucous bloom as the stem,
patent or suberect, undulated or quite sessile, those at the root oblong, a little narrowing to the base, the rest gradually widening to a more ovate form, heart-shaped
at their base, their lobes amplexicaul, all copiously, acutely and unequally incisoserrate or crenate, sinualely lobed, the serratures thickened at their tips and often
armed with a bristle the margins and disk of the leaves much waved or crisped
and deflexed. Peduncles single-flowered, glabrous or beset with scattered, rigid,
spreading hairs. Flowers at first drooping, then erect, very large, 3 or 4 inches across,
extremely variable in colour, from white to every shade of purple or crimson, often
even in spontaneously springing plants double or semidouble. Calyx smooth,
Petals unequal, the exterior largest, roundish
glabrous, green or purplish.
wedge-shaped, the two interior narrower, striated with veins that are prominent
and rib-like at the back, the base of each petal marked with a large obovate spot
of dark purple.
Stamens whitish, their flattened filaments a little enlarged or
Germen goblet-shaped,
clavate at the summit anthers sublinear, oblong, pale.
contracted above the insertion of the stamens into a kind of foot as in that utensil.
Stigma peltate, convex, its projecting margin deeply lobed, the lobes membranaceous, free.
The entire plant when broken or cut emits a milky, acrid and very bitter juice,
which turns brown by contact with the air, and when inspissated becomes the
;

—

;

;

well-known and valuable drug called opium.

—

—
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I have seen the

ham

Opium Poppy so troublesome a weed in
women were employed to root

near Rochester, that

Cobmost

cornfields about
It had
it out.

been culliyated there antecedently for the use of the druggists.
native it is said of Asia, but now naturalized in most parts of Europe as far
North as St. Petersburgh, having escaped from gardens or fields, in which it is
generally cultivated, both as an ornamental border annual, or on an extensive
scale for the oil afi"orded by its seeds, in great use in Flanders for culinary purposes, as well as for the large globose capsules, called Poppy-heads, of well-known
efficacy in an anodyne decoction, and from which in the East opium is produced.
likely

A

II.

Gladcium, Tourn.

Horned Poppy.

Pod linear,
Stigma 3-lobed, sessile.
Petals 4.
the two placentas at length connected by a spongy dissepiment,
hence 3-ceUed, 2-Yalved. Seeds dotted without a crest." Br. Fl.
" Sepals 2.

1. G. luteum, Scop.
Yellow Horned Poppy. Sea Poppy. Sea
" Pod minutely tuberculated, cauline leaves amplexiCelandine.
caul sinuate, stem glabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 17. E. B. t. 8. Chelidonium Glaucium, L.
On the sandy or shingly sea-beach, cliffs and waste ground along the shore, not
unfrequent; rarely somewhat inland. Fl. June October.
S- Sin. et alior.

—

©.

Honk. Huds. tkc*
E. Med.~On the Dover, Ryde. Plentiful on St. Helen's spit. Near Cowes,
[ChalkSteephill, and Ventnor, and most other parts of the coast, Mr. Snooke.
pit at Ashey down, three miles from the sea. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med'. At Freshwater gate. Abundant along the shore between Norton
and the preventive-station.
Herb extremely brittle, exuding from the fractured part an orange-coloured
juice, in small quantity and having the smell of opium.
Root long, tapering, but little branched, reddish and fleshy externally, with a
rough epidermis tough, woody and fibrous in the centre, and running deeply
down in the loose sandy or shingly beach. Stems several, 2 or 3 feet high,
branched, diffuse or partly decumbent, round, solid, quite smooth, with a glaucous
sec.

—

;

sea-green coloured, veined, fleshy, densely clothed with
hairs, the radical ones and those of the first
year numerous, very long, spreading on the ground in a circular form, deeply pinnatifid, their segments waved, angulato-dentate, cut and lobed, diminishing
towards the long, seraicylindrical, slightly winged petiole, the terminal segments
roundish, 3- or fl-lobed those on the stem sessile, the lowest much like those of the
root, the upper ones far shorter, broader and less deeply cut, clasping the stem
with their deflexed basal lobes, glabrous or very nearly so beneath. Flowers on
rather short stalks, lateral and terminal, solitary, very large (above 3 inches in diameter), bright yellow verging on orange.
Calyx of two large, ovate, concave
leaves, bristly, attached to a circular disk on which the stamens are placed, falling
off immediately on expansion.
Petals 4, fugacious, crumpled, minutely notched
along the margin, without claws, the 2 exterior nearly orbicular, the 2 inner
wedge-shaped ov cordato-cuneate. Stamens very iiumerous, in several rows filaments tubular, partly filled with cellular tissue
anthers erect, saffron-yellow,
2-celled, bursting along their outer margins.
Germen linear, compressed, with a
deep lateral furrow, usually bent, covered with small vesicular points. Stigma
yellowish, sessile, of 2 oblong, decurrent or deflexed lobes with a central furrow. Capsule pod-like, variously crooked and recurved, 8
10 inches to a footer upwards in
length, linear, tapering, tipped with the stigma, compressed, with a strong groove
on each side, when green scabrous and siibtuberculate, smooth and brownish
when ripe, 2-valved, splitting from the apex downwards (not from the base towards

bloom.

Leaves

vi'hitish or

short, erect, rigid

and jointed simple

;

;

;

—

* I have

little

doubt the root

is

mostly

if

not always biennial.

—
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the point as in Chelidonium), Seeds numerous, rotundato-renifovm, blackish or
reddish brown or ash-gray, without a caruncle, beautifully ribbed longitudinally
with connecting costEe dividing the interstices into shallow quadrangular cells,
more or less immersed in the corky mass connecting the narrow dissepiments that
are placed between the valves, which separate from them, as they do from one another, by the falling out of the interposed spongy placentEe when the
seeds are ripe.
Dr. Rutty, in his Natural History of the County of Dublin,' vol. i. p. 172,
gives a ludicrous account from the Philosophical Transactions of the effect produced upon some persons partaking of a pie made with the roots of this" plant
through mistake for those of Eryngo.
'

'

The

flowers,

approaching

'

Mr. Pamplin observes, vary occasionally
Greek G. fulvum.

in

colour,

at times

to that of the

III.

Chelidonium, Linn.

Celandine.

" Sepals 2.
Petals 4. Stigma 2-lobed.
Pod superior, linear,
1-celled, 2-valved, valves separating from the base upwards.
Seeds crested." Br. Fl.
1.

C. majus, L.
Common Celandine.
E. B. t. 1581.

Swalloio-wort.

—Br.

Fl.

p. 18.

In waste ground, amongst rubbish, on old walls and shady hedgebanks, not
very commonly, and generally near habitations.
Fl.
August. Fr. July.

May—

%E. Med. —

In the garden -hedge at the back of a cottage between Godshill and
Saynham. In a cottage-garden hedge close to Merry-Garden farm near Shanklin.
In the lane between Nettleston green and Fairyhill. Common at Newchurch. Sandown. Upper Bordwood. Near Ventnor.
W. Med. Grounds at Northcourt, Shorwell. Hedge near Schoolhouse green,
and between Freshwater church and the bridge. Near Plash, at the turning off

—

from the road to Shorwell.
A variety with double or semidouble flowers
is rather ornamental.

is

sometimes seen in gardens, and

Root thick, fleshy, emitting several long, stout, reddish brown fibres, and when
cut exuding a deep safl"ion-coloured acrid and bitter juice smelling like that of poppies or opium, and pervading the whole plant, but of a paler colour near the top of
the stem and in the leaves.
Stems several, fiom 18 inches to 2 or 3 feet high,
erect, rounded or slightly angular, solid and brittle, tumid and glaucous at the
base and above the insertion of the irregular, spreading, mostly alternate or subdichotomous branches, where, as well as occasionally on the internodial portion,
they are clothed with stiff, jointed, spreading and glaucous hairs. Leaves alternate,
opposite to or beneath the forks of the stein, thin, wrinkled and glabrous, gray
beneath, where are a few scattered hairs on the prominent reticulating veins
deeply pinnato-pinnatifid, of 3, 4 or 5 pairs (with an odd terminal one) of roundish or subovale, opposite or alternate leaflets (pinnae), which are partly distinct and
as it were stalked, but as often confluent by the expansion of their bases into the
common, winged, nearly semicylindrical and somewhat hairy petiole all sinuatolobate, their extremities subtritid, and often there ir, a distinct lobe at the base of
the pinns on its lower side
lobes cut into rounded unequal segments by narthe radical leaves are
row sinuous notches, the margins of the lobules inflexed
Vmoels
Clusters umbellate.
petiolate, those of the stem and branches sessile.
few- (abimt 4
7) flowered, terminal or opposite to the leaves, on long hairy or
smooth stalks of various length. Flowers on smooth or somewhat hairy pedicels
of very unequal length, their tumid bases half embraced by the small, glaucous,
Calyx of 2 boat-shaped
sometimes rather leafy bracts, extremely fugacious.
valves of a delicate membranous texture, pale green and faintly reticulated, ending in a subglobose point, more or less hairy. Petals 4, bright yellow, obovate or
Stamens about 20 25, erect;
subrotundate, thin and delicate, quite entire.
;

;

:

:

—

—

E

—

—
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[Fumaria.
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filaments bright yellow somewhat compressed, slightly dilated upwards, suddenly contracted at top into a short point or pedicel bearing the anther anthers
pale yellow, broadly elliptical, much compressed, of 2 nanow somewhat curved
lobes bursting along their thin margins, and approximate by a lamina-like connectiviim.
Style short, thick ; stigma of 2 short, decurrent, pale lobes, glanduloso-pilose, grooved.
Germen about the length of the stamens, green, elongateelliptical, flattened.
Pods (follicles) about 1^ inch long, crooked linear, greenish
or yellowish brown, glabrous and beaded from the seeds within, of 2 flexible valves
opening longitudinally from the base to the point. Seeds numerous, oval, nearly
black, polished, beautifully reticulato-striate, attached to a filiform receptacle
along the commissures by a large, white, carunculate appendage.
From every part of the herb when broken exudes a gamboge-coloured juice
with the flavour of opium, the stain of which is not easily got rid of by washing.
The expressed juice or a decoction of the plant is in vogue with the country people of the island as a remedy for infantine jaundice (Mr. iJ. Loe), and in America is a popular application to warts, tetters, &c. {Darlington).
;

Order V.

FUMARIACE^,

DC.

" Sepals 2, deciduous.
Petals 4, more or less united, one or
two of them gibbous or spurred at the base. Stamens 6, in two
bundles.
Ovary 1, with two opposite parietal placentas. Style
filiform.
Stigma lobed. Fruit dry, indehisceiit, with one or two
seeds ; or a p)od with two valves and many seeds.
Seeds glossy,
with a fleshy albumen and embryo at the base." Br. Fl.
" Herbs of temperate climates with brittle stems and watery j uice, slightly bitter_and diaphoretic." Br. Fl.
I.

FuMAEiA, Linn.

Fumitory.

Petals 4, one of them gibbous or spurred at the base.
Ovary
4 - ovuled.
Fruit indehiscent, 1 - seeded, the style deciduous.
Seeds without a crest.
1. F. capreolata, L.
Rampant Fumitory. " Sepals broadly

oval scarcely acute toothed at the base entire above as broad as
the tube of the corolla and often half its length, fruit globose
obtuse, leaflets flat."—^r. Fl. p. 19.
E. B. t. 943.
In waste ground, gardens and cultivated fields, on hedgebanks and about
uncommon, i^i May November. 0.
E. Med. On the shingly beach a little west of Ryde, in some abundance.
On the Dovor. Very common at Shanklin and Ventnor, as in a fence by the road
opposite St. Boniface cottage, and by the ' Crab and Lobster,' &c.
In and about
the garden of the Shanklin hotel.
Entrance to Apse heath, in plenty, B. T. W.
W. Med. Field near Gurnet bay, abundantly. Miss G. Kilderbee.
Herb of a. tender, pale, more or less glaucous green, quite smooth.
Root
yellowish, tough.
Stems numerous, much branched, angular, furrowed, brittle
and pellucid, various in length, in open places diffuse or procumbent, a foot or
two in length, amongst bushes rampant and much longer, often 3 or 4 feet.
Leaves alternate, bi-tripinnate, on long triquetrous petioles, by the aid of which,
being destitute of cirrhi or tendrils, the plant supports itself amongst bushes, &g.
Leaflets stalked, broad, roundish wedge-shaped, trifid, their segments unequally
bi-trilobate, more rarely entire, ovate, bluntish, with a minute deflexed point, glaucous beneath. Racemes erect, many-flowered, opposite to and about as long as
fences, not

—

—

—

—

—

.

—
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the leaves. Pedicels not twice the length of the ripe seed-vessel, round, swollen
upwards, erecto-patent when in fruit and slightly decurved, each subtended by a
lanceolate whitish or purplish bractea about equal to or one-third shorter than the
fructiferous pedicel itself.
Flowers variable in size, larger than in the next
species.
Sepals broadly ovate, apiculate, irregularly toothed on their posterior
half, mostly entire towards the point, as wide as or wider than the sublinear
corolla, and about half as long, excluding the gibbous base of the latter.
Corolla
white or pale pink with dark purple tips, the upper and lower petals with a
prominent keel, greenish at the apex. Fruit subglobose, a little longer than
broad, with a minute apiculus, faintly 2-edged (from the indehiscent commissure
of the valves).
iSeerf yellowish, orbicular, smoothish, with' a rather sharp vertical
edge all round answering to the suture, and an indistinct or incomplete one at
right angles to the former, visible only at the base of the seeds, at the summit of
which is a double confluent depression on either side.
I cannot discover more than three filaments in this plant, two above the style,
closely cohering, and one below it.
3. F. officinalis, L.
Common Fumitory. " Sepals ovato-lanceolate acute sharply toothed, fruit globose very abrupt or obcordaie."— Br. Fl. p. 19. E. B. t. 589.
In waste and cultivated ground, fields and gardens, almost everywhere. Flthrough the summer. O-

" Sepals pelSmall-Jioivered Fumitory.
at the base inc^o-dentate at the
margin concave at the back, about twice shorter than the corolla
and one and a half or twice broader, fruit globose subapiculate,
segments of the leaves narrow linear grooved." Br. Fl. p. 19.
3.

F. micrantha. Lag.

tate orbicular

Ic. Plant,

t.

somewhat cordate

E. B. Suppl.

363.

t.

2876.

—

O

In cultivated ground. Fl. May September.
A single specimen found by Dr. Bell-Salter at Weeks' Field, near Ryde, 1843.
II.

" Petals 4, one of

many-ovuled.
with a crest."
1.

Pod

Corydalis, DC.

Corydalis.

them gibbous

or spurred at the base.
2-valved, compressed, many-seeded.

Ovary
Seeds

Br. Fl.

C. claviculata,

DC.

Climbing Corydalis.

"

Stem much

branched climbing, leaves pinnate, pianse stalked ternate or
pedate, leaflets elliptical entire, petioles ending in tendrils, pedicels very short scarcely so long as the minute bracteas, root
Br. Fl. p. 20. Fumaria, L. E. B. t.
fibrous, style persistent."
:

103.
In moist woods, thickets, hedges and damp shady pastures, but very local. Fl.
June, July. 0.
E. Med. In a fir-plantation in Bordwood copse. In several parts of Sandown
Parsonage Lynch, NewLevel, and on the skirts of Lake common abundantly.
church.
In a wood immediately below Queen Bower, sparingly.

—

—

—
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Order VI.

;;

Juss.

Stamens usually 6 and tetraPetals 4.
2 solitary, alternate with the petals ; 4 opposite to
Ovary and style 1
rarely only 4 and equal.
pairs
hypogynous glands at the base of the solitary stamens. Pericarp
usually a pouch or pod, 2- rarely 1-celled, 2-valved, the valves
Seeds on
sometimes valveless.
opposite the shorter stamens
marginal placentas (between the longer stamens) without albuCotyledons plane, parallel to the dissepimen. Radicle curved.
ment and with their edges applied to the radicle {accumbent o=)
or
or plane, with their back turned to the radicle {incumbent o||)
Herbs.
folded and embracing the radicle {conduplicate o>>).
Leaves alternate. Flotvers generally in corymbs which at length
" Calyx of 4 sepals.

dynamous
them in 2

;

;

;

;

become racemes."

Br. Ft.
Suborder

I.

SILIQUOS^.

Fruit an elongated narrow pod 2-valued and dehiscent.
I.

Matthiola, B. Br.

Stock.

"

Pod (rounded or compressed) crowned with the connivent 2lobed stigma, the lobes either thickened at the back or with a horn
at the base.
Calyx erect, 2 opposite sepals saccate at the base.
Jjonger Jilameiits dilated." Br. Fl.
1. M. incana, E. Br.
Hoary Shrubby Stock. Stock Gilly-jioicer.
" Stem shrubby upright branched, leaves lanceolate entire hoary,
pods cylindrical without glands." Br. Fl. p. 23. Cheiranthus,
i. E. B. t. 1935.
On sea-cliffs, rare. Fl. April October. Tj
E. Med.— Y entxio^ Cove. Plentiful in almost inaccessible parts of the cliff at
:

—

A

single specimen observed on
E. of the flagstaff.
nearly opposite the house at Old Park, 1841.
W. Tl/etJ.— Ledges of the cHif under Afton down, for which additional station
for this very rare plant I am indebted to my friend the Rev. James Penfold of
Thorley, who sent me superb specimens from thence in 1839.
Probably naturalized in the above stations from gardens, of which it has been
a denizen for centuries past. Be that as it may, the species is now found growing abundantly in situations the least accessible and most remote from cultivatiou.
Truly native of the shores of the Mediterranean, but as a stranger elsewhere in
latitudes as high as our own, its indigenous origin may be fairly questioned.
Said to grow also at Hastings, but I never saw it during some years' residence
there.
Root perennial, at least in the wild plant, long, stout, flexuose and branching,
white and fleshy externally, hard and woody within. Stem erect or nearly so,
rounded, in the older plants often an inch or an inch and a half in diameter, with
a grayish white wrinkled bark, very woody and lasting, mostly dividing at a few
inches above ground into numerous, irregular, crowded, almost whorled ascending
brandies, tlie erect extremities of which are again proliferously ramified, forming
a bushy head a foot or two in height, the branches naked, scarred or leafless,
Steephill, particularly a little

the

cliff

—

—
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excepting at or near their summits, those of the year downy with short stellate
pubescence. Leaves mostly crowded into tufts at the ends of the branches, on the

young

or flowering shoots alternate or two or three together, oblong-lanceolate,
quite entire, thick and fleshy, dull whitish green, flat, very obtuse and rounded at
their apex, more or less decurved, the lower leaves for the most part very strongly
arched, covered on both sides with flne stellate pubescence, but quite destitute of
those callous pedicellate glands which are found on M. sinuata, gradually taperinto thick 2-edged petioles which are rounded beneath, nearly flat above, not
grooved.
Corymbs terminal, racemose, naked and simple, loose. Bracts none.
Peduncles patent or spreading, lomentose, various in length, shorter, equal to or
longer than the calyx, nearly erect in seed. Flowers very large and handsome,
1
If inch in diameter, delicately fragrant with the odour of cloves. Calyx
Sepals linearoblong, 6 or 7 lines in length, stellately tomentose, purplish.
oblong, cohering into a tube, gibbous at the base, their tips thickened at the back,
Petals of a fine purplish pink
obtuse, spreading, with purplish scariose margins.
varying to violet-blue or lilac on the same plant, widely spreading or a little
deflexed, obovato-rotundate or obcordate, slightly emarginate or nearly entire,
whitish where they begin tapering into their long, narrow, greenish, fiira, fleshy
and upright claws, forming a pale eye in the centre of the flower. Stamens erect,
glabrous ; filaments of the 4 longer stamens curved or slightly ascending from the
base and again approximating at top, flattened or dilated and subulate at their
margins, a little concave on the inner side, tapering and slightly furrowed : shorter
filaments much compressed laterally, not tapering or dilated, shorter than their
anthers ; anthers pale yellow, sagittate, lanceolate. Hypogynous glands, a pair at
the base of the two shorter filaments which they enclose between them, ureen,
Germen villous,
compressed, ascending and sonfewhat pointed, deciduous.
Stigma of
oblong, compressed and tapering, equalling the two shorter stamens.

—

—

2 shortly decurrent

lobes.
delicious fragrance of the wild plant, more particularly of an evening,
surpasses that of the cultivated Stock or Gilliflower, of which it is the parent.
Though only of biennial growth in our gardens, the Sea Stock is certainly
perennial on its native cliffs, as is evident from the remains of the seed-pods of
the previous year continuing attached to the flowering branches of the current
Besides, Jackman, an intelligent cliffsman, whom I have repeatedly
season.
employed to procure specimens from their otherwise inaccessible locality, speaks
with certainty of many bushes which he has remarked for five successive years,

The

and there are some of very large

size

which he believes must be at

least

above

From their position on the face of nearly perpendicular clifi's
seven years old.
having a southern aspect, the plants are fully protected from" North and Northeast winds, and enjoy the mitigating influence of the sea air, yet they are sometimes cut off' by spring frosts in seasons like the present (1845) of unusual lateness
and

severity.

Cheiranthus, Linn.

II.

"

Pod compressed

saccate at the base.
patent or capitate.
stamens." Br. Fl.

Wall-flower.

Calyx erect, 2 opposite sepals
Stigma placed on a style 2-lobed, the lobes
Hypogynous glands none between the longer
or 2-edged.

Common Wall-flower. " Leaves lanceolate
C. Cheiri, L.
appressed hairs, pods linear, lobes of
bipartite
acute entire with
C.
the stigma patent, stem shrubby at the base." Br. Fl. p. 24.
1934.
t.
E. B.
fruticulosus, L.
On old walls and roofs, rocks and clifi's by the sea, common, but I think doubti^r-. June.
1?.
J";. April— June.
fully indigenous.
t
r
j r>
E. Merf.— Abundant on the walls and farm -buildings at Hasely [and Uuarr,
1.

:

i

Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

Common

on walls at Brading.

——

;
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W. Med.—Oa the walls of Carisbrooke castle in plenty. Frequent on walls
and roofs at Yamiouth, as at the caslle, &c.
Root whitish, tapering, with several lonfj, rigid, nearly simple, slender branches,
and havivig the hot pungent smell and taste of horseradish. Stem shrubby, erect
or ascending, from 6 to 18 inches high, with a rough, greenish ash-coloured bark,
round and in the older plants much branched from the base, forming tufts, the
flowering shoots angular and downy. Leaves numerous, scattered and crowded
on the young barren and flowering shoots, erect, narrow-lanceolate, very acute,
usually quite entire or at most with one or two small teeth (Mertem Sr Koch), firm
persistent in our ordinary winters, tapering into short petioles, their tips a litrecurved, with the strong midrib of the leaf continued into a pale stilfish point
covered on both sides but most thickly on the under with fine, close-pressed, cenFlowers in terminal, corymtrally affixed hairs precisely like those of Cornus.
bose, simple clusters, of a rich golden- verging upon orange-yellow, very fragrant,
on erect or patent quadrangular pedicels about their own length. Calyx purplish
brown, the sepals erect, linear-oblong, obtuse, with yellow membranous edges, as
long as or longer than the claws of the petals, 2 alternately broader, gibbous at
the base and plane at the back, the remaining 2 narrower and strongly keeled, all
more or less sprinkled with medifixed hairs. Petals much exceeding the calyx,
obovate, spreading, hut not flaccid nor blotched with dark brownish red as in the
cultivated Wallflower, somewhat wavy and minutely notched along their margins,
with long, narrow, pale claws. Stamens equal in levigth or very nearly so, erect,
4 of them opposite the smaller sepals, closely approximated in pairs, unaccompanied by hypogynous glands, the 2 solitary stamens surrounded by a dark green
4-lobed gland; filaments angular, not compressed nor dilated below; anthers
linear oblong, greenish yellow.
Style very short
stigma bilobate, the lobes
roundish, at length spreading.
>SiKy«es linear, erect, \\
2 inches long, acutely
2-edged and compressed, with a very short beak and tipped with the stigma, grayish with close-pressed medifixed hairs, each valve with a narrow acute dorsal keel.
Seeds numerous in each cell, brownish yellow, rugose, in a single row from either
edge of the dissepiment, ovate or suborbicular, much compressed, with a broad
membranous margin most prominent at the lower end. Cotyledons aocumbent,
flat, the radicle curved upwards towards the funiculus.

and
tle

;

III.

Nasturtium, R. Br.

—

Cress.

" Pod nearly cylindrical (sometimes short) ; valves concave, neither nerved nor keeled. Seeds in a double row.
Calyx patent."

—Br.

Fl.
f Petals white.

1. N. officinale, R. Br.
Common Water-cress. " Leaves pianate, leaflets ovate subcordate sinuato-dentate, petals (white) twice
as long as the calyx, pods linear."
Br. Fl. p. 27.
Sisymbrium
Nasturtium, L. : E. B. t. 855.

In wet ditches, about spring-heads and on the plashy margin of brooks, ponds
and rivers, abundantly. Fl. May October, or even later. If.

—

ff Petals yellow.
S. N. terrestre, R. Br.
Marsh Cress. Annual Yellow Cress.
" Leaves Ijrrato-puinatifid unequally toothed, root simply fibrous,
petals not longer than the calyx, pods oblong turgid and the septum 2 4 times longer than broad." Br. Fl. p. g8. N. palustre,

—

DC.

Sisymbrium

terrestre,

E. B.

t.

1747.

—
Barbarea.]

—
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In wet meadows, on ditch-banks and the muddy margins of ponds, &c., rare.
June October. 0.
E. Med. In a moist spot by Whitefield farm but in very small quantity. In
considerable plenty on the half-dried-up margin of the pond at Hardingshoot
farm, along with Chenopodium rubrum.
In the farmyard at the Grove, Adgeston.
In several parts of Sandown Level but always sparingly. Close by the
bridge at Langbridge by Newchurch. On the swampy border of the pond at

—
—

Fl.

Ninham by Ryde.
Root very white and fleshy, emitting numerous long, stout, flexible, simple or
branched fibres. Stem 1 or many, so as often to constitute a bushy herb, from a
few inches to about a foot and a half high, erect or procumbent, alternately
branched, the branches patent, hollow, green or purplish, deeply furrowed and
acutely angular, somewhat wavy, smooth, glabrous and shining.
Leaves numerous, alternate, glabrous, those at the root crowded and spreading in a circular
caespitose tuft
deeply lyrato-pinnatifid or pinnatisect, of from 2 to 6 pair of oblong
or lanceolate, opposite, subopposite or alternate, rather wavy segments that are
coarsely, unequally and for the most part obtusely sinuato-dentate and serrate, the
serratures mucronate ; diminishing in size as they descend, confluent by their
anterior basal margins, which are produced along the midrib into a narrow wing
continued downwards to the base of the leaf, forming the rather long, channelled,
semiterete petioles that are dilated at bottom into a pair of small, acute, cla.sping
auncles most evident on the superior leaves terminal lobe of the lower leaves
roundish or ovate, of the higher oblong or lanceolate, sinuately toothed and serrate
like the rest and often somewhat lobed
the winged margins of the petioles have
frequently a few scattered bristly hairs towards the base of the stalk. Flowers
very minute, in small axillary and terminal corymbose and leafless clusters that
Pedicels terete, glabrous,
gradually elongate and become racemose in seed.
ebracteate.
Calyx greenish |yellow ; se^mls oblong, concave, faintly 3-ribbed.
Petals not exceeding the calyx in length or shorter, pale yellow, obovate, veined,
attenuated into narrow claws, entire or with a shallow emargination. Stametis
Hypogynous glands 6, green, 3 close on each side of the shorter
nearly equal.
pair of stamens, oblong, compressed, directed upwards and 1 between each combined or longer pair, smaller. Style extremely short and thick ; stigma broad,
Siliques in long, erect,
peltate, a little convex, glanduloso-pilose, faintly 2-lobed.
racemose clusters on the now spreading or partly declinate pedicels, 3 or 4 lines
in length, glabrous, oblong-elliptical, turgid, a little compressed horizontally,
mostly somewhat incurved or nearly straight, very obtuse, tipped with the style.
Seeds very numerous and minute, pale reddish brown, roundish ovate, compressed,
notched and foveate by the bent form of the cotyledons within, thickly covered
with vesicular prominences under a high magnifier.
;

;

:

;

IV. Barbarea, R. Br.
"

Winter-cress.

valves with a middle
Seeds in a single row. Calyx erect, equal at the base.
Glands between the shorter filaments and the germen, and a subuBr. Fl.
late one between each pair of the longer ones."

Pod 4-angied and somewhat 2-edged

;

nerve.

Common or Bitter Winter-cress. Yel1. B. vulgaris, K. Br.
" Lower leaves lyrate, the terminal
low Rocket. French Cress.
lobe rounded, the superior ones obovate toothed often pinnatifid
at the base, stjde about as long as the ovarium distinct straight,
pods linear tereti-angled acuminate." Br. Fl. p. 24. Erysimum
Barbarea, L. E. B. t. 443.
:

moist hedge- and ditch-banks, by roadsides, the borders of
Fl. May.
streams, not uncommonly.

On

fields,

and along

—

:
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E. Med. About Ryde, occasionally. In a field at the back of St. John's fruitgarden. Along the brook between Little Smallbrook and St. John's turnpike.
Banks of the marsh-ditches in Sandown Level, frequent. Sandown village. By
Alverstone
the stream-side between French mill and Baverstone or Bobberstone.
bridge and by the stream at Weeks's, Dr. Bell-Salter.
W. Med.— Plentiful by the roadside between Wilmingham and Afton farms,
In various places
Freshwater. In a ditch of ihe marsh-meadows of Guniet bay.
about Brixton, near White-Court farm ; moist hedgebanks and drains near the
Grange, &c.
Var. 8. Pods and

their pedicels erect and in part appressed, somewhat oblique,
An B. stricla Andrz. ? Very
smaller than in the common state of the plant.
sparingly by the roadside between Newbridge and Calbourne (a few plants only).
Herb quite glabrous in every part. Root whitish, somewhat woody, tapering,
with several long stout fibres. Stems erect, pale green or sometimes purplish
below, from 18 inches to 2 feet or more in height, solid, stout, angular, deeply
furrowed, with sharp intermediate edges, simple or branched sometimes from the
Leaves somewhat
base, the branches alternate, erecto-pateut, long and slender.
fleshy, very smooth and shining, alternate, strongly veined and waved or blistered
radical and lower stem-leaves large, 6 or 8 inches long, lyralo-pinnatifid ; the
lobes ovate, roundish or oblong, distant and diminishing as they approach the base
of the leaf, with mostly several smaller intermediate lobules, entire, sinuate, waved
or slightly toothed, the terminal lobe very large, ovate, rounded or cordate at the
base, the petioles winged at their origin
upper stem-leaves shorter, less regularly
and deeply pinnatifid, the lobes fewer, narrower, the terminal one more deeply
sinuate, clasping by their almost sagittate bases ; the uppermost leaves obovate,
scarcely divided, deeply sinuato-dentate, clasping.
Flowers numerous, bright yellow, in round-topped corymbose clusters, on 2-edged pedicels about as long as the
calyx, spreading or slightly decurved, when in fruit nearly erect, bracteate.
Calyx
erect, the sepals nearly equal in height, tapering and somewhat pointed, greenish
yellow, caducous, with thickened concave tips, the two broader ones gibbous at
the base, the two narrower slightly keeled.
Petals much longer than the calyx,
oblongo-obovate, entire, slightly emarginate or wavy at their extremity, tapering
into pale narrow claws, the limb spreading.
Stamens upright, the longer pair
with an oblong, green, porrected gland, flattened below, gibbous on the upper
side between and exterior to them at their base, the shorter filaments each with a
much smaller, vertically compressed gland on either side of their ascending bases
anthers yellow.
Style distinct, straight, a little thickened upwards, often inclining
to one side
stigma sessile, capitate, glandular.
Siliques in long clusters, very
numerous, crowded, glabrous, erect and partly appressed, on short pedicels that
diverge at an angle of about 22° from the stem about an inch in length including
the distinct, slender, straight and pei-manent style, which is nearly an eighth of the
whole, compresso-quadrangular and 2-edged, the valves strongly keeled and veiny.
Seeds numerous, exactly like those of the next species but much smaller.
A handsome double-flowered variety is frequent in gardens, and it is sometimes
grown as an early spring salad, though much inferior to the next species for this
purpose, from its bitterness and comparative want of pungency.
:

;

;

;

Early Winter-cress. American or Belle" Lower leaves Ij^rate, upper ones
Cress.
pinnatifid, segments linear oblong entire, style much shorter than
the ovarium almost obsolete bent to one side, pods linear obtuse
compressed."
Br. Ft. p. 24.
Erysimum, E. B. t. 1129.
In cultivated fields, woods, waste places, and on hedgebanks, very frequent.
2.

B. 'prmcox, E. Br.

isle Cress.

Fl.

Vect.

March— October.

E. Med.

Land

J

— Fields about

.

St. John's, very

common.

Between Seagrove and the

Woody ground between Quarr abbey and Ninham.

Woods about
Cowes, at which place it has over-run the ground on the site of the new buildings.
About Sandown. Field near Fern hill, on the left of the footway from thence to
Priory.

—

—

Arabis.]

;
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Town, in great plenty. At Fishbouvne. Tn a field close to Uplands near
Ryde, in great abundance, Br. Bell-Salter.
Between Quarr abbey and Fishhouses. About Landguard farm and elsewhere near Shanklin very commonly,
and where I have seen fields sometimes quite yellow with it.
W. il/ed.— Northwood park, plentiful, Miss G. Kilderbee.
The whole plant quite glabrous, 1—2 feet in height. Root white, tapering, in
liitlle

the larger plants much branched, slightly pungent.
Stem erect, sharply ang:ular,
furrowed, branching from the base in old and luxuriant plants, with many erect
branches
in the smaller often nearly simple, purplish below.
Radical leaves
numerous, spreading in a circle, lyrato-pinnatifid, their lobes roundish, waved
fleshy and shining, the terminal one much the largest, roundish, bluntly notched
or lobed, the lower ones entire or nearly so
stem-leaves pinnatifid, their lobes
becoming narrower as they ascend, and on the uppermost leaves nearly linear
the lowermost lobe in all is clasping, and produced into an auricle fringed with a
few stift" hairs. Flowers erect, bright yellow, in constantly elongating corymbs
very like those of the last species.
Sepals equal, oblong, obtuse, concave
and erect, at first greenish, afterwards yellow, broader and more rounded than in
the last.
Hypogynous glands 6, namely, one on each side of the two shorter filaments at their base, larger, paler and horizontal, and another on the outside of the
two pair of longer filaments, smaller, deep green and nearly erect.
Style
extremely short, not ^ a line in length, always bent to one side stigma flat
roundish and simple. Siliques very long (2 2\ inches), far less crowded than
in B. vulgaris, erecto-patent, on short stalks that diverge at an angle of about
45°, slender, straight, ancipiti-quadrangular, the valves with a strong dorsal keel,
glabrous and wrinkled, tipped with the very short obtuse and oblique style. Seeds
numerous (often 20 or more in each cell), pendulous, in 2 rows, brownish or yellowish, with darker edges, somewhat orbicular, plane on their outer side, gibbous
and bluntly angular on that next the thin membranous dissepiment, covered with
depressed pellucid dots, and hence appearing reticulated, twice as large as the
seeds of B. vulgaris.
This species is generally thought to have been introduced to Europe from the
New World, whence the names of American or Belleisle Cress (from the Straits of
that name between Labrador and Newfoundland).
Be that as it may, no plant
is more thoroughly naturalized amongst us than the present, and in no part of
Britain perhaps does it abound more than in this island.
In America B. praecox
extends beyond the Arctic Circle. It aflbrds an excellent spring salad, very superior to the common Winter Cress, as was remarked to me by my friend the Kev.
Wm. Darwin Fox, who, having been accustomed to the use of the latter in Derbyshire, on coming to reside in this island having unknowingly substituted the
former and more abundant species here, though puzzled to account for the diffeThe
rence, was immediately sensible of having made an exchange for the better.
;

:

:

cress-like, and Mr. R. Loe of Newchurch- tells
often substituted by the people of this island for the common Water
Cress, being known by the opposite cognomen of Land Cress.

taste is

me

much more pungent and

it is

V. Arabis, Linn.
"

ma ;

Pod

linear,

Kock-cress.

compressed, crowned with the nearly sessile stigCalyx
Seeds in one row.

valves nerved or coarsely veiny.

erect."

Br. Fl.

Hairy Rock-cress. " Leaves all hispid
1. A. hirsuta, E. Br.
dentate, cauline ones semi-amplexicaul, pods erect straight, their
E. B. t. 587.
Turritis, Z.
valves 1-nerved."— ^r. Fl. p. 25.
On dry banks, walls and rocks, rare. Fl. May— August. 2^. (<?. Hook.)
W. >/((/.— Area of Carisbrooke castle. In the fosse of Carisbrooke castle on
Carisbrooke-castle
the N. side, and elsewhere (within the walls), in some plenty.
hill, and High Down by Freshwater, Mr. Dawson Turner in B. T, W., in which
:

F
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CEUCIFER.E.

1841 !!! In very great abundance and luxuriance
on a high sloping field or hank at the West end of Whitepit (chalk-pit), Newport.
Root whitish, tapering, very rigid, usually much branched, biennial, or according to others perennial. It is certainly perennial with us, as the dried remains of
Stem 1 or 2,
the last year's flowering and still attached stems sufficiently testify.
seldom except where the main stalk is broken off more numerous, from about 12
to 18 inches or 2 feet in height, simple or more rarely slighlly branched above,
the branches upright, round, slender, rigid, leafy, erect, often flexuose and recurved
at the summit, hispid beneath with copious spreading and deflexed, simple or
Leaves numepartly forked white hairs, above either quite glabrous or nearly so.
rous, hispid like the stem and fringed with simple or forked hairs, radical ones
nodulate, oblong, elliptical-oblong or obovate-oblong, sometimes inclining to

last station I find it sparingly,

oblong-lanceolate or spathulate, scabrous with the tubercular bases of the hairs,
entire or with a few distant, shallow, tooth-like serratures ; stem-leaves numerous,
erect but not appressed, sessile, truncate or subsagittate at base, at other times
rounded or slightly cordate, their margins often a little deflexed, usually with a
rudimentary branch and abortive raceme in the axil of each the inferior leaves
mostly as hairy as those at the root, and entire or more or less toothed about the
middle, never near the apex, gradually narrowing as they ascend and becoming
less hairy, the highest sometimes quite glabrous and shining excepting the marFlowers small, white, in constantly
pinal fringe, very narrow, linear and acute.
pedicels shorter the calyx, patent and glabrous.
elongating racemes
Sepals
erect, purplish green, their margins white, bluntish, the 2 alternate ones oblong,
Petals linear-oblong or. obovatea little gibbous at the base, the other 2 narrower.
oblong, tapering into the claw, considerably exceeding the calyx, spreading, entire
Stamens erect, longer than the gerraen. Hypogynous
or obsoletely emarginate.
glands green, 6, one surrounding each of the two shorter filaments and bilobate,
another much smaller and roundish, one behind each of the longer stamens.
Gei-men iexeie, subcompressed. Style obsolete; s(i^?(ia round, flat, glandulosopilose.
Siliqucs linear, very erect, 1
1-j inch in length, by about ^ a line in
breadth, compressed, beaded by the projection of the seeds within, shining,
wrinkled and glabrous, with a more or less distinct ridge or keel along the centre
of each valve, crowned with the stigma.
Seeds numerous, uniserial, oblong-elliptical or subquadrangular, flattened mostly on the outer side, the inner a little convex, reddish brown, with a darker narrow margin which is often a little expanded
at the lower extremity of the seed, punctate-scabrous, as broad as the dissepiment.
;

;

—

Yl. Cardamine, Linn.
"

Pod

Bitter-cress.

linear, the valves flat,

nerveless.

generally seiDarating elasticalljs
Seed-stalks slender."
Br. Fl.

Common Bitter- cress. Ladies' -smock.
1.
C. pratensis, L.
Cuckoo-flower " Leaves pinnate, radical leaflets rottndish dentate,
canline ones lanceolate nearly entire, style straight, stigma capiBr. Fl. p. 26. E. B. t. 776.
tate, petals obovate."
.

In moist woods and meadows, abundantly, i^/. April— June.
2^.
" Stem 1
2 feet high. Floiuers large, blush-coloured."
Br. Fl.
A variety with unusually large flowers I find in Howingford withy-bed at its
northern end, in very boggy ground.
I found. May 28, 184.5, in a moory meadow by the Medina, below Rookley, a
solitary specimen of C. pvatensis, affording a singular instance of abnormal development. On the lower part of the corymb were several seed-vessels on pedicels
changed from their usual linear to an ovate-elliptical figure, so as to resemble the
short fruit of plants belonging to the siliculose section of this order.
These on
being opened were found to contain petals of the usual colour, which in the pods
above had burst from their confinement, and appeared as semidouble flowers the
valves of the pod answering to the true calyx.
At the summit of the stem the

—

—
Sisymbrium.]

—

—
.

cuucifer^.
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had the usual appearance, except that the stamens were changed into
and on opening the ovarium of the highest blossom no ovules were discoamongst the mass of petaloid laminse with which the cavity; was filled.
Ihe lowermost pedicellate pods had doubtless been at first surrounded
by the
regular floral envelopes, but from some cause had not
emitted them at the sutures
like the rest.
From their verticillate arrangement it is evident that these petaloid
expansions were not transformed seeds, but simply a development of the common
axis within the ovary into an abortive whorl of floral
organs, besides which there
were evident rudiments both of stamens and germen in the centre of
the bundle.
flowers

petals ;
verable

2. G. hirsuta, L.
Hairy Bitter-cress.
"Leaves all pinnate
without auricles, radical leaflets roundish-angled or toothed petiolate, stem-leaflets narrower nearly sessile, petals oblong, stigma
blunt, pods erect."
Br. Fl. p. 27.
On hedgebanks, walls, rocks, in woods and moist shady places, abundantly.
Fl. March— August.
Q.
From 3 inches to a foot high, according to the wetness of the situation. The

whole plant, especially the root, has an extremely strong pungent smell of Horseradish, and might if cultivated furnish an excellent salad-herb and antiscorbutic.
Not uncommonly the plant is quite smooth except a fringe of hairs aloijg ihe
edge of the leaves.

VII. Hesperis, Linn.
"

Dame's

Violet.

Pod

4-sided or 3-edged. Stigma nearly sessile
elliptical, connivent.
Calyx erect." Br. Fl

;

the lobes

1. H. matronalis, L.
Common Dame's Violet. " Stem erect,
leaves ovato-lanceolate toothed, limb of the petals obovate, pods
erect torulose, their margins not thickened."
Br. Fl. p. 33.
H.
inodora, L.
E. B. t. 731.
In meadows and pastures, very rare and probably the outcast of gardens. Fl.
:

May—July.

2^.

— Near Bonchurch,

sparingly, Mr. D. Turner in B. T. W.
I have
not succeeded in finding the plant at the above station, but my friend Mr. Cuilis
has gathered specimens there within these few years, from wlieuce his drawing in
Br. Entom. was taken.

E. Med.

VIII. Sisymbrium, Linn.
"

Pod rounded

or 6-angular

;

Hedge Mustard.

valves convex or 8-angled 3-nerved

(rarely with the lateral nerves inconspicuous or wanting).
Hypogynous glands none between the longer filaments. Seeds smooth,
their stalks slender.
Stigma entire. Calyx spreading, equal at
the base."—Sr. Fl.
S. officinale, Scop.
Common Hedge Mustard. " Pods subupubescent close-pressed to the main stalk, leaves rimcinate
hairy, stem hispid."
Br. Fl. p. 34. Erysimum, L. E. B. t. 735.
1.

late

:

In waste

places,

by waysides and along hedges, very^common.

Fl. June, July.

0.
2.

S.

thalianit/m,

Gaud.

Tliale

Cress.

"

Leaves somewhat

toothed down}', radical ones oblong subpetiolate, stem branched,
pods ascending terete with 4 angles,"—i?/'. Fl. p. 34. Arabis, L.
E. B. t. 901.
:

—
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crucifeRjE.

In waste and cultiyaled ground, on wall-tops, and dry banks, abundantly. Fl.
Spring and autumn. 0.
A
Fields about Quarr abbey, on tlie abbey-walls, and elsewhere about Ryde.
weed in onrnfieUls about Cowes, and in most other parts of the island.
Root whitish, of several tapering and branched fibres. Stem from about 5 or 6
to 12 inches high, solitary or with several shorter and slightly spreading ones
springing in a circle around the main stalk, terete, wavy, glaucous or purplish,
hispid below with while, spreading, stiff hairs, above glabrous, and in the larger
plants with long, slender, patent branches, which like the secondary or outer stems
are quite simple or very nearly so.
Leaves mostly crowded into a dense radical
tuft, from about 1 to 2 inches in length, oblong-lanceolate, oblong-elliptical or
subspathulate, obtuse or slightly pointed, attenuated into a petiole, more or less

unevenly sinuato-deutate or nearly entire, often reddish or purplish, in dry situations rough all over with rigid forked hairs from tubercular bases
stem-leaves few,
distant, smaller, lanceolate or linear, sessile, nearly or quite entire.
Flowers
small, in a constantly elongating coiymb which is somewhat lax or drooping at
the summit.
Sepals erect, oblong-elliptical, concave, not keeled, glabrous, or with
a few hairs at the summit, the alternate ones somewhat pointed and narrowed, the
others very obtuse.
Petals about twice as long as the calyx, obovate, attenuated
into greenish yellow slender claws, the limb white, entire, at length moderately
spreading.
Hyfoyynous glands one at the base of each stamen, small, roundish
oblong, those under the 2 shorter filaments much larger and more prominent than
the rest.
Siliques on the now widely diverging pedicels, about 8 or 9 lines in
length, a little curved inwards and upwards, or ascending, tipped with the styles,
pale yellowish, reddish or purplish, glabrous, hardly ^ of a line in breadth, ancipital, the valves with a filiform keel or ridge running their entire length.
Seeds
numerous, very minute, like grains of red sand in size and colour, of an ovateoblong or roundish figure, somewhat compressed and lobed by the form of the
cotyledons, a little rough or uneven.
;

IX. Alliaria, Adans.
"

Pod rounded

Garlick Mustard.

valves with one conspicuous nerve and two
slender branched nerves or veins.
HyjMgynous glands between
the longer filaments.
Seeds striated, their stcdks flat and winged.
Stigma entire. Calyx slightly spreading, equal at the base."
;

Br. Fl.

Coynmon Garlick Mustard. Jack by the
Garlic Treacle Mustard.
Br. Fl. p. 35.
Alliaria, L.
E. B. t. 796.

1. A. officinalis, L.
Hedge. Sauce-alone.

Erysimum

:

Common in moist shady places, along
—June. ^ Hook., ©. Sm., !(.. Gaud.

hedges, lanes and roadsides.

Fl. April

.

—

Erysimum cheiranthoides, L., grows just within the lodge-gate leading
Mrs. Goodwin's house at W. Cowes, but has the appearance of having been
sown there for an ornamental border-flower.
Ohs.

to

X. Brassica, Limi.

Cabbage, &c.

" Pod 3-valved (with a sterile, or one- or several-seeded beak).
Seeds in a single row.
Calyx erect." Br. Fl.
1. B. oleracea, L.
Common or Sea Cabbage. " Koot caulescent cylindrical fleshy, all the leaves glabrous glaucous waved and
lobed, upper ones oblong sessile."— i?r. Fl. p. 39.
E. B. t. 637.
I'l. Dan. xii. t. 2050.

—
Sinapis.]

—
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On

rocks and cliffs by the sea, rave. Fl. May, Jane.
$.
E. Med.—Yentnor? at the foot of the cliff, a single specimen, perhaps escaped

from cultivation. Also in Sandown bay, a single specimen at the foot of the
cliffs.
Sparingly on the tufa-rock just below Ventnor mill, close to where the
water discharges itself on the beach, as previously observed by the Rev. G. E.
Smith. [Abundant on the crumbled chalk at the foot of Culver cliff, A. G. More,
Esq., Edrs.]

W. Med.

—At Brook, near the Chine,

this species neither in fruit

a single specimen of what could only be

its first year of growth, I found
on the steep sea-bank as above.
Root tapering, rising above the surface to the height of several inches as a
rounded, woody, scarred stem, leafy at the summit and branching into several
erect, herbaceous, round and smooth stalks that are again more or less branched.
Leaves smooth, thick, fleshy, very glaucous, those of the root and first year's shoots
large, lyrate or from the great development of the terminal lobe roundish, stalked,
waved and entire at the margin
stem.leaves alternate, undivided, erect, variable
in shape, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, cordate and semiaraplexicaul, quite sessile,
serrate- dentate, bluntish, the uppermost ones sometimes nearly entire.
Flowers
in elongating corymbs, large, erect, bright lemon- verging upon golden-yellow.
Sepals nearly erect, smooth, equal, closely joined below, concave and obtuse.
Petals roundish, much longer than the calyx, spreading, with long tapering claws.
Stamens erect, very unequal, the 4 longer ones as high as the style, the 2 shorter
about ^ less
anthers yellow.
Hypogynous glands 4 green ones on the outside of
each combined pair of stamens, oblong and suberect, the other 2 within the soliStyle long, cylindrical, often a
tary stamens at their ascending bases, roundish.
little inclined to one side
stigma round, flattened, with a transverse chink or
Pods erect, linear, tapering, quite smooth, a little
furrow, hence slightly lobed.
compressed and incurved, crowned by the permanent style, but without any beak
properly so called, though the final enlargement of the style downwards gives it
the appearance of having one.

nor flower, therefore in

:

:

;

Wild Navew, Rape, or Coleseed. " Leaves
3. B. Napus, L.
glabrous somewhat glaucous especially on the under side, lower
ones lyrate toothed, upper cord^to-lanceolate amplexicaul, j)ods
spreading."—5r. Fl. p. 39. E. B. t. 2146.

Common

in cultivated land,

amongst corn,

clover,

&c. and in waste ground.

$

May, June.

Fl.

XI. SiNAPis, Linn.

Mustard.

"

Pod 2-valved (with a sterile or one- or several-seeded beak).
Seeds in a single row. Calyx patent." Br. Fl.
1.

"

S. nigra,

L.

Common

or Black Mustard.

Pods appressed glabrous tetragonous, beak

late,

40.

upper leaves linear-lanceolate entire glabrous."
E. B. t. 969. Brassica, Koch.

On ditch-banks, waste ground, along hedges and
May September. Fr. October. 0.

Fl.

Vect. Warlock.

—

—

subuBr. Fl. p.

sterile short

roadsides, not unfrequently.

Abundant along the beach between Ryde and Binstead. In BmE. Med.
stead stone-pits. Abundant on ditch-banks in the Dover marshes and on the
AbunPlentiful at Carpenters near St. Helen's.
shore a little E. of Ryde.
dant at the foot of Shanklin chine. In Sandown bay with S. alba, sparingly.
Abundant on the Dover in 1841. [Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. About Yarmouth and Norton, B. T. W.
Taller and more spveafling than the next species, the herbage of a deeper
shining green, and floweis of a brighter yellow, with a slight delicate fragrance,

—

as remarked to

me hv

Dr. BcU-Saller.

—
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[Sinapis.

—

Stem 3 4 feet high, with copious smooth slender branches. Lower stem-leaves
very large, lyrate, the terminal lobe roundish, very rough on both sides, but occasionally glabrous, dark green, those above more or less approaching to entire, the
uppermost mostly quite so, stalked and pendant. Flowers smaller than in the two
following species, golden yellow.
Sepals linear, coloured, widely spreading, their
edges involute, scarcely longer than the sleuder claws of the rounded entire petals.
Hypogynous glands greenish. Pods in long clusters, linear, erect, closely applied
to the stem or partly a little patent, from ^ an inch to an inch in length, brownish,
pedicellate, glabrous, tetragonous, the 2 dorsal angles moie sharply keeled than
the sutural, and hence the siliques appear 2-edged, abruptly terminating in the
Seeds
short, straight, narrow beak or rather style, tipped with the 2-lobed stigma.
mostly 4 in each cell, ovato-globose, clear brown, minutely punctate all over.

" Pods hispid turgid shorter
White Mustard.
S. alba, L.
slightly narrower than the flat ensiform beak, leaves pinnatifid."—^r. Fl. p. 41.
El B. t. 1677.
2.

and

In cultivated ground, waste places, on banks and by roadsides, chiefly in the
East and South-east parts of the island, not unfrequent. Fl. May July. 0.
Plentiful all about Ventnor.
E. Med. About Byde.
In Sandown bay on
steep sea-banks, also between the bay and Yaverland.
Shanklin chine.
W. Med.— Co^es. Freshwater, B. T. W.
Root hard, white, tapering, sometimes copiously branched, and with many
Stem erect, from 1 3 feet high, much branched, hollow, angular
\\ oolly fibres.

—

—

—

and deeply furrowed, purplish below, hispid with deflexed bristly hairs. Leaves
all lyrate or lyrato-pinnatifid, roughish, various in size and in the shape of the

—

which are usually 5 7 cut or toothed, terminal one usually confluent with
the next pair beneath it, the lower ones much smaller and quite distinct. Floivers
numerous, rather large, bright yellow.
Siliques in long racemose clusters,
stalked, the lower ones spreading, those towards the summit somewhat erect or
patent, whitish brown, about 1^ inch long
valves tumid or beaded, hispid with
short bristles pointing forward, and copious veiy minute reflexed ones, each valve
with 5 strong prominent ribs, and one or two less distinctly marked. Beak usually much longer than the valves, ensiform, curved upwards or sometimes nearly
straight, flat, with thin sharp edges, 3-ribbed on each side, rough but less so than
the valves, and tipped with the stigma.
Seeds 2 4 in each cell (rarely more than
3) and very commonly one in the base of the beak, globular, scabroso-punctate,
various in colour, pale reddish, whitish or blackish brown and mottled.
lobes,

;

—

3. S. a/TOisis, L.
Charlock.
Wild Mustard. " Pods glabrous
with many angles turgid and knotty longer than the slightly compressed beak, stem and leaves bristly." Br. Fl. p. 41.
E. B. t.
1748.

In waste and cultivated ground but too abundant an odious weed in tillageland.
Fl. May
August. 0.
" Stem 1
2 ft. high rough. Flowers rather large yellow. C'afyx very spreadBeak of the pod usually empty, sometimes with one seed.'' Br. FL
ing.

—

;

—

Suborder

II,

SILICULOS,^.

Fruit a short broad pod or pouch (Silicule).
* Pouch 2-valved, dehiscent.

Division

I.

Latiseptjd.

Pouch short, opening with two flattish or convex valves
the major transverse axis of the fruit.
Cotyledons o=.
Tr. AlyssineiE.

;

dissepiment broad in

—
Draba.]

crvcivfaim.

XII. KoNiGA, Adans.

39
Koniga.

"Pouch subovate;

valves nearly plane; cells 1-ovuled and
1-seeded; seed-stalks with their base adnate to the dissepiment.
Calyx patent.
Petals entire (white).
Hypogynous glands 8
Filaments simple." Br. Fl.
!

K. maritima, E. Br.
Sea-side Koniga.
Sweet Alyssum,
Br. Fl. p. 30.
Alyssum, Willd.
E. B. t. 1739. Clypeola, L.
*1.

Hort.

:

Naturalized occasionally on walls, cliffs, and waste ground near the sea, from
adjoining gardens. FL August, September.
If.
E. J/crf.— [Morton Shute, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. In a lane at West Cowes.

—

XIII. Deaba, Linn.

Whitlow-grass.

"

Pouch or pod entire, oval or oblong valves plane or slightly
convex, 1-nervedr at the base, nerved or veiny upwards
cells
many-seeded.
Seeds not mareiaed.
Filaments simple."
Br.
;

—

;

Fl.
1. D. vcrna, L.
Common Whitlow-grass. Scapes leafless,
petals deeply cloven, leaves somewhat toothed hairy.
Br. Fl. p.
30.
E. B. ix. t. 586.

Var. a. Leaves lanceolate, tapering into the petiole.
Var. 0. Leaves very broad. D. verna, var. Krockm, Andrz., Reichh. Iconog.
xii. t. 12, fig. 4234.
On walls, banks, dry pastures and waste ground, abundantly. Fl. March,
April.

On

0.
the Dover, Byde.

St.

Helen's

spit, &c.,

abundantly.

The Dover, on an embankment, with ^.
Herb extremely variable in size and luxuriance,
a.

often barely an inch high, with
a single flower-stalk, at other times 4 or 5 inches and with very numerous scapes.
Root very slender, whitish, with a few thready fibres. Leaves spreading in a radical tuft, very variable in breadth, from linear-lanceolate to very broadly ovate,
tapering, gradually or suddenly contracted into the petiole, with every intermediate gradation between these extremes, somewhat fleshy and shining, clothed with
a pretty copious forked or starry pubescence, especially on the upper side and
along their edges, and mostly having a few shallow distant teeth towards their
points.
Scapes round, simple, hairy below, smooth above, sometimes hairy or
smooth throughout, terminating in a corymbose cluster of small white flowers on
pedicels greatly lengthened after the blossoms are past.
Sepals roundish ovate,
concave, obtuse, purplish, with white membranous borders, sometimes a little
hairy.
Petals much longer than the calyx, inversely heart-shaped, cloven half
way down, their claws greenish. Stamens enlarged at the base, with a cellular
gibbosity on their upper side.
Hypogynous glands small, green, in pairs, one on
each side the two soMt&vy filaments, which are all nearly equal in length, though
those just mentioned appear shorter, from curving outwards at their base.
Ger~
men ovate, compressed. /S<yfe scarcely any sii^jna broad, flat. PomcA elliptical
or ovate-oblong, smooth, much compressed (sometimes in alpine situations swollen.
Hook.), brownish when ripe, tipped with the permanent stigma.
Seeds numerous,
oval, pale brown, warted.
I do not find any figure of the broad-leaved var. The very indifferent one of
Krocker, Sil. ii. tab. 28, referred to by Reichenbach in Fl. Germ, enum., is not at
all expressive of our 0.
One of the earliest plants that greet the eye in spring, with its small, white, but
;

—

—
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is the little vernal Whitlow-grass,
Barbarea prEBCox, species that antiwhich they belong in the period of inflorescence.

at thai season not inconspicuous blossoms,
flowering even before Cardamine hirsuta and

cipate

most others of the order

to

Scurvy-grass.

XIV. CoCHLEAEiA, Linn.

Pouch oval or globose, many-seeclecl the valves turgid, with
a prominent nerve in the middle. Filaments simple. Hypogy-^
nous glands 4. Seeds not margined, tuberculate. Calyx patent."
"

;

—Br.

Fl.

Common Scurvy-grass. " Pouch globose,
G. officinalis, L.
cordato-reniform entire or sinuated, caupetiolate
leaves
radical
Br. Fl. p. 29. E. B. t. 551.
line ones sessile oblong sinuated."
On muddy sea-shores, and about the mouths of tide-rivers. Fl. April June.
1.

—

or 11.

— Two

W.Med.

entrance-gate into

or three plants

—

found on the bank, with C. danica, by the
gate, a little above

Watcombe bay on High down, Freshwater

Plumbley's hotel.

Greenland Scurvy-grass. " Pouch glo2. C. grcenlandica, L.
bose, leaves kidney-shaped (or cordate) fleshy entire, uppermost
oblong."— 5r. Fl. p. 29. E. B. t. 2403. C. officinalis, 0. Hook.
Sea-shores.

W. Med.

Fl. June, July.

©.

—Edges of Freshwater down, Rev.

G. E. Smith.

" Pouch elliptical
C. anglica, L. English Scurvy-grass.
(large) veiny, radical leaves petiolate ovate or oblong entire mostly
acute or tapering at the base sometimes subcordate, cauline leaves
mostly sessile oblong sinuated or with a few coarse teeth." Br.
Fl. p. 29.
E. B. t. 552.
3.

In similar situations with C.

—

officinalis,

i^/.

April,

May.

0.

E. Med. Along the embankment in Brading harbour, frequent.
W. ilfsiZ.— Yarmouth, Mr. Snooke.
A perfectly smooth herb like the last. Root whitish, tapering. Stems numerous, 3 or 4 inches to about a foot or upwards in height, the outer often spreading, ascending or decumbent at the base, the central ones erect and like the leaves
often purple, strongly angular and furrowed.
Radical leaves on long footstalks,
soon decaying, either ovate, cordate at the base and quite entire as in E. B., or
as in the specimens before me attenuated into the petiole, and for the most part
distinctly waved, sinuate or bluntly toothed
stem-leaves oblong, sessile, or in the
lowermost shortly petiolate, sinuato-dentate, those at and towards the summit
shorter, smaller, broader and somewhat amplexicaul.
;

4. C. danica, L.
Danish Sciirvy- grass. "
cal veiny, leaves all petiolate nearly deltoid."

B. t. 696.
On muddy and

stony sea-shores, also on

—June.
May, June. 0.
W. Med. — Abundant for many yards

ii'Z.

April

cliff's

Pouch

ovato- ellipti-

Br. Fl. p. 29.

and banks by the

E.

sea, very rare.

i^r.

on an earthen fence by the second stile
on the ascent of Freshwater down. Near the Needles. High Down, and Weston
down by Freshwater, Mr. Dawson Turner, B. T. W., and the Rev. G. E. Smith
in

litt.

Herb

pale green, brittle and succulent, quite glabrous.
Root whitish, slender,
tapering, more or less branched and fibrous.
Stems numerous, prostrate and

spreading in

all directions,

when growing amongst

other plants

somewhat

erect or

—

—

CRUciFER^.
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from 2 or 3 inches to a foot in length, acutely angular, deeply grooved,
twisted, sometimes bluish purple at base, more or less divaricately branched.
Leaves nearly all stalked, very small, thick and succulent, those at the root and
lowermost part of the stem simply cordate or roundish, entire or very slightly
lobed, obtuse, on very slender petioles; those higher up cordato-ovate, subdeltoid,
reclining,

—

shallowly and bluntly 3 5 lobed and angled, on gradually tapering footstalks
the highest of all cordato-triangular, acutely 3-lobed and pointed, from very
shortly stalked to nearly or quite sessile
sometimes ovato-oblong and undivided.
Racemes simple, terminal, naked, at first corymbose, afterwards elongated as the
Pedicels (in fruit) patent or divaricate, about a quarter of an
flowering advances.
inch in length. Bracts none. Pouches small, greenish, smooth, in short clusters
on patent pedicels, ovato-elliptical when viewed from the back of either cell,
broader at the base when seen in the axis of the dissepiment, scarcely at all compressed, and in my specimens very obscurely veined even when looked at against
Seeds 4 6 in each cell, reddish
the light, tipped with the very short style.
brown, roundish or ovate, rough all over with coarse blunt granulations.
;

;

—

XV. Aemoracia,

Fl. Wett.

Horse-radish.

"PoMc/i elliptical or globose, many-seeded; the valves turgid,
Hypogynous glands 6. Seeds
Filaments simple.
not nerved.
not margined. Calyx patent." Br. Fl.
" Eadieal leaves
Horse-radish.
*1. A. rusticana, Fl. W.
oblong on long footstalks crenate, cauline ones elongato-lanceolate serrate or entire, root long cylindrical, petals (white) twice as
long as the calyx, pouch 2 3 times shorter than the pedicel,
stigma peltate." Br. Fl. p. 28. Cochlearia Armoracia, L. E.
B. t. 2323.

—

:

In moist pastures, and (more commonly) in waste ground about towns and vilon a stiff soil, occasionally not indigenous. i^Z. May. If.
E. Med. On Eyde Dover, abundant ; but seldom seen to flower. In the meadow by the stream immediately above Horringford bridge.
W. Med.— In a meadow at Freshwater, just before coming to Schoolhouse
green, sparingly and probably ejected from some cottage-garden.
Dr. Martin found this plant on the Dover with the leaves variously cut, and
even deeply pinnatifld, which is not unusual.
lages, especially

;

—

Division II. Angds.tiseptjb.

Pouch short, laterally compressed, opening with two boat -shaped valves
keeled and winged on the back; dissepiment narrow, linear or elliptical-lanceolate.

Tribe Thlaspideae.

Cotyledons

XVI. Thlaspi, Linn.

0—.

Penny- cress.

" Pouch laterally compressed, emarginate
the back ; cells 2—8 seeded."— .Br. Fl.

;

valves wingless at

Penny Cress. Mithridate Mustard. "Pouch
lL.arvense,'L.
wing,
orbicular entirely surrounded with a broad longitudinal
wing with a marginal nerve, cells about 6 -seeded, seeds concen^r. Fl.
trically striated, leaves arrow-shaped toothed glabrous."—
_

1.

p. 31.

E. B.

t.

1659.

—

—
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In cultivated

May— July.
£. Med.

waste ground and by roadsides, but very uncommon.

— In the vicarage glebe at Newchurch,

W.Med.— In
Newport,

fields,

Fl.

0.

a

field

plentiful.

plough, but varies

in considerable plenty.

amongst turnips on the summit of St. George's Down, near
plant persists in both these stations in spite of the
quantity according as the land has beeu more or less

The
in

disturbed.
Herb quite glabrous with

an alliaceous odour when braised, very similar in appearance to Capsella in its most common form, and excepting when in seed liable
Root annual, whitish, slender and tapering,
to be overlooked on that account.
more or less branched and fibrous, or nearly simple, somewhat woody. Stem
erect, from a few inches to a foot or more in height, rounded, with several sharp
angles or ridges, alternately branched, chiefly in the upper half, or uearly simple.
Leaves alternate, slightly glaucous, a little thick and fleshy, radical ones crowded
into a sort of tuft, spreading, obovate, attenuated into pretty long petioles, faintly
waved or sinuate, or almost wholly entire on the margin, soon withering away for
the most part
cauline leaves quite sessile, more or less erect, (iblong or oblonglanceolate and obtuse, the uppermost only somewhat pointed, almost clasping the
stem with their short subsagittate bases, the auricles of which are obtuse or
pointed, the highest of all entire, their margins sinuato-dentate and waved, the
teeth short, acute, with pale thickened tips. Stipules none, ^/owers small, white,
in corymbs that are much lengthened out in seed, their pedicels slender patent or
spreading.
Sepals nearly equal, concave, mostly a little spreading, ovate, very
obtuse, green with white edges, obscurely 3
5 ribbed. Petals about twice the
length of the calyx, obovate, very slightly emarginate, erecto-patent, with narrow
greenish claws.
Stamens erect, shorter than the petals anthers greenish. Hi/pogynotis glands 4, one on each side of the shorter filaments which they partly surround, small, somewhat triangular and pointed.
Germen orbicular, flattened,
scarcely exceeded by the decurrent style stigma flat, glanduloso-pilose.
Siacules very large (J an inch wide) whitish brown, erect on the now much elongated
pedicels, nearly orbicular, with a broad reflexed waved border or wing and a deep
narrow notch, at the bottom of which is the very minute persistent style. Seeds
about 5—7 (4 9 Curt.) in each cell, pendulous, reddish brown, roundish ovate,
compressed, deeply and concentrically rugoso-sulcate, very beautiful.
The figure of this plant in E. B. exhibits the upi)er leaves as quite acute.
;

—

;

;

—

Tr. Lepidineae.

Cotyledons

o||

rarely (in

XVII. Lepidium, Linn.
"

Pouch with the

Petals equal.

Lepidium) o=.

Pepperwort.

cells 1-seeded
the valves keeled or winged.
Cotyledons sometimes o=." Br. Fl.
;

1. L. campostre, R. Br.
Field Pepperwort.
Downy or (rarely)
glabrous, stems erect simple or corymbosely branched above,
root-leaves oblong petiolate, cauline sagittate lanceolate sessile
clasping toothed, pouch (sUicle) broadly elliptical or suborbicular
squamose and vesicular scabrous at the back, style scarcely
longer than the emarginate summit, root annual. Br. Fl. p. 37.
E. B. t. 1835.
Var. fi. Leaves nearly glabrous, Curt. Br. Ent. xv. t. etfol. 677.

Extremely common in cultivated

fields

amongst

corn, clover, &c., as well as in

waste places, by waysides, along hedges and even in woods occasionally. Fl.
May August. ©.
B. Med. Frequent about Kyde in various places. Fields above E. Cowes,
abundant. Clover-field near Apse Heath. Hedges near Hardingshoot farm.

—

—

.

Lepidium.]

U

crucifeb/e.

About Ryde and various other parts of the island, occasionally.
" Stems solitary erect 10—12 inches high, carymbosely branched
above. Lower
haves almost spalhulate, all slightly pubescent, as well as the racemes and pedicels."
0.

—Br.

Fl.
Silicules about 2| or 3 lines long, brownish white, more or less
erect
on the widely spreading or partly subdeflexed pedicels, and about equal to them
in length, broadly ovate elliptical or nearly orbicular, a little incurved, keeled,
rough with vesicular or blister-like risings and the depressions caused by their
bursting, convex and very gibbous at the back, less so in front, where the circumference is produced into a thin concave border having a shallow emargination at
top about equal in depth to the very short minute and not tapering style.
Seeds
one in each cell, large, brownish red or nistcolour, ovoid, somewhat pointed at
one end, thickly and minutely vesiculose scabrous and punctate, pendulous
from a falcate process near the summit of the cell at right angles to the

dissepiment.

L. Smithii, Hook.
Smooth Field Pepperwort.
Downy,
diffuse simple or divaricately branching at top, lower
oblong entire on long slender stalks, cauline lanceolate
sagittate sessile and clasping toothed, pouch (silicle) ovate elliptical nearly smooth at the back, style about thrice as long as the
notch, root perennial.
Br. Fl. p. 37.
Lepidium hirtum, Hook.
Scot.
Thlaspi hirtum, Sm. (not L.)
E. B. t. 1803.
2.

steins
leaves

:

On

dry banks, under hedges and about the borders of fields, seldom in culand far less common than the last. Fl. April August. 2f
E. Med. Veiy frequent and luxuriant about Eyde in old clover-fields, &c.
W. Med. Fields by the Medina above W. Cowes, near a wood called, I believe.
Bottom Copse, rather plentifully. Near Barton farm and on hedge-banks along
the Debbourne walk by W. Cowes.
By the roadside between Thorley and Wilmingham near the bridge, but sparingly. Water-gate near Newport, Dr. BellSalterU
Abundantly on both sides of the Newport road near the Debbourne
turnpike, W. Cowes, Miss G. Kilderbee.
Close to the windmill near W. Cowes,
under the garden-fence of the miller's house.
Root perennial,* whitish, tapering and flexuose, very long tough and woody,
usually simple or nearly so, often produced at top into one or more woody
caudices. Stems in small specimens few or sulisolitary, in the larger plants very numerous, from a span to 18 or 20 inches in length, angular and downy like those of the
last, with somewhat longer and more copious pubescence, ascending inclining and
suberect, or spreading and decumbent, simple or branched only at the summit,
the branches fewer, shorter, curved upwards and spreading or divaricate, not as in
the foregoing erect and forming a regular corymbose panicle. Leaves broader and
shorter in proportion, lesscrowded and erect than in L. campestre, more deeply, distantly and sinuately toothed, otherwise similar, but the radical leaves are as Smith
remiirks, more numerous, and persistent even in an advanced state of the plant's
growth, elliptical or elliptical-olilong, on very lengthened extremely slender footInflufuscence as in the preceding spestalks, entire or slightly waved or toothed.
Silicles very like those of L. campestre in
cies, but the flowers are rather larger.
size, shape and colour, but slightly narrowed or attenuated upwards or more ovate,
less gibbous at the back which is much less scaly or blistered and nearly smooth,
tipped with the somewhat tapering style, which is very decidedly (about thrice)
Seeds scarcely above half as large as in L.
longer than the emargination.
campestre.
tivated ground,

—

—

* The remains of flower-stems of a former season, with seed-vessels attached,
which I have repeatedly found on this plant, clearly show the root to be really
perennial.

—

—

—

—

[Capsella-
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Lepidium sativum, L. (Common Cress) occurs occasionally
native country
certainty, though stated to be indigenous to the Levant.

hedges, but

is

scarcely naturalized, nor

is its

XVIII. Capsella, De Cand.

;

in fields

known I

and along

believe with

Shepherd's Purse.

" Potich laterally compressed, ohcordato-cuneate (or elliptical)
Br. Fl.
cells many-seeded."
the valves navicular, without wings
;

Comnwn Shepherd's Purse.
1.
C. Bursa- Pastoris, DC.
" Pubescent or hairy, stem-leaves sessile lanceolato-sagittate,
pouch ohcordato-cuneate." Br. Fl. p. 36. E. B. t. 1845.
In waste and cultivated ground and in every soil and situation one of the com;

monest of weeds.

The

March— November.

0.

.

r
i
pulled up emits an odour like the smoke of pit-coal,
might with more propriety have been called Fumitory {Fumus
than the herb to which the name has been from time immemorial assigned,

when newly

root

whence
terrce)

/;.

this plant

(Fumaria).*

** Pouch

evaluate indehiscent.

XIX. CoEONOPUs,

Haller.

Wart-cress.

" Fruit broader than long, 2-celled, without valves or wings
Cotyledons long, linear, curved. Br. Fl.
1-seeded."

;

cells

Swine' s-cress.
Common Wart-cress.
1.
C. Ruellii, Hall.
" Fruit undivided crested with little sharp points, style promiSenebiera Coronopus, DC. : Br. Fl.
nent."
E. B. t. 1660.
p. 38.
In waste places, at the foot of walls and by waysides in and about towns, also
SepFl. May
on dry short pasture, very common in most parts of the island.

—

tember.

0.

Very abundant

in

the Spencer road,

on the Dover, and generally about

Ryde.

Lesser Wart-cress. " Fruit emarginate of
t2. C.didyma,Sm.
Senebiera, Br. Fl. p. 38.
2 wrinkled lobes, style very short."

Lepidium, E. B.

t.

248.

In dry waste places, on banks, &c. about towns, very rare and perhaps introduced. i^Z. July October.
0.
E. Med. At E. Cowes in several places. First found at the N. end of the RopeI have since
walk there,f by Miss G. Kilderhee, and near the Medina Hotel !!!
found it, though sparingly, in a dry ditch by the shore nearly opposite Miss
Sheddon's house at Statwood, as also on waste ground thereabouts.

—

—

* There are other plants possessed of odours analogous to those of substances quite foreign to their composition, as Psoralea bituminosa, which exhales
a. strong smell of coal-tar.
f The plant is now destroyed at this station by recent building.

—

—
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A much more

delicate plant than the last, with very minute flowers, and far more
divided leaves. Root annual, whitish.
Stem spreading on the ground,
from a few inches to a foot or more in length, copiously branched. Leaves small,
flat, quite glabrous, rather fleshy, deeply pinnatifid, the segments lanceolate acute
with a small deflexed mucro, entire or notched.
Flowers very minute, greenish
yellow, in lateral and terminal racemose clusters that are much elongated in seed.
Sepals broad, hollow, rather obtuse.
Petals wanting in my Isle of Wight specimens, as I remember having remarked in those gathered by me in Devonshire,
" Stamens 9, or 4, scarcely
where Mr. Banks* told me he could not find them.
ever more," Sm. (whence the specific name of the plant), but I find the full comfinely

plement of 6 in the specimens before me from Cowes, though but two of the filaments have anthers, viz., the two longer ones opposite the flat sides of the germen.
Filaments

much

dilated at the base, the 4 shorter ones stand out almost horizon-

between the

sepals, looking like awl-shaped petals.
Hypogynous glands 4,
oblong, greenish, one on each side at the base of the 2 larger filaments.
Style
scarcely any; stigma large, peltate.
Silicule very small, of 2 round lobes
covered with warty prominences, but not wrinkled.
This species has perhaps migrated to us from the W. of England, where it is
not uncommon. I have observed it at Plymouth growing abundantly in some of
the streets in the outskirts of the town, manifesting itself to the passer-by as he
treads it under foot through its strong smell of cresses. Though found in Sussex,
it is rare in all the South-eastern counties, and I believe never occurs very far inland or distant from the sea.
I have gathered it at Lymington, and abundantly
in Ireland, about Cork, Limerick, &c.
Its geographical range is very extended,
being found in various and distant parts of the world, mostly near the coast. In
America I have myself seen it abundantly at Charleston, S. Carolina, in places
similar to those it affects with us.

tally

Division III. Loms;ntace.s;.

Pouch

pod indehiscent jointed and dividing transversely into single-seeded

or

or

(partly) barren cells.

XX. Cakile, Tourn.
"Fruit short, angular, of

2,

Sea-rocket.

1-seeded indehiscent joints
the
seed, the lower
;

upper joint deciduous, bearing an upright sessile
one with an abortive or pendulous seed." Br. Fl.

—

1.

C. maritima, Willd.

Purple Sea-rocket.

" Joints of the

pouch 2-edged, the upper one with 2 teeth at the base, leaves
Bunias
Br. Fl. p. 33.
fleshy pinnatifid somewhat toothed."
Cakile, L.
E. B. t. 231.
Fl. June — SepOn the sandy sea-shore in several places, abundantly.
:

tember.

.

—
—

E. Med. At Sea-view. Between Ryde and Nettlestone near Old Fort. Sandown bay, in abundance, B. T. W.
W. Med. Abundant on the spit at Norton by Yarmouth.
"Bushy, branches crooked, and as well as the whole plant succulent. Flowers
purplish,

rarely white."

Br. Fl. Silicules shortly stalked, in long racemose
about an inch in length, at first greenish yellow,
whitish brown, dry and corky, with 4 narrow thin ribs or

clusters, erect or spreading,

fleshy

and

terete, finally

* Mr. George Banks, of Devonport, an excellent local botanist and author of a
beautifully illustrated work, ' The Plymouth and Devonport Flora,' the plates for
which were engraved by himself, but of which, unfortunately, the publication has

been long since discontinued.

—
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angles, and intermediate veins, and consisting of two unequal, indebiscent, singlecelled joints ; superior articulation ovate-oblong, subglobose, ending in a short,
obscurely 2-edged, blunt beak, the lower end abrupt with a deep hollow or acetabulum for receiving the convex extremity of the inferior, somewhat turbinate and
often abortive joint, which separates when ripe from the superior one at the slightest touch on the uneven commissure, the margin of which is produced into two
lateral obtuse projections, readily seen in the more ligneous state of maturity.
Seeds naturally 1 in each cell, but that in the lower joint often abortive, yellowish,

ovate-oblong or elliptical, subreniform, compressed, with 1 or 2 deep longitudinal
The cotyledons
furrows; that in the upper joint erect, in the lower pendulous.
and embryo are beautifully and readily seen in the unripe seeds of this plant.
The inner hypogynous ylands at the base of the two solitary stamens are rounded,
those on th outer side of the four combined and longer ones (united in 2 sets)
are elongate almost strap-shaped.*

XXI. Eaphanus, Linn.

Eadish.

" Fruit without valves or a dissepiment, with a long
Calyx erect." Br. Fl.
several-seeded.
1.

R. Raphanistrum, L.

Wild Radish.

—

style,

Jointed Charlock.

" Leaves simply lyrate, fruit jointed, style 2
3 times longer than
E. B. t. 856.
the last joint."— ^r. Fl. p. 43.

—

In cornfields and cultivated ground, not unfrequent. i^'Z. April November. 0.
E. Med. Plentiful amongst turnips at Nettlestone green. Field betweeo Quarr
Waste garden-ground at Ryde, varying
abbey and the Fish-houseg, sparingly.
with very pale or white flowers and veined with purple. In turnip-fields at Niton,
Fields
where I have seen it so abundant as to look as if sown for a green crop.
above E. Cowes, and Sandownbay.
W. Med.^Gmnet bay. Miss G. Kilderbee
Root annual, slender, long and tapering, in taste very like the common radish.
Stem branched, diffuse or spreading, rounded and rough with bristly hairs directed
downwards. Lower leaves lyrate, the terminal lobe very large and rounded up-

—

;

Flowers
permost lanceolate, sinuato-dentate, all rough with stiff hairs or bristles.
in corymbs, about the size of those of Sinapis arvensis, but narrower, lemonyellow or sometimes nearly white, prettily reined with reddish or purple streaks,
which though not always conspicuous, may be easily seen against the light, and
which serve to distinguish this plant from all other British species of its tribe
Sepals narrow, coloured, erect, a little spreadlikely to be confounded with it.
Petals narrow, with long, very
ing at the tips only, more or less bristly.
slender claws. Hypogynous glands solitary at the base of the two shorter stamens,
quadrangular, with a depression on their summit, those of the longer filaments
Siliques in elongated clustei's, stalked, curved, striated,
also single but oblong.
with very irregular, often very tumid joints of 2 imperfect cells whose spongy
radiating dissepiment becomes obliterated when ripe, ending in a brownish taperSeeds several, ovoid.
Cotyledons conduplicate, embracing the radicle
ing beak.
at their lower extremities.
Mertens and Koch (Deutschl. Fl.), correctly observe that this plant is not really
The dissepiment is very clearly seen on cutting
one-celled, as commonly stated.
the pod across between the seeds, but is often distinguishable with difficulty from
the spongy radiations that fill up the cavity. The seeds, which fill the entire area
of the pod, seem included in a fold of the septum. A pod, when slit down longitudinally, presents a series of cells in a single row connected by a septum down
the centre with a cavity on each side between it and the walls of the pod, either

* Perhaps these glands
racters in this Order.

may

afford

good auxiliary generic or

specific cha-

;

RophanUS.]
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vacant or

filled up with the cellular radiations just mentioned ; it is this structure
which on a transverse section between each seed gives the bilocular appearance.
The seeds seem attached to the middle of the septum between its two coats or
layers which separate and infold the seeds constituting the cell itself, the intermediate and united portions of the septum becoming wholly or partially obliterated
as the pod advances to maturity, leaving only a spongy mass between the now unconnected cells.

2.

E. maritimus, Sm.

Sea Eadish.

"Leaves interruptedly

lyrate, fruit jointed striated, style scarcely longer
joint."—^r. Fl. p. 43. E. B. t. 1643.

than the last

W. Jlfed.— Chalky sea-cliffs between Freshwater Gate and the Needles, 1849,
Albert Hamhrough, Esq.
Root of several stout, tapering, nearly simple branches, white and fleshy externally, with a tough woody centre, and possessing an extremely hot, acrid and
pungent taste and smell, like Horse-radish. Stems numerous, 'erect or ascending,
pale green and somewhat glaucous, tereti-angular and furrowed, rough with deflexed rigid hairs or bristles very copiously clothing their base which is quite hispid, higher up becoming more and more scattered, and at length disappearing
towards their extremities which are quite glabrous, copiously and alternately
branched, the branches long, slender, spreading or divaricate, brittle, constituting
a large, very bushy plant 2 or 3 feet in height.
Leaves somewhat fleshy, rough
with short, rigid, erect, scattered hairs, strongly veined.
Lower stem-leaves like
the radical ones, the uppermost narrowly lanceolate, quite simple and entire or
slightly denticulate.
Flowers in constantly elongating corymbs. Sepals equal to
or rather shorter than the claws of the petals, greenish yellow, erect, narrowly elongate-oblong, faintly nerved, bulging at the base, obtuse -concave and
much thickened at their apex, at and near which are generally one or two bristlelike hairs, otherwise quite glabrous.
Petals bright yellow, deeper in colour than
in R. Raphanistrum, the limb obovate-rotundale, entire, wavy, obscurely reticulated with anastomosing veins scarcely visible but by transmitted light, spreading
flat at right angles to the long, narrow, colourless, tapering, fleshy claw, which has
Stamens glabrous
a strong ridge or keel ninning anteriorly its whole length.
filaments compressed, the 4 longer exceeding the shorter pair by about i, without
glands at their base, the 2 shorter filaments with a green nectariferous gland of a
anthers elliptical-oblong,
somewhat cubical figure between them and the ovary
Style about equal to the longer filaments, subancipital,
erect, at length recurved.
glabrous, tapering insensibly from the ovary, its summit (stigma) depressed, capiPods erect, either continued in the axis of their
tate, 2-lobed, papilloso-pilose.
patent, diverging, straight or ascending pedicels, or forming with them angles more
4-celled, the divisions globose, aud
or less acute, moniliform, quite glabrous, I
when green perfectly smooth and even, at maturity becoming pale brown or yellowish, smaller than in R. Raphanistrum, the beak terminating in a much shorter
Seeds brownish red, large, glotapering point than in that, otherwise similar.*
bular, very finely and reticulately rugose, precisely like those of R. Raphanistrum,
.'.'.'

;

—

in size

and

colour.

The garden

radish (-R. sativus, L.), differs from both our wild species in being
of a more glaucous green, in the very smooth and tumid pod,
and flowers of a pale purple or white, and in its thick fleshy root.

smoother

,

all over,

* I do not perceive any material difference in the number or depth of the furrows in the pod of these two species, my Isle of Wight specimens of R. maritimus
not having them more strongly marke'd than in R. Raphanistrum from Crux Eastou in the North of Hampshire.

—

—
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XXII. Ceambe, Linn.

Kale.

" Fruit

without valves, the upper joint globose, deciduous,
bearing one inverted seed upon a stalk arising from the bottom of
Br. Fl.
the cell lower joint resembling a pedicel."
;

1.

C. niaritima, L.

Sea Colewort.

Sea Kale.

by the sea, aud on tlie loose sandy beach ; very rave. A single plant
on the shore at Norlou (leaves only), Iw:!?.
The Sea Kale abounds on the sandy beach at Calshot castle, where the young
shoots are blanched by covering them with sand, and are afterwards sent to Soulhampton market for sale.

On

cliffs

Order VII.

RESEDACE^,

" Calyx of several narrow sepals.
Stamens 10 24, inserted

DC.

Petals unequal, mostly lacia glandular irregular
Ovary sessile, 3 4-lobed, 1-celled, with 3 4 parietal pladisk.
6 verticillate 1-celled carpels).
centas bearing xadJiy seeds (or of 4
Stifpnas sessile, one to each placenta and alternate with it. Fruit
opening in an early stage at the extremity along the line of the
Br. Fl.
placentas."

—

niated.

—

I.

upon

—

Reseda, Linn.

—

Rocket.

" Calyx of 1 piece, many-parted.
Petals more or less divided
and unequal. Capsule of 1 cell, opening at the top. Stigmas

3—4."—

Br. Fl.

1.
Dyer's Rocket.
R. Luteola, L.
Yellow-weed or Weld.
" Leaves long lanceolate undivided, calyx 4-partite, stigmas 3."
—Br. FL p. 43. E. B. t. 820.

In waste ground, old chalk-pits and woods, on walls, cliffs, banks, and by waymostly on calcareous soils, abundant in many places. Fl. June September.
Fr. September, October. 3" or
?
E. Med. Abundant on denuded chalk banks in Ventnov Cove and elsewhere
about that town. In Binstead stone-pits and in other places about Kyde. Near
Carisbrooke, along the Undercliff, &c.
On the chalk-cliffs at the south end of
Plentiful in the marl-pit by Upper Morton farm, and
Whitecliff bay, in plenty.
in the chalky hollow on the left descending Morton Shoot.
Woods at Apse
down, frequent.
W. Med. At Freshwater Gate.
Root tapering, tough and woodyj simple or more freHerb totally glabrous.
quently with several very long, cylindrical, slender branches, and having a powerStem straight, erect, pale green, from 1 to 4 or even 6
ful odour of Horse-radish.
feet in height, densely clothed with leaves, rounded, hollow, subalately angular and
furrowed by the decurrent corners and midribs of the leaves, in very small plants
often quite simple, in larger more or less copiously branched generally towards
the summit only, at other times emitting numerous ascending virgate branches
from the very base, forming a thick bush, or sometimes ramified throughout, the

—

sides,

—

—

.

;
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main stem always

greatly exceeding the branches in height.
Leaves alternate or
scattered, crowded, those at the root mostly spreading and giadually attenuated
into petioles, soon withering in dry places to a dull orange, the rest sessile, spreading or erect, linear-lanceolate, the inferior often 6 or 7 inches long and above

i an inch wide, mostly furnished with a pair of minule tooth-like or rather hornshaped shining glands at their junction with the stem (stipules ?), smooth and
somewhat fleshy, plane, but more or less crisped or undulate along their edges
which are slightly wavy or subsinuately crenate, otherwise entire, obtuse or
rounded at apex, or in the higher leaves somewhat pointed, traversed by a conspicuous pale midrib which is very prominent underneath.
Flowers small, extremely numerous, in slender, erect, tapering, cylindrical and spicate leafless
racemes which terminate the stem and branches, at first densely crowded and
imbricate, but at length by the gradual extension of their common stalk becoming somewhat distant, on thick and sfresiiing pedicels, which are scarcely above
a line in length, dilated and cartilaginous at their base, springing from a subuCalyx
late bract that is at first shorter than, but finally as long as, the flower.
deeply 4-cleft, segments ovate-oblong, obtuse, the 2 upper larger and more distant.
Petals greenish or yellowish white.
Stamens rather longer than the calyx
anthers pale yellow.
Germens deeply 3-cleft. Capsules small, very numerous,
crowded into long dense spikes, 1-celled, neaily hemispherical, truncate and
depressed at top, tricuspidate from the acute triangular summit of its 3 thickened,
plicately sulcate and stroojjly wrinkled corners, between which are as many
Seeds
inflexed valvuUr segments that are oblong-concave, smooth and shining.
small, dark brown or nearly black, rotundate-subreniform, highly polished and
glabrous.

" Leaves
Wild Mignonette.
Base Rocket.
2. R. hbtea, L.
3-cleft or pinnatifid, calyx 6 -partite, petals 6 very unequal, stigmas

3."—Br.

Fl. p. 43.

E. B.

t.

321.

Jac<i. Fl. Aust. iv. 28,

t.

353.

In similar situations with the last, here and there sporadically, also in cornFl. July, August. ©., $ .,
fields, clover-lays, &c., but not commonly met with.
or

If..

—
—

Near Arreton, on St. George's Down. In the lane leading from
Carisbrooke to Buccorabe down, but very sparingly, O. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
W. Med. About Thorley in several places often amongst clover, but not in
any plenty. Field near Kingston, also in clover and elsewhere occasionally.
Plentifully in a, cultivated field near Ildecombe fann, above Bottom-ground
E. Med.

;

;

copse.

Root long, tapering, running deep down into the ground, and dividing below
the surface into several branches, fleshy externally, tough and woody in the centre, and with the pungent taste and smell of Horse-radish in a high degree. Stems
numerous, ascending or decumbent below, spreading in a circular form, more or
less branched, very leafy, solid, sharply angular and furrowed, roughish with
small cartilaginous points and prominences, especially near the base and on the
Leaves scattered, glaucous green, fleshy and glabrous,
angles, otherwise glabrous.
very variable in form and mode of division, the lowermost tapering into long
channelled petioles are either spathulate and entire or trifid, the terminal lobe
oblong, the 2 lateral sublinear, remote tipper leaves variously pinnatifid, the segments oblong or linear-oblong, decurrent, crisped, their margins and midrib
Flowers greenish yellow, in terminal,
fringed with pellucid roundish glands.
tapering, acute spikes that are greatly elongated in seed ; much like those of the
common Mignonette, but without scent, on angular, spreading or patent pedicels
;

rough with glands and erect in fruit. Calyx in 6 narrow, linear, single-ribbed,
obtuse and slightly incurved segments, the 3 lowermost of which, and especially
Petals 6, very small, pale yellow, the 2
the central one, are longer than the rest.
superior roundish, deeply cleft into two nearly semilunate segments with a buffcoloured ligulate process between them, their bases expanded into a concave winglike appendage with crenulate and fimbriated edges, which is incumbent on and

H

—

—
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invests the back and upper margin of the fleshy ciliated nectary on which the stamens are inserted ; 2 lateral petals semilunate, sometimes slightly divided, with
the same ligulate process at the base of their inferior margin, and a similar but
smaller winged appendage than that of the upper ones ; 2 lowermost petals very

Hooker
minute, reduced to the alate appendage crowned with the )igulate one.
considers this latter as a lobe of the petal, according to which view the 2 superior
are trifid, the 2 lateral bifid, and the 2 inferior petals undivided.
Stamens numerous filaments white, fusiform, very acute anthers greenish, afterwards buffcoloured.
Capsules l-celled, erect, oblong, about
Styles 3, subglobose, greenish.
5 or 6 lines in length, trigonous, the sides deeply depressed and furrowed, truncate at the summit, with the margins of the triangular dehiscence inflexed, papillose, scabrous, particularly at the angles, which are murieate with hyaline points,
often reddish.
Seeds ovoid-reniform, olive-brown or finally nearly black, splendent and glabrous.
;

;

Reseda fruticulosa, L., or alba, common in gardens, and known as the Upright
Mignonette, distinguished by its long tapering racemes of white flowers, is occasionally found with us on garden-rubbish, or in loose sand near the sea, but

nowhere so

plentiful or perfectly naturalized as to merit insertion here.

Order VIII.
"Sepals

CISTACE^,

Juss.

with a twisted aestivation, with usually 3 outer smaller
5, deciduous, with a twisted and crumpled aestivation.
Stamens numerous. Ovary 1, 1- or many-celled. Style 1.
Stigma capitate, simple. Capsule of 3 5, rarely 10 valves. Seeds
numerous. Embryo spiral or cm'ved, in a mealy albumen. Shrubs
or herbaceous plants abounding in Southern Europe and Northern
Africa, with handsome, generally fugacious flowers."
Br. Ft.
ones.

3,

Petals

—

I.

Helianthemum, Tourn.

—

Rock-rose.

" Sepals
sule

"

5, of which 3 are equal and 2 outer ones smaller.
3-valved."— 5r. Fl.

Cap-

1. H. vulgar e, Gtertn.
Common Rock-rose or Dwarf Gistus.
Shrubby procumbent stipuled, leaves opposite ovate or oblong

nearly flat green above, racemes solitary terminal bracteated, pedicels elongated deflexed in fruit, style bent at the base somewhat
clavate at the apex."
Br. Fl. p. 45. Cistus Helianthemum, L.
E. B. t. 1321. C. tomentosus, E. B. t. 2208.
Var.

Base of the petals yellow.
dry, .sloping, sunny banks, pastures, heathy places and along the
margins of woods, in sandy, gravelly or chalky soil. Fl. June September. If.
On Brading and Ashey downs, &c. It fringes the roadside descending from
Newport.
Between Calbourne and Brixton.
Near Brading and Yaverland.
Downs near Freshwater, Mr. SnooJte.
0. " Chalk-pit near Carishrooke castle,'' Mr. D. {Dawson P) Turner, according
to Mr. Smoke.
Could this have been H. guttatuni ?
Capsules the size of small peas, brownish or whitish, thin and friable, ovatoglobose, subpedunculate, finely downy all over, trigonous, 1 -celled, bursting along
/3.

Abundant on

—

the rather acute angles, the intermediate faces convex.
Seeds about 10 20,
small, pale reddish brown (not black in my perfectly ripe specimens), slightly

jough with minute furfuraceous

scaliness,

dimpled and angular.

—
Viola.]
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VIOLACE^, DC.

" Sepals 5, persistent. Petals 5, unequal, and the lower one spurred at the base, or sometimes equal. Stamens 5. Anthers generally with a dilated appendage at their extremity
2 of them (in
the genera with irregular flowers) usually appendiculate at the base.
Ovary 1 -celled, with 3 parietal placentas, bearing several seeds.
Style 1.
Capsule 1 -celled, 3-valved, bearing the seeds along the
middle of each valve.
Embryo straight, about as long as the
copious fleshy albumen. Herbs or shrubs, with stipuled leaves."
;

—

—

Br. Fl.
I.

Viola, Ldnn.
•

Violet.

" Violet, dim,
of Juno's eyes

But sweeter than the lids
Or Cytherea's breath."

Winter's Tale.

" Calyx of 5 sepals extended at the base. Petals 5, unequal,
the under one spurred at the base. Anthers connate, 3 of them
spurred behind." Br. Fl.
* Stemless or nearly

so.

1. V. hirta, L.
Hairy Violet. Stemless, leaves oblongo-cordate acute and as well as their petioles mostly hairy, sepals
obtuse, flower-stalks with a pair of bracts at or below their middle, style dilated upwards, stigma deflexed, creeping scions none.
—Br. Fl. p. 46. E. B. xiii. t. 894.

—

In woods, groves, pastures, and on hedgebanks, frequent. Ft. March May.
Fr. June.
2j.
JE. Med.
In Whitefield wood. Very abundant at the foot of Ashey down.
About Ryde, commonly. Plentiful at Steephill, in the plantations, &c.
W. Med. Abundant in the Tolt copse, by Satcombe. Most abundantly in
the valley between Apes down and Rowledge, on the Calamintba sylvatica station
and in Calbourne New Barn Hummit.
Abundant in the little copse above
Alvington marl-pit.
In and about Parkhurst forest, abundantly. Miss G. Kil-

—
—

;

derbee !!!

Closely allied to V. odorata, and often mistaken for a scentless variety of that
general favourite, as it begins to flower nearly as soon, but lasts much longer in
blossom.
Root whitish, knotty and somewhat woody, more or less divided and tufted with
pale, copiously branched, downy fibres, and emitting occasionally short scions
with tufts of leaves and flower-stalks at the end, but which do not take root in
their turn as in V. odorata.
Stem none. Leaves in fascicles from the crown of
the root and its scions, or alternate along the latter, during the flowering of the
the plant small, about 1
2 inches in length, enlarged afterwards or in fruit to 3
or 4 inches, varying in form from roundish ovate or heart-shaped to ovate-oblong,
more or less acute but not acuminate, usually obtuse or even rounded at the apex,
deeply cordate, the lobes when young in flexed or hooded as in others of the

—
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geuus, more or less pubescent on both sides with short, erect, simple hairs, usually most so underneath, often nearly glabrous and somewhat shining, exhibiting
bolh states even on the same plant, broadly and very obtusely crenate, the serratures naked or ciliated.
Petioles varying in dimension according to age and position, from an inch or two in the earlier to a span long in the full-grown state,
semiterele or subtriquetrous, broadly but not deeply grooved above, more or less
pubescent and even hirsute, often glabrous or nearly so as the leaf it belongs to
Stipules in pairs at
is hairy or smooth, and this on one and the same specimen.
the very base of the petiole, lanceolate, very acute and acuminate, submembranaceous, uncoloured, the points greenish, ciliato-dentate, the teeth gland-tipped.
Scapes single-flowered, numerous, springing from amongst the leaves of the root
or scions, various in length, as long as or longer than the leaves, or sometimes
shorter, erect, lax or reclining in fruit, slender, quadrangular, grooved and twisted,
glabrous or clothed with scattered, deflexed, rigid hairs, chiefly confined to that
part beneath the bracts, which are usually situated below but often about
the middle of the scape or even higher, and are lanceolate, opposite, alternate or
a little remote, erect or appressed, clasping and somewhat lobed, at base toothed
and serrate, acute and entire at their upper part, not coloured. Flowers greatly
like those of V. odorata in size, colour and structure, but usually ])aler and quite
Sepals much
scentless, the latter ones of the season ofleii apetalous but fertile.
smaller than the petals, ovate or elliptic-oblong, very obtuse and rounded at both
ends, faintly 3
5 nerved, more or less ciliated and pubescent, quite plane the 2
interior smaller and narrower, with somewhat more distinctly membranous marPetals as in V. odogins than the 3 outer, all spreading or recurved at the tips.
rata, but paler, with white claws, which in the lowermost petal is marked with a
few dark purple lines, less apparent on the 2 lateral petals and wanting on the
upper pair. The lateral petals bear a tuft (not a line) of pellucid somewhat clavate hairs above the median line towards the claw, all either quite entire or more
or less emarginate
spur of the lowermost petal mottled purplish red, short,
thick and very obtuse, sometimes a little attenuated with a small but distinct
incurved process at the end. Stamens with orange-coloured, apiculate, scariose
appendages.
Ovary conical, subglobose, ribbed, very downy. Style glabrous,
stouter than in V. odorata, appearing as if suddenly pinched or constricted behind
at the top of its short somewhat porrected base, then erect, compressed and much
dilated upwards, the apex rounded and sloping anteriorly into a short, triangular,
Capsules drooping or reclining
bluntish and slightly deflexed point or stigma.*
on the ground, about the size of peas, globose, very obtusely and obsoletely
6-lobed, hoary with short erect pubescence, often purplish, not tipped with the
style when ripe, though the latter adheres for some time to the immature capsule.
Seeds large, exactly ovoid, brownish yellow, highly polished, attached by an
oblique, white, furrowed and fleshy crest or caruncle, of nearly their own size.

—

;

;

2. V. odorata, L.
Common, Sweet or March Violet. Stemless,
leaves roundish heart-shaped bltmtish and well as their petioles
nearly glabrous, sepals obtuse, flower-stalks with a pair of bracts
above the middle, styles scarcely enlarged upwards, stigma nearly
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 303. Br. Fl. p. 46.
straight, scions creeping.
Lind. Syn. p. 35. E. B. ix. t. 619.
Curt. Fl. Land. fasc. i. t. 63.

Flowers violet.
Flowers white, fragrant lateral petals with or without a hairy line.
V. Martia alba, May, Syn. ed. 3tia, p. 364. Leighton, Shrops. Fl. p. 116, var. (j.
Var.
Var.

a.

/3.

;

and var. y. imberbis.
In similar places with the foregoing, and nearly

alba,

April.

as

common.

Fl. March,

71.

* The

style, as it

appears attached to the downy germen, strongly reminds oue

of the head and neck of an ostrich.
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Var. a. Not common. About the ruins of Quarr abbey, sparingly, Miss Anne
Salter!!! Abundant at Steephill with var. fi., and in Pelham woods, sometimes
with lilac blossoms, A. Hambrough, Esq. Near Carisbrooke, Miss Wise. In the

Tulip-meadow near Hardingshute farm, and hedgebanks of the

fields adjoining,

in plenty.

Var. &. The more frequent form in this island.
Common about Ryde, at
Quarr abbey, &c., mostly without any tuft or line of hairs on the lateral petals.
Abundant at Steephill (also the beardless var.) About Newchurch. Abundant
on the N. side of Shorwell, about North Court, &c.
In the thicket at the top of
Alvington-manor chalk-pit.
Close to the Forest Barn between Skinner's hill
and Queen Bower, also, according to report, with pink blossoms by the roadside
between Newchurch and Newport, E. Vernon, Esq.
Root or rather rhizome creeping, much branched and fibrous below, scaly above,
emitting long horizontal stolons that take root at intervals and shoot up into fresh
Leaves springing from the crown of the caudex, roundish heart-shaped,
obtuse or slightly pointed, somewhat shining, evenly and bluntly crenate, more or
less clothed with fine erect pubescence, most copious in the young state, when
older becoming for the most part nearly glabrous.
Petioles very long, semicylindrical, grooved above, downy with short deflexed hairs, or like the leaves
themselves nearly glabrous, with a basal pair of large, pale, lanceolate,
acute, entire or somewhat toothed, free stipules fringed with distant glandular
points.
Peduncles solitary, from the busoms of the leaf-stalks, 3 or 4 inches
long, obsoletely quadrangular, channelled, smooth or slightly hairy, the hairs
patent or deflexed ; having a pair of narrow, acute, erect, opposite or sometimes
rather distant bracts, usually situated a little above the middle of the peduncle,
never I believe in this species below the centre, and occasionally much higher up,
their edges slightly fringed, toothed or serrate.
Flowers drooping from the
deflexion of their peduncles at top, similar in size and appearance to those of the
last species, but of a deeper more purplish blue, and giving their name to that
peculiar tint, often varying in ^. to lilac or white in all the varieties for the most
part delicately fragrant, or occasionally (as in specimens before me from SteepSepals oblong, very obtuse,
hill) from local peculiarities
nearly scentless.
obscurely 3-nerved, smooth, with narrow membranous borders, their tips mostly a
little recurved.
Petals streaked in the purple var. towards the base with darker
lines, quite plain in the white, rounded, entire, the lower one only emarginate, in
both varieties either with, or (as in those of each kind before me) without any tuft
or line of pellucid hairs on the lateral petals towards the claw, though said to be
more frequently present than wanting spur (nectarium) short, very obtuse and
inflated.
Anthers nearly sessile, converging but not united, with orange-coloured
scariose points, the two undermost with a broad, vertically compressed, fleshy
appendage from the back of each, with thickened diverging green tips, enclosed
by the spur. Ovarium conical, hispido-pilose, with several prominent ridges.
Style suddenly contracted a very little above the origin, then enlarging upwards
to a nearly uniform thickness, as far as the acute, beak-like, horizontal or someplants.

;

;

what deflexed stigma.

As in the last species, some of the later flowers seem more or less imperfect or
Independent of the delightful perfume of this humble flower, that ere
apetalous.
the swallow comes
" takes the winds of March with beauty,''
discovering
our science

its

name and
"

Ranged

And
Other marks

retreat to the

most unlettered admirer of Nature, before

the wild rosy things in learned orders.
with Greek the garden's blushing borders."

fiU'd

sufficiently distinguish

it

from the preceding.

Marsh Violet. Stemless, leaves roundish
3. Y.palustris, L.
or cordato-reniform crenato- serrate quite glabrous, sepals bluntish, bracts placed about the middle of the peduncles, styles dilated

—
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upwards, stigma flattened at top with a lateral beak, scions none,
root creeping. Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 303. Br. Fl. p. 47. Lind. Syn.
E. B. vii. t. 444. Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 3, t. 58.
p. 35.
Sir James Smith refers to a figure of this species in Abbot's Fl. Bedford., in
addition to that of E. B., not perceiving that both are impressions from the very

same plate.
In spongy bogs, wet pastures and swampy woods and thickets in East Medina,
abundant, though very local, i^/. April June. i^r. June. If.
E. Med.— Iw Horringford wilhy-bed it quite covers the soil in many places.
In boggy ground where the Cranberry grows above the Wilderness, towards
Appleford. Parsonage Lynch, Newchiircb, and I believe in most boggy thickets
about that village. Very plentifully in wet ground above Alverstone mill, with
In a low meadow near
Myrica, Menyanthes and Hydrocotyle, in various places.
Bog near Burnt House, Dr. Bell-Salter. Marsh
Merrygarden, but sparingly.
on Apse heath, Mr. Snooke.

—

Whole

plant perfectly glabrous, excepting, it is said, the young leaves occaRoot pale, nodosely articulated, creeping horizontally and emitting
numerous slender branching fibres, but no stolons. Leaves few, radical, perfectly
glabrous, somewhat succulent and often very shining underneath, roundish
renil'orm, nearly circular, sometimes slightly pointed, deeply cordate, broadly,
evenly and shallowly cienate. Petioles variable in length, generally much, sometimes many times longer than the leaves, terete but flattened above and grooved
for some distance below the summit, not winged, brittle, with a tough medullaiy
cord in the centre. Stipules large, ovate or lanceolate, acute, membranous,
sheathing and persistent, entire or minutely glanduloso-denticulate.
Scapes 1 or
more, simple, erect, about 2 5 inches high, single-flowered, as long as or longer
than the leaves, flattened on two opposite sides, with a slight furrow along each
face, most conspicuous towards the summit or above the pair of small, lanceolate,
acute, somewhat toothed bracts, placed opposite to or a little alternate with each
other about the middle of the scape. Flowers nodding, scentless, the size of the
common Sweet Violet. Ca^yx-segments equal in length, entire, with narrow white
edges, scarcely half the length of the petioles, rounded or obtuse, faintly nerved,
the 2 interior narrower, elliptical, the 3 outer ovate-oblong. Petals of a very
dilute grayish blue or pui'ple, occcasionally while, the lowermost one obeordate,
more or less emarginate, beautifully pencilled with dark purple veins, terminating
posteriorly in a very short straight and obtuse spur ; two lateral petals with a
small tuft of clavate pellucid bristles near their upper margin towards the claw,
where is a central purple streak and two faint lateral ones ; upper petals plain.
Anthers sessile, with orange-coloured appendages, the 2 inferior with a short green
securiform process. Style ascending and greatly contracted just above the base,
thence much dilated upwards to its flat truncate summit {stigma), which is produced anteriorly into a short straight beak. Capsules whitish, drooping or pendulous, for the most part so strongly deflexed as to be applied to the peduncle, sometimes erect, 5 or 6 lines long, oblongo-elliptical, very obtuse, bluntly trigonous,
with 3 deep furrows on each face, the valves at length hard and brittle. Seeds
ovoid, dark bottle-green, smooth and shining, attached by a minute caruncle at
their pointed extremity, the other end marked by a small flat scar.
The Marsh Violet is a plant of cold mountainous districts, hence it is seldom
seen in the S. of England, though common in the northero counties.
sionally.

—

** With an evident stem.

Dog Violet. " Primary stem short and bear4. V. canina, L.
ing leaves only, lateral ones or flowering branches numerous
ascending simple, leaves broadly cordate more or less acute, stipules ciliato-dentate, sepals acuminate." Br. Fl. p. 47. E. B.
t.

620.

—

!

—

4
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minor. Stem 'woody, leaves smooth and rigid, spur short obtuse and yellowV. flavicornis, Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 305 E. B. xxxviii. Suppl. t. 2736.
Everywhere in woods, thickets, pastures, on banks, heaths and bushy places.
Fl. April
August. If.
j3. Near Debbourne farm. Miss G. Kilderhee.
|3.

ish.

;

;

—

5. V. lactea, Sm.
Cream-coloured Violet. " Stem dividing into
procumbent or suberect flowering branches, leaves ovate-lanceo-

late scarcely cordate at the base

or entire, sepals acuminate."

On heathy and boggy ground, rare.
E.Med.
On Staplers heath, and

—
—

(JET. W.), stipules ciliato- dentate
E. B. t. 445.
Br. Fl. p. 48.
'^..
Fl. May.

at Mount Misery, both by Newport, G.
Kirkpatrick, Esq.
W. Med. Inclosuves about Parkhurst barracks, Mr. W. D. Snooke.

Pansy.
Heart' s-ease.
Love in Idleness.
fusiform, stem angled branched, leaves oblong
deeply crenate, stiptiles lyrate-pinnatifid, spur of the coroUa about
Br. Fl. p. 48.
as long as the produced base of the calyx."
Br. Fl. p. 48. Fl. Dan. x. t. 1748.
j8. minor. Petals shorter than the calyx.
V. arvensis, Murray, Forster. E. B. xxxviii. t. 2712.
|3. Common in cultivated fields and waste ground, also on dry banks, in open
Fl. the whole summer.
cultivated fields and waste places, very common.
0.,
^. or If. (perhaps only when cultivated). In this var. the flowers are pale yellow or whitish, and the germen nearly globular, with a dark spot on the style in
6.

"

V.

tricolor,

L.

Root annual or

front immediately below the stigma.
It is remarkable that the only form of V. tricolor known in this island in the
wild slate should be the var. |g. minor. The Rev. G. E. Smith has remarked that
the normal form with deeply coloured petals, much longer than the calyx, or the
true Pansy, becomes the more common of the two in the North of England,
where, as in Shropshire and Yorkshire, it decorates the fields in rich profusion ;

whilst in the South

contracted habit

we

comparatively rare, and there mostly assumes the more
observe in the above variety.

it is

Order X.

DROSEEACEiE, DC.

"Sepals usually 5, persistent, equal. Petals as many as the
Stamens free, equal in number with the petals or 3
sepals.
;
anthers dehisciag longitudinally. Ovary 1. Styles
many
times as
Capsule 1-ceUed, with 3 5 placentas
or sessile stigiflas several.
3
valves beariag the seeds along their
loculicidal
;
valves,
and
5
middle. Seeds never comose. Herbs of marshy ground, with the

—

—

—

—

leaves all radical or stem-leaves alternate."
I.

" Styles

bling

Drosera, Linn.

3—5, variously

6—10

—Br. Fl.

Sun-dew.

and resemCapsule l-ceUed, many-seeded."—

divided, usually bipartite

distinct styles.

Br. Fl.

Round-leaved Sun-dew. " Leaves radiB.-rotundifolia,!!.
cal obovato-orbicular spreading, petioles hairy, seeds chaffy."—
Br. Fl. p. 50. E. B. t. 867.
1.

—
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On

spongy and peaty bogs, the wet sides of marsh-drains and ditches, frequent.
September. !(..
In boggy spots at the western
E. Med. Profusely on Munsley peat-bed.
Abundant on the marshy skirts of Lake common
extremity of St. Helen's green.
abutting on Sandown Level.
The Wilderness, and on the northern declivity of
Bleak down, also abundantly. On the moors about Rookley and Godshill, plenFl. July

—

—

tiful.

filiform, emitting a few fibres, loosely attached
Leaves all
insinuating themselves amongst the moss.
springing from the caudex or root-crown, alternate, more or less flatly spreading
in a circular form, not very numerous, from about 3 to 5 lines in length and about
the same breadth, obovate-orbicular, smooth and shining beneath, with very
obscure venation, their somewhat deflexed margins elegantly fringed with spreading black or purple oblong glands, on very long tapering and pellucid crimson
stalks ;t their entire upper surface beset with similar glands, but more shortly
suddenly attenuated at base
pedicellate as they approach the centre, and erect
into pale or bright crimson, subterete, 2-edged petioles varying in length from
about 1 to 2 inches, clothed with scattered pellucid hairs above, and furnished at
base with an acutely laciniated or jagged membrane, dilating and decurrent into
a winged border, and forming a sort of adnate stipules. Scapes 1, 2 or 3, simple,
erect, crimson, terete, slender and flexuose, quite glabrous, from 2 or 3 to 8 or 9
inches high, always when in flower much exceeding the leaf-stalks in length.
Flowers small, white, subsecund, alternate, in a simple or sometimes slightly
forked terminal raceme which is circinate in vernation, gradually unfolding as
the flowers expand, at last becoming upright and from about 1
2^ inches in
Pedicels much shorter than the flowers, thickened upwards, nearly erect.
length.
Bracts solitary, subulate, deciduous, placed on the main stalk of the raceme,
either above or below the pedicel, more rarely on the pedicel itself just below the
Calyx greenish, its segments elliptical-oblong, rounded,
flower, or at its base.
Corolla white.
ribless, unequally notched, the serratures gland-tipped.
Capsules

Root

or rather

to the soft

rhizome* slender,

boggy

soil or

;

—

erect.

at

Drosera longifolia, L., was observed by Dr. Salter and myself rather plentifully
Gomer pond by Gosport, growing amongst Cladium, 1842.

Order XI.

POLYGALACEJS,

Juss.

" Sepals 5, the two inner generallj'^ large and petaloid.
Petals
6, more or less united with the filaments of the stamens, which
form two parcels, each with 4 anthers, opening by pores at the
3

—

apex.
Ovary 1, usually 2-celled. Style and stigma 1. Fruit a
capsule, or drupaceous, 2- or 1-celled
dehiscence loculicidal.
Seeds solitary, pendulous, often with a caruncle at the base.
;

* The

which

is thought by Decaisne to be parasitic on the moss or Sphaggrows, is given by DeCandoUe as annual, which it must be
confessed it has greatly the appearance of being and the dried leaves always
seen below the crown may be merely the earliest ones of the current year, as
young leaves keep constantly arising during the flowering of the plant.
f The glands of the leaves during warm days secrete a globule of clear viscid
fluid, like dewdrops, whence their name, and with their stalks betray a degree of
irritability, curving eventually over the flies and other small insects which may
generally be found ensnared by their clammy exudation, but never, so far as I
could observe, assisting primarily in their capture by any sudden contraction as
in Dionma muscipula.

root,

num upon which

it

;

.

Polygala.]

Shrubs
mose."

polygalace^e.

Leaves without

— Br.herbs.
Fl.
07-

1.

stipules.

Polygala, Linn.
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Flowers usually race-

Milk-wort.

" Calyx with 2 sepals, wing-shaped and coloured.
Petals combined by their claws with the filaments, the lower one keeled.
Capsule compressed. Seeds downy, crested at the hilmn."

—

Br. Fl.
1.
P. vulgaris, L.
Common Milkwort. " Perennial, keel
crested, flowers in a terminal raceme, wings of the calyx ovate or
oblong about as long as the corolla, capsule glabrous sessile,
stems herbaceous often branched at the base, branches simple
procumbent or ascending, leaves on the branches linear or
oblong."— 5r. Fl. p. 52. E. B. t. 76. P. amara, Bon in E. B. S.
t. 2764.
P. calcarea, Schultz.

In heathy open places, pastures, on dry banks, and in woods, &c., very common. Fl. May July. If.
" Stems 4
Corolla beautifully crested, blue, purple, pink or
8 inches long.

—

white.

2.

—

Calyx-leaves persistent, enclosing the fruit."

P. depressa,

branched

filiform

Wend.
leafy,

— Br. Fl.

5th ed.

Trailing Milkwort. Stems depressed
lower leaves mostly crowded oblong or

obovate - elliptical obtuse, upper leaves lanceolate scattered,
racemes short few-flowered, flowers crested, sepals (wings) oblongobovate their lateral nerves reticulate anastomosing with an
obUque branch of the central nerve. Wenderoth ex Koch in RohCosson et Gej-m. Flore des Env.
ling's Deutschland's Fl. v. p. 72.
Lloyd, Fl. de la Loire
de Par. i. p. 56, and Atlas, tab. 8, fig. B.
Godron, Fl. de Lorraine, i. p. 97 (opt. descr.) Lej. et
inf. p. 32.
Com-t. Comp. Fl. Belg. iii. p. 29.
Bromf. Phytologist, ii- p. 966.
Polygala
P. serpyllacea, Reichenb. Fl. Germ, excvrs. No. 2398.
myrtifolia palustris humilis et ramosior, Ray, Syn. p. 287 (edit.
Stia).

Fl.

Blackstone, Spec. Botan. p. 76.

May— September.

2f

On

Bleak down, in bare gravelly spots, but sparingly.
Root more slender than that of P. vulgaris. Stems diffuse, prosUate, almost
filiform, lying flat upon the ground and spreading in every direction, with irregular
wiry branches, which, as well as the principal stems, are for the most part closely
the older
beset with leaves at their base or about the middle of their length
occasionally bare of leaves below, from the falling away of the latter througli time.
;

my

fresh specimens) yellowish green, leathery and shining, the lower
oblong-elliptical or obovate-elliptical, obtuse or very slightly pointed,
crowded, opposite or alternate, mostly increasing in size as they ascend up to a
certain point, beyond which they again diminish, and finally become longer and
JRacemes
narrower, or elliptic-lanceolate, more remote, alternate or scattered.

Leaves (in

and middle

terminal and lateral, comparatirely with P. vulgaris few-flowered and short.
lateral enlarged sepals
Flowers small, bluish white (rarely deep blue, Koch)
{wings) oblong - obovate, scarcely pointed, their lateral nervures considerably
;

I

—
[Frankeuia.

FRANKENiACE«.
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ramified * and confluent towards the margin, anastomosing with the central nerve
by an oblique branch or two of the latter, generall}' towards the apex.
This plant accords pretty exactly with the description given by Koch and others
of P. depressa, and from its peculiarity of habit challenges attention as a wellmarked form of the common iVIilkwort.
I am almost persuaded that P. amara, P. comosa, P. major, P. calcarea, and P.
depressa are so many states of one protean species, viz., P. vulgaris, the varieties
of which, even within the limit allowed to deviations from the normal type, are
sufficiently numerous to induce a belief that the above so-called species are but
further developments of similar changes in the common European plant in proof
of which may be adduced the great discrepancy in the characters assigned to and
the accounts given of these assumed species by the authors treating of them.
;

Order XII.

FEANKENIACE^,

St. Hil.

—

" Sepals 4
5, combined into a furrowed persistent tube.
Stamens as many as
Petals 4
5, clawed, crowned at the mouth.
2 accessory
the petals and alternating with them, with usually 1
ones opposite to the petals. Ovary 1. Style filiform, 2 3 cleft.
Seeds minute, attached to the
Capsule 2 4 valved, 1-celled.
margins of the valves. Embryo straight in the albumen. Herbaceous or suffruticose, mxich branched. Leaves opposite, ivithout
Br. Fl.
stipules, but with a membranous sheathing base."

—

—

—
—

—

—

I.

" Stigmas
1.

F.

at the

Feankenia, Linn.

S."—Br.

Sea Heath.

Fl.

" Leaves linear revolute
Icevis, L.
Smooth Sea Heath.
Br. Fl. p. 52.
margin glabrous ciliated at the base."

E. B. t. 205.
On muddy salt-marsh

— September.
Med. — On a turf

Fl. July

flats,

also on cliffs

and banks by the sea

;

but

rarely.

If.

fence at the extremity of St. Helen's spit near the ferry,
ja.
sparingly, and on the ground adjacent; more plentiful on the flat sandy shore at
the upper end of the spit, a short distance from the causeway to the mill, and
covering a considerable space.
W. Med. Edges of the brine-pans of Newtown Saltern. In considerable
abundance in 1837 at the base of the stupendous chalk-clifFs in Scratchell's bay,
towards its eastern or Sun-Comer end, as indicated to me by the Rev. G. E. Smith,
from whom I had the first notice of this species as indigenous to the island. It

—

now extinct in this locality, unless, as is probable, it grows on the higher and
inaccessible ledges of the cliff, the station at the foot being since overwhelmed by
the falling of the chalk from above !!!
is

A

much-branched, procumbent, and almost shrubby plant, with heath-like foliage, but from its prostrate habit liable to be passed by, even when in flower, for
some Arenaria, or other fleshy-leaved maritime species, of more common occurrence.

* I am disposed to lay but little stress on the neuration of the wings or
enlarged lateral sepals, finding this character liable to considerable irregularity on
the same specimen.

—

—
DianthuS.]

CAKYOPHYLLACEiE.
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Root tough, woody and tapering, emitting numerous round, straggling, muchbranclied, prostrate, procumbent or dependant stems, forming large tufts or
roundish patches, according to the situation ; the younger branches reddish and
a little hairy. Leaves in small, crowded, almost whovled fascicles on the main
stem and short lateral branches, much like those of some heath, dark glaucous
green, often bright red or yellow in part from age or decay, about i inch long,
bluntish, ovale, but from their strongly revolute or deflexed margins appearing as
if linear and semicylindrical
fringed on their short, broad, sheathing bases with
a few stiff hairs. Flowers solitary and sessile, from the bosom of the lateral and
terminal leafy bundles, pale pinkish purple, rather small and inconspicuous.
Calyx tubular, somewhat fleshy, subcylindrical, with 5 prominent angles, and as
many deep, erect, acute segments. Petals obovate, a little crenate and wavy, with
long claws, at the foot of each of which is a lanceolate erect scale attached to the
claw for the greater part of its length. Stamens usually 6, sometimes more,
placed close under the germen, their filaments broad, flat, and dilated downwards
anthers yellow, 2-lobed, 2-celled.
Germen conical, 3-lobed and 3-furrowed. Style
;

;

linear, 3-cornered

;

stigmas 3, greenish, oblong, obtuse, spreading or recurved.

Order XIII.

CAEYOPHYLLACEiE,

Juss.

" Sepals 5 or 4, persistent, distinct or united. Petals as many,
Stamens as many as or double the number of the
rarely wanting.
petals, inserted upon a fleshy elevated disk, supporting the ovary,
Ovary 1. Styles
Anthers opening longitudinally.
or a ring.
2
Capsule 1-celled (sometimes only so at the summit, and
5.
2
5 valved or opening at the summit with
5 celled below), 2
teeth, placenta central and free in the 1-celled capsules, in the
Seeds generally numerous. Embryo generally curved
rest axile.
round a mealy albumen. Herbs, more or less tumid at the joints,
with opposite entire leaves, without stijndes {by ichich alone our
Suborder Alsinese differs from Paronychiacese)." Br. Fl.

—
—

—

—

Suborder

I.

Silene^.

Sepals united into a monophyllous calyx. Petals and stamens
hypogynous, inserted on the summit of a more or less conspicuous
stalk to the ovary.
1.

DiANTHDS, Linn.

Pink.

" Calyx monophjdlous, tubular, 5-toothed, with about 4 imbricated opposite scales or bracteoles at the base. Petals 5, clawed.

Stamens 10. Styles
tate."— jSr. Fl.

2.

Capsule cylindrical, 1-celled.

Seeds pel-

" Sir, the year growing ancient,
Not yet on summer's death, nor on the birth
Of trembling winter, the fairest flowers o' the season
Are our carnations and streak'd gillyflowers."

—

Winter's Tale.
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[Dianthus.

CAEYOPHYLLACE^.
1.

D. Armeria, L.

Deptford Pink.

"Flowers clustered

fas-

downy

scales of the calyx lanceolate subulate herbaceous
as long as the tuhe."— Br. Fl. p. 55.
E. B. t. 317.
cicled,

dry gravelly or sandy pastures, along hedges and borders of fields here and
but very sparingly, i^/. July, August. 0.
E. Med. A specimen found by the Rev. G. E. Smith in a field near Binslead,
1839 !!! Near the Grove by Brading, \_the latel Lady Brenton.
A species of " wild pink " grows, I am told, between the village of Sandrock
and the sea, which is probably either this species or D. deltoides.
Root tapering, brownish or yellowish, flexuose, branched or nearly simple.
Slem solitary or two or three, erect, from 1 to 3 feet in height, firm, rigid, terete,
shining and glabrous below, downy above with short spreading hairs, oppositely
or alternately and as it were dichotomously branched, the branches divaricate,
straight and wiry.
Leeves opposite, radical ones crowded or caespitose cauline
leaves nearly erect, linear, acute, connate, rather distant, the lower glabrous or
nearly so, the rest doivny and slightly scabrous, prominently 3-, 5-, or 7-ribbed
beneath, with pale membranous niarj,'ins at their base. Flowers aggregate in
termiual heads or clusters, mostly 2 or 3 together, though appearing but as one,
scarcely ^ an inch in diameter.
Calyx tubular, slightly inflated or ventricose,
about 7 lines in length, with numerous close dark-green striae, the summit in 5
erect, very acuminate, unequal teeth or segments, mostly with purplish margins,
and hairy like the whole upper portion of the calyx, of which they occupy nearly
^ of the entire length. Petals spreading, very small, the limb oblong-obovate,
bright rose-colour spotted with white, and having a curved and dentate crimson
line near the beginning of the very long, linear, greenish claw, down the centre of
which run two prominent ridges with a sharp groove or furrow between them, and
at the tip of the claw are a very few white slender hairs
the limb of the petal
entire except at the summit, which is dentate-subtrifid
the 2 lateral and basal
teeth very distinct, triangular, pointing forwards, the intermediate and terminal
portion or lobe oblong, emargiiiate, unequally dentate and erose.
Stamens unequal, shorter than the calyx, glabrous, the alternate and outer with a crenate
expansion of their bases ; anthers elliptical-oblong, violet-coloured, erect pollen
blue, globular.
Styles white, semicylindrical, tapering, glanduloso-pubescent on
the inner side, about as long as the calyx, a little spreading at the summits, their
bases contiguous.
Germen oblongo-cylindrical, smooth and glabrous. Seeds dull
black, shagreened, obovate, convex on the back, concave on their inner face, which
is divided lengthways by a ridge having a tubercle-like prominence in its centre,
and ending in a short obtuse beak.
The Deptford Pink is quite naturalized in some of the northern parts of the
United States. I have gathered fine and abundant specimens in dry stony fields
in the vicinity of Boston, Mass.
Ill

there,

—

;

;

;

;

" Flowers clustered capi2:)rolifer,'L.
Prolife^'ous Pink.
scales of the calyx ovate membranous about the length of
the tube, outer ones, acute inner ones blunt, leaves rough at the
2.

D.

tate,

edge."—j5r.

Fl. p. 56.
E. B. t. 956.
In dry sandy or gravelly pastures very rare. i^^. June September. Q.
E. TlfipcZ.— Amongst low bushes on the Dover, Eyde, Charles Cardale Babington
and W. Christy, Esqs. Hi Now very scarce in this, the only known station in the
;

—

island.*

Herb very attenuate, 3—18 inches high. Root slender, whitish, nearly simple.
Stem simple or branched (in gardens very much so) from the base, a little pubescent, and like the leaves somewhat glaucous, though less so than in most other
species of the genus.
Leaves very short, linear, opposite, sheathing the swollen
joints of the slem, acute, rough-edged with minute prickles pointing forwards.

* [Tliis station

is

now (1864) destroyed by

building, Edrs.]

—

—

—

caryophyllace^.

Silene.]
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—

Flowers from 3 8 or move in solitary, terminal, stalked heads not an inch long,
surrounded by 6 ovate, whitish, uneciual, chaffy scales, and every blossom by 2
similar ones concealing il whilst in the bud.
Calyx very long and narrow, with
5 coloured tapering ribs. Petals lilac, very small and inconspicuous, notched and
with a dark central line towards the claw, those of one flower only expanding at a
time on the same head.
Capsule oblong, pale, the apex a little oblique, finally
rending the calyx by its increasing size, and giving each head a broader or more
expanded form. Seeds brownish black, curiously hollowed on the side of their
attachment, with incurved edges, their outer face convex with a kind of beak at
one end, covered with regular prominent points.
In this, as in some other species of Dianthus, only one or two flowers expand
at a time in the same head.
The present plant is more remarkable for the
minuteness of its blossoms, the tenuity of its stem and leaves, and its rarity, than
for beauty, being in fact the least ornamental of the whole genus.
The flowers
continue open from an early hour in the morning till the afternoon.

II.

"

Saponaeia, Linn.

Calyx monophyllous,
Petals

at the base.

5,

Soapwort.

cylindrical, 5-toothed, without bracteas
Stamens 10, alternate ones oppo-

clawed.

Styles 2.
the petals but not adhering to their claws.
1 -celled, or 2-celled at the base, 4-toothed.
globose or reniform." Br. Fl.

site

side oblong,

1.

CapSeeds

Common Soapwort. " Leaves ovato-lancalyx cylindrical glabrous, capsule 2-celled at the base."
FL p. 57. E. B. t. 1060.

S. officinalis, L.

ceolate,

—Br.

0. Flowers double.

In moist meadows, by

river-sides,

along hedges and the borders of woods,

Fl. July, August.
If.
E. Med. In a little plantation of shrubs nearly opposite the parsonage at
Yaverland very doubtfully wild.
The fact of our specimens bearing double flowers is not conclusive of their having escaped from a garden, as this plant betrays a great tendency to become
double in places where it is indubitably wild. The suspicious nature of the locascarcely indigenous with us.

—
;

lity

alone makes

me

hesitate to regard

III. Selene, Linn.

it

as indigenous.

Catchfly.

Bladder Campion.

" Calyx monophyllous, tubular, often ventricose, 5-toothed.
Petals 5, clawed, mostly crowned at the mouth, and the limh geneStamens 10, alternate ones opposite to
rally notched or bifid.
Styles 3.
Capsule 3-celled
the petals and adhering to the claws.
to the middle or only at the base (rarely 1-celled), 6-toothed,

Br. Fl.

manj'-seeded."

* Flowers panided.

Calyx

inflated, bladdery.

Bladder Campion. Spatling Poppy. Vect.
Flowers numerous panicled, petals deeply cloven
with narrow segments scarcely crowned, calyx inflated reticulated,
stem erect, leaves ovato-lanceolate." Br. Fl. p. 58. Cucubalus
1.

S. inflata,

Sm.

"

Bull-rattles.

Behen, E. B.

t. 164.
In dry pastures, on hedgebanks, by waysides and borders of fields, also amongst

corn, &c., very

common.

Fl.

June

— August.

If.

—
[Sikne.

CARYOPHVLLACE^.
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2.

S. maritima,

With.

" Panicles

Sea-side Bladder Campion.

petals with a shallow cleft and broad segments
crowned, calj'x inflated reticulated, stem spreading, leaves ovatoE. B. t. 957.
lanceolate or spathulate."— 5r. Fl. p. 58.

few-flowered,

0.

Leaves spinulose on their edges.

or shingly sea-beach, and on clififs and pastures near the sea, not
perhaps not really distinct from the last. Fl. June— September. 2^.
E. A/ed.— Brading harbour, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. Dover Point, Kyde,
sparingly, Mr. Snook.
W. Med. Shore between Cowes and Egypt, in some plenty.
G. KirlciS. On the cliflF behind Mirables, in the part called the Upper Walks,
pairick, Esq.

On sandy
common and

—

** Stems panicled,

leafy.

Calyx elongate, not bladdery.

Nottingham Catchfly. " Pubescent, flowers
3. S. nutans, L.
panicled secund cernuous, branches opposite, calyx cylindrical
ventricose the teeth acute, petals deeply cloven crowned their
segments linear, leaves (of the stem) lanceolate." Br.Fl.-p.69.
E. B. t. 465. S. paradoxa, Sm. Fl. Br. (not L.)
On

Fl. May,
sand, chalk or limestone rocks, cliffs, banks and pastures ; rare.
i^r. June, July.
If.
E. Med. In very great plenty on banks of slipped land at the foot of the cliffs
in Sandown bay, at its upper end, near where the green sandstone passes into the
chalk.
At the top of the cliff near St. Lawrence, John Curtis, Esq. (1. s. c.) !!!
Root large, thick, yellowish, tapering, branched and almost woody, emitting
one or several flowering stems, and many decumbent leafy shoots constituting
dense tufts of herbage. Stems 18 or 20 inches high, simple, rigid, erect or more
usually ascending at the base, the lower joint geniculate and often tinged with
purple, round, solid, downy with deflexed pubescence, smoother from the lowermost forks of the panicle to the summit, but covered with a clammy exudation
capable in this and others of the genus of retaining small flies, whence the Engthose of the
lish name.
Leaves rough with copious, short, simple, jointed hairs
stem few (2 or .S pairs), distant, opposite, linear-lanceolate, erect, embracing the
tumid joints of the stem with their connate bases radical leaves fascicled, on long
tapering footstalks, ovate or obovate-lanceolate, partly spathulate.
Panicle terminal, sometimes a foot long, of several distant pairs of opposite, suberect or
spreading, forked and downy branches, each bearing from 3 to 6 or 7 flowers, all
those of the same panicle leaning one way, and appearing to droop, from being
bent downwards at various angles to their rectilinear pedicels.
Calyx | an inch
long, viscid and downy, narrow and ovate in flower, much enlarged above in fruit
with 10 coloured ribs. Petals twice as long as the calyx, white tinged with greenish yellow at the back, deeply cleft into 2 linear obtuse segments having a bifid,
acute, white scale at the base just above their very long claws, whose broad membranous summits terminate in two points. Stamens very long, with pale greenish
anthers.
Styles 3, erect, twisted, much shorter than the stamens stigmas oblique,
decurved and purplish.
Germen oblong-obtuse.
Capsules erect, straw-yellow,
ovate or conical, very hard and smooth, obscurely 3-lobed and 6-ribbed, gibbous
beneath at the base, partly covered with the dry withered calyx, and opening by
a small orifice with 6 (rarely 5) erect or spreading, very rigid teeth.
Seeds numerous, ash-coloured or reddish, roundish kidney-shaped, flattened on the back and
sides, beautifully marked with close rows of raised points in parallel striae.
The flowers of S. nutans expand most perfectly during the evening and night,
emitting a peculiar though agreeable fragrance.
On first opening, the petals are
flat and reflexed, but afterwards and in the day time incline forward and roll
inwards, which, together with the adhesion of dust, flies and other substances to

June.

—

;

;

;

—

—
Silene.]

caryophyllace^.
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the glutinous panicle, gives the plant a shabby diseased appearance in
the flowerborder.

" Panicle forked
4. S. noctiflora, L.
Night-floivering Catchfly.
or flowers terminal, petals bifid crowned, calyx with long subulate
teeth, oblong in fruit with 10 connected hairy ribs, leaves lanceolate, lower ones spathulate, capsule ovate."
Br. Fl. p. 60. E. B.
t. 391.
In sandy or gravelly fields, amongst corn, turnips, &c. M. July, August. 0.
E. Med.— In a turnip-field close to Yaverland farm-house, Albert Hamlrough,
Esq.

*** Stems simple

or slightly branched.

Flowers in leafy racemes,

alternate.

S. anglica, L.
English Catchfly. " Hairy and viscid, petals
(small) crowned slightly bifid or obovate entire, calyces with setaceous teeth ovate in fruit." Br. Fl. p. 58. E. B. t. 1178.
5.

Stem difi'use or procumbent pedicels finally
Stem erect capsules on diverging, not deflexed

a. auiumnalis.
j3.

stricta.

;

;

In cultivated fields, particularly on light sandy soils

— November.

Fr.

August— October.

;

(in fruit) deflexed.

pedicels.

very frequent.

Fl.

June

0.

Quarr Abbey and the Fish-houses,
it, and the next scarcely to be seen.
Amongst turnips at Nettlestone green, 1838. Turnip-field between Ninham and
Longland farms. Gurnet bay. Turnip-fields about Piles and Athersfield.
fi. In light sandy soil, amongst oats, at the upper end of Colwell heath, in great
plenty, 18.'?8.
Turnip-field on the farm at Kite hill by Wootton bridge, abuna.

I find pretty constantly in fieldsabout
in certain years are quite over-run with

which

dantly, 1838.
Fields between Lake, Sandown and Shanklin.
Near Princelaid, B. T. W.
Near Newport, Curtis, B. 6. Very common about Shanklin, Mr. J. Woods, jun..,
Perhaps these stations include both varieties!!!
in ditto.
Flowers whitish, faint purple or bluish coloured towards the centre.
Calyx
thickly clothed with long white hairs ; lowermost capsules moderately diverging,
but not deflexed. Petals with mostly a shallow notch, sometimes entire or slightly
crenate, oblong, rounded. Capsule small, about \ of an inch long, hard, yellowish,
ovoid, somewhat pointed, faintly lobed or furrowed, glabrous, the surface glazed
and shining with minute, transverse, pellucid, wave-like wrinkles, about equal to
and stipitate within the closely encasing calyx, opening at the summit by 6 or
8 short slightly recurved teeth, imperfectly 3-celled. Seeds numerous, grayish
black, kidney-shaped, compressed and concentrically hollowed laterally, beautifully covered with closely set rows of tubercular points.
The var. fi., which from descriptions given by authors I have no hesitation in
referring to S. gallica, L., has the stem perfectly upright, simple in the smaller,
more or less branched in the larger plants, the branches erect or diverging, quite
different from the lax, spreading, decumbent growth of S. anglica as that species
Mertens and Koch (Rohl. Deutschl. Fl. and Koch, Syn.
usually presents itself.
Fl. Germ, et Helv.) unite Silene gallica, anglica, and quinquevulnera, and apparently with justice, for whoever will be at the trouble of comparing the descriptions of the three as given by different authors, will perceive how conflicting are
the characters laid down for each.
The very diffuse- procumbent stem of S.
anglica is the chief mark of that species, which is commonly found growing
amongst turnips, potatoes or clover. The upright more rigid habit points out S.
gallica, from which S: quinquevulnera appears merely to differ in the red stains
on the petals, which can never enter into the specific character, and are to be
more or less traced in all three.
The two last are rather corn -plants, and
probably owe their diffei:ence of appearance from our S. anglica to the joint
influence of soil and situation.
I have seen S. anglica from various and Widely
distant parts of the world.

— —

—
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IV. Lychnis, Linn.

[Lljchlis.

Campion.

Lychnis.

" Calyx monophyllous, tubular, 5-toothed.
Petals 5, clawed.
Stamens 10, alternate ones opposite the petals and adhering to
their claws. Styles usually 5. Capsule opening by 5 or 10 teeth."

—Br.

Fl.
* Petals crowned, cut or

bifid.

Ragged RobinMeadoiv Lychnis.
1.
L. Flos-cacull, L.
" Flowers loosely panicled, petals 4-cleft."
Br. Fl. p. 60. E. Bt. 573.
In moist meadows and other wet marshy or boggy situations common. Fl.
;

May, June.

If.

Capsule yellowish, ovoid, smooth, 4 or 5 lines in length, a little exceeding the
opening by 5 broad, equal, muchSeeds numerous, blackish or reddish gray, renirecurved, slightly hairy teeth.
form, beautifully muricated with raised points in close parallel rows.
dry, closely investing, strongly 10-fibhed calyx,

" Flowers subdioecious,
L. diurna, Sibth. Red Campion.
pistilliferous
flowers
with
triangular
teeth, capsule
calyx of the
nearly globose, the teeth recurved." Br. Fl. p. 61. Fl. Dan.
xiii. t. 2172.
L. dioica a., L.
E. B. t. 1579.
2.

:

In woods, groves, on grassy hedgebanks and in moist or shaded situations,
common. Ft. April September. !(..
E. Med. About Ryde occasionally. Fields between Sandown and Sbanklin,
and between Ashey wood and Munwell.
Between Ventnor and Newport, Mrs.
Martin. I found a specimen or two of this species in Greatwood copse, with

—

—

white flowers, 1842.

—

W. Med. About Brixton, sometimes with flesh-coloured flowers.
Capsules ovato-subglobose, paler in colour and smaller than in L. vespertina
(5 or 6 lines in length), thin and brittle, dehiscing by 10 broadly ovato-triangular,
finally strongly revolute teeth, which are often united together in pairs either
wholly or partially, in the former case giving the capsule the appearance of being
5-valved.
Seeds similar to those of the next species, but rather less, grayish black
or reddish, their papillae smaller,

more

and much more pointed,
by which their bases seem as

distinct or distant,

each surrounded as in that by a denticulated
it were dove-tailed into one another.

circle,

L. vespertina, Sibth.
White Campion. " Flowers subdioecalyx of the pistilliferous flowers with linear-lanceolate
elongated teeth, capsule conical, the teeth erect."
Br. Fl. p. 61.
L. dioica /S., L. E. B. t. 1580.
3.

cious,

:

In dry open situations, cultivated and waste ground, the borders of fields, on
hedgebanks and amongst corn, &c.. very frequent. Fl. June September. 2|..?
E. Med. Between Sandown and Shanklin, in fields a little beyond the signalFields by French Mill, near Godshill.
station near Apse heath.
W. Med.— in fields near Afton farm, with white and flesh-coloured flowers.

—

—

—

Capsules yellowish or greenish, ovato-conical, 8
10 lines in length, very
smooth, obscurely angular below the middle, hard and firm in texture, opening at
the summit by 10 distinct, triangular, lanceolate, erect or spreading, but not
Seeds numerous, clay-coloured or sometimes reddish
recurved, very rigid teeth.
gray (black according to Gaudin !), reniform, covered with close rows of rounded
or pointed tubercles that are apparently fitted to each other by a toothed ring or
border surrounding the base of each.

—
Lychnis.]
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I am disposed to coincide with many botanists who have recently embraced the
opinion of these two plants being really distinct, as Sibthorp imagined. The difference of form in the capsule, and in the localities they affect, both in Britain
and on the continent, strongly corroborate the idea. The predilection of L. diufna
is for cool, moist, shady, alpine situations, of L. vespertina for dry, open, champaign and level districts, and the geographical range of each accords with their
local distribution.

** Petals crownless,

than the calyx-segments.

entire, shorter

4. L. Githago, Lam.
Corn Cockle. " Calj'x much longer than
the corolla, petals entu-e destitute of a crown."
Agrostemma
Githago, L.
Br. Fl. p. 61. E. B. t. 741.
Githago segetum,
Desf.
In cultivated fields, chiefly amongst corn
much too common. FL June

—

;

August,

September. 0.(or3^.?)
Root unnual ? whitish, tapering, hard,
/^r.

brittle and rigid, usually branched in a
horizontal direction.
Stern solitary, quite erect, straight, firm and rigid, from
about 1 to 3 or even 5 feet in height, obscurely quadrangular or nearly round,
faintly 4-channelled, fistulose, harsh with minute points and asperities, and cloihed
with long, appressed, jointed pubescence ; in the smaller plants simple or nearly
so, in the larger branched, often from the very base, in a corvmbose paniculate
manner, the branches alternate, long, slender, erect, dichotomously forked. Leaves
opposite, erect, sessile and connate, sheathing, elongato-lanceolate, entire, acute,
somewhat folded and almost clasping in their under part, their tips brownish and
a little incurved, 3- or towards the base downwards 5-ribbed, the midrib very prominent beneath, rough and hairy like the stem, but the hairs more sparse or scattered, and near the base of the leaves on their upper side longer, silky and spreadBracts none. Flowers large, solitary, terminal on the stem and branches,
ing.
erect, from 1^- to If inch in diameter, on terete peduncles that are often elongated
to a loot or more at the time of flowering.
Calyx firm, leathery, its tubular portion when in flower ovate-oblong, becoming as the geimen swells broader, and in
fruit subglobose, densely clothed, as is the inciassated top of the peduncle, with
white silky hairs, which are erect and longest on the 10 very thick prominent
green ribs or angles these latter are alternately continued at the summit into 5
linear acute segments, resembling the leaves but flatter and more silky, distantly
fringed at the margins, a little unequal, longer than the lube, erect after flowering.
Petals mostly much shorter than the calyx-segments, but sometimes as long or
even longer, cuneate-obcordate, the limh varying in intensity of colour fiom full
to dilute purplish rose-red or pink, and marked with 3 or 5 interrupted or dotted
purplish or greenish streaks along the course of as many veins, which are very
conspicuously prominent on the shining exterior of the petals, that are shallowly
and obtusely emarginate ; claics of the petals about as long as the tube of the
calyx, greenish, abrupt, fleshy, without a crown, but having a process running
from the base upwards for about half their length, with raised wing-like margins
that converge and disappear in the general tissue, forming below a groove for the
Stamens very unequal, glabrous, inserted, as
reception of the shorter filaments.
well as the petals, on an annular base immediately under the germen, the five
opposite the petals usually much (about half) shorter than the rest, but sometimes
Styles 5,
part of them are nearly as long; anthers slate-gray, oblong-sagittate.
erect, slender, shorter than the longer stamens, beset with bristly pellucid hairs
that are erect at the base, variously spreading on the upper pan, which is often
purplish and sometimes recurved.
Germen ovoid-conical, 5-10 angled, glabrous.
Capsules erect, very large, about an inch long, ovate-conical, pale greenish or
brownish yellow, smooth and shining, obscurely 5-angular, 10-rihbed, opening at
the summit with 5 rigid teeth, and closely embraced by the much enlarged and
;

hardened calyx, whose segments are then connivent or erect, and much exceeding
Seeds numerous, very large, brownish black, on long erect funiculi,
the capsule.

K

—
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roundish or triangulari-reniform, compressed on the sides and back, covered with
Embryo in the circumference
close longitudinal rows of eery prominent points.
of the snow-white farinaceous albumen.
Like many annuals, this plant is in some degree biennial, for though living but
one year, it approaches the true biennials by the growth of radical leaves in
autumn, and living through the winter which precedes its flowering, as remarked
by Dr. Darlington.

Suborder
Sepals distinct or nearly

II.

Alsinem.

Petals

so.

" Calyx of 4 leaves.

sessile, l-celled.

Pearlwort.

V. Sagina,* Linn.

side l-celled, 4-valved."

and stamens inserted on an

Capsule

hypogynous or perigynous ring.

Cap-

Petals 4 (shorter than the calyx).
Br. Fl. 4th ed.

procumbens, Li. Procumbent Pearhvort. " Perennial usustems procumbent, leaves mucronate, sepals 4 or
rarely 5 much longer than the petals spreading in fruit, styles
reflexed during flowering."
5r. Fl. p. 63. E. B. t. 880. Fl.
Dan. xii. t. 2103.
1.

S.

ally glabrous,

—

In waste sandy or gravelly ground, dry pastures, on or under walls and between
the paving-stones in streets, courtyards, &c.
very frequent. Fl. April Septem-

—

;

ber.

2.

If.

S. apetala,

Annual Small-flowered Pearlwort.

Ij.

"Annual,

stems slightly hairy erect or ascending, leaves aristate fringed,
sepals 4 much longer than the petals very spreading in fruit
obtuse, or the two outer ones slightly mucronate."
Br. Fl. p. 62.
E. B. t. 880. Fl. Dan. xii. t. 2102.
corn-fields, on wall-tops and waste barren ground
Fl. May,
frequent.
Fr. June.
0.
Capsules a little longer than the calyx, ovoid, bluntly quadrangular at top, very
obtuse, membranous, crowned with the styles.
Seeds numerous, extremely minute,
grayish or purplish black, irregularly prismatic, i)yramidate-trigonate, the angles
and apex rounded covered with blunt or sometimes pointed warty prominences,
and elevated on erect funiculi.
Well distinguished from iS. procumbens by its ascending, not procumbent stems,
paler colour, more slender habit, and by the much longer points to the leaves,
which are fringed with a few stiff' hairs towards the base. The flowers are smaller
than in the last, with narrower much less obtuse calyx-leaves, more broadly membranous at their edges the styles too are shorter, less spreading and conspicuous.
The parts of fructification vary greatly in numerous specimens collected at Hyde
the sepals are ordinarily 4, but often 5, the stamens even in the former case
amount to 5, 6, or even more. The petals, which are very minute and spathulate
or rather strap-shaped, are sometimes existing, as often wholly or partially wantI have occasionally noticed the capsules to be 5-valved.
ing.

In dry

;

June.

;

;

;

* See Gibson on the British species and
No. 9, April, 1842, p. 177.

logist,'

varieties of the

genus Sagina,

'

Phylo-

—
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3. S. maritima, Don.
Sea Pearlwort.
"Annual glabrous,
stems erect or procumbent only at the base, leaves fleshy obtuse
or with a short apiculus, petals none,' sepals 4 roundish ovate
about as long as the capsule erect in fruit."
Br. Fl. p. 63.
E. B. t. 2195. Fl. Dan. xii. t. 2104.
S. apetala ft, Wahl. Fl.
'

Suec.

i.

On

p. 109.

—

the sea-shore and in salt-mavshes ; rare.
Fl. May
August. 0.
JE. Med.
On the Dover spit below St. Helen's, in plenty.
W. Med. Gurnet Bay, sparingly. First found by Dr. Martin, immediately
below the battery at W. Cowes, on the platform of masonry a foot or two from

—
—

high-water mark

!!!

my

specimens from St. Helen's as long as the calyx or very little
exceeding it, being either just concealed by the converging segments of the latter,
or exposing its summit only.
Capsules in

Wahlenberg makes our plant a

variety of S. apetala ; but if not really distinct
surely rather a form of S. procumbens, to which all British botanists conceive
to be more nearly related.
It presents indeed characters common to both.

it is
it

VI. Speegula, Linn.
" Calyx
celled,

5-leaved.

Petals

5,

5-valved."— 5r. Fl. 4th

Spurrey.

undivided.

Capsule ovate,

5-

ed.

" Leaves subulate
1. S. subulata, Sw.
Atvl-leaved Spurrey.
subciliated aristate, peduncles sohtary very long and the calyx
glandular - hairy, petals and capsule somewhat longer than the
calyx."—^r. Fl. 4th ed. E. B. t. 1082. Sagina, Wimm. : Br. Fl.

6th ed.

p. 63.

Sagina procumbens

On

&.,

L.

elevated sandy, gravelly, or stony heaths, moors and pastures
Fl.
rare ?
August. Fr. July. If.
E. Med.
Corn-field near ShanHin, Miss E. Kirkpatrick.
Gravel-pit on St.
George's Down, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. Bare gravelly spot on Bleak Down, in

May—

;

—

tolerable plenty.

W. Med.— On Headon

hill.

It is extremely doubtful whether this be anything more than a var. of S. saginoides, which is common on mountains in the North.
(See the remarks of Hook,
Linnaeus thought it a variety of Sagina procumbens.
in Br. Fl. 1. s. c.)

Knotted Spurrey. ,Sand Chichveed. Leaves
2. S. nodosa, L.
subulate opposite glabrous connate, the lower ones sheathing
much the longest, upper ones with axillary leafy clusters, petals
much longer than the calyx. Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 338. E. B. x. t.
Sagina, Br. Fl. p. 64.
694.
Curt. Fl. Lond. ii. fasc. 4, t. 34.
In moist sandy, gravelly and turfy pastures, but not common. J'V. July,
August.

!(..

—

E. Med. On St. Helen's spit, scattered sparingly amongst the furze.
W. Med. By a small pool (salt-marsh) near the Yar, at the N.E. end

—

of Wila very limited spot. Plentiful at Freshwater
Gate, near the entrance on the marsh, in wet ground on the left just before coming
to the gate from the beach. Shore at Norton. Marsh near Compton, Mr. Snoolte.
Root whitish, fibrous. Stems several, 3 or 4 inches hiffh, either prostrate,
ascending or decumbent at the base, a little hairy above, glabrous below, simple
Leaves connate, awl-shaped, smooth, flattisli or a little hollowed on
or branched.
the upper, convex on the under surface, tipped with a minute callous point, but
not mucronate, lowest ones much the longest and spreading, gradually shortening

mington heath, but confined

to

—

—
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as they ascend, and bearing branches or small clusters of leaves in their axils.
Flowers rather large, white, few, solitary, terminal on the principal and lateral
branches.
Sepals ovate, nerveless, very blunt, much shorter than the petals, with
whiiish membranous edges.
Petals rounded, quite entire, with short abrupt
Stamens extremely short, with pale
claws, only fully expanded in bright weather.
Capsules selanthers.
Styles spreading stitimas revolute, beautifully fringed.
dom pel feet [Sm.), ovate. " Seeds brown, wrinkled," {M. et K)
;

" Leaves whorled with
3. S. arvensis, L.
Corn Spurrey.
minute membranaceous stipules at their base, stalk of the fruit
Br. Fl. p. 145. E. B.
reflexed, seeds more or less margined."
t. 1535.
S. pentandra, Sm. E. B. t. 1536.
^

In cornfields and other cultivated ground, on a light sandy
May— August. 0.

soil

;

abundantly.

Fl.

VII. McEMCHiA,

Elirli.

Moenchia.

" Calyx of 4 sepals.
Stamens 4 or 8. Styles
Petals 4, entire.
4.
Capsule of 1 cell, many-seeded, opening with 8 teeth at the
extremity."
Br. FL.
1.

L.

:

M.

ececfrt,

E. B.

t.

Sm.

Upright MoencJda.

Br. Fl.

j).

70.

Sagina,

609.

In dry sandy, gravelly and turfy pastures, on high heaths and downs; frequent.
Fl. April, May.
Fr. May, June.
0.
E. Med. On Eoyal Heath, in many places. On the sea-bant at Sandown,
near the Fort. On Ble.tk Down in jilenty, with Spergula subulata. On St.

—

Shanklin down. St. George' Down.
all the sandy heaths and commons about Brixton,
Mottistone and Shorwell, as well as on the downs.
Plentiful on heaths between
Shorwell and Kingston (Hdslett and Buck's heath, &c.), where the ground is
whitened by it in scjme places. Gurnet Bay, Miss G. Kilderjce.
Root annual, of several very slender branched fibres. Stems several or solitary,
erect or ascending, the lateral ones sometimes decumbent at the base, lonnd, 2
inches in heii-ht, simple or slightly branched, firm, quite smooth, as is the whole
Leaves opposite and connate at their
plant, and sometimes tinged with purple.
base, linear-lanceolate, a little acute, very stiff and glaucous, single-ribbed, remote
on the stem, those at the root more crowded and coespitose, tapering into a long
petiole soon withering.
Flowers solitary, on terminal and axillary peduncles,
erect, not opening very widely.
Sepals taper-pointed, very acute, with a white
membranous border and a stout central green nerve. Petals white, obtuse, about
J shorter than the calyx, a little recurved at the tip. Staiimis on a jointed base
as in Slellaria.
Styles short; stigmas reflexed, covered uith long crystalline
points, and hence appearing plumose. Capsule oblongo-conical, variable in length,
usually about equal to the enclosing calyx, membranous, S-ribbed and somewhat
octagcraal, tipped with the styles, opening by 8 slightly recurved teeth, the dehiscence often partially continued to the base of the ribs or sutures.
Seeds numerous, pale reddish brown, subreniform, laterally compressed, covered with warty
granulations and attached to a free central receptacle which is much shorter than
Helen's

spit,

W. Med.

abundantly.

— Abundant

.s

on

—

the cupsnle.

VIII, Stellaeia, Linn.
" Sepals

Stitchwort.

deeply cloven. Stamens 10.
Capsule opening with 6 valves, manj'-seeded."- Br. Fl.
5.

Petals

5,

Styles 3.

1. S. media, With.
Common Chickiveed. " Leaves ovate lower
ones petiolate upper ones sessile, stems with an alternate line of

—
Stellaria.]

hairs
68.

on one side, petals 2-partite, stamens
E. B. t. 537. Alsine, L.

Leaves

0.
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n
Fl ^'
'

fleshy.

Much smaller, calyx very hairy, seeds smoother, thinner and paler
alsmoides ? Schkich., Br. Fl. 5lh ed. p. 37.
In waste and cultivated ground, fields, gardens, woods, and on
hedgebanks
everywhere, one of the commonest of weeds. FL the whole year,
but most copiously in the spring ami summer months.
©.
0. On waste ground by the sea, Sandown.
y. On sandy ground, Hyde Dover.
Abundant on St. Helen's spit. On walls
near Niton.
y. apetala.

J>.

A most variable plant, affording ample scope to the founders of new species for
the exercise of ingenuity in detecting subtle and evanescent marks of
distinction.
The var. y. exactly coincides with Mr. Drummond's description in the British
Flora, and would seem from the citations of Gaudin and others to
be the S. alsinoides of Schleicher. The flowers are quite destitute of petals and triandrous
in
my specimens, the calyx, which appears always to be closed, is beset with copious,
long, white, soft hairs.
Seeds very pale buff-yellow.
The common Chickweed is one of those cosmopolite plants that accommodate
themselves to almost any soil or climate.
It is widely dispersed over the temperate zone of the northern and many parts of the southern hemisphere.
I found it
in every part of the United States as abundantly as in Europe, though
perhaps
more restricted there to cultivated and inhabited spots, it being supposed to have
accompanied the white race in their migration westward.
Perhaps the plant called S. ffrandiflora by Mr. J. Woods in his Tour in Brittany' (Hooker's Comp. to the Bot. Mag. vol. ii. p. 264), and found I understand
in Sussex, is the S. neijlecta of Weihe, Fl. Dan. 438, vide Reichenb. Fl. Germ,
excurs. No. 4905.
'

'

2. S. holostea* L.
Greater Stitchwort. "Stem nearly erect
with 4 rough sharp angles, leaves lanceolate much acuminated
minutely ciliated sessile, petals cloven to the middle twice as long
as the nerveless calyx."
Br. Fl. p. 68. E. B. t. 511.
(3. Petals scarcely equalling the calyx, deeply divided almcst to the base into 3
segments, of which the middle one is linear-lanceolate, the 2 exterior ones with a
tooth on the inner side.
In grassy woods, thickets, groves, along hedges and on shady banks, abundantly.
Fl. April
June. 2^.

—

(:!.

In Quarr copse.

Capsules depressed, membranous and globose, pellucid and tipped with the
the summits of the 6 valves are reflexed in the ripe cap.sule, appearing as
;
so many teeth, but the valves themselves separate nearly to the base.f Seeds several, roundish kidney-shaped, compressed, covered with mamillary points in close
parallel rows, some of them usually abortive.
Of the curious variety 0. I found a good many specimens, and at first imagined
the laciniated appearance of the petals to have resulted from mutilation by insects,
until the regularity of the monstrosity in all which I traced in the bud proved it
to be the work of Nature herself.
In this state the flowers bore some resemblance
to S. uliginosa.
A very similar form of the petals, if not the very same, is recorded
in the ' Phytologist' for July, 1842, as found near Pont-y-Pool.
styles

3.

erect

graminea, L. Lesser Stitchwort. " Stem angled nearly
smooth, leaves linear - lanceolate acute entire glabrous

S.

* The specific name ought
t In Silene the dehiscence
else appears of

one piece.

rather perhaps to have been Holosteum.
confined to the top of the capsule, which

is strictly

—
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ciliated, panicle much branched, petals bipartite scarcely longer
than the 3-nerved sepals." Br. Fl. p. 69. E. B. t. 803.
leaves
Petals much longer than the calyx
(3.,
Gaud. Fl. Helv. iii. p. 185.
;

Djoie or less glaucous.

In dry gravelly, sandy or heathy pastures, hedgerows and bushy places very
August. H-Fl. May
Capsule ovoid-oblong, smooth, shining and membranous, as long as or rather'
longer than the calyx, 6-angled at the summit. Seeds few, about 8 or 9, pale
rusty red, roundish and subreniform, compressed.
The petals are not rarely double the length of the calyx, as I find them in several parts of the island, in which state the plant is likely to be gathered for S.
glauca, as indeed happened to myself, and against which mistake Gaudin warns
his countrymen, S. glauca being extremely rare in Switzerland.
;

—

common.

Murr. Bog Stitchwort. " Leaves ovato-lanceowith a callous tip, flowers in dichotomous panicles,
j)etals bipartite shorter than the sepals which are combined at the
base."—5r. Fl. p. 69. E. B. t. 1074. S. graminea |3., L. Lar4.

S. uliginosa,

late entire

brea, St. Hll.
In

May

clear shallow ditches, rivulets
July.
Fr.Ju\j.
0.

—

and boggy

or springy places

;

frequent.

Fl.

—

Mtd. In a patch of copsewood a little South of Upton House. Veiy commoory meadows about Bridge Court, and in the willow-beds by Bagwich
Rookley moors, and common in the valley of the Medina generally.
in profusion.
Boggy parts of Apse heath. Sandown level. Shanklin chine. Abundant on wet
F!.

mon

in

In a very wet part of Marshcombe Copse, near
slipped banks in Whitecliif bay.
Yaverland farm. In a wet hollow on the skirts of Wootton common, in plenty.

Parsonage Lynch, Newchurch.
W. Med. Under a wet hedgebank between Gurnet Bay and the Debbourne
Wet places about Shorwell, at Wolverton, Brixturnpike, in very great plenty.

—

ton, &c., frequent.
Herb perfectly glabrous, except at the base of the leaves and occasionally on
Stems numethe edge of the sepals. Root a tuft of pale, weak, slender fibres.
rous, variable in

length, from about 6 to

12 or 18 inches, widely spreading,

decumbent and ascending at the extremities in the smaller plants, suberect or
reclining, weak, brittle and succulent, with a central medullary fibre, acutely
quadrangular, smooth and glabrous, rooting at the lower articulations, branched
Leaves numerous, opposite, sometimes 3 or 4 together at the forks of
the branches, somewhat erect, sessile, scarcely an inch in length at most, pale with
a glaucous cast, and as it were mottled with a network of anastomosing veins of
lower leaves mostly oblongo-elliptical, bluntish, those near the
a deeper green
summit oblong or elliptic-lanceolate and more acute, all with a brownish callous
tip, connate and slightly ciliated at base, paler beneath, with a sharp prominent
midrib, their margins often reflexed. Flowers very small, few together, in axillary, seldom terminal irregularly forked panicles, sometimes solitary.
Peduncles
mostly longer than the leaves, often 2 or 3 together, one of them simple or bearing only a single flower at its apex; pedicels very unequal. Bracts at the base
of the peduncles and partial flower-stalks, opposite, lanceolate, scariose and acute,
with a central green nerve. Calyx about 3 lines in diameter sepals lanceolate, very
acute, with 3 strong deep green ribs and while scariose entire margins, flat and
widely spreading in flower, now and then, it is said, ciliated, smooth in my specimens, united below into an angular inverted cone or tube surrounding the germen
and looking like an enlargement of the pedicel. Petals white, delicate and pellucid, veinless, inserted on a green glandular ring close behind the stamens, much
shorter the calyx (now and then wanting, Bertol), obcordate, cleft nearly to the
base into two spathulate, diverging, entire segments which are obtuse or slightly
pointed.
Stamens 10, those alternating with the petals inserted on short, yellowalternately.

;

;

—
Malachimn.]
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glands near but not close to the base of the germen, being in fact
above the latter and at the top of the conical enlargement of the calyx below the
sepals, hence truly perigynous, not hypogynous filaments white, tapering, not
winged or dilated
anthers pale yellow, roundish.
Styles 3
5 (very often 4),
white, glanduloso-pilose above, spreading and recurved germen ovato-globose, its
lower part embraced by the fleshy conical base of the calyx or summit of the
pedicel, but unconnected with the latter.
Capsule pale yellowish brown, smooth
and shining, as long as or mostly rather longer than the calyx, oblong-ovoid, a little
attenuated at base where it is surrounded by the funnel-shaped part of the calyx,
6-angled above the middle, bursting by as many entire, pointed, finally recurved
ish, flattened

;

—

;

;

valves for at least half

its

length.

IX. Malachium, Fries.

Mouse-ear Chickweed.

" Sepals 5. Petals 5, deeply cloven. Stamens 10. Styles
5,
alternate with tlie sepals.
Capsule opening with 5 valves opposite to the sepals, each bifid at the apex, many-seeded."
Br. Fl.
1. M. aquaticum, Fr.
Water Chickweed.
rastium, L. E. B. t. 538.

Br. Fl.

p. 67.

Ce-

:

0.

Stem somewhat scandeut.

Cerastium scandens, Zej. Fl. de Sp. pars

i.

p.

In low marshy places, on dilch-banks, by river sides, in swampy thickets and
hedges, mostly in the centre of the island. Fl. July
October.
If.
E. Med.
In the wet grounds W. of Yaveiland farm. Common on the moors
close to Godshill, on the North side.
Near Stickworth house. In many parts of
Sandown level, on the banks of the drains or ditches dividing the meadows, and
very abundant along the stream that intersects the level and empties itself into
Brading harbour, as above Alverston and between that and Horringford bridge,
above which it is again plentiful, also in wet thickets by the same stream opposite Alverston and Hasely, &c.
Little wood close to Deane farm, and at Whitwell.
Abundant along the mill-stream between Bridge and Bridge Court, near
Godshill.
Moist ground at the foot of Furze Hill, near Wackland. Wet meadow
near Fullford.
W.Med. Marshy meadows along the Medina above Newport in various
places, also a little below Shide, sparingly.
/3. In wet hedgerows betwixt Alverston and Horringford bridge, the weak erect
stems reclining against those of other plants rather than climbing.
A succulent somewhat viscid plant, with the habit and appearance of Stellaria
media, and still more so of S. nemorum, for which it is sometimes mistaken.
Boot very slender, fibrous, creeping. Stems numerous, trailing or decumbent,
purplish, geniculate and rooting below at the joints, their bases becoming at lengthcovered with earth and rhizomatons, erect or ascending at the extremities, and
rising to I or 2 feet or even more in height when supported by herbage or bushes,
subterete, faintly angular or ancipital, composed of an exterior, very brittle and
succulent parenchyma surrounding a tough, striated, tubular chord ; considerably
branched and dichotomously forked at top, glabrous below, clothed above with
soft, spreading, gland-tipped pubescence extending over the bracts, peduncles and

damp

—

—

—

Leaves opposite, pale green, thin, flaccid and moist to the touch, very
calyx.
speedily withering those of the flowering stems larger, quite sessile, of the barren shoots smaller and on stalks of various length ; all ovate, acuminate, very
acute, rounded or broadly cordate at base, wavy on their margins, paler and conspicuously veined beneath, the inferior leaves glabrous or nearly so, those near the
summit of the stem more or less pubescent on both sides and ciliated. Flowers
rather large and handsome, in a sort of dichotomous false panicle, if the uppermost
;

leaves be considered as bracts, produced in long succession, and quickly fading
when gathered. Peduncles single-flowered, lateral and terminal from the forks of
the stem at its upper part, terete, pubescent, finally spreading and deflexed in

—

—

[Cerastium.
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Calyx cleft nearly to the bottom,
the apex a little enlarged and nodding.
hairy externally; sepaZs ovate-lanceolate, mostly unequal in hreadth, 3- or 5-ribbed, slightly keeled, with concave, somewhat incurved, bluiitish tips and more or
Petals a little longer than the calyx,
less narrowly membranous white margins.
pure white, very profoundly cleft into 2 narrow, oblong, obovate, entire, strongly
and prominently nerved segments, the sinus between them obtuse at the top of
the small, green, fleshy, abrupt claw. Capsule ovate-conical (sometimes described
as round), 4 or 5 lines in length, nodding, very thin and membranous, as long as
or mostly rather longer than the closely applied calyx, shining and glabrous,
bluntly pentagonal, opening at the summit by 5 broad, erect, often bifid, obtuse
Seeds numerous, reddish brown, rotuntiato-reniform, rough with close rows
teeth.
of papillae with stellate or radiating bases.
fruit,

Mouse-ear Cliickweed.

X. Cerastium, Linn.

" Calyx of 5 sepals. Petals 5, cloven. Stamens 10.
Capsule bursting at the top with ten equal teeth." Br.

Styles

5.

Fl.

C

glome rat ami, Thuill. Broad-leaved Mouse- ear Cliickweed.
1.
" Hairy nearly erect viscid above, leaves ovate, bracteas herbaceous, petals as long as the calyx about half the length of the
curved capsule, flowers mostly subcapitate, catyces oblong longer
than their pedicels." C. vulgatum, L. Br. Fl. p. 70. JE. B. t.
789.

—

In

fields,

roadsides

;

pastures, waste and cultivated places, on walls, dry banks,
jF/. April
September.
0.

—

common.

and by

8.
Narrow- leaved Mouse-ear Cliickweed.
C. trivlale, Link.
" Leaves oblong-lanceolate, stem hairy viscid spreading, lower

bracteas herbaceous upper ones with narrow membranous margins,
flowers atfirst almost fascicled afterwards in elongated dichotomous
cymes, calyx about as long as the jiedicel and corolla about half
the length of the curved fruit."
C. viscosum, L.
Br. Fl. p. 70.
E. B. t. 790.

—

In exactly similar situations with the

and summer.

!(.. ?

or rather

last,

and equally common.

Fl. Spring

0.

membranous border to the bracteas of C. triviale in
the character therefore not being constant ought not
to enter into the specific description.
I very seldom perceive any

this

neighbourhood (Ryde)

;

C

semidecandrum,Tj. Little Mouse-ear Cliickweed. "Leaves
3.
ovate or oblong, stem hairy viscid suberect simple bearing a fewflowered cyme, upper half of all the bracts and the sepals membranous, calyx scarcely shorter than the pedicel about twice as
long as the petals shorter than the fruit." Br. Fl. p. 71. E. B.
t. 1630.
petals distinctly
(3., Sm. Flowers larger, less numerous and scarcely panicled
;

not a great deal shorter than the taper-pointed sepals.
C. pumilum, Curt, -F/. io?i(/. ii. fasc. 6, t. 3:1 C. glutinosum, Fries!' Nov. FL
Svec. ed. alt. p. 132. Reichh. Icnnogr. Sot. ii. tab. 181, fig. 315 and 316 ?
petals notched or jagy. Flowers smaller (at least in bloom) or conglomerate
ged, scarcely torn, much shorter than the very long acute and membranous sepals.
Bracts scariose, shining and membranous at the margins. F. B. xxiii. t. 1630 ?
Leight. Shrnp. Fl. p. 198.

bifid,

but not deeply

cleft,

;

—
Cerastium.]
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In waste ground, on wall-tops and other dry sandy
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places.

Fl.

March

— May.

0Plentiful on the Dover, Byde.
0. Ahundant on the sandy fence of the garden behind the ferry-house, St.

Helen's spit.
A smaller plant than C. triviale, if it he really distinct from that species, and
flowering earlier.
Root annual, whitish, slender and fibrous. Stem very variable
in length, usually but a few inches high, branching from the base dichotomously
(or simple, Sm.) in all my specimens, spreading or procumbent, at length erect
(Leight.), purplish, clothed in different degrees with spreading, viscid, partly
gland-tipped hairs, the latter most numerous on the flower-stalks. Leaves of a
paler green than in C. triviale, otherwise similar, very hairy, the lower mostly
smoother and a little shining, spathulate, the upper ovate or oblong. Flowers in
small terminal panicles that are more or less branched (in the specimens I am
describing, which 1 take to be the C. pumilum of Curtis with larger flowers and
more deeply cloven petals, much less so than that figured in E. B.), partly pedunculate, partly sessile or nearly so, their peduncles very various in length, elongating during inflorescence. Bracts in all my specimens of j3. destitute of a scaricse
border, in y., which I look upon as the C. semidecandrnm of Smith and English
Botany,' thinner, with broad very shining edges, of a silvery whiteness, very acute
and jagged. Sepals in 0. but little exceeding the petals, sometimes about equal
to them ; in y. much longer than these, with far more acuminate tips and broader,
somewhat jagged. Petals mostly 5, not unfrequently but 4, and in that case
either tstrandrous with 4 styles, or pentandrous with the same number of styles in
j3., but little shorter than the calyx or equal to it, and deeply notched or cleft
in y. much shorter than the sepals, nairower,
about i of their entire length
greenish white and simply notched, or irregularly jagged here and there, but not
'

;

cleft.

A

most variable and perplexing plant, on the different forms of which botahave wasted much time and ingenuity by endeavouring to find permanent
marks of distinction where none exist. We need but peruse and compare the
descriptions and figures of those who have laboured the most to elucidate our
common Cerastia, to be convinced that not one has seized upon any absolutely
tetranfixed mark of distinction between V. triviale, C. semidecandrum and
drum ; the very multiplicity of their synonyms and the elaborate commentary of
Fries (Nov. Fl. Suec), who has augmented the difliculty of their study still further by increasing the number of species, prove how little writers have advanced
nists

C

in assigning to each its proper limits.
Sir J. Smith remarks that C. semidecandrum displays itself in early spring on
every wall-top, and withers away long before C. triviale begins to put forth its far
At Eyde, however (at least in the extraordinary backless conspicuous blossoms.
ward season of 1837), these two species, with C. tetrandrum, were all in flower
together, when I remarked the little tetrandrous plant was earlier out of flower

than the larger semidecandrous one, and both considerably in advance of C. tritime of seeding.
I find specimens possessing the characters of C. semidecandrum with 4-clelt
calyx and corolla, yet with 6 or 7 stamens in each flower.

viale in respect to the

Four -cleft Mouse-ear Chickweed.
4.
C. tetrandrum, Curt.
Leaves ovate or oblong, stem hairy and somewhat viscid dichotomous with flowers in the forks, the whole a leafy cyme, lower
bracteas herbaceous some of the uppermost and the sepals with a
narrow membranaceous margin, calyx rather longer than the
petals 1^—4 times shorter than the pedicels, fruit usually the
"

length of the calyx rarely a little longer."
atrovirens, Bab.
G. pedunculatum, Bab.

E. B.

t.

166.

Br. Fl. p. 71. C.
Sagina cerastoides,

[Haliatithus.
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H.

Wahlenh. Fl. Suee. ed. prim. i. p. 288, No. 519 ?
sandy heaths and pastures

On dry banks, wall-tops,
March— May. 0.

;

very frequent.

Fl.

the Dover, Byde, and on the spit
of the sea-wall at Sandown, opposite the

E. Met?.— Abundant on sandy ground of
below

St. Helen's.

On

the

embankment

fort.

W.

il/cii.— Common on

Smoke.
the

I.

High downs

most of our high downs.

at Freshwater,

Afton down, by the sea, Mr.
in Suooke's Bot. of

Dawson Turner, Esq.

of Wight.

On the Dover, Ryde, and the spit below St. Helen's,
B. Scarcely an inch high.
abundant. On the sea-bank at Sandown fort, &c.
In my Eyde specimens the margins of the calyx-leaves vary extremely in breadth
eren in the same plant, they are mostly broader on the alternate segments, at one
time this membranous border is very wide, at another nearly or quite obsolete.
Flowers far most frequently 4-cleft with 4 stamens and- 4 styles, sometimes
5-cleft with 5 stamens and 4-cleft on the same plant, and not unfrequenlly I find
The hairs on the calyx, &c.,
4-cle(t flowers with 5 stamens and only 4 styles.
are not always glandular the bracts are certainly not at all scarious in any of my
specimens this is also remarked by Mr. Jos. Woods in his Tour in Brittany.' *
In dry open and turfy spots this plant scarcely rises above the surface, and is conspicuous only by its white petals disposed in the form of a cross.
My own impression, after much careful investigation, now more confirmed than
ever, is that C. tetrandrum, as I understand it, is a dwarf maritime state of C.
semidecandrum, which last Mr. W. Wilson suggests, I think with great probability, may itself prove to be an early flowering form of C. iriviale, as it is difiicult
Mr.
to assign a character to one that is not occasionally assumed by the other.
Wilson however retains C. tetrandrum as a good species. For my own part, I am
not without doubts whether C. glorneratum and C. triviale may not be the same
species under difierent forms.
;

'

;

XI. Haiianthus, Fries.

Sea Chickweed.

" Flowers polygamous.
Sepals 5. Petals 5, conspicuous, undiStamens 10, alternating with glands anthers abortive in
the fertile flowers
ovary with 3
5 styles, abortive when the
anthers are perfect.
Capsule opening with 3 4 entire valves, or
with 5 alternate with the sepals. Seeds 8 10, large. "+

,vided.

:

—

:

—

—

1. H. peploides, Fries.
Sea Chickweed. " Sepals ovate obtuse
with scarious margins, petals obovate, leaves ovate acute and
stems very fleshy."
Honckenya (Ehrh.) Br. FL p. 65. Arenaria, L.
E. B. t. 189. Alsine, WaJil.

—

:

On sandy and
FL April— July.

pebbly sea-shorea, and on waste ground adjacent to the sea.
Fr. July, August.
If.
Whole herb very smooth and succulent, growing mostly in round tufts or
patches a few inches high only.
Root long, slender, chordiform, whitish or reddish, running pretty far under the sand or pebbles, and emitting at intervals bun-

dles of flowering stems that are whitish or purplish, naked and decumbent at the
base, enlarged upwards, their extremities erect or inclining, shortly branched and
leafy, with a lateral groove or furrow on opposite sides, alternating with the posiLeaves
tion of the leaves, beneath each pair of which the stem is a little swollen.

numerous, opposite, decussate, sessile, subconnate, ovate or ovate-elliptical, yellowish green, thick, fleshy and shining, acute and mucronate, the tips a little
recurved, slightly keeled beneath and edged all round with a pellucid crenate
* Hooker's Conip.

Mag. ii. p. 263.
in 5th ed. of Br. Fl., Edrs."]

to Bot.

f [Gen. character oi Honckenya

— —

—

Arenaria.]

caryophyllace^.
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expansion of their substance. Stipules none.
Flowers solitary, either in the
axils of the upper leaves opposite the short nascent shoots, and hence
appearing
to he 2 or 3 together, or else in the forks of the upper branches on
short muchcompressed and furrowed pedicels.
Sepals ohlongo-elliptical, obtuse, concave,
gibbous at the back, obscurely 3-nerved when viewed with a glass against the
light, green, with white entire margins.
Petals white, very small, not exceeding
the calyx, obovate, entire or occasionally bifid in the same flower, suddenly tapering into the long narrow claw. Stamens 10, the alternate ones longer, more
spreading, and discharging their pollen earlier than the other five ; anthers nearly
white.
Alternating with the stamens, and in a line with them, are as many yel-

low oblong glands, projecting from a fleshy ring surrounding the conical obtuse
germen. Styles 3, short, fleshy and tapering. Capsules large, coriaceous, green-

much longer than the calyx, depresso - globose, obtusely
lobed, furrowed, subconical at the summit and a little pointed, tipped with the
styles, 3
Seeds usually about 6 (sometimes only 2 or 3), rich chest5 valved.
nut-brown and very shining, ovate and pointed at one end, in shape, size and
colour extremely like the pips of apples, finely granulato-punctate.
ish yellow, glabrous,

—

XII. Arenaeia, Linn.

Sandwort.

Flowers all perfect. Sepals 5. Petals 5, conspicuous, undivided.
Stamens 10, or occasionally 5.
Capsule
Styles 3
4.
1 -celled, opening with 3
5 entire valves (alternating with the
sepals when as many)
or with 6
10 valves (or teeth). Seeds
many, minute." Br. Fl.

—

;

—

—

* Stipules none.
1. A. trinervis, L.
Three-ribhed Sandwort.
"Leaves ovate
acute petiolate 3- (rarely 5-) nerved ciliated, flowers solitary,
sepals rough on the keel with 3 obscure ribs, hilum of the seeds
with an appendage." Br. Fl. p. 67. E. B. 1. 1483. Moehringia,

Clairv.
In damp woods, groves, and on moist or shady hedgebanis
June. O-

April

—

;

abundantly.

Fl.

S. A. serpyllifolia, L.
Thyme-leaved Sandivort. " Leaves ovate
acute subscabrous sessile, calyx hairy its outer sepals 5-ribbed
about as long as the corolla." Br. Fl. p. 67. E. B. t. 923.

In dry barren or sandy

Root

—

fields

and waste ground, on

Fl. June
October.
0.
small, whitish, copiously branched

common.

and

fibrous.

walls, banks, &c., very

Stems numerous, spread-

ing, ascending or procumbent, repeatedly and dichotomously branched from the
Leaves
base, slender, and hoary with copious white hooked and deflexed hairs.
much like those of wild Thyme, \ inch long, grayish green, stiflisb, opposite, sessile, very broadly ovate, acute, 5-nerved, occasionally sprinkled with pellucid dots,
Stipules none.
their eflges spinuloso-ciliate, otherwise glabrous or nearly so.
Flowers small, white, solitary, on straight, diverging, hairy peduncles, which are a
little longer than the leaves, and springing laterally at the forks of the stem, but
not in the axils of either. Sepals lanceolate, very acute, more or less hairy, with
white membranous edges that are broader on the 3 inner and 3-ribbed than on
the 2 exterior and 5-ribbed ones, (Smith describes the 2 innermost as 3-ribbed

only).

Petals very small, obovate, quite entire, veiy variable in length, usually

much shorter than the calyx, not above J or sometimes i its length. Stamens
5—10, those alternating with the sepals placed on a projecting glandular base, 5
of

them

shorter

and apparently carrying abortive anthers

;

anthers white or pale

—

—
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—

[Arenaria.

Styles 3, nearly erect ; ovarium subglopollen of white pellucid globules.
;
bose, with 6 greenish ribs.
Capsule thin, conical, obtuse, opening with 6 teeth,
6-ribbed.
Seeds several, brownish, reniform, covered with warty granulations.

red

** Leaves

stipulate.

3. A. rubra, L.
Purple Sandwort. Purple Spurrey. " Stems
prostrate, leaves narrow linear acute plane scarcely fleshy tipped
with a short bristle, stipules ovate cloven, capsule as long as the
Br. Fl. E.B.i.
calyx, seeds compressed angular roughish."
Spergularia, St. Hil. : Br. Fl. p. 144. Alsiue, Wahl.
852.

In dry gravelly or sandy fields and pastures, on walls, clifls, ledges of rocks
and waste ground ; common. Fl. June September. 0. or if.. ?
E. Med. Abundant on Royal Heath. Profusely on rocky ledges behind BonAbout Sandown, plentifully, Mr. Snooke.
church, with Ciithmuni maritimura.
Common on Bleak Down.
W. Med. Chalk cliffs at Freshwater Gate. Near the Debbourn farm. Miss G.

—

—

—

Kilderhee !
The plant in maritime situations preserves its character as regards the shape
and roughness of the seeds, length of capsule and aristate leaves, but the latter
are semicylindrical beneath or nearly so, the herb very much branched, forming
dense tufts, the root thick (perennial ?), and as well as the base of the stems subligneous.
This form accords with the description of A. macrorhiza, Reg. in BerA. rubra y. macrorhiza, Moris. Fl. Sard. i. p. 278. A.
tol. Fl. Ital. iv. p. 687.
media /3. macrorhiza, DC. in Duby, Syn. ii. p. 1025, and which Moris very judiciously considers a mere variety, assigning very sufBcient reasons for his opinion.

" Stems prostrate, leaves
4. A. marina, Sm.
Sea Spurrey.
semicylindrical fleshy usually with a short point, stipules ovate
cloven, capsule longer than the calyx, seeds compressed."
Br.
Spergularia, Camb. : Br. Fl. p. 45.
Fl.
E. B. t. 958. Arenaria
media, L. Alsine, M. et K.
In salt-marshes and on waste ground near the sea
August.
0.

Order XIV.

;

rery

common.

Fl.

June

LINAGES, DC.

—

" Sepals 4
5, imbricated in sestivation, persistent.
Petals
4 5, with a twisted testivation, very fugacious.
Stamens 4 5,
united at the base into an hypogynous ring, with smaU teeth
(abortive stamens) between them.
Ovary with 3^5 cells, and as
many styles. Stigmas capitate. Capsule globose, crowned with
the permanent base of the styles, 3
5 celled
each cell partially
divided into 2 by a spurious dissepiment, and opening with 3
valves at the apex.
Seeds 1 in each spurious cell, inverted.
Embryo straight, large, tliin, with little or no albumen. Mostly
herbs, ivith entire leaves and without stipules."
Br. Fl.

—

—

—

;

—

—

Linum.]

ijnacea;.

I.

Sepals 5, persistent.
ovate, compressed.

Linum, Linn.
Petals 5.

* Leaves alternate.
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Flax.

Stamens

5.

iSit/Zes 5.

(SeecZs

Flowers blue.

Common Flax or Zire^. Stem subsocorymbosely branched above, leaves linear-lanceolate
the lowermost broader obtuse, sepals ovate pointed 3 -nerved, capsule nearly spherical subacuminate mucronate, root annual.
J^r.
Fl. p. 74.
E. B. t. 1357.
*1.

L. usitatissimum, L.

litary erect

In cultivated and waste ground, amongst corn, &c., accidentally introduced, but
F/. July, August.
J^r. August, September.
0.
JE. Med.
In a sandy cornfield immediately facing Cliff farm, near Shanklin,
in considerable plenty.
[In a field near Bembridge farm, A. G. More, Esq.,

very rarely.

—

Ed vs.]
W. ilferf.— About Kennerley, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
Herb quite glabrous. Root annual, woody, whitish and tapering, with a few
lateral fibres or branches, sometimes nearly simple.
Stem from about 1^ to 2 feet
mostly solitary, sometimes (as in nearly all my specimens) 2 or 3 from
round, leafy, straight, erect, filled with cellular tissue, branched
only towards the summit in a corymbose form, the branches nearly upright,
Leaves pale grayish or glaustraight, simple or again slightly ramified at top.
cous-green, very numerous, scattered, erect or partly spreading or patent, sessile
and quite glabrous, entire, with rough, cartilaginous, subserrated margins, those
about the centre of the stem often about an inch and a half long, the lowermost
shorter, ovate or elliptic, more or less obtuse, deciduous, the rest linear-lanceolate,
very acute, with 3 mostly very distinct ribs, of which the 2 lateral disappear
before reaching the point.
Peduncles single-flowered, terminal, axillary or opposite, lax or drooping in bud, erect and variously elongated in flower and seed.
Flowers much larger and brighter coloured than in L. angustifolium. Sepals
broadly ovate (2 exterior shorter than the rest), concave, mucronate, acuminate,
3-nerved, the lateral nerves rather obscure, the median one forming a prominent
rough cartilaginous keel at the back the margins of all broad, white and membranous, and of the 3 interior especially fringed or jagged, but not glandular,
Petals cuneate, obovate, about i an
those of the 2 outer Nearly or quite entire.
inch long and 2i or 3 times longer then the calyx, with whitish somewhat pointed
claws, palish blue but much brighter than in L. angustifolium, streaked with converging caerulean lines towards the claw, crenate along their superior margin,
very fugacious. Stamens converging, their white HsX filaments dilated, and combined at base with 5 intermediate rudimentary ones anthers and their globular
•pollen light blue.
Styles erect, twisted together, rather shorter than the stamens,
bluish.
Germen ovate, globose. Capsules pale brown, much larger than in L.
angustifolium, almost perfectly spherical, very shortly and suddenly acuminate,
mucronate, glabrous, about as long (twice as long, Bertoloni) as the calyx. Seeds
about twice as large as in L. angustifolium, similar in shape and colour, very
in height,

same

the

root,

;

;

glossy.

The present species is stouter, not so wiry and less branched than the following the relative length of the petals is ahke in both, neither can I perceive any
constant or material difference of form in the sepals between the two species.
;

L. angustifolium, Huds. Narroiv-leaved pale Flax. Stems
diffuse variously and unequally branched,
branches lax spreading or divaricate, sepals ovate elliptical subciliate acuminate about as long as the subglobose mucronate
2.

numerous mostly
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LINAGES.

acuminate capsule, leaves alternate
very acute 3-nerved, root perennial.

[

all

Linum.

linear or linear-lanceolate
E. B. i. 381.
p. 74.

Br. Fl.

In dry sandy, gravelly or chalky fields, pastures and waste places, on banks, by
October.
Z(..
roadsides and along: hedges ; very frequent, i''^ May
E. Med. Plentiful in fields and pastures about Bembridge. About Kyde in
Field
various places, as Binslead, near Weslridge, and along the road to Ashey.
near the Ventnor hotel, Springfield. Between Sandown and Shanklin, along the
cliff.
Field between Cliff and Hyde farms, abundantly.
W. Med.
hhoxxt Colwell, Freshwater, and most other parts, Mr. W. D.

—

—

—

Snooke
Root whitish, tapering, woody and very rigid, with mostly a few slightly
Stems numerous, or more rarely subsolitary, from the crown of
branched fibres.
the root, from a span to 1, 2, or even 3 feet in length, spreading in all directions,
ascending or decumbent, more rarely erect, rounded, leafy, smooth and rigid,
hollow in the centre, more or less alternately and unequally branched towards
Leaves very numetheir extremities, the branches lax, spreading or divaricate.
.'.'.'

rous, grayish green, alternate, quite sessile, erect or patent, all linear or linearlanceolate, very acute, their margins cartilaginous and serrulate, 3-ribbed, the 2
Flowers very fugacious, sue.
lateral ribs obscure and evanescent near the apex.
cessively expanding at the summits of the branches, drooping in bud, of a dilute
purplish blue or lilac streaked with darker lines or veins, smaller and paler than
Peduncles solitary, terminal and
in the cultivated Flax, sometimes almost white.
almost opposite the leaves, single-flowered, distant, patent or nearly erect and

much lengthened

Sepals ovato-elliplical, abruptly acuminate,
after blossoming.
3-nerved, with thin white borders and a cartilaginous scabrous dorsal keel, the 2
interior aud 1 exterior broader and longer than the 3 remaining outer ones, and
for the most part slightly ciliated on their upper scariose margin.
Petals ^ of an
inch in length and about twice as long as the calyx, cuneate obovate, entire or
slightly emarginate and crenulate, with short, abrupt, obtuse and pellucid claws.
Stameiis 5, about the length of the calyx, with a trace of as many rudimentary
ones in the form of a tubercular prominence on the connecting expansion of the
5 perfect filaments and alternate with there, but placed a little above the gibbous
bases of these last anthers erect, pale blue, extrorse, with coarse globular pollen.
Styles 6, a little longer than the stamens, bluish stigmas white, linear-oblong,
Capsules pale brown, subovato-globose, mucronato-acuminate, glaglandulose.
brous or very slightly pubescent, a little longer than the calyx, the dissepiments
fringed along their inner margin.
Seeds yellowish brown, ovate, thin, flat and
highly varnished, covered with a mucilaginous pellicle, from which they are disengaged when ripe some in each capsule mostly abortive.
The more numerous, mostly ascending, diffuse and variously branched stems,
the still narrower leaves, the lowermost of which preserve their linear form, the
much smaller and paler flowers, smaller more acuminate capsules, and the lax,
straggling, wiry habit of the whole plant, will suffice at a glance to distinguish
the present species from its valuable congener. The very blunt calyx-segments,
and larger bright blue flowers, mark L. perenne, which may possibly be found in
this island, from both the foregoing.
;

;

;

** Leaves

opposite.

Flowers white.

3. L. catharticum, L.
Purging Flax. Mill-mountain. "Leaves
mostly opposite oblong, stem dichotomous above, petals somewhat
pointed."— jBr. Fl. p. 74. E. B. t. 381.

In dry hilly pastures, on heaths, downs and chalky banks very common. Fl.
June October. Fr. September November. 0.
Herb perfectly glabrous and somewhat rigid. Root annual, whitish, slender
and tapering, more or less branched or nearly simple, flexuose. Stem 1 or more,
from 2 or 3 inches to a span high, slender and wiry, terete, mostly purplish below.

—

—

;
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more numerous tbe lateral ones are ascending or even
branching at top into a dichotomously but unequally forked
panicle, the branches lax and drooping in the bud, finally straight, rigid and
divaricate
in very small plants the stem is sometimes nearly simple, the panicle being reduced to a single bifurcation at the top of the former.
Leaves numerous, sessile, erect or at bottom of the stem patent or spreading, the middle ones
largest, from about 4 to 5 lines in length, opposite or towards the top of the stem
and branches sometimes alternate, pale green and slightly glaucous, 3-ribbed at
base, entire, their cartilaginous edges minutely spinulose, the lower and middle
stem-leaves varying as they ascend from obovate to obovate-elliptical and obtuse
or slightly pointed, the rest oblong-elliptical or elliptic-lanceolate, acute, the midFlowers very small, open only in fine weather and
rib prominent underneath.
during the day, solitary and terminal on the forks of the panicle, drooping before
expansion, afterwards erect. Bracts none. Sepals ovato-lanceolate, very acute,
erect, gibbous at the back, with a very prominent cartilaginously keeled midrib
and a pair of faint lateral ones branching and evanescent below the apex ; margins diaphanous, spinulose and edged with a few stalked pellucid glands. Petals
about twice the length of the calyx, obovate, white, with yellow claws, just above
which they are slightly cohering together, entire, with for the most part a central
rounded lobe or apiculus, but scarcely to be called pointed, 3 5 veined, wavy or
rumpled. Stametis erect, their Jilamenis dilating and combined at base; anthers

leafy,

solitary erect, if

procumbent

at base,

:

—

Ovarium ovate, furrowed. Styles the length of
large ; pollen yellow, globose.
Capsule scarcely larger than
the stamens, erect ; stigmas capitate, greenish.
hemp-seed, about as long as the calyx, globose, slightly acuminate, obtusely
5-lobed and furrowed.
11.

Radiola, Dillen.

Flax-seed.

Sepals 4, imited up to their middle and mostly
stamens and styles 4.

3-cleft.

Petals,

All-seed.
Thyme-leaved Flax-seed.
1.
R. Millegrana, Sm.
Linum
E: B. t. 893.
Br. Fl. p. 74.
Least Rupture-wort.
Radiola, L.

In moist places on sandy or gravelly heaths and commons, particularly in spots
from which the turf has been pared, or in wheel-ruts, as also near the shallow
margins of pools in such situations perhaps not unfrequent, but from its diminutive size and herbaceous flowers as apt to be overlooked as Centunculus, with
which it is very frequently found growing, i^. July, August. 0.
E. Med.— iHoist spots at the foot of Bleak down, especially at the junction of
the roads to Chale, Niton and Godshill, with Centunculus minimus, and near
Lashmore pond. Between Newport and Godshill, near Bohemia, Mr. Snooke,
;

Fl. Vect.

growth.

Saher

:

I find the plant at the former station in some plenty but of small
house and Lake, Dr. Bell-

On Blackpan Common, between Burnt

!

W. Med.— Heath at
Mr. W. D. Snooke !!.'

Colwell, in spots from which the turf has been removed,

A humble annual, 1 or 2 inches high, rarely more, so much branched as to
resemble a bush or tree in miniature, smooth, glabrous and succulent in every
Root very slender,
part, often of a reddish colour, especially when in seed.
branched and fibrous. Stem erect, in the larger specimens copiously branched
almost from the very base, the branches opposite or alternate, repeatedly and
Leaves opposite, chiefly subtending
dichotomously forked, slender and filiform.
the forks of the branches, quite sessile, ovate, scarcely pointed (the uppermost
excepted), flat or somewhat thick or fleshy and succulent, when they appear ribnerves, entire
less, though on desiccation showing several (3 or 5 ?) very strong
and said to be dotted when viewed under a high magnifier. Flowers globose.
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[Malva.

MALVACE^.

extremely minute, hardly the size of an ordinary pin's head, axillary and termiBracts
nal, solitary, on erect peduncles that apparently elongate after flowering.
none.
Calyx globose, 4-cleft, segments united to the middle, their summits
acutely tridentate.
Petals alternate with and about as long as the calyx-segCapsules enclosed in
ments, ovate or ovate-oblong, somewhat pointed, pellucid.
the calyx, depresso-globose, 8-lobed.

Order XV.

MALVACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx 5-cleft, valvate in Eestivation.
Corolla of 5 petals,
Stamens indefinite, monadelphous,
regular, twisted in aestivation.
often united with the petals at their bases. Anthers reniform, 1 -celled.
Ovary 1. Styles single or several combined. Stigmas several. Fruit a capsule, with many cells and valves ; or composed of
many carpels, which are dehiscent or indehiscent, collected into
a compact body, or placed in a whorl round the base of the style.
Albumen none, or fleshy, but not abundant. Embryo cm'ved, with
Herbs or shrubs, or trees.
twisted and doubled cotyledons.
Leaves alternate, ivith stipules. Flowers axillary." Br. Fl.

—

I.

Malva, Linn.

Calyx with a 3-leaved involucre.

—

Mallow.
Carpels numerous, circularly

arranged, 1-seeded.
1. M. sylvestris, L.
Common Mallow. " Stem erect herbaceous, leaves with 5
7 rather acute deep lobes, piediuicles and
Br. Fl. p.
petioles hairy, fruit glabrous reticulately wrinkled."
76.
E. B. t. 671.

—

p.

Stems

—

prostrate.

micrantha.
h. Flowers pale blue.
c. Flowers pure white.
Common almost everywhere in waste ground, by roadsides, border.s of fields and
September.
Fl. June
woods, on hedge- and ditch-banks, amongst rubbish, &c.
H.. or according to some $
p. Sandy shore between Ryde and Sea View.
y. On a piece of waste ground at Ryde.
8. Upon chalky slopes on the southern face of Bembridge down, near the Culver cliffs, sparingly, W. Sorrer, Esq.
e. On the shore at Norton, near Yarmouth.
The var. y. is a most singular one, differing from the ordinary form only in the
flowers, which are scarcely J the size of those of the ordinary plant, of a deeper
more uniform purple with fainter streaks, the petals narrower in proportion, more
acutely notched, and scarcely equal to the column of fructification which protrudes in the yet not half-expanded flower-bud.
Dr. Bell-Salter very justly
remarked that this var. stands in the same relation to 31. sylvestris as M. pusilla
does to M. rotundifolia.
y.

—

.

Round-leaved ov Dwarf Mallow. "Stem
2. M.. rotundifolia, h.
decumbent, leaves roundish cordate slightly and bluntly 5-lobed,
fruit-stalks bent down, petals 2
3 times longer than the calyx.

—

Malva.]
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fruit pubescent,

E. B.

p. 76.

t.
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carpels smooth rounded on the edge."
1092.

— Br

Fl

In dry waste or rulibishy places, under walls, by roadsides and on hedsebanks,
mostly in or about towns and villages ; frequent. Fl. June October.
2^.
Common in farm-yards.

—

E. Jfed.— Amongst the ruins of Quarr Abbey. Apse heath. At Lake, by Sandown. By Hasely farm.
By the gate of Shanklin farm, and abundant in a
walled space in the field facing the Well House at Niton. At Froghill farm, and
at French Mill, by the roadside.
Abundant in Thorley farm yard. [By the ferryhduse, St. Helen's, Dr. Bell-Sdter, Edrs.]
W. Med. About Freshwater village.

—

3. M. moschata, L.
Musk Mallow. Stem erect, radical leaves
reniform in 5 7 broad cut lobes, cauline leaves 5-partite pinnatomultifid the segments linear, calyx hairy, leaflets of the outer one
linear, capsules hispid.
Br. Fl. p. 76. E. B. t. 754.

—

Var.

Not

/3.

Flowers white.
but rather local, in woods, copses, along hedges, roadsides and bor-

rare,

—

fields.
Fl. June
October.
%.
E. A/erf.— Woods between Ryde and the Priory, occasionally, and in that on
the S. side of the Newport road facing Quarr Abbey. Between Shanklin and
Hide farm. In a wood under Arreton down, on the S. side, and in hedge-bottoms
of fields adjoining on the chalk, in cirasiderable plenty. Moors about the Wilder-

ders of

Field-hedge near Play-Street farm. Fields about Preston farm,
hedgerows along the road between Tromblefield and Westridge. Knighton west copse.
Edge of a wood near Yaverland farm.
W. Med. Very fine and abundant in woods on the Thorley side of the Yarmouth river. Frequent iu the woods at Swainston. Plentiful in a copse (Stoplets) between Yarmouth and Thorley.
Common in Sluocombe coppice, a litiie
W. of Koughborough farm. Plentiful near Shorwell, with the upper leaves often
less divided than usual, and the middle stem-leaves like those at the root.
Limekiln cliff, W. Cowes, Miss G. Kilderbee.
Between Carisbrook and Swainston,
B. T. W.
|S. Road by Newtown
(Parkhurst ?) Forest, Rev. G. E. Smith, who observes
that this variety is cultivated in cottage-gardens, and emits a powerful odour of
musk. A specimen near Newport Mill. On the Dover, Ryde, occasionally, probably an escape from gardens. At Sandown.
Root large and tapering, tough and woody in the centre, fleshy externally, with
Stems numerous, erect or
a brown wrinkled bark, branching at the crown.
ascending, 2 or 3 feet in height, somewhat woody at the base, terete, pale green,
often with a glaucous bloom, filled with a white pith, leafy and clothed with
copious spreading and deflexed, simple, rigid hairs, on tubercular bases, unmixed
ness sparingly.

and

in

—

with finer pubescence. Leaves alternate, the radical ones soon withering away ;
stem-leaves roundish, cleft to the very base into mostly 6 divisions, the lobes cut
and pinnatifld, their segments linear, pointed, incised, channelled and undulated,
more narrowly and deeply divided as they ascend, more or less pubescent, as are
their grooved petioles, with small hairs like those on the stem, but scarcely tuberStipules linear-lanceolate, erect, entire or slightly notched,
cular at the base.
fringed.
Flowers aggregate, terminal on the stem and short branches, occasionally solitary, handsome, rose-coloured or sometimes white, considerably larger than
Calyx clothed with
those of the common Mallow, often 2 inches in diameter.
softer hairs than those on the stem, the exterior one of 3 lanceolate or linear-lanceolate distinct segments, of which one is commonly inserted below the others at
some distance, evidently proving their relation to bracts, of which they occupy the
place : sometimes it is a fourth segment which is thus remote, which then appears
as a true bract, though by its situation it is evidently a part of the exterior calycine
whorl, and like the other leaflets is edged with white at the base ; interior or true

M

;

[Althcea.
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longer than the outer, cleft nbout halfway into 5 (or 6) ovato-trian3—5 nerved segments, bordered (and partially sprinliled at the back)
with setigerims glands entire or slightly cleft or dentate. Petals moslly 3 tirnes
the length of the calyx, striato-venose, sinning, obcordato-cuneate, truncate, wiih
Stamens
a broad, shallow, minutely notched emargination, their claws villous.
Capsules sujall, blackish, orbicular-renirose-coloured
pollen white, globose.
Seeds gray, roundish kidney-shaped,
form, much compressed, densely hispid.
calyx

much

gular, acute,

;

;

much

flattened at the sides, quite glabrous.

This species derives its trivial name from the agreeable musky odour it exhales,
which is perceptible chiefly on opening a box in which the plant has been kept, or
at other times it is
in dry warm weather, or when made to flower in a room
inodorous or nearly so.* The stamens exhibit the same irritability I have noticed
;

in those of

Althaa

ofiicinalis.

II.

Calyx with a

6

AiTH^A, Linn.

—

Marsh Mallow.

leaved involucre.

9

Carpels numerous, circu-

larly arranged, 1-seeded.

Common Marsh Mallow. " Leaves soft
1. A. officinalis, L.
and downy on both sides cordate or ovate toothed entire or
3-lobed, peduncles axillarj^ many-flowered much shorter than the
leaves."— £r. Fl. p. 77. E. B. t. 147.
In salt-marsh pastures and on the banks of brackish ditches, rivers and pools
September.
not uncommonly. FL July
If.
E. Med.
On the Dover, Ryde and near Springfield. Along the Medina,
Near Cowes, 3Ir,
between Cowes and Newport, in many places abundantly.
Marryat (in Baxt. Gen. of Fl. PI.) [Tolerably abundant on the South shore of
Brading harbour, also on St. Helen's spit, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W.Med. Newtown salt-marshes, and about Yarmouth and Freshwater, frequent. Abundant in the first marsh-meadow at Gurnet Bay, immediately adjoin-

—

—

;

—

ing the bridge over the stream.
ton, Mr. Snoohe

Coast near

.'.'.'

W.

Cowes.

Abundant about Nor-

—

Root very large and fleshy.. Stems erect, 2 4 feet in height, simple or a little
Leaves stalked, plaited, graybranched, lound, downy like the rest of the plant.
ish green, very soft with close hoary pubescence, obscurely 5-lobed, the lobes cut
and serrated, the middle one alone strongly marked, triangular and pointed, upper
lobes wedge-shaped at the base ; some of the lowermost leaves are often roundish
or broadly triangular.
Peduncles solitary or several, axillary, 1-, 2-, or manyflowered, shorter than the leaves.
Flowers as large as in Malvasylvestris, varying
from pale rose-colour to nearly white. Sepals in 2 rows, the outer and shorter of
8
10 unequal, linear-lanceolate, the inner of 5 ovate, pretty uniform, acute segments. Petals much longer than the calyx, inversely heart-shaped, crenate, their
claws fringed and joined with the base of the united .stamens.
Stamens rosepollen made up of dark cohering globules, which as
coloured
anthers violet
well as the stamens evince great irritability on being pressed or rubbed, detaching
themselves from the anther with an elastic and twisting motion, but of scarcely
momentary continuance. Capsules numerous, in depressed orbicular heads partly
infolded by the inner calycine segments, brownish, nearly orbicular, quite flat at
the sides, villous on the back with thick yellowish pile.
Seeds solitary, brown,

—

;

;

orbicular-reniform, their sides depressed, perfectly smooth

and even.

* Ills by no means, as some authors asseit, only when beginning to wither
both the fresh leaves and opening
that the musky smell becomes perceptible
flowers emit it powerfully in a close confined or moist atmosphere, but the odour
is too subtle and diffusible to be much perceived in the open air or that of a
large apartment.
;

—

3

Tilia.]
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Lamtcra

arborea, L., escapes occasionally from cottage-gavdens, where it is very
into waste ground, but I apprehend has no better title to insertion here.
few seedling plants were observed on the Dover, Ryde, in 1836, but this is a
place where " many a garden flower grows wild." About Sandown fort and cottage, according to B. T. W.
The natural habitat of this plant is upon maritime

common,

A

rocks

more

and

where

it grows to 3 or 4 feet in height, with a stem of an inch or
It is a very frequent ornament of rustic gardens in the Isle of
in various parts of England, rising in favourable situations to a height

islets,

in diameter.

Wight and

—

of 8
10 feet and upwards, with a subtigneous biennial or perennial stem, of 3 or
4 inches across, branching towards the top into a hemispherical head, garnished
with ample seven-lobed and plaited leaves as soft as velvet, which remain through
the winter in mild seasons. After once flowering, which it does ihe second or at
most the third year, the plant decays, and piesents an unsightly picture of halfdried naked twi}is thus, the shortness of its duration greatly lessons its value to
;

the horticulturist.

Order XVI.

TILIACE^,

Juas.

—

—

" Sepals 4
5, deciduous, with valvular estivation.
Petals 4
5,
often with a depression at the base, sometimes wanting.
Stamens
distinct or polyadelphous at the base, generally indefinite.
Anthers 2-celled, opening longitudinally, introrse.
Glands 4 5,
adnate with the petals .to the stalk of the ovary. Ovary 1
10
celled.
Style 1.
Capsule with 1 or many seeds in each cell.
Albumen fleshy, including an erect embryo." Br. Fl.

—
—

—

I.

Tilia, Linn.

" Calyx 5-partite.
Petals
base.
Ovary 5-celled cells
;

5,

Lime.*

with or without a nectary at the
2 ovules.
Fruit 1-celled, 1

—

mth

seeded."— 5r. FL
Of this beautiful genus, more remarkable for the stately growth than the value
of its timber, and for the delicate fragrance of its blossoms and ample foliage, BriThe
tain possesses but one unquestionably indigenous species {T. parvifolia).
broad-leaved limes, so common in plantations and avenues, appear to have been
introduced from mountainous woods on the continent, and though partly naturalized in hedgerows, to be nowhere indigenous in this country.
T. parvifolia, Ehrh. Small -leaved Lime. "Nectaries
f ? 1.
none, leaves smooth above glaucous beneath with scattered as
well as hairj' axillary blotches, branches and petioles glabrous,
fruit oblique with filiform ribs chartaceous brittle at length nearly
glabrous."
Br. Fl. -p. 77. E. B.t.l705. T. microphylla, Vent.

* Our English Lime, Linden, Lyme, or Lind, are from the Saxon Lind, GerLinde, a lime-tree, which is probably so named from the extreme softness
and lightness of the wood, linde being an obsolete or poetic word for gelind, soft
or yielding.
The quotations from Dryden in Johnson's Dictionary, art. " Lin-

man

den,'' are

much in favour of this derivation.
" Hard box and linden of a softer grain."
" Two neighb'ring trees, with walls encompass'd
One a hard oak, a softer linden one."

round.

—

.

.
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I?.
In woods and hedges very rare. F/. July, August.
j r^
i
In considerable plenty in a patch of thicket betweeu Wilmingham and lapnel
opseas
cut
been
having
farms, appearing to be perfectly wild there, but from
wood not permitted to attain a flowering size. The copse I am told is called
cotStark Net or E. Aflon withy-bed, and the cottage nearly opposite it Tapnel
;

tage.

place
T. Europea, L., is found here and there in hedges, but scarcely in any
where it can be deemed wild. There are two or three small trees (kept lopped) in
a small thicket near Perreton apparently of this species or variety.

HYPEEICACE^,

Order XVII.

—

Juss.

" Sepals 4
5, distinct or cohering, persistent, fcequently with
glandular dots. Petals 4
5, with a twisted ffistivation and often
Stamens numerous (15 or more), polyadelphous,
black dots.
Anthers small, versatile.
rarely monadelphous or quite distinct.
Stigmas simple.
Ovary single. Styles 3 5, rarely combined.

—

—

Fruit a capsule of several valves, rarely baccate, several-celled (or
imperfectly so by the valves being curved inwards, and scarcely
dehiscence septicidal. Seeds
meeting in the axis), or 1 -celled
minute, numerous, on a receptacle in the axis, or on the incurved
:

Embryo

margins of the valves.

—

Herbs
Albumen 0.
marked with pel-

straight.

or shrubs, ivith generally opposite leaves, mostly

and commonly

lucid dots

I.

" Calyx

yelloiv flowers."

Andeos^mum,

5-partite,

numerous, united

Br. Fl.

Allioni.

the lobes unequal.

at the base.

Styles 3."

Tutsan.
Petals

5.

Stamens

— Macreight's Man. of

Brit. Bot.
1.

A.

officinale,

All.

Common

Tutsan.

Park-leaves.

Stem

subcompressed and ancipital,
leaves cordato - ovate obtuse, cymes trichotomous few-fiowered,
sepals unequal ovate about as long as the obtuse petals, ger-

shrubby or

(partly)

sufiruticose

men

globose, styles 3 shorter than the stamens, capsules subglobose.
Hypericum Androssemum, L. Br. Fl. p. 79. E. B. t.
1325.
In woods, thickets, copses, moist shady groves, hedges and bushy places ; very
frequent, though seldom in any quantity together.
Fl. June— August.
Fr. September, October.
Tj
E. Med.
Extremely common in woods by the shore on the West side of
Wootton river at its mouth, between that and King's Quay, also in woods about
In the patches of copse-wood to the West
the Priory near Ryde, very frequent.
of and below Aldermoor larm, sparingly.
In a field-hedge by Stroud wood, in
comparative plenty. Frequent in thickets about Appuldurcombe, and in the high
wood in the Park. Plantations nearly at the back of the GriflSn inn, Godshill.
In a sandy hollow way near Upper and Lower Rill farms, on a spot where three
loads meet.
Quarr copse. Af]se Castle, near Shanklin.
W. il/ff/.— Thoiness wood. Kingston copse. Frequent in Burnt wood.

—

Androscsmum.]
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A Tery glabrous and somewhat shrubby plant. Root woody, of several very
long, stout, branched fibres, with a brownish cuticle.
Stems several, sufFrutescenl,
or rather perhaps they may be called shrubby, seldom above
2i feet high, rounded,
with a narrow slightly elevated wing on opposite sides and alternating in position
with the leaves, not much branched, the branches opposite or alteiiiate, covered
when old like the stem itself with a chestnut- coloured bark, which partly
detaches itself in shreds or strips. * Leaves deciduous, opposite, sessile, quite
entire, very large, but the lowermost usually smaller than those higher up,
ovate or ovato-oblong, obtuse or very slightly pointed, with a minute blunt
apiculus, sometimes a little emarginate, rounded or more or less cordate at the
base, somewhat glaucous, reticulated beneath with numerous transparent scarcely
prominent veius, the miirgins sprinkled with pellucid dots more or less apparent
on the disk of the leaf, but always far less conspicuously than in the true species
of Hypericum, nor are the black marginal glands so usual in them found at all in
this.
Flowers in terminal, cymose, nearly simple panicles, that are much shorter
than the leaves occasionally 1, 2, or 3 on opposite or solitary peduncles in the
axils of the leaves immediately below the highest pair, few, small for the size of
the plant, about | of an inch in diameter.
Bracts small, opposite, ovato-lanceolate, appressed or erect.
Sepals 6, unequal, quite entire, without glands, pellucidly veined and punctate, mostly purplish at the base, the 3 exterior ones roundish ovate, usually very obtuse ; the 2 interior smaller, narrower and somewhat
pointed ; all finally enlarged and more or less reflexed in seed. Petals palish
yellow, about as long as the sepals, obovate-oblong, concave, quite entire, without
dots or glands.
Stamens numerous, in 5 sets that are opposite the petals, but
sometimes confluent or indistinctly parcelled, about as long as the petals anthers
without interlobular glands pollen whitish.
Styles 3, short, cylindrical, erect,
slightly spreading at summit ; stigmas glanduloso - pilose, purplish.
Germen
(ovary) nearly globose, glabrous and shining, neither wrinkled nor furrowed.
Capsules berry-like, about ^ an inch long, ovato-rotundate, black, often with a
slight bloom, smooth and shining, tipped with the styles or their bases,
and marked with 3 or 6 obscure furrows, pulpy when green hut becoming
dry and dehiscent when ripe, semitrilocular, the inflexed and doubled margins of
the valves projecting a little within the cavity, and carrying each a transverse
ovate and fleshy placenta, bearing seed on both sides of its reflexed wings, and
unconnected with the walls of the capsule both at top and bottom. Seeds very
numerous, minute, brown, oblongo-cylindrical, finely and longitudinally reticu;

;

;

and wrinkled.
bruised capsules emit a pleasant scent of lemon and turpentine mixed.
This plant is far more commonly distributed over the country than was formerly
imagined. Though never found in profusion, it is met with in almost every part
of Britain, even in the N. of Scotland, but is more frequent in the South and
especially the West of England.
It is of common occurrence from Sussex to
Cornwall, increasing in frequency as we advance westward and the winters become
milder.
On the continent, from its impatience of cold, the species is restricted to
the warmer parts of f ranee, Spain, Italy, &c.
late, striate

The

*

have every reason

to believe that the flowering stems do not usually survive
again, since the plant, though generally accounted shrubby, seems to
disappear suddenly in spots where it may have been observed in that state to be
pretty frequent the previous season.
Such was^the case in Appuldurcombe Park,
in a particular part of which I found it in some plenty in 1844, though in the following year there was but comparatively little remaining. I have since ascertained that the lower part of the stem and even of the branches lives through at
least two, and probably many more winters, and that the plant raised liom seed
in a garden (St. John's) is perfectly fruticose below and endures for some years,
but the smaller branches and extremities of the larger ones seem to be annual, or
at least perish in severe winters.

I

to flower
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of gardens bears a very strong resemblance to Androsceoften confounded with that species under its English name
of Tutsan.
H. elatum is however a much taller plant, often 6 or 7 feet high, of a
more enduring nature, with larger flowers, having ihe petals longer than the
calyx-segments, the germen conical, and ihe styles of much greater length than

The Hypericum elatum

mum officinale,

and

is

wild plant, and equalling the very long stamens. The native country of
is not ascertained with absolute certainty ; though stated to be a native
of N. America, it appears to be unknown to the botanists of that country.
in "our

H. elatum

II.

Hypericum, Linn.

St.

John's-wort.

" Calyx 5 -partite, or of 5 sepals, inferior.
Petals 5.
Filaments
united at the base into y or 5 sets (or sometimes almost distinct)."

—Br.

Fl.

In America the species of this genus are extremely numerous.
* Styles

5.

Stem shruhby.

Rose of
Large-floivered St. John's-wort.
" Flowers solitary, segments of the calyx unequal obovate obtuse, leaves oblong, stem shrubby branched square."
Br. Fl. p. 79. E. B. t. 2017.

H. calycinum, L.

*1.

Sharon.

Naturalized here and there in groves and on shady banks, &c., where it has
Tj.
been originally introduced for ornament. FL.Sane August.
Quite naturalized in the wood along the shore between Byde and Biustead, and
amongst bushes on the wet clay-banks that skirl the beach. St. John's, in the
wood between the lodge and the house, but evidently introduced. Naturalized (?)
abundantly on the bank by the roadside above the hotel at Bembridge.

—

** Styles

3.

Sepals with few or no glandular serratures.

f Stems

"

Stems herbaceous.

erect.

Common or Perforated St. John' s-zcort.
2. H. perforatum, L.
Stem 2-edged, leaves oblong obtuse with pellucid dots, sepals

erect lanceolate acute."

E. B.\.t.295

(var. y.

Br. Fl.

p.

79.

Fl.

Dan.

vi.

t.

1043.

ut infra).

Leaves suHinear, elliptical. H. perforatum 8. fL-agusliiolmro, Gaud. Fl.Helv.
628 ? H. veronense, Schrank ; Koch in Rohl. Deutschl. Fl.
H. perforatum j3. latifolium,
y. Leaves broadly ovato-oblong or ovato-elliptical.
Gaud. Fl. Helv. iv. p. 627. Koch in Rohl. Deutschl. Fl. v. Band. s. 349.
In woods, thickets, hedges, pastures, the borders of fields, waste places, by roaduniversally.
sides and on heaths
P^. June
September,
i^r. September, Octo^.

iv.

p.

;

ber.
{i.

—

11.

Common

about Godshill and Newchurch.

Common

in

many

places about

E. end of the Dover, Ryde. Abundant in
Tolt copse, near Gatcombe, with leaves remarkably narrow. Common about

Eyde.

About the

gravel-pits at the

Shorwell.

Bottom-ground copse, near
y. Frequent about Calbourne, Westover, &c.
Tdlecombe. By Newchurch, on the way by the fields to Skinner's hill and BordAlong the ascent from Shanklin towards Cook's Castle,
wood. Near Kerne.
above Cowpit cliff. Plentiful in Guildford lane, near Haven-Street. Near Ashey
farm.

Plant quite glabrous in every part. Root somewhat creeping, hard, rigid and
woody, more or less branched, reddish brown externally. Stem from 1 to 2^ or
3 feet high, solitary or several, besides shorter barren shoots of the first year, a htascending at the base, then erect, firm, almost woody at bottom, hollow in the

tle

;
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centre, wilh 2 or even 4 opposite, very narrow, membranous ridges or wings on
alternate sides between each pair of steta-leaves, usually naked below and simple,
greenish or purplish, with a few scattered black dots, much and corymbosely ramified above, the branches opposite, axillary and decussate, the lower ones short and
barren, gradually elongating as they ascend and at length becoming floriferous.
Leaves numerous, opposite, sessile, decussate, dark (sometimes bright), elliptical,
oblong-elliptical or obovate-elliptical, in 13. very narrow and sublinear, those of the
main stem about 1 or IJ inch long, and above ^ an inch wide, of the branches
smaller, prominently 7-ribbed beneath, the midrib very acute, and all pellucid

when viewed

against the light, usually very obtuse and rounded, sometimes a litpointed, quite entire, with a row of little black dots or glands along their
slightly deflexed margins, and a few occasionally sprinkled over the under surface, in addition to the more or less numerous pellucid points, which are occasionally nearly wanting as in H. dubium, a species not yet detected in the Isle of
tle

Wight, but which, though much resembling

the present, besides having the calyxsegments obtuse, has the leaves covered with a network of anastomosing pellucid
veins, by which it may at once be distinguished from every variety of our common
plant.* Flowers very numerous, showy, of a bright golden almost orange-yellow,

in repeatedly forked clusters terminating the superior branches, constituting together a large paniculate corymb.
Pedicels unequal, mostly with a lanceolate, leafy,
toothed hract at the base of each.
Calyx divided nearly throughout into 5 lan-

somewhat unequal, acute or rarely rather obtuse segments, which are
3-ribbed, pellucidly striate, remotely serrato-dentate at top, mucronato-acuminate,
sprinkled here and there with a few black dots.
Petals above twice the length of
the calyx, irregularly and obliquely oblong, sulcalo-striate, bluntly crenulale
towards the apex on one side chiefly, with a black dot in the sinus of each notch,
and a few more marginal ones at the back and scattered at random over the surface, occasionally, too, streaked with purplish black.
Stamens numerous, in 3
usually distinct sets, which are alternate with the styles, shorter than the petals
anthers of 2 round lobes, with a purplish black dot between them.
Styles 3,
straight, divergent, with simple crimson stigmas.
Germen ovoid, somewhat furrowed or rugose. CapsM/es about J of an inch long, ovoid-conical, reddish and membranous, 3-cleft or tricarpellary at the summit, 3-celled, furrowed and wrinkled when
fresh with translucent warts and ridges.
Seeds numerous, deep chocolate-brown,
oblong-cylindrical, obtuse at both ends, reticulato-punctate, in close parallel rows,
the areola shallow and angular.
The var. ^. is, as Gaudin observes, remarkable for the more erect branches and
much narrower leaves, the pellucid dots on which are fewer but considerably larger
than in the common form.
His other characters I do not observe in my specimens, or they are at least liable to considerable variation, as indeed is the breadth
of the leaves, which approach those of the ordinary state of the species by sensible
gradations in different examples, and even on the same stem.
The var. y. approaches H. guadrangulum, L. {H. dubium of Leers and British
authors), and H. delphinense of Villars, in having the sepals comparatively broad
and obtuse, and I was at first inclined to suppose it might be that species, which
from the descriptions of authors seems to be a very variable if not a doubtful one,
as its name implies.
But on comparing our variety with specimens of the true
quadrangulum, kindly communicated to me by Mr. Leighton from Shropshire, I
am convinced his plant and mine are not the same, the latter having neither the
4-angled stem, the imperforate mucronate leaves, nor the black streaks on the petals
even the breadth of the sepals is less considerable in ours than in the Shropshire
specimens, the upper leaves in which are however sparingly pellucido-punctate, a
character said to obtain in the true H. quadrangulum sometimes in as great a
ceolate,

;

* Such is the case in all the specimens I have received from various parts of
and others gathered by myself at Killarney. I do not find any notice
taken of this character by any author I have consulted.
Britain,
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degree as in H. perforatum

;

" nor are the bl.iok

(lots

and streaks on the petals of

H. quadrangulum less inconstant, being, it is stated, sometimes wholly wanting or
nearly so. Kocbf says that in H. quadrangulum the sepals are oWongo-ovate,
faintly toothed at the tips (in my plant they are elliptic-lanceolate, toothed and
mucronate, as in that from Shropshire), the 3 exterior obtuse, the 2 inner somewhat pointed (spilzlich), usually as long as the germen (Fnichtknoten) in the
full-blown flowers or somewhat larger, and either sprinkled or not with few or
many black dots. In E. B. the sepals are drawn very blunt, with broad white
margins, of which I find no mention made by Smith or any other author, and
Beside the breadth
therefore conclude it to be an inaccuracy of the draughtsman.
and bluntness of the calyx-segments, which are very variable in degree, there
remains no certain diagnostic of H. quadrangulum but the obscurely 4-angled
stem, which is evidently seen in Mr. Leighton's specimens, where the alteniate
and faintly projecting pair of wingsj may be traced, though their presence scarcely
affect the rotundity of the stem, which on a transverse section appears nearly as
cylindrical as H. •perforatum, and our present variety, where the secondary ridges
A certain mark of distinction however between
are quite wanting.
perforatum.
and H. dubium is to be found in the pellucid reticulations on the under side of
the leaves of the latter when held against the light, and which are far less numerous and conspicuous in the former, or nearly obsolete.
This species is extremely common in Canada and throughout the U. States,
where it is generally supposed to have been introduced from Europe. I have
never in America fallen in with our broad-leaved form y., which so much resembles H. dubium; nor do the botanists of that country appear to be acquainted
with any other than the narrower more elliptical-leaved variety represented in Fl.
Danica and in Fl. Londin., which, being that of most frequent occurrence in
Europe also, may be assumed as the typical state of the species. Our broadleaved form is said by Koch (RohU Deutschl. Fl.) to be found only in southern
Switzerland and Upper Italy, and to be absent altogether from Germany. Dr.
Darlington (Florula Cest. p. 68) gives this vulnerary herb a very bad character
in America for producing troublesome sores on horses and horned cattle, especially
those which are white or have white feet and noses, by mere contact with it.
As
such results are not observable in this country, the charge is most likely unjustly
brought against it for effects produced by very different causes. This remark
upon the " balm of the warrior's wound " reminds one of what used formerly to be
said of the Dutch, that they were good subjects at home, but very bad masters

H

.

abroad.
3.

H. quadrangulmn, L. Square-stalked St. John' i-wort. St.
" Stem herbaceous 4-angled somewhat branched,

Peter's-wort.

leaves ovate with pellucid dots, sepals erect lanceolate acuminate."
—Br. Fl. p. 80. E. B. t. 370. Bab. in Trans, of Bat. Soc.

Edinh.

vol.

i.

p. 83.

In low wet meadows and thickets, moist woods, and along the sides of ditches,
&c. very common. Fl. July September. Fr. October. If.

rivers,

—

;

—
—

E. Med. In various places about Ryde.
W. Med. Woods by Yarmouth and Thorley.
Herb perfectly glabrous, with a somewhat fetid odour, like that of H. hircinum,
when bruised, though Smith calls it a pleasant lemon scent. Root somewhat
creeping, of one or more stout, fusiform, woody, and many slender, flexuose

s.

* Riihling's
351.
\ L. s. c.

'

Deutschlands Flora' fortgesetz von

W.

D.

J.

Koch, Ver. Band,

+ The ridges or wings do not spring from the woody fibre, but are merely
formed by a duplication of the epidermis continued into the midrib of the leaf.

;
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branched fibres.
Stems several, from about 1 to 3J feet high, erect or slightly
ascending at their hard woody base, which is covered with a deep reddish brown
bark, tereti-quadrangular or nearly round in its firm, white, ligneous, perforated
interior, but appearing acutely 4-cornered by a reduplication of the reddish epidermis into as many very prominent, thin, undulated wings or angles; siaiple and
leafless or nearly so below, copiously branched in its upper part, the branches
opposite, axillary, erecto-patent, simple, short, especially the lower ones, those
near the top of the stem only floril'erous, very leafy. .Leaves pale green, scarcely
more so beneath, opposite,* sessile, ovate or ovate-elliptical, quite entire, membranaceous, semiamplexicaul and almost joining at their deflexed bases, the largest
on the stem about 1
Ij inch in length, and about 9 or 10 lines wide, obtuse and
submucronate, depresso-venose above, copiously and minutely pellucid-punctate,
with slender, branched, anastomosing veins forming a sort of pellucid network
between the principal uerves or ribs,f which are very prominent beneath, the middle one decurrent into one of the four wings of the stem, the alternate pair of
angles proceeding in like manner from the pair of leaves next above, and connected with the pair next below by a short, curved, transverse ridge, after which
the same angles are continued down into the axils of the second pair of leaves,
below those from which they took their origin on the somewhat reflexed margins of the leaves underneath is a row of minute black dots or glands not extending over the disk.
Flowers very numerous, smaller than in any other British
species except H. humifusum, in terminal, close, subcymose, repeatedly and
trichotomously forked clusters on the higher branches and stem, constituting altogether an oblong leafy panicle.
Bracts subulate-lanceolate, very acutely acuminate.
Sepals somewhat unequal in breadth, lanceolate or ovato-lanceolate,
very acutely acuminate, quite entire, pellucidly (3
5 ?) ribbed and striate, bnt
neither punctate nor glandulose, erect or a little spreading (not reflexed) in fruit.
Petals much longer than the calyx, palish yellow, oblong-lanceolate, soou becoming narrow by involution, unequal and somewhat oblique, quite entire, without
marginal glands, sometimes a little streaked or spotted with red, veined, but not
sulcate-striate.
Stamens in 3 very distinct sets or triadelphous, unequal, not
longer than the petals anthers with a black dot between the lobes pollen yellow,
elliptical.
Styles 3, erect or divaricate, straight, about the length of the stamens

—

:

—

;

;

stigmas purplish.
Ovary oblong, sulcate-striate. Capsules 3-celled, purplish red,
3 or 4 lines in length, ovoid-couical, scarcely 3-cleft (or tricarpellary) at the summit, undulately rugose and furrowed longitudinally, exceeding the very acute
Seeds numerous, light grayish brown, terete-oblong, rounded at
erect sepals.
both ends, minutely and superficially reticulate, scabrous, smaller than in any
other British species except H. humifusum.

f f Stems

prostrate.

" Flowers terTrailing St. Johns-wort.
1. H. humifmimi, L.
minal subcymose, stem compressed prostrate, leaves oblong obtuse
glabrous."—Sr. Fl. p. 80. E. B. t. 1226.
In gravelly, sandy, chalky or heathy fields and pastures, fallows, and sometimes
2^.
not unfrequent. FL June August. Fr. July.
E. Med.
On the Dover and many other places about Ryde. On the stone
On the common by Heath Farm, freFields near Cowes.
walls about Appley.
quent.
Abundant in the barren sandy fields below the western side of Bleak
Down, by Lashmere pond, &c.
Colwell heath, near W.
park, Miss G. Kilderbee.
T-F. JWed.— Northwood

on stone walls

—

;

—

Cowes, Parkhurst heath, &c., B. T. W.

* I have found them in threes.
pellucid veins
t This network of anastomosing
conspicuous in H. dubium.

is

much more complete and

N
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Plant perfectly glabrous. Root brownish, wiry, usually much branched and
Stems numerous, slencopiously beset with ramified capillary fibres at the top.
der, prostrate or a little ascending at their extremities, spreading in all directions,
from a few inches to a foot or (when depending from a wall or bank) even more
in length, somewhat rigid, mostly purplish and scarred below with the remains of
the leaves of an earlier season,' faintly 2-edged or nearly terete, more or less
copiously and irregularly branched, when old becoming somewhat woody and leafless.
Leaves very numerous, opposite, entire, suhsessile, ovato-oblong or ellipticaloblong, very obtuse, slightly retuse at the summit and submucronate, with the
minute blunt and thickened extremity of the prominent midrib a little projecting
in the sinus, their margins more or less reflexed and even strongly revolute, and
haling immediately behind them underneath a row of black glandular dots pelFlowers partly
lucidly veined and usually thickly punctate, but not reticulated.
in small, terminal, irregular, subcymose panicles that are more or less leafy, Irichotomous, their secondary divisions mostly dichotomous and simple partly soliSepals very unetary, or on short lateral shoots or branch-like peduncles, smiill.
qual in breadth, 3 of them oblong-elliptical, obtuse, the 2 others elliptic-lanceolate,
somewhate acute all entire or subserrate, the serratures vvith or without black
globular glands, pellucidly 3 5 ribbed and striate, the midrib mostly projecting
into an obtuse keel, and ending either in a minute apiculus, or a thickened point
to the sepal.
Petals bright yellow, not much longer than the calyx, obovate or
obovate-oblong, somewhat oblique, sulcate-striate and often streaked with red at
the back, entire and fringed with black.
Stamens in 3 sets (or triadelphous), of
about 5 in each set, partly at least persistent anthers plain (without purple dots).
Stt/les 3, persistent, rather short and thick, divaricate
stigmas mostly purplish.
Germen sulcale-striate, but not wrinkled, subtrilobate. Capsules longer than the
Seeds
calyx, ovoid-conical, obtusely trigonous, 3-celled, tipped with the styles.
very numerous and minute, brownish or iron-gray, shortly cylindrical, rounded at
each end and subapiculate, reticulately punotato-striate, smaller than in any other
British species.
;

;

;

—

;

;

***

Styles 3,

Stems herbaceous.

Sepals with glandular serratures.

f Stems

erect.

" Sepals lanceoL. Ha'nji St. John's-tvort.
with (black) glandular serratures, stem erect rounded
pubescent, leaves ovate or oblong slightly stalked somewhat downy
beneath."— Br. Fl. p. 80. E. B. t. 1150.
5.

H.

Imrsiitum,

late acute

In woods, thickets, and along shady hedgerows, especially on chalk or limestone,
i^^. July, August,
i^r. September.
2^.
E. J/erf.— Plentiful in the high wood in the park at Appuldurcombe. In Quarr
Copse. Woods about Ashey, common.
W. Med. New Barn Huiumit, Calbourue abundant. In all or most of the
hill-side copses about Buccombe, Eowborough, Gauson's and Galleberi-y downs.
Plentiful in woods and in the park at Swainston, Yarmouth, Thorley, &c.
About
Carisbrook and the castle. Between Apes Hill and Swainston, in plenty, B.T.W.
Root creeping. Stem 1 or more, erect, slightly branched, about 2 feet in height,
in various parts of the island,

—

;

round, leafy, finely hairy, often stained with purple.
Leaves opposite, ovate,
obtuse, nearly sessile, quite entire, strongly nerved, hairy, deep green above, pale
or whitish and downy beneath, sjirinkled with resinous dots.
Each leaf supports
a short barren branch or a pair of small narrow leaflets at its origin.
Panicle
large, tapering, its branches erect.
Flowers numerous, golden-yellow, rather
small, with narrow petals.
Sepals linear-lanceolate, glabrous, with distant, black,
glandular serratures, 3-ribbed, acute. Petals entire at the margin, with an occasional gland or two near the top.
Stamens in 3 sets anthers yellow, eglandulose.
Styles 3, long and spreading.
Capsule longer than the calyx, rusty brown,
ovato-conical, many-ribbed and glabrous.
Seeds numerous, pale rusty red, about
;
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as large as those of H. montanum, obtuse at both ends, covered with minute
papillsB in close-set longitudinal rows.
6.

H. montanum, L.

Mountain

St.

John s-wort.

Stem simple

erect terete glabrous, leaves sessile distant ovate-oblong with
marginal dots a little hairy beneath glabrous above, the upper
jjellucid punctate, panicle terminal dense subcapitate, sepals lanceolate acute fringed vsfith elliptical glands, petals oblong entire
without dots or glands. Br. Fl. p. 81. E. B. t. 371.
In hilly woods and on dry bushy banks, rare, and seldom in any quantity togeFL July September. Fr. September. %.
E. Med. At East End occasionally, but always in small quantity. Plentiful
on the right-hand bank before entering the gate leading into Pelham woods, Frederick Toumsend, Esq.
Pelham woods, but very scarce. lu the grounds and
elsewhere about Steephill, Albert Hambrough, Esq.
Root strong, of several stout, reddish brown, woody and creeping fibres, and
emitting slender leafy suckers at the crown.
Sletns several, from 1 to 2J feet
high, erect, ascending or even decumbent and somewhat woody at base, round,
smooth, slender, rigid and slightly flexuose, simple or sometimes very slightly
branched, yellowish or purplish, scarred and naked below, quite glabrous, not at
Leaves opposite, in pairs, distant, becoming remarkably so
all winged or angled.
towards the summit of the stem, the highest 3, 4, or 6 inches apart, the interval
between each pair diminishing towards the root, the lowermost not more than half
that distance asunder, sessile, thin, with a more or less erect tendency, those about
the centre of the stem the largest, ovato-oblong, ovato-elliptical or oblongo-elliptical, obtuse or a little pointed sometimes with a small apiculiis, subcordate and
semiamplexicaul at base, glabrous above, minutely pubescent beneath with short,
erect, bristly hairs, sometimes glabrous on both sides, about 9- or 10-iibbed, pellucidly reticulate with a line of minute black dots along the under side of their
often purplish brown margins
the upper leaves pretty thickly sprinkled with pelPanicle termilucid points, of which the lowest are in part or wholly destitute.
nal, with occasionally a pair or two of smaller lateral ones from the axils of the
uppermost leaves, leafless, very short, dense and compact, almost capitate, the
lowermost pair of its branches and sometimes the next pair above it usually separated by a short interval from the rest, which are very closely crowded. Bracts,
a pair under each fork of the panicle, clasping, lanceolate, d en ta to-serrate and
Flowers like those of H.
glandular like the sepals, which they closely resemble.
Sepals lanceolate,
hirsutum, few only expanding at a time in the same panicle.
acute, pellucidly striate, furrowed and shining, appearing beautifully fringed with
close, erect, stalk-like serratures, each bearing a purplish black, roundish, obconic
Petals much longer than the calyx, obliquely oblong,
gland, depressed at top.
obtuse, pale yellow, pellucidly striate or veined, quite entire, without marginal
Stamens in 3 somewhat indistinct sets, shorter than the petals ; anthers
glands.
yellow, orbicular, with a dark gland at the summit between the lobes pollen yelGermen 3-lobeil, furrowed.
Styles 3, straight, spreading stigmas purple.
low.
Capsules broadly ovoid, acutely triquetrous at top, mostly about as long as the
sepals, sometimes a little longer or shorter, streaked or puckered with numerous
Seeds numerous, much smaller than in H.
longitudinal folds oi ridges, 3-celled.
hirsutum, and resembling rather those of H. qnadrangulum in size and sculpture,
dark brown verging on iron-gray, oblong-cylindrical, minutely and longitudinally

ther.

—

—

;

—

;

;

ribbed or striate, and reticulated.
This species has many points in common with //. hirsutum, but is known with
facility from that and every other species of the genus by itsshoit, terminal, compact, corymbose or subcapitate panicle, its large, distant, more pointed leaves,
It is, as Sir James Smith remarks, a most elegant
and nearly simple stem.
though not ostentatious species, the glutinous dark fringes of its calyx and bracts
Being always, however,
resembling, as he observes, the glands of a Moss Rose.
sparing in qiumtity even where it does occur, it contributes but little to the

—
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embelHshmfnt of our sloping banks, and its beauty is still further diminished by
the paucity of blossom exhibited by it at one time, and the unsightly remains of
the already faded flowers.
7. H. indchrmn, L.
Small Upright St. Johns-wort. " Sepals
broadly ovate obtuse with (black) glandular serratures, stem erect
Br. Fl. p. 80.
glabrous, leaves cordate amplexicaul glabrous."
E. B. t. 1227.
thickets, and on open sandy fields and heaths, plentifully.
2jl.
Fr. September, Oclober.
Root brownish, slender, woody, flexuose, much-branched and fibrous, occasionally a little creeping in loose sandy soils, and frequently emitting short trailinij
and barren shoots in a CEEspitose manner at the crown. Stems several, often
extremely numerous, ascending or shortly decumbent at bottom, where they are
commonly of a fine blood-red, afterwards erect, from a foot or less to 24 or 30
inches in height, terete, slender, rigid, smooth and glabrous like the rest of the
plant, filled with a loose pith, scarred and leafless at base, emitting from the axils
of each pair of leaves two opposite, short, erect and somewhat ascending, almost
filiform branches, which towards the summit of the stem are floriferous and nearly
naked, those lower down leafy and barren or occasionally bearing a flower or two.
Leaves opposite, in pairs, very small, quite entire, very olituse, closely sessile, deep
green and slightly glaucous above, occasionally turiiing to a bright red, much
paler underneath, a little thick and fleshy, pellucido-punctate, but without marginal glands, their edges a little deflexed those of the main stem distant (3 inches or
moie), broadly ovato-cordate, mostly with a slight sweep or curve inwards in marginal contour, semiamplexicaul and overlapping by their lobes, somewhat deflexed
and vaulted or concave beneath, from 6 to 9 lines in length by 6 to 6 or 8 in
breadth, those of the branches more numerous, smaller and narrower, oblongBracts in pairs a little below each flower, and at
elliptical, cordate or rounded.
the forks of the panicle, small, ovate or oblong, pellucidly dotted.
Flowers about
8
10 lines iu diameter, in small, rather irregular, but mostly trichotomously
forked panicles terminating the stem and higher branches, forming together one
narrow, oblong, very loose, slightly leafy panicle.
Cali/x subcampanulate, pellucidly veined, streaked and dotted, cleft about f of its length into 5 rather unequal,
broad, ovate, flat segments, which are very obtuse and rounded or slightly pointed,
serrated, the serratures tipped with a black sessile gland.
Petals about twice the
length of the calyx, obovato-oblong, somewhat oblique, bright gamboge-yellow, striate, streaked and tipped with clear brownish red, particularly in the bud, their margins entire, but fringed with sessile glands like those on the calyx.
Stamens pretty
numerous, in 3 sets or triadelphous, about as long as the petals, persistent Jilatnents bright yellow ; anthers orange-scarlet, of 2 almost spherical lobes, destitute of
glands at the back. Styles 3, straight, divaricate, as long as the stamens, reflexed
in fruit
stigmas simple, glandulose, dark purple.
Germen ovoid, whitish, finely
striated, smooth, 3-lobed by a furrow between the styles.
Capsules reddish brown,
3-celled, ovoid-conical, 3-cieft at the summit (or tricarpellary), about 3 times the
length of the sepals, smooth, striated and membranous.
Seeds numerous, light
yellowish or ashy brown, oblong-cylindrical, a little curved, rounded at each
extremity, furfuraceo-scabrous, not punctate nor striated.
In dry, open or sandy pastures the stems are wholly or partly red all over, the
plant shorter, more irregularly branched, flexuose and straggling than when

Tn dry woods and

Fl. July, August.

;

—

;

;

growing

in

woods

8,nd sheltered places.
f\-

H.

Stems procumbent.

Marsh

" Sepals with (redroundish shaggy, stem
rounded creeping, panicle of few flowers." Br. Fl. p. 81. E. B.
8.

elodes, L.

St.

John's-uwrt.

dish) glandular serratures glabrous, leaves

t.

109.
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In spongy bogs, shallow ditches, drains and watery moory ground
Fl. July, Agust.

;

frequent

2|.

In ditches on the western skirts of Lake common, abundantly in several places.
In the moors near Godshill.
Ditches in the boggy valley of the Medina, about
Cridmore, Bookley, &c.
Capsule unilocular, without any placenta, according to Aug. St. Hilaire. See
obs. on the genus Sarotltrum in Hooker's Bot. Misc. vol. iii. p. 236.
III. Paenassia, Linn.

Grass of Parnassus.

" Stamens with as many intermediate nectaries fringed with
globular-headed filaments." Br. Fl.
I. v. pal'ustris, h.
Common Grass of Parnassus. "Bristles of
the nectary 9—13, leaves cordate cauline one amplexicaul." Br.

Fl. p. 51.
E. B. t. 82.
In bogs and marshy meadows

—

extremely rare. Fl. August October. If.
;
years ago on a piece of boggy land known as the Moor or Williams's Moor, at Oakfield, St. John's, by Mr. John Lawrence, gardener to [the
late] Sir R. Simeon, Bart.
The meadow has since been drained, and the plant
is extinct.
Arreton ! Mr. G. Kirkpatrick, who finds it is so marked in his copy
of B. T. W., but does not remember gathering it there.
A plant with flowers of great beauty and singularity of structure, the natural
affinities of which, from its anomaly in this respect, are not well ascertained.

Found many

Order XVIII.

ACEEACE^,

Juss.

——

" Calyx 4
5
Petals of
9 partite, imbricated in aestivation.
the same number, with scarcely any claw, inserted into the margin of an hypogynous disk, or wanting. Stamens about 8, inserted
Stigmas 2.
on the disk.
Ovary 2-lobed, 2-celled.
Style 1.
Fruit a double samara, each 1-celled, with 1 or 2 erect seeds.
Albumen 0. Emhryo curved, with foliaceous wrinkled cotyledons,
and an inferior radicle." Br. Fl.
I.

AcEE, Linn.

Flowers polygamous.

Maple.

Calyx lobed or

paxtite.

Corolla of

several petals.
" In massy foliage of a sunny green
The splendid sycamore adorns the spring,
Adding rich beauties to the varied scene.
That Nature's breathing arts alone can bring.
Hark how the insects hum around, and sing,
Like happy Ariels hid from heedless view
And merry bees, that feed, with eager wing.
On the broad leaves, glaz'd o'er with honey dew.
The fairy sunshine gently flickers through
Upon the grass, and butter-cups below
And in the foliage winds their sports renew.
!

;

Waving a shade romantic
That

A

o'er the

mind

flitting

dream

and

to

fro.

in sweet disorder flings
of Beauty's fading things."
Clare,

Rural Muse,

p.

128.
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[Acer.

*1. A. Pseudo platamis, L.
Sycamore.
Greater Mftplc.
Leaves broadly and palmatelj- 5-lobed the sinuses acute, lobes
undivided coarsely and unequally dentate serrate plicato-rugose
acuminate the 3 anterior largest nearly equal, racemes pendulous
cylindrical many-flowered compound at the base, germen villous,
wings of the fruit deflexed converging. Br. Fl. p. 82. E. B. t

303.
Naturalized here and there in hedgerows and bushy places.

Fl.

April,

May.

—

-B. Med.
Near Lessland farm, about the great withy-bed, apparently quite
naturalized.
Abundantly on the slipped clay-banks by the shore at the Priory.
I observe the sides of Ashey Down above Knighton to be covered with abundant
seedlings of this tree, although no full-grown plants are to be seen in its vicinity.
Dr. Bell-Salter has remarked the same thing.
W. Med. Naturalized on the woody banks about Gatcombe. By the roadside going into Chale from Blackgang.
handsome tree, of broad ample foliage, sometimes of great height, in this
island seldom exceeding 40 or 50 feet, the branches in young trees long, straight
and nearly upright, in old ones much and irregularly ramified, crooked and
spreading, covered like the trunk with a light-coloured smoothish bark, and forming for the most part an umbrageous round-topped or spherical head. Leaves
opposite, broadly palmate, mostly large, but extremely unequal in size on diiferent pans of the same tree, usually as wide or even rather wider than long, often
8 or 9 inches broad and nearly as many deep, submembranaceous, plicately rugose
with depressed venation, somewhat glaucous beneath, with S ur 7 strong nearly
cylindrical ribs, mostly glabrous on both surfaces, except a few lufts of puliescence
in the axils of the ribs beneath, and along their sides near their point of union
with the petiole, more rarely downy all over, subcordate, rounded or almost truncate at the base, .5-lobed, the intermediate clefts or sinuses acute lobes unequally
and variously dentato-serrate, the serraturcs coarsely and sharply but not deeply
cut, the two basal lubes usually much smaller and shallower than the three nearly
equal anterior ones, and sometimes almost obsolete, all more or less acute or acuminate, undivided, or at most slightly 3-lohed.
Petioles various in length, from
about 2 to 5 or 6 inches, terete, those on the young shoots and suckers mostly of
a bright coral-red.
Racemes terminal, from the axils of the ultimate pair of
leaves, and completely developed when the latter have attained their full size and
firmness, pendulous, somewhat compound at the base only, conico-cylindrical,
obtuse, from about 3 to 6 inches long, the common stalk or axis glabrous or hairy.
Flowers numerous, greenish, on patent slightly hairy pedicels of about 4 or 5 lines
in length and a little enlarged upwards, placed mostly 2, 3, or 4 together.
Bracts
solitary at the base of the pedicels, minute, linear-lanceolate or subulate.
Calyx
smooth externally, hairy within near the base, the segments oblong or sublinear,
obtuse.
Petals similar to the calyx-segmenls but narrower.
Stamens 8 12
(mostly 8), as long as or longer than the calyx filaments hairy in their lower
Style rather long stigmas flat, revolute, glandupart anthers yellowish green.
loso-pilose, sometimes 3.
Germen densely villous, often abortive, bionspidate
and 2-lobed, sometimes trilobate and tricuspidate.
This tree is indigenous to Central and Southern Europe in mountain forests,
and I suspect in some upland districts of Britain (Mr. Winch considers it as truly
indigenous to the upland moors of Northumberland and Durham).
A moist cool

—

A

;

—

;

;

;

atmosphere is most congenial to its growth, and it attains a very large size in the
Highlands and W. of Scotland, where the wood is much employed for bowls and
With us it se dom attains to great dimensions, but is
other articles of turnery.
valuable from its power of withstanding the sea air, so detrimental to most other
trees.
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3. A. campestre, L.
Common or Lesser Maple. Leaves small
palmately 5-lobed the sinuses mostly acute, lobes without serratures the basal pair small short usually undivided, the 3 anterior
sinuately subtrifid at the apex, the segments obtuse or slightly
pointed entire or subtrifidly sinuate or waved, middle lobe largest
narrowing behind to the base, corymbs erect few-flowered downy,
wings of the glabrous (?) fruit widely diverging. Br. Fl. p. 82.
E. B. t. 304.

In woods and hedges, most abundantly in every part of the island. Fl. May,
June. Fr. August, September,
b
A tree of considerable beauty, and when left to itself of usually rounded outline,
and though naturally of humble growth, sometimes attaining to a respectable size
and height With us it is more frequently seen as a robust shrub, constituting a
pretty large proportion of the undergrowth of our woods.
Branches opposite,
straight and spreading horizontally, the older ones often covered with rugged
corky wings or ridges. Leaves opposite, smaller than in any other species of the
genus except A. Monspessulanum, about as broad as or sometimes rather broader
than long, of a somewhat firm dry texture, flat, deep dark green above and glabrous, much paler and slightly downy beneath with tufts of short hairs in the
.

axils of the main nerves, deeply and palmately 5-lobed, the sinuses mostly acute,
at other times obtuse or even rounded, lobes entire (not serrated), the basal pair
much the smallest and shortest, divaricate, mostly rounded and undivided or subsinuate, the 3 anterior pointing forward, the middle one largest, subtrifidly lobed
or sinuate at their apex, the segments usually very obtuse, sometimes a little
acute, occasionally again subtrifidly sinuate, at other times the lobes themselves

are undivided, the middle lobe (and often the two lateral anterior) is narrowed
behind to the base or wedge-shaped.
Petioles terete, downy, variable in length,
almost connate by their tumid bulb-like bases.
Racemes corymbose, erect or
somewhat lax, terminal on the young branches and lateral shoots, and from the
same buds as the leaves, small, about 1^ to 2 inches long, compound, on subcompressed grooved peduncles of variable length, more or less downy. Bracts at the
base of the pedicels and branches small, lanceolate, caducous, the upper ones very
minute, the lowermost of all occasionally leafy.
Flowers rather few, appearing
just after the leaves, and before the latter have acquired their proper firmness and
colour, small (3 or 4 lines in diameter), herbaceous, on erect or spreading mostly
very downy pedicels, of very unequal length.
Calyx hairy externally, the segments oblong, rounded, unequal.
Petals as long as or rather longer than the
calyx, narrowly obovate or spathiilate, attenuated downwards, obtuse.
Stamens
8, often 9 or 10, standing in sinuses formed by the lobes of the fleshy melliferous
disk, sometimes imperfect, much shorter than the calyx and almost concealed by
the closing together of the latter and the petals on the germen, when fully developed mostly longer than the perianth and spreading ; filaments subulate, terete,
glabrous anthers greenish yellow, oblongo-elliptical, mostly a little hairy, someGermen nearly semiorbioidar, emarginate, much compressed,
times glabrous.
stigmas 2, revolute.
with a thin sharp border, often abortive.
Style tapering
Samarm nodding or pendulous, greenish or reddish, slightly downy, mostly about
2 or 2i inches in width between the tips of the horizontally spreading, strongly
veined, glabrous wings, whose posterior margin is thickened and more or less
recurved, the anterior very thin, rounded and dilated into an oblong, broad and
oblique lobe.
The leaves of the common Maple assume a rich orange- yellow or nearly scarlet
The
hue in decay, and impart a vivid tint to our autumnal woodland scenery.
largest specimen T am acquainted with in the island grows at Nunwell, and when
measured in February, 1845, girded 10 feet at 5 feet from the ground, branching
into a rounded head of about 30 or 40 feet in height there is also a particularly
fine specimen at the top of a hilly pasture between Knighton west wood and the
road.
The finest examples however of the species I have ever seen are in the
;

;

;

—
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Prater al Vienna, where they
magnitude.

rival the

oaks of that most magnificent of parks in

Several varieties of this tree occur, distinguished by the more or less acute
lobing, smoothness or hairiness of the leaves and fruit, some of which have been
With us the Field
considered as separate species by the continental botanists.
Maple does not vary much
as in other species, the flowers are occasionally
;

imperfect in some of their organs, or polygamous.
This is one of the few European Maples that prefer low and warm situations
in the plains, to cool, moist and hilly or mountainous localities.
It is [under the canopy of a venerable Maple in the author's native parish of
Boldre, of which the town of Lymington is a part, that the pious and ingenious
Gilpin reposes, amidst scenes long blessed by his pastoral labours, and illustrated

by his pen and pencil.
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" Sepals 5, persistent, with an imbricated aestivation.
Petals 5,
with a claw. Stamens generally monadelphons and twice as many

as there are petals,

some occasionally

Ovary 5-lobed,

abortive.

terminated by a long thick beak (torus or gynohase), and 5 stigmas.
Carpels 5, 1 -celled, ultimately separating from the base of the
beak, together with a long elastic awn (the style).
Seed solitary,
without albumen.
Embryo curved. Cotyledons convolute and
plaited.

—Herbs

alternate

or shrubs, tcitli leaves opposite at the joints, or
opposite the peduncles.
No tendrils."
Br. Fl.

—

and then
I.

" Petals regular.

Geeanium, Linn.
Stamens

Crane's-bill.

10, slightly

monadelphous

;

5 outer

ones opx^osite the petals, rarely sterile the other 5 alternating,
larger, with a gland at their base.
Capsules each with a long
glabrous recurved awn."
Br. Fl.
;

1. G. Robertianam, L.
Stinking Crane's-bill.
Herb Robert.
" Leaves 2 with 3 or 5 deep lanceolate inciso-pinnatifid acuminated segments, calyx angular hairy, claw of petals glabrous, capsules transversely wrinkled, seeds without dots."
Br. Fl. p. 84.

—

F. B.

t.

1486.

jjtirpureum, G.

purpureum, Forst. E. B. Suppl. t. 2648.
Flowers pure white.
Common everywhere in moist shady situations, woods, groves, on rocks, old
walls, hedgebanks and rough stony places.
Fl. April —Septembej.
©. or <?.
(ex Koch).
/3. On the shore near the Priory.
y. Wood near Norris Castle.
/3.

y.

2. G. lucidum, L.
Shining Crane's Bill. " Leaves roundish
5-lobed, lobes trifid and notched obtuse with a short mucro, calyx
pyramidal angular dentato-tuberculate, claw of petals glabrous,
capsules transversely wrinkled, seeds without dots."
Br. Fl. p.

84.

E. B.

t.

75.
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geraniacea:.

On

shady rocks, walls, banks, thatched loofs, and in rough stony woods and
one of our rarer species. Fl. May Auf;usl. 0.
E. Med. On stone fences about St. Lawrence, and along the path ascending
from thence to Pelhatn woods, in plenty. Between Niton and Blackgang, abundantly. Dr. Martin.
Walls about Sir Willoughby Gordon's, near Niton, id. .'.'!
W. Med. Abundantly along the roadside on the right-hand hedgebank just
out of Calbourne, going to Newport. In plenty by the Newport road, about half
a mile from Shorwell towards Cheverton, and still more abundantly on both sides
of the lane leading up lo the down from the road on the right-hand before ascending the hill into Shorwell.
BeAll along the wall of West-cliff house, Niton.
tween Newport and the barracks, Mr. Snooke, B. T. W.
An elegant though not showy species, known from the last by its round smooth
leaves and smaller flowers.
Root whitish, small and slender, with a few long
fibres at the end.
Stems numerous, spreading or erect, round, solid, shining,
smooth and succulent, much and oppositely branched, swollen at the joints, where
they are exceedingly brittle, and becoming by age or exposure to light blood-red
Leaves lucid green, shining,
in their lower part, chiefly 1^
2 feet in length.
opposite, stalked, the lower ones on very long petioles, a little hairy above, rotundato -reniform, nearly orbicular, deeply 5-lobed, the lobes roundish wedge-shaped,
trifid, their segments rounded, slightly 3-cleft or notched and tipped with a minute
Petioles a little downy.
reddish and obtuse point.
Stipules oblongo-lanceolate.
Peduncles solitary, longer than the leaves, downy. Flowers on diverging pedicels,
much like those of G. Robertianum, but smaller, bright pink. Bracts at the
Calyx ovato-pyrabifurcation of the pedicels, small, lanceolate, mostly coloured.
midal, acutely pentagonal, the angles winged, with an intermediate ridge or keel
thickets

;

—

—

—

—

and

several (3 or 4) lateral transverse folds or puckers

;

the sepals aristate, veiy

unequal in breadth, 2 of them lanceolate, white and membranous, with a green
Petals longer than the calyx,
keel, but no lateral wings or angles like the rest.
obovate, entire, with long slender claws. Stamens 10, all perfect, their ^/ame»(s
flat, membranous and tapering, persistent after the falling away of the roundish
Style tapering,
2-lobed yellow anthers ; pollen of several large yellow globules.
6 angles roughish on the upper part with bristly hairs pointing upwards stigCapsules brownish, compressed, a, little bristly with 3
mas 5, pale rose-coloured.
rough longitudinal crests or keels and prominent lateral reticulations, separating
Seeds pale reddish
elastically when ripe by the action of the long tapering awns.
brown, ovate or oblong, quite smooth.
The bruised herb possesses, though in a much less degree, the unpleasant smell
its

;

of the last species.

Leaves
Round-leaved Crane's-bill.
3.
G. rotundifolium, L.
roundish or reniforin palmately lobed and cut downy, petals entire
Br. FL
the length of the calyx, capsules even hairy, seeds dotted.
G. malvaceum, Burman : Wahlenb. Suec.
E. B. t. 157.
p. 84.
p. 434, n. 774.

In rough stony thickets and pastures, on waste ground, walls and banks, but
July.
JFY. May
0.
very local.
E. ilfed.— Abundant at St. Lawrence, on hedgebanks near the church, and iii
great profusion in a rough field between it and the Priory or Woolverton, Rev. G.
Abundant below the cliffs a little North-east of
E. Smith and Dr. Martin .'.'!

—

St.

Lawrence's church.

Root with several stout fibres. Steins numerous, much branched, spreadmg or
partly prostrate, about a foot high, forming a bushy heib, round, brittle, reddish,
and downy all over with soft spreading hairs. Leaves opposite, on very long
round footstalks, nearly circular in their outline, more or less deeply 5-lobed, the
especially
lobes themselves variously cut and serrated, very soft and downy,
beneath.

Peduncles 2-flowered, axillary. Sepals
Stipulet reddish, lanceolate.
3 strong nerves, ending in a straight short and obtuse

elliptical-lanceolate, with

—
[Geranium
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and
Petals small, pink, entiie or with a slioht notch,
brislly at ibe summit.
Capsules "reenish gray, elliptical-ohlong, scarcely
very slender while claws.
compressed, not wrinkled, hispid with white erect hairs, and with a thm dorsal
apex,
hardly prominent keel, ending at the hase of the capsule in a short blunt
which is bearded on the inner side chiefly with long white bristles, beak long,
clothed with short pubescence, intermixed towards the base with longer glandSeeds broadly oyate or elliptical, brownish, covered
tipped and spreading hairs.
with a prominent often whitish net of mostly hexagonal cells.

awn

G. molle, L. Dove's-foot Crane's-bill. " Leaves rounded or
reniform lobed and cut downy, their segments obtuse, petals
notched scarcely longer than the calyx, their claws bearded, capBr. Fl. p. 84.
sules transversely wrinkled, seeds without dots."
E. B. t. 778.
4.

^. Flowers white.
y.

Flowers smaller

;

petals scarcely longer than the calyx

;

leaves

more deeply

incised.

In dry waste and cultivated ground, fields and pastures, on hedgebanks and by
0.
waysides very common. Fl.M.a.'j August.
The variety with white flowers is common in the island.
Sandy banks of Alverstone farm, with G. pusillum.
y. By Quarr Abbey.
The herbage has a perceptible musky fragrance on a warm day, in addition to
its usual rather strong odour, and which is retained for some time after the plant

—

;

gathered.
This species has none of the brittleness of the last and some others of the
Seeds roundish ovoid, pale brown.
genus.
The var. y. may be easily mistaken for G. pusillum, nor are they easily distinguished without close examination of the stamens and capsules.

is

"Petals
5.
Small - fioxvered Crane's-bill.
G. pusillum, L.
notched, anther-bearing stamens 5, leaves rounded or reniform
palmate with 5 7 deep trifid lobes, capsules smooth carinated
Br. Fl.
downy with erect appressed hairs, seeds without dots-"

—

p. 84.

E. B.

t.

385.

—

Fl.

Dan.

xii. t.

1994 (bona).

In similar places with the last, but much less frequently, and mostly on a sandy
August.
Fl. May
0.
E. Med. In considerable plenty and very large in a sandy field close to and
immediately in front of Bridge Court farm-house.
On a hedgebank just out ol
Sandy
Clover-field by Lee farm, near Shanklin.
Shauklin towards Cliff farm.
field near Alverstone in some plenty, and in the dry part of Alverstone Lynch.
Amongst clover in the vicarage glebe at Newchui'ch, in great abundance, also
near Alverstone farm. Apparently not unfrequeut about Newchurch. Fields
above San down bay.
The present plant so very closely resembles the preceding as to be easily overThe following characters will be found to distinguish G.
looked for that species.
Stems generally redder in colour, the pubescence far shorter, finer and
pusillum.
more or less deflexed. Leaves more deeply cleft.
Flowers much smaller, except
in var. y. of G. molle, more inclining to blue or purplish, their pedicels I think
rather longer in proportion to the peduncles, and more suddenly bent or at a more
acute angle immediately beneath the flower than in G. molle, in which the curvature is lower down on the pedicel and more considerable in amount of flexure.
Petals much narrower, wedge- rather than heartSepals somewhat less obtuse.
shaped, with longer more slender claws, simply 3-, not as in the last sub-5-nerved,
appearing from their greater narrowness to stand widely apart, usually about the
length of the calyx, rarely considerably (nearly twice) longer. Anthers 5, the
other stamens (always ?) abortive. Styles pale, erect, not as in G. molle, spreading,
Capsule very downy, not wrinkled, when unripe
scarcely so long as the stamens.

soil.

—

—
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with a broad conspicuous green keel down the centre, not found in those of G.
molle.
Seeds oblong:, subreniform, slightly compressed, dull brown, smooth.

The herbage

is

destitute of the faint

musky

smell perceptible in that of G.

molle when fresh gathered.
6.
G. dissectum, L.
Cut-leaved Crane's-bill.
Peduncles 2flowered shorter than the leaves, root- and lower stem-leaves
reniform-orbicular deeply and palmately 5- 7 partite, the lobes
cnneate trifid with 3
5 cleft bluntish segments, uppermost leaves
laciniate, the segments very narrow linear acute, pedicels, calyx
and styles glandulso - pubescent, sepals awned ovato - elliptical
much longer than broad, petals emarginate shorter than the
calyx-awns, carpels hispid not wrinkled, seeds conspicuously
areolate pttnctate.
Br. Fl. p. 85. E. B. t. 753.

—

—

In dry gravelly fields, pastures, waste and cultivated ground, on banks and
along hedges very pleutitul. Z'/. May— Oclober. -Fr. June. 0.
Root annual, long, slender, not much branched or fibrous, pale brown. Stems
1 or more, from a foot or under to 2 or 3 feet long, weak and straggling, ascending at base and reclining, or widely spreading, decumbent and ]n-ostrate in the
smaller specimens or when growing amongst other herbage erect or nearly so, and
according to the size sparingly or considerably dichotomously branched, pale
green or here and there tinged with red, subcorapressed and somewhat angular, a
little enlarged or tumid at each node on its upper side, copiously clothed with
white mostly deflexed pubescence, sometimes so abundantly as to be quite hoary,
the hairs on the greater part of the stem simple, but at the extreme portion wholly
or partially gland-tipped and spreading, as they are on the peduncles, calyx and
fruit.
Leaves all reniform-orbicular in outline, very deeply 5-parted, the lobes
wedge-shaped, mostly 3-cleft, the segments again bifidly or trifidly incised, unequal, entire, broad and obtuse in the lower, narrower and acute in the upper
leaves, light green above, paler beneath, roughish pubescent on both sides with
white rigid hairs pointing forward, and with which the margins of the leaves are
likewise fringed, strongly ribbed on the under side, the rib setosely pubescent.
Petioles opposite the branches at the forks, very hairy, of the root-, lower and
even middle stem-leaves extremely long, those of the fiist often a foot or more in
;

;

—

Stipules,
length, of the uppermost leaves very short or nearly obsolete.
a pair
at the base of each petiole, purplish red or sometimes uncoloured, erect, lanceoentire, bifid, or slightly toothed or lobed, stronnly
late, with long tapering points
fringed.
Peduncles 2- or occasionally 3-flowered, in the forks of the branches,
greatly lengthened out after flowering, mostly much shorter than the leaves, hairy
Calyx and pedicels shortish, hairy, a little enlarged
like the pedicels and calyx.
;

upwards and somewhat unequal, each with a pair of subulate coloured bracts at
Flowers small, appearing as it were
base, at length curved or ascending in fruit.
nestled amongst the upper leaves, seldom much expanded except when exposed
Calyx longer than the petals by nearly the length of the awns,
to full suijshine.
sepals persistent, enlarged after flowering,
villous with mostly gland-tipped hairs
entire, unequal in breadth, 2 of them narrower and elliptic-lanceolate, the 3 others
5 prominent very
ovato-elliptical, plane or a little concave, and traversed by 3
;

—

margins very narrowly scarious or membranaceous, their obtuse
summits tipped with a production of the midrib into a cylindrical or flatiened
Petal.i very fugacious, bright (lurplish
blunt awn, about J of their own length.
pink or deep rose-colour, shorter than the calyx-awn, cunealo-obcordafe, broadly
or retusely emarginate, with 3—5 very distinct pellucid nerves suddenly contracted into short, very pointed, colourless claws, just above which are a few white
hairs or ciliae.
Stamens all perlect, about i as long as the petuls, deciduous, the
5 exterior rather shorter than the rest filaments greenish, much fl.ittened and
anthers dWnie violet-blue or «hite, the commissures
ciliated, somewhat fringed
Styles as
deep blue, suborbicular, very tint at ihe back; pullen globose, bluish.

broad

ribs,

their

;

;
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long as the 5 inner stamens, their free summits {stigmas) shortly spreading, yellowish and glandulose, purplish behind, very obtuse, persistent, their cohering part
forming the beak, rough with erect finally spreading hairs, which are all glandtipped, but intermixed with shorter and simple pubescence, those on the finely
punctate ovaries at their base for the most part simple as on the stem and leafstalks.
Carpels blackish brown, ovoid or subgloliose, not wrinkled, hispid all over
with shortish, pale, erect, mostly simple hairs, a few capitate ones descending from
the cohering styles being commonly intermixed, and together with the beak of the
cohering styles 6 or 7 lines in length. Seeds dull dark brown, ovoido-globose,
glabrous, very conspicuously and copiously reticulated with angular cells, of nearly
the form and regularity of a honeycomb.
There is ihe greatest affinity betwixt onr European plant and the G. carolinianum of N. America, so much indeed that the specific characters laid down in the
books will not avail to distinguish them. I have carefully examined the latter in
its native soil, where, in the southern atid western pans of the United States, it is
an abundant weed everywhere in waste and cultivated ground, with perfectly the
From the description I drew up at the time
habit of its congener, G. dissectum.
from fresh specimens, and aided by a good series of dried ones collected by myself
in Louisiana in May, 1847, I am enabled to state the differences between them,
The leaves of G.
with, I trust, greater precision than has yet been accomplished.
carolinianmn are in general less deeply parted than in G. dissectum, the segments
usually shorter and broader, those of the uppermost leaves particularly are less laciniately divided, and more resemble the lower and radical leaves; the hairs on the
calyces, pedicels and beak of the carpels are simple, with scarcely any intermixture of gland-tipped setae
the sepals are decidedly broader and more truly ovate,
at least the 3 larger, which are nearly as broad as long, with more distant ribs,
their sides often bent backwards like wings, which is not the case in our plant;
the flowers are less conspicuous, the petals extremely pale or nearly colourless,
somewhat abrupt or truncate at top, with the emargination oblique or unequal, the
anthers white, the hairs on the mature carpels much (about twice) longer or nrore
seeds larger than in G. dissectum, paler, much less disshaggy, and blackish
tinctly and more superficially areolale, the meshes rather oblong and far less
equal in form and dimensions.
;

;

Long-stalked Crane's-bill.
"Peduncles
7. G. columhinum,lj.
longer than the leaves which are 5-partite, the lobes divided into
many acnte segments, petals entire as long as the much-awned
calyx, capsules even glabrous, seeds dotted."
Br. Fl. p. 85.

—

E. B.

t.

259.

In woods, thickets, pastures, waste places and by roadsides, on dry gravelly or
calcareous soils
not very frequent. Fl. June
October.
©.
E. Med. On a furzy spoi on St. George's Down.
On Ninham hill (sandy
heath), near Slianklin.
Field between Bloodstone and Eagle-head copses, very
sparingly.
Abundantly in a sloping wood called Wearnhill copse, near Yarbridge,
on the rifjht of the road from thence to Bembridge and Yaverland, and nearly
facing the town of Brading.
On a chalky bank by the roadside close to Yarbridge, towards Yaverland.
Fields near Beinbridge Down, Wm. Wilson Saun;

—

ders,

Esq.

—

—

In Bottom-ground copse (where Fmca TOj'nor grows), near IdleApparently not uiifrcquent in chalky thickets under Buccombe Down,
Woods in the valley at Ajies Down and various places about Carisbrooke.
&c.
In Sluccombe copse, a little W. of Rounhborough farm.
Roadside near Afton
Generally diffused over the whole chalk district of the Southfarm. Freshwater.
west of the island.
IV.

Med.

cotnbe.

G. pyrenaicnm P Reichenb. (notofjSiH. and Brit,
and Bonchurch, J. A. Hankey, Esq. Mr. H. finds a

authors).

— About

plant, not

Steephill

uncommonly,

at
the b:ick of the island closely resembling G. molle, but having the capsules neither

—

—

Erodium.]
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wrinkled as iu that, nor hairy as in G. pusillum, and which both
himself and Mr.
W. Saunders conceive may be the G. pyrenaicum, Reich.

G.
vol.

pratense.

— Isle of Wight,

Miss Twining

in

Watson's

'

p. 261.

i.

II.

Eeodium, L'Herit.

Cybele
Britannica,'
^

Stork's-biU.

"Petals regular.
Stamens 10, slightly monadelphous at the
base 5 opposite the petals sterUe ; the other 5 alternating with
a gland at their base.
Capsules each with a long spiral aivn,
bearded on the inside." Br. Fl.
;

1. ^. cicvtarium, Sm.
Hemlock-leaved Stork's-biU. "Peduncles many-flowered, leaves pinnate, leaflets sessUe pinnatifid and
cut, petals longer than the calyx, stems prostrate hairy."
Br.

—

E. B.

Fl. p. 85.
0.

t.

1768.

Flowers white.

In waste

places, by waysides, borders of fleUls,
cularly on a sandy soil
very common. Fl. June
/3. Sandown, frequent.
;

and on dry hedgebanks,

— September.

" Perfect stamens glabrous, dilated but not toothed at the base."
2.

E. moschatum, Sm.

Musky

Stork's-biU.

parti-

0.
Br. Fl.

" Peduncles many-

flowered, leaves pinnate, leaflets nearly sessile ovate unequally
cut, perfect stamens toothed at the base, stems depressed hairy."
—Br. Fl. p. 85. E. B. t. 902.
In dry pastures, by roadsides, the borders of fields and waste places, rare. Fl.
June, July. 0.
W. Med.
Found a few years back near Yarmouth, by Mr. Butler, of the
Bugle Inn, but since looked for unsuccessfully on the station, which looked like a
wild one.
I have it as gathered near the same town in a list of plants lately
received, but have never met with it wild myself
" Larger than the last, and with much less deeply cut leaflets, which yield a
Br, Fl.
powerful smell of musk."

—

3.

E. maritinium, Sm.

Sea- side

Stork's-biU.

"Peduncles

— 2 flowered, leaves simple ovato-cordate stalked lobed and
hairy." — Br.
E. B.
nate, stems depressed
1

cre-

slightly

Fl. p. 86.

t.

646.

On

dry sandy banks, pastures, and waste ground by the sea sometimes (though
and not with us) far inland very local. Fl. May September. 0.
Plentiful in the narrow gorge forming the descent into Alum Bay, especially
abundant and luxuriant at the mouths of the rabbit-burrows, where it was pointed
out to me by the Rev. Gerard E. Smith. At Brook, on a bank by the way to the
Cliffs near Freshwater, Mr. E. Lees in Watson's New
chine in some plenty.
On Headon Hill, at a considerable elevation.
Bot. Guide, Suppl.
Root slender, fleshy and tapering, reddish, nearly or quite simple. Stems
numerous, from 3 to 9 or 12 inches long, irregularly branched, leafy, quite prostrate, usually spreading in all directions, and forming depressed dense tufts,
rounded, jointed, stiff, brittle and succulent, smooth or slightly hairy.
rarely,

;

—

;

—

—
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Order XX.

;

OXALIDACEiE, DC.

" Flowers regular.
Petals 5, equal, often
Sepals 5, persistent.
Stamens 10, the
cohering at the base and twisted in aestivation.
6 inner ones oiiposite the petals and longer than the others
anthers distinct, 2-celled.
Ovary 1, 5-celled. Styles 5. Stigmas
usually capitate or somewhat bifid. Fruit a capsule, with 5 or 10
valves, or indehiscent.
Seeds attached to the axis, usually with
an elastic fleshy outer integument, which, on bursting open, proEmbryo in a cartilaginous albumen,
jects the seed to a distance.
with its radicle towards the hiluni. Mostly herbs, with compound
acid leaves
some of them highly sensitive." Br. Fl.

—

;

I.

Oxalis, Linn.

Wood-sorrel.

" Calyx not bracteated at the base.
Fdnments slightly comSeeds with an elastic
bined below. Capsnle angular, 5-celled.
integument." Br. Fl.

0. Acetosella, L.
Common Wood-sorrel. Stemless, leaves
radical ternate, leaflets inversely heart-shaped hairj', scapes
single-flowered longer than the leafstalks, root scaty creeping.
Br. Fl. p. 87. E. B. t. 763.
1.

all

In moist woods, groves and damp shady places, about the roots and stumps of
moss-grown or decayed tiees, and in alder-thickets not very general. Fl. April,
;

May.

U.

—

E. Med. In St. John's Wood and elsewhere about Ryde, occasionally. By
Qunrr Abbey, sparingly. Boggy thickets at the extremity of Apse Castle towards
Ninham, and at America. Abundant in the vale of Newchurch, in dark boggy
thickets.

W. Med.

A

— Little Standen Wood, near Newport.

tender succulent plant, the leaf- and flower-stalks subdiaphanous and usually
tinged uilh pale red or purple.
Root consisting,' of tufis of thickly interwoven,
branched, capillary, pale brown fibres, emitted at intervals from the long, horizontally creeping, filiform rhizoma, which enlarijes at short distances into knotty portions, consisting of imbricated, fleshy, bulb-like, conical protuberances flattened on
the upper side and ii'tcn truncated at top, and which are the enlarged persistent
bases of the leafstalks of former seasons.
Leaves all radical, in fascicles from the
apex of a former year's shoots or froin fresh ones, ternate, orbicular in circumscription, of a beautiful tender bright green above, grayish or whitish underneath,
or sufl'used with violet-purple, various in size, from about 1 to 2^ inches across
leaflets of a thin, flaccid and somewhat moist texture, roundish obcordate or wider
than long, subcuneale at base, shallowly eniarginate, all byt quite sessile, strongly
and almost elastically deflexed alter gathering or at night, sprinkled on both sides
with scattered hairs, with which the margins are slightly ciliated.
Petioles lax,
various (from 2 to 3 or 4 inches) in length, subtereie, slightly channelled above,
appearing jointed on the enlarged, conical, somewhul hairy, fleshy and persistent
base, and retained on it by a strong white central chord, flexuose, reddish or purplish like the flower-stalks, and clothed as are those with scattered silky hairs, most
numerously at the top and bottom, often nearly glabrous.
Scape springing from
the concave enlarged bases of the leafstalks, but not itself enlarged below, 1, 2 or
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3 from the same scaly tuft ov knot, lax, as long as or longer than the leaves, single-Howered, wavy, terete, more or less clothed v^ith fine silky hairs, especially at
the summit, furnished above the middle with a pair of small, appressed, purplish
bracts.
Flowers very delicate and fugacious, nodding.
Calyx hell- shaped;
sepals ovato-elliptical, very obtuse, nearly equal, a little fringed on their entire
margins, scarcely combined at base.
Corolla bell-shaped petals very thin and
delicate, somewhat diaphanous, 2 or 3 times the length of the calyx, cuneato-obovate, somewhat waved or sinuate at top, cohering together just above their short
abrupt claws by a gland-like projection or thickening of their substance, commonly white faintly tinged with rose-colour, elegantly streaked with purple lines,
and having a spot of golden-yellow below the centre of each. Stamens 10, alternately unequal in length, their _^ /amends white, dilated and combined below into a
thickened glandular ring anthers white, innate, of 2 roundish lobes. Styles 5,
;

;

white, very slender, erect, straight, glabrous, a

little

thickened at top or subcapi-

tate.

A violet-flowered variety of this species grows in many parts of the kingdom,
which I have never seen, nor am I aware of its occurrence in this island.
Gerarde speaks of a variety with red flowers.
*2. 0. cornlculata, L.
Yellow Procumbent Wood-sorrel. " Stem
branched, branches procumbent, pedmicles mostly 2-flowered
shorter than the ternate leaves, stipules united to the base of the
petioles."— !?>-. Fl. p. 87. E. B. t. 1726. Fl. Ban. x. t. 1753.

On
duced.

banks and waste shady cultivated places
Fl.

May— October.

;

very rare,

and certainly

intro-

0.

About the grounds at Steephill, Albert Hambroui/h, Esq. .'!.' A weed in the
garden at Alverstone mill, by Newchurch, id.
The whole plant clothed with solt hairs, except the leaves, which are nearly
Stems numerous, copiously branched and downy, at first somewhat
glabrous.
erect or ascending ? (Dr. Bell-Salter), but at the close of summer spreading on the
ground in all directions, from a few inches to a foot and upwards. Leaves various
in size, of 3 broad inversely heart-shaped leaflets, a little hairy at the edges and
principal veins only, upon rather long villous petioles, at the base of each and
united with it are a pair of small ciliated stipules. Hairs on the pedicels appressed,
those on the peduncles spreading. Flowers pedicellate, yellow, much smaller than
in the last, opening only in warm, dry, sunny weather, mostly in pairs, sometimes
3 or 4 together, on solitary, compressed, axillary and hairy peduncles that either
CapSepals ovato-lanceolate.
equal, exceed, or are shojter than the leafstalks.
sules prismatic, downy, with 6 prominent angles suddenly tapering at the end.
Seeds numerous, oval, flattened, reddish brown, with several transverse ridges,
.'.'.'

invested with a white arillus that, bursting, discharges the seed elastically.
I observed this plant springing abundantly between the pitch-stones in the
steep streets of Funchal in Madeira.

O. striata, distinguished by its stouter, upright habit and absence of stipules,
I found growing spontaneously as a weed (though sparingly) in the garden of the
Both this and X. corniculata
Rev. James Penfold of Thorley, near Yarmouth.
appear to be more truly indigenous to America than to Europe, and were probably
both derived to us from the western hemisphere, as the former is always thought
to have been.

—
5
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Subclass

II.

Calyciflor^.

" Corolla {and ustially the stamens) perigynmis or inserted upon
Ovary either free or adnate with the tube of the calyx."
—Br. Fl.
the calyx.

Order XXI.

CELASTRACE^,

J?.

Brown.

" Calyx 5 -cleft, its base covered with a large, flat, fleshy disk,
Petals 4
imbricated in estivation.
5, alternate with the sepals,
Stamens 4 5, alternate with
arising from the edge of the disk.
the petals.
Ovary wholly or in part immersed in the disk, 2
Fruit a capsule with 3
Cells with 1 or many seeds.
celled.
cells, and 3
5 septiferous valves, or dry drupe with 1 or 2 cells.
Seeds erect, often arillate, never bony. Albumen copious, fleshy,
with a straight embryo, flat cotyledons, and an inferior radicle.
Shrubs, with simple, mostly opposite leaves, and axillary cymes."

—

—

—
—

—

—Br.

Fl.

EuGNYMUS, Linn.

I.

Spindle-tree.

—
—

—

Petals 4
5 (rarely
Calyx flat, 4 5 (rarely 6) cleft, inferior.
6), alternate, with as many stamens inserted on a fleshy perigynous
5 lobed, with as many valves and 1
3 seeded
disk.
Capside 3
Seeds arilled.
cells, loculicidal.

—

Shrubs or low trees of the northern temperate zone, natives of Europe, Asia
and America, mostly in mountainous dislricts, with opposite deciduous leaves,
greenish, whitish or purplish, usually inconspicuous flowers, on forked axillary
peduncles, large, smooth or warted capsules, and seeds wholly or in part enveloped
in a coloured (orange or crimson) fleshy aril.
1. E. europmus, L.
Common Spindle-tree. Prickivood. Vect.
Flowers mostly tetrandrous, petals
Skewerwood, Skivenvood.
mostly 4 oblong pointed their edges revolute, peduncles compressed few-flowered, branches smooth, leaves oblongo-lanceolate

smooth capsule obtuse not
Linn. Sp. PI. 286.
Sm. E. Fl. i. 330. Br. Fl. 91.
E. B. vi. t. 362.
Bab. Man. 69.
Loud. Arh. Brit. ii. 496, fig.
finely serrulate glabrous, angles of the

winged.
164.

Guimp. und Llaync, Deutschl. Holtzart. i. 26,
in woods, hedges and bushy places.
FL May,

Very common

tember, October.

t.

16.

June.

Fr. Sep-

^.

Leaves smaller, dark green and shining.
in Apley wood, Quarr, Biddlesford, Chillingwood and Firestone copses.
Abundant in Eagle-head and Bloodstone copses, near Ashey. Plentiful in the Undercliff, and generally dispersed.
^. atrovirens.
JE.

Med.

— Frequent everywhere about Eyde, as
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—

W. Med. Toll Copse and elsewhere about Gatcombe, common. Very large
and abundant at Swainstnn, rising there to small trees, of great regularity in growth
and outline. Plentiful about Shorwell, at Northcuuvt. Woods about Rowledge.
Swainstou Park &c. A ciimmon state of the shrub.
/3.
A shrub or low tree, from 5 to 10 I'eet high, or even more in the wild state, in
gardens olten exceeding 30 feet, the smaller and younger branches quadrangular
and covered with a greenish cuticle, the larger and lower rounded and clothed
the trunk.
Leaves opposite, occasionally subalternate or subfascicnlate,
shortly stalked, ovale to ovato-lanceolate or oblungo-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, rounded or atienuuted at base, those near the foot of the minor branches

like

often partly obovate or elliptical, obtuse, smaller than the rest
crenulato-serrulate, quite glabrous, of a full, deep, often as in

;

finely

and evenly

shining, green,
when they bear some resemblance to those of the Chinese tea-tree. Stipules very
small, subulate, extremely fugacious.
Peduncles axillary, solitary or opposite,
sometimes lateral, rigid, erect, patent or reflexed, compressed or divaricately forked
at summit into from 2
5 single-flowered pedicels, that are unequal, stiff, variously
spreading or deflexed, not elongated in fruit.
Floxvers greenish while, f of an
inch across, in this our only British species almost always tetrapeliilous and tetrandrous, at least the later and more numerous, fur the primordial blossoms are said
to be as constantly 5-cleft and pentandrous.
Bracts solitary, subulate, minute
and deciduous at the base of the pedicels.
Petals greenish white, broad at the
base, ovate and slightly pointed, but on full expansion appearing narrow or lanceolate from reflexion of their margins, inserted beneath the fleshy perigynous
disk, much exceeding the very short, round, concave and reflexed sepals.
Stamens short, erect, inserted alternately with the petals on the lobes of the perigynous disk anthei-s reddish, 2-lobed, bursting outwardly alcn>; their edges. Style
short, furrowed and conical.
Ovary quadrangular.
Capsule smooth, coriaceous,
of a fine pink or rose-cniour, sometimes waxy white, 4- or 5-lobed, the angles
obtuse, not at all winged, often unequal ; 4- or 5-cel!ed, the cells 1-, or more
rarely 2-seeded, often partly abortive, widely dehiscing at the corners, and disclosing the white or purplish, ovoid and pointed seeds, completely invested with a
bright, orange-coloured, wrinkled arillus.
Embryo green, in the centre of the
large fleshy albumen ; cotyledons orbicular, flat; radicle inferior, cylindrical,
exserted.
The capsules remain hanging on the tree long after the leaves have fallen. In
'
English Botany' the capsule is drawn as if broadly winged, which I never saw
nor heard of its being in our British species, though decidedly the case in
latiHas the fruit of this last been inadvertently substituted for E. europaus
folius.
in the separate figure of the seed-vessel ?
This is ihe only one of the three species of Spindle-tree indigenous to the continent, that inhabits indiff'erently the plains of Eastern and Western Europe and
The remaining: two, E. latifolius and E. verrucosus, are wanting to
its islands.
all its Atlantic or Oceanic Floras, and belong exclusively to the interior countries
of the South and East, where they are subalpine shrubs, though the latter descends
to the sea-level towards ils North-eastern limit in Poland and Eussia, whilst the
former is, I believe, essentially a mountain species, nowhere lo be found spontaThe E. atropurpureus, Burning Bush of N.
neous at inconsiderable altitudes.
America, is the analogue in that country of the European E. latifolius, which it
resembles in flower.s, leaves and general habit, whilst the fruit is nearly that of
our present species, but more deeply lobed, and the arils of the seed are rather
In like manner the E. verrucosus of Europe finds its
crimson than orange.
j3.

—

;

E

trans-Atlantic representative in
particulars of fruit, leaves

many

E. americanus, which resembles the former
and inflorescence.

in

—

.
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Order XXII.

EHAMNACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx 4—5 cleft, valvate in sestivation.
Petals 4—5, inserted
on the summit of the tube of the calyx, shorter than and alternate
with its lobes, sometimes wanting. Stamens 4 5, alternate with
Ovanj inferior, wholly or in part superior,
the ealycine lobes.
Fruit fleshy and indehis2
4 celled
cells with 1 erect ovule.
Seeds erect. Albumen fleshy, rarely
cent, or dry and dehiscent.
Embryo straight cotyledons large and flat, radicle
wanting.
Shrubs or small trees, with simple, usiudly alternate
inferior.
Br. Fl.
leaves, minute stipules, and small greenish flowers."

—

—

;

;

—

I.

Rhamnus, Linn.

Buckthorn.

—

" Calyx urceolate, 4
Petals nearly flat and notched,
5 cleft.
Stamens with ovate, 2-celled anthers. Disk thin,
often wanting.
Ovary superior, 3 4 celled.
covering the tube of the calyx.
Berry with 2 4 cartilaginous nuts, each 1-seeded." Br. Fl.

—

—

The species of tliis genus affect inland places remote from the influence of the
sea air, for which reason both our Buckthorns, and especially R. catharticus, are
very rare in the more maritime climates of Scotland and Ireland, and are quite
unknown in the Channel Islands, though common enough on the European continent farther North than any part of this kingdom.

Purging Buckthorn. Stem erect, spines
1. R. catharticus, L.
terminal, flowers mostly dioecious densely fascicled 4-cleft tetranLinn.
drous, leaves ovate or elliptical serrulate, berry 4-seeded.
Bab. Man. 69.
Sm. E. Fl. i. 328.
Br. Fl. 91.
Sp. PI. 279.
Guimp.
Loud. Arb. Brit. ii. 531. fig. 198.
E. B. xxiii. t. 1629.
und Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtzart. i. 23, t. 13.
In woods, copses and hedgerows of the interior, seldom near the coast rare,
and principally on the chalk in West Medina. Fl. May, June. Fr. September,
;

October.

Ij

—

E. Med. Copses on the northern slope of Arreton down, sparingly. In Eaglehead Copse, near Ashey, very sparingly. In a field-hedge a little to the right of
the road descending upon Knighton Irom Ashey down, Mr. W. Jolliffe.
W. Med. Amongst low brushwood by an arm of the Yar, a little to the right
of the road from Yarmouth to Freshwater, between Thorley and Wilmingham,

—

with leaves quite glabrous, excepting a few scattered hairs on the ribs beneath.
Near Calbourne, and Calboume New Barn. Elm Copse, near Calbourne.
Wooded valley at Eowledge. Hedges and bushy banks in the neighbourhood of
Boughborough farm. Rather plentiful in Tolt copse in its N.W. extremity, and
sparingly in other chalky woods and thickets at the base of Gatcombe down.
A much-branched very rigid shrub or low tree, from about 5 or 6 to 10 or 12
feet high or upwards, with a trunk sometimes the thickness of the leg, usually
much more slender, the branches straight, spreading, terminated frequently when
old in a shiirp thorn-like point, the extremity of the younger ones pilose
covered
with a reddish l-rown, blackish or partly cinereous bark, which is rough on the
trunk and larger branches, smooth and even on the smaller, the entire plant having much the aspect of some of the smaller-leaved varieties of the common Crab
;

.
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or Wild Apple* tree.
Leaves yellowish green, deciduous, inclosed together with
the flowers in conspicuous huds, with dark brown, o^ate, fringed scales, scattered,
alternate or opposite, on the younger and flowering branches fascicled, from about
li to 2 inches in length, ovate, roundish ovate, or broadly elliptical, more or less
shortly acuminate, rounded, subcordate or slightly attenuated at the base, usually
somewhat downy on both sides, but most so beneath, sometimes glabrous, finely
and evenly crenulato-serrulate, with gland-tipped somewhat booked seiratures ;
7-nerved, the 3 lateral nerves on each side of the midrib converging towards the
apex of the leaf, by which this shrub may be known from every olher of British
growth except Cornus sanguinea, but in that the leaves are larger and quite
Stipules
Petioles about half the length of the leaves or less, downy.
entire.
linear, deciduous.
Flowers small, greenish yellow, dioecious, or sometimes, it is
said, polygamous, aggregate at the base of the leafy fascicles, the staminate mostly
very numerous and crowded into nearly globose clusters concealing the branch,
Pedicels solilary, single-flowered, scattered or
pistillate fewer and scattered.
Calyx 4-eleft, the segments ovate, acute, 3-ribaggregated, glabrous or downy.
bed, in the staminate flowers spreading, in the pistillate nearly erect. Petals very
Stamens
small, particularly in the pistillate blossoms, erect, linear and obtuse.
erect, inserted opposite to and a little below the petals, and about the length of
Style cylindrical, deeply 3-,
these last ; filaments much enlarged downwards.
Ovary half inferior, round. Ber4-, or'5-cleft, the segments reflexed, spreading.
ries the size of peas, subdepresso-globose, black and shining, 4- or sometimes
Seeds brownish,
6-celled (Roth), with one seed in each cell, often partly abortive.
oblong, pointed at one end subtrigonous, compressed on the inner side with a
sharp ridge, gibbous and obscurely grooved on the outer, the testa dehiscent by a
Imperfect and rudimentary organs of each of the
small foramen at the apex.
two sexes exist in the flowei'S of staminate and pistillate plants alike.
;

The common Buckthorn is well adapted for live fences, and makes a thick,
durable and handsome hedgerow, though seldom employed in this country, from
the preference universally given to Whitethorn as a quickset. Linneus is reported
to have been very partial to this shrub, and bad it planted in front of his country
Two fine staminate bushes stand one on
residence at Hammerby, near Upsal.
either side of the gate before the venerable farm-house at Yaverland.
The juice of the berries made into a syrup was formerly much in vogue medicinally, but from the violence of its action and the introduction of belter remedies
now seldom ornever prescribed by regular practitioners. The berries, when
gathered quite ripe, in October, stain paper of a fine green (not purple, so far as
I have observed), and when prepared with alum furnish the sap-green of painters.
The inner bark is of an orange-colour, traversed longitudinally with copious, white,
medullary, thready fibres ; is said to dye a beautiful yellow, and to be both purgais

tive

and emetic.

Berry-beading Alder.
Alder Buckthorn.
E. Frangula, L.
5-cleft hermaflowers
unarmed,
erect
Stem
Alder.
Black
Vect.
phrodite, leaves obovato - elliptical or roundish entire glabrous,
Sm. E. Fl. i. 329. Br.
Linn. Sp. PI. 280.
berry 2-seeded. t
Loud. Arh. Brit. ii.
E. B. iv. t. 250.
Bah. Man. 69.
Fl. 92.
Guimp. und Hayne, Ahhild. der Detitsch. Holtzart.
537, fig. 209.
2.

24, t. 14 (bona).
In moist woods and copses, swampy thickets, and damp heathy and bushy
Fl. May— August.
places
abundantly in the more interioV and level districts.
1?
Fr. August, September.
„
_
E. Afed.— Abundant in Stroud Wood, and in several parts of Firestone Copse.
between
Woods
In New Copse, between Ryde and Wootton Bridge, frequent.

i.

;

* Hence probably
i. e.

is

derived one of the Swedish names for this shrub, Getappel,

Goat-apple,

according
f Sometimes 3-seeded,

to

M. and K.
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Whippingham and Palmer's farm. Near Newchurch, in Bordwood, abundantly.
Lake Common. Abundant in some parts of Yimngwood's Copse. Apse-heath
withy-bed.
About America, and Apse Castle, common.
Alverston Ljnuh.
Copse called Beechwood, on the left of the road a little beyond Fernhill going to
AbunBetween Fernhill and Woodliouse.
Newport from Ryde, plentifully.
dantly in Fatting-Park copse. Briddlesford wood, in great abundance. In Clavell's Copse, by Whippin^'ham street, abundant.
W. Mfrf.— Nunswood or Nunningswood Copse, by Niugwood. Marvel Copse,
by Newport.
A slender shrub, from 4 or 5 to 10 or 12 feet high, rarely in cultivation a small
tree,* with a dark leaden-gray or purplish black bark, clouded with ash-gray and
sprinkled with white, oblong, waity .spots the epidermis of a lilood-red internally,
Stems mostly numerous,
the true bark of a bright greenish yellow within.
rounded, erect and virgate, sometimes solitai-y, and from a finger thick to the size
dividing into many irregular, spreading, twiggy, terete
of the wrist and upwaids
branches that are naked below, and bearing leaves only on the young wood of the
Leaves scattered or
lateral and teruiinal shoots, which are reddish and downy.
;

;

alternate, or partly opposite, stalked, plane, varying in shape, ovato- ohovato- or
rotundato-elliptical, pointed or acuminate, a few here and there rounded and
little shining, quite entire, or, as remarked by Berloloni, sometimes
minutely subserrulate towards their apex, glabrous, of a light somewhat glaucous
green above, paler beneath, with a very prominent midrib and numerous parallel
sharp lateral costae, arcuately anastomosing with each other at the margin of the
leaf, depressed on the upper side of the disk, to which, from its peculiar Hatness,
Petioles terete,
they impart an artificial appearance, as if cut out with a stamp.
subcompressed, somewhat channelled above, finely downy, usually reddish. Stipules linear-lanceolate, acuminate, glandulose on the margin, falling away for the
most part very early. Floivers all hermaphrodite, axillary, fascicled, from about
2 5 together, sometimes solitary, small and inconspicuous.
Peduncles singleflowered, glabrous, lax, nodding or decuvved, shorter than the petioles or about
equal to them.
Calyx glabrous, about 2 lines in length, cleft abont half its length
into 5 triangular, broad-pointed, nearly erect segments, that are whitish or freckled with brownish red, fleshy, concave behind, gibbous within, ciliate on the margins with a few short filamentous points, with a tuft of the same at their apex.
Petals very small, white, broadly ovate or ovato-rotundate, deeply emarginate,
cucuUato-conduplicate, shorter thin and inserted betwixt the calyx-segments,
Stamens very short, erect,
opposite to and infolding the anthers as in a hood.
inserted on a narrow glandular rim, their^/ame«(s very broad at base, nearly tripollen white.
anthers large, dark violet
Style shorter than the staangular
mens, thick and greenish like the sessile, 2-lobed, glanduloso-pilose stiyma. Berries the size of peas, black, subdepresso-globose, very juicy, 2- or sometimes, it is
Seeds large, yellowish, smooth, nearly orbicular, subplano-convex,
said, 3-seeded.
the hilum very large.
The berries, which ripen in August and September, have merely a sweetish
aqueous flavour, and yield to water on expression a fine purple colour, which
seems confined in the subcutaneous pul|iy matter, as the proper juice is only
The wood yields by distillation in close vesslightly green or nearly colourless.
sels a very superior charcoal for making gunpowder, for which purpose, the Rev.
The
G. E. Smith informs me, it is planted in some parts of Kent and Sussex.
leaves droop perpendicularly, and take fine shades of yellow or reddish before they

obtuse, a

—

;

;

fall.

The caterpillar of the Brimstone Butterfly {Gonepleryx Rhamni) feeds indifferently on both our Buckthorns, but I have usually found it on the present and
with us more abundant .species. The occasional appearance of the perfect insect
clearly indicated to me the existence of the Buckthorn long before I was enabled
to add it to our island Flora.
* There

Garden

is

an unusually large tree-like specimen in the Glasnevin Botanic

at Dublin.

—

.
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Juss.

—

" Calyx of 4
5 sepals, more or less combined, the fifth segment
Petals various, generally 5 and papilionaceous.
Stamens various, generally 10, monadelphous or diadelphous. Ovary
1- celled, bearing the ovules along the upper margin, sometimes
stalked.
Style and stigma 1.
Legume 2-valved, dehiscent or
Seeds usually without albumen.
indehiscent.
Embryo with the
Trees, herbs,
radicle straight or recurved upon the cotyledons.
Leaves alternate, mostly compound and pinnated, with
or shrubs.
inferior.

—

or ivithout tendrils, stipuled."

—Br.

Tribe

I.

Fl.

Lote^.

Legume continuous {not
of one of the sutures spuriCotyledons rising above ground and becoming green

Stamens monadelphous or diadelphous.
jointed),

1-celled, or by the introflexion

ously 2-celled.
leaves.

Subtribe

Legume

I.

Geniste^.

Stamens mostly monadelphous
Stems generally shrubby.

l-celled.

rarely pinnate.

,

Leaves simple or trifoliate,

A. Stems woody.
I.

Ulex, Linn.

Furze.

" Calyx 2-lipped, with a small scale or hractea on each side at
lips nearly entire or upper one 3 - toothed, lower
the base
Legume turgid, few-seeded, scarcely longer than the
3-tootbed.
Leaves simple." Br. Fl.
calyx.
;

U. europ<BUS,* L. Common or Spring Furze. Whin or Qorse.
Calyx somewhat hirsute with slightly spreading hairs the teeth
nearly obsolete, bracteas large ovate lax, wings manifestly longer
than the keel and imbricated over it. Br. Fl. p. 94. E. B. t.
742.
Guimp. und Hayne, Abbild. der. Deutsch. Holtzart. ii. 164,
1.

t.

123.

(3. Flowers pale yellow.
heaths, commons and dry barren fields and pastures, also in woods, hedges
Fl. April,
and waste places, by roadsides, &c. ; everywhere most abundantly.
May, and partially throughout the year.f Fr. July. Tj

Var.

On

|8.

St.

Helen's Spit.

* Pliny (apud Hard) makes Ulex masculine, Ainsworth, feminine,
endless succession of flowers on this well-known shrub gave_ occaout of season." An
sion to the proverb, " When furze is out of blossom, kissing's

t The almost

—

.
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Legume

scarcely above half an inch long, and about 2^ lines broad, straigbt, a
shaggy with copious, long, hoary, silky pubescence. Seeds large, a
line or more in length, roundish ovoid, slightly compressed, subcordate at the
upper end, which is tipped with a large, fleshy, two-lobed chalaza, their colour
olive-green, reddish brown or yellowish, very smooth and polished, a few only in
little inflated,

each pod usually perfected.
This species is, I understand, used by the cottagers in Wales as winter food for
their cows, which are found by its use at that season to yield as much milk and

The last year's shoots are collected, and bruised
butter as if fed in fresh pasture.
with a wooden mallet in a sort of trough to break the points of the spines, and
when so bruised are eaten by the cattle with avidity. A farmer near Haverford
West uses the furze for the same purpose, employing a mill turned by water for
bruising the fresh shoots.
2. U. nanus, T. F. Forst.
Dwarf or Autumn Furze. Calyx
with the pubescence appressed the teeth lanceolate, bracteas
Br. Fl. p. 94.
minute, wings about the length of the keel.
E.

B.

t.

743.

In similar places with the last and almost equally common.
Fl. August
Tj
October. Fr. April, May.
Legumes quite similar to those of U. europaeus in form and hairiness, but only
about half as large, and about equal to the subtending persistent calyx. Seeds
rather smaller than in U. europaeus, otherwise exactly similar, 1, 2, or 3 in each

pod usually perfected.
Dr. Bell-Salter has remarked to me that the lower sepal in the calyx of U.
nanus has almost constantly three minute teeth at the apex, the same part in U.
Though far from being friendly to the excessive muleuropaeus showing but two.
tiplication of species from loose, obscure or variable characters, the crying evil of
the present botanical age, we cannot help suspecting that the present may really
be a distinct species from U. europmts, though U. promncialis, another assumed
species, and stated to be common on the hills around Bristol, is said to be intermediate between the two. The spreading calyx-teeth, minute close-pressed bracteas, smaller flowers with narrower and paler standard, the deflexed spines, humbler growth, and different floweriug season are differences that taken conjointly
lend greatly to strengthen the above conclusion.
The reference of Smith in English Flora' to Gerarde for this plant is erro'

neous, the figure referred to (Ger.

Em.

1321,

fig. 6)

representing I believe Genista

scorpius.

II.

Sarothamnus, Wimm.

Broom.

Calyx 2-lipped, without bracteas at its base upper lip with 2
small teeth, lower one 3-toothed. Standard large, broadly ovate.
Keel very blunt, including the stamens, at length deflexed.
Tube
of the stamens split on the upper side.
Style very long, thick;

ened upwards and spirally curved.
Legume many-seeded, much
Leaves simple or trifoliate.

longer than the calyx.

—

1. S. scoparius, Wimm.
Common Broom. " Branches angled,
glabrous, leaves ternate stalked, upper ones simple, leaflets oblong,
flowers axillary shortly pedicellate, legumes hairy at the margin."
—Br. Fl. p. 95. Spartium, L. E. B. t. 1339. Cytisus, DC.
:

early, if not quite total suspension of flowering takes place

mer

the seed-pods are matured,

when a

however

Midsumcommences

after

succession of blossoms
afresh, which in diminished numbers continue to deck the branches
lowing spring again clothes them in their richest attire.
till

till

the fol-

leguminos^.

Genista.]

Ill

In dry, hilly, bushy places, woods, thickets, heathy pastures, and on steep
banks, mostly on a gravelly or sandy soil very frequent.
Fl. April
June. Fr.
July September.
Tj.
In Sandown Bay a solitary bush with the flowers nearly pure while was observed
amongst many others with blossoms of the usual colour.
A bushy shrub, from 3 or 4 to 10 or 12 feet high or even more, with copious,
alternate, erect, virgate, green, tough and flexible branches, which appear as if
deeply furrowed from the 6 short, salient, decurrent angles.
Stem and primary
branches streaked or furrowed and often of a bright red, the former sometimes as
thick as the leg.
Leaves from the same buds as the flowers, and appearing with

—

;

—

the latter or very shortly afterwards, ternate or partly simple, nearly erect leafvery small, scarcely half an inch long at most, obovale or obovato-elliptical,
acute, very nearly sessile, grayish green, and hoary with long silken appressed
hairs, most copious on their under side.
Petioles very flat, variable in length, as
long as or often much longer than the leaves, sericeo-tomentose like the latter.
Flowers solitary or in pairs, erect in biid, lax or drooping when open, 9 or 10 lines
in length, bright golden-yellow, usually shaded with orange on the wings and
standard, rarely white, mostly tipped in the bud with brownish red.
Pedicels
shorter than the flowers, subcompvessed, glabrous, with 2 or 3 minute scales about
their middle, lax or drooping, and springing from 3 or 4 small, roundish, obovate
or elliptical, simple leaflets, that surround the pedicel and precede the true leaves,
which almost immediately succeed the expanding blossoms, and are mostly ternate on longer or shorter petioles, and chiefly produced on the young branches
and shoots. Calyx glabrous, bell-shaped, a little compressed, usually tinged with
reddish brown, about a quarter of an inch long, membranous, a little oblique at
the mouth, 2-lipped, the lips widely diverging, rounded, quickly becoming brown,
diy and marceseent ; upper lip with 2, lower with 3 minute teeth, each lip bearded
within at its apex with fine white hairs. Standard orbicular, emarginate, semiconduplieate (not spreading or reflexed), of an uniform yellow colour, excepting a
faint spot of orange streaked with fulvous-brown a little above the very short,
abrupt, narrow claw ; wings finally lax or drooping, oblong, with short linear
claws, as long as the keel ; keel very obtuse or rounded at its apex, paler yellow
than the rest of the flower, its 2 halves but shghtly cohering, often a little downy
along the suture, at length separated and pendulous, exposing the style and stamens. Stamens all united at the base into a tube by cellular tissue, in 2 sets of 3 and
7, latter and inferior set much the longer ; filament glabrous ; anthers elliptical,
Style extremely long, circinately revolute,
orange-coloured, minutely apiculate.
semiterete, with a furrow along its flat upper side, slightly enlarged upward just
beneath its hooked, glandular, acute apex or stigma. Germen narrowly elliptical,
;

lets

densely silky,

much compressed

laterally.

Legume from about an inch

to

an inch

in length, blackish brown, roughish or subtuberculate, oblong, very
the lower one of which is
flat, fringed with fine white hairs along the sutures
nearly straight, the upper more or less wavy, with a thickened margin, and termi-

and a half

;

Seeds
nating in the short hard base of the style above the centre of the apex.
from 5 or 6, to 8, 10, or 12, pale olive-brown, roundish or subelliptical, a little
compressed, quite smooth, aljrupt, notched and foveate at the summit to receive
the carunculoid villose funiculus hilum circular, depressed, downy, with a trans:

verse furrow.

III. Genista, Linn.

Green-weed.

lip with two deep segments, entire,
Keel deflexed after
Standard oblong.
Leaves simple
or turgid, many-seeded.

"Calyx 2-lipped; upper
lower one with 3 teeth.
flowering.
Legume flat
or trifoliate." Br. Fl.

—

—

Woad-waxen. " UnDyer's Green-weed.
1. G. tinctoria, L.
armed, leaves lanceolate or elliptical nearly glabrous, stipules

—

.
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minute subulate, branches rounded striated, flowers spicato-racemose, corolla and legumes glabrous." Br. Fl. p. 94. E. B. t.
44.
In roush pastures, and dry borders of fields and thickets, in very many places,
Tj
Fr. September.
Fl. July, August.
Abundant on Ashey common. Pastures between Wootton common
E. Med.
and Newport, frequent. In woods and pastures along the shore between Wootton
On the slipped banks along the shore between Hyde
Creek and King's Quay.
and Binstead in one spot plentifully. Field between Quarr Abbey and Ninham.
In a meadow on Brading marshes, abundantly.
Very plentiful in many places about Fres-hwaler. Most abundantly
IV. Med.
Rough clay pasture-ground
in pastures in the vicinity of Newport race-course.
between W. Cowes and Gurnet Bay, about Egypt, &c., abundantly.
Root woody, very long, tortuous, much-branched, and creeping horizontally in
Stems numerous, formall directions, the bark deep brown, rough and wrinkled.
ing a bushy tuft, woody, leafless and depressed at the base, soon emitting many
(annual ?) green, slender, angular and striated, leafy branches, which are ascend18 inches high, glabrous and usually siming below, then erect, from about 12
ple below, more or less alternately branched in the upper part, the branches axillary, short, erect or diverging, and like the main stems quite destitute of spines,
more or less beset with fine, downy, scattered hairs. Leaves alternate or scattered,
on very short almost obsolete flat petioles, a little remote, erect or diverging, flat,
dark green, smooth and shining, the lowermost 2 3 lines in breadth, mostly
lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate, acute, glabrous excepting along the margins and
Stipules extremely minute,
midrib beneath, which are fringed with silky hairs.
triangular-subulate.
Flowers solitary, axillary, erect, crowded at the summits of
Peduncles hairy, shorter than the
the yearly (?) shoots into lax oblong racemes.
Calyx yellowish
calyx, bearing a pair of subulate bracts above the middle.
green, tubuloso-campanulate, about i inch long, slightly hairy, somewhat 2-lipped, the segments about equal in length, ciliated, the 2 upper triangular-subulate, straight, the 3 lower smaller and narrower, mostly connivent, finally decurved,
(Leighton).
Corolla brifilit yellow inclining to orange, about 3 times as long as
(he calyx, glabrous; standard roundish, the margins more or less deflexed, ovate,
obtuse and eniarginate, with a very short, abrupt, vaulted claw ; wings ellipticaloblong, very obtuse, nearly the length of the keel, their claws long and narrow
keel oblong, very obtuse, thin and flat anteriorly, a little hairy on its inferior edge,
its laminae at first cohering, at length separating, and together with the wings
deflexed or pendulous; as long as the standard, spurred above their slender claws.
Stamens ascending, all united (mouadelphous) into a glanduloso-pubescent tube
anthers large, oblong, yellowish, at length dark purple and linear. Style greenish,
ascending, glabrous, cylindrical, recurved at the apex
stigma flat. Legumes
spreading or snberect, from about 9 to 15 lines in length, straight or somewhat
falcate, strongly compressed, torulose, dark brown or nearly black, shining and
glabrous.
Seeds roundish and subcompressed, usually about 6 9, sometimes
more or less, rarely all perfect, olive-brown or greenish, very smooth, shining and
glabrous hilum round, with an oblique, tumid, annular border.
abundantly.

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

;

" SpiNeedle Green-tveed.
Petty Whin.
nous, spines simple none on the flowering branches, leaves ovatolanceolate, glabrous, stipules obsolete, flowers axillary somewhat
2.

G. anglica, L.

racemed, corolla and legumes glabrous."— .Br. Fl. p. 95. F.B. t.
132.
Guimp. und Hayne, Ahhild. der Deutsch. Holtzart. ii. 162,
t.

121.

On

moist heaths, moors and pastures, also in spongy bogs, not unfrequent.

May, June. /"r. July. Tj
E. .Med.— Abundant on the moory parts of Munsley Hill, by Godshill. About
Rookley farm, and on the deepest and wettest bog near the Wilderness. On a

J*/.

.

Ononis.]
mooiy

leguminoSjE.

piece of land close to

Pagham,

called, I believe,

113
Burton

Between

Hill.

Mount Misery and Smalli^ains Healh, plentiful, G. Kirhpulrich, Esq.
ton common ? Mr. Lawrence.
W. Med. On heathy ground on the N. side of Parkhurst forest.

!

Woot-

—

Field by
Albany barracks, Newport.
Near Cowes.
New White-house farm. Miss G.
Kilderbee.
Near Colwell barracks, B. T. W.
A humble prickly shrub, of straggling growth. Root extremely tough and
woody, pale brown externally, much branched and contorted, running lar and
wide beneath the surface, and ending in numerous long, flexile, diffuse and
decumbent or prostrate, woody stems, which are rounded, bare and nearly simple
below, variously and irregularly branched towards their mostly ascending extremities, the short ultimate divisions of»which are spreading, divaricate or curved
upwards, uneven and beset with slender, pungent, straight or slightly recurved
spines (abortive branches), from i to -^ an inch or more in length, wanting on the
annual or flowering shoots and on the lower parts of the stem and larger branches.
Leaves confined entirely to the short lateral and terminal shoots of the current and

foregoing year, alternate or scattered, often with a fascicle of smaller leaves in
surrounding a nascent spine, very shortly stalked or almost sessile, the
petiole with a few hairs
about J ol an inch long, dull grayish green, glabrous
and somewhat fleshy, flat and spreading, elliptic-lanceolate, acute and apiculate,
becoming broader or more ovate as they approach the flowers, at length beneath
the latter broadly elliptical or obovate. Stipules none. Flowers solitary and axilPedicels lax, shorter than the leaves, having about
lary, about ^ of an inch long.
the middle a pair of minute, opposite or alternate, subulate, hairy bracts with
tumid gland-like bases. Calyx very short, 5-uerved, 2-lipped, fringed along the
margins, otherwise glabrous upper lip shorter than the lower, in 2 deep, elliplower lip trifid, segments lanceolate, acute or
tic-oblong, diverging spgments
acuminate, slightly sinuate, the sinuses of both lips and their segments acute or
Corolla of an uniform bright yellow without markvery slightly rounded only.
ings of any kind; standard obovato-elliplical, slightly pointed, minutely emargiStyle long, glabrous, comnate, reflexed and revolute, with a very short claw.
Legumes
pressed, not channelled, ascending below, ihen nearly erect, curved.
scarcely above \ an inch in length, yellowish green or brownish, very hard and
smooth, oblong, cylindrical and obtuse, tipped with the pungent incurved base of
Seeds about 10 or 12, pendulous from the superior commissure, small,
the style.
roundish and dimpled, very smooth, black and shining, seldom all perfected.*
This species possesses perhaps sufficient attractions in its flowers to make it
desirable for cultivation, were it not for its straggling unsightly mode of growth,
and long, bare, prickly branches, which look as if quite dried up. Indeed, the
duration of these is probably limited to three years at furthest, and the rjut, ii is
likely, does not survive much longer.
theii' axils,

;

;

;

B. Stems herbaceous.

IV. Ononis, Linn.

Eest-liarrow.

"

Calyx campanulate, 5-cleft, its segments
Keel rostrate. Legume turgid,
Leaves simple or trifoliolate." Br. Fl.

large, striated.

—

1.

O.

ar-vensis,

—

L.

linear.

Standard

sessile, few-seeded.

Common Best-harrow. Cammock.

"

Shrub-

by, branches hairy often spinous, lower leaves ternate, the rest
simple oblong or oval serrated except at the base, flowers solitary shortly stalked, caljTc much shorter than the corolla, legume

* The seeds are frequently destroyed
Apion Genislce.

this species, the

in

the pod by a

little

beetle peculiar to

—
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erect obliquely
Fl. p. 96.

—

rhomboid 2

\yinthyllis.

Br.

3 seeded, seeds tuberculated."

Prostrate, spinous, and very

a. repens.

Suppl.

——

—

.

shaggy and hoary.

O. repens, L.

.

E. B.

2659.

t.

"Erect

^. spinosa.

more glabrous."

or ascending

Br. Fl.

p.

96.

JS.

B.

682.
In barren pastures, by roadsides, the borders of fields and thickets, and on dry
sandy banks and cliffs by the sea abundantly. Fl. Jane September. !(..
The Rest-harrow is called Cammock in this island, in Sussex, and in other
parts of England, where it is reputed to communicate its nauseous goat-like
odour to the milk and cheese of cows pastujijd where it abounds ; cheese so tainted
t.

—

;

is

cammocky.

said in these counties to be

V. Anthyilis, Linn.

Calyx

Petals nearly equal in length. Keel
oval, 1
3 seeded, enclosed
Leaves usually pinnate.

inflated, 5-toothed.

obtuse or shortly pointed.
in the

Kidney-vetcb.

permanent

calyx.

—

—

Legume

1. A. Vulneraria, Ij.
Common Kidney-vetch o7- Lady's Fingers.
" Herbaceous, leaves pinnate, leaflets unequal, heads of flowers
in pairs."— 5r. Fl. p. 96.
E. B. t. 104.

A. maritima, Schweigg. Bluff
0. Leaves fleshy, nearly glabrous, flowers paler.
Fingerh. Comp. Fl. Germ. ii. p. 187, No. 1976.
In dry, and especially chalky or limestone pastures, and on grassy slopes, but
not very common in this island.
Fl. May, June.
If.
E. Med. Plentiful by the palhside along the brow of Cowpit Cliff, hetweeii
Shanklin and Cook's Castle. About St. Catherine's lighthouse, abundant. Ventnor.
Chalky hollow between Niton and Whitwell.
W. jt/ed.— White Pit, Newport and Lenten Pit, Carishrooke.
Cliffs near the Needles.
^. Abundant on the steep banks in Sandown bay.
Between Foreland puint and Wbitecliff bay. Cliff near St. Catherine's point.
Claws of the petals extremely lonu and slender
keel and wings cohering
Style very long, with a swollen joint at some distance below the stigma.
strongly.
Legume very small, quite concealed in the white, chaffy, inflated calyx,' stipitate
on a slender pedicel from the upper suture, blackish, reticulated, nearly semiorbicular, the -edges much compressed.
Seed solitary, large, ovate, greenish, very
smooth.

et

—

;

;

Subtribe

Legume
Li-aves 3

]

-celled.

Staynens

2.

TniFOLiEa;.

diadelphovs.

Stems herbaceous, rarely shrubby.

5-foliolate, rarely imparipinnaie.

VI. Medicago, Linn.

Calyx with

5 nearly equal teeth.

Medick.
Keel obtuse.

Legume

fal-

cate or spirally twisted.— Leaves trifoliolate.

M.

L.
Pmple Medick. Lucerne. " Stem usually
obovate-oblong toothed, peduncles many-flowered
racemed, pedicels usually shorter than the bracteas, legumes
compressed downy twisted 2 3 times in a loose spire." Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 1749.
p. 97.
In meadows and pastures, on dry banks, borders of fields, and by waysides,
*1.

saliva,

erect, leaflets

—

occasionally

;

naturalized.

Fl. ,June, .July.

2f

Medicago.]
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E. il/erf.— Abundant in a field close to Bonchurch farm, the remains probably
also near the same place by the path leading irum thence to the

of cultivation
landslip.

;

—

W. Med. Persistent (from cultivation)
Gurnet farm, in great abundance.

or naturalized in a grass-field close to

" Leaves obo2. M. Iwpulina, L.
Black Medick. Nonsuch.
vate-cuneate, stipules nearly entire, peduncles many - flowered,
spikes dense oval, legumes compressed unarmed kidney-shaped."
—Br. Fl. p. 97. E. B. t. 971.
In dry waste and cultivated ground, fields, meadows, pastures, and by waysides
Sec.

abundantly.

;

Fl.

May— August.

©.

M.

maculata, Sibth.
Spotted Medick.
Heart Medick.
" Leaflets obcordate, stipules toothed, peduncles few-flowered,
legumes compactly spiral compressed, the spires furrowed at the
edge and fringed with a double row of long spreading curved
prickles."—^r. Fl. p. 97. M. polymorpha, E. B. t. 1616.
3.

In meadows, pastures, waste ground, by waysides and on hedgebanks, and
sometimes in woods
frequent, especially on a gra>elly or calcareous soil.
Fl.
May August. 0.
E. Med. On the Dover, occasionally. Abundant on the shore between Springfield and Netlleslone point.
On a piece of waste ground just out of Quarr-abbey
farm going up to the Fish-houses, in plenty. St Helen's, on the way to the spit,
in great plenty.
Just out of Shanklin towards Bonchurch. In vast profusion in
a meadow by Beauehamp, near Niton.
W.Med. Abundant and very luxuriant on sandy banks about Motliston
church.
Frequent about Brixton, Mottiston, Brook, and elsewhere on the green
At W. Cowes. Parapet of Yarmouth castle, Norton, &c., B. T. W.
(?) saud.

—

;

—

—

Nearly gla4. M. denticidata, Willd.
Reticulated Medick.
brous, leaflets obcordate, stipules laciniated, peduncles few-flowered, legumes broad loosely spiral and flat with 2
3 spires deeply
reticulated the margin thin keeled with a double compact row of

—

prickles.
Spines about half the diameter of the pod, divergent,
0. vulgaris, Benth.
G. E. Smith, Pis.
hooked at the extremity. Benth. E. B. vol. xxxvii. t. 2634.
of S.Kent. Br.Fl.]).98.
Ou sandy banks and cliffs by the sea vei-y rare. Fl. May, June. Fr. June.
;

0.

—

E. Med.
At the foot of the cliff in Sandown bay towards the Culvers, just at
the junction of the chalk with the green sandstone, plentifully, but, so far as I
have observed it, in one spot only, of a few feet in exient; in greater plenty on
[On St. Helen's spit, in some plenty, by
the same cliff just below the summit.
the old church ruins and along the road ; also on the bank at Brading quay, and
along the road thence towards the village, sparingly, A. G. More, ^'sy.— Edrs.]
Bool tapering, with many whitish fibres. Stems several, prostrate, from a few
inches to a foot and upwards in length, quadrangular, glabrous in ray specimens.
Leaflets inversely heart-shaped, the 2 lateral nearly sessile, the middle one stalked,
toothed in their upper half, quite glabrous, the midrib continued into a small
Stipules laciniato-dentate, their segpoint a little curved upwards at the notch.
ments unequal, linear and acute. Flowers 2—3, on axillary peduncles, small, and
much paler than those of M. maculata. Sepals awl-sliaped, nearly equal in
length.
Legumes on the elongated peduncles, blackish when ripe, mostly in our
Isle-of- Wight specimens of 2? rather loose spiral convolutions, much compressed
laterally, their surface curiously

and deeply

rugoso-reticulate, crested along their

—

—

\Melilotus.
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edges with a double row of move or less spie.idiiifj or divergent very rigid spines,
hooked at their extremities and about half the diameter uf the jjod in length, the
Seeds large,
thin siitural margin of the legume running between the two rows.
yellowish, oblongo-reniform, very smooth, shining and much compressed.

VII. Melilotus, Tourn.

Melilot.

"

Petals distinct, deciCalyx 5-toothed
teeth nearly equal.
Legume 1- or few-seeded, indehiscent,
duous.
Keel obtuse.
Flowers in long racemes. Leaves trifolonger than the calyx.
Br. Fl.
liolate."
;

—

—

—

Common Yellow Melilot. " Legumes 1
1. M. officinalis, L.
seeded ovate comiaressed pointed irregularly veined and rugose,
racemes lax, corolla more than twice as long as the calyx, petals
Br. Fl. p. 98. Trifoall of nearly equal length, stem erect."
lium, Sm. : E. B. t. 1340.
In woods, thickets, hedges, borders of fields, and on banks by the sea, in many
places abundantly.
Fl. June— August.
Fr. August, September.
<?. or 0.
Sm. &c.
E. Med.
Priory, and

— Between
in a

Ryde and Sea View.

wood below

St. Helen's.

Abundant on the shore near the
In Inwards Copse, near Ashey. Sleep

In vast profusion in
banlis facing the sea South of Luccombe chine, in plenty.
Bloodstone Copse, 1845, actually covering the ground in some parts so as wholly
to conceal it from view, appearing to have sprung up in consequence of the recent
clearing of the copse, as I had not previously remarked it there, and of the vast
assemblage of plants scarcely one could be found in blossom, August 24th, a pretty
clear proof of its being biennial or perennial, not annual, as given by some authors.

Between Tiuckles and Hardingsboot. Woods between Luccombe and Shanklin,
in profusion. Dr. Martin !
W. Med. Near Hampstead farm in various places. Abundantly on the banks
of slipped clay between W. Cowes and Gurnet bay, between Egypt House and

—

the old limekiln on the shore.
Legumes drooping or pendulous, about 2 to 3 lines in length, brownish or black,
attenuated or substipitate within the far shorter calyx, ovate more or less inclining
to uvate-orbicular or subrhomboidal, somewhat inflated, coarsely, prominently and
reliculately rugose, sprinkled with fine appressed hut sparsely scattered hairs,
maryins thin and flat, partially dehiscent along the very compressed upper suture,
whiLh terminates obliquely and anteriorly in the rather long straight or recurved
Seeds 2 or often 1 by abortion, pale greenish, reddish or brownbiise of the style.

yeUow, subconipressed, glabrous, truncate and obliquely cordate at top by a
deep notch, in the centre of which is a circular depression surrounding the slightly

ish

oval hilum.

I have remarked the blossoms of this plant to be very attractive to hees.

—

White Melilot.
f2. M. vulgaris, Willd.
"Legumes 1 3
seeded ovate obtuse mucronate reticulato-rugose, racemes lax,
corolla twice as long as the calyx, keel and wings shorter than the
standard, stem erect."
Br. Fl. p. 98. M.leucantha, Koch, E. B.
Suppl. t. 2689.
Fl. Dan. x. t. 1705.
Bab. Man. of Brit. Bot. p.
76.
In waste ground and cultivated field.s, amongst corn, clover or lucerne also
(but not in this island) on banks by the sea; rare, and apparently introduced.
FL July September. $
A specimen or two amongst clover at the back of a wood called
E. Med.
Heath, facing Roughborough farm, between Ryde and Brading. A few specimens
;

—

—

.

;

Aporanthus.]
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sandy cnrnfield by Tinker's Hole and nearly opposite Cliff farm.
At VentDr. Martin.
(V.Med.—C\over-(a.\\ovi near Kingston, and a specimen or two in the same
situation near Luecombe.
I confess ll)is appears to me a very slight variety only of the common yellow
Melilot, differing merely in the colour and rather smaller size of the flowers.
in a

nov,

VIII. Apoeanthus, Nob.*

Bird's-foot Trefoil.

" Peduncles
A. Trifoliastrvm, Nob.
Bird's -foot Trefoil.
about 3-flowered, legumes compressed about 8 - seeded nearly
twice as long as the calyx, leaflets obcordate toothed at the
extremity; stems decumbent." Trigonella oruithopodioides, DC.
Br. Fl. p. 99.
Trifolium, L. E. B. t. 1047.
Curt. FL Lond. i.
1.

:

fasc. 2,

On

53.

t.

sandy pastures and banks apparently rare, but proits diminutive size.
Fl. May, June.
0.
E. Med. On the spit below St. Helen's. On the short -turf above the beach
between Sandown and the fort abundantly, as also by the descent to the King's
Head Inn from the high road on the North side. On the Dover, Ryde, shown
me there by Mr. Wm. JoUiffe. [On the shore ol the harbour at Bembridge, near
the bathing-house of Bembridge Lodge, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
A minute plant, very different in structure from the following genus, often growing in small casspitose patches, and liable where Trifolium sublerraneum abounds
to be overlooked for a dwarf state of that plant.
Root whitish, simple, tapering
dry, short, gravelly or

;

bably only from escaping notice by

—

and

fibrous, beset, as

is

frequent in plants of this natural order, with

little

fleshy

Stems a few inches long at most, numerous, prostrate, rounded,
simple or branched, scarred, hollow in the centre, leafy and glabrous, in all my
specimens sending out simple fleshy fibres beneath for some distance from the
root which strike into the earth.
Leaves on long footstalks that are flattened but
scarcely channelled above, of 3 very small, inversely heart-shaped or obovale,
shortly stalked leaflets, with sharp, distant, mucronate, denticulate serratures,
entire near the base, quite glabrous, with straight parallel veins and a very thick
prominent midrib at the back. Stipules at the base of the petioles, sheathing the
peduncles and amplexicaul, ovato-lanceulate, membranous, with long, taper, ribbed
excrescences.

and very acute points.
Peduncles axillary, solitary, compressed, 1-, 2-, or
3-flowered, various in length, usually much shorter than the leaves.
Pedicels
very short, a little hairy, with a minute, white, unequally toothed, sheath-like
Flowers small, flesh-coloured or nearly white.
hract at the base of each.
Calyx
slender, tubular, slightly hairy, 10-ribbed, the teeth long, linear-lanceolate, equidistant, with very slender acute points, dark green, with a single rib and pale
edges, the 4 superior equal in length, the lowermost a very little shorter all a little curved upwards.
Corolla narrow, nearly double the lenpth of the calyx, closely
conduplicate, striated, without a distinct claw ; wings and heel abruptly narrowed
into veiy long, extremely slender, uncombined claws.
Legumes oblong, very
obtuse, a little compressed and curved, slightly hairy, tipped with the style, considerably exceeding the closely investing permanent calyx, and widely dehiscing
;

* [It is
description

much

to be regretted that the lamented author had not drawn up a
For convenience we
of his newly constituted genus Aporanthus.
quote from the British Flora' of Hooker and Arnolt the characters of Trigonella,
to which genus the author's species is referred by them, as well as by DeCaudoUe.
'

—Edrs.l
" Trigonella, Linn.
keel obtuse.

seeded,

much

Calyx 5-toothed teeth nearly equal. Petals distinct
Ovary many-seeded. Legume straight or slightly curved, many;

— Flowers in few
— Sr.
Fl.

longer than the calyx, 2-valved.

heads, or short racemes.

Leaves

trifoliate.'^

or many-flowered

—
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[Trifolium.

Seeds usually 8, pale yellowish green spotted
with black, roundish and angular by compression, very smooth and shining.

for the greater part of their length.

IX. Trifolium, Linn.

Trefoil.

Wings united by their
"Calyx S-toothed; teeth unequal.
Legume 1 4 seeded, indeclaws to the obtuse keel, persistent.
hiscent, about as long as the calyx by which it is enclosed.

—

Flowers

lieaves trifoliolate."

capitate.

—Br.

Fl.

A. Flowers white or purple.
a.

Heads many-flowered, compact, roundish

or oblong.

Calyx not

inflated after

flowering.

* Legume more than

2-seeded.

White or Dutch Clover.
Creeping Trefoil.
globose, legumes with 4 seeds, calyx-teeth
Br. Fl. p.
unequal, leaflets obcordate serrulate, stems creeping."
T. repens, L.

1.

"

Heads umbellate

E.B.t. 1769.

99.
In

fields,

meadows, pastures, waste places, and by roadsides, universally.

May — September.

Fl.

If..

** Legume

1- or 2-seeded.

Common Purple Trefoil. Red Clover.
2.
T. pratense, L.
" Heads
Honeysuckle Trefoil. Vect. Broad Clover, Cow-grass.
dense ovate sessile, calyx hairy, its teeth setaceous ciliated, lower
one longer than the rest half longer than the tube of the corolla,
stipules ovate bristle-pointed, leaflets oval or obcordate, stems
ascending."—Sr. Fl. p. 100. E. B. t. 1770.
In similar places with the foregoing, and equally abundant.
tember.
2^. or $ .?

Fl.

May — Sep-

Zigzag Trefoil. " Heads lax subglobose
3. T. medium, L.
stalked solitary terminal, calyx glabrous, the teeth setaceous
hairy, lower one longer than the rest about equal to the tube of
the corolla, stipules lanceolate acuminate, leaflets elliptical, stems
branched zigzag."—^?-. Fl. p. 100. E. B. t. 190. Fl. Dan. viii.
t.

1273 (bona).

In dry, elevated, hilly pastures on a calcareous soil, or on gravelly ones with a
September. If.
clay bottom rare ? Fl. June
Very fine and abundant in Firestone Copse at the junction of the
jE. Med.
Pasture-field on Vinniroads to Ninhara and Haven-street, Dr. Bell-Salter.
combe hill, by Newchurch, Mr. Loe.
[In the hedge on the North side of the
road leading from Ashey toll-gate near Ryde to Gatehouse, abundantly the whole
on the bant on the South side of the road between Guildford and Lynn,
way
also near Ashey down on the cross-road to Haven-steet, Dr. Bellsparingly,

—

;

—

;

—
—
— Edrs.]

Salter.

W. Med.

— On slipped

Miss G. Kilderbee
4.

soft

land along the shore at the Limekiln

Cliff,

W.

Cowes,

!

" Heads very hairy
T. arvense, L. Hare's-foot Trefoil.
cylindrical terminal stalked, calyx- teeth longer than the

—
IVifolium.]
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corolla permanently setaceous at length somewhat spreading, stipules ovate -acuminate, leaflets lanceolate obtuse, stems erect
much branched." Br. Fl. p. 101. E. B. i. 944.
In dry, barren, sandy
sea

;

E.
the

frequent.

-Fi.

June

fields

and pastures, on banks and waste ground by the

—August.

0.

Med.— On

clifl's

the Dover, Kyde.
Plentiful and very luxuriant at the foot of
in Sandown bay, on the debris of the green sandstone.
On St. Helen's

S]iit.

Root tough, tapering, with

several long slender fibres running far into the sandy
Stems round, numerous, erect or ascending, sometimes procumbent,
clothed like the rest of the plant with copious gray pubescence.
Leaves on short
stalks, of 3 narrow, obovato-lanceolate, sessile leaflets, abrupt or truncate at the
tip, with a minute point and a few obscure serratures.
Stipules small, strongly
ribbed with green or purple, with long spreading points. Heads of flowers terminal, cylindrical, very obtuse, grayish white with a. bluish tinge, extremely soft,
scarcely an inch long.
Calyx minute, the tube ovate, 10-ribbed, and like the

ground.

long, flexible, spreading, setaceous teeth covered with flue white hairs.
Corolla
much shorter than the calyx-teeth, very small, cream-coloured, ovate, incumbent,
the sides deflexed, with a long, broad, curved claw.
Legumes very minute, yellowish, membranous and wrinkled, nearly orbicular, tipped with the style.
Seed
solitary, filling the pod, greenish yellow, nearly globular, smooth.

5. T. striatum, L.
Downy, heads of
Soft Knotted Trefoil.
flowers terminal and axillary ovate subsolitary sessile, calyx prominently 10-ribbed in seed ventricose, its teeth subulate nearly
erect rigid, leaflets obcordate subdenticulate at the summit with
numerous close not prominent veins running straight to the margin.
Br. Fl. p. 101. E. B. t. 1843.
In dry sandy or chalky fields, pastures and waste places, but not common. FL

May, June.

—

©.

E. Med. On the Dover, Ryde.
[On St. Helen's spit and in Sandown bay,
A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Whole herb downy with copious, long, simple, spreading hairs. Root tough,
whitish and tapering, scarcely branched but mostly emitting many slender tuberStems numerous, much branched from the base or nearly simple,
little rigid, 3 inches and upwards in length, usually procumbent or prostrate, rarely in a variety mentioned by Mr. Leighlon (Fl.
of Shrops. p. 363) erect or ascending, for the most part spreading in a circular
form. Leaves distant, alternate, inferior on long, the superior on much shorter
half-rounded petioles grooved above, the uppermost leaf subtending the terminal
flower-heads, very shortly stalked
leaflets silky, grayish green, on very short
cular fibres.

round, solid, purplish above, a

;

those of the lower leaves obcordato-obovate or even
rotundato-obovate of the upper obovate or obovate-elliptical, cuneate at the base
and pointed, at other times shaped like the inferior leaflets all, as Sir W. Hooker
remarks, nearly entire, being only obscurely sinuato-denticulate along their upper
margins, the veins, as Koch observes, of equal thickness throughout, very numerous, close, not prominent, and running in nearly straight lines to their marginal
termination.
Stipules large, membranaceous, ribbed, ovate or oblong, adnate to
the petiole and amplexicaul, with subulate sometimes leafy points, those beneath
Heads many-flowered, axillary and
the flower-heads very broad and concave.
terminal, solitary or in pairs (the second smaller and placed laterally), sessile,
ovate or roundish ovate, often (at least in seed) subconical. Flowers small, erect,
Calyx tubular, somewhat elliptical, a little gibbous
quite sessile and ebracteate.
in front, much swollen or ventricose in seed, prominently 10-ribbed, the ribs red
or greenish, when in fruit foi-ming very broad convex ridges with deep intermediteeth erect, lanceolato-triangular, scarcely half the length of the
ate furrows
tube, green or purplish, single-ribbed, rigid and unequal, the 3 lowermost rather
stalks, or very nearly sessile

;

;

;

;

;
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longer than the 2 upper, all subulato-acuminate, with spine-like lips, not at all
spreading or reflexed in seed, the mouth of the calyx contracted and thickened
internally into a sort of hairy ring.
Corolla longer than the calyx, pale rosecoloured without stris, sometimes nearly white, much narrowed and elongated
Legume enclosed in the whitish or brownish
backwards wings and keel equal.
ventricose calyx, very thin and chaffy, subglobose, tipped with the deflexed not
straight style.
Seed solitary, oval or ovato-rotundate, brownish yellow, slightly
;

rugose and quite glabrous.

The

specific

name

of this speeies in

'

The figure
refers to the strongly ribbed or striated calyx.
leafiets drawn too distinctly serrated.

English Botany' has the

Heads of flowers
6.
Rough Rigid Trefoil.
T. scabrum, L.
terminal and axillary sessile ovate, calyx tubuloso-campanulate in
seed, its teeth unequal triangular lanceolate very rigid 1 -nerved
at length patent, leaflets obcordate serrulate their veins very prominent upwards and curving towards their marginal termination
Br. Fl. p. 102. E. B. t.
rather distant, stems procumbent.
903.
In similar places, and often in company with the last; perhaps rather more
/^Z. May —July.
frequently observable.
0.
E. Med. On the Dover, Hyde, in tolerable plenty. On dry pasture-ground at
By the Rope-walk, E. Cowes, Miss
E. Cowes, along the shore below Statwood.
G. Kilderbee. On St. Helen's spit.
W. Med. Down by Freshwater, first noticed by Mr. D.Turner, Mr.D. Snooke.
In Thorness bay, Rev. W. H. Coleman. Abundantly at Norton, on the turf nearly
opposite Mrs. Mitchell's and Sir Graham Hamond's.
Legume extremely minute, shorter even than the tube of the very much hardened calyx, and which consequently retains it more firmly than in T. striatum
very thin and membranous, tipped with the style, filled with the solitary, oblong,
somewhat compressed, bright yellow and very smooth seed, which is scarcely half
as broad or thick as in T. striatum.
Smith and Curtis (Fl. Lend.) describe the calyx-teeth as recurved in seed, and
the latter quotes Vaillants excellent figure (Bot. Par. t. 33, fig. 1), but both that
and Curtis's own plate represent them as little more than spreading or patent,
certainly not, as Koch declares, bent back like a bow (in einem Bogen abstebenil).
In all my fine and numerous fresh specimens the calyx-teeth are mostly patent,
or at farthest somewhat spreading, never decidedly recurved, though the points
only of a few teeth here and there are slightly bent backwards.
This and the preceding species have a great general resemblance to each other,
and their characters, as laid down in our standard British works, scarcely enable the
young botanist to distinguish them with certainty. I have for this reason altered
the specific definition of Smith and Hooker, and inserted the excellent characters
of Koch (in Rohling's ' Deutschland's Flora'), taken chiefly from the mode of nerThe following differences are observable in the two species;
vation in the leaves.
T. striatum and T. scahrum are both rigid, especially in seed, but the former is
always more stiff and wiry in its stems than the latter the heads of flowers and
When in fruit the calyx is perhaps
the whole plant smaller and more slender.
equally rigid in both, but the much broader triangular-lanceolate teeth of T. scabrum, whose tubular campanulate calyx is also coloured, will serve to distinguish
it in that state from the pale, bleached, ventricose calyx of T. striatum, the teeth
of which, though equally erect, are very narrow or subulate, with few finer and
more slender points. The character of Koch, taken from the size and direction
of the veins on the leaflets, is excellent, and will help to distinguish the two plants
at any period of growth.

—

—

—

;

Smooth Round-headed Trefoil. Heads
7. T. glomeratum, L.
terminal and axillary sessile globose, calyx-teeth ovate very acute

—
leguminos^.
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leafy veiny at length reflexed, leaflets obcordate toothed, stipules
ovate much acuminated, stems procumbent.
Br. Fl. p. 102. E.

B.

t.

1063.

In dry, short, gravelly, sandy or heathy pastures, and on waste sandy ground
by the sea; rare. M. May, June. 0.
E. Med.
On the Dover, Ryde, sparingly. On an earthen bank in Sandown
bay, near the turning off to Brading and Ryde, 1848.
A few small but perfect
specimens on a bank by the sea, between Sandown and the fort, Sandown bay.
Dr. Martin !.'.' [On St. Helen's spit abundantly. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. At Freshwater Gate.
Root annual, whitish, tapering and fibrous. Stems several, quite prostrate, irregularly though not much branched, round, solid, smooth, whitish or purplish, usually spreading in a circular form, from 3 or 4 to 6 or 8 inches in length.
Leaves
bright green with a pale spot In the centre of each leaflet, quite glabrous like the
whole plant leaflets small, very shortly stalked, with numerous straight parallel
veins, roundly obovate, edged with purple, minutely sharply and unequally denticulato-serrulate, lowermost serralures larger and more distant, the base of the leaf-

—

—

;

Petioles of variable length, semiterete, canaliculate above.
Stipules
sheathing, coloured, ribbed, roundish or oblong, with suliulate sometimes reflexed
points.
Flowers minute, light pink or purplish, in small, dense, axillary and terminal sessile heads or clusters, of a globular form and about the size of peas.
Calyx sesBracts solitary under each flower, small, white, scariose and pointed.
sile, campanulate, with 10 purplish prominent ribs, and 5 green, short, ovato-triangular teeth, which are 3-nerved, very acutely pointed and spreading, though
Corolla longer than the calyx, the standard very flatly
finally reflexed and rigid.
conduplicate, curved upwards and acute, without claws, not striated except when
beginning to wither, when it becomes very evidently streaked, nearly or quite conLegume about as long as the
cealing the very minute whitish heel and wings.
tube of the calyx, roundish, compressed, very thin and membranous, tipped with
the long persistent style, bursting along its upper suture and rupturing irregularly
besides.
See'ds 2, very often but 1 by abortion, very globular, pale yellow, often
greenish.
The perfect smoothness of the whole plant, with the smaller much rounder
heads of flowers, areall sufiicient distinctions between this species and T. striatum.
lets entire.

" Heads sessile
8.
T. suffocatum, L.
Suffocated Trefoil.
roundish, petals shorter than the membranaceous faintly striated
calyx whose teeth are broadly subulate falcate recurved." Br.
E. B. t. 1049.
Fl. p. 108.
In loose sandy waste or pasture-ground along the sea-shore, but

May —July.
E. Med.~Oa

rarely.

Fl.

.

the Dover, Ryde, Rev. G. E. Smith .'!.' and where I have since
Red ells', just the spot on which the new lighthouse (St.
myself.
[In great abundance on St..
Catherine's) is erected, George Kirkpatriek, Esq.
Helen's spit, especially in the less worn parts of the road, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Root whitish, tapering, branched and fibrous, sometimes with a few granulaStems numerous, prostrate, simple or slightly branched at the base, mostly
tions.
spreading in a circular form, and half buried in the sand, from about 1 to 3 or 4
inches in length, round, smooth, solid, leafy and glabrous, as is the whole plant.
Leaves bright green, alternate, on very long, slender, semiterete petioles that are
flattened or very slightly grooved above, sometimes nearly 3 inche.s in length

picked

it

;

very shortly stalked (the 2 lateral almost sessile), obcordate or oliovale, distantly and .sharply denticulato-serrate in their upper half, the serratuies spinulose,
wedge-shaped and quite entire in their lower half, somewhat shining beneath, with
few, distant, filiform, not at all prominent ribs running direct to the marginal
Stipules broad, scariose, not coloured, with long, subulate, green points,
points.
ribless except 3 strong green nerves beneath (the centre one continued into the
leaflets

E

;
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which the stipules seem a meie expansion) and a single lateral rib running up into the points. Flowers crowded in small, roundish, axillary, sessile
heads that usually appear densely aggregated towards the base of the stems.
Calyx ses.sile, tubular, cylindrical, a little compressed and sometimes curved,
faintly ribbed or striate, clothed (at least in my specimens) with a few long scattered hairs ; the teeth very long and acute, lanceolate, somewhat falcate, green,
with a pale central rib and whitish almost winged margins from their sudden dilanearly equal, the 2 upper teeth rather broadest,
tion below the subulate points
petiole, of

;

and recurved, very much so in seed, when they become
Corolla very minute,
considerably rigid and the calyx-ribs become very apparent.
scariose and nearly colourless, slightly greeuish only, according to Smith rose-

more

or less spreading

coloured, a little longer than the calyx-tube but much shorter than its teeth
standard ovate, closely conduplicate, scarcely striate except when withered. Style
Legume very minute, enclosed in the now ventricose and
long, slender, tapering.
gibbous calyx, short, broad, whitish and membranous, compressed, with thick
marginal sutures, glabrous, mostly with a deep notch between the seeds, beaked
with the ascending triangular base of the style about the middle of its very obtuse
anterior extremity.
Seeds 2, greenish or brownish yellow, nearly globular, or by

the prominence of the radicle slightly reniform, glabrous and somewhat uneven
with a few warty granulations.
I have observed the style changed occasionally into a small leaf, from excessive
humidity.
The very long petioles, lateral, dense, scarcely orbicular heads of flowers, more
distantly serrated leaflets, entire in their lower half, readily distinguish this species from its congeners.

b.

Heads few -floivered, at length producing thick stellate fibres {abortive
from their centre, which ultimately fold over the fruit.

calyces)

Subterrmieous Trefoil. " Heads lateat length deflexed and throwing
out from their centre thick fibres pabnated at the extremity (abortive calj'ces) which are closely bent down over the reflexed fruit."
—Br. Fl. p. 100. E. B. t. 1048. Rohling's Deutschl. Fl. v.
band. s. 974.
9.

T. suhterraneuni, L.

ral stalked hairy of few flowers,

On the short lurf of sandy or gravelly pastures, heaths and commons by no
means unfrequent. i^/. May, June. Q.
Sandy ground at I^angbridge, by Newchurch. Profusely in the
E. Med.
chamomile pit at the turning off' of the road to the fort from that to Brading, in
Sandown village. On the Dover, Eyde, near the ditches. Koyal Heath and Sandown bay, plentifully. Between Eyde and Sea View. Near Steephill. Castle
;

—

Point, Puckaster.
Luccorabe Chine.
[St. Helen's spit, plentifully, Dr. BellSailer, Edrs.]
W. J/e(Z.— Near W. Cowes.
Root small, annual, whitish and tapering, emitting long, slender, branched
Stems several or numerous, simple or alternately branched, stout, rigid,
fibres.
lying quite flat on the ground and spreading in all directions, so as to form with the
leaves a close short turf, round, naked and scarred below with the marks of the
earlier leafstalks, very downy above with soft, white, spreading hairs, and usually
Leaves alternate leaflets nearly sessile, rotundatosuff'used with purplish red.
obcordate, bright green above, sometimes marked with a black spot in the centre
and a whitish transverse band or cloud, from about 3 to 6 lines in length and
about the same width, clothed on both sides with copious, white, silky, diverging
hairs, minutely crenulate and denticulate along the superior margin, quite entire
on their lower edges, which are somewhat rounded rather than cuneate at base, the
apex with a broad shallow emargination, the disk traversed by numerous parallel
pellucid veins, branched and anastomosing towards their extremities, and running
;

—
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straight into the edge of the leaflet without any mai'ginal connecting vein.
Petispreading or diverging, very hairy, semiterete, slightly channelled above, the

oles

lower ones usually much the longest (in the larger plants 2, 3 or 4 inches in
length) mostly flexuose or curved in various degrees and directions.
Stipules very
large, erect, broadly ovate, acute or shortly acuminate, entire, submembranaceous,
more or less hairy without, glabrous within, strongly ribbed and stained with purple below, green at top, connate and clasping at base, and adnate with the petiole
for a considerable distance upwards.
Flowers of two kinds, terminating the
peduncles, the inner and central one abortive, assuming during the blossoming of
the perfect ones the appearance of a green, conical, bud-like protuberance, seated
on the axis of the peduncle and surrounded by the perfect flowers, which then
conceal it from view. As the perfect flowers advance to maturity and begin to go
off', the above bud-like protuberance enlarges, and expands into a head of several,
stellately spreading, partly deflexed, white, fleshy, tapering processes (abortive
calyces), by which the calyces of the perfect flowers are strongly bent towards the
earth. These fleshy processes finally emit from their apices 5 spreading points like
stars (rudimentary calyx-teeth).
Perfect flowers in small, terminal, subumbellate
clusters, of from 2 to 5 in each, erect or parallel as regards their position with
each other, finally spreading, but appearing horizontal or ascending, from the
decumbent direction of their curved and very hairy common peduncle, which is
usually about as long as the cluster it bears.
Calyx nearly sessile, slender, about
3 lines in length, the limb whitish, tubular, cylindrical, scarcely inflated, glabrous,
without ribs, the summit very oblique, and terminating in 5 slender, subulate,
green, hairy teelh, of nearly equal length, the 3 lowermost scarcely exceeding the
2 uppermost, which are separated by a very deep broad and rounded sinus from
each other ; all 5 at first erect, finally spreading or recurved, about equal in length
to the tube of the calyx.
Corolla about twice the length of the calyx, narrow,
quite glabrous, white or cream-coloured with a tinge of green on the claws of the
petals, which are very long and narrow, and cohere together into a tube somewhat
exceeding the calyx-teeth ; standard strongly conduplicate and incumbent on the
keel and wings, slightly ascending, oblongo-obovate, entire or slightly emarginate,
striated with distant pai'allel purple lines,* sometimes suff'used with a very faint
tinge of rose-red all over wings shorter than the standard but longer than the
keel, parallel, oblongo-obovate, entire, concave, with an obtuse sac-like spur or prokeel
jection above the very narrow and slender claw for the reception of the keel
shorter than the wings, greenish white, obovate, concave, slightly pointed and
cohering together, quite enclosing the stamens and style. Stamens in 2 sets, the
tube of the larger set open its whole length filaments flattened, somewhat dilated
into an oblong shape at summit, especially the lowermost one, and bearing the
anther on a minute apiculus. Style about the length of the longer stamens, glabrous, ascending at the end, subcapitate.
Conspicuous in the early part of the summer, from its long white flowers
covering the turf in patches.
;

;

;

c.

Calyx remarkably
Heads many-flowered, compact.
and arched above.

inflated afterflowei-ing,

" Heads
Strawberry -headed Trefoil.
10. T. fragiferum, L.
with a multifid involucre as long as the calyx at the base globose
upon long axillary stalks, calyx after flowering inflated membranaceous reticulated downy with the 2 upper teeth bent down, stem
Br. Fl. p. 103. E. B. t.
creeping, leaflets obcordate serrated."

1050.
* Koch in Rohling's Deut^chl. Fl. says bright rose-red, but I have never seen
such a variety here.
The corolla when "fading assumes a red colour, which may
have given origin to the assertion.

—
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Fl. June

In rather moist meadows and pastures common.
Abundant about E}'de, Freshwater, &c.
;

—August.

If.

B. Flowers yellow.
11.
,"

T. procumbens, L.

Vect. Yellow Clover.

Hoi) Trefoil.

Heads broadly oval many-flowered dense, pedicels much shorter

than the calyx,

standard at length deflexed furrowed, leaves
Br.
central one on a longer stalk."

—

stalked, leaflets obcordate,
Fl. p. 103.
E. B. t. 945.

pastures, and in dry waste sandy or gravelly places, by
0.
abundantly, i^/. May August.
This plant is not unfrequently cultivated in this island as the Yellow Clover,
but being annual is not so valuable as the more common white or purple kinds.

In

fields,

meadows and

roadsides, &o.

—

;

—

Sm. Lesser Yellow Trefoil. " Heads of 8 15
peduncles, pedicels rarely half the length of
rigid
flowers
on
close
the tube of the calyx, upper calyx-teeth about ^ of the length of
the lower, standard truncate obscurely furrowed much broader than
and quite covering the mature legume, lower leaf-stalks much
longer than the stipules, leaflets obcordate central one on a longer
£r. Fl. p. 103. E. B. t. 1256.
stalk, stems decumbent hairy."
W. Wilson in Phytol. No. 15, p. 293.
In dry barren places, fields, pastures, waste ground, and by roadsides frequent.
13. T. minus,

—

;

0.

Fl. June, July.

" Heads on capil13. T.filifofme,Ij.
Slender Yellow Trefoil.
lary peduncles of 2
5 lax racemed flowers, pedicels longer than
the tube of tlie calyx, upper calycine teeth half the length of the
lower ones, standard even deeply notched as narrow as and not
covering the ripe legume, leaf- stalks scarcely the length of the
stipules, leaflets obcordate equally stalked, stem glabrous."
Br.
Fl. p. 104.
E. B. t. 1257. T. micranthum, Viv.

—

In similar places with the
June, July. 0.

last,

from which

it

is

perhaps not really

distinct.

/^/.

T. incanialum (Scarlet Trefoil or Clover) occurs here and there, the remains of
previous cultivation.

X. Lotus, Linn.

Bird's-foot Trefoil.

" Calyx 5-toothed ; teeth nearly equal.
Keel ascending, much
acuminated.
Legume cylindrical, somewhat spongy within, and
imperfectly many-celled.
Flovv'ers umbellate : peduncles bearing
a leaf at their aiMx. Leaves trifoliolate." Br. Fl.

—

—

1. Jj. corniciilatus, L.
Common Bird' s foot Trefoil. "Heads
depressed umbellate 5
10 flowered, peduncles very long, calyxteeth of the flower-bud straight, the two upper ones always converging, claw of the standard obovate and inflated above, stems
a. vulgaris;
decumbent.
leaves obovate nearly glabrous."
Br. Fl. L. corniculatus, L. E. B. t. 2090.

—

—

—

:

/3.

Clothed with fine spreading silky hairs.

villosiis,

ThuiJl.

/3.

villosus,

Br. Fl. p. 104.

L.

—

— —
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y. tenuis. " Leaflets narrow lanceolate, or linear-obovate."
y. tenuifolius,
Br. Fl. L. tenuis, Kit.
E. B. Suppt. t. 2615.
On open grassy places, pastures, heaths and borders of fields everywhere plentiful.
FL June August. 2(..
Plentiful in Thorness Wood, Quarr
j3. Wood between Yarmouth and Thorley.
Copse, &c.
About Cowes in several places. Miss
y. Gravel-pil near Great Thorness farm.
G. Kilderbee
Between Ryde and Blading, on the road beyond Whiteiield
Wood, W. Borrer, Esq. [Plentiful in all the clayey fallow-fields about Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq.
Near Wootton, on the new road from Wootlon bridge
to Hill-side, covering a great part of the road, Dr. Bell-Salter.
Edrs.]
A
state of this var. occurs by the roadside between Thorley and Wilmingham farm,
with the leaves extremely narrow and acute, somewhat rigid and of a glaucous
aspect, and covered on both sides with .ihort, scattered, close-pressed hairs, the
peduncles mostly 2 4, rarely 5-flowereJ.
Mr. Borrer is much inclined to consider the var. y. as really distinct from L.
corniculaius, and tells me that in his garden it appears to be either annual or
biennial, as he could never preserve it for mure than a year or two, after which
time the original plant disappeared to be succeeded by fresh ones from seed.
.

—

;

.'.'

—

—

3. L. major, Scop.
Narrow-leaved Bird's-foot Trefoil. Heads
depressed umbellate 8
12 flowered, peduncles very long, calycine
teeth subulate from an angular base always spreading, the two
upper ones diverging, claw of the standard linear, leaflets obovate,
t. 2091.
stems nearly erect tubular." Br. Fl. p. 104. E.

—

B

In low moist meadows and wet bushy places, on ditch-banks, and by the sides
very common.
Fl. July, August.
of streams, &c.
2^.
;

Siibtribe III. Asi'RAGALEiE.

"

spuriously and longitudinally 1- or i-celled by the introflexion of one
Stems herbaceous or somewhat
Stamens diadelphous (9 and 1).
Br. FL
Leaves pinnate."

Legume

of the sutures.
shrubby.

—

XI. AsTEAGAius, Linn.

Milk Vetch.

"Keel obtuse. Legume 2- celled (more or less perfectly) cells
formed by the inflexed margins of the lower suture." Br. Fl.
;

Wild Liquorice.
Siveet Milk Vetch.
prostrate, spikes ovate, leaves longer than the peduncles,
leaflets oval, stipules ovate-lanceolate free, legumes somewhat triBr. Fl. p. 106.
angular linear curved sessile erect glabrous."
1.

"

A. glycyphyllus, L.

Stem

E. B. t. 203.
On dry bushy

banks, in woods, thickets and open gravelly or chalky pastures
and border of fields, mostly in hilly situations; rare. J"/. June September. 2f.
Abundantly on a bushy bank below Little Buddie, about midway
E. Med.
between St. Cb\therine's and Old Castle points, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. In great
profusion amongst furze and brake in a rough rocky close near the orchard (Sir
Plentiful amongst the rocks and in pastureWilloughby Gordon's) by Niton.
(I find it all along the
ground at Mount Cleve, by Niton, Miss Kirkpatrick
bottom of the cliff from the back of the Sandrock Hotel to Westclifif House).
Boot tough, woody. Stems scarcely branched, trailing or reclining amongst
brushwood often to the length of 3 or 4 feet or even more, roundish, zigzag,
Leaves alternate, .3—7 inches long, imparismooth, with a white central pith.

—

—

.'.'.'

pinnale, of 5 or 6 pairs of large ovate or elliptical, entire, smooth, nearly sessile

—
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of a dull green in the older plants, grayish beneath, obtuse, with a minute
mucro, slightly hairy at the edges and on iheir reticulated under surface. Stipules ovato-lanceolate, pointed, with an occasional tooth or two.
Peduncles axilFlowers about i an
lary, erect, shorter than the leaves, furrowed and glabrous.
inch long, in short ovate or subcapitate racemes, erect, of a pale dingy greenish
yellow with sometimes a slight tinge of red, on very abbreviated hairy pedicels,
which have each a linear ciliated bract at its base, shorter than the calyx. Calyx
gibbous above at the back, its teeth subulate, the 2 upper ones short, distant, a
little converging, the 3 lower much longer, straight, slightly ciliated at the base
and along the very obtuse sinuses. Standard oblong, veined with green, closely
incumbent upon and almost concealing the very obtuse keel and wings. Stamens
Style smooth, compressed, taperunited into a tube cleft its whole length above.
ing from the somewhat hairy ovary without any visible articulation to a point, on
which is the small, glandular, oblique stigma. Legumes clustered, erect, brownish
and membranous, an inch or rather more in length, curved and tipped with the
style, reticulated, glabrous or at least only sprinkled over with extremely short,
minute, distant hairs, slightly villous on their inner surface, with a deep groove
along their under side from the inflexion of their sutural margins.
Seeds small,
reniform, pale greenish yellow, in 2 rows, one along each margin of the dehiscing
upper suture, and separated from the other row by the inflexed portion of the
lower and indehiscent suture, which reaches to the superior commissure but is
unattached to it, thus dividing the cavity into two imperfectly closed cells.
The foliage of this plant, which gives out a most unpleasant smell in drying,
and possesses a sweet taste like liquorice, followed by an unpleasant bitterness,
great resembles that of the Locust-tree (Rohinia Pseud-acacia), commonly but
absurdly called Acacia in this country, and when growing in plantations, amongst
long grass, might be overlooked for young stems of that beautiful and valuable
native of America.
leaflets,

A. hypoglottis,

\i.

Carisbruoke-castle
B. T. W.

— The following stations

hill,

Mr.

have been given for this species
Guide.*
Dover spit, in plenty,
:

Griffith in Bot.

Tribe II.

Vicieje.

Stamens diaclelphous.
Legume continuous. Cotyledons thick,
farinaceous, not rising above ground.
Leaves abrupilij pinnate,
their common petiole ending in a tendril or bristle.
XII. Vicia, Linn.

Vetch.

Tare.

" Style filiform, with its upper part hairy all round, or with a
tuft of hair beneath the stigma.
Leaves usually ivith tendrils."

—

—

Br. Fl.
* Peduncles elongated, many-flowered.
1. Y. sylvatica, L.
Wood Vetch. " Peduncles many-flowered
longer than the leaves, leaflets elliptic-oblong mucronate, stipules
lunate deeply toothed at their base, tendrils branched."
Br. Fl.

p. 111.

E. B.

t.

79.

* [The following observation

published by our lamented author
—" Astragalus
recorded

in the ' PhyBotanist's Guide'
as found on Carisbrook-castle hill, by Mr. Griffiths, p. 469, certainly does not
grow there at present, and I question if it ever did. Mr. Griffiths seems to have
been a most inaccurate observer, as I shall have occasion to show subsequently,
lologist,' vol. iii. p.

and

to

280

:

is

hypoglottis,

in

'

have committed strange mistakes in his reports of species."

EdrsP\

.
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—

In elevated woods and thickets; very rare. Fl. June September. Fr. September, October.
If.
E. Med. Plentiful in a copse (Luccombe copse) on the road between Shanklin and Bonchurch, about midway between the two places, where it has been
known for many years to certain persons in the island, though I am ignorant
who discovered it there. Mr. Cnrtis's specimens were gathered by him in the
late Mr. Vine's grounds at Puckaster, but where the old gardener, Stephen White,
assured me it had been introduced from the neighbourhood of Luccombe, the only
plant of it he showed me being trained to a wooden prop or pillar in the garden.
Mr. Curtis tells me it was abundant some years ago overhanging the road at
the entrance of Bonchurch, but the recent unhappy improvements on the natural
beauties of the Undercliff have quite effected its extirpation.
Northlands
Copse, by Yaverland ?
Stems numerous, several feet in length, branched, deeply furrowed and quite
glabrous, climbing amongst the brushwood by means of its long, slender, coinpound tendrils. Leaves of many opposite or alternate, ovate, obtuse, slightly
stalked, smooth, bright green leaflets, sometimes notched at the extremity, where
the midrib terminates in a minute point or mucro directed downwards ; tendrils
much branched. Racemes pedunculated, longer than the leaves from the base of
which they originate, many-flowered. Flowers very elegant. Calyx campanulate, with slender subulate teeth, the lowermost or middle one much the longest,
Corolla white, the standard
the 2 upper ones with erect or slightly recurved tips.
exquisitely pencilled with blue or purple reticulations, the obtuse keel tipped with
a mixture of the same colour with umber sometimes the purple tint is suffused
over the entire standard, as in part of my Isle-of- Wight specimens, in which the
pencilling is rather a rich lilac than the pale blue colouring given to the plant
Style cylindrical, not at all dilated upwards, clothed all round below
in E. B.
the stigma with spreading hairs, to nearly i its length. Legume not above an
inch long by about 2^ lines wide, glabrous, blackish brown, wrinkled and roughSeeds 4, globose, someish with raised points, tipped with the permanent style.
times with a dimple or depression on each side, olive-coloured, smooth, one or two
hilum very large, embracing more than half the circumference of the
abortive
seed, from which when ripe the placenta separates like a hoop.

—

'

;

;

"Peduncles many-flowered
3. V. Cracca, L.
Tufted Vetch.
longer than the leaves, flowers imbricated, leaflets lanceolate
slightly hairy with tendrils, stipules half arrow-shaped nearly
entire."— Br. Fl. p. 110. E. B. t. 1168.
Extremely common in woods, thickets, hedges and moist bushy places, sometimes in meadows and the dry borders of fields. Fl. July. Fr. August, September.

If..

—

Legumes drooping, 9 12 lines in length, pale fawn-coloured, dappled, streaked
and clouded with brownish black, oblong, subcompressed, glabrous or very slightly
Seeds few, 4 or 5 (mostly 1 or 2 by abortion), globose, mottled dull
pubescent.
black and greenish yellow ; liilum linear, above ^ the circumference of the seed.

** Peduncles

short, few-Jlowered.

—

" Eacemes 4
6 flowered
Bush Vetch.
3. V. sepium, L.
nearly sessile, calyx-teeth unequal, legumes upright glabrous,
8 pairs ovate obtuse gradually smaller upwards upon
leaflets 4
the petiole."— jBr. Fl. p. 109. E. B. t. 1515.

—

In woods, groves, thickets, hedges and moist bushy places
June. Fr. July, August. 2f

Fl. April

—

;

very

commonly.

—
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axillary, solitary or in pairs, nearly sessile.

—

4. V. sativa, L.
Common or cultivated Vetch. Flowers 1
axillary nearly sessile, leaflets 6
10 lower ones retuse or obcordate upper ones often narrower or linear, stipules toothed with a
more or less evident spot, calyx-teeth lanceolate- subulate, standard glabrous, legumes linear x^ubescent or rarely glabrous, seeds
globose smooth, a. sativa ; upper leaflets elliptic-oblong, flowers
usually in pairs, pods erect. E. B. t. 834.
^. anfjustifolia ;

—

upper leaflets narrower, flowers usually solitary, pods spreading.
v. angustifolia. Roth : E. B. Sufppl. t. 2614. V. Bobartii, Forst.
E. B. Suppl. t. 2708. Br. Fl. p. 109.
In dry gravelly or sandy pastures, waste and cultivated g:round, on banks, along
hedaes, roadsides, and in woods and bushy places. Fl. May, June.
0. (or $.
Hook.)
Abundant in Sandown bay, on the debris at the foot of the cliffs,
E. Med.
which it adorns with its rich purple flowers, varying occasionally to bluish or
white.
Of very diminutive size on the dry sandy turf of St. Helen's spit, Ike,
where it is likely to be mistaken for V. latbyroides, a species apparently of great
Along the Brading road from Ryde beyond Whitefield Wood.
rarity with us.
On the short pasture-ground at St. Helen's spit,
0. On a bank at Ventnor.

—

sparingly.

Legumes a little silky or (when old) nearly glabrou.", reticulated, more or less
erect or spreading, brownish black, linear, subcyliudrical, with narrow keel-like
sutures, slightly bent like the long/, curved upwards at the extremity into a sharp
Seeds horn about 8 to 10 or 12, globose or obsoletely
hard and reflexed point.
angular, mottled or clouded grayish and brown with blackish spots, quite smooth
and glabrous hilum linear, about i the circumference of the seed in length.
Our Ventnor specimens are certainly the V. angustifolia of Hooker's Br. Flora,
who very properly unites the plant figured by him in ' English Botany,' t. 2614,
with the V. Bobartii of Forster, represented at t. 2708 of the same work, under
;

one denomination, and considers them with equal justice merely as varieties of V.
Our examples agree well with Smith's description of V. angustifolia in
the last ed. of his Engl. Flora, and with Sir W. Hooker's figure just referred to,
excepting that the leaflets of our specimens are more obtuse. We liud the uppermost flowers occasionally in pairs, as there represented, all the rest ndlitnry we
cannot therefore understand the propriety of Mr. Forster's correction of the specific character of V. angustifolia, when, referring to the very plate which shows
the flowers solitary, he adds, " Flowers in pairs, nearly sessile."
Mr. Forster
expresses a doubt of his own V. Sobartii being a good species in Lin. Trans,
xvi., and we have just seen that the only mark to distinguish it from V. angustisativa.

:

folia

is

very variable.

have found about Kyde a Vicia having solitary flowers, yet with a dark impressed spot on the stipules, and all the other characters of V. saliva.
1

" Flowers sessile solitary,
Sjiring Vetch.
V. lathyroicles, L.
6 lower ones retuse, stipules entire not impressed with
a spot, calyx-teeth subulate, standard glabrous, legumes linear
glabrous, seeds nearly cubical tubercled."
Br. Fl. p. 108. E. B.
.5.

leaflets 2

t.

—

.SO.

On

dry sandy or gravelly banks and pastures, perhaps not rare, though appearing so from its small size and resemblance to the last. Fl. April June. 0.
E. il/ff/.— Banks in Sandown bay. Dr. Martin, 1839!!!
Root annual, branched, whitish, small, slender and fibrous, having usually

—

;
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attached to it a few fleshy tubercles.
Stems several, branched, straggling,
ascending or procumbent, from about 2 or 3 to 8 or 10 inches long, slightly hairy,
acutely quadrangular, with the 2 opposite angles very prominent or almost winged.
Lower leaves mostly with 1, upper with 2 or 3 (rarely 5, Koch) pairs of leaflets,
their common petioles ending in a simple tendril, which in the lowermost leaves
is reduced to a straight point, in the higher moderately long and curling
leaflets
nearly sessile, finely downy on both sides, those of the lowermost leaves cuneate,
obcordate,
obovate or
retuse, apiculale
of the superior leaves elliptical, obtuse or
truncate, raucronulate (sometimes linear and pointed, Koch).
Stipules small,
semisagittate, acute.
Flowers axillary (always I believe) solitary, though Koch
states they are sometimes in pairs, very shortly stalked so as to appear sessile, far
smaller even in the most luxuriant state of the plant than in V. sativa (about i of
an inch long), bluish purple.
Calyx not at all gibbous at the base, hairy, the
segments nearly equal, subulate, fringed.
Standard ovato-orbicular, purplish
pink or lilac, veined, emarginate, with a small apiculus, sharply keeled at the
back, with a deep corresponding fold in front wings coloured like the standard,
converging, nearly obovate, with an acute curved spur and pale slender claws
keel minute, almost helmet-shaped from the extremely rounded, obtuse and gibbons or inflated, violet-coloured apex of its two 2 petals, which cohere closely to
Stamens subdiadelphous, the 10th or uppermost
the end of their long pale claws.
anthers roundish.
free about half its length filaments very short, thick, pellucid
Style very thick, obliquely truncate in front, where it is bearded with a marginal
row of stiff erect hairs, otherwise glabrous; stigma flat, peltate, fringed with
Legume brownish black, sublinear, 8 to 10 lines in length, compressed,
glands.
Seeds
glabrous without, silky pubescent within, acuminate, the apex recurved.
about 7 to 10, greenish or yellowish, thickly dotted with flit, warty, blackish
nearly cubical, with rounded angles, most conspicuously so when ripe
points
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

one of the corners, small, oval.
specimens from Boyal Heath, in this island, are extremely hairy, and agree
in this respect with beautiful specimens from Bungay, given rae by Mr. D. Stock.
Others collected by me at Weybridge, Suirey, are comparatively smooth. The
very small flowers will distinguish this plant from starved forms of V. saliva when
not in seed, though the present may approach that species in size of leaf and length

hilum

at

My

of stem.

•»*» Peduncles

elongated, few-flowered.

Calyx equal at

the base.

Style equdlly pubescent all round.

Annual

plants.

Ervum.

—

"Leaflets 6
8 pairs
Hairy Tare.
6. V. hirsuta, Koch.
6 flowered, legumes oblong
linear-oblong truncated, peduncles 1
Ervum, L. E. B. t. 970.
Br. FL p. 111.
S-seeded hniv j. "
Vicia Mitchellii, Raf. Ell. Sk. ii. p. 224.

—

—

:

—

Peduncles 1 2 flowered, legumes glabrous.
In woods, hedges and waste places frequent a still more common and often
August.
Fl. May
troublesome weed in cornfields and other cultivated ground.
p.

;

;

Ii.

the rocks at East End, sparingly, 1843.
Bab. Man. of Br. Bot. p. 78.

Amongst

rer, Esq., in

—

Isle of

Wight, W. Bor-

" Peduncles 2Smooth Tare.
7. V. tetrasperma, Moench.
flowered, legumes glabrous 4-seeded, leaflets linear-oblong obtuse."
—Br. Fl. p. 111. Ervum, L. E. B. t. 1223.
:

In woods, thickets, hedges, borders of fields, and in waste and cultivated places,
&c. very commonly. F I. Jane August. 0.
Herb of a pale grayish green. Root whitish, slender, of a few branching often
Stetns 1 or more, slender, weak, and leaning on neighbourmg
tuberculate fibres.
twining from about 1
plants for support, and clasping with its tendrils but not

cornfields,

;

—

;

—

[Vicia.
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4
2

or 3 feel in length, more or less copiously branched or nearly simple, acutely
ancipitally quadrangular rather than winged, hairy, at other times nearly or
quite glabrous.
Leaves short, of from 3 to 5 pairs of opposite or partly alternate

2
and

to

the common petiole produced into a tendril, which is most commonly
branched, but sometimes even on the same individual simple leaflets nearly sessile, hairy or glabrous, spreading in various degrees, often in the superior leaves
either wholly or partially erect, most usually linear-elliptical and obtuse but not
truncate, their summits rounded with a short mucronate acumination, at other
times the leaflets are acute, at least of the upper leaves, the lower retaining their
Stipules small, narrow, semisagittate or lanceolate,
obtuseness of termination.
very acute.
Peduncles solitary, axillary, very slender or filiform, erect, 1
flowered, mostly shorter than the leaves (including their terminal tendril) or about
Flowers
as long, ending in a veiy small inconspicuous point, sometimes wanting.
very small, about 3 lines in length, on still shorter, slightly drooping or decurved
Calyx not half the length of the corolla, tubuloso-campanulate, scarcely
pedicels.
if at all gibbous on the upper side of its basal extremity, obscurely 9-ribbed, unequally 5-toothed, the 2 superior teeth very obtuse, with a deep rounded sinus
between them, broader and shorter than the rest, with ascending points the 3
Standard pale blue or
lowermost teeth equal, triangular-lanceolate, straight.
purplish streaked with blue, bluntly emarginate, not much spreading; keel comStyle long,
pressed, white tipped with blue, the apex obtuse ; wings whitish.
straight, erect, hairy all round for some distance beneath the simple obsoletely
capitate stigma.
Legume brown or yellowish, about i an inch in length, subelliptical oblong, obtuse or abrupt, a little compressed and torulose, quite smooth and
glabrous, tipped with the style, which appears to originate from a point somewhat
nearer the middle of the extremity of the pod than in E. gracile, from the greater
degree of flexure of the upper suture than in that species, though its real point of
Seeds 4 or 5
insertion is the same in both ; bursting along the lower suture.
(sometimes but 1 or 2 or even entirely wanting, as I find mostly the case in specimens from Quarr Copse), spherical, dull brown, sometimes greenish, plain or
mottled, smooth and glabrous (slightly rough, Sab.)
Hilurh long, extending
nearly J the circumference of the seed.
This species, which is so frequent and injurious in cornfields and cultivated
land ill England, is extremely rare in Scotland and Ireland, and very uncommon
in Switzerland.
leaflets,

;

—

;

8.

V. gracilis, Lois.

" Peduncles 1

Slender Tare.

aristate at length twice as long as the leaf,

upper

—4 flowered
—

leaflets 3

pairs linear acute, stipules semi-hastate, teeth of the calyx longer

than the tube, legumes linear glabrous 6-seeded."
Koch. E. B.
Sup'pl. t. 2904.
Lois. Fl. Gall. ii. p. 148, t. 12 (opt.)
Ervum
longifolium, Ten. Lej. Fl. cle Spa, ii. 108.
Vicia laxiflora, Brot.
Phytogr. Lusit. Select, tab. .52, p. 125.
Ervum varium, Brot. Fl.
Luslt.
E. polyspermum. Smith in herb, ejus; Koch in Rcihl.
Deutschl. Fl. v. ler Th. s. 161.
E. gracile, Sebast. et Mau. Fl.
Rom. Prod. p. 248, No. 881. V. tetrasperma /3., Br. Fl. p. 111.
In waste and cultivated ground, on lay or fallow fields, and amongst corn,
rarely in woods, thickets and hedgerows
frequent, though less so than
either of the two last species.
Fl. June August.
0.

more

—

—

;

First observed by me in 1838, in great abundance, amongst corn in
near Coppid Hall, and since in cornfields about Cowes. Very abundantly
in and about the borders of fields near Howgate farm, and between Foreland point
and the Culvers, for the most part with unusually large flowers, 3 or 4 times the
size of those of E. tetraspermum.
I have also seen specimens from the Rev. 6.
E. Smith gathered in Binstead stone-pits, and it seems indeed to be not uncommon ahout Ryde and elsewhere, as Thorley &c.

E. Med.

a

field

Zathyrus.]

W. Med.

leguminos^.

— Cornfields near W. Cowes.
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[Near Brighstone, A. G. More, Esq.,

Edrs.]
V. gracilis

is distinRuished from the preceding species (F. telrasperma) by its
larger size and somewhat glaucous hue ; by its flowers, twice the size of the former, and of which the standard is an uniform lilac or rose-colour, scarcely streaked
with darker lines as in that ; by the much longer, sharply acuminate and narrower

leaflets, which seldom exceed 3 pair, and stand erect on the petiole
by the much
longer peduncles, especially the upper ones, which considerably exceed the leaves
in length, and are from 1- to 6- or 7-flowered
and by the legume, which has
rarely fewer than 6 seeds.
It diflfers moreoTcr in always having simple tendrils,
whilst those of V. tetrasperma are commonly though not invariably branched, and
by the frequent termination of the peduncle in a straight awn-like point (abortive
flower ?), also observed occasionally in V. tetrasperma.
The most marked of these
;

;

distinctions are the greater size of the plant and its flowers, the singularly erect
more numerous seeds, and very long peduncles, and these are so constantly united as to justify its re-establishment as a species, although the opinions

leaflets,

of

able botanists are opposed to this.
The remaining characters are certainly
variable, and are exhibited in gradation by either plant ; but I would ask,

vei'y

more

may

not the intermediate forms be hybrid productions, as the two plants are very
together ?
But our V. gracilis is more a plant of cornfields and
waste ground than of woods and hedgerows, and where we first observed it did
not stray from the corn, amongst which it was growing abundantly, to mix with
the ordinary V. tetrasperma, which occupied in as great profusion the grassy borders of the same field.
Brotero says of our V. gracilis, " semina in germine 5 ad 7, fertilia 3, 4, 6, rarissime 6," but his plate shows only 4 seeds in the pod in this island they are usually 6, less frequently only 5, smaller than those of V. tetrasperma, globular, dark
reddish brown obscurely mottled with black, the hilum very short, scarcely longer
than broad, on which rather slender character Koch lays great stress, retaining it
In V. tetraas a species in his new edition of Rohling's ' Deutschland's Flora.'
Specisperma the hilum is always much elongated compared with its breadth.
mens perfectly agreeing with ours are in the Smithian herbarium from Gibraltar
and Tangier, which the possessor at that time appears from a pencil note to have
In the same herbarium is a
thought a new species, and called E. polyspermum.
specimen intermediate between our V. gracilis and the ordinary V. tetrasperma
gathered by Mr. Woodward many years ago in Cambridgeshire, and noticed in
E. B. but this I have given reasons for supposing may be a hybrid, and am
strongly disposed to consider our V. gracilis to be a good species, an opinion in
which I am glad to find my friend the Rev. G. E. Smith coincide, who on first
It appears to
seeing the plant was forcibly struck by its aspect and characters.*
be not uncommon in the S. and middle of Europe, about Paris, on the Rhine, in
the Netherlands and Portugal, where Brotero says it aflbrds a grateful food to cattle, and hence might perhaps be advantageously grown as a green crop in our own

commonly found

;

;

country.

XIII. Lathyeus, Linn.
" Calyx with its mouth oblique, its upper segments shortest.
Leaves
Style plane, broader upwards, downy on the upper side.
with tendrils, or the petiole without leaflets.'" Br. Fl.

—

—

* [In the Phytologist' (iii. 281) we find from Dr. Bromfield's pen the following remark :— " I am still more than half inclined to regard it (V. gracilis) as a
mere variety of the last (F. telrasperma), finding most of its characters prone to
It
variation, but in deference to the opinions of others I here keep it distinct."
than the text above.
is believed that this latter remark was penned at a later date
'

—Edrs.']

[Lathynis:
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* Peduncles

2- or

more flowered. Petioles furnished with perfect
Root perennial.

leaflets.

—

8
1.
L. pratcnsis, L. Meadoiv Vetchling. "Peduncles 2
flowered, tendrils with 2 lanceolate 3- nerved leaflets, stipules
arrow-shaped as large as the leaflets, calyx-teeth subulate, stem
acutely angled without wings."— fir. Fl. p. 112. E. B. t. 670.
In moist meadows and pastuies, damp thickets, hedges and bushy places; very
common. -F^ July, August, i^r. August, September. !{..
Legumes suberect, dark brown or nearly black, rather more than an inch long
by about 3 lines in breadth, straight, much compressed, prominently veined and
glabrous, the valves silky within, undulately torulose or puckered beneath the
Seeds,
seldom more than 2 or 3 perfected, rather large, subovatoHilum
rotundate, yellowish gray mottled with purple, smooth and shining.
linear-elliptical, about ^ the circumference of the seed.

upper suture.

—

Narrow-leaved Everlasting Pea.
Pedunsword-shaped leaflets,
calyx-teeth triangular-subulate, stem winged.
£r. Fl. p. 112.
E. B. i. 805.
2.

L.

cles 4

—

sylvestris,

L.

5 flowered, tendrils with a pair of

In woods, groves, thickets, hedges, and on broken, rocky, bushy ground
general, and principally along the East and South-east coast of the island.
July

— September.

E. Med.

%.
— lu Luccombe
chine,

and

;

not
Fl.

in great profusion all over the landslip at

East End, covering the rocks in many places.
Edge of the cliff a little before
descending by the pathway from Sandown into Shanklin chine, with leaflets so
broad that I took it for L. latifolius, the introduction of which into our island
Flora has, T fear, originated in a similar mistake on the part of others. Amongst
willows near the late Mr. Vine's cottage at Puckaster copse, near Yaverland farm.
Knighton East copse. About Puckaster, mostly with very narrow leaflets. In
great quantity under the cliff at Shanklin and Luccombe, Mr. J. Woods, jun., in
Bot. Guide !!! A plant or two observed in the high wood in Appuldurcombe park,
1845.

Herb

quite glabrous.
Stems climbing over bushes and rocks to the length of
hollow, branched, acutely quadrangular, broadly winged along the
same two opposite angles throughout.
Tendrils stout, 3-branched, hearing each
a single pair of erect, sessile, entire, bright green leaflets, 3 or 4 inches long,
swollen and jointed on the common petiole, and having 3 principal and very prominent ribs : the upper leaflets usually narrow, linear-lanceolate or sword-shaped,
those lower on the stem often ovato-lanceolale, and so broad as often to cause our

many

feet,

plant to be mistaken for L. latifolius.
Peduncles solitary, axillary, erect and
angular, several inches long, 4
12 flowered.
Stipules semisagitlate, their segments linear, very acute. Flowers on short pedicels, J of an inch broad, rather
showy. Bracts subulate, the length of the pedicels. Standard pale purplish pink,
with darker reticulations wings violet or purplish blue keel whitish, with green
ribs, and slightly tinged above with bli.e and red.
Legume pale brown, 2i inches
long, glabrous, covered with a prominent network of veins, and tipped with the
persistent style.
Seeds blackish, with grayish sinuous markings, more or less
globular, flattened and dimpled, from 1 to 6 perfect, the rest abortive.
Hilum
very narrow, not at all depressed, embracing i of the circumference of the seed.

—

;

;

—

L. latifolius, L. A plant said to be this species has been found in the following places :— Sandown Beach, Pulteney in Bot. Guide. Near Carisbrooke Castle,
1830, Dr. Bell-Salter ! but I should fear scarcely wild.
Specimens gathered
here appeared to me identical with those of ?Tr. Smith, but the flowers of the for-

mer seem much

inferior in size

to those ol

the

common

state of the plant, so

—
Lathyrua.]

legdminosa;.
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called, in gardens.

Tn a wild spot by Core cottage, Ventnor, Rev. 6. E. Smith,
specimens in 1839, but from which both flowers and pods had fallen
away some doubt thereforp attaches to the specific identity of the plant, which I
confess is one I do not properly understand, and am inclined to consider it a

who

sent

me

;

variety of the preceding.

" Peduncles
3. L. maritimm, Big.
Sea-side Everlasting Pea.
many-flowered shorter than the leaves, tendrils with 3 4 pairs of
oval leaflets, stipules as large as the leaflets unequally cordatohastate with the angles acute, stem angled without wings."
Br.
Fl. p. 113.
Pisum, L. E. B. t. 1046.

—

:

On

the pebbly sea-beach
very rare, and now, I fear, quite extinct in the
island.
Fl. July, August.
1^..
E. Mid.
Sandown beach, I. W., Pulteney in Bot. Guide, and Miss Lucas.
" On the sands near Lord Seymour's (Norris Castle), near Cowes,"
Marryatt,
Esq., in Baxter's Gen. of Flowering Pis., and in litt.
I have hitherto failed in finding this plant, but my friend Miss Lucas has specimens gathered by her at the Sandown station some years ago
it was then
rather plentiful, but has probably been overwhelmed by some subsequent landslip,
or washed away by the encroaching waves,
casualties to which botanical rarities
are but too liable on all parts of our island coasts.*
;

—

;

—

4. L. hirsutus, L.
Rough -podded Vetchling.
"Peduncles
2-flowered, each tendrU with a pair of linear-lanceolate leaflets,
legumes hairy, seeds tubercular, stem and petiole winged." Br.
Fl. p. 113.
E. B. t. 1355.
In cultivated fields very rare. i^?. June, July. ? ©.
A single specimen in the herbarium of Miss Lovell, who picked it in a field
;

near Brighstone, but could not succeed in finding a second.
accidentally

Perhaps introduced

!

** Peduncles

1- OT 2-fiowered.
Petioles leafless, either forming tendrils or dilated
into a leaf-like expansion of its substance (phyllodium), and without tendrils.

Root annual.

" LeafL. Nissolia, L. Crimson Vetchling. Grass Vetch.
wanting but in place of them a simple Hnear-lanceolate sessile
leaf-like petiole without tendrils, stipules minute subulate."
Br.
Fl. p. 113.
E. B. t. 113.
5.

lets

In grassy thickets and bushy places, along the banks and borders of fields, on
lay and fallow ground ; by no means rare, but very uncertain in its time and
places of appearing.
Fl, May
July, and sometimes in September. Fr. August.

—

0.

—

E. Med. Eoadside between Ryde and Brading, at the foot of the hill beyond
the third milestone.
Borders
Shore between St. Helen's mill and Carpenters.
of fields by Howgate farm near Bembridge, and in great abundance and very fine
in several fields and hedges near the sea between Foreland point and the Culvers.
Top of the ells' above Sandown bay, abundant, and on the banks below. Between
Nettleston green and St. Helen's church, Lady Hooker.
Between Niton and
Blackgang, by the lower road. Dr. Martin.
At Bembridge, near the windmill.
Dr. Bell-Salter. At Springfield, opposite Vernon Villa. Prioiy landslips, near
St. Helen's old church, 1850, Dr. Bell-Salter.
Puckaster cove, /. Curtis, Esq.,
Brit. Entom. x. t. 445.
*

A

specimen of what appeared to them to be the leaves of this plant was found
by Dr. Martin and J. A. Hankey, Esq., in Sandown bay.

in June, 1843,

.
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—

W. Med. About Thorley, as by the roadside going to Freshwater, and in
hedges by Bouldner, Rev. J. Penfold and Mr. Rob. Gihbs. Meadow between
Woodhouse and Little Town, near Briddlesford, Miss S. Sanders ! Between
Debborn turnpike and Gurnet farm, near a brook. Miss G. Kilderhee ! Near Sea
View and W. Cowes, Miss Lucas.
Root annual, small, whitish, with a few long fibres bearing small, roundish,
fleshy tubercles.
Stems erect, branching from the base, simple above, from 12 or
18 inches to 2 feet high or even more, hollow, angular, leafy, quite glabrous.
Leaves alternate, erect, linear, very much like those of some grass in shape and
colour, 4 or 5 inches long, hardly J inch wide, about 7-ribbed, smooth and quite
Peduncles
entire, with a pair of very minute awl-shaped stipules at their base.
solitary, axillary, 1- or 2-flowered, long, smooth, slender, erect, shorter than the
leaf
Flowers on very short slightly hairy pedicels, with or without a minute bract
at their jointed insertion on the peduncle, about the size of those of the common
Vetch {Vicia sativa), wings and standard bright crimson fading at last into dull
blue, the keel whitish.
Calyx shining, nearly glabrous, the teeth only clothed
and fringed with a few scattered white hairs, strongly 5-ribbed, the lower segments nearly equal in length, the 2 upper somewhat shorter, all lanceolate and
very acute.
Standard orbicular, erect. Style much flattened, transversely obtuse,
pilose on its inner side about half way down, faintly keeled in front.
Legumes
pale nut-brown, pendulous, very narrow, from about 2J to 2\ inches long, and
about J inch wide, subcylindrical, nearly straight, prominently veined or wrinkled
lengthwise, glabrous, obliquely mucronato-acuminate, the point recurved.
Seeds
from 10 or 12 to 16 or 17, globose or slightly cylindrical, gray or reddish mottled
with black, bluntly tuberculate, glabrous hilum oblong or ovate, short.
This plant is impatient of cultivation, and does not always succeed in the garden. The flowers, which are of short duration, lose much of their native brilliancy,
as they soon do altogether after being gathered.
I have remarked them of a
brick-red in Kew Botanic Gardens. Dr. Bell-Salter observes that this species is not
;

annual, as the root often survives the winter, and is furnished with hybernacula.
He further remarks that the perfect seed-pods are formed in buds which
do not open, and thinks that the plant is more common than is usually supposed,
but for want of favourable circumstances for its perfect development is often
passed by, from its resemblance to the grass amongst which it grows.
moist
or even wet season Dr. Bell-Salter thinks best suits it.
strictly

A

XIV. Oeobus, Linn.

Bitter- vetch.

" Calyx obtuse at the base, oblique at the mouth, its upper
segments deeper and shorter. Style linear, downy above. Leaves
pinnate, without tendrils."
Br. Fl.

—

—

A small genus, with the habit of the two preceding genera, but of more humble
growth, not climbing, and destitute of tendrils flowers mostly purplish, appearing early ; root usually bearing tubers. With the exception of the following, the
species are Aery rare in Britain.
;

O. tuherosus, L.

Tuberous-rooted Bitter-vetch.
Leaflets
stipules half arrow-shaped toothed
at the base, stem simple erect winged.
E. B. t. 1153.
1.

2

—4 pairs glaucous beneath,

/3. Leaflets linear.
Scot. lUust.

O. tenuifoHus, Roth.

Hook. Br. Fl.

Vide Sibbald,

p. 114.

In woods, thickets, groves, and ou bushy heaths and commons very frequent.
June. Fr. July, August. Zf
E. Med. In Quarr copse, Apley wood, and other places about Ryde, commonly. Abundant in woods between Wootton and Whippingham. In Briddlesford copse, plentiful, where I have found it with extremely narrow (linearlanceolate) leaflets, and with all gradations between that and the broadest form.
Fl. April

—

;

—

Plentiful in

Bovdwood

copse.

Ornithopus.]

leguminos«.
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W, Med. — In Mrs. Goodwin's grounds at W. Cowes.
A specimen found in Boidwood copse, April, 1843.

;8.

Root consisting of one or more irregular knots or fleshy tubers, of a blackish
brown externally, from the size of a pea to that of a hazel-nut or larger, emitting
long creeping fibres that bear at intervals other smaller tubers.
Stems several,
their lowermost part creeping imder ground or rhizomatous, white, round and
fleshy
that above ground rising from about 6 to 12 or 15 inches high, weak,
;

inclining or suberect, simple or slightly branched, acutely quadrangular, 2 of the
angles sharply winged and twisted or oblique, glabrous or slightly pubescent, pale
green with a glaucous bloom. Leaves mostly about 3 or 4 on the superior half of
the stem, alternate, with 2, 3, or 4 pairs of mucronate sessile leaflets that stand
more or less erect and often folded, quite glabrous, of a dull grayish green above,
whitish or glaucous beneath, with 3—5 slender parallel libs, about 1 or 2 inches
in length, very variable in breadth, mostly lanceolate and acute, sometimes elliptical and obtuse, occasionally very narrow and even linear, their common petiole
broad, concave above, and terminating in a weak straight and flat awn-like process, not i an inch in length, instead of a tendril.
Stipules large, semisagittate,
acute, usually more or less toothed or crenate about the middle and base, varying
in breadth, with the leaflets from ovate-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate.
Peduncles
axillary and terminal, longer than the leaves, winged and angled like the stem,
erect, from 3- or 4- to 6- or 7-flowered.
Flowers on lax pedicels, which are
shorter than the calyx, about J an inch long, of a pretty uniform rose-red on first
expanding, but subsequently assuming variously intermixed shades and pencilling
of purple, bright pink, blue and green, fading at length into a dingy white or
brown colour. Calyx short, very obtuse or truncate behind, a little flattened
above, nearly cylindrical, deep purple ; the 3 lower segments much the longest,
broad and pointed, often slightly ciliated, the 2 upper extremely short and broad,
Standard
with converging points, and a deep semicircular sinus between them.
roundish heart-shaped, erect and somewhat reflexed, pencilled, with a very broad
vaulted claw ; wings ascending, converging over and concealing the keel, to which
they firmly adhere by a hollow gibbosity just above each of their long narrow
Style ascending, comclaws ; keel a little inflated, pale greenish or yellowish.
pressed, quite flat and erect in its upper half, bearing on its inner side the bearded
decumbent stigma, the apex slightly thickened and bent backwards, truncate.
Stamens united for f of their length into a continuous tube to the base, the tenth
filament free, with a dilated border the length of the tube ; anthers oblong-ellipLegume from about 1^ to 2 inches long, brownish
tical, flatfish, pale yellow.
black, glabrous, subcylindrical, straight and acuminate, with a recurved point.
Seeds greenish or yellowish, mostly mottled with purplish brown, globose, quite
smooth and glabrous hilum linear-oblong, about ^ the circumference of the seed.
In Aberdeenshire, as I learn from Mr. Lawrence, the tubers of the root are well
known as Gnapparts. In Sweden, O. niger is called Wipp-arter or Vipp-arter,
;

the root having a similar sweet taste.
For a detailed account of the uses of this plant see Curt. Fl. Lond.

i. t.

53.

Tribe III. Hedysareje.

Legume lomentaceous, of one or more
Stamens diadelphous.
single-seeded indehiscent joints or cells separating transversely.
* Loment many-celled, rounded or compressed.

XV. Oenithopus, Linn.

Bird's-foot.

" Calyx elongated tubular.
Keel very small, obtuse. Legume
compressed, curved, of many close single-seeded joints, whose

.
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sides are equal.
Flowers capitate
their apex."
Br. Fl.

;

{

Hippocrepis

peduncles bearing a leaf at

Common Bird' s-foot. " Leaves pinnate
1. O. perpusillus, L.
with 6
9 pairs of leaflets and a terminal one, peduncles longer
than the leaves, flowers nearly sessile, legumes curved upwards
Br. Fl. p.
with a beak scarcely longer than the upper joint."
107.
E. B. t. 369.

—

—

On

not at all
dry sandy, chalky or gravelly banks, pastures and waste ground
Fr. June.
Ft. May July.
0.
Root white, tapering, sending out in the larger specimens innumerahle procumbent, rounded and slightly hairy stems, spreading on the ground in all direcLeaves impari-pinnate, of
tions, from a few inches to upwards of a foot in length.
numerous ovato-obtuse hairy leaflets, 'about J of an inch long, and so shortly
stalked as to appear sessile. Flowers in little beads or clusters, of about 5 or 6
together, small, whitish, the standard beautifully pencilled with purple striae.
Calyx hairy, tubular, with a slight articulation near the base, the 3 lower segKeel small, greenish yellow,
ments linear, nearly equal, the 1 upper broader.
Legumes clustered, erect, whitish brown or purplish, about an inch in
obtuse.
length by 1 line in breadth, more or less arcuate, and covered with fine spreading
pubescence, 2-edged and much compressed, reticulated with prominent longitudinal anastomosing veins, and composed of elliptical joints, of which the terminal
Seeds,
one is prolonged into a beak tipped with an incurved mucro.
one in
each joint, yellowish or greenish, ovato-oblong or somewhat orbicular, compressed
and glabrous, the surface a little uneven.
The legumes taken in the aggregate bear a striking resemblance to the claws
of a small bird separately regarded, their likeness is still more remarkable to the
tail of a Sicoi'pion armed with its aculeus or sting.
;

—

uncommon.

—

;

XVI. HipPOCEEPis, Linn.
Calyx eampanulate.

Horse-shoe Vetch.

Keel about as long as the wings, acumi-

of numerous
which are ctirved like a horse-shoe, so that each legume
has many notches on one side.— Flowers umbellate, axillary and
nate.
joints,

nearly

Legume compressed, submembranaceous,

sessile.

1. H. comosa, L.
Common Horse-shoe Vetch. " Caespitose,
perennial, peduncles longer than the leaves, flowers 5
8 umbellate, legumes curved scabrous with scabrous joints and semicircular notches."
JBr. Fl. p. 108.
E. B. t. 31. Jacg. Fl. Aust. v.
14, t. 431.

—

—

On dry chalky banks, downs, cliffs and short pasture-ground
of the hilly calcareous districts of the island.
Fl. May

abundant in most

— July.

August, if..
E. Med. Abundant on

—

;

Fr. July,

all the chalky declivities facing the sea at Ventnor and
other parts of the Undercliff, which it enlivens during summer with its bright yelIn most luxuriant tufte half way up the cliff between Sandown
low blossoms.
fort and Culver, marking pretty nearly the spot where Medicago denticulata grows
Plentiful on sloping banks on Bembridge down.
at the foot.
W. Med. On the down above Plumbley's (new) hotel. Freshwater Gate.
In
the planted hollow below the temple at Swainston.
About Carisbrooke Castle,
and on all the chalky downs, B. T. W.
This and the other species of the genus have much the habit of Coronilla, a
genus not yet with certainty detected in Britain.

—
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single-celled.

XVII. Onobeychis, Town.

Saintfoin.

Keel truncate, longer than the wings. Legume sessile, of one
indehiscent joint, compressed, coriaceous, prickly, crested or
winged. Flowers racemose.

—

1. O. saiwffl. Lam.
Common Saintfoin. Cock's-head. "Leaves
pinnate nearly glabrous, legumes toothed on the lower margin
with elevated wrinkles on the sides, wings of the corolla as short
as the calyx, the keel as long as the standard, stem elongated."—
Br. Fl. p. 108. Hedysarum Onobrychis, L. E. B. t. 96. Jacq.
Fl. Aust. iv. 27, t. 352.
:

On

dry chalky banks and slopes, borders of fields and thickets, where the soil
calcareous ; not uncommon, but difficult to determine whether wild or the relic
of cultivation, of which it is so much the object. Fl. June, July. Fr. August.

is

%E. Med. — On

a steep declivity facing the sea by the Crab and Lobster' at
Between Shanklin and Bonchurch.
On a bank of chalk-marl near
Ashey down, between it and Nunwell. Abundant on a steep bank above the bridle road to Lower Knighton from Ashey down, near the end of Knighton E.
'

Ventnor.

copse.

—

W.Med.- Near Westover, apparently indigenous. Very
borders of fields on and at the foot of Freshwater do\^.

Order XXIV.

common about

the

EOSACE^.

" Calyx 4—5 lobed, free or adherent with the ovary. Petals 5,
perigynous, equal. Stamens perigynous, definite or indefinite,
with an incurved {estivation anthers 2-celled, bursting longitudinally.
Carpels many, rarely solitary, and then situated between
two of the lobes of the calyx (when these are 5), 1-celled, 1, 2, or
more seeded, free, or combined with each other and with the
calyx.
Styles simple, often lateral, distinct or combined.
Seeds
ascending or suspended, nearly without albumen : embryo straight,
with fleshy or foliaceous cotyledons. Herbs, or shrubs, or trees.
Leaves alternate, with stipules one on each side the base of the
petiole."— J?r. Fl.
;

—

Tribe

I.

Amygdale.^.

Style 1,
Ovary solitary, superior.
Calyx inferior, deciduous.
Fruit a solitary drupe, with 1 or 2 seeds suspended from
terminal.
Trees or shrubs with simple leaves and stipules
the top of their cell.
All the parts abound in prussic acid.
free from the petiole.

T

—

—
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Pbunus, Linn.

Plum.

Cherry.

" Calyx 5-cleft.
Nut of the dmpe smooth, or
Petals 5.
rowed at the margin."—5r. Fl.
*

Young

leaves convolute.

Peduncles solitary or in pairs.

Fruit pruinose.

fur-

Plum.

" Peduncles

P. domestica, L.
Common Wild Plum-tree.
two together, leaves ovato-lanceolate somewhat downy
beneath, branches with or without spines."
E. B. t. 178.3. P.
communis, Huds., y. domestica, Br. Fl. p. 116.
In hedgerows, the borders of fields, and on banks in the more enclosed country not common, and often with difficulty distinguishable from some states of the
1.

solitary or

J

following species, of which it is probably but a still larger variety.
FL April,
May. Fr. Auffust, September. \^.
E. Med.
Plentiful on each side of the road and in fields adjacent at Bankend, between Steephill and St. Lawrence, and about the latter place, apparently
quite wild, but appearing so ambiguous in its character that I scarcely know
whether or not to consider it as belonging rather to P. insititia than to the P.
domestica of authors. The large obovate leaves and dark blue fruit, both equalling in size those of the figure in Eng. Bot,, with the very sparingly produced
flowers, incline me to refer our plant to P. domestica
whilst its thorny aspect
and general habit accord with the move robust forms of P. insititia. The leaves in
my specimens are quite smooth beneath, and the bark of a light ash-gray.
W. Med. Abundantly in the lane between Froglands and Frosthills, and
Mountjoy by Carisbrooke, appearing from the size of the leaves to be this rather
than P. insititia. Very abundantly in a field-hedge nearly under the Tolt copse,
near Gatcombe.
The leaves of the trees at this station are remarkably firm and
shining, villous along the midrib and axils of the nerves, the branches somewhat
thorny.
The fruit is similar to that produced at St. Lawrence, globular, dark
bluish purple or damson -colour, with a strong bloom, quite eatable when fully
ripe, measuring from 10 to 12 lines in diameter.
In the same hedge grow several
large trees producing fruit in no respect different except in being \ smaller, and
which I suppose would be pronounced to be P. insititia, between which and P.
domestica this smaller kind is intermediate.

—

;

—

—

" Pe2. P. insititia, L.
Wild Bullace-tree. Fr. Sloe, Vect.
duncles in pairs, leaves ovato-lanceolate downy beneath, branches
ending in a spine." E.
t. 841.
P. communis, Huds., B. insi-

B

titia,

Br. Fl. p. 116.

Fruit yellowish or reddish.
White Bullace.
In similar, but often wilder or more sequestered places than the last, and far
from uncommon in most parts of the island. Fl. et Fr. cum preeced.
Tj
E. Med. Hedges in the lane and fields adjacent between Binstead and Ninham, also in other places about Ryde. Hedge near Long-down farm, in plenty.
Hedges near Kerne, also fruiting abundantly. Hedges about Messly, or Mersley,
farm, and frequent about Nevvchurch in various places.
fV. Med.
Plentiful in the hedges of a field immediately opposite Wbitewall farm,
at Thorley, producing abundance of blue plums, as large as nutmegs and with a fine
bloom. By the roadside from Yarmouth to Shalfleet, a little before coming to Bouldner, in plenty. Hedges near Hill farm, Princelade, and several other places, Mr.
Snooke. At North Court, Mrs. Penfold .'.'! Plentiful in hedges near Dodpits and
Eades's, along, I believe, with P. domestica, as far as can be judged from the size of
the leaf.
Very abundant in hedges about Brixton, as near Marsh Green and by
White Court, where, in the road leading from thence to Marsh Green, are some
very large bushes.
In this neighbourhood P. insititia may be seen in all its
/3.

—

—
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from the Bullace upwards to what may perhaps be considered as ihe
(P. domestica), or in a descending series to the common Sloe (P.

vaiieties,

Wild Plum
xiyin.n9n\

In the field opposite Whitewalls faira, growing intermixed with the comform, Mrs. Penfold, 1842 !!!
At Hill farm. Freshwater ?
Flowers mostly but not always in pairs, frequently solitary, or even in fascicles
of 4 or 5 together.
Drupes globular, bluish black, with a glaucous bloom, 9 or
10 lines in diameter, tolerably eatable when fully ripe, which they are earlier than
the common Sloe ; nucleus ovato-globose, strongly rugose, with a deep groove
along one-half of the commissure, and 4 or 5 converging furrows on the opposite
side, the 2 outer or lateral ones largest
all often interrupted and ending in deep
^.

mon

;

cavities or perforations.

A

very perplexing species, by no means constant to the characters assigned to
lighter colour than in P. spinosa, gray, reddish, or partly
light ash, slightly downy.
The flowers are seldom produced until the leaves are
ready to expand, often not till the expansion is far advanced
in P. spinosa the
blossoms usually cover the leafless spray, and are for the most part withered whilst
tho.se of P. insititia are in perfection.
The flowers of the common Sloe are usually not more than half the size of those of the wild BuUace-tree, generally solitary, with longer narrower petals
the leaves too are much smaller and narrower
in comparison with their length.
In my specimens of P. insititia gathered near
Ryde the leaves are nearly quite glabrous, and equally so on the upper and under
surfaces
nor are the flowering branches always terminated by a thorn.
The
flower-stalks in my Byde specimens are pubescent, an assigned marked of the species amongst continental authors ; in P. spinosa and the intermediate form, P. coetanea, I find the peduncles perfectly glabrous. In P. insititia, however, from Mersley, near Newchurch, the peduncles are smooth and the styles more or less curved,
as in all our wild plums and cherries.
Another intermediate form between P.
insititia and P. spinosa grows in the trench on the E. side of Carisbrooke Castle,
differing from the former in its smooth peduncles and rather smaller flowers, and
uniting the reddish bark of the Bullace with the very rigid and thorny habit of
the Sloe.
So various indeed are the gradations between these two supposed species and P. domestica, that it is often difficult to assign a name to many of them.
I have found the blossoms of P. spinosa in a few instances with two or three distinct styles at Hastings, where a large-flowered variety occurs uniting the aspect
of P. spinosa with the leaves and blossoms of P. insititia, and of which I have
specimens in my herbarium, but I have never seen fruit produced on it.
Indeed
the flowers of P. spinosa itself are not always solitary, but often in pairs and even
occasionally fascicled, and all on the same branch.
The petals are in P. spinosa
often as much rounded, the bark nearly as pale, and the leaves as ovate as in P.
insititia.
From the above considerations it appears more than probable that the
idea of P. spinosa and P. insititia being mere varieties of the same species is a
well-founded one. Nor is this view of the subject weakened by the fact of P. spinosa inhabiting countries where P. insititia is unknown, as in most parts of the
N. of Europe, or by their often growing side by side in similar circumstances of
soil and situation, for we find both these conditions fulfilled iu the three permanent forms or races of Primula vulgaris, of whose absolute identity there seems
now no room to doubt. Koeh (Syn. Fl. Germ, et Helv.) says P. insititia has
drooping fruit (fruct. globosis nutantibus) in P. spinosa the fruit is erect, according to the same author.* An inspection of the figures of P. spinosa and P. irisititia in Eng. Bot. affords a convincing proof of the difficulty of expressing by any
delineation the distinctions between the two, and I heartily concur with Mr. Wilson in believing both these and P. domestica to be simple modifications of the
same species, of which P. spinosa is the typical form.
The figure of this last in
it.

Bark usually of a

;

;

;

;

My

*
observations have confirmed this, but may not the greater weight of the
larger fruit of P. insititia be sufficient to account for its position ?

.
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of an intermediate variety, with larger more rounded petals, like P. insiits leaves, like the BuUace, simultaneously with the blos-

E. B.

is

titia,

and producing

soms.
trees producing this variety, and which grow intermixed with the
blue BuUace, are distinguished by the larger size of the leaves, which
equal those of P. domesiica.
The fruit is a handsome plum, globose, the size of
the common blue form of the species, of a waxy translucent aspect, and of a yellow verging upon orange colour, with a considerable and unequal tint of red,
chiefly on one side, agreeably tasted, a little acid and slightly bitter, but without
any austerity, and covered with a bloom. This var. is well known in many places
/3.

The few

common

as the white Bullace, and is very commonly brought to market for tarts and puddings.
The yellow Bullace is said to grow about Freshwater, at Hill farm, hut
whether wild or cultivated I have not yet ascertained.

—

Fr.
Winter KeckBlackthorn.
Sloe-tree.
P. spinosa, L.
" Peduncles (mostly) solitary, leaves elliptico-lanceoVect.
E. B. t.
late somewhat downy beneath, branches very spinous."
842.
P. communis, Huds., a. spinosa, Br. Fl. p. 116.
3.

sies,

a.

—

Flowers and leaves small, the former usually produced

first,

branches slen-

der, bark purplish black or cinereous, petals mostly elliptical or obovate, peduncles

mostly solitary.
/3. Flowers and leaves produced together.
Fl. Siles.

ii.

P. spin, coetanea,

Wimm.

Grab.

et

p. 10.

Flowers large, subcoetaneous, petals obovato-rotundate.
Flowers large, produced before the leaves.
In woods, thickets, hedges, pastures, borders of fields, and by roadsides most
Ij
abundantly everywhere. Fl. March, April, May. Fr. September, October.
Whitefield Wood, &c.
/3. With the former in many places.
y. America, close to the wild pear-tree, in plenty.
S. Frequent about Newchurch, on the road to Winford, &c., also near Ryde,
Nettleston, &c.
An extremely rigid bush, from 3 or 4 to 8 or 10 feet high, rising usually in
more
several slender stems from the stools or suckers, by which it increases much
rarely a small tree, with a trunk of some considerable diameter branching copiously and most irregularly from near the base, the branches divaricating and
spreading in every direction, and beset with short, straight, lateral spurs, on which
the leaves and flowers are chiefly borne, and which when old are produced into a
long, sharp, terminal spine.
Bark smooth, reddish, blackish or purplish brown,
In 6. the plant
liartly cinereous or banded with ash-gray, sometimes greenish.
has the bark and general aspect of a., but with flowers approaching the last species in size, though produced before the leaves, or at least when the latter are
only just unfolding; this form is also very frequent.
Leaves usually unfolding
when the blossoms are nearly past, sometimes, as in /3., both are produced together, as also in the intermediate form y., which unites P. spinosa with P. insititia.
Flowers white, scattered, either solitary, in pairs, or 3 or 4 together, in y. usually
single and about i an inch broad, sometimes greenish in the bud, on short glaCalyx smooth, its se<;ments broad, obtuse, single-nerved, with
brous peduncles.
while slightly dentato-serrated or entire margins.
Petals obovate or ovato-elliptical (in y: and 8. more roundish ovate), much (2 or 3 times) longer than the calyx,
with minute claws. Stamens about 15 or 20, erect; filaments white anthers yelStyles ], 2, or even occasionally a, curved; stigma peltate.
low or reddish.
Drupes roundish ovoid, 6 or 6 lines in diameter, bluish black, with a glaucous
bloom, sometimes globular and purplish, with hardly any bloom, intensely astringent and austere, remaining through the earlier part of winter on the tree ; nucleus
subglobose, rugose, with an adhering pulp as in all our species or varieties of wild
plums, strongly grooved along the margin.
y. intermedia.

h.

;

;

;

;

9

.
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A

period of cold weather, which happens commonly whilst the Sloe
ing, is called by the country people here the " Blackthorn wioler."

** Young

leaves conduplicate.

Peduncles in racemose or umbellate
Fruit without bloom. Cherry.

f Inflorescence racemose

;

racemes

lateral.

is

blossom-

clusters.

Padus.

t4. P. Padus, L.
Bird Cherry.
Arborescent; leaves deciduous obovate-oblong cuspidato- acuminate serrated wrinkled glabrous not shining, petioles witb two glands at their summit,
racemes elongated erect at length drooping.
Linn. Sp. PI. 677.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. 354. Br. Fl. 116. Bab. Man. 90. Loud. Arh.
Brit. ii. 709, and vi. 99, t. 30, F.
E. B. xx. t. 1383.
Hoppe,
Ect. Plant. Ratisb. cent. 4, t. 309.
Guimp. und Hayne, Abhild.

der Deutsch. Holtzart.
In woods and

thickets

;

i.

77,

t.

59.

very rare, 'and doubtless introduced.

Fl.

May.

Fr.

August.
Ij
/3. Leaves evenly and finely

serrate, racemes more upright.
P. Pad. /3. rubra,
Willd. Sp. PI. 985.
P. rubra. Idem, Berlin. Baumz. 237, t. iv. fig. 2 (folium).
E. Med.
In a thicket below the Cowleaze, St. John's, sparingly, as a slender
shrub, of a few feet in height, probably conveyed thither by birds from gardens at
Hyde, in which it is frequent. On the wooded steep below Cook's Castle, in considerable plenty, both as a bush and tree, but I suspect not truly wild there.

—

A

handsome low tree or large straggling shrub, seldom exceeding 10 or 20
feet in the wild state, but sometimes attaining to double that height in gardens
and plantations.

Brandies alternate, long, slender, tough and flexile, partly pendulous, covered with a dark, reddish brown, smooth, bitter-tasting barh.
Leaves
deciduous, scattered, or 2 or 3 together, when fully grown, or after the flowers are
past, from about 2J to 4 inches long, and from about 1 to 2^ inches wide, obovatooblong or obovato-elliptical, acute or more commonly cuspidato-acuminate, more
or less cuneately attenuated below, rounded, or subcordate and mostly unequal at
base, sharply, unequally and doubly (or as in our variety |S. finely, eveuly and
simply) serrate, the serratures pointing forward, incurved, glanduloso-mucronulate
bright green but not shining above, wrinkled, and, with the exceplion of a
Petioles about 6
slight hairiness in the axils of the veins beneath, glabrous.
lines in length, usually with a pair of small glands just at their junction with the
Stipules pale,
leaf, one or both of which are occasionally though rarely wanting.
linear, deciduous.
Flowers numerous, small, white, soon falling, in simple, naked,
or slightly leafy lateral racemes, of 3 or 4 inches in length, from the wood of the
second year, and which are, as Gaudin remarks, more or less erect, afterwards
drooping.
Pedicels nearly erect, scarcely half an inch long, glabrous, at length
patent, each from the axil of an oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, elongated, concavocanaliculate, membranaceous and pubescent, very early caducous bract (Bertolini).
Sepals broad, rounded and obtuse,
Calyx shallow, hairy and glandular within.
Petals twice or thrice the length of
fringed with white pellucid hairs or glands.
the calyx, irregularly jagged or erose along their margin, obovalo-orbicular, with
Stamens in two rows, the inner series placed irregularly.
scarcely any claws.
Drupes the size of peas,
Style straight ; stigma large, flat, lobed and roundish.
globose, black and shining (sometimes, it is reported, red), juicy, bilter and
austere; nucleus subglobose, a little pointed at each end, rough with broad, furrowed, tubercular ridj^es ; the kernel white and bitter.
The Bird Cherry tree, though common in hedges and high rocky woods in
many of the northern and midland counties of England, is very rare in the southern, and can scarcely be regarded as a native of the Isle of Wight, where however it is now quite naturalised in the few stations above recorded. It is very frequently seen in the gardens at Ryde, to which it is a great though transitory
;

—
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beautiful appearance when in blossom in the early part of
,i
The flowers, which have a
whilst the foliage is still fresh and tender.
faint but not unpleasant odour, resembling that of black currants, are extremely
shnrt-lived, and when these are past, the now full-grown leaves assume a coarse
wrinkled appearance, and are generally much eaten and disfigured by insects,
especially the larvae of Lepidoptera, to whose attacks this tree is most peculiarly
obnoxious.
Hence the Bird Cherry makes but a shabby figure in plantations and
This and
shrubberies during a great part of the summer and autumn mouths.
the Mountain Ash {Pyrus Aucuparia) are perhaps the hardiest of European trees,
ranging to the extremes! northern parts of that continent (lat. 70", 71°). The
bark is stated, and probably with reason, to contain hydrocyanic acid, as when
The fruit, called
just stripped off it exhales a strong smell of bitter almonds.
Hag-berries in the North of England and Scotland, is eagerly devoured by birds,
though unpalatable if not hurtful to mankind, in flavour partaking somewhat of

ornament, making

May, and

black currants.
In the species, as we find it in this island, the leaves are very finely and sharply
serrated, and the racemes extremely upright, not at all lax or disposed to droop in
that state, hence I presume it to be the variety /3. of Willdenow's Sp. PI., and
which seems to come very near to the P. virginiana and P. serotina of North
America, two species whose synonymes, if they be really distinct, which Sir Wm.
Hooker doubts, are almost inextricably commingled. A good impression of this
variety, differing merely in having the racemes a little lax, is given in Hoppe's
Ectypa Plantarum Ratisbonensium,' referred to above, a work valuable for the
correctness of its nomenclature and the unerring, fidelity of the plates, transcripts
as they are of Nature herself, however obscured in some of the minuter details,
from the difficulties inseparable from the process of transmitting a perfect image
The authors of the Flora of North America' conof a dried specimen to paper.
sider P. serotina as quite distinct from P. virginiana, the former being a timbertree of the largest size, which neither the latter nor our European P. Padus ever
become. The fruit of P. Padus would appear to be occasionally red, as in P.
serotina, but we know that in the Wild Cherry (P. avium) this difference of colour
afl'ords no specific distinction, and we can bear witness to the truth of Hooker's
remark (Fl. Bor. Amer. i. p. 170), " how little dependence is to be placed upon
the foliage of our own Cerasus Padus, a species so nearly allied to this (C. serotina, P. virginiana, Tovrey and Gray) that M. Seringe (in DeCandolle) seems to
doubt if it be really distinct."
'

'

The common Cheny Laurel and Portugal Laurel
and P.

of our gardens (P. Lauroce-

and are
Bird Cherries, as is the beautiful P. Caroliniana of N. America,
of which there is a fine specimen in the grounds of the Priory, formerly the seat
of the late Grose Smith, Esq.
rasus

tusitanica) belong to this section with deciduous leaf-buds,

in fact evergreen

ff Inflorescence umbellate.

p. avhtm, L.
Common or Wild Cherry-tree. Vect. MerryFr. Merries.
Scot. Gean-tree.
Fr. Geans.* Arborescent,
leaves ovate ovate-oblong or oblongo-elliptical cuspidate acuminate coarsely serrate downy beneath drooping, umbels sessile lax
aggregate around the leaf-buds, sepals somewhat pointed, petals
thin flaccid a little connivent, root scarcely stoloniferous.
Linn.
P. Cerasus, S7n. E. Fl. ii. 354 (ex
Fl. Suec. 165.
Sp. PI. 680
parte).
Br. Fl. 116. Bab. Man. E. B. x. t. 706 (P. Cer.)
Fl.
5.

tree.

;

* From the French, Guignier, Guigne. Merise is thought to be a contraction
Loud. Arb. Brit., article
of araere cerise, from the bitterness of the Wild Cherry.
Cerasus.

—

.
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var. fructu nigro).

ii.

X. t. 1647 (cum priore
693 (Cer. sylvestris).

a.
/3.
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Loud. Arh. Brit.

Fruit red.
Fruit black.

Extremely common and often very abundant in woods, thickets, hedges and
copses over the greater part of the island.
Fl. April, May. Fr. J uly.
Tp
E. Med.~ln Quarr copse, about St. John's, and elsewhere near Ryde, frequent,
but seldom very large. Common in woods about Cowes. Abundant at Bordwood.
In the Parsonage Lynch and elsewhere about Newchurch, Kerne and
Apse. Near Pidford, plentifully. Many trees of large size are found in Knighton West copse, near Shanklin church. Barton farm, near Landguavd, &c., mostly
if not always with a small, red, acid, and very bitter scarcely eatable
fruit.
Apse
Castle.
About America. In Park copse and elsewhere about Cliff farm, ^commou. Under Cook's Castle, in plenty. In Cheverton copse, a little S.S.W. of
Lee farm. Abundant in thickets about Park farm, Appuldurcombe. Most abundantly in a copse near to Hilliard's, between Lake and Shanklin.
W. Med.— Tu\t Copse, and about Hill farm, Gatcombe, in coppices. About
Marvel Wood. Snowdrop Lane, near Gatcombe. Swainston park.
ji.
tree or two of the Black Merry grows in Bordwood copse, producing a
small tolerably well tasting fruit, slightly bitter, but without acidity. At Foxholes, near Lower Knighton, a single tree, Mr. Williams.
A tree, often of a timber-like size, from 20 to 40 feet or even double that height,
rising, when allowed to acquire its natural dimensions, with a single clean trunk,
from 1 to 3 feet in diameter, straight, and covered with a smooth bark, the epidermis of which is of a reddish gray striped or mottled with whitish ash, and from the
transverse direction of its fibres, which lie at right angles to those of the true bark,
appearing annulated or ring-streaked
in very old trees becoming rough and
fissured.
Branches spreading or divaricate, long, straight and flexile, in the
younger trees somewhat verticillate, the whole forming a rounded, fastigiate or
conical head.
Root creeping, scarcely if at all sending up suckers at the crown,*
as is so notably the case in the next species.
Leaves beginniag to expand just
before the blossoms, and like them growing in sessile clusters, partly on the main
branch, partly on short lateral spurs or abortive twigs, 6 to 8 or more in a cluster,
from the bosom of the deciduous leaf-buds, the inner scales of which are subfoliaceous, greenish, often 3-cleft, spreading and partly reflexed, hairy within and
very glutinous ; the outer short, brownish, concave, imbricated, smooth and chaffy:
when young the leaves are folded together, of a tender lucid green more or less
tinged with reddish brown, drooping or pendulous, a position they retain ever
after in various degrees ; when fully grown from about 3^ to 6 inches long, and
il'om 2 to 3 inches wide, varying in shape from ovale to obovato-oblong or
oblongo-elliptical, cuspidato-acuminate, rounded, cuneately attenuate or subtruncate at base, coarsely, deeply and unequally doubly inciso-serrate ; serratures
rounded or obtuse, obliquely tipped with a small pale red pellucid gland, terminating the median nerve, of which glands there is also a trace in the form of reddish points in the angles of the serratures on the under side of the leaf, which in
all stages of growth is beset, principally about the midrib and lateral nervures.

A

;

* Mr. Borrer has shown me that the root is certainly creeping, and that the
propagated partly by that means, but there is unquestionably not the same
disposition to throw up copious suckers close around theprimary stem as in the Morello
Cherry. In such young trees as I have caused to be dug up, I find the root to be
composed of numerous long, stout, branched fibres, spreading nearly horizontally
from the bottom of a single stem, or descending more or less obliquely, scarcely
one having a vertical direction and in no instance have I yet seen any disposition to throw out suckers, either at the root, crown, or at any distance betwixt
that and the extremity of the fibres, from whence alone I presume fresh plants to
be in general produced.
tree is

;
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with lax scattered hairs
sometiines though rarely the leaves are nearly glabrous
henealh.
Petioles from an inch to an inch and a half in length, reddish and
slightly downy, grooved above, with a pair of large, ronridish or oval, depressed,
crinason glands, situated sometiDies at the very base of the leaf, more commonly
at a short distance below it, either opposite each other or a little apart, now and
then solitary or absent.
Stipules,-^a. pair at the foot of each leafstalk, gland uloso-ciliate with long subulate points
viscid and deciduous.
Flowers coetaneous with the expansion of the young leaves, in sessile umbels that are partly
scattered, partly aggregate, mostly clustered around a leaf-bud, and that so copiously on adult trees as.almost to conceal the branches with the profusion of blossom, which commonly happens with us about the middle of April. Peduncles
from 3 to 5 in each umbel, about 2 inches long, round, glabrous, springing from
buds similar to those of the leaves, but of which tlie inner scales never become
wholly or in part truly foliaceous, as in the next species lax or drooping, slightly
enlarged upwards beneath the calyx, each peduncle with a small, oblong, pale
and gland-fringed bract, for the most part at its insertion.
Calyx campanulate,
glabrous, veined or ribbed, hence somewhat angular, and, as noticed by Mr.
Leighton, suddenly contracted beneath the 5 ovato-oblong, somewhat pointed,*
3-nerved, entire and strongly reflexed segments.
Petals white, obovato-rotundate,
more or less emarginate, veiny, thin, weak and flaccid, scarcely spreading, quickly
fading, with a slight pleasant scent.
Stamens partly about the length of the style,
partly much shorter, the innermost very short and connivent anthers bright yelGertnen ovate, glabrous, with a line or furrow on cue side, continued spilow.
rally up the cylindrical somewhat curved style, that gradually enlarges to the flat
disciform stiyma in a lateral notch, on which the spiral groove along the style terminates. Fruit subcordato-globose, in a. small, bright red, very bitter and acid,
not eatable in /3. somewhat larger, black, tolerably well tasting, juicy, with some
bitterness and but little acidity
both kinds ripening in July nucleus subglobose,
a little compressed, quite smooth and even, not bordered.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

P. Cerasus, L.
Sour Cherry-tree. Morello Cherry.
Gall.
Fr. Cerises.
Fruticose, leaves broadly oblongo-obovate or obovato -elliptical cuspidate - acuminate crenato - serrate
firm glabrous not drooping, umbels few-flowered mostly scattered,
peduncles erect or patent (not lax), inner scales of the flower-buds
leafy, sepals obtuse, petals firm widely spreading, root stoloniferous.
Linn. Sp. PI. 679.
Br. Fl. p. 116.
Bab. Man. 90. E.
B. Suppl. iv. t. 2863.
Cerasus vulgaris, Mill. Loud. Art. Brit.
ii. p.
693.
Cer. austera, Leight. Fl. of Shrops. add. 524.
P.
Cerasus, Hoppe, Ect. Plant, cent. 8, t. 748.
Mert. und Koch in
Rdhl. DeutschL Fl. iii. 408.
Koch, Syn. Fl. Germ.
Pollich,
Palat. ii. 27.
Leers, Fl. Herborn. (ed. 2) 116.
Wahlenb. Fl.
Upsal. 1G4.
P. acida vel austera, Ehrh. teste Wahlenb. et fide
spec. Upsaliensis ah Ehrharto ipso in herb, amiciss. Bentham cum
nostrat. vectianis comparati.
P. caproniana, Oaiid. Fl. Helv. iii.
307.
Hall. Hist. Stirp. Helv. N. 1083.
P. Cer., Lejeune, Rev.
cle la Fl. de Spa, 92.
Cer. coUina, Lej. et Court. Compend. Fl.
Belg. ii. 130.
Bcenningh. Fl. Monast. 141.
6.

Cerisier,

In hedgerows,
slopes

;

in

many

thickets, the borders of woods, on steep broken
places.
Fl. April, May.
Fr. July, August ?

banks and bushy
Tj

.

* The calyx-segments are often quite obtuse and rounded, but scarcely ever so
broadly as in P. Cerasus, having always a certain degree of taper, or disposition
to pointedness.
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—

B. Med.
First found by me in a wood between Whippingham street and
Wootton church, but nearer to the former, and close to a place called Blankets,
growing plentifully within the wood at its western angle, and apparently indigeIn rather inaccessible parts of Shanklin chine, but I think orii>inating from
Morello Cherry trees in a garden above, lately occupied by General Vining.
Abundant on an overhanging bank between Chine cottage and Rose Cliff, the
bushes very stout and old. Bank by the roadside from Newport to Godshill,
before coming to Pidford, certainly wild.
Near Old Park, but perhaps planted.
Abundantly along the crest of a steep bank, surrounded by cornfields, about half
a mile W..Niton church, seeming perfectly wild.
A single stout tree, 8 or 9 feet

nous.

high, in a very elevated and sequestered part of Appuldurcombe park, in the great
wood fenced sn as a preserve for game. At Godshill, on the West side, below
the church.
Abundant in a narrow lane leading up to Frogwell near Godshill,
also on a high bank close to French Mill, by the roadside.
W. Med. Field-hedge in Gurnet bay. At Chale. About Carisbrooke, in the
lane leading up from thence to Buccombe down. Between Fruglands and Mountjoy.
In this last station it grows abundantly along the field side or crest of the
steep side or bank of the road on the right hand going from Froglands to FrostCopse
hills towards Mountjoy, and a short distance only from the former places.
by Gottens. Thicket between Yafford House and Combtonfield, in some plenty.
Hedge on the South side of Brixton. Near Eamsdown farm." On Buccombe
down, the Miss Hardfields.
That the elegant shrub now before us is what Linnasus and most, if not all, the
continental authors understood by his P. Cerasus, and that the syuonymes of this
and P. avium of the same authors have been misunderstood, and applied by British authors to slight varieties (in the fruit) of our common Wild Cherry
(undoubtedly the P. avium of Linn, and others), will, I think, be obvious to any
one who compares our present plant with the descriptions given of both by the
writers above quoted.
There seems no reason fur supposing that any of the
varieties of the Wild Cherry mentioned by Smith bear reference to the species
now under consideration, which I believe has hitherto been overlooked, or at least

—

unrecorded as a native of Britain.
A much and irregularly branched shrub or very small tree, from 5 or 6 to 8 or
10 feet in height, sending up numerous suckers from the root, rising usually with
several erect slender stems, from about the thickness of the middle finger to that
covered with a reddish
of the wrist, rarely with one or two pretty stout trunks
brown or dark gray very smooth bark, transversely streaked or mottled with ashy
Leaves partly
white, the extremities of the slender virgate branches cinereous.
scattered or alternate, partly fasciculate, appearing with the blossoms towards the
close of April, much smaller than in the last sptcies, when fully grown from about
li to 3^ to 4 inches in length, broadly oblongo-oliovate, or obovato-elliptical, the
smaller and lower frequently more or less approaching to a roundish obovate
figure
shortly and abruptly cuspidato-acuminate, less coarsely and unequally,
almost doubly crenato-serrato, the serratures rounder or more obtuse than in the
;

;

tipped as in that with a similar point or gland, the base of the leaves, espeand larger, more constantly cuneiito-attenuated, seldom
much rounded, and never truncate, as is sometimes the case in P. avium. When
young the leaves are smaller and rounder than subse(|uently, folded together, varnished as it were with a gummy exudation of an extremely vivid bright green,
with little if any of the red tinge so conspicuous in those of the foregoing, unless
more
in the very earliest stage of their development, and then but occasionally
or less hairy beneath along the midrib and natural nervures, which hairiness soon
disappears, and long before the leaves are full-grown they become perfectly glabrous on both sides: in this latter stage they have increased iu size, and acquired
a more oblong shape, with larger, more cuspidate points, a dark green colour and
an opaque, firm, subcoriaceous texture, which the leaves of P. avium possess in a
very inferior degree, nor, as in that, are the leaves of our present species at all

last,

cially of the superior

;

;

horizontal.
droo|iing or pendulous, but in every period of their growth erect or
glands at
Petioles from half an inch to an inch long, channelled, usually without

U
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the summit, these being more commonly placed on the leaf itself at the base, or
not unfrequently wanting-, smaller and rounder than in P. avium, sometimes only
one is present. Stipules, a pair at the base of each leafstalk, deciduous, linear,
glanduloso- serrate, much shorter than the petiole, with broad, dilated (not as in P.
avium long and subulate), green points. Scales of the leaf- and flower-buds similar to each other and to those of P. avium, but upright, not spreading open during inflorescence, and the innermost of both assume more or less completely the
Umbels lateral, but not produced on
form of true but very diminutive leaves.
short spurs, sessile or nearly so, mostly scattered, solitary or two together, seldom
in the really wild plant crowded or aggregated as in the foregoing, few- (2
4,
rarely 5 or 6-) flowered, with an occasional single-flowered bud interspersed.
Peduncles from about 9 to 16 lines jn length, round, simple, glabrous, erect,
spreading or deflexed, not drooping from their laxity as in P. avium, gradually
thickened upwards below the calyx, with one or two small, pale green, oblong,
Blossoms large (above an
deeply glanduloso-incised bracts at the base of each.
inch across), white, faintly but agreeably scented, very strikingly contrasting with
always produced considerably later (10
the lisrht vivid green of the young leaves
Cali/x as in
or 14 days) in the season than those of the common Wild Cherry.
P. avium, but far less suddenly contracted below the broader, much more obtuse
and rounded, strongly deflexed segments, which are scarcely J the length of the
petals, and furnished for the most part with a few distant creuate serratures, quite
Petals cordato-rotundate, firm, concave, waved, veiny,
wanting in the other.
slightly emarginate, spreading widely (not flaccid as in P. avium), with very short
Stamens, style and stigma exactly as in
minute claws. Ovary oblong, glabrous.
the last.
Fruit (drupe) small, subdepresso-globose, scarcely cordate, red, juicy
and acid, ripening very late, and sparingly produced in the wild state, at least in

—

—

;

this island.

Prunus Cerasus, the Cerisier and Griothier of the French, the Saverkirschen or
Weichselbaum of the Germans, is the parent stock of the various kinds of late
acid Cherries, the Kentish and Flemish Cherries, the Morello and May Dukes
(the last said to be a corruption of Medoc, a famous wine district near Bordeaux),
A very ornamental double-flowered sort is freand numerous minor varieties.
quent

gardens.
of the continental botanists subdivide our P. Cerasus into two species,
disiinffuished by the colour of the fruit and the upright or drooping branches, but
the alleged differences are so slight, and the synonymes so confused and reciprocally applied to each by diSerent authors, as to evince the indetermintate characThat taken from the presence or absence of
ters on which they are founded.
glands on the leaves cannot be relied upon.
Mr. Borrer considers the root of P. avium to be creeping, but if so it is certainly
I find my observations on the roots of these two
in a different way from this.
cherries were long since anticipated by Fries, who says, speaking of P. avium,
" Badice palari, nunquam repente a prioris Ibrmis eximie repentibus et stolonifeScanica,p. 110).*
ris certissime dignoscitur," {Fries, Corpus Flor. Provin.-Suec. i.
in

Some

—

* The strange confusion and misapprehension which till very lately prevailed
amongst nearly all British, and even some foreign botanists, with respect to this
and the foregoing most palpably distinct species of Cherry, have been remarked
upon by me in the additions and corrections to Leigliton's Flora of Shropshire,'
and in the Supplement to English Botany,' as quoted above.
Those observaa few words however on the same subject
tions it is unnecessary here to repeat
may not be deemed superfluous, when we see so accurate and laborious a writer
as Bertolini still regarding these trees as mere varieties of each other, and perceive
a reluctance to admit them as distinct in more than one of our leading botanists
'

'

;

in this country.
Much of the confusion attendant on the discrimination of P. avium and P.
Cerasus has, I think, arisen from two principal causes
1st, the partial dislribuliou of the latter in the wild state; and 2ndly, the habit which has prevailed with
:

Tribe

II.

Spireje.

" Fruit formed of several follicles.
the inner edges of the follicles.
II.

GaVyx
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Seeds

1

—

6,

Calyx persistent."

Spir^a, Linn.

suspended from

—Bab. Man.

Dropwort.

inferior, equally 5-cleft, persistent.
Petals 5, roundish.
Follicles 3
12, usually distinct, 1-celled, 2-valved, with few seeds.

—

1.
S. Filipendula, L.
Common Dropwort. " Herbaceous,
leaves interruptedly pinnated, all the leaflets uniform deeply cut

too many of regarding all the cultivated cherries as originating from one species,
since in that state it has been found difficult to draw an exact line of demarcation between the best-marked varieties
as also the bad practice, so prevalent on
the continent, of introducing cultivated fruit-trees into general and local Floras,
and of endeavouring to establish specific characters on horticultural races or per;

manent

varieties.

There seems good reason for supposing P. Cerasus to be as truly indigenous to
Europe as P. avium, but being much more limited in its range than the latter,
and lar more local in its habitats, it is rarely brought under the notice of observers
in its genuine natii e state
the majority know it only in its multitudinous phases
as the Morello Cherry of the garden and orchard, in which condition it is commonly forced to amalgamate with its congener by the operations of budding or
grafting.
From this cause, and from the changes which cultivation induces in
all vegetables long submitted to its influence, numerous varieties of the Cherry
have arisen which it is difficult to refer to their primitive types, intermediate, as
many of them are, between the two original stocks, whilst the features of the rest
;

are obscured or obliterated by centuries of domestication.
Though Prunus Cerasus appears to be distributed over a considerable part of
central and southern Europe, it would seem not to be of general occurrence
within these limits, and it is perhaps often passed by for a dwarf variety of P.
avium, which on a hasty view it certainly pretty closely resembles. Guided in all
likelihood by the name, and the traditional introduction of the Cherry (in its
improved cultivated forms) into Europe by LucuUus, authors have in general

agreed in assigning to this tree an Asiatic origin, and the writer of the article
" Cerasus " in Loudon's Arboretum Britannicum says that it is never found in a
truly wild state in Europe, and that the aboriginal form is iraknown, a direct contradiction of the view just before taken by the same writer, seeing that he holds
both P. Cerasus and P. avium to be only varied fonns of one species, but allows
the latter to be indigenous to our quarter of the globe, and very distinct in its
native habitats it must therefore be that primitive form or type from which the
first is a derivative.
The fact is, that in this island and elsewhere, both in our own country and on
the continent, Prunus Cerasus grows in places remote enough from habitations,
though we do not deny it is occasionally found escaped from cultivation, as indeed
As it naturally affects
a truly indigenous plant would be peculiarly prone to do.
free, open, sunny situations, it has less perhaps the appearance of an aboriginal
than P. avium, being seldom found, like that, in the interior of woods, where there
is not a free circulation of air.
The figures referred to in English Botany well express the characters and
The separadifference of colouring which distinguish our two native Cherries.
tion of Prunus and Cerasus as genera is unnatural, because certain species, as P.
Mahaleh for example, unite the habit and structure of these sectional divisions.
'

'

;

'

'
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and serrated, flowers paniculato-cymose,
E. B. t. 284.

follicles

hdiry."—Br. Fl.

p. 117.

In dry gravelly or chalky and hilly pastures, also in open groves and thickets J
Fl. June, July.
If..
iE. Med.
On the downs above Steephill, Dr. Martin.
W. Med. In the great plantation of fir, beech, &c., on the slope of the down
(Westover Down ?) near Westover, in one or two spots abundantly. A single specimen found in Northwood park, 1845, Miss G. Kilderhee.
Root woody, tapering, reddish brown externally, with a few thickish fibres, and
most commonly a few roundish or oblong? fleshy tubers, of a reddish colour
within,* attached to the root by a slender filament, whence the specific name.
Stem erect, pale green, from about 1 to 2 or even 3 feet high, according to situation, rounded or bluntly angular, solid, simple and smoothish below, mostly sparingly branched and more deeply furrowed above.
Leaves interruptedly pinnate
or pinnatisect ; of the stem few, distant, somewhat erect, the uppermost extremely
short
of the root numerous, spreading
the common stalk or rachis semiterete,
compressed, with a deep channel or groove above, and in the radical leaves naked
for some distance from the base upwards
leaflets numerous, partly opposite,
partly alternate, deep green, beneath paler and netted with irregularly anastomosing veins, somewhat shining and rigid, primary ones of the stem-leaves sublinear, deeply and lobately incised, dentate, serrate or subpinnatifld, with 2 or 3
far smaller and shorter, toothed or cut, intermediate leaflets between each pair
those of the radical leaves broader or oblong, rather less remote and more comvery rare.

—

—

;

;

;

;

pound

or distinctly lobed, otherwise similar : of all the leaves the leaflets are
quite sessile, a little clasping, not at all decurrent, their segments acute, spreading or slightly recurved, with a few scattered bristly hairs along their margin, and

a terminal seta, otherwise quite glabrous, the primary ones dwindling gradually
towards .the base to the size and shape of the smaller intermediate or secondary
leaflets.
Stipules of the root-leaves " linear, acute, entire " (Bab.), soon withering, of the stem-leaves oblong-ovate or rotundate, clasping, sharply cut, toothed
and serrate but not lobed like the leaflets.
Cyme temrinal, panicled, large,
repeatedly compound, the branches very unequal, erect.
Flowers numerous,
much larger than in S. Ulmaria, cream-coloured, often but not always tipped with
rose-red, faintly but pleasantly scented.
Pedicels slender, unequal.
Bracts
none.
Calyx very small, greenish sepals oblong, rounded, a little hairy on the
inside at their base.
Petals obovato-oblong, greatly exceeding the calyx in
length, entire, attenuated into long very slender claws, mostly 6 or 7, rarely but
(SiamCTis numerous, unequal ^/ojnenis slender
5, at least in my specimens, f
;

;

;

anthers yellowish, orbicular.
Oermens numerous, very small, conical, setosely
hispid.
Styles short, thick, recurved stigmas very l.irge, roundish oblong, curved
and 2-lobed, with a central furrow.
;

Meadow

Sweet.
Queen of the Meadows.
interruptedly pinnated serrated downy
beneath, lateral leaflets undivided terminal one largest and lobed,
flowers in compound (and as it were proliferous) cymes, follicles
glabrous."— fir. Fl. p. 117. E. B. t. 960.
"

3.
S. Ulmaria, L.
Herbaceous, leaves

Everywhere abundant in moist meadows, wet woods, thickets and
by the sides of rivers, streams and ditches. Fl. June August. %.

—

*

These tubers have a nutty but bitterish
\ I find the same number of petals

taste,

in

osier-beds,

and are rather tough.

garden specimens.

— —

—
;
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Tribe III. Dryadeje.
" Fruit formed of small dry {in Rubus succulent)
nuts, few, or
numerous and then inserted on a fleshy or succulent receptacle.
Calyx persistent." Bab. Man.

—

III.

Calyx

Geum, Linn.

10-cleft, alternate

Avens.

segments minute.

carps witb long geniculated awns.

Petals 5.
Receptacle elongated.

Peri-

Q.wrhanumj'L. Common Avens. Herb Bennet. "Flowers
heads of fruit sessile, upper joint of the awn glabrous and
much shorter than the lower one, cauline leaves ternate, radical
ones interruptedly pinnate and lyrate."
Br. Fl. p. 118. E. B.
1.

erect,

—

1400.
In woods, groves, thickets, on hedgebanks, and
mon. Fl. May August. 2^.

t.

—

in

damp shady

The Water Avens (G. rivale, L.), not hitherto found
wet meadows in various parts of the county.
IV. PoTERiDM, Linn.

places

in the island,

;

com-

abounds

in

Salad Burnet.

" Flowers collected into a head, moncecious or polygamous
upper ones fertile.
Calyx with 3 or 4 bracteas at the base.
Petals 0.
Barren flowers : Calyx of 4 deep segments. Stamens
30 40, with very long flaccid filaments. Fertile flowers :
Calyx
tubular, contracted at the mouth, with 4 deciduous teeth.
Stigmas tufted. Achenes 1 2, invested with the hardened 4-angled
tube of the calyx." Br. Fl.

—

—

—

1. V. Sanguisorha,!^.
Common Salad Burnet. Lesser Burnet.
" Calyx of fruit sessile glabrous unarmed reticulate -rugulose not
pitted, the angles margined, styles 2, stem somewhat angular."
Br. Fl. p. 127. E. B. t. 860.

On dry mostly calcareous pastures and hanks abundant on most of the high
chalk downs throughout the island. FL May August. !(..
E. Med. In old stone-pits and elesewhere at Binstead, but not common. In
profusion at Ventnor on the chalky slopes, and in most parts along the UnderSandown hay.
cliff.
W. Med. Very abundant in the great plantation of fir, beech, &c., near West-

—

—

;

—

over.

Hoot thick and creeping, with a brownish epidermis, fleshy and often of a bloodStems erect,
red within, hard, tough and woody in the centre, very astringent.
about a foot high, wavy, solid, deeply furrowed and angular, bright purple and
glabrous above, green and downy with soft, spreading, simple hairs towards the
base, the branches few, distant and alternate, mostly simple and nearly leafless.
Leaves chiefly radical and near the bottom of the stem, erect or spreading, imparipinnate, of 6
9 pairs of roundish or ovate, very shortly stalked leaflets, of a grayish green above, paler and more glaucous beneath, deeply and evenly inciso-serrate, the terminal serratures much the smallest, the leaflets themselves diminishing

—

——

—
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towards the base of the common hairy petiole, and alternate, the rest opposite or
nearly so, all nearly or quite glabrous above, mostly a little hairy beneath, and
Flowers sessile, in
chiefly along the midrib, with shining appvessed pubescence.
dense, globose, solitaiy, terminal heads, with occasional sessile and lateral ones,
from the size of a pea to that of a musket-ball, the fertile and barren (and not
unfrequently, as I find, hermaphrodite) flowers intermixed on some heads, whilst
others consist wholly of one or other, those containing the former being generally
smaller.
Bracts 3 or 4 beneath each flower, orate, brownish white, concave,
membranous and very hairy, sometimes coloured like the perianth, and unequal.
Perianth in flowers of both sexes in 4 deep, broadly ovate, bluntish 3-ribbed segments, green, with broad white margins more or less tinged with purple, and tipped with a minute fascicle of white pellucid hairs, the tube very short, minute,
hairy, contracted at the mouth into an annular shape, and with 4 prominent angles,
most conspicuous in the fertile flower
the perianth of the fertile flowers is
smaller and more deeply coloured with green and purple than the barren.
Stamens inserted on the contracted summit of the tube, very numerous, longer than
anthers of 2 renithe perianth, with slender white flaccid and pendant_/ZZamereis
form lobes, pale yellow or reddish, bursting laterally. Styles 1 or 2 (in the specimens before me as often 1 as 2), passing through an annular contraction at the
mouth of the tube, greenish stigmas a tuft of radiating, pellucid, bright crimson
filaments, covered with glandular points, very beautiful.
I find the barren flowers very commonly furnished with an evident pistil, but
the stigma is smaller, less tufted, and probably incapable of performing its func:

,-

;

tions.

" Calyx
Aliwicated Salad Burnet.
[3. P. muricatum, Spach.
of the fruit sessile glabrous wrinkled with pits whose margins are
Br. Fl. p.
muricated, angles crested, stem somewhat angular."

—

127.
" Dry

calcareous

soil.

M.

July.

l(..''Sr. Fl.

Above the Culver clifis, in several places, on both sides of a hedge which runs
East and West along the top of the hill not however in the ancient turf of the
down, but in land that had formerly been under the plough, though some of it,
especially North of the hedge, not recently
W. Borrer, Esq., in litt.
" Very similar to the last, of which it was formerly considered a variety, and
from which it is chiefly distinguishable by the fructiferous calyx, and by the
;

;

much

Br. Fl.

larger /ruii."

— Eilrs^

V. Ageimonia, Linn.

Agrimony.

" Calyx turbinate, at length hardened, covered with hooked
Petals 5, inserted upon the calyx.
bristles, 5-cleft.
Stamens 7
Achenes 2." Br. Fl.
20.

—

Common Agrimony. " Cauline leaves
1. A. Eupatoria, L.
interruptedly pinnate softly villous underneath, leaflets 7
9
rounded at the base with 6 8 coarse serratures on each side, terminal one stallced, spikes elongated interrupted, calyx-tube obconical deeply fm-rowed to the base, the teeth with a straight point,
exterior spines spreading."
Br. Fl. p. 127. E. B. i. 1335.

—

—

In dry woods, thickets, pastures and waste places, by roadsides, along hedges
and borders of fields very common. Fl. June, July. 2^.
Seeds 2 (or often solitary), sometimes 3, yellowish, smooth, ovato-rotundate,
erect, firmly enclosed in the hard woody and now strongly deflexed calyx, which
is crowned with the connivent segments and several rows of reddish hooked
prickles, of which the outer are spreading, the inner ones erect, adhering, like
those of the Burdock, to every object with which they come in contact.
;

Alchemilla.]

rosacea.

VI. Alchemilla, Linn.

Calyx

8-cleft,

Petals 0.
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Lady's-mantle.

the 4 alternate and outer segments the smallest.

Stamens

1

—

4.

Achenes

1

—

2.

A. arvensis, Sm.
1.
Field Lady's-mantle.
Parsley Piert.
" Leaves trifid pubescent, lobes cuneate deeply cut, flowers sessile
axillary."— 5r. Fl. p. 126. E. B. t. 1011. Aphanes, L.

Common

everywhere in dvy, barren, sandy or gravelly pastures, cornfields,
and on wall-tops. Fl. May October.

—

lows, waste ground,

VII. PoTENTiLLA, Linn.

Cinquefoil.

—

Calyx 8 10 cleft, segments alternately smaller.
Achenes numerous, minute, tipped with a minute

upon a small dry

fal-

.

Petals 4
style,

—

5.

placed

flat receptacle.

A. Petals yellow.
* Leaves pinnate.

" Leaves
1.
Wild Tansy.
P. anserina, L.
Silver Weed.
interruptedly pinnate serrated silky especially beneath, peduncles
axillary single-flowered, stem creeping."
Br. Fl. p. 122. E. B.
t. 861.

—

In moist meadows and pastures, wet thickets, on ditchbanks, also in dry waste
by roadsides, borders of fields, &c. ; very common. Fl. May July. If.
The flowers have been remarked by Dr. Bell-Salter and Mr. G. Kirkpatrftk to

—

places,

be powerfully fragrant.
** Leaves

digitate.

" Stem-leaves ternate
Tormentil.
2. P. Tormentilla, With.
those at the base of the peduncles sessile, leaflets lanceolate or
obovate-cuneiform inciso-serrate, stem procumbent or ascending
dichotomous upwards, achenes wrinkled.
Tora. " Leaves all sessile acute except those of the root, stem ascending."
mentilla ofiicinalis, L. E. B. t. 863.
p. " Lower stem-leaves stalked obtuse, stem prostrate sometimes rooting,
Tormentilla reptans, L. E. B. t. 864. Br. Fl. p. 124.
flowers larger."
In (mostly dry) woods, thickets, pastures, and on heathy, moory ground every:

:

Fl.

;

—

June August. 2^.
/3. On hedgebanks between Alder moor and Coppid Hall.
the right hand of the brow of the hill. Miss G. Kilderbee !
where.

Parkhurst

forest,

on

Creeping Cinquefoil. Vect. Five-fingered
3. p. reptans, L.
" Stem fiHform prostrate creeping, leaves long-stalked,
Grass.
leaflets 5 obovate-cuneiform serrated, peduncles axillary solitary
single -flowered longer than the leaf, achenes granulated scabrous."
—Br. Fl. p. 124. E. B. t. 862.
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In woods, groves, meadows, pastures, on ditch- and hedgebiinks, waste ground,
September.
abundantly.
^Z. June
If.
;

—

and by waysides

B. Petals white.

*** Leaves

ternate.

Strawhery - leaved Cmquefoil.
4.
P. Fragariastrum, Ehrh.
Barren Straioberry. Leaves ternate, leaflets obovate deeply serrated silky on both sides, petals obcordate as long as the calyx,
seeds wrinkled hairy at the scar, stems procumbent. Sm. E. Fl.
ii. p. 425.
Br. Fl. p. 124. E. B. xxv. t. 1785. Curt. Fl. Lond.
i.

fasc. 3,

t.

30.

In dry woods, pastures, groves, and on hedgebanls

—May.

;

abundantly.

Fl.

March

!(..

Root thick, woody, nearly simple, flexuose, creeping, with a dark reddish brown
wrinkled bark, clothed at top with the withered footstalks of former leaves. Stems
several, from the crown of the root, from a few inches to about a ^pau long, round,
leafy, decumbent but not rooting,* somewhat ascending, and usually emitting
covered, like every part of
tufts of leaves and flower-scapes at their extremities
the plant except the root, with fine, spreading, silky hairs, often becoming quite
Leaves ternate, on very long channelled petioles, the radical ones formwoody.
ing a tuft at the crown of the root, the rest mostly crowded at the extremity of the
shoots or decumbent branches
leaflets scarcely above an inch long at most, dull
green, very soft and hairy, especially along the nerves and midrib underneath,
the terminal one cuneato-obovate, very shortly stalked, wedge-shaped and entire
at base the 2 lateral leaflets roundish ovate, nearly sessile, entire below on their
inner side only, all strongly but evenly crenato-serrate, the terminal serrature of
each leaflet much smaller and shorter than the rest.
Stipules large, pale and
membranaceous, closely combined and sheathing below, cleft above into 2 ovate
or ovatn-lanceolate, acuminate and diverging lobes, glabrous on their upper surScapes lax, mostly longer than the leaves, from the base of which they
face.
spring, usually about 2- or 3-flowered, with a small stalked leaf at the base of the
filiform variously lengthened pedicels.
Flowers much like those of the Wood
Calyx subcampanuStrawberry {Fragaria vesca) in size and appearance, erect.
late, the 5 interior segments broadly ovato- triangular, acute; the 5 exterior
;

;

;

(bracts ?) much smaller, ovato-lanceolate or elliptical, somewhat keeled, erect.
Petals pure white (sometimes reddish or flesh-coloured, Berloloni), inversely

heart-shaped, opposite the smaller and about as long as the larger sepals, slightly
emarginate.
Stamens converging, not very numerous ; anthers bright yellow.
Styles numerous, erect, simple.
Receptacle very hairy, bright orange and glandular betwixt the styles.
Carpels numerous, covered by the converging inner
calyx-segments.
Often mistaken for the Wood Strawberry (Fragaria vesca), of which it has all
the characters except the fruit (hence the English name), but it is a true Potentilla !

VIII. CoMAEUM, Linn.

Marsh

Cinquefoil.

Calyx 10- (or more) cleft, segments alternately smaller. Petals
6 (or more), shorter than the calyx.
Achenes many, minute

* Mertens and Koch say they finally take root, and emit fresh procumbent
stems, like the original ones, which from their csespitose mode of terminating
seems highly probable.

Fragaria.]

rosace^e.
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tipped with a minute style, inserted on a large spongy permanent
receptacle.
1.

Purple Marsh Cinquefoil.
C. palustre, L.
t. 173.
Potentilla Comarum, Nestl.

Br. Fl. p. 123.

E. B.

bogs and swampy meadows, in marsh-ditches and
i^^. May, June.
Fr. July.
2f..
E. Med. In the boggy moors or meadows between Rookley and Northground
farms, in several places abundantly.
Boggy pasture between Saynham and Dews
Place.
Plentiful in various parts of Sandown level, and on the adjacent marshy

In spongy turfy

drains; not

or peaty

uncommon, but

—

rather local,

Lake common.
W. Med.
Abundant in boggy meadows in the valley of the Medina, about
Cridmore &c. Marsh near Easton, in plenty, Mr. Snooke
A beautiful plant, by some authors referred lo Potentilla, from which, indeed,

skirts of

—

.'.'.'

as well as from Fragaria,

it scarcely differs, except in the spongy, not dry or fleshy
receptacle, and is as it were an intermediate genus.
Root reddish brown, very
Stem a foot or two in length, round, hairy,
long, creeping and extremely tough.
procumbent, creeping and rooting at the joints, at length ascending, branched,
Lower leaves on sheathing petioles, of 6 or
reddish, and like the root very tough.

7 ovate or lanceolate, deeply and sharply serrated

and downy beneath

leaflets,

smooth above, pale

upper leaves sessile, ternate or quinate, with a pair of ovate
stipules.
Floivers solitary or 2
5 together, purplish brown, handsome but withSepals very unequal, the smaller alternate outer ones strongly
out scent.
Petals small, much shorter than the calyx, ovate, with a reflexed
deflexed.
point. Anthers oval, erect, flat, dark purple, like ihe Jtlaments, bursting along their
;

—

Receptacle conical, hairy.
Styles purple, inserted
thin outer edges, deciduous.
laterally on the small oval nuts or seeds, which are quite smooth, purplish,
Fruit
slightly attached to, not imbedded in, the spongy very dry receptacle.
erect, much like a moderate-sized strawberry in appearance, but not eatable, more
Seeds (nuts)
or less completely covered by the dry, persistent, connivent sepals.
very numerous and crowded, dark red above, yellowish white below, compressoglobose, with an oblique obtuse apex, slightly attached to, but not at all imbedded in the substance of the roundish ovate or oblong, dry, spongy and tomentose
receptacle.

IX. Fragaria, Linn.

Strawberry.

" Calyx 10-cleft, segments alternately smaller. Petals 6.
StaAchenes many, minute, tipped with a short style,
mens many.

placed upon a large fleshy deciduous

receptacle.'^

—Br. Fl.

" Calyx of the
F. vesca, L. Common Wood Strawberry.
spreading or reflexed, hairs of the peduncles widely spreadBr. Fl.
ing, those of the pedicels erect or close-pressed silky."
E. B. t. 1534, and Sitppl. t. 3742.
p. 121.
1.

fruit

—

In woods, groves, on shady banks, pastures, and along hedgerows ; common.
May—July. Fr. June. 2^.
Fruit drooping, small, round, bright scarlet, subtended by the spreading or
Seeds (achenia) numerous, deep red, smooth and shining,
partly reflexed calyx.
very prominent on the shallow pitted receptacle.
Fl.

—

.
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Raspberry.

Bramble.

X. RuBus,* Linn.

Calyx 5-cleft.
Fruit superior, of several singlePetals 5.
seeded juicy drupes, placed upon a protuberant spongy receptacle.
* Stem

Group

erect, biennial.

Stevi upright, biennial ; leaves pinnate or digitate (fruit variable in colour).

SuBERECTi, Lindl.

i.

1.
R. idanis, L.
Common Raspberry Stem prickly-setose,
leaves pinnate, leaflets tomentose beneath, flowers drooping, petals
erect.
E. B. t. 2442. Br. Fl. pp. 119 and 584.
.

trifoliatus. Stem shining, leaves ternate.
Thickets and moist heaths, frequent. /3. Less common. Fl. May, June. Fr.
July, August.
Ij
E. Med.
In a marshy wood near the Medina, above Blackwater, in considerable plenty
in the Parsonage Lynch, Newchurch
Bordwood Lynch abundantly in a boffgy thicket about a quarter of a mile West of Walklands, also in
Horringford withy-bed, W. A. B. In Appuldurcombe park, A. Hamhrough, Esq.
St. George's Down, O. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
On the cliff between Foreland fann
and Lane-end, Bembridge. In sandy hollows in Moreton-lane, Brading. With
pale or amber-coloured fruit, in a withy-bed by Shide Mill, as I learn from
a servant of Dr. Bell-Sailer, W. A. B. Also with pale fruit, on Apse heath.
/3. In Moreton-lane, by Brading.
Fruit very pulpy, usually scarlet, rarely amberLeaflets S—7, white beneath.
coloured. Prickly seta usually dark red, pale in the plants bearing amber-coloured
Plant spreading by suckers.
fruit.
As Mr. Borrer finds the Wild Raspberry abundantly in the Sussex forests, there
is no reason fur supposing it to be otherwise than indigenous to the Isle of Wight,
though, like the Red and Black Currant, most plentiful in the colder parts of
Britain and the continent.
Honest Gerarde tells us the fruit is " in taste not
very pleasant," an opinion rather at variance with the prevailing one of the present day, and we suspect of his own age also.
W. A. B.
/3.

—
;

2.

;

R. suberectus. And.

;

Eed-frtdted Bramble.

Stem without

hairs or setse round, prickles straight small few or many, leaves
pinnate or digitate, leaflets cordate acuminate, flowers erect, petals

spreading slightly exceeding the
p. 584.

Fl.

Dan.

xii.

t.

1992

?

calj'x.

p. trifoliatus. Prickles few, leaves ternate.
Boggy heaths and wet places, not frequent.

* [It had

E. B.

t.

2572.

Br. Fl.

W. A. B.
FL

hmg

June, July.

Ij.

been an understanding between our lamented author and his
gentleman should supply, when required for
publication, the genus Rubus for the Flora Vectensis.'
As subsequently to this
promise Dr. Bell-Salter has contributed an abridged synopsis of the genus, published as an appendix lo the last edition of the British Flora,' the Editors, by
quoting from this supplement, and adding the localities he has supplied them
with, have been able to carry out the understanding of the author without departing from the uniformity of their plan in the publication of his work.
The Editors
prefer making this general statement, rather than that the whole genus should be
enclosed in brackets or marked as quotations, and the very few remarks or localities
recorded by the author they have authenticated with his initials.
Edrs.']
friend Dr.'Bell-Saller, that the latter

'

'

.

Rubus.]
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E. Med.— In the dell at Apse Castle, 1840, W. A. B. Also about Ninham
and Apse heath.
j3. With the ahove, being in this island by far more frequent than the typical

faiTn,

form.
Panicle mostly branched.
Petals white.
Fruit red, soon drying.
3 9, glabrous on both sides, pale green.
This species and the following increase abundantly by seed.

Leaflets

—

3. E. plicatus, W. & N.
Uipright Blackhen-y.
Stem angular
without hairs or setae, prickles few curved, leaves quinate, leaflets
mostly ovate plicate, flowers erect, petals spreading, twice as long
as the calyx.
W. & N. t. i. E. B. S. t. 2714. Br. Fl. p. 584.
/3.

Leaflets lanceolate, carinated.

carinatus.

I?.
Moist heaths and boggy places, not rare. /3. Rare. F/. May, June.
E. Med. Apse-Castle wood. On Apse heath. lu a boggy wood near Wootton, on the road to Cowes.
W. Med. Near Debourne Gate, W. Cowes, Miss G. Kilderhee.
ji. On Blackpan common.

—

—

Panicle usually simple, racemose, with long pedicels. Petals white or pale
Fruit scarcely black. Leaflets dark green above, pale beneath.

pink.

** Stem arched

or procumbent, perennial, routing al the end.

f Stem

Group

destitute

of setce.

Stem polished, glabrous or slightly
hairs patent, translucent ; leaves digitate-quinate ;
(Fruit black in this
leaflets pubescent on both sides, pliant.
and the four following groups).
ii.

CoEYLiFOLn, Lindl.

hairy

;

a,.

Calyx

reflected

from the

fruit.

Buckthorn-leaved Blackberry
4. R. rhamnifolius, "W. & N. ?
Stem angled, prickles equal, lower pair of leaflets
or Bramble.
Borr. Br. Fl. p.
small directed backwards, panicle branched.
585.
a. cordifolius. Stems decumbent, leaves cordate.
R. rhamnifolius, W. ^ N. t. vi.

R.

cordifolius,

W.

Sr

N.

t.

v.

Stem suberect, panicle leafy spreading. R. nitidus, W. Sr N. t. iv.
Stem villous, prickles numerous. R. sylvaticus, W. Sr N. t. xv.
R. villicaulis, W. ^ N. t. xvii.
Hedges and thickets, frequent. Fl. May, June. Tj
E. Med. Tn hedges near Ryde. In sunny thickets on the open parts of Sandown and Apse heaths, abundantly.
W. Med. Hedges near Cowes.
Very frequent in hedges
/3. In QuaiT copse and Whitefield wood, abundantly.
/3.

nitidus.

y.

syhatieus.

—

—

about Cowes.
y. In a hedge at Week's-field, near Ryde.
Stem green. Petals white or pale pink.

A variable plant. /3. has much the habit of
tinctly osculant with a. and y.

R. plicatus

;

it is

however

dis-

E. macrophyllus, W. & N. ? Large-leaved Bramble or BlackStem furrowed slightly hairy, prickles equal few mostly
W. d N. t. xii. ?
small, leaflets elliptic-acuminate very pliant.
E. B. S. t. 2625. Br. Fl. p. 585.
5.

berry.

.
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Schlechtendalii.

N.

t.

Prickles

somewhat

stronger,

Bab.

K. Schlechtendalii,

xi. ?

Woods and thickets, frequent.
E.Med.
Shore copse, near

—

Fl. June, July.
Fishbouvne, abundantly.

In Whitefield wood.
In hedges between Adgestone and Alverstone. Bohemia, Albert Hambrough,
Esq.
p. At Adgestone and in Morton lane, by Brading.
Whole plant pale, closely allied to the preceding. Petals usually small and
white in p. larger and somewhat pink.
;

Sm. Hazel-leaved Bramble or Blackberry.
often glaucous, prickles unequal, leaflets cordate
mostly rugose, lower pair sessile overlapping.
6.

R.

corylifolius,

Stem glabrous

Leaflets flat. R. fastigiatus, iiat.
Smithii. Panicle cymose prickly and glandular, Leighton.
B. t. 827.

ji.fastigiatus.
y.

E.
Hedges and

—
—

thickets,

common,

fi.

Unfrequent.

i<V.

R.

May, June.

corylifolius,
Tp.

E. Med. In hedges about Ryde, Brading and Bembridge.
W. Med. In hedges about Cowes and Newport.
(3. In a hedge by the path from the Ryde and Ashey road to Whitefield farm.
Near Gurnet farm, on the road towards
y. In hedges at Ryde and Bembridge.
Cowes.
Stem decumbent, green or tinted purplish. Leajiets often crisped. Petals
small, mostly white.

b.

Calyx embracing the

fruit.

7. E. Salteri, Bab.
B ell- Salter' s Bramble or Blackberry. Stem
angled slightly hairy, prickles small, leaflets elliptic-acute, jianicle compound.
Bab. Br. Fl. j). 585.

Woods, rare. Fl. June. Tj
E. JfefZ.— In Apse-Castle wood, near America
elsewhere in the same wood sparingly.

cottages, pretty abundantly,

and

Whole plant pale green, spreading abundantly by creeping stolons, as well as
rooting at the end of the stems.
Petals small, while.

Group

iii.

Caepinifolh.
Stem clothed with patent translucent
and numerous uncinate prickles ; leaves pedate-qui-

hairs,

nate or ternate ; leaflets carinated, their surfaces nearly
glabrous and concolorate, strongly veined beneath ; panicle
subtmnentose.

E. carpinifolius,

8.

W. & N.

Hornbeam-leaved Bramble or

Blackberry.
Stem arched angular, prickles with broad bases,
mostly confined to the angles of the stem, panicle branched, calyx
reflexed.
W. d N. t. xiii. E. B. S. t. 2664. Br. Bl. p. 586.
liule hairy, panicle with a few setae, W. & N. I. xiii.
Panicle corymbose prickly, terminal flower subsessile.
Tj.
Thickets in a sandy soil. ff. In woods. Fl. June September.
In Quarr copse, and woods about Haven Street; very abundant
E. Med.
throughout the greensand districts in the S.E. of the island.
Pagham common.
Bleak Down and Alverstone Copse, Albert Hambrough, Esq.
In Apse-Castle wood and about Niuham farm, abunS. In Quarr copse.

Stem but

0. rosevs.

y. corymbosrts.

—

dantly.
y.

In hedges about Shanklin and Languard.

—

.

Eubus.]
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Plant bright green.

Petals mostly light pink, in 0. bright rose-coloUred.
After the first panicles pass out of flowers, lateral ones continue to form till the
close of autumn.
9. E. Sprengelii, W.
Sprengel's Bramble or Blackberry.
Stem
prostrate round prickly on all sides with slender hooked prickles,
panicle corymbose, calj^ embracing the fruit.
Br. Fl. p. 586.
R. Borreri, Bell-Salter, olim.

Heaths and open

E.Med.

— On

often concealed.
Flowers pale.

from the ground.

Group

places, not frequent.

Pagham common.

some plenty.
Stem prostrate,

Fl. June, July.

On Apse

Tj

heath and by

Ninham

farm, in

Panicles upright, often appearing to spring

ToMKNTOsi.

iv.

Stem angled, more or less silky with divaopaque hairs; prickles silky at the base, mostly

ricating

confined to the angles of the stem, often in pairs ; leaves
;
leaflets polished above, hoary beneath ; panicle
tomentose.

digitate

10.

R. discolor,

W. & N.

Common Bramble

or Blackberry.

Stem arched furrowed subglaucous with minute

silky

hairs,

prickles mostly uncinate, leaves quinate, leaflets elliptic crenatoserrate usually decurved at the margin.
Lindl. Br. Fl. p. 586.
E. fruticosus, E. B. t. 715.
j3.

thyrsoideus.

thyrsoideus,

Silky pubescence obsolete,

Wimm. ?

R.

fruticosus,

W.

tomentum of the panicle

^ N.

I.

short.

R.

vii. ?

macroacanthus. Prickles very large, tomentum of the panicle loose. R. disW. ^ N. t. XX.
Hedges, woods and heaths, common. Fl. June August.
fi. At Bembridge and St. Helens.
y. In Quarr wood, abundant.
Stem dark. The petals vary from pure white to a full deep red. Leaflets generally 6, less decurved in plants growing in the shade.
y.

color,

—

W. &

Silvery Bramble or Blackberry.
prickles numerous uncinate slender,
leaves quinate, leaflets obovate cuspidate doubly serrated pubescent-tomentose beneath.
W. & N. t. xix. Br. Fl. p. 586.
11.

E.

argenteihs,

N.

Stem pubescent-tomentose,

13.

macroacanthus.

Prickles large, pungent.

R. macroacanthus, W.

Sr

N.

t.

xviii.
y. tenuis.

Stem

slender, panicle with lower branches attenuated.

R. discolor,

var. argenteus, Bell-Salter, olim.
Ij
Thickets and hedges, not frequent. Fl. July, August.
E. Med.
In a hedge near Whitefield farm, by the bridle-road towards Ryde.
B. Near Whitefield farm, with specimens of normal form.
y. In a boggy thicket on Black-pan common, near Burnt-house.
Silky pubescence more
Nearly allied to the preceding and following species.
abundant and less close than in the preceding, and glittering white. Petals pink.

—

.

Downy-spiked Bramble or BlackR. leucostachys, Sm.
Stem tomentose, prickles straight, leaves quinate, leaflets
acuminate unequally and doubly serrated.
12.

berry.

.
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Leaves

a.

costachys,

elliptic coriaceous,

Sm.

ve'stitus.

/3.

:

E. B.

Prickles

S.

serratures

acute.

Br. Fl.

p.

B. leu-

386.

2631.

weak
R.

tomentose clotliing loose.
t.

t.

[Bubus.

;

leaflets orbicular, flaccid, scarcely

vestitus,

W. ^ N.

t.

xxxiii. ?

hairy beneath,

E. vulgaris, W.

Sf

N.

xiv.
y. argenteus.

Common,

A

a.

Tomentose clothing very close, otherwise like a.
FL July, August.
y. in hedges, and ;S. in woods.

Tj.

and

being so altered by the elfect of shade as to be often taken
Stem dark purple in a. and y., green in /3. Lea/lets
for a different speoies.
Petals while or pink.
coriaceous in a. and y., flaccid in 0.
variable plant,

/3.

"t-f-

Group

Stem

setose.

Stem armed with prickles, aciculi, hairs and
V. RADUL.aE.
seta on all sides ; leaves quinate ; leaflets obovate cuspidate
acuminate, all stalked ; calyx reflexed from the fruit ; fruit
of many drupes, shining.

W.

File-stemmed Bramble or Blackberry.
unequal passing by gradation into aciculi
and setae, leaflets finely serrated pubescent and strongly nerved
beneath, panicle pubescent-tomentose sparingly prickly, sepals
OYate-tomentose.
W. <& N. t. xxxix. Br. Fl. p. 587.
13.

Stem

E. Badula,

striated, prickles

Glands and setse fewer, leaves less nerved beneath. B. Hystrix,
j8. Hystrix.
W. Sr N. t. xli.
Hedges and thickets, on a sandy soil, not frequent. Fl. July, August. Tj
E. Med.
In the fence dividing the kitchen-garden at St. John's, near Ryde,
from the neighbouring wood, but somewhat approaching the variety j3.
In thickets about St.
/3. More frequent in this island than the normal form.
John's, near Ryde.
In Quarr copse, plentiful.

—

Whole plant pale green.
Petals pink.

Sepals very tomentose, without

or leaf-point.

setae

R. riidis, W.
Bough-stemmed Bramble or Blackberry.
angular, prickles mostly confined to the angles of the stem,
hairs, setse and aciculi equal, leaflets doubly and coarsely serrated
prickly beneath, panicle hairy with long prickles and setae, sepals
lanceolate leaf-pointed prickly and setose.
W- d N. t. xl. Br.
Fl. p. 587.
14.

Stem

Prickles of the panicle uncinate.
/3. Leightoni.
Fl. Shrop. p. 233.

B. Leightoni, Lees

Plant smaller, panicle leafy to the top.
Reichenbachii.
Aciculi and setaB few.
R. Reichenbachii,
xxxvii.
Margins of copses, in a stiff soil, frequent. Fl. June, July. Ij

:

Leight.

y. foliosus.

8.

E.Med.

— In

W.

^-

N.

t.

.

hedges at Haven-street and Ninhara farm. In Morton Lane,
near Brading. Shore Copse.
W. il/ed.— Near Cowes, and between Cowes and Newport.
/3. Cockleton bog, near Cowes.
y. Specimens approaching this form, but not fully developed, growing with
/3. at Cockleton bog.
S. At Spring Vale, near Vernon Villa.
In Morton Lane, near Brading.
Stem dark fuscous, in /3. inclining to green. Prickles long, not passing by
gradation into aciculi and seta.
Leaflets jagged, dark green.
Panicle large and
long.

Petals small, white.

Ullbus.]
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Stem armed with numerous prickles,
and seta on all sides ; leaves ternate or quinate, if
quinate the lower pair of leaflets sessile ; fruit of many
vi.

aciculi

drupes, shining.
15. E. Koehleri, W.
Kcehler's Bramble or Blackberry.
Stem
hairy setose with numerous broad - hased prickles and aciculi,
leaves pedate quinate, leaflets ovate -acuminate pubescent *and
prickly beneath, sepals lanceolate setose and prickly reflected
from the fruit. E. B. S. t. 2605. Br. Fl. p. 588.

Stem procumbent,

apiculatus.

/3.

tus,

W. f N.

t.

hairs

and

seta;

not numerons.

R. apicula-

xxiv.

Plant veiT prickly, panicle

y. foliosus.

leafy

to

the

top.

E. Koehleri,

W.^-N.t.xxv.
S.

fusco-ater.

Leaflets rotund, ovate, finely serrated, lower pair overlapping,

R. fusco-ater, W. ^ N. t. xxvi.
fuscus. Prickles mostly confined to the angles of the stem.

Borr.
c.

t.

R. fuscus, W. ^ N.

xxvii.

Woods and
E. Med.

thickets.

— In

J7. July, August.

Quarr copse, near Ryde.

Tj.

About Ninham, near Ryde.

Near

Wootton-bridge.

—

W. Med.
Along the road between Cowes and Newport.
In thickets about
Apes down.
;8. In a bog by Ninham farm, near Shankliu.
y. In thickets on Ninham farm, near Ryde, opposite Quarr wood, are specimens referrible to this variety, thounh uot typical of its full development.
S. In hedges near Ryde.
Near Cockleton bog, Miss G. Kilderhee.
t. On the heathy common about Lynn farm.
In Bohemia, A. Hamhrough,
Esq.

Stem very

prickly, purplish green.

much branched.

variable, often

Leaves glossy, soft beneath.

Panicle

Petals white or pale pink.

Olandulose or Bellardi's BramR. glandulosus, Bellardi.
or Blackberry.
Stem hairy setose, prickles unequal, leaves
mostly ternate, leaflets oval cuspidate strongly veined beneath,
panicle, bracts and sepals very setose, calyx patent after flowering.
Br. Fl. p. 688. E. B. S. t. 2883. R. BeUardi, W. d N. t.
16.

ble

xliv.

Leaves unequally serrated. R. Lejeunii, W. Sc N. t. xxxi.
Tp.
Fl. Jvly
September.
This form only yet observed in the island, growing in considerable abun/3.
dance on a wooded bank between Guildford and Lynn, on the road from Ryde
/3.

Lejeunii.

Woods and

thickets, not frequent.

—

to Arreton.

Leaflets pale green above, tawny-pale with pink veins
Sepals
Inflorescence with a mossy covering of red glands and setas.
often leaf-pointed.
Petals rose-coloured.

Stem reddish green.

beneath.

Group

vii.

seta
17.

;

C^sn, Lindl. Stems glaucous, with few
(Fruit blue
fruit of few drupes, glaucous.

R. Wahlbergii, Arrh.

Wahlherg's Dewberry or Bramble.

hairs and glands and numerous thick-based
leaves pedate-quinate, leaflets overlapping pubescent

Stem with a few
prickles,

hairs and
or bluish).
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rugose, panicle leafy tomentose with numerous falcate prickles,
sepals patent ovate tomentose and glandular. Br. Fl. p. 588.
Plant nearly without sets. R. Giabowskii, Weihe : Bab. Man.
/3. glalralus.
p. 98.
Tj.
Hedges, rare. i^. June, July.
In the hedges by
Tn the hedges on the Ryde and Newport road at Binstead.
In the hedges by the roadthe toll-gate and windmill at Haylands, near Ryde.
In hedges
side at St. Helens, near the Green and thence towards the shore.
throughout the village of Berabridge.
(3. Near Bembvid^e and Yaverland farms.
Leaflets thick and soft, light green above,
Stem very prickly, pinkish green.
pubescent and pale beneath. Panicle large. Peto^s bright rose-coloured. Fruit

often-abortive.

18.

R. nemorosus, Hayne.

Larger Dewberry.

Stem procum-

bent, leaves quinate, leaflets ovate-cordate acuminate pubescent
overlapping, calyx setose, sepals ovate acute.
Br. Fl. p. 589. E.
dumetorum, W. d N. t. xlv. E, csesius /3., Bor7\
Tj.
Thickets, rare. -fV. June, July.
In a hedge at Grove, between it and Brading.
Petals rose-coloured. Fruit glaucous, black.
Intermediate between R. Wahlbergii and R. casius, from the latter of which
though scarcely distinct, it is distinguished by the quinate leaves.

Deivberry.
19. E. ctBsius, L.
Stem weak, prickles unequal
passing by gradation into hairs and setae, leaves ternate, leaflets
oval acuminate, lateral pair lobed externally, calyx setose, sepals
ovate-lanceolate cuspidate.
E. B. t. 826. W. d N. t. xlvi
Br
Fl. pp. 130 and 589.
Pseudo-ccesius. Leaflets all lobed, fruit mostly abortive.
Nearly destitute of hairs and setae.
S.ferox. Prickles strong, uncinate.

/3.

W.

|-

N.

loc. cit.

y. tenuis.

—
—
Med. — In the copses at Apes-down farm, plentifully.

Hedges and sides of streams, not frequent. Fl. June September, h
Hedges about St. Clare, near Ryde. In Quarr copse. Hedges
about Brading. Hedges at Veutnor.
.

B.Med.

In the great plantaWestover. In Swainston park the ground is in some places covered with a
mat of dewberries, W. A. B.
In Morton Lane and in the wet hedges about Adgestone, both near
j3.
Brading.
In a hedge at Ventnor.
y. In Quarr wood.
S. On the road from Newport to Swainston, in a hedge nearly opposite Apes
TI'.

tion at

farm.

Stem purplish green. Leaflets light green and soft. Sepals often leaf-pointed.
Petals white or pale pink. Fruit glaucous, often blue.

Tribe IV. Roseje.
" Fruit formed of numerous small dry nuts inclosed in
the fleshy
tube of the calyx."

—Bab. Man.

XI. EosA, Linn.

CaVyx urn-shaped,

Eose.

Briar.

fleshy, contracted at the orifice, terminating

Petals 5.
Stamens many.
in 5 segments.
hairy, fixed to the inside of the calyx.

Achenes numerous,

.

K'W.]

—
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;
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prickles scarcely curved.

1.
R. spinosissima, L. ?
"Prickles
Burnet • leaved Rose.
crowded unequal mostly straight intermixed with setae, leaflets
small simply serrated their disk eglandulose, calyx simple, fruit
nearly globular."
Br. Fl. p. 128. E. B. t. 187. R. pimpinelli-

folia,

L.

On

dry sandy heaths, moors and pastures, chalky or sandy banks, by roadsides,
and in loose sand by the sea, in many places abundantly, Fl. May July. Fr.
Ij
September.
E. Med.
On and about Staplers Heath, in plenty, and along the road between
Wootton and Newport.
By Fatting farm, and about the race-course. On Yar-

—

—

burv

hill.

W. Med.

—

Woods and banks by the shore between Yarmouth and Newtown.
In and about Parkhnrst forest. Common in various places in Freshwater parish,
as about Colwell, near Alum Bay, &c.
Heathy ground about Kingston, not
uncommon. On the heathy slope of Buccorabe down, towiirds Apes down and
Rowledsce.
Fruit varying from the size of black currants to that of a cherry, purplish black
when ripe, as are their clavate peduncles, subglobose or subovoid, " in some varieties obovate, in others uroeolate" (Leighton) ; firm and mealy rather than pulpy
when mature, with a deep purple juice, quite smooth or glabrous, crowned with
the spreading or deflexed and persistent calyx, the fleshy base of which forms a
shallow ring or neck to the fruit. Seeds blood-red.
There is a rose apparently of this species, but much taller, abundant in a hedge
by a cottage facing Apse heath, by the road from Newchurch to Shanklin and
Sandown, 1839.

** Shoots mostly without

setae.

f Leaves glandulose.
a.

Prickles uniform or nearly so.

Setse few or none.

R. tomentosa, Sm. Downy-leaved Rose. " Prickles mostly
uniform straight or curved, leaflets doubly serrated downy glanBr. Fl. p. 130. E.
dulose, calyx- segments copiously pinnate."
B. t. 990. R. scabriuscula, Winch. : E. B. t. 1896 (fig. only ?).
2.

—

In hedges, thickets, and anionffst bushes in various places. Fl. June, July. Ij
Field-hedge E. of BudAbout Kennerley heath, and Bohemia.
E. Med.
bridge farm.
In Whitefield wood.
A small, upright, rigid bush, 4 6 feet high, with round, smooth, olive-green
Prickles nearly uniform, but liltle curved, often,
or brownish irregular branches.
as Sir J. Smith remarks, two together at the base of the leaves, the rest scattered.
Leaves of 5 7 ovate leaflets, of which one of the lowermost pair is sometimes
wanting, ovate, acute, doubly serrate, the serratures glandular, of a dull grayish or
Stipules
whitish green, very soft and downy, with a resinous smell when bruised.
.

—

—

—

Flowers solitary (as in my specimens),
Peduncles
usually 2 or 3, seldom 4 {Sm), rather small, bright red, fragrant.
Calyx (receptacle of Woods) ovate or elliptical,
hairy, with a few small prickles.
densely bristly, its sepals villous within, thickly beset with glands on the outside,
with long spreading points, and generally described as copiously pinnate, which
is by no means the case in my specimens, in which the pinnse rarely exceed a
single pair, with an odd one, or two pair at the most^ Petals small, bright led,
Styles numerous, quite distinct, very short, spreading
white towards the claw.
Fruit ovate or somewhat globular, more
Stigmas bi'oad, flat.
hemisplierically.
linear, fringed with shortly stalked glands.

Y

—

—

.
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or less biistly, bright scarlet, with a dry pulp

crowned with the persistent

and numerous large bony

seeds,

sepals.

" Prickles
3. E. viicrantha, Sm.
Small-floivered Sweet Briar.
uniform uncinate, leaves doubly serrated hairy glandulose beneath,
calyx-segments and pinnfe elongated deciduous, fruit small ellipBr. Fl. p. 130.
tical and ovate, ramuli sparingly setigerous."
E. B. t. 3490.

—

In hedges, thickets, borders of woods and bushy pastures;
Tj
Fl. June, July.

not uncommon.

.

E. Med.
W. Med.

— Between Eyde and Newport, Rev. G. E. Smith.
— Abundant the great and beech plantation

oni the downs near
fir
in
Westover. Near Shoiwell, Rev. O. E. Smith.
Fruit (pome) scarlet or orange-red, about J of an inch in length, ellipticaloblong, more or less contracted above into a sort of neck, (mostly ?) smooth (with-

out

setse) at the

base.
b.

Prickles various, intermixed with setce.

" Prickles
4. R. 7'ubiginosa, L.
Stveet Briar.
Eglantine.
numerous, larger uncinate, smaller subulate, leaflets doubly serrated hairy glandulose beneath mostlj' rounded at the base, calyxsegments and pinnffi elongated persistent, primordial fruit pearshaped."
Br. Fl. p. 130. E. B. t. 991. Jacq. Fl. Aust. i. 31, t.
50.
In thickets, hedges, borders of woods
Tp
occasionally.
Fl. June, July.

and

fields,

and

in

open bushy pastures

;

—

E. Med.
[Border of a copse on Bembridge-lodge property at Bembridge, A.
G. More, i's^.— Edrs.]
W. Med.
In a pasture-field at the foot of the great plantation of fir-beech,
&c., on the slope of the down at Westover, in considerable plenty.
In a field
near the Yar, and almost facing Freshwater farm, a single bush only.

—

Fruit (pome) bright orange or scarlet, about as long as the last but much
broader, the primordial or central one of each cluster more or less pear-shaped, the
rest ovate or subglobose, more or less setigerous or quite smooth.
Seeds large.

ff Leaves eglandulose.
u.

Styles distinct, included or nearly so.

5. R. canina, L.. Dog Rose.
Hip or Hep. " Prickles uniform hooked, leaves naked or slightly hairy, their disk eglandulose, calyx- segments fully pinnate deciduous, styles not united,
shoots assurgent."
Br. FL p. 131. E. B. t. 992.

Everywhere in woods and copses, on hedyebanks, by roadsides and borders of
Ij
&c. Fl. June, July.

fields,

.

b.

6.

Styles united in a column, mostly exserted.

R. systyla, Bast.

?

Close -styled

Dog

Rose.

" Prickles uni-

form uncinate, leaves simply serrated, their disk eglandulose,
calyx-segments sparingly pinnate deciduous, styles united hairless,
shoots assurgent."
Br. Fl. p. 131.
R. collina, E. B. t. 1895
(excl. syn.)
In hedges, thickets and borders of woods.

7^/.

June, July.

Tj

.

—

—
rosacea.
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—

£. Med. In Whilefield wood, along the road to Brading
wood, near Bembridge near Haven-street, Dr. Bell-Salter !!

plentiful in

;

Sleyu

;

7. R. arvensis, Huds.
Corn Rose, accordTrailing Dog Rose.
ing to Huds.) " Prickles uncinate, those of the ramuli feeble,
leaves simply serrated deciduous (glaucescent beneath) their disk
eglandulose, calyx-segments sparingly pinnate deciduous, styles
united hairless, shoots trailing."
£r. Fl. p. 131. E. B. t. 188.
Ill hedges, thickets, copses and the bushy borders of fields
in many parts of

—

;

T^.
the island, abundantly. 7^/. June, July.
E. Med. In Whitefield wood, along the load to Brading.

—
W. Med. — Plentiful at Brixton, between the

Plentiful in Steyn

wood, near Bembridge.

village

Hedges

and the Chine.

about Farringford House, and at the foot of Freshwater down, as indeed

in

most

parts of that vicinity, abundantly.

Tribe V.
" Fruit a

1—5

celled

pome."

Pome^.

— Bab. Man.

XII. Ceat^gus, Linn.

Hawthorn.

" Calyx-segments short, acute. Petals large, roundish. Styles
1
5.
Fruit oval or round, concealing the upper end of the cells,
which are bony." Br. Fl.

—

" Gives not the hawthorn bush a sweeter shade
To shepherds, looking on their silly sheep.
Than doth a rich embroider'd canopy
To kings that iear their subjects' treachery ?"

Third Part of King Henry VJ., act

2, se. 5.

Common Hawthorn. Whitethorn or
C. Oxyacantha, li.
Hogiles or Hogails, Vect. " Spiny, leaves glabrous
cut into 3 or 5 deeply serrated segments cuneate at the base,
3."
Br. FL p.
flowers corymbose, calyx not glandular, styles 1
132. E. B. t. 2604.
C. monogyna, Jacq.
j3. Style solitary.
1.

May.— Fr.

—

y.

C. Oxyacantha, Jaiq. Fl. Aust. iii. t. 292, 2 ?
majore, Dillw. in Ray's Syn. p. 454.
Woolly - jruiled
C. eriocarpa, Lindl.
Fruit and peduncles tomentose.

Fruit larger, elliptical-ovoid.

Mespilus Apii
8.

folio sylvestris, Iblio et fructu

Thorn.

Everywhere planted for fencing, but abundantly wild in woods, thickets, bushy
Tp.
/V. September, October.
F/. May, June.
pastures, fields, &c.
the most frequent, and I believe the only
|3. Woods and thickets everywlieie
form with us, as regards the number of the styles.
;

Plentilul between Yarmouth and Thorley, on
hand side of the road just beyond the little bridge. Near Coppid Hall.
W. Wilson
S. Pelbam woods, between Steephill and St. Lawrence, frequent,
Near Bembridge. More
Saunders, Esq. !!!
In Liiccombe landslip. Idem.
y.

In hedges, not uncommon.

the right

frequent than the glabrous-fruited kind.

from 20—30 feet or even more in height, with a las6—10
of growth, sometimes a rigid thorny shrub ol
very smooth,
feet, the bark of the smaller branches and on the btcm of young trees
the former in the wild slate mostly armed with sharp spines, ttririiiiating the lateLeaves in
ral shoots, but these, in old trees at least, are sometimes wanting.

A

tree,

when

left to itself,

tigiate or pvramidal

mode
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6 together, broadly ovato-elliptical or nearly orbicular, finely,
unevenly and sharply serrated, bright shining green above, turning black in drying, veiy downy when young, afterwards a little hairy only on the margins
and ailing the principal ribs beneath, as also on the upper side of the
raiher long-gvooved petioles, at the base of which are a pair of long, filifunn, caducous stipules.
Flowers in corymbuse downy clusters, terminal or on
short, leafy, lateral spurs, white, rather unpleasantly scented, about an inch in
diameter.
Calt/x lomentose, the segments lanceolate, acute and spreading, much
Stashorter than the obovate or roundish entire petals, with short abrupt claws.
mens about 20 anthers bright purplish pink, 2-lubed, attached to ihe filaments by
stigmas flat (not
a line point on the latter.
Stt/les 5, ereci, greenish, contorted
acute, as Smith describes) glandular.
Fruit 4 or 5 lines in diameter, deep scarlet or purplish red (coccineus) depressed, globose or subovoid, umbilicate and
crowned with the flat persistent calyx, smooth, shining, glabrous or downy, mosily
1-celled.
Seed large, rugose, nearly globular, in the midst of a mealy insipid
fascicles of 3, 5, or

;

:

pulp.

The var. y. differs in no respect from the common form, except in having fruit
of nearly twice the usual size, and of a mure oblong figure, but even in these
respects, as well as in the lobing of the leaves, there exists no well-drawn line of
demarcation.

no doubt the C. eriocarpa of Lindley, was pointed out to
Pelliam Wood, where it varies extremely in the degree
of woolliness of its berries and their stalks, even in one and the same bunch. The
leaves, which are nearly smooth, are inclined to be simply trifid rather than
5-lobed, but they often assume the ordinary form of the species
they are also
generally inclined to be more deeply incised.
Tlie var.

me

by Mr.

S.,

which

W.

Wilson,

is

in

;

XIII. Pyeus, Linn.

Calyx of

2

—

5.

5 small segments.

Fnnt

Pear.
Petals

Service.

Apple.

5, large,

roundish.

Styles

fleshy, with 5 cartilaginous or coriaceous, 2-seeded.
* Leaves simple, undivided.

1. P. commw-ms, L.
Wild Pear-tree. Iron Pear-tree. "Leaves
simple ovate serrated, peduncles corymbose, fruit turbinate, styles
distinct."— £?•. Fl. p. 133. E. B. t. 1784. Fl. Ban. xii. t. 2118.
P. commun. var. P. Achras,
p. Leaves ovale, very distinctly acuminate.

Gcertn. P

In woods, thickets and bushy
more frequent

rently indigenous

;

and there sporadically, but appahedges from seeds of the cultivated varieties

places, here
in

Tj.
conveyed by accident. Fl. April, May.
E. Med. In one or two places close to Ryde, in hedges, but from being kept
trimmed the plants are not easily seen in ihem. Hedge by Uttle Smallbrook
farm, only one specimen, now destroyed.
A solitary very thorny bush on the top
of the hill by Ameiica.
A solitary bush in the hedge on the left a little beyond
the Oakfield inn, by Byde ; also another, as a very low stunted bush, on the
Dover.
Two or three trees in a hedge between Preston farm and Westridge.
Near Queen Bower, Mr. Loe, 1843. A very large and old tree in the wood
immediately opposite St. John's House, at least 40 feel high, but as it is destitute
of thorns it may well be questioned whether the tree may not have originated from

—

seeds of some cultivated pear ; the large size of the leaves tuo .'supports this opinion.
Between Hyde and Brading, near Whitefieki wood. Dr. Bell-Sailer.
W. Med.- A small-leaved thorny bush near Eades's. A tree of 16 or 18 feet
high grows in a hedge by a little farm between Medham brickfield and the Halfway house. In Symington copse, a tolerably large flowering tree, as also a young
one of the same species.
jS. A single tree by the roadside from Ryde to Ashey, not seen in flower or
fruit.
In the grounds at St. John's, a small pyramidal tree, and very thorny.

—

Pyrus.]
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A

tree, in some places of 30
60 feet in height, of a fastigiate or pyramidal
form, the hianches at first erect, afterwards drooping.
Here it commonly foi-ms
a bushy very rigid shrnb, of 6 8 feel high, branched from the base, the hurk of a
dark reddish brown, the branches and lateral leafy shoots ending in a sharp spine,
which disappears by cultivation.
Leaves much smaller than in the garden varieties, eiiher scattered or 3 or 4 together, on short lateral shouts, broadly ovate,
elliptical or nearly orbicular, finely, evenly and sharply serrated, when young
downy beneath and fringed with soft white hairs, afterwards glabrous, bright
shining green, turning black in drying, on rather long grooved petioles sometimes the leaves are quite entire, and otherwise variable in form. Stipules linear
filiform, in pairs, deciduous.

—

;

" Leaves ovate
2. P. Malus, L.
Wild Apple- or Crab-tree.
acute serrated, flowers in a sessile umbel, styles combiaed below,
fruit globose."— Sr. Fl. p. 133.
E. B. t. 179.
Leaves, petioles, calyx-tube and corolla very large ; petals broad, white
/3.
within, red outside ; fruit and fruit-slalks downy.
P. M. sativa, Leighton, Shrop.
Fl. 627. Reichenh. Fl. Exc. 4067. Huds. Fl. Angl. /3. p. 217 ?
Extremely common and truly wild over most parts of the island, in woods,
thickets, copses, hedgerows, and rough bushy places.
(Vide Leighton,
/8. By the roadside between Aldermoor and Coppid Hall.
Shrops. Flora, loco

cit.)

" Spring comes anew and brings each little pledge
That still, as wont, my childish heart deceives;
I stoop again for violets in the hedge.

Among

the ivy and old withered leaves ;
often mark, amid the clumps of sedge.
The pooty shells I gathered when a boy :

And
But

cares have claimed me many an evil day.
chilled the relish which I had for joy.
when Crab blossoms blush among the May,

And
Yet
As

erst in years gone by, I scramble now
'mid the brambles for my old esteems.
Filling my hands with many a blooming bough
Till the heart-stirring past as present seems.
Save the bright sunshine of these fairy dreams."

Up

Clare,

;

Rural Muse,

p.

129.

small tree or often a bushy shrnb, from 6 or 8 to 10 or 15 feet high, much
and irregularly branched, the branches short, spreading, the older ones lery rugLeaves in fascicles at the ends of the
ged and uneven, forming a roundish head.
branches and of the numerous short lateral spurs, bright pale green and glabrous
or nearly so above, paler and finely downy beneath, sometimes tinged with brownpointed or
ish red, variable in form and size,' ovate, elliptical or roundish, obtuse,
acuminate on the same branch, not at all lobed or divided, often a little shining,
with a small
finely and evenlv crenulalo-serrulate, the serratures often tipped
'
Flowers in simple, erect, terminal and lateral, sessile umbels,
gland or niucro.

A

pleasantly but
leafy at the ba>e, large, white more or less tinged with a blush-red,
Peduncles someyvhat compressed,
slightly scented, bright purple in the bud.
about an inch long, purplish, downy (or glabrous, Koch) in my specimens, mostly
Fruit in the specimens before me
beset with two or three wavt-like glands.
of
nearly globular, clustered, on short downy stalks, yellowish green, with a '""Se
subject doubtless
red, umbilicate, downy at each end, but like the cultivated apple
to great variation in shape, colour

and

flavour.
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** Leaves simple, lobed or

cut.

3. p. torminalis, Sm.
Wild Service-tree.* Leaves nearly glabrous incised somewhat wedge-shaped rounded at the base unequally 5
7 lobed, lobes serrated acute the two basal ones divaricate, panicle corymbose its branches together with the calyx and
claws of the petals tomentose, fruit oval dotted. Sm. E. Fl. ii. p.
863.
Br. Fl. p. 133. E. B. v. t. 298. Jacq^. Fl. Aust. v. t. 443.

—

In woods and copses, ravely in hedges
fiequent in various parts of the plain
country North of the centriil chalk range, scarcely found on its South side or
much above ihe sea-level. jF/. May, June. i^r. October, November ? Tj
JE. Med.
Most abundantly in the wood at the West side of the mouth of the
Wootton river, forming in some parts no inconsiderable portion of the underwood.
In Quarr copse, not unfrequent.
Common along the sea side of Shore copse.
Slroud wood. Hedge near Coppid Hall. A single rather fine tree in a field
near Knighton farm.
Woods at the back of Norris castle. Wood (Huntwilhy
copse ?) by the Medina, just above the Rope- walk at E. Cowes. Firestone copse,
and near Haven-slreet. .\ tree or two in Bordwood forest. Plentiful in Brock's
copse, near Whippingham.
All over Briddlesford wood in great abundance,
prevailing almost as much in the form of a tree as that of underwood. At Fern;

.

—

hill,

and between that and Woodhouse, frequent.
Med. Plentiful in Nun's wood, by Ningwood.
handsome tree, of considerable stature and rounded

—

fV.

A

or pyramidal outline, the
principal branches with an erect tendency, the young leaves hoary with silky
hairs, the scales of their buds yellowish, glutinous and fringed with glands.
Leaves 3 or 4 inches long and nearly as many wide, on rather long rounded and

downy

deep shining green above, slightly downy on both sides,
surface, deeply cut into 5 or 7 acute,
sharply serrated, unequal lobes, the 3 terminal ones more or less confluent or
indistinct, and as well as the middle pair pointing forwards, the 2 basal lobes
largest, widely spreading or divaricate, rounded or sometimes slightly cordate
behind at the base. Petioles downy, rounded. Stipules none. Flowers in loose,
panicled, erect corymbs, not very numerous, cream-coloured, unpleasantly scented,
their pedicels and branches of the corymb very woolly.
Calyx tomentose, sepals
small, acute, with a few brownish glands on iheir margin.
Petals villous within
near their claws. Anthers cream-coloured.
Styles 2 in my specimens (3, 4, or 5
in the same panicle, Sm.), hairy at the base.
Fruit 6 or 8 lines in length,
roundish pear-shaped, depresso-umbilicate, a little downy at both ends, at first of
a russet-colour, very hard and austere, hut when ripe chocolate-brown spotted
with pale dots, soft, mealy and agreeably acid, much resembling medlars in taste
(or with much of the flavour of tamarinds)
cells 2
5, closed at top, each with
a solitary, ovate, uneven seed ; (in all my specimens the pome is 2-celled, with one

most

petioles, firm,

so

when young and on the under

—

:

of the cells abortive).
The fruit is well known in Sussex by the name of Checquers, from its speckled
appearance, and sold both there and in this island, in the shops and public markets, tied up in bunches, priucipally to children.
At Ryde they go under the
name of Sorbus berries, but are not in much request, a fact by no means surprising

* The name Service, applied

to the tree

and

its

fruit, is,

I suspect, derived

from Cerevisia or Cervisia, a liquor prepared from grain (Cerealia) by the ancient
Gauls, and analogous to our beer, of which beverage a kind has been brewed time
out of mind from the berries of some tree of the present genus, called Sorbus by
the ancients, " quod ejus succum sorbere solent.".
The Welsh prepare a similar
drink at this day from the fruit of the Mountain Ash, called Sorbus sylveslris by
many of the older writers on plants.

I'yym.]
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when we consider

tlie twofold interpretation implied in the specific
name, by some
alleged to bear reference to the efficiency of these berries in
cases of dysentery ;
by others, with whom, like Withering, we are from experience
compelled to coincide, pronounced highly befitting a fruit qualified
to cause rather than cure the
disease in question.
The leaves lade into the richest tints of red or purple before
'^
'^
they fall.

The

largest Wild Service-tree in the island with which I am acquainted
stands
Quarr copse, about 20 yards from the Binstead entrance, on the left hand, and
perhaps a dozen yards from the main path, overhanging a deep hollow. The
girth
of this tree at about 2 feet from the ground I found to be 6 ft. II in.
at 3 feet
it measured 5 ft. 6 in.
and at 6 feet, 5 ft. 2 in. its height I estimate at little under
40 ft. the large, rounded, oak-like head, spreading limbs and leaning trunk render it a very picturesque object, and especially so when clothed in the
gorgeous
covering of autumn. The specimen is probably of great age, and, though flowering freely, fruits but sparingly. Trees sufficiently large or old for bearing are
indeed seldom to be met with in our woods, from its being cut periodically with
in

;

;

:

;

the copse-wood.
This species has long been and still is strangely confounded with the true Service-tree (P. domestica), a very dififerent kind, with much larger, pear-shaped fruit,
and pinnated leaves like those of tha Mountain Ash, but which there is no reason
to believe was ever found wild in Brifciin, and certainly is not so with us,
though
described as common in the Isle of Wight, our P. torminalis having been uniformly mistaken for it, and the error perpetuated by the similarity of names, and
unscrutinizing habits of compilers.
The Wild Service-tree is not a native of either Scotland or Ireland.

P. Aria, Sm.
White Beam-tree. Vect. Whipcrop, White
" Leaves ovate serrated cut or pinnatifid or partly pinnate white and downy beneath, flowers corymbose, fruit globose."
Br. Fl. p. 134. E. B. t. 1858.
4.

Rice*

In high, rocky, precipitous woods an4 elevated chalky thickets not unfrequent
East Medina very rare in West Medina and in the flatter parts of the island
generally.
Fl. May, June.
E. Med.
Woods near the Priory, sparingly. In Luccombe copse and other
high woods along the road from Shanklin to Bonohurcb.
Eagle -head and
Bloodstone copses. On the rocks overhanging East end at its entrance near
Rosecliff cottage, and plentiful along the brow of the wooded sleep called Hatchet
Close or Cowpit Clifl', between Shanklin and Cook's Castle, in both stations as a
tree, truly wild and springing from the crevices of the rock, with the trunk and
roots singularly contorted.
Wood by America. Youngvvood's copse, near Alverstone, and where there is one tree with a regular rounded head and of considerable size.
Common in a copse on the northern side of Wroxall down, about
Wroxall farm. Near Brading, il/r. S. Woods in Bot. Guide. A solitary tree in
the hedge on the right hand side of the road a short distance from the ' Star inn
at Rookley, towards Bleak Down.
A large shrub or small tree,-!" with a smooth reddish brown bark, and straight
;

in

;

—

'

* The White Rice of our country people, from the silvery colour of the leaves
beneath, and its usually low stature. Rice being a Hampshire term for brushwood
or undergrowth, dmibtless from the German or Teutonic iJm ; the same orthography should perhaps be adopted in the English.
The long, straight and very
tough shoots are cut for whip-handles by waggoners.
When in the S. of Ireland in 1842, this species was shoun to me as the Service-tree by the boatmen on the Lakes of Killarney, where neither the true Service (/*. domestica) nor the Wild Service (P. torminalis) of this island are
indigenous.
A tree of P. Aria in Youngwood's copse measured, in 1846, at 3J feet from the
-)-

—
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upright branches, the extremities of which, as well as the short flowering shoots,
are extremely brittle, though the older wood is tough and pliant ; for this reason
the adventurous explorer of the craggy and precipitous localities in which it most
luxuriates must cautiously avail himself of its assistance in climbing the steep
ascent.
Leaves mostly fascicled, 3, 4, 5, or more together, on short lateral spurs, a
few at the extreme downy tips of the young branches alternate ovate, obovatoelliptical or oblong, cu eate at the base or a little rounded, never cordate, coarsely,
;

sharply and unequally serrate, often doubly so, with a tendency to become lobed,
or in one variety (P. pinnatifida, Ehrh.) even pinnatifid fiom 3 to 6 inches long
and from li to 3i inches wide above bright green, soft and somewhat hoary
with fine, close, cottony pubescence, which easily rubs off; beneath silvery, white
and tomentose, with the same but far more copious pubescence as on the upper
the mid-rib and the many straight parallel
surface, not removable by friction
Petioles very short, tomentose, nearly cylinones very prominent and rounded.
Stipules lanceolate, deciduous {Sm. .') Panicles terminal on the branches
drical.
and lateral spurs, corymbose, convex, leafy at the base, much compounded, the
Flowers numebranches tomentose, erect and unequal, the lowermost remote.
rous, white or cream-coloured, above ^ an inch in diameter, not unpleasantly
Pedicels very unequal, woolly, and furnished at their base and about
scented.
Calyx densely
their middle with one or two long, subulate, deciduous bracts.
cottony, with distant, triangular, acuminate, green sesments, much shcu-ter than
the 5 roundish, obovate, very concave, entire petofo, which are furnished with a tuft
of long woolly hairs just above their very short abrupt claws. Stamens erect, very
Styles 2 in
unequal, their white filaments and cream-coloured anthers glabrous.
all my specimens, a little spreading at their summits, much shorter than the outer
Gerstamens, thick, anafular and glabrous stigmas greenish, depresso-orbicular.
Fruit (pomes) i an inch long, subglobose, flaltened at top, of a
men shaggy.
yellowish, orange or scarlet-colour, sprinkled with a few whitish dots, more or
less lanuginose at each end, as are their peduncles, with mouldy-looking pubesSeeds
cence 2, 3, or 4-celled, the cells cartilaginous, closed at the summit.
(pyrena) mostly 2 in each cell, dark brown, erect, oblong-angular and hollowed
on the inner side. Pulp yellowish, mealy, acid and astringent.
;

;

;

;

;

*** Leaves pinnate.

Quicken-tree. " Leaves
5. P. aucuparia, Gsert. Mountain Ash.
pinnated usually glabrous when old, leaflets serrated, flowers
corymbose, fruit small globose." Br. Fl. p. 133. Sorbus, E. B.
t.

337.

In mostly hilly or rocky woods very rare and perhaps not really indigenous.*
Tj.
jPr. August, September.
F/. May, June.
E.Med.
In a wood called Stile-close copse, between Woott on bridge and
Hide copse
Newport on the left a little beyond Fernhill, very sparingly, 1839.
or Great Hill copse, by America, rather more frequently, and a solitary sapling
tree by the brook in the dell at Apse Castle (called, I believe. Tinker's Hole),
Several trees at Apse Castle,
where it certainly was never purposely planted.
1846. Amongst the rocks in Luccombe landslip, but very sparingly.
;

—

The tree is not above 17 or 18 feet in heiuht, with a
ground, 3 feet 8f inches.
rounded spreading head, the trunk dividing, at 3 feet from the ground, into several stout arms.
* I have observed the Mountain Ash in the copses about Bishop's- Waltham,
where it is certainly indigenous, though, as in this island, it is not allowed to
escape the periodical cutting of the wood, and hence none but veiy small slocks
I have also found it plentifully at Shidfield, near Wickare to be met with wild.
ham, in the copse where Convallaria majalis grows, thus proving it to be a genuine native of the county, and probably also of this island, of which I had previously

some doubt.
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A very hamlsome small tree of re^rular outline when allowed to take its natural
form, with a liRbt gray smooth barJi, and round, glabrous, reddish brown hranohes.
Leaves alternate, iraparipimiate, of about 7 pairs of oblon^o-lauceolate sessile leaflets, bright green above, whitish or grayish and finely downy beneath when young,
but at lust becoming smooth on both sides, deeply and sharply mucronato-serrate,
Stipules roundish or semicircular, serrato-denentire and unequal at the base.
Panicles lateral and terminal, corymtate, caducous, sometimes with long points.
bose, flaltish or slightly convex, the branches downy, leafy beneath the principal
ramifications.
Bracts subulate, coloured, deciduous. Flowers very numerous,
the size of those of Spiraea Ulmaria, white or cream-coloured, with a strong sweetCalyx much shorter than the petals, in 5 erect greenish but unpleasant scent.
Petals
ish segments, margined with a few reddish brown glands, the tube villous.
Stamens about as long
roundish or obovate, entire, concava, with a short claw.
Styles 3, erect, very woolly at the
as the petals ; filaments and anthers white.
base

stigmas yellowish.

;

Order

XXV. ONAGEACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx-tube adnate with the ovary entirely or in part limb 2Petals 2,
or generally 4-lobed, the lobes valvate in sestivation.
generally 4, twisted in sestivation, arising from the mouth of the
Stamens inserted into the calyx, and twice as many as its
calyx.
Ovary of 2 4 cells, often crowned by a disk.
lobes, or fewer.
Fruit a berry, or dry
stigma capitate or lobed.
Style filiform
and usually dehiscent. Seeds without albumen. —Herbs or shrubs.
;

—

;

Jjenvesfi-equently opposite."
I.

—Br.

Fl.

Epilobidm, Linn.

Willow Herb.

Calyx superior, 4-parted, deciduous the sepals not cohering
nor reflexed. Petals 4. Capsule linear, prismatic, quadrangular,
Seeds crowned with a tuft of
4-celled, 4-valved, many-seeded.
;

hairs.

The species of this genus are very widely dispersed, being found in all quarters
of the globe, but most numerous in the colder climates or in alpine regions.
Flowers almost always pink or purple, very rarely (as in E. luteum) yellow.
* Flowers

irreg-ular,

stamens and style declined.

ChamaBnerion, Tourn.

French Wilangustifolium, L.
Tame Withy* Vect. Leaves scattered
Persian Willow.
hnear-lanceolate veined glabrous, flowers irregular subspicate,
1.

Rose-bay Willow-herb.

'E.

low.

style
a.
/3.

and stamens declined.

Pods short,
Pods long.

leaves flat

and spreading,

flowers larger.

In moist or swampy woods and thickets, on damp shady banks and pastures,
but not commonly met with. Fl. July— October. Fr. September, October. U.
On a high bank by the pathside between Luccomhe and East End,
E. Med.
and bushes.
towards Rose-clifif Cottage, sparingly and almost choked by tall weeds
common.
Plentiful in a willow-bed on Sandown marshes, just at the edge of Lake

—

* Tame Withy— <ame, i. e. cultivated or domesticated
the commonest ornaments of cottage-gardens.

;

the plant being one of

Z
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A few specimens in Alverstone lynch. In considerable abundance under trees in
In a
a plantation at the foot of Hatchet-close Cliff, but does not flower there.
On
boggy pasture between Fullford and Perieton farms, in great plenty, 1840.
a moist bant near the church at Bonchurch, probably an escape from the grounds
close by.
In profusion on the Wilderness. In several parts of Bordwood lynch,
1841. In the wood near Cook's Castle, very near the Castle, on the left hand of
the road winding up the hill from the side facing Appuldurcombe, H. C. Watson,
Esq., in litt., 1840.
Between Byde and Sandown, in woods ? Rev. G. E. Smith.
Between Byde and Brading, but the spot not noted, N. B. Ward, Esq., probably
the same station as the

last.

Abundant amongst the furze on the S.W. slope of Yarbury

Hill, near Niton,
but does not always flower there.
In a small wet thicket by a moory meadow a
little W. from Blackwater mill, in plenty (probably this form).
Moot creeping extensively, white, cylindrical and soft. Stem erect, 3 6 feet
high or even more, rounded, smooth, leafy, red or purple. Leaves alternate or
scattered, various in size and breadth, lower ones lanceolate, 6 or 7 inches long
and 2 inches wide, those higher up narrower and smaller all sessile, glabrous,
dark green above, glaucous beneath, entire or with a few obscure glandular sevratUres, their surface waved or undulated, with thejmargins a little deflexed, veined
at right angles to the very prominent often reddish midrib.
Flowers in a long,
leafless, almost spiked raceme, stalked, bright purplish pink, smaller and deepercoloured in my wild specimens than is usual in gardens, sometimes white, produced in succession throughout the latter part of summer and autumn.
Sepals
linear-lanceolate, acute, coloured, forming a cross, the 3 upper ones equal, approximate, nearly straight, the points of the 2 lateral curving a little upwards, the lower
segment longer than the rest and bent backwards, like the spur of some Orchis.
Petals broadly obovate, about as long as the calyx, slightly emarginate, veined
and wavy, suddenly contracted into the very narrow claw.
Stamens spreading,
bent downwards ; their filaments enlarged and furrowed at the base
anthers
oblong, bursting along the front of each cell the pollen of copious pale blnish or
greenish angular granules.
Style strongly deflexed, placed on a green nectariferous gland, glabrous, excepting just beneath the deflexion, where it is surrounded
by a belt of white hairs stigma 4-cleft, bright purple, the segments obtuse and
twisted together.
Capsules about 2^3 inches long, erect, linear, furrowed and
truncate, reddish, a little canescent with close-pressed down, sometimes warty
along the angles.
Seeds,
2 ranked in each cell, yellowish, oblong, wrinkled,
glabrous, crowned with the very fine, white, simple, sessile pappus.
The Yarbury-hill plant I have determined to be our var. /3., the smaller form
with long capsule, or E. macrocarpum of Stephens.* On this station the plant is
very dwarf, the soil being extremely dry, and the situation much exposed. The
leaves are very glaucous beneath, and dark above, but more spreading and flatter
than usual in this foim, though on some of the specimens they are as much curled
and corrugated as they ever are. The flowers are rather paler in colour, approaching in this respect though not in size the larger garden form, the E. angustifolium
The form and colour of the anthers are those of
p. brachycai-pum of Babington.
the normal wild type.
It is evident that the two forms of E. angustifolium do
not depend on soil or situation, since our long-fruited plant occurs in the driest
and most exposed situations, as well as in swampy thickets.

p.

—

;

;

;

;

—

* Mr.

H. O. Stephens,

in vol. viii. of the 'Annals and Magazine of Natural His170, endeavours to establish a new species of Epilobium, allied to the
present, which he calls E. macrocarpum, distinguishing the latter by its very long
linear capsules, paler leaves and less deeply coloured flowers, from what he considers to be the true E. angustifolium, the capsules of which he describes as short
I think I have remarked a
and turgid, the flowers and leaves darker in colour.
short-fruited var. of E. angustifolium in gardens, but the co-existence of the linear
form in the seed-vessels, with a deep colour in the leaves and inflorescence, is
proved in the description of the species given above, and is, I apprehend, purely
tory,' p.

accidental.

The

figures in Engl.

Bot,

Fl. Lon.

and

Fl.

Dan. do indeed

all

Epilobiwm.]
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Since the above was written, I am convinced that two very distinct forms,
if
not species, exist, under the name of
angustifolium, one of which, the E.
august. /3. brachycarpum of Bab. Man., is only found in this island
as a garden
plant the second, which is the E. macrocarpum of Stephens, is abundant and
truly wild with us, and I fancy is the prevailing if not the only genuine wild
stale
of the species throughout England, being that which I have uniformly met with
in the Sussex forest and elsewhere.
It is distinguished from that so common in
cottage-gardens, and which I am inclined to believe is either an exotic species or
a permanent variety produced by long cultivation, by its narrower or more contracted spike of flowers, which are much smaller, of a deeper purple, more inclining
to violet, with bluish anthers
by its leaves, which are less spreading, smaller and
narrower, of a yellower, duller and darker green above and very glaucous beneath,
remarkably crisped, twisted and transversely plicate-rugose, with the lateral veins
more exactly at right angles to the midrib altogether a far less handsome plant.
The capsules are long, linear and erect, the flower-buds suddenly contracted to a

K

;

;

;

point.

The second

or garden form, and
in its much larger

which is certainly that of Curtis, Fl. Lond. i.
and broader leaves, spikes and flowers, the
former more spreading, brighter green, scarcely crisped and waved, flatter and
less rugose, the lateral veins at a rather more oblique angle to the midrib
flowers
much larger, paler and brighter, pink rather than purple the anthers brick-red
and rather oblong than elliptical ; pods much shorter and broader.
fasc. 2, difl'ers

;

;

The

indifferent figure in Fl. Danica, ii. fasc. 5, t. 289, is probably intended for
wild long-podded plant, as also that in E. B. xxviii. t. 1947, which
is good for its size, but unfortunately does not give the seed-vessels.
Though met with in many parts of the S. of England,* this handsome plant
is more common in the northern counties, as a cold and even frigid climate is

our

common

most congenial

to its nature.
Wahlenberg tells us that in no part of Sweden
display such stateliness and profusion as in Lapland, ranging even to the
North Cape (lat. 71? 10) ; aud Linnaeus, in his usual florid but seductive style,
describes the humble hut of the sylvan Laplander, encircled in the flowering season with tall flowers of Epilobium, as emulating the palaces of the gods.f
The
It is very widely dispersed over
Swedes call it Himmelgrms or herb of heaven.
the northern parts of Europe, Asia and America.
The present species, though a true Epilobium in its fructification, approaches
the American genus Gaura in habit and inflorescence.

does

it

** Flowers regular.
•(-

Stigma

Stamens

erect.

4-cleft.

Great Hairy Willow-herb. Codlings and
2. E. hirsutum, L.
Cream. Stem much branched, lower leaves semiamplexicaul a
little decurrent dentato-serrate, petals rounded notched much
longer than the calyx, stigma 4-cleft, root creeping. Sm. E. Fl.
Lindl. Syn. p. 108.
E. B. xii. t.
ii. p. 813.
Br. Fl. p. 135.
Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 2, t. 21.
838.
On ditchbanks, the margins of ponds, rivers and streams, in wet thickets, hedges
represent the capsules both short and somewhat turgid, but they depict the uppermost ones only, and such therefore as have not attained their full dimensions. In
No. 51 of the Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist, for December, 1851, are some further observations on these two presumed species by Mr. Leighton.
* In St. Leonard's forest, quite commonly also about Arundel, and between
I have seen it growing in large natural beds on the
Poole and Christchurch.
domain of Col. Wyndham at Singleton, six miles from Chichester, where it was
pointed out to me by the Hon. Mrs. Vernon Harcourt.
;

f

'

Flora Lapponica,'

p.

113.
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and pastures; extremely common.
October.

Fl.

June?

— September.

Fr. September,

2^.

Root creeping, horizontal, with several short, thick, fleshy tubercles. Stem
bushy, erect, 4—6 feet high,* round, solid, much branched, covered like the rest
of the plant with a copious, very soft, white, viscid down.
Leaves la.nceolate or
ovato-lanceolate ; lower ones opposite, a litile decurrent
upper ones partly alternate, all sessile, denticulato-serrate, soft and downy.
Flowers in leafy corymbose
clusters, nearly an inch across, bright purplish pink netted with bluish veins.
Sepals ovalo-lanceolate, mucronato-acuminate.
Petals regular, roundish heartshaped, with a deep notch, greatly exceeding the calyx in length.
Stamens erect,
unequal, having a row of white connivent hairs between them and the germen
anthers pale yellow.
Style erect, glabrous ; stigma 4-clefl, rough, the segments
revolute and obtuse.
Capsules 2 3 inches in length, furrowed, clothed either
with short erect pubescence, or shaggy with long, silky, spreading hairs.
Seeds
grayish brown, obovoid-oblong, semiterete, flatti h on one side with 2 fbveae and
an intermediate ridge, the apex with a minute apioulus thickly covei-ed with short
;

;

—

;

bristle-like points

;

pappus closely

The whole herb has

sessile.

a peculiar subacid smell, residing, I believe, in the

pubescence of the stem and leaves, which has been compared
codlings and cream, or of gooseberry fool.

lar

glandu-

to that of scalded

3. E. parviflorum, Sclireb.
Small-floivered Hairy Willow-herb.
" Leaves lanceolate sessile slightly toothed downy on both sides,
stem nearly simple very downy or nearly glabrous, root fibrous,
stigma 4-cleft."— Sr. Fl. p. 135. E. B. t. 795.
By rivers, brooks and ditches, in moist places along hedges, lanes and roadsides,
in damp woods and thickets
frequent, but less abundant than the last.
Fl. June
;

— September. Fr. September, October.
E. Med. — By Quarr Abbey. Woods near the Priory, &c.
If.

lane between the Brading road and Smallbrook farm.

wood.
W. Med.

Plentiful along the

Abundant

in Whitefleld

—

At Freshwater, with white and often both white and red flowers on
the same stem.
Root of several rigid, pale, branched fibres, but not creeping or sending out
sucker.s.
Stem erect, firm, leafy, a little oblique at the very base, green and purplish on opposite sides, from about 1 to 3 feet in height, rounded, downy with
copious, very soft, while and spreading pubescence, which on the higher part and
on the branches becomes shorter, less soft and abundant, and glandulose, secreting
globules of a viscid fluid ; nearly simple or branching only towards its summit,
the branches few, alternate, erecto-pateiit, scarcely again divided.
Leaves in the
larger plants often 3 or 4 inches long, dull somewhat hoary green, very soft and
downy, more or less erect or spreading, lancf ulate or rather oblong-lanceolate,
subpetiolale, towards the base of the stem oppnbite, higher up and ou the branches
mostly alternate acute, finely and rather closely denticulato-serrate, the serratures purplish and glandular
subcordate at base but not clasping.
Flowers in
elongating leafy clusters, terminating the stem and branches, about \ an inch in
diameter, on very short but distinct pedicels; seldom widely expanded, erect.
Ca/yac shorter than the corolla, ii little downy; sepals elliptical or oblong-elliptical, with short, thick, glandular points.
Petals obovato-elliptical, pale pink or
purplish, sometimes white or nearly so, I'eeply emarginate, strongly veined.
Stamens with white converging hairs between them ; anthers roundish oiate; (in
£. hirsutiim they are elliptical-oblong).
Siyle erect, glabrous, nut exceeding the
stamens (in E. hirxutvm it is a little longer than the stamens) stigmas at length
spreading but not revolute.
Capsules erect or patent, straight or curved, 3J inches
or less in length and scarcely a line in width, with 4 prominent blunt angles, pubescent, greenish or reddish.
Seeds brownish, obovoid-oblong, slightly incurved,
;

;

;

;

* I have seen them 7 or 8 feet in the

Sv.'.nn

Pool, near Ryde.

—
(Enothera.]
flat

onagrace^.
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and somewhat hollowed on

many

their inner side, minutely papillose, scabrous, very
times shorter than the snow-white, simple, perfectly sessile pappus.

E. montanum, L.
4.
Broad Smooth - leaved Willow-herb.
Leaves shortly stalked ovate-oblong acute rounded at the base
glabrous all toothed, stem rounded pubescent as well as the fruit,
stigma 4-cleft, root fibrous, scions none."—^r. Fl. p. 315. E. B.
"

t.

1177.

Tn similar places with the two preceding species, hut often in drier situations,
as on rocks, walls and reefs, hedgehanks, in gardens, and waste arid places; common. Fl. June August. If..

—

•ff

Stigma undivided.

5. 'E.palustre,Ij.
Narrotv-leaved Marsh Willow-herb. Leaves
narrow-lanceolate sessile nearly entire and as well as the rounded
erect stem subglabrous, stigma undivided, root with filiform
scions, flower-buds drooping, seeds fusiform.
Br. Fl. p. 136.
E. B. t. 346.

In wet ditches and other swampy or boggy situations (never

in dry places), far
frequent than the three last or the following species. Fl. July, August. Fr.
October.
2f.
E. Med. In dykes or ditches about Blackpan, and about Apse farm, in plenty,
Dr. Bell-Salter
Amongst rushes by the pond on Barritt's Common, in considerable abundance.
[Boggy slope behind St. Helen's Green, A. G. More, Esq.,
Edrs.]
W. Med. Low meadows near Mottiston mill, by Brixton.
Capsules very slender.
Seeds greenish brown, narrow-oblong, tapering and
somewhat pointed, flattish and grooved on one side, quite glabrous, many times
shorter than the pappus, which is seated on the short contracted summit of the
seed, hence appearing almost stipitate.

less

—

.'.'.'

—

" Leaves
6. E. tetragonum, L.
Square-stalked Willow-herb.
lanceolate sessile denticulate, stem with 2
4 angles, stigma
undivided, root with scions, flower-buds erect, seeds oblong-obovate."—jBr. Fl. p. 136. E. B. t. 1948. E. virgatum, Fries.

—

In precisely similar places with the^four preceding species, also on dripping
under moist walls, and in damp woods andhedges common. Fl. July
September. Fr. September, October. !(..
In Whitefield Wood.
In a field at Shanklin, by the road to the
E. Med.
Chine. By the roadside from Kyde to Brading, about 100 yards beyond the 2nd
milestone ou the right hand hedge.
W. Med.
Abundantly along the upper Newport road, out of W. Cowes, at
rocks,

;

—

—

Northwood-Park wall.
Capsules very slender and erect, from about 2^ to 3J inches long, and scarcely
the sixteenth of an inch wide, glabrous to the naked eye, but beset with scattered
appressed bristles, beaded from the seeds within. Seeds grayish or greenish brown,
the foot of

oblongo-obovate, semiterete, obtuse, or rather very slightly pointed, rounded (not
Pappus closely
contracted) at lop, scabrous with close-set crystalline papillae.
sessile.

II.

ffiNOTHEEA, Linn.

Evening

Prinurose.

" Calyx-limb deciduous, tubular at the base, deeply 4-cleft
upwards ; the segments reflexed, more or less combined. Petals 4.

—
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—
ONAGRACE^.

Stamens

—HALORAGACE^.

[Hippuris.

many naked

Capsule 4-valved, with

8.

2

— Br.

seeds."

Fl.

An extensive genus of an annual or biennial plants, with handsome, yellow,
while or purple, and very fugacious blossoms natives of every part of America
from the Straits of Magellan to Hudson's Bay, but most numerous towards the
;

wanner

parts of that vast continent.

(E. biennis, L.
Common Evening Primrose. " Leaves
OYate- lanceolate toothed, stem somewhat hairy, flowers sessile
subspicate, stamens about as long as the corolla, capsules nearly
E. B. t. 1634.
cylindrical 4-toothed."— 5r. Fl. p. 136.
In waste ground by roadsides, and in moist or sandy places but not indigenous, and scarcely even naturalized. Fl. July October.
$
About Byde, Cowes, Newport, &c., occasionally. On Apse heath, amongst
* 1.

;

—

.

potatoes, 1840.

CiEC^A, Linn.

III.

Enchanter's Nightshade.

" Calyx-limb deciduous, shortly tubular at the base, deeply
S-cleft upwards.
Corolla of 2 petals. Stamens 2.
Ovary 1
celled ovules solitary in each cell, erect.
Stigma 2-lobed. Capsule hispid with hooked hairs, scarcely dehiscent, 1
2 celled
cells 1-seeded."
Br. FL

—

;

1.

C Lutetiana,

1j.

Common

—

;

Enchanter's Nightshade.

"Stem

erect pubescent, leaves ovate-acuminate slightly repand toothed
usually longer than the petiole, bracts none, ovary globose
2-celled at length broadly obovate."
Br. Fl. p. 137. E. B. t.

—

1056.
In moist shady woods, groves, copses, and under hedges in lanes
Fl. June
August. If..

mon.

—

Order XXVI.

HALOEAGACEiE,

;

very com-

B. Br.

" Calyx-tube adnate with the ovary ; limb of fertile flowers minute, 3-4 partite or wanting.
Petals present or wanting.
Stamens
equal in number to the lobes of the calyx, or double as many,
rarely fewer.
Ovary with 1- 4 cells ; ovules soHtary, pendulous.
Stigmas as many as there are cells, papillose or pencilliform.
Fruit dry, indehiscent, 1 4 celled, or composed of 4 iudehiscent
carpels slightly cohering by their inner angles and eventually
separating.
Seeds solitary, pendulous. Albumen fleshy, some-

—

—

times very thin. Embryo straight. Badicle superior. Mostly
herbs {the British ones especially), aquatics.
Leaves various as to
insertion.
The stamens and pistils often separated ; the former
are then inserted with the petals into the base of the calyx."
Br. Fl.

—

I.

Hippuris, Linn.

Mare's-tail.

" Perianth single, superior, forming a very indistinct rim to the
germen. Stamen 1. Style 1. Fndt 1-celled, 1-seeded."
Br.

—

Fl.

—
Myriophyllum.]

halouagace^.
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Aquatio plants, with whorled leaves and the aspect of some Equisetum, Ihouga
not in the remotest degree related to that cryptogamic genus.
The species are
very few, and confined to the colder parts of the globe.
1.

H.

Common

vulgaris, L.

12) in a whorl, linear.

B.

Sin.

E.

Leaves many

Mare's-tail.
Fl.

i.

Br. Fl. p. 138.

p. 4.

E.

763.

Curt. Fl. Lond. ii. fasc. 4, t. 1.
In ponds, ditches and slow streams very rare.
Fl.
t.

(6

—

May July. Fr. July,
August. %.
E. Med.
Marsh-ditches between Brading and Si. Helen's, plentifully, Ed.
Hart Vinen, Esq., and Mr. W. Turner
Herb quite smooth in every part. 8tem simple orslightly branched, jointed, filled
with a beautiful network of large angular cells, arranged in circles around a central medullary chord
procumbent and rooting at each division, with bundles of
long white fibres afterwards erect, and rising above the water as the flowering
advances to a foot or higher.
Leaves in whorls of 6
12, sessile, linear, fleshy,
single-ribbed, quite entire (except a lateral curved tooth on a few here and there
occasionally), glabrous, ending in a small hard point
the submerged leaves
remaining all the winter are thin, pale green, membranous and deflexed, greatly
like the subaqueous ones of Callitriche : those above the surface are bright green,
thick and curving upwards.
Flowers solitary at the insertion of each leaf. Anther large, 2-celled, reddish Jilament inserted on the ovarium in fiont of the style,
at first very short but afterwards elongating considerably.
Ovarium turbinate,
bearing on its upper and back part a very short conical style, and long, white,
tapering stigma, much like that of some Carex.
The French call this herb Pesse d'eau, from its resemblance to a pine-tree in
;

—

.'.'.'

;

;

—

;

;

miniature.

II.

Myeiophyllum, Linn.

Milfoil.

inferior,

:

Petals 4.
tals 4.

Water

of 4
Barren flowers — Calyx
— Calyx 4-lobed.
PeStamens 4 —
Fertile
Fruit of
Stamens 4 — or wanting. Stigmas

" Monoecious.

8.

flov)ers

leaves.

:

4, sessile.

8,

4 sessile, subglobose, 1-seeded carpels, at length separating."

Br. Fl.
1. M. spicatum, L.
Spiked Water Milfoil.
Leaves mostly in
whorls of 4 together, the segments setaceous mostly opposite or
subalternate.
Br. Fl. p. 139. E. B. t. 83. Fl. Dan. iv. t. 681

bona).
In ditches, pools and

clear slow streams

:

frequent.

Fl.

May— September.

—

E. Med. Very abundantly in ditches on Sandown marshes, as in those about
Ditches at
the fort, and by the road before coming to the village from Brading.
Ditches on Brading marshes, abundantly. Ditch
the foot of Alverston lynch.
by Yarbridge.
W. Med.— 'Seal- Colwell.
Root a tuft of long, slender, brittle fibres, running deep into the soft mud.
Stems branched, various in length, round, reddish, succulent, the interior beautifully filled up with radiating septa forming large oblong cells, rooting here and
there occasionally at the joints, and often exceeding a crow-quill in thickness.
Leaves in whorls of 4 together at each joint of the stem, finely pectinated, the segments setaceous, a few of the lower usually truly opposite, the rest imperfectly so
or somewhat alternate, a little swollen at the base from a glandular prominence in
the axil of each segment, scarcely if at all observable in the next species, in which
the segments of the leaves are not only more decidedly alternate, but less numeSpikes 3 to 5 inches long, erect or reclining on the surrous and farther apart.

—

.

HALORAGACE^.
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[CalUtriche

face of the water, of several remote, leafless, 4- (or even 6-, Gaudin) flowered
whorls round a bluntly quadrangular common stalk or axis. Male (barren) fiowers
sessile, occupyinff the 2, 3, or 4 superior whorls, conspicuous before expansion by
their bright red colour, each subtended by 3 entire, roundish, concave bracts, of
which that in the centre is by far the largest ; calyx half-inferior, in 4 erect, unePetals 4, alternate with the calyx-segqiial, roundish or oblong, green segments.
ments and several times longer, quickly falling, roundish, deeply hollowed or concave, each during asstivalion enclosing 2 of the anthers, and forming together a
Stamens 8, the length
cubic form, bright purplish red, with pale scariose edges.
of the petals, inserted around the 4 rudiments of germens anthers large, oblongquadrangular, greenish yellow. Fertile {female) flowers in about as many whorls
as the barren, and beneath the latter. Carpets brownish gray, subglobose, obtusely
quadrangular, with 4 deep furrows, the intermediate faces rounded, forming as
;

many
2.

lobes.

M.

alterniflorum,

DC.

Alternate-flowered

Water

Milfoil.

Leaves whorled mostly in threes sometimes opposite pectinatopinnate, segments capillary distant mostly alternate.
Br. Fl. p.
139.
M. spic. 0., Sm. Engl. iv. p. 143. E. B. Suppl. t. 2854.
Van Hall. Fl. Belg. Sept. i. p. 856. No. 1068a. Banning. Fl.
Monast. p. 291. No. 1146. Petiv. Engl. Herb. t. vi. fig. 6.
Leaves with linear segments
bracts under the sterile flowers linear-lanAn. Moris, iii. 622, sect. 15, t. 4, fig. 7, in Sm. Engl. Fl.
iv. p. 143, cit. ? et Raii, Syn. ed. 3tia, cura Dillen. p. 151.
In similar places and sometimes mixed with the last, and about equally if not
more common than that. Fl. May July. If..
E. Med. In vast abundance in some of the ditches on Sandown Level, where,
as between the fort and the Brading road, it often fills them entirely.
Also in
ditches on the western skirts of Lake and Blackpan (?) commons, in plenty.
In
Lashmere pond, at the foot of Bleak Down.
Along with Typha angustifolia in a pool between Great Thorness
W. Med.
and Elmswoith farms. In two small elevated pools amongst the fields about half
a mile E.S.E. of Rowledge, nearly in the angle formed by Buccombe and Galle/3.

;

ceolate, quite entire.

—

—

—

berry Downs, in great plenty.
Herb floating or creeping on the wet mud about the margins of pools and
ditches, much more slender than the last and of a brighter green.
Root as in
that a bundle of long, filiform, whitish, nearly simple fibres.
Stems several,
chordiform, jointed, striated, hollow, with several radiating septa and a central
medullary core, oppositely and alternately branched. Leaves bright green, mostly
whorled, ternate or quaternate, a few occasionally opposite (in this island usually
in threes), their segments far finer, fewer and more distant than in M. spicatum,
alternate rather than opposite in their arrangement, soon fading and collapsing
from their greater tenuity, the lower ones decaying and falling away, leaving that
part of the stem bare as in M. spicatum.
Spikes terminal, very small, reclining
on the surface of the water, their tips at first drooping, afterwards erecl.

III. Calliteiche, Linn.

Water Starwort.

—

" Monojcious.
[Barren flowers
Perianth single, of 2 leaves
(they are, rather, 2 bracteas) or none. Anther of 1 cell.
Fertile
Qermen 4-lobed ; lobes laterally compressed, indeliisflowers:
:

—

cent with four 1-seeded cells."

Br.

Fl.

C. verna, L.
Common or Vernal Water Starivort. " Fruit
nearly sessile, lobes parallel in pairs bluntly keeled on the back,
styles constantly erect, bracts falcate."
Bab. Man. p. 118. E.
B. t. 722. Br. Fl. p. 370.
1.

—

—
CalUtriche.]
In ditches,

—

:

haloragace.e.
pools, slow streams

— ceratophyllace.e.

and

rivevs

;

abundantly.
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Fl. April

Q.

ber.

— Septem-

The

bracts are convoluted in opposite directions around the single anther, which
the first nearly sessile and closely embraced by them, the filament elongating
greatly afterwards.

is at

2. G.platycarpa,Kuiz.
Wide-fruited Water Starwort.
"Fruit
nearly sessile, lobes parallel in pairs slightly winged at the back,
styles erect in the flower reflexed closely over the fruit, bracts
falcate."— 5a&. Man. p. 118. E. B. S. t. 2864. C. verna /S., Br.

Fl. p. 370.
Frequent on the wet margins of pools, &c. " FL May— Sept. 0. or If."
Bah.
Its distinctive characters seem to me very questionable, and just such as difference of locality might be supposed capable of creating.
8. G.pedunculata,'DG.
Pedunculated Water Stanvort. "Fruit
stalked or nearly sessile, lobes parallel in pairs obtusely keeled at
the back, styles divaricate in the flower reflexed over the fruit,
bracts 0."
Bab. Man. -p. 118. E. B. S. t. 2&0(i. Br. Fl. -p. S7Q.

In deep
Bab.

still

waters; not very commonly.

FL "June — Sept.

0.

or If ."

A plant which I have supposed to be this, but which I have not yel minutely
examined, grows in several places, chiefly in deep still waters of ditches and
drains, but not very commonly.*

Order XXVII.

CERATOPHYLLACE^,

" Flowers imperfect, monoecious.
ple,

free,

2-celled, 2

10

— 12

—3

cleft.

cuspidate.

Barren

fl.

Fertile Jl.:

Gray.

Perianth (involucre
Anthers 12 20

—
— Ovary

—

?)

sim-

sessile,

superior, soHtary,

bicuspidate above the base, 1 -celled with 1 pendulous ovule. Style
Stigma simple.
oblique, filiform, at length hardened persistent.
Albumen 0. Embryo straight with
Fruit an achene, 1-seeded.
An
2 cotyledons and a many-leaved plumule ; radicle inferior.
aquatic order comprising one genus of doubtful affinity. Leaves
Br.
whorled, rigid, dichotomous, with narrow serrated segments."
;

—
—

Fl.
* [A detailed list of localities occurs in the author's MSS., but as it is prefaced
with marks of doubt respecting the specific identity, we have thought it more
prudent to throw it into a foot-note. It is as follows. Edrs.]

—

—

In a little pond at Rew Street. Ditch at
C. aulumnalis P aut pedunculata ?
the foot of Bleak Down, near the branching off of the road to Chale, Godshil],
By
Little pool in Northwood park. Miss Kilderbee !
&c., but not flowering.
Lower Knighton mill. Abundantly in the mill-pool between Newport and Carisbrooke, and which Mr. Borrer, who was with me, thought might be C. peduncuIn the mill-stream at Bridge
lata, but we could not find fruit or flower on it.
On these stations the leaves were coustanlly
Court, but not observed to fructify.
linear

and

all

submerged.

2 A

—

—
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CERATOPHYLLACE.E.

I.

—LYTHRACEffi.

Ceeatophyllum, Limi.

" Character the same as of the order."
1.

C.

4

[Lythrum.

Hornwort.
Br. Fl. p. 371.

?

In a ditch on Sandown level, nearly at the back of Lower Morton farm, not
and the species not determined, 1838.

in

flower

Order XXVIII.

LYTHEACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx of 1 piece, free, persistent, the lobes varying in number, valvate or distant in estivation, often with intermediate teeth.
Petals inserted upon the calyx between its lobes, caducous, sometimes 0. Stamens inserted within the tube of the calyx, equal to,
Ovary 1, superior.
or dovible or triple the number of petals.
Capsule membranous, 2
Style 1
stigma usually capitate.
Seeds numerous,
celled, opening longitudinally or irregularly.
without albumen, on an axile placenta. Herbs, 'with usually oppoFlowers axillary or racemose or
site leaves, ivithout stipules.

—

;

—

spiked."

—Br. Fl.
I.

Lytheum, Linn.

Purple-Loosestrife.

—

" Calyx inferior, tubular, with 8
12 teeth, the alternate ones
6.
subulate.
Petals 4
Stamens as many as, or twice as many
Capiside 2-celled."
Br. Fl.
as the petals.
Style filiform.

—

1. L. Salicaria, L.
Common or Spiked Pwple-Loosestrife.
" Leaves opposite lanceolate cordate at the base, flowers in whorled
leafy spikes with 12 stamens, bracteas none."
Br. Fl. p. 140.
E.B.t. 1061.
About the margins of ponds and rivers, on ditch-banks, in low wet meadows and

—

— September.

Fl. July
thickets, osier-beds, &c., in various places.
E. Med.
Wet thickets in Sandown level, towards

—

Bordwood.

!(..

The Wilder-

A little S. of Budbridge farm, very sparingly. Wet willowthicket by Stone farm, in some abundance.
Ditch-banks on the moors near
Kookley farm, not unfrequent.
W. Med. In a large witby-bed between Compton and Dursbuiy farms, a little

ness, sparingly.

—

N.E. of Compton Grange. Pan moor, by Newport.
Plentiful in the marsh at
Easton, and near Thorley in a meadow towards Wilmingham, most abundantly.
Near Colvvell.
Root tough, woody, much branched and creeping, blackish without, white
within, and emitting many long slender iibres.
Stem I or more, simple or
copiously branched, solid, erect or ascending at the base, 2 5 feet high, with 4
or 6 acute slightly winged angles, according as the leaves are opposite or ternale,
downy and often purplish, especially tovvavds the top. Leaves sessile, opposite or

—

in whorls of 3 or even 4 together, cordaio-lanceolate, acute, quite entire, dark
green, shining and nearly glabrous above, paler and more downy beneath, with
several prominent nearly parallel nerves, tlieir edges a little deflexed, very variable in size and in the degree of smoothiicss or pubescence.
Inflorescence in
densely crowded or sometimes rather remote whorls, constituting a long tapering
spike of handsome, purple, almost sessile flowers, that terminates the stem and
branches, producing blossoms in long succession. The number of flowers in each
whorl is extremely variable, in general they are much more than 6, as mentioned

LYTHEACE^.

Peplis.]
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by Smith, very commonly 4 or 5 times that number, their colour too varying from
a rich crimson to pale rose-red or even white, the whorls being also often dimidiate, and the flowers few or subsolitary in the axils of the lowest bracts or rather
floral leaves.
Calyx cylindrical, very hairy, 12-ribbed and 12-toothed (sometimes
in the same spike lO-toothed and decandrous) ; 6 of the teeth long, subulate and
exterior to the short, broadly ovato-triangular, intermediate ones, that are connivent in the bud, the longer always erect.
Petals 6, inserted on the tube of the
calyx, opposite to and nearly at the base of its longer segments (or accessory processes) where the texture is a little glandulose, oblongo-elliptical, entire, with purple veins, thin, weak and rumpled. Stamens 12 (sometimes but 10 in other flowers
of the same whorl), inserted at the base of the calyx in a single row, alternately
unequal in length, often bright red, the longer ones much exserted anthers either
green or yellow, their pollen similarly coloured, those on the long filaments more
;

commonly tgreen, as are frequently those of the shorter, at other times all the
Style
anthers are bright yellow.
Ovarium conical, with a deep lateral furrow.
cylindrical, often purple, bent to one side, sometimes included, at other times considerably exserted stigma peltate, rough with glandular points, greenish yellow.
Capsules brown, small, ovate or oblong, thin and membranous, quite included
in the calyx, 2-valved, the valves often cloven.
Seeds numerous, brownish white,
pyriform, bluntly angular, somewhat shining and wrinkled.
;

II.

Peplis, Linn.

Water Purslane.

"

Calyx campanulate, with 6 large and 6 alternating small teeth.
Petals 6, often wanting.
Stamens 6. Style very short. Capsule
2 -celled."— 5r. Fl.
Small, prostrate, smooth and somewhat succulent plants, closely resembling
in structure, but very different in appearance, inhabiting watery places.

Lythrum
1.

" Flowers axillary
Water Purslarie*
obovate."—i?r. Fl. p. 140. E. B. t. 1211.

P. Portula, L.

tary, leaves

soli-

Common in wet boggy situations, watery ditches, and on the half-dried-up
margins of pools and plashes. Ft. July, August. 0.
E. Med.
By the pond at Ninham farm, near Eyde. At the Dripping well
on St. George's Down. Abundant in ditches on the moors to the North of GodsBoggy ground at Lake common,
hill.
Moist spots on Bleak Down, plentiful.
near Sandown. On Stapler's heath, by Newport.
Abundant in some ditches by the
Ditches at Freshwater gate.
W. Med.
Medina, between Rookley and North-Ground farms, and in the black peat-bog
about Cridmore, &c.
Stems matted, a few inches in length,
Root a bundle of pale slender fibres.
floating or prostrate and creeping on the halt-dried soil, mostly reddish, brittle,

—

—

alternately branched, very bluntly quadrangular, inwardly divided into 4 tubular
cavities by a central medullary chord, connected with the circumference by as
many partitions of cellular tissue, interrupted only at each pair of leaves by a node
Leaves
or joint, from which fresh fibres are mostly emitted and [again take root.
opposite, a few here and there somewhat alternate, scarcely above i an inch
length, roundly obovate, attenuated into the flat petiole, bright green or reddish,
very smooth and shining, entire or slightly emarginate, the higher ones mostly
Flowers minute, solitary and axillary, neariy sessile at
recurved.
Stipules none.
of subulate bracts from
first, when in seed very shortly pedunculate, with a pair
Calyx pmkish,
near the middle of each flowerstalk almost as long as the calyx.
pursubcampanulate, broad and shallow, oblongo-quadraugular, plaited, with 12
processes,
plish ribs and as many alternately larger and smaller terminalteelh-like

m

* This genus must he carefully distinguished from the true Purslane— Poi(wattended to
which is not of British origin, a distinction which has not been
either by Smith or Hooker.
laca,

—
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—

— cucDBBiTACEiE.

[Bryonia.

of which the 6 greater ones are triangular and erect or spreading, the remaining
6 short, blunt, or frequently produced into a sort of horn, which is mostly a little
recurved.
Petals 6, each inserted orj a glandular depression a little below the
margin of the calyx and opposite to the smaller calycine processes very minute
and often in part fallen away (sometimes, it is said, wholly waiitini;), obovatorolundate, entire, pale pink, the midrib purplish.
Stamens 6 8 (or 12?), inserted
on the calyx near its base, and equal in length to the calyx-tube filaments rosered
anthers greenish or blackish, round, incumbent, of 2 large distinct lobes
bursting along their outer edges.
Germen rose-coloured, ovate, compressed, with
Capsule
a deep lateral furrow style short, capitalo-orbieular, glanduloso-pilose.
scarcely so large as hemp-seed, at first reddish, then brownish and membranous,
subglobose, a little compressed and somewhat 2-lobed by a lateral furrow, tipped
Seeds numerou.=,
with the style, about as long as the calyx, bursting irregularly.
whitish or yellowish, trigonous, gibbous at the back and somewhat pointed at one
;

—

;

;

;

end, finely and rugosely punctato-striate

[Order XXVIII.*

;

very similar to those of Lythrum Salicaria.

TAMAEISCACE^,

Desv.]

Tamarix Gallica, L., is found at Freshwater gate, according to Pulteney, but
only growing there now in a cultivated state, and I suspect was never seen in
any more wild condition. I notice it here to draw the attention of botanists to the
genuine discovery of a species that has been assumed on very loose grounds as
indigenous to this country.
I have seen most of the recorded stations quoted in
books, viz. St. Michael's Mount, Hurst Castle, Hastings, and at Landguard Fort,
as well as on the banks about the Land's End and Lizard, and can safely assert
that in none of these places has the Tamarix the semblance of an indigenous production.
I am of opinion the wisest course would be to expunge Tamarix, with
Castanea, Staphylea and one or two more genera, from the British Flora altogether.
is

Order XXIX.

CUCUEBITACEiE,

Juss.

" Frequently monoecious or dioecious. Calyx 5-tootlied, tlie tube
adnate with the ovary. Corolla 5-cleft, often scarcely distinguishable from the calyx, frequently reticulated. .Stamens 5, often
more or less cohering.
Ovary 1-celled, inferior, with 3 parietal
receptacles.
Style short.
Stigmas lobed. Fruit fleshy. Seeds
flat, in a juicj' aril.
Embryo flat. Albumen 0. Cotyledons foliaceous, nerved.
Succulent climbing plants, with extra-axillary
tendrils {in the place of a stipule), frequently scabrous."
Br. Fl.

—

I.

Bryonia, Linn.

Bryony.

" Corolla 5-cleft.
Filaments 3-adelphous, inserted at the base
of the corolla.
Anthers 1-celled, 3-adelphous, applied to the edge
or back of the connectivum, and forming a sinuous line.
Style
trifid ; stigmas somewhat reniform or bifid.
Fruit ovoid or globose, baccate, few-seeded."
Br. Fl.
1.
B. dioica, Jacq.
Bed-berried Bryony. Vect. Mandrake.
Leaves palmate 5-lobed calloso-scabrous on both sides, flowers
dioecious, pistillate blossoms subumbellate, their common peduncle
shorter than the leaves, their calyx about half the length of the
corolla, fruit globose (red).
Jacq. Fl. Aust. ii. tab. 199. E. B.
vii. 439.
Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1830.
Br. Fl. p. 141.

—
Bryonia.]

cucuebitace/E.

In woods,
rior of ihe

October.

thickets, hedges and fences, sometimes in
island, never along the coast.
Fl.

May

;
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open pastures, in the inteFr. July

—September.

Tf..

—

E. Med.
Very local. On St. George's Down, above West Standen farm.
Near Pagham in several places. Arreton. Not uncommon on the (green ?) saud
about Perreton farm. Near Long-Down farm. Knighton and Ashey, [the late]

Lady Bienthii.

Shanklin, Undercliff,C(>wes, Sheridan's Guide, but I ha> e never seen
any of these maritime localities, and suspect the Black Bryony (Tamus communis) has been the plant intended, which frcim the similarity of its English name
is beinfr constantly confounded with this very different genus.
W. Med. Frequent in thickets, copses and busby places in the tract of downs
between Newport and Shorwell. Near Idlecombe, by the roadside. Plentiful
about Eoughborough farm. Marvel copse. Lane by Alvington. Hedges about
White Croft. Frequent about Calbonrne on the road to Shalfleet, and abundant
between Calliourne and Brixton, also about Westover. Frequent in woods at
Swainston. Rowledge.
Garden-hedge at Redway. Woolverton, by Shorwell.
New Barn and at Gatcombe. Northcourt. A few plants at the eastern end of
Westover plantation. A pistillale plant or two in a wood near Afton House, the
On
only instance where I have seen the species within some miles of Yarmouth.
Foot of Mottistun
the sand not far from Buck's Heath. At Chillerton, frequent.
it

in

—

Down, on

the S. side.

Root very large, fusiform, either of one, or more commonly of two, often equal
and divaricate, slightly branched, fleshy tubers, bearing a grotesque resemblance
to the legs of a man, brownish or yellowish white externally, and uneven with
within white, succulent and spongy, with the foetid odour
close parallel wrinkles
Stem one or more,
of the herbage, in taste highly bitter, acrid and nauseous.
annual, alternately though not much branched excepting at its origin, scandent
but not twining, supporting itself for many feet in length on hedges and bushes
by long, simple, axillary tendrils, the direction of whose spiral is invariably
reversed at some one or more points of the helix ;* sometimes trailing, bluntly
;

5-angled, furrowed, scabrous with short bristly hairs, almost downy at its base.
Leaves oi a dull grayish, sometimes bright green, thinnish or membranaceous,
greatly exceeding their short, stout, rounded, very rough petioles, various in size
heart-shaped in circumscription, palmately 5-lobed, 5 7 ribbed at base ; lobes
various in breadth and depth, of the smaller and upper leaves often very deeply
cleft and narrow, of the larger and lower sometimes quite shallow, and bluntly
in all more or less pointed or obtuse, of the uppermost
angular-dentate only
leaves acute or acuminate, tipped with a soft mucro, middle lobe longest, and as
well as the rest more or less obscurely subtrifid at the apex very rough or scabrous on both sides and on their margins with numberless short, erect or curved,
simple bristles with tubercular bases, longer and more copious on the under side
Staminule flowers in corymboso-subumbellate
of the leaf, jointed internally.
clusters, of about 4 to 7 or 8 in each cluster, their common peduncle axillary, usually about as long as the leaves. Calyx greatly shorter than the corolla, its segments
Corolla greenish white. Filasmall, triangirlar-lanceolate, acute and reflexed.
ments 3, extremely short and thick, inserted on the short nectariferous tube of the
corolla, two of them bearing each a pair of anthers, the third a solitary anther and

—

;

;

anthers 5, anfracluose, thick, their margins waved
closing the cavity below them
somewhat in the form of the letter N, and beautifully fringed on each side along
the line of dehiscence with a row of bristle-tipped pellucid globules ; pollen yelPistillate flowers much (about one-half) smaller than the stamilow, globular.
are
nate, in fewer- (2-, 3-, or 5-) flowered, hence ecarcely umbellate clusters, that
much shorter than the leaves, from the axils of which they spring. Calyx shortly
pedunculate on the globose ovary, deciduous, its segments narrower and subulate,
Corolla with
scarcely half the length of the corolla, spreading and recurved.
narrower, less copiously reticulated segments, very hispid within at their base.
;

* This interruption in the direction of the spiral I have remarked in the tenangulate docs it occur in those of other Cucurbitacece ?

drils of Sicyos

;

—
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CUCUEBITACE.E.

—POETULACE.E.

[Moiltia.

Style dilated upwards, 3- or 5-cleft and angled, with as many greenish, wedge- or
Ovary globose,
fan-shaped, deeply channelled, papillosely hispid, wavy stigmas.
preen and glabrous.
Fruit (berry) globular, as large as moderately sized peas,
dull scarlet when ripe, smooth aiid succulent, with an abominably nauseous and
fcetid viscid juice, 3-celled.
Seeds in form and colour somewhat like those of
hemp but smaller, roundish ovoid, smooth, subcorapressed, with a shallow border
all around, mottled brown and gray, their number uncertain., commonly 6 or 7,
sometimes but 2 or 3.
This is the sole British representative amongst the very few European plants of
the order CucurbilaceaB.
Another species (B. alba) indigenous to the North and
East of Europe, as our dioica to the South and West, differs in being almost constantly monoecious, in having black berries, the pistillate flowers racemose on a
much elongated couimon peduncle, and their calyx scarcely shorter than the
corolla.

The leaves of Bryony exhale a transient musky odour in warm damp weather,
on dewy evenings or after a shower, as I have repeatedly experienced. The plant
is called Mandrake in this island, probably in consequence of the roots having
been formerly sold to the ignorant, by quacks, under that name, as endowed with
virtues similar to the mandrakes mentioned in Sciipiure, of which nothing is

known but by

conjecture.
Farriers are said to give the root to horses, for the purpose of inducing a sleek coat, and mixed with their food it is alleged to promote
the fattening of pigs,
eEFects precisely those resulting from the administration of
crude sulpburet of antimony to both those animals. On the human subject it acts
as a drastic hydragogue purgative, the use of which is now discontinued in regular medical practice.
Though the present species is an exception to the monoecious character of the genus, it is stated to assume occasionally with age the epicene structure appropriate to the rest of its kind.
The red-berried Bryony is
found wild in most parts of England, becoming rare in the North, and particularly in the extreme western and maritime counties, as Devon and Cornwall.
It
is scarcely indigenous to Scotland, and quite unknown as a native of Ireland.
The Rev. Charles Hardy, of South Hayling, informed me that in 1848 a root
of Bryony was dug up in Hayling Island which weighed 47 fts., by a person who
made use of a decoction of it with success against the scab in sheep.

—

Order
" Sepals

2.

XXX. POETULACE^,

Juss.

Petals inserted into the base of the calyx (some-

what hypogjnous), mostly 5, usually distinct, sometimes wanting.
Stamens of uncertain number, opposite the petals when of the
same number. Ovary superior, 1-celled. Style 1 or 0. Stigmas
several.
Capsule opening transversely or by 3 valves.
Seeds
numerous on a central receptacle. Albumen farinaceous, surrounded by the curved embryo.
Succulent herbs or shrubs."

—

—

Br. Fl.
I.

MoNTiA, Linn.

Blinks.

" Corolla of 5 irregular petals, somewhat hypogynous, united at
the base into one split up in front.
Stamens 3, inserted upon the
corolla and opposite to its smaller segments.
Stigmas 3, almost
sessile.
1.

Capsule 3-valved, 3-seeded."

M. fontana,

p. 143.

E. B.

t.

L.

1306.

Br. Fl.

Water Blinks. Water Chickweed.

Br. Fl.

—
Scleranthus.]

paronychiacevE.

—

— —
— CRASSULACEiE.
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In wet springy places, along the margins of rills, drains and ditches,
also on
ground, moist fallows, &c. ; common.
Fl. Spring to autumn.
0.
Arable fields above E. Cowes.
By Lashmere pond, in plenty.

damp sandy
E.Med.

—

Marshy

skirts of

Lake common and other

parts of

Sandown

level.

wet ground near the cottage. Miss Lucas.
W. iWed.— Near Yarmouth, Rev. G. E. Smith.

Order XXXI.

PAEONYCHIACE^,

Sandown, on

St. Hil.

" Sepals 5 (rarely 3 or 4), more or less cohering at the base.
Petals minute, alternating with the lobes of the calyx, or 0.
Stamens inserted into the base of the calyx (somewhat hypogynons),
and opposite to its lobes when as many. Ovary superior. Styles
3
Fruit small, dry, 1-celled, 1
5.
5 valved or indehiscent.
Seeds numerous on a free central receptacle, or solitary and suspended from a long stalk arising from the base of the cell.
Small branching herbaceous or suffruticose plants, with sessile
entire leaves and membranaceous stipules."
Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Scleranthus, Linn.

Knawel.*

" Perianth 5-cleft.
Stamens 10 5, or more, frequently aborStyles 2."
Br. Fl.
;

tive or wanting.

" Calyx of the fruit with
1. S. annuus, L.
Annual Knaivel.
erect or erect-patent rather acute segments edged with a narrow
white membrane, stems spreading, root annual." Br. Fl. p. 353.
E. B. t. 851.
In dry barren or sandy
lows, &c.

;

very

common,

and pastures, waste and cultivated ground,
July September. 0.

fields
i^^.

Order XXXII.

—

CRASSULACE^,

fal-

DeCand.

—

" Sepals 3
Petals as
20, more or less cohering at the base.
as the sepals, sometimes cohering, inserted (as well as the
stamens) at the base of the calyx (subhypogynous). Stamens as
many as the petals, or twice that number. Ovaries verticillated,
as many as the petals, each usually with a small flat scale or gland
at its base, 1-celled, tapering into a stigma.
Follicles witli several seeds fixed in a double row to the ventral suture.
Albumen
fleshy, thin.
Herbs or slixubs, ivith fleshy leaves and no stipules."

many

—

—Br.

Fl.

* Knawel, from the German name of the plant, Knauel.
Kn'duel or Knauel
a knot or aggregate in roundish masses of any small bodies ; in the present genus the flowers are in small knots or bundles (geknaulte Blumen) hence
signifies

;

its

other

German

appellation of Acherkndterich, from Knoten, a knot.

—
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[Sedum.

CRASSULACB^.

I.

Sedum, Linn.

Stonecrop.

Orpine.

" Calyx in 4^6 deep segments, often resembling the leaves.
Follicles manyStamens 8 12.
Petals 4
6, distinct, patent.
seeded, each with an entire or emarginate scale at its base."
Br. Fl.

—

—

* Root thick.

Leaves flat.

Leaves ovate-oblong
Orpine Livelong'.
1. S. Telephium, L.
Sm. E. Fl. ii.
coarsely serrate plane, corymbs leafy, stem erect.
Lindl. Syn. -p. &i.
£. B. xix. t. 1319.
Br. Fl. p. Ii7.
p. 313.
Cart. Fl. Lond. i. fasc. 3, t. 25.
In woods,
places

;

thickets, borders of fields,

rave.

—

Fl. July

— September.

along hedges, and rough, stony, bushy

2^.

E. Med. Near Ashey, very sparingly.
W. Med. Plentifully in a moist field and the surrounding hedges close by
Pound Green, between it and Sheepwash farm, Freshwater.
Herb quite smooth and extremely succulent, drying with the greatest difficulty.
Root of numerous, clustered, soft, white, fleshy, ovale and pointed tubers, ending

—

—

long fibres. Stems 1 -2 feet high, erect, ascending or procumbent below,
round, solid, shining, green and purple on opposite sides, simple and leafy.
Leaves scattered, plane or a little concave, sessile, spreading below, often nearly
erect above, 1 or 2 inches in length, *oblongo-ovate, sharply but unequally dentatoserrate, bright green or often purplish on the upper side, glaucous beneath with a
strongly keeled rib, very smooth, thick and shining entire and somewhat wedgeFlowers crowded, dark rose-red, not expanding until
shaped towards the base.
long after the buds appear fully formed, which is perhaps one reason for its popuin dense, compound, hemispherical, terminal and axillary
lar name of Livelong
tufts, the latter on long naked stalks, altogether forming an oblong leafy corymb
Sepals lanceolate-acute, not
bracteated under some of the principal subdivisions.
Petals ovato-lanceolate, slightly keeled, much longer than the calyx,
coloured.
Stamens vi\th reA anthers, 5 of the Jilaments adnate in their lower part
acute.
Germen oblong. Styles short,
with the petals, those opposite the sepals free.
At the base of each germen and that of the petals, but between the
nearly erect.
two, are as many flat, yellow, stnated glands, of a long square shape, nectariferous
The plant varies in its leaves and blossoms, the latter being
at their summits.
sometimes white (Fl. Dan.), and the former opposite and nearly entire.
The
herbage is quite devoid of acrimony.
in

;

;

** Root small.

Leaves

terete,

semicylindrical or gibbous,

f Flowers white or reddish.

album, L.
White Stonecrop. " Leaves scattered oblongobtuse spreading, cyme much branched glabrous,
petals lanceolate."— 5r. Fl. p. 148.
E. B. t. 1578.
t2.

S.

cylindrical

In rocky stony plaees, on walls and roofs of houses a very rare and doubtFl. July, August.
If..
W.Med. On the thatch and tiling of two cottages at Yarmouth, plentiful
in 1838, but the thatch has been since removed and the plant partially de[Abundantly on the tiled roof of a cottage at Carisbrooke, on the road
stroyed.
to and very near Newport, 1854, Dr. Bell-Salter.
Edrs.]
Herb 6 or 8 inches high, growing in dense tufts. Stems branching at the
;

fully native species in this island.

—

—

—
Sedwm]

crassulaceje.
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base, round, reddish, brittle, smooth and succulent.
Leaves scattered on the
flowerinpf stems, on the barren shoots somewhat crowded, chiefly on the upper
part in both, linear-oblonsr, very obtuse, compressed, spreading and spurless,
smooth and succulent. Flowers in dense cymose panicles, of 3 principal branches

numerously subdivided at their summits.
Ca(ya;-segments ovate, very blunt,
dashed with reddish brown. Petals white, three limes the length of the calyx, lanceolate, rather obtuse, each with a streak of light purple at the back towards the
base, often suffused with a faint tinge of the same colour all over.
Stamens 10
filaments white anthers red.
Germens with tapering styles, hypogynovs glands
;

:

yellow.

" Leaves
3. S. anglicum, Huds.
White English Stonecrop.
mostly alternate ovate gibbous fleshy produced at the base, cymes
glabrous few-flowered, petals very sharp at the point "
Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 171.
p. 148.

On

dry sandy ground, barren pastures, rocks, banks and cliffs near the sea in
i^. June, July.
2^.
E. Med. On the Dover, Byde.
Abundant on St. Helen's spit. SanJown
bay.
Between St. Catherine's Point and Blackgang chine. S. side of
W. Med.
Brixton down, Dr. Pulleney in Hampshire Repository,' i. p. 120.
Root small, annual, fibrous, sending forth many weak filiform stems, which are
procumbent at the base, round, smooth and usually reddish, 2 or 3 inches hi'j;h,
Leaves alternate or partly opposite, sessile, ovate, fleshy,
bare of leaves below.
very convex on the back and plane above, with a very small point or angle at the
base below the point of insertion with the stalk, scarcely to be called a spur.
Cyme terminal, very simple, of two branches, each bearing from 2 4 flowers,
with another nearly in the fork of the branches. Flowers reddish white, star-like,
Sepals ovate, bluntish, quite smooth,
very ornamental to our dry sandy shores.
Petals lanceolate, acute and keeled beneath.
not half the length of the petals.
Filaments white anthers brownish purple. Germens tapering, their points erect,
spreading, or a little recurved, tinged with rose-colour, with a brown somewhat
heart-shaped scale at the base of each.
;

several places abundantly,

—

—

'

—

;

Thick - leaved White Stonecrop.
S. dasyphyllum, L.
t ? 4.
Leaves ovato-globose mostly opposite, stems reclining below,
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 316. Br. Fl. p.
panicle few-flowered viscid.
Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 3,
148.
Lindl. Syn. p. 64. E. B. t. 656.
t.

25.

On
July.

rocks, walls

U.
E. Med.

and

roofs

;

rare,

and possibly only naturalized.

—

Fl. June,

On the roof of the South porch of Brading church, and walls adjoining plentifully in 1838, but since diminished by repairs. On the tiled coping of
a wall at the S. end of Brading, by the house of a baker of the name of Riddick,
Miss Lucas, who first pointed out this species to me as an Isle-of-Wight plant.
On the wall before the dwelling-house at Alverston mill, and on the roofs and sheds
of the outhouses adjoining, in very great abundance in 1841.
An elegant species, known at once by its very thick, egg-shaped, almost globular
leaves, which are extremely juicy, and attached to the stem by a point barely visible to the naked eye, hence falling away upon a slight touch, which, with the
extreme bvittleness of every part of the plant, makes it difficult to collect large
and perfect specimens.
Flowers white. Petals elegantly streaked on the back with rose-colour, exteuding along the keeled centre, where there is a row of red and stalked glands like
Scale at the liiise of e;ich germen heart"those olothintc the calyx and pedicels.
shaped, yellow.
wild specimens.
1 find many flowers with 6 stamens and 12 petals in my
;

2 B

—

—
1R6

[Sempervivum.

CRASSULACE^.

ff Flowers yellow.
acre,

S.

6.

L.

"Leaves

Wall -pepper.

Biting Stonecrop.

erect alternate ovate gibbous fleshj' produced at the base, cymes
trifid glabrous leafy, sepals obtuse gibbous at the base, petals
acute."—5r. FL p. 148. E. B. t. 839.

On

tlry

sandy ground, hedgebanks, walls, rocks, and roofs of buildings very
Fl. June, July.
2^.
Sallerns Dover (betwixt Springvale and Salterns), in plenty. Dr. Bell-

common.
E. Med.

;

—

Salter.

W. Med.
6.

—Abundant on dry sandy

S,reJie.Tcum,

Li.

banks at the S. end of Shorwell.

Crooked-leaved Yellow Stonecrop.

"Leaves

terete awl-shaped scattered spurred at the base, flowers cymose,
E. B. t. 695.
segments of the calyx lanceolate slightly acute."

—

S.'glaucum, Bonn.

:

E. B.

t.

2477.

Br. Fl.

p. 149.

On walls, ruins and (especially thatched) roofs of houses frequent rarely on
Fl. July, August.
2^.
dry sandy banks, rocks and cliffs.
E. Med. Until lately it grew rather plentifully on part of the ruins of Quarr
Abbey, but is now nearly if not quite lost by the pulling down of the portion of
Eoof of a wooden house by the
wall on which it flourished, for building material.
roadside between Nettlestone and St. Helen's, a little before coming to the church.
Depending from the rocky bank on the left hand descending Morton Shoot, by
Evading. Boof of a cottage between Niton and Whitwell, and also at Shanklin by
On a low wall at Lower Stenbury, but said to have been purthe turnpike-gate.
Wall below the church at Newchurch, Dr. Beli-Salier. At
posely planted there.
Sandown fort, Mr. Snoohe.
Godshill, Miss G. Kitderlee !
W. Med. Walls of Cavisbrooke castle. AtCalbourne. Old walls at WolverBoof of a cottage at Easton, Mr. Snooke.
ton, by Shorwell.
;

;

—

—

II.

Sempervivum, Linn.

House-leek.

—

" Cahjx 6
Petals distinct or slightly united at the
20 cleft.
Stamens twice as many as the petals, or as many and oppobase.
Follicles many-seeded ; hypogynous scales lacinisite to them.
ated, toothed or none."- Br. Fl.

*1. S. tectorunX, Ij.
Sen-green.
House-leek.
"Leaves ciliated, offsets spreading, petals about 12 entire and hairy at the

margins."— Br.
On

walls

and

Fl. p. 147.

E. B.

t.

1320.

rocks, frequent, but always introduced.

III.

Cotyledon, Linn.

Fl. July.

2^.

Navelwort.

" Calyx 5 -partite.

Petals united into a tubular or campanulate
Stamens 10, inserted upon the tube of the corolla. Folmany-seeded, each with a scale at its base."- Br. Fl.

corolla.
licles

Wall Pennywort. Navelwort. "Leaves
1. C. Umbilicus, L.
peltate crenate depressed in the centre, stem with a (usually)
simple raceme of pendulous flowers, upper bracteas minute entire,,
corolla scarcely cleft to the middle, lobes ovate acute erect, root
tuberous."— Be. Fl. p. 146. E. B. t. 325.

cbassulace^.

Cotyledon.]

On

moist shaded walls, rocks, fences and stony hedgebanks

—

187
;

very rare.

Fl.

June August. !(..
E. Med. Found in 1839 by

—

my friend G. Kirkpatrick, Esq., covering about a
a low stone fence at Bohemia, growing in light friable soil, and
scarcely 3 inches high !!!
In April, 1843, the same gentleman and myself
observed it in great abundance about the same spot, and particularly on hedgebanks along the cross-road from Bohemia to Bleak Down and the Star Inn, scatfoot square of

tered over the fences for a considerable distance from the former place.
Near
Lake, Miss Lucas.
[On both sides of the road near Kennerly, in great abundance. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W.Med.
[Near Kingstone, on the heathy ground both sides of the road
towards Bleak Down, £>r. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
A very smooth, glabrous, pale and succulent plant. Root a roundish, white and
fleshy tuber, hirsute with innumerable brownish, woolly and slender fibres.
Stem
from 2 or 3 inches to 1 or 2 feet or even more in height,* erect or ascending, solitary or several, simple or branched alternately, round, solid, a little leafy, often
dashed or streaked with purple or wholly of that colour below.
Leaves alternate,
brij-hl green or sometimes reddish, fleshy and somewhat shining, a little glaucous
underneath, obscurely veined, on round very brittle-stalks, of considerable though
variable length ; the radical ones numerous, crowded, orbicular and peltate,
deeply cupped or concave, with an umbilical depression in the centre corresponding to tlie axis of the petiole, unequally and mostly obtusely crenate, notched and
sublobate.
Flowers very numerous, in long, erect, terminal and axillary, simple
and leafless, spicate racemes, secund, lax or drooping.
Pedicels terete, shorter
than the flowers, each subtended by a linear-lanceolate fleshy hract longer than
the pedicel, and of which those at the lower part of the raceme gradually become
broader, more or less toothed and fiinally leafy.
Calyx about J the length of the
corolla
sepals lanceolate, acute, close-pressed against the latter.
Corolla pale
greenish or sometimes reddish, tubuloso-campanulate, subcylindrical, obscurely 5angled, scarcely \ an inch in length the mouth greener, in 5 short, broadly ovate
or roundish, overlapping, suddenly acuminate segments, their tips a little spreading.
Stamens really inserted at the base of the corolla, their filaments adnate and
incorporated with its cellular tissue for the greater part of their length, the free
portion of each emerging a short distance below the segments, the 5 opposite to
the latter rather longer than the rest ;-\- anthers yellowish, nearly orbicular,
i/ypogynous scales 6, erect, brownish yellow, oblung, a little contracted and emarGermens linear,
ginately 2-lobed at the summit, thin, flat and nectariferous.
erect, obliquely tapering into their short obtuse styles, that are slightly flattened
and glandulose just below their somewhat recurved summits. Seeds very minute
and numerous, elliptical-oblong, pale brown, appearing as if covered with a thin

—

;

;

wrinkled pellicle.
The expressed juice of the Wall Pennywort, administered in the quantity of
two tablespoon fuls twice or thrice a day, or in the form of an extract, has been
brought into notice as a remedy for epilepsy by my friend Thos. Salter, Esq., of
Poole, in the
London Medical Gazette for March 2nd, 1849. None of the
old authors whom I have consulted ascribe any efficacy in this complaint to the
Cotyledon, the use of which was first communicated to the public in an old number of a magazine, and said to be the contribution of the celebrated John Wesley.
'

'

* In the comparatively dry climate of the Isle of Wight the plant is of much
humbler growth in general than in the more humid western counties of England,
and in Scotland or Ireland some of my specimens however, collected in the pre;

sent very moist season of 1843, equal in luxuriance any I have seen elsewhere.
f The adnate part of their filairients, more prominent than that of the other
five, showing I suppose that they belong to an interior series or verticil.

—
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Order XXXIII.

—

[Ribcs.

GROSSULACEiE, DeCand.

" Calyx 4
5 cleft, the tube entirely or in part adnate with the
ovary.
Petals 4
5, small, placed at the mouth of the tube alternately with the 4
Ovary 1-celled, with 2 oppo5 short stamens.
site parietal placentas which are sometimes projected into the
interior and resemble dissepiments.
Ovules many. Style 2
Seeds suscleft.
Berry crowned with the remains of the calyx.
pended by long stalks among the pulp. Albumen homy. Shrubs,
often spiny, of temperate climates, with alternate lohed leaves."
Br. Fl.

—
—

—

—

I.

RiBES, Linn.

Currant.

—

Gooseberry.

" Petals small,
(Style erect,

scale-like.
Stamens included or nearly so.
and ovary with nerve-like placentas in all the Rritish

Br. Fl.

species)."

* Without

Flowers racemose.

spines.

Flowers perfect,
1.
E. ruhrum, L. Common Bed Currant.
leaves bluntly 5-lobed, bracteas very small, calyx nearly plane
and ovary glabrous, petals obtuse.
a.

Racemes

j3.

sjlvestie, Mert. et

Fl. Siles.

i.

glabrous, pendulous,
Br. Fl. \t. 150.
i^. iJ. t. 1289.
Koch in Rohl. Dentschl. Fl. ii. p. 249. Wimm. el Grab.
Fl. Dan. \i. t. 967 (from a dried specimen probably).
p. 209.

" Bacemes

slifjhtly downy, erect in flower, pendulous
Br. Fl. p. 150. R. petraum, Sm.
In moist woods, thiciets, hedges, and by stream-sides
y.

in fruit.''

R. rubrmn

Ii.,

May.

;

very frequent.

Fl.

Tj.*
July.
E. Med. Not rare about Ryde, in Marina wood by Apley, and in a thicket by
the new road from the Doier to St. John's.
About Quarr Abbey, between it and
Fishliourne.
Lane near Sandovvn. Bordwood lynch, Parsonage lynch, and other
wet thickets about Newchurch, with R. nigrum. Plentiful in Knighton West
copse.
Abundant in Horringford withy-bed. Abundant in a boggy thicket and
withv-bed on the western skirt of Blackpan common.
Cleveland copse, Appul-

April,

—

durcombe.

W. Med.

i^r.

— Very frequent

Little
about Newport, on the road to Gatcombe.
In profusion in the deep hollow way by the road from Newport
to Shorwell, in front of Idleconibe farm
also in a lane (Plash lane ?) a little S.W.
of Carisbrookc castle.
In a retired lane leading up to Buccombe down (called, I
belieie, Cow lane) fiom nearly opposite Buccombe farm, and in almost every
Swainston
thicket, copse and hedge about Buccombe, Shorwell and Calbourne.
woods.
Irequent in woods near Yaimonth, and especially abundant in a copse

Standen wood.

;

on the East hank of the Yar, called Beckett's copse, a little below Freshwater
Symington copse, near W. C'owes, with R. nigrum and R. Grossularia.
mill.
Very abundant in Lorden c(jpse. Common about
'loll copse, near Gatcombe.
Chillerton.
Common in New Barn Hummet, Calbourne, and abuudant in a

* [The localities, diagnostic characters and subsequent remarks refer
loxm 13. the wild state of the plant. Edrs.']

—

to

the

Ribes.]
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small copse or patch of wood between Stonewell or Stoneover and Churchills
farms, about due S. from Ningwood green.
Plentifully in the first wood along
the shore at Yarmouth, immediately under Bouldner.
Becomes rarer in the very
open and level south-western quarter of the island.
y. In the High wood at Swainston, abundantly, 1846.
Root mostly much branched, sumetimes nearly simple, blackish brown, and
often creeping considerably and throwing up fresh stems at some distance from
the original plant.
Stem about 2 or 3 feet high, the centre filled with a spongy
pith, seldom much branched in the wild state, often quite simple, sometimes however appearing as an irregular -straggling bush, ramified usually from the base, and
dividing into a few distant, unequal, straight and upright branches, the older
covered with a dark, reddish brown, very smooth cuticle, that on the younger
wood cinereous.
Leaves much like those of the vine in shape and texture, but
smaller, roundish, 3- or 6-lol)ed and angled, the basal lobes mostly obscure, the
middle lobe shorter and less acute than in R. nigrum cordate at base, lit;ht green
above, paler and when young mostly very downy beneath, plicato-rugose, acutely
and unequally incised, serrate, the sen'atures tipped wilh a gland, destitute of
scent from the want of resinous glands, as in the black Currant.
Petioles semiterete, channelled above, pubescent, membranously winged and often fringed with
a few remote hairs and stalked glands below.
Racemes lax or nodding (sometimes erect in flower, the R. petrasum of Smith), finally drooping or pendulous,
solitary from the bosom of the leafy fascicles, about 1^ or 2 inches long, manyflowered, glabrous or a little downy, with here and there an extremely minute
reddish and stalked gland. Flowers about 3 Jines in diameter, whitish green, but
in the wild variety we are now describing always more or less dotted, streaked or
suffused with a purplish brown colour observable on every part, but most conPedicels patent, 2 or 3 times
stantly on the disk, from which it is seldom absent.
as long as the broadly ovate, concave, loosely clasping bract at its base, besides
which there is an occasional pair of bracts nearer the flower. Calyx basin-shaped,
glabrous, wilh a wide limb, cleft into 5 segments of an obcordate or somewhat
Petals
fan-shaped form, much broader than long, finally revolute at the apex.
very minute, springing from the margin of the fleshy disk between the calyx-segments, cuneato-olicordate, erect or spreading, entire or slightly emarginate. Stamens opposite to the calycine segments, in form like the top ol a crutch^^xtremely
Jilaments terete, slightly
short (about equalling the petals), erect, glabrous
tapered anthers whitish, incumbent, broader than the length of the filaments,
formed somewhat like the head or handle of a crutch, their lobes roundish,
merging into the compressed subapiculate connectivum, and bursting along a cenStt/le very short, seated in a depression of the fleshy disk,
tral line of dehiscence.
which fills the tube of the calyx, and surrounded by a tumid glandular fillet,
deeply cleft into 2 cylindrical spreading or somewhat recurved segments, wilh
Fruit smaller than in the garden
simple, subglobose, glandular tips or stigmas.
plant, of a rather paler red, extremely acid, generally very sparingly produced or
;

:

;

quickly devoured by birds.
The red Currant is indigenous to most of the colder parts of Europe, and is
It has been usually
found both in Asia and America beyond the arctic circle.
regarded as a native of the northern counties only in England, and merely naturalized in the South ; but in the Isle of Wight, in Sussex and Dorsetshire {Dr.
Bell-Sailer), its abundance in the mott sequestered situations plainly marks it as
an aboriginal with us. In the wild state the stem is generally simple or with very
The
few branches, and, although flowering freely, produces fruit but sparingly.
Currant thrives best in a climate neither too warm nor too cold it resists both
heat and drought much better than the Gooseberry, producing fine fruit where the
I have eaten very good currants at Montpellier,
latter fails from these causes.
where the summers are intensely hot and dry, and the gooseberry is never seen.
;

It is to be remaiked that the flowers of the wild led Currant are, in this island
at least, always more or less tinged with reddish brown, whilst those of the cultivated variety are mostly if not constantly destitute of colour.
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2. E. nigrum, L.
Black Currant. Without thorns, racemes
few-flowered lax drooping downy with a separate flower-stalk at
their base, flowers globoso-campanulate, bracts much shorter than
the pedicels, leaves acutely lobed resinoso- punctate beneath.
Br.Fl.^.VoQ. E.B.t.l291.
>Sm. £. M. i. p. 333.

In low swampy or boggy woods aud thickets, and along the margins of streams
Tj.
but like ihe last undoubtedly indigenous. Fl. Apnl, May.
E. Med.
In Horringford withy-bed, sparingly but certainly wild. In a wet
Sparingly
willow-thicket half way between Newchurch and Winford, sparingly.
in the plantation just out of Appuldurcorabe park, at the Gudshill or Northentrance lodge, possibly an escape from the lodge-garden. Very sparingly in the
wood at the foot of the cliff near Cook's Castle, but apparently wild.
W. Med. In the wet willow-ground by the stream close to Sheat farm, in considerable plenty, but perhaps naturalized at some former time from the garden
In several parts of Bordwood lynch, sparingly, but indisputably wild.
there.
In Symington copse, between Medham and Somerford, W. Cowes, with K. rubrum
and R. Grossularia. A few small bushes in a wood a little to the East of Rewstreet farm.
In a wet thicket by the pond just out of Kingston on the way to
;

rare,

—

—

Shorwell, rather plentifully.
A shrub of stouter haliit than the last, preferring wetter situations. Stem
unarmed, erect, from about 2 to 4 feet high, and like the last species not much
branched in the wild state, bark on the younger branches reddish ash-gray and
Leaves
smooth, on the trunk and older branches rough, brownish or blackish.
alternate, or on the short flowering shoots subfasciculate, their under side sprinkled
with yellow, resinous, imbedded globules, in which the peculiar strong odour of
the plant resides, and which has been compared to that of Savine (??), larger and
of a paler green than in the last species, and more deeply and acutely lobed,
slightly hairy along the hedges and veins of the under surface, subquinquelol)ate,
the posterior lobes small and often nearly or quite obsolete, the 3 anterior lobes
triangular-acute, all unequally inciso-serrate, the serratures bluntish and lipped
with a gland. Petioles mostly about as long as the leaves, pubescent, channelled
and slightly decurrent at their dilated bases, near which they are usually Cringed
with a few distant downy cilise. Racemes simple, few-flowered, lax or drooping,
downy, 2 or 3 inches long, aggregate in the midst of the leaves, with for the most
Pedicels drooping,
part a solitary distinct flower-stalk at the base of each cluster.
very unequal, as long as or much longer than the flowers, seldom shorter, the
inferior remote.
Bracts solitary at the base of each pedicel, and far shorter than
Flou-ers
the latter, minute, loosely clasping, more or less pointed or acuminate.
more like those of the following species in appearance, strongly scented.
Calyx
downy, sprinkled with resinous globules, subgloboso-campanulate, obsoletely 5lobed, the summit in 5 obtuse finally reflexed or revolute segments, tinged with
reddish brown. Petals roundish ovate, entire, greenish or reddish, a little conuivent.
Stamens erect, the length of the petals filaments broad, flattish ; anthers
pale buff, roundish elliptical, their lobes united.
Style the length of the stamens,
eijtire or slightly cleft at the summit, seated on a glandular base
stigma a roundish, 2-lobed, viscid gland.
;

;

** Armed with
3.

and

spines.

Peduncles

\

—

'i

flowered.

R. Grossularia, L. Common Gooseberry .* Leaves rounded
lobed, peduncles short hairy 1
3 flowered with a pair of

—

« The name which this well-known and wholesome fruit bears with us is probably corrupted from its denomination in various languages of Teutonic origin or
admixture Kniishezic, Dutch Krushar, Swedish Kraiiselbccrc, German all
alluding to the crisped or plaited look of the leaves, aud hcuoe tlie Latin Uha
;

crispa.

;

;

;

;

Saxifraga.]

grossulacb.e.

minute bracteas.
crispa, L.
E. B.
:

Frequent and
more sparingly
April, May.' Tj
E. Med.
In
;

t.

— sAxiFEAGACEiE.

Br. Fl. p. 151.
2057.

E. B.

191
1293.

t.

R. Uva-

truly wild in woods and thickets, with the first species, hut always
less certainly indigenous in hedgerows in the open country.
Fl.
.

—

a hedge exactly opposite the second milestone from Hyde on the
road to Brading, and in a few other spots thareahouts, but perhaps brought with
quicks when making the hedge. Certainly wild in HuiigerbeiTy wood near
Shanklin, and in Knighton West wood near Newchurch.
Northland copse by
Yaverland, and amonttst the thickest brushwood at East End.
Between Shanklin and Cook's Castle, under the cliff, where, as in many of the above stations, it
grows very remote from human habitations, but in all of them sparingly scattered.
In several woody places in the Undercliff, certainly wild.
In wtf thickets about
Wackland. In the shore at the Priory. Cleveland copse, Appuldurcombe. Very
common in various places about Knighton mill, Hartsash, &o. Frequent in
hedges between Shanklin and Newchurch, Merston, &c.
W. Med. -Tolt copse, Gatcombe.
About Buccombe, Idlecombe, Shorwell,
&;c., with R. rubrum.
A bushy shrub with blackish bavk, and many straight, irregularly spreading,
cinereous branches, armed under each leaf-bud with sharp spines, usually in threes.
Leaves in fascicles of about 4 together, roundish, 5-lobed, the lobes cut into several blunt shallow segments, the 2 upper ones obscurely marked, bright green, soft
and pliant, smoothish or more or less hairy, a little shining beneath, \he\x petioles
Flowers solitary or in pairs from the
downy with a few long gland-tipped hairs.
Calyx
centre of each bundle of leaves, drooping, finally downy like the pedimcles.
bell-shaped, its segments reflexed, ovate, rounded, tinged with brownish red.
Petals minute, whitish, erect, cuneato-cordate, entire. Stamens erect, much longer
than in the Currant Xhevt filaments vihitish an(Aers buff-coloured. Styles aboul
as long as the stamens, often deeply cloven almost to their bases, very hairy below.
Bracts extrerhely variable in size and situation, solitary, in pairs, 3 together,' or
none. I find one or two coloured scales sometimes, on the lower part of the calyxtube, in my specimens, in which the peduncles are mostly 2-flowered, with a usuFruit rarely
ally solitary sheathing bract just below the point of divarication.
seen with us on the wild bush in one instance in which I found berries produced
they were of a light amber-colour, slightly downy but not hairy, and scarcely
exceeding the largest white currants in size.
Restricted to much more temperate latitudes than the red or black Currant, yet
It is generally thought to
it requires less warmth to bring the fruit to perfection.
be naturalized in this country, and not an aboriginal native an opinion that has
perhaps arisen from the silence of the older botanists or herbalists respecting it
neither Gerarde, Parkinson nor Ray mention it as found wild in their time, yet it
can hardly be imagined that a shrub universally cultivated then, as at present,
should only of late years have evinced a tendency to escape from the garden to

—

;

\

;

;

the woods.' The finest gooseberries are grown in the North of England and
Scotland, where the summers are cool and moist with us here this fruit has senthe bushes look stunted, unhealthy, and overgrown with moss,
sibly degenerated
whilst the currant attains in these parts a superior size and flavour.
:

;

Order

—

XXXIV. SAXIFRAGACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx of 4
5 sepals, or united into a tube which is wholly
Stamens
Petals 4
5, or 0.
or In part adnata with the ovary.
hypogynous.
Ovary
5
somewhat
perigynous
or
distinct,
10,
with usually 2 diverging persistent styles, S-celled with an axile
Capsule 2-valved.
placenta, or 1-celled with parietal placentas.

—

—

—
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SAXIFBAGACE^.

Albumen

Seeds numerous.

plants, frequent in northern

fleshy.

— Small,

mostly herbaceous
Br. Fl.

and alpine regions."

Saxifeaga, Linn.

I.

[Saxifraga.

Saxifrage.

" Calyx superior, or inferior, or half-inferior, in 5 segments.
Petals 5. Stamens 10, or sometimes 5. Ovary 2-celled. Capszde

with 2 beaks, 2-celled, many-seeded."

Br.

Fl.

Rue-leaved Saxifrage. Viscid and glandular, leaves wedge-shaped 3-cleft, uppermost bracteas undivided,
stem erect pajjicled, pedicels single-flowered, petals scarcely longer
than the sepals very small, germen inferior.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p.
271. Br. Fl. p. 154. E. B. t. 501.
Curt. Fl. Lond. i. fasc. 2,
1.

t.

L.

S. tridactylites,

28.

On

dry, barren, sandy or stony ground, wall-tops, rocks and roofs, but not common, i^/. April, May. i^r. June. 0.
E. Med. On the old walls of Quarr Abbey, in some plenty.
W. Med. On the porch of Gatcombe church, in plenty. Gurnet common,
abundant. Miss G. Kilderhee ! Carisbrooke castle. Dr. Martin.
Herb brittle and succulent, growing for the most part in dense caespitose masRoot a bundle of pale slender fibres. Stems
ses, often of considerable extent.
procumbent or prostrate below, from 3 or 4 to 8 or 10 inches in length, oppositely
branched at the base and rooting near the joints, the barren and flowering shoots
pale and pellucid, more or less obtusely quadrangular, and as
erect or ascending
it were somewhat winged from a groove on each side and opposite to the leaves,
smooth or in part slightly hairy, twice or thrice dichotomously forked at the summit, the lowermost or principal forking, almost always leafless, and bearing no
blossom in its axil like the superior divisions.
Leaves on the main stem and barthose beneath the ultimate, penultimate and secondary
ren branches opposite
forkings at the corymbose extremities of the former, solitary ; all, except the larger
and paler leaves, near the base bright green, shining, a little fleshy, obscurely
veined, not an inch long and broad at furthest, for the most part quite glabrous,
but those towards the base, and sometimes the uppermost leaves themselves, more
or less rough with short, scattered, setose hairs, semiorbicular, sometimes wider

—

—

;

;

than long or subreniform, at other times inclining to ovato-rotundate, always very
obtuse, abrupt, trnncate or cuneate at the base or somewhat rounded, broadly and
shallowly sinuato-crenate, on broad, flatlisb, grooved petioles, mostly shorter than
Stipules none.
themselves and subconnate.
J^/oroers small, about 3 lines in diameter, greenish yellow, constituting a little leafy corymb at the summit of each of
the two main forks of the stem, the uppermost of all approximate, 3 together, sessile, those in the forks of the secondary divisions solitary, often pedicellate.
Perianth 4-cleft, its segments broadly ovate, subacute, nerveless.
Stamens 8, iheir
short erect filaments inserted in so many marginal notches around the fleshy peri-

gynousdisk; anMCT-s bright yellow, at length reddish, rotundato-ovate, bursting
Germen deeply cleft or didymous, encircled by a flat, glandular, nectastyles 2, about (he length of the stamens, erect, taperriferous and crenate disk
ing, divaricate above ; stigmas simple.
Capsule small, green, glabrous and
shining, about as long as the calyx and adnate with it in its lower half, 1 -celled,
2-valved, opening between the 2 conical style-tipped lobes or beaks.
Seeds numelaterally.

;

rous, minute, parietal, ovato-globose, with a blunt keel-like border along one-half
of their greater circumference, reddish brown, hispid with short pellucid points or
bristles.

——
Eryngium.]

saxifragacejE.

—umbellifer^.
Golden Saxifrage.

Cheysosplenium, Linn.

II.

—

"Calyx superior, 4
Stamens 8 10. Ovary
many- seeded." Br. Fl.

—

5 cleft,

1-celled.

193

somewhat coloured.

Corolla 0.

Capsule 1-celled, with 2 beaks,

1.
C. oppositifolium, L.
Opposite -leaved Golden Saxifrage.
" Leaves opposite cordate-rotundate."
Br. Fl. p. 156. E. B. t.
490.

—

Frequent in wet shady places, boguy thickets, alrler-swaraps, hy springs and
on moist hedf{cbanks, dripping rocks, &c. Fl. March May. If.
E. Med.
Abundant in Shanklin chine, also by the bruuk-side below the
church, and elsewhere in that vicinity.
Moist places near Appuldurconibe, Sec,
common. Wet alder-thickets by Alverston. In the dell below Apse castle. In
Hungerberry copse. In tbe Parsonage lynch, Newchurch, abundantly. Willowbed by Mersley or Messley farm.

rivulets,

—

—

—

W. Med.
[By the side of the stream at
plenty. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

Order

Moortown bog, Brighstone,

XXXIV. UMBELLIFERJE,

in great

Juss.

" Calyx adherent with the ovary, 5-toothed teeth minute, often
Corolla of 5 petals, sometimes very unequal, the outer
ones the largest.
Stamens 5, alternate with the petals, inserted
on the under side of a thick fleshy disk, at the base of the styles.
Styles 2.
Achenes or carpels 2, combined, attached near the apex
Seed solitary,
to a central axis, usually separating when ripe.
pendulous. Embryo minute, at the base of a horny albumen.
Herbs.
Leaves alternate, generally compound and embracing the
stem with their sheathing bases. Flowers in umbels." -Br. Fl.
;

obsolete.

_

—

—

T.

Flowers
I.

capitate,

on a scaly receptacle.

Eryngium, Linn.

Eryngo.

" Fruit ovate, clothed with chaffy scales or bristles.
Calyxteeth leafy.
Petals erect, oblong, with long inflected points.
Flowers in a compact head upon a
(Involucre of many leaves.
scaly receptacle)."
Br. Fl.
The genus Erynuium recerles greatly in its characters from the other British
genera of the natural order Umhelliferse, by the capiiate flowers, inserted on a
in the distinct and subulate calyxfleshy receptacle and intermixed with paleae
segnients; oblong, not rounded, anthers; erect, not spreading, corolla; and,
lastly, in the fruit, which is clothed with brisllts very unequal in size and position, a prcilongatioii apparently of the recepticle, in which the corky carpels are
as it were imbedded.
In these respects, as well as in fjener.il habit, Eryngium
The candied roots, considered restorative, and
seems to approach the DipsaceEC.
within the author's memory sold by conleclioners, ihnunh now fallen into disuse,
made a very agreeable sweetmeat, greatly superior to the stems of Angelica, also
obsolete, but at that time familiar to juvenile palates with elecampane, candied
horehound, and similar preparations, not less relished for the admirable medicinal
;

virtues they were once held to possess.

—
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;

[Sanicula.

UMBELLiFEE^.

" RadiE. maritimum, L. Sea-side Eryngo. Sea Holly.
roundish plaited spinous stalked, upper ones lobed palmate amplexicaul rigid, involucral leaves 3-lobed longer than the
E. B.
heads, scales of the receptacle 3-cleft."
Br. Fl. p. 160.
1.

cal leaves

t.

718.

Flowers, stem and leaves pale rose-colonv.
or shingly sea-beach.
W. July, August, i^r. October. If.
E. Med. On the Dover, Ryde, very sparingly, nor have I seen it there at all
of late.
Most abundant and luxuriant amongst the hills of loose sand on St.
Helen's spit.
Sandown bay (towards Shanklin). Shore near E. Cowes, Mr.
Snooke.
W. Med. West side of the mouth of the Newtown river, plentifully. Spit at
/3.

On sandy

—

—

Norton, by Yarmouth, also in plenty.
/3. St. Helen's spit, rare.
Boot pale brown, whitish within, woody in the centre, brittle and cylindrical,
running- straight down in the sand to a great depth, and branching below the surStems very stout, rounded,
face into a kind of underground stem or rhizoma.
solid, brittle, much branched, furrowed and leafy, whitish and tinned or shaded
with purplish blue or rose-red, erect, ascending or partly decumbent, forming- a
large bushy plant 1 or 2 feet high and 3 or 4 in diameter, formidably armed with
extremely acute spines or prickles.
Radical leaves or those of the first year subreniform, on long rounded footstalks with shealliing bases, pale glaucous green,
.'5-li)bed, the lobes waved and plaited, those on the stem sessile, semiamplexicaul,
roundish, 3
5 lobed, the lower alternate, those at the forks, from whence the
peduncles spiing, three together, strongly reticulated on both sides with white
veins, and more or less suffused with the red or blue colour of the stem, all of them,
like those of the root, extremely stiff and rigid, waved or plaited, their while cartilaginous edges sinuato-dentate, with very sharp pungent spines.
Heads of
flowers roundish ovate or shortly conical, on long, stout, deeply furrowed peduncles in the upper forks of the branches or terminal, each head with an involucre
of 5
7 large, unequal, somewhat ovate, and spinous leaves, which are longer than
the flower-heads and 3- or5-toothed. Floivers numerous, purplish blue, sessile, on
an oblong fleshy torus or receptacle, with a tricuspidate bract or palea under each
Ca(?/a;-segments ovato-lanceolate, erect, with a sinand about their owu length.
Petals oblong,
gle stout white rib ending in a spine, and pale membranous edges.
erect, with very long inflexed points.
Stamens much exserted, (he'ii fllaments
blue, inflexed in their upper part, after the discharge of the pollen erect anthers
Styles upright, a little compressed and channelled beneath, purplish,
oblong.
placed in a depression on their circular bases (stylopodia), which are covered with
minute papillae, and notched round their margins to receive the claws of the petals
Carpels rather large, tawny brown, ovate, tapering
and base of the stamens.
below mericarps coiky, much compressed, crowned with the rigid very pungent
calyx-teeth, bristly on their outer face, quite sniooth and plane on their inner
carpophore obsolete.
Seed ovate, brownish and flattened, with a slight hollow or
groove on its inner face and covered with a thin pellicle.
The var. /3. is an elegant one, with flowers of a delicate pink or rose-colour, suffused over the involucres and the nerves and edges of the leaves, the upper part
of both stem and branches being tinged and speckled with the same colour.

—

—

;

;

II. Floivers umbellate.

A. Umbels simple or imperfectly compound.

II.

Sanicula, Linn.

" Fruit ovate, densely clothed -with
teeth leafy.

Sanicle.

hooked prickles. CalyxPetals erect, obovate, with long inflected poiats.

(Some flowers abortive)."

— Br. Fl.

—
Hydrocotyle.]
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S. europma, L.
Wood Sanicle. "Lower leaves palmate
the lobes trifid incise-serrate, fertile flowers
aU sessile."
Br. Fl. p. 160. E. B. t. 98.
1.

—

mth

In moist shady

places, woods, thickets

III.

and groves

Hydbocotyle, Linn.

;

abundant.

Fl.

May, June.

White-rot.

" Fruit of 3 flat orbicular carpels, each
with 5 more or less distinct filiform ribs.
Calyx-teeth obholQiQ.
Petals OY&te.
(Leaves
simple)."
Br. Fl.
_

—

1.

H.

vulgaris, L.

"

Marsh Pennywort.

White-rot.

peltate orbicular

somewhat lobed and crenate, heads
Fl- p. 159.
E. B. t. 751.

Leaves

of about 5

flowers."— .Br.
In damp marshy, boggy

or peaty meadows, wet rushy pastures, on spongy
heaths, sides of drains, ditches and clear rills very Irequent.
;
Fl.
August.

May—

F!. J/erf.— Abundantly in Sandown level, on the marshy
skirts of Lake common.
Colwell heath. Very abundant on Apse heath, in loose moist sand.
W. il/ec/. [Mooitown bog, Brighstone, plentifully. Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]

—

B. Umbels compound or perfect.
a.

Fruit neither

* Syndicarp-\ more or

beaked nor winged.

-prickly,

less laterally

TV. CoNiuM, Linn.

compressed but not flattened.

Hemlock.

" Fruit broadly ovate.
Carpels with 5 prominent waved or crenated ribs, without vittce. Albumen furrowed.
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
Petals obcordate.
(Involucre of few leaves ; partial of 3
leaves on one side)."
Br. Fl.

—

1.

C. maculatum, L.

Common

Hemlock.

"

Stem glabrous

spotted, leaves tripinnate, leaflets lanceolate pinnatifid with acute
and often cut segments." Br. Fl. p. 176. E. B. t. 1191. Jacq.
Fl. Aust. ii. 36, t. 156.
In moist woods, meadows and pastures, on hedgebanks, waste ground, and
amongst ruins not of very general occurrence. FL June August. Fr. August,

—

;

September.

If.

—

E.Med. About Ryde, rare. I have found a plant or two in the Dover
marshes and about the ruins of Quarr abbey. Just out of Brading, towards Sandown.
Very common at Ventnor, Bonchurch and other parts of the Undeicliff.
Abundantly along the top of a field-fence at the foot of Yaverland down and opposite Newlands copse.
About Newchurch and Mersley or Messley. [At Brading
quay, A. G. More, Esq.
Near Carpenters, on the road to Brading also at St.
Helen's, opposite the gate of E. Daws, Esq. Dr. Bell-Sailer.
Edrs.]
W. Med.
Swainston park, in plenty.
In the high wood at Swainston, sparingly.
Abundant in hedges just out of Yarmouth, towards Shalfleet. [In a
hedge at Motlistone, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

—

\ Syndicarp (from

:

o-w, Slf

—

;

and xap'^oi, implying the the union or consolida-

tion of a double or twofold fruit), the entire fruit of an umbelliferous or umbellate
plant, composed of two united hemicarps, carpels or mericarps of authors.

—

—
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Fruit* (cvemocarps, syndicarps) subglobosely gibbous, compressed laterally,
crowned with the small depressed stylopoiie, very sliori
Mericarps with 5 proraineiu and
spreadiiiii styles, aud thick calyciiie inargin.
(when ripe) whitish, narrow, acute, nearly equidistant, undulately crenale riili/es,
the 2 marginal ones with a deep fissure between them aud their opposite fellovvs.
Interstices and faces of the commissure flat, in the ripe fruit purplish and rugosely
their truncate suraiait

striate.

V. Smyrnium, Linn.

Alexanders.

" Fruit of 2 nearly globose lobes or carpels, each with 3 dorsal,
prominent, sharp ribs, the two lateral ones obsolete interstices
;

in the several

Albumen

involute.
Petals lanceolate or
elliptical, with an inflected point."
Br. Fl.
vittte.

1. S. Olusatrum, L.
Common Alexanders. \ " Cauline leaves
ternate petiolate serrate."
Br. Fl. p. 175. E. B. t. 230.
In waste grouud, amongst ruins, on hedgebanks, sea-cliffs, and in damp pastures
not unfrequent. J"/. May, June. />. August, September.
$.
E. Med. Very rare about Ryde it grew rather plentifully in 1833 at the Bin;

—

;

stead entrance of Quarr copse, but is now almost eradicated.
Close by the old
church, now a sea-mark, on the shore between St. Helen's and the Priory. Very
abundant and truly wild on banks facing Steephill, far from human habitations;
also at Ventnor, near the mill and elsewhere, pleiilifiilly.
By Puckaster. By
Roughborough farm, in plenty; near Yaverland, and between Brading and Sandown by the roadside, also in Sandown vilage. In several places along the shore

between Bembridge and Culver clifl'. Most abundantly on hedgebanks in several
places a little E. of Bembridge, particularly in a lane just beyond, and which is
Lanes
quite filled with it.
Sparingly on a bank by the roadside near Osborne.
near Foreland form.
W. Med.- Abundant in an old churchyard just out of Yarmouth, and at Thorley turnpike-gate. In hedgebanks about Norton and Thorley. Abundant amongst
the luins of Carisbrooke castle, probably the remains of ancient cultivation.
Abundant at Shorwell, on hilly ground at the entrance of the village from Newport, on the side of the road opposite North Court, possibly cultivated there forAbundant in a field by Suttiin. At the mouth of Biixton chine, with
merly.
Apium graveolens, and occiisionally about that village.
Plant for the most pait perlectly glabrous, firm but succulent. Root fleshy,
fusiform, slightly branclied, brownish or blackish and wrinkled externally, yellowish wdiite, very soft and spongy within, with an agreeable aiomatic smell and a
mild bitterish but not unpleasant taste.
Stem erect, about 2, 3, or 4 feet high,
stout (ill the larger plants an inch or perhaps more in diameter at the base), teieliangular, smooth and shining, hard, film and fistulose, pale green with darker
striEe, alternately branched, the branches suberect or divaiieate.
Badical leaves
\e\-y large, often 18
24 inches long exelusi\e of the petioles, trilernate, the primary and secondary di\isions remote, the teitiavy sometimes pinnate, their paitial
petioles (petiolets) compressed, flattened but sharply grooved and almost winged
above, sloping to an acute keel beneath, the common petiole extremely long,

—

—

* For an account of the poisonous properties of the seeds (or carpels) of HemPhytologist' for February, 1843.
f From the black seeds and dark green herbage is derived its specific name,
Olus, a potherb, and ater, dark or black; the word Smymium, Xuupvlov is said
to be synonymous with Myrrha, Myrrh.
For its English name Alexanders I
am quite at a loss to account, unless so called iu honour of the son of Philip of
Macedon, the plant being styled by the old writers Petroselinum Macedonicum
or Petroselinum Alexandrinuin.
lock see

'

Apivm.]
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hollow and nearly like the stem itself; leaflets opposite or partly alternate,
large, atout 2, 3, or 4 inches in length', variable in shape, rouiulish, roundish
ovate or ovate-ulilong-, coarsely and unequally serrate, the serratnres rounded and
apiculate, entire or variously (often Irifidly) and unequally incised, lolied, oblique,
terete,

even or subuordale at base, ihe laleial leaflets shonly stalked or sessile, the termilittle remote and more rounded or ovale than the rest, and often
deeply 3-lobed or tcrnately incised like those of a vine or mulberry all deep dark
green, smooth, fleshy mure or less shining and strongly veined
stem-leaves like
those of the root but smaller, biternate, the uppermost simply ternate, their common petioles shorter than the leaves, and converted through their entire length
into very large, broad, pale green, partly clasping sheaths, with numerous strong
purplish ribs, their margins membranaceous and often a little woolly at their
summits, which are now and then auricled.
Umbels terminal and apparently
though not really lateral from the ternate disposition of the branches, nearly spherical in an early state and on first expanding, finally spreading and flattish
rciys
numerous, stout, deeply furrowed and angled, often a little downy or woolly at
their cartilaginous bases; umbellets small, closely crowded in flower, the rajs
extremely short, a few times the length of the flowers at most. Involucral bracts,
both general and partial, extremely inconspicuous, colourless, membiunaceous
and scale-like, of the umbellets more numerous and very minute, often somewhat
downy. Flowers small, partly imperfect (?), at least the styles are apparently wanting in many, though their bases or stylopodes are developed as usual.
Petals
yellowish green, roundish, incurved, keeled, with short but distinct claws, and
acute but not acuminate inflexed points.
Stamens much longer than the petals,
ascending
anthers greenish
pollen white.
Styles simple, erect or a little
diverging, not spreading or recurved, short, stout and colourless stylopodes yellow, very large, subdcpressed and projecting.
Syndicarps (diacheues) large,
glabrous, brownish black when ripe, broadly orbicular or rather wider than long,
crowned with the small convex stylopodes and short mostly reflexed styles, strungly
contracted laterally or didymous hemicarps subreniform, their lateral faces converging into the very narrow commissural face, rounded at the back with 3 sharp
prominent primary ridges, the marginal pair and secondary ridges obsolete. Intercostal spaces wrinkled with several slender filiform vittee, visible chiefly in the
green or on a transverse section of the ripe fruit.
Seed large, the albumen inioCarpophore bipartite.
lute, opposite the commissure (campylospermous).
Umbels globular and petals green in the early stage of inflorescence, the former
becoming flattened and spreading, the latter white, as they expand. This change
from an herbaceous to a white colour is common to some other plants, as the
Guelder Rose, Hydrangea, &c.
The herb was formerly much esteemed for the table, boiled and eaten like
Gerarde says, " The root here of is in
greens, even in the time of Dioscorides.
our age served to the table raw for a sallade herbe," but its use is now stjperseded
nal one usually a

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

by Celery.

From its occurring so frequently about the ruins of monasteries and churches,
many have supposed it to be not indigenous, but I am of opinion that it is
an aboriginal in Britain and most of the western and maritime parts of Europe
below 56°, beyond which it is scarcely found wild.
This plant has long survived the memory of its cultivation here as a garden
vegetable, notwithstanding its continual occurrence about inhabited places proves
that it must once have been in general use in this island.

VI. AproM, Linn.

Celery.

" Flowers perfect.
carpels
Fruit rouBdish-ovate, didymous
with 5 slender ribs, with single vittce between them and two on
Petals
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
Carpophore entire.
the suture.
roundish, entire, with a small involute or inflexed point. (InvoBr. Fl.
lucres none)."
;

—

—
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1. A.
graveolens, L.
Wild Celery.
petals involute."— £r. Fl. p. 161.
E. B.

[Petroselinum.

" Point of

Smallage.
1210.

t.

In wet marshy places, sides of ditches, pools and streams, in various parts of
the island, plentiful
Fl. July
September.
most commonly near salt water.
Fr. September, October.
$
E. Med. Ditches on the Dover, Eyde. Near Quarr abbey, also at the mouth
of the little brook between Ryde and Binstead. At Bembridge, at Lane end.
W. Med. Salt-ditches in Yarmouth and Freshwater marshes, abundant. In
great plenty along the stream called the Newtown river, above Shalfleet, where
By the Medina, a litthe water is, I believe, quite fresh. Common at Brixton.
tle below Newport, in several places
and at Coppings bridge. Common on wet
Cliffs between the new
slipped land below the road from Niton to Blackgang.
Lighthouse and Blackgang, Dr. Martin.
By mill-ponds and mill-streams at

—

;

.

—

—

;

Carisbrooke and Newport.

Herb smooth and shining, usually of a pale green, especially in salt-marshes.
Root tapering.
Stems 2
3 feet high, erect, deeply furrowed and angular,
branched. Lower leaves biternate, on long footstalks, with wedge-shaped, 3-lobed,
obtusely cut and notched leaflets ; upper ones simply ternate, their leaflets narrower, acutely incised and lobed.
Umbels lateral and terminal, of about 10 or 12
long general rays, and more numerous very short partial ones, both destitute of
involucres (sometimes, it is said, a single involucral leaf is present under the general umbel).
Flowers very small, white with a tinge of green, all perfect. Fruit

—

(syndicarps) extremely small for the size of the plant, not a line in length, very
broadly ovate or nearly orbicular, dark purplish brown when ripe
hemicarps
rounded at back, contracted a little in front, with 5 pale, equidistant, filiform,
wavy ridges, the lateral pair marginal, interstices with single? or more? very
Stylopodes small, conical.
indistinct vitta.
Carpophore entire.
;

VII. Peteoselinum, Hoffm.

Parsley.

" Fruit ovate.
Carpels with 5 slender ribs, and vittce in the
carpophore bipartite.
Petals
;
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
roundish, with a narrow incurved point.
(Involucre of few, parBr. Fl.
tial of many, leaves)."interstices

*1. P. saiivitm, Hoffm.
Common or Garden Parsley. "Leaves
tripinnate shining, lower leaflets ovate-cuneate trifid and toothed,
upper ones ternate lanceolate nearly entire, partial involucres
fiUform."
^r. Fl. p. 162. E. B. S. t. 2V93. Apium Petroseli-

—

num, L.
Naturalized here and there on walls, rocks, banks and waste ground, but quite
3'
persistent where once established.
Fl. July, August.
Fr. September.
E.Med.
On a wall by the roadside from Niton towards Blackgang, just

—

Hedgebank on Apse heath. On the stone facing of the steep
beyond Buddie.
bank below the church at Newchurch, abundant, Dr. Bell-Salter
In Luccombe chine, Miss G. Kilderhee
Walls of Carisbrooke castle, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
W. Med.
Herb perfectly glabrous. Root long, white, simple and tapering. Stem erect,
Leaves daik green, those at and
about 2 feet hifjh, round, striated, branched.
.'.'.'

.'.'.'

—

near the root paler or yellowish, on long footstalks, triternate, the leaflets ovate or
somewhat heart-shaped, deeply and acutely cut and lobed upper ones biternate,
on short petioles, their segments lanceolate, simple or lobed, the terminal ones
Vmhels lateral and terminal, flaltish, on long stalks, many-rayed,
mostly trifid.
with a general involucre of very few, often solitary, linear leaflets umbellules of
numerous short spreading rays, and with an involucre of many linear-lanceolate,
unequal, mucronate leaflets. Flowers small, greenish yellow, all perfect. Petals
:

;

;

umbellifee^.
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with long inflexed points. Styles at first erect and very short, after flowering
rather long, spreading and recurved.
Mericarps suhcompressed and contracted
inwards, with 5 equidistant, filiform, pale ridges on each, the lateral pair marginal, separated by an elliptical cleft or cavity from their opposite fellows, but meeting at each end interstices univittate, with a pair of vilta at the back or lace of
the heraicarp slylopodes short, conical, crowned with the closely reflexed styles.
The common garden Parsley is indigenous to various countries of the S. of
Europe, but now quite naturalized in some parts of England.
On the shingly
beach at Hurst castle, about a mile from our shores, it is abundant and perfectly
spontaneous, and I have remarked it gathered as from a garden for domestic use.
;

;

2. P. segetum, Koch.
Corn Parsley. " Radical leaves pinnated, leaflets nearly sessile ovate lobed cut and serrated, upper
leaves with 1 -3 linear leaflets, rays of the umbels few and unequal."— 5r. Fl. p. 163. Sison, L. E. B. t. 328. Curt. Br.
Entom. XV. t. et fol. 691.

—

:

In cultivated fields, on waste ground and hedgebanks ; very frequent on chalk
or clay in various parts of the island, though seldom to he found for any length
of time in the same places. FLJa\y. J''r. October, November.
^.or0.
singularly wiry and slender plant, with much the habit of Bupleurum tenuissimum, and remarkable for the very small few-rayed umbels.
Entire plant extremely smooth and glabrous, dull glaucous-green, very weakly
aromatic.
Root long, whitish, tapering, woody, more or less sparingly branched

A

Stems 1 or more, terete, finely striated, filled with pith, often
or nearly simple.
very numerous, the central one mostly erect or nearly so, the lateral usually widely
spreading on all sides, and ascending or decumbent at base 1, 2, or 3 feet in
height, lax, wavy and rigid, repeatedly alternately and irregularly divided in a
dichotomous manner, the branches extremely unequal, divaricate, spreading and
Leaves chieHy radical, remaining green through the winter, and withering
wiry.
;

is about to flower, spreading flat upon the
stem-leaves subtending the forks of the branches, the
lower ones similar to those of the root but narrower and smaller, on lax slightly
clasping petioles, whose margins are involute above, the higher ones gradually
diminishing till reduced at the summit to a few very narrow cleft or forked segUmbels terminal, at first somements, or finally to a simple wnduiied petiole.

away

for the

ground

most part when the plant

in rosulate tufts

;

what lax, exceedingly unequal in size and in the length and number (from about
3 or 4 to 8 or 10) of their rays, which last differ as much amongst themselves in
those in the interior of the latter often
their relative length in each umbel
extremely contracted, the outer rays often an inch and a half in length after
;

flowering; all usually erec^o-patent in fruit; umhellets equally irregular in the
length and number of their rays, but with these last much shorter, more crowded,
one or more of the inner rays commonly obsolete, the fruit being quite sessile.
General involucral bracts few, subappressed, extremely unequal in length amongst
themselves and with respect to the rays, fleshy, subulate, ribbed, mucronulate, the
tips purplish, their margins near the base very narrowly scariose, partial ones
equally variable in length, but smaller, broader and lanceolate, otherwise similar.
Flowers very minute, about a line in diameter, hermaphrodite. Calyx of 5 minute,
Petals ovate, white or more
blunt, spreading, fleshy points crowning the ovary.
commonly pale purple, very broad at base, with very strongly involute, scarcely
channelled, broad and truncate points. Filaments white, ascending or incurved
Styles extremely short, obtuse and conianthers large, full purple pollen white.
Syndicarps of a whitish brown
stylopodcs much depressed.
cal, white or purple
colour when ripe, broadly ovato- elliptical, \\ line in length and nearly as wide
hemicarps slightly compressed and contracted laterally, with 5 very prominent,
equidistant, filiform ridges (the 2 lateral marginal), and as many linear mtt<B
betwixt them, with a pair on the face of the commissure, all running the whole
dilated)
leno-th of the fruit (not abbreviated), attenuated at each extremity (not
;

;

;

;

—
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secondary (primary, Koch) ridr/ps obsolete.
Carpophore divided, but the divisions
usually closing together after the fruit drops, appearing at first sight entire.
This species appears to be mostly bieimial with us, the seeds coming up in
autumn, and producing bunches of radical leaves, lying flat and spreading in a
The spring folcircular form on the ground, which remain through the winter.
lowing, the flowering stem is produced and the plant dies off entirely, the rootleaves decaying Ion',' before the seed ripens.
The plant would prnbably be found well wovihy of cultivation as a winter salad,
as it remains green and tender throughout the severest season of the year, and the
leaves are without acrimony.

VIII. Helosciadium, Koch.

Marshwort.

" Fruit broadly ovate or oblong.
Carpels with 5, slender, proribs, with single vittse between them ; carpophore entire.
Petals ovate, obtuse with an apiCalyx-tecfh small or obsolete.
Br. Fl.
culus."

minent

1.
H. nocliflormn, K. Procumbent Marshzvort. " Stem procumbent creeping, leaves pinnate, leaflets ovate or ovate-lanceolate unequally serrate, umbels opposite to the leaves.

"

Larger, leaflets bluntly serrate, umbels longer than the peduncles or nearly
Sium, X. E. B. t. 639.
Sium
/3. Smaller, leaflets acutely serrate, umbels shorter than the peduncles.
Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1^14.
fir. Fl. p. 162.
Jacq. Fl.
repens, L.: E. B. t. 1431."
Aust. m. 34, t. 260.
Abundant in shallow ditches and pools, clear rills, brooks and plashy springheads. Fl. July— October.
1^..
Colwell heath. Wet places
fi. In wet sponay places and by shallow brooks.
about Ryde, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. On St. Helen's green ?
A very troublesome plant in our marsh-drains and ditches, which it soon fills
The smaller leaves look like those
completely if not cleared out at slated times.
of Watercress, and are liable to be gathered for it by ignorant persons, but I do
not know that they are deleterious in their nature.
Like GEnanthe crocata this
is quite a western species, and nearly unknown to the inland Floras of the Con.
tinent.
It however occurs very abundantly in wet places in and about Charlesthe leaves of the American speion, S.C., thouj^h I suspect originally imported
cimens, as I have seen them, are smaller than is usual in the European plant.
a.

sessile.

:

"

—

;

2.

H. iimndatum, Koch.

" Stems creepupper ones pinnatifid,
Br. Fl. p. 163. Sison, E. B. t.

Least Marshwort.

ing, lower leaves capillaceo-multipartite,

umbels generally of 2 rays."

—

227.
Floating in pools, ditches and plashes, or creeping on their partially exsiccated
rare.
i^/. June, July.
;
Zf.
Pond at the foot of Bleak Down, near the branching off of the roads
E. Med.
to Chale, Niton and Godshill, in great plenty.
W. Med. In a little pool surrounded by willow-bushes at the back of Tljorness
wood, and not far from Great-Thorness farm, very abundant. In a pool on a
common called Goldens, in the parish of Freshwater.
In a pool with Sparganium simplex, by a cottage on the skirts of a fir-plantaiion adjoining Burnet
wood. In a little pit near the sea between Newtown and East Hampstead ?

margins

—
—

/E(io2)odium.]
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Bastard Stone Parsley.

" Fruit ovate.
Carpels with 5 ribs, and single clavate vittce
between them. Calyx-teeth obsolete. Petals broadly obcordate,
deeply notched and curved, with an inflected point.
(Involucres

of few leaves; partial suhdimidiate."
1.

Amomum,

S.

E. B.

p. 163.

t.

L.

—Br.

Hedge Bastard.

*

Fl.

Stone Parsley.

Br. Fl.

954.

In hedges, on banks, hy roadsides, and ahout the borders of fields, pastures and
abundant over a great part of the island, on chalk or clay.
Fl. August,
September. /V. September, October.
^.
E. Med.
Extremely common about Kyde, often nearly 5 feet high, as by the
roadside about a mile from Brading (where I have gathered it nearly 7 feet high).
Common about Brading and Sandown.
W. Med. About W. Cowes. Common about Yarmouth and Thorley.
Plant perfectly smooth and glabrous, pale or often of a dark green colour.
Root whitish, long, slender and taperinij, straight or flexuose, hard, woody and
rigid, simple or slightly branched.
Stem solitary, erect, wavy and rigid, filled
entirely with a white pith, from 1 or 2 to 4 or 5 feet high, round, slender, finely
grooved or striate, much and repeatedly branched, the branches alternate, erectO;
patent, wiry and flexuose.
Leaves radical, or confined on the stem to the forks of

woods

;

—

—

the branches, iniparipinnate, the earlier root-leaves and those of the first year
withering before the plant comes into flower leaflets about 4 pairs, remote, sessile
or subsessile, of a somewhat firm dry texture, ovate-oblong or sublanceolate, pointed or obtuse, unevenly incised, the serratures rounded, the cartilaginous margins
produced into a small mucronate point directed forwards lower stem-leaves similar to those at the root, on very long, deeply channelled, semicyliiidrical petioles,
which are strongly ribbed, dilated and clasping at base but not inflated, those
higher up on continually shortening footstalks, the leaflets smaller, narrower, more
deeply incised and lobed, at length at the summit of the stem pinnately pinTiatifid,
with very narrow linear segments.
Umbels small, terminal and lateral, on long,
slender, wiry, naked peduncles, at first drooping, afterwards erect primary rays
5,
mostly 4 or
'rarely 3 or 6, unequal, the central very often but not always the
shortest of the umhellets extremely short, the inner flowers being almost sessile.
Bracts of ihe general involucre 2 5 (mostly 3), very much shorter than the rays,
lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, mucronate, scariosely margined below, the edges
erect or inflexed ; of the partial involucres 4 or 5 and broader, otherwise similar.
Petals small, white and equal, broadly obcordate, with a large
Calyx obsolete.
Stamens short, white, incurved. Styles (in flower) very
strongly inflexed point.
short, almost obsolete
stigmas hemispherical stylopodes large, whitish, depressed,
semiorbicular.
The smell of the herbage is strong and unpleasant, and the flavour of the seeds
bitter and aromatic.
Scarcely known as a native of Scotland, and not yet found in Ireland.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

X. jEgopodium, Linn.

Goutweed.

" Fruit oblong, crowned with the conical bases of the deflexed
Calyx-teeth
Carpels with 5 slender ridiges, without vittse.
(Involucre
obsolete.
Petals obcordate, .with an inflexed point.
styles.

0)."—Br. Fl.
* Called Spikenard by the country people of Hants, at least about Petersfield,
as I learn from Miss E. Sibley.
2

D

—
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Podagraria,

JE.

Goutweed.

L.

Ground or Dwarf Elder*

Br. Fl. p. 163.

[Pimpinellu.

Herb Gerard.
E. B. i. 940.

Vect.

In damp shady waste or cultivated places, gardens, orchards, grores, and on
moist hedsehanks not very cominon. Fl. June Autjust.
2f
E. Med. At Newchurch. Just out of Shanklin on the road to Bonchurch, and
at Montpellier House, Ventnov.
At Alverstoii, on a hank by the roadside going
towards Bordwood. At French mill. In extremely small quantity on the former
site of Little Hardingshxite farm, close to the entrance-gate of the meadow, where
Tulipa sylvestris grows.
Sparingly at Lake, on a garden hedgebank facing the
Stag inn. In a shady part of the S.E. ooiner of Appiildurcombe park, by Wroxall.
In an orchard at Hartsash, near
Sandford. Very common at Godshill.
Newchurch. About Knighton Manor House. In Mrs. Vine's grounds at Puckaster.
Orchard at Apse farm. At Old Park, in plenty, Albert Hambrough, Esq.
W.Med. Area of Carisbrooke castle, in plenty. In a lane called Clerken,
under Carisbrooke castle.
In the singular hollow way by the roadside at Idlecombe.
All over the grounds at North Court, Shorwell, in profusion.
Just out
of Calbourne towards Brixton.
Between Buocomhe and Shorwell.
Norton.
Freshwater. About Gatcomb in various places. At Swainston, sparingly.
This plant is by no means generally distributed in the South of England, but
in the North it abounds, and at Glasgow is the prevailing Umbelliferous plant
about the outskirts of the town.
Mr. J. T. Mackay has the same remark on its

—

—

;

—

distribution in Ireland.

XI. BoNiuM, Linn.

Earthnut.

" Fruit oblong, crowned with the bases of the diverging or
nearly straight styles.
Carpels with 5 slender, obtuse ribs, and
8
3 elongated linear vittm between tliem, and none upon the
suture.
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
Petals obcordate, with an inflected
point."
Br. Fl.

—

B. flexuosum, With.
Common or Lesser Earthnut. Kip" Stem-leaves few nearly sessile with linear segPignut.
ments, general involucre
or 1^2 leaved, styles erect with a
conical base."— .Br. Fl. p. 164.
E. B. t. 988.
1.

per.

Abundant throughout the island
Fr. July.
Fl. May, June.

thickets.

in

meadows, pastures, groves and grassy

%.

Though the tubers of this plant are a delicacy that " boyish appetite disdains
not," there is an acrimony, an " aliquid amari," with their sweetness, better fitted
to the digestion of the respectable quadrupeds whose name they share, than for
Christian bipeds of tender years.
Dr. Johnston, in his ' Flora of Berwick-onTweed,' tells us these roots are an article of commerce in Sweden, but they are
probably those of the Great Earthnut [B. Bulbo-castanum), much prized in Italy,
and perhaps exported to Sweden, where neither that nor the present species is indigenous. The former however is a native of Norway (Fl. Dan.), and has lately
been discovered at Cherry Hinton, near Cambridge.

XII. PiMPiNELLA, Linn.
" Fruit ovate,

Burnet Saxifrage.

crowned with the swollen base of the reflexed

Carpels with 5 slender ribs, the interstices furrowed, with
vittce ; suture with vitto.
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
Petals obcordate, with an inflexed point.
(Involucres 0)."
Br.
styles.

2

— 3 long linear

—

Fl.
* The

common name throughout Hants, and

I believe in other counties.

—
Bupleurum.]
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1. F.Saxifraga, L.
Common Burnet Saxifrage. "Radical
leaves pinnate, their leaflets roundish sharply serrate or cut, those
of the stem bipinnate -with linear segments, stems terete, fruit

glabrous."— J5r. Fl.
&0,
Ill

E. B.

p. 165.

t.

407.

Jacq. Fl. Aust.

iv.

395.

t.

dry

fields

and pastures

;

abundant everywhere.

/"/.July

— September.

If.

XIII. SiuM, Linn. Water Parsnep.
" Fruit ovate or globose, subdidymous, crowned with the
depressed base of the refiexed styles.
Carpels with 5 rather
obtuse ribs, and 2 or more vitt(B between them
suture with vittm.
Calyx-teeth small or obsolete.
Betals obcordate with an
inflected point.
(Partial involucre of many leaves)."
Br. Fl.
:

—

1. ^. angustifoUum,'L.
erect, leaflets unequally

opposite to the leaves."

Narrow-leaved Water Parsnep. "Stem
lobed and serrated, umbels pedunculate
Br. Fl. p. 165. E. B. t. 139.

In ditches, pools and other watery places rare. Fl. July, August. If.
E. Med. In a pool surrounded by trees on the landslip between St. Catherine's
point and Blackgang, in great plenty also in the meadow in which C3'perus grows
near Old Castle point.
By a little stream near the church at Ventnov, Miss
Hadfields !
In a plashy spot by the roadside between Old Park and St. Law;

—

;

rence, a single plant, 1838.
W. Med.^-'Diiches in the

marsh

at Freshwater, in several places, but of small

size.

XIV. BuPLBUEUM, Linn.

Hare's-ear.

" Fruit ovate-oblong, crowned with the depressed base of the
styles.
Carpels with 5 more or less prominent ribs, with or
without vittse.
Calyx-teeth obsolete.
Petals roundish, entire
with an involute retuse broad point.
(Leaves undivided)."

—

Br. Fl.

Common Hare's-ear. Thorrow-wax.
above, universal involucre wanting, partial invoBr. Fl. p.
lucres mucronate, leaves perfoliate roundish-oval."
166.
E. B. t. 99.
1.

"

B. rotundifolium, L.

Stem branched

—

In chalky cornfields, but extremely local, i^/. June, July. 0.
£. Med. In a cornfield above Sandown bay, at its North-eastern end and

—

of several hundred feet.
a wheatfield opposite Eades's farm, near Calhourne, in great
plenty, 1845.
Amongst wheat in various places about Thorley, Mev. James PenPlentifully in 1840 in cornfields near VVellow,
fold and Mr. Robert Gibbs
towards Tapnel and Stonewell farms. Colwell, 1838. Near Yarmouth, Rev. W.
loftiest elevation,

fV.

Med.

— In

.'.'.'

T. Bree

(in lilt.).

Root annual, rigid, tapering, with few fibres. Stem
perfectly glabrous.
erect, from 3 or 4 inches to 2 feet in height, round, smooth, purplish and shining,
Leaves truly but eccentrically perfoliate, roundish
branched chiefly unilaterally.
oval, the lowermost somewhat oblong or obovate, nearly erect, glaucous-green,
often edged with purple, many-ribbed, quite smooth and entire, with a small point
Umbels terminal, flat, of few very short rays.
Gene>al involucre none.
or mucro.
Umbellules about 8 12 flowered, much shorter than the 4 or 5 broadly ovate, very

Herb

—

unequal mucronate and purple-edged leaves of

their involucres,

which when the

—
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fruit ripens become erect and partially enclose the carpels.
Flowers very small.
Petals golden yellow, inflexed.
Stj/les very short and minute, deciduous ; stulopodium plane.
Stamens incurved, mostly falling away ; anthers yellow, fruit
ovate, much narrower than in the next species, purplish ; mericarps wilh 3 thin,
sharp, not very prominent ridges, and 2 less distinct marginal ones, the interstices
with a deep furrow, and wrinkled but not granulated.
The aspect of this singular but handsome annual reminds one of an Euphorbia
rather than of an umbellate plant.
In America, where it is rare and probably
introduced, it is called Modesty {Torrey and Gray, Fl. of N. Amer., and Darling-

ton,

n.

Cest.)

2. B. tenmssimum, L.
Slender Hare's-ear. " Stem very much
branched, leaves linear acute, umbels very minute few-flowered,
Br.
partial ones usually shorter than the setaceous involucres."

—

Fl. p. 166.

E. B.

478.

t.

In dry mai-itime pastures, on banis, and along ditches in salt-marshes, but not
very common,
i^/. July
September. /V.October. 0.
Salt-marsh near
E. Med.
Shore at E. Cowes, opposite E. Cowes castle.
Quarr, Mr. TTios. Meehan !!! Abundant on the inner face of the sea-bank in Bradine barbour, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
W. Med.
Near Gurnet bay.
Ccnnmon along the edges of the brine-pits of
the siilterns by Newtown.
By the Medina, between W. Cowes and Medham.
In salt-marsh pastures at Barnfield, near Yarmouth, in considerable plenty.
A slender quite smooth plant, very inconspicuous amongst the herbage of saltmarshf.", variable in size, from 4 to 18 inches high, nearly simple or much
branched from the base. Root slender and tapering. Stem one or more, very
slender, wiry, zigzag, striated and somewhat angular, a little glaucous, with
ascending' and widely spreading branches.
Leaves an inch or two in length, a
little stiff and rigid, linear-lanceolale, subfalcale, acute, 3-ribbed, sessile and
almost clasping, but not decurrenl.
Uinbels lateral and terminal, very minute, of
3 or 4 flowers, surrounded by an involucre of 5 linear acute leaves, with incurved
tips, and (mostly) longer than the flowers.
Sli/les very
Pfta/i- yellow, inflexed.
short.
Fruit covered with rough granulations, broadly ovate, compressed and a
little contracted laterally
mericarps each with 3 distant prominent ridges, and 2
Carpophore di\ided.
smaller marginal ones, their interstices without «««.
The reported acrid and unpleasant taste and smell of this plant my own experience does not confirm.
Of scent it has little or none, and when chewed gives a
very slight impression only of warmth and bitterness.
Of the four species of
£vpleurum found wild in England, not one has yet been discovered in Scotland
or Ireland ; even the jire.sent and most northerly of the European species, which

—

—

.'.'.'

—

;

It
to 57°, does not in Britain extend higher than Durham.
not essentially a mai"itime species, though less commonly found far inland.
I
have seen specimens gathered in Worcestershire, nearMahein, by my friend
Albert Hambroiigh, Esq.

ranges in Sweden
is

** Syndicarps ovate or

elliptical,

rounded, on a transverse section.

XV. OEnanthe, Linn.
" Fruit ovate-cylindrical, cro-wned

Water-dropwort.

with the long nearly straight
Carpels more or less corky, with 5 blunt, convex ribs,
and single vittce in the interstices. Calyx-teeth lanceolate. Petals
obcordate, with an inflected point, radiant.
(Partial involucre of
many rays)._ Flowers of the circumference on long stalks and sterile
those of the centre sessile, or nearly so, and fertile,"
Br. Fl.
styles.

:

—

—
CEnanthe.]
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1. (E.Jistulosa,lj.
Common Water-dropwort. " Root stoloniferous, stem-leaves pinnated, their main stalk as well as the stem
cylindrical fistulose, umbels of very few rays, fruit turbinate."

Br. Fl.

E. B.

p. 167.

t.

363.

In ditches, drains, the margins of pools, and in wet meadows, but far from com-

mon. Pi. June— Septem1)cv. T^..
E. Med.
Sparingly in some ditches on the northern boundary of Lake common. In several pans of Sandown level. Brading marshes. Ditches around

—

Sandowii

fort,

W. Med.

Miss Hadjield

.'.'.'

— Marsh-ditches near Freshwater gate.

Plant of a pale subglaucous green, very fragile, weak and flexile, soon collapsing on being gathered, remarkably tubular and fistulose.
Stem erect or procumbent below, sometimes altogether reclining.
Fruil crowded into small globose
heads, quite sessile, nearly as large as in ffi. crijcata, whitish, mostly purplish
brown at top, corky syndicarps turbinate or obconic, obtusely and unequally 4or 5-angled, the faces furrowed and striate their summit flat, crowned with the
very long spreading or recurved styles and subulate calyx-segments
hemicarps
closely adhering by their inner faces, which are quite plane and smooth, not separating when ripe as in our other species, their lower end a little sloped away just
at the point of insertion on the thickened summit of the ray or common pedicel,
exterior to which last, surrounding it, are several abortive fruits on long peduncles
;

;

;

(

outer rays of the umbellets)

;

carpophore obsolete.

OH. pimpinelloides, L.

3.

Parsley Water-dropwort.

" Leaflets

and segments very acute or mucronate, those of the radical leaves
much broader and shorter, fruit cylindrical with an enlarged callous base."
(certe).

Fl.

Br. Fl.

Dan.

167.
1454.

p.

ix. t.

Jacq. Fl. Aust. Icon.

iv.

t.

394

none (or imperfect), root often with
CE. peucedanilolia, Pollich, Fl. Pal.
In dry or moist but not marshy pastures, on banks, along hedges and roadsides;
a very general and often most abundant species. Fl. June September. Fr.
September, October. !(..
E. Med.
Plentiful about Eyde, as in Monckton mead, about St. John's, &c.
Churchyard of St. Thomas's church, Ryde. About Cowes.
In profusion this seaW. Med.
Frequent in various places about Brixton.
son (1846) about Yarmouth, Thorley, Calbourne, and most other parts, even growing plentifully in some places amongst the wheat-crops, as at Calbourne, &c.
13.

Leaves

all

linear, univei-sal involucre

sessile elliptical tubers.

—

—
—

Yarmouth.

Freshwater.

In similar places with a. and also in salt-marshes, but much more rarely.
In a wet thicket by the Wootton river. In a meadow near Thorley, and a single
large plant growing in the water at Freshwater Gate, only a few plants observed
Between Yarmouth and Alum bay, Rnv. G. Smith. The avein either locality.
nue to Freshwater House produces an (Enanlhe which appears to be this variet;^.
Very plentiful, and completely the plant of Pollich, in a meadow under St. John's
wood at its upper end, "between it and the brook.
Plant perfectly smooth and glabrous throughout. Root a bunch of dark brown,
rigid, mostly simple fibres, which descend nearly vertically, and usually swell out
at various parts of their length, but generally at or near their extremity, into
and
small, ovate, oblong, globose or fusiform, sometimes compressed, whitjsh
tapering
fleshy knots or tubers, beyond which the fibre is continued to a finely
still
point these tubers are produced on seedlings of the first year, and whilst
enlargevery young and small, as I have ascertained by cultivation, and are mere
Stem 1 or more, erect, from 6 or 8
ments of the amylaceous tissue of the root.
purplish at botinches to 2 or 3 feet high, slender, wavy, firm, cylindrical, mostly
tubular,
tom, in my specimens distinctly fistulose in the upper part completely
j3.

:

;

;

[CEnanthe.
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through the while cellular tissue; pale
glaucous-green, very deeply and sharply angular and sulcate, sparingly distantly
and alternately branched, the branches erect, patenter somewhat ascending, often
Leaves
remarkably curved or tortuous in the nascent stale or before flowering.
mostly at the base of the stem, those higher up confined lo the forkings of the latter; radical leaves produced Lite in the year and growing through the winter,
spreading or prostrate, crowded and imbricated by their broad, sheathing, white or
greenish, ribbed bases, soon decaying after the plant comes into flower or even

in the lower with a central perforation only

deep dull green above, much paler beneath, succulent, their stout terete
petioles suddenly dilated into a broad membranaceous wing at each side, which
at the point of theii' divergence forms an elevated, abrupt, rounded apex, hi- or tripinnatisected, extremely variable in size and shape, and in the degree and
earlier,

of division of the leafiets in outhne the leaves are of an oblong-triangular
form, those nearest the root plane, usually lying flat upon the ground and soonest
decaying; the next above merely spreading, and with more or less erect divisions,
all, including their petioles,
like those on the stem, lasting till the flowering time
about a span long at most, usually much shorter leaflets extremely liable to vary
in the degree and mode of division, even on the same leaf, so as to make it almost
impossible to define them with precision or to describe their multifarious modifications
on the very lowest of the root-leaves they aie generally pretty constantly

mode

;

;

;

:

of a roundish or ovate figure, entire and wedge-shaped at base, and iu their less
deeply incised state very closely resemble on a reduced scale the leaflets of CE.
crocata; they are however quite as often more minutely and profoundly pinnatisected than in that plant, and even sometimes finely pinnatifid, with very narrow,
linear-lanceolate, acute segments ; superior stem-leaves few, distant, erect, longer
and narrower than those at the bottom, and much more uniform in their mode of
Umbels flatPetioles very variable in length.
division and form of the leaflets.
tish or convex only, never hemispherical, solitary and terminal, on very long leafless peduncles, from about \i to 2 inches in diameter, compact, but lobed or
in their circumscription, their primary rays rather numerous, short, much
thickened and more erect in fruit, deeply furrowed and angular umbelleis pretty
General involucre of several linear, very
numerous, dense-flowered and crowded.
narrow and tapering leaflets, unequal and variable in length, but usually much
shorter than the rays partial ones many-leaved, their leaflets like those of the
general involucre, but longer in proportion to the rays, which they often equal in
Calyx distinct, of 5 tooth-like segments, of
length. Flowers small, inodorous.
which the 2 exterior are much the largest, acute and somewhat acuminate.
Stamens rather long, and, including the round
Petals white,* very unequal.
Styles
fllaments wavy.
anthers, while, the latter at length cream-coloured
Fruit crowded into a flat
whitish, tapering, erect, on tumid punctate stylopodes.
level-topped or slightly convex umbel.f Syndicarps crowded, the exterior on short
inciassaled pedicels, the inner sessile or nearly so, subteretely pentangular and
prismatic, of uniform breadth throughout or subcylindrical, very flat or truncate
at top, crowned with the fleshy calyx, and long, subulate, erect or diverging styles
and their conical bases (stylopodes) abrupt at their lower end, which is more or
when ripe of a nut-brown colour
less enlarged into a whitish tumid callosity
hemicarps closely united by their flat commissural faces, not contracted inwards,
hence presenting on their inner side a truly rectangular figure. Carpophore (none
according lo some authors), bipartite, deciduous, falling away with the fruit, its
two laminse remaining firmly attached along a groove to their respective hemi-

uneven

;

;

;

;

;

carps.

The
lets,

primordial leaves, or those immediately succeeding the colyledonous leafate in this species distinctly cuneate and incised or subpinnatifid, whereas in

* The petals of a., when placed beside those of /3., as I find it at the mouth of
Wootton river, have a faint cast of yellowish green, only observable by contrast.
f In CE. Lachenalii the fruit of each umbellet forms a convex or hemispherical
head.

—

—
CEnaiithe.]
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CE. LachenalH the primordial leaves have the leaflets 3-cleft, the seg^ments obovate or oblong and for the most part quite entire. The fresh radical tubers have a
nutty flavour, with a slight impression of heat and acrimony, but are neither

unpalatable nor, I believe, deleterious when eaten, and
tion be improved and rendered an agreeable esculent.
rons de Nantes

')

might perhaps by cullivaLloyd (' Flore des Envisays that the tubers of CE. peucedanifolia "are eaten by children

in Brittany as those of Bunium flexuosum are in our own country.
/3. The general involucre in this plant is, I believe, seldom absolutely wanting,
but is usually reduced to one or two linear leaflets, often so small as to be overlooked hence DeCandolle very properly says " involucro subnuUo." The root is
very variable in appearance, sometimes with, much oftener without tubers, and
;

when growing

muddy

ditches, as I have found

it at Freshwater, becomes a
of my Isle-of- Wight specimens are in
general much longer than they are represented in E. B. or by PoUich and I find
examples by the Yar, below the bridge at Freshwater, in the strongest and wettest salt-marsh, passing into a. and always wanting the tubers said to be essential
to CE. peucedanifolia.
One or more of the radical leaves have elongated or linear
leaflets, whilst those on the remaining root-leaves are short, ovate-lanceolate, or
even approaching to wedge-shaped, as in the common state of CE. pimpinelloides.
I am quite convinced that neither the tubers on the root, nor the presence or
absence of the general involucre, are of any value ; and the only remaining distinction, derived from the form of the radical leaves, is as little to be relied upon.
I have gathered it at Bulwerhithe, near Hastings, and so far from being confined
to the vicinity of fresh water, my own experience would lead me to pronounce it
to be a mere salt-marsh variety of CE. pimpinelloides, since it is in such situations
I find it displaying most perfectly the characters assigned to it by Pollich, the
original author of the species CE. peucedanifolia.*

in

bundle of innumerable

fibres.

The

leaflets

;

CE. Lachenalii, Gmel. t Parsley Water-dropivort.
"Leaflower leaves Unear obovate or cuneate-trifid obtuse
mucronate, of the upper ones acute, fruit turbinate or oblong narrowest and without a callosity at the base."
Br. Fl. p. 167. E.
B. V. t. 347 (sub OE. pimpinelloides). Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1454. Lej.
et Court. Comp. Fl. i. p. 235.
In low wet and especially salt-marsh meadows and pastures a far less common
plant in this island than the one last described.
Fl. June
September. Er.
October, November.
2^.
E. Med.
Abundant on the flat grassy shore on the W. side of the Wootton
3.

lets of the

;

—

—
mouth.
More, Esq. — Edrs.]
river, at its

[St. Helen's spit;

South side of Brading harbour; A. G.

W. Med.— On the salt-marsh and pastures adjoining along the East side of the
Yar, in considerable plenty, and precisely the same plant as that at the Wootton
All over that part of Wilmingham heath which borders the saltriver, noticed.
marsh shores of the Yar, growing amongst the furze &c., in comparatively dry
soil.
All over the marsh-meadows at Easton, Freshwater Gate.
Root a bundle of whitish or brownish simple fibres, partly cylindrical and partly
incrassated by very gradual enlargement into an oblong or fusiform shape towards
Stem as in CE. pimpinelloides, but somewhat less deeply
their extremities.!
* [From the notes published in the Phytologist,' vol. iii. p. 405, by our author,
and which we believe were penned subsequently to the text above, it appears that
he afterwards came to the conclusion that PoUich's plant is not so likely to be a
'

variety of CE. pimpinelloides as of the following, CE. Lachenalii, or even a distinct
species.

Edrs?^

\ For excellent descriptive characters of this species and CE. pimpinelloides, see
M.J.Lloyd's Flore de la Loire Inferieure,' 12mo, Nantes, 1844, pp. 113 and 114.
'

I

This enlargement of the radical

fibres T suspect does not take place

till

the

[CEncmthe.
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still very strongly and acutely angulalosulcate and striate, at least in the
lower part, terete and purplish at the very hottom, completely filled with pitb to
about as high up as the second or third node, from whence it becomes fistulose,
and higher still tubular.* Leaves scarcely differing from those exhibited in some
Umbels with much longer primary rays than in
varieties of CE. pimpinelloides.
CE. pimpinelloides, hence broader and flatter; sometimes the rays are so long as
to separate the umhellets very widely asunder : these last are similar to those of
CE. pimpinelloides, but the flowers are whiter,t the petals a little tinged with
pink, and the anthers purplish, as are the entire umhellets themselves not nnfrequenlly; the length of the primary rays vary extremely, from about 1 to 2 inches
or even more, sometimes rendering the umhellets approximate, but I have not yet
seen them so close as to present the compact tufted umbel of the other species
they are also, I think, in general less numerous than in that ; the outermost or
radiant flowers are upon longer stalks than in the other, and are mostly if not
always destitute of stamens, and do not perfect fruit their petals are, as remarked
by Babinglon, roundish obcordate, with a very short narrow claw, and cleft for
Bracts of the general involucre similar to
about half their length from the top.
and equally variable in size and number with the last, sometimes wanting altogether on individual umbels of the same plant, though numerous on the rest of the
Fruit about the
partial or umbelle involucres always present and numerous.
size of the last, crowded in the umhellets into convex or subhemispherical heads
(not dense-topped as in (E. pimpinelloides), on short thick pedicels, the inner sespalish or bright red before maturity, when ripe brown as in
sile or very nearly so
Syndicdrps subterete, oblong-obovoid or subturbinate, being rounded at
that.
top, and from thence attenuated downwards to the base, which is not enlarged
and callous tipped with the styles, which are shorter than in CE. pimpinelloides,
and the small very erect eatyx-segments.
CE. Lachenalii unites to the general structure and habit of CE. pimpinelloides
the fructification of CE. crocata, of which it presents, on a much reduced scale,
It is a later plant than either of these last, and
an almost exact counterpart.
does not ripen seed until October and November.

though

;

;

;

;

;

Hemlock Water-dropwort. Vect. BelderCE. crocata, L.
" Leaves tri-quadri-pinnate, leaflets stalked cuneate-ovate
or roundish cut and serrated, those of the upper leaves narrower,
Br. Fl. p. 168.
fruit cylindrical oblong without a callous base."
4.

root.

—

E. B.

t.

2313.

In deep swampy or boggy woods and thickets, in low wet meadows, shallow
and along ditches, drains and brooks almost everywhere. Fl. June, July.

pools,

;

2(.
Fr. August, September.
A large rank-growing and very poisonous plant, often filling up entirely our
shallow streams and drains, and overshadowing with its dark lurid foliage the
dank rotten soil of our deep gloomy thickets.
The geographical distribution of CE. crocata embraces the western parts of

second or perhaps the third year, as many large plants do not exhibit these clavate dilatations at all, and, it may be, never acquire them at any period of their
duration.
* I suspect, as I shall have occasion to show in the case of the common Fennel, that little or no dependence is to be placed on the solidity of the cellular tisI use the word fistulose to imply a censue or pith in the stems of Umbelliferae.
when the hollow occupies the entire interior of the stem I call it
tral perforation
hollow.
f At least in these, my first-described specimens from Wootton river, and so 1
find them in the second station, near Yarmouth, where the plant agrees in every
It is remarkable that Pollich, in the
particular with that at the former place.
description of his CE. peucedanifolia, uses the words " flores albissimi."
;

—
^thusa.]
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Europe from Portugal to Scotland, bat it is unknown in the interior of the European continent, as Germany, &c. The roots, as I learn from the peasants of this
island, prove speedily fatal to swine, that are tempted, perhaps by some sweetness
of flavour they possess, to grub them out of the soft soil and one man related an instance, coming under his own knowledge, of several of these animals being thus lost
through having been driven into the marsh-meadows, where the plant abounded.
The same person remarked to me that cows eat the herbage with impunity, and
this seems correct, as I remarked all the plants of this species in a meadow near
Easton to be quite stripped of their leaves, and with nothing but the bare stems
remaining, I suppose by the cattle that were grazing in the field at the time.
The specific name was given to this species from the deep yellow (crocatus)
juice stated by many authors to exude from the root and stem when cut across,
but the existence of which is denied by others.
Dr. Bell-Salter assures me that
about Poole it emits, both from the stem and root, a very deep yellow, thick and
strongly scented juice
and that he has remarked the samejuice, though paler
in colour, in plants growing at Bembridge, in this island.
The roots resemble
those of the Dahlia, and instances have been relatfed to me of their having been
;

—

;

sold to credulous persons for that

handsome

plant.

(Enanthe Phellandrium (in pools and ditches), thought to have been found in
the Isle of Wight by the Rev. G. E. Smith and Mr. Curtis, both at the back of
the island.
See Curt. Br. Entom. xi. fol. 606. It grows abundantly in marshditches at Gomer Pond, near Gosport.

XVI.

.S^THusA, Linn.

Fool's Parsley.

" Fruit ovate-globose.
Carpels with 5 acute ribs interstices
deei^ly acutangular with single vittce. Calyx-teeth minute. Petals
obcordate, with an inflected xDoint.
(Partial involucre of 1
unilateral drooping or spreading leaves.)"
Br. Fl.
;

—

—

M. Gynapium,

L.
Common Fool's Parsley. Lesser Hem" Leaflets wedge-shaped decurrent with lanceolate bluntish
segments, rays of the umbel nearly equal, involucre none, partial
one longer than the umbel." Br. Fl. p. 169. E. B. t. 1192.
In waste and cultivated ground, cornfields, neglected weedy gardens, and about
fences &c.
-FA June?
September.
0.
Root whitish, fusiform, in the larger plants more or less branched and woody,
Stem erect, rather slender,
in the smaller and younger simple and succulent.
1.

lock.

—

from 5 or 6 inches to

1

or 2 or even

;?

feet in height, terete, finely angulate-stri-

more or less branched, the branches erect; pale green, with a slightly
glaucous bloom removable by friction, often spotted or suflfused with purple, especially below.
Leaves dark or sometimes light green, much paler and mostly

ate, hollow,

shining beneath, bipinnate or subtri pinnate, the lower leaves on longish, semitenot inflated bases, with white
membranous borders, the superior sessile but with similar sheaths primary pinnae
stalked, the basal pair remote
secondary pinnae or leaflets shortly petiolate or
attenuated and confluent below, flat, mostly ovate or ovate-lanceolate, cuneate at
base, deeply and for the most part trifidly pinnatisect, the ternrinal lobe in general again once or even twice trifidly incised or pinnatifid, the ultimate segments
in all more or less ovate-elliplical or sublanceolate, acute or obtuse, tipped with a
Umbels
small bristly point, their margins thickened, spinulose, cartilaginous.
lateral and terminal opposite the leaves, flat or a little convex, rather small, from
about 1-^ to 2 or 2,^ inches across, on long, naked, deeply furrowed stalks general
umbel of 5 or more rays, longer than the other more numerous and interior ones,
roughly setose, pubescent on ibeir grooved upper side, those of the partial umbels
Bracts of the general involucre
(umljcllets) subterete and glabrous or nearly so.
rete, caniculate petioles, with ribbed, sheathing,

;

;

;

2 E

—
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—

none (occasionally one, BertoL); o( the partial ones 3 5, linear, unilateral, pendant or deflexed, mucronate-acuminate, longer than the umbellules, or in starved
specimens about equal to the latter, shortly margined and membranous at base.
Flowers white, all perfect. Cab/x very minute. Petals profoundly and unequally
obcordate, their points involute, the exterior lurger and ladiant anthers white or
pinkish.
Styles at first white, erect or spreading, at length reflexed and purplish,
Fruit
their bases (stylopodes) tumid, lobed, and dotted with depressed points.
(syndicarps) about 2 lines in length, ovato-globose, glabrous, crowned with the
reflexed styles; mericarps with 5 stout, very prominent, acutely keeled, corky
ridges, of which the 2 lateral or marginal are thicker, dimidiate and narrowly
winged at the commissure vilta: solitary between each ridge and only apparent
on a transverse section, the posterior flat face of each mericarp with a very distinct
pair towards the centre, of a pellucid yellow and linear not clavate form, converging but not meeting below, approximate above and separated only by the bipar;

;

tite

carpophore.

XVII. FcENicuLUM,

Fennel.

Hoffin.

" Fruit oblong.
Carpels with 5 prominent, obtnse ribs, with
single vittcs in the interstices.
Calyx-teeth obsoStyles short.
(Inlete.
Petals roundish, entire, the involute segment obtuse.
volucres 0)."
Br. Fl.
" Above the lowly plants it towers.
The Fennel with its yellow flowers.
And in an earlier age than ours
Was gifted with the wondrous powers
Lost vision to restore
It gave new strength and fearless mood.
;

And

gladiators, fierce

Mingled

it in

and rude.

their daily food

;

And he who battled and subdued
The wreath of Fennel

wore.

Fennel. " Leaves biternate,
Br. Fl. p.
leaflets pinnatifid, segments awl-shaped or filiform."
169.
Anethum Foeniculum, L. E. B. t. 1208.

t?l. Y.vulgare, Qddxta..

Common

—

:

On

dry banks, waste ground, and clifls by the sea, but not common. Fl. July
September. Ft. October. H..
E. Med. In Binslead stone-pits, pretty plentiful in one spot, but I suspect not
truly wild there.
Naturalized on waste ground near the Infant School, Ryde.
Common and possibly indigenous on steep banks facing the sea at Venlnor. On
a chalky bank by Upper-Morton farm, near Brading, 1849, in some plenty;
naturalized no doubt from the farm -garden, as I do not remember to have
seen it there previously.
Between Chine cottage and Rose cliff, under a steep
bank on which Piunns Cerasus grows abundantly, 1840.
Naturalized abundantly in Northwood part, on the side of an old
W. Med.
garden.
Hedgebank near Gurnet bay.
[Apparently wild in many places at
Brighstone, growing wherever the soft sand-roek is exposed, Dr. Bell-Salter.
Edrs.]
Syndicarps ovato-oblong, glaucous, crowned with the very short reflexed styles;
hemicarps with 5 equidistant, prominent, thick ridges, of which the 2 lateral are
vitttB linear, very disquite marginal, and more obtuse than the 3 dorsal ridges
tinct, single between each ridge, and a pair on the inner face of each hemicarp,
one on cither side of the carpophore, which Sir W. Hooker's figure does not represent, but which I find constant in all ray specimens.
In consequence of some remarks by Mr. Babington in Man. of Brit. Bot., I

—

—

—

—

;
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examined ihe stems of numerous individual plants of Fennel in several wild localities, and find the stem usually with a perforation in the centre,
mostly of small
diameter, sometimes in the upper, sometimes in the lower part of the stem, the
lesl and sometimes the entire stem being completely filled with pith throughout.
One of the finest and most aromatic of our Umbeltiferw, growing in a chalky
soil to 6 or 7 feet high, with a diameter of an inch or more at the base of the
stem.

Very abundant and truly wild in many places along the S. coast of England,
but not indigenous to Scotland, nor at a distance from the coast, either with us or
on the Continent.*
Marschall von Bieberstein (Fl. Taur.) relates that in November. 1796, when a
Russian army lay in the plain of Schirvan, before the town of Schamakia, on the
Caspian, they found this plant so abundantly that for eight days they scarcely
used any firewood but the dried stems.
The Sweet or Italian Fennel is a mere
variety of the common species, with its aroma a little heightened perhaps by cultivation
yet the wild plant can hardly be excelled in the delicacy of its smell
and flavour, more grateful than in any other British species of this natural order.
;

XVIII. SiLAUS, Besser.

Pepper Saxifrage.

" Fruit oval. Carpels with 5 sharp, somewhat winged ribs,
with many vittse in the interstices. Calyx obsolete. Petals obovate, subemarginate with an inflected point, appendaged; or sessile
and truncated at the base. (Partial involucre of many leaves)."
Br. Fl.

—

1.
S. pratensis, Bess.
Meadow Pepper Saxifrage. " Leaves
tripinnate, leaflets linear-lanceolate opposite, general involucre of
1 or 2 leaves."
Br. Fl. p. 170. Peucedanum Silaus, L. : E. B.

—

t.

2143.

Jacq. Fl. Aust. i. 12, t. 15.
moist meadows and pastures, open grassy

In rather
roadsides, hedgebanks, &c.

— September.
E. Med. — About Ryde

;

frequent in very

places in woods, and along
of the island. M. June

many parts

!(..

in a little patch of wood by the lodge-gate of Hyde
house, and between Quarr abbey and the Fish-houses. Common in woods about
Cowes, between Cowes and Wootton bridge.
Frequent about Yarmouth, towards Ningwood, &c. Northwood
W. Med.
park. Miss G. Kilderhee !
Herb glabrous in every part. Root slout, long, tapering and cylindrical, blackish brown, and transversely wrinkled and furrowed externally, very white, soft and
spongy within, dividing at the summit in the larger plants into several crowns,
Stem 1 or more, erect,
bristly with the filamentous remains of former root-leaves.
from ] to 2 or 3 feet high, occasionally twice as tall, slightly zigzag or waved,
rounded and subterete below, angular-suloate above, often purplish at base and
along the angles, with several distant, alternate, erect branches, and completely
Radical leaves often very large, of a triangular
filled with the large white pith.

—

* Fennel is a favourite food of the larvae of the great swallow-tail butterfly
I have never
(Papilio Machaon), which is occasionally seen in this island.
remarked it on the wing here myself, but have seen a specimen taken ofl' the
forest-land (Parkhurst) many years since, and am told it was not then uncommon.
In a letter from the Rev. W. T. Bree that gentleman tells me he captured six or
seven specimens of this fine insect near Yarmouth, and saw a few more in diffeWhether the insect breeds with us, or flies over from the opposite
rent parts.
coast of Hampshire, I do not know
sought for on Daucus Carota.

;

if

the former, the larva ought probably to be

2i2
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outline, bi-tripinnale, on extremely lunpf, rounded, subnngular petioles, that expand
into sLort flat-ribbed and sheatliinof bases, with niembranous margins ; leaflets
deep grass-green above, paler and olten somewhat shining beneath, a little (okled
or channelled along the course of the midrib above, sessile, narrow-lanceulate or

sublinear, attenuated at both ends, simple or deeply bi- or tripartite, the terminal
one almost always 3-clefl, very acute and mucronate, the apex purplish, entire
but cartilaginous-spin ulose along the somewhat deflexed edges and keel-like midrib underneath
stem-leaves distant, subtending the forks of the branches, the
inferior like those of the root, but rapidly becoming smaller, less compound and
more petiolate as they ascend, the uppermost often reduced to a simple leaflet.
Umbels rather small, loose, of about from 5 to 10 unequal primary rays, which,
like those of the umbellets, are furrowed and more or less cartilaginous-scabrous
on the angles umbellets flattish or slightly convex, many-rayed.
Bracts of the
general involucre either wanting or of from 1 to 3 unequal, linear, acute, membranous-edged leaflets, much shorter than the primary rays ; of the miibellets numerous,
broader and somewhat concave, acuminate, with dark tips.
Flowers all perfect
and equal. Calyx extremely minute, hardly visible. Petals yellowish or greenish
white, sometimes dashed with purplish red, suborbicular, traversed longitudinally
above by a sharp ridge with a depression on each side, their points broad, iuflexed,
caniculate, and mostly somewhat 3-lobed or subtrifid at apex. Styles at first very
small, short, greenish and erect, afterwards somewhat larger, spreading and pur;

;

in the flower, greenish yellow, plano; stylopodes very large and projecting
convex, crenate-lobed, at length purplish red and narrower than the ripe fruit.
Syndicarps ovate, a little compressed, crowned with the retuse styles and their red
mericarps separated by a deep fissure, each with 5 sharp, probases (stylopodia)
minent, equidistant, almost wing-like ridges, the two lateral ones marginal and
rather less prominent; vittts described as numerous by Koch and others, of which
4 are commissural (Leighton), but they are so indistinct, in the fruit at least, as
to be nearly invisible, nor does Mr. Leighton's excellent transverse section show
Carpophore bipartite.
any.
A handsome plant, possessing a powerful aromatic odour like the rind of the
bitter orange.

plish

;

XIX. Crithmum, Limi.

Samphire.

" Fruit elliptical.

Carpels spongy, with 5 elevated, sharp,
as the loose seed, abundantly
obsolete.
Petals elliptical,
(Involucre of many leaves)." Br. Fl.

somewhat winged ribs, and, as well
Calyx - teeth
marked with vittce.
entire, involute.
1.

C. maritimum, L.

—

Sea Samphire.

Br. Fl.

p. 171.

E. B.

t.

819.

On

rocks

and

clifis

by the sea

;

South-western coasts of the island.

UE.Med.

ber.

very abundant, but chiefly along the South and
Fl. June
September. Fr. August Octo-

—

—

—

Very common on most parts of the clifls between
At Ventnor.
Ventnor, as near Steephill cove, at Old Park, Sec. In Sandown bay. In clefts
of the rock behind Bonchnrch, at a considerable distance from the sea, in several
Bembridge clifis, B. T. W.
places plentifully.
W. Med. On the cliff's at Freshwater Gate and Scratchell's bay. Chalky cliffs
Abundant on the cliff's at Freshwater, Mr. E. Lees
from Compton westward.

—

(in

Baxter's Gen. of Fl. Pis.)

Fruit (^yndicarjs) ovate-elliptical, convex, purplish, about 2^ lines in length,
crowned with the small conical stylopodes, and short mostly recurved styles,
glabrous hemicatps with 5 thin, elevated, slightly winged, equidistant ridges, of
which the lateral pair are quite marginal, the interstices and back jdane, with
numerous vilt<E. Seeds brown, narrow-oblong, wrinkled, with many vittas, when
mature free by the shrinking (?) of the now corky interior substance of the fruit.
;

—

—

.
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The warm aromatic piukle prepared with this plant is
commonly seen at table in this island. The herb minced

greatly esteemed and
is also served up with
melted hulter in lieu of caper-sauce.
For the purpose of pickling it is annually
collected in large quantity from the cliffs at Freshwater, and sent up to some
wholesale houses in London, by the cliffsmen, who make samphire-gathering a
part of their summer occupation, and for which, when cleaned and sorted, they
receive 4s. per bushel.
It is put up in casks with sea-water, for its better preservation on the journey, and probably also to extract any bitterness it may contain.
For smaller quantities the charge for collecting is Is. per gallon.
The samphire
is considered in perfection when just about to flower or towards the end of May.
[b.
*

Fruit more or

less

prickly, beaked or winged.']

Syndicarps much and dorsally compressed, broadly elliptical or nearly orbicular^
from the winy-like dilatation of the marginal ridges.

XX. Angelica, Linn.

Angelica.

" Fruit flat, with 2 wings on each side. Carpels with 3 elevated
dorsal ribs, the lateral ones spreading into broad wings.
Calyxteeth small or obsolete.
Petals elUptical-lanceolate, entire and
inflected at the point."
Br. Fl.
1.
A. sylvestris, L.
Wild Angelica. " Leaflets equal ovate
serrated at the base somewhat lobed, calyx-teeth obsolete, fruit
with the interstices of the ridges having single vittae, seed adhering without vittffi."— 5r. Fl. p. 172. E. B. t. 1128.

In damp, swampy or boggy woods and thickets, osier-beds, alder-cars, by riverFl. August, Sepwet hedges and other watery places very common.
tember. Fr. September, October.
If..
Carpels nearly orbicular from the broadly winged lateral ridges mericarps flattish, the 3 dorsal ridges bluntish, keeled, close together, the 2 lateral ones marginal, very thick, attenuated to a membranous very broad wing mtte single between
the ridges, with 2 often confluent commissural ones.
sides, in

;

;

;

XXI. Pastinaca, Linn.

Parsnip.

" Fruit flat, with a broad border.
Carpels with 3 dorsal and 2
distant marginal ribs on the border, with single filiform vittcB, the
Calyx-teeth nearly obsolength of the fruit, in the interstices.
(InPetals roundish, entire, involute, with a sharp point.
lete.
volucres 0, or of few leaves). Diifers from Heracleum in the
J5r. Fl.
entire involute petals, and filiform, not clubbed, vittse."

—

1. P. sativum, L.
Common Parsnip. " Stem furrowed, leaves
pinnate downy beneath, leaflets ovate cut and serrated, ultimate
one 3-lobed, involucres none, fruit oval." Br. Fl. p. 173. E. B.
t.

556.

In pastures and waste places, by roadsides, the borders of fields, on hedgebanks,
and in woods abundantly in most of the chalky districts. Fl. July August. Fr.
September.
$
Abundant between Luccombe and
About Binstead stone-pits.
E. Med.
Bonchurch. Sandown bay.
Abundantly around the cornfields about Yarmouth, Freshwater,
W. Med.
Calbourne, Thorley, &c.
;

—
—
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Fruit (syndicarps) broadly elliptical or suborbicular, mucb compressed, nearly
plane, slightly pubescent.
Our farmers would probably find it worth their while to grow the Parsnip on a
large scale as a root-crop instead of Mangold Wurzel, since the soil and clinjate
of this island are so propitious to its spontaneous production.

XXII. Heeacleum, Linn.

Cow-parsnip.

" Fruit flat, with a broad border.
Carpels with 3 dorsal ribs
and 2 distant marginal ones, and rather short club-shaped vittw
in the interstices.
Petals obcordate, point inflected ; outer ones
Br. Fl.
(Involucre deciduous
partial of many leaves)."
radiant.

—

,-

1.
H. Sphondylium, L.
Common Cow -parsnip. Hogtveed.
" Leaves pinnated rough hairy, leaflets pinnatifid cut sinuated,
ultimate one somewhat palmated, petals unequal, fruit glabrous
nearly orbicular."— ^r. Fl. p. ] 73. E. B. t. 939.
jS. Leaves more deeply cut, with narrower lobes.
H. angustifolium, Sm.
y.

On

Flowers white.
moist hedgebanks, in

damp pastures, woods, borders of fields and waste
bushy places common. FL J une. Fr. August.
/3. Near Byde.
y. Marvel copse, near Newport.
Fruit (syndicarps) large, about 5 lines in length, glabrous, pale whitish brown
when ripe, ovate-orbicular, very thin and flat, their emarginate summit crowned
with the styles and the stylopodes ; mericarps with 5 filiform ridges on their outer
face, of which 3 traverse the centre from end to end, the oirter pair forming an
ellipse, the middle one straight ; two lateral ridges remote, placed near to and following the outline of the dilated margin, and uniting below with the rest; face of
the commissure with 3 ridges, that correspond with the central one, and lateral
;

pair on the exterior surface ; interstices plane ; vittae single between the ridges, 4
on the outer, 2 on the dorsal face, on the upper part of each, dimidiate, inversely
clavate or sublinear, obtuse or pointed, subarcuate, the dorsal pair shorter, broader
and blunter, uot reaching the summit. Carpophore bipartite. Seed broadly
elliptical, flat.

** Syndicarps armed with rows of straight, hooked or incurved
shorter intermediate bristles

;

not beaked.

XXIII. Daucds, Linn.

Carrot.

prickles,

and

" Fruit dorsally compressed, elliptic-oblong.
Carpels with 3
dorsal ribs and 2 in the inner face, bristly, the 4 interstices very
prominent, and crowned with a single row of long flat prickles.
Petals radiant, those of the ray deeply bifid.
Albumen sohd.
(Involucres often pinnatifid)."
Br. Fl.

—

Common Carrot. Bird's-nest. Leaves tri1. D. Carota,* L.
pinnate, leaflets pinnatisect the segments lanceolate-acute, umbels
* Car is a Celtic word for red, and appears in several compounds expressing
objects of that colour, as carmine, carnation, from caro, ca.rms, flesh ; cornelian,
carbo, a burning coal, from

its

redness

madder, the root of which dyes a
root.

;

French word Garance,
Carrot means literally red

also, it is said, the

fine red.

Hence,

too,

.
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or convex in flower concave in fruit, general involucres shorter
than the flowering umbels simply pinnatifid the segments subulate, flowers partly imperfect, petals of the exterior flowers unequal, bristles of the fruit* with 1 or 2 simple spreading points.
Br. Fl. p. 178. E. B. t. 1174.
Tn pastures, by roadsides and borders of fields one of the most common spe-

flat

;

—

Fl. June
August. Fr. September, October.
The root of the wild Carrot is long, white, tapering, simple or a little branched,
of a tough woody texture, and, except in its sweetish odour, quite unlike the
esteemed succulent it becomes under cultivation.
Stem about 2 feet high, erect,
round, furrowed, with many upright branches, rough and hoary all over with
harsh bristly hairs.
Leaves alternate, on broad, sheathing, ribbed petioles, bi- or
subtripinnate, hairy, their segments lanceolate or liuear-lanceolate, acute, cut,
bristle-pointed.
Umbels at the end of the long leafless branches, 2 or 3 inches
broad, flat or a little convex before the fruit forms, after which the rather numerous rays of the umbels and their umbellvles approximate, and curving inwards
form with the bristly fruit a hollow inverted cone, aptly compared to a bird's-nest,
whence its popular name. General involucre shorter than the fully flowering umbel, simple, of several pinnatifid mostly 3-cleft leaves, their segments very acute ;
partial of similar but smaller, mostly entire leaflets, with membranous edges, one
or two sometimes divided.
Flovjers small, white, sometimes reddish.
Petals
rather unequal, especially in the exterior flowers of the umbel, deeply notched and
inflexed.
Stamens wanting or partly deficient, except in the interior flowers of
the urabellules, which are perfect.
Styles erect, straight, spreading and reflexed
in fruit ; stigmas roundish.
Exactly in the centre of each umbel there is usually
a ray, bearing a few involucral leaves under a dark red solitary flower, with styles
of the same colour, but only the rudiments of stamens, and not perfecting the
seed.
Carpels (syndicarps) ovate hemicarps each with 4 rows of long spines
occupying the primaryf ridges, one pair lateral or marginal, the other 2 rows on
the face of the hemicarp, all in a single series, their points either minutely toothed
or bifurcate ; the 3 secondary}: or intermediate casta: armed with a double row of
small slender spines, spreading in opposite directions, and like the larger aculei
quite distinct to their base.
That the present species is the origin of the garden Can'ot has been disputed
by some, on the ground that by cultivation the root acquires neither the colour
nor flavour of that esteemed vegetable, not considering that the qualities for which
the Can'ot is prized have been developed, by the skill and care of the horticulturist, through successive ages, until the limits of perfection were attained, and permanency of improvement insured by propagation from seed of the stock so ame-

cies of its order.

J

;

liorated.

Mr. Bentham

told

recollection, obtained

that a French botanist, whose name has escaped my
a very good eatable Carrot after a few years' cultivation and

me

The culture of this valuable esculent as a
raising from seed of the wild plant.
root-crop, and winter food for cows and horses, is not much attended to in this
island. Turnips being very generally used in their place.
Very closely related to this (Z). Carota) is D. pusillus, Mx., of N. America,
which I have gathered abundantly in dry places at Charleston and Savannah.
That species difiers, however, materially, in its more erect branches, more finely
and deeply divided leaflets ; in its very compound, doubly or triply pinnatifid
in its smaller umbels,
involucres, which are about equal to the flowering umbel
which are cupped or concave, both in blossom and seed ; in its minute flowers,
all of which, even to the central blossom, are perfect and isopetalous ; and, lastly,
;

For figures of the fruit, see Hook. Br.
126 Gaudin, Helv. ii. t. 3.
f Secondary ridges, Koch,
* Primary ridges, Koch.
*

Fl. p.

;

Fl.

t.

iv. fig.

12.; Leighton, Shropsh.

—

—

.
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in having the bvislles of the fruit glochidiate or stellately bailied, with several
The plant has the aroma of the com(about 5) minute, deflexed, simple points.
mon Carrot, and might by cultivation afford an agreeable variety for the table.

" Prickles of the
Sea-side Carrot.
contiguous and united at the base, leaves
tripinnate, leaflets pinnatifid lanceolate fleshy, segments rounded,
2.

D. maritimus, With.

fruit usually flattened

umbels convex or

flat

when

in seed.

E. B. t. 2660.
Petals entire white or fringed with red.
" p. Petals fringed greenish yellow."— fir. Fl. p. 178.
On cliffs, banks, and dry waste ground by the sea, not uncommon.
"

a.

Fl.

June

^

August.

E. Med.— In the Undercliff, between Ventnor and St. Lawrence. At BonAbundantly on the steep banks at the upper end of Sanchurch, in plenty.
down bay, and in all the chalky fields and banks at the back of it and behind the
Culvers.

—

Med.
On the ledge of the cliffs to the westward of Freshwater Gate,
Rose Hall Green, in great profusion ; apparently the plant intended in
Babington's ' Manual,' 2nd ed. p. 145, as probably the D. gingidium of Linn.
(or perhaps the D. hispidus of Desfontaines), growing here to an extremely large
size, the umbels ofien forming perfect globes, the leaflets varying very much in
IV.

called

breadth.

This plant, which I suppose to be nothing more than a variety of D. Carota,
is probably commonly mistaken* for the true D. maritimus, is chiefly
distinguished from the former by its very stout and densely hispid stem, the very
hairy leaves, with broader segments the umbels also are usually much larger
than in D. Carota, sometimes 4^ inches wide, flat or almost perfectly hemispherical, with or without a coloured abortive flower in the centre, concave in fruit,
but less deeply than in the common form of D. Carota the unexpanded flowers
The Rev. G.
are mostly of a rose-red colour, but becoming subsequently white.
E. Smith tells me he has observed various gradations between the two forms in

and which

;

;

this island.

XXIV.

ToBiLis, Aclans.

Hedge

Parsley.

" Fruit slightly laterally compressed.
Carpels with 3 dorsal
inconspicuous bristly ribs, and 2 in the inner face of the carpels,
the interstices scarcely prominent, clothed vfith pricldes, each
Petals obcordate, outer
with a single vitta. Albumen furrowed.
ones radiant. (Partial involucre of many leaves)." Br. Fl.

—

1. T. Anthriscti,s,GiBvtn.
Upright Hedge Parsley. "Stem erect
branched, leaves bipinnate, leaflets lanceolate incise-serrate attenuate, umbels stalked terminal, involucres of many small subuJacq^. Fl.
late leaves."—Br. Fl. p. 180.
Caucalis, E. B. t. 987.

Aust.

iii.

34,

t.

261.

* [This remark is at variance with the entry of tire above stations, under the name
D. maritimus. With. Such discrepancies would of course have been corrected had
From some
the lamented author himself finally revised his MSS. for the press.
critical remarks from his pen, in the Phytologist' (Phytol. iii. p. 410), we believe
his mature opinion to have been that the various Isle-of-Wight maritime forms of
Daucus are not the D. maritimus of Withering, but D. gingidium, Linn., as
Both these two latter forms
understood by Babinijton, and D. hispidus, Desf.
however, as also Withering's plant, he believed to be only varieties of D. Caruta,
of

'

Linn.

Edrs.']

,

Torilis.]

;
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On

banks, in waste places, along hedges and borders of fields, woods, &c. very
Fl. July— September.
Fr. September, October. 2f
iJootslender, tapering, rigid, usually more branched and crooked than in T.infesta,
whitish and woody as in that.
Stem erect, from 1 or 2 to 4 or 5 feel high, filled
with pith like the following, terete below, somewhat angular above, finely striate,
the strise purplish, more or less rough, especially upwards, with retrorse, appressed,
rigid hairs from the very root,* considerably but far less copiously branched, the
branches long, slender, wavy, erecto-patent, rough and angular, sparingly forked.
Leaves comparatively few and distant, from the great length of the internodes,
mostly confined to and subtending the forks of the branches, in form nearly
exactly the same as in the following but larger, the lowermost a span long, somewhat less rouj{h and of a brighter green, the segments of the leaflets rather broader
and less deeply and acutely incised, at least in those of the inferior stem- and
root-leaves, for the superior leaves are precisely similar in both species.
General
involucres of about as many leaves as rays to the umbel or fewer, and not half
their length, unequal, hispid, subappressed, and shaped with long taper points
the partial involucres about equal in length and number to the outer rays of the
umbellets, similar to the general ones.
Umbels solitary, terminal, on very long
slender peduncles or naked branches, much larger than those of the following, 1|
to 2 inches or more wide, lax and open, about 8
10 rayed, the rays slender.f
hispid with appressed bristles directed upwards umbellets flat, many-rayed, the
outer rays longer thmi the fruit (in T. infesta they are much shorter), hispid,
spreading in flower, erect in fruit.
Flowers somewhat larger than in T. infesta,
the exterior ones in each umbellet hermaphrodite, but often, as it seems to me,
wanting the stamens, unless it be that these latter are early deciduous, the interior flowers slaminate only, and diflering less from the outer in size than in T.
infesta.
Calyx-teeth triangular, acuminate, often purplish at the tips. Petals
white or commonly tinged with rose-red, a little bristly at the back those of the
exterior flowers flat and radiant, lobed and shaped as in the following, but less
unequal in size; of the interior or staminate blossoms somewhat smaller than
of the outer, and less flattened, otherwise very similar.
Stamens about as long
as the corolla
anthers purplish
filaments white
pollen white.
Styles
exactly as in T. infesta, and, as in that, elongated and recurved over the fruit
stylopodes often purplish like the anthers.
Syndicarps quite similar in form to
those of T. infesta but smaller, the 3 dorsal or primary (secondary, Koch) ridges
obsolete these latter beset with only a double row of scabrous prickies, that are
shorter and more distant than in T. infesta, and terminate in a simple straight or
erect, noi spreading or deflexed point; the interposed rows of white appressed
spinules in T. infesta are quite wanting to this species.
Carpophore deeply
;

common.

'

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

bipartite.

The

fruit, as

Curtis remarks, has a stronger aroma than that of T. infesta.

2. T. infesta, Spr.
Spreading Hedge Parsley. " Leaves bipinnate, leaflets ovate incise-pinnatifid serrated, umbels stalked terminal, involucre wanting or of one, partial of few subulate leaves."

—Br.
t.

Fl. p. 180.

Caucalis,

E. B.

t.

1314.

Jacq. Fl. Aust.

i.

28,

46.

In waste and cultivated ground, by waysides, and especially amongst corn
September. Fr. September, October. 0.
abundantly.
Fl. June
Much too plentiful in our stifl' wheat-lands about Ryde.
Root annual, whitish, long, slender, tapering, rigid and woody. Stem erect,
very hard and rigid, from a foot or much under that to 18 or 20 inches high,
;

—

* The base of the stem is often subglabrous, but wanting the smoothness arjd
polish observable in T. infesta.
f The rays are much slenderer and less rigid than in T. infesta, and hence the
umbels droop sometimes after gathering.

2 F

;

21S

[ToriUs.
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round, striated, quite smooth, glabrous and often purplish at base, filled with a
hexagonal cells gradually becoming roughish
upwards with appressed retiorse bristles, mostly very copiously and divaricately
branched, often from the very base, at other times simple for some distance from
the root, branches repeatedly forked, patent or widely spreading, diffuse or even
decumbent, somewhat angular, scabrous with retrorse bristles, those from the very
Leaves pale grayish gieen or often
base of the stem long, straight and erect.
finally purplish, roughish and ciliated on both sides with white appressed bristles
pointing forwards, the lowermost withering early, of a lighter and brighter green
than those nearer the summit of the stem, and like those of the centre ovate or oblong in circumscription, from about 3 to 6 inches in length, doubly pinnato-pinnatifid, on rather long lax or drooping and shaathing petioles, with narrow indexed or
involute membranous margins
leaflets from 5 to 7 or even 9, o]iposite, in pairs
with a terminal one, the pairs remote, the lowermost pair on longish, the rest on
shorter stalks, ovale or ovato-lanceolale, pinnato-pinnatifid, the lobes deeply cut
and serrate, the serratures lanceolate, very acute, tcucronulate, the temiinal leaflet usually ternately lobed or decompound
uppermost leaves smaller and narrower, the leaflets usually 5, of the highest of all 3, the terminal leaflet much produced, simply and sharply serrate, entire or slightly compounded only, their points
General, involucres either quite wanting or
in general more or less recurved.
reduced to 1 or 2 appressed very small scales, or to a single subulate leaf; partial
involucres of several very unequal subulate leaves, one usually subtending each
fruit-bearing pedicel, as long or longer than the latter, and pretty closely applied
Umbels opposite the leaves, on longish scabrous peduncles or naked branches,
to it.
few- (2 to 6 or 7) rayed, the rays unequal, much shorter than the peduncles, scabrous like the stem and branches, but in a reversed direction, the bristles pointing
upwards mnbellets many-rayed, the rays shorter than the mature fruit, the inner
one bearing staniinale flowers only, and hence concealed as the fruit enlarges.
Flowers small, the exterior above (4 to 8 or 9) hermaphrodite, the rest staminate.
Calyx of 5 minute, triangular, diaphanous, acute teeth, often purple at their tips,
Petals white, or as compared with those of T. Anthriscus cream-coscabrous.
loured, sometimes slightly tinged with red, a little bristly at the back, the 3 exterior
ones of the outermost flowers much the largest, roundish obovate, deeply and unequally emarginate, flat and with shorter incurved points, the remaining two and
all those of the interior flowers broadly obcordate, with broad, ligulate, channelled,
inflexed summits, rather enlarged than tapering at the end, which is very abi-upt,
truncate, apiculate or even emarginate.
Stamens and pollen white. Styles short,
a
erect or diverging, colourle.ss, globoso-capitate, obsolete in the inner i^wers
little elongated, widely spreading and even reflexed in fruit ; stylopodes greenish,
not coloured, (In T. Aiilhriscus the styles and stylopode are usually, though not
Syndicarps about 2 or 3 lines in length,
always, purplish like the anthers.)
broadly ovate-elliptical, laterally compressed, at first mostly purplish from the
colour of the immature prickles, when quite ripe reddish gray or ash-colour,
crowned with the reflexed styles hemicarps densely beset on the secondary ridges
and interstices with spreading, ascending or recurved, retrorsely scabrous prickles,
which are mostly minutely glochidiate, with a simple S])reading or deflexed point,
quadriserial, each series 3- or 4-rowed, the 2 lateral series marginal
primary
ridges filiform, beset with straight erect or subappressed white spinules, the lateral
albumen grooved in fiont (campylospermous).
pair on the face of the commissure
Carpophore bipartite.
The plant has a sweetish but faint unpleasant odour, and the root a warm and
tissue of fine white pentagonal or

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

somewhat pungent

smell.

" Stem prosKnotted Hedge Parsley.
T. nodosa, Gsertn.
umbels lateral simple subsessile, fruit sometimes warted."
—Br. Fl. p. 180. Caucalis, E. B. t. 199. Jacq. Fl. Aust. v. 40
Fl. Dan. xii. t. 1990 (opt.)
Afji. t. 24 (prfest.)
3.

trate,
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amongst corn
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on banks, under walls, by waysides, borders of fields, and
and most so on chalky or gravelly soils. Fl.
May July. Fr. August November. 0.
F.Med.
Banks at Ventnor and Bonchurch, in great plenty. Ditcli-bank
between Seafield and Nettlestone.
In the lane between Pound farm and Antony's common, near Byde.
Profusely in cornfields and on banks above Sandowu

—

bay.

W. Med.

;

—

places,

prelty frequent,

—

— Extremely common in the parish of Freshwater

Thorley, &c.

Abundantly on a fence-bank near the Albion

;

about Yarmouth,
Freshwater

hotel.

gate.

Root long, whitish, slender and tapering, but litile branched or fibrous. Stem
one or many, sometimes CEespitose, diffuse, spreading, ascending, decumbent or
prostrate, the upper part in the larger plants erect or reclining, from a few inches
to 1 or 2 feet in length, simple or spreading, distantly and dichotomously branched,

more

or less flexuose, round, solid, striate, wiry, rou),'h with scattered, rigid, nearly
appressed hairs pointing downwards.
Leaves suh-bipinnate ^co/Zeto gray-green,
mostly 2 or 3 pairs, remote, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, pointed, deeply pinnatifid,
the segments narrow-lanceolate, entire or cleft, very acute, pointing forwards, hispid on both sides with white subappressed setae.
Umbels lateral and terminal,
simple, very small, not half an inch wide, opposite the base of the leaves, nearly
sessile when in flower, their thick peduncles a very little lengthened out in fruit,
2- or 3-rayed, the rays so extremely short, thick and unequal as to be made evident with difficulty, giving to the entire umbel the aspect of a knot or bunch, of
an irregularly roundish figure, and somewhat convex or hemispherical in fruit.
Involucral bracts several, linear, subulate or setaceous, of very unequal length, as
long or lunger than the fruit or shorter, setose or hispid like the rays and pedunFlowers all perfect, extremely minute, not
cles, with white scarious margins.
larger than a moderately sized pin's-head, closely aggregated and sessile on the
Petals white, equal, roundish ovate, with
rays and in the forking between them.
strongly inflexed or involute but not acuminate points. Anthers very large, white
Styles erect, conical, extremely short, thick and blunt,
or purplish pollen white.
Syndicarps of a
colourless and pellucid, not elongated and reflexed in fruit.
whitish brown or gray colour, forming small, roundish or subhemispherical, dense
clusters, broadly ovoid, much contracted and with a deep furrow at the commishemicarps not much
sure, crowned with the very minute and still erect styles
more than a line in length, the exterior ones of the outermost fruit armed with
several rows (apparently 6
8) of straight, spreading, scabrous prickles, the interior or lateral series of which are marginal and pointing backwards, simple or
somewhat glochidiate, with a single, spreading or deflexed, very minute point
these prickles are about equal in length to the greatest transverse diameter of the
hemicarp, and the interstices betwixt the rows and face of the commissure show a
very few erect or appressed spinules inner hemicarp (and usually both of those
belonging to the exterior fruit of the umbellets) thickly granulato-muricate, with
very rough crystalline or scabrous papillee in lieu of prickles, interspersed here
and there with a few white spines or bristles these tuberculated hemicarps are
marked with 3 equidistant distinct furrows, formed by interruptions of the tubercles (probably the vitta), along the course of which are several erect or subappressed bristles or setae. Carpophore bipartite, separating only for a short distance
from the summit.
I have never
The plant has the weak aromatic smell of others of the genus.
met with the variety having the exterior hemicarps ofall the fruit aculeated. Our
form is, according to Cosson and Germain, that most frequent in the en> irons of
;

;

;

—

;

:

;

Paris.

—
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*** Syndicarps smooth, more or
f Beak much

less

[ScUTldix.

attenuated upwards or beaked.

attenuated, several times longer than the seeds.

XXV.

ScANDix, Linn.

" Fruit laterally compressed, with a long beak.
Carpels with
Petals oboCalyx-teeth obsolete.
ribs and no vitta.
(Universal involucre wanting, or of
vate, with an inflected point.
5 obtuse

1 leaf ; partial

one of b

—7

Br. Fl.

leaves)."

Needle
Shepherd's Needle.
1. S. Pecten, L.
Venus' Comb.
Chervil. Vect. Crow Needles. " Beak 3
4 times longer than the

—

roughish

fruit dorsally

compressed

ciliated with bristles, leaflets

cut into many linear or lanceolate short segments."
176.
E. B. t. 1397.
Abundant

— October.

in cultivated land,

amongst corn, turnips and other

— Br.

crops.

Fl. p.

Fl.

May

©.

A

pale green, bushy, slightly aromatic herb.
Root whitish, tapering, with sevesimple fibres.
Stems 1 or raoie, about a foot high, erect or ascending,
branched, round, solid, striated, often purplish below, clothed with short S|iieading
hairs.
Leaves light green, oblong, the lower ones on long channelled petioles, with
sheathing bases, which are membranous at the margin and downy, the upper sessile on their still more inflated and downy sheaths, subtripinnate, the lowermost
pair of primary yirenae remote, the secondary pinnae often alternate, bi- or tri-pinnato-pinnatifid, the segments linear-acute, mucronulate and spinulose on the margins and midrib underneath.
Umbels terminal and opposite, small, 1 3, rarely
Flowers
4-rayed, when with more than 2 rays generally subtended by a leaf.
Petals
small, white, some of them wanting styles, and consequently abortive.
Sti/les perunequal, the exterior ones largest, obovate, with inflexed points.
sistent, simple, erect, cylindrical and contiguous, on the flat, thick, 2-lobed stylopode.
Syndicarps spreading or suberect, nearly sessile, dull reddish brown when
ripe, elliptical-obloDg, 4 or 5 times shorter than their straight, tapering, dorsally
compressed beak, which is from about 1 J to 2^ inches in length, beset along the
sides or edges with close, erect, simple spines, and crowned with the straight
upright styles ; hemicarps laterally compressed, a little diverging at their base,
which is rounded and tipped with a shining gland or callosity, hence the entire
fruit appears as though pendulous or suspended on the carpophore, not standing
on the pedicel primary ridges scarcely prominent, equal, uncoloured, the lateral
pair marginal, with spinnlose edges secondary ridges obsolete, interstices blackish brown, furrowed, and as well as the primary ridges rough with callous points ;
vittce obscure or obsolete ; albumen furrowed in front.
Carpophore entire, filiform.
ral stout

—

;

;

•ff

Beak

shorter than the seeds.

XXVI. CHiEEOPHYLLUM,

Linn.

Chervil.

" Fruit laterally

compressed or constricted, with a very short
Carpels with 5 obtuse ribs, with a deep furrow on the
beak.
inner face of the carpels. Interstices with single vittce.
CalyxPetals obcordate, with an inflected point.
teeth obsolete.
(ParBr. Fl.
tial involucre of many leaves)."

—

1.

C

temulentimi,

Ij.

Rough

Chervil.

"Fruit glabrous with

Anthriscus.]

umbellifer^.
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obtuse ribs, stem rough (spotted) swelling below each joint, leaflets ovate-oblong cut, partial involucres reflexed."
Br. Fl. p.
177.
E.B. t.\b2l.
In woods, hedges and waste places very common. Fl. June July.
$ .*

—

—

;

[**** Syndicarp

XXVII. Anthriscus,

bristly, healeed.']

Pers.

Beaked Parsley.

" Fruit constricted at the suture, with a short beak.
Carpels
without ribs or vittce. Calyx-teeth obsolete. Petals obcordate.
(Partial involucre of many leaves)."
Br. Fl.

—

" Um1. A. sylvestris, Koch.
Wild Chervil. Cow Parsley.
bels terminal stalked, stem hairy at the base glabrous upwards, a
little swelling below each joint."
Br. Fl. p. 176. Chserophyllum, L. E. B. t. 752. Jacq^. Fl. Aust. ii. 31, t. 149.

—

:

In moist shady grassy places, meadows, orchards, groves, on damp hedgebanks,
borders of fields, &c. ; everywhere. Fl. April— June. Fr. June, July.
If.
This plant is a favourite green-meat for rabbits, and is collected for that purpose in the spring.
2. A. vulgaris, Pers.
Common Beaked Parsley. " Umbels
stalked opposite the leaves, stem glabrous, leaves temately decompoimd, the segments obtuse, fruit ovately conical hispid about
twice as long as the glabrous beak."
Br. Fl. p. 177. Scandix
Anthriscus, E. B. xii. t. 818.
Curt. Fl. Land. i. fasc. 1, t. 19.
Jacq. Fl. Aust. ii. t. 154.
On hedgebanks, amongst bushes, by waysides, and in waste places, under
walls, &c., mostly about towns and villages, but far from common in the island.
JFV. May, June.
T^r. June.
0.
F. Med. On the Dovei-, Byde on the low sandy bank near its W. end, rather
sparingly,! O''- Bell-SalUr !!! On a dilch-bank between Springfield and Netllestone, in very small quantity, 1846.
Rather abundantly on the summit of the
cliff between Whitwell Shoot and Niton, in several places.
Profusely on hedgebanks along the old or upper road between Ventnor and Bonchurch, also abundant in several places in that neighbourhood. Along the cliff E. of Ventnor,
towards Bonchurch, Rev. G. E. Smith.
W. Med.
Abundantly on sandy banks and hedgerows at Sand Bank and
Sandy Way, Shorwell. Freshwater down.
Whole plant of a delicate pale green, especially in the leaves, by which it is at

—

—

;

—

once distinguishable from all our other species of this natural order. Root long,
whitish, tapering, more or less branched and comosely fibrous, with a warm pungent smell. Stem solitary or in the larger plants several, erect or ascending, from
1 to 3 feet in height, often much branched, terete, slightly furrowed, hollow, succulent and fragile, a little tumid at the joints, often tinged or streaked with purple at the base, glabrous.
Leaves triangular in circumscription, remotely tripinnate, the tertiary divisions or ultimate leaflets small, contiguous, ovate or oblong,
deeply lobato-pinnatifid, with ovate, blunt, apiculate, incised segments, smooth
above, fringed and hispid underneath with long, white, simple, setose hairs,
extending over the partial and common petioles of a remarkably tender light
green, still paler beneath, soft and flaccid, soon collapsing when gathered. Peti;

* Pronounced biennial by Curtis, Host, Wahlenberg, Gaudin, Koch,

t

[This station

is

now

(1854) built over, Fdrs.']

—
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;
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hollow, terele, flattish and slightly grooved above, of the radical and lower stemleaves mostly very long, of the upper gradually shorter, all clasping by their broad
but not inflated ribbed bases, which are membrammsly edged and bordered with
close woolly hairs, or lanuginose.
Umbels small, from about 1 to 2 inches in diameter, solitary, terminal and lateral or opposite to the leaves, on slender, straight,
spreading, glabrous peduncles, sometimes sessile or nearly so, few- (from about 3-

oles

to 6- or 7-) rayed, the rays about as long as or longer than the peduncle, rather
unequal, filiform, glabrous umhellels widely remote, quite simple, 3 6 rayed, the

—

;

General involucral
rays (pedicels) scarcely exceeding the ripe fruit in length.
bracts mostly wanting or of a single leaf, partial ones about as many as the pediFlowers all
cels, unequal, lanceolate or ovate, fringed, with long slender points.
Petals extremely minute, equal, widely
perfect, very small and inconspicuous.
spreading, while or sometimes pinkish ? obcordate, with an inflexed simple point.
Stamens shorter than the petals, spreading anthers greenish, finally brownish or
stylopodts broad, depressed.
Ovaria setosoStyles nearly obsolete
reddish.
Syndicarps small, about \\ line in length, including the beak, dull
hispid.
"
semiovoid,'' their inner face conbrown or blackish, ovoido-conical hemicarps
tracted, with a deep furrow down the centre, rounded at the back, which is covered
in no regidar order with grayish bristles curved upwards, having simple toothed
tips ; tapering into the paler, smooth, furrowed and angular beak (persistent stylopode), which is about \ the length of the entire fruit, and crowned with the
remains of the style.
The whole herb has a pungent, aromatic and sweetish smell, like Parsley or
Chervil, and might perhaps, if cultivated, supply the place of both, were not its
duration too brief to be available beyond the earlier months of summer.
;

;

;

XXXVI. AEALIACE^,

Order

Juss.

" Calyx-tule adnate in whole or in part with the ovary, entire
Petals 4
aestivation valcleft.
10, rarely cohering, or none
Stamens equal in number to the petals or twice as many,
vular.
from the margin of an epigynous disk. Ovary 2- or more celled
Styles as many as cells.
Stigmas
ovules solitary, pendulous.

—

or

;

:

simple. Fruit fleshy or dry, of several 1-seeded cells. Seed with a
Trees, shrubs, or herbs ;
fleshy albumen, and a minute embryo.
Br. Fl.
nearly allied to Umbelliferse."

—

I.

Hedera, * Linn.

Ivy.

" Calyx of 5 teeth.
Petals 5, distinct, broadest at the base.
Style simple, or 5
Stamens 5 10.
more or less combined.
Berry with 3 10 seeds, crowned by the calyx."
Br. Fl.

—

—

—

The umbellate

—

which in the preceding natural order is often globular as in our Ivy ; the fleshy depressed disk (stylopodium) on the germen ; the
the short conical style, cleft in some species of Hedera
insertion of the stamens
pinnate calyx and resinous aroma are points
the almost imperceptible stigma
betraying a closer affinity in this genus to the order just mentioned, than is
evinced by most others of its own, of which it was made the type by Linnaeus.
Sir James Smith, I know not why, considers the berry of Hedera as one-celled
to me it appears as truly plurilocular as in any genus whatever, discovering on a
inflorescence,

;

;

;

;

* Derivation doubtful it has been thought from hedra, a cord in Celtic, which
the twisted and clasping stems of our Ivy much resemble.
;

55
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transverse section before maturity 6, or by partial abortion 3 cells,
membranous and double.

their parietes

—

1. H. Helix, L.
Common Ivy. Leaves angulato-cordate 3
lobed, those of the flowering shoots ovate- acuminate, umbels
erect.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 335. Br. Fl. p. 181. Lindl. Syn. p. 133.
E. B. xviii. t. 1267. Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. i. 1. 16. Loud. Arbor.
Brit.

On old walls, rocks and trees, in woods, thickets, and on hedgebanks
where most abundantly. i^A October, November. Fr. April. Tj.

;

every-

A

resinous evergreen shrub, with a stout tortuous stem, ramifying over walls,
rocks* and trees, often to a vast extent, and adhering strongly to these objects by
numerous routing fibres emitted from the bark, or creeping along the ground in
woods and on hedgebanks without flowering, whence it was called by the older
authors " barren Ivy," and by them esteemed a different species (see Gerarde " of
Juy" and "the kindes.") In. this state the leaves are deeply cleft into 3 acute
lobes, of a dark green veined with white.
In the more luxuriant shape, under
which we see it on tlfe " ivy-mantled tower," the stems constitute large bushy
heads of many ascending self-supported branches, flowering copiously at their
extremities.
Leaves scattered, various in form and in the length of their smooth
petioles, broadly 3- or 5-lobed, often deltoid like those of the Black Poplar, sometimes obscurely angular and heart-shaped, of a rich shining green more or less
veined with while, most so on the extreme and smaller and creeping ramifications,
which are similar to the barren variety just mentioned the change from the
lobed to the simple leaf becomes gradually more marked towards the termination
of the branches in the flowering shoots, when they are all more or less ovate
and quite entire. Stipules none. Flowers in spherical heads or umbels, that are
either solitary or disposed in a corymbose panicle, pale yellowish green, on downy
pedicels that have each a minute brownish bractea at the base.
Sepals very
minute, brownish, acute. Petals inserted at the base of the germen, very broad
at ther origin, with a prominent central rib, strongly deflexed after full expansion.
Stamens inserted between the petals, widely spreading after discharging the polanthers yellow or partly purple, 2-celIed, bursting laterally.
Germen very
len
broad, depressed, lobed or furrowed ; style extremely short, conical stigma very
minute, obtuse. Ovarium half-inferior, the ovules partly below the plane of insertion of the petals. Berries black, the size of peas, obscurely quadrangular, crowned
with the perigynous disk, persistent style and minute calyx, 5-celled. Seeds 3
albumen large, in many ver(rarely more, Sm.), oblong, plano-convex, vertical
:

;

;

—

;

micular

folds.

The glandular

disk on the ovarium secretes a copious saccharine fluid, that
a mealy efflorescence on its surface, and is probably a sugar sui
Attracted
generis, less sweet than common sugar, but extremely soluble in water.
by this exudation, we may still perceive, in the faint beams of a November moon,
a few enfeebled insects, languishing rather than reposing on these honied blossoms, now the instrument of their destruction, from which they are unable to
escape. The mealy berries continue to grow through the winter, are ripe in April
crystallises as

or

May, and are eaten by birds.
The Ivy has been introduced into America

as an ornamental creeper for coverIt thrives
ing the walls of houses, where I have seen it as far North as Boston.
well in the city of Philadelphia, but should be planted in that county only in a
North exposure, being liable in a southern aspect to have the shoots cut off by
the spring frosts at night, alternating with strong sun during the day, and this,
Professor Gray informs me, even as far South as Georgia.
As a decorative evergreen, its heavy black foliage harmonises only with the old

* Most profusely and luxuriantly clothing the precipitous faces of the rocks
may be seen of a great age
and size.
along the Undercliff, and at East end, whore stems

—
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English or paintefl style of architecture the castellated and Elizabethan" manand the Gothic church-tower of even the eighteenth century, look venerable
in a mantle of Ivy, almost as the fabrics of the real olden time.
The rock and the
ruin, vestiges and relics alike of by-gone times, claim the Ivy indeed as their
peculiar covering; with its hard stiff leaves and rugged stems, like cords of iron,
it seems as if coeval with and enduring as themselves.
The variety called Irish Ivy has a lighter and more cheerful effect than the
common form, and is better adapted for concealing bare brick walls and other
In this country we someunsightly objects, by the greater breadth of its leaves.
times see houses completely embowered in Ivy, which is said to keep the walls
dry.
To myself, I own this plant has something gloomy and repulsive when
clinging artificially to habitable buildings, though beautiful and appropriate as
the spontaneous vestiture of the ruined wall, craggy steep or hollow tree.
To live
like an owl in an Ivy-bush is a way of passing existence I should beg to decline
sharing with those respectable birds, or with the admirers of the sort of domicile
they are said to prefer to all others.
;

sion,

II.

Adoxa, Linn.

Moschatell.

—

" Calyx half-inferior, 3-cleft.
Corolla superior, rotate, 4
Stamens 8 10, inserted by pairs, each bearing a 1 -celled
anther.
Berry 4 5 seeded.
(The side flowers have the coroUa
6-cleft, the terminal one 4-cleft)."
Br. Fl.

—
—

cleft.

1.

Fl.

A. Moschatellina, L.
Tuberous-rooted Moschatell.
Sm. E.
Br. Fl. p. 181.
E. B. vii. t. 453.
Curt. Fl.
p. 242.

ii.

Lond.

i.

fasc. 2,

In moist shady

t.

36.

places, woods, groves, on hedgebanks,
trees; very frequent,
i^/. March
May. 2f.

—

and about the

roots of

A smooth, succulent, fragile plant, from 4 to 6 inches high, of a tender lucid
green colour. Rhizoma creeping, of a few white, fleshy, swollen scales, and emit-

ting from between them several slender often somewhat downy fibres, and from
the crown a solitary fleshy runner.
Radical leaves* 1 3, on long, weak, channelled footstalks, biternate ; leaflets roundish, 3-lobed, the lobes cut, ovate and obtuse,
obscurely veined, bright green, smooth and shining as if varnished beneath, each
lobe tipped with a minute point or mucro.
Scapes one or two, taller than the
leaves, angular, furrowed, each bearing a little above its middle a pair of opposite simply ternate leaves, on petioles broadly dilated or winged at the base, almost
connate.
Flowers 5, in a close, solitary, terminal head, of a cubic form, pale
green, sessile, the 4 lateral ones vertical, mostly 5-oleft and decandrous, the ter.
minal one horizontal, 4- (rarely 5-) cleft and oolandrous. Calyx half-inferior,
much shorter than the corolla, in the lateral flowers of 3, in the terminal of 2 ovate
blunt segments in this last there is occasionally a rudimentary third lobe, and
the segments are sometimes minutely pointed.
Corolla rotate, in 4 or 5 (rarely in
Stamens in the lateral flowers usually 10, in the
3) roundish entire segments.
terminal one 8, standing in pairs on a glandular ring towards the base of the
corolla, having the divisions of the segments opposite to or pointing between each
pair ; fllaments very short, erect, and bearing a pale yellow, oval, incumbent, single-celled anther, which bursts along its entire length by a longitudinal furrow
occasionally one or more 2-celled anthers may be seen, borne on a single filament,
a fact which strengthens the view taken by Sir W. Hooker, that the stamens

—

;

:

—

* In a withy-bed adjoining Bridge-Court farm I found. May, 1845, abundance
of Adoxa having leaves of an unusually dark and dull green colour, somewhat
glaucous and marbled with whitish veins altogether looking so like the leaves of
Thalictrum flavum, as at first to deceive me into the belief that I had discovered
a second locality for that plant, so excessively rare in this island.
;

—
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may be looked upon as naturally 4 or 6, having tlieir filaments forkeft, each fork
terminating in the single cell of an anther.
Styles as many as ihe seij;ments of
the corolla, erect, united below sligmas simple, greenish. Berry globose, obscurely lobed, pale green and shining, very juicy, half enclosed by the enlarged,
fleshy, adnate calyx, and crowned with the styles, 4- (sometimes, it is said, 5-)
celled.*
Seed one in each cell, ovate, whitish and flattened, with a thin narrow
border, pendant at the summit of the cell from the very thick medial placenta,
and covered with gelatinous pulp.
The herbage of Adoxa has a perceptible musky scent in moist weather, or when
wetted with dew or rain that of the flowers is less transient, more penetrating,
witii some pungency, reminding one a little of nitric acid.
Notwithstanding the
;

;

down by Linnaeus, that the central or terminal flower gives the class and
order when differing in the number of its parts of fructification from the rest of
the inflorescence, the lateral flowers of Adoxa being the most numerous and usually decandrous, this plant should be referred to the tenth class in the artificial
system, for which alteration, if natural aflinity be allowed any weight in such
arrangement (as I think it ought whenever practicable, and not in palpable violation of the Linnasan fundamental principle of numbers), its relationship to ChryThe description of
sosplenium and Saxifraga would he an additional sanction.
the fruit, which is not commonly produced, was drawn up from fine specimens
gathered at St. John's, by Ryde.
rule laid

Order

XXXVII.

COENACE^,

DeCartcZ.

—

" Calyx-tube adnate with the ovary ; limb 4
5 toothed and
minute, or 4 5 lobed and valvate in sestivation. Petals 4, broad
Stamens 4, inserted with the
estivation valvular.
at the base

—

;

Style filiform.

petals.

Stigma simple.

—

Ovary 2-celled

;

ovules

Seeds
Drupe with a 1 2 celled nucleus.
pendulous.
with a fleshy albumen, and an embryo nearly its length. Trees or
Leaves (except in one species) opposite, and
shrubs, rarely herbs.
as well as the fruit beset with appressed hairs attached by the middle."— Br. Fl.
solitary,

I.

CoBNUS, Linn.

Cornel.

—

Dogwood.

" Calyx of 4 teeth.
Stannens
Petals 4, superior.
the drupe with 2 cells and 2 seeds." Br. Fl.
1.

C. sanguinea, L.

Wild

Dogwood.

Cornel-tree.

4.

Nut

of

Dogberry-

Arboreous, branches straight erect, leaves opposite ovate
or roundish ovate green on both sides downy beneath mucronate
acuminate about 9-nerved, cymes small flattish without an invoSm. E. Fl i. 221. Br. Fl. p. 182.
lucre, drupes globose (black).
Bab. Man. 139. E. B. iv. t. 249. Loud. Arb. Br. ii. 1011, fig.
bush.

761.

Gidmp. und Hayne, Deutsch. Holtz.

i.

13,

t. 3.

» Sir James Smith, who appears never to have seen the fruit of J^</oa;a^ deUther
as one-celled.
it, with GEertner, whose figures are but indifferent,
placenta bemg very
authors consider it very justly as 4-celled, the 4 angles of the
ihe squaie
evidently prolonged into complete though very narrow dissepiments,
attached, is quite
mass occupying the centre, and to the top of which the seeds are
be called a placenta
distinct from their pulpy envelope, and as much entitled to
scribes

as in any dry or capsular fruit whatever.

2 G

.
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In woods,

thickets,

hedges aud bushy places

;

abundant throughout the

island.

Tj
Fl. June. Fr. September.
slender shrub, from 4 to 8 or 10 feet in height, sometimes a small tree, the
trunk and older branches covered with a light gray streaked or mottled bark, the
younger leafy shoots round, straight, erect, dark blood-red in autumn and winter,
Leaves opposite, on short channelled
a little downy towards their extremities.
petioles, ovate or roundish ovate, a few occasionally broadly elliptical or nearly
orbicular, 2 or 3 inches long, with 9 or 1 1 depressed converging ribs (the basal
pair short and obscurely marked), waved and quite entire on the margin, briefly
mucronato-aeuminate, their points deflexed ; bright green above, sometimes edged

A

with purplish brown, somewhat paler beneath, but downy with fine, scattered,
erect hairs
roughish on their upper surface with very minute close-pressed pubescence, scarcely visible without a glass, each hair attached by its centre and bicusthese centrally affixed
pidate, the points spreading flat in opposite directions
hairs, common, it is said, to the whole genus and several others,* occur, though
much more sparingly, on the under side of the leaf, mixed with the erect ones, as
Cyrnes terminal, solitary,
well as on the fruit and at the back of the petals.
stalked, flattish or a little convex, Ij or 2 inches in diameter, without an invoFlovjers white, disagreeably
lucre, their branches erect and slightly hairy.
Calyx very minute. Petals
scented, especially when just beginning to go off.
subelliptic-lanceolate, scarcely narrowing at the base, their tips slightly incurved.
Style erect, as
Stamens long, nearly erect, with pale buS'-yellow oblong anthers.
long as the stamens, suddenly enlarged into a globular form at top, bearing the
Drupes globose, the size of small peas, black
small, sessile, nectariferous stigma.
and hoary, or as it were powdered with medifixt hairs, perforated at the summit
Seed (nut) large, very hard, depresso-globose, 2where the style was inserted.
celled, with while tasteless kernels.
The white blossoms of the Dogwood are very conspicuous in our hedges throughout the month of June, and whilst its blood-red twigs relieve the monotonous
colouring of the winter landscape, the deep purple brown of the fading leaves adds
The berries, which ripen in Septemto the rich tinting of our autumnal scenery.
ber, have a bitter nauseous taste and a greenish pulp, said to yield by expression
The only other shrubby European species, C.
an oil fit for burning in lamps.
mascula, has red eatable fruit, now neglected, but formerly known in our gardens
as Cornelian Chemes, and still cultivated with us occasionally, for ornament.
The cymes and leaves are often so covered with a white parasite as to look as
if dusted over with lime.
;

:

* Torrey and Gray, Fl. of N. Amer.

i.

p. 649.

—

—
Viscum.]

—

——

loranthacea:.

Subdivision III.

GOROLLIFLOEM, DC.

' Petals united, bearing the stamens."

Order XXXVIII.

Bab. Man.

LOEANTHACE^,

Juss.

" Stamens and pistils often separated.
Calyx-tube adnata with
the ovary, bracteated at the base its liinb entire or lobed.
Corolla of 4
8 petals, or monopetalous, with a valvate sestivation.
Stamens as many as divisions of the corolla and opposite to them.
Ovary 1-celled; ovule solitary, pendulous.
Style 1 or none.
Stigma simple.
Fritit inferior, succulent.
Albumen fleshy.
Parasitical, mostly tropical shrubs. Leaves entire, generally opposite, thick and fleshy, without stipules.
The seed sometimes contains 2 or even 3 embryos."
Br. Fl.
;

—

I.

Viscum, Linn.

Mistletoe.

—

" Barren flowers :
Calyx obsolete.
Petals 4, ovate, fleshy,
united at the base and bearing each a single anther adnate with
the upper surface.
Fertile flowers :
Calyx an obscure margin,
superior.
Peiafe 4, erect, ovate, very minute.
Stigma sessile."
Br. Fl.

—

1.

Y. album,

T;.

Common

late obtuse, obscurely 3

Mistletoe.

—

"

Leaves obovate lanceo-

— 7 nerved, branches dichotomous or ver-

heads of flowers in the axils of an upper pair of leaves."
Fl. p. 183.
E. B. t. 1470.
Parasitic on various kinds of trees in woods and orchards extremely rare in
J''^. March
this island.
M.a,j,ffoo/c.; December
Tp.
Afri], Lei</hton.
E. Med. Gathered 8 or 10 years ago by Mrs. T. HaringLon in a wood very
near Apse farm, as I was assured by herself, 1841.
A solitary specimen on an
apple-tree in the kitchen-garden of Osborne House, and said to be of spontaneous
growth, 1844, Mr. Thomas Meehan,jun.
W. Med. Calbourne, ilir. Taylor. Introduced into the garden of George

ticillate,

—Br.

;

—

—

Kirkpatrick, Esq., of Mount Pleasant, Newport.
A small evergreen shrub, about 2 feet high, with many round, pliable yet brittle, repeatedly dichotomous and partly depending branches, covered with a yellowish or blackish green smooth bark, and jointed at the bifurcations. Leaves 1^
2 inches long, terminating the uppermost forks, usually in pairs (occasionally
3 together, as in my specimens, in which case the central flower is 6-cleft and
hexandrous), opposite, sessile, obovato-lanceolate, mostly curved upwards, deep
shining green, thick, coriaceous, quite entire, with several (about 5) obscure,
parallel, branching ribs, and bearing on the upper side of their tapering base an
erect, fleshy, concave scale.
Flowers in small sessile heads, of .3 5 together, in
the axils of each pair of leaves and in the upper forks of the branches, yellowish
or greenish ; barren Jlotcers seated on a 2-lobed fleshy receptacle, the lobes serving
Perianth usually in 4 (sometimes iu 5, 6, or
as bracts to the outermost flowers.
even 8, Leighton), ovate, erect, fleshy segments, almost covered within by the
adnate sessile anther, whose surface is a network of angular cells, filled with a

—

—

2g*

—
7
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pale yellow pollen made up of cohering globules fertile flowers in solilnry clusters of three in ray specimens (Mr. Leighton describes his as in 4-ulustered
whorls), on a receptacle similar in form to that on which the staminate flowers
are placed, but much enlarged and swollen at the base, the lobes slightly fringed.
Calyx a thickened rim nearly covering the germen, and becoming a berry.
Corolla oi i (sometimes 3) triangular erect petals, broadest at the base.
Germen
adnate with the calyx; onafe solitary, erect.
Style none; stigma square, brownish.
Berries globular, pellucidly veined, not uulike white currants in size and
general appearance, but more opaque, slightly marked with the scar of the four
;

petals

and stigma, and

flattened, green seed.

filled

with a very viscid pulp enveloping a solitary, erect,
1, 2, or 3 in the centre of the green fleshy albu-

Embryo

men, the radical superior.
Mr. Leighton justly observes that the male plant is of a paler yellower green,
with shorter and less rigid branches than the female, whose leaves are usually
broader and longer, and the whole plant firmer and more luxuriant.

Order

XXXIX. CAPRIFOLI.\CE^,

Juss.

" Calyx-tube adnate with the ovary, usually bracteated at the
base.
Corolla regular or irregular ; the segixtents imbricated iit
aestivation. Stamens 4
5, alternate with the lobes of the corolla.

Stigmas

—
—

nearly sessile or subcapitate at the extremitj^ of a filiform style.
Ovary 3 5 celled.
Fruit generally a berry 1- or
many-celled, 1- or many-seeded, crowned with the persistent lobes
of the calyx.
Albumen fleshy. Shrubs or herbs, with opposite
leaves no stipules."
Br. Fl.
3,

—

—

;

I.

Sambucus, Linn.

Elder.

" Calyx-llmh 5-cleft.
Corolla rotate, 5-lobed.
Stamens
Stigmas 3, sessile. Berry 8- or 4-seeded. (Leaves pinnated)."
£r. Fl.

A

genus of hardy shrubs or small

5.

herbaceous plants, closely allied
which are not numerous,
inhabit the colder parts of both hemispheres, and are rather ornamental.
to

Viburnum, but with pinnated

S. 7iigra,

1.

cymes

lete,

L.

flat

trees, rarely

foliage.

Common

The

species,

Elder.
Arborescent, stipules obso5 principal branches', leaflets 5

—

compact with

ovate-lanceolate serrate, stipules obsolete.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 109.
Br. Fl. p. 184.
Lind. Syn. p. 132.
E. B. vii. t. 476.
Loud.
Arbor. Brit.
Gulmp. unci Hayne, Abbilcl cler Deutsch. Iloltzart
i.

44,
/3.

t.

34.

Leaflets ternale, orbicular.

S. nigra

t.

rotundifolia,

DC,

Prod. Purs

iv

323.
y.

Fruit pale, nearly colourless.

Very common everywhere in woods, thickets, copses and hedgerows.
Fl.
Tp
June, July. /^r. August— October.
ruadside
between
Si.
Lawrence
and Niton, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
p. By the
y. A single tree in a field-hedge below Mouse-h(de, Newchurch
noticed there
by the occupant of the cottage, named Russell
A shrub or small tree, seldom rising in the wild state to more than 20 feet, but
.

;

.'.'.'

in cultivation

often attaining to nearly twice that height,

much and

irreo-ularlv

—

Sa7nbucus.]

;
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branched, the branches terete or somewhat angular, nearly filled with soft, white,
elastic pith. Stem 1 or more, erect, when old usually crooked or twisted, covered,
as are the larger branches, with a very rough, deeply chapped, brownish or grayish
bark, which on the smaller branches is smoother, and beset for the most part wiih
warty points. Leaves opposite, imparipinnate, the larger about a span long, their
common petioles semiterete, strongly grooved above, roughish with short scattered, bristly hairs, somewhat winged and angled, with a close sheathing epidermis; leaflets mostly 2, sometimes 3 7 pairs, with an odd one, of a dull pali-sh,
sometimes dark, on very short petiolets, remote, from about 2 4 inches in length,
ovale or ovato-lanceolate, sometimes roundish ovate or even orbicular, acute, acuminate or cuspidate, sometimes obtuse, rounded, subcordate or cuneale, equal or
oblique and (always i") entire at base, simply, evenly and sharply serrate, the serratures curved forwards
glabrous or slightly setose-pubescent, the lowermost
pair occasionally compound, or furnished with a small supplementary leaflet

—

—

;

behind.

Stipules obsolete, or in place thereof a pair of small, erect, subulate processes are sometimes but by no means constantly present, seated at the base of the
common petiole and that of the petiolets on their upper sides, like what are
observed in Viburnum Opulus.
Cymes on long stalks terminating the young
gieen and succulent shoots, erect, flat or a little depressed, from 4 or 5 to 6, 8, or
10 inches broad, roundish and irregularly lobed in outline, compact or often a little lax and open, the primary divisions or rays usually 5, diverging, subterete and
glabrous, the ultimate divisions flat and spreading, all coloured dark red or purple when in fruit.
Flowers very numerous, crowded.
Calyx minute, urn-shaped,
the limb in 5 (or occasionally 4) unequal, triangular, greenish, spreading segments that are acute, obtuse, rounded or erose.
Corolla rotate, 2J or 3 lines in
diameter, milk-white with a tinge of green or yellow when newly blown, deeply
.5-cleft, the segments ovato-orbicular, entire, more or less convex from the someStamens
times very strong deflexion of their margins, the tube wholly wanting.
about as long as the limb of the corolla, spreading, alternating with the segments
filaments while ; arefAers straw-yellow, extrorse.
Styles 3 sessile greenish glands
(stigmas) on the short, white and conical ovary.
Berries round, shining, purplish
black, staining the fingers of a rose-red, not blue like those of S. Ebulus, nor is
the stain nearly so difficult to wash off.
Seeds brownish white or bufl'-colour,
from about 2 to 3 lines in length, mostly oblong and more or less elliptical or
ovate, various in breadth, flattish, slightly pointed at one end, where there is a
small chink or cavity containing the hilum, copiously, transversely and undulately rugose.

The

a very singular form,* and which, if nut the same, is very similar
under the name of <S. rotundifolia, in the College Botanic
Garden, Dublin, in 1842.
Mr. Borrer has it in cultivation, received from Mr.
var.

/3. is

to a tree I observed,

Forster.

The

flowers

and leaves of

this tree

and which has much analogy

have a scent which

is

to that of the black currant.

unpleasant to many,
It is thought to be

narcotic.

Loudon (Arbor. Brit, article Samhueus) speaks of the Elder as if not really
That it may be so in the
indigenous to Britain, and only found near houses.
more northern parts of the kingdom I do not pretend to dispute, but in the southern counties and in this island no shrub can be more common in the most sequestered woods than the Elder, where it grows as wild and freely as its frequent
associates, the Guelder Rose and Wayfaring-tree.
The common Elder of America {S. canadensis, L.) appears to me to difi"er from
the European by no one certain or constant character, though usually recorded as
distinct, and considered so still by Dr. Gray, in his recently published Flora of
the Northern United States.'
I "have carefully observed each kind in its native
region, and compared numerous specimens of both, and can only come to the
'

* [A shrub of Elder, intermediate between this well-marked variety and the
form, is obser\ed by Dr. Bell-Salter within the precincts of Carisbrooke
Edrs.}
castle, near the steps leading to the keep.

common

2<^0
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CDUclusion, with Michana, that they are esseiitially one and the same.
The
Aineiican Elder it is true does not usually attain to so great a thickness of stem as
the European, nor does it ordinarily rise above a shrub of mode);ite height, but
our own is often seen of as humble a growth; and the smaller diameter of the
trunk may proceed from the greater disposition ui S. canadensis to propagate itself

by suckers, whence the nourishment which would else go to feed a single stem is
diverted to the supply of several, as we see in S. nigra when growing in such low
moist places as ihe other principally affects.
The American Elder is thought to
be less woody than the European (Gray says " stems scarcely woody "), but I have
billets of Elder, which I cut from old trunks in swampy ground at Savannah, the
heart-wood of which is as close-grained and firm as in specimens of much greater
diameter felled in this island, and in no way distinguishable from the latter. The
leaflets in S. canadensis are stated to be usually 7 lo 11 (I find 7 in my New-York
specimens, and from 7 to 9 in those from Georgia), whilst with us the leaflets of
.S'. niyra rarely exceed 5 or at most
7, which is sometimes the number in the American variety, as I consider it to be.
In ihe Savannah specimens the leaflets are
unusually narrow or quite lanceolate, but on some the transition is obvious to the
broader form of the more northern examples from New York.
Tt has been truly
observed that in S. canadensis the leaflets of the lowermost pair are often compound, either double or ternale, which some of my specimens well show this I
find to hold good in the European tree, though rarely, and therefore, being a
purely casual distinction, is wholly inconclusive against the question of identity.
Neither in the leaves, flowers, fruit, seed, nor general habit, can I detect any difference whence to frame a specific character that shall distinguish the cis- and
;

trans-Atlantic forms of the Elder from one another on paper, .since even the eye
finding distinctions which are not at once vain and evanescent. *
The
diff'erence in stature I have, I think, satisfactorily shown to be explicable by the
more stoloniferous habit of the American form, itself a mere climatic attribute,
dependent probably on the swampy soil which the hotter summers of that continent make more suitable for a plant belonging to a shade- and water-loving natural order like the present.f
Many other American plants formerly regarded as species have of late been
very judiciously referred to European originals, from which they scarcely deviate
fails io

even as varieties.
Some of these are noticed, under Viburnum, Scrophularia,
Castanea, &c., in this work.
2. S. Ebuhis, L.
Dwarf Elder. Ddnewort. Vect. Ground
Elder. Stem herbaceous, stipules leafy, filaments mucli thickened
and uneven. Br. Fl. p. J 84. E. B. t. 475. Curt. Fl. Lond.
In wrMe ground, about hedges, ruins, by roadsides, and in pastures, but rarely.

Fl. July, August.

Fr. September.

If..

E. Med.~ln a field called West close, on Ford farm, near Redhill, jl/r. W.
Juliiffe.
Between Lnccombe and Bunchurch, Mr. S. ll'onds, Bot. Guide!!!
I found a plant or two almost choked with bushes between Chine cottage and
Rose cliff'.
Near Housborn (Osborne?), Mr. E. Forster,jun., Bot. Guide.
It
grows, as I learn from a labouring man at Newchurch, in plenty in an arable
field under Ashey down, a little above Kerne, where it proves extiemely troublesome, from its tough creeping roots obstructing the plough in its progress over
the soil
It also grows, I am informed by the same person, in one or two other
spots near Kerne, but more sparinuly.
W. Med. It formerly grew in the orchard of Crook's cottage, at Middleton
!!!

—

* [Mr. Borrer observes that the Samhucus canadensis is deslitule of the pecuodour of the English S. nigra.
Edrs.l
f I was surprised to see a species of Sambucus, very nearly allied to our common Elder {S. canadensis P), flourishing and flowering freely in the sultry climate
of Barbudoes and Trinidad, where it is cultivated in gardens for medical pur-

liar

poses.

—
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gveen, but has not Tieen seen tliere for many years. Near Carisbrooke castle.
Between Newport and Carisbrooke castle, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
A slout bushy plant, 3 or 4 feet high, looking much like seedling trees of the
common Elder. Root fleshy and creeping, Sm. Stem rounded, deeply furrowed,
filled with a white pith, oppositely branched.
Leaves impari-pinnate, with from
4 to 6 pairs of lanceolate acute leaflets, sharply and unequally serrated, deep
green, a little hairy beneath, very like those of the last, but usually narrower.
Stipules leafy, ovate, of one or more pairs of leaflets, various in form, toothed or
lobed.
Cyme terminal, as broad as the hand, of 3 5 principal branches (in my
specimens from St. Catherine's uniformly 6, 4 lateral and 1 central), blood-red in
fruit.
Flowers larger than in the common Elder, white tipped with dark rose-red
or purple, of a strong peculiar odour, resembling bruised bitter almonds, mixed
with something less agreeable, and to many persons very unpleasant, but to others
quite the re\ erse.
Segments of the coroWa with an inflexed point.
Filaments
white, singularly thickened, uneven on their surface ; anthers purple.
Styles 3
very short obtuse cones, with a slight depression or furrow on each.
Berries
sparingly produced in general, like those of the common Elder in size and colour,
of a bitter mawkish taste, filled with a juice which stains the hands of a deep
indigo-blue, and is with difficulty removed by washing.
Seeds small, angular.
Like its congener, S. nigra, the Dwarf Elder seems truly indigenous to the Isle
of Wight, the station near Niton being far from any garden or other situation
from whence it might have escaped its more usual habitats are by roadsides at
the entrance to villages and towns, as Mr. Gerard Smith remarked to me.
The plant is, I understand, sought after by farriers and horse-doctors as a stimulant and to improve the coats of horses, which may account for its present
scarcity in some localities, as between Chine cottage and Rose cliflF, where a
countryman informed me he had formerly seen it in abundance.

—

;

II.

Viburnum,* Linn.

" Calyx-limb 5-cleft.
Corolla campanulate or funnel-shaped,
5-lobed.
Stamens 5. Stigmas S, sessile. jBerr^ inferior, usually
1-seeded."
(Leaves simple)." Br. Fl.

—

An

—

extensive genus of hardy ornamental shrubs, chiefly American, of which

Europe possesses but three species, one of which is the well-known Laurustinus (V.
Tinus, L.) of our gardens.
The leaves of the deciduous kinds turn red or purple
in autumn, and the fruit of some is eatable.

V. Opulus,\ L. Guelder Rose.
Water Elder. Vect. StinkLeaves 3-lobed rounded or subcordate at base downy
beneath, the lobes acuminate coarsely sharply and angularly
toothed and serrate, petioles glandular with slender stipuliform
appendages, cymes pedunculate fiat radiant, fruit globose (red).
Sm. E. Fl. u. p. 107. Br. Fl. 184. Bab. Man. 141. E. B. v. t.
1.

tree.

* The name Viburnum

is of doubtful signification, some deriving it from Viere,
bind with twigs,' ' to wattle,' and for which purpose the tough flexible shoots of
our second species are well adapted but 1 am inclined to think it a compound
word, synonymous with Viorna, applied by the ancients, it is supposed, to some
kind of Clematis, quasi vias ornans, both plants possessing the qualities of flexiThe coincidence
bility, and of ornamenting the highways by which they grow.
between the French Viorne and the English Wayfaring-tree, to designate the
same shrub, hints at a common oiigin for the two Latin names, almost conclusive
of the truth of this etymology.
f Opulus (Opier, Fr.), perhaps from Opulentus, on account of its fine appearance when in flower.

'

to

;

;
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Loud. Arh. Brit. ii. 1039.
Deutsch. Holtzart. i. 42, t. 32.
V. Oxycoccos. V. edule.

Giiimp. und Hayne, Ahhild der
Opiilus glandulosus, Mcench.

/3.

Lobes of the leaves very long and acuminate.

y.

Cymes

greeuish.

In low moist woods, copses, thickets, hedges, and banks of vivers, streams, &c.
Ij
»ery frequent. F(. May, June. Fr. September, October.
JE. Med.
Extremely common about Byde, as in Quarr copse, Apley wood's,
&c. Whitefield wood, and in a wood between Rougliborough and Rickhouse
Plentiful in
farms.
Abundant in New copse, between Byde and Wootton.
Tolt copse. Most abundantly in the
copses by the Medina, above E. Cowes.
copse bounding the North side of Ashey common.
Frequent in Cothey-Bottom
copse, by Westridge. Common in E;igle-head copse. Woods about King's quay.
In most copses about Fern hill, Little-town, Briddlesford, &c.
W.Med.
Elm copse, near Calbourne, abundant. In moist places about
Westover, and elsewhere near Calbourne, frequent. Symington copse, near Medhara.
Nunswood or Nunningswood copse. In the wet thicket by the stream
between Newbridge and Calbourne mill, abundantly.
;8. Copse near Hardhill farm, W. Cowes.
In Elm copse, several
y. A tree or two at the N. end of Whitefield wood.
.

—

—

bushes.
A shrub, rarely, except in gardens, a small tree, from 3 or 4 to 6 or 10 feet
nigh, rising with one or more slender stems seldom above a finger thick, with
rather few, opposite, straight, angular and flexible branches, filled with pith and
having a smooth grayish bark, which on the trunk is a little rough and furrowed.
Leaves opposite, stalked, bright green and glabrous above, paler and finely downy
beneath, various in size, sometimes as broad as the hand, usually from about 3 to
4 inches in length and about as wide as long, but often much smaller, broadly
and deeply 3- or often somewhat 5-lobed, when they resemble those of the Sycamore (^Acer Pseudo-platanus) but smaller, the lobes acuminate, coaisely, acutely
and unequally toothed and serrated, the lateral pair diverging, with broad mostly
obtuse sinuses ; rounded or somewhat cordate ami entire at base, near which there
is frequently a pair of small shallow lobes, in addition to the three principal ones.
Petioles an inch long or less, deeply grooved, with one or more pairs of greenish
or reddish oblong glands towards their summits, and about as many filiform, stipular, erect appendages in their axils, which seem to be merely the above glandular bodies elongated, and are perhaps rudimentary leaflets of an occult pinnated
arrangement, as in Sambucus, to which this and some other lobed-leaved species
of Viburnum approach very closely in habit, connecting the two genera.*
Cymes
terminal, pedunculate, 2, 3, or 4 inches broad, flat, of about 7 principal branches,
and bearing numerous yellowish white perfect flowers, like those of the Elder,
rather unpleasantly scented, surrounded by a circle of large, pure white, abortive
blossoms, consisting of an unequally 5-lobed, flat, petaloid disk, with or without
Corolla sometimes slightly tinged with red,
rudimentary organs of reproduction.
the limb in 6 roundish somewhat recurved segments, hairy within, the tube very
Stamens much exserted anthers pale. Styles conical.
short.
Fruit in somewhat lax or drooping clusters, the size of red currants, globose or very slightly
elliptical, bright clear red, at length purplish and semitransparent, full of a clammy, acid, bitter, and when dead ripe nauseously smelling juice ; nucleus solitary,
orbicular heart-shaped, much flattened, with a ridge down one of its faces.
The variety y. is distinguished only by having all the florets, including the
outer radiant ones, of an herbaceous colour, the petals of the central blossoms
small and rather imperfectly developed, those of the marginal ones traversed with
white veins and partly suffused with purple, the change more or less complete on
;

* If this view of the matter be correct, the lobes of the leaves exhibit the
uppermost pair of leaflets with the odd or terminal leaflet united.
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different cymes,

some even on the same bush remaining wholly unaltered. In
a considerable resemblance to those of some N. Ameri-

this state the flowers bear

can species of Hydrangea.

When

cultivated, all the central flowers of the cyme, like those of the circumference, lose the organs of fructification, each becoming a flat expansion of the
6-lobed corolla around a minute point, whilst the entire cyme assumes a globular

form*.
In this stale it is familiar to most persons as the Siiowball-tree of our
gardens and shrubberies, to which it is a great but transitory ornament.
The
tendency to run into this double or rather sterile condition is so great that it is
scarcely possible to preserve it single under cultivation, even when raised from
cuttings brought from the woods, such cuttings themselves producing flowers with
a partially altered structure. The single wilrl shrub is scarcely inferior in beauty
to the garden variety, though less showy
the broad flat cymes, bordered with a
coronet of the purest white, decorate our moist woods in summer, and enliven them
in autumn with the bright scarlet of the ripe berries and the vivid purple of the
fading leaves.
The flowers are greenish on first opening, and the abortive marginal ones expand before the rest.
The fruit of two species closely resembling
the present, V. edule and V. Oxycoccos,\ is agreeably acid, and used as a substitute
for cranberries in N. America.
That of the European liind, offensive and nauseous as it is to our more civilized and refined taste, yields an acceptable treat to
;

the natives of a ruder soil. The berries, Pallas tells us, are eaten in Russia either
boiled into a paste ? (in pastam coctte) with flour and honey, or baked with the
flour of fermented barley into small cakes.|
Gmeliii§ relates a strange story, from
Sleller, of the properly these berries are said to possess of depriving corn-brandy
of both taste and smell, and reducing it apparently to so much water, yet retaining its intoxicating power, which is rather increased ihan diminished by the addition, but the history is too long for insertion in this place.
The American Guelder Rose, as I have gathered it in Canada, differs in no
respect from the European shrub, as far as I can discover and the ripe fruit has
precisely the same intense acidity and bitterness.
In that country and in the
United Slates many wild berries and fruits are sold in the public markets which
we should not deem worth the trouble of gathering. Thus I have seen Acorns, Beechmast, the berries of various species of Thorn, Viburnum., &c., exposed on the stalls,
with other and more palatable wild fruit, as Hickory and Hazel-nuts, Walnuts,
Persimnons, Chestnuts, and many other kinds.
A stroll amongst the stalls on a
market-day, at Philadelphia in particular, is at the proper season not the least
interesting and profitable of the rambles of a travelling naturalist, where he may
make large additions to his carpological collection, and gratify his appetite wiih
many carpological novelties not to be despised in the pride of his philosophy.
The N. American V. acerifolium, which the author of the Arboretum Britannicum thinks may be a variety of our Guelder Rose, is manifestly distinct, and
finds its analogue in the V. onentale of Asia, from which it is possibly not really
different, but this last I have no knowledge of except from plates and descrip;

'

'

tions.

2. V. Lantana,Ti.
Wayfaring-tree. Pliant Mealy -tree. Vect.
Leaves roundish ovate or ovato-elliptical plicatoWhip-crop.
rugose simply and evenly denticnlate-serrate strongly veined and
tomentose beneath, petioles simple eglandulose and as vcell as the

*

A

change of structure

precisely similar

is

seen in the

common Hydrangea

{H. horlensis, Sm.), so common in the gardens of this island.
t Torry and Gray reduce the N. American V. edule and V. Oxycocco^ to vars.
of our European V. Opulus, yet it seems hardly credible that the same species
should produce in one country an agreeably flavoured, and in another a nauseously lasting fruit.
I Fl. Ross. i. pars 2,
§ Fl. Sibir.

iii.

p. 31.

p. 146.

2

H

;
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flowering shoots and branches of the cymes mealy, cymes pedunculate dense convex or hemispherical, flowers all equal and perfect, fruit ovoid (black).
Sm. E. Fl. p. 107. Br. Fl. p. 184.
Bab. Man. 141. E. B. v. t. 331.
Loud. Arb. Br. ii. 1036, fig.
785.
Jacq. Fl. Aust. Icon. iv. t. 341.
Guimp. und Hayne, Abbild der Deutsch. Holtzart. i. 41, t. 31 (optima).
In dry elevated or rocky woods and lliickets, on bushy hills, banks, and in
hedges, also on old walls; abundant wherever the soil is at all calcareous.
Fl.
May, June. i^r. August, September. Ij.
E. Med.
Frequent about Byde, as in Quarr copse, about Ashey down, &o.
In great abundance amongst the rocks at East-end, and from thence all along the
Undercliif.
In elevated woods between Shanklin and Bonchurch.
Common in

—

Bembridge Island.
W. Med. About Newport, Carisbrooke, Gatcombc, Shorwell, Calbourne, Yar-

—

mouth, Sec, in plenty.

A shrub or small tree, from 4 to 12 feet high or more, rising with several slender stems or a single stout one, usually in the wild state of somewhat straggling
growth, at other times of more regular and compact form, when old much and
irregularly branched, the branches opposite, tough and pliant, straight, at least in
young trees and those from the root- suckers, rounded or near the top very
obscurely quadrangular, the lowermost occasionally procumbent at the base and
ascending; filled with a white spongy pith, clothed towards the summit -and at
the extremities of the flowering shoots with dense, grayish, mealy, stellate pubescence intermixed with chaffy scaliness, and covered with a smooth reddish or ashcoloured bark, which on the trunk is rough and brownish.
Leaves opposite,
various in size and shape, sometimes 4 or 5 inches long, mostly from 2 to 3 inches
in length and about l^ or 2 inches wide, firm and thickish, deep yellowish green,
russet-coloured when young, ovate, roundish ovate or ovato-elliptical, obtuse or
rounded, pointed or slightly acuminate, subcordate and often a little unequal at
the base, finely, evenly and simply denticulate-serrate, the serratures mucronate,
not incurved ; glabrous above or roughish only with a few scattered, very short,
stifiF, simple or stellate hairs, and
often considerably shining, plicato - rugose
beneath paler, with very prominent ribs more or less densely clothed with stellate
tomentum extending over the entire surface of the leaf.
Petioles semiterete,
slightly grooved above, but not margined or glandular, about half an inch long,
very downy.
Stipules none.
Cymes terminal or occiisionally in the forks of the
uppermost branches, convex or nearly hemispherical, never flat, from 2 or 3 inches
to a hand's breadth across, sometimes subtended by a pair of leaves, much compounded, of about 6 stout, principal, horizontal, and one central erect division,
densely tomentose with short stellate pubescence, and furnished at the bifurcations
with linear-lanceolate, deciduous, woolly bracts, that are occasionally leafy at the
Flowers numerous, crowded, rather small, white or cream-coloured, in
apex.
gardens sometimes tinged red externally, somewhat unpleasantly scented, all
equal and perfect.
Calyx minute, greenish, with very obtuse segments. Corolla
glabrous, deeply 5 -cleft, with oblong rounded segments, the tube very short.
Styles extremely short, nearly
Anthers and their globular pollen pale yellow.
obsolete.
Fruit densely clustered, roundish or ovoid, slightly compressed, 3 or 4
lines in length, at first bright scarlet and shining, bluish black and juicy when
Nucleus grayish, broadly elliptical, nearly orbicular, much flattened,
quite ripe.
with mostly 2 longitudinal furrows on one side and 3 on the other.
This shrub is much cultivated in gardens at Hyde when, as Loudon remarks,
in good free soil, it forms a handsome, durable, small tree, 18 or 20 feet in height,
commending itself by its large broad leaves and ample hemispheres of white
flowers, succeeded by a no less brilliant display in the glowing and polished clusThese, when fully mature, have a bitterish sweet
ters of its half-ripened fruit.
taste, not unpleasant, and, though somewhat mawkish and scarcely worth eating,
;

.
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leaves fade into a deep purplish red in

autumn.
Pallas informs us that the slender stems are used in Russia for whip-handles,
a purpose to which they are sometimes applied in this island, as might he inferred
from the vernacular name of Whip-crop.
1 have seen the fruit of the black Haw-tree (F. prunifolium), which has
exactly the flavour of that of V. Lantana, exposed for sale in the market at Montreal, under the name of Alizes, being plainly confounded with and reputed a
kind of Thorn.
Some species of Viburnum from Nepal, as V. cordifolium and cotinifolium,
are closely allied to our Lantana, as is also the Hobble-bush of N. America, V.
lantanoides, Michx., which by some has been thought to be a variety of the European Wayfaring-tree.
The former is however truly distinct in its partly procumbent habit far larger, rounder, coarsely and doubly serrated leaves, which are
;

strongly reticulated beneath ; in its sessile fewer-flowered cymes, the outer blossoms of which are large, sterile and radiant, like those of V. Opulus. A similar
relationship exists between this last, the V. acerifolium of America, and the V.
orientale of Asia, showing clearly that the retention of Opulus, as a section by
DeCandoUe or as a genus by Tournefort and others, is wholly unnatural, because
some species of Viburnum, belonging properly to the section Lentago of the former, have radiaut cymes, whilst others, with lobed leaves and the habit of the
Opulus division, are destitute either of abortive flowers, or stipuliform appendages
to the petioles, or both.

III.

Lonicera, Linn.

Honeysuckle.

" Calyx-limb small, 5-toothed.
Corolla tubular or somewhat
Style
Stamens 5.
funnel-shaped
the limb irregular, 5-cleft.
filiform.
Stigma capitate.
Berry 1 3 celled, few-seeded."
;

—

—

Br. Fl.

Common Honeysuckle. Woodhine.
1.
L. Periclymenum, L.
" Heads stalked, flowers ringent capitate terminal, leaves all disBr. Fl. p. 185.
E. B. t. 800. Guimp.
tinct deciduous oval."
und Hayne, Abbild der Deutsch. Holtzart, i. 17, t. 7.

—

Leaves sinuate. Oak-leaved Honeysuckle.
In woods, thickets and hedges abundant.* Fl. June

;8.

— October.

;

— October.

Fr. August

Ip

A state with the leaves and stems perfectly glabrous occurs at Bembridge down,
banks in Sandown bay, and in hedges between Hardinshoot and Whitefield farms.
This condition is perhaps not at all uncommon, but the plant is, I think, far
more usually hairy, and with the leaves downy beneath.
Wood between Wootton and
/3. In a wood by Elm farm, near Calbourne.
Whippingham.

* The Honeysuckle nourishes the larva of the beautiful and rather rare butterLimenitis Camilla, whose graceful evolutions on the wing I had first the
pleasure of observing in Quarr copse, where it is frequent.
fly,

—
Soli
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Order XL.

RUBIACE^,

Juss.

"

Calyx adherent with the ovary, entire or toothed at the marCorolla regular.
Stamens inserted upon the corolla and
between its divisions. Style 1. Ovary 1, with 2 or more cells.
Emhryo straight, surrounded by a horny albumen. Radicle inferior.
Leaves opposite, with interpetiolar stipules or whorled.
A most imj)ortant natural family. All the species found in Europe belong to the group called Stellata or Rubiacece proper, and
have, besides the above characters, a 4
5 lobed corolla valvular
gin.

—

—

—

—

in ffistivation, 4
5 stamens, a bipartite or trifid style, 2 capitate
stigmas, a 2-celled 2-seeded pericarp, and slender herbaceous

square stems with whorled leaves."
I.

Etjbia, Linn.

Br. Fl.

Madder.

" Corolla rotate or campanulate or funnel-shaped, 4
Fruit a 2-lobed berrij." Br. Fl.
5.

Stamens 4

—

—

—5

cleft.

This genus scarcely differs from Galium, except in certain technical characlers
given above, of wliich that of having the flowers pentanierous is perhaps the only
tolerably natural clisiinction.
The true adders, as so restricted, are for the most
part of larjrer size &m\ more robust habit than the Bed-straws, with scandent somelimes woody stems, and rigid, prickly, often persistent leaves, that are usually in
whorls of 4 or sometimes 5, rarely 6.
But cerlaiu American species now referred
to Galium are inlermediate betwixt it and Rubia in their succulent coloured fruit
and tetramerous flowers, as well as in general habit, and hence have been allotted
by preceding authors sometimes to the one, sometimts to the other of these j;enera,
as, for instance, the G. hispidulum of Michaux (R. Brownei of the same author,
and R. Walteri of DeCandoUe), G. uniflorum of Mx., Vu. These connecting species however form but a small group (Relburnium of Endl.), leaning rather to
Rubia than to Galium, and are furtljer distinguished from the true Galiums by
their iuvolucrate or bracteated peduncles.

M

1. 'R. peregrina, L.
Wild Madder. Vcct. Evergreen Cliver.
Leaves mostly 4 in a whorl persistent smooth and shining above
margins and midrib beneath prickly, stems scabrous woody below,

peduncles paniculately forked, corolla 5-cleft rotate.
Br. Fl. p.
186.
E. B. t. 851.
Fl. Ital. ii. p. 145.
R. sylvestris, Brot.
Phyt. Lusit. select, ii. t. 169.
Climbing over bushes or rough rocky ground in woods, thickets and hedges in
paits of both East and West Medi'.ia; abundantly.
-F/. June, July.
Fr.

many

September.' October.

E. Med.

If.

— Frequent about Ryde, in Quarr copse,

Shore copse, Whitefield wood,
and most abundantly in a lane (Church !.;ne, I believe it is called) skirting Quarr
copse, between Binstead and the Newpori road, and where it produces berries.
Along the shores of the harbour between ISembridge and Brading, very plentiProfusely all along the Dndercliff, and very luxuriant at St. Lawrence,
fully.
In woods along the coast between Ryde and St.
Steephill and Bonchurch.
Helens.
W. Med.
In various places along the upper road from Yarmouth to Newport,
betwixt Hebbards and Walchingwell farnis, in plenty.
About Newport and

—

Rtibia
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my friend Mrs. Ooodwin tells me it is called Evergreen Oliver by
Like a thick matting on the hedges along the road ahoul a
mile from Yaimoulh towards Shalfleet.
A beautiful evevgreen plant. Root slender. Stem solitary, perennial and
woody, terete, chordiform, and according to situation short, reclining and procumbent, or scandent over bushes and trees to the length of several feet,* about the
thickness of a quill at base, quite or nearly simple below, leafless, very tongh and
flexile, covered with an ash-coloured cuticle, which when old peels off in fine
paper-like laminae
alternately branched above, the branches green, acutely quadrangular, with a tough medullary chord in the centre, probably biennial or perishing after having once flowered, certainly more than annual, their very salient
angles rough with short cartilaginous points or prickles directed downwards.
Leaves in whorls of 4, 5, or 6 (commonly 4 or 5), mostly reduced to a pair or 3
beneath and amongst the flowering ends of the branches, sessile, deep green and
persistent, the young shoois reddish brown and lucid, extremely firm and rigid,
quite glabrous, their slightly deflexed margins and prominent midrib beneath
beset with short, curved, cartilaginous prickles pointing downwards and a little
backwards, those on the midrib fewer or even wanting: in shape and size the
leaves vary infinitely, from lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate to broadly elliptical,
ovato-elliptical, ovate or even obovate, the smaller usually the broadest, rounded
or obtuse, with a small mucro, the larger acute or pointed but not acuminate.
Flowers in axillary and terminal di-tiichotomously forked clusters, forming a
compound leafy panicle.
Pedicels unequal, scabrous, divaricate, spreading or
Calyx
deflexed, usually with one or two small lanceolate bracts at their base.
obsolete.
Corolla about 2^ lines in diameter, yellowish green, rotate, without
any tube, very deeply 6-cleft (with a 6-cleft flower occasionally interspersed), the
segments spreading, a little unequal, ovate or ovato-elliptical, their margins
deflexed, abruptly taper-pointed, besprinkled above with pale papillose points or
granulations.
Stamens very short, erect, inserted about midway betwixt the
throat of the corolla and the base of its segments anthers innate, pale yellow, of
a somewhat rectangular, obloi]g, square figure, a little decurved or arcuate, plane
underneath, convex above pollen yellow.
Styles 2, short, erect, greenish, subgloboso-oapilate, surrounded by a tumiil ring or border filling the orifice of the
corolla.
Ovary subglobose, compressed. Fruit not much larger than a peppercorn, purplish black, smooth and shining, roundish or (when both seeds are perfected) subdidymous.
Seeds two, or as often only one by abortion, large, subglobose, flattened on the inner side, surrounded with a mealy and juicy nearly tasteless
pulp, of a purple colour.
The lower part of the stem partakes of the colouring matter so copious in the
root.
Might it not be successfully cultivated, and yield as good madder as R.
tinctorum F
The Madders are less hardy than the Bed-straws, and cease far sooner than these
latter towards the North.
Our native species ranges to somewhat above 63'' in
the W. of England, "Vvhich is doubtless the extreme polar limit of the genus in
Europe.
Though found sparingly in Kent and Sussex, this island appears to be
the most eastern limit of its occurrence in abundance even on the S. coast, becomThe stems are certainly
ing more frequent as we advance towards the West.
perennial, not dying after flowering, but emitting fresh shoots, though it is probable they do not survive beyond the third year.
The fruit is comparatively but
sparingly matured, by far the greater number of the flowers falling away and
leaving only the bare pedicels.

Cowes, where

the coiintiy people.

;

;

;

* I measured a stem from the Priory woods, near Byde, which had ascended
the trunk of a tree to the extent of ten feet, and, though the intermediate part
appeared quite dead and withered, the summit shot out into a bundle of greeu
and vigorous leafy branches.

—
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Gamum, Linn.

Bed-straw.

Corolla rotate, 4-cleft.
Stamens 4. Fruit a dry, 2-lobed, indehiscent pericarp, without any distinct margin to the calyx.
* Fruit glabrous.

Flowers yellow,

1.
Mugweed Bed-straw.
G. criiciatum, With.
Crosswort.
" Leaves 4 in a whorl ovate 3-nerved hairy, flowers polygamous
in small axillary corymbs, peduncles 2-leaved."
Br. Fl. p. 187.

—

E. B.

t.

143.

In dry woods, groves and thickets, along sunny hedges, the borders of woods
and fields, and on di-y banks under walls and rocks very frequent. Fl. April
June. If.
;

" Leaves about 8 in a
2. G. verum, L.
Yellow Bed-straiv.
whorl linear with revolute margins gTooved above downy beneath,
flowers in dense panicles."
Br. Fl. p. 187. E. B. t. 660.
,

In dry fields and pastures, by roadsides, on banks, and in loose sand of the seaF^. June
abundantly.*
September. Zf.

shore

—

;

** Fruit glabrous.

Flowers white.

—

3. G. Mollugo, L.
Great Hedge Bed-straw. " Leaves 6 8 in
a whorl oblong-lanceolate or obovate mucronate rough at the
margin with prickles pointing forward and lower branches of the
panicles spreading horizontally, stem flaccid, segments of the

corolla taper-pointed, fruit-stalts divaricated.
"

glabrous, leaves oblong-lanceolate, floral ones small. F. B. 1. 1673."
188.
/3. ochroleuca. Flowers yellowish green.
In hedges, the borders of woods and thickets, and in bushy places abundant
throughout the island, i^/. JuneP^August. 2f.
a.

—Br.

Stem

Fl.

p.

;

W. Wilson Saunders,
/3. I5etween Ventnor and Bonchurch, not uncommonly,
Esq. In a hedge of a common field near Plumbley's (new) hotel, Freshwater
gate ; confined to one spot, but in considerable plenty, growing with the ordinary
white kind, and strikingly contrasted with it.
By the footway between Shanklin
and Cook's castle.
The copious milk-white flowers of the great Hedge Bed-straw very conspicuously adorn our hedgerows in the latter months of summer.

White Water Bed-straw. Marsh Bed-straw.
4. G. palustre, L.
"Leaves 4 6 in a whorl oblong-lanceolate obtuse tapering at the
base and as well as the lax spreading branched stem more or less

—

rough, panicles diffuse, fruit-stalks divaricated.
"

Stem and leaves smoothish."— Br. FL p. 188. G. palustre, F. B. t. 1857.
Nerves at the back and margins of the leaves and angles of the stem rough
E. B. t. 2206. G. montawith mostly reflexed prickles. G. Witheringii, Sm.
a.

i3.

:

num. With.
* The larva of the beautiful, scarce, spotted elephant hawk-moth, Deilephila
(Sphinx, L.) Galii, feeds on this species, G. Mollugo, and probably on Rubia
peregrina.
The insect has been taken in this island.

8

Galiu7n.]
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In moist woods, meadows, ditches, the weedy margins of ponds, rivers and
other low, wet, marshy places extremely oommi)n.
J^V. June, July.
!(..
/3. Abundant in a wet wood near the western side of Blackpan common.
Under a moist hedge near Coppid Hall.
Freshwater village and Alum Bay,
Rev.
^
;

G.E.Smith.

—

G. uliginostim, li. Rough Marsh Bed-straw. "Leaves 6
whorl linear-lanceolate bristle-pointed, their margins and the
stem rough with reflexed prickles."
Br. Fl. p. 187. E. B. t.
5.

in a

—

1972.
In damp marshy or boggy places
July, August.

E. Med.

like the last,

hut much

less frequent.

Fl.

If.

— Between

Ryde and Ashey common.

Willow-thicket near Lang-

hridge, by New church.
Wet spot on Briddlesford heath. Plentiful on a moor
close to Stone farm.
Willow-bed near Budbridge farm, in plenty.
Wood near
St. John's turnpike, Ryde, Rev. G. E. Smith.
[Stapler's heath, near Newport, A.
G. More, Esq., Edrs.]'
Willow-thicket by Bagwick.
W. Med.
In the marsh at Freshwater gate.
In a bog close to Cockleton farm, near Cowes.
Root slender. Stems a foot or 18 inches high, weak, brittle, quadrangular, the
corners very prominent, and rough with short prickles pointing downwards. Leaves
in whorls of 6 or 8 (the uppermost with never less than 5), linear-lanceolate, quite
glabrous, bright green, armed beneath along their slightly inflexed edges with a
single row of prickles pointing downwards and backwards, and tipped with a fine
Flowers while, in small 3-forked panicles at the
very distinct bristle or raucro.
end of the stem and branches occasionally some of them are 5-cleft, their pedunSegments of the corolla
cles and the ultimate divisions of the panicle smooth.
Anthers at first yellow, then brownish, of 2 round lobes. Stigscarcely pointed.
ma 2-lobed. Fruit small, minutely granulated or dotted.
The whole plant is more slender than G. palustre, and does not, like it, turn

—

;

black in drying,

" Leaves about
L. Smooth Heath Bed-stratv.
whorl obovate mucronate, stem much branched smooth
usually prostrate, panicles corymbose small, pedicels erecto6.

Gr. saxatile,

6 in a

— Br.

patent, petals slightly acute, fruit granulated."
E. B. t. 815. Fl. Dan. x. t. 1633.
On dry, barren, sandy heaths and commons abundantly.
;

Fl. p. 187.

FL June

—August.

nThreeRough-fruited Corn Bed-straw.
7. G. tricorne, With.
" Leaves 6
8 in a whorl linear-lanhorned Corn Goose-grass.
ceolate their margins midrib and angles of the stem rough with
reflexed prickles, peduncles axillary 3-flowered, fruit reflexed
granulated."— 5r. Fl. p. 190. E. B. t. 1641.

—

In dry and especially chalky cornfields and other cultivated ground not unfre0.
quent. Fl. June October. Fr. September, October.
Cornfields above St. Lawrence, and above Sandown bay. At BonE. Med.
chnrch. Once found by me near Ryde, between Binstead and Ninham. Amongst
turnips in a field between Kerne and Ashey down.
W. Med.— In a field near Street Place. Very widely dispersed, and sometimes

—

—

;

Very plentifully in a field
profusely, in cornfields about Thorley and Wellow.
Not unfrequent amongst corn near W. Cowes, as at Broadfield
near WestoT«r.
Frelds near Carisbrooke, Mr. D. Turner, Fl. Vect., and Mr. Borrer
farm, &c.
[Brighslone, near Moortown, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
in litt.
The whole herb of a pale yellowish green, strongly resembling the much more

—
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—

RUBiACE^.

[As2)crula.

common G.

Aparine, and like it tenaciously adhering to every object with which
comes in contact, by means of its small hut strong prickles. Rnot simple, slender and annual, moslly reddish, indicating ihe presence of a portion of the colourStems
ing principle* common to so many plants of this section of the Rubiaceee.
it

numemus, at first ascending, afterwards quite prostrate or clinging to
the stalks of corn for support, from a few inches to 2 feet in length, brittle, quadrangular, the angles winged, and very rougli with small prickles pointing downwards.
Whorls rather distant, of 8 linear-lanceolate mucronate leaves, their midrib beneath and slightly rettexed margins rou'iih with prickles like those on the
stem.
Peduncles about as long as the leaves, mostly 3- (sometimes l-or'2-)
often very

flowered pedicels curved downwards in fruit, one or more of them often abortive,
Flowers small,
mostly simple, now and then forked and bearing a second flower.
white, 4-cleft ; segments of the corolla broadly ovate, with a short inflexed but not
Staacuminate apex, which is tliiukened on the back at the point of inflexion.
I find many of the flowers with two dismens erect. Stigma capitato-convex.
tinct styles, and occasionally 6-cleft and pentandrous, or trifid and with three
stamens. Fruit large, the size of peppercorns, brownish when ripe, scabrous,
punctate and celluhir, covered with uiinute tubercles, naturally 2-seeded and with
the form of a double globe, but one of the seeds often remains imperfectly developed, reducing the fruit to a simple sphere, with the rudiments of a seccmd lobe
Seeds round, hard. When ripe, the
attached to it at the base of the pedicel.
globular fruit, suspended from the triple downward-curved jiedicels, exactly r-epreseuts the three balls as they are often hung out over a pawnbroker's shop.
;

*** Fruit

hispid.

Aparine, L.

Goose-grass.
Cleavers or Oliver.
Catchin a whorl linear-lanceolate hispid their
margins midrib and angles of the stem very rough with reflexed
prickles, peduncles axillary about 3-flowered, the stalks divariE. B. t. 816.
cating straight, fruit hispid."— 5r. Fl. p. 190.
8.

Gr.

"

iveed.

Leaves

6

—8

About hedges and fences, in woods, thickets, cornfields and waste ground;
abundant everywhere. Fl. May September. ©.
This species is very widely diff'used over the earth's surface.
It is common in
America, where by some it is judged to have been imported from the old world.
T have however found it in woods and other sequestered spots as far South as
New Orleans, where it had quite the appearance of an indigenous plant.
The herb, chopped small, is given to goslings in this island.

—

III.

AsPEEULA, Linn.

" Corolla funnel-shaped.
tinct margin to the calyx."

Stamens
Br.

Woodruff.
4.

Fruit without any dis-

Fl.

—

" Leaves 6
1. A. odorata, L.
Siveet Woodruff.
8 in a whorl
lanceolate, flowers panicled on long stalks, fruit hispid."
Br. Fl.
191.
E.B.t.795.
In woods, groves, thickets, and on shady hedgebanks
abundant in various
Fl. April
June. !(
Plentiful in Quarr copse, &c.
E. Med.
W. Med. Woods about Cowes.
Root pale red, rhizomatous, very slender, creeping far and wide, and emitting
from the joints bundles of hair-like branched fibres, and an occasional stem at
Stem erect or a little ascending at base, from 6 inches or less
distant intervals.

places.

—
—

—

* For a farther account of

;

this colouring

matter see Ruhia peregrina.

—

—
Sherardia.]

—
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to a foot or a foot and a half high, pale green, brittle, shining and glabrous, quadrangular, with a deep groove along each face, usually simple, but in the larger

and more luxuriant specimens

often slightly branched, swollen and sometimes
purplish above the inferior whorls of leaves.
Leaves in remote whorls, sessile,
bright grass-green, firm and lucid, quite glabrous excepting at their point of junction with the stem, where are a line of short bristles pointing downwards, forming
a ring or fillet below each whorl, rough along the margins and single prominent
midrib with close-set spinules, which are very acute and pointing forward leaves
of the lowermost whorl or two very small, usually 6, obovate, widely spreading of
the succeeding verticils 8 or 9, much larger, oblanceolate, patent or suberect,
mucronato-apiculate. Flowers snow-white, with a sweet honied fragrance, in
small few-flowered, di-trichotomously forked panicles, that stand mostly 3 together at the summit of elongated grooved peduncles, which spring in an umbellate
manner from the centre of the uppermost whorl of leaves, but are sometimes late;

;

and solitary. Branches of the panicles short, divaricate, the primary and often
the secondary divisions furnished with one, two or more lanceolate brads (reduced
whorl) beneath the forkings ; pedicels very short and unequal.
Corolla funnelshaped, somewhat fleshy, cleft for about J of its length into 4 ovate or subelliptical, somewhat pointed, spreading segments, the apices of which are thickened at
the back and slightly incurved.
Stamens erect, a little longer than the obsoletely
quadrangular tube, thair filaments adnate with the corolla the greater part of their
length ; anthers while, elliptical or sublinear.
Style much shorter than the stamens, cleft at summit or rather appearing as 2 styles united at top, surrounded at
base by an elevated, dimidiate, tumid ring or gland on the summit of the ovary,
which is nectariferous, and would be called a nectary by the older authors ; stigmas very large, white, pellucid, globose.
ral

Squinancy - wort.
2.
Small Woodruff.
A. Cynaiichica, L.
" Leaves linear 4 in a whorl very irregular in the uppermost
E. B. t. 33.
Br. Fl. p. 191.
whorls, fruit granular scabrous."

On

dry, open, hilly pastures, heaths and banks ;
August.
Fl. June
districts.

throughout the chalk

—Very

—

abundant on the downs, &c.,
2^.

on banks at Ventnor. [On Ashey, Bradiug and Bembridge downs, abundant. Dr. Bell-Satter, Edrs.]
W. Med.— Everywhere about Carisbrooke. On Freshwater, Afton and other
Between Calbourne and Brixton.
downs, plentiful but mostly very diminutive.
On the turf and banks along the shore from Norton westward.

E. Med.

fine

Sherardia.

IV. Sheeaedia, Linn.
" Corolla funnel-shaped.
Br. Fl.
calyx."

Stamens

4.

Fruit crowned with the

" Leaves about 6 in
Little Field-madder.
Br. Fl. p. 190. E.
capitate."
sessQe
a whorl, flowers terminal
1.

B.

t.

S. arvensis, L.

891.

In cornfields and other cultivated ground, fallows, waste places, and in woods,
OctoFl. April
mostly on a light gravelly or sandy soil; very common.

—

ber.

0.

2

I

—
^^'^

—

VALERiANACE^.

Order XLI.

[Cf iitranthus.

VALEEIANACEiE,

Juss.

" Calyx - tube adnate with the ovary, the limb toothed, or a
thickened margin at the top of the ovary, at length unfolding
into a feathery pappus.
Ovary with 1
Corolla with 3
6 lobes.
perfect cell and often 2 or 3 abortive ones.
Fruit dry, indehiscent, 1-seeded.
liea.ves opposite, without stiiSeecZ pendulous.
pules."— Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Spur Valerian.

Centeanthus,* DeCand.

"Corolla 5- cleft, spurred at the base.
crowned with a feathery pappus." Br. Fl.

A
are

genus instituted by DeCandolIe,

for the reception of

monandrous and have the perianth

Stamen

1.

Fruit

such of the Valerians as

distinctly spurred,

— characters somewhat

but authorized by the expediency of dividing <;o large a genus as Valeriana was left by Linnaeus, and from which the present recedes considerably in
habit.
The few species composing it are natives of the S. of Europe, and are
merely naturalized with us.
They affect very dry warm situations, on old walls,
artificial,

rocks, &c., not moist, cool or alpine ones, like the true Valerians.

*1. C. ruber, DC.
ovate-lanceolate, spur
192.
Valeriana, L.:

On

and

Red Spur-jlower. Red Valerian.
much shorter than the ovary."

" Leaves
Br. Fl. p.

E. B.t. 1531.

sometimes also (but not in this island) in chalk-pits
and not indigenous. Fl. June September. If..
E. Med. On the garden wall of Morton house. Old walls at Brading.
W. Med.
On Yarmouth castle, abundantly, with the blossoms of every shade
between white and deep red. Carisbrooke castle, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
A general favourite in gardens, from whence it easily disseminates itselt by its
volatile seeds on walls, rocks, ruins and chalky cliffs.
Sir James Smith says it is
certainly wild iu the chalk-pits of Kent, and I have seen it growing abundantly
on rocks at Plymouth, Dawlish, and other places iu the W. of England, where,
though perfectly naturalized, there are no grounds for pronouncing it indigenous.
old walls

rare,

rocks,

—

;

—

—

II.

Valeriana, Linn.

" Corolla 5-cleft, gibbous at

crowned with a feathery pappus."

the

Valerian.

base.

— Br. Fl.

Stamiens

3.

Fruit

Common or Great Wild Valerian. " Stem
1. V. officinalis, L.
sulcate stoloniferous, leaves all jpinnatifid, leaflets lanceolate nearly
uniform."—i?r. Fl. p. 192. E. B. t. 698.
In wet woods and thickets, by river- and ditch-banks, and in other marshy

—

Fl. May
August,
l^.
Yarbridge, and in various parts of Sandown level. Abundant about AlverGreat Birchraore farm.
Common in swampy thickets
ston, near the mill, &c.
Plentiful in
along the course of the Medina above Newport, as at Blackwater.
Abundant in willow-beds and other moist places about
Horringford withy-bed.
Budbridge. Moor-farm withy-bed.
situations, in various places abundantly.

By

*

Name

from usvTpov, a spur, and av5o;, a Jlower, in reference

gibbosity at the base of the corolla.

to the

spur or

—
Fedia.]

Tube of

—

valerianace^.
the corolla hairy within.
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Flowers white, with a faint tinge of rose-

colour.

Y.dioica,!^.

2.

Small Marsh Valerian.

" Flowers imperfectly

dioecious, root-leaves ovate-spathulate stalked, those of the stem
lyrate-pinnatifid, fruit glabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 192. E. B. t. 628.
In marshy or bojrgy meadows, but

E. Med.

rarely,

i^^.

May, June.

2^.

— By a small stream at the West end of Briddlesford heath.

W. Med.— A.t Freshwater gate, with Aspidium Thelypteris, in a very deep bog,
apparently composed chiefly of comminuted shells ; rather plentifully.
In some
wet meadows near Thorley, Rev. James Penfold
.'.'.'

III.

Fedia, Vahl.

Corn-salad.

—

" Corolla gibbous at the base the limb 5-cleft.
Stamens 2 3.
Capsule crowned with unequal teeth, indeliiscent, 3-celled, 1seeded ; 2 cells abortive or empty, rarely confluent.
{Limb of
corolla equal, and stamens 3 ia all the British species)."
Br. Fl.
;

—

Common Corn-salad. Lamb's Lettuce.
compressed oblique crowned with the 3 obscure
inflexed teeth of the calyx, fertile cell corky at the back, sterile
ones usually confluent, flowers capitate, bracteas leafy ciliato-dentate."— Br. Fl. p. 193. Valeriana Locusta, L. E. B. t. 811.
F. olitoria, Vahl.

1.

" Fruit laterally

:

0.

Flowers white.

In light cultivated ground, cornfields, waste places, pastures, and on banks
Fl. April June.
0.
On the Dover in Turner's nursery, &c., Ryde.
|8. In a field near Shanklin.

—

common.

;

;

—

Ohs.
F. carinata, Lois., which is abundant in Normandy and in the Channel
Islands, will probably be found here also, but its great resemblance to F. olitoria,
from which it is scarcely distinguishable but by its fruit, renders its detection less
easy.
M. de St. Amans, in his ' Flore d'Agen,' makes them varieties, and says
I incline to the belief that F.
he has found the fruit of both on the same plant.
cannata holds the same relation to F. olitoria as F. Auricula does to F. dentata,
and that the value of each as distinct species is, to say the least, very problematical.

" Capsule
2. F. Auricula, DC.
Sharp-fruited Corn-salad.
ovate acuminated with a narrow groove in front glabrous crowned
vidth the single entire or 3-limbed tooth of the calyx, empty cells
rounded at tliQ back larger than the fertile one, cymes lax." Br.
Fl. p. 193.
M. et K. Rohl. Deutschl. Fl.
E. B. Suppl. t. 2809.
Gaud. Fl. Helv. i. p. 84, t. 1 (bene). Curt. Br.Entom. xiv. t. and
folio 668.
In cultivated fields, amongst corn, in various places, but rather less frequent
than the next species, of which I more than suspect it to be merely a variety. Fl.
June, July. 0.
CornE. Med.
Cornfield by Anthony's common, near Ryde, abundantly.
fields about Haven-street.
[Very frequent at Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq.,

—

Edrs.]

W. 71/erf.— Cornfields about Freshwater, Yarmouth, &c.
Cowes.

Not unfrequent about

—
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[Ffdid.

V.U.EEIAXACEiE.

—

Root slender, tapering. Stem erect, fi 12 inches high, rounded, with projecting stria, rough with minute scattered hairs, repeatedly and dichototnously
branched, the branches widely spreading.
Leaves linear, the lowermost pair or
two spathulate, mostly quite entire, upper ones tapering to a bluntish point, with
one or more pairs of teeth at their base all clasping and generally slightly hairy.
Flowers sessile in the terminal forts of the panicle, pinkish white, very small, a
solitary one generally in the axils of the first and second bifurcations from the
summit. Capsule subglobose, gibbous in front, finely granulated, about 5-ribbed,
of 2 inflated empty or abortive cells before, with an evident furrow between them,
and one fertile cell at the back, much smaller than the others and filled with the
solilaiy seed.
Calyx of 2 unequal lobes forming a crown to the fruit, that at the
back over the perfect cell much the longer and more prominent, entire or obscurely
tridentate, obtuse or pointed
the lower lobe over the two front or abortive cells
;

;

3- or o-toothed.
I apprehend DeCandoUe's suspicion that the present species is only a variety
oi F. dentata will be ultimately admitted.
In this genus the capsule is naturally
3-celled and by abortion single-seeded ; the two empty cells are either contracted
to points, or inflated and turgid, in some instances merged into one by the obliteration of the septum, and by their greater or less prominence moulding the
exterior shape of the seed-vessel.
If we only conceive the two shrunken exterior

F. dentata to be moderately distended, we have the ampuUaceous form of
the capsule which distinguishes F. Auricula, between which and F. dentata I
cannot find a single other permanent diagnostic.
I think I may almost venture
to predict a similar fstte to F. carinata, which, it appears to me, stands in much
the same rehition to F. olitoria as F. Auricula and F. dentata do to each other, a
less degree of turgidity in the two anterior or abortive cells sufficiently accounting
for the difference of configuration in its capsule and that of i^. olitoria.
cells in

3. F. dentata, Vatl.
Narrow -fruited Corn-salad. " Capsule
ovate flattish and 2-ribbed in front acuminate crowned with the
prominent oblique unequally toothed calyx.

"

Valeriana, F. B.
Valerianella Morisonii, DC.
/3. Capsule clothed with spreading incurved rigid hairs, cup of the calyx
small oblique."
23r. J"/, p. 193.
F. mixta, Vahl. Valerianella mixta, i?erto/.

t.

a.

Capsule glabrous, cup of the calyx small very oblique.

1370.

"

Fl. Ital.

—

i.

p. 188.

In cultivated fields, principally amongst corn
very common.
Fl. June
August. 0.
/3. In a cornfield, with F. Auricula, by a creek of the Medina adjoining Medham brickfield, in great plenty, 1839. On these specimens the hairs are but
sparingly found, and not easily seen without a glass.
Root annual, whitish, slender and taperiujr.
Stem erect, slender, hollow, pale
green or purplish, rounded, but traversed by 6 thin prominent lidges, arising Irom
rough and
the decurrent margins of the leaves and their midrib or keel beneath
scabrous, setosely hispid along the angles at its base, sometimes branching from
the bottom, but more usually simple for a few inches above the root, where it
forls into two main branches that are again lepeatedly forked or sometimes tricbotomonsly ramified, the branches widely divaricate, lax, spreading, wiry and
flexuose, leafy only at the bifurcations, forming a straggling herb often of greater
Leaves
breadth than height, which is from about a few inches to a foot usually.
opposite, sessile, semiamplexicaul and almost connate, pale yellowish green, minutely scabrous, thin and membranaceous, traversed by parallel anastomosing
veins that are depressed above, and by a thin, sharp, scabrous keel underneath,
their margins spinulose, and, as well as the keel, continued down the stem to the
root- and lower stem-leaves
next pair below, foiming so many sharp angles
mostly entire, elongate-oblong or spathulate, very obtuse those at the forks of
Flowers extremely
the branches narrower, linear-elongate and somewhat pointed.
minute, in small, close, 2 3 forked, level-topped, corymbose clusters at the sum;

;

;

;

—

——
Knaiitia.]

dipsace^e.
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mit of the ultimate divisions of tlie stem.
Corolla not a line
the segments tinged with pale pink, roundish entire.

Order XLII.

DIPSACE^,

in diameler, white,

Juss.

" Calyx-tahe adnate with the ovary, surrounded by a scariose
involucel closely investing the ovary and ripe fruit.
Corolla with
the limb oblique, with an imbricated sestivation.
Stamens 4 5 ;

—

anthers distinct.
Ovary 1-celled. Style 1, filiform. Fruit dry,
indehiscent, 1-celled, with 1 pendulous seed, crowned with the
pappus-like calyx.
Alhvmen fleshy.
Mostly herbaceous plants,
with opposite or whorled leaves. Flowers pedicellate, collected into
a dense head, which is surrounded by a many-leaved involucre.
Nearly allied to the Compo^itse." Br. Fl.

—

I.

DiPSACUs, Linn.

Teasel.

" Receptacle with spinous scales.
Involucel with a thickened
limb, forming a crown to the ovary. Calyx cup-shaped. Stamens
distinct, about equal. Fruit 4-angled, with 8 pores or depressions.

(Leaves opposite)."

—Br. Fl.

1. D. sylvestris, L.
Wild Teasel. "Leaves sessile undivided,
upper ones connate, scales of the receptacle straight at the extremity, involucres curved upward."
Br. Fl. p. 195. E. B. t 10.33.

p. Flowers white.

By roadsides, along moist hedges, on ditchbanks, and in wet woods and
thickets; extremely common,
i^/. July, August.
$.
j3. A few plants by the roadside between Calbourue and Shalfleet, with the
common blue kind, 1844.
Seeds (achenia) brownish, sessile, finely downy with erect or appressed pubescence, oblong-truncale, quadrangular, with 8 prominent ridges and as many deep
furrows, the summit with radiating fissures, bordered by the shallow persistent
outer calyx, and crowned by the more deciduous, substipitate and very hairy inner
one, each seed attached to the spongy receptacle at the base of a scale which
enfolds it on two of its faces.
The water found collected within the cavity of the connate leaves must, I imagine, be secreted or eliminated by the plant itself, since I observed it to be abimdaiitly furnished, during the present unusually dry and hot season, June, 1846,
when no rain has fallen for some weeks, and very little dew has been deposited at
night, yet the water remains unevaporated by the intense heat of the sun's direct
rays.
I have remarked, besides, that, on the same plant, whilst some of the leaves

held water in considerable quantity, others contained either very little or none at
all, which seems to point at a great inequality of the secreting activity of different
leaves or other parts of the individual plant.
One of our tallest herbaceous plants I have seen it about Ejde nearly 7 feet
high. The flowers expand in successive rings or zones on the large oval heads,
commencing about the middle of each.
;

II.

Knautia, Linn.

Knautia.

" Receptacles hairy, without scales. Involucels with a 4-toothed
Stamens
Calyx cup-shaped, with radiating teeth.
minute limb.

——

;
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DipsACE^.

Fruit upon a short stalk, 4-angled, with 4
B7: Fl.

distinct nearly equal.
pores or depressions."

1. K. arvensis, Coult.
" Heads of
tian Rose.

minute
p. 196.
;8.

y.

Field Knautia.

many

teeth, calyx with 8

Scabiosa, L.

[Scabiosa.

:

Egypcrowned with very

Vect. Gipsy or

flowers, fruit

— 16 somewhat awned

E. B.

t.

cilia."

— Br. Fl.

659.

Flowers white.
Smooth, all the leaves undivided.

Florets of the centre equal to those of the circumference.
very
In dry meadows, pastures, cornfields, waste ground, and by waysides
common. Fl. June August. 2(.
/3. Cornfield near Wallow.
y. Isle of Wight, E. K., Loud. Mag. Nat. Hist. i. p. 83.
S. Banks at Venlnor, and cornfields near St. Lawrence, W. Wilson Saunders,
Esq. I.!!
S.

;

—

III. Scabiosa, Linn.

" Receptacle

scaly.

Involucel

Calyx of about 5 bristles. Stamens
with 8 depressions." Br. Fl.

Scabious.

membranaceous

or

distinct, nearly equal.

minute.
Fruit

" Segments of corolla
1. S. succisa, L.
Devil's-bit Scabious.
4 nearly equal, fruit' angled with the depressions reaching nearly
to the base and a very short crown, calyx-bristles conniving, cauline leaves dentate, heads of flowers nearly globose, leaves of the
involucre in 2—3 rows."— Br. Fl. p. 195. E. B. t. 878.
In rather moist meadows, pastures, heathy places and open grassy woods
abundantly. Fl. August October.
H..
Plentiful in Quarr copse, and most other woods near Ryde.
The first appearance of this plant in flower is the earliest liut surest token that,
whilst Nature wears yet an aspect green and fair, the noontide prime of the year
has departed, and that ere long the " sere and yellow leaf" will give true but
timely warning of the " dim declining days" thai must succeed its fall. Faithful
to the advent of this silent monitor, the great green locust {Acrida viridissima)
begins to herald the approach of autumn with his shrill note of preparation, feebly
till, later, every hedge is resonant the livelong night with the
at first and solitary

—

;

ceaseless responsive chirp of these invisible choristers.
2.

S. Columbaria, L.

Small Scabious. " Corollas usually 5with the depressions reaching

cleft radiating, fruit subcylindrical

to the base, limb of the involucel membranaceous entire patent
about 20-nerved half the length of the fruit, stem hairy, radical
leaves ovate-crenate or Ij'rate, those of the stem pinnatifid with
E. B. t. 1311.
linear segments."— Br. Fl. p. 195.

On

dry calcareous or gravelly banks and pastures, also on the chalky downs in
Fl. June
Auu;ust.
If.
F. Med. Frequent on the chalk about Ventnor, Bonchurch, Apptildurcombe,
&c. On sloping banks above the Culver cliflF, Sandown bay. Chalk-pit amongst
[On Ashey down, in plenty, Dr. Bell-Salter,
the cornfields above Sandown bay.
Edrs.]
W. Med. On chalky slopes of the valley just beyond Apes-down farm, towards
About CarisRowledge, which are quite blue with this species and S. succisa.
several places.

—

—

—

En/patorium.]
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coMPosiTyE.

Everywhere in dry slopes about Swainston, Bowledge, &c. also about
Westover, in the great plantation, &c., often with lilac flowers.
Root thick, woody and creeping. Stem 6 18 inches high, round, clothed above
with close-pressed deflexed hairs, smooth and naked for the most part towards the
base, simple or branched in an opposite manner.
Radical leaves partly ovate,
blunt, on short petioles, variously cut, inciso-serrate, sometimes simply ovate or
lanceolate, hairy ; those above them pinnatifid, with lanceolate and cut segments,
the uppermost deeply divided into linear-acute and nearly smooth segments. Involucre of many linear-acute leaves.
Florets on a common receptacle, each

brooke.

;

—

accompanied by a lanceolate, concave, hairy scale.
This species does not appear to be a native of Ireland, and

mon

is

by no means com-

in Scotland.

Order XLIII.

COMPOSITE,

Juss.

" Calyx adnate with the ovary the limh entire or toothed or
mostly expanded into a pappus -which crowns the fruit.
Corolla
;

regular or irregular, filiform or tuhular or ligulate, very rarely
wanting. Stamens 5 anthers syngenesious in the perfect florets,
furnished at the apex with a more or less evident appendage, and
at the base with two bristles or spurs, or without any (ecaudate).
Ovary 1.
Style 1, sheathed in the perfect florets by the tube of
the anthers, bifid at the apex when fertile. Stigmas forming 2
longitudinal rows along the inner surface of each branch of the
style.
Fruit an achene tapering to a beak, or without one, with a
Seed erect, without albumen.
small or large epigynous disk.
Embryo straight. Badicle opposite the hilum. Stems, in the
British genera, herbaceous.
Leaves opposite or alternate. Flowers.
or florets collected into a head (compound flower, L.), inserted
upon a broad receptacle {which is either furnished with chaffy scales
or naked) and surrounded by an involucre (calyx, L.)" Br. Fl.
:

—

—

Suborder

I.

Corymbiferm.

" Heads either discoid ; with the florets of each uniform and
usually tubular, or those of the circumference filiform or tubular
or rayed when furnished with a ray consistand pistillate only
Style of the
ing of ligulate pistillate or neuter spreading florets.
Br. Fl.
perfect florets not swollen beneath its branches."
:

—

—

* Pappus pilose.
I.

EuPATORiuM, Linn.

Hemp-agrimony.

" Achenes angled or striated.
Pappus pilose and rough. ReStyles much exserted,
Involucre imbricated.
Florets all perfect (never
with long blunt papillose branches.
ceptacle naked.

yeUow)."—-Br.
1.

Fl.

H. cannabinuni,

L,.

Hemp -agrimony. Yeci

Raspberries and
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COMPOSITE.

[Tussilago.

—

Cream. " Leaves downy opposite subpetiolate 3 5 partite, their
segments lanceolate deeply serrated, the middle one the longest,
heads 5 6 flowered, scales of the involucre about 10, 5 outer
Qnes short obtuse."— 5r. Fl. p. 230. E. B. t. 428.
By rivers, streams, and ditches, in moist woods, hedges and other damp or

—

—

Fr. October,
Fl. July -September.
extremely common.
marshy situations
November. 2^.
Stem erect, from 3 to 5 feet high, rounded, angular and striated, the centre
;

filled

with a delicate tissue of mostly hexagonal cells of various sizes, reddish,

downy with fine, short, spreading and curved pubescence, more or less copiously
and oppositely branched in a corymbose manner, the branches axillary, straight,
sometimes a

Leaves opposite, dull green, very
little alternate, erecto -patent.
shortly petiolate or subsessile, 3- or (more rarely) 5-partite, their leaflets unequal,
the middle one the longest, lanceolate taper-pointed, sometimes ovate or obtuse,
or the uppermost entire, strongly, sharply and unequally serrated, entire at the
tips, venoso-rugose and pubescent above, paler and very downy beneath and on
the prominent midrib with jointed hairs, and sprinkled, besides, with imbedded
resinous globules and granular points. Flowers in dense, much-branched corymbose tufts, terminating the stem and branches and leafy in their lower part, pale
pinkish purple or flesh-coloured, rather agreeably scented, their pedicels and
branches of the corymbs with a minute bract at or near the base of each,
/rewZ«i?« almost always 5-flowered, oblong, downy, much shorter than the florets, of
about 8 imbricated, ovate or elliptical, erect, concave, obtuse and very unequal
bracts, the exterior of which are shorter, smaller and greenish
the interior larger,
broader, and coloured like the florets, with broad, blunt, green keels.
Receptacle
Florets tubular, sprinkled with resinous globules, the limb graminute, naked.
dually dilating upwards, its margin in 5 broad, pointed, nearly erect segments.
Anthers brownish, with oblong pale and membranous tips.
Styles white, much
protruded, crimson and bristly at the base just above their insertion, cleft about
half-way down, the lobes linear, spreading or slightly recurved, papilloso-glanduAchenium blackish brown or pale, glabrous or somelose, flat on the inner side.
what hairy, linear-oblong, strongly 5-ribbed or angled, the intercostal faces
minutely striated, sprinkled with yellowish, resinous, pedicellate globules shorter
than the dirty-white, sessile, spinuloso-serrated, single-rowed pappus, which about
equals the florets in length, and is very caducous.
Our British species of Eupatorium is the only European representative of an
extensive American genus, though not itself a native of that continent, and is one
of the handsomest of its tribe.
;

;

II.

"

Tussilago, Linn.

Heads monoecious,

all alike.

Coltsfoot.

Achenes

terete.

Pappus

pilose.

Florets of the ray long, narrow, numerous, in many rows
of the
disk few, sterile (both yellow).
Anthers without bristles at the
base.
Receptacle naked. Involucre formed of a single row of
equal, linear scales.
(Scapes single-floiverecl, appearing before the
;

leaves)."

—Br.

Fl.

" Scape single -flowered imbri1. T. Farfara, L.
Coltsfoot.
cated with scales, leaves cordate-angular toothed downy beneath."
—Br. Fl. p. 235. E. B. t. 429.
In moist fields, pastures, waste and arable ground extremely troublesome in
on our stiff clay soils on the North side of the island. Fl. March, April.
;

cornfields

Fr.

May.

2^.

Root whitish, scarcely branched, extreinely rough and woody, with a

central

—
COMPOSITE.

Aster.]
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medullary chord, running far in a horizontal direction and very difficult of extirpation.
Scapes few or many, from the crown of the root, about a span high,
simple, rounded and furrowed, hollow, covered with a loose cottony web intermixed wiih short glandular pubescence, and imbricated with alternate, erect, ovate
or lanceolate, somewhat sheathing scales (bracts), of a brownish or purplish colour.
Flowers terminal, solitary, at tirst drooping, afterwards erect, bright yellow,
appearing before and during the development of the leaves.
involucre of

numerous

uniserial, unequal, blunt, I- or 2-ribbed, linear, coloured scales (bracts)
rather shorter than the rays of the florets, glanduloso-pilose, their tips glabrous.
Florets of the circumference pistilliferous only, very numerous and slender, with

long extremely narrow rays, rounded and enlire at the apex. Styles much exserted, striated, shortly cleft into 2 small, erect, cylindrical lobes, covered with
granular points.
Florets of the disk comparatively few, the limb deeply divided
into 5 lanceolate-acute segments, suddenly contracted beneath into the narrow
cylindrical tube.
Anthers without basal appendages, but with pale, glandular,
acute tips, connivent over and concealing the style, which is not cloven, the truncate summit of its thick abruptly clavate extremity marked only by a transverse
fissure.
Receptacle quite naked.
Leaves acquiring their full dimensions long
after the flowers are past.
Achenium linear, pale brown, bluntly angular, without
ribs, glabrous.
Pappus sessile, pilose, pure white, shining, single-rowed, spinuloso-dentate, striated, about three times the length of the seed.
Torrey and Gray, Fl. N. Am. ii. p. 94, affirm the styles and achenia of the disk
to be abortive, and the pappus of the ligulate florets to be pluriserial.
The trivial name is probably an abbreviation oi faeere fare, or perhaps more
directly from the Italian /ar /are, from its demulcent virtue in coughs and hoarseness, for which it is still an approved remedy.
The bruised flowers have a weak
aromatic smell like those of the garden Angelica.
My friend Mr. Gillson, of Stonepits, near Ryde, in whose garden this plant
proved very troublesome, found that the creeping root was effectually destroyed
by cutting off' the plant just beneath the surface as often as itappeared, by a continual repetition of which he has completely succeeded in eradicating it.

The sweet-scented Butter-bur (Petasites fragrans), a native, I believe, of southern Italy in Calabria, upon mountains, is now quite naturalized on moist ditchbanks, under hedges near gardens, and in orchards, in very many parts of the
island, it being a general favourite, from the delicate fragrance of its early flowers,
which are produced in mild seasons as early as January or February. It is found
all over the grounds at Swainston, where, Sir Bichard Simeon assures me, it
makes excellent shelter for pheasants ; also at the foot of walls at Bembridge, and
in the orchard and hedges adjoining, at E. Cowes Castle.
III.

AsTEE, Linn.

Starwort.

" Achenes compressed. Pappus pilose, in many rows.
RecepInvolucre imbricated, sometimes with a few scales
tacle naked.
Florets
Anthers without bristles at the base.
on the peduncle.
of the ray purple or white, and in 1 or vei-y
of the disk yellow
rarely 2 rows."
Br. Fl.
;

The genus Aster, like that of Eupalorium, is pre-eminently American, Britain
possessing but one and Europe but two or three species.
The American Asters
are almost innumerable, being probably greatly over-multiplied, from the difficulty attending their discrimination.
1. A. Tripolium, L.
Sea Starwort. " Stem glabrous corymbose, leaves linear-lanceolate fleshy obscurely 3-nerved, scales of
the involucre lanceolate membranous obtuse all erect and imbricated."
Br.Fl.^.2S6. E.B.t.87. Tripolium vulgare, iVees.

—

/3.

Ray

partly or entirely wanting.

2 K

—
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COMPOSITE.

On muddy
creeks

;

not

[Solidago.

sea-shores, in salt-marshes, on the bants of tide-rivers, ditches
Fl. August— October.
2^.

and

uncommon.

—
—

Med.
Ditches by the Dover, Ryde, and between Springfield and Sea
At Wootton bridge.
W. Med. Common in the marshes about Newtown and Yarmouth. Shorwell,
Hev. G. E. Smith.
Brading harbour; about Yarmouth
in Newtown marshes and elsewhere
/3.
£1.

View.

;

occasionally.

Receptacle naked, alveolate, the foveae wilh deeply laciniated membranous borAchenia brownish, linear-oblong, much compressed, glabrous or with a few
scattered hairs and a small tuft at the base, scarcely angular, without striae.
Pappus dirly white, much longer than the seed, in several rows, simple, rough and
ders.

striated.

This plant

is

its blossoms, a circumstance, I
most autumnal-flowering genera.

very sweet or honey-scented in

believe, very unusual in this genus, as in

IV. Solidago,

Lmn.

Golden-rod.

" Achenes terete.
Pappus pilose, rough, in a single row. Receptacle naked.
Involucre closely imbricated. Anthers without
bristles at the base.
Florets of the ray few, in one row, and, as
well as those of the disk, yellow."
Br. Fl.
1. S. Virgaurea, L.
Common Golden-rod. Stem erect pubescent, radical leaves petiolate mostly elliptical, cauline ones lan-

ceolate acute deflexed entire or serrate nearly sessile, racemes
panicled erect crowded."— -Br. Fl. p. 236. E. B. t. 301.
In woods, groves and thickets, on hedgebanks, heaths, and dry, hilly, bushy
Fr. October, November.
places abundant.
Fl. July -October.
2f
very variable plant, 1
3 feet high.
i?oo< thick, woody, with long simple
fibres.
Stems several, erect, roundish or angular, simple, reddish or greenish,
Root-leayes fascicled, on
leafy, more or less downy, zigzag or nearly straight.
long channelled footstalks, elliptical or elliptical-lanceolate, acute, sometimes
partly obovate and obtuse, crenate or even sharply serrated, and ciliated on their
margins ; stem-leaves scattered, lanceolate-acute, serrated or nearly entire, wavy,
curled or twisted and deflexed, dark green, more or less hairy, covered with a
close reticulation of veins beneath, nearly sessile, with a bundle of smaller leaves
in the axil of each (the rudiments of flower- clusters).
Raceme terminal, panicled, of many crowded erect clusters of bright golden-yellow flowers, on downy
bracteated pedicels.
Scales of the involucre green, linear, keeled, erect and
appressed, acute, wilh membranous edges, torn or subciliate at the tips.
Florets
of the ray few, 5 10, the ray itself elliptical-oblong, 4-nerved, spreading, with 3
minute teeth at the apex, tube hairy without fiorets of the disk tubular, deeply
Receptacle cellular, deeply foveated, naked.
5-cleft, segments acute.
Achenes
pale brown, about 2 lines in length, slender, subfusiform, a little compressed,
many- and prominently ribbed, truncate at top, sprinkled with short, white, erect,
Pappus simple, sessile, dirty white, single-rowed, very rough with
bristly hairs.
erect spinules, rather longer than the fruit.
This, like Eupatorium cannabinum, is the only British or indeed European
representative of a vast American genus, and is itself found on that continent,
while the other is not. The botanical character of Solidago approaches very
nearly that of Aster.

—

;

—

A

—

;

V. Erigeeon, Linn.
"

Pappus pilose, rough. Florets of the
of the ray numerous, in several rows, very narrow

Achenes compressed.

disk fertile

;

Fleabane.

—
Senecio.]

—

composite.
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(of a different colour

from the disk).
Receptacle naked.
Involucre imbricated with linear scales.
Anthers without bristles at
the base."— J?r. Fl.
1. 'E. acris, L.
Blue Fleabane.
"Peduncles 1 -headed alternate somewhat corymbose, ray erect scarcely longer than the
disk, inner pistillate florets filiform, pappus as long as the florets
of the ray, leaves lanceolate obtuse."
Br. Fl. p. 235.
E. B. t.
1158.

—

On dry gravelly, chalky or sandy fields, pastures and banks, by roadsides,
in waste barren places ; not unfrequent.
Fl. July— October.
If.

and

—

-E. Med.
Fields about Niuham farm, Beanacrefarm, and Haven-street. Near
Shanklin. In the plantation on Apse heath.
Frequent in fields between Wootton creek and King's quay.
Fields between Lynn and Stapler's farms.
[Abundantly in the field on the right-band side of the road ascending from Byde Dover
to St. John's toll-gate. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med.
Roadside near Chessel farm, towards Calbounie.
Calboume village.
Swainstoi).
In the young plantations going up the hill to Mrs. Nash's, at
Hampstead, in plenty.
Fields near Pallance, abundantly.
In a field near the
Yar at Norton. About Colwell barracks, in plenty.

—

VI. Senecio, Linn.

Groundsel.

Eagwort.

" Involucre cylindrical, its scales linear, equal, with several
smaller ones at the base, their tips often brown.
Receptacle
naked. Flowers discoid or radiant. Pappus simple, sessile."
Br. FL
f Ray of the

ligulate florets small

and

revolute, or obsolete.

Groundsel.

1.
S. vulgaris, L.
Common Groundsel. " Eay revolute or
usually wanting, leaves semiamplexicaul pinnatifid toothed, heads
in clustered corymbs, involucre conical glabrous, outer scales
very short, achenes silky." Br. Fl. p. 237. E. B. t. 747.
A universal and most abundant weed in cultivated and waste ground, on old
i^^. all seasons.
walls, roofs, hedgebanks, and amongst rubbish,
0.

Mountain Groundsel. " Eay revolute
2.
S. sylvaticus, L.
sometimes wanting, leaves sessile pinnatifid lobed and toothed
often eared at the base, involucre downy, outer scales very short
glabrous, stem erect straight, heads corymbose, achenes silky."
Br. Fl. p. 237. E. B. t. 748.
On dry sandy or gravelly banks, pastures, and in heathy bushy places, woods
and waste ground, but not very common. Fl. July— September. Q.
E. Med.
On the Dover, Ryde, sparingly. About Sandown, not uncommon.
Plentiful by the roadside from Upper Bordwood to Alverstone, near the latter
place.
Ditch-banks on the moors N.of Godshill, in several places. Sandy fields
and banks under Bleak down.
W. Med. Near Newport, along the road to Yarmouth.

—

—

W

Ray

3.

of the ligulate

florets conspicuous, spreading, not rolled back.

Eay spreading, leaves
Hoary Ragwort.
somewhat revolute paler and spreading beneath, stem

S. erucifolius, L.

pinnatifid

Ragwort.

—
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erect loosely cottony, all the fruit hairy.
iii. 42, t. 278.
Br. Fl. p. 238.

[Ci7ieraria.
S. tenuifolius, Jacq. Fl.

Aust.

In woods, on hedgebanks, by roadsides and borders of fields
FL July
especially in the chalky parts.

October.

;

a prevailing speFr.

— September.

cies in the island,
If..

Root somewhat creeping, abrupt (prsemorsa), with long vertical fibres. Stem erect,
subsimple or branched above, naked below, 2 4 feet high, roundish, filled with
white pith, covered with loose cottony down.
Leaves numerous, sessile, alternate,
deeply pinnatifid, the segments variously toothed and lobed, dark green and
almost glabrous above, more or less pale and hoary beneath, sometimes ovate and
deeply incised, but not pinnatifid.
Flowers numerous, in a corymbose panicle,
blight yellow, paler than those of either S. Jacobaa or S. aquaticus, on rather
slender peduncles, furnished with several minute awl-shaped bracts.
JRaysVmeavoblong, spreading, revolute only when beginning to fade, or after having been
some time gathered, their extremities with a small notch and an intermediate
tooth.
Scales of the involucre erect, equal, pointed with darkish tips, outer and
lowermost linear-lanceolate, lax, all a little cottony.
Achenia angular, deeply
furrowed, densely covered with erect whitish hairs.
Pappus simple, rough, about

—

as long as the florets of the disk.
4. S. Jacobma, Jj.
Common Ragiv or t. " Eay spreading, leaves
lyrnte hipinnatifid, segments divaricated toothed glabrous, stem
erect, achenes of the disk hairjr, those of the ray glabrous, involucre hemispherical."—j5r. Fl. p. 238.
E. B. t. 1130.

In moist or dry meadows and pastures, on ditchbanks, waste ground, and by
roadsides; very common.*
i^?. July
September. 2f.

—

" Ray spreading,
5.
Marsh Ragwort.
S. aquaticus, Huds.
leaves lyrate serrated glabrous the lowermost obovate and undivided, involucre hemispherical, achenes all glabrous."— JSr. Fl. p.
238.
E. B. t. 1131.
In wet meadows and pastures, on ditchbanks, sides of rivers, and in other
marshy situations common, i^/. July September. Tf..

—

;

VII. Cineraria, Linn.
" Pappus pilose.

many

Receptacle naked.

equal, erect scales.

Fleawort.
Involucre cylindrical, of

[Floicers yellow)."

Br. Fl.

" Woolly, stem simField Fie aivort.
? 1. G. campestris, T\,etz.
ple, root-leaves elliptical narrowed below nearly entire, those of
the stem (small) lanceolate, flowers umbellate, achenes downy."
G. integrifolia, With. : E. B. t.
Senecio, BC.
Br. Fl. p 239.

152.

On

chalky downs and hilly limestone pastures; extremely rare,
Fl. May, June.
the island.
11 ?
Belhan, Isle of Wight! Pulteneij, Bot. Guide. A place quite
and to every one else of whom I have made inquiry.

if

ever found at

all in

Cin. alpi'na (lampestris), Belhan,
i. p. 121 (copied verbatim).

pi. I.

W., Dr. Pultmey

in

unknown

to

me

Hamps. Reposi-

tory,

* The larva of the ragwort moth (Call hnorpha Jacobaa), elegantly marked
with external bands of black and yellow, is often to be seen with us feeding on
the Ic.ivcs of this and other species of Senecio.

—
Inula.]
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VIII. Inula, Linn.
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Elecampane.

" Achenes terete or angled.
Pappus pilose, in 1 row.
Receptacle naked.
Involucre imbricated.
Anthers with bristles at
their base.
{Floioers yellow)."- Br. Fl.

Heleniwm, L.
Elecampane. Vect. Velvet Dock.
Wild
" Leaves amplexicaul somewhat toothed ovate
wrinkled downy beneath, outer scales of the involucre ovate
downy reflexed leafy, inner ones obovate, ray twice as long as the
disk, achenes 4-angled glabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 340.
E. B. t.
1546.
Curtis, Br. Entom. xv.
I.

1.

Sun

-flower.

—

lu moist meadows, pastures and thickets, on hedgebanks, about the borders of
and amongst bushes not very common, though truly wild with us. Fl.
July September. If.
E. Med.
Tn the first field within the walls of Quarr abbey after passing the
copse, plentifully.
Edge of the little brook by Binstead stone-pits. Stream-side
in a wood near Haven-street, and close by Blackbridge.
Near Beanacre farm.
Near Bowlands, Mr. Thos. Meehan. Luccombe landslip, at the end near Bonchurch, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. !.'! Near Ashey, Mr. J. Woods, jun., B. G.
W. Med.
Border of a field about half a mile from Calbourne, near the road
to Yarmouth, in some plenty.
Field not far from Thovley church, and elsewhere
in that parish.
Plentiful in some fields between Wellovv and Ningwood farm.
Head of the marsh-land between Gurnet bay and Hardhill farm, by the brook.
Waste places about Freshwater. About Weston farm, B. T. W. In a field by
the Medina, a little above W. Cowes, in plenty, Mr. S. Hailstone !!! Near Wilmiugham farm. Rev. J. Pen/old.'!! By Hebbard's farm. Rev. W. Darwin
fields

—

;

—

—

Fox !!!
The short,

thick, tuberous and fleshy crown of the root emits several stout,
tapering, branched fibres.
Stem ;5— 5 feet high, stout, erect, solid and leafy,
rounded below, bluntly angular and furrowed above, stained with purplish brown,
branched only towards the summit, downy all over with simple jointed hairs.
Leaves very like those of some Verbascum, ovate-acute, rugosely veined, those on
the stem finely but unequally denticulato-serrate, yellowish green above with a
short rough pubescence, whitish or hoary beneath with thick, close and veiy soft
down, and reticulated with numerous prominent veins springing from the stout
projecting midrib, which is often reddish on the upper side of the leaf; radical
leaves very large, sometimes, including the winged petiole, upwards of 2 feet in
length and 1 foot in breadth, their margins decurrent the whole length of the flattened upper side of the nearly cylindrical very long petioles, more coarsely and
unequally serrated than the perfectly sessile, alternate, amplexicaul stem-leaves,
which are only slighlly decurrent on one side of their rounded auricular bases by
an oblique attachment to the stem.
Flowers terminal, solitary, very large, 2i to
3 inches in diameter, golden yellow, with long, very narrow, linear, variously
spreading rays.
Involucre hemispherical, its scales {bracts') in several alternate
rows, the more exterior leafy, broadly ovate, undulated, patent and downy with
brownish tips, the innermost series paleaceous, erect, linear, smooth and shining,
Receptacle plane,
with pale-brown, scariose, fringed or subserrated extremities.
solid, quite naked, fovese circular, with roughish but scarcely raised margins.
Florets of the disk numerous, the tube a little bent in the middle, their segments
thickened at the tips. Anthers with long awns at their base. Styles a little
exserted ; stigmas two flattened, spathulate, spreading lobes slightly channelled
above. Florets of the circumference with long, linear, very narrow, unequally
3-toothed rays, and linear stigmas. Pappus simple, rough, in a single row, nearly

as long as the

The

florets.

fresh root has a hot, bitterish, slightly aromatic taste.

.
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COMPOSITE.

[Inula.

" Leaves pu2. I. Conyza, DC.
Ploughman's Spikenard.
bescent ovate-lanceolate serrated, the upper ones entire, stem
herbaceous corymbose, scales of the involucre all linear recurved
leafy, ray scarcely longer than the disk, achenes terete slightly
hairy."—Br. Fl. p. 240.
Conyza squarrosa, L. E. B. i. 1195.
:

In dry rocky or bushy pastures, hedges and thickets, on sunny banks and hilly
Fl. August
slopes
frequent on the chalk and clay of the eocene deposits.
;

October.

Fr. October.

—

$

Plentiful at Bonchurch, Ventndr, St. Lawrence, and along the UnFrequent about Arreton.
Plentiful near Brading, under the down
towards Adgeton, &c. Plentiful on steep declivities above the road to Niton, just
beyond St. Lawrence. Abundantly in the lane leading from the Ryde and Newport road to Quarr abbey, some of the plants 5 feet in height.
Near Brading,
Yaverland and Hyde, B. T. W.
W. Med.
In (he valley between Apes down and Rowledge, near the latter
place.
About Northcourt. About Carisbrooke and the castle, B. T. W.
A large bushy plant. Root thick, with many long creeping fibres. Stem erect,
1
3 feet in height, stout, roundish or obscurely angular, dark red or purple, very
downy, much branched.
Leaves dark green, petiolate, ovato-lanceolate, \ippermost sessile, downy, especially beneath, coarsely and unequally serrated, the
Flowers in axillary and terminal corymbose clusters.
uppermost nearly entire.
Achenia brownish black, linear-oblong, a litlle curved and compressed, strongly
ribbed with deep intermediate furrows, glabrous excepting a few scattered, erect,
bristly hairs chiefly near their summit
inserted by their white, oblique and cartilaginous bases on the nearly plane and perfectly naked receptacle, which is
covered with raised points for their attachment instead of alveoli.
Pappus dirty
white, single-rowed, about three or four limes as long as the seed, simple, rough
and striate.

E. Mei.

dercliff.

—

—

;

3. I. crithmoides, L.
Golden Samphire. " Leaves linear fleshy
generally 3 -toothed at the extremity, scales of the involucre
appressed linear acuminated, ray nearly twice the length of the
Br. Fl. p. 240. E. B. t. 68. Curt.
disk, achenes terete villous."
Brit. Entom. vi. p. 243.

On

sea-side rocks and banks, in muddy salt-marshes, and about the mouths of
and creeks, but very local, i^^. July October. If.
E. Med. In a creek of the Medina, about half a mile above E. Cowes, near a
wood, but very sparingly, Mr. Hailstone!!
W. Med.
In Newtown marshes, fringing the edges of the salt-pans, in very
tide-rivers

—

—
—

great abundance, 1838.

—

Stems numerous, I 2 feet high, simple or branched,
Root thick, fleshy.
rounded, slightly angular, very leafy. Leaves sessile, fleshy, linear or strapshaped, grooved, of a pale yellow or rather glaucous-green, not ribbed, ending in
3 points, the smaller ones in fascicles from the base of the larger, single-pointed.
Flowers at the extremity of the stem and branches, on scaly peduncles, few together, f of an inch in diameter, rather handsome, the ray bright yellow, disk
Involucre of several rows of linear-acute, green, imbricated scales closely
orange.
Florets on a naked
applied to one another, not at all lax or spreading below.
fleshy receptacle, inserted in very distinct fovese, those of the circumference with
a narrow, spreading, finely reflexed ray. Achene rough with simple erect bristles.
Pappus rough.
The whole plant has an aromatic not ungrateful smell, and a warm, pungent,
saline taste, approaching in both respects to the true Samphire {Crithmum maritimum), for which perhaps it would be a good and certainly more accessible substitute.

—
P^licaria.]

composite.
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IX. PuLicABiA, G<Brtn.
"

—

Fleabane.

Achenes somewhat

terete.
Pappus double outer row short,
inner pilose, rough. Receptacle naked. Involucre
hemispherical, closely imbricated with numerous scales. Anthers
with bristles at their base. {Flowers yellow." Br. Fl.

membranous

:

;

1. P. dysenterica, Gfertn.
Common Fleabane. Leaves oblong
cordate or sagittate amplexicaul crenato- denticulate wrinkled and
downy, stem woolly corymbose, bracts of the involucre subulate
shorter than the rays, inner pappus as long as the florets, achenia
ribbed angular. Br. FL p. 241. Inula, L. E. B. t. 1115.
:

In moisl situations along roadsides, lanes, and open grassy places in woods, on
ditch-banks, and in damp pastures abundantly in most parts of the island. Fl.
Julv September. Fr. October, November. !(..
Root perennial, whitish and woody, branched, and creeping horizontally, with
several long stout fibres and fleshy scaly runners.
Stems erect, from I to 2^ feet
;

—

in height, very leafy, solid, rounded, slightly angular, nearly simple in small specimens, copiously and alternately branched in a corymbose manner above, or often
nearly from the base in larger plants, covered with a copious cottony down. Leaves

numerous, alternate, 1 or 2 inches long, those of the stem broader and mostly
spreading, of the branches narrower and more erect oblongo-lanceolate, dull
green, venoso-rugose, soft and downy, somewhat cottony beneath, cordate or sagittato-amplexicaul and dilated at their base, with rounded or acute auricles, that,
like the crenato-denlioulate and undulated margins of the leaf, are mostly deflexed.
Flowers about an inch in diameter, bright golden yellow, solitary or subpaniculate
at the extremity of the stem and branches, their peduncles thickened upwards^
hollow, and covered with a cottony web.
Involucre subhemispherical, its bracts
very numerous, imbricated, linear-subulate, plane and membranous, pale with a
green centre, hairy, somewhat jagged and ciliated on their margins, glabrous and
shining on their inner side, the outer ones densely woolly, lax, with recurved tips.
Florets of the circumference very numerous, in several rows, with moderately long,^
spreading, ligulate, 3-toothed rays, the tube slender and glabrous. Receptacle
Achenium
nearly plane, rough with the sharp jagged edges of the deep alveoli.
brownish, oblong, angular, straight, strongly ribbed, the ridges rough in their
Pappus double, the outer one membranous,
upper part with short erect bristles.
cup-shaped, very short, its margin laciniato-deutate inner pilose, rough, about
as long as the floret, tawny-brown when ripe.
The odour of the bruised herbage is justly compared by Sir James Smith to
that of peaches, and is quite different from the bitter smell of the flowers and the
hot pungent flavour of the root.
;

;

Small Fleabane. Leaves lanceolate
2.
P. vulgaris, Gsertn.
nearly entire waved and hairy somewhat clasping, stem much
branched downy, florets of the circumference with extremely
short rays scarcely longer than the subulate involucral bracts,
inner pappus much shorter than the florets, achenium terete.
Br. Fl. p. 241. Inula Pulioaria, L. .E. .B. t. 1196.
In moist spots where water has stood during winter, on village-greens, and
:

about farm-houses in places trodden by cattle
September. 0.
E. Med. Plentiful on St. Helen's green.

;

not very frequent.

Fl. July

—

W. Med.

— Walpen farm.

Root annual, very long and tapering,
Six inches to a foot or more in height.
with scarcely any fibres. Stem erect, copiously and repeatedly branched, rounded.

—

—
S56

COMPOSITE.

[Gnaphaliuni.

purplish and downy, very leafy.
Leaves sessile, scattered, very small, the larjj;est
scarcely ahove an inch long, dull grayish gveen, waved and twisted, their edges
uneven but not serrated, pointed and hairy ; at the forks of the branches more
or less clasping.
Flowers solitary, at the end of each ramification, very small
(not J- an inch across), dark yellow, with a pleasant odour when bruised, somewhat
resembling that of ginger or the leaves of the Sweet Gale (Myrica Gale), otherwise nearly scentless. Involucre truly hemispherical, very hairy, with several

rows of unequal, linear-lanceolate, erect brads, which are green, with pale edges,
Florets of the
the tips of the lower ones often a little spreading but not recurved.
-toothed and very short rays, scarcely
circumference with suberect, concave,
exceeding the involucral bracts those of the disk very numerous, 5-clefl, the segments acute, sprinkled with glandular points, tube nearly cylindrical throughout
Anthers mem(not suddenly enlarged at the top as in most plants of this order).
Styles exserted,
branaceous, with a pair of short bristles at the base of each.
bifid, the segments obtuse, spreading.
Achenium brownish oblong, without ribs
or striae, covered with erect bristles.
Pappus double, outer cup-shaped, deeply
cleft into acute, bristle-like and jagged teeth
inner of a few hairs about half as
long as the florets.
Receptacle plane, quite naked, the margins of the shallow
alveoli smooth.
This species is readily distinguished from the much commoner P. dysenterica
by its humbler, more branched and diffuse habit, much smaller, less hoary leaves
and stem by its paler, much less conspicuous flowers, not half the size of that
species;. by the truly hemispherical calyx
extremely short ray and, lastly, by
the pappus, which in P. vulgaris is scarcely half the length of the florets.
This
species has a much more limited range than the, last, being mostly restricted to
the S.E. counties of England, and is as yet unrecorded as a native of either Scotland or Ireland.
On the Continent it does not extend so far North as Scandi.'5

;

;

;

;

;

navia.

X. Gnaphalium, Linn.
"

Cudweed.

Heads heterogamous, with one

or numerous rows of filiform
circumference. Pappus pilose. Receptacle flat and quite naked.
Involucre imbricated, the scales scariose towards the extremity.
Anthers with bristles at the base.
Style of the perfect florets with short truncated branches ciliated
at the apex."
Br. Fl.
pistillate florets in the

1.
G. uliginosum, L.
Marsh Cudweed. " Stem very much
branched diffuse woolly, leaves linear-lanceolate downy, heads in
terminal crowded tufts which are shorter than the leaves."
Br.

—

i^Z.

p. 232.

.E. .B.t.

1194.

In sandy, gravelly and
ditches, pools
Fl.

July

and

pits,

— September.

muddy

and

spots

in bare

where water has stood, in half-dried-up
places by roadsides, &c.
common.

damp

;

0.

The steins of this plant are often close-pressed to the ground,
erect or even ascending, as I find it at Sandown and elsewhere.

and not

at all

" Stem simple
Highland Cudweed.
? 2. G. sylvaticum, L.
nearly erect downy, heads axillary forming an interrupted leafy
spike, leaves linear-lanceolate downy."
Br. Fl. p. 232. G. erec-

tum, Huds.

:

E.B.i.

124.

In dry sandy woods, thickets, pastures and heathy places
said to inhabit the
Isle of Wight, but I have never met with it myself, or seen indigenous specimens
;

—

from others. Fl. July September. 2|..
For a notice of the periodical appearance and disappearance of

this species in

—

—

for

where

May, 1849.

it
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once abounded, see a f
paper
by
No. 96,
J Mr. E. Lees,, in Phytol.
i1
.

XI. FiLAGO, Linn.
"

:

COMPOSITE.

liellis.]

localities

—

Filago.

Heads heterogamous, with one

or more rows of filiform,
the circumference.
Pappus pilose, of the
outermost row of pistillate florets very caducous or wanting. Receptacle conical, with 1
5 rows of scales within or among the filiform florets.
Involucre imbricated, conical, of a few acuminated
scariose scales.
Anthers with bristles at the base.
Style of the
perfect florets with short truncated branches ciliated at the apex."
—Br. Fl.
pistillate

florets

in

—

1. F. germanica, L.
Common Filago. "Stem erect usually
proliferous at the summit, leaves downy, heads globose-capitate
in the axils of the branches and terminal, scales of the involucre
cottony with the points cuspidate and glabrous." Br. Fl. p. 233.
Gnaphalium, Hucls. E. B. t. 946.
:

"

Heads

sharply pentagonal, scales yellowish white, leaves of a leaden gray
colour, spathulate.
F. spathulata, Presl." Br, FL
Edrs.]
In dry pastures, fields, waste and fallow-ground, on hedgebants, by roadsides,
&c. ; very universally. -F/. June September. 0.
rather common near
[j3. From Hulverstone to Kingstone, in many places ;
Brighstone, on the green-sand, A. G. More, Esq.
Edrs.]
Achenes very minute, pale brown or grayish, obovate-oblong, somewhat angular
and compressed, sprinkled wilh extremely short pellucid points, like bristles,
directed downwards.
Pappus white, pilose, single-rowed, several (4 or 6j times
longer than the seed, roughish, spreading and recurved, deciduous.
\p.

—

—

—

—

" Stem erect dichotolinear - lanceolate acute cottony flat
appressed, heads conical few in lateral and axillary tufts which
are longer than the leaves."
Br. Fl. p. 233. Gnaphalium, Sm.
E. B. t. 1157. F. montana, DC. (not Linn.)
2.

F. minima, Pers.

Least Filago.

mously branched, leaves

On barren sandy or gravelly heaths, banks and pastures, but apparently not
very coramon.
Fl. June
September.
©.;
Sandy field at the foot of Queen
E. Med. By Sibbeck's farm, near Niton.
Bower. On Bleak down, in several places. Gravel-pit on St. George's down.
Sandy field on the descent from St. George's down to Arreton, in plenty.
W. Med. On Buck's heath, between Kingston and Shorwell, in plenty.

—

—

—

** Pappus none, membrunous, or of 2 or 3 bristles,
f Receptacle witUout membranous scales (paleae).

XII. Bellis, Linn.

Daisy.

" Achenes compressed, with a minute epigynous disk.
Pappus
Receptacle naked, conical.
Involucre hemispherical, its
none.
(Florets of the disk yellow,
scales obtuse, equal, in a single row.
those of the ray white tinged with red)." Br. Fl.

2 L

—
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;

COMPOSITE.
" Star of ihe

[Bellis.

mead sweet daughter of the day,
Whose opening flower invites the morning ray,
From thy moist cheek and hosom's chilly fold,
To kiss the tears of eve, the dew drops cold
!

!

when birds are
with thy bosom bared,

Sweet Daisy, flower of Love
'Tis sweet to see thee

!

pair'd,

Smiling

in virgin innocence serene,
pearly crown about thy vest of green.
lark, with sparkling eye and rustling wing,
Rejoins his widow'd mate in early spring.
And, as he prunes his plumes of russet hue.
Swears on thy maiden blossom to be true."
Leyden, Scenes of Infancy, Part II.

Thy
The

" Daisies, ye flowers of lowly birth.
Embroiderers of the carpet earth,
That stud the velvet sod
;

Open

to spring's refreshing air.

In sweetest smiling bloom declare
Your Maker, and my God.''
Clare, Song of Praise.

******
The Daisy

lives,

Trampled under
and strikes its little

foot

root

Into the lap of time centuries may come
And pass away into the silent tomb.
And still the child, hid in the womb of time.
Shall smile and pluck them, when this simple rhyme
Shall be forgotten, like a churchyard stone.
Or lingering lie unnoticed and alone.
When eighteen hundred years-, our common date.
Grow many thousands in their marching state.
Aye, still the child with pleasure in his eye
Shall cry
the Daisy a familiar cry
And run to pluck it, in the self-same slate.
As when Time found it in his infant date
And like a child himself when all was new
Might smile with wonder, and take notice too.
Its little golden bosom, filled with snow.
Might win e'en Eve to stoop adown, and show
Her partner Adam, in the silky grass.
This little gem, that smiled where pleasure was,
And loving Eve, from Eden followed ill.
And bloomed with sorrow, and lives smiling still.
As once in Eden under heaven's breath,
So now on earth, and on the lap of death
:

—

It smiles for ever."
Clare,

!

Rural Muse.

— The Eternity of Nature.

1. V>. perennis,'L.
Common Daisy. " Perennial, scape singleheaded, leaves spathulate obovate, crenate 1-nerved."
Br. Fl. p.

241.

E. B.

t.

424.

$. Proliferous.

In meadows, pastures, on grassy banks and short turf by roadsides and borders
profusely everywhere.
FL April June (less copiously the
fields, paths, &c.
year round).
!(..
(3. A wild specimen of this not uncommon garden monstrosity, known by the
name of Hen and Chickens Daisy, was found by Mr. G. Kirkpatrick in a field
by Newport, 1839.
of

;

—

—

—
Chrysanthemum.]

compositjE.
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In meadows, pastures, and on grassy slopes the " wee modest crimson tippet
made classical by the genius of Burns and the early associations of us all,
greets the eye
nor is it unwelcome or obtrusive anywhere but on the smooth
shaven lawn or trim grass-plat, which, in spite of the conventional disapprobation
its usurpation receives, we cannot but think rather adorned than defaced by its
presence.
And who is there that in childhood's hour, the brief but joyous interval betwixt helpless infancy and sportive youth, hath not joined the prattling rosy
throng
" To gather Kingcups in the yellow mead.
And prink their hair with Daisies"?
flower,"

;

XIII. Cheysanthemum, Lijin.
" Achenes of the disk

;

Ox-eye.

epigynous disk large.
Receptacle naked. Involucre hemispherical or nearly
the scales imbricated, membranaceous at their margins."

Pappus
flat

somewhat

terete

:

0.

Br. Fl.

Leucanthemum, Ij. Great White Ox-eye. Ox-eye Daisy.
" Leaves oblong obtuse cut and
Vect. Bozzom.
pinnatifid at the base, radical ones obovate petiolate, stem erect
branched (ray white). Br. Fl. p. 241. E. B. t. 601.
1.

C.

Moon

Daisy.

Far too abundant and injurious in meadows, pastures and mowing lands less
frequent and hurtful in cornfields, waste and cultivated ground, woods and by
wayside.s, though everywhere distributed.
Fl. May
July.
2^.
This species has become a troublesome intruder in pasture- and meadow-land
in America, where I have traced it as far S. as Savannah (lat. 32°).
;

—

Yellow Ox-eye.
Corn Marigold. Vect.
Hants, Bothen. " Leaves amplexicaul glaucous
inciso-serrate above toothed at the base (ray yellow)."^ Br. Fl. p.
242.
E. B. t. 543.
2.

C. segetum, L.

Yellow Bozzum.

In cultivated fields, amongst corn (mostly barley), turnips, potatoes and other
crops, especially where the soil is sandy ; not uncommon, and sometimes much
too plentiful in particular districts of the island.
October. Fr. OcFl. June
tober.
0.

—

E. Med. — Abundantly in

fields near Rookley.
Cornfields between Lake and
About Budbridge
Sandown.
Abundantly in some fields near Appleford farm.
and Bagwick farms, and elsewhere about Godshill.
Fields about Shanklin.
Yarbury hill, Niton, Miss Kirkpatrick.
[On St. Helen's spit, by the ferryhouse.
Dr. Bell- Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. Cornfield near Werrer farm. Common about Kingston and Corve.

—

Colwell.

Root whitish, of one
erect,

1^

— 1^

feet high,

or

more

principal

and innumerable capillary

much branched, rounded,

fibres.

solid, quite glabrous,

Stem

with green-

ish or reddish stris, very leafy.
Leaves pale glaucous green, rather fleshy, alternate, lower ones tapering into footstalks, cauline ones sessile, semiamplexicaul,
glabrous except a few scattered bristles, like hairs, near the base of each on the
upper side ; all inciso-serrate, toothed at the base, more or less deeply cut above
the middle in a 3-lobed manner, the segments acute and again cut or lobed, with

a small point ; the uppermost leaves (especially in much-branched specimens)
are sometimes entire or very nearly so.
Flowers terminal, solitary, very showy,
of a rich golden yellow, often above 2 inches in diameter, on hollow peduncles
deeply furrowed and enlarged upwards.
Scales of the involucre glaucous green,
ovate, obtuse, with brownish chaffy tips.
Receptacle plane, formed beneath of
Florets all fertile ; ray extremely
loose, spongy, cellular tissue, quite naked.
broad, ovate, tnmcate, unequally bifid or trifid at the summit limh of the central
;

—
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[Pyrethrum.

COMPOSITE.

Stylf
florets in 5 acute reflexed segments, covered with conical glands or papillae.
included, cleft ; stigmas flat, glandular.
Achenia whiu4i brown, a line or more
in length, oblong, a little tapering and curved, cylindrical or angular, truncate at
both ends, deeply grooved' or fluted, glabrous, those of the ray suhcompressed, and
Receptacle naked,
dilated laterally into a thin, often very broad, alate margin.
slightly convex, blactish, and thickly dotted with the very shallow circular alveoli,
that are surrounded by a minute scariose border.

XIV. Pyretheum,

Holler.

Feverfew.

" Fruit crowned with a membranaceous border.
Receptacle
naked.
Involucre hemispherical or nearly flat, the scales imbriBr. Fl.
cated, membranaceous at their margins."
t ? 1.

wort.

P. Parthenium, Sm.
Common Feverfew. Vect. White" Leaves petiolate flat bipinnate the segments ovate cut,

peduncles branched corymbose, stem erect, involucre hemispherical downy."— 5r. Fl. p. 242.
E. B. t. 1231. Matricaria, L.
In waste rubbishy places, on banks, wall-tops, by waysides and about hedges,
chiefly in the neighbourhood of habitations
not unfrequent, but scarcely appear;

ing as

if

truly indigenous.

—

Fl. July, August.

2^ or

$

(Sm.)

?

E. Med. On the Dover by Kyde castle, and at Binstead. Wall at E. Cowes.
Abundant on the high bank by the entrance-gate at Steephill.
Quarr abbey.
Luccombe, Shanklin chine, &c., B. T. W. Bembridge, on waste ground near the
sea. Miss Theodora Price
W. Med. At Paradise, near Newport.
Root (vhizoma) creeping horizontally and sending out abundant pale slender
fibres. Stems about 1-^ or 2 feet high, erect, rounded, solid and furrowed, leafy, more
or less downy, usually simple near the base, much and alternately branched above,
Leaves alternate, petiolate, pale green, somewhat gray
the branches almost erect.
.'.'.'

—

or hoary with fine short pubescence, pitted all over beneath with minute depressions, deeply pinnalo-pinnatifid, of 3 or 4 pairs of ovate or ovate-oblong, flat,
variously cut lobes, whose segments are mostly obtuse, broad, rounded and entire,
Petioles flat above or semiterete,
each tipped with a minute pellucid point.

winged.
Head of jloxcers (anthoidia) corymbose, rather small, about
J inch in diameter, solitary, on long, deeply grooved, angular, simple or slightly
branched peduncles, that are gradually enlarged upwards, and mostly furnished
at no determiuate distance from their summit with one or sometimes two minute
slightly

subulate bracts.
Involucre depresso-hemisphevical, its bracts closely imbricated,
unequal, linear-oblong, obtuse, a little downy, with a thick, prominent, dark green
Receptacle nearly hemi'
keel, and broad, transparent, ciliato-laciniated margins.
spherical, quite naked, with circular, very shallow, scarcely at all depressed
alveoli, their edges quite smooth and even.
Florets of the disk very small and
numerous, yellow, segments of the limb short, triangular, thickened, and sprinkled
with a few resinous globules fiords of the circumference rather few (about 10 or
12), distantly inserted, very short, green, glabrous, segments of the style straight,
as long as the tube ray short and broad, ovato-elliptical, 2- or 3- toothed at the
Acheniiim glabrous, quadrangular, slightly curved, strongly and longisummit.
tudinally ribbed, the costee with a row of crystalline points.
A common herb in rustic gardens, from whence it readily escapes. The English name, significant of its antipyretic reputation, is either a corruption oi febrifuge, or more likely of f core feu, from the ardour of the hot fit it was supposed to
have the power of allaying in intermittents or it may be from the heatmg quality attributed to the plant itself by the older writers, who prescribed its employment in diseases the most opposite in their nature. The whole secret of its
eflicacy lies in its powerfully bitter and tonic properties.
;

;

;

—

—

Anthemis.]

composite.
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2.
P. inodorum, Sm.
Scentless Mayweed.
Corn Feverfew.
" Leaves sessile bipiiinatifid the segments capillary, stem branched
spreading, border of the fruit entire."
Br. Fl. p. 242. E. B. t.
676. Matricaria, L.

—

In waste and cultivated ground,
everywhere. Fl. May
November.

—

fields, pastures,

and by roadsides; abundant

O-

" Leaves sessile
3. P. maritimum, Sm.
Sea-side Feverfew.
doubly pinnate, segments fleshy linear entire bluntish convex
above, principal ribs keeled beneath, stem branched, diffuse,
heads solitary, involucral scales lanceolate obtuse, fruit slightly
rugose and with two elongated glandular spots on the external
face just below the lobed elevated border."
Bab. E. B. t. 971.
Matricaria inodora, L., 0. maritima, Br. Fl. p. 242.
On banks and waste gronnd by the sea-shore, in many plnoes, but I fear not
^

—

from P. inodortim. Fl. June November. 2^ ? (ex Sm.)
Ventnor.
[The shore at Bembridge, under
house, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. Egypt. Near Cowes, and most parts of the coast, B. T. W.

really distinct
JS.

Med.

— At Sandown.

Tyme

—

Matricaria Chamomitla, L., was observed, in small quantity, growing at the
Vicarage, Newchurch, but there is reason to believe that it was introduced from
Mr. Loe, jun.,
the opposite coast of Hampshire, where it is not uncommon.
remarked that the plant smells of apples, an observation confirming the propriety
of the name Chamomile, probably applied to this species.

f f Receptacle paleaceous.

XV. Anthemis, Linn.

Pappus none.

Chamomile.

" Achenes terete or obscurely 4-angled.
Pappus a membranaInvolucre hemiReceptacle convex, chaffy.
ceous border or 0.
spherical or nearly plane, the scales imbricated, membranaceous
Florets of the disk terete, of the ray oblongat their margins.
linear."
Br. Fl.

Common or True Chamomile. Sioeet ChamoL.
" Leaves bipinnate, segments linearChamomile.
subulate a little downy, receptacle conical its scales scarcely
longer than the disk."— Br. Fl. p. 243. E. B. t. 980.
On dry pastures, banks, heaths and commons abundant in various parts of
1.

mile.

A.

nobilis,

Roman

—

;

September. %.
Fl. June
In a pasture-field close by the Vernon hotel at Springfield, near Ryde, and on
Abundant on Lake common, &c.
At Sandown.
St. Helen's green, in plenty.
var. with full or double flowers occurs sparingly on the moor near the Wilder-

the island.

A

ness.

Involucre hemispherical.
Scales of the receptacle delicately membranous, conmuch broader than in A. Cotula. Receptacle acutely conical when ripe.
Achenmm small, brownish, ovato-oblong, rounded and obtuse at the summit,
somewhat pointed at the lower end, terete or obscurely angular, longitudinally
rugoso-striate, quite glabrous.
The extremely short, fleshy and somewhat hoary segments of the leaves, with
the procumbent habit and pungently aromatic odour of the bruised flowers, will
enable any one readily to distinguish this valuable medicinal plant from several
other British species of the same genus which greatly resemble it. The true
cave,

—
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Chamomile is quite a western and maritime species ; a stranger to the inland
countries of the Continent, wheie its place is often supplied hy the Wild Chamomile (Matricaria Chamomitla), which possesses in a less degree the tonic and
aromatic qualities of the genuine plant.
" Leaves bipinnatifid,
S. A. arvensis, L.
Corn Chamomile.
segments linear-lanceolate pubescent, receptacle conical its scales
lanceolate, fruit crowned with an entire pappus."
Sr. Fl. p. 244.
E. B. t. 602.

—

or chalky fields, amongst grass, cloTer, turnips, &c. (I have never
more rarely on hedgebanks and waste ground, but by no
here in corn)
means common with us or persistent where found, huving perhaps been introduced
Fl. May
with grass-seeds from the mainland of England or the Continent.
July.
Of ^ ?
E. Med. In several places about Sandown and Shanklin, as in fields near
Lee farm and between Cliff and Hide. Arreton. Field below Ashey down. In
grass-fields at Vinnicombe barn, by Newchuvch.
Clover-field between Weeks's
and Little Smallbrook. Sparingly in the glebe at Newchurch.
Plentifully in a
field of clover near Little Duxmoie.
In a grass-field near the St. Boniface hotel,
Bonchurch, sparingly.
In a lay-field at Sandford, near Godshill.
Near EastStanden farm.
W.Med. In a field' near Idlecombe. About Svvaiaston. Plentiful about
Colwell and most parts of the island, B. T. W.
Stems several, procumbent at the base, diffuse and
Root annual, fibrous.
spreading, much branched, and like the rest of the plant more or less clothed with
iea yes short, a little fleshy, doubly pinnatifid, the seggray hoary pubescence,
Flowers solitary, on long peduncles at
ments linear-lanceolate, cut and pointed.
the end of the branches, large, white and handsome, approaching those of Chrysanthemum leucauthemum in size.
Involucre hemispherical, cottony, its scales
ovate, very obtuse, with a broad, membranous, pellucid border.
Palcie linearlanceolate, concave, tapering at each end, very acute, about as long as the florets.
Ray broad, white, deflexed at night florets of the disk bright yellow, all perfect
(hermaphrodite); those of the ray without stamens (female). .<4c/(enes pale brown
or nearly white, glabrous, ohlong-obconic, somewhat obsoletely quadrangular, the
faces deeply furrowed longitudinally, but not transversely wrinkled, their truncate
summits crowned in the inner central or uppermost florets with a very thin, shallow, erect border, which in the inferior florets becomes flat, spreading or discoid,
and plicately rugose.
This species bears much resemblance to some of the more hairy forms of A,
Cotula, which in pubescence and breadth of the segments of its leaves approaches
the former pretty closely but A. arvensis may be always distinguished from it by
its lax procumbent habit, generally larger and fewer flowers, that are on very long
hairy peduncles a little enlarged upwards, and not disposed in the same pauicled

In sandy

seen

it

;

—

—

;

;

or

corymbose manner as

The
bage

is

in that species.
bruised flower-heads have a weak smell of Chamomile, of which the her-

quite destitute.

to me that this species is the earliest in flower
of the tribe, beginning to blossom at least in May, if not earlier, when it is conspicuous in clover-fields, but later in the season is not so readily detected, in consequence probably of being confounded and overlooked amidst the predominance
of its more abundant allies, Pyrethrum and Chrysanthemum.
I remarked in June, 1848, that in a field of Vetches at Newchurch, upon which
sheep were penned for the purpose of eating it down, the Anthemis arvensis was
cropped close to the root by those animals, and, though excessively abundant, not
The plant ought perhaps rather to be encouraged
a plant was spared by them.
than otherwise in our clover- and grass-fields, as its sweet aromatic qualities are
probably salutary to stock of most kinds.

The Rev. G. E. Smith remarked

;
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A. Cotula, L.

Stinking Chamomile. Stink Mayweed. Vect.
" Leaves bipinnatifid glabrous their segments
subulate, receptacle conical its scales linear setaceous, pappus
none, tube of the corolla 2-wingecl."
Br. Fl. p. 244.
E. B. i.
1772.
3.

Margin or Mavin.

—

Leaves fleshy, dotted stem procumbent.
In waste, pasture, cultivated and fallow-ground, on dunghills, by roadsides,
&c. far too abundant amongst corn for the credit of our agriculture.
Fl. June
^.

;

;

— September.
ji.

©.

In loose sand on the beech at Norton.

Root annual, whitish and tapering.
Stem about a foot high, much branched,
erect or ascending, solid, roundish, furrowed, smooth or sometimes a little hairy.
Leaves sessile, alternate, pale green, hipinnatifid, their segments short, linear,
various in breadth, rather fleshy, cut and bristle-pointed, smooth or slightly downy.
Flowers solitary at the naked extremities of the stem and branches, rather hand-

some from the bright yellow of the

disk and the pure white of the broad rays.
Involucre hemispherical, cottony, its scales ovate or lanceolate, with a narrow
membranous edge and green central rib, closely imbricated in two or three rows.
Receptacle cylindrico-couical.
Palem greenish, setaceous, curved, wanting to the
florets of the circumference and to those of the exterior portion of the di.sk,
extremely narrow.
Florets of the dish golden yellow, very numerous, the tube
short, divided into 5 acute, short, fleshy and glandular segments.
Styles broad,
flattened and grooved longitudinally, spreading; stigmas two flat brushes of glandtipped hairs or sets. Florets of the circumference neuter (without stamens or pistils), their rays broadly ovate or elliptical, toothed, deflexed at night or soon after
the plant is gathered.
Achenia very rough.
/3. In this variety, which I at first thought to be Pyrethrum maritimum, besides
the fleshy leaves and procumbent stem, the paleae of the receptacle appear to be
broader or less setaceous than in the usual inland condition of the species. Plants
of very difierent orders and genera evince this tendency in the leaves to become
thickened or fleshy when growing near the sea. I have remarked it to be strikingly
the case with Solanum Dulcamara on the beach at Gosport and elsewhere, and
very conspicuously so in the common Box-thorn (^Lycium Sarbarum) in the garden of the George ' hotel, Yarmouth.
This plant is well known to reapers by the nameof Morgin,* and unauimonsly
accused of blistering the feet, hands and open bosoms of those employed in
making up the corn into shocks.
That the imputation is well founded, the concurrent testimony of every labourer in the harvest-field leaves no cause to doubt
the general opinion, gleaned on numerous and minute inquiries, I find to be that
the irritating effects of the plant are caused by the seed when ripe, and are mostly
manifested in the lower extremities, from the close adhesion of the seed to that
part by their rough surface, aided by the friction of the shoe causing first abrasion,
afterwards active inflammation and even ulceration.
I have been repeatedly
assured by the peasantry that they have known men incapacitated for work and
laid up from the injurious operation of this noxious weed for days together in
harvest time not one whom I have addressed but spoke feelingly on the subject,
often from his own experience.
To myself the odour of the bruised flowers is not
unpleasant, nor am I sensible of any acrimonious property on continued handling
the fresh plant, and, though others have experienced the opposite efi'ect in a short
tinje, I apprehend that long-continued contact with a moist heated surface is
'

;

* Of the etymology of the name Morgin I am quite ignorant, but there is a
story current of a Sussex farmer, belonging to the old slovenly school of agriculturists, coming before the revising barrister to register himself as a voter for the
county, who, on being questioned by that legal officer as to whether there existed
any mortgage on his farm, unhesitatingly replied, " Why, noa, sir, no great deal
oi Margin much, but a precious sight of Charlock

"
!

—
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required to produce such a result with the generality of people.

The

flowers

when

chewed have a biting airimony, which is of very short duration.
The total want of a border to the seed, the absence of paleee towards the circumference of the disk or base of the elongated receptacle, and the sterile florets of
and were
the ray, constitute the genus Marula of Cassiui a very artificial one
the principle carried out of making new genera upon every slight deviation in
;

soon have as many genera us species.
introduced weed in most parts of N. America to which
colonization has extended, where, however, it is by no means so troublesome and
1 have seen it growing as far South and West as
hurtful an intruder as with us.
Natchez and New Orleans.
structure

This

is

we should
a

common and

XVI. i^cHiLL^A, Linn.
" Papjyus 0.
Recei^tacle
Florets of the ray 5

flat,

—

cated.

10,

chafiy.

Yarrow,
Involucre ovate, imbri-

roundish or obcordate."

Br.

Fl.

" Leaves

Common Yarroio or Millfoil.
1. A. Millefolium, L.
deeply bipinnatifid, lobes incise, segments linear -actite, stems
Br. Fl. p.
furrowed, scales of the involucre nearly glabrous."
245.
E. B. t. 758.

—

Flowers rose-colour or deep red.
In meadows, pastures, on hedgebanks, by roadsides and borders of fields
everywhere. Fl. June September. Fr. September, October.
2|.
This var., which is not unfrequent, is often to
/3. Shore near E. Cowes Castle.
be seen in gardens.
13.

—

Receptacle conical.

Paleai brownish, lanceolate, concave, lorn at the

summit

Achenia ash-gray, obovato-obhmg, subtetragonous,
compressed, with a narrow flat margin, striato-rugose and glabrous.

and margins, glabrous.

much

Goose - tongue.
2.
Sneezeivort Yarroiv.
A. Ptarmica, L.
Leaves shining glabrous linear-lanceolate acuminate uniformly
and sharply serrate, serratures appressed scabrous at the margin,
ray 8—12 flowered."— Br. Fl. p. 244. E. B. t. 758.
"

In

damp meadows, pastures, heathy bushy places, moist margins of fields and
common. Fl. July September. Fr. September, October.

—

ditches, &c., but not

—

E. Med. Smallgain's heath.
In and along the edge of Parkhurst forest, by the roadside from
W. Med.
Newport to Yarmouth, very plentifully, as well as in the plantations on the enclosures.
Field by the roadside from Yarmouth to Shalfleet, nearly opposite to
Cranmore farm. Borders of fields between Cranmore farm and the road to Ningwood. In the bog at Cockleton, sparingly.
On a heath or common (Wilmingham heath) on the East side of the Yar. By the roadside between Wootton and
Newport, a litlle beyond the bridge across the road.
Alvington manor-land, 6.
Kirkpairick, Esq. About the Depot hospital, B. T. W.
Slem erect, slender, roundish, stifi", a foot
Root jointed, creeping horizontally.
Leaves sessile, linear,
or 18 inches high, a little downy towards the summit.
Panicle terminal, corymbose,
rigid, acute, sharply and evenly serrated, glabrous.
Flowers larger and fewer than in A. Millefolium, the
its branches downy.
Scales of the involucre closedisk grayish yellow, the ray white and broad.
Paleee broadly lanceolate,
pressed, lanceolate, cottony, with a brown border.

—

those of the ray with styles only.
Florets all perfect
hairy at the tips.
The bruised flowers have a pungent aromatic scent, though the rest of the herb
The ray is deflexed, at night or when the plant is gathered,
is nearly inodorous.
;

as in Anthemis.

—

.

Tanacetum.]

;
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Synanlhera discoid.

XVII. Tanacetum, Linn.
" Achenes angled,

Tansy.

crowned with a large epigynous disk and a

membranous margin.

Receptacle naked.
Involucre hemispheriLhjulate florets short and trifid, or wanting.
(Heads homochromous)." Br. Fl.
cal,

imbricated.

—

1.
T, vulgare, L.
Common
inciso-serrate."
Br. Fl. p. 229.

" Leaves bipinnatifid
Tansy.
E. B. t. 1229.

In dry hilly pastures, on hedgebanlis, by roadsides and borders of fields not
very common,
i^/. July ?— September.
Fr. September, October.
2^.
£,'. Med.
At St. John's Ryrle, sparingly. Near Lake farm, by Sandowii.
Hedge between Lake and Blaekpan. By BembridKe, in the walk under the
shore.
Plentiful in the lane from Whitecross to Hilliard's.
In a pasture-field
close to Newchurch, at the S. end of the village, in great plenty.
In some meadows at Newchurch,'a little S.E. of the church, in great abundance.
lu a field
about a quarter of a mile S.W. of Godshill church.
Field opposite Holmwood,
near Ryde, Miss Ferguson.
W. Med. Plentiful by ihe roadside from Chalo to Blackgang, and abundantly
on a high bank by the roadside between Mottiston and Brixton. At Moor Town,
Brixton. At Kiujjston near the church, and by Beckfield barn, commonly. Bank
above the road between Calbourne and Newbridge, near the latter.
Root long, tough, stringy, creeping horizonially, with many lateral fibres.
Stem erect, 1 3 feet high, solid, leafy, round, furrowed, brownish purple, branching at the top, usually bare below from the decaying of the lowermost leaves.
Leaves alternate, bright green, sessile, bipinnatifid, the segments acutely incisoserrate, glabrous, sprinkled thioUy with resinous dots, in which the strong odour
of the plant resides.
Corymbs terminal, cymose, of many erect leafy branches,
and bearing golden yellow flowers as broad as a silver penny.
Involucre hemispherical, its scales unequal, ovate-obtuse, close-pressed, with a brownish keel and
torn membranous edges.
Receptacle hemispherical, quite smooth and naked.
Florets very numerous, those of the circumference often 3 cleft and unisexual
sometimes all the florets 5-cleft and androgynous like those of the disk. Segments
of the corolla thickened at the lips.
Style cleft, with grooved reflexed segments.
Achenium greenish, oblong, truncate, with 4 or 5 prominent rib-like angles, the
faces plane or with an intermediate costa, often sprinkled with a few resinous
Pappus none, but a short, membranous, uneven border at the
grains, glabrous.
Receptacle (in seed) broadly conical, solid, covered
truncate summit of the seed.
with raised points of attachment for the seeds, not alveolate.
;

—

—

—

DioTis, Desfont.

Cotton-weed.

? 1. D. maritima, Cass.
Sea-side Cotton-weed.
SantoHna, L. E. B. t. 141.

Br. Fl.

p. 228.

:

On

sandy sea-shores now at least extinct. Fl. August, September. 2f
Shore at Sconce Tower, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
I insert this curious plant solely on the authority of the compiler of the Botany
of the Isle of Wight,' having never met with it here or elsewhere in the island
Though inclined to suspect an
myself, or heard of any one besides who had.
error in this instance, I have so repeatedly confirmed the accuracy of Mr. Snooke's
stations, that T retain the species under a line, with a few other doubtful and
extinct plants, merelv observing that the assigned habitat, as it now exists, is not

W. Med.

—

;

'

2

M

—
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Wormwood.

XVIII. Artemisia, Linn.

;

Mugwort.

" Achenes obovate, with a minute epigynous disk.
Pappus 0.
Receptacle without scales. Involucre ovate or rounded, imbricated.
Ligulate florets, if any, in a single row, short or slender
."
Br. Fl.
and awl-shaped. (Heads homochromous)

—

* Receptacle hairy.

" Leaves bipindown, segments lanceolate, heads
hemispherical drooping many-flowered, outer scales of the invoBr. Fl. p. 229.
lucre linear silky, inner ones roundish scarious."
E. B. t. 1230.
1.

A. Ahsinthimn, L.

Common Wormiuood.

natifid clothed with short silky

On

hedgebanks, by roadsides, and in dry waste places about villages, farmyards,
Fl. August, September.
If.
Whole herb conspicuous for its silvery gray or hoary aspect, proceeding from

&c.

;

frequent.

Root perennial, of several
the copious, adpressed, centrally affixed pubescence.
long, stout, flexuose, pale and branching fibres, fleshy externally, hard, woody
and white in the centre. Stem I or more, erect or slightly ascending, from about
2 to 4 feet high, terete, in the larger and older plants of a ligneous texture below,
and covered with a brownish and roughish bark, whitish, furrowed, angulato-striate, zigzag and more herbaceous above, where it is filled with a beautiful cellular
tissue, copiously and virgalely branched
the branches very long, leafy, erect or
patent, and like the main stem hoary with fine, close, adjiressed, silky hairs fixed
by their centres. Leaves alternate, sericeo-tomentose, very hoary beneath with the
same matted and medifixt pubescence as the stem, less so and often considerably
;

year's shouts on long channelled
roundish or ovate in outline, their
primary segments deeply, unequally and for the most part trifidly pinnatisect the
ulterior segments mostly oblong or elliptical, pointed or obtuse, quite entire, flat
stem-leaves on shorter stalks, their segments longer, narrower and more acute,
becoming gradually less compound as they ascend, the superior ones at length
Heads of flowers small,
trifid, the highest of all linear-elliptical and undivided.
hemispherical, nodding or unilateral, mostly solitary or in pairs from the bosom
of the upper leaves, or of a linear-oblong bract, in erect, leafv, alternate, simple or
somewhat compounded racemes along the stem and branches, constituting in the
Peduncles unequal, that of the outeraggregate a large, virgate, bushy panicle.
most head in each pair extremely short, of the inner twice or thrice that length
and often bracteate near its summit.
Involucral bracts closely imbricated the
outer few sublinear-obtuse, very downy inner roundish, gibbous and greenish at
the back, with broad, si ariose, pale blown, fringed margins.
Florets numerous in
each head, yellow or reddii-h. Achenes minute, grayish brown, oblong-obovate or
obconic, sulidiaphanous, strongly wrinkled. Receptacle convex, covered with pellucid, white, setaceous and membranous pale®.

green above, the lowermost and those of the

first

petioles, bipinnato-pinnatifid or pinnatisect,

;

;

;

exactly one in which I should expect to meet with a plant delighting in loose
sand or pebbles, but that the continual alteration which the shores of the island
are undergoing, from landslips and the encroachments of the sea, may adequately
account fur the disappearance of the Sea Cotton-weed with the changes wrought
in the locality.

—
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** Receptacle naked.

" Leaves pinnatifid white and
2. A. vulgaris, L.
Mugwort.
woolly beneath, heads somewhat racemed ovate, scales of the
involucre woolly."
Br. Fl. p. 229. E. B. t. 1230.
Very common almost everywhere on dry hedgebanks, in waste ground and borders of fields.

Fi. August, September.

11.

3. A. maritima, L.
Sea Wormwood. " Ijcaves downy, radical
and lower cauline ones bipinnate, upper often pinnate or pinnatifid,
segments linear, heads racemed oblong 3^5 flowered."
Br. Fl.
E. B. xxiv. t. 1706.
p. 229.

—

"

Racemes drooping."— Sn Fl. p. 229. E. B. xxiv. t. 1706.
Racemes erect."
Br. Fl. p. 229.
A. gallicn, L. : E. B.
Dan. xii. t. 2119 (bona).
a.

—

"(3.

Fl.

xiv.

t.

1001.

In muddy places and on ditchhanks by the sea-shore, and in salt-marshes, borders of tide-rivers and creeks ; here and there abundantly.
Fl. August, September.

2^.

E. Med.

—

Abundant near the sluice at the bottom of Brading harbour. Shores
of Brading harbour here and there, as about St. Helens, Carpenters, &c. On the
shore near Quarr, sparingly.
King's quay. Salt-marshes by the Yar, near E.
Cowes, B. T. W.
W. Med. Abundant in salt-marshes around Newtown, especially on the point
by the preventive station at Elmsworth Saltern, with var. fi.
Thorness bay, and
in salt-marshes near Yarmouth.
Root tough, woody and flexuose, usually but little branched, running deeply
and mostly obliquely, covered with a blackish brown wrinkled bark, dividing at
the crown into several stems, which are tortuous, recumbent, spreading and somewhat ligneous below, then erect or ascending, slender, sharply angular, copiously
branched and leafy, seldom much above a foot in height, clothed, as well as the
leaves, with an abundant, close, cottony web less plentiful at the base of the stem,
which is usually beset with the withered leaves of the previous year, or naked and
Leaves numeof a greenish or yellowish brown colour, and glabrous or nearly so.
rous, alternate, very white or hoary, especially those of the barren shoots, which
on moderately long grooved petioles, small and of
are crowded into dense tufts
a roundish or oblong shape, deeply pinnatifid or pinnatisect, the secondary segmeuts linear-oblong, entire, rounded or obtuse, either spreading or erect and
folded together, flat above and somewhat keeled beneath, rather thick and succulent, those of the stem-leaves becoming for the most part less numerous as they
Heads mostly 6-flowered, oblong, small, secund, nodding
approach the summit.
or drooping, sometimes erect (A. gallica, L.), mostly solitary and distant, in more
or less unilateral, axillary, leafy, simple or slightly compound racemes, of which
the inferior are long, spreading or patent, drooping at the tips, the superior short
Florets all perfect, yellowish or
and strongly recurved, with closer-placed heads.
reddish, glabrous, resinous, the limb cleft at the summit into 5 short, erect, trianAnthers apicnlate.
Styles exserted, very thick,
gular segments tube greenish.
cleft into 2 rectangular, slightly diverging, yellow lobes with dettexed margins
stigmas disciform, semicircular, fringed with pellucid bristles. Receptacle minute,
prominent and naked.
The smallest and latest in flowering of our British species, as well as the most
aromatic, the odour of the fresh herb being equally pungent and agreeable with
that of Southernwood {A. Abrotanum).

—

;

;

;

—
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Bluish- or Lavender-leaved Mugwort.
most of them lanceolate undivided tapering at the
base, lower ones variously lobed, heads 3-flowered oblong-cylinBr. Fl.
drical spicate, scales of the involucre hoary subcarinate."
E. B. t. 2426. Gerarde, Em. p. 1104, fig. 3. A. marina,
p. 230.
? 4.

A. cterulescens, L.

" Leaves hoary

Htids.

:

Fl. Angl. ed. 2da, p. 359.

On
On

Fl. August, September.
!(..
the sea-coast a very doubtful native.
the coast of Brading harbour, near Bradstone, B. T. W., but where I have
sought it without success.
This species has been introduced into the British Flora on the authority of
Gerarde and of Tofield, but, although the old herbalist mentions it as a native of
the opposite coast of Hampshire (Portsmouth), he does not, as Sir J. Smith would
lead us to suppose, tell us of its actually growing in the Isle of Wight, an error
which seems to have originated with Smith, and from him to have been copied into our
late British Floras.
Yet in Mr. Snooke's little work above ([noted a specific locality is assigned to A. cjerulescens within the island, for the origin of which I am
unable to account, not finding it recorded in any other book, nor is any authority
subjoined for its insertion.
It is not therefore unfair to presume, that supposing
Gerarde and Tofield to have really found this now apparently extinct species, yet,
as careful search has been instituted by succeeding botanists for its re- discovery,
without success, in our own time, the probability is that the station I now give is
erroneous, some form of .4. maritima, possibly the Ydx. gallica, having been mistaken for it.
;

WW

Receptacle paleaceous.

Pappus of 2

XIX. BiDENS, Lmn.

—5

stiff bristles.

Bur Marigold.

—

"

Pappus of 2 5 persistent awns, which are rough with minute
deflexed prickles.
Receptacle chaffy.
Involucre of many scales ;
the outer ones or bracteas often leafy.
(Heads sometimes ivith a
neuter ray)."
Br. Fl.

—

The

species of this genus are very widely dispersed over the globe.*

H. cernua, L.

1.

Nodding Bur Marigold.

"Flowers droop-

ing, bracteas lanceolate entire (longer

than the involucre), leaves
lanceolate serrated undivided, bristles of the fruit about 3 erect."
Br. Fl. -p. 228. £. B. t. 1114.
Much smaller, stem simple. B. minima, Z. Fl. Dan. ii. t. ^\2 Dill, in
/3.

—

:

;

Ray's Syn.
In and about shallow ditches, drains, ponds and other watery places. Fl. July
September. Fr. October, November.
0.
E. Med.
Plentiful in ditches on Sandown level, especially about the skirts of
Abundant in a ditch behind Merry Garden, near Shanklin.
Lake common.
Alverston, in the wet ditches below the lynch.
Plentiful in the drains of the wet
meadow by the West side of Langbridge. In ihe stream by Budbridge, and else-

—

—

where to the N. and N.E. of Godshill.
W. Med. Wet places about Brixlon, as at White-Court farm, &c.

—

Common

observed a discoid Bidens very common in moist pastures and by roadsides
lowlands of Trinidad and other West-India islands.
B. chrysantha, with
white radiate flowers, is a troublesome weed in the cane-pieces of Jamaica, the
foreign species of the genus appearing less aquatic than our own.

*

1

in the

—
Carlina.]

;

composit.e.

along the Medina in several parts of
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course, as about Cridmore, Bookley, &c.,
In the farmyard at Sheat, near Gatcombe.
|8.
little N.E. of Godshill and nearly opposite
Moor farm. In ray specimens the flowers are both erect and slightly nodding.
Achenia o{ a deep wood-brown colour or somewhat greenish, cnneate-oblong,
truncate at the summit and at the much attenuated lower extremity, tetragonous,
much compressed, with raised retrorsely aculeate angles (sometimes smooth, Sm.),
the intermediate faces wrinkled and finely striate longitudinally.
Pappus of
4 straight, nearly erect, bristle-like awns, one from each angle, and armed like
them with very sharp, scarcely curved, relrorse prickles, about half as long as the
fruit, the two middle awns rather shorter than the exterior pair, one of them often

and

its

and drains adjoining.
In a wet bog on the moors a

in ditches

wanting.

The

leaves, as well as the stems, are of a paler green than in the next.

B.

3.

tripartita,

" Leaves
Trifid-leaved Bur Marigold.
deeply serrated, bristles of the fruit

L.

tripartite, leaflets lanceolate

2—S."—Br.

E. B.

Fl. p. 228.

t.

1113.

In similar places with the preceding, but I think rather less frequent. FL
July September. Fr. October. 0.
E. Med. In various parts of Sandown level. Ditch by Merry Garden. Margin of the pond at Hardingshoot farm.
Abundant in drains and ditches about
Blaokpan and Ninham.
Achenia the size of the last and very similar, but darker brown and still flatter,

—

—

suhlinear-oblong or obovate-oblong, truncate at both ends, with smoother faces,
the outer angles fringed with closer and somewhat larger deflexed prickles.
Pappus of 2 or oftener 3 bristly awns, in length and direction like those of the last,
but rather more closely aculeate, with more slender prickles, the middle awn, as
in that, shortest.

Suborder

II.

GyharocephaljE.

All the corollas tubular, 6-cleft, and generally inflated below the
mouth, uniform in the same head {perfect or rarely dicecious), or, as
in Centaurea, with those of the circumference irregular, tubular

and

neuter.

* " Pappus in

Style swollen below
1

its

branches.

—2 rows, not surrounded by an elevated margin."—Bab. Man.

XX. Carlina,

Linn.

Carliae Thistle.

" Achenes oblong, cylindrical, silky.
Pappus feathery, sessile,
Receptacle chaffy, scales
hairs unequally united at the base.
Involucre imbricated, tumid the outer scales
irregularly cleft.
the inner coloured, spreading, resemlax, with numerous spines
Anthers with ciliated bristles at the base, and long
bling a ray.
appendages at the apex." Br. Fl.
;

;

I.

G. vulgaris, L.

Common

Carline Thistle.

Stem mostly

corymbose many-flowered (or simple and single-flowered) cottony,
Br. Fl.
leaves unequally spinous and sinuate tomentose beneath.
E. B. t. 1144.
p. 224.

On
very

dry, hilly, sandy or heathy pastures, fields

common.

FL

June

— August.

S

and rough rocky waste places

—
870

COMPOSITE.

[Arctivm.

—
—

E. Med.
Abundant in Luccombe landslip, and in many pavls of the Under[On Bembridge down and St. Helen's spit, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs,]
W. Med. About Blackgang, and on St. Catherine's down, plentiful.
Root very long, tapering, with few filires, t(JUgh, woody, and covered wilh a
thick soft bark.
Stem solitary erect, 10 20 inches high, roundish, furrowed,
leafy, purplish, and covered with a. loose cottony web, either simple and having a
solitary flower, or branched in a corymbose manner and bearing three or many
more flowers, one at the end of each branch.
Leaves alternate, gessile, slightly
decurrent and recurved, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, folded, irregularly waved
and sinuate, covered, but mostly so on the under side, with the same cottony
clifF.

—

plexus as the stem itself, sometimes, it is said, smooth, gradually diminishing in
length towards the summit of the stem, where they are very short, their margins
armed with pungent but rather weak, partly spreading and partly erect spines.
Involucre subglobose, cottony, its outermost scales or leaflets
Flowers terminal.
like the leaves, and spreading; then foiUow several rows of purplish brown, slender, compound, yellow-tipped spines, which are succeeded by a row or two of
linear, acute and shiniug, chafiy scales, of a straw-yellow colour, spreading like
rays when the flowers open.
Receptacle spongy, beset with white, concave,
chafi'y paleEB, torn or cleft into several bristle-like laciniae.

** " Pappus in many

roivs,

not surrounded by a prominent margin."

XXI. Arctium, Linn.

— Bab. Man.

Burdock.

Fruit 4-sicIecl. Pappus short, pilose. Receptacle chaffy. Involucre globose, the scales with an incurved hook at the point.
1.

A. Lappa,

—Be.

Common Burdock.

Ij.

Fl. p. 219.

E. B.

t.

" Leaves cordate stalked."

1228.

Involucre with a cobweb-like down. A. Bardana, Willd.
E. B. t. 2478.
In dry pastures, borders of fields, on waste ground, by waysides, along hedges,
ditchbauks, and amongst rubbish, &c.
very common, i^i. July, August.
$.
/3.

:

;

(3.

Much

the

more frequent

var. of the two.

XXII. Carduus, Linn.

Thistle.

"

Lwolucre imbricated, with simple, spinous, pointed scales.
Receptacle with fimbriated scales.
Achenes compressed, oblong,
with a somewhat fleshy terminal areola.
Pappus long, pilose or
X^lumose, united into a ring at the base and deciduous."
Br. Fl.
* Pappus rough.
1. C. nutans, L.
Musk Thistle. " Leaves decurrent sinuate
spinous, heads hemispherical solitary drooping, scales of the involucre lanceolate, outer ones spreading."
Br. Fl. p. 820. E. B.
t. 1112.

—

In dry waste ground, rough barren fields, pastures and fallows plentiful in
calcareous soils
abundant on the sides of our high downs and in cbalk-pits.
Fl. May
October.
$ or (ex Sm.) 0.
;

—

;

.

" Ijeaves decurrent
C. acanthoides, L.
Welted Thistle.
lanceolate sinuate pinnatifid spinous, heads globose nearly sessile solitary or aggregated, involucral scales linear-subulate erect
Br. Fl. p. 220.
E. B. t. 973. Fl. Dan. viii. t.
or spreading."
1341. Jacq Fl. Aust. iii. 28, t. 249.
C. crispus, L.
2.

—

—
Cardmis.]

.

doMPOsiTiE.
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In woods, thickets and on hedgebanks, also (though mure rarely with us) in dry
open waste places, fields ami pastures, but not very generally dispersed over tlie
island.
Ft. June
October.
0. ex Sm. &c. more probably ^
E. Med. Near Ashey farm, by the footroad from thence to Nnnwell and Brading, in plenty.
Arreton street. On a high wooded bank above the road between
Shanklin and Bonchuich, in abundance. Near Lower Knighton. Near Cowes.
In Kuigliton P^ast copse.
Abundantly on a sloping bank under the S. side of
Arreton down, adjoining a copse.
W. Med.
Plentiful in the park at Swainston, in and skirting the high wood,
&c. also by the roadside between Swainston and Apes down.
Achenia wood-brown or palish, oblong, compressed, shining and glabrous,
with a few filiform strice. Pappus dirty white.
The name of this species has no doubt been given it from the strong resem-

—

—

—

;

blance of the

first

year's root-leaves to those of the Acanthus.

" Leaves
C. tenuiflorus, Curt.
Slender-flowered Thistle.
decurrent lanceolate sinuate spinous somewhat cottony beneath,
heads nearly cylindrical aggregated sessile, involucral scales ovatelanceolate attenuate erect."
Br. Fl. Tp. 221. E. B. t. 4,12. Fl.
3.

—

Dan.

xii. t.

2058.

On hedge- and ditch-banks, in dry waste places, and on the high chalk-downs ;
abundantly in various parts of the island. FL May August. 0. (or (? Hook).
E. Med.
At St. Helens.
Most abundantly below the rocks near Mirables,
&c. [On Ashey down, by the roadside. Dr. Bell-Saiter. At Bembridge, on the
shore near the ferry, and on the down over the Culvers, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med.^On Aflon down. At Blackgang. On the chalky downs in West
Medina, in plenty, B. T. W. " Everywhere about Freshwater," Dawson Turner,

—

—

.

Esq., in ditto.
Well distinguished from C. acanthoides by the cylindrical, not globose, involucres, and by the scales of that part being dilated into an oval form at the base.

** Pappus feathery.

Cnicus, Linn.

Sm.

Cirsium.

" Leaves decurrent his-

4. C. lanceolatus, L.
Spear Thistle.
pid pinnatifid their segments generally 2-lobed spreading spinous,
involucres ovate tomentose their scales lanceolate spreading."
E. B. t. 107. Cnicus, Willd. Br. Fl. p. 221.
A common and troublesome species everywhere in pastures, waste places, by

—

:

-F/. June
roadsides, on ditch-banks, &c.
To none of the genus is the motto, "

—November.

$.

Nemo me impune

cable than to this species, from the extreme pungency of

lacessit,"

its

more

appli-

long and formidable

prickles.

Woolly-headed Thistle. " Leaves semi5. C. eriophorus, L.
amplexicaul not decurrent white and cottony beneath spinoushairy above pinnatifid, lobes bifid alternate segments pointing

upwards and downwards, involucres spherical woolly, the
E. B. t. 386.
with a long reflexed spinous point."Aiist. ii. 45, t. 171.
Cnicus, Willd. : Br. Fl. p. 222.
In dry,

hilly,

<?.

chalky or limestone pastures, but very local.

— Between Luceombe and

scales

Jacg. Fl.

Fl. July, August.

Bonchurch, as originally remarked by Mr.
and where, on the rough ground over which the
path goes from Shanklin to Luceombe chine, as also on the steep banks towards
the Bonchurch extremity of the landslip at East-end, it still grows in tolerable
abundance. About Bonchurch and Ventnor here and there.

E. Med.

J. Woods, jun., in Bot. Guide,
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[Carduus.
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W. Med.

— Plentiful on

sloping copse-land at the upper part of the ralley at

Apes down.
Fields under Buccombe down, on the £. side, nearly above Idlecombe, in some plenty.
The handsomest perhaps of all the British thistles. Root biennial. Stem slout,

wi^h

branched, leafy, solid, angular, deeply furi'owed, very woolly, about 3 feet
Leaves alternate, very large, spreading, the lowermost often 2 feet long,
high.
dark'gfeen, sessile and semiamplexicaul, deeply pinnatifid, ihe segments remote,
in pairs, the lowermost in eacli pair and the larger of the two pointing upwards,
the other and smaller directed downwards and forwards, all elliptic-lanceolate,
with inflexed edges and a single, strong, white midrib, very cottony beneath, and
armed with a few slender marginal spines, and a very stout sharp terminal one,
in addition lo which the smaller deflexed segments have a basal pair of strong
spines, productions like the rest of the central nerve or midrib of the leaf, of which
Flowers solitary or two together
the terminal segment is very long and pointed.
at the end of the branches, bright purple, very handsome, guarded by the long
erect tips of the highest leaves, which supply the place of bracts.
Involucre
nearly spherical, as large as a middling-sized orauge, flattened at the base, of
many rows of Unear twice-curved scales, that are smooth and shining in their
broader and lower, but covered with a dense cottony connecting web in their
upper and contracted part, which is purplish, reflexed, and tipped with a pale
Receptacle thick, fleshy, a little villous, with very shallow alveoli.
spine.
Florets
very long, slender, curved, the tube white, limb purple, its segments linear, erect,
Filaments hairy in their upper part ; anthers purple,
with thick glandular tips.
Style long, white; stigmas simple, undivided.
awned at the base.
Acheaia
large, ovate, compressed, dark brown or grayish and mottled, obscurely ribbed,
smooth and highly polished, crowned wiih an olilique circular rim and depression,
surrounding a short cylindrical point.
Pappus long, white, beautifully feathery,
planted in the groove around the above point, which is closely embraced by the
deep annular base of the pappus, that falls away from the ripe seed on the
slightest touch.
6.

"

C. arvensis, Curt.

Creeping-rooted Thistle.

Way

Thistle.

Leaves spinous, heads dicEcious by abortion, involucre ovate

nearly glabrous its scales broadly lanceolate appressed terminating in a short spreading spine, root creeping."
E. B. t. 975.
Cnicus, Hoffm. : Br. Fl. p. 223.

—

By

roadsides, in rough waste places, fields, pastures and neglected gardens, far
an execrable pest in damp cornfields and cultivated ground. Fl.
;

too abundantly
July.
n.

7. C. palitstris, L.
Marsh Thistle. " Leaves decurrent scabrous pinnatifid spinous, involucres ovate clustered, their scales
ovate-lanceolate mucronate appressed."
E. B. t. 974. Cnicus,
Willd. : Br. Fl. p. 221.

—

p. Flowers white.

In moist meadows, pastures, wootis and thickets, on ditch-banks, and
or wet situations
plentifully.
Fl. July.
$
/3. Plentiful along the descent from Groves's hotel to Alum bay.

damp
8.

in other

.

;

C. Forsteri, Ed. Cat.

Branching Bog

slightly decurrent pinnatifid spinous

Thistle.

" Leaves
pani-

downy beneath, stem

cled hollow, involucre ovate rather cotony, outer scales spinous."*
iii. p. 390.

E. Fl.

* [Br.

Fl. 4lh cd. sb.

nom. Cnicus

F.— ^rfis.]

Onopordum.'i

composite.
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In damp pastures and in boggy woods ; extremely rare, and now pretty
generally considered as a casual mule production betwixt C. palustris and C.
arvensis.
Fl. July, August.
If.
A siujjle plant found by the Rev. G. E. Smith between the Needles hotel
(Groves's) and Alum bay, with a dried portion of which he has since kindly presented me.
The specimen, which I presume to be identical with the plant
first noticed at Frant, near Tunbridge Wells, Mr. Smith considers, with reason, as a casual hybrid between C. palustiis and C. arvensis.
9. C. praiens'is, Huds.
Meadotv Thistle. " Leaves soft mostlyradical, cauline ones sessile lanceolate waved at the edge or pilose

above cottony beneath fringed with minute prickles, heads mostly
solitary terminal globose slightly cobwebbed, scales lanceolate
closely imbricated mucronate, root creeping."
E. B. t. 177.
Cnicus, Willd.
Br. Fl. p. 323.
Cirsium Anglicam, Lam.
In low damp or boggy meadows, pastures, and in wet marshy woiids and thickets,
at or near the sea-level; never, I believe, at any elevation.
Pi May —Jidv. Fr.

—

,

July.

!(..

—

E. Med.
In a field near Quarr abbey. In a field on the right hand of the
way from the Fish-houses to the Ryde and Newport road, in some plenty.
On
Ashey common, amongst the furze. Boggy meadow not far from Stapler's farm,
and abundant on and about Briddlesford heath.
Moory ground by Paghara
farm.

Pasture near Liitle-town.

—

W. Med.
In the mavsh at Freshwater gate, sparingly.
In great abundance
on a heath or common (Wilmingham heath) on the eastern bank of the Yar,
opposite Freshwater house.
Plentiful in a large pastuie-field between Freshwater
mill and Beckett's copse.
Bog at Cockletim, sparingly. Wood (Symington
copse ?) by Northwood church, in considerable abundance. Roadside between
Tapnel and the finger-post at the meeting of the Freshwater and Yarmouth
roads,

B. T. W.

One

of the handsomest of our native thistles, from 12 to 18 inches high, clothed
over with a cobweb-like down, thickest on the under side of the leaves. Leaves
edged with weak innocuous prickles. Flowers solitary or two together, light purple and agreeably scented.
all

C

10.
acaulis, Tt.
Dwarf Thistle. Stem almost none or short,
leaves nearly all radical glabrous lanceolate-oblong pinnatifid,
lobes somewhat trifid spinous toothed, heads mostly solitary,
involucre obovate - cjiindrical glabrous, scales appressed acute
scarcely mucronate, outer ones ovate, inner gradually longer.
E. B. t. 161. Cnicus, Willd. Br. Fl. p. 223.
An abundant and rather troublesome plant in dry upland meadows and pasFl. June
September.
tures
extremely common on the highest chalk downs.

—

;

In pastures at Swainston I have found

it

with a stem several inches high.

XXIII. Onopoedum, Linn.

Cotton Thistle.

Achenes 4-ribbed, glabrous.
Pappus pilose, rough, sessile,
Receptacle honeyunited into a ring at the base and deciduous.
combed.
Involucre tumid, imbricated, the scales spreading and
spinose.
Anthers with subulate appendages at the apex, shortly
caudate at the base.

Common Cotton Thistle. Scales of
? 1.
O. Acanthium, L.
the involucre spreading subulate, leaves ovate-oblong sinuate and
2 N

—
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spinous decurrent woolly on both sides.
t.

[Silybum.

COMPOSITE.
Br. Fl.

p. 224.

E. B.

977.

In di-y wasle places, by roadsides, on hedgebanks, rubbish and about houses
an extremely rare, if not now extinct, plant in this island, where it was peihaps
not indigenous.
September.
Fl. July
$
E. Med.
On Ryde Dover, sparingly, prior to 1842 since then completely
extirpated by building.
W. Med.— A solitary plant in the middle of a clover-lay at Thorley, Sept. 1842,
most likely brought there with the seed.
Stems 5 or 6 feet high (or in gardens, where both it and 0. illyricum are cultivated, still taller), broadly winged with the decurrent edges of the very spinous
Flowers large, solileaves, which are downy on both sides, but most so beneath.
;

—

—

tary at the

.

;

Involucre globose, of

end of the branches.

numerous lanceolate very

green with yellowish tips, the upper ones nearly erect, the middle
Florets purple,
ones patent, lowermost retlexed, all connected by a cottony web.
with very long and slender tubes, segments of the limb very deep and narrow.
Receptacle fleshy, with very deep foveae, the margins of which are membranous,
Achenia obtusely 4- or 5-angled, their faces perfectly
jagged and prominent.
Pappus scarcely half the length of
smooth and shining, without points or striae.
the florets, jointed, compressed, rough with bristly hairs pointing forwards.
A most formidably armed and gigantic thistle, said to be the true Scotch Thistle, though that honour is bestowed by others upon the scarcely less redoubtalile,
but more elegant Silybum Marianum.

pungent

scales,

*** " Pappus in many

rows.

Filaments monadelphous."

XXIV. Silybum,

Oartner.

— Bab. Man.

Silybum.

" Involucre imbricated
scales leaf-like at tbe base, narrowed
Fruit
into a long spreading spinous point.
Receptacle scaly.
compressed, its terminal areola- surrounded by a papillose ring.
Pappus pilose, united into a ring at the base, deciduous." Bab.
;

" Leaves sessile am1. S. viarianum, Gsertn.
Milk Thistle.
plexicaul waved spinous the radical ones pinnatifid, scales of the
E. B.
involucre subfoliaceous recurved spinous at the margin."
t. 976.
Carduus, Sm.
Br. Fl. p. 221.
On dry hedge- and ditch-banks, by roadsides, amongst rubbish, and in waste
ground at the outskirts of towns more truly wild in woods, thickets and on onr
;

Fl. May
elevated downs here and there abundant, though not very general.
—July. Jr. July. ©.
E. Med. Truly wild in several places along the Undercliff. Very luxuriant in
the wooded dell between Ventnor and Bonchurch, not far from the pulpit-rock.
Under the CUB'S above the road near Mirables. Boadside near the Sandrock Dispensatory.
At the edge of the downs at the summit of the clifl' above Wolverstone, near St. Lawrence, in considerable plenty.
Rough ground at Niton. A
single specimen observed at Bembridge in 1841.
On the Dover, Ryde, a few
plants occasionally ; also in John street
now, I believe, extinct in the latter
;

—

;

place.

Receptacle spongy, densely tufted with very long, white, setaceous, ribbed paleas.

Achenia mottled gray and brown, elliptical-oblong, compressed, glabrous, crowned
with n yellow oblique border and a short truncate point, and having an obscure
ridge or angle marked by a pale line down the centre of each face.
Pappv.s deciduous, oblique, several times the length of the seed, white, rough and finely striated.

—

—
Centaurea.]

composite.

**** " Pappus in many rows of
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different lengths, inner

a margin."

— Bab. Man.

XXV. Serkatula,

Linn.

row

longest,

surrounded hy

Saw-wort.

" Achenes obovate, compressed, glabrous.
pilose, hairs filiform in several rows, of

Pappus persistent,
which the interior is the

longest.

Receptacle chaify, the scales split into linear bristles.
Involucre oblong, imbricated with straight unarmed scales.
Filaments papillose anthers with a short blunt appendage, ecaudate
at the base."^fir. Fl.
;

1.
S. tinctoria, L.
Common Saw-wort. " Dioecious, leaves
entire or pinnatifid, involucral scales glabrous or slightly con-

nected with a cobweb-like down, outer ones ovate appressed,
inner linea coloured." Br. Fl. p. 220. E. B. t. 38.
/3.

Flijvvers white, scales of the

involucre not coloured.

In woods, thickets and dry, heathy, bushy places common. Fl. July, August.
Fr. September, October. 2^.
E.Med.
In Quarr copse, Shore copse, Stroud wood, Firestone copse, and
elsewhere about Byde, in plenty. Woods at Wootton and Cowes.
W. Med.
Common in woods about Yarmouth, Newtown, Swainston, Howledge, &c.
p. On a bank close to Whitwell.
Achenia brown, linear-oblong, slightly curved, compressed and angular, with
several very slender ribs, glabrous.
Pappus brownish white, sessile, rough with
sharp erect denticulalions, shorter than the florets, in several rows, the inner ot
which are longest.
The flowers and general aspect of the Saw-wort remind one of some species of
Centaurea, for which it is sometimes mistaken by young botanists.
;

—

—

***** " Pappus in many rows of different lengths : second row longest, placed
within the margin which surrounds the ejngynous dish, rarely 0." Bab.

—

Man.

XXVI. Centaueea,

Linn.

Knapweed.

" Achenes compressed. Pappus pilose or scaly or none, rarely
exceeding the achene in length. Receptacle bristly. Involucre
imbricated. Florets of the disk perfect; of the circumference
narrow, funnel-shaped, irregular, without stamens or pistil (neuter), longer those of the disk, and resembling a ray (sometimes
Br. Fl.
wanting)."
f Scales of the involucre withhout

spines.

" Involucral appendages
Black Knapweed.
1.
C. nigra, L.
ovate closely and deeply fringed with spreading capillary teeth,
lower leaves a,ngulato- dentate sublyrate, upper ones lanceolate,

pappus of short linear unequal
"

a.

"/3.
V. t.

Heads
Heads

241.

discoid.

rayed."

—

.Br.

H.

225.

scales.
C. nigrescens, Willd.

Curt. Br.

Entom.
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COMPOSITE.

Everywliere abundant in woods, thickets, pastures, hedges, waste ground and
Fl. June
September.
If.
Very
chalk district.
/3. With a., and equally common in some parts of ihe
frequent in Underclifl', as about Ventnor and between Shankliu and Boucbuich.
A single specimen wilh white flowers near Niton.

—

by roadsides.
"

Greater Knapweed. " Scales of the involucre appressed with a black pectinate margin, leaves roughish
pinnatifid, segments lanceolate acute, pappus pilose about the
length of the achene."— 5r. Fl. p. 226. E. B. t. 56.
C. ScaUosa, L.

3.

On

dry pastures, banks, by roadsides, hedges and giassy borders of cornfields,
FL July
itself; very common, particularly on the chalk.

and amongst the corn

— September.

%.

Chalky fields above Sandowu bay, with the heads of flowers flesh-coloured and
Near Westover, with white flowers.
the ray white, also in a field near Yarmouth.
very handsome variety, having the florets of the disk lilac and those of the ray
white, was found by the Rev. Wm. Thickers close to St. Lawrence's church, in

A

August, 1842

!!!

Receptacle copiously beset wilh long, ribbed, very acute, white and narrow,
chafi'y paleee.
Achenium oblong, compressed and truncate, smooth and shining,
Pappus about the
the colour of horn, thinly beset with long, soft, white hairs.
length of the seed, tawny or purplish, beautifully pectinato-plumose, the hairs
very unequal.

" Scales of
3. C. Cyanus, L.
Corn Knapiveed. Blue-bottle.
the involucre appressed with a brown toothed margin, leaves
linear-lanceolate entire, the lowermost toothed or jiinnatifid, papBr. Fl. p. 226. E.
pus pilose rather shorter than the achene."
B. t. 277.
In cultivated fields, amongst corn, clover, &c. common. Fl. June August.

—

—

;

0.

W

Scales of the involucre spinous.

Yellow Star Thistle. St. Barnaby's ThisC. solstitialis, L.
" Scales of the involucre woolly palmato-spinose ending in a
long slender spine, stem winged from the decm'rent bases of the
lanceolate unarmed entire leaves, radical ones lyrato-pinnatifid,
*4.

tle.

heads terminal solitary."—£r. Fl.

p. 226.

E. B.

t.

243.

In and about cultivated fields, hedges, roadsides and waste ground very rare
and probably accidental. Fl. July September. 0.
E. Med.
By the roadside in a newly broken-up field above Bonchurch, Rev.

—

—

;

G. E. Smith !
I have specimens, kindly given me by Mr. Smith, from the above locality, but
was unsuccessful in finding it there myself in 1837, where, according to my excellent friend, it grew, to all appearance wild, amongst Artemisia and other ComUsually considered as an imported species, but, being rarely abundant,
and, like many other annuals, seldom continuing long in one spot, shifts its station within certain limits, or disappears entirely.
The late Lady Blake informed
me it was to be found most years about Barton and Rougham, in Sufi'olk, but
scarcely in the same field for many successive seasons.

piisitffi.

5. C. Calcitrapa, L.
Common Star Thistle. " Scales of the
involucre glabrous ending in a long broad strong canaliculate
spine spinulose at its base, stem divaricated, leaves unequally
pinnatifid spinttloso-dentate, heads lateral solitary sessile, pap^jus

—
composite.

Cichorivm.]

— Br. Fl.

none."

E. B.

p. 220.
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125.

t.

Fl.

Dan.

xii.

t.

1998

(bona).
In dry sandy, gravelly or chalky pastures, waste places and by roadsides, espenear the sea
extremely rare, and perhaps now extinct in the island.
FL
July Seplemliev. ©.
JE. Med.
With white blossoms, by the roadside between Niton and St. Lawrence, Sept. 1833, Mrs. Dixon.
I have seen no specimen from this station, which, as Mrs. D. has suggested,
may have been destroyed by the improvement of the still very narrow road.
This species is not at all uncommon in the South-eastern counties of England,
along the coast as well as inland, but does not extend into the W. of England.
It is abundant on Portsdown near Nelson's monument, and in Jersey, where I
have gathered it in plenty, but on the mainland of Britain I am not aware of any
station further to the westward than the above Hampshire one.
I have seen it
most abundantly naturalized about Norfolk, in Virginia.
cially

;

—

—

Suborder III. Cichorace^.
All the florets Ugulate and

Styles not articulated.

'perfect.

* " Receptacle without

scales.

Pappus

XXVII. Lapsana, Linn.

0."

— Bah. Man.

Nipplewort.

" Achene compressed, striated.
Pappus none, or a mere border.
Receptacle naked. Involucre in a single row of erect scales,
with small ones at the base." Br. Fl.
1.

L. communis, L.

Common

Nipplewort.

" Involucre of the

stem panicled, peduncles slender, leaves ovate or
Br. Fl. p.
cordate petiolate angulate- dentate, pappus none."
218. E. B. t. 844.
fruit angular,

—

Fl. June
In -waste and cultivated ground, hedges, woods, &c., very common.
November. ©.
Dr. Bell-Salter found a specimen of this plant between Norton and Adgeton,

with a very close, erect, coiymbose panicle, the flowers very numerous, with the
ravs imperfectly developed.
'Achenia pale brownish or straw-yellow, about 2 lines in length, glabrous, elongate-obovate, slightly curved, finely, closely and evenly coslate-sulcate, subcomPappus none.
compressed and angled, with a i-idge down the inner face.
Receptacle naked, smooth, with very shallow circular areola.

** " Receptacle without

scales.

Pappus

scales."

XXVIII.

like

a crown of many entire broad

— Bab. Man.

CiCHOEiTJM, Linn.

Succory.

Endive.

Pappus sessile, scaly, shorter
Involucre of
Receptacle naked or slightly hairy.
(Flowers
8 scales, surrounded by 5 smaller ones at the base.

"Achene

than the

bluey—Br.
1.

"

turbinate, striated.

fruit.

Fl.

C. Intybus, L.

Heads

Wild Succory or Cichory.

Wild Endive.
on

sessile axillary in pairs, lower leaves runcinate hispid

—
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[Hypochceris.

the keel, upper ones amplexicaul oblong or lanceolate entire."
Br. Fl. p. 218. E. B. t. 539.

By roadsides, in waste places and cultivated ground, amongst corn, and on
chalky or gravelly banks and pastures, but rather uncommon in this island. Fl.
July October. If.
E. Med.— Fields near St. Lawrence, G. S.Gibson, Esq., in Phytol. for Nov. 1843.
fV. Med.
About the ascent of the hill leading up to Hanipstead farm, in some
plenty. By the roadside between Idlecombe and Roughbnrough farms, fur nearly
100 yards.
In a chalky hollow in a field behind, and nearly between Plash and

—

—

Buccombe, many very large plants.
Achenium pale, short and truncate at the summit, -deeply furrowed and angular.
Pappus a single row of very short unequally broad and jaLC;;ed scales.
Completely naturalized in the noithern part of the United Slates and in
Canada.
I remarked it aliundantly near Montreal and Quebec, as also in New
England, particularly at Boston.
*** " Receptacle

scaly.

Pappus feathery."

XXIX. Hypoch^eis,

Linn.

— Bab. Man.

Cat's-ear.

" Achenes striated, often beaked. Pappus feathery.
Involucre oblong, imbricated."
Br. Fl.

Receptacle

chaffy.
1.

H.

than the
303.

L. Long-rooted Cat's-ear. " Stem branched
peduncles with small scales, involucres shorter
Br. Fl. p.
leaves runcinate obtuse scabrous."

radicata,

leafless glabrous,
florets,

E. B.

t.

—

831.

Leaves glabrous and shining, somewhat fleshy.
In meadows, pastures and waste places, on banks and along hedges, &c. very
common; a troublesome weed on lawns and grass-plats, i^/. June October. 2f.
;6. Common on the banks of debris in Sandown bay, between that village and
fi.

—

;

Shanklin.
Involucre sometimes quite smooth, but most frequently hispid with erect whitish
Acheuia forming globose heads, which are scarcely larger than
hairs or bristles.
in H. glabra, exactly similar to those of that species in form, size, colour and
Pappus dirty white, in
sculpture, but all stipitate, on usually rather long stalks.
several rows, smooth, or very slightly scabrous towards the top only.
Puleoe and

H. glabra.

receptacle as in

From Hypocharis radicata both Thrincia hirta and Apargia hispida may be at
once known by the simple flower-stalks of the two latter, not branched as in Hypocharis, and which are destitute of scales by the absence of paleee or chaff on
the receptacle
and by having a sessile pappus, not stipitate or elevated on a
slender stalk, as is the case with our present plant.
The glabrous, deeply lobed
and often pinnatifid leaves will enable the young botanist to distinguish Apargia
autumnalis from the present plant, to which it bears a slrong resemblance in its
branched flower-stalks, scaly, like the latter, beneath the glabrous involucre, but
upon close examination will be found to differ materially in the absence of paleae
to the receptacle, and in the sessile pappus.
The presence of the little conical
tuft of cotton within the fistulose stem, near the receptacle, in Apargia autumnalis,
is perhaps the most decisive character.
;

;

Smooth Cat's-ear. Nearly glabrous, invo2. H. glabra, L.
lucre oblong regularly imbricated equalling the florets, achenes of
the central florets beaked, stem branched somewhat leafy, radical
Br. Fl. p. 203.
leaves dentate -sinuate.
E. B. viii. t. 575. Fl.
Dan. iii. t. 424.

—
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composite.

Thrincia.]

On dry sandy or gravelly heaths and pastures, also in cultivated fields (amongst
turnips, Sec), on a similar soil
rare ?
Fl. June
October.
0.

—

;

In a sandy

turnip-field near Cliff firm,

by the footpath

to

Apse and America,

1849.

Root annual, long, whitish, tapering, simple or with a few lateral fibres, full of
a bitter milky juice, as is the whole plant. Steins several, in the larger and more
luxuriant plants sometimes very numeioiis, from about 4 or 6 to 12 or 15 inches
high, the central erect, the rest spreading, ascending or decumbent at base, somewhat glaucous, subterete, a little compressed arfd sulcate, angular, hollow in the
centre, rigid, quite glabrous, flexuose, simple or most usually more or less branched
from about the middle upwards, ofteu in very gross specimens in a proliferous or
subumbellate manner, the branches much waved, elongate, bearing each a solitary
flower on their slightly and very gradually enlarged summits.
Leaves bright
green, almost wholly radical, numerous, spreading, the outermost lying flat on the
ground, oblong-ligulate, obtuse and rounded at the end, variable in the mode and
degree of division, mostly sinuate-runcinate or sinuate-dentate, with acute shallow
teeth or lobes tipped with a minute callosity, occasionally more deeply cleft margin of the leaves ciliated with short, distant, bristly hairs, of which a few are
occasionally observable on the upper side of the leaves and along the midrib
underneath, otherwise they are quite glabrous.
Flowers (anthodia) erect, very
small, scarcely half an inch in diameter, bright yellow verging upon orange.
Involucre oblong and cylindrical in bud, enlarged, conical and dilated at base in
;

after flowering; involucral bracts regularly imbricated, the inferior and outer
not numerous, elliptical-oblong or ovate-elliptical, unequal, obtuse, much shorter
than the narrow elongate-lanceolate inner ones, which are very little spreading at
the tips
all erect in flower, much enlarged, becoming more acute and finally
reftexed in seed, their margins (especially of the outer ones) coloured, ciliatepubesceut at their tips, otherwise glabrous, keeled. Florets pretty numerous, very
little exceeding the inner involucral bracts In length, minute, glabrous, the rai/
very broad, 5-toothed, tube very long, slender and membranaceous, scarcely at all
cupped at the top as in most of this order, but preserving an almost cylindrical
form, with an almost imperceptible enlargement upwards to the ray, at which part
Style exserted, yellow and
it is surrounded by a few long, yellow, jointed hairs.
Palea as long as the pappus
2-cleft at summit, the lobes spreading or recurved.
and involucral bracts, membranaceous and diaphanous, linear-lanceolate, acumiAchenes
nate, with a very long, slender, green or purplish point, single-ribbed.
forming a globular head about an inch in diameter, purplish brown, hnear-elUptical, the point of insertion on the receptacle oblique, with a lateral tumid and
shining gland or callosity, a little compressed, strongly many-ribbed and furrowed
lengthwise, the ridges closely beset with minute, erect, spine-like denticulations
Exterior row of seeds truncate or (rarely)
increasing in size at the summit.
beaked, those of the centre attetmated into a very slender scabrous beak about
Pappus plumose, dirty white, few- (2- or 3-) rowed, scabrous,
their own length.
in H. radicala the pappus is
twice or thrice the length of the seeds, persistent
smooth, or very slightly rough towards the tip only, and many-rowed.

and

;

:

»*** " Receptacle without

scales.

scaly''

XXX.

—

Pappus feathery or on

— Bab. Man.

Thrincia, Roth.

the exterior fruits

Thrincia.

" Achenes tapering into a beak, the outer ones enveloped by the
Pappus of the marginal florets forming
leaves of the involucre.
Receptacle naked.
a short scaly cup, of the rest long, feathery.
Br. Fl.
Involucre imbricated."
1.

Hairy Thrincia. " Leaves lanceolate subsomewhat hispid with frequently forked hairs,

T. hirta, Eoth.

sinuate -dentate

—

—

—

—

;

[Leontodon,

COMPOSITE.
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Br.

scapes single-flowered ascending glabrous below."
Hedypnois, E. B. t. 555.
/3.

On

Fl. p. 303.

Leaves glabrous, shining.
pastures, heaths

August.

and gravelly banks,

fallows,

&c.

;

common.

Fl. July,

H.

—

E.Med. About Ryde, at Ninham. About Qaarr abbey. Meadows near
Apley, St. John's, he.
Ou the short turf of Freshwater down, above Alum bay, he, frequent.
p.
A mere variety, of which the
[On St. Helens spit, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
leaves are almost perfectly glabrous, shining, and firmer in texture than usual.
Leaves radical,
Ront praemorse, emittins; a bundle of stronn; yellowish fibres.
spreading all round, shorter than the scapes, linear or linear-lanceolate, sinuatodentate, tapering at the base into a narrow winged petiole, rough on both sides
with whitish hairs, forked at their summits and arising from small tubercles.
Scapes several, single-flowered, ascending, rounded and leafless, enlarged upwards
beneath the flowers, mostly thou^'h not always glabrous in their upper part,
Flowers golden yellow.
clothed on their lower with hairs like those on the leaves.
Scales of the involucre much shorter than the rays, in a twofold series, the outer
at the base of the inner and much shorter than them, close- pressed, imequal,
placed alternately higher and lower inner scales in a single row, numerous, lanceolate, acute, equal and greenish, both series either quite glabrous or hairy on
Rays, especially of the outer florets, very broad, flat and 5-toothed,
their keels.
greenish at the back, where the teeth have a thickened, often notched projection,
Receptacle flat, naked, alveoli with ragged edges.
like that of Apargia hispida.
Achenia oblong, tapering at both ends, those of the circumference smooth or
faintly wrinkled, crowned with a deep, membranous, jagged cup or border, and
mostly abortive ; the inner beautifully ribbed and transversely striated with raised
Pappus rough, feathery, sessile.
points.
;

XXXI. Leontodon,

Linn.

Hawkbit.

"Involucre subimbricated, exterior scales much smaller, in
Receptacle jDunctured. Fruit uniform, slightly beaked.
Pappus of all the fruit in two rows outer setaceous, persistent
inner longer, feathery, dilated at the base."
Bah. Man.
1

— 3 rows.

;

Rough Hawkbit. " Scape single-flowered,
1. L. hispidum, L.
thickened ujpwards slightly hispid naked or with 1
2 minute
scales, leaves runcinate hispid with forked hairs, flowers drooping
in bud, involucre hairy."
Br. Fl. p. 202. E. B. t. 554. Apargia

—

Hedypnois, Huds.
In dry meadows, pastures, and on gravelly heaths, &c. frequent. Fl. June
September. !(..
Root thick, fleshy, blackish and creeping, sending down many stout fibres having a tough central chord. Leaves all radical, pale green, long, narrow, somewhat
pointed, rough all over with white forked hairs, deeply runcinate, the lobes triangular, lower ones pointing backwards, those near the summit of the leaf broader
and shallower, variously cut or toothed in a waving manner.
Scapes several,
sometimes solitary, single-flowered, about a foot high, leafless, furrowed and angular, a little enlarging upwards below the flowers, and rough with spreading hairs
Involucral bracts densely hispid, linear, blackish green,
like those on the leaves.
outer ones in a single row, n^uch shorter than the inner, which are nearly equal
and almost smooth at their tips with a slight downiness merely.
Flowers rather
large, above an inch across, golden yellow
florets all perfect, their rays much
longer than the involucre, ribbed and truncate, the 5 teeth at their extremities
thickened or glandular at the back.
Receptacle somewhat hairy, flat, the alveoli
;

;

—
Tragopogon.]

—

—

coMPOsiTiE.
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with raised jagged margins.
tli^Ti jointed
transversely.

and

sessile.

Pappus a little longer than the tube, rough, feaAchenium angular, beautifully furrowed or wrinkled

XXXII. Opoeinia, Don.

Hawkbit.

"Involucre subimbricated, exterior scales much smaller, in
several rows.
Receptacle punctured. Frioit attenuated, uniform.
Pappus of all the fruit in 1 row, feathery, dilated at the base."

Bab. Man.
" Scape scaly
1.
O. autumnalis, Don.
Autumnal Hawkbit.
upwards, leaves lanceolate toothed or pinnatifid nearty glabrous,
peduncles swoUen beneath the involucres."
Br. Fl.
Fl. Dan.
xii. t. 1996 (var. with deeply pinnatifid leaves).
Apargia, Br. Fl.
Hedypnois, E. B. t. 830. Oporinia, Don.
p. 202.

—

Leaves hispid calyx hairy stems spreading, prostrate or ascending.
In meadows, pastures, and on dry banks, &c. frequent. Fl. August. !{..
ji. In a chalky cornfield above Sandown bay, near the Culver cliff.
/3.

;

;

;

XXXIII.

Teagopogon, Linn.

Goat's-beard.

" Achenes longitudinally striated, beaked.
Pappus feathery.
Receptacle naked. Involucre simple, of 8 -10 scales united at the

—

base."—jBr. Fl
1. T. pratensis, L.
Go-to-bed-at-noon.
Yellow Goat's-beard.
" Grlabrous, involucre about as long or twice as long as the corollas, leaves undivided acuminated from a dilated base channelled,
peduncles slightly thickened at the very summit." Br. Fl. p. 201.
E.B.i. 434.

p. minor, Leight.

" Involucre twice as long as the

corollas."

Br. Fl.

T.

minor. Fries.

The var. /3. only. In meadows, pastures, by waysides, borders of fields, woods,
and along hedges not uncommon. jF/. June, July. i^r. July, August.
$.
E. Med.
By the footway over the fields from Shanklin to Cook's castle, and
[In
hedges
not uncommon iu pastures between Shanklin and Appuldurcombe.
near Ryde, in several places. Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
W. Med. In the Lenten Pit, Carisbrooke. A troublesome weed on the grass-

—

;

—

Thorley vicarage.
;8. minor.* Plant quite smooth and glabrous in every part excepting the involucre
Root whitish, brown externally, long, simple, tapering and flexile,
and florets.
Stem 1 or several, firm,
fleshy and abounding in a viscid milky juice,f biennial ?
erect, wavy, usually about 2 or 2^ feet in height, the lateral ones ascending or
sometimes even decumbent at base, rounded, leafy, striated, fistulose, pale green
or partly streaked or clouded with purple, often forked, branched from or near the
base; the branches erect or more or less forked, branched and flexuose like tlie
stem itself.
Leaves numerous, alternate, pale green and somewhat glaucous, sessile, those at the root and lower part of the stem marcescent, the larger a foot or
upwards in length, those on the higher part of the stem and branches shorter, all
plats at

' [The author has described

var.

/3.

this

form only being found in the island.

—Edrs:\
t This juice, as well as the substance of the root
ness of flavour in the wild plant.

itself,

is

without any bitter-

2 O

—

—

—
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[Picris.

very nanow-linear, quite entire, gradually tapering from an erect, short, claspinff,
ovate, many-ribbed base, into long finely acuminate points, which are deeply
folded or complicate and acutely keeled, with a pale silvery midiib, flaccid, waved
and twisted, erect, drooping or recurved, their dilated bases often edged with purple.
Bracts none, or occasionally a solitary one a short distance below the involucres.
Heads (synanthera) small, solitary and terminal on the stem and branches,
on lonn-, naked, cylindrical peduncles, which are thickened upwards rather suddenly for a short distance only below the involucre, the dilated portion somewhat
furrowed and augular. Involucres ovate, much enlarged after flowering, strongly
9, Leight.), lanceolatedeflexed in seed; involucral bracts few, always? 8 (8

acuminate, nearly flat, entire, in two rows united at base outer row mostly glainner row as long as the outer, partially
brous, purple-edged, keeled at the hack
covered behind with a hlackish woolly pubescence and more strongly keeled,
otherwise similar, in the variety now described nearly one-half longer than the
florets.
Florets rather numerous, with bright yellow oblong rays, which are
slightly hairy at the back, truncate and 5-tooihed, the points somewhat thickened
and glandulose-pilose, inner florets gradually shorter as ihey approach the centre;
tube white, cylindrical, very slender, yellowish and villous at top, embraced by the
erect unequal pappus, which by the intermingling of its hairs is formed into a sort
of tube below.
Anthers dark purplish brown in the upper, deep yellow in tlie
lower part, clo.sely cohering.
Styles finally much exseited, yellow, simple, at
length revolute. Receptacle naked, plane.
Pappus hairy, in the flower {greenish,
matted and unequal, having a few of its rays produced into long simple awns or
bristles much longer than the tube of the floret, the rest about equal to the latter.
Achenes ^ an incli in length, yellowish or greenish hrown, those of the marginal
florets darker, slightly curved, scabrous along the angles with scale-like, and on
the interstices with blunt tubei-cular or verrucose prominences, those of the interior florets paler, smoothish and nearly straight; all narrow-oblong, 5-angled
grooved and striate, with a deep, oblique, mouthed, basal areola, tapering at top
into a slender beak about the length of the achene ; bearing on its slightly
enlarged apex a minute, circular, hairy disk, from which diverge the long, slender, brown and numerous rays of the widely spreading pappus, which is beautifully feathered with white, silky, implexed and simple hairs, forming in the aggregate a spherical head between 3 and 4 inches in diameter.
few of the rays of
the pappus (usually 4 or 5) exceed the rest in length, with rough naked points, as
may best be seen in the nnripe state or before they spread.
The flowers, as Smith remarks, are expanded about sunrise and close again
before noon, hence one of its familiar names, except in dark cloudy weather, when
they remain open for a much longer time.
;

;

A

^?2. T.porrifolmSylj. Purple Goat' s-beard. " Involucre longer
than the corollas, leaves undivided straight acuminated slightly
dilated above the base, peduncles much thickened upwards."
Br.
Fl. p. 201.
E. B. t. 638. Curt. Br. Entom. ix. t. 433.
In meadows and pastures, on hedgebanks and waste ground, occasionally, but
and probably not indigenous, i^/. May, June. ^•.
E. Med.— At Sea-view, Miss Theodore Price !! Near Sandown, Miss Lovell
Amongst grass. Niton, J. Curtis, Esq.
rare,

.'.'.'

XXXIV.

Picris, Linn.

Picris.

" Achenes transversely striated, with scarcely any beak.
Pappus with the inner hairs feathery.
Receptacle naked.
Involucre
of many compact, upright, equal scales, with several external
small linear ones." Br. Fl.
1.

'P.hieracioideSy'L.

hooked

" Stem rough with
Picris.
rough toothed, flowers corym-

Hawkweed.

bristles, leaves lanceolate

——
Helminthia.]

5

composit^e.
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bose, peduncles with many braeteas, outer scales of the involucre
linear-oblong lax bristly on the keel."
Br. Fl. p. 202. E. B. t
196.

On

banks, by roadsides, in waste ground, along hedges, borders of fields and
very common in various places, though not generally diffused over the
;
island,
i^^ June
October.
2^.
E. Med.
Plentiful along the road from Shanklin to Bonchurch, and in Luccombe chine and East-end.
Common in the Undeicliff, about Ventnor, Steephill, St. Lawrence, &c.
Frequent at Arrcton,
Clialk-pit between Brading and
Yaverland.
Under Ashey down, and at the S. end of Brading. Frequent in
fields and hedges under the S. side of Brading down, between Morton and Adgeton ; and on Morion shoot.
Osborne wood, in plenty, Miss G. Kilderbee.
W. Med. Near Weston farm. Freshwater. Shore near Egypt. Abundant on
a ledge of the Freshwater cliffs, of about an acre in extent, called by the cliffsmen
Kosehall Green. Plentiful at the entrance of Shorwell (from Newport), and elsewhere occasionally in that neighbourhood. In the valley between Apes down and
Rowledge. Long Bench, Rev. G. E. Smith.

woods

—

—

—

XXXV.

Helminthia, Juss.

Ox-tongue.

" Achenes transversely striated, beaked.
Pappus feathery.
Receptacle naked. Involucre double inner of 8
10 close scales;
outer of 3
5 shorter, lax, leafy ones."
Br. Fl.

—

;

—

" Outer scales of
1. H. echioides, Geertn.
Bristly Ox-tongue.
the involucre 5 cordate crenate, stem erect hispid."
Br. Fl. p.
201.
Picris, X,.
E.B. t. 972.

—

:

A

far more general plant than the last, occurring abundantly and often profusely on chalk and clay, over the greater part of the island, in woods and waste
places, by roadsides, on hedge- and ditch-banks, the borders of fields, &c.
Fl.

June^October. 2^.
jB. Med.
About Byde, almost everywhere,

—

^

dantly in the large copse at the
growing even in very wet parts.

W. Med.

West

Most abunas at Binstead, &c.
side of the mouth of the Woottim river,

— Abundant in woods (on chalk)

at Swainston, and in the Tolt copse,
About Yarmouth, plentifully.
handsome plant, of a full green colour. -Roo< tapering, milky. Stem 2

near Gatcombe.

A

—

feet high, erect, rounded, striated, branched, very

rough with

hairs or bristles
are found copiously clothing the leaves and
stiff

springing from tubercles, and which
other parts. Leaves lanceolate, the lower ones on long petioles, those of the stem
semiamplexicaul, partly decurrent, with very broad, rounded, often unequal bases,
their surface covered with veiy prominent bristle -bearing papillae, hollow beneath.
Flowers solitary, or in clusters of 3 or 4 together at the end of the very irregularly
forked branches, about an inch broad, of a golden yellow, fully expanding in
bright weather only, and closing early in the afternoon. Involucral scales in two
rows, the inner 8, close, lanceolate-acute, shorter than the florets, each with an
awl-shaped fringed appendage a little below the summit, and reaching beyond it
to the tips of the florets
the outer of about 12 very short, unequal, linear and
close-pressed scales at the base of the inner both surrounded by an involucre of
Florets all perfect, tube
6 broad, heart-shaped, concave and nearly equal leaves.
of the corolla very hairy at the top. Receptacle downy. Seed reddish, a little
gibbous on one side and compressed, covered with transverse raised lines or ridges
running irregularly in a serpentine or vermiform manner beak very long and
;

;

;

slender.

our present plant to
The resemblance of the rough hispid leaves and stem
the same parts in the common Viper's Bugloss (Echium vulgare) has suggested
Though abundant in the S. of England, it is by no means
the specific name.
in

—

—
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;

[Ta/raxacum.

composite:.

general either in Britain or on the Continent.
It constitutes an excellent genus
apart from Picris, from whence it was removed by Vaillant, but imperfectly
reunited to it by Linnaeus, and again separated by Jacquin.
Picris differs less

from Hieracium than it does from Helminthia.
1 am informed by Mr. Rawkins, late of Hardiugshulefarm, that sheep are very
partial to the early radical herbage of this very rough plant, which in that neighbourhood at least is known under the very incorrect name of Borage.

***** " Receptacle generally uithout scales.

Pappus Jilifonn, very soft, deciduous,
never feathery nor dilated at the base, silvery."
Bab. Man.

XXXVI. Taraxacum,
"

—

Holler.

Dandelion.

Heads many-flowered.

Involucre double, inner of one row,
outer of few short lax or adpressed imbricated scales.
Fruit subcompressed, muricated and suddenly contracted above,
produced into a filiform beak." Bab. Man.
erect

;

1. T. officinale, Wigg.
nated toothed.

Common

Dandelion.

" Leaves runci-

"a- Outer scales of the involucre reflexed."
Br. Fl. p. 208. Leontodon Taraxficum, L.
E. B. t. 510.
0. Scales of the involucre appressed, erect.
L. palustre, Sm. Br. Fl. iii. p.
350. E. B. t. 553.
y. Leaves finely and deeply pinnatifid, scales of the involucre close-pressed,
plant very diminutive. L. laevigatum ? DC.
In meadows, pastures, waste and cultivated ground, on hedRebanks, grass-plals,
&c. abundantly. Fl. Spring and summer, and more partially ihe year through.
;

n(3.

Marshy

y.

On

places near Eyde, Dr. Bell-Satler
dry chalky downs. Ashey down, frequent, Dr. Bell-Sailer.
The var. ji., thought by Sir James Smith to be a distinct species, differs in having the leaves less deeply runcinale, narrower, with more distant, less regular and
rather sinuate lobes, and by the scales of the involucre being erect or close-pressed,
though in the fresh specimens before me these scales are both patent and deflexed
on the same flower, proving the inconstancy of this character.
.'.'.'

XXXVII.
"

Ceepis, Linn.

Heads many-flowered.
outer of short lax scales.
beaked." Bah. Man.

Hawk's-beard.

inner of one row
Fruit terete, narrowed upwards or

Involucre double

;

" Leaves glabrous
1.
C. virens, L.
Smooth Hawk's-heard.
runcinate or pinnatifid, the upper ones linear sagittate amplexicaul, the margins plane remotely toothed, stem glabrous, panicle
subcorymbose, outer involucral scales appressed linear, inner ones
glabrous within, fruit oblong slightly attenuated upwards with
smooth ribs shorter than the pappus."
Br. Fl. p. 206. C. tectorum, £. J5. t. 1111.

—

In dry pastures, fields, waste aud cultivated ground, on walls, roofs and banks,
&c. ; every where abundantly. Fl. Suae September. 0.

—

" Leaves runcinate dentate or lyrate-run*2. C. setosa, Hall.
cinate, stem-leaves sagittate entire or inciso-dentate below, heads
erect, involucre about covering the pappus, margin of the outer

.

— ——

Sonchus.]

—

coMPOsiTjE.
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lanceolate acute scales and the bracts of the inner scales and the
peduncle hispid with rigid simple bristles." Bab. Man.
In cultivated fields, chiefly with clover or lucerne rare, and certainly introJ
duced.
O.
E. Med.— In a clover-field at Wootton, between the Newport road and the new
cut to Cowes, in abundance, 1846, Dr. Bell-Sailer.
:
'

'

—

W. Med.
In a clover-field near Gurnet farm, sparingly, 184&
no doubt
introduced with clover-seed from the Continent, in the southern and eastern (Silesia) parts of which only it appears to be truly native, Dr. Bell-Sailer
;

.'.'.'

XXXVIII. SoNCHus,

Linn.

Sow

Thistle.

" Achenes much compressed, without a beak.
Pappus pilose.
Receptacle naked.
Involucre imbricated, with 2
3 rows of unequal at length connivent scales, tumid at the base, few-flowered."

—

~Br.

Fl.

Common Sow Thistle. " Heads subumbelinvolucre glabrous, leaves undivided or pinnatifid toothed,
lower ones stalked, upper ones lanceolate clasping the stem with
spreading sagittate auricles, fruit longitudinally ribbed and transversely rugose."
Br. Fl. p. 205. E. B. t. 843.
1.

S. oleraceus, L.

late,

In waste and cultivated places, garden-ground, about hedges, roadsides, in
woods, fields, &c. ; everywhere. FL June October.
0.

—

Sharp -fringed Annual Sow Thistle.
involucre glabrous, leaves undivided or
pinnatifid deeply toothed all lanceolate clasping the stem with
rounded auricles, stem branched, fruit longitudinally ribbed without transverse wrinkles." Br. Fl. p. 206. E. B. Suppl. tt. 2765
and 2766.
2.

"

S.

asper,

Hoffm.

Heads subumbellate,

In similar places with the

last,

and nearly as common.

Fl.

June

— September-

Notwithstanding the opinion of many botanists of the first rank, we cannot help
believing, with Mr. Borrer and numerous continental authors, that S. asper is
truly distinct from <S. oleraceus ; our opinion being founded on the permanency of
character in a part less liable to accidental variation, viz. the seed nor would we
rtjecl the scarcely less immutable marks derived from the peculiarly curled or
rounded auricles of the leaves, like the volutes on the chapter of a Corinthian or
Ionic column, very different from the acute arrow-shaped bases of the leaves in S.
oleraceus ; nor the fact of the root-leaves of S. asper being winged to their junc;

tion with the stem.

" Heads corymbose,
3.
S. arvensis, L.
Corn Sow Thistle.
peduncles and involucre glandulose - hispid, leaves denticulate
clasping the stem with short obtuse auricles, lower ones sinuateruncinate, uppeMsones oblong-lanceolate entire, stem simple, root
with creeping scions." Br. FL p. 205. E. B. i. 674.
In cultivated

— September.

fields,

2^

amongst corn, &c., especially on a dampish

soil.

Fl.

June

—

—

!
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XXXIX. Lactuca,

Linn.

;

[Lactuca.

Lettuce.

" Achenes much compressed, with a long beak. Pappus pilose.
Receptacle naked. Involucre imbricated, cylindrical, few-flowered,
Br. Fl.
its scales with a membranous margin."

Wall Lettuce. "Flomuralis, DC.
Ivy-leaved Lettuce.
leaves lyrate-pinnatifid and toothed, the terminal lobe
angled, panicle with divaricated branches, beak much shorter
Br. Fl. p. 205. Prenanthes, L. E.
than the (black) achene."
B. t. 457.
On old walls, rooks, moist sliady bants, woods and tliickels, but not common.
Fl. June
August.
2^.
On the walls of Quarr abbey, but sparingly. In Church lane. BinJS. Med.
stead, several plants.
Bather plentiful under the garden-wall at Knighton house.
Frequent under the rooks at Hatchet close and Cowpit-cliff woods, near ShanMin.
In Bloodstone copse, in several places. [Side of a path leading from Brading to
1.

rets

Tu.

5,

—

:

—

—

the down, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

—

Woods about Rowledge, and in Westover plantation, occasionally.
Copse near Buca bank by the roadside near Apes down, in some plenty.
In some plenty
combe down. Sluccombe copse, a little W. of Roughborough.
in the little copse above Alvington marl-pit.
A slender, smooth, latesceut herb. Root short and fleshy, emitting several long
Stem about 1 3 feet in height, mostly solitary, more rarely 2 or
slender fibres.
3 from the same root, erect, leafy, round, smooth, slightly flexuose, simple, hollow
Leaves alternate, rather
or filled with white cellular tissue, green or purplish.
remote, thin and membranous, flat, bright pale green, whitish or glaucous beneath,
and often tinged with violet, strongly veined, lyrato-runcinate, lower ones on long
winged petioles, those higher up broader, dilated, rounded and clasping at the
base, the auricles toothed, acute and in the superior leaves almost sagittate, their
uppei-most leaves sometimes oblong and nearly entire, the
points often deflexed
rest with acutely angular, sinuate and toothed lobes, the terminal one of which is
very large, more or less distinctly trilobate and resembling an ivy-leaf in shape,
its central division much produced, and like the lateral sharply angulato-dentate,
mucronato-acuminate. PaBJc/e terminal, of several alternate, patent or spreading,
Flowers small, erect, bright yellow, their pedidivaricately ramifying branches.
Involucre slender, cylindrical, its
cels with one or two small clasping bracts.
outer scales very small, unequal, mostly 3, shaped like those on the pedicels and
W. Med.

On

—

;

at the forks of the panicle ; inner 5, nearly equal, linear-oblong, obtuse and ciliated at the summit, with pale membranous edges, scarcely keeled, blackish or
purplish, green at the back, strongly reflexed in seed.
Florets 5, the tube very
slender, and hairy near the top ; ray broad, ovate-truncate, 5-toothed and striate.
Styles rough in their upper part, 2-cleft, the segments linear, revolute.
Achmium

obovato-oblong, much compressed, dark brown, roughish with very short minute
pubescence, each face with se\ eral (5 or 6) obtuse ridges. Pappus single-rowed, ?
snow-white, roughish, placed on a circular disk, which is downy on the margin
and stipitate on the very short beak, which is scarcely Jth the length of the seed.
3.

L. virosa, L.

Strong-scented Lettuce.

" Leaves patent ob-

long toothed or sinuated two-eared and amplexjcaul at the base,
flowers panicled, beak as long as the (black) achene."
Br. Fl. p.
304. E. B. t. 1957.
On hedgebanks, old walls, cliffs, and borders of fields, mostly on a chalky soil
very rare.
JE.

Med.

Hadfield

FL

—

July? September.
$.
a hedgebank between Wroxall and Newchurch, 1844, Miss

— On

—
Hieracium.]

—
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****** " Pappus

rigid, hrittle, at length brownish or yellowish.
the preceding section."

— Bab. Man.

XIj. Hiebacium, Linn.

Otherwise like

Hawkweed.

" Achenes angular, furrowed, with an entire or toothed margin
at the top without a beak.
Pappus pilose, in one row, frequently
brownish, persistent and brittle. Receptacle nearly naked, dotted.
Involucre imbricated." Br. Fl.
* Stem resembling a scape or

leafless.

" Leaves entire
Mouse-ear Hawkweed.
elliptic-lanceolate or lanceolate hairy with dense stellate down
beneath, primary stem 1 -headed leafless, involucre ovate at the
base, inner scales acute and narrower than the outer ones."
Br.
Fl. p. 209.
E. B. t. 1093.

H.

1.

|3.

Pilosella,

L.

Scions shovt, leaves narvow-lanceolate, very white beneath with dense woolly

tomentum, and shaggy on both sides with long silky hairs involucre very villous;
flowers large.
H. pelelerianum, Merat, Nouv. Fl. des Env. de Paris, p. 305 ?
On dry short pastures, heaths, banks, walls, rocks and waste barren places very
;

common.
/3.

On

Fl. May
the chalky

—August.
cliffs

;

If

near Freshwater gate, Albert Hambrough, Esq., 1849

** Stem more or

!!!

less leafy.

Common Hawkweed.

" Stem usually
with several leaves branched upwards and subcorymbose or forked
slightly hairy, leaves ovate- lanceolate toothed with the teeth
pointing upwards somewhat hairy, radical ones stalked usually
tapering into the petiole, cauline ones stalked or sessile, peduncles at the apex and the involucre with more or less stellate down
mixed sometimes with black hairs or setse, inner scales bluntish
in bud incumbent upon and not longer than the florets,' ligules
glabrous at the apex."—5r. Fl. p. 213. E. B. t. 2031.

H. vulgatum, Fr.

3.

'

thickets, on walls, banks and sandy, gravelly or chalky pasFl. June, July.
rather rare.
If.
In a sandy lane between Morton farm and the grove. In the road
E. Med.
Boadside just before coming
between Little Briddlesford and Woodhouse farm.
I find it also in the grato New copse, near Wootton bridge, Dr.Bell-Salter
vel-pits nearly opposite the last station, in the angle of the road leading to Fishbourne.
On Bordwood heath, and on a bank by the roadside going from thence
Amongst the rocks at East-end. Plentiful in East-Standen
towards Winston.
On Blackpan
copse, near Newport, mostly by the pathside through the wood.

In dry woods and

tures

;

—

.'.'.'

common, between Burnt-house and Lake.
W. Med. In a copse (Symington copse) near Northwood church.
Herb slightly milky, and varying greatly in its aspect according to soil and

—

situa-

according to Smith
Stems 1 or more, erect, 1—2 feet high (or in moist shady
slightly creeping.
places even twice that height, with far larger leaves), round, solid, simple, striated,
greenish or purplish, more or less leafy, rough with scattered, white, toothed hairs
intermixed with fewer very short, blackish, almost aculeate ones, both most copious
near the base. Leaves alternate, extremely inconstant in size, shape, number and
degree of toothing, ovato-lanceolate, firm, pale green on the upper side, often
tion.

Root

taperinff, with

numerous long,

stout, pale fibres,

—
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tinged with purple on the under, and in si)me varieties spotted and clouded with
that colour above: the very lowest leaf or two in my specimens are angulato-dentate, very rough on the upper side with short, erect, tubercular hairs, and on
sheathing petioles, those immediately succeedini; more distinctly toothed, the rest
or upper and middle stem-leaves strongly and sharply toothed, chiefly in their
lower part, narrow-lanceolate, acute, wai ed, folded and nearly glabrous above,
hairy beneath, their mai'gins and tips of the teeth dark-coloured
the form, size and
direction of the teeth are extremely variable, being sometimes remote, at other limes
approximate, mostly pointing forwards, a few only directed horizontally. Flowers
large, bright almost golden yellow, 2, 3, or more together, terminating the long,
erect, somewhat ansjular branches of the corymbose panicle, which, like the peduncles, are somewhat hoary witli appressed starry pubescence.
Bracts solitary at the
forks of the branches, small, linear and pointed, the lowermost leafy and toothed.
Involucral scales blackish green, erect, the innermost long linear pales
those
exterior to them shorter, broader and darker, the outermost of all a little diverging from the erect position of the rest, and beneath these latter, on the enlarged
summit of the peduncle, are a few scattered scales, like the others, but swollen or
gibbous at the base all alike beset with short, black, gland-tipped hairs and
stellate pubescence intermixed.
Rai/s of the florets deeply 5-toothed, very hairy
St!/le and sligmas rough.
at the back towards the base.
Receptacle plane, foveas
numerous, with sharp jagged borders.
:

;

;

H. murorum, L. Wall Hawkweed. " Stem with about 1
corymbose or forked, radical leaves numerous persistent
stalked usually rounded or cordate at the base and there with
3.

leaf

radiating or reflexed teeth somewhat hairy, cauline ones sessile or
stalked, peduncles and the involucres with white stellate down
and usually black hairs or setse, inner scales of the involucre
cuspidate in bud straight and much longer than the florets,' ligules
Br. Fl. p. 212. E. B. t. 2082.
glabrous at the apex."
'

Fl.

June

— August.

1^..

found, July, 1837, in a wood near Yarmouth, a specimen or two of a plant
which appeared to me identical with H. molle of Host. Fl. Aust.
Root woody, brownish, knotty and creeping horizontally to the distance of a few
inches, emitting many long pale fibres, simple or slightly branched.
Stem 1 or 2
from the same root, from 12 or 18 inches to 3 feet high, slender, round, wavy, simple or very slightly branched, more or less rough with black gland-tipped setae
intermixed with stellate pubescence, particulai-ly in the upper part, the base being
nearly glabrous and having only a few, long, white, silky hairs scattered over it;
leafless or most commonly with a sohtary leaf (seldom more) at some indeterminate point of its length. Leaves mostly radical, few, persistent during inflorescence, soft and thin, pale green above, paler still beneath and often clouded with
purple in my specimens, clothed on both sides, but thickest on the under side, with
long, erect, woolly hairs, as are the nearly cylindrical deeply channelled petioles;
various and unequal in shape and size, mostly ovate or ovate-oblong, rounded or
subcordate at base, acute, obtuse or rounded and mostly entire at the point, unequally repandentate, the teeth more or less distinct, the lowermost often pointing
backwards; stem-leaves, when present, like the radical ones, but on a shorter footstalk, usually more deeply toothed, more pointed or even acuminate.
Heads of
I

flowers few, forming an irregular corymbose panicle.
Involucral bracts lanceovery acute, thickly besetexternally with black gland-tipped spreading setae intermixed with long white hairs and stellate pubescence, as are likewise the very

late,

unequal straight or ascending peduncles, and the small lanceolate bracts that
often subtend the latter or are found at various parts of their length.
Florets
numerous, bright yellow ray broad, truncate, deeply and acutely 5-toothed, the
teeth not thickened at the back lube hairy at top.
Styles very long, slender and
filiform throughout, their long summits [stigmas) at length strongly revolute.
;

;

—
Hicracium.]
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4. H. boreale, Fries.
Northern Hatvkweecl. " Stem erect leafy
rough or hairj% branches subcorymbose, leaves ovate-lanceolate
or lanceolate toothed, the lower ones tapermg mto a petiole, upper
ones subsessile with an ovate rounded or cordate base, involucres

blackish, scales appressed, ligules glabrous at the apex, achenes
(blackish brown or red) slightly scabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 216. H.
inuloides, Bab. ?
H. Sabaudum, Sm. Engl. Fl. iii. p. 367. E. B.
t. 349.
H. sylvestre, Tausch. secund Hooker in Br. Fl. 4th ed.
Hook, in Comp. to Bot. Mag. i. p. 307.
p. 295

—

;

j3.

Leaves thick,

claik green, very rigid.

In woods, thickets and on hcdgehanks, but not common.
ber.

If..

Fl.

July— Septem-

—

Firestone copse, Guildford lane, Alverslone lynch.
By the roadNewport, about a quarter of a mile before reaching Staplers
healh, but rather sparingly.
Root of several long, smooth, cylindrical, simple and fleshy fibres, with a tough
central chord or medulla, and running horizontally near the surface.
Stem erect,
1
4 feet high, or even more in the stouter var. now described, a little milky,
round and simple in the lower, branched, furrowed and angular in its upper part,
purplish towards the base, roughish with callous points aud hispid with white,
stiffish, partly spreading and partly appressed hairs, mixed here and there with a
longer, softer, almost downy shngginess.
Leaves very numerous, most so towards
the middle of the stem, in j3. stiflf and leathery, in the common form paler and
more flexible, in /3. dark green aud nearly glabrous above, paler and rough with
short hairs and bristly points on the under side, which in the lower leaves is often
tinged with purple.
Root-leaves attenuated into very short petioles, gradually
contracting in those above, so that the upper stem-leaves and those of the branches
are quite sessile hut not at all clasping ; all the leaves more or less ovalo-lanceolate, distinctly toothed, the teeth rather small, few, distant, straight or slightly
curved, and pointing forward
the margins of the leaves are inflexed in a iritling
Flowers ou branching peduncles, forming a sort of corymbose panicle,
degree.
an inch or rather more in diameter, of a full lemon, almost golden, yellow. Scales
of the involucre blackish green, not pale-edged, erect, hispid with scattered stiff
hairs from black tubercular bases, close-pressed, the tips of a few of the lowermost
Rays of
shorter ones alone occasionally diverging from the appressed position.
the florets broad, deeply 5-loothed, and as well as the very short tube hairy on the
Styles very long, and as well as the very long reflexed lobes of the
outer side.
Achenia linear, a little curved at the apex, dark purple brown,
stigma greenish.
almost black, with 5 or sometimes 6 prominent rilibed angles, and as many finer
intermediate ones that terminate in a point just short of the principal ridges
the faces of the seed appear scarcely wrinkled, but under a high magnifier prePappus brownish
sent innumerable longitudinal stria; and minute rough points.

E. Med. In
Ryde

side from

to

—

;

:

white, rough and jointed.
Our Isle-of- Wight plant is certainly the H. Sabaudum of Smith, whatever the
Linnaean species so called may be, and, though rather rare, is common enough in
other parts of England, as in Devonshire, Sussex, the New Forest, &c.

" Stem erect
5. H. iiinbellatmn, L.
UmbcUed Hawkiveed.
simple corymbose or subumbellate at the apex rigid very leafy,
leaves oblong-lanceolate or linear toothed or entire, lower ones
attenuated at the base, upper sessile acute or rounded at the base,
peduncles and sometimes the involucres with stellate down not
Br. Fl. p. 317. E.
hairy, scales obtuse with recurved points."
B. t. 1771.
(3.

Leaves broader, with large and sharp teeth pointing forwards.

2 P
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gravelly or sandy heaths and commons, hedgebanks, in groves, thickets and
Ft. August, September.
in many parts of the island abundantly.

Imshy places

U-

;

—

£. Med. Plentiful on Lake common and Royal heath. Heathy ground about
Plentiful on Yarbury
Niton and Whilwell heath, near Smallgains, abundantly.
hill, by Niton.
Common between Bookley and Bohemia. In the sandy lane
between Morion farm and Grove. Anthony's common, near Ryde.
W. Med. Near Kingston.
On Apse
the hollow on the road between Blackwater and Rookley.
/3. In

—

heath, frequent.
Root with many long, round, simple fibres. Stem 1 •2 feet high, rounded,
Leaves scattered above, more crowded
solid, rough with minute hairs or bristles.
below, alternate, liuear-lanceolale, acute, slightly hairy, dark green, of a firm texture, their margins incurved with many or few teeth pointing forwards, sometimes
with only a single tooth towards the base, the rest of the leaf quite entire. Flowers
large, bright yellow, the central one expanding first, on long erect pedicels, springing from a cmnmou point, and thus constituting an imperfect umbel or cyme, with
Invotvcre blackish green, its outer
mostly several scattered peduncles below.
Florets
scales recurved at the tips, inner ones erect, all acute, with a dark keel.
all perfect, hairy at the top of the tube, the ligulm long, with 5 equal teeth.
Realveoli deep and close together.
ceptacle slightly hairy
Achenia angular, stri-

—

;

ated.

The

var.

(3.

diffsrs

large teeth curved

only in the greater breadth of the leaves, which have several

and pointing forwards.

Order XLIV.

CAMPANULACE.^,

Juss.

" Calyx-ivihe. adnate with the ovary, mostly 5-lohed, lobes perCorolla regular or irregular, mostly 5-lobed, marcescent,

sistent.

sestivatioii valvular.

number with

Stamens

free

from the corolla and equal

in

segments, free or more or less combined.
Anthers 2-celled, free or more or less cohering, opening longitudinally.
Ovary with 2 or more polyspermous cells.
Style 1,
pubescent on the upper half. Stigma simple or lobed, naked (not
surrounded by a circle of hairs). Fruit dry, opening between the
dissepiments. Seeds fixed to the axis. Albumen fleshy. Embryo
Herbaceous or suifruticose.
straight.
Leaves mostly alternate,
trithout stipules. Flowers generally blue or white. Lactescent and
its

—

bitter.
I.

Campanula,* Lwm.

Bell-flower.

" Calyx 5-parted.
Corolla mostly bell-shaped, with 5 broad
and shallow segments.
Ajithers free ; filaments dilated at the
Stigma .3 5 fid.
base.
Capsules not elongated, 3 5 celled,
opening by lateral pores outside the segments of the calyx."

—

Bab.

—

—

Man.

* Name, a diminutive of Campana, itself a Latin word of the Lower Empire to
signify a hell, which instrument was first used in churches by Paulinus, Bishop of

Nola, in Camparaa.

Campanula.]

campanulace^.
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The species of Campanula diminish extremely in insular climates
their western shores, apparently avoiding tlie sea air as injurious.

and towards
Hence they

are found to increase in proportion as we advance eastward on the Conlinent,
where, as in Germany, Switzerland, Hungary, Russia and Siberia, they abound
in great variety.
Even amongst the comparatively few that inhabit Britain, the

same

distribution is observable, the midland and eastern counties of England producing them in the greatest number and frequency, whilst in Scotland, Wales,
Ireland and the western counties of England there is a sensible deficiency of the
species.
In the Channel Islands not a single true Campanula is known to grow
wild: even the common Harebell is banished from their Flora.

C. glomerata, L.

Clustered Bell-flower. Little Throatwort.
leaves scabrous crenate
oblong-lanceolate, root-leaves petiolate, those of the stem semiamplexicaul, flowers sessile mostly in a terminal cluster, capsule
erect with the clefts at the base."— Sr. Fl. p. 248.
E. B. t. 90.
1.

"

Stem angular simple nearly smooth,

On

dry hilly pastures, chalk downs and banks, sometimes in woods not unfreFl.
October.
2^.
E. Med. Very abundant on the summit and North-eastern slope of Bembridge
down, with flowers much aggregated.
Bembridge, Dr. Bostock in Withering !i!
W. Med.
On Freshwater down in various places, as near the Needles hotel
and lighthouse, but scarcely an inch high, being browsed down by the sheep. Most
abundantly (dwarf var.) on the down (Calbourne down ?) between Calbourne and
Brixton, nearly at the back of the great plantation at Westover, some specimens
with white and others with pale blue flowers. Afton and Freshwater down, in
;

May—

quent.

—
—

Mr. W. D. Smoke

plenty,

!.'!

Moot of

several long, whitish, cylindrical, simple or branched fibres, often a little creeping.
Stem I or more, erect, simple or a little and very shortly branched

and

from one or two inches high on open exposed downs,*
woods and on sheltered banks, rounded and somewhiit angular
from the slightly decurrent leaves, often purplish above, and downy all over with
white, simple, deflexed or partly spreading hairs.
Leaves a good deal like those
of Sage, dull gray-green, rugose, strongly and copiously veined and reticulated
beneath, waved, their margins more or less evenly crenato-serrate, somewhat harsh
with fine, short, close, erect pubescence.
Radical and some of the lower stemleaves on long, semiterete, channelled and slightly winged petioles, oblongo-lanceolate, cordate at the base or attenuated into the footstalk on the same plant,
a1)ove, solid

to as

many

leafy, milky,

feet in

undulated or nearly plane uiiper stern-leaves almost sessile, the highest of all
quite so, short, ovate and a little clasping, usually much waved and twisted, their
points deflexed.
Flowers sessile, erect, mostly conglomerate in a dense, terminal,
bracteated head or cluster on the main stem, with several lateral smaller clusters
in the axils of the upper leaves, deep purple or violet-blue, sometimes white,
nearly an inch in lensith.
Bracts usually 3 beneath eiich cluster, broadly ovate.
Cab/x much shorter than the corolla, pubescent, its segments triangidar-lanceolate, erect and acute.
Corolla hairy within and without, subcylindrical, 5-ribbed,
cleft nearly half-way down, the segments ovato-oblong, acute, reflexed or spreading.
Stamens with very short, flat, pellucid filaments anthers greenish yellow,
linear, curved and twisted.
Style shorter than the corolla, cylindrical, more or
less pubescent; stigina downy, trifid, the lobes at first coarctate, at length revo;

;

lute.

Capsule small. Seeds rather few and large, ovate or elliptical, pale brown,
with a compressed border, apparently covered with a close finely stiiated

flatfish,

cuticle.

* On the bleak and lofty downs at the western extremity of the island this
species scarcely attains an inch in height, and specimens from thence were actually described and figured by Withering (Arrangem. of Br. Pis. 3 ed. ii. p. 282,
and pi. xi. fig. 8) as a new species of Gentian, and named by him G. collina.

—
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;

[Campanula.

CAMPANULACE^E.

This species is frequent in gardens under some of its numerous forms,
the continental botanists are held to be distinct species.

wliicli

by

Great ThroatG. Trac]iclium,'L. Nettle-leaved Bell-floiver.
" Hispid, stem angular, leaves coarsely double-serrate,
lower ones cordate long-stalked, upi^er nearly sessile lanceolate
acuminate, peduncles axillary few-iiowered, calyx-segments lanBr.
ceolate erect, capsule drooping with the clefts at the base."
E. B. t. 12.
Ft. p. 248.
2.

ivort.

—

;8.

Flowers white.

In dry chalky and
interior of the island

and on bushy declivities in the
abundantly in West Medina, scarcely found in the eastern
September. Fr. September, October, if..

hilly woods, thickets, hedfjes
;

—

Fl. July
Undercliff, Sheridan's Guide.
W. MIed.
Frequent in the woods at Swainston and Rowledge, where it was
noticed by my friend G. Kirkpalrick, Esq. Abundant in Tolt wood, and common
elsewhere about Gatcornbe in fields and hedges. In Lorden copse, between Cheverton and Shorwell.
Chalky banks by Shorwell, sparingly.
Near Chillerton.
Plentiful in Sluccombe coppice, near Roughborough.
Weslridge cop-e, com-

hundred.
Fl.

Med.

—

—

Hedge between Idlecombe and Shorwell, Mr. W. D.
mon.
where avoiding the coast and flat country.

Siiooke,

and every-

A specimen or two with the common bliie-flowered kind in Lorden copse.
Root whitish, tapeiing, with several strong lateral branches.
Stems 1 or more,

/3.

2

—

4 feet high, erect, angular, leafy, hollow in the centre, simple or branched
(sometimes quite bushy), rough with scattered bristly hairs. Leaves alternate, very
various in breadth, lanceohite, ovato-lanceolate or even triangular, subcordate at
the base, on very short petioles ; much resembling those of the common Nettle in
size, shape and colour, rough and hairy all over, coarsely and irregularly incisoserrate.
Flowers solitary or in clusters of 2 or 3 tofiether in the axils of the
leaves, chiefly towards the termination of the stem and branches, on rather short
simple or divided pedicels, erect or nodding, bright purplish blue, sometimes
white, large and handsome. Calyx scarcely half the length of the corolla, bristly
;

Corolla bell-shaped,
above an inch long, 5. ribbed, the segments a little spreading or teflexed, somewhat bristly without, villous within. Style densely pilose, the hairs erect. Capsule brownish, membranous, nodding, nearly hemispherical, hispid and angular,
with three stout branching ribs, dehiscent by as many oblong transverse pores in
the angles formed by the union of tlie ribs at the base.
Seeds very numerous,
reddish gray or ash-colour, broadly ovate or elliptical, flat and sometimes with a
slight compressed margin
appearing under a high magnifier as if co\ered with
a thin and exquisitely finely striated pellicle.
sepals lanceolate, acute, single-ribbed, scarcely spreading.

;

3. C. rotiindifoUa, L.
Bound-leaved Bell-flower.
Heath-hcll.
" Glabrous, root-leaves subrotundo-cordate crenate (very soon
withering), lower cauline ones lanceolate, upper linear entire,
flowers solitary or racemose drooping, catyx-segments subulate,
capsule drooping with the clefts at the base."
Br. Fl. p. 248.
E. B. t. 866.

Flowers white.
In dry sandy fields and pastures, on heaths, walls, banks and chalky downs
abundantly, and most so in elevated situations. Fl. June^ September. If..
B. A few specimens by the roadside over Bleak down.
[On Ashey down, Dr.
Bell-Saher, Edrs.]
deflexed
or nodding, siibhemispherical, truncate, with several
Capsules strongly
Seeds elliptical, pale brown, minutely and longitudinally
fhort proniinent ribs.
(3.

—

reticniato-striute

—
Spectdaria.]
C.

campanulaceje.

Rapunculus
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said to have been found in the Undeidiff T>y Lieut. Ibljotson,
and C. palula in a hedge above Shauklin chine, by Albert
Hambrough, Esq. ; but I have not yet seen specimens of either.
The true Canterbury Bells of our gardens (C. medium, L.) I have twice found
is

late of this island

;

growing spontaneously on bushy banks at Evading and Bonchurch.
II.

Speculaeia, Heister.

Venus's Looking-glass.

" Corolla rotate.
Capsule linear-oblong, prismatic, opening by
lateral pores between the calycine segments.
Otherwise like

Campanula."

Bab. Man.

1. _S. hybrida, Alph. DC.
Corn Bell-floiver. Lesser Venus's
" Stem simple or often branched from the base,
Looking-glass.
leaves oblong- crenate waved, corolla widely spreading shorter
than the calyx-segments, capsule triangular."
Br. Fl. p. 249.
Campanula, L. E. B. t. 375.

—

In sandy or chalky cornfields and other tilla^je-land pretty general and often
Fl. May
August. Fr. July, August. 0.
E. Med.— Betvfeen Sandown and Shanklin, in fields by the cliff a little beyond
the signal-station on Royal heath.
Frequent in cornfields throughout the Underoliff, and in those above Steephill and St. Lawrence.
About Cowes, not uncommon, also near Ashey.
W. Med.
Sandy fields at Brixton and Shorwell.
Frequent on the (green ?)
sand of the South-west, generally in upland fields.
Cornfields at Rowledge.
Cornfields nearly opposite Yarmouth mill.
Cornfield by the Needles hotel. Alum
bay.
About Thorley, Wellow and Westover.
Plant pale grayish green, hispid, lactescent. Root anniial, whitish, slender,
branched or nearly simple. Stem- solitary or several (when more than one the
central stem is upright, the lateral ascending), erect or decumbent at the base,
mostly a little flexuose, simple or usually in the larger and older plants more or
less alternately branched, often purplish below, hollow in the centre, acutely pentagonal and grooved from the winged and twisted angles formed by the decurreut
inner corners of the leaves, hispid with short, white, spreading or partly deflexed
bristles.
Leaves small, from about 6 to 12 lines in length, alternate, pale
yellowish green, those at the base of the stem obovate, obovate- oblong or
very abundant.

;

—

—

spathulale, soon withering

and almost amplexioaul,

away

;

the rest

oWong

or ovate-oblong, obtuse, sessile

forming long winged angles on the
stem, setose-hispid, strongly undulate and crisped on their mostly deflexed margin, faintly nerved.
Flowers solitary, terminal, small, expanding only in clear
weather.
Sepals resembling the leaves, lanceolate, ovate-lanceolate or even ovate,
often unequal, acute, longer than the corolla, with reflexed wavy margins.
Corolla very .small, rotate, deep violet or purple, whitish externally, a little hispid at
the back and summit of the nearly orbicular apiculate segments along the strong
dorsal ridge down the centre of each.
Stigma clavate, entire, hispid and whitish.
Germeri linear, angular, furrowed and hispid, mostly with an adnate leaf or two
at its base.
Capsules pale whitish or purplish, 3-celled, erect, crowned with the
leaf-like calyx, about an inch in length, setose-scabrous, very narrowly elongateoblong or elliptical, mostly a little envied and twisted, deeply 3-lobed and trisulcate, the lobes rounded, opening between the cells by 3 \ ah ate pores a little below
the apex, hence quite beneath and exterior to the calyx-segmenls, to which they
are either opposite or alternate, mostly the latter.
Seeds numerous, exactly oval
or elliptical, pale brown, exquisitely polished* and pellucid like a .speculum.
their decurrent bases

" Whoever has consideved the form, brilliant lustre .ind transparency of the
seeds of this species will find a ready solution of the otherwise obscure reason for

—

—
[Wahlenbergia.

CAMPANULACEJE.
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;

S. Speculum, the Venus's Looliing-slass of the gaiclens, is by many botanists
thought to be merely a variety of P. hybrida with a larger corolla,— an opinion
which seems to receive confirmation from the fact of the seed of the former, when
sown, being said to produce both Itinds.
8. Speculum is persistent in sotne chalky cornfields in the Undercliff, where it
has been purposely disseminated. It is truly indigenous to most parts of Europe
as high as

63" or 54".
III.

Wahlenbergia, Schrader.

Wahlenbergia.

—

" Capsule half-superior, 3-celled, opening by 3
5 valves within
Otherwise like Campanula." Bah. Man.
the calycine segments.
1.

weak

W.

hecleracea,

filiform, leaves

brous."

Br. Fl.

" Stem
Ivy-leaved Wahlenbergia.
stalked cordate angulate- dentate, gla-

Kchb.
all

Campanula, L.

p. 249.

E. B.

t.

73.

In damp turfy or heathy pastures, on sphagnous bog, moist hanks, and bare
rare ?
Fl. July, August.
spots on commons, &c.
If.
E. Med.— On moory ground not above 400 yards about W. from Rookley farm,
On
in great plenty, as also on other parts of the same pasture-field, abundantly.
Bleak down in various places, especially on a boggy tract along the northern
also at the edge
declivity above the road leading to Godshill, in some abundance
of Lashmere pond, at the foot of the down, first found there by Dr. Martin, 1841.
" In a marshy place called the Wilderness (or Appleford Wilderness), to the right
of Bleak down, on the Niton road from Newport," Miss Evelegli. From this lady
I had the first notice of the species as growing in the Isle of Wight.
A delicate, mostly pale green, very smooth herb, with interlacing, filiform,
Rhizoma long, slender, creeping, with small bundles of pale
branched stems.
Stem filiform, angular, somewhat zigzag, branched alternately,
thready fibres.
various in length (usually but a few inches), when growing in open situations
quite prostrate and rooting, somewhat erect when creeping amongst and supported
by other herbage. Leaves of a pale, lender, rarely dark green, a little shining and
succulent, alternate, the lower ones on very long petioles which are flattened above,
angulato-cordate or roundish and sometimes nearly entire upper leaves much
like those of Ivy in miniature, acutely 5-lobed and angular, the angles tipped with
Peduncles solitary, opposite and terminal, mostly
a small, pale, triangular jioint.
with a leaf or two on their lower part or just above their insertion, long, slender,
Calyx scarcely ^yh. the length of the corolla, its segments erect,
single-flowered.
Colinear-lanceolate, acute and distant, quite free (not adnate with the ovary).
rolla dilute purplish blue, with deeper-coloured ribs, about \xA of an inch long,
snbcylindrical, cleft about ^rd of its length into 5 roundish ovate spreading segments, quickly fading after being gathered. Stamens i\iserted opposite to the
calyx-segments ; filaments enlarged downwards, and rough below with stiff hairs.

humid

;

;

;

Style linear, white, enlarged at the base, glandnloso-pilose towards the summit,
stigma 3-cleft, glanduloso-pilose, its short segments at
shorter than the corolla
length reflexed.
;

the popular name bestowed on another and nearly allied species of Specularia,
that of Venus's Looking-glass, so common in gardens, and by some supposed to
be a variety of the present, though I think most erroneously. Our EngHsh plant
is of far rarer occurrence on the Continent than S. Speculum, and is confined
exclusively to the southern parts of Europe, as Italy, the S. of France, he.
whereas, though not yet detected in Britain, S. Speculum is spread over the whole
of central Europe, as Germany, Holland, Belgium, !<ic.

—
Jasione.]

campanulace;e.

IV. Jasione, Linn.
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Sheep's-bit.

" Corolla rotate, in 5 deep narrow segments.
Anthers united
Stigma club-shaped. Capsule 2-celled, opening at
the top by minute teeth.
(Flowers collected into a head, within a
many -leaved involucre)." Br. Fl.
at their base.

—

1.
J. montana, L.
Common Sheep's - scabious. Sheep's-bit.
" Leaves linear waved hispid, peduncles solitary elongated, root
annual or biennial." Br. Fl. p. 250. E. B. t. 882.

In sandy

or gravelly fields

not un frequent.

i^Z.

—

June

and pastures, on dry banks and healhy

— September. Q

{o^

^

,

hilly places

;

Hoolc.)

Common in and about Shanklin chine, and on the banks of slipped
E. Med.
land beneath the clitT immediately to the northward of it.
Common on Royal
heath and along the road from Newport to Niton, about Bleak down, &c.
On
Lake and Blackpau commons. Apse healh, and under the cliff at Shanklin, Mr.
Snooke .'.'/
W. Med. Frequent in and about Blackgang chine.
Plant about a foot high, often much less, sometimes more, acrid and milky.
Ront long, white and tapering, simple or a little branched, tough and woody in
the middle, emitting a central, erect, often much-branched stem, and several
ascending or reclining and spreading lateral ones, which are angular, very leafy,
and mostly hispid with long, stiff, white hairs or bristles, in some varieties smooth.
Leaves numerous, grayish green, sessile, linear-oblong, blunt, the lowermost about
an inch in length, entire but twisted and undulated, their margins mostly deflexed,
usually very rough like the stem with bristly hairs, single-ribbed and somewhat
Flowers light blue, pedicellate, in dense hemispherical heads, on very
fleshy.
long, terminal, smooth and furrowed peduncles, strikingly like those of the N.
American Gilia capitata, so common in gardens, both in form and colour, though
Pedicels smooth, inserted on a glavery different in their more intimate structure.
brou", flattish, lactescent receptacle or torus, which is surrounded by a plane involucre of 5 exterior and about as many interior ovate, entire or toothed bracts.
Calyx subcampanulate, persistent, its lower tubular portion 5-ribbed and 5-angled,
adnate with the ovary, the summit in as many erect, awl-shaped, distant, very
Corolla inserted on the top of the calyx-tube, deciduous, finally
acute segments.
cleft to the very base inlo 5 linear orligulate, equal, nearly erect segments, which
are much longer than the calyx, but are often previously partially combined below
Stamens inserted into the tube of the calyx opposite the segments
into a tube.

—

;

anthers oblong, 2-celled, bursting before the expansion of the
filaments erect
flower along their inner face, combined at their bases but not forming a tube ;
Style roundish, blue, at first included, its club-shaped
pollen globular, purplish.
extremity at that time beset with stiff spreading hairs for arresting the pollen
which copiously covers and almost conceals it; afterwards the style elongates and
Seeds
becomes much exserted, and its extremity glabrous and slightly cloven.
numerous, very small, brown, elliptical-oblong, compressed, beautifully smooth,
appearing finely and longitudinally wrinkled under a very high power of the
;

microscope, polished and pellucid.
The plant has a hot acrid taste and scent.
Dr. Macreight, in his ' Manual of British Botany,' p. 146, mentions a variety
of this plant (the /3. maritima of DC.) as growing on the shore near Portsmouth,
which is very hairy, with prostrate stems, short cauline leaves, hirsute calyx, and
obtuse outer leaves of the involucre.

— — —

.
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[Erica.

ERicACE.i;.

XLV. EEICACE^.

Order

—

—

" Calyx 4
Corolla monopetalous, 4
5 parted, persistent.
Stamens 8 10. Anparted, usually regular and marcescent.
Ovary
thers 2-celled, opening by pores and often appendaged.
surrounded by a disk or scales, free or adhering to the corolla.

—

Fruit capsular or baccate, with several cells, many-seeded."

Bab.

Man.
Tribe

"Fruit capsular, dry.
Bab. Man.

Testa close."

—

I.

"

Calyx of 4 leaves.

I.

Ericeje.

Anthers

Erica, Linn.

Disk hypogynom.

2-celled.

Heath.

Corolla campanulate or ovate, often ven-

Capsule 4-celled, 4-valved, loculicidal,
sepiments adhering to the middle of the valves." Br. Fl.

tricose, marcescent.

dis-

" Anthers with 2 serFine-lcavcd Heath.
1. E. cinerea, L.
rated appendages at the base included, stjde a little exserted,
corolla ovate, leaves ternate linear keeled acute glabrous shining,
Br. Fl. p.
flowers in dense whorled racemes, ovary glabrous."
256.
E. B. t. 1015.

—

;8.

Flowers

vvliite.

heaths, commons and moors, also in dry barren woods and sterile gravelly
Tp.
most abundantly. -F/. June September.
or sandy pastures
Heath near Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, Pulle/3. Here and there by accident.
ney in Bot. Guide.
Capsules very small, purple and glabrous, subglobose and obscurely quadranSeeds several, of an irregularly
gular, with 4 or 8 furrows, flatlened at top.
oblong or ovate figure, more or less terete, angular or pointed, for the most part
purple, but often redilish or yellowish (abortive?), punctate or reticulate all over*

On

;

—

Cross-leaved Heath.
"Anthers with 2
2. E. Tetralix, L.
acute awns at the base included, corolla ovate as long as the style,
leaves 4 in a whorl linear revolute at the margin ciliated, flowers
umbellate-capitate, pedicels hoary, ovary pubescent."
Br. Fl. p.
255. F. B. t. 1014.
/3.

Flowers pure white.
heaths, wet moory ground, and in bogs

On damp
gust.

;

frequent.

FL June — Au-

Tj

On Bleak down, in plenty. Abundant in the wettest bog on the moors around
Briddlesfurd heath.
the Wilderness.
I have gathered it on Bleak down, at Blackgang, and about
|6. Occasionally.
Not uncommon at Briddlesford heath. Isle of Wight, PuUeney
the Wilderness.
in Bot. Guide.

* The meshes appear under a moderate magnifier as simple depressions, but
under lenses of a higher power are seen to form a real network.

—
Vaccinium.]

—

ericace^.

II.
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Calluna, Salisbury.

Ling.

Calyx of 4 coloured leaves, concealing the corolla, accompanied by 4 bracteas resembling an outer calyx.
Corolla campanulate, marcescent.
Stamens 8. Capsule 4-celled, 4-valved, septicidal and septifragal (valves opening at the dissepiments which
separate from them and adhere to the axis of the fruit)."— 5r. Fl.
C. vulgaris, Salisb.

1.

L.

E. B.

:

j8.

13.

Common

Linq.

Br. Fl.

p. 257.

Erica,

1013.

tomentose.

On
tures

t.

;

barren moors, heaths, and in dry,
abundant. FL June August.

—

Youngwood

copse,

sterile,

sandy woods, thickets and pas-

and on Bleak Down, commonly.

Tribe
" Fruit baccate, fleshy.

II.

Vaccines.

Anthers

2-celled.

Disk epigy nous."

—

Bab. Man.
III. Vaccinium, Linn.

Whortleberry.

" Corolla ovate, campanulate or rotate, 4
bose, 4-celled, many-seeded."
Br. Fl.

—

5 fid.

Berry

glo-

1. Y. Myrtillus,li.
Common Bilberry. "Peduncles 1-flowered,
leaves ovate-serrate glabrous deciduous, stem angular."
Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 456.
p. 251.
In dry woods, on downs and elevated heathy places not unfrequent.
Fl.
April, May.
i^r. July.
Ij.
E. Med. On Shanklin down. Abundant on the dry heathy part of Apse castle,
about America. On Blackpan common. Head Down, near Niton. On Yarbury
;

—

hill.

W. Med.

— [Near

Kingstone, on the heathy roadside towards Godshill, Dr.

Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]

A

humble shrub, scarcely above a foot high, and of no great beauty. Root
long, tough, creeping horizontally.
Stem upright or ascending at the base, where
it is covered with a rough brownish bark, much branched above in a twiggy irregular manner, the branches green, with sharp, ridgy, almost winged angles, glabrous, and of no long duration, probably biennial only, some on every plant being
always dried up and leafless. Leavei alternate, on very short stalks, deciduous, of
a bright pale green, thin and lucid, ovate-acuminate, glabrous, yith fine glandular sexratures, pale and reticulated beneath.
Flowers already appearing early in
April with the opening leaves, solitary, axillaiy, drooping, shortly stalked, greenish tinged with or almost wholly red.
Calyx a plain, circular, waved, entire or
slightly crenate rim without teeth, a mere prolongation of the outer coat of the
ovary, greenish or purplish and glaucous.
Corolla deciduous, globose, much conStatracted at the mouth, and there parted into 5 minute reflexed segments.
inens 8
10 (sometimes, it is said, 12), inserted around a broad fleshy disk at the
base of the style ; filaments short, broad and bent forward ; anthers dull orange,
connivent, tapering, 2-celled, each cell with a slender, erect, curved horn at the
back about the middle, dehiscing by a teiminal orifice. Style straight, somewhat
Berry about the size
compressed and angular, a little exserted stigma simple.

—

;

of a small pea, globose, purplish black, with a glaucous bloom and a roundish

2 Q

—
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—M0N0TR0PACEJ3.

[MoflOtropa.

shallow depvession at top; filled with a purplish juicy pnlp of a watery acid
flavour.
Seeds nuinerous, reddish, very small, suhreniform and angular, reticulated with sharp slender ridges like filigree.
2. V. Oxycoccos, L.
Common Cranberry. Peduncles terminal
single-flowered, leaves ovate evergreen glaucous beneath their
margins revolute and entire, corolla 4 -partite revolute, stem filiform. Br. Fl. p. 253.
E.B. t. 319. Oxycoccus palustris, Rich.
Fl.
In spongy turfy bogs, amongst sphagnum and other mosses very rare.
;

May, June.
E. Med.

—

Tj.

In a sphagnous boggy meadow by the Medina, between Criduiore
and Appleford farms, forming part of a peat-bog called the Wilderness or Appleford Wilderness, in considerable abundance.
I had not succeeded in finding this plant in fruit,

and scarcely even in flower
but in 1848 Dr. Bell-Salter gathered a handful of the ripe berries, which he
observed to be in a great measure concealed amongst the Sphagnum on which the

;

plant delights to flourish.

XL VI. MONOTEOPACE^,

Order

Nutt.

"Calyx 5-partite or 5-sepaled, persistent.
Corolla regular,
gamopetalous, ovate or campanulate, or wanting. Stamens 8 10,
sometimes alternating with as many recurved glands anthers
sometimes opening transversely, sometimes parallel-celled with
bristles at the base, never opening by pores at the base or apex.
Ovary without a conspicuous entire hypogynous disk, 4 5 celled,
many-seeded. (Sfj/Ze single. )Sit(/ma discoid, somewhat margined,
Capsule 5 -celled, 5-valved, loculicidal.
Seeds numerous, chaify
or winged at one end.
Embryo minute, in the apex of the fleshy
albumen. Herbaceous, groiving among the roots of Pines and other
trees ; stems brown or almost colourless, leafless, but covered with
scales."
Br. Fl.

—

;

—

—
—

I.

MoNOTEOPA, Linn.

Bird's-nest.

—

" Perianth {corolla, DC.) of 4
5 leaves, cucullate at the base,
with or without as many external alternate scales or bracteas
{calyx, DC.)
Anthers 1-celled, 2-lipped. Seeds chaffy." Br. Fl.
1. M. Hypopitis, L.
Yelloiv Bird's-nest.
Stem glabrous manyflowered, flowers racemose, lateral ones with 8, terminal with 10
stamens. Br. Fl. p. 262. E. B. t. 69.
In woods, groves and plantations, principally in those of fir or beech but
;

rarely with ns.

FL

Fr. August, September.
2^.
E. Med. By the footway through the Undercliff from Luccombe to Bonchurch,
Mr. J. Woods, jun., in Bot. Guide.
W. Med.
In a large plantation of fir and beech adjoining Calbourne New
Barn.
In the great plantatiou of fir, beech, &c., on the slope of the down at
Westover, gathered sparingly in one spot only, 1843.
Root a bundle of numerous, biownish, filiform, much-branched, somewhat
knotty fibres, creeping amongst the soil, which they so consolidate as to render
their separation from it for the purpose of examination or preserving extremely

—
—

July.

Monotropa.]
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accomplish.
Stems solitary or clustered,* from about 4 or 6 to 12 or
16 inches higli, simple, or, it is said, sometimes slightly branched, erect or inclining, straight or flexuose, solid, rounded, obscurely angular and furrowed, brittle
and glabrous, tapering at base to a rather narrow point of attachment at the root,
pale and colourless in their lower under-ground portion, which is closely covered
with pale or blackish, imbricating, diaphanous and membranaceous scales, that
are unequal, ovate, ovato-lanceolate or oblong, pointed or obtuse, more distant on
the superior emerged part of the stem, which, together with the entire flowers, is
of a dilute brownish yellow or tan-colour, varying to straw-yellow or waxy white.
Raceme terminal, being simply a continuation of the stem, and with the summit
of the latter at length more or less strongly decurved so as to appear drooping,
convolute or almost circinnate, at length erect
short and dense, but as the
flowering advances elongating and becoming laxer or more open. Flowers numerous, crowded, erect and appressed, concolorous with the stem, between bell- and
pitcher-shaped, ventricose at base, 5 or 6 lines in length, on very short pedicels or
nearly sessile.
Bracts one or several, similar to the cauline scales, but attenuated
at base, often eroso-dentate, concave, embracing the flower.
Perianth-segments in
the terminal flower 10, in the lateral blossom 8, caducous, the 4 or 5 exteriorf
(calycine) very similar to the bracts, oblong or narrowly wedge-shaped, a little
hairy within, gibbous or almost spurred at base, which is formed into a small nectariferous sac or hood and thickened
their tips erose, obtuse, a little spreading
inner {coralline) segments like the outer but more attenuated downwards, not
hooded, strongly erose, often overlapping the others.
Stamens in the terminal
and lateral flowers respectively 10 and 8, about as long as the gynecium, inserted
close at the base of the ovary in two whorls, with a yellowish oblong-obtuse and
reflexed gland -like process between each stamen; filaments whitish, slightly
Betoso-pilose or glabrous, a little flattened, curved over the germen, those of the
inner verticil somewhat the longest
anthers of 1 cell, bursting transversely by
two lip-like valves, the lower lip much the largest, round and spreading horizontally
juotten white, globose, angular? sometimes enveloped in woolly filaments.
Style very short and stout, columnar stigma large, fleshy, peltate-orbicular, 5
10
lobed, with a funnel-shaped radiately grooved cavity
Ovary
quite glabrous.
glabrous, elliptico-globose, faintly lobed and furrowed.
Capsules the size of peas,
quite erect, deep rusty biown, globose or slightly elliptical, 4 or 5 lobed by a central furrow along each valve at the back of the dissepiment, puckered and
sprinkled with a few warly points, crowned with the style.
Valves 4 or 5 (the terminal capsule 5-valved), separating at their inflexed summits, the dissepiments
contrary to the sutures, fitting between the folds of the placenta and united to a
common axis below the latter, thereby, as Dr. Darlington remarks of ihe American species, preventing the valves from expanding.
Seeds very numerous and
minute, scobiform (seldom perfect. Hook.), appearing as a pellucid yellow globule
in the centre of a collapsed, membranous, reticulated arilla, which is tubular and
open at both ends, and fixed to both surfaces of the double placentae, which at
length separate by curving outwards in the middle, remaining attached at top and
bottom.
The entire plant has a strong earthy smell, which has been compared to various
and very dissimilar substances, as primroses, bees'-wax and vanilla.
To myself
the odour is far from agreeable, reminding me more of moistened rhubarb than
of anything else.
Our Isle-of. Wight plant is quite glabrous, and appears to be the M. Hypophegea
of Wallroth, adopted as a distinct species by some writers.
difficult to

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

* The root seems always to form several stems, though these are not constantly
emitted from their under-ground hybernacula simultaneously.
The 8 or 10 perianth-segments seem to be inserted nearly, if not quite, in the
-f
same plane; hence the distinction betwixt calyx and corolla, as made by some
authors, is more imaginary than real
besides, the fact of the so-called petals
actually overlapping the supposed sepals is adverse to the idea of a double floral
envelope.
;
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Order XLVII.

—

ILICACE^.

—

" Calyx of 4
Corolla 4
6 lobed, imbri6 imbricated lobes.
cated in ffistivation.
Stamens 4 6, alternate with the segments
Ovules
of the corolla.
Ovary with from 2 6 or more cells.
solitary, pendulous from a cup-shaj)ed seed-stalk.
Stigmas seveor more
ral or lobed, nearly sessile.
Fruit fleshy, with from 2
strong 1 -seeded nuts. Albumen fleshy.
Trees or shrubs. Leaves
coriaceous.

—

—

—
Flowers small, axillary." — Br. Fl.
I.

" Calyx 4

—

—

Ilex, Linn.

Holly.

Corolla rotate, 4
sessile.
Berry spherical, including 4 nuts.
tute of pistil)."— Sr. Fl.
5 toothed.

—5

cleft.

Stigmas

(Some flowers

4,

desti-

1. I. Aquifolium, L.
Common Holly. Holm. Yeai. Christmas.
Leaves persistent ovate or ovate -elliptical acute shining lucid and
glabrous, of the lower branches waved rep ando- sinuate spinosodentate, of the upper often entire or nearly so flat, peduncles
axillary short many-flowered, flowers subumbeUate, ends of the
branches elongate straight somewhat succulent.
Br. Fl. p. 263.
E. B. t. 496.

In woods, thickets, hedges, and on dry bushy or heathy banks and hill-sides
Tj.
i^c. October.
J^/. May, June.*
A large shrub or small tree, sometimes of very considerable size, from 20 to 70
feet high, often of a pyramidal outline, at other limes of very irregular growth, the
hark on the trunk and main branches ash-gray, on the younger and flowering
somewhat angular ones green, and at their extremities clothed with an extremely
short pile or knap.
Leaves persistent, about 2-^ or 3 inches long, on shortish
;

frequent.

semiterete petioles, alternate or scattered, coriaceous, very rigid, ovate-lanceolate
or oblongo-elliptical, very acute, quite glabrous, dark glossy green above, pale and
scarcely shining beneath, obscurely veined, their thickened cartilaginous and somewhat deflexed margins for the most part abruptly waved, sinuate and pruduced
into irregular teeth, each tipped, as is the point of the leaf, with a very stiff pungent spine, and which in some cultivated varieties are numerously scattered over
the whole upper surface
on the higher branches, at least in old trees, the leaves
are for the most part either partially or entirely flat and destitute of spines, at
olher times all the leaves are plane and unarmed, or some of the branches bear
prickly, the rest entire, leaves promiscuously. Stipules none. Flowers in axillary,
often crowded, compound or subumbeUate, almost sessile clusters,-]" sometimes
solitary or few together, greenish white tipped with brownish red at the back, f ihs
of an inch across, on short, round, slightly downy, erect pedicels, about the length
:

* In January, 1848, during severely cold weather, which had already lasted
several days, a bolly-bush in a garden in Nelson street, Ryde, had numbers of its
fully developed flower-buds actually opened, and many more ready to expand,

thus anticipating the usual flowering time of the species fully four months, and
that under most unfavourable circumstances.
f These fascicles consist of several 2- (or more usually 3-) forked peduncles
springing from a common centre, the middle flower-stalk being destitute of bracts.

;

Ilex.]
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of ilie flower-buds, and having mostly a pair of minute pointed bracts below the
middle of each, in addition to others at the base of their common peduncle and
that of the entire cluster.
Cafyx persistent, small, downy, with broad, blunt,
shallow, fringed segments.
Corolla in 4 (sometimes 5) deep obovate segments,
minutely fringed at their concave tips, otherwise glabrous, at length reflexed.
Stamens erect, rather longer than the corolla, inserted between the segments
filaments white, glabrous
anthers and their globular pollen pale yellow, introrse.
;

roundish ovate.
Germen 4-cleft at the summit style obsolete stigmas greenish.
Berries persistent through the autumn and winter, bright scarlet, rarely yellow,
globose or sometimes a little ovoid, the size of peas, scarred with the 4 blackish
points of the stigmas, filled with a dryish, mealy, slightly bitter pulp.
Seeds 4,
erect, bony, oblong, trigonous, rounded at the back, deeply furrowed and rugose.
The earlier flowers are said to be generally imperfect, and such as are 4-cleft
often to want the germen, which accounts for the small quantity of berries produced by some trees that llower abundantly.
My [late] friend E. J. Vernon, Esq., has remarked a sensible fragrance in the
flowers of the Holly, from which tree it is not unlikely the hamlet of Hulverslone,
in this island, may have derived its name, Hulver being an obsolete word for
Holly Hulse, Germ. Houx, Fr.
;

:

;

;

The European Holly

is represented in America by a species so closely allied to
opaca) that the compiler of the 'Arboretum Britannicum' is inclined to
regard it as a variety of the former.
Few however who have seen I. opaca in its
native places of growth will, I think, be disposed to coincide in that author's opinion.
I have studied this species with great attention over an extensive range of
country and climate, from New Jersey to the southern confines of Georgia, and
westward to the Mississippi ; and, although so similar to the common Holly of
Europe in most particulars, it everywhere preserves its few peculiarities of character unaltered by geographical position.
It is a far less handsome tree than the
European Holly, of a looser, less compact or bushy mode of growth, rugged and
torulose, arising from the extremities of the branches, being much more twiggy,
shorter and slenderer, quite woody, and covered, like the older wood lower down,
with a rough brownish bark, not, as in /. Aquifolium, long, straight, green and
almost succulent ; hence it is that, though very flexible, the branches of /. opaca
have but little of that toughness which distinguishes the less ligneous shoots of
The leaves of /.
the European Holly, and may be broken without difiiculty.
opaca are of a dull yellowish green and scarcely shining, of an opaque aspect, as
the specific name denotes, and in this respect much resemble those of Quercus
coccifera, usually less waved or flatter than in /. Aquifolium, and with far less
tendency in those of the higher branches to become unarmed or entire, those of
the oldest trees generally bearing leaves of the same form throughout, which,
excepting in the above particulars, exactly resemble those of the European species.
The branches of the common American Holly have, moreover, but little of
the upward tendency of those of the European tree, which on that account so
often assumes the pyramidal shape, but spread horizontally and ramify irregularly.
The berries are always smaller and usually of a duller red than in our
own, but like the leaves vary in size on different trees; the latter sometimes
assume a considerable degree of lustre, but their duller hue, comparative flatness
and opacity, together with the short, slender, ligneous character of the extreme
twigs, afford unerring diagnostics for distinguishing I. opaca from its cis-Atlantic
congener. Lastly, the American Holly is far more hardy than the European,
which is incapable of resisting the winters of the northern states, where the other
it

is

{I.

indigenous.

—
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Calyx

clivided,

XL VIII. JASMIN ACE^.

toothed, persistent, sometimes

4-cleft, valvate in sestivation, occasionally 0.

Corolla

0.

Stamens

Ovary

2.

ovules
without any hypogynous disk, 2-celled, cells 2-seeded
stigmas 1 or 2. Fruit a
Style 1 or
collateral, pendulous.
Seeds with or without
berry, drupe, or capsule, separable in two.
Trees or shrubs. Leaves opposite, without stipules,
albumen.
Br. Fl.*
simple or compound."
:

:

—

—

I.

"

LiGOSTEUM, Linn.

Calyx 4-cleft. Corolla
seeded."— Br. Fl.

Privet.

Berry

4.-cleft.

2-celled, with the cells

1—2

The few speSmall, hardy, deciduous or subevergreen trees or large shrubs.
known are mostly natives of Asia. Ligustrum is closely allied to and partakes in character of all the following genera,. Phillyrea, Olea, Chionanthus and
resembling the three former in its leaves and pulpy fruit, and the
Syringa,
Lilac in its tubular corolla and close, terminal, panicled inflorescence.
cies

—

—

1.

L. vulgare, L.

Common

13.
5, t.

E. B.
Br. Fl. p. 263.
1.
Loud. Arb. Brit.

Prim

Privet, t

elliptical-lanceolate, panicle 4-sided
xi.

t.

compact.

or Print.

Sm. E.

Curt. Fl. Lond.

764.

Leaves
Fl.
ii.

i.

p.

fasc.

In woods, thickets, hedges, bushy places and on banks, throughout the island;
Tj
abundantly. jF7. June July. i^r. October.
Profusely about Ryde, as along the road to Brading, &c.
A shrub, from 4 to 8 feet high in the wild state much branched, the branches
straight, opposite, covered with a smooth, ash- coloured, greenish or reddish bark.
Leaves shortly stalked, opposite, or occasionally subfasciculate, elliptic-lanceolate,
pointed or partly obtuse, quite entire and glabrous, about 2 inches long, obscurely
veined, dark shining green above, paler beneath, more or less persistent through
Flowers milk-white, in dense, terminal, thyrsoid
Stipules none.
the winter.
panicles, which are 4-sided pyramids from the crossing at right angles of their
Calyx tubular, much shorter than
short, slightly compound and downy branches.
the corolla, with minute, unequal, distant teeth. Corolla funnel-shaped, the limb in
4 (rarely in 5) ovate segments, a little thickened and hollowed at their tips. Slaanthers large,
mens inserted on the tube of the corolla between the segments
Style very short, enlarged upwards ; stigma oblong, cleft
erect, yellowish v\'hite.
and somewhat recurved at the summit, embracing the style with its 2 decurrent
Berries in dense 4-sided clusters, roundish, deep purple-black and shining,
lobes.
Seeds 4, one or
filled with a mealy pulp of a bitterish taste, ripening in October.

—

.

;

;

* [The characters quoted above, from the British Flora,' are those of Oleaceae
The natural family Jasminacea: of Lindley, as distinct from Oleaces, does not comprise the genera Ligustrum and Fraxinus it is therefore used
by our author, not as distinguished from the order Oleacese, but as synonymous
Edrs."]
with it. The above characters are therefore perfectly applicable.
'

in that work.

;

f The leaves of the Privet are the favourite food of the fine privet hawk-moth
{Sphinx Liyuslri, L.), the beautiful caterpillar of which is very common on this
shrub and on Lilac-bushes in gardens at Ryde towards the close of the summer.

—

.

Fraxinvs.]
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two usually abortive, smooth, convex at the back, the two inner faces plane.
Embryo very large, its broad flat cotyledons lying a little obliquely in the axis of
the acrid fleshy albumen.
The wood of the Privet is very hard, compact and heavy; and the berries, like
those of the Olive, yield an oil by expression; their juice is also employed for
staining playing cards of a violet colour. The flowers are perfectly honey-scented,

and very

attractive to bees.

This plant appears to prefer the neighbourhood of the sea to more inland situations, as I remark it to abound far more in this island than in the mainland of
Hants at a distance from the coast. It occurs plentifully near Petersfield, which
quite in the interior of the county.
Privet is much in use for garden-hedges, as it grows thick, bears clipping
remarkably well, and flourishes even in the smoky atmosphere of London.
From
its abundance in the wild state with us, it is sometimes used in field-fencing, for
which purpose it is however greatly inferior to the Whitethorn, and is now, I
is

The

believe, but little employed.
The long straight shoots are used in this island,
from their toughness and pliability, in tying small bundles or faggots for firing by
the country people.
variety with entirely persistent leaves is commonly known as the Italian Privet, but is assuredly nothing but L. vulgare rendered evergreen by cultivation in
a good soil, a state to which the wild plant ofteu approaches with us very closely.

A

II.

" Calyx

Feaxinus, Linn.

Ash.

or 4-cleft.
Corolla 0, or of 4 petals.
Fruit dry,
indehiscent, 2-celled, 2-seeded, compressed and foliaceous at the
extremity (a samara). Seeds solitary.
{Flowers sometimes without stamens)." Br. Fl.
0,

1. F. excelsior, Li.
Common Ash. * Leaves pinnated, leaflets
ovato-lanceolate acuminate serrated, flowers without either calyx
or corolla.
E. Fl. i. p. 14. E. B. i. 1692. Br. Fl. p. 264.
Guimp. und Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtzart, ii. 285, t. 214.
In woods, copses, hedgerows and hilly pastures
very common.
Fl. April,
May. Fr. October. Ij
Betvveeu Shanklin and Luccombe are many fine trees.
A very fine but much
decayed and injured tree by Apse farm strikingly picturesque in its outline.
A tree, of from 40 or 50 to 80 or 100 feet in height, with spreading branches,
the smaller mostly opposite, very brittle, and usually uneven with knobby protuberances (scars of the old buds) at their extremities, the lower boughs more or less
pendulous with incurved or ascending somewhat compressed extremities, and
covered with a greenish gray very smooth bark, which on the trunk is in young
trees cinereous and even, on old ones chapped and rugged.
Leaves imparipinnate, from large blackish buds like the flowers, crowded on the young wood of the
current year, on semiterete pale green petioles, tumid at their base and carrying
;

a greenish black flower-bud in the axil of each. Leaflets mostly 6 or 7 pairs with
an odd one, often 4 or 5 pairs, opposite, sessile or very slightly stalked, light yellowish or sometimes dark green above, glabrous and usually somewhat shining,
paler beneath, and more or less woolly along the very prominent midrib, variable
in shape, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate to oblong or elongate-lanceolate or oblongelliptical, acute or mostly acuminate, more or less attenuated at base, especially
* The leaves of the Ash nourish that valuable as well as brilliant beetle, the
blistering or Spanish fly, which made its appearance in countless multitudes near
Colchester in 1837: during that and the following season many were captured at
Southampton and elsewhere, besides numerous specimens taken by myself at

Ryde, and by others

at

Yarmouth,

in this island.

—
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;

[Vinca.

the terminal one, which is eilhev sessile like the rest, or on a st:ilk often of considerable length all serrated, the serratures shallow, more or less distant and acute,
pointing forward, often uncinate, the base of the leaflets entire. Flowers in muchbranched, paniculate, glabrous clusters, produced before the leaves at the extremities of the previous year's wood, from large buds with concave deciduous scales,
of which the outer ones are greenish black, the inner of an olive-browu colour
sprinkled with rusty or gland-like or woolly hairs; quite destitute, in our only Brisome trees bear staminate blossoms above,
tish species, of either calyx or corolla
Staminate clusters dense,
others hermaphrodite flowers, or both intermixed.
roundish, shorter than the hermaphrodite, thickly crowded, repeatedly forked, the
ultimate forkings or pedicels bearing each 2 dark purplish, cordato- elliptical,
deeply 2-lobed, nearly sessile anthers bursting laterally pollen yellowish white,
globular.
Bracts solitary at the base of the pedicels, linear, minute, deciduous,
Hermaphrodite flowers on much longer,
the lower ones often broader and woolly.
glabrous, erect pedicels.
Stamens one on each side of the ovate, compressed,
purplish germen, opposite to and immediately beneath its flattened faces, deciduous ; anthers on long flattish filaments, appearing to me abortive, being
smaller, scarcely lobed and indehiscent, having no lateral suture nor elahorating
pollen.*
Style tapering ; stigma oblong, purplish, with 2 fleshy decurrent lobes.
Samarce in pendent clusters, reddish brown, often with a tinge of green, glabrous,
elliptical-oblong or obovate, from about Ij to If inch in length and 3, 4, or 5
lines in breadth, tapering or slightly rounded at base, compressed, sulcate-striate,
produced anteriorly into a flat, leal-like, striated, coriaceous, mostly twisted wing,
rounded at the end, which is entire, obtuse or even bifid, sometimes acute, with
Seed (by abortionf) solitary, anatropous,
or without a small point or mucro.
pendulous from the summit of the cell by a long funiculus, 6 or 7 lines in length,
elliptical, flat and wrinkled, in shape and colour much like small shrivelled
almonds, and appearing under a high magnifier to he covered with pellucid bristheir taste, as Smith remarks, is bitter, hot and nauseous.
tle-like points
The " fraxinus in sylvis pulcherrima" is, next to the Elm, the tree which
attains to the greatest magnitude as timber of any indigenous to the island, and
;

;

;

:

second to none but the Oak in value.
This tree inhabits every part of Europe as high as
and 63J" on the western shores of Norway.

is

Order XLIX.

61*^ in the interior regions,

APOCYNACEiE.

" Calyx of 4 persistent divisions.
Corolla regular, 5-lobed,
(estivation twisted.
deciduous
Stamen's 5.
Anthers 2-celled.
Ovaries 2, 1
2 celled, many-seeded.
Styles 2
1.
Stigma 1,
capitate, contracted in the middle (like an hour-glass).
Frwit a
follicle, capsule, drupe, or herry.
Seed albuminose.
Trees or
shrubs, often milky ; leaves opposite, wiiliout stipules."
Br. Fl.
;

—

—

—

I.

Calyx

5-partite.

oblique,

truncate

Vinca, Linn.

Periwinkle.

I

Corolla salver- shaped, the limb in 5 broad,
segments.
Filaments jointed at the base,

* In some specimens gathered at Bonchurch, and chiefly staminate clusters,
many of the stamens were placed in pairs between an elongated
reddish pedicel like an abortive style, and carrying an abortive stigma at the
summit.
f Occasionally I find both seeds perfected.
Its ancient name was Vinca
\ Periwinkle: Pervinca, Ital. ; Pervenche,Fr:.
I observed that

Vinca.]
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dilated at their summits into 5 concave connivent scales, bearing
the anthers.
Oermen and style binary, closely united together
with 2 glands at their base. Stigma a tuft of hairs on the peltate
summit of the style. Follicles 2, erect. Seeds naked (destitute
of pappus).

A

small genus of suffratescent, rarely herbaceous or truly shrubby plants, with
trailing or reclining, seldom erect* slems, opposite, entire, mostly persistent leaves,
and blue or rose-coloured flowers.
Natives chiefly of the extra-tropical parts of
the Old World.
Four species are found in Europe.

The genus Vinca is interesting to the British botanist, as being, like some
others, the only indigenous representative of its natural order.
Though closely
allied to the beautiful Oleander of our conservatories, if not possessing the splendour of that favourite exotic, it at least does not share the poisonous qualities
common lo that shrub, with most other Apocynaceae.

*1. V. major, L.
Greater Periivinkle. Stems ascending, leaves
subcordato-ovate fringed, flowers stalked, sepals as long as the
tube of the corolla subulate ciliated, stigma with 5 angles. Sm.
E. Fl. i. p. 340. Br. Fl. p. 365. Lindl. Syn. p. 176. E. B. viii.
t. 614.
Curt. Fl. Land. fasc. 4, t. 19.

Half wild on hedgebanks and garden-fences, under walls, palings, and about
shrubberies, seldom at any great distance from habitations, and certainly not indigenous. Fl. March. Fr. July, August. 2^.
E. Med. Plentifully along a hedge in the bye-road from Nettlestone green to
Sea-view ; doubtless escaped from the shrubbery at Fairy Hill. In a hedge by
Pound farm, and in wet clay on a high bank of slipped land amongst brushwood
at Watch-house point, appearing at first as if wild; but the spot was formerly a
signal-station.
Along a stone fence at St. Lawrence, near the well, in plenty, but
evidently introduced.
About Godshill, on banks and garIn a lane at Norton.
den-fences, in several places, but always near houses abundant on a bank below
the church, on the S. side.
Under a wall at one end of a field called the Eastern
Acres, at the Steephill estate, apparently wild, Albert Hambrough, Esq.

—

;

—

TV. Jlfed.
Between Cowes and Newport. Norton. Between Colwell and
Weston, and many other parts of the island.
S. of Yannouth, plentifully, Mr.
W. D. Snooke.
Root creeping extensively, somewhat knotty, and emitting bundles of whitish
fibres, stouter and less tufted than in V. minor.
Stems stouter, less hard, tough
and rigid than in V. minor, scarcely shrubby, though long-enduring, the younger
and flowering shoots erect, the older and barren ones reclining, ascending or
arched, the rest trailing or sarmentaceous and rooting at the extremities; terete,
pale green and shining, a little succulent, more or less but not much branched,
usually reddish and mottled with purplish brown in their inferior part. Leaves fur
larger than in V. minor, the middle ones about 3 or 3| inches in length and from
li to 2f inches wide, persistent, much less rigid, of a deep, rich, lucid green and
a somewhat greasy lustre, as if oiled, slightly fleshy, and becoming membranaceous

pervinca, possibly from pervincere, to overcome, in allusion to its power of overcoming disease; or perhaps as an occasional substitute for the laurel or myrtle
Gerarde speaks of it as a nevercrown of the victor in the field or the circus.
failing remedy in dysentery and hoemoptysis.
Or it may derive its appellation
from its long trailing shoots usurping the soil in which it grows, and so choking
or overcoming all other plants in its vicinity, but not by clasping or twining
round them, which is contrary to its nature.
* The V. rosea of Madagascar, so common in our stoves,, and now abundantly
naturalized in the W. India Islands, recedes considerably in structure from the
typical species of the genus.

2
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which is not the case with the other their margins, as in that, minutely
but fringed with fine, white, valhev rigid hairs, otherwise perfectly
smooth and glabrous, truly ovale, the upper leaves ovate-lanceolale rounded or
sometimes very slightly cordate at base, very pointed and acute but nut acuminate.
Petioles fringed, like the edge of the leaves, with fine white and spreading
hairs, sometimes bearing in their axils a rudimentary branch like an oblong gland,
for which it has been mistaken, besides which there is a pair of small, curved,
greenish glands, pointing forward, about the centre of the leafstalk or sometimes
towards its suinmit, usually not opposite each other, and often there is another
Peduncles glabrous
smaller and compressed pair in the axil of the petiole.
terete, as long (longer. Curt.) as or mostly shorter than the leaves, solitary,
in fining,

;

defle'xed,

;

single-flowered, axillary or rarely opposite, erect in flower, afterwards decurved.
Cali/x deeply cleft into 5 subulate, acute, single-nerved segments, that are fringed
with white patent hairs along the edges, and have for the most part a pair of
small tooth-like points near their base ; variable in length, half or three-fourths
Corolla similar to that of V. minor, but much
as long as the tube of the corolla.
larger, from about 1^ to 2 or 2j inches across, of a rather paler blue in general,
the segments of the limb with one of the corners sometimes acute or even pointed,
the crown at the summit of the lobe deeper or more prominent between the segments and slightly emarginate, not lobed, the greater part of its margin free, not

Stamens exactly as i'n V. minor, but the
segments as in the other.
the anthers (connectivum) is thicker than in that, slightly gibbous or
convex underneath, hollow or pouched, the hairs on the back yell(l\^'ish ; pollenOvary
globules diaphanous, cohering or agglutinated, roundish and subangular.
and its two accompanying glands as in the other species.* Style as in V. minor,
hut more slender, and, as well as the lower half of the disk on its top, dull orangecoloured ; stigma, as in that, a tuft of white hairs, but arranged in 5 plait-like lobes
and angles pointed underneath, and having a stellate appearance above. Foladnate

to the

summit of

those of V. minor, but larger, from about
Seedsf 2 or 3, exactly as in V. minor.
licles precisely like

1

J

to

2 inches

long.

2. V. minor, L.
Lesser Pei-iwinhle.l Vect. Sengreen.% Sujffrutescent, stems jirocumbent, flowering shoots erect, leaves ever-

green elliptic-lanceolate quite glabrous, flowers stalked,

calj'x-seg-

meuts much shorter than the tube of the corolla lanceolate entire
glabrous, stigma rounded.
Br. Fl. p. 264.
Sm. E. Fl. p. 399.
Lincll. Syn. p. 176.
E. B. xiii. t. 917.
Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 3,
t.

16.

In woods, copses, groves, and on hedgebanks in lanes very rare in a perfectly
native state with us, less so in a naturalized condition.
October.
Fl. March
Fr. Auffust, September.
71.
E. Med. At St. John's, in the narrow slip of wood between the house and the
;

—

—

* Smith and others consider the germen as double, in other words that there
are two, because the seed is contained in two separate or distinct follicles.
The
style, too, has a longitudinal furrow, and the stigma a transveise slit or chink,
indicating a double set of organs united throughout.
f I finil the seeds of this species, like those of the other, attacked by some
insect, which enters the follicles when still unripe.
\ The leaves supply nourishment to the larva of the beautiful Oleander hawkmoth {Sphinx Neni, L.), of which four instances of the capture in England have
happened within these last few years once of the caterpillar, at Teignmouth, and
subsequently of three of the perfect insects, at Dover, Southampton and the Isle of
Wight, all of which I have myself seen. The Isle-of- Wight specimen was found
by a boy at Saudown, and is now in excellent preservation, in the possession of
my friend Miss Lucas, of Byde.
§ Siniigrun is the German name for Periwinkle,
;
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lodge, but no doubt oriffinally planted.

In a remote part of Centurion's copse,
near Bembridge, Miss More.
W. Med. Truly wild and profusely abundant in a copse called Bottomjrroiind,
a little W. of ToUecombe farm, between Carishrouke and Shorwell, and ripening
plenty of seed.
In a little wood near W. Cowes, Miss G. Kitderbee ! also at
Nuinvell, in the " Ladies Walk," but perha|is not wild there.
i?oo( (rhizoma) knotty, emitting copious long, slender, brownish white, ranchbranched and creeping fibres. Stems numerous, prostrate and trailing, often here
and there rooting, the sterile shoots from about 1 to 3 feet in length, simple or
slightly branched, leafy, hard, tough, rigid and somewhat woody below, smooth,
glabrous and shining, terete, with a slight alternating furrow on each side, naked
below. Leaves opposite, evergreen, truly elliptical or elliptical-lanceolale, al)Out
2 inches or less in length and 1 inch wide, those towards the bottom and sunjmit of
the stems smaller than the leaves of the centre, of a very firm dry texture, deep dark
green above, especially when old and in shady situations, brighter and paler when
young, and in more open places somewhat yellowish green, occasionally, as in
gardens, variegated with white much paler beneath, quite glabrous along their
minutely deflexed margins, more or less acutely pointed bnt not acuminate, tapering below. into the extremely short semiterete petioles, which do not exceed 2 or 3
lines in length and are very minute and slightly ciliated, the midrib and lateral
veins sharp, filiform and prominent above.
Flowers few, scentStipules none.
less, on the span-long erect or reclining shoots of the current year about I to 1^
inch in diameter, of a somewhat pale or dilute purplish blue varying to a reddish
or violet colour, sometimes, especially in gardens, white, where also a variety with
full or double blossoms is not uncommon.
Peduncles solitary, axillary or sometimes opposite, erect in blossom, mostly shorter than the leaves, terete, singleflowered.
Calyx small, hardly Jrd the length of the tube, deeply cleft into 5
oblong-lanceolate, perfectly glabrous (not ciliated) segments, that are singleribbed, erect and somewhat fleshy, scarcely pointed, nearly equal.
The limb of
the corolla deeply cut into 5 or sometimes 4 oblique, flatly spreading, cuneato-rhom
boidal, truncate, membranous segments, with rounded corners that are much
longer than the funnel-shaped, slightly furrowed and fleshy tube, which is densely
villous in the centre just above the stamens with a ring of white connivent hairs
that close over the stamens as these last do over the stigma, the mouth pentagonal, with a shallow, 2-lobed, crested, whitish process between each segment analogous to the crown in Nerium &c., combined downwards into as many pale plaits
or angles of the lube.
Stamens inserted below the middle of the tube filaments
short, greenish, curiously jointed or geuiculate at a very acute angle on their
small columnar or bracket-like hairy base, beyond which they soon dilate into an
obovate nectariferous concavity, bearing the erect 2-celled anther, the cells oblong,
distant on the under and exterior margins of the broad, membranaceous, rounded
connnectivum, which is villous at the back and converges into the stigma, the
entire set nearly closing the tube of the corolla pollen of many pellucid globules,
cohering in masses, deposited from the incumbent anther-cells on the peltate disk
Style terete,
beneath the stigma, which is not orange-coloured as in V. major.
enlarged gradually upwards and bearing a thin, circular, discoid gland grooved
like a pulley, ciliated and nectariferous, the upper side of which is continued into
a very shoit, stout, tapering column carrying the peltate stigma, that consists of
beautifully white radiating hairs forming a dense circular tuft, not 5-angled or
plaited as in the other species.
Ovary partly embraced by the base of the calyx,
compressed, 2-lobed by a lateral furrow, against which is applied on either side an

—

;

;

;

Follicles seloblong, greenish yellow, nectariferous gland as long as the ovary.
dom produced either in this country or on the Continent, glabrous, geminate,
occasionally connate, mostly unequal in size, one of the pair either much reduced
or abortive, parallel or diverging, from about half an inch to an inch in length,
oblong or sublanceolate, sulcate-striate and tereti-angular, more or less beaked,
Seeds one
the apex straight or a little curved
bursting along their inner side.
or two, elliptical-oblong, subcylindrical, with a deep channel along one side,
;

formed by the inflexion of the pale cartilaginous albumen upon the

line

of

—
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dull lusly
placenlation, which is parallel lo and close upon ihe sutural margins
Embryo in the axis of the seed,
brown, rugose, scabrous-punctate and cellular.
linear, straight or a little curved.
This species, which I believe to be the only truly British Vinca, is very common in the Hampshire woods, prefeniiig a chalky soil and the sunny borders of
the copses
it is also generally dispersed over the couutry, as well as a fjreat part
of Europe.
It is indigenous throughout central Europe, and in Kussia as far N.
;

;

as

Moscow.

A
is

tbird species of Vinca, V. herbacea, a native of Austria,

Hungary and

Russia,

sometimes seen in gardens.

Order L.

GENTIANACE^,

Juss.

"

Corolla usually regular and perCalyx divided, persistent.
limb generally with an imbricated and twisted, rarely
with an induplicate aestivation, 4-, mostly 5-, 6-, 8-, or 10-lobed.
Stamens as many as the lobes of the corolla. Ovary 1 2 celled,
sistent, the

many- seeded.

—

—

Capsule (or berry)
generally 2-valved the margins of the valves turned inwards and
bearing the seeds, where there is one cell in the 2-celled genera
Mostly herbathe margins meet in the axis. Albumen fleshy.
Styles 1 or 2.

Stigmas

1

2.

;

—

;

ceous, generally glabrous plants, icith opposite (rarely alternate)
Br. Fl.
leaves and no stipules, eminently bitter and stomachic."

—

I.

Chlora, Linn.

" Calyx of 8 deep segments.
Stamens
Corolla nearly rotate.
Capsule 1 - celled,
8.
Style 1, deciduous.
Stigmas 2, bifid.
2-valved, many-seeded."
Br. Fl.
1. C. perfoliata, L.
Perfoliate Yellow-wort.
" Leaves connate-perfoliate ovate glaucous."

E. B.

t.

Yelloiv Centaury.

— Br.

Fl. p.

208.

60.

In woods, pastures, on banks and cliffs by the sea very frequent, growing on
Fl. June
September. 0.
the nrettest clay or the driest chalk.
E. Med. Frequent on the slipped land along the shore on either side of Ryde,
and amongst brushwood on the sea edge of Quarr copse. In Sandown bay, Luccombe chine and East-end, frequent. Banks near Cowes. Shanklin, in plenty.
Venlnor cove, Mr. Snooke.
Roadside between St. Lawrence and Shanklin, Mr.
In the field below Uplands on the West side, very abundantly,
E. Forster,jun.
;

—

—

Dr. Bell-Salter.

—

Hedgebank near Tapnell farm.
W. Med.
Plentiful on the slipped land of
the shore below Burnet wood, &c.
Plentiful in many places about Freshwater,
and along the cliffs above Alum Bay. Plentiful in Thorness wood, and all over
young plantations ascending the hill to Mrs. Nash's at Hampstead. Colwell.
Carisbrooke castle.
A glaucous herb, quite smooth and glabrous throughout. Root annual, whitish,
brittle, rigid and tapering, more or less branched with long, slender, fiexuose
Stem in the smaller plants usually solitary and simple or nearly so below,
fibres.
in the larger often two or more and branching sometimes from the base, erect,
from about 4, 6, or 8 to 18 or 20 inches high, terete, filled with a loose cellular
tissue, firm, rigid, and a little waved, of a pale green and shining, but dulled by
a glaucous bloom easily rubbed off. Leaves firm, smooth, fleshy, radical ones

—
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crowded into a csespitose tufl (rosulate), and wholly or in part decaying before the
plant comes into flower, smaller than those on the stem and of a paler yellowish
green, ovate, ovate-elliptical or elliptical-oblong, obtuse or pointed, attenuated
into a short petiole cauline leaves distant, opposite, sometimes, according to Bertolini
(Fl. Ital. iv. p. 311), ternale and veiticillate, completely connato-perfoliate, * very
broadly ovate, acute or somewhat acuminate, mostly curving upwards, with their
points erect, the central leaves the largebt, dull yellowish green, with a glaucous
bloom, 3- or obscurely 6-ribbed. Stipules none. Flowers in a terminal repeatedly
di-trichotomously forked panicle at the summit of the stem and branches ; divisions of the panicle erect, with a pair of leaves at each bifurcation.
Peduncles
erect, ebracteate, single-flowered.
Calyx cleft either quite or nearly to the bottom into 8 subulate, very acute or somewhat awned segments, which are rounded
or convex at the back, with a single prominent keel-like rib, concave in front, with
thin, narrow, membranous edges.
Corolla longer than the calyx, sometimes an
inch or rather more in diameter, usually about the size of a shilling, the limb
rotate, cleft into 8 ovate or ovate-elliptical, obtuse or subacute, spreading segments, of a bright golden (or sometimes palish) yellow, greatly exceeding the
short, obscurely quadrangular, membranous tube, entire or not unfrequently
notched at the apex, persistent and spirally conduplicate on the tup of the ovary
after flowering, which last is covered with the now much-distended delicately
transparent tube, like a fine pellicle. Stamens inserted on the top of the tube and
between the segments of the limb, shorter than the latter filaments equal, flattish
and tapering, bright yellow ; anthers erect, not spirally twisted after flowering,
glabrous, but at length becoming invested with woolly filaments, f
Oermen
(ovary) as long as the tube of the corolla, elliptical-oblong, obtusely quadrangular,
with a deep furrow along two opposite faces (sutures), full of a greenish yellow
very glutinous but scarcely bitter juice.
;S(^/e short, quadrangular, more or less
deeply bifid, each division emarginate and bearing on their outer face the heartshaped, glaudulose, pilose, yellow stigmxi.
Seeds numerous, very minute, yellowish brown, irregular, ovate or oblong, covered with large, deep, angular
excavations.
This is one of our most beautiful native plants, not rare in England and "ireThe golden yellow flowers
land, though unknown in Scotland in the wild state.
expand only in sunshine or a strong light, closing early in the afternoon (about
2 o'clock) for the rest of the day, and not unfolding again until the following
morning. When a handful of the plant is gathered and placed in water, its beautiful blossoms will continue to open and close at the accustomed hour for several
successive days
when once shut, exposure to the sun's rays proves insufiicient
to stimulate them to expand a second time, till the usual period of repose has
;

;

;

elapsed.

II.

Erythe.^a, Renealm.

Centatiry.

"Calyx

5-cleft.
Corolla funnel-shaped, withering, its limh
Anthers at length spirally twisted. Style 1, deciduous.
Stigmas 2. Capsule Hnear, 2-celled." Br. Fl,

short.

Common Centaury. " Stem nearly
1. E. Centaurium, Pers.
simple, leaves ovate-oblong, flowers nearly sessile fasciculate-pani* In a small specimen I have seen from Cheshire the leaves are quite distinct
and cordate at base, being probably the var. ;8. minor of DC. and var. ^. pusilla
of Gaudin.
and to adhere
f These woolly filaments seem rather to belong to the style,
They appear to proceed from the splitting of the
casually only to the anthers.
exterior (vascular ?) coat of the style and stigmas into a multitude of capillary
fibres, varying in amount according to the advanced state of the ovary.

—
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opening corolla."

culate, calyx half as long as the tube of the

Br. Fl.

p. 266.

Gentiana, E. B.

t.

—

417.

Flowers white.
In dry pastures, woods and bushy heathy places
August. 0.
i3.

Found

B-

S. of

occasionally in various places.

;

veiy

common.

Near Thorlev, &c.

FL.

June

Pastures on the

Newport, B. T. W.

Capsule pale yellowish brown, about 4 lines in length, narrow-oblong or suband bluntly prismatic, with a
deep furrow along the marginal suture of the much-inflexed valves, greatly
(nearly twice) longer than the calyx, closely sheathed in the dry persistent corolla,
Seeds very numerous
which prevents the separation of the valves to their base.
and minute, pale brown and pellucid (in the aggregate coffee-coloured), of a
roundish more or less angular shape, covered with sharp wrinkle-like ridges forming a coarse kind of network, the interstices appearing finely dotted under a high
linear, obtuse, apiculate with the base of the style

magnifier.
2.

E. pulchella, Hook.

Dwarf

Stem forked

Centaury.

va-

riously branched or (more rarely) simple winged, leaves ovatooblong 5-nerved, flowers pedicellate, calyx nearly as long as the
tube of the corolla.
Chironia, E. B. t. 458.
Br. Fl. p. 266.
Fl. Dan. x. t. 1637.
In dry sandy or gravelly fields, pastures and waste places not unfrequent, but
a variety of the preceding. Fl. July Octolier.
©.
[St. Helens
-E. Med.— At Ryde, Isle of Wight, Mr. S. Woods in Bot. Guide.
above White-clifFbay very frequent about Bembridge
spit
A. G. More, Esq.
—Bdrs.']
W. Med. Above the shore to the W. of Yarmouth.
Freshwater village, Rev.
G. E. Smith.
It: is very doubtful whether this be really distinct from E. Centaurium ; I find
the relative length of the calyx and corolla to vary on the same plant, and I fear
the other characters have no greater permanency.

—

I think probably

;

;

:

;

—

" Stem sim3. E. littoralis, Hook.
Dtvarf Tufted Centaury.
ple or branched, radical leaves crowded spathulate, cauline ones
oblong linear obtuse, flowers sessile capitato -paniculate, calyx as
long as the tube of the opening corolla deeply cleft."
Br. Fl. p.
267.
E. linarifoUa, Pers. Chironia Uttoralis, E. B. t. 2305.
On sandy shores and banks by the sea; perhaps not unfrequent, but very doubtfully distinct from the two foregoing species.
Fl. June
August. 0.
Mum. bay, between Groves's hotel and the sea. Dr. Martin!!.'
W. Med.
Headen hill, within 20 yards of Mr. Ward's cottage. Miss G. Kilderbee .'.'.'— I am

—

—

—

not certain that the specimens from this station were not a broad-leaved variety of
Sea-banks near Compton, B. T. W.

E. pulchella.

III.

Gentiana, Linn.

Gentian.

—

" Calyx 4- 5 cleft.
Corolla subcampanulate, funnel- or salvershaped, tubular at the base, destitute of nectariferous glands.
Stamens 5. Styles persistent, often combined. Capsule of 1 cell,
2-valved."— Br. Fl.
Flowers usually blue or purple, more rarely white or yellow

number of

;

handsome.

The

the species inhabit lofty mountain regions
a smaller proportion are limited to hilly situations, whilst a few are found in low and even
marshy places at the sea-level in colder latitudes.
far greater

;

—
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1. G. Amarella, L.
Autumnal Oentian. " Stem much-branched,
root-leaves oval spathulate, upper ones ovate-lanceolate sessile,
calyx-lobes lanceolate nearly equal shorter than the tube of the
corolla which is cylindrical or obconical, its limb 5-cleft, germen
linear-oblong and as well as the capsule sessile or shortly stipi-

tate."

— 5r. Fl.

E. B.

iv. t.

/3.

Sm. E. Fl.

p. 268.

p. 30.

Lindl. Syn. p. 179.

236.

Calyx-segments very unequal.

On

dry hilly and chalky pastures and downs in
vember, sometimes in early summer (May, &c.).

—

many
Q-

places.

Fl. July

—No-

E. Med. Binslead, sparingly. Near Arreton. East-end. Landslip at Bonchurch, Samuel Hailstone, Esq., jun.
W. Med.
White Pit, by Newport, abundantly.
Plentiful all round Carisbrooke castle, on the turf of the moal, glacis. Sec, where it was pointed out lo me
by Mr. Snooke,jun. In and about the chalk-pit opposite Alvington farm, by the

—

road from Carisbrooke to Calbourne, plentifully. In the park at Swainston.
Abundant on the down above Alum Bay. Near Westover. Banks between Norton and Totland.
Shide chalk-pit, and on all the chalky downs throughout the
island, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
p, On the dry chalky down above Sandown bay.
Moot yellowish white, veiy stiff and contorled. Stem purple, much branched,
from a lew inches to a foot high, roundish, with two prominent ribs or wings on
its opposite sides, continued alternately to the summit, giving it the appearance
of being quadrangular.
Leaves dark somewhat purplish green, opposite, sessile,
ovato-lanceolate, acute, quite entire, 3-ribbed, the lowermost obtuse and attenuated
into short footstalks.
Floxvers axillary and terminal, usually 2 or 3 together,
nearly an inch long, stalked, erect, purplish or violet, elegant though not showy.
Sepals nearly equal, linear-lanceolate, acute, their edges revolute, shorter than the
tube of the corolla and erect.
Corolla somewhat campanulate, the limb in 5, or
occasionally in the same specimen in 4 (or even 3, Sm.), ovate, acute, spreading segments, the mouth of the tube beautifully fringed with long, erect, purplish hairs.
Stamens inserted at the very base of the corolla, but adnata with it for nearly half
their length filaments dilated in the middle
anthers 2-celled, purple, free.
Germen linear. Styles very short stigmas 2 upright flattened lobes. Capsule linear,
cylindric.il, yellowish, enclosed in the permanent withered perianth, opening to a
short distance only from its apex.
Seeds numerous, very small, roundish oval,
pale brown and shining, finely punctate all over, attached in a single row on either
side of each valve near the commissure.
A variety with the calyx-segments very unequal, two of them considerably
larger and longer than the three others, but neither ovate nor concealing the latter as in G. campestris, I found on the dry chalk down above Sandown bay.
Some of the lower flowers had the calyx 4-cleft in these the diflTerence of size in
each alternate segment was very conspicuous, the smaller, shorter and inner being
linear, the outer and longer ovate-lanceolate.
Are these two species really distinct?
the descriptions of authors point at intermediate forms that militate
against the opinion that they are so.
;

;

;

;

—

" Stem very much branched
? G. campestris, li. Field Gentian.
many-flowered, leaves ovate -lanceolate, 2 outer segments of the
caly:x very large ovate, corolla 4-cleft."
Br. Fl. p. 268. E. B. t.

237.

On

dry elevated gravelly or chalky pastures and limestone hills ; probably never
all in this island.
Fl. August
October.
0.
Heathy pasture between Colwell and Weston, plentifully, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
above
station, nor have I ever
I have not succeeded in finding the plant in the
I fear the last speseen IsIe-of-Wight specimens from that or any other locality.
possibly the variety just described..
cies has been mistaken for it

—

found at

;

—

—
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IV. Menyanthes, Linn.

[Menyauthes.

Buckbean.

" Calyx 5-partite.
Corolla funnel-shaped, fleshy, the segments
hairy within. Stamens 5.
Stigma 3-lobed. Capsule 1 -celled,
2 - valved ; valves bearing the seeds along their middle ; seeds
parietal."
Br. Fl.
I.

M.

Br. Fl.

trifoliata,

Marsh

Buckbean or Boghean.

L.

E. B.

p. 269.

t.

Trefoil.

495.

In spongy peaty bogs, drains, ditches, watery meadows and swampy thickets
uncommon. Fl. May August. Fr. June, &e. If.
E. Med. On Sandown level, but sparingly. Wet pasture a few hundred yards
above Alverstone mill, plentifully and in Alverstone lynch. [The bog by Burnthouse, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
W. Med.
lu the wet thicket by the stream-side between Newbridge and CalAbundantly on moory meadows between West Court and
bourne, sparingly.
Sandy Way, Shorwell. About Freshwater, on Schoolhouse farm and near TliorOn the boggy part of Colwell heath. Wet pasture on Kingston moors.
ley.
In the marsh near Comptou, and marsh near Easton in great abundance, B. T. W.
Boggy meadows by the Medina near its source.
not

;

—

—

;

—

Villarsia nymphceoides, Vent., grows in a pool on Barrett's common, 2^ miles
Certainly introduced, Dr. Bell-Salter
from Byde,
Collins, Esq., July, 1846.
thinks probably by himself, though he has no recollection of having done so with

—

this particular species.

Order LI.

CONVOLVULACEiE,

Juss.

—

" Calyx of 4
5 sepals, permanent, imbricated, often verj"^ uneCorolla regular, deciduous the limh plaited, 4
5 lobed.
Stamens 4 5 from the base of the corolla.
Ovary with 2
cells, seldom 1, sometimes in 2 or 4 divisions, few-ovuled, ovules
solitary in each cell or collateral.
Style 1, often divided, rarely 2.
Disk annular, hypogynous or wanting.
Capsule 1 4 celled, the
valves fitting at their edges to the angles of a loose dissepiment,
bearing the seeds at the base, or bursting transversely.
Albumen
in small quantity, mucilaginous.
Embryo curved. Cotyledons
plaited.
Herbs or shrubs, generally climbing, milky and purgative."
Br Fl.
qual.

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Convolvulus, Linn.

I.

Calyx 5-sepaled.

— —4

3
Capsule of 1
seeded."—Br. Fl.

Bindweed.

Corolla campanulate, plicate.
with as many valves.

cells,

Stigmas
Cells 1

2.

—

* Brads small, remote from the flower.

Small Bindweed. " Stem prostrate twining
or scandent, leaves usually oblong or hastate sagittate pointed or
obtuse, the lobes mostly acute, peduncles 1- or 2-flowered, bracts
small distant from the flowers."— Br. Fl. p. 271. E. B. t. 312.
1.

C. arvensis, L.

Convolvulus.]
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p. Corolla with a dentate ring of rich purple within towards the base.
In waste and cultivated ground, cornfields, gardens, on hedgebanks, by
sides and under walls, &c.
far too abundantly.
Fl. June
September.

—

;

October.

wayFr.

If.

Along a hedge in Moncllon street, Eyde (flowers the usual rose-colour).
Cornfield between Newchnrch and Lower Knighton, in plenty (with the corolla
pure white). I find this var. between Quiirr abbey and Fishbouine, and it is probably frequent in other places. Sometimes the ring is very faintly marked.
Rnot long, extensively creeping (descending remarkably deep, Bab.), pale
brown, fleshy. Stems numerous, either trailing on the ground, twining about the
stalks of corn, or .scandent in hedgerows, &c., usually about 2 or 3 feet long, when
p.

climbing over bushes considerably exceeding those dimensions, twisted, with 4
slightly winged angles, branched chiefly at the base, very leafy, a little milky,
smooth. Leaves alternate, dull grayish green, scarcely paler beneath, the margins
slightly deflexed, somewhat fleshy, more or less downy or quite glabrous,
extremely variable in size and shape, mostly oblong-hastate or sagittate, pointed
or very obtuse and rounded, the lower leaves usually truncate at the base
lobes
shortish, more or less acute, sometimes obtuse, veiy small and even obsolete,
diverging at right angles for the most part or nearly so.
Petioles much shorter
than the leaves, rounded or semiterete, deeply caniculate above.
Flowers delicately fragrant, closing in the afternoon or in rainy weather.
Peduncles axillary,
;

mostly single, often 2- or sometimes even 3-flowered, occasionally a
slightly enlarged upwards, acutely quadrangular, their

Calyx very small,

as long as the tube of the corolla

;

little

branched,

summits deflexed

in fruit.

sepals imbricated, broadly

oblong-obovate, very obtuse, with a minute brown point, obscurely nerved, the 2
exterior shortest, with narrow scariose borders, the 3 interior membranous at the
summit and emarginate. Corolla broadly and flatly funnel-shaped, from 1 to If
inch wide, somewhat pentagonal, the margins crenulate, extremely variable in
colour, of every shade from vivid rose or peach-blossom red to nearly pure white,
with 5 tapering plaits or angles of a reddish fawn-colour at the back, the narrower
part of the limb white, with 5 or 10 more or less distinct bands or spaces radiating
towards the border, often with a zigzag or dentate ring of deep crimson internally
Stamens erect filaments tapering,
a little above the very short yellowish tube.
Germen
glandulose-pilose below anthers sagittate, white, the sutures purplish.
conical, bluntly lobed, surrounded by a thick, fleshy and lobed fillet, of an orangeyellow colour.
Style long, white, glabrous stigmas white, papillose, cylindrical
Capsule pale
or subclavtrte, mostly curved upwards, spreading or divaricate.
whitish brown, glabrous, roundish ovoid, somewhat acute or even acuminate, mucronate, faintly 2-, 3-, or 4-lobed, with as many rounded angles, almost perfectly
2-celled, the dissepiment stretching quite across and reaching to within a very litSeeds 2, 3, or 4 (commonly 4), ovoid or subtrigonous,
tle distance from the top.
gibbous at the back, deep rust-colour, scabrous* and covered with prominent points.
The very grateful but somewhat transient fragrance of the flowers, resembling
But
that of almonds, is rarely possessed by other species of this beautiful genus.
not this attraction, superadded to their elegant and often vivid colouring, can
reconcile the plant to the eye of the farmer, or cause him to regard it in any other
light than as a worthless intruder, mocking his efforts for its extirpation, or deriding his sloth negligence or bad management by its specious but profitless luxuriance.
No weed obnoxious to the husbandman maintains its ground more
obstinately than this, or requires greater exertion to keep it under, which deep
ploughing perhaps alone can efi'ect to subdue it entirely is almost hopeless, since
every inch of the perennial root left in the soil will vegetate afresh ; and even
when eradicated from a field an abundant supply is always at hand to creep in,
In N. Britain its
from the adjacent banks or hedgerows, to overrun it anew.
with us its natural prevalence
comparative infrequency renders it harmless
;

;

;

:

;

* Glabrous, according
rect in

many

to Bertoloni,

whose description of the capsule

points.

2 s

is

incor-
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becomes oppressive exuberance when not tept within bounds by such affiicultural
improvements as are yet but very partially to be seen in operation on this side of
the Solent.
It has gained footing in the more northern States of America, but
not as yet to any injurious extent
I observed it frequently about Boston, where
the native plants have mostly given way before intruders from a foreign soil, the
land from whence migrated the adventurous dispossessors of her ancient warrior
;

tribes.

** Bracts foliaceous, enclosing

the calyx.

Calystegia, Br.

Bearhind. Vect. Hedge
C. sepiuvi, L.
Great Bindweed.
" Stem climbing, leaves sagittate, their lobes truncate,
peduncles 4-sided single-flowered, bracteas heart-shaped, stigmas
short and obtuse."
Calystegia, Br'.:
Br.Fl.
E. B. t. 313.
Br. Fl. p. 371.
*

2.

Lily.

—

Flowers pale rose or blush-colour.
Corolla deeply 5-cleft almost to the base.
Everywhere extremely common in moist thickets, hedges and amongst bushes,
in osier-beds, damp gardens and shrubberies.
M. June October. Fr. Septem.
her? October. If.
/3. A few plants by the roadside a little before coming to Shanklin from Sandown.
On wet slipped land amongst bushes above the shore a little to the eastward of Old Castle Point, in some abundance also between Dean farm and
Whitwell, in a willow-plot and near Eoude. With leaves a little fleshy, by the
shore to the N. of Shanklin chine.
At Lower Knighton, E. Vernon, Esq. Near
Newchurch, Dr. Bell-Sailer
On the sea-shore at the North-western extremity of the Priory grounds, idem.
In a large vfillow-bed between Compton and
Duusbury fanns, a little N.E. of Compton grange, in c(msiderable plenty.
East
bank of the Yar, along the edge of Beckett's copse.
Smith
y. A single plant in the hedge by the gardener's cottage at St. John's.
in E. B. mentions a similar var. of C. arvensis, noticed by Ray and by himself at
(3.

y.

—

;

;

.'.'.'

Norwich.

Moot long, white, slender, fleshy and cylindrical, branched and creeping horizontally to a great extent, throwing out occasional bundles of thready fibres and
fresh slems.
Stems climbing and twining over hedges, &c., to the length of many
feet, slightly branched, a little dowi.y and angular and partly twisted, green or
reddish, milky.
Leaves alternate, bright green, petiolate.
Capsule pale brown,
tipped with the hard and pointed remnant of the style, roundish, obscurely 3- or
4-augled, with as many indistinct lobes, 1-celled, equally divided its entire depth
by an imperfect dissepiment not closing up the centre. Seeds either 3 or 4,
blackish brown, large and angular, smooth, placed round a short central receptacle at the bottom of the capsule.
Both Smith and Wahlenberg profess never to have seen the capsules, which
indeed are not very commonly produced.
I have however met with them abundantly in Whitefield wood, as also about Hastings, and at Hampstead, near
London.
This common and conspicuous ornament of our hedges may vie with many
exotic species in the amplitude and graceful structure of its fine white flowers,
which continue to adorn the rural districts, and even the out.skirts of our towns,
almost to the end of autumn. Though occasionally straying into the damp cornfield, its trespasses

are too insignificant to attract the notice or incur the proscripit is however apt to prove a troublesome inmate of moist
;

tion of the agriculturist

* The leaves of the Greater and Lesser Bindweed aff'ord nourishment, in its
larva slate, to the Convolvulus hawk-moth {Sphinx Convolvuli, L.), the imago of
which fine insect occurred in unusual numbers over a great part of England in
the autumn of 1846, when many specimens were captured at Ryde, Ventnor,
Brixton, Niton and elsewhere in this island.

.

Convolvulus.]
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gardens and shrubberies, where
tal than obtrusive.

its

presence

is
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usually regarded as less ornamen-

Of the var. p. the flowers are in this island rarely more than suflFused with a
faint blush of red, but in some parts of England they are found deep rose-coloured,
and T have myself gathered thera so in Guernsey.
similar variety appears to

A

be the commoner American form of

widely diffused species, which under the
foregoing or following states is indigenous over a great part of both hemispheres.
In America the lobes of the leaves are often rounded or angular, but not decidedly
truncate ; the leaves, petioles and stems either wholly or partially hairy, and the
bracts, I think, rather shorter in proportion to the tube of the corolla than in the
Europeau plant.
In this slate it is the C. repens of Linnaeus, Ike, and which I
have giithered abundantly on the banks of the Savannah river, a little below the
city, with both white and blush-coloured flowers, but excepting in the above particulars I lind nothing to distinguish it from the ordinary European form of C.
this

sepiurn

C. Soldanella, L.

Sea-side Bindweed.
Scottish ScurvySea Coleivort.
Vect. Scurvy - grass.
Leaves kidneyshaped somewhat angular fleshy, peduncles single-flowered square
slightly winged at the corners and thickening upwards, bracts
close beneath the flower large ovate, seeds glabrous.
E. B. t.
3.

grass.

314.

On

Calystegia, Br.

:

Br. Fl.

p.

271.

the sandy or shingly sea-beach, but not commonly.

Fr. September.

—

Fl. July,

August.

If..

E. Med.
Spit at St. Helens, in some abundance.
Lower end of Sundown
bay, towards Shanklin, sparingly.
On the Dover spit at Bembriilge the plant has
more of the trailing habit of C. arvensis, the stems being sometimes above 2 feet
in length, but the flowers are produced more sparingly.
W. Med. Plentifully in the loose sand on Norton spit.
Root (or rather rhizoma) white, fleshy, slender, cylindvioal, scarcely branched,
running pretty far into the loose sand or shingle.
Stem one or two, simple or a
little branched, seldom above a span long, often only 2 or 3 inches, quite prostrate
or trailing, leafy, purplish, with several slightly winged angles and full of a milky
juice.
Leaves aliernale, yellowish green, strongly veined, very smooth and shining, fleshy, sprinkled on both sides with depressed dots, on round channelled footstalks twice or thrice their own length, cordato-reniform or orbicular-reniform,
very obtuse, with a minute point, more or less bluntly angular, and very like the
leaves of the common Scurvy-grass {Cochlearia officinalis), for a species of which
Flowers soliit is taken by the ignorant here and in other parts of the country.
tary, on square axillary peduncles that are longer than the leaves and with their
angles slightly wiuged, the size of those of C. sepium, pale purplish rose-colour
with 5 yellowish plaits, very handsome but fragile, and quickly fading when
gathered.
Bracts 2, closely embracing the calyx, broadly ovate, keeled, edged
with a narrow scarious border, very obtuse, emarginate, the inner one as long as
Sepals very unequal
the calyx, the outer a little shorter and auricled at the base.
in breadth, ovato-elliptical, apiculate, very blunt, the 2 outer much larger and
roundish. Stainens whitish, ^ii&.x filavnents much dilated and glanduloso-pilose in
their lower part ; anthers pale, erect.
Style rather longer than the stamens,
cylindrical, enlarged beneath into the conical 2- or 4-lobed germen, which is
seated on and partly enclosed in a yellow lobed and fleshy gland ; stigmas
2 oblong, very rough, nearly erect lobes. Capsule enclosed in the calyx and bracts,
large, brownish, subglobose, splitting very irregularly, obtusely 3- or 4-lobed and
Seeds large, bluntly triquetrous, smooth
angled, mucronate, 2-, 3-, or 4-seeded.
and black, one or two often abortive. Sometimes tbe capsule is monospermous.
The long, creeping and tenacious roots assist, with other plants of more homely
aspect but greater efiiciency, in binding the loose and drifting sand, the barren
monotony of whose level surface is softened, if not concealed, by the abundance

—

and delicate colouring of

its

reclining bells.

—
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—

;

[Cuscuta.

cuscutacejE.

The observation of Smith, that the flowers of this species expand only in fine
I find,
weather and in the early part of the day, does not acuord with my own.
on the contrary, that neither wet, nov total deprivation of light in close tin vessels,
has any tendency to produce collapse in the blossoms, which in their native soil
continue expanded all day, and, if not during the night, as they certainly do when
taken up, at least until a very late hour.
The stigmas are most erroneously described in English Botany' and in the
English Flora' as short, awl-shaped and acute, the description having been
obviously drawn up from specimens in which the lobes had fallen away, leaving
only their points of attachment remaining.
The large plaited cotyledons, with
the curved embryo lying between them, the radical directed towards and attached
to the hilum, and both enclosed in a hag of thin lough albumen, are beautifully
displayed in the unripe seed on removing the testa, which peals off as readily as
the shell from a havd-boiled egg.
Sir W. Hooker has remarked the flowers to be
'

'

fragrant in Jersey.
in collecting a considerable quantity of the fully ripe seeds at Norton, in September, 1842, 1 remarked that the greater part of those gathered in the capsule
were more or less villous, and some quite tomentose, as ihey are said to be in a
closely allied Neapolitan species,
Imperali. Such as had fallen from ihe capsules, and were lying on the sand, were for the most part glabrous, and from the
Whether this appearothers the tomeniuin was easily detached by slight friction.
ance was natural, or the result of mouldiness contracted through a want of free
circulation of air in the capsules, I am unable to say
both the soil and the season were unusually dry and warm.
I state the fact to draw the attention of
others to the subject.

C

:

Order LII.

CUSCUTACEiE.

—

" Calyx inferior, persistent, 4
5 parted, with an imbricate
Corolla persistent, cut round at the base ; the Umb
regular, 4
Scales alternating
5 cleft, imbricated in aestivation.
ffistivation.

—

with the segments of the corolla, and adhering to them. Stamens
equal to the segments of the corolla and alternate with them
anthers 2-celled, opening longitudinally.
Ovary 2-celled, ovules
twin, collateral, erect.
stigmas
Styles 2 or 0, sometimes connate
2.
i^rwii capsular or baccate, 2-celled
Seeds
cells!
2 seeded.
with a fleshy albumen, and spiral, filiform, acotyledonous embryo ;
radicle inferior.
Leafless, climbing, colourless parasites, with the
flowers in dense clusters."
Lindl. Veg. Kingd.
;

—

;

—

I.

" Calyx 4

—5

Cuscuta, Linn.

Dodder.

—

Corolla campanulate, 4
5 lobed, the tube
usually furnished with scales on the inside.
Styles 2 (rarely
united).
Ovary 2-celled, 4-ovuled.
Capsule bursting all round
transversely' at the base, 2-celled."
Br. Fl.
cleft.

Parasitical leafless and succulent herbs, with twining filiform stems, found in
quarters of the globe, of which Europe possesses at least four and Britain three
species, remarkable rather for singularity thun beauty.
The Indian or Chinese
all

Dodder

is

sometimes seen in conservatories.*

* One European species of Dodder, C. lupuliformis (C. monogyna) is parasitic
on Willows, and several tropical species infest trees to which they are very injuI remarked them to be extremely common in the W, Indian Islands, and
rious.
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C. europisa, L.

Greater Dodder. Stem branched, heads
many-flowered bracteated, tube of the corolla very short
about equal to the erect bluntish calyx-teeth, scales at the base of
the stamens very small erect or appressed not closing the tube,
stigmas simple.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 34.
Br. Fl. p. 271.
Lindl.
Syn. p. 168.
E. B. vi. t. 378.
Babing. Linn. Trans, xviii. p.
1.

sessile

213.

fig. 1.

Pavasitic on the stems of various herbaceous plants

;

extremely rare in this

July— September. Q.
E. Med. Ou wild Hop, Nettles aud

island.

F/.

—

Thistles {Cnicus arvensis) in a hedge
between Kerne and Alverstone mill, Dr. BM-Salter, Sept. 1840 !!!— very abundant
there in 1841.
Near Lake, Isle of Wight, Mr. J. Woods, jun., in Bot. Guide.
W. Med.— Ob vetches in a field at Bouldiier, Mr. JR. Gibbs, 1848 U!
A larger and more robust plant than the next species, the stems usually of a less
lively red (though, as in that, very variable in colour and sometimes pale)
ofien
as thick as packthread, angular, succulent, much branched, matted and twining
iuexlricably around the adjacent plants, from which it derives nourishment and
support, to the height of 2 or 3 feet, adhering to them at each circumvolution by
small fleshy tentacula or suckers protruded from orifices in the stem, which is
itself lirmly applied by the membranous aud tubercular expansion of its angles at
the points of contact.
Flowers white, honey-scented, about the size of the next,
;

quite sessile, in small, globular, lateral clusters, that are at

first

scarcely larger

than peas, but in fruit are the size of musket-bullets, each cluster having a small
ovale bract beneath it, aud whence the branches of the stem originate.
Calyx
funnel-shaped, scarcely shorter than the tube of the corolla, cleft about Jrd downwards into 4 or 5 broadly ovate, erect, bluntish segments, more or less tinged
with rose-red.
Corolla tubular or subLampanulate, of delicate, pellucid, cellular
tissue, 4- or 5-cle(t in the same head or cluster (mostly the latter), the segments
ovato-triangular, bluntish and spreading, about as long as the short, inflated and
finally globose tube.
Stamens 4 or 5, inserted between the segments of the
corolla at their base, on short, connivent, flattened filaments, which are much
dilated downwards, each with a small, nan-ow, jagged or forked crystalline scale
at its base, but which is far less conspicuous than in the next species, not, as in
that, closing the throat of the corolla, but shorter and somewhat erect or even
appressed,* and hence very liable to be overlooked even in the fresh plant; anthers brownish, roundish cordate, 2-lobed, bursting laterally.
Germen globose.
Styles 2, greenish, erect, much shorter and thicker than in the following species,
variable in length, but seldom equalling, and mostly much shorter than, the stamens ; stigmas blunt, fleshy and yellowish. Capsules the size of hemp-seed, membranous, subglobose or obscurely quadrangular, invested with the tunic-like persislent and enlarged corolla, bursting all round near the base.
Seeds 4, brownish
or reddish, roundish or somewhat ovate, finely scabroso-punctale, with a sort of
slight chafiy scaliness, attached two on each side of a transverse dissepiment, fixed
on the base of the capsule, but unconnected with it above, and emarginate at the
summit, dividing the cavity into a pair of imperfect cells.
Embryo monocotyledonous, cylindrical, in a loose spiral about the albumen.

Grenada, where I observed one species to attach itself indiscriminately to almost every kind of tree and shrub, investing them with a dense mass
of tangled fibres, like hanks of yellow yarn, and giving them a veiy singular but
unsightly appearance.
* The existence of these scales in C. europaea has been a subject of controversy,
some authors admitting and others denying their presence. The truth is, these
scales in the present species are not easily seen, from their small size and great
transparency, but are always visible on close examination under a high magnifier,
and in a favourable light.
particularly in
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Vect. Maidenhair.
Lesser Dodder.
small flowers bracteated sessile,
corolla with a cylindrical tube longer than the campanulate calyx,
scales converging as long as the tube of the corolla fimbriated
and rounded, at the end approximate below with narrow acute
Babing. in Ann. and
E. B. t. 55.
Br. Fl. p. 272.
spaces.' "
Mag. of Nat. Hist, for July, 1845, p. 1, tab. 1, fig. 2 (dissection
3.
C. Epithymum, L.
" Styles exserted, heads of

many

'

—

offl.)

On

Furze, Thyme, Ling, Heath and other small mostly shrubby plants, espeoften
oi' these species, on commons and open exposed pastures
ahundanily. Fl. ,Iuly October.
0.
E. Med.
By the beach at Sandovvn. On Head Down, near Niton. On Galium saxatile and Erica cinerea by the roadside over Bleak Dowu to Newport.
The profusion with which it invests the furze on Stapler's heath, near Newport, as
with entangled skeins of silver thread, cannot fail to arrest the attention of the
most incurious.
On St. George's down, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. In Blackgang
Gray, Esq., of the Brit. Museum, 1844.
chine, abundantly,
W. Med. On Colwell heath. Plentiful and very fine on Ninn;wood common,
between Yarmouth and Shalfleet. Near Bouldner and on iVfottestone down, Rev.
James Penfold. " Matted densely upon mingled Calliina and Lichenes on Headen hill," Rev. G. E. Smith in litt. Abundantly on Buccombe down.
Stems filiform, inextricably entangling themselves with the plants upon which
Flowers in dense sessile
they glow, of every shade of red, crimson or purple.
clusters, delicate white or rose-coloured, exquisitely diaphanous under a lens, very
clammy and sweet-scented, from the quantity of honey they secrete, nearly all
5-cleft and pentandrous in my specimens from Ningwood, with an occasional
Throat of the corolla closed at bottom with beautiful,
4-cleft one interspersed.
connivent, jagged and crystalline scales, admitting between ihem the purplish
upper half of the styles to pass.
cially the first

;

—

—

—

—

" St3des exserted, heads
Clover Dodder.
13. C. Tri/oJii, Bab.
tube of the corolla cylindriof small flowers bracteated sessile,
cal, the scales converging half as long as the tube of the corolla
fimbriated and rounded at the end distant below with rounded
"
spaces, calyx narrowed below as long as the tube of the corolla.'
—Br. Fl. p. 272. E. B. S. t. 2898.
'

appearing to have been recently introduced, and as yet rare in
July September. 0.
Abundantly in a clover-field by Thorley farm, Mr. Robert Gibbs,
W. Med.
1842 !!!
Also in another field uot far farm Yarmouth mill, but on the opposite
side of the river, very sparingly, 1843, Mr. George Gibbs
Specimens of this plant collected in a clover-field near Thorley, Sept. 1844,
approach more nearly to C. Epithymum than others from a neighbouring field,
gathered the year before, in having the calyx for the most part much shorter than
the tube of the corolla: but I find the relative proportion between them liable to
great variation, the calyx in some flowers being scarcely more than half, in others
almost quite, equal to the tube the breadth and degree of acumination in the
segments of the corolla differs likewise considerably sometimes they are simply
acute and as broad as in C. Epithymum, at other times finely pointed and comIn the form of the calyx and its segments I can perceive no
paratively narrow.
material difference, if any, but it is white like the corolla, or at most but very

In

clover-fields,

this island.

Fl.

—

—

.'.'.'

;

:

faintly tinged, in the clover plant.
All the differences I have elsewhere detailed seemed to have disappeared in the
specimens of this year, which, excepting in having a colourless calyx, I am quite

unable

to distinguish

from the ordinary C. Epithymum.
if a distinct species from C. Epithymum,

The Clover Dodder,

is

of no such

Cynog loss urn.]
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recent introduction as is generally supposed, for Mr. BoiTer tells rae he has
noticed it upwards of forty years ago. Bertoloni and others certainly mention Clover has a plant to which C. Epithymum is attached, without allusion to any vari.
alien of structure.
The question thus arises, Does C. Epithymum sometimes
grow on Clover with us, and is there a second species more peculiarly allotted to
the plant, or is this latter a mere variety or modification of the former, sometimes
scarcely deviating from the typical form of our heaths and commons ?
The agreeable honey-like smell of C. Epithymum gives place, when the'flowers
are going oflf, to a rank disagreeable odour, as Mr. Borrer remarked to me of the
Clover Dodder.

A

fourth species, C. Epilinum, very injurious to flax-fields on the Continent,
found a place in the ' British Flora.'
H. C. Watson, Esq., has sent
a specimen found by him near London.
May it not also occur on our nearly

has

latterly

me

allied L. anyustifolium

P

Order LIIl.

BORAGINACE^,

DeCand.

" Calyx 5-, rarely A-cleft, persistent.
Corolla hj'pogynous, monopetalous, most frequently regular, 5 -cleft, sometimes 4 -cleft,
with imbricated fEstivation. Stamens 5, inserted into the corolla,
alternate with its segments and equal to them in number, rarely
more.
Ovary 4 -partite, 4-seeded. Ovules definite, pendulous.
Style from near the base between the lobes of the ovary.
Achenes
Seeds without or nearly without
4, apart or united at the base.
albumen. Radicle superior. Herbs or shrubs. Leaves alternate,
without stipides, usually scabroua.
Flowers generally in more or
less compound unilateral and circinate cymes {presenting the
appearance of spikes or racemes." Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Cynoglossum, Linn.

Hound's-tongue.

" Calyx 5-cleft.
Corolla (short) funnel-shaped, its mouth closed
Stamens included
with prominent, convex, connivent scales.
within the corolla.
Achenes roundish ovate, depressed, muricated, fixed by the edge to tJie persistent base of the style."
Br. Fl.

—

" Lower leaves
Hound' s -tongue.
upper ones lanceolate narrowed
below subcordate and semiamplexicaul, racemes without bracteas."
—Br. Fl. p. 281. E. B. t. 931.

Common
1. C. officinale, L.
elliptical stalked softly downy,

Herat, Nouv.
/3. Leaves subglabrous, more or less shining, nearly scentless.
Fl. des Env. de Par. var. C. p. 73. C. Haenckii, R. et Sch. Syst. iv. p. 74 ?
On dry waste ground, banks and pastures, along hedges, walls, amongst ruins,
<? ; occarubbish and by roadsides ; frequent. Fl. May July. Fr. August.

—

sionally 71,

On

M. ^ K.

Very
the Dover, Ryde, occasionally and on the shore beyond Sea-view.
of Undercliff, as at Ventnor, Bonchurch, St. Lawrence.
;

common in some parts
Near Dog Kennel.

0. On the right-hand bank of the steep descent into Bonchurch from Shanklin.
At Dodpits.
St. Lawrence, and especially at Bank-end, by the roadside.

At

—

;

[Bovago.
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Puclcaster, and in Berry
G. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
The var. /3. differs in no respect, except in the somewhat greener colour and
shining appearance of the le'aves, from the less degree of pubescence which
To this want of
imparts hairiness and opacity to the plant in its ordinary form.
downiness may possibly be owing the weak smell of the bruised leaves, as compared with the more hoary state of the species, between which and the present
nor indeed do I think that
variety every intermediate gradation may be found
C. officinale is ever seen with us here so copiously clothed with pubescence as I
Our variety must not be confounded
believe to have remarked it in other places.
with the other British species, C. sylmticum, Hsenke (C. montanum, Lam.), a very
different plant, having leaves of a lively grass-green, of a very different shape, and
rough with callous points, besides other marks of distinction.
HoLind's-tongue is extensively naturalized in N. America. I remarked it growing abundantly about Hamilton and elsewhere in Canada.

Western extremity of East-end, near Boncluirch farm.

lane, leading frnm Niton to Chale,

;

II.

BoEAGO, Linn.

Borage.*

" Calyx deeply 5-cleft.
Corolla rotate, having its throat closed
Stamens exserted
with 5 erect obtuse and emarginate teeth.

anthers
filaments bifid, the inner branch bearing the anther
Achenes with an excavated base,
linear-lanceolate, connivent.
Br. Fl.
seated on an hypogynous disk, free from the style."
;

Common Borage. " Lower leaves obof 1. B. officinalis, L.
vate attenuated at the base, segments of the corolla ovate acute
spreading."— 5r. Fl. p 280. E. B. t. 30.
In dry, rough, waste places, cultivated ground, amongst rubbi.sh, by roadsides
and along fences and hedges, also in pastures occasionally, but always near houses,
and certainly not truly indigenous, though pretty frequent, in such situations.
May— September. 0.

Fl.

—

In 1837
E. Med.
In a lane leading from Sandown village to the mar.shes.
At Arreton. By
I saw part of a clover-field at Bonchurch quite blue with it.
Bans farm, near St. Lawrence. In pasture-ground below Little Buddie farm.
Niton.
At Godshill, and near Brading, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
W. Med. —Plentifully in a field on the S. side of Yarmouth. At Norton.

III.

"

Anchdsa, Linn.

Alkanet.

Calyx

5-cleft or 5-partite. Corolla funnel-shaped, tube straight,
closed with convex connivent scales, the segments imAchenes depressed.
bricated (not twisted). Stamens included.
Nuts concave at the base, seated on an hypogynous disk, free
from the style."— Br. Fl.
its

mouth

Evergreen Alkanet. " Leaves ovate,
1 1. A. sempervirens, L.
lower ones upon long stalks, peduncles axillary, flowers subcapi*

Name

said to be derived from cor, the heart,

and

ago, I bring about

;

hence

the proverb,
"

Ego Borago gaudia semper
I

ago''

Borage bring good courage,

good spirits and joyous hilarity, as the Latin gaudia imports, a sense which our
English word courage will also bear, whose root is the same as that of the herb
or

reputed to inspire

it.

—

—

Echium.]
tate

;

boraginace*.

accompanied by two leaves."
Entom. x. t. et fol. 462.

— Br.
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Fl. p. 279.

E. B.

t.

45.

Curt. Br.

In waste places, amongst ruins, by roadsides, and on shady liedgebanks in
lanes a very dubious native of this island. Fl. May
August. 2^.
Niton, Mr. Curtis, who thought it wild there, and has figured the plant in his
'
superb work on
British Entomology,' from a specimen gathered at that place.
I have never seen it here in any satisfactory station, but have gathered it truly
wild both in Devonshire and the Channel Islands. Naturalized in the garden at
Montpellier House, Ventnor.

—

;

IV. Lycopsis, Linn.

Bugloss.

" Calyx deeply 5-cleft.
Corolla funnel-shaped, with a curved
tube, the mouth closed with convex connivent scales
limb obhque.
Stamens included. Achenes depressed, concave at the base, seated
on an hypogynous disk, free from the style." Br Fl.
:

1. Li. arvensiSjLi.
Small Bugloss. " Leaves lanceolate repanddenticulate very hispid, calyx erect while in flower."
Br. Fl. p.
279. E. B. t. 938.

—

On dry sandy banks, fields and pastures, in waste
roadsides, &c. ; common,
i^i. May.
0.
V. Symphytum, Linn.

and cultivated ground, by

Comfrey.

" Calyx 5-cleft or 5-partite.
Corolla enlarged upwards, its
throat closed with connivent lanceolate subulate scales. Achenes
ovate, excavated at the base, seated on an hypogynous disk, free
from the style." Br. Fl.
" Stem winged above,
1. S. officinale, L.
Co^nmon Comfrey.
leaves ovate-lanceolate attenuated at the base and very decurrent."
—Br. Fl. p. 280. E. B. t. 817.
(3.

Flowers rose-coloured.

By weedy

river-

and

S. patens, Sihlh.

swampy

dilch-sides, in

thickets,

along moist hedges and

—

places abundantly.
Fl. May
August.
2^.
E. Med.
Common along the stream between Ronde and Bridge Court, and
Abundant along the marsh-ditches in
occasionally all the way to Budbridge.

watery lanes, &c.

—

;

in

many

Sandown level. By Bowbridge.
W. Med. Common about Brixton.

—

Banks of the Medina, near Newport
Mr. W. D. Snooke.
Sandown marshes, Mr. Curtis, who observed it there also
/3. About Brixton.
with flowers of the richest purple, and with others entirely green.
Freshwater and Afton, rather

common

;

VI. Echium,* Linn.

Viper's Bugloss.

Calyx 5-cleft.
Corolla irregular, the limb 5-lobed, oblique,
dilated upwards, open or naked ; tube short.
Nuts obliquely
pointed, rough.
* Name from £%if, a viper, the head of which reptile the seeds are thought to
resemble hence, according to the old doctrine of signatures, the plant was deemed
a remedy for the bite of venomous serpents, and obtained its English name of
Viper's Grass, &c.
;

2 T

—

—
[Pidmonana.

BORAGiNACE^.

i'i-i

Very handsome and sLovvy plants, chiefly natives of the S. of Europe and of
One of the most splendid species, E. candicans, hears the ordinary winters of this island in the open ground, and ripens seed abundantly.

Africa.

1. E. vulgare, L.
Common Viper's Bugloss. Vect. Viper-grass.
" Stem herbaceous simple hispid with tubercles,
Snake-flower.
leaves linear-lanceolate hispid, flowers in lateral short spikes, stamens longer than the corolla."
E. B. i. 181.
Br. Fl. p. 274.
E. Italicum, E. B. t. S081 (not L.)

—

Tn dry waste or cultivated ground, amongst corn, on old walls, rubbish, borders
fields, banks and by roadsides, in a sandy, gravelly, and especially chalky soil
also on the shingly sea-beach, but very far from general or abundant in this part
of the country. /"/.June
September.
$.
E. Med. Scarcely seen about Ryde.
Plentifully on Ninham hill, a heath or
common near Niuham farm, by Shanklin. South-east angle of Youngwood's
copse, also in fields between Alverstone and Bordvvood, and about Queen Buwer,
frequent.
Shore near E. Cowes.
W. Med. Walls of Carisbrooke castle. Field by the road from Freshwater to
Alum Bay. In fields behind the heath at Colwell, where I have gathered a
variety with the blossoms of a beautiful and permanent rose-colour.
Near
Kingston.
Root tapering.
Stems 1 3 feet in height, usually solitary, simple or branching only from the very base, erect, sometimes spreading or diffuse, covered with
white stiff hairs interspersed with long, pungent, simple bristles, each seated on a
brownish tubercle.
Leaves all lanceolate, various in breadth, entire or obscurely
serrated, grayish green, very hairy, those of the root flat and tapering into short
petioles, of the stem linear, erect, waved, with deflexed margins, occasionally
broader, and soft and downy rather than hispid. Flovjers in lateral, axillary,
secund, recurved spikes forming a long leafy raceme, at first pinkish, afterwards
bright blue (sometimes while, rose-coloured, purple or violet), very handsome.
Sepals linear-lanceolate, as long as the tube of, but much shorter than, the entire
corolla, nearly equal, acute.
Corolla oblique, 5-lobed, with 2 principal nerves
along the back, and one on each side from the lateral lobes tube very short.
Stamens (with us) much exserted, but they are liable to great variation as to
length filaments reddish anthers blue
upper stamen attached to a projecting
stigma small, cloven.
crest within the tube.
Style long, white and hairy
This species occurs with white flowers in several parts of England, and I have
gathered a variety in Sussex with blossoms of a violet-colour, in this respect, and
in its diff"use mode of growth and broadly elliptical stem-leaves, making an
appro.'ich to E. violaceum, but that species has the radical leaves ovate or oblong,
the stem branched and destitute of tubercles.
I understand the Viper's Bugloss is a formidable nuisance on tillage-lands in
Virginia, Conf. Darling. Fl. Vest. p. 119.
of

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

:

;

VII. PcLiEONAEiA, Linn.

Lungwort.

"

Calyx with 5 angles, 5-cleft. Corolla regular, funnel-shaped,
its throat naked.
Stamens included filaments very short. Style
simple.
Achenes with a flat base, seated on an hypogj'nous disk,
Br. Fl.
free from the style."
:

Narroiv -leaved Lungivort.
P. angustifoUa, L.
Cowslips of
" Leaves scabrous, radical ones
Vect. Blue Coivslip.
petiolate, upper ones sessile all lanceolate."
Br. Fl. p. 274. E.
B. xxiii. t. 1628. Curt. Br. Entom. xiii. t. et fol. 610. Reichenb.
1.

Jerusalem.

Icon.

vi.

t.

DII.

fig. 69.5.

Pulmonaria, V. Pannonica, Clus. Hist.

:

Pulmonaria.]
Plant, var.
idem.

boraginace.e.

lib. v. p.

170.

Ger.

Em.
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p. 808, fig. 1.

P. maculosa,

13. Leaves linear-lanceolate.
P. azurea, Bess, Enum. Plant, vol. &c. p. 9, No.
205.
Clusius, Hist. PI. rar. lib. v. p. 169.
Pulm. 3tia Austriaca, Ger. Em. p.
808, fig. 3 (the satae block). Reich. Icon. vi. t. DT. fig. 694.
P. mollis, Wolf.
Reich. Icon. vi. t. 603, fig. 696.
Curt. Bot. Mag. L. t. 2242.
P. media. Host.
Fl. Aust. i. p. 235. Reich. Icon. vi. t. DIV. fig. 694.

y.

Flowers white.

In woods, thickets, copses, on hedgebanks and borders of fields abundantly
but exclusively on the stifi" clay of the eocene, tertiary or freshwater deposits
North of the great central chalk range, and particularly in East Medina.
Fl.
;

March— June. If.
E. Med — About

Ryde, plentifully.
In Quarr copse. Shore copse, and in the
open green by Mr. Smith's new house between Quarr abbey and Fishbourne.
Wood between Ninham farm and the Newport road, also along the road itself,
sparingly.
All over Firestone copse, Conibley woods,* Briddlesfurd and Chillingwood copses. Common in Whitefield wood and in those adjacent, as about
Koughborough, Kickhouse and Hardingshoot farms.
Between E. Cowes and
Wootton bridge, in Brock's copse near Palmer's farm, plentifully, also about
Shanibler's farm.
Steyn wood, near Bembiidge.
Abundant in copses on the E.
bank of the Medina, a little above E. Cowes.
W. Med. Rare in this division, and only, I believe, about Newport and Cowes.
In a wood between Somerlon farm and the Medina. Sparingly in Gurnet copse.
Plentiful in and about Parkhurst forest. Miss G. Kilderbee

—

.'.'.'

Not uncommon with

the typical form.
y. In a little copse near the Medina, by N. Fairlee, near Newport, G. Kirkpatric/c, Esq.
In this white-flowered variety the leaves are extremely narrow.
Herb from 6 to 12 inches high, or even more.
Root thick, fleshy, knotty,
blackish or brownish, with several stout fibres, running deep in the ground, and
having a tough medullary chord in the centre of each.
Stems simple, leafy, succulent and brittle, obtusely angular, slightly winged by the decurrent bases of the
cauline leaves, hispid with white, simple, spreading and deflexed hairs. Radical
leaves fascicled, much enlarged after flowering, tapering into broad, membranous,
winged petioles, very variable in breadth, commonly lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate, at other times linear-lanceolate and often very narrow not unfrequently they
are ovato-lanceolate and somewhat rounded at the base, never decidedly cordate
/3.

.'.'.'

;

* P.

— " In

a wood through which the road passes about two miles
of W., to Ryde, as common as Scilla nutans in our
woods," Mr. Griffith in Bot. Guide.
Notwithstanding the assertion here made of the frequency of an American species of Pulmonaria in the locality above mentioned, I have not succeeded in finding any other than P. angustifolia in woods between Newport and Ryde, and
apprehend the introduction of the former into our Flora must have originated in
error.
P. virginica has also been found, by another authority {Rev. Norton
Nicholls), apparently wild near Netley abbey, as mentioned in the ' Botanist's
Guide,' and from which station I have seen specimens in the Banksian herbaiium,
viri/inica, L.

and a half from Newport,

I.

now in the British Museum.
The wood in question, given in the Isle-of-Wight station, I imagine to be Combley Great Wood, as, through that and Firestone copse, the old road between NewOn the present line
port and Ryde appears not many years since to have passed.
there is no wood through which it can run within the alleged distance of 2i miles
I am nevertheless all but persuaded that the account of the discovery of P. virginica is erroneous, and that it may be easily traced to the authors
of the Bot. Guide inadvertently .subjoining the then quite recent detection of P.
angustifolia in this island, by Mr. Griffith, in 1804, to their announcement of the
American species as being found near Southampton.

from Newport.

——
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as in P. officinalis, with a stout prominent midrib beneath, at length 6—10 inches
long, their margins mostly a little thickened and inflexed, bright grayish green,
soft and flexile, hispid bni not harsh with copious erect, pale, simple hairs springlr<im minute tubercles, usually neljulously spotted with greenish white, more
rarely quite plain ; sometimes these spots are very large and confluent, occupying
the greater portion of the leaf
stem-leaves hairy and spotted* like the rest, the
lower ones more or less and very broadly petiolate, similar in form lo those at the
root, but becoming sessile as they ascend
the uppermost quite so, rounded or
cordate at the base and semiamplexicaul, running far down upon the stem into
narrow winged angles, mostly broadly ovate, with long points, at other times
oblongo-ellipiical, or even in the narrow-leaved state of the plant linear-lanceo-

ing

:

;

late.

Flowers shortly pedicellate,

in

a terminal leafy cluster of about 3 primary

an early stage the inflorescence appears capitate, but becomes
spreading in more advanced growth and subpauiculate, the clusters a little
recurved.
Calyx veiy hispid, ventricose, cleft about ^rd down into 5 equal, triangular, acute segments, each traversed by one of the five prominent ribs or angles.
divisions

in

;

the base of the pedicels, ovate-lanceolate, leafy, or wanting.
Corolla
reddish in the bnd, then violet, and lastly fine ultramarine blue fading into dull
blue or purple, the limb funnel-shaped, with 5 rounded equal segments lube
about the length of the calyx, a little contracted in the middle, while.
Stamens
very variable in their length and insertion
alternating with them are 5 small
tufts of erect pellucid hairs placed at the top of the tube.
Anthers oblongo-elliptical, blackish or brownish
pollen white.
Sti/le slightly angular, very variable
stigma capita to- globose, 2-lobed, papiUoso-glandulose. Nuts enclosed
in length
in the now much inflated calyx, the segments of which converge and completely
conceal them, as in a 6-valved capsule one or two often abortive, ovoid, with an
acute vertical edge all around, more or less pubescent, very smooth and shining,
inserted a little obliquely on a tumid annular gland fitting into a cup-shaped
cavity, with a projecting border at the base of the style
when ripe jet-black, but
mostly falling away before attaining maturity.
The flowers soon lose the brilliancy they at first display, becoming dull purple
and wrinkled, and, though produced in long succession, are not individually of
long duration, and the later blossoms, opening but few at a time, give, with the
half-withered remains of the former ones, a want of neatness which greatly diminishes the elegance of the plant.
iJj-ae^s at

;

;

;

;

;

;

VIII. LiTHOSPEBMDM, Linn.

GromweU.

" Calyx in 5 deep segments.
Corolla, funnel-shaped, its moutli
naked (or with very minute scales). Stamens included filaments
very short. Style simple. Achenes stony, with a truncated base,
seated on an hypogynous disk, free from the style."
Br. Fl.
:

Gray Mill or Gray
branched, leaves broadly lanceolate acute nerved rough above hairy beneath, tube of the
corolla as long as the calyx, achenes smooth."
JSr. Fl. p. 275.
1.

L.

officinale,

Millet.

E. B.

t.

"

Stem

L.

Co^nmon Groimvell.

erect very

much

134.

In dry thickets, hedges and pastures, rough waste places, cornfields, amongst
rubbish, ruins, and by waysides
most frequent perhaps on chalky soils, but
scarcely a very common plant in this island.
Fl. May, June.
Fr. July, Au;

gust,

li-

—

Common in the pits or hollows (old stone workings) in Quarr copse.
Nettlestone Point, and between it and the Priory, along the shore.
Frequent in
Bloodstone copse. In Eagle-head copse, in considerable plenty.
W. Med.
In Botlomground rew (copse), near Idlecombe. On chalky slopes
amongst brushwood between Kock and Comb farm. Brixton.
E. Med.

—

—
BOEAGINACE^.

MyoSOtis.]
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Nuts atout a line and a half in length, ovoid, pointed at tlie apex, bluish or
grayish white or partially brownish yellow, the testa extremely hard, smooth and
polished, resembling porcelain, enclosing a jet-black, wrinkled and shining
nucleus and often bursting sponlanenusly.
The seeds, which resemble miniature eggs of porcelain, would, from the stony
hardness of the shell or testa, be long in vegetating were not the latter endued
with the faculty of spontaneously falling to pieces, and so exposing the embryo
to the action of air and moisture.

L

3.
arvense, L.
Corn Gromwell. Bastard Alkanet. " Stem
erect branched, leaves lanceolate acute hairy, calyx a little shorter
than the corolla, its segments patent when containing the ripe
wrinkled nuts."— Br. Fl. p. 375. E. B. t. 123.

In diy waste and cultivated ground, cornfields, &c.
the

last.

Fi. April

— July.

;

more common here than

0.

IX. Mtosotis, Linn.

Scorpion-grass.

" Calyx 5 - cleft.
Corolla salver - shaped, the lobes obtuse,
twisted in estivation, the mouth half-closed with short rounded
valves.
Stamens included.
Style simple.
Achenes smooth,
attached to the bottom of the calyx by a minute flat spot (not
perforated at the base."
Br. Fl.

The twisted sstivation in Myosotis, though restricted to ihis genus of Boraginaceae, is one of the strongest points of analogy between that order and Convolvulaceee.

Forget1. M. palustris, With.
Great Water Scorpion-grass.
" Calyx with straight appressed bristles cleft to about
me-not.
one-third of its length when in fruit campanulate open shorter
than the divergent pedicels, teeth short triangular, limb of the
corolla flat longer than the tube, style as long as the calyx,
Br. Fl. p. 276.
pubescence of the stem spreading (or wanting)."
M. scorpioides palustris, L. Sm. Fl. Brit. i. p.
E. B. t. 1973.
212.

—

:

By clear ditches, rills,
May —August. 2^.
JE.

Med.

— Margin

farm-house,

W. Med.

pools, rivers

and

in wet

marshy

places,

but

rarely.

of a small pool in the Brick-kiln Butt facing

Fl.

Wackland

Mr. LoeU!

— In

a boggy

meadow by

the stream-side a

above Calbourne

little

village.

' Calyx
Creeping-rooted Scorpion-grass.
repens, Don.
with straight appressed bristles cleft to about the middle when
in fruit open or connivent shorter than the divergent pedicel, teeth
3.

M.

narrow-lanceolate acute, limb of the corolla flat longer than the
tube, lobes somewhat emarginate style as long as the calyx,
Br. Fl. p. 276. Borr. in
pubescence of the stem spreading."
E. B. S. t. 3703.

—

In similar situations with the last, but much more frequent sometimes found
FL June August. If.
New
In the mai'sh-ditches about the Wilderness, abundantly.
JE. Med.
;

in moist woods.

—

copse.

—

—
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W. Med.
Plentiful
and Gurnet farm.

in

[Myosotis.

a drain along the road between the Debborn turnpike

3.
M. ccBSpitosa, Schultz.
Tufted Water Scorpion - grass.
" Calyx with straight appressed bristles when in fruit campanulate open shorter than the divergent pedicels, teeth narrow-lanceolate bluntish, limb of the corolla concave (or flat when fully
expanded) equalling the tube, style very short, pubescence of the
stem appressed."— iSr. Fl. p. 277. Borr. in E. B. S. t. 2661.
In shallow drains, ditches, pools and plashy places not uncommon. Fl. May
—August. 11, Gaud. ; 71 ov $ Sm. ; Q,M. et K.
In a little pool in a field
E. Med. In Sandown marshes, not uncommonly.
near Coppid Hall.
Ditches in the meadows at the bottom of Brading marshes,
Mr. W. Wilson Saunders.
;

,

—

W.Med.
ground

— Plentiful

in

a

at the entrance of the

The whole

little

cut or drain across the

little

plot of planted

marsh at Easton (Freshwater Gate).

pale green, with a smooth, shining, translucent aspect.
even peiennial according to different authors.
erect or reclining, and rooting from the lowermost joints, about a foot high,
much branched, roundish, succulent, thinly clothed with fine, while, close-pressed
Root-leaves somewhat spathulate, those of the stem elliptical or obovatohairs.
lanceolate, obtuse, a little thickened at the tip but not mucronate, entire, and
clothed like the stem with the same white close-pressed pubescence, smoother
Floivers in long, leafless, spreading
beneath, their margins a little inflexed.
racemes, like those of M. palustris but much smaller, bright blue with a yellow
Pedicels (in fruit) secund,
eye, the base of each segment of the corolla whitish.
oblique, divergent, the uppermost suberect, all finally elongating and at length
deflexed.
Calyx bell-ihaped, cleft nearly half way into 5 ovate bluntish segments,
and covered like the pedicels with appressed hairs. Limb of the corolla a little
exceeding the calyx, its segments rounded, entire, not much longer than the tube;
scales bright golden yellow.
Nuts ovate, gibbous on the side next the style, very
smooth and shining, with a thin sharp edge all around their vertical circumfe-

Root
Stem

'plant

is

fibrous, annual, biennial, or

rence.

" Calyx with
Field Scorpion-grass.
4. M. arvensis, Hoffm.
spreading uncinate bristles half-5-cleft when in fruit ovate closed
shorter than the divergent pedicels, limb of the corolla concave
equalling the tube, style very short, raceme stalked."— /?r. Fl. p.
277.
E. B. S. t. 2629. M. intermedia. Link.
In open cultivated fields and waste places, also in woods, groves, thickets and
on shady hedgebanks very common, i^^. June August. 0.
;

—

" Calyx
with spreading uncinate bristles when in fruit ventricose open
equalling the divergent pedicels, limb of the corolla concave
shorter than the tube, style about equal to the tube of the calyx,
raceme stalked usually with one distant flower at the base." Br.
E. B. S. sub. fol. 2629. M. arvensis, E. B. t. 2558.
Fl. p. 278.
5.

M.

M.

collina,

Hoffm.

Early Field Scorjnon-grass.

hispida, Schlecht.

On

banks, wall-tops, pastures and waste ground, in dry sandy soil ; abundant.
June. 0.
F.Med. Amongst low bushes on the Dover, Ryde, plentiful. Dover spit,
[On the churchyard-wall in Newchurch shoot, abundantly.
St. Helens, abundant.
Dr. Bdl-Satter, Edrs._]
W. Med.
On Carisbrooke-castle walls, and on the dry turf beneath them, G.
Kirkpatrick, Esq.
Fl. April

—

—

—

—
Solanum.]

eobaginace^.

— solanace^.
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6.
M. versicolor, Lehm.
Yellow and Blue Scorpion-grass.
" Calyx with spreading uncinate bristles when in fruit oblong
closed longer than the almost erect pedicels, limb of the corolla
concave shorter than the exserted tube, style as long as the calyx,
raceme stalked." Br. Fl. p. 278. E. B. t. 2558 (ad calcem) and
t. 480 (left-hand figure).

On waste or cullivated ground, dry sandy fields, pastures, walls and tanks,
sometimes in moist places, meadows, &c. very common. -F/. April June. 0.
In a specimen from Kyde I find the hairs of the calyx mostly ap pressed or suberect and straight or scarcely uncinate.
It agrees well with the figure in E. Bot.,
and is perhaps the M. pusilla alluded to in Hook. Br. Fl. 3rd ed. p. 104.
The
calyx however in E. Bot. is drawn quite devoid of hairs, which is obviously an
omission'of the engraver.
The species of this genus, like those o{ Rubus, Rosa,
Salix and some others, seem involved in inextricable perplexity, and are probably inordinately multiplied from varieties of a few well-defined ones.

—

;

Order LIV.

SOLANACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx 5-, rarely 4-partite, persistent.
Corolla monopetalous,
liypogynous, its limb 5 -cleft, equal or somewhat unequal, deciduous, with a plicate aestivation.
Stamens inserted into the corolla,
alternate with its segments and equalling them in number. Ovary
1-, 2-, or 4-celled, manj''-seeded.
Style 1.
Stigma obtuse, rarely
lobed.
Pericarp 1-, 2-, or 4-celled; either a, capsule with a parallel double dissepiment, or a berry, with the recejitacles united to
the dissepiments. Seeds numerous. Embryo included in a fleshy
albumen more or less curved, often out of the axis. Radicle
opposite the hilicm.
Herbs or shrubs. Leaves alternate, without
stipules, floral ones sometimes opposite.
Inflorescence usually
extra- axillary {lateral with respect to the petiole)."
Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Solanum,* Linn.

Nightshade.

—

Calyx 5 10 parted. Corolla rotate. Anthers clustered round
the style, their cells opening by 2 terminal pores.
Berry 2- or

more

celled,

many-seeded.

1. S. Dulcamara, Ij.
Woody Nightshade.^ Bittersweet. Stem
shrubby climbing without thorns flexuose, lower leaves ovate,
upper ones hastate auriculate, corymbs cymose drooping opposite
the leaves, berries ovate.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 811. Br. Fl. p. 283.
Curt. Fl. Bond. fasc. i.
Bind. Syn. p. 182.
E. B. viii. t. 565.
t.

14.

Stem and leaves downy.
Germ, et Helv. p. 508.

its

Dulc.

var.

|3.

S.

* Derivation very uncertain.

It has perhaps

/3.

tomentosum, Koc/i, Syn. Fl.

been altered from solamen, from

quieting or solacing effects as a medicine.
f Frequently but most erroneously called Deadly Nightshade.

See Atropa.
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y. Stems much branched, diffuse or prostrate, not scfindent, and, as well as the
somewhat fleshy leaves and very angular branches, downy and almost hispid with
spreading or partly curved hairs. S. lignosum seu Dulcamara marina, Ray, Syn,

265 ?
Flowers white.
Tn mostly damp or wet hedges, woods, groves, thickets and bushy pastures,
about old walls, fences and ruins, on river- and ditch-banks and in moist shady
Tj
places generally
August.
very common.
Fl. June
Barton copse, near E. Cowes. By the gate leading
/3. On the Dover, Ryde.
into the Newport road from Quarr abbey, and elsewhere between Ryde and
Wootton. Almost as common a form in the island as a., but variable in the
degree of pubescence.
ed. Dillen. p.
8.

—

;

.

On the sea-beach.
1 think I have seen this var. on the wet banks of slipped land in Whitecliff
In a street at Ryde, Dawson Turner, Esq., in Snooke's Fl. Vect. Sandown
bay.
lu my specibay, and between Calbourne and Brixton, O. Kirkpatrirk, Esq.
mens the leaves are all auricled, and the plant scarcely differs from /3. except in
y.
S.

not being climbing.
2. S. nigrum, L.
Black or Garden Nightshade.
Stem herbaceous angular without thorns, leaves ovate bluntly sinuato-dentate
or wavy, umbels lateral drooping remote from the leaves, berries
globular.
Lind. Syn. p.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 319.
Br. Fl. p. 283.
183.
E. B. viii. t. 566. Ourt. FL Lond. fasc. 2, t. 14.

On

waste ground, about houses and farmyards, on dunghills, amongst rubbish
very common. Fl. June
Fr. September,
October'.
October.
0, or sometimes If, Sm.
A rank bushy weed, of a dark or blackish green colour. Root annual or someStem with many spreading angular branches, beset with rough
times perennial.
tubercles, which appear to be the rudiments of those thorns or prickles that arm
Leaves ovate, stallied, dentato-sinuate,
so many foreign species of Solanum.
Flowers
entire at the base and towards the point, slightly hairy in my specimens.
white, in pedunculated drooping umbels, from the upper part of the interramificaCa/ya; -segments
tions of the stem, each flower on a tapering downy pedicel.
ovate-obtuse, those of the corolla lanceolate, downy, as are the filaments and style.
Anthers yellow, surrounding the germen like a tube, bursting on the inner face

and

in neglected gardens

;

—

Berries the size of large peas, purplish black,
just below their truncate summit.
of a sweet mawkish taste, very juicy, 2-celled, with a large fleshy placenta in the
middle of the septum, and to which are attached numerous small, whitish, compressed seeds, pointed at one end.
Varieties of this plant with yellow and red berries are found on the Continent,
and are considered by some as distinct species.
A var. with green berries grows

where it was shown me by Mr. Borrer, who has
likewise observed it in Essex.
The flowers of -S". nigrum, gathered in warm close weather, occasionally exhale
an odour of musk as powerfully as those of Mimulus moschatus, which I have
myself remarked the smell is however very transient, ceasing to be perceptible
truly wild at Henfield, in Sussex,

;

almost immediately.
This species in some of its forms is very widely dispersed over the globe, and,
notwithstanding its acknowledged poisonous properties, is cultivated in the Mauritius and plsewhere as an esculent vegetable (Bojer, Hort. Maurit.), surely not
for

want of more palatable and wholesome aliment.*

* See a confirmation of this statement in Lesson's Flore Rochfortine,' 8vo, p.
also Sloane, Nat. Hist, of Jamaica, i. p. 235.
May not the narcotic principle be destroyed by boiling, though its activity is not impaired by infusion ?
'
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II.

"

Calyx

;

5-partite.

lobes equal.

Atropa, Linn.

3!29

Dwale *

Corolla campanulate, with a short tube, the
Berry of 3 cells." Br. Fl.

Stamens distant above.

A. Belladonna, L.
1.
Deadly Nightshade.
Divale.
Stem
herbaceous, leaves ovate quite entire, flowers axillary stalked
mostly solitary.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 317.
Br. Fl. p. 283.
Lind.
Syn. p. 182.
E. B. ix. t. 592.
Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 5, t. 16.
Jac. Fl. Aust. iv. 5, t. 309 (opt.)
In woods, hedges and bushy

places, on waste ground,

park-palings, and sometimes on the pebbly beach

June
Under

i^i.

— August,

i^r.

August, September.

amongst

very rare,

;

if

not

ruins,

now

under

extinct,

2f.

the palings near the gardener's cottage at Knighton Manor-house, in
considerable plenty, Ladi/ Brenton.
I have sought carefully and repeatedly for this plant at Knighton, but hitherto
without success.
A coloured sketch taken of the living plant, by Lady Brenton,
leaves no room to doubt the correctness of the observation, and she believes
some alterations made on the premises may have caused its disappearance.
Root perennial, thick, whitish and fle^iy, creeping by offsets from the crown.
Stem 1 or several, from 2 feet or under to 3, 4, or even 5 feet in height, herbaceous, erect, pale green or purplish, firm, solid, simple, subterete, slightly angular
and furrowed below, dividing above into usually .3, sometimes 4 main divaricate
branches, often with a smaller and shorter supplementary one, which are dichotomously forked, leafy, and covered like the rest of the stem, but more copiously,
with short, spreading, glandulose pubescence.
Leaves quite entire, dull green,
nearly glabrous above, paler and a little hairy bensath, as on the stem, especially
along the prominent ribs, of a weak flaccid texture and somewhat fat, fleshy or
succulent, hence quickly drooping when gathered
the lower and middle stemleaves alternate or scattered, often 9 or 10 inches long and 5 to 6 inches wide,
ovate-elliptical, acute, tapering into short, semiterete, slightly winged petioles
upper stem-leaves apparently opposite,! in pairs, one of each pair much the
smaller of the two ; less than those below, more truly ovate, rounded or subcordate
Stipules none.
at base.
Peduncles single-flowered, solitary, much shorter than
Flowers nodding or
the leaves, terete, lax, drooping or decurved, very downy.
drooping, scentless.
Calyx persistent, downy within and without, not half the
length of the corolla sepals ovate, acuminate, entire or with an occasional tooth
or lobe, 3-ribbed, unequal in length and 2 of them much broader than the rest,
widely spreading and enlarged in fruit.
Corolla about 1 or \\ inch in length,
campanulate, downy, the tube very short, uucoloured, 5-lobed and 5-furrowed
limb somewhat ventricose, many-ribbed, dull muddy green externally, within glabrous, yellowish green at base checquered with bottle-green, the border in
5 broadly ovate, scarcely pointed, rather unequal, finally spreading segments, with
reflexed raargin.s, of a lurid dingy puiple, with which the whole anterior portion
of the limb is tinged and pencilled.
Stamens included, inseited at the bottom of
the tube and adnate with the latter its whole length, where they are very hairy;
Jilaments glabrous in their free part, filiform, terete, their summits bent downwards anthers large, white, inverted by the prone curvature of the top of the filament, cordate by the separation of their lobes below, betwixt which the filament
Style
pollen white, globose.
is inserted, 2-celled, bursting laterally, glabrous
;

;

;

;

;

* Dwale; I imagine from the Dutch, dwalen, to err, to go astray; or more
immediately from the obsolete verb to dwaule, to he delirious the loss of sense
and reason being the most prominent symptom induced by this poison.
f I say here apparently, because they spring unilaterally from the stem and
not from its opposite sides.
;

2 u

t
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deciduous, filiform, about as long as tlie limb of the corolla, its suminit (stigma)
transverse, capitate, oblong, curved backwards into a semicircle, green and bristly.
Ovari/ glabrous, semiovoid, surrounded at base by a white or dull orange, annuBeny perfectly 2-ceUed, globose, much
lar and tumid nectariferous gland.
depressed, obscurely lobed or often somewhat quadrangular, from about 6 to 9
lines in diameter, deep purplish black, very soft, shining and succulent when ripe,
Seeds very numerous,
closely sessile on the widely spreading and enlarged calyx.
attached to a large fleshy placenta projecting into each cell at right angles to the
dissepiment, irregular in shape, roundish, subreniform or subtriangular, when
freed from the tinging juice and dried up of a deep iron-gray, with a somewhat
metallic lustre like black-lead, beautifully reticulate-punctate, with angular cells
or depressions having very sharp edges.
The flavour of the ripe berries is decidedly sweet and agreeable, wholly devoid
of any bitter or nauseous aftertaste, and, in conjunction with their glossy and rich
purple aspect, resembling black-heart cherries, hold out a tempting but fatal lure
to the ignorant or unwary.

Micandra physaloides, Gaertn. (Atropa physalnides, L.) originally from
Peru, and known by its sinuately dentate leaves, large pale blue flowers, and
5-angled, winged, inflated calyx enclosing the fruit, is partly naturalized in waste
and cultivated ground at Eyde, Shanklin and other parts of the island, flowering
I have gathered it at Hastings, and believe that, like
from July to October.
Datura Stramonium, it is gradually spreading itself over this and other countries
of Europe.

III.

Hyoscyamus,* Linn.

Henbane.

ventricose below tbe contracted middle.
Cap(Sii^mo, capitate.
CoroiZa funnel-shaped, obliquely 5-lobed.
sule at the bottom of the rigid persistent calyx, 3-celled, manyseeded, opening transversely at its truncate summit, with a moveable operculum.

Calyx

5-cleft, tubular,

Stem-leaves oblong
Common Henbane.
1.
H. niger, L.
amplexicaul deeply sinuato- dentate, flowers unilateral axillary
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 316. Br. Fl. p. 282. E. B. ix.
nearly sessile.
t.

591.

On

dry waste ground, pastures, village-greens, rubbish and by roadsides, espenear towns and on calcareous soils, also along the sea-beach and on the
high downs frequent. FZ. May August, i^r. August, September.
^,orO,
cially

—

;

Sm..

—

E. Med. On the Dover and elsewhere about Byde, occasionally. Shore near
Bonchurch, just at the entrance of the rough ground
E. Cowes, abundantly.
they have lately begun building upon, plentiful.
Very frequently at Ventnor,
especially on excavation-heaps at its western end, near the junction of the upper
At St.
and lower branches of the road from Newport descending to the town.
By Little Buddie farm. Niton. At Binstead, Rev.
Lawrence and Bank-end.
Wm. Darwin Fox, who told me it came up invariably with Datura Stramonium
in his garden there, wherever the ground was disturbed for making fresh borders.
*

Name

thought

from

"J, "oj,

a hog, and

>cuafA,Oi,

a bean, which the seed-vessel

(?)

was

to resemble.

f It is difiicult to account for the origin of the English name Henbane, except
by supposing it to be a corrupt translation of the Greek, and properly Hogbean,
as the French word Jmquiame and the Italian Giusquiamo are more immediately
I can find no allusion by any author,
derived from the same classical root.
ancient or modern, to any injurious effect on poultry which might justify the
appellation.

Hyoseyamus.]
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Old quarry by Morton house, near Brading.
Dr. Bell-Saher. Near the hotel (Fisher's ?)
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Morton farmyarrl, very abundantly,
and at Si. 'Lawrence, in
plenty, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
On a waste spot of ground by the roadbide between
Bembridge and Yaverland, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. [At the foot of Bembiidge
down, near Yaverland farm, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
W. Med.
On the shingle at Freshwater Gate, and very large and abundant
on the shore a little W. of Norton, and on the flagstaff-mound at the preventivestation.
Along the beach in Thorness bay, frequent, far from any houses.
At
Brook, also frequent. Near the Blackgang hotel. Plentiful about Compton
farm.
On Buccombe down. Field between Bakerwood and Dewcombe coppices.
At the foot of Moltislon down, on the S. side.
A stout bushy plant, 2—4 feet high, thickly clothed with soft clammy hairs,
at Ventiior

;

—

exhaling a strong, heavy, narcotic odour much like that of the black Currant, disagreeable to most persons, and extremely oppressive and injurious to some constitutions. *
Root thick, white and fleshy, fusiform, with us, as it mostly but
not always is, biennial, though Smith and Hooker make it annual.
Stem erect,
rounded, much branched, almost woody.
Leaves soft and pliant, unctuous to the
touch, dull green, strongly veined, radical ones on semicylindrical petioles, triangulari-ovate, spreading on the ground stem-leaves alternate, sessile, semiamplexicaul both deeply sinuato-dentale or subbipinnatifid, with sharp, spreading, lobelike teeth.
Flowers nearly sessile, secund, produced in succession at the end of
the recurved leafy clusters of ripening capsules, which elongate with the growth
of the branches to 18 inches or upwards, bearing buds, blossoms and seeds in
Calyx pitcher-shaped,
all states of maturity until nearly the close of summer.
downy, closely embracing the seed-vessel, strongly ribbed with a connecting network of prominent veins, contracted beneath the fuimel-shaped limb, whose margin is 5-cleft, the segments broadly triangular, erect, with a sharp bard point.
Corolla funnel-shaped, hairy, large and handsome, the limb in 5 unequal rounded
lobes, pale whitish or straw-yellow, beautifully pencilled with dark reticulations
Stamens inserted on the tube, uneand a veining of rich purple in the throat.
qual and a little declined, hairy a great part of their length anthers violet, bursting laterally, ovate, compressed, 2-celled. Style round, smooth, purplish ; stigma
Capsules suberect, in
roundish, flat and hairy, with a depression in the centre.
long, unilateral, alternately 2-ranked clusters, closely protected by the excessively
rigid almost prickly calyx, ovate, thin and membranous, veined, truncate at top
where the capsule is curiously fitted with an oval lid or valve of a strong elastic
this lid
texture, somewhat 2-lobed and crowned with the remains of the stigma
separates when the seed is ripe, and no doubt serves to defend them from the rain
or dew which may lodge in the erect and cnp-like calyx-limb placenta, triangular, not reaching to tlie bottom of the capsule, formed by a reduplication of the
Seeds numerous, kidney-shaped,
dissepiments, to which they are at right angles.
grayish, much compressed, beautifully covered with angular reticulations, the
interstices forming deep cellular excavations sparkling here and there with bril;

;

;

:

;

liant metallic

and prismatic

colours.

When

growing on the plant and nearly ripe, I have been struck by the general
resemblance of the capsules to clusters of filberts in their leafy involucres, a
remark which has been made by others on first seeing them ; and when divested
of their calycine covering these seed-vessels, with their lids, still more exactly
represent a now somewhat old-fashioned form of cast-iron pot or boiler, the bow
handle and three short legs being alone wanting to make the imitation perfect.
The seeds of the Henbane, like those of the Poppy, are replete with a fixed oil,
said to be devoid of the narcotic quality of the rest of the plant.
Henbane is occasionallv found naturalized iu America, but is rare in that

* The Rev. K. W. Sibthorp related to me that himself and a friend, on gathering this plant near Tattersall, in Lincolnshire, were both aifected with nausea and
tremor," from which the former soon recovered, but his friend remained seriously
indisposed until the following day, from the narcotic efHuvium.

—
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connlry except in some of the northern parts; I noticed
and around Quebec in 1846.

it

frequently at Montreal

Thomapple.

IV. Datura,* Linn.

" Calyx tubular, deciduous.
Corolla funnel-shaped, angular,
plaited.
Anthers opening by longitudinal slits. Stigma 2-lobed,
Br. Fl.
Capsule lialf-4-celled, 4-valved."

Common Thomapple.

D. Stramonium, L.

1 1.

" Herbaceous,

leaves ovate angulate-sinuate glabrous, fruit ovate erect clothed
Br. Fl. p. 282. E. B. t.
with numerous nearly equal spines."
1288.
By roadsides, in waste and cultivated ground, about towns, on dunghills and
here and there sporain newly turned-up soil of fields, gardens or building-lots
Fl. July, Audically, and scarcely persistent long together in any one station.

—

;

gust,

i^r.

E. Med.

September, October.

0.

— On the Dover, Ryde,

In Turner's nura plant or two occasionally.
sery-ground, and in the garden of Williams's hotel, Shanklin, where it has been
growing fur many years, but was most likely sown originally in both for medicinal purposes.
Garden-ground at INiton.
A weed in the garden of the Kev.
Girard, at Godshill.
In a lane at the N.E. end of G idshill, Mr. W. D. Srwoke.
On the sea-wall under the grounds at Apley, Miss T. Price ! In the garden of
the Rev. Wm. Darwin Fox, at Binstead.
At Ryde, I. of W., Mr. S. Woods in
Bot. Guide.
W. Med. In Northwood park, near the circular reservoir, ou ground formerly
a garden.
Root whitish, tripering, with lateral simple or branched fibres.
Stem herbaceous, erect, from about 1 to 3 feet high, pale yellowish green, roundish or
obscurely angular, stout, firm, smooth and succulent, fistulose in the centre, glabrous or nearly so below, dichotomously and divaricately branched, snbcompressed
and laterally groo^ed above, with a short pubescence on the upper side of the
Leaves unequal in size, the lowermost very large, dull green,
branches chiefly.
somewhat fleshy or succulent, glabrous or slightly pubescent, on slightly channelled terete petioles shorter than themselves alternate, those at the top appearing
to be opposite, but always with a rudimentary or nascent branch in the axil of
each, showing the real mode of arrangement
ovate, often unequal at base,
coarsely and unequally sinuate-dentate and angular, almost lobed, the teeth very
acute, strai{;ht or a little uncinate, mucronate-apiculate, the sinuses shallow or
rounded ; beneath paler, with about 8 or 9 very promineut terete ribs.
Floioers
solitary, in the forks of the branches or between the highest and opposite leaves,
very sweet-scented, like primroses, and most so towards evening, on very short,
Calyx pale yellowish green, membranous, slightly
stout and downy peduncles.
pubescent. If inch in length, erect, smooth, ovate-oblong, with 5 acutely plicate
angle-like ribs terminating in as many unequal triangular teeth or segmeuts, with
marcescent points slightly contracted below the .summit.
Corolla while, membranous, yellowish or cream-colouicd before expansion, twice the length (if the
calyx, funnel-shaped, the tube yellowish green and a little contracted in the middle, the limb plicately 5-ribbed and angled, each angle terminating in one of the
Stamens inserted at the top of the tube,
5 subulate oblique points of the corolla.
much shorter than the corolla, the inferior half of their terete filaments dilated,

—

—

;

;

;

Khala D'haioora, Bengalee; Krishna Dhaturra,
Thomson's London Dispensatory,' who says these oriental synonyms
belong to D. fastuusa, but are probably applied as well to D. Melel, D. Tatula
and ourcomnion Stramonium, all natives of the East. 7a(4)'aA, Arabic, according
* Dhilonra, Hindostanee

Sanscrit

'

:

to Forskol.

;

Datura.]
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flattened,

adnate to the tute and pubescent, their upper free half quite glabrous ;
anthers erect, slightly hairy, cream-coloured, narrowly elliptical, flat, bursting all
along their thin lateral margins pollen white, globular.
Style terete, glabrous,
compressed and clavate at summit stigma papillose-glandulose, decurrent, nectarilerous.
Ovary conical, faintly 2—4 lobed, ecbinate with the nascent spines of
the fruit.
Capsule ovoid, ecbinate with strong, tapering, sharp and very unequal
spines, pubescent when green, subtended by the large, persistent and dellexed
;

;

base of the calyx.
A plant or two of Stramonium is commonly seen in the cottager's garden, as
being much in request for asthma.
Smoked like tobacco, it often gives immediate relief, but must be used with circumspection.
£>. Stramonium is usually stated in books to be of American origin, and naturalized in Europe, but there is every reason for believing this to be a mistake, and
that the plant, if not indigenous to our quarter of the globe, came to us from the
Eiibt, where both it and some other species are well known.
In America it is
common, but only in the same situations as in Europe the idea therefore of its
importation from the New World is a gratuitous assumption unsupported by evidence, and contrary to probability when we consider the oriental derivation of its
generic name in so many Arabic dialects, and are aware how much the species
increase in number and frequency as we advance eastward. The same opinion is
expressed by Prof. Bigelow in his Jledical Botany of the United States.' It is
also mentioned as of eastern origin by Tabernaemontanus (see Tabern. JKrauterb.
edit. C. Bauhin. Frankfort, 16
).
Gerarde tells us that he received seed of the
Thornapple, which was a scarce plant in England in his time, from Constantinople, an additional presumption that the species is of eastern, not western, origin.
In Hungary it is a pestilent weed, choking the soil as Mercurialis annua does in
England.
I have seen it lining the roadside for miles between Vienna and
;

'

—

Buda.
I have reason to believe D. Stramonium to be the Jamestown weed mentioned
by Abbot in that elegant but not always, as regards nomenclature, correct work,
the Insects of Georgia,' the blossoms of which are so attractive to Sphinx Carolina.
In August, 1796, n pair of these fine insects were taken by a Mr. Thomson atW. Cowes, and a fig. of one of them given by Mr. Curtis in his splendid work,
the British Entomology.' Datura is closely allied to the Tobacco, on which this
'

'

Sphinx

said principally to feed.
botanists themselves do not consider the Thornapple as originally native to their soil, and indeed its popular name of Jamestown weed (corrupted into Jimson) furnishes pretty conclusive evidence of its migration to the
is

The American

northern section of the Union from one of the oldest colonial settlements in VirIt and the purple-stemmed var. (D. Ta^uZo* of authors) quite cover the
vacant lots and waste places of New York and Philadelphia, as if purposely sown
for medical use
farther North than these cities I observed it to become gradually
scarcer, and hardly to be seen in any part of Lower Canada that I visited.
I found at St. Thomas (Virgin Islands), in April, 1844, a species of Datura
with pale stems and flowers, and the general appearance of .D. Stramonium, but
essentially difi'ering in its much larger and I think more densely muricated capsules, which were not ovate but hemispherical, or having their greatest diameter
Besides the seed, these capsules contained abundance of a
at the base itself.
watery juice, and, although on being gathered, with a view of raising plants on
my return to England, they were kept perfectly dry on board the vessel, the seeds
ginia.

;

* In September, 1845, 1 remarked a single plant of D. Tatula in a cottager's garden at Newbridge, but whether spontaneous there, or purposely introduced, I am
unable to say.
It is a much larger plant, sufi'used with purple in its stems and
flowers, common in the South-east of Europe and the United States, and is considered by many as a mere variety of the present species, but, as the point is not
settled, and that variety, if such it be, is unknown in England, I have not mixed
up its description with that of the commoner plant, as constituting but one
genuine species.

—
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quite mouldy from the superabundant moisture, wliich was unable
escape through the thick walls of the capsule.

became

Order LV.
" Calyx

SCROPHULARIACE^,

to

Juss.

4—5

Corolla monopetalous, genelobed, persistent.
aestivation. Stamens
imbricated
with
an
deciduous,
irregular,
rally
Stigma
Style I.
4, didynamous, rarely equal, sometimes 2 or 5.
^-celled,
seldom
a
berry)
(very
Capsule
undivided.
rarely
2-lobed,

—

4 valved, or opening by pores the valves entire or bifid, with
2
a dissepiment either double from the inflexed margins of the
valves, or simple, parallel and entire, or opposite and bipartite.
Receptacle of the seeds central, united to the dissepiment, or
eventually separating. Seeds few or numerous. Embryo straight,
Herbs, sojnetimes
enclosed in the axis of a fleshy albumen.
shrubs, usually loith opposite leaves." Br. Fl.
;

—

—

* Corolla
f Stamens
I.

6,

rotate,

unequal

;

4

— 5 lobed.

filaments shaggy.

Verbascum, Linn.

Mullein.*

Corolla rotate, unequally 5-lobed, with a very
filaments bearded with
Style and stamens declined
short tube.
Capsules ovate or globose, 2-celled and 2-valved,
coloured hairs.

Calyx

5-cleft.

;

many-seeded.

A

genus of handsome plants, with yellow, whitish or purple flowers, chiefly
natives of Europe, the West of Asia, and North of Africa.
§ Leaves decurrent, woolly.

Flowers in a dense oblong spike.

Great Mullein. High Taper. Bullock's
1. V. Thapsus, L.
Flannel Plant. " Stem simLungivort. Vect. Shepherd's Club.
woolly
on
both sides, spike of flowers
all
decurrent
ple, leaves
very dense, pedicels shorter than the calyx, corolla concave in the
throat about twice as long as the calyx, 2 stamens longer glabrous
Br. Fl. p. 303. E. B. t.
their anthers very shortly decurrent."
^

549.
V. thapsifoxme, Schrad.P
less downy, bracts longer than the calyx.
dry banks, walls and waste places, along hedges, roadsides, in woods and
rough stony pastures, in a sandy, gravelly, and above all chalky soil ; common.
/3.

Leaves

On

—

June August. $
About Quarr abbey and at Binstead, in many places, as on a steep
E. Med.
bank by the brook at Stonelands, and on rubbish-heaps near the brick-kiln. Wood
East-end, by Luccombe, abundantly, and
between Yarbridge and Yaverland.
Between Cowes and Newport comof gigantic growth, often 6 or 7 feet high.
mon in most parts of the island, IB. T. W.

Fl.

—

.

;

* Mullein, in French Molene, doubtless from mollis, soft or downy, though the
Gerarde seems rather to think it is a corruption of woollen ! a truly

classical

homespun

conceit.

Verbascum.]
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Carisbrooke, on banks bv the road going to

Buccombe.
/3.

In a

little

to Morton,

Dr.

lane between Bradine

BMSalter

down and

the lane leadino; from Adgeston

.'.'

Capsules large, densely imbricated, canescent, with yellowish gray stellate
pubescence easily removed by friction, broadly ovoid and subcompressed, dehiscing by a lateral furrow and partially at the summit of each valve.
Seeds numerous, dull brown, very unequal in size and shape, mostly prismatic or angular or
abruptly truncate, others oblonif, tapering, obtuse or somewhat pointed, rough
with rows of deep depressions and intermediate tubercular points.
This species abounds, both in the United States and in Canada, in neglected
fields, old pastures, &c., where, like many of the supposed foreign weeds of that
country, it is even more prevalent than in its native Europe.
§§ Leaves not decurrent, more or less woolly beneath, nearly glabrous above.
Flowers fascicled, in a long spike or racenie.

3. V. nigrum, L.
Dark Mullein. Leaves ovato-lanceolate
pubescent on short footstalks, flowers in a long simple or
branched spike, calyx-segments linear acute.
Br. Fl. p. 304.
E. B. i. t. 52.
Fl. Loud. iii.
Fl. Dan. vii. t. 1 088.
Schrab.

Mon.

Verb. sect.

ii.

p. 25.

In dry gravelly, sandy or chalky pastures, on hedgebanks, by roadsides and
borders of fields, but very local. i^Z June— October.
2^ ex M. et K.
$.
E. Med.
In several places about Arreton, and abundantly along the hedgebanks of two fields on either side of the road from thence to Merston, near the
foot of St. George's down.
On a bank by Alverslone farm, at the entrance of the
lynch. *
Near Ryde, Miss Roberts ! Near Arreton and Merslon, Mr. W. D.
Snooke
Root perennial. Stem erect, usually from 1 to 3 or 4, sometimes 5 or 6 feet in
height, straight, mostly simple but often paniculately branched, solid and filled
with a beautiful tissue of pentagonal cells, acutely angular and channelled, mostly
purplish and somewhat terete below, clothed with a more or less dense woolly
pubescence, composed of curiously branched hairs jointed internally.
Leaves all
(excepting the uppermost on the stem) stalked, very variable in size and shape,
mostly ovate or ovate-lanceolate, rounded or cordate at the base, mostly acute,
sometimes obtuse, deep dull grayish or blackish green, strongly veined and
wrinkled, downy or sometimes nearly glabrous above, paler and more or less
woolly beneath, especially along the principal nerves, undivided or somewhat
lobed, and even, it is said, with the base of the lowermost sometimes lyrate-pinnaradical and lowermost
tifid (Bertol. 1. c), more or less equally crenato-serrate
stem-leaves often very large, 16 or 18 inches long, excluding the petiole, by 8 or
10 inches wide, on deeply caniculate semiterete footstalks, of very variable length,
and mostly, like the midrib of the leaf, purplish superior stem-leaves very shortly
stalked, often lanceolate and obscurely crenate, the uppermost of all usually quite
sessile and slightly clasping, very broadly ovate, with long points and quite
entire.
Flowers very numerous, in clusters of about from 4 to 6 or 10 together,
crowded into a leafless, gradually elongating cylindrical and spicate raceme
either simple or branched below, the branches upright and much shorter than the
centre spike or proliferous continuation of the stem, which is often 18 inches or
Each fascicle is subtended by a common bract, of which the
more in length.
lowermost are linear or ovate at base, with long taper points, and mostly longer than

—

.'.'.'

;

;

* Lynch is a name applied
know the precise limitation of
be llwyn
origin.

;

to several woods in the Isle of Wight, but I do not
The British word for a grove is said to
the term.
perhaps both that and the modern provincialism may have the same

—
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the pedicels, those higher up subuhite and shorter than the expanded flowers all
Pedicels when in flower and fruit elonwith incurved and ascei]ding points.
gated, very unequal, mostly 2 or 3 times as long as the calyx, cylindrical, stellateCalyx very
pubescent, with or without one or more subulate bracts at their base.
deeply cleft, not half as long as the corolla, downy outside ; sepals linear, subuCorolla bright yellow, sometimes, it is said, white,
late, acute, single-ribbed.
about 9 or 10 lines in diameter, deeply 5-cleft, the segments obovate-oblong, a little unequal and downy externally, commonly marked around the orifice uf the
very short funnel-shaped throat in a stellate form, with 5 purplish brown somewhat lunate spots intersected by a narrow streak, and within these a row of
Stamens nearly equal,
smaller more irregularly shaped spots of the same colour.
the 3 superior ones rather the shortest, ascending; filaments stout, thickening
upwards, densely bearded in their middle part with long, spreading, simple hairs
of a palish violet, their tips slightly enlarged or glandular; a/i(/ici-s nearly semi;

circular, strongly compressed, 1-celled? bursting along their upper margin ; polGermen globose, densely clothed with
len bright orange verging on scarlet.

snow-white rigid hairs style long, ascending, slightly dilated upwards, glabrous
s%m« capitate, globose, glandulose- pilose, greenish.
or sometimes hairy below
Capsules small, about as long as the calyx, ovato-globnse, brownish and tomenSeeds numerous, dull brown,
tose-pubescent, very obtuse, tipped with the style.
less abruptly truncate than those of V. Thapsus, otherwise scarcely differing from
iheni in size, shape or sculpture.
Our Veclian plant is the variety figured in the continuation of the Fl. Londinensis, and differs from that of E. B. in having larger and perhaps rather paler
The latter, which I have observed in Suffollc, is, 1 think, of more slender
flowers.
habit and still deeper green.
This species obtained the name of nigrum either from the comparatively dark
lurid green of the leaves, or, as Wahleuberg suggests, from its turning black in
;

;

drying.
Floivers solitary, in
§§§ Leaves all decurrent, glabrous on both sides or nearly so.
pairs or few together, in a long, racemose, lax spike.

Moth Mullein. " Leaves crenate oblong
3. V. Blattaria, L.
glabrous, radical ones sinuate, upper ones acuminate, flowers solitary stalked remote collected into an elongated branched glandular-hairy raceme, pedicels much longer than the calyx."
Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 393.
p. 303.
p.

Flowers white.

On

chalky, gravelly or clayey banks, pastures and by waysides
very rare in a
less unfrequent with white flowers in stations usually mure or
i^Z. June
October.
Q,Sm.Hook.; 3' , DC. he.
less suspicious.
Under the wall of Binstead churchyard, but evidently the outcast
JB. Tl/erf.
of the adjoining garden.
W. Med. In a retired lane called Gallants leading from Ganson's or Gaskin's
Barn towards Carisbrooke, certainly wild, and with ihe usual yellow flowers of
the species, 1839.
;

truly wild state

—

:

—

—

/3. The more common var. in this island, but too often,
I fear, escaped from
gardens.
On the Dover, occasionally, near Ryde Castle. In Binstead churchyard, but in both places the outcast of gardens.
At Swainslon, Mr. James Hammond.
By Fern hill, Mr. J. Tayler, who thought it indigenous, but being the
white-flowered var. it was probably only an escape, as I have [not ?] since observed

it

there!!!

Capsule the size of a peppercorn, nearly globular, brownish, glabrous and
wrinkled.
Seeds numerous, blackish brown, covered with deep longitudinal and
transverse furrows and prominent intermediate points, attached to a round central
receptacle connected with the inflexed margin of the valves.

—— —
Veronica.]
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V. Blattaria is very plenliful in the middle States of the Union,
by roadsides, both with white and yellow flowers.
|-|-

II.

Stamens 2

;

in fields

and

filaments glabrous.

Veronica, Linn.

Speedwell.

" Corolla 4-cleft, rotate, lower segment narrower.
Stamens 2.
Capsule 2-celled." Br. Fl.
A very numerous genus, indigenous to cold or temperate climates, but widely
dispersed over the globe.
Europe po.ssesses a large proportion of those species
known to botanists, which are for the most part herbaceous planls of humble
growth, except a few which are shrubby, and even small trees in S. America and

New

Zealand.
§

Racemes

axillary.

Root perennial.

" Eacemes opposite,
leaves sessile lanceolate serrated, capsule elliptical slightly emarginate, stem erect."
Br. Fl. p. 390. E. B. t. 781.
In ponds, ditches, slow streams and muddy watery spots, but not very frequent.
Fl. June
August. If, oftener
ex Wahlenb.
E. Med.
By the great pond near St. Lawrence. About Newchurch. Wet

V. Anagallis, L.

1.

—

Water Speedwell.

—

places near Ryde, and at Brading,

W. Med.

— In marsh-ditches

W. Wilson

Saunders, Esq.

at Freshwater Gate, sparingly.

On

Schoolhouse

green. Freshwater. Common in watery places at Brixton. In the moat at Woolverton, by Shorwell, in plenty.
By the mill at Lower Knighton. Pond at
Carisbrooke upper mill, 1845.

Brooklime. " Racemes opposite, leaves
2. V. Beccahunga, L.
stalked elliptical obtuse subserrated glabrous, stem procumbent
Br. Fl. p. 290. E. B. t. 655.
at the base and rooting."
In and on the margins of clear shallow brooks, ditches, pools, springheads and

muddy plashes abundantly. Fl. May to end of summer.
The trivial name of this plant is a barbarous corruption
;

lation,

2f
of the

German

appel-

Bachbunge.

Vect. Bird'sV. Chammdrys, L. Germander Speedwell.
" Racemes elongated many-flowered, leaves cordate-ovate
nearly sessile inciso-serrate, stem bifariously hairy, capsule flat
Br.
obcordate deeply notched ciliated shorter than the calyx."
8.

eyes.

—

E. B. t. 623.
Fl. p. 291.
/3. Leaves all shortly stalked, upper ones ovate-oblong, acute.
Flowers very pale, nearly white.
In woods, groves, meadows, pastures, hedges and grassy shady situations, as
everywhere common. Fl. April June. If.
orchards, &c.
;8. In the lane or road leading to Haven-street through Firestone copse, on
the hedgebauk a little beyond the farm at Kite Hill, Mr. Thos. Meehan !
y. In a lane betwixt Kerne and Alverstone, with the ordinary blue-flowered
In Steephill grounds.
kind, in some abundance.
y.

—

;

Mountain Speedwell. Mountain Madwort.
few-flowered, leaves cordato-ovate stalked incisoserrate, stem hairy aU round, capsule orbicular 2-lobed flat much
Sm. E. FL i. p. 23. Br. Fl. p. 291. E.
larger than the calyx.
B. xi. t. 766. Curt. Br. Entom. xv. t. 678. Curt. FL Lond. fasc.
4.

V. montana, L.

Racemes lax

iv. t. 2.

Jacq.

FL

Aust.

ii.

6,

t.

109.

2

X
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In damp shady groves, woods, copses, and on moist liedgebanks, in many parts
Fl. April July.
of the island, but especially of East Medina; abundantly.
!(..
E. Med. Abundant about Ryde, as in Quair copse, and on tlie hedgebank of
the garden at Binstead. Plentiful in the wooded ground between Qiiarr abbey and
Ninham farm. Marina wood, by Apley. Woods about the Priorv. New copse,
near Wootton bridge.
Woods about Shanklin. Tn Great Wood, Hungerberry
and other copses, ocuasioually. Woods at Appuldurcombe. Wood between Newport and Ryde, and at Shanklin, D. Turner, Esq., Fl. Vect.
W. Med.
Frequent in woods at W. Cowes, as in that by IMrs. Goodwin's

—

—

—

Swaiuston. Common in New
house, and about the new church in her grounds.
Barn Hummet, Calbourne. Lorden copse.
Root very small, slender, emitting one or more trailing or procumbent stems a
foot or two in length, which again take root at intervals, with bundles of slender,
brownish, branched fibres, and send up erect or ascending flowering branches, which
like itself are round, solid, copiously clothed all over with soft, white,spreading,
gland-tipped and jointed hairs, the flowering extremities upright.
Leaves opposite, stalked, bright pale green, broadly ovate, not cordate at the base, distantly
and sharply inciso-serrate, the terminal serrature very large, roundish or pointed ;
strongly but not rugosely veined, clothed on both sides with acute (not glandular),
jointed, erect pubescence, shorter and less copious than in V. OhamEedrys.
Petioles semiterete, about half the length of the leaves or rather more, very hairy,
without stipules.
Racemes axillary, alternate or occasionally opposite, erect,
much longer than the leaves, few- (about 4 7) flowered. Flowers smaller than
in V. Chamsedrys, but not less elegant, pale purple or lilac, beautifully pencilled
with darker lines. Pedicels hairy, erect, much longer than the narrow linear-lanceolate bract at their base.
Calyx hairy, segments ovate, acute, 3-nerved, fringed
with gland-tipped hairs.
Corolla exceeding the calyx, but proportionably much
shorter than in V. Chamaedrj's, scarcely at all hairy, as in that, about the mouth of
the very short tube.
Stamens and style as in V. ChaniEedrys, but faintly tinged
with purple.
Capsules much larger than the calyx, veined, pale whitish brown,
orbicular, disciform, 2-lobed, emarginate at the summit and tipped with the long
slender style, appearing denticulated from the glandular bases of the jointed hairs
that fringe the margin of each valve, every hair being also lipped with a minute
Seeds about 3 or 4 in each cell, pale yellow, nearly orbicular, flat, smooth
gland.
and shining, marked on one side near the centre with a brown spot surrounded by
a tawny areola and another dark spot at the base.
Very nearly allied to the last, hut essentially distinguished by its pale green,
sharply serrated, much longer stalked leaves
by its stem, which is hairy all
round by the fewer, smaller, and very difierenlly coloured flowers, and the singularly rounded capsule.
This species, from the notice taken in 'English Botany' of its discovery by
Sherard in Charlton wood, seems to have been constantly confounded with V.
Chamcedrys, and therefore esteemed rare.
It is now ascertained to be by no
means uncommon, though perhaps local. Yet it appears strange that a species
so widely distributed over Britain as the present should have been so little known
as to render its discovery by Sherard a matter worthy of record, and still stranger,
as Sir W. Hooker remarks, that it should have been confounded with the more
common V. Chamcedrys, from which its long trailing stems, hairy all round,
stalked leaves, singularly compressed capsule, and its much smaller and paler
flowers, afford ample means of discrimination.
That the talented and scrutinizing
Scopoli did not seize the essential characters of our V. montana we have his own
evidence to prove (Fl. Carn. i. p. 14).
Coiurna's figure, so much praised by Sir
J. Smith, correctly depicts the stem, leaves and general habit, but represents the
flowers with 4 stamens, and in other respects greatly unlike the original.
The
trivial name montana is not so applicable to this as to many species of the genus,
the plant affecting low as well as elevated situations in Britain and on the Continent.
The singular resemblance of the orbicular compressed capsule to the pod
of Biscutella might have suggested the name of that genus as a more appropriate specitic name for this species of Veronica.
The whole herb, in common with
a few of its allies, turns black in drying or shortly afterwards.

—

;

;

—
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variety with the flowers of a delicate rose-colonr streaked with purple lines is

uncommon about Ryde.

not

5.

V.

Marsh

L.

scutellata,

Speedwell.

Eacemes

alternate

axillary, pedicels divaricate reflexed in fruit, leaves linear

what toothed, stem recUning.
21.

Br. Fl.

E. B.

xi.

t.

783.

some-

Sm. E. Fl.

i.

p.

290.

p.

In spongy turfy bogs, wet meadows, and by the sides of pools and ditches rare.
Fl.Jmie August. 2f..
E. Med. In boggy meadows near the Wilderness.
W. Med.
In a
In boggy meadows between Stroud farm and Cridmore.
swampy pool amongst long grass near Hampstead farm, in tolerable plenty.
Edges of a pool, on a common called Goldens, in the parish of Freshwater.
By
the stream a little above the mill at Lower Knighton, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
Herb smooth when growing in wet places, " becoming hairy or even hoary in
dry or barren ground " (Sm.) Root very long, fibrous and creeping. Stem simple
;

—

—

—

.'.'.'

or branched, decumbent, rooting at the joints, at last ascending, from a few inches
to a foot or upwards in length, slender and brittle.
Leaves opposite, sessile,
smooth and shining, linear-lanceolate, acute, their edges a little incurved, with
very distant glandular and shallow tooth-like serratures, so small that the leaves
seem at first sight entire. Stipules none. Flowers small, flesh-coloured in darker
Pedicels
lines, in axillary, alternate, panicled racemes longer than the leaves.
Sepals
divaricating, reflexed in fruit, each with a linear bractea at the base.
ovate-lanceolate, much shorter than the corolla.
Capsule pale brown, of 2 roundSeeds in a
ish shield-like lobes (scutellata), much compressed, many-seeded.
double row, " orbicular, rugged or minutely dotted" (Leighton).
6.

V.

officinalis,

Common

L.

or

Male

"

Speedivell.

More

or

racemes spicate, leaves shortly stalked ovate-serrated, stem procumbent creeping, capsule obovate triangular trunBr. Fl. p. 291. E. B. t.
cated or with a wide shallow notch."

less pubescent,

—

765.

On sandy
unfrequent.

banks and pastures,
Fl. May August.

—

§§

Raceme

in dry sterile

woods and heathy ground

;

not

2^.

terminal, subspicate.

Root perennial.

Thyme-leaved Speedwell. Paul's Be" Raceme somewhat spiked many-flowered, leaves broadly
tony.
ovate or elliptical very obtuse slightly crenate, capsules inversely
reniform as long as the style."—Br. Fl. p. 289. E. B. t. 1076.
In open sandy fields and waste places, in moist pastures, woods, and damp
7.

spots

V.

serpyllifolia,

by roadsides,

L.

ditches, &c.

§§§

Raceme

;

everywhere.

Fl.

terminal, subspicate.

May, June.

If.

Root annual.

Wall Speedwell. " Leaves cordate-ovate
8. V. arvensis, L.
serrated, the lower ones petiolate, the upper or bracteas sessile
lanceolate quite entire longer than the flowers, pedicels shorter
than the calyx, capsules broadly obcordate compressed emarginate
with roundish ciliated lobes, seeds 12 14 compressed flat on the
one side, stem ascending." Br. Fl. p. 292. E. B. t. 734.
In dry barren or sandy pastures, on walls, hedgebanks and amongst corn

—

pretty frequent.

—N

—

March June. 0.
uncommon about Ryde

Ft.

in a field between Quarr abbey and
Abundant on walls and in cornfields about Sandown, Luccombe
Fishbourne.
and Shanklin. Above Sandown bay.

E. Med.

ot

;

;
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W.

Jl/f(i.

— Cornfields,

&c., at Freshwater.

[Fewnica.

Walls of Carisbrooke

castle,

Dr.

Bell -Sailer!!!
This species resembles at

first sight V. agrestis or V. polita, differing however
in the following particulars.
Herb bright green. Stems hairy, a little ascending, or in the smaller plants quite upright.
Leaves hairy, the lower ones cordatoovate, with a few coarse tooth-like seriatures, very shortly petiolate, those higher

the
up quite sessile, gradually becoming narrower, more pointed and entire
Flowers
uppermost bractescent, quite entire, or with a single tooth at the base.
Sepals
solitary, very small, bright blue, nearly sessile amongst the upper leaves.
lanceolate, very unequal, the 2 lower ones largest, all widely spreading in fruit.
;

Capsules pale brown, shorter than the calyx, compressed, inversely heart-shaped,
deeply 2-lobed, ciliated on the margin, otherwise quite glabrous.
Seeds several
in each cell, yellowish and pelhicid, ovate, compressed and slightly wrinkled.
§5§§

Flowers axillary,

solitary.

Stems procumbent.

" Ijeaves all
9.
V. hederafolia, L.
Ivy-leaved Speedivell.
petiolate cordate with 5
7 large teeth or lobes, segments of the
calyx cordate ciliate, capsule of 2 turgid lobes, seeds 2
J, stem
procumbent."— Br. Fl. p. 291. E. B. t. 784.
^n waste and cultivated ground, fields, gardens, and on hedgebanks; most

—

—

—

abundantly. Fl. March July.
©.
Root annual, slender, with a few pale thready fibres.
Steins much branched
from the very base, the branches prostrate or a little ascending at their extremities, round, leafy, brittle, with a tough central medullary fibre, from a span to a
foot or 18 inches in length, slightly tinged with purple near the base, clothed
pretty copiously with long, white, soft spreading hairs, disposed, as Dr. Darlington remarks, in lines usually 3 in number, but irregular and unequal in their
length and direction, the intermediate spaces partially beset with the same
pubescence.
Leaves numerous, pale dull green, somewhat fleshy, hispid with
short, scattered, erect, simple hairs, a few of the lowermost usually opposite, the
rest alternate, about half an inch in length exclusive of the mostly shorter flattish
petioles, roundish or roundish-ovate in circumscription, cordate at the base, often
rather broader than long, the lowei-most and earliest frequently nearly or quite
entire and heart-shaped, with a single, depressed, very straight median nerve
the
rest 3
5 lobed, the lobes obtuse, entire at the margins, the basal pair smallest,
sometimes bifid and often obsolete, the central lobe much the largest, very broad
and blunt, each leaf with 3 or 5 strong depressed nerves on the upper surlace, of
which the lateral ones are directed to the sinuses, the middle nerve running
straight to the apex of the central lobe.
Flowers axillary, solitary, small, on
peduncles downy like the stem, considerably lengthened and spreading or
recurved in fruit.
Calyx much enlarged after flowering; sepals ovato-cordate,
subequal, entire, acute, obscurely 3
5 nerved, conjoined at their reflexed bases,
the margins fringed with long white hairs, otherwise glabrous.
Corolla shorter
than the calyx, pale blue or purplish (sometimes nearly white), with purple
streaks, the throat villous.
Anthers bluish. Style thick, angular, not tapering
stigmxi glanduloso-pilose, flat.
Capsule didymous, subgloboso-quadrangular and
almost 4-lohed, depressed at top and crowned with the style, quite glabrous,
rather shorter than the calyx.
Seeds 1 or 2 (mostly 2) in each cell.
The leai'es resemble less those of the Ivy than of the pretty Linaria Cymbalaria.
The flowers are widely expanded only in very fine dry weather. This is quite a
spring plant, and seldom to be found after the month of June.
Our lay- and tillage-lands are often covered with the Ivy -leaved Speedwell in
the spring and earlier summer months.
;

—

—

" Leaves
Gree^i Procumhent Speedivell.
V. agrestis, L.
petiolate cordate-ovate inciso-serrate about as long as the
flov?er- stalks, segments of the calyx oblong obtuse, stem procum10,

all

.

Veronica.]
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bent, capsule of 2 turgid keeled lobes, cells about 6-seeded."
Br. Fl. p. 292. E. B. S. t. 2603.

Common

in waste and cultivated ground,
/"/.March December. 0.
Whole plant somewhat hispid with white

—

&c.

fallows,

-^

on and under walls, banks,

bristly hairs.

able in length, but never greatly exceeding the leaves

;

Pedicels rather variusually they are much

shorter.

A

singular variety of this species has been observed for some years growing
in the grounds at Sleephill, with an upright stem, and a solitary terminal flower, of a fine blue, on a lung pedicel, and nearly as large as those
of V. Chamcedrys.

amongst long grass

11. V. polita, Fries.
Gray Procumbent Speedwell. Procumbent, leaves all petiolate cordato-ovate inciso-serrate, calyx-segments broadly ovate acute scarcely longer than the two turgid
keelless lobes of the capsule whose cells are many - seeded.
Borrer in E. B. Suppl. t. 2603.
V. agrestis, E. B. xi. t. 783.
Fl. Dan. t. 449. V. agrestis 0., Br. Fl. p. 292.

In the same places as the
cember.

last,

and scarcely

less

common.

Fl.

March —-De-

.

Very closely allied to the preceding species, from which it is readily known at
a distance by its bright blue flowers and grayish herbage, and on a nearer examination by the more deeply cut or serrated leaves ; the broadly ovate and pointed
sepals, which are almost equal to, or but little exceeding, the ripe capsule in
length ; in the very turgid subglobose lobes of the capsule, which are quite
rounded or obtuse along their suture, without any visible marginal attenuation or
keel
and, lastly, by having many more seeds in the cells (mostly from 10 to 12
;

in each),

and smaller.

"Leaves all
Buxbaum's Speedwell.
cordate-ovate inciso-serrate shorter than the flowerstalks, segments of the calyx lanceolate acute when in fruit much
divaricated, stem procumbent, capsule obcordate-tviangular of two
turgid divaricated lobes which are compressed upwards and
E. B.
sharply keeled, ceUs 8—12 seeded."— Br. Fl. p. 292.
Fl. Danica, t.
Bert. Fl. Ital. i. p. 102.
Suppl. xxxviii. t. 2769.
1982. Johnsons Fl. of Benv.-on-Tiveed, p. 225, cum icone.
*12. Y.

Buxbaumii, Ten.

petiolate

fields, gardens, on hedgebanks and waste ground about towns
and certainly introduced. Fl. March. 0.
E. Med. A weed in the garden of a shoemaker, named Herbert, on Eoyal
also in an adjaheath, at the S. end of the heath, near the Coast-guard Station
Sparingly about the Sandown barrack-buildings. In
cent field and hedgebanks.
In very
considerable abundance amongst the new plantation at E. Cowes park.
Tn the grounds at Biustead,
great profusion on the waste lots at E. Cowes park.
[At St. John's, near Ryde, in a field at the back of St.
A. Hambrough, Esq. !
John's kitchen-garden, and in cultivated ground by the gardeners cottages on
the property of G. Young, Esq. ; also at Bembridge, by the footpath opposite

In cultivated

rare,

;

—

;

Tyne

Hall, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

Stem one or more, procumbent, with
slender, branched and fibrous.
ascending tips, oppositely branched immediately above the root and for a short
distance upwards, afterwards simple, from a few inches to 1 or 2 feet in length,
according to its age, often rooting from the lower joints, stout, terete, greenish or
purplish, clothed with copious long, white, spreading hairs, partly straight and
partly curved upwards, somewhat disposed in two opposite lines, and intermixed
Root

—
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with a shorter more close pubescence. 'Leaves bright pale green (not at all glaucous), a few of the lowermost only usually opposite, all the rest alternate, very
shortly stalked, broadly ovale, cordate at base, rounded or subacute, coarsely and
Peduncles solitary, axillary, singlefor the most part deeply incised-serrate.
in the specimens
flowered, downy, mostly but not always longer than the leaves
before me they are sometimes only equal to and even shorter than the latter,
spreading or patent when in fruit and a little recurved at ihe apex. Sepals ovatelanceolate, enlarged in fruit and then divaricating in pairs, rather acute and unequal, two opposite ones of the four being somewhat less than their fellows, pellucidly 3-nerved, the lateral nerves indistinct and evanescent below the summit
margins of the sepals flat, not reflexed, and ciliated with white hairs, like those
which clothe their base, but much shorter. Corolla large (the size of V. Chamaedrys), bright sky-blue streaked with dark purple, variable in size, the flowers produced in spring and early summer being considerably larger than the later blossoms, as remarked to me by Dr. Bell-Salter, which is an observation I have found
Segments of the corolla slightly pointed, the 3 superior ones
to be correct.
broadly cordato-ovate, the lowermost smaller and narrower, usually paler or even
white
tube closed by connivent pellucid hairs.
Stamens with white much
dilated Jilaments ; anthers deep blue at first, finally black
pollen whitish, irregular in shape, the granules mostly oblong or elliptical and truncate, with a central
Style persistent, slender, reddish, a little dilated upwards, as long as the
furrow.
stamens stigma whitish, capitate, glanduloso-pilose. Capsule obcordate, much
broader than long, subcompressed, very hairy at top, the disk glabrous of 2 turgid, divaricating, ovalo-orbicular, often obscurely pointed lobes, with thin, acute,
ciliated margins, brownish white and reticulate-rugose when ripe, shorter than
the enlarged and now widely spreading or divaricate sepals.
Seeds about 7 or 8
(or even 12, Benth.) in each cell, whitish and subpellucid, ovoid, hollowed on the
inner side, convex and subtuberculato-rugose on the outer.
This species, which is of Asiatic and South-eastern European origin, and has now
become naturalized in many parts of Britain, is easily recognized by the much
larger size of its bright blue flowers and pale green leaves, by the long, slender
and nearly straight pedicels, the ovate-lanceolate acuminate sepals, and the compressed sharp-edged lobes of the broadly cordate capsules, with about 8 seeds in
each cell.
;

;

;

;

;

** [Corolla
III.

ringenl.

— Edrs.J

ScEOPHULARiA, Limi.

Figwort.

" Calyx 5-lobed (or in S. vernalis deeply 5-cleft).
Corolla subglobose, its liinh contracted with two short lijis ; the upper with
2 straight lobes and frequently a small scale or abortive stamen
within it the lower 3-lobed, the two lateral lobes straight, middle
one decurved. Capsule 2-celled, 2-valved, septicidal, the margins
of the valves turned inwards."
Bi'. Fl.
;

Knotty-rooted Figivort.
1.
Great Figwort.
S. nodosa, L.
" Leaves cordate-triangular acute glabrous doubly and acutely
serrate, lower serratures largest, stem with 4 acute angles, cymes
lax, bracteas small lanceolate acute, sepals with a narrow membranous margin, scale of upper lip transversely oblong sUghtly
notched, root tuberous."— 5r. Fl. p. 297. E. B. t. 1544.
In damp shady places, woods, thickets, hedges, moist pastures, banks of
jF/. June
August. Fr. August, September. 2(.
streams, &c. ; very frequent.
Capsules pale brown, ovalo-glol)Ose, mucronato- acuminate, veined and glabrous.
Seeds numerous, blackish, oblong or roundish, obtuse, deeply and longitudinally furrowed, punctato-rugose.

—

—

;
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" Gla2. S. aquatica, L.
Water Figwort.
Water Betony.
brous, leaves crenate - serrate cordate - oblong obtuse, petioles
winged, stem 4-winged, cymes dense corymbose 8 15 flowered,
bracteas linear obtuse, sepals with a broad membranous margin,
scale of upper lip roundish uniform entire, capsule pointed, root
fibrous."— £r. Fl. p. 298. E. B. t. 854.

—

By the sides of ditches, ponds and rivevs, in wet hedges, thickets and other
watery places extremely common. Fl. June August.
71.
Capsules like those of the preceding, but rather larger, of a deeper brown, more
globose and less acutely mucronato-acuminate.
Seeds also rather larger and
darker, otherwise exactly similar to S. nodosa.

—

;

IV. Digitalis, Linn.

Foxglove.

" Calyx in 5 deep segments.
Corolla campanulate, inflated
beneath
limb obliquely 4
5 lobed, unequal.
Capsule ovate,
2-celled, many-seeded, 2-valved, septicidal."- Br. Fl.

—

;

1. D. purpurea, L.
Purple Foxglove. Poppy. " Sepals ovateoblong acute 3-nerved downy, corolla obtuse scabrous externally,
upper lip scarcely divided, lower one with ovate rounded segments, leaves ovate-lanceolate crenate or serrate downy."
Br.
Fl. p. 299.
E. B. t. 1297. Curt. Fl. Lond. i. fasc. 1.

—

Flowers white.
In dry hilly or heathy pastures, woods, hedges, and on banks by roadsides
common in many places* on gravel or sand. FLMaj August. <y.
E. Med.
Not unfrequent in the immediate vicinity of Ryde.
Hedgebanks
along the high road between St. John's and the turning off to Westridge, and
along the road to Smallbrook.
W.Med.
Common about Newport, on St. George's down, and profusely
below Marvel copse. Woods near Norris castle, abundant. Rowledge.
A solitary specimen on the Wilderj3. About Steephill, A. Hambrough, Esq.
ness, June, 1842.
Root a bundle of yellowish, woody, copiously branched fibres, small for the size
of the plant, and creeping horizontally just below the surface. Stem erect, simple
or occasionally with a few short branches below, from about .3 or 4 to 6 or 7 feet
high or even higher, and from a finger thick to an inch in diameter at base, firm,
hollow below, bluntly angular by the decurrence of the leaves and flower-stalks,
greenish or purplish gray, and covered with an extremely short close pile or
pubescence, consisting of erect gland-tipped hairs. Leaves alternate, ovate or
oblong-lanceolate, soft, dull green, wrinkled and very finely pubescent above with
erect simple hairs, much paler and almost hoary underneath with longer more
copious pubescence, especially on the prominent network of veins, scarcely acute,
evenly crenate, the serratures very obtuse and rounded, with a small callosity
lower stem- and root-leaves large, on stout, decurrent, winged, semiterete petioles
upper stem-leaves
deeply channelled above, about as long as the leaf, woolly
Flowers
smaller, on shorter stalks, at length becoming sessile and bractiform.
very large and numerous, gracefully drooping and imbricated in a crowded uniPeduncle sinlateral and terminal raceme or spike often several feet in length.
gle-flowered, nodding, cylindrical, decurrent, suberect in fruit, mostly about as
/3.

—

—

—

;

;

*

Mr. Thomson of Manchester, in an essay on the " Relations between Geoloand the Plants growing on their superincumbent Soils " (Loudon's

gical Strata

of Nat. Hist. vol. iii. p. 418), asserts that, of this beautiful, but, as he
noxious flower, the Isle of Wight scarcely boasts a single specimen !

Mag.
it,

calls
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long as the calyx, villous, solitary in the axil of a laiiceolate-acuminate spreading or reflexed bract, usually about as long or half as long again as itself.
Calyx campanulate, rather longer than the tube of the corolla, deeply 5-partite,
the sepals very unequal in size, the 2 lowermost very broadly ovato-elliptical, the
2 above these elliptic-lanceolate, the fifth and superior much narrower, lanceolate ; all acute or somewhat acuminate, about 5-uerved, spreading and enlarged
in fruit.
Corolla very large, drooping, from 2 to 2^ inches long, and about an
inch wide across the mouth, the limb tubuloso-campanulale, compressed horizontally, the upper side flattish, with a prominent ridge or keel (fold of the corolla)
along its centre not extending to the margin of the upper lip, ventricose or inflated
beneath, strongly contracted at base into the very short, white, firm and shining,
5-lobed tube, from which the limb is deflexed at an obtuse angle quite glabrous
externally, of a fine purplish pink and shining, paler and nebulously mottled
white and purple underneath, with several purple rather indistinct rib-like streaks
running longitudinally
obliquely 2-lipped or rather 4-lobed, the upper lobe
extremely short, truncate and almost obsolete, slightly and obtusely emarginate
or nearly entire, ascending, the two lateral lobes as long as the upper one and
lowermost lobe the longest,
similar in shape, but smaller and quite entire
spreading or reflexed, entire, rounded or occasionally slightly pointed, within
rugose, sparsely beset with long, white, erect, jointed hairs, and beautifully
speckled with ocellated spots, consisting of deep purple dots in white nebulous
rings, extending backwards to the top of the tube, where they coalesce for the
most part into a pale-coloured field, thickly dotted with brownish puiple, occupyStamens 4, without the
ing the whole of the lower and inner side of the corolla.
least rudiment of a fifth, ascending and converging in pairs close beneath the
style, and applied with it to the opposite side of the corolla to about half the length
of the limb filaments white, broad, flat and glabrous, of the longer or outer stamens much curved inwards at their origin, those of the shorter pair but slightly
bent anthers very large, bright yellow, slightly hairy, mostly with a few purple
dots, lobes ovoid-oblong, united only at base, somewhat pointed, bursting anteriorly.
Ovary oblong-conical, very hairy, sessile, surrounded at base with a yellowish, lobed, angular gland, obliquely tapering at top into the style.
Style as
long as the outer stamens, cylindrical, somewhat arcuate, slightly hairy in its
lower half, glabrous and purplish above, horizontally cleft at apex into two equal,
subacute, appressed or diverging lobes, resembling the mouth of a serpent.
Capsules large, ovate, downy, tipped with the long withered style.
Seeds very numerous, dull reddish brown, small, oblong and truncate, with a lateral furrow,
covered with a network of deep angular cells like a honeycomb.
In our species, and probably in all the rest of this genus, the capsule is imperfectly 4-valved
of these valves, the lateral pair of sutures, which by their inflexed
margins form through their junction with the placenta the 2 cells, split widely
open, whilst of the 2 remaining sutures, whose edges do not project into dissepiments, the upper dehisces in the centre above, the lower continuing closed as a
The same structure is seen in Collinsia bicolor, and prosimple commissure.
bably in many other genera of this natural order.
I found, June 14th, 1849, in a hedge betwixt Stokes bay and the Grange farm,
near Gosport, a specimen of D. purpurea having near the centre of each flower a
pair of small subacute spurs hollow within and pointing backwards, in shape, &c.,
;

;

;

:

;

;

exactly as in Linaria.

V. Antirbhinum, Linn.
"

Calyx

5-partite.

Corolla personate, gibbous at the base (no

mouth closed by a projecting palate.
Capsule
oblique, opening by 3
3 pores at the extremity."
Br.

evident spur)
2-celled,

Snapdragon.

;

its

—

—

Fl.
* 1.

A.

majiis,

lanceolate

L.

alternate,

Great Snapdragon. Calve' s- snout. " Leaves
those of the branches opposite, flowers

—

Antirrhinum.]
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spiked, segments of the calyx ovate obtuse much shorter than
the corolla, upper lip of corolla bifid."— Br. Fl. p. 299.
E. B. t.
129.
Naturalized on walls and old buildings escaped from adjacent gardens not
Fl. June— August.
If.
E. Med.
Ou the garden-wall of Morton house, by Brading. Abundantly on
old walls at E. Cowes.
W. Med.
On several garden-walls at Newport, Yarmouth, &c. Yarmouth
;

;

unfrequent.

—

—

castle

and many other buildings

in

various parts of the island,

Mr. W. D.

Snooke !!!
Root of several long, stout, branched fibres, very hard, stiff and woody. Stems
numerous, slightly ascending at base, afterwards erect, from I to 2 feet or more
in height, round, leafy, glabrous below, hairy above with brownish gland-tipped
pubescence, emitting short barren shoots from the axils of the leaves, otherwise
mostly simple. Leaves numerous, scattered, alternate, opposite or partly whorled,
dull green, more or less deflexed and recurved, somewhat fleshy, obscurely veined,
narrow-lanceolate, the larger and lower about 2 or 3 inches long and Jrd to ^ an
inch wide, attenuated below or subpetiolate, acute, with a short somewhat sudden
or abrupt point.
Flowers subimbricated, close, in a terminal, spike-like, constantly elongating raceme, on short, thick, erect, glandnlosely fWose peduncles.
Bract solitary, boat-shaped, acute and incurved, about as long as the flower-stalks
they subtend, very bairy.
Calyx 5 or 6 times shorter than the corolla, oblique ;
sepals broadly ovate, obtuse, concave, bluntly keeled, scarcely nerved, hairy externally.
Corolla 1^ inch long, in the truly wild state of a pale purple or flesh-red
or even white, but in the naturalized condition now described partaking in some
measure of the rich and varied hues of the cultivated plant from which they originated.
Stamens Inserted at the very base of the corolla, their_/J/amerets nearly
glabrous, geniculate at bottom, and villose at the flexure with pellucid stalked
glands ; anthers bright yellow, of 2 oblong, separate, diverging lobes. Ovary
hairy, greenish, glabrous and tumid at base, but not seated ou an annular gland.
Style terete, pubescent, rather exceeding the shorter and posterior stamens, which
embrace the ovary by their geniculate lower ends, a little thickened upwards to its
obliquely truncate, yellowish and glandulose summit (stigma), which curves a
Capsitfes pale brown, hard and stifl', ovato-conical, obtuse and a
little forward.
little curved at the apex, very gibbous at the base, glanduloso-pubescent, with a
deep furrow on each side like the Italic long/, opening by 3 valvate terminal
splits or pores surrounding the persistent base of the style, the anterior cell dehisSeeds numerous, sooty black,
cing by 2 openings, the posterior by a single one.
very irregular in size and shape, truncate and angular like grains of coarse gunpowder, and sculptured all over with a rough prominent reticulation, forming

angular

cells.

Few

plants present a more notable example of the triumph of Art over Nature
In its truly wild state,
in the production of varied and vivid colouring than this.
as I have seen it on the stony hills near Montpellier and in the limestone quarries
of Devonshire,* where it is scarcely less at home, its colours, as before remarked,
are by no means striking or brilliant ; whilst in cultivation it is one of the most
stately and gorgeous flowers of the parterre, outvieingthe richest velvets in the softness and intensity of its crimson pile, relieved by the most glowing shades of orange
and gold, at other times sporting in an endless combination of gaudy colours,
and striped, chequered, blotched or veined in as
red, white, yellow and purple,
Of the easiest culture, it graces alike the garden of
infinite diversity of patterns.
the peasant and the peer, and, finding in this part of Europe a congenial climate,
quickly establishes itself upon any wall or old building adjacent to itsplace of growth,

—

* At Catdown quarries, near Plymouth, it has perfectly established itself on
the rock, and has there assumed the unostentatious tint of the primitive type, a
pale flesh-red or almost white.

2 Y
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its hold so pertinaciously, and multiplying so fast by seed, as fairly to
earn a right to denizenship by this power of occupancy and antiquity of tenure.

keeping

2.
Lesser Snapdragon or Calfs - snout.
A. Orontiwm, L.
" Leaves mostly alternate linear - lanceolate, spikes very fewflowered lax, segments of the calyx leaf-like longer than the
coroUa."—5r. Fl. p. 899. E. B. t. 1155.
In cultivated fields, amongst corn, turnips, &c., in garden-ground and dry

waste places, on sandy, gravelly or chalky

E. Med.

— Fields between Lake

and Newchurch.

—

November. 0.
Garden-ground at Shanklin
a cornfield near Bridge, by Godshill.
soils.

Fl. July

and Sandown.

A

few specimens in
Hambrongh, Esq. ! Turnip-field at Nettlestone green.
Fields between Week farm
Field by the Wootton river, a little above Kite hill.
and St. Lawrence, Mr. W. D. Snooke. Waste ground just out of Sandown entering on Royal heath, and in fields between Lake and Sandown. [A frequent weed
in the garden of Thatched cottage, Bembridge, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. Field by Sheepwash farm. Freshwater. Turnip-fields about Gurnet
farm.
By Cockleton, near W. Cowes. [Between Shorwell and Kingstone,
A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Root annual, whitish, tapering and rigid, branching, with a few flexuose fibres.
Stem solitary (rarely more), from a span to a foot or 15 inches high, sometimes in
rich soil 2 feet and upwards, erect or ascending, sometimes decumbent below,
slightly flexuose, simple or more or less branched below the middle, but never so
terete, shining,
copiously as in A. majus, the branches opposite or alternate
roughish and somewhat viscid with short, spreading, glandulose hairs above, glabrous or nearly so below, or clothed with long, fine, simple, spreading pubescence.
Leaves on the lower part of the stem mostly opposite, on the higher alternate, a
little fleshy and hairy above and along their slightly deflexed or thickened margin, spreading, the floral ones often deflexed, lanceolate or elliptical-lanceolate,
sublinear, the lowermost usually broader, obtuse and shortly stalked, the rest more
or less pointed and minutely apiculate.
Flowers axillary, on very short, stout,
Calyx foliaceous, its segerect peduncles, remote, few, forming a lax leafy spike.
ments exactly resembling the leaves, the 3 superior sepals approximate, the central one largest
the two inferior remote from each other, all mostly ascending, at
first about equalling the corolla, but soon becoming greatly enlarged, and exceeding both that and the capsule in length. Corolla about 6 to 9 lines in length, purplish pink or rose-coloured, sometimes white, in both cases streaked with darker
veins on the throat and upper lip, the very prominent palate striped or reticulated with similar markings ; throat very short, slightly hairy, compressed to a
narrow ridge along its upper side, produced beneath posteriorly into a rounded
keel-like gibbosity instead of a spur upper lip nearly obcordate, deeply emargi-

Near

Steephill, Albert

—

;

;

;

nate, the sinus acute, lobes flattish, ascending, somewhat reflexed, hairy at the
back, slightly undulate-crenate
lotver lip rather shorter than the upper, vaulted
;

or inflated into the semiglobose palate closing the mouth completely, the gibbous
summit often tinged with yellow, its inner and posterior surface, which is covered

by the upper

whitish and villous with long curled hairs, inferior margin
the segments entire, the middle one small and narrow-oblong or
ligulate, all equal iu length.
Stamens nearly equal filaments purplish, flattened,
anthers cohering, glabrous
glabrous or very nearly so
pollen bright yellow.
Style whitish, terete and tapering, covered with glandular hairs, inserted obliquely
on the very hispid ovary, its apex slightly decurved, subbilobate.
Capsule hispido-pubescent, ovoid-conical, oblique at base and summit, faintly 2-lobed, the
lateral furrow nearly straight, dehiscing as in the last by 3 gibbous pores surroundSeeds numerous, brownish black or somewhat bronzed
ing the persistent style.
under a high magnifier, of a roughly rectangular figure, convex and scutiform at
the back and finely punctate, with a narrow dorsal ridge and a thin projecting
lateral margin all around
excavated on the opposite side into a deep cavity traversed by a hollow uneven septum at bottom, and having rugged, slightly inflexed,
granulato-tubercular edges.
deflexed,

lip,

trifid,

;

;

;

;

—
Linaria.]

:
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t Stems

erect.
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Toadflax.

Leaves linear-lanceolate, mostly scattered,

sessile.

§ Inflorescence racemose or subspicate.

" Calyx 5-partite.
Corolla personate, spurred at the base
its
mouth closed by a projecting palate. Capsule ventricose, 2-ceUed,
opening by valves or teeth." Br. Fl.
;

1. L. vulgaris, Moench.
Common Yellow Toadflax. " Glabrous, leaves linear-lanceolate scattered crowded, flowers racemose imbricated, sepals ovate acute glabrous shorter than the
capsule or spur, seeds tubercular-scabrous surrounded by a smooth
wing, stems erect."
Br. Fl. p. 300.
Antirrhinum Linaria, L.
E. B. t. 658.

—

/3.

y.
8.

Corolla milk-white, with the palate deep orange.
Palate very pale yellow, almost white.
Corolla with 5 or 6 spurs at the base. Peloria, Curt. Fl. Land.

E. B.

t.

260.
Var. ? £. Leaves broader flowers larger, and as well as the pedicels smooth.
An L. speciosa. Ten. ?
In hedges, borders of fields, waste ground and by roadsides everywhere common. Fl. July September. %.
p. In a field-hedge between Werior farm and the high road from Newport to
Cowes. Between Cockleton and Gurnet bay.
not uncommon in the island generally.
y. About Koyal heath, &c.
S. A single specimen in the marahy meadows between Newchurch and Alverstone, facing a cottage called Burnt house, Oct. 1842.
Some of the flowers with
I found some plants between Morton house and Alver5, others with 6 spurs.
stone bearing a few flowers with deft spurs in one flower there were 2 spurs each
so divided, but no multiplication of any other part of the corolla.
e. Under the wooded shore a little W. of Eyde towards Binstead.
Root whitish, tapering, flexuose, simple or branched, often creeping, subligneous.
Stem from about 1 to 2 feet in height, solitary or several, erect, sometimes
decumbent or ascending at base, glaucous or purplish, glabrous or beset with a
few short glandulose hairs, terete, obscurely furrowed, simple or branched above,
sometimes copiously so, the branches erect or ascending, usually overtopped by
the main stem and its spike of flowers.
Leaves sessile, quite glabrous, scattered,
crowded, from 1 to 2^ inches long and about 1 to 2 or 3 lines broad, deflexed or
recurved on the inferior part of the stem, more distant and spreading above, with
short leafy shoots in their axils all linear or linear-lanceolate, acute, subglaucous
or sometimes purplish, a little fleshy and oblique, their margins somewhat thickened and deflexed, 3-ribbed, the midrib very prominent beneath and marked above
by a sharp groove or furrow, the lateral pair obscure and vanishing long before
reaching the point of the leaf Flowers numerous, crowded or imbricated in a constantly elongating spicate raceme terminating the stem and branches on erect,
glandulose-pilose, stout pedicels, about as long as the calyx, and springing from
Calyx glabrous, much shorter than the
the axil of a lanceolate glabrous bract.
spur, its segments ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acute and entire, 3-ribbed, the 2 inferior ones a little remote, all equal in length, spreading at the points.
Corolla from about 12 to 16 lines in length including the spur, finely ribbed or
striate, sulphur-coloured, the lower lip citron-yellow, the very tumid bilobed
palate of a rich orange, sometimes quite pale and concolorous, densely villous and
bearded within, quite closing the throat upper lip deeply bifid, porrected, the
segments rounded, ascending, vaulted and reflexed lower lip trifid, about as long
as the upper, its segments roundish-obovate, the two lateral plane, somewhat
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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spur
deflexed, the middle lohe much smaller, sometimes slightly emarginate
subulate, 6 or 7 lines in length, slightly curving backwards, often nearly straight,
rounded at the point, terete, slightly keeled beneath. Stamens very unequal,
their filaments stout, white, glabrous, except the longer pair, which are a little
;

glaudulose-pilose at base in front; anlliers cream-coloured, distinct or slightly
cohering in pairs.
Style mostly about the length of the longer stamens, terete, a
little enlarged below the greenish, oblique, glandulose stigma, quite glabrous.
Ovary conoidal, glabrous, seated on a green tumid gland, which entirely surrouuds it.
Capsules pale straw-yellow, veined and glabrous, tipped with the style,
much longer than the calyx, subgloboso-elliptical, very obtuse, with a lateral furSeeds grayish
row, dehiscing at the summit by several irregular teeth or valves.

and flat, shagreened and partly muricato-tuberculate, edged
membrane.
The var. (3. is a very handsome one, from the shining milky or pearly whiteness
of the corolla, and deep orange of the palate.
The spur appears to he a little
longer and more attenuated than in the ordinary state of the plant, but the bril-

black, orbicular, thin

with a broad

flat

liant white of the flowers cannot be prevented from
colour in the process of drying.
Mr. Borrer tells

changing to the usual yellow
me has remarked this var. I

think in Sussex.
I. A very remarkable variety, if not a distinct species, though I can find no
good character to separate it from L. vulgaris, except proportion of parts. Leaves
much broader, narrowly lanceolate, the floral ones often quite lanceolate, more
rigid and spreading than in P. vulgaris and very glaucous.
Flowers nearly twice
the size, approaching those of L. dalmatica, and like them of a citron- rather
than sulphur-yellow, very handsome, forming a few-flowered, lax or distant
raceme, not crowded and imbricate as in L. vulgaris, on longer less erect pedicels,
the spur longer, straigh'ter, more attenuate and very acute, directed perpendicularly downward.
Capsules not much above half the size of those of L. vulgaris,
Seeds
mostly shorter than the calyx, sometimes as long or a very little longer.
smaller, very similar to those of L. vulgaris, but the tubercles in the centre larger,

more prominent and

irregular.

Barton, in the Compendium Florae Philadelphica,' ascribes a foetid phosphoretted odour to the flowers of this plant, and states that they are said to contain
phosphoms, I suppose therefore in a free or uncombined state.
'

L. repens. Act.
3.
Creeping - rooted Pale - blue Toadflax.
Blueish Sweet Toadflax.
Glabrous, leaves linear whorled or
scattered, flowers racemose, sepals lanceolate glabrous the length
of the spur but shorter than the capsule, seeds angular transversely wrinkled, stems erect. Br. Fl. p. 300. Antirrhinum, L.
E. B. t. 1253. Lin. striata, DC.
p. hybrida.

Flowers larger; spur longer, acute, somewhat curved

;

upper

lip

palate orange.
(See H.
C. Watson in Hook. Lond. Journal of Bot. vol. i. L. Bauhini sed male).
L.
italica, Trev. P
Br. Fl. 5th ed.
Sab. Man. p. 218.
L. stricta, Hornemann.
Retell. Icon. cent. 5, p. 14, tab. 423 ?
L. stricta /3. grandiflora, Godron, Fl. de
Lorraine, ii. p. 146.
In hedges, on banks and dry barren ground rare. Fl. June September. If.
By the roadside about a quarter of a mile beyond Stapler's heath
E. Med.
going from Newport to Eyde, sparingly.
Between Quarr and Binstead ? Rev.
Wm. Darwin Fox, but who does not feel sure that this station is correct, nor have
I ever seen it near Ryde myself.
W. Med.
In several places about W. Cowes, rather plentiful, as along the
road to Newport on the left hand, some distance beyond the turnpike-gate, at
intervals, where also the var. (3. occurs, but in extremely small quantity.
Hedges
about Bioadfield farm, in various places, pretty abundantly. On the field side of
the right-hand hedge of a bye-road leading out of the Newport and Cowes road
to the windmill.
A few plants by the roadside between Bouldner and Luckets.

striated, lower lip whitish, plain (or obsoletely striate)

—

—

;

;

—
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Debborn turnpike, Miss G. Kilderhee.
Lane between Thorley-street and Bouldner, and I believe eleswhere in that parish, Mrs. Penfold!.'.'
Near Yarmouth,
Hev. W. T. Bree in litt.
Hedges near W. Cowes, in abundance, Mr. W. D.
Snooke

/.'.'

Root or rather rhizoma lonp, whitish,
and often much branched under ground

flexuose, woody, creeping considerably,
manner.
Stem 1 or

in a very singular

mure, sometimes very numerous, erect or ascending and even procumbent below,
from a foot or under to 2 or even 3 feel in height, quite glabrous, rounded and usually purplish at base, pale green and subangular above, fistulose, in the larger
plauts mostly simple below, variously and often copiously branched towards the
top mostly in a subcorymbose manner, very leafy branches slender, straight, wiry,
and much more sparingly beset with leaves than the stem, so as to present rather
Leaves very numerous and crowded at
a naked aspect compared with the latter.
the base of the stem, subverticillate and mostly disappearing early, those higher
up scattered or alternate, attenuated, more or less erect, the lower ones spreading
or diverging, larger and broader than the rest (2 inches or more in length), all
very naiTowly elongate-lanceolate, attenuated at both ends, extremely acute, of a
pale mostly very glaucous green, quite glabrous, slightly fleshy, with a single prominent midrib beneath, and bearing each a short sterile or abortive branch in its
axil on the flowering branches the leaves are extremely narrow, much fewer and
more distant, irregularly scattered. Peduncles shorter than the flowers, stout,
purplish, erect, spreading or a little decurved, each subtended by a linear upright
Iract similarly coloured, as long as or rather longer than itself, or sometimes
shorter.
Flowers in racemose clusters of no great length, terminating the stem
and branches, giving in the aggregate the appearance of a panicle or corymb.
Calyx purplish, somewhat fleshy, much shorter than the corolla sepals oblong or
,

;

;

elliptic-lanceolate, acute, equal, erect, not spreading, obsoletely single-nerved, the
midrib coloured at the back, sprinkled, chiefly on the inner surface, with white
Corolla
pedicellate glands, their margins minutely cartilaginous and subserrate.

small, but varying a good deal in size, about 4 or 5 lines in length exclusive of the
spur, white suffused with purplish blue or lilac, beautifully striped with deeper
lines of the same colour but of variable intensity, usually most conspicuous in the
lobes of the upper lip in front, sometimes faintly marked or even obsolete, and
either straight or forming a network of anastomosing veins , mouth closed by the
incumbent, deeply striated upper lip and very prominent whitish palate, which has
a spot, sometimes faint or obsolete, of golden yellow in tbe centre, the ridge villous with white or purplish subclavate bristles, enclosing a double line of fulvous
ones running backwards to the spur ; lower lip trifid, its segments equal, very
obtuse and rounded, reticulated with purple veins ; upper lip incumbent, its segments erect, ascending, very much rounded, diverging and vaulted at apex, the
tips mostly a little incurved ; spur flattened horizontally, straight, very variable in

length but always shorter than the corolla, sometimes extremely short, almost triangular, rounded and even subtruncate at the end, at other times more tapering
and almost acute, traversed like the limb of the corolla with dark blue simple
Stamens beset at their base with stiff pellucid bristles filaments purplish.
lines.
Style cylindrical, glabrous, slightly enlarged upwards into the subglobular, papilloso-glandulose, yellowish or greenish stigma, which is somewhat curved forward.
Capsules very small, 2 2^- lines long, globose, splitting deeply and irregularly.
Sveds several, dull black and angular, deeply excavato-rugose.
j3. This curious form, which T find occasionally on hedgebanks about W. Cowes,
where L. repens abounds, is unquestionably a hybrid between that species and L.
vulgaris, and not distinct in itself, being seen only where the two parents are
growing together, always very sparingly, and, though very difi'erent in aspect from
either taken apart, presenting no character that is not found in one or the other
In general habit this mule lAnaria is mostly allied to X. repens, of
progenitor'.
which it possesses the scattered leaves and panicled inflorescence, together with the
striated upper lip, but the flowers are much larger, and both the spur and lower
lip are decidedly those of L. vulgaris ; the first, as in that plant, being lengthened out, slightly curved and acute, not as in L. repens extremely short and
:

—
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;
the lower lip, as in X. vvlgarls, is |iale yellow or whitisli, without pui'ple
or at best but a few fuint traces of such towards the spur
palate with a
;

broad orange disk in L. repens there is little more than a speck of that colour
in the centre, almost concealed by the incumbent upper limb of the corolla.
Again, though the inflorescence is decidedly the paniculate one of L. repens, the
flowers on the extreme branches evince a tendency towards a spicate form, and
the leaves are somewhat less dispersed or closer set, as we find them in L. vulgaris.
Capsules are formed on this hybrid plant, but I have not yet ascertained
whether the ripe seed will reproduce the mule variety, an experiment I intend
trying, if possible.
In reply to a communication in which I expressed my conviction of this being a hybrid, Mr. H. C. Walson says, " Your hybrid Linaria is
in all likelihood the same as my L. Bauhini, and it hybrid we should expect some
differences, as in fact do exist in the Cornish, Hants, Cork and Swiss specimens."
It ought surely to excite suspicion that this Linaria has been hitherto remarked
only in stations known to produce the rarer of the two parents, viz. L. repens, at
Shirley, Penrhyn, Cowes and Cork.
The fact of the flowers possessing a sweet odour, affirmed of this species by the
old botanists, though I could never perceive it, was accidentally remarked to me
by Mr. Butler, of the Bugle Ina, Yarmouth.
;

§§

Flowers

solitary, axillary.

" Leaves linear-lanceoLeast Toadflax.
L. minor, Desf.
mostly alternate glandular pubescent, flowers solitary
axillary, pedicels three times as long as the calyx which is longer
than the spur, segments of the upper lip of the corolla diverging,
seeds oblong furrowed, stem erect much branched."
Br. Fl. p.
3.

late obtuse

—

301.

E. B.

t.

2014.

In dry gravelly or sandy cornfields and other tillage-lands, in waste and garden-ground, chalk-pits, on old walls aud rubbish here and there, often abundantly.
P/.

June— October. jFV. July. &c 0.
Med. — On the Dover occasionally.

JE.

Very

plentifully in a field

between

Near Adgestone. Bather abundantly on
Whitefield wood and Barnsley farm.
Most abundantly
the steep banks of debris of the chalk-marl in Whiteclifi' bay.
in the third field below Gatehouse farm, along which the pathway to Newchurch
goes, also in a field adjoining, and occupying the space between Inwards and
Long Phillis copses, a little due S. of Beanacre farm. In a field near Ryde, by
Wheat-field between Prestwood and Smallthe road to Ashey and Newchurch.
brook farm, in some plenty. Field near Nunwell. Very abundantly in the garden of Red Cross, at Salterns, Dr. Bell-Salier. Quarry at Veutnor, Dr. Martin.
Shide chalk- pit, in plenty, Mr. Snooke
In a high field or sloping bank at the West end of White Pit
W. Med.
About W. Cowes, near Pallance, &c., not unfre(chalk-pit), Newport, 1845.
quent.
Near Thorness bay, Ningwood and Rowledge. Cornfields between Wellow and Shalcombe farm. Near Westover. By Calbourne New Barn, fields
near Tapnel, Mr. SnooJce.
Herb clothed all over with spreading, simple, glandular pubescence, which is a
Root
little viscid, readily retaining particles of dust conveyed by the wind.
annual, whitish, slender, tapering and flexuose, not much branched, often nearly

—

.'.'.'

Stem erect or often reclining at base, oblique or ascending, round, solid,
simple.
wavy, often in part purplish, in small specimens nearly simple, in the larger more
or less copiously branched from the base and bushy, the lowennost branches
mostly opposite, the higher alternate, simple or slightly compound, more or less
Leaves scattered or
erect or ascending, usually overtopped by the main stem.
alternate, a few of the lowermost chiefly opposite, rather distant, not much above
an inch long at most, dull grayish green, often purplish, especially underneath,
somewhat fleshy, with a strong depressed midrib, very narrowly lanceolate or
elliptic-lanceolate, more or less obtuse, attenuated downwards rather than petio-

—
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mostly deflexed or recurved
a few of the lower stem-leaves occasionally
varying to obovale-oblong or spathulate.
Peduncles axillary, solitary, singleflowered, when in fruit much (twice or thrice) longer than the calyx, erecto-patent
or diverging.
Bracts none.
Flowers small and inconspicuous, remote, forming
a sort of loose spike.
Calyx somewhat enlarged after flowering, its segments
leaf-like, linear-spathulate, subacute, single-ribbed, the 3 superior ones nearly
equal, ascending, with erect or recurved tips the 2 inferior rather shorter than
the rest, very wide asunder, the tips spreading.
Corolla not much exceeding the
calyx, scarcely 3 lines in length, glandulosely hairy except the spur, pale purple,
or violet ; upper lip flat, bifid, with a wide, shallow, acute notch between its
rounded perfectly horizontal lobes, its posterior margin produced laterally into 2
corners or angles, giving the entire lip a square figure lower lip yellowish white,
longer than the upper, deeply cleft anteriorly into 3 oblong, very obtuse and entire
segments separated by obtuse sinuses palate downy, yellowish or white, sometimes faintly spotted with purple, narrow, and hence scarcely closing the mouth,
behind which are two large spots of brownish purple spur very short and blunt,
but variable in length, usually not half that of the corolla, subcylindrical or subcolate,

;

;

;

;

;

and glabrous, deflexed throat villous within, the
Stamens not cohering filaments white, slightly bearded at the base
only with a few glandulose hairs anthers black pollen white.
Style subcylindrical, straight, purplish and glabrous above, white and slightly glandulose-pilose
below, the apex a little dilated
stigma a glandulose viscid disk, formed by the

nical, slightly curved, purplish

;

hairs tawny.

;

;

;

;

obliquely truncate point of the style.
Ovarium ovoid, very hispido-glandulose,
oblique, with a tumid green annular gland at its base.
Capsules rather shorter
than the sepals, hairy, whitish, rugose, ovoid-oblong, very oblique at the base,
gibbous in front, opening at the very obtuse summit hy 2 large nearly semicircular apertures, mostly split at the margin into several unequal valvate segments.
Seeds very numerous, deep brown, ovoid-oblong, rounded at both ends, neither
compressed nor margined, traversed longitudinally by their prominent undulate
and somewhat crenate ridges, that anastomose occasionally.

Leaves broad-stalked.
prostrate.
axillary, on long peduncles.

f\ Stems filiform, trailing or

Flowers

solitary,

* 4. L. Cymbalaria, Mill. Ivy-leaved Toadflax. Vect. Roving
Jenny. Roving Sailor. " Leaves cordate 5-lobed palmate-nerved
Br. Fl. p. 300. E. B. vii. t.
alternate glabrous, stems trailing."
Benth. in DC. Prod. x. p. 266. Curt. Fl. Lond. i. fasc. 1.
502.
'

Pretty frequent on walls, ruins, stone fences and hedgebanks near houses ; comNovember. If..
Fl. April
pletely naturalized.
On the old walls of Quarr abbey, but very sparingly. Old walls
E. Med.
On a low wall at Binstead parsonage.
about Knighton manor, abundantly.
Abundant on the stone walls at Ventnor. Stone fences at St. Lawrence, and
about Sir Willoughby Gordon's, by Old part, plentifully. It has established itself

—

—

on a stony declivity at Bank-end, just beyond the farm, from which it is no doubt
an escape, though the situation be an apparently natural one.
W. Med. On walls at Shorwell.
Entire plant perfectly smooth and glabrous. Root slender, whitish and fibrous.
Stems numerous, slender, terete, very brittle and succulent, with a tough central
chord, pale green or purplish, alternately branched, the branches prostrate, and
clinging by occasional rooting fibres to ihe surface of old walls, which the plant

—

often covers, in the manner of Ivy, with a dense tapestry of entangled herbage ;
Leaves
various in length, from a span or under to 2 or 3 feet when pendulous.
distant, alternate or partly opposite, various in size, deep rich green above,

Linaria purpurea, an Italian species, is partially naturalized on walls and about
gardens at Bonchurch, being a plant very common in cultivation here.

.
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whitish and often tinged with purple heneath, somewhat fleshy and shining,
obscurely and palmately 5-ribbed, the lower and larger cordato-rotundate or subreniform, being mostly a little wider than long, 5- or obscurely 7-lobed, the lobes
shallow, rounded, entire and obtuse, tipped with a minute point, the middle lobe
broadest
upper and smaller leaves similar in form, but in general more deeply
and acutely (sometimes but 3) lobed, much like those of Ivy in miniature. PePeduncles solitary, axillary, single-flowered, longer than
tioles variable in length.
Calyx extremely small, about a
the leaves and partly lengthened out in fruit.
line in length, purplish green, the segments elliptic-lanceolate, concave, pointed
Corolla scarcely half an iuch long including the spur, dilute purand fleshy.
plish blue or violet ; upper lip ascending, recurved, deeply bifid, the lobes oblong,
rounded, entire or retuse, flat, with 2 or 3 purple streaks lower lip paler, not striated, deeply 3-cleft, the lobes roundish oblong, entire, plane, spreading, the middle one rather the longest and narrowest; palate very prominent, deeply 2-lobed,
closing the mouth, lobes with a yellow spot anteriorly, which is sometimes obsolete; throat darker violet striated with deep purple, clothed inside at bottom with
a double broad line of fulvous hairs running backwards from each lobe of the
palate almost to the base of the very short, conical, nearly straight and obtuse
Stamens 4, with a distinct rudimentaiy fifth filament and anther filaments
spur.
Style
with a few hairs at the base only ; anthers cream-coloured pollen white.
cylindrical, a little thickened upwards to its round, obtuse, faintly 2-lobed and
somewhat recurved apex.
An idea seems generally to prevail that the present species of Linaria is of
comparatively recent introduction into Britain from Italy, where it is said to he
It certainly has increased in frequency during the last halftruly indigenous.
century, which may be accounted for by the more difl'used taste for gardening
amongst all ranks, and the facility with which the species disseminates itself
The author of these remarks remembers to have often
where it is once planted.
heard that a near relative of his own, who had a great love for botanical pursuits,
received as a present worth accepting in those days a quantity of Cymhalaria from
the late Sir Joseph Banks, who was in the habit of occasionally sending her whatever was curious or uncommon in the vegetable tribe.
Gerarde gives a good figure of the Cymhalaria italica, as he calls it, and states
that it " grows wilde upon walls in Italic, but in gardens with us," and does not
speak of it as rare in his time. Parkinson, a contemporary of Gerarde, mentions
it as " growing naturally in divers places of our land, although formerly it hath
not beetle knowne to bee but in gardens and other places that are shadie upon the
;

;

;

;

ground."
This pretty species has doubtless obtained its Tsle-of-Wight denomination from
It has
its creeping abroad and extending itself far and wide with such facility.
acquired in America the name of Kenilworth Ivy, as I learn from my esteemed
friend, Dr. Darlington, of West Chester.

Sharp-pointed Fluellen or Toadflax.
leaves broadly bastate acute mostly
alternate, the lowermost ovate opposite angulato-dentate, pedunSm.
cles glabrous, spur of the corolla subulate nearly straight.
Antirrhinum, L.
E. B. t.
E. Fl. iii. p. 132. Br. Fl. p. 800.
5.

L. Elatine, Desf.

Stems procumbent

hairy,

:

692.
In waste and

cultivated ground, gardens, tillage-fields, on hedge- and ditchbanks, sometimes in wet boggy places and woods ; abundant almost everywhere.

—

June November. ©
Stem
Root whitish, slender and tapei-ing, simple or branched at the bottom.
much branched from the very base, or the branches themselves may be considered
as so many stems which are very slender, somewhat angular, solid, leafy, with
several straight, simple, short, distant and alternate ramifications, that diverge
from the main stem at nearly right angles, and are, like them, beset with copious
long, white, pellucid and jointed hairs intermixed with similar but shorter glandtipped ones in an early stage of the plant the central stem is erect, but afterFl.

:
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wards droops at the summit, and finally becomes prostrate like the lateral ones,
which spread in all directions, and together with the main stem elongate as the
autumn advances often to 2 or 3 feet. Leaves numdVous, on short hairy stalks,
the earliest and lowermost pair or two mostly opposite, roundish ovate, angulatodentate or repando-dentate, those above them broadly hastate or ovato-bastate,
acute, with horizontally diverging acute auricles
gradually becoming smaller
;
and mostly narrower, the extreme leaves and those on the lateral branches very
small, and either similar in shape to the rest or ovate and rounded at the base
all hairy like the stem, of a grayer or more glaucous green, and somewhat less
flexible than in the next species, with a far less soft and less copious pubescence,
their veins few, distant and prominent beneath.
Pedicels solitary, axillary, sin;

gle-flowered, very slender, scarcely thicker than a thread, perfectly glabrous except
near both extremities, which are slightly hairy ; patent, and when in fruit diverging nearly at right angles from the stem, or even partly deflexed, in which they
differ materially from the following species, the pedicels in which are seldom more

than simply divaricate.
Flowers smaller, paler and less conspicuous than in the
next species, otherwise very similar. Sepals scarcely if at all enlarged after
flowering, ovato-lanceolate, very acute, hairy on the sharp prominent keel and
edges, which last are expanded at the base into membranous, reflexed, pellucid
margins, which are wa;itiug in L. spuria.
Corolla hairy, a little longer than the
calyx, the middle segment of the lower lip rather longer than the 2 lateral (in L.
spuria the 3 segments are of equal length or nearly so, and the palate less prominent) the colour of the lower lip is more of an uniform yellow than in L. spuria,
with a dash only of violet at its exterior basal edges; upper lip plane, less deeply
bifid with broader segments than in L. spuria, deep violet, not purplish brown as
in that spur very slender, straight or scarcely at all incurved, nearly glabrous.
Stamens fringed near the base with a few coarse hairs a fifth abortive one on the
centre of the upper lip behind the others; anthers cohering, dark purple, bluntly
cordate, granulated, their lobes bearded with a tuft of stiff hairs.
Sti/le glandaloso-pilose in its lower half, glabrous and enlarged upwards
stigma oblique, on
the enlarged summit of the style, ending in a flat pointed lobe germen globose,
covered with gland-tipped hairs and sealed on a tumid base. Ca/)Wes small, whitish
and pubescent, mostly a little shorter than the scarcely enlarged calyx, subglobose,
slightly compressed laterally and flattened at the summit, rather faintly 2-lobed,
opening by 2 oblique circular valves that nearly meet at its apex.
Seeds about
12 20, dull brown, subrotundo-ovate, without a border, deeply sinuato-rugose or
;

;

;

;

;

—

cellular.

This and the following plant, like our periwinkles, afford a beautiful example of
two closely allied yet unquestionably distinct species.
Nearly as they approach
in character, and often as they are found growing intermixed, I have never
observed any disposition to hybridize.
Their geographical distribution is also
very different: L. spuria is the more southern plant, neitlier ranging to Ireland in
the West nor to Sweden in the North, in both which countries L. Elatine is found,
though rarely.
Neither of them has yet occurred in Scotland, and beyond the
midland counties of England L. spuria is already scarce. The flowers of both are
occasionally regular or peloriated {see L vulgaris), in which condition I have
The fifth additional
found them in chalky fields at Twyford, near Winchester.
or abortive stamen \staininodium), analogous to the scale in Scrophularia, Slc,
exists in both these species (and in L. Cymhalaria P) as a minute skinny appendage in a fold at the base of the upper lip, above and behind the four perfect
stamens.
I find L. Elatine repeatedly in situations very remote from cultivation, in wet,
spongy and boggy places on heaths, and on moist or dry ditchbanks, as also in
woods, where X. spuria never occurs, that being to all appearance exclusively a
plant of tillage-land, or at most of waste ground in the vicinity of the former.
6.

L.

spuria,

Mill.

Round

-

leaved Fluellen

Leaves ovate downy mostly alternate and

entire,

or

Toadflax.

stem prostrate
2 z

—
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downy, peduncles hair}', spur of the corolla subulate incurved.
Br. Fl. p. 300.
Antirrhinum, L.
E. B. t. 691.
:

In similar situations with the last, but of rather less frequent occurrence in
general, being more, though not exclusively, attached to calcareous soils, and seldom slraying beyond the limits of cultivation, i^/. June November. 0.
E. Med.
On waste ground at Springfield.
About Ryde in several places.
Field at Westbrook, between Eyde and Nettlestone. Very large and abundant in
a field between Brading and Nunwell, also in stubble-fields about Carpenters, in
plenty.
Near Beaper farm, and fields in the angle of Whitefield wood due S.
of it, abundant.
E. end of Brading. Very commun in cornfields along the UndercliflF, at Ventnor, St. Lawrence, &c.
About Haven-street.
Above Sandown
bay.
Near Adgeton.
W. Med. Abundant in very many places about Yarmouth, Thorley, Wellow,
Ningwood, Shalcombe, &c. At Rowledge. Near Mottistone, in a field along
the edge of a copse called Bush Row, quite overgrown with it, 1840.
Root whitish and tapering.
Stem much branched from the base, the branches
lying flat on the ground, at the end of autumn often 3 or 4 feet in length, the central
one at first erect or inclining, the lateral branches always procumbent, sim|ile or

—

—

—

again a

little ramified, covered with fine, soft, spreading hairs.
Leaves mostly
alternate, a few of the lower ones only being opposite, shortly stalked, viscid, very

broadly ovate or roundish, cordate at the base, quite entire, excepting a few distant toothed or angular serratures on a few of those nearest the root, upper ones
distinctly pointed, all dull grayish, rather glaucous green, very soft and downy.
Flowers solitary, larger than in the last species, on simple, axillary, hairy and less
slender peduncles, that diverge from the stem in various degrees, but are seldom
at right angles to it, or reflexed in seed, as is the case usually in E. Elatine.
Sepals more or less enlarged after flowering, their margins reflexed but not membranous, equal, ovato-lanceolate, 3-ribbed at the base.
Corolla hairy lower lip
rich yellow, in 3 rounded lobes, with a yellow palate, and a purplish stain on each
side of its outer margin at the base; upper lip plane, 2-lobed, rich purplish brown,
with which colour the throat is prettily speckled and streaked within
spur slender, much incurved and hairy.
Stamens fringed on their lower half, with a fifth
abortive one on the upper lip above and behind the four others anthers cohering,
dark purple, bearded pollen white. Style oblique, hairy stigma an obli(iue lobe,
flat above, pointed anteriorly, germen globose, hairy, surrounded by a tumid ring
or gland.
Capsules in every respect like those of the last, but about twice the
size, shorter than the now considerably enlarged calyx.
Seeds as in L, Elatine,
perhaps rather more finely and less deeply rugose and cellular, later and more
sparingly ripened with us.
Beside the difference of shape in the leaves, L. spuria is well distinguished from
L. Elatine by its stouter habit and larger flowers, whose stalks are shorter,
thicker, and hairy like the stems, and diverge from the latter at a moderate angle
only, whereas in L. Elatine, besides that the peduncles are smooth and much
more slender than in L. spuria, they stand out from the stem nearly at right
angles when in flower, and are for the most part finally reflexed as the seed-vessels approach maturity.
;

;

;

;

;

VII. Melampyeum, Linn.
" Calyx tubular, 4-toothed.

Upper

Cow-wheat.
lip

of the corolla laterally

compressed, turned back at the margin ; lower lip trifid.
Ovary
with 2 superposed ovules in each cell.
Capsule oblong, 8-celled,
obliquely acuminated, opening on one side.
Cells 1
2 seeded.
Seeds oblong, even, gibbous at the base." Br. Fl.

—

Common Yellow Cow-wheat. "Flowers
1.
M. pratense, L.
axillary secund, leaves in distant pairs, corolla 4 times as long as
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the calyx closed, the lower lip straight."
t. 113.
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— Br.

Fl. p. 296.

E. B.

Leaves ovate or ovato-lanceolate.
In dry woods and thickets very common. Fl. May July? ©.
In St. John's wood, Quarr copse, and other places ahout Kyde, &c.
^. Plentifully in New copse, near Wootton bridge.
A specimen found at Apse
castle, 184.3.
Mr. Borrer finds it on the Wye with very broad ovate and cordate
leaves, and I gathered it plentifully with leaves nearly as broad in Ross Island,
/3.

—

;

Killarney, in 1842.
Root of several rigid, whitish, branched fibres.
Stem erect, from about 8 12
inches high, obtusely quadrangular, alternately furrowed on the two opposite sides,
greenish or purplish, often marked with dark spots or blotches, glabrous or
slightly puhescent with short rigid hairs, copiously and for the most part brachiately branched from the bottom, the branches axillary, long, lax, spreading or
ascending, readily broken off at their swollen junction with the stem, mostly opposite, here and there alternate, or sometimes two together one below the other,
waved or flexuose. Leaves opposite, entire, distant, very shortly stalked or subsessile, dark green, somewhat firm and leathery, roughish above and minutely scabrous on their somewhat inflexed margins, finely reticulated and paler beneath,
very variable in breadth, from linear-lanceolate to ovato-lanceolate or even ovate,
subcordate at the base, acuminate, the apex somewhat obtuse, mostly recurved.
Floral bracts similar in form and colour to the leaves, but smaller and more acute,
with from ahout 1
3 basal pairs of long, straight or incurved teeth the lowermost pair of bracts usually entire or nearly so ; all furnished with a few depressedglands, which, as in the next species, are found but very sparingly sprinkled over
the surface, chiefly at their lower extremities. Flowers solitary aud axillary,
second and approximating in pairs, forming a short leafy spike or raceme terminating the stem and branches, on extremely short thick peduncles, patent or
Calyx tubuloso-campanulate, a little compressed, tinged with purple,
ascending.
its segments nearly equal, ascending, lanceolato-acuminate, ciliato-scabrous, the
upper pair decussate, with a rounded sinus between them, the lower curved
Corolla 6 or 8 lines in length, or
upwards, the sinus between them more acute.
above thrice that of the calyx, straight, the tube extremely short, greenish, the
throat usually pale yellow or ochraceous, often nearly white, minutely downy, lips
yellow verging upon orange, at other limes rose-coloured, closed or nearly so, the
upper one greenish at the sides, its short, turned-up, purplish border emarginate ;
shaggy inside, the beard whitish ; lower lip equal in length to the upper (in all my
specimens now before me the upper lip is by no means the protruding pne, as
stated by Mr. Babington) or slightly exceeding the latter, purplish, the apex of
its inflexed margin minutely 3-cleft, downy but not bearded within; the palate
yellow, vaulted and traversed by a deep furrow, and hence 2-lobed, with a purAntliers cohering
plish spot at the posterior part of each lobe, of a curved figure.
in one mass by their anterior faces, bearded with wLite hairs at their lower end.
Germen small, ovate, much flattened, obliquely pointed, with a tumid, finely
punctate, striated gland in front, which is produced anteriorly into a short olituse
process, of a cylindrical shape, that is sometimes erected, at other times doubled
down upon the basal lobe ; style included, deciduous, white, nearly glabrous,
incurved and gradually dilated below its subcapitate glauduloso- pilose apex.
Capsules pale green, nearly J an inch in length, ovoid, much compressed and sobacuminate, a little oblique at the base and very acute apex, at length blackish and
Seeds 2 4, wax- or horn-coloured, ovate or ellipticalrugosely reticulated.
oblong, truncate at the end and attached to the white spongy caruncle.

—

—

;

—

Purple Cow-wheat. Vect. Poverty-weed.
t ? 3. M. arvense, li.
Leaves linear-lanceolate, the uppermost toothed at the base,
spikes oblong lax 4-sided, bracts ovato-lanceolate pectinato-pinnatifid with awl- shaped segments dotted at the back with a few

!
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depressed glands, calyx with very long setaceous points, corolla
rather longer than the calyx, the lips closed.
Br. Fl. p. 39R.
E. B. t. 53. Curt. Br. Entom. vi. t. 273.
In cornfields and on dry banks adjacent to tljem on the chalk at the back of the
August. ©.
Fl. 3uwe
E. Med. A splendid but pernicious plant, originally, there is no doubt, introduced with seed-wheat; now but too common in some parts of the S. of the
island, where it proves a grievous nuisance, and apparently becon)ingniore widely
dispersed every year.
First noticed on the Deane and Ash farms, near St. Lawrence, where the wheat an.d barley are completely overrun by it, and the crops
greatly deteriorated thereby.
Common about Whitwell. Cornfields at the W.
end of Ventnor, plentifully in 1838. Tn fields, upon banks and bushy slopes above
Lord Yarborough's murine villa at St. Lawrence, and I have traced it as far as
Bonchurch, but where it occurs more sparingly as yet. It behoves the farmers of
W. Medina to he on their guard against its introduction into their chalky soils.
A specimen with white flowers was found by Miss Hadfield near Ventnor
A bushy herb, conspicuous from the rich purple-coloured bracts of its flowerRoot annual, whitish, tapering, flexuose, branched and rigid, said to be
spikes.
parasitic.
Stem erect, from 10 18 inches high, rather obtusely quadrangular
above, nearly round just above the root, its ceuiral cavity filled with loose cellular
tissue; much branched, sometimes from the very base, the branches opposite or
subalternate, erect or spreading, often like the stem partly purplish and rough

—

island; most abundantly.

—

—

with copious short, curved, deflexed pubescence.
Leaves pale dull green, subsessile, mos'ly opposite, a few here and there somewhat alternate, linear-lanceolate,
their edges slightly deflexed, a little obtuse at the apex, obscurely veined above,
reticulated beneath, the midrib often purplish
harsh with short, scattered, bristly
hairs, the lower leaves mostly quite entire, those at or near the bottom of the
flower-spikes with one or more basal pair of linear-lanceolate or subulate entire
teeth, mostly pointing forwards, incurved and very acute.
Flowers sessile, in
ovate or oblong, 4-sided, obtuse, lax .spikes, terminating the stem and branches,
and lengtheninij out to 4 or 5 inches as the summer advances, each flower subtended by an erect ovate hract, which is at first of a fine purple rose-colour, afterwards as the seed forms changing to green like the leaves, pectinato-pinnatifid,
with long, subulate, spreading, acute leeth; 5-nerved and tapering at the base,
the lower bracts wiih longer points, their margins and those of the teeth finely
sprinkled at the back with several round, depressed, dark brown
spinuloso-ciliate
and shining dots or glands, that are placed irregularly or as it were by chance,
and imbedded in the substance of the bract the use of these glands is unknown,
though they are always present.
Calyx tubuloso- campanulate, very loosely
investing the corolla, angular and downy, greenish or purplish, about fths or frds
the length of the corolla, its segments triangular, the two lower ones smallest, all
with very long, waved, setaceous, spinuloso-ciliated points, into which are continued the 4 .stout hairy calyx-ribs.
Corolla exceeding the calyx in lenijth, finely
downy, the tefie long, slender, rose-coloured, bent nearly in the middle; throat
bright yellow verging on orange, hairy within
lips closed, dark rose-red, thickly
sprinkled with pellucid very minute globules; the upper lip bordered with a purple beard, and shaggy inside with long white hairs
lou-er lip beardless, trifid at
the apex, the edges much incurved, with a stout blunt keel on its concave under
Stamens cohering filaments yellow, with a few glandular points, the lower
side.
pair enlarged in the middle; anthers liuear- oblong, purplish, with greenbacks,
bearded at the base and apex, coadnate by their ilai anterior faces; pollen of
roundish, white, pellucid, angular grains.
Style white, very long and filifurm,
slightly hairy in its upper half, the summit deflexed, slightly thickened at its apex
into a simple glandular stigma; germen obliquely conical, glabrous, with a large,
green, tumid and slightly lobed gland in front at its base.
Capsule greenish,
membranous, obovato-rotundate, compressed, with a minute, oblique, recurved
point, strongly reticulated, glabrous, and sprinkled with a few warty protubeSeeds much like grains of wheat in size and colour, always partly aborrances.
;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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3 (mostly 2) in each capsule; about 3 lines in length, pale brownish
yellow, ovato-oblong, terete, very smooth and shining, their lower end forme<l into
a large, white, nearly hemispherical, faintly striated appendage, tipped with the
dark prominent hilum ; their taste hot, bitter and disagreeable.
When the seeds of this plant begin to germinate, the radicle, elongating, elevates the yet entire seed considerably above the surface of the soil, after which the
testa bursts by the expansion of the plumula, and the young plant thus appears as
it were to vegetate in the air.
From Mr. Borrer I learn that this gaudy pest of the farmer is reported to have
been introduced from Jersey, which is very improbable, seeing that it is not mentioned as a native of that island in Babington's ' Primitiae Flors Sarnicae,' nor
have I remarked it there myself.
From Mr. George Kirkpatrick, of Newport, I
understand it is rumoured to have been conveyed hither from Norfolk, whilst
according to others it was imported from Spain. As the species abounds in a few
of the middle and eastern parts of England, and especially in Norfolk, I am most
inclined to believe we are indebted to that county for the unwelcome present nor
am I acquainted with any other stations for M. arvense S. and W. of London,
except in this island. The name of Poverty-weed, inapplicable as it may appear
to so showy a plant, bears reference, T presume, to an opinion that it exhausts or
impoverishes the soil, or indirectly perhaps alluding to a similar effect upon the
pocket of the farmer, the produce of whose fields is rendered less marketable, from
the blue colour imparted to the wheat-flour, contaminated by an admixture with
the seeds, from which it is scarcely possible to free the grain by winnowing, as the
specific gravity of biith is pretty much alike.
Withering remarked, that though
the seeds of M. arvense give a bitterness and discoloration to the bread, they do
not make it unwholesome, but the contrary opinion prevails amongst the country
people here, who attribute decidedly injurious effects to bread so adulterated, and
which a poor woman described to,me as " tasting sharp in the mouth."
A respectable shoemaker, named Rabbett, who resided for many years at Whitwell, and has only recently left it, told me that when he was employed in harvest
on Week farm they used to pull up the Purple Cow-wheat or Poverty-weed with
the greatest care, and carry it off the field to burn it, picking up the very seeds
from the ground wherever they could be perceived lying. Of late years, he
thinks, the bread from the wheat on the Deane and Week farms is not so darkcoloured and " hot" as it used to be, and that the plant is less plentiful than forHe remarked that it often makes its appearance in clover-fields and grass,
merly.
and appears plentiful when the land is left in lay, at which time it might be eraHe gives the same account of its introducdicated without injury to any crop.
tion into the island with seed-wheat as others do, but does not know from whence
this " droll " weed is supposed to have come to us, which was before his recollective, 1, 2, or

;

tion.

understand from Captain Love, R.N., who had the information from Mr. Jolof the Deane farm, which is much infested with this plant, that sheep are
and, as the seeds are not matured in any
partial to the Melampyrvm anense
quantity till the crop is off the ground, by thus eating it off after harvest the land
might perhaps in a great measure be freed from this pernicious annual, if weeding out in spring be thought too troublesome or expensive.
1

liffe,

';

VIII. Pediculaeis, Linn.

Louse-wort.

—

" Calyx inflated, 5-cleft, or unequally 3
3 lobed, jagged, somewhat leafy. Upper lip of the corolla laterally compressed, arched;
lower one plane, 3-lobed. Ovary with many ovules. Capsule
Seeds angular." Br. Fl.
oblique, acute, compressed, 2- celled.
our two are perhaps
Natives for the most part of elevated and alpine regions
the only European species which descend into the plains, or that even prefer a
;

low

situation.

—
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F. palustris,

1.

solitary

1j.

[Pedicularis-

Tall Redrattle. "Stem
broadly ovate hairy ribbed
Br. Fl. p. 297. E. B. t. 399.

Marsh Lousewort.

branched upwards

erect, calyx

with crenated nearly equal lobes."

In low boggy places, wet meadows, pastures and thickets, in ditches, pools and
many parts of the island, hut not Tery general. Fl. May Sep-

—

field-drains, in

tember.

—

or 2f

.f

E. Med. Bookley moor, in the deep hogs about the Wilderness, &c. In Sandown level. Apse heath, where I have found it with white flowers.
W. Med. Abundant in the boggy meadows at Freshwater Gate. On School-

—

By the stream between Carishouse farm, and by Sheepwash farm. Freshwater.
brooke and Plash farm, near the latter. In wet swampy meadows above Newbridge,
and in the wet thicket by the stream between that place and Calbourne mill, 1844.
Moory ground between West Court and Sandy Way, 1846. Withy-bed at West
mill, between Newport and Carisbrooke, Mr. C. D. Snnoke in litt., 1842.
A bushy plant, with a pyramidal mode of growth, and, like P. sylvatica, with
leaves resembling some fern.
Root whitish, tapering, often considerably branched,
filamentous at the crown, by some thought to be annual, by others (as Wahlenberg) pronounced perennial.
Subtending the bases of the radical leaves and
mixed with the filaments, may be found a few ovate, concave, pointed scales, as
remarked by Mr. Babington, perhaps abortive branches or leaves. Stem solitary,
erect, from under a foot to a yard in height, in small plants often simple, in larger
specimens copiously and alternately or oppositely branched from the base, subteretely angular, greenish at bottom, purplish and furrowed above, very leafy, solid,
glabrous (or a little downy, Sm.) Leaves scattered, alternate or subopposite,
oblong-lanceolate, the inferior ones on short, semiterete, flattish petioles, pale
green or more commonly purplish, deeply pinnatisect or pinnatifid, the segments
nearly opposite, oblong, blunl, crenately incised or sinuate, subpinnatifid, fleshy,
their thickened margins strongly deflexed, covered beneath with raised cellular
spots, their midribs with a few scattered hairs occasionally.
Floivers in short
leafy clusters terminating the stem and branches, solitary in the axil of each pair
of leaf-like brads, on very short pedicels or nearly sessile.
Calyx at first oblong,
subcylindrical, then ovate and ventricose, hispid, many and prominently ribbed,
often doited and stained with purple, laterally 2-lobed at the mouth, the lobes
shallow, their margins dull purple, crenately and unequally lobed, the lobes
Corolla about twice as long as the
rounded, minute, spreading and recurved.
calyx, glabrous, the luhe whitish, subcylindrical, with many transparent ribs
upper lip small, dark purple, much compressed, veined and striate, with a pair of
minute subulate teeth just below its oblique apex, and a similar blunter pair a
little lower down of a dark purple colour ; loiver lip very large, of a fine rose-red,
minutely ciliate, cordato-orbicular, trifid, the central lobe smaller, circular, partly
concealed by the 2 lateral rather shorter ones, that are veined with purple towards
the throat, spreading and vaulted.
Stamens nearly equal, 2 oiihe filaments a little downy below their summit and at the base, the 2 upper a little hairy at the
Style included,
base only ; anthers yellow, not bearded nor cohering in pairs.
filifnrm, glabrous ; stigma greenish, simple
germeti obliquely conical, glabrous,
seated on a green glandular base which is very tumid and projecting in front.
Capsule brownish, its oblique mucronate apex projecting a little beyond the calyx,
Seeds ovato-oblong, dull reddish brown, rugoso-reticulate,
quite glabrous, veined.
with a longitudinal chink on one side like those of coffee.
The upper lip I find occasionally (at Easton and elsewhere) abbreviated into a
lanceolate process, leaving the stamens quite exposed.
;

Pasture Lousewort.
2.
P. sylvatica, L.
Dwarf Redrattle.
" Stem branched from the base and spreading, calyx oblong angular glabrous in 5 unequal crenate and almost leafy segments."

—

Br. Fl.
35,

t.

p. 297.

1, fig. 1.

E. B.

t.

400.

Steven.

Monog. Pedicul.

p. 45, No.
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p. Flowers white.
Tn boggy, wet or damp pastures, on moist heaths and
thickets and spongy turfy meadows ; much more frequent
last.
Fl. April— July.
or 2^.

—

commons, in marshy
and general than the

©

Med. Meadows near Alverston mill. Plentiful all over Munsley hill, and
in wet meadows below Bridge.
Oii Bleak-down.
On Rookley moors, about the
Wilderness, Rookley farm, and common in moory pastures along the valley of the
Medina generally.
Between Ninham and Quarr.
About Ninham, near Eyde ;
and on Wootton common.
W. Med. Abundantly in wet meadows about Woolverton, by Shorwell. In
the large pasture-fields by the Yar, between Freshwater mill and Beckett's copse.
About Bridge, Rookley,
/3. Between Shanklin and Sandown, under the cliffs.
&c., not uncommon.
Root large, white and spongy, with a tongh woody centre, more or less forked,
chiefly below, into several long, tapering, nearly simple branches, and having at
the crown a whorl of ovate or oblong leaves, with crenate deflexed margins, and
often subtended by a few brown filamentary scales.
Stems mostly numerous,
£1.

—

branched at the very base, subtereti-angular
the prifrom about 2 to 4 inches high, the lateral for the most part barren and spreading, ascending or prostrate around the central one in a circular
more or less csespitose tuft, nearly glabrous, with a few scattered hairs chiefly on
Leaves very small, about 1 to 1^ inch in length and Jth of an
their upper part.
inch wide, linear-oblong, not tapering to the apex as in P. palustris, glabrous,
dull olive-green, often, like the stem and calyx, tinged with purple, glabrous,
those of the stem opposite or alternate, faintly decurrent, pinnatifid, the segments
roundish or ovate, deeply incised-serrate or lobed, with thickened deflexed marFlowers crowded into a terminal, obgins, areolated beneath as in P. palustris.
tuse, leafy spike, axillary, solitary, erect, on short, triangular, glabrous peduncles,
that are loosely surrounded by a prolongation of the outer calycine membrane,
which encloses them like a sack, and tapers down to the base of the pedicel, where
Bracts resembling the leaves, but broader at the base
it unites with the latter.
and often tripartite. Calyx J an inch in length, membranous, ovatu-oblong,
inflated, especially after flowering, often tinged purplish, venosely reticulated
with 5 or 6 plait-like ribs or angles, usually glabrous except about the margins
and inner side of the segments, which are clothed with beautiful crystalline hairs,
sometimes a little downy, the mouth in 5 unequal irregular lobes, of which the
superior one is smallest, narrow and often undivided, the 4 lateral lobes with short
reflexed summits, which are mostly 3-cleft or crenate, and resemble the ultimate
Corolla quite glabrous, bright rose-red, somedivisions of the leaves themselves.
upper lip narrow, subtimes flesh-coloured or white, twice as long as the calyx
falcate, ascending, strongly compressed, rugosely striate, sharply keeled at top,
and having a shallow notch below its very rounded and obtuse apex, produced
backwards into a triangular tooth on each side lower lip nearly semicircular or
fan-shaped, deeply divided into 3 pretty equal rotundato-obovate lobes, which are
flat, entire or slightly emarginate and crenulate, often deflected, sometimes ciliated, uniting behind at 2 crimson-stained prominences running back into the
tube much shorter than the calyx,
throat, with a deep channel between them
cylindrical, white, membranous, hardly at all bent, or forming an angle with the
white, tubular, scarcely dilated throat, which is much exserted and hairy within
behind the palate. Stamens included, nearly equal ; filaments white, slender,
slightly hairy at bottom, the inferior pair bearded for some distance below the
anthers with white pellucid hairs anthers yellow, slightly cohering in pairs, obovate, their lobes acute below but not awned, bursting along the centre of their flat
Style very long, weak and slender, a little exserted,
inner faces pollen yellow.
glabrous, purplish, slightly enlarged upwards, hooked or bent downwards at some
distance from the yellowish, capitate, globose stigma, which appears beautifully
striate with rows of short glandulose points germen glabrous, seated on and surCapsule from
rounded anteriorly by a green, tumid, somewhat, pointed gland.
3 to 6 lines in length, about as long as the now ventricose calyx, pale browu,
leafy, simple or slightly

mary one

;

erect,

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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veined and glabrous, broadly and obliquely ovate and pointed, its
margin nearly straight, gibbous below, attenuated to a thin edge at top,
STiblobate by a deep external furrow.
Seeds numerous, pale yellowish brown,
elliptic-oblong, very obtuse, terete, quite smooth and glabrous, but coated with a

reticulately

anterior

fine reticulated pellicle.

IX. Rhinanthus, Linn.

Yellow-rattle.

" Calyx inflated, 4-tootlied.
Upper lip of the corolla compressed laterally, entire, furnished on both sides below the apex
with a straight tooth-like appendage or lobe; lower one plane, 3lobed. Ovary with many ovules. Capsule of 2 cells, obtuse, compressed.
Seeds imbricated, flat and usually margined."
Br. Fl.

—

Common Yelloiv -rattle. Vect. Fiddle" Leaves oblong-lanceolate serrated, flowers in lax spikes,
calyx glabrous, appendages of the upper lip of the corolla short
roundish, bracteas ovate."
Br. Fl. p. 294.
E. B. t. 657. R.
1.

R. Crista-galli, L.

cases.

—

glaber.

Lam.

R. minor, Ehrh.

In mostly damp but often dry meadows and pastures larger and more branched
on boggy ground, wet spongy heaths and commons very frequent.
Fl. May
;

:

July.

0.

Root whitish, of

several wiry branched fibres.
Stem erect, rigid, quadrangular,
the angles slightly winged* from the somewhat decurrent leaves, simple or mure
usually branched, in the larger plants often copiously so, the branches opposite,
erect or ascending, forming a bushy herb a foot or two in height, and together
with the stem thickly spotted longitudinally with purplish brown in short lines or
Leaves opposite, quite
streaks, more sparingly so or not at all in their lower part.
sessile, dull, sometimes pale, olive-green, firm, a little rigid, smooth and shining,
oblong-lanceolate or snblinear, often strongly recurved and deflexed, almost clasping, subincisedly serrate, the serratures rather distant, pointing forwards, obtuse,
the sinuses acute, and receiving the deeply depressed, nearly straight and simple
veins of the leaf, which at first sight appears for this reason pinnatifid ; the margins of the leaves are slightly spinuloso-ciliate, thickened underneath, and the
intercostal areas sprinkled with numerous grayish sinuate spots, which with the
intermediate green portion give a reticulated appearance to the whole under side
of the leaf. Flowers in rather crowded terminal spikes, arranged in pairs or opposite, sometimes pointing one way or secund, more usually alternating in their
direction or decussate, the lower ones very shortly stalked, the upper almost sessile, each with a solitary bract beneath it, of which the lowermost pair or two are
scarcely different from the upper leaves and much larger than the calyx, those
above them gradually becoming shorter, paler, broadly ovate, acuminate, more
deeply and acutely incised-serrate, the highest of all scarcely longer than the
Calyx membranous, pale yellowish green,
calyx and roundish in their outline.
roundish ovate, ventricose, much compressed laterally, quite glabrous excepting
along its thin, narrow, vertical border, which is more or less downy, much enlarged
and inflated after flowering, inconspicuously 10-ribbed, with transverse reticulations, two of the ribs on each side nearly marginal, one central from the base to
the acute sinus of the two ovate, nearly equal, minutely ciliated and submucronate teeth or segments, the remaining pair running straight to the point of these
latter, and parallel with the central rib and at no great distance from it ; someCorolla
times there is another pair between the marginal and three centre ribs.
a little exserted, ringent, about half an inch in length or rather more, bright yellow, the tube wide, straight, many-ribbed, colourless and membranaceous ; upper

* Two of the faces, or those directly beneath each pair of leaves, are slightly
rounded or convex.

—

—
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lip vaulted or helmet-shaped,

compressed, downy chiefly along the back, faintly
ribbed, its anterior margin in 2 short, bluish, lobe-like appendages rounded in
front ; lower lip 3 -lobed, about as long as the upper, the lobes nearly equal, roundish, the 2 lateral lobes waved, entire, vertical and parallel to
each other, the middle lobe folded.
Stamens short, included filaments broad, membranous, twisted
below, yellowish and glabrous ; anthers 2-celled, densely bearded along the sutures
;

with white hairs.
Nectary a small, green, fleshy, incurved scale or gland at the
base of the anterior acute margin of the ovalo-rotundate germen, obtuse and deciduous.
Style long, filiform, a little hairy, incurved, deep violet just beneath the
thick, greenish, capitate stigma.

Capsule enclosed in the much longer and now
husky, brownish, inflated and conspicuously ribbed calyx, almost exactly orbicular, nearly plane, strongly veined, mucronate with the persistent base
of the style,
quite glabrous, whitish brown, bursting throughout its thin lateral margins.
Seeds several in each cell, rather large, pale brown, somewhat resembling the
human ear in shape, flat, orbicular-reniform, minutely punctato-rugose, with a
broad, membranous, finely striated border, which is a little cupped or concave.

X. EuPHEASiA,* Linn.

Eyebright.

" Calyx tubular or bell-shaped, 4-fid or 4-toothed.
Corolla
tubular, 2-lipped.
Capsule obtuse or emarginate, cells manyseeded.
Seeds rather angular, longitudinally ribbed hilum sub;

Bah. Man.

apicfil."

1. E. officinalis, L.
Common Eyebright. " Leaves ovate deeply
toothed, coroUa glabrous, lobes of the lower lip emarginate." Br.
Fl. p. 294.
E. B. t. 1416.

In moist as well as

— September.

in dry pastures

and heathy places

;

abundantly.

Fl.

May

.

Herb extremely variable in luxuriance, from 2 or 3 inches in dry barren pastures to nearly a foot in moist shady woods.
Root tapering, flexuose, with a few
terminal fibres.
Stem either nearly simple or copiously and oppositely branched
from the base, erect or reclining, obsoletely quadrangulai-, purplish and shining,

downy with fine decurved pubescence, the branches erect, decussate, the lowermost
ascending and often wavy or flexuose.
Leaves small, mostly opposite, a few of
those towards the summit alternate or subalternate, quite sessile, ovate, of a deep
shining olive-green above, paler beneath, glabrous or slightly hairy, plicate with
depressed nervation, deeply and sharply inciso-serrate, with 6 or 6 very acute teeth
on each side of the central and terminal one, each tipped with a fine bristle-like
point except on the lowermost leaves.
Flowers axillary, solitary, nearly sessile,
very beautiful on a close inspection.
Calyx tubular, 2-lobed, the lobes lateral,
bidentate, the teeth equal, lanceolate, acute, single-ribbed, the rib running back
to the base of the calyx, and as well as the margins of the latter often spinulose
and purplish. Corolla villous externally, the tube cylindrical, slender, as long as
the calyx upper lip concave, white or pale purplish streaked internally with dark
purple, its margin erect, slightly bifid or 2-lobed, the lobes emarginate lower lip
white, in 3 plane, nearly equal, deeply emarginate segments, of which the anterior one is rather the longest, with 3 faint purplish streaks, and a spot of bright
yellow at its origin and between the two lateral lobes, which are each marked at
the base with three diverging bright purple lines. Stainens smooth anthers reddish brown, cohering, bearded along the commissures of the cells, which are
awned at their lower extremities, the awns of the inner lobes of the upper and
;

;

;

* "

Name

from Euphrosyne, expressive of joy and pleasure, in allusion

to

its

properties," HooTc., but I imagine more directly derived from lu, hene, and ^^allnj,
dico, a plant oi good report, to be well spoken of, and commended for its virtues.

3

A

— —
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back pair much longer than

all the rest and very slender.
Style long, white,
superior half sprinkled with stiff suberect hairs ; stigma white, peltate, glanduloso-pilose.
Germen (ovarium) hairy on the top.
Capsule brownish,
a little shorter than the calyx, oblong, vertically compressed, attenuated to a thin
edge, and hispid at the summit, which is obtuse or a little emarginate, and tipped
with the base of the style.
Seeds several in each cell, oblong, pointed at both
ends, covered with a loose skin, longitudinally ribbed with fine transverse stria;.

incurved,

its

3. 'E,. Odontites, 1j.
Red Eyebright. " Leaves linear-lanceolate
remotely serrated, upper ones (or bracteas) alternate, flowers in
unilateral racemes, anthers nearly glabrous, stem branched erect
scabrous pubescent." Br. Fl. p. 394. E. B. t. 1415.

With white flowers.
Abundant everywhere, whether moist
/3.

or dry, in pastures, woods, waste places,
borders of fields, by waysides, amongst corn, &c.
Pi. June
August. 0.
p. Near Ryde, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
Near Cowes ? Captain Beckford,

R.N.
Root

—

parasitic, according to Decaisne.

Bartsia viseosa, or what is supposed by Dillenius, in Ray's Syn. (ed. 3tia Ind.
Plant. Dub.) to be that plant, is obscurely mentioned as growing in the Isle of
Wight, on the authority of Mr. Cole, under the name of Crataogonum cubitalis,
altitudinis, fiore luteo.
It is not unfrequent so near this island as Poole in Dorsetshire, and is still less so in the Channel Islands.
It may therefore well be
expected to occur here.

Order LVI.

OROBANCHACEiE,

" Calyx variously divided, persistent.

Vent.

Corolla irregular, per-

with an imbricated sestivation.
Stamens 4, didynamous.
Anthers 3-celled, the cells distiuct, parallel, often mucronate.
Ovary in a fleshy disk, 1-celled, with 2 4 parietal many-seeded
receptacles.
Style 1.
Stigma 2-lohed. Ca^swJe 2-valved. Seeds
Embryo at the apex of a fleshy albumen. Herbavery minute.
ceous, dingy-coloured, someivhat succulent, leafless plants, glandular and scaly, generally parasitical on the roots of other plants."
sistent,

—

—

—

Br,Fl.
I.

"

Obobanche, Linn.

Calyx of 2

lateral, often combined and bifid segments, braeCorolla ringent, 4
5 cleft. A gland is at the base of the
germen beneath. Leafless, brown or purplish, herbaceous, scaly
plants, often attached to the roots of other 'plants."
Br. Fl.

—

teated.

—

* Bracts

solitary

under each flower.

Greater Broom-rape.
1. 0. rapum, Thuill.
Stem simple,
corolla tubular campanulate nearly straight, its upper lip undivided, lower lip in 3 nearly equal segments of which the 2 lateral
ones are subacute the central one larger and more obtuse, stamens glabrous, style downy, germen surrounded at the base by a

Orobanche.]
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tumid glandular ring. 0. Rapum Genistse, Thuill. Fl. Par. 2nd
ed. p. 317 ?
O. major, L. Reich. Icon. Bot. viii. fig. 900 ? Br.
Fl.T^. 384.
E. B. vi. t. 431. Sutton in Linn. Trans, iv. p. 175.
:

Leighton, Fl. Shrop.

On heaths, commons, and bushy pastures where furze and broom abound, on
the roots of which it is parasitic rare. Fl. June, July.
2f.
JE. Med.
On Briddlesford heath and parts adjacent, on the roots of furze, not
unfrequent; noticed by Mr. Borrer in an excursion I made with him in 1840.
A specimen or two on a bank by the roadside not far from Lynn farm, 1843. On
the roots of broom and furze between Ninham and Quarr abbey, 1845.
Very
abundantly in the last station in 1846.
The largest of our Isle-of- Wight species. Root of a few fibres partly attached
to the plant, from which it derives a portion of its nourishment.
Stem usually
solitary, sometimes 2 or even more, very stout, often as thick as the finger, 12—18
inches or 2 feet high, erect, solid or sometimes fistulose, bluntly angular, furrowed,
downy all over with white, gland-tipped, pellucid hairs, pale or usually purplish
brown, very tumid at the base, where it is sheathed with close-set, erect, smooth, purplish or yellowish and fleshy scales, of a broadly ovate shape, becoming narrower,
thinner, hairy and more distant as they ascend, the uppermost linear-lanceolate,
spreading or recurved, and in all respects like the floral bracts.
Flowers numerous, erect, sessile, placed alternately in a gradually elongating, cylindrical, rather
dense spike, soon withering to a dull rusty brown those near the summit before
expansion of a pale purplish yellow, each with a single, lanceolate, taper-pointed,
finally recurved hract, about equal to or rather longer than the flower it subtends.
Calyx variable in length, in 2 broad, concave, villous lobes, each lobe cleft into
2 lanceolate-acuminate single-ribbed segments. Corolla about 9 or 10 lines long,
very hairy, bell-shaped, the tube short, wide and nearly straight, ventricose or a
little inflated; upper lip large, galeate, arched, irregularly waved, plaited or
notched, but not lobed or divided, the sides spreading or a little reflexed lower
lip in 3 pretty equal, subacute, undulate, plicate segments, of which the central
one is usually rather larger and longer (often considerably so) than the others
and more obtuse, sometimes indeed, as are the lateral segments, occasionally
rounded or at least cordate, the edges of all and of the upper lip minutely arose
and crenulate.
Stamens inserted on the tube quite at the bottom, implexed in
pairs at their summit, their filaments curved, flattened and dilated downwards,
plane or channelled on their inner side, quite smooth for f rds of their length,
their upper third glanduloso-pilose, though very sparingly so anthers of 2 distinct,
oblong, awned lobes, each lobe appearing 2-celled, having a longitudinal septum
running throughout pollen white.
Style included or exserted, cylindrical, incurved, hairy its entire length, suddenly dilated into the two yellow, very distinct,
globose, diverging lobes of the stigma.
German oblong, hairy, with a bright
yellow lobed and tumid gland encircling its base, especially in front, which
secretes a honied fluid in great quantity.
Capsules oblongo-elliplical. Seeds
numerous, minute and unequal in size, of a roundish not at all elongated figure,
shining and nearly jet-black, covered with a prominent network of large angular
cells, very beautiful under a microscope.
The flowers are not only much larger but more erect than in our other species,
more enlarged, widened or bell-shaped upwards, and more ringent.
;

—

;

;

;

;

Sin..
Lesser Broom-rape. Yect. Shepherd's Pouches.
simple, corolla subcylindrical, lower lip in 3 equal crisped
and plaited obtuse lobes, stamens hairy on the inner side of their
lower dilated part, style smooth or nearly so, germen quite glabrous.
Br. Fl. p. 286. E. B. t. 423.

2.

O. minor,

Stem

p. Flowers pure white or nearly so.
Herb pale yellow or amber -coloured.

y.
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Very common throngliout the island, attached to the roots of various plants,
but by far the most frequently on clover,* the crops of which it often completely
overruns.
Fl. Jane
October.
0.
-E. Med.
In a field adjoining Sandown harraclis, in (Treat profusion, 18-11.
About Lee farm, Shanklin.
Clover-fields near Godshill church overran with it,
1837.
In every clover-field about Arreton, Perreton, Redway, &c., in the greatest
profusion, 1839.
At Binstead, in a field by the Rev, Aug. Hewitt's.
At Blackbridge,
field at Southlord, by Whitwell and near Deane farm. On Plantago
Coronopus on the cliffs above Sandown bay, /. A. Hankey, Esq., 1843 !!!
On
Apargia autumnalis on a bank close to Morton farm.
W. Med. Clover-field by the hotel at Freshwater Gate completely overrun
with it, 1841.
1846.
In many of the specimens here
/3. In a field near Garretts, in plenty,
gathered the flowers were milk-white, more commonly however tinctured with the
ordinary purplish colour.
y. Clover-field by Lee farm, near Shanklin.
A very variable plant in size and colour, often not more than 4 or 5 inches, at
other times more than a foot and a half in height, usually of a dingy purplish
brown or bluish colour, occasionally whitish or pale amber, downy all over with
jointed pellucid hairs, which are tipped with yellow glands.
The scaly tuberous
caudex is attached by short filaments to the roots of the clover, from which it
derives probably a part of j-ts nourishment only, the earth supplying the remainder.
Stem, simple, solitary (or several emitted laterally from the base of the
caudex), roundish, obtusely angular, downy, with several scattered lanceolate
scales like those beneath the flowers, filled internally with a white pith.
Flowers
sessile, or in the larger full-grown plants a few of the lowermost are not uncommonly on compressed footstalks, often of considerable length, leaving the calyx at
the base of the peduncle
each with a brown, linear, deflexed scale or bractea at
its base, of about its own length, and either entire or with a slight tooth near its
origin.
Sepals ovate, concave, with about 6 faintly marked nerves, cloven about
half-way down into 2 subulate fringed segments.
Corolla Jths of an inch long,
a little curved, more cylindrical than funnel-shaped, tinged with violet in its upper
part, downy, with several strong purple ribs ; tipper lip roundish, but appearing
arched from its two halves folding a little together at the central rather shallow
notch, waved and crenate, veined with purple; lower lip in 3 nearly equal obtuse
lobes, curled or rather crisped and plaited irregularly like the upper, notched and
veined in the same manner: I have never seen the middle lobe so lengthened out
as the fig. in E. Bot. represents it, which in other respects is rather an indifferent
Stamens thickly clothed with white hairs on the inner side of the lower
plate.
dilated portion ol the Jilaments, quite glabrous on their upper contracted part and
Style quite smooth except a few scattered hairs near
all along their outer side.
the summit; stigma of 2 very distinct, diverging, purplish lobes.
Ovarium perfectly glabrous, with a small, bright yellow, glandular, scarcely enlarged spot at
the base in front, but not encircling it with a tumid ring as in O. major.
Capsule
oblong or elliptical, rusty brown, tipped with a part of the style. Seeds extremely
minute, scarcely more than half as large as those of O. major, brownish and
scarcely shining, ovato-oblong, attenuated at one end, covered with a network of
far less regular and more elongated cells.
I understand from Mr. Loe, jun., of Newchurcb, that pigs eat this plant with
avidity, and that a person in that village is in the habit of feeding those animals
It is probably highly nutritious, being extremely succulent, and poswith it.
sessing a sweetish, succeeded by a slightly bitter, flavour.
I have found this species at the foot of the Pelham woods with the flowers
densely crowded into interrupted spirals along the stem, and in one specimen the

—

—

;

—

;

* Mr. G. E. Smith has found this species on Angelica Archangelica (0. PicriSckultz) in a garden, as well as on Pelargonium in pots, of which I have
seen examples.
dis,

—
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flowers formed several complete whorls near the top, of 7 or 8 flowers in each
whorl.

0. HedercB, Duby. Ivy Broom-rape. " Stem simple, sepals
ovate below suddenly contracted into 1
2 subulate
points nearly as long as or longer than the tube of the corolla,
corolla tubular curved, limb denticulate wavy, upper lip 2-lobed
its sides straight, lower of 3 roundish nearly equal lobes, middle
lobe rather the longest, stamens inserted above the base of the
corolla glabrous with a few scattered hairs on the lower half, style
glabrous downy or with a few hairs on the upper part, lobes of
the stigma (yellow) cohering to near the middle."
Br. Fl. p. 286.
O. barbata, Pair. E. B. Suppl. Bab. Prim. Fl. Sam. p. 66.
At the roots of Ivy, in moist shady woods, on damp rocks, walls and hanks,
3.

—

1 -nerved

chiefly at the

back of the island, hut prohahly only a variety of the

July— October.
?
E.Med.
At East-end.

Fl.

—

Abundant about

Common

Steephill, in

at

last species.

Bonchurch, and on banks at Venlnor.
in general throughout the

Pelham woods, and

Undercliff.
Stem 1 or frequently 2, 3, or more from the same swollen base, beneath which
are a few short, stout, yellow fibres, attaching the plant to some creeping filament
of the root of Ivy at a few points only, the rest striking into the earth in the usual
way erect, from a few inches to nearly 2 feet in height, simple, and mostly slenderer than in O. minor, bluntly angular, purple and very downy with gland-tipped
hairs.
Scales most numerous about the base of the stem, pale, fleshy, ovate and
imbricated, those higher up lanceolate, scattered, withering to a dark brown colour.
Flowers in an elongating spike, usually more distant and less numerous than in
O. minor, occasionally very few and remote, sessile, alternate, pale cream-coloured,
afterwards purplish, finally brown, the corolla strongly veined with purple.
Brads solitary, ovato-lanceolate, purple, with slender often deflexed points as long
as or longer thau the corolla.
Sepals ovate, fringed, each terminating above in
one or two long subulate points, the lower, when two are present, shorter than its
fellow, and continued downwards into a less prominent nerve
where there is but
one point the rudiment of a second usually exists as a more or less distinct tooth
or angle, which is rarely quite obsolete the upper or longer point of the sepal is
about equal to the tube, and is continued to the base of the calyx as a strong rib
Corolla cylindrical or tubular, scarcely at all enlarged
or nerve keeled anteriorly.
or dilated upwards, arched or curved, very hairy, and having mostly 6 strong purplish ribs with a few obscurer intermediate ones ; of these ribs the three most
conspicuous occupy the under side of the tube, one running up into the centre of
each division of the trifid lower lip ; upper lip of the corolla slightly 2-lobed, the
lobes deflexed, crisped, notched or toothed on the margin ; under lip in 3 very
distinct segments, of which the centre one is the largest and longest, fan wedgeshaped, the 2 lateral more or less lobed, rounded, all variously plaited, cut or
Stamens in all the very numerous specimens before me
notched on their edges.
inserted much higher on the tube than described by Mr. Babington, quite
as much so indeed above the base as in the equally numerous examples of O.
minor also before me for comparison (the point of insertion of these organs is perhaps variable, as in some PrimulacesB and Boraginaceje) ; filaments compressed,
dilated at the base as in O. minor, but far less hairy beneath at the inner side
Style incurved at the apex,
than in that;* anthers with very prominent awns.
minutely downy in the upper part or very nearly quite glabrous stigma 2-lobed,
;

;

;

;

* Posterior filaments, according to Lloyd (' Flore de la Loire Inferieure,)
widely separated at the base in 0. minor the posterior filaments are approximate
and parallel, as the same author remarks 1. o. c. pp. 191, 192.
;
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the lobes approximate, almost coalescing, yellowish (in O. minor the lobes are
very distinct and remote on the bifid almost forked apex of the style, and are of
a purplish colour).
Germen purplish.
Seeds perhaps slightly larger and less
oblong than in O. minor, a difference which may belong rather to the individuals
than to the species.
Notwithstanding the detailed description I have here given, I freely confess myself

unable to derive any character from the plantbefore

me of sufficient prominence

mark it as a good species apart from O. minor, excepting the differently formed
and coloured stigma, but which taken alone is too insignificant a character to
place much reliance upon.
The slender habit and purple colour of O. barbata
may well be supposed the effect of a more shaded situation and humid soil, such
to

as in fact it is constantly found to affect.
That the various species of Orobanche may grow equally on plants belonging
to different and even widely separated natural orders, it is reasonable to infer from
analogy with other and still more completely parasitic vegetables, Cuscuta for
example, of which one species (C Epithymum) flourishes on Furze, Heath and
Thyme in equal luxuriance, though there is no botanical relation between any of
these plants.
So we find another Isle-of- Wight Dodder (C. europcea) attaching
itself within the compass of a few yards to the wild Hop, Nettle and Thistles
(Cniciis arvensis), the two former nearly allied genera, the latter very remote in
the circle of affinities.
See Sir W. Hooker's judicious remarks on this species in
Br. Fl. 6th ed. p. 233.

4. 0. Picridis, F. W. Schultz.
Picris Broom-rape.
Stem
simple, sepals 1 -nerved entire or in part 2
3 nerved gradually
attenuated into as many subulate points longer than tlie tube of
the corolla, corolla tubular ventricose at the base curved at the
apex nearly straight at the back, leaves denticulate wavy, upper
nearly undivided its sides straight, lower of 'd roundish rather
unequal lobes middle one the largest, stamens inserted below the
middle of the tube hairy on the lower leaf within, style glandularhairy below in front and on its upper half, lobes of the stigma
(purple) nearly distinct. E. B. Suppl. iii. t. 2956 (optima). Bertol.
Godron, Fl. de Lorr. ii. p. 181.
Fl. Ital. vi. p. 439.

—

Eosehall Green, Freshwater cliffs, on Picris hieracioides, 1849.
Stem from a few (6 or 8) to 18 inches or 2 feet in height, pale purplish, whitish
or yellowish, tereti-angular, simple, often
ally of considerable thickness, very

somewhat

flexuose, slender or occasion-

downy, particularly

in its

of the spike, with spreading, pellucid, gland-tipped hairs.

—

upper part and axis
Flowers, as in O.

—

Amongst my early notes I find the following entry
" Orobanche
found a clo ver-fiel d at the en d of Dark lane, near Carisbrooke, quite overrun
Unfortunately, and at this distance of time unaccountwith it, Aug. 6th, 1837.''
ably, I neglected examining the species further, which leaves it doubtful whether
the plants after all might not have been merely tall individuals of O. minor ; but
tliat species was then quite familiar to me, and is noted as gathered abundantly at
Godshill the day previous.
Since writing the above, and on examining a bundle of plants collected in the
island about the date of the above note, I found a single specimen of Orobanche
having the characters of O. elatior, namely, the stamens glabrous above, but
glandular-haiij in their lower and dilated part yet without any label attached
I have little doubt however of the
recording the date, or place where collected.
specimen having been gathered in the above locality, and after being dried laid
O.

elatior.

:

elatior ? I

;

It is certainly not O. minor, and
aside and forgotten.
character nor aspect of O. major.

it

possesess neither the

—
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miDor, in a dense spike sometimes of a foot in length, very numerous, in all my
specimens from the above locality of a very pale colour, when quite fresh of a
cream-colour or nearly milk-white * with more or less suffusion of dilute bluish
purple, and pale purple or bluish veins, in the topmost unopened part of the spike,
showing in the aggregate of a sulphur-yellow. Bracts solitary beneath each
flower, lanceolate, taper-pointed, many-ribbed, glabrous above, hairy beneath, and
fringed with brown, tapering, mostly recurved points about as long as or rather
longer than the flowers (in 0. minor considerably shorter than the flower ?).
Calyx about as long as the corolla, whitish, hairy without, glabrous within sepals
ovate, sometimes entire and undivided, or with a tooth or two at the sides and
single-nerved ; often one or both sepals bifid, with several (usually very indistinct)
nerves; in either case each sepal is gradually attenuated into.a long, tapering,
brownish, very slender point, and is quite distinct or separate from its fellow to
the very base, not soldered or united for any part of their length.
Corolla about
fths of an inch in length, tubular, laterally compressed so as to form an obtuse
angled triangle in section, of which the back is the apex slightly arched or curved
at both ends, certainly less so than in the fresh specimens of 0. minor before me,
as Mr. Babington observes, and the flowers appear to be decidedly and considerably larger glanduloso-pubescent all over externally, within glabrous, yellowish
white or cream-colour, or often nearly milk-white, mostly with a faint suffusion of
dilute purplish blue, more conspicuous along the ribs on the anterior part of the
tube, the limb 2-lipped, the lips minutely eroso-denticulate, wavy, crisped and
plaited upper lip pon-ected, nearly semicircular, entire, but folded anteriorly in
the centre so as to give the appearance of being 2-lobed, with a notch or sinus
between the lobes, and which does often really exist, as it appears to myself;
lower lip in 3 roundish spreading lobes, of which the middle one is somewhat
elongated and occasionally exceeding the 2 lateral, that are short and nearly orbicular, all 3 strongly crisped, wavy and erose, deeply plaited in the middle at their
base, the central lobe especially, which terminates behind in two palatal protuberances, as in the personate genera of ScrophulariacesB, &c.
Stamens adnate with
the tube of the corolla for some considerable part of its length, very villous in
front in the united portion, and from thence to some distance upwards on the free
part their superior half and the whole of their exterior side glabrous, certainly
not in the British plant scabrous above, as represented by Koch and Godron
anthers dilute purple in the bud, afterwards fuscous, the lobes strongly apiculate.
Ovary oblong, conical, slightly hairy at its summit in front, with a bright yellow,
tumid and glandulose spot anteriorly at base.
Style about as long as the ovary,
stout, cylindrical, purplish, hairy mostly in front along its whole length into the
top of the ovary, and all around towards the much decurved summit (quite glabrous according to Bertolonif), which is deeply cleft into 2 diverging, globose,
scabrous lobes (stigma), of a brownish red or sometimes violet-colour.
;

;

;

;

** Bracts 3 under each flower.

" Stem simple,
Purple Broom-rape.
shorter
than
the tube of the
calyx witli 5 lanceolate aciite teeth
corolla, corolla tubular curved in front, middle of the tube compressed, upper lip of the corolla cloven, lobes of the lip acute with
Br.
reflexed margins, anthers glabrous, style glandular downy."
Fl. p. 387.
E. B. t. 423. Sutton in Trans, of Linn. Sac. iv. p.
5.

O. ceerulea, Vills.

182.

* The flowers of O. minor are occasionally white, as well as in
species,

f

" Stylus quoque glaberrimus," Fl. Ital.

vi. p.

439.

this

supposed

—
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Parasitic on

dina; rare.

common yarrow

i^/.

—

June

in

— August.
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sandy pastures and heathy ground

in

East Me-

If.

E. Med.
In a pasture-field adjoining the rectory at Yaverland, sparingly,
1843. Near the cliff opposite the baiTacks on Royal heath, ,7. E. Winterbottom,
Esq., 1841 !
In a sandy field just beyond Royal heath, on the footway to Shanklin, Miss Phillips, 1845!!
This specimen
At Bordwood, Dr. Bell-Salter, 1845.
is the largest I have yet seen, being upwards of 16 inches high, with 3 or 4 stout
branches from the bottom of the stem.
On the grassy edge of the cliff at the N.
end of Sandown bay, J. A. Hankey, Esq., 1843!! A specimen found between
Lake and Shanklin, Dr. Bell-Sailer, 1843.
Root a few short flexuose fibres. Sleni 1 or more, from 3 or 4 to 12 or 15
inches high, erect, slender, simple, or, as in one or two of my specimens (from
injury?) branched* at the Ijase, rounded and obscurely angular, finely downy all
over with erect pedicellate glands, of a dull bluish purple verging upon leaden
gray, partly intermixed with rusty red, the lower subterranean portion or caudex
whitish brown, and less swollen at the base than in most other species, often elongated and flexuose, of uniform thickness or most commonly enlarged at the summit and abruptly contracted immediately beneath, forming a sort of scaly bulb or
tuberous crown at the origin of the emerged coloured portion of the stem, which
is beset throughout with distant acute scales, which on its upper part are erect,
narrow, dark brown or blackish.
Brads 3 below each flower, the central and
outer one ovato-lanoeolate, acute or taper-pointed, the two lateral and inner
inserted rather higher and on the calyx itself, linear-lanceolate, all clothed with
glands like the stem, and about equalling the calyx or a little shorter.
Flowers
in a short obtuse spike at the top of the stem, not very numerous even in the
larger specimens, sessile or according to Koch (Deutschl. Fl. iv. Band. s. 46fi)
somewhat stalked, which they certainly are not in my specimens.
Calyx much
shorter than (scarcely above half the length of) the corolla, tubuloso-campanulate, cleft about half way into 4 (rarely 5, Sutton) triangular-lanceolate, taperpointed (3- or 5-nerved?) erect segrrlents, with often a rudimentary fifth one at
the back, the 2 anterior sepals broader than the 2 posterior, which are separated
behind by a wide space and a deep emargination, all glandulose and coloured
like the stem and bracts, the rest of the calyx pale yellowish or brownish.
Corolla extremely glanduloso-pilose, about fths of an inch in length, of a dilute
purplish amethyst-blue or violet (in my specimens deeper, and more inclined to
the latter colour than the figure in E. B.), strongly marked with (about 16) deep
violet ribs, funnel-shaped, considerably curved, a little compressed laterally, with
a rather acute dorsal ridge, beneath flattened with 2 deep furrows, forming thus
a somewhat triangular circumference, the iuhe short, whitish and ventricose, the
throat much dilated, about equally 2-lipped ; upper lip bifid, ascending, with short,
divaricate, 3-ribbed, reflexed segments, that are more or less obtuse and rounded
or sometimes a little acute, slightly notched and waved lower lip broader, in
3 deep, deflexed and somewhat recurved subacute segments, that are entire,
3-ribbed, the 2 lateral ones ovate, shorter than the middle lobe, which is usually
all, like those of the upper lip, clothed with
rather narrower and more oblong
white simple (not glanduliferous) hairs or bristles, extending backwards over the
palate and upper part of the throat of the corolla, which is otherwise quite glaStamens nearly equal, inserted just beneath the white tubular part
brous inside.
of the corolla, and therefore very near its base: filaments white, quite glabrous
excepting a few hair -like glands on their yellowish enlarged bases; anthers
;

;

* Sutton says that perfect specimens are occasionally branched, and T have a
the branches however arise from the
very fine one in that state quite uninjured
top of the underground portion of the jstem as they would from a root-crown,
though in another example, apparently somewhat mutilated, a few of the branches
[In the list of stations given above, the
spring from the higher part of the stem.
branching of a very large specimen is described somewhat differently. Edrs.']
;
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yellowish, in my specimens quite glabrous (sometimes a little haiiy, Koch and
Bah), the cells mucronate at the base. Style slightly incurved, compressed laterally, white or bluish, glanduloso-pilose its entire length, deciduous; stigma waxy
white, deeply 2-lobed, the lobes divaricate, snbglobose or somelimes flattened,
minutely glandulnse.
Germen ovato-ohlong, waxy white, shining and glabrous
except at the summit, 2- or faintly 4-lobed, without any tumid ring or gland at
Capsules brown, ovate or elliplical-oblong, mostly with 4 deep furrows
the base.

(hence 4-lobed), the 2 lateral furrows sometimes obsolete a little shining, someSeeds
times downy, opening at the apex chiefly in the line of the anterior suture.
numerous, very slightly pellucid, blackish, the size of those of O. major, to which
they are precisely similar, except in being somewhat pointed for the most pait at
one end.
In one of my specimens I find the terminal flower reduced to a simple, angular, straight and coloured tube, terminating in a flat, fleshy, 6-lobed limb, of a
yellowish colour and resembling a siigma.
Sutton's description of this species in the Linnasan Transactions' is excellent,
as is that by Koch in the Deutschlands Flora.'
I do not see how this plant can be the O. cierulea of Villars, in which that
author expressly tells us the bracts aie solitary, unless perhaps he overlooked the
two lateral and inner ones, which are very narrow and much smaller than the mid;

'

'

dle

and outer one.
II.

Lathe^a, Linn.

Toothwort.

" Calyx campanulate, equally 4-cleft. Corolla tubular, 2-lipped
depressed gland
the upper lip concave, entire lower 3-cleft.
Br. Fl.
Plants leafless, coloured."
is at the base of the germen.
The genus Lathvaea closely borders on Orobanche, and an American genus of
:

A

;

—

this order,

—

Cimopholis (Orohanuhe) americana, has greatly the habit and aspect
it, large and pale seeds, not very minute and lilack ones.

of Lathrffia, having, like

" Stem simple,
Greater Toothwort.
1.
L. Squamaria, L.
flowers pendulous in 1 -sided racemes, lower lip of the corolla
3-cleft."— Br. Fl. p. 288. E. B. t. 50.
In damp shady places, woods, groves and shrubberies, amongst dead leaves and
11vegetable mould about the roots uf the trees rather rare. Fl. April, May.
E. 2Iff<i.— Scattered, though rather sparingly, in Bloodstone copse, near Ashey,
Very abundant in the adjoining Eagle-head copse,
at the roots of hazle, 1846.
revealed by the clearing of the wood, 1846.
A single specimen gathered in Tolt copse, Gatcombe, 1845. In
W. Med.
the Great and High Woods at Swainston, also in another wood near the house of
In Long copse (the wood beyond the Calaminlha station),
Miss Jane Simeon.
Apes Down, Miss Dennett (v. icon, color, prsestantiss.) I have since heard from
Mrs. Dennett that it was in very great abundance in Long copse, from whence I
Abundantly under the shrubs about the terraces at
saw a fresh specimen, 1848
not uncomLittle Standen wood
North Court, Shorwell, Rev. James Penfold
mon in the island G. Kirkpatric/c, Esq. A single specimen in the wood between
Apes Down and Rowledge, Dr. Bell-Salter, 1845.
A singular parasitic plant, the stem of which is partly subterraneous and furnished with closely imbricated leaves of a fleshy texture. Root small, fibrous,
;

—

!!

.'.'

;

:

attached to the roots of hazle and other trees, as also to the underground stems of
amongst which and decaying leaves it delights to grow. Stem_ branched,
creeping under ground, in which part it is clothed with close-set, imbricated,
fleshy and scaly leaves, having a great resemblance to the canine or eye-tooth in
Flowering branches erect, from
the human subject, whence the English name.
downy
4 or 5 inches to a foot or upwards in heiRht, pale rose-coloured and finely
Flowers in a long nnilaternl spike,
above, whitish and naked towards the base.
flesh-coloured or bluish, nodding, on stalks of about their own length, each with
ivy,

3 B

:
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a broadly ovate or suboordate, pale and shining bractea set closely but obliquely
under it.
Calyx 2-lipped, downy, a little inflated or ventiicose, faintly nerved,
each lip cleft into 2 broad acute segments closing on the corolla, which projects
but little beyond Iheir tips.
Corolla smooth, tubular, 2-lipped ; vpper lip concave, rounded, either entire or slightly notched lower lip in 3 shallow crisped or
Filaments a litplaited lobes, stained and streaked with purple or dark rose- red.
tle downy, dilated upwards
anthers 2-celled, cohering, fringed along their edges
with white hairs; pollen white, granular.
Style glabrous, curved, purplish, and
in my specimens, as seems most usually the case, exserted; stigma capitate,
2-Iobed, glandulose, with a transverse farrow.
Ovarium nearly glabrous, half
Capsule
surrounded at the base by a yellowish, tumid, somewhat lobed gland.
ovate, tipped with the permanent style, at first white and polished, afterwards
blackish brown, thin and membranous, of one cell bursting by a longitudinal
suture.
Seeds numerous, roundish, brownish, deeply wrinkled, on 2 large fleshy
placentae, each filling up nearly the half of the cell, and meeting by their flat
;

;

inner faces.

This plant, like Melampyrum, turns quite black in drying or on exposure to
the air soon after being gathered.
Tt is a very variable plant in several respects.
plants agree with the figure in E. Bot. in their broad ovate bracteas, and with
that of the Rev. G. E. Smith (Pis. of S. Kent) in the exserted style and colour of
the flowers, but differ from both in having these last much more crowded, though
not so much so as in the coarse plant of Fl. Danica, in which they are drawn
apparently with the upper lip of the corolla quite entire and with included styles.
For a most interesting memoir on the structure and economy of this singular
vegetable, by Mr. Bowman, see Linn. Trans, vol. xvi.

My

Order LVII.
"

LABIATE,

Jim.

And thou hast fragrant herbs and seed.
Which only garden's culture need:
Thy horehound tufts I love them well,

*******

Thy thyme, strong-scented 'neath one's
Thy maijoram beds, so doubly sweet,
And penny-royals creeping twine

feet.

These, each succeeding each, are thine."
Clare.

" Calyx tubular.

Corolla monopetalous, hypogynous, mostly
Stamens 4, mostly didynamous, 2 sometimes sterile or
wanting.
Ovary 1, deeply 4 -lobed; style arising from between
Stigma 2-lobed. Achenes 4, enclosed
the lobes, near their base.
Embryo erect. Albumen 0.
in the calyx.
Seed solitary, erect.
Leaves opposite. Stems square." Br. Fl.
irregular.

—

Tribe

I.

Menthoioe^, Benth.

" Corolla hell-shaped, nearly regular.

—Bab. Man.

Stamens

distant, straight."

—
Mentha.]

H71

labiatjs.

* Stamens
I.

3

4.

Mentha, Linn.

Mint.

" Calyx equal, 5-toothed ; its mouth naked or rarely villous.
Corolla nearly regular, 4-cleft; its tube very short.
Stamens
diverging, exserted or included.
Anther-cells parallel."
Br. Fl.
1. M.rotundifolia,!!.
Round-leaved Mint. Yect. Horse Mint.
Leaves sessUe elliptical obtuse crenato- serrate (upper ones roundish elliptical with sharper serratures) wrinkled and downy above
densely shaggy and venoso-reticulate beneath, spikes linear or
subconico-cylindrical densely whorled the lowermost whorl a little remote or interrupted, bracts ovate or lanceolate, calyx and
pedicels hairy, stems woolly with spreading hairs. Sm. E. Fl. iii.
Br. Fl. p. 308.
p. 74.
Benth. Lai. p. 173.
E. B. iv. t. 446.
Sole, Menth. Brit. p. 7. t. 3.
In damp pastures, hedges, wet thickets, and moist places bj' roadsides, and on

the margins of ponds, ditches and streams chiefly in East Medina, and espeback of the island; abundantly, i^/. August, September. Tf-.
E.Med.
Bare about Kyde.
At Binstead, near the Bev. Philip Hewitt's,
sparingly.
Observed in small quantity close to Briddlesford farm. Hedges near
Adgeton, and by the pond in the farm-yard at the Grove. Moist valley between
Horriiigford and Perreton,* in some plenty.
Abundant in the Undercliff, as at
St. Lawrence, in the spot by the road adjoining the Well House, and immediately
;

cially al the

—

behind Lord Yarborough's marine

meadows near Lower Knighton

villa.

Near Newchurch, and abundantly

in

immediately below the
mill-dam, 1843.
By the stream-side at Budbridge, and at Bridge, 1843. Sandown marshes in one spot, sparingly, 1849. By the roadside between Alverston
and Adgeton, and abundant in a little meadow to the eastward of Alverston lynch,
[Salterns
nearly opposite a small cottage.
Langbridge, Mr. Win. Jolliffe !!
marsh, not far from the roadside near Pondwell, Mr. Win. Dimmick. Edrs.]
W. Med.
Brixton village, by a small pool a little N. of the church. Near
Atherfield, 1845.
By the roadside from Sandrock to Blackgang, in plenty. Rev.
mill, especially in that

—

—

G.B.Smith!!!
Rhizoma creeping

extensively in a horizontal direction, branching at right
Stem erect, 1
angles, and emitting bundles of rooting fibres from the joints.
feet high, solid, quadrangular, oppositely branched, clothed with copious soft,
spreading, forked, jointed, woolly hairs, which on the upper part of the stem and
branches are partially deflexed. Leaves opposite, nearly quite sessile, like those of
Sage {Salvia officinalis) in colour, lower and middle ones broadly elliptical, very
obtuse, unevenly crenato-serrate, the serratures mostly blunt or rounded, their
margins a little deflexed upper leaves more acutely serrate, and like those of the
whole plant, particularly in its first year, more or less round or rotundato-elliptical all subcordate at their base, grayish green above, strongly wrinkled and
downy with erect, simple, jointed hairs, densely woolly and hoary beneath with
longer and forked hairs like those on the stem, and covered with a network of prominent veins. Spikes axillary and terminal, disposed in a subpaniculate manner
at the summit of the stem and its ultimate branches, linear-cylindrical, tapering
or atlength obtuse, of numerous densely crowded many-flowered whorls, one or two
of the lowermost of which are commonly separated from those above them by an
evident though short interval, each whorl subtended by one or more ovate or lan-

—

;

;

ceolate, acute, entire or toothed bracts, hairy chiefly on their

under

* Pronounced Purlon by the country people.

side.

Flowers

—
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small, pale purplisL, often nearly white, on short pedicels that are partially beset
with a few deflexed or recurred hairs.
Calyx campanulate, clothed with stiff
hairs, those at its base recurved as on the pedicels, the rest spreadinf;;, its teeth
Corolla
broadly liinceolate, erect, olten pur|ilish, fringed with rigid erect hairs.
much exserted, the throat and segments villous. Stamens either included (and
sterile, Bentk) or a little exserted (and fertile, Benth.) ; anthers brownish white,
violet.
Style occasionally protruded, mostly curved upwards.
have remarked this species to be abundantly naturalized in the pastures of
the mountainous districts of Jamaica, at several of the pens or grazing-farnis in

purple or
I

that island.

? 2.

M.

sylvestris,

L.

elliptical or lanceolate

Horse Mint. " Leaves subsessile ovatosometimes subcordate at the base serrate

downy hoary beneath, spikes almost cylindrical scarcely interrupted, bracteas subulate, calyx very hairy, its teeth acuminated."
Br. Fl. p. 308. E. B. t. G86.
Tn similar situations with the foregoing, but very
ber.

rare.

Fl. August, Septem-

%.

Stated in the

'

Botanists' Guide' to have been found in the Isle of
locality is given.

Wight by

Mr. S. Wood6, but no

" Leaves lanceolate acute
Spear Mint.
f ? 8. M. viridis, L.
glabrous serrated sessile, spikes cylindrical interrupted, bracteas
subulate, calyx -teeth linear-setaceous. "
Br. Fl. p. 308. E. B. t.
2424.
Leaves curled. M. crispa, Roth non Linn, secund CI. Benth.
/3.
In watery places, by the margins of brooks, ponds, ditches, Ike. very rare, and
perhaps not truly wild. Fl. August, September,
ii..
E. Med.
Naturalized along the little brook passing by Lord Yarhorough's
marine villa at St. Lawrence, all the way to the beach, being doubtless conveyed
thither from the kitchen-garden, through which the stream runs, Rev. G. E.
;

—

Smith

!.'.'

p. Naturalized with a. at the foot of a stone-faced
nor, near Fisher's hotel.

? 4.

M.

piperita, L. ex parte sec. Benth.

bank below the

cliff at

quod negat Sm.

Vent-

Pep-

" Leaves ovato-lanceolate or oblong strongly serrated
acute slightly hairy stalked, upper ones smaller, spikes lax short
obtuse interrupted below, bracteas lanceolate, calyx tubular with
lanceolate subulate teeth quite glabrous at the base."
Br. Fl. p.
E.B.t.e,87.
308.

per-Mint.

In wet places

Near Ryde.
B. T. W.

a doubtful native. Fl. August, September. If..
the side of the Medina below Shide, J. Woods, jun., Esq.,

like the last;

By

" Leaves ovate
5.
M. aquatica, L. Water Capitate Mint.
serrated stalked rounded or slightly cordate at the base, uppermost ones bracteiform and shorter than the flowers, flowers dense
in terminal obtuse heads or spikes and sometimes also in remote
axillary whorls, calyx tubular, its teeth triangular-subulate."
Br. Fl. p. 309. M. hirsuta, L. E. B. t. 447.
:

In wet thickets and hedges, on the banks of streams, ditches, ponds, and in
Fl. 3\x\y
September. 2^.
other low wateiy places most abundantly.
;

—

—
Mentha.]
? 6.

;

labiate.

M.

sativa,

L.
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" Leaves stalked
upper ones similar but

Marsh Whorled Mint.

elliptical ovate or ovato-lanceolate serrate,

smaller, all longer than the distant dense whorls, calyx with lanceolate acuminate teeth."
Br. Fl. p. 309.
Sole, Menth. Brit. p.
M. arvensis »., Benth. Lab. p. 179. M. gentilis, L.
47, t. 21 ?
height. Fl. Shro^ps. p. 275.
:

In wet hedges and thickets, by river-sides, ditchbanks and other watery places
FL. August, September.
2/1.
On a hedgebank by the roadside between Calbourne and Brixton,
W. Med.
probably not really indigenous, 1841.
Stem erect, leafy, from 18 inches to 2 feet in height, solid,
Root creeping.
quadrangular, furrowed and purple, with many opposite and (in my specimens)
short, Bexuose, somewhat erect branches, clothed like the stem itself with not very
Leaves opposite, on
numerous, partly spreading, partly recurved, stiffish hairs.
very short, broad, channelled and slightly winged petioles, ovate or ovato-elliptical,
coarsely, unequally and sharply serrate, strongly depresso-veiiose, those ou the
stem (at least the lowermost) scarcely pointed, those of the branches more acute,
palish green, most so beneath, where they are sprinkled with numerous round
brownish dots, depressed in the centre and interspersed with detached, yellow,
resinous particles: the upper surface of the leaves is beset with short, scattered,
erect hairs, which are longer and more copious ou the under side, particularly
along the very prominent ribs. Flowers in my specimens rather large, pale bluish
purple with some nearly white ones interspersed, in small, dense, axillary, distant
and shortly stalked whorls.
Brads linear or partly subulate, the two undermost
opposite, lanceolato-acuminate, larger than the rest, all hairy beneath and at the
Calyx campanulate, strongly ribbed, sprinkled with
edges, flat and glabrous.
yellow resinous particles, the ribs and margins of the erect triangular-lanceolate
teeth beset with stiff, whitish, suberect hairs, which in my examples extend partially down to the base of the calyx, and are even seen here and there on the
round, shining and otherwise glabrous pedicels, which are about equal in length
Corolla a little hairy on the back of the upper lip,
to the tube of the calyx.
Stamens included or
otherwise glabrous, the tuhe about as long as the calyx.
very rave, and scarcely wild.

—

partly

much

exserted, as in other species of Mint; anthers yellowish, orbicular,

flattened.

The herb

possesses the agreeable odour of Spear Mint, without

much pungency,

and like it is cultivated in gardens.
Amidst the utter confusion which

still prevails in our knowledge of this most
perplexing genus, I cannot quote any figure nor even description with certainty,
and indeed is it scarcely possible to do so where the differences that mark the species or varieties shade off so imjierceptibly as to defy the limited powers of language to define such nice and evanescent peculiarities. Plates 18 and 21 of Sole,
come nearest to our plant, but
his M. rubra and sativa, particularly the latter,
the leaves in each are more acute, yet I have but little doubt of their being both
varieties of the same plant, of which our own is another, with more obtuse leaves
Sole's short and imperfect characters do not assist much,
than is perhaps usual.
nor are the more detailed descriptions that follow very discriminative. The
the latter, though
figures in E. B., t. 2118 and 413, are still more unsatisfactory
bad, has much mure resemblance to our plant than the former, which is not like

—

—

1

any mint
which it

I

is

ever

;

met with, and certainly most unlike Sole's pi. 18, M. rubra, to
Judging from the descriptions, which coincide almost

referred.

exactly, our Isle-of-Wight plant
of Shropshire.

is

the

M. gentilis

of Smith, and of Leighton's Fl.

" Leaves stalked ovate or
Corn Mint.
arvensis, L.
sometimes cordate at the base serrate, upper ones similar and equally large, all longer than the distant whorls, calyx
7.

M.

elliptical

—
—
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campanulate, its teeth triangular acute about as broad as long."
Br. Fl. p. 310. E. B. t. 3119.
In moist waste and cultiraled ground, damp cornfields, fallows, on dilchbanks
and by streams, ponds, &c.

;

Shizoma much branched

i^/. August, September.
2^.
in all directions, emitting long, white, downy

abundant,

and

swollen suckers intermixed with brownish fibres, and occasionally a few leafy
scions from the crown.
Stem l^r more, scarcely exceeding a foot in height,
mostly much less, procumbent or even prostrate, simple or more commonly
copiously branched, the branches widely spreading or divaricate, and as well as
Leaves opposite, dull
the stem hispid with long, white, mostly decurved hairs.
grayish green, all stalked, ovate or ovato-elliptical, rounded, subcordate, tapering
or cuneate and entire at base, somewhat obtusely pointed, more rarely acute, with
several distant, shallow, crenate serratures, strongly depresso-venose, rough on both
sides with erect or curved liairs, and dotted, as seen under a glass, with extremely
minute pellucid points.
Petioles not iih the length of their leaves, very hairy.
Verticiltasters axillary, distant, many-flowered, depresso-globose, dimidiate, each
semiwhorl with a pair of narrow, hairy, recurved bracts at the point of union of
Pedicels' smooth, slender, mostly glabrous or very nearly so, somethe pedicels.
times considerably hairy, longer than the common peduncle, which, in the superior whorls at least, is so short as to make the latter appear sessile.
Calyx very
hairy without, glabrous within except at the mouth, tubular-campanulate, ventricose after flowering (10-ribbed?), resinoso-glandulose its teeth erect, short, equilaterally triangular, acute but not at all acuminate.
Corolla pale bluish purple or
nearly white, twice as long as the calyx, hairy without and at the throat within.
Stamens either much exserted and fertile, or included and sterile, often both in
the same flower, or wanting. Style shorter or longer than the stamens.
The peculiar odour of this species has been justly compared to that of mouldy
cheese.
;

8.

ovate

M. PuUgium, h. Pennyroyal. " Flowers whorled,
downy obtuse subcrenate, stem prostrate, flower

leaves
-

stalks

and calyx very pubescent, teeth of the latter fringed."
Br. Fl. p. 310. E. B. t. 1026.
On moist watery heaths and commons, village-greens, and the shallow grassy
slightly

edges of pools and plashes in such situations, but rarely.

%E. Med. — On

Fl. July, September.

—

Helen's green, very sparingly, 18.38
1839, but where, I am
it is in certain seasons abundant.
W. Med.
"I think in the plantation on the left hand approaching the castle
(Carisbrooke) from Newport,'' G. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
St.

told by the villagers,

—

** Stamens
II.

Lycopus,* Linn.

2.

Gipsywort.

Calyx tubular, 5-cleft. Corolla tubular, limb nearly equal,
upper segments emarginate.
Stamens distant, simple.
Achenia truncate, their summits sprinkled with glandular dots.
4-cleft,

1.
Common Gipsywort. Water Horehound.
L. europcBus, L.
" Leaves deeply and irregularly pinnatifid-serrate, rudiments of

* Name from ^wxo;, a wolf, and ^rovj, afoot, from a supposed resemblance in
the cut leaves to a wolf's paw; in German, Der Wolfsfuss.
Gipsies are said to
dye their skins darker with this plant, whence the English name of Gipsywort.

Salvia.]

labiat-e.
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the sterile stamens minute, aehenes about as long as the calyxFl. p. 306.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 34. E. B. xvi. t. 1105.
Benth. Lab. p. 186.

tube."— 5r.

In and on the margins of ponds, ditches,

and woods

pastures
ber.

2^.

E. Med.

;

frequent.

rivers

and hrooks,

FL June— September.

in

wet meadows,
? Octo-

Fr. September

—

About Ryde, frequent, as at Ninham-, by the pond and elsewhere.
Ditches on Sandown level.
By the stream at Bridge near Godshill, and in
various places on the moors between Godshill and Burtbridge, 1843.
About the
-margins of what was formerly a pool, called Swan pond, in a wood near Whilefield
farm, 1844.
Ditches on the moors near Eoottey. Pond near Hardingshoot
farm, abundantly.
W. Med.
In the boggy part of Beckett's copse, Freshwater, 1845.
West
bank of the Yar, just below Freshwater mill. Very common about Kingston.

—

Gurnet bay.
Root creeping,

fibrous.
Stem erect, 3 or 3 feet high, solid, downy, quadranguwith a deep furrow on each face, and bearing many opposite, erect, leafy
branches. Leave.i opposite, nearly sessile, ovato-lanceolate, very acute, deeply and
sharply inciso-serrate in the upper, almost pinnatifid in the lower half of the superior leaves, those nearest the root quite so towards the base, dull green, rather soft
and downy, with indexed edges.
Flowers minute, sessile, in small, dense, rather
oblong whorls, embracing the stem at each pair of leaves, and subtended by numerous linear bracts.
Calyx very short, hairy, its teeth subulate, nearly equal.
Corolla scarcely longer than the calyx, shaggy, especially within, white, the lower
lip with a few purple spots; upper lip broader and shorter, its margin erect with
a central notch, the lateral lobes entire, spreading.
Stamens 2, sometimes, it is
said, 4, exserted, very distant, placed about halfway up the tube
anthers lunate,
their lobes united at the summit only
ihe filaments inserted beneath the centre of
junction this union of the cells appears to be effected by an expansion of the
filament into a broad membranous back (connectivum), to which the cells are
attached, and as it were incorporated with it.
Style but little exserted stigma
bifid.
Seeds 4, 3-cornered, their outer face concave, the two inner flat, their summits plane or truncate, covered with pellucid resinous granules, and edged with
a raised thickened border: the seeds have a moist feel, and adhere to any object
they come in contact with, from the oily or resinous matter which covers them,
and imparts a faint but not very pleasant aroma.
lar,

;

;

:

;

Tribe
" Corolla 2-lipped.
the corolla."

II.

Monarde^,

Stamens

—Bab. Man.

2, fertile,

III. Salvia, Linn.

" Calyx 2-lipped, tubular.

Benth.
parallel under the lip of

Sage or Clary.

Corolla labiate

;

the tube dilated

upwards and compressed.
cating branches,
Fl.

1

Stamens 2. Filaments with 2 divarionly having a perfect single cell of an anther."

—Br.

Meadow Clary. Lower leaves mostly
tl?l. S. pratensis, 1j.
subcordato-oblong irregularly serrato-crenate stalked, upper stemleaves semiamplexicaul, bracteas small shorter than the calyx,
coroUa twice as long as the calyx viscid and glandular on its
Br. Fl. p. 307.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 34.
much arched upper lip.

;
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E. B.

iii. t. 153.
Benth. Lab. p. 233.
16; Fl. Upsal. p. 10.

[Salvia.

Wahlenh.

Fl. Suec.

i.

p.

In dry (and especially) chalky pastures and borders of fields; very rare, and
doubtfully indigenous.
FZ. June, July.
If..
E. Med. In an old chalk-pit in Appuldurcombe park, Miss Georgiana Kilderbee.
In Mis. Vine's jrvminris at Puckaster ?
[In a pasture-field at Niton, 1854,
G. Kirkpatrick, Esq., Edrs.]
I have seen but a single though indubitable specimen of this very rare British
native in the herbarium of the lady on whose authority I insert it here, sent to her,
with some other wild plants, in a fresh state, from Appuldurcombe, and which on
inquiry was ascertained to have been gathered by a groom of Lord Yarborough's,
in the locality above mentioned, July, 1838, but where I have since sought for it

—

in vain.

3. S. verbenaca, L.
Wild English Clary. Leaves sinuate and
serrated, corolla narrower and scarcely longer than the calyx.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 36. Br. Fl. p. 307. E. B. iii. t. 154. Curt. Fl.

Lond.

fasc. vi.

t.

Benth. Lab.

1.

p. 339.

Flowers larger, corolla more exserted.
In dry and especially chalky meadows and pastures, on banks, waste ground
and by roadsides not unfrequent. Fl. Maj October, i^r. June, &c. !(..
E. Med.
Binstead, sparingly.
Common at
Scarce\y found about Ryde.
Bonchurch, and plentifully at Ventnor on banks facing the sea, in the Cove, &c.
/5.

—

—

;

Along the UnderclifT in various place.=:.
W. Med. By Freshwater church, and elsewhere in that parish, frequent.
/3. By the Old Church sea-mark, St. Helens.
Root woody, tapering.
Stems 1 or more, herbaceous, a foot or two in height,
erect or a little ascending and purplish at the base, obtusely quadrangular, hollow in the centre, rough with short spreading or deflexed pubescence, mixed near
the summit with glandulose and somewhat glutinous hairs, simple or branched,
the branches opposite, simple, erect, the inferior more or less leafy, the superior
reduced to mere (and excepting the bracts) leaBess racemes.
Leaves of a rather
pale grayish green, wrinkled, slightly rough or scabrous only with minute bristly
hairs and asperities, paler beneath, with stout prominent ribs, and dotted with
close-set vesicular glands
the radical and lowermost stem-leaves on very long,
flattened and slightly winged petioles, oblong or ovato-oblong, from about 3 to 5
inches in length by 2 or 3 inches in breadth, more or less cordate and unequal at
the base, usually obtuse and rounded, at other limes a little pointed, coarsely and
unequally crenate and serrate, more or less profoundly sinuate and incised-lobed,
sometimes even lyrate or pinnatifid, those at the root often nearly undivided

—

;

superior stem-leaves broadly ovate or ovato-rotundate, acute or shortly acuminate,
usually more sharply notched or cut than the others, quite sessile, clasping and
Floioers in simple, erect,
sometimes even connate by their broad cordate bases.
terminal and axillary, constantly elongating racemes, of which that at the summit
is but a continuation of the stem, and with the two shorter ones at its base constitutes a sort of ternate, leafless and virgate panicle.
Whorls almost always
6-flowered, dimidiate, remote, when in seed from about an inch to an inch and a
PeJ/cefa very short and hispid.
jBracte sessile, very broadly corhalf asunder.
date or rotundato-cordate, acuminate, deflexed, shorter than the whorls, mostly
entire, the lowermost sometimes a Utile notched, their points blackish.
Calyx
a little deflexed in seed, about 3 or 4 lines in length, grayish green and purplish,
somewhat glutinou.s, hispid with simple and gland-tipped hairs, 2-lipped, with 14
prominent purple ribs ; the lips fringed with long white hairs upper lip tathev
shorter than the under, curved upwards, when viewed from above obovate and
deeply depressed anteriorly, with a sharp keel ending in the middle tooth of its
tridentate apex, the 2 lateral teeth connivent, minute ; lower lip a little ascending,
deeply bifid, the segments ovato-lanceolale, aristato-acuminate, 3-ribbed.
Corolla
;

—
Thymus.]

;
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small, usually but

little longer than the calyx, deep violet-blue
upper lip hairy.
Anthers linear.
Style much exserted, filiform, violet and little hairy in its upper
part, deeply bifid, with acute divaricate segments.
Achenia roundish ovate, very
bluntly trigonous, dull black and wiinkled or covered with depressed dots.
Many real and more imaginary virtues have been attributed to Sage in all
times, even to the power of conferring immortality, if we may credit the classical
muse of the Schola Salmitaua,
;

" Cur moriatur homo, cui Salvia

crescit in horto ?

"

Tribe III. SatdreinejE, Benth.
" Corolla ^.-lipped.
Stamens 4, distant; cells of anthers sepaconnective dilated."
Bab. Man.

—

rate, divergent;

IV. Origanum, Linn.

Marjoram.

" Spikes (or heads) of flowers somewhat 4-sided, resembling a
catkin, imbricated with bracteas.
Calyx equally 5-toothed (or
8-lipped).
Corolla with the upper lip erect, nearly plane lower
one jjatent, trifid. Stamens diverging, connectivum subtriangular."
~Br. Fl.
;

1. O. vulgare, L.
Common Marjoram. "Heads of flowers
roundish panicled crowded, bracteas ovate longer than the calyx,
calyx equally 5-toothed hairy in the throat, leaves stalked broadly
ovate obtuse entire or toothed."
Br. Fl. p. 311.
E. B. t. 1143.

On dry hilly pastures, banks, in rough stony woods and steep bushy places
abundant on the chalk. Fl. July September. If.
E. Med.
Brading and Yaverland, in abundance. Steephill, B. T. W.
W. Med.
Profusely and very fine on chalky slopes in the woody valley near
Ruwletlge, 1843.
Carisbrooke and the castle, B. T. W.
Nuts minute, purplish brown, roundish ovoid, more or less triquetrously compressed, pointed at the base, smooth and glabrous, not shining.
This plant, if not originally native, is completely naturalized in some parts of
the United Slates.
I have seen it plentifully in the woods at Hoboken, New Jersey, near Philadelphia, and elsewhere.

—

—
—

V. Thymus, Linn.

Thyme.

" Flowers whorled or capitate.
Calyx with 10—13 ribs, tubular, 2-lipped; upper Zip 3-toothed, lower one bifid; the throat
hairy.
Corolla -with the upper lip erect, nearly plane; lower
Anther -cells at first
Stamens diverging.
patent and trifid.
nearly parallel, afterwards diverging ; connectivum subtriangular.''
.

~Br. Fl
Mother of Thyme.
Wild Thyme.
1.
T. Serpyllum, L.
" Flowers capitate, stems branched decumbent, leaves plane ovate
obtuse entire petiolate more or less ciliated at the base, floral
leaves similar, teeth of the upper lip of the calyx ovato -lanceolate
of the lower subulate ciliated, upper lip of the corolla notched
ovato-quadrangular."—.Br. Fl. p. 311. E. B. t. 1514.
8 c

—

;
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Stem and

On

Lemon-scented Thyme.
leaves very haiiy.

dry turfy banks and heathy pastures, and heathy hilly places

Fl. July

— September.

;

abundantly.

If.

13.

Boadside near the Sandrock spring.

7.

Not uncommon about Ryde, &c.

Dr. Darlington tells us that within his recollection it was a prevalent vulgar
notion in America that wild Thyme sprung up spontaneously in spots where
human blood had been spilt by any casualty or violence, FL Cest. p. 347. The
idea, though revolting, is not without its poetry, but how widely dififerenl from the
images of peace and repose which the thyme-covered bank suggests to the rustic

muse

in

Europe.

Common

or garden
garden at Niton.

Thyme

{Thi/mus vulgaris)

Tribe IV.
" Corolla 2-'lipped.
above."
Bab. Man.

naturalized on the wall of a

Melissiseje, Benth.

Stamens

—

is

distant.

VI. CAiiAMiNTHA, Mosnch.

Anther-cells connected

Calamint.

cymosely dicliotomous, with
minute subulate bracts, few- or many-flowered and forming lax
secund racemes. Calyx tubular or subcampanulate, many-ribbed,
distinctly 2-lipped, scarcely gibbous at base, the mouth hairy
Corolla with the upper lip straight, nearly flat, lower lip
within.
Ve7'ticillasters

axillary,

stalked,

3-lobed, patent.
* " Calyx gibbous at the base below. Middle lobe of the lotver lip of corolla nearly
entire.
Whorls of about 6 simple 1-Jlowered pedicels, with almost no bracteas.
£r. Fl.
Acinos.''

Basil Thyme. Stem ascending branched,
1. G. Acinos, GlaivY.
leaves oblong on short stalks acute serrated more or less ciliated
Br. Fl. p. 321.
Thymus, L.: E. B. t. All. Aciat the base.
nos vulgaris, Pers.
Flowers pure white.
In dry, open, chalky, gravelly or sandy fields, fallows and stony hilly pastures
Fl. June
August.
©.
not uncommon.
Field in the angle formed by Eagle-head and Bloodstone copses,
JE. Med.
On Kennerley heath, and in sandy fields about
near Ashey, plentifully, 1838.
Newchurch, Bordwood, Queen Bower, &c., frequent. Abundant in high chalky
Fields near Bembridge down,
fields above Sandown bay, near the Culvers, 1848.
W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. Near Princelade, Mr. D. Snooke.
W. Med. Between Thorley and Shalcombe. Near Alum bay. About Caris3.

—

—

—

brooke castle, Mr. D. Snooke.
/3.

Sandy ground below Queen Bower,

in

some

plenty, 1843.

Leaves ovate, with distant serratures. Flovjers mostly 6 in a whorl, violet, cenCalyx gibtre of the lower lip white, the middle lobe with a dark purple spot.
bous beneath at the base, its mouth guarded by dense white hairs directed
Style a single incurved
outwards, the rest of the tube very smooth and shining.
Seeds very small, brown, obopoint, not cleft as in most of this natural order.
vate and pointed at the base, where there are two depressions, covered with minute
ifray meal which easily rubs off, otherwise quite glabrous.

—
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The var. 0. is a very pretty one, from the pui'e whiteness of the
mixed with any trace of the usual coloured spots.

flowers,

un-

** " Corolla nearly equal

at the base.
Middle lobe of the lower lip of corolla emarWhorls of 2 lax peduncled cymes. Bracteas minute. Calamintha"

ginate.

—Br.

Fl.

2. C. officinalis, Moencli.
Common Calamint. " Stem herbaceous with loose ascending branches, leaves stalked broadly ovate
obtuse crenato-serrate green on both sides, cymes stalked fewflowered shortly dichotomous or umbellate, calyx distinctly
2-lipped, teeth with long cilise, those of the upper lip triangular
straight or ascending, of the lower subulate and longer, hairs in
the mouth not prominent, lobes of the lower lip of the corolla
distant, middle one the longest."
Br. Fl. p. 322.
Mosnch.
Method, p. 409 ?
Blackwell, Herb. tab. 166 (certe nostra, sed
flores malfe color).
Gaud. Fl. Helv. iv. p. 88. B. parviflora? conMatth. Volg. ii. p. 716, fig. ?
fer obs. ad calcem. descript. p. 89.
Melissa Calamintha, L.
Thymus Calam., Sm. E. Fl. iii. p. 109.
E. B. xxiv. t. 1676, flores nimis magni.

In dry, open, sunny situations, on banks, by roadsides, borders of
amongst rocks, chiefly on a gravelly or calcareous soil rare. Fl. July
;

ber.

If.

E. Med.

fields

and

— Septem-

—

Plentiful in the rocky ground above Bonchurch, now (1843) probably
measure extirpated by building.
By the roadside above Apse heath.
Ruins of Quarr abbey, Mr. Thos. Meehan,jun.!! Near .the Parsonage, Yaverland, but sparingly. Dr. Bell-Salter.
Sparingly between Quarr abbey and Fishbourne, near Quarr house, 1837.
W. Med. Frequent on hedgebanks by the roadside between Thorley and Wellow.
A few plants in the park at Swainston, 1843. Along the road from Carisbrooke to Buccombe.
About Carisbrooke village and castle, and near soiue
cottages at Thorley, in plenty, Mr. D. Snooke
Root stout, hard, woody and lortuous, covered with a dark brown wrinkled
bark, knotty at the crown, composed of several thick flexuose fibres that are much
in a great

—

.'.'.'

less copious than in the next species, moslly inclined to a
horizontal direction, and emitting similar but far less abundant and less slender
filamenis: the root, though running pretty far, has nothing of the nature of a
rhizonia, and cannot therefore be properly called creeping, being neither jointed
nor stoloniferous, the nascent stem proceeding from the crown alone above-ground
Stems several, a foot or 18 inches high, mostly
or just beneath the surface.
ascending or even decumbent beneath, lax and spreading, their upper part erect;
tetragonous, downy all over with long, white, spreading hairs, copiously and oppositely ramified with variously spreading lax branches, filled like the stem itself
Leaves opposite, on flatlish hairy petioles of
with a fine, white, cellular tissue.
nearly half their length, very broadly ovate, roiuidish ovate, almost deltoid or
rhomboidal, subcordate, bluntish or subacute, the uppermost often distinctly
pointed, pale green, ciliated and downy on both sides with jointed hairs curved
forwards, resiuoso-punctate beneath with prominent very hairy ribs, the margins
with few distant, very shallow, crenate serratures, and entire at the base. Ftoivers
in opposite, axillary, secund, stalked and imperfectly whorled clusters of from 4 to
6 or 8 in each, on a common peduncle more or less elongated, but sometimes so
short that the clusters appear sessile, pale purple or pinkish, with violet spots in
Pedicels round, hairy, variable in length, as- long
the throat and on the lower lip.
as or longer than the calyx, each with one or several linear or subulate fringed
Calyx tubular, a little
bracts at its base or at the forks of the common stalk.
ventricose or inflated below near the base, with 13 very prominent purplish ribs,
rough with curved hairs pointing forwards, the intercostal spaces sprinkled with

branched, thoufih far
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pale yellow resinous globules ; upper lip in 3 equal, acute, triangular, almost
recurved segments ; lower lip much longer than the upper, in 2 subulate slightly
incurFed segments, all of which are (ringed wilh long, stifiF, pectinate hairs extending into and across the mouth of the calyx when in seed, but not in general
projecting beyond the cavity.
Corolla twice as long as the calyx, hairy externally and sprinkled with resinous particles, wilh a narrow slender tube which is
villous within
upper lip ovate, erect, emarginate, the edges a Utile reflexed, purplish
lower lip nearly plane, trifid, the 2 lateral lobes rounded, entire, tinged with
purple, the middle lobe longer, broader, roundish heart-shaped, entire or very
slightly emarginate, with a spot of bright purple in the centre, and several streaks
and blotches of the same colour between it and the throat of the corolla. Anthers
pinkish, the lobes very remote and united by a fleshy connectivum, not cohering
in pairs.
Style glabrous; lower lobe of the stigma plane, grooved, much longer
than the upper.
Seeds (nuts) minute, palish brown or partly whitish, roundish
ovoid, with one obtuse (inner) angle, roughish and thickly dotted with depressed
;

;

points.

This plant, from

its scent and general appearance, might more properly be
Basil than Chiropodium vulgare, which has much the aspect and
odour of that exotic herb.

called

Wild

3.
C. sylvatica. Nob.
Stems somewhat
Wood Calamint.
ascending lax with a few distant elongate nearly erect branches,
leaves ovate mostly acute sharply serrate, cymes many-flowered
stalked, lower lip of corolla with contiguous segments, middle
lobe scarcely longer than the two lateral broad and shallow, upper
calyx teeth erect or recurved, root partly creeping.
Br. Fl. p.
323.
C. officinalis, Reichenb. Fl. Germ. Excur. No. 2344 ? Godson, Fl. de Lorr. ii. p. 208, descr. bona.
M. Calamintha, Benih.
Lab. p. 388 (fide cl, auctore ipso) (sed non Linn.)
Hoppe, Ect.
Plant, tab. 613 (nee. Linn.).
Thymus Calamintha, Bertol. Fl.

Ital. vi. p.

323.

In sheltered shady places, woods, thickets, and on bushy declivities

very rare.
Fl. August
October.
!(..
Profusely in woods on the western sides of a small valley between Apes down
and Rowledge farms, rather less than three miles W.S.W. of Newport: first discovered by me as a species new to Britain, Aug. 29, 1843.
Root much slenderer than in the last, woody, brownish, very copiously branched
and comosely fibrous, emitting, chiefly from the top, long, jointed and finally
woody suckers or rhizoms, that creep horizontally under ground, and, again
branching at various angles, give off anew flowering stems and rooting fibres as
in
Clinopodium, to which species the present closely approaches in habit and
Stems several, from about 1 to 2 feet or more in height, erect, ascendstructure.
ing or reclining, wavy, lax and slender, filled with pith, bluntly quadrangular,
not winged, more or less branched, but far less ramified than in C. oflicinalis, the
branches opposite, erect, and, as well as the main stem, hispid with long, white,
spreading or partly decurved, rigid and simple hairs, but less copiously than in C.
oflicinalis.
Leaves opposite,* light green, paler beneath, but brighter or less gray
than in C. oflicinalis and considerably larger, 2 or 3 inches (excluding the petiole)
in length, more closely, acutely and deeply serrated, pointed or often somewhat
obtuse, slightly attenuated rather than rounded at base, though a few of the lower
leaves occasionally assume the ovato-rotundate form, with the shallow serratures

—

;

C

*

My

threes,

friend N. B. Ward, Esq., gathered a specimen having all the leaves in
a very unusual deviation from the normal structure in plants of this natu-

ral order.

(Ward in

lit).)

—

Calamintha.]

;
;
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of C. officinalis, otherwise similar, those accompanying the whorls rapidly diminishing in size.
Flowers large, handsome, in secund, suhcymose or subpaniculate clusters or false verticils, arranged in pairs or one from the axil of each opposite leaf, on a more or less elongated common stalk or peduncle (in the lowermost
pair or two often an inch or more long), curved upwards or ascending, parallel to
each other or widely diverging, the clusters themselves spreading, simply suhdior tri-chotomously forked, or, as in C. officinalis, somewhat umbellate, but less
completely, each division with several linear-lanceolate or subulate, unequal and
ciliated bracts at its base. Pedicels very unequal, terete, hispid. Calyx distinctly
3-lipped, not much larger than in C. officinalis, the teeth brownish purple, the
3 upper ones erect or (especially after flowering) considerably recurved, the
3 inferior, as in that species, longer than the upper, slender, curved upwards and
pectinato-ciliate the tube, as Mr. Bentham remarks, naked or nearly so within,
or clothed with similar converging hairs to those of C. officinalis, but outwardly
with much fewer and shorter hairs than in that, sprinkled with similar resinous
glands.
Corolla pale purplish, rose- or peach-blossom-red, downy all over externally, variable in size, but always larger, broader and differently coloured from C.
officinalis, those of the lower verticils about f ths of an inch long (1
1^ inch,
Benth.), nearly three times the length of the calyx, smaller and deeper coloured
upper lip nearly as in C. officinalis but rounder, with a similar emargination
lower lip with the lobes much broader and more rounded than in that, slightly
waved and crenulate, the middle lobe but little exceeding the 2 lateral in length,
very broad and shallow, its posterior and lateral margins rounded and overlapping, or overlapped by the lateral lobes and concealing the sinus between them ;
(in C. officinalis the lobes are very distinct and widely separated from each other,
the middle one greatly longer than the rest and wedge-shaped at the base)
palate with 2 bristly prominences, and, as well as the throat and disk of the middle
lobe, beautifully variegated with white, and spotted deep rose-colour or rich crimson.
Nuts somewhat larger and darker coloured than in C. officinalis, and, in my
specimens at least, less thickly and deeply punctate or nearly smooth, otherwise
exactly similar.
Our plant is exceedingly well described (root excepted) by Bertoloni in Fl.
;

—

;

Ital.

In the form of the corolla the present species approaches very closely that of
C. Clinopodium.
The scent of the herbage is more agreeable than in C. officinalis, and either
fresh or dried partakes strongly of the odour of peppermint, but milder.
This beautiful species grows readily from slips, and when treated as a greenhouse plant, or kept entirely within doors, becomes extremely showy; the flowers
are produced in much greater number, and, though somewhat paler than in the
wild state, are increased in size, and crowded unilaterally on long leafy branches,
appearing almost one mass of blossoms.
PoUini notices the resemblance in the odour of Melissa grandiflora to that of
peppermint, as in our C. sylvatica.

»**

•'

4.

Calyx nearly equal at the base. Middle lobe of lower lip of corolla notched.
Whorls sessile, dense, many-flowered, with numerous linear bracteas, forminy
Clinopodium." Br. Fl.
u. sort of involucre.

C. Clinopodium,

Benth.

Wild

Basil.

" Leaves

ovate

Melissa officinalis (Common Balsam) has been found growing in Sandy lane,
between Whitecroft and Blackwater and I find it on a bank not a hundred
yards from the church, where it is naturalized under a garden wall. It is said to
be found apparently indigenous in Somersetshire and other parts of the W. of
England, but is with us here certainly but the outcast of gardens.
;

—

—
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obscurely serrated, whorls hairy, bracteas setaceous,
Clmopo.dium vulgare, L.
branched." Br. Fl. p. 332.
1401.

pedicels
:

E. B.

t.

In woods, thickets and bushy hilly places, on banks, about hedges and borders
frequent. Fl. July
August.
fields, on a dry gravelly or calcareous soil
If.
Common about Ryde.
E. Med.
Swainston
about
and
Rowledge.
W.Med.
Common everywhere in woods
Plentiful about Thorley, Yarmouth, Calbourne, Apes Down, &o.
Seeds very small, roundish triquetrous, quite smooth, chestnut brown, the scar
white, marked on the back with about 3 very slender scarcely prominent ribs.

of

—

;

—

—

Tribe V. Scvtellarie^, Benth.

"Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper
Calyx 2-lipped, closed in fruit." Bab. Man.

—

corolla.

VII. Prunella,

lip

of the

Selfheal.

Lirere.

" Calyx ovate
upper lip plane, more or less distinctly
3 -toothed; lower one bifid.
Corolla with the upper Zip nearly
Filaments with two teeth at
entire, arched; lower one 3-lobed.
Style bifid."
the extremity, one bearing the 2-celled anther.
Br. Fl.
;

—

1. P. vulgaris, L.
Common Selflieal. " Leaves stalked oblongovate, upper lip of the calyx truncated, its teeth usually obsolete,
the teeth of the lower lip ovato-lanceolate mucronate, corolla
scarcely twice the length of the calyx."
Br. Fl. p. 323. E. B. t.
961.

In meadows, pastures, fields and hedges
woods, thickets and waste places everywhere.

;

;

by roadsides,

FL

VIII. ScuTELLAEiA, Linn.

in

heathy ground,

July, August.

2(..

Skull-cap.

" Calyx broadly ovate, having a conspicuous concave tooth or
scale on the upper side ; its 2 nearly equal entire lips closed after
Corolla with the tube much exserted ; upper iip
flowering.
Filaments simple anthers of
straight arched ; lower one trifid.
Style bifid, upper lobe very short."
the 2 lower stamens 1-celled.
;

—Br.

Fl.

In the structure of the flowers, and

in general hubit, this genus betrays the
strong affinity of the natural orders LabiatEe and Sorophulariaceae.

Common Skull-cap. " Stem branched
1. S. galericulata, L.
divaricated, leaves crenato-oblong or ovato-lanceolate rounded or
cordate at the base, flowers axillary solitary opposite secund,
calyx downy without glands." Br Fl. p. 324. E. B. t. 523.
On

the banks of rivers, streams and ditches, the shallow margins of ponds and
in wet woods and thickets
not very frequent.
Fl. July,

swampy ground, and
August.

;

!(..

—

E.Med.
Near Ninham farm.
Marsh-ditches at Yarbiidge, frequent; and
especially plentiful a little below Horringlbrd
in many parts of Sandown level
;

Scutellaria.]
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Near Blackwater mill.
In a large willow-thicket by Budbrldge farm.
Marsh-diich in a meadow nearly under Maishcombe copse. In a wet copse near
Whitefield farm, about what was formerly a pool called the Swan Pond, in some
plenty.
Near Rookley farm, sparingly, 1844. Wood near the sea-shore between
Ryde and Binstead, Wm. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
W. Med.
At West mill, between Newport and Carisbrooke, in plenty. Miss
Dennett ! By the Medina, between Newport and Shide, sparingly, Mr. Snoolce.
Root or rather rhizoma whitish, creeping horizontally, fibrous at the joints.
Stem from about 1 to 2 leet in height, erect, or in damp shady places weak and
reclining, subsimple or oppositely branched in the upper part mostly, the branches
slender, simple and erect hollow, brittle, acutely quadrangular, the angles subulate, the faces flat, with a raised moulding on two of the sides alternately; nearly
{•labrous below, roughish above with short, recurved, strigose pubescence along the
angles chiefly, often purplish. Leaves opposite, move or less erect, sometimes
widely spreading, and in the procumbent form with their surfaces in the plane of
the stem and at right angles to it, from about 1 to 2^ or 3 inches long, pale green,

bridge.

—

;

and membranous, oblong-lanceolate, more or less acutely pointed, cordate at
base, their somewhat revolute edges unequally, distantly and shallowly crenaloserrate ; wrinkled and slightly pubescent or nearly glabrous above, more downy,
pale whitish green and prominently veined beneath.
Petioles very short, from
less than a line in length in the higher and smaller to 4 or 5 lines in the lower
and larger leaves, semiterete, channelled above and downy. Flowers solitary,
opposite, axillary and secund, approximated in pairs chiefly on the higher part of
the stem and branches.
Pedicels scarcely a line in length, subcompressed and
downy, with a pair of extremely minute subulate bracts at their base. Calyx
about 2 lines in length, finely downy with recurved pubescence, sometimes glabrous, (LHyht.), tiibular-campanulate, truncate, very shallowly almost obsoletely
2-lipped, the lips equal, entire; indistinctly ribbed, and bearing towards the base
of its superior half an upvi};ht, transverse, flat scale-like process or pouch, formed
by a duplicature of the calyx, of a rectangular figure, rounded at the corners and
after flowering the anterior portion of
slightly emarginate, concave at the back
the calyx changes its former cylindrical shape; its 2 lips or inferior and superior
surfaces become plane and pressed together, closing the mouth entirely; the
calyx then splits throughout its whole length along its two lateral rib-like sutures,
the dehiscence extending across the saccate process, whence the entire upper half
Corolla from about
of the calyx is thrown off, leaving the under half persistent.
6 to 9 lines in length, downy with still finer, softer and more erect pubescence
than the calyx, ascending, 2-lipped, the throat dilated, purplish blue with about
12? deeper-coloured ribs; tube cylindrical, many-ribbed, scarcely the length of
the calyx, greenish white, glabrous, forming a moderately abrupt bend with the
ascending funnel-shaped limb of the corolla, and a gibbosity at the inferior angle
of flexure with the latter; upper lip deep purplish blue, galeate, slanting forward
over the lower, and nearly closing the orifice between them, its middle lobe
thin

:

vaulted, obliquely ascending, emarginate in front, its roundish narrow border
turned back; lateral lobes obliquely ascending and approximate above under the
lower lip rather longer and much
central lobe, their margins strongly revolute
broader than the upper, nearly semicircular, in 3 rather shallow sometimes indistinct lobes, blue, the centre white and spotted with purple, sometimes with
3 grooved lines of the same colour, entire or slightly waved or crenulate, the midStamens as well as the style included, and lodged with it
dle lobe emarginate.
in the oblong inflated convexity or crown of the upper lip ; filaments dilated and
downy in the middle ; anthers densely villous, scarcely cohering, the lobes dark
purple; those of the longer pair of stamens united by a very prominent or crestStyle whitish, cylindrical, glabrous, tapering from
like and hairy connectivum.
;

simple, acute, slightly decurved apex.
ascribes to the common European plant glabrous stems and leaves,
his var. /3. Lab. p. 437.

its

Bentham

—

—

—
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" Glabrous, leaves shortly
2. S. minor, L.
Lesser Skull-cap.
stalked obtuse mostly quite entire, lowest ones broadly ovate,
intermediate ones ovato-lanceolate cordate and somewhat hastate
at the base, upper and floral ones lanceolate rounded at the base,
flowers (small) solitary axillary opposite unilateral, corolla nearly
glabrous with the throat dilated, calyx downy without glands."
Br. Fl. p. 324. E.
t. 524.
In low, moist, heathy, boggy or muddy places, wet woods, sides of meadowdrains, ditches, and on damp tillage-land
not uncommon. Fl. July October.

B

%E. Med. —In

—

;

Whitefield wood. Extremely abundant on Apse heath, growing
even amongst potatoes on newly turned-up land.
In various parts of Sandown
level.
Frequent on many parts of Lake common.
Common about the foot of
Bleak down, around Lashmere pond, &c., 1843.
[Boggy slope behind St.
Helens green, also at Lane-eud, Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq. Edrs.]
W. Med. [Moortown bog, Brighstone, and the bog at Freshwater Gate, Dr.

—

—

—

—

JBell-Salter.— Edrs.']
Much smaller than the last in all

—

seldom above 4 10 inches high,
almost twice that height.
Root slender, pale straw-yellow, running far and wide with many long creeping branches
that spread in all directions.
Stem erect, with 4 winged angles, more or less
branched, often copiously so from the very base, so as to be quite bushy, the
branches opposite, ramitied, purplish at the base, roughish with short stiff hairs.
Leaves numerous, opposite, dark green, ovato-oblong, cordate at the base, the
lowermost on extremely short petioles, the uppermost all hat sessile, their margins
slightly revolute and deflexed, roughish above with short bristly hairs, entire, the
lowermost only subhastate from an occasional blunt dentate sinuation or two near
the base.
Flowers solitary in the axil of each leaf, on rather short, horizontal,
hairy pedicels at right angles to the leaves, hence second and approximating in
pairs, ^rd of an inch long, of a dilute pink or purplish colour, the lip prettily
Bracts in pairs at the base of each pedicel, very minute,
speckled with rose-red.
Calyx about a line in length, almost bell-shaped, bristly.
setaceous.
Corolla
much longer than the calyx, downy, the throat hairy upper lip in 3 very distinct
nearly equal lobes, the middle one arched and enclosing the style and stamens
lower lip in one broad, scarcely lobed, waved and crenate segment.
Filaments
aud anthers villous. Style glabrous. Seeds rounded, granulated, seated on a reddish or orange-coloured gland.
except

its parts,

when drawn up amongst herbage

to

;

Tribe VI.

Nepete^,

Benth.

" Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper lip of the
corolla, 2 inferior shortest.

Calyx tubular."

IX. Nepeta, Linn.
" CaZya; tubular,
oblique, 5-toothed.

— Bab. Man.

Cat-mint.

(15-) ribbed, its mouth usually a little
Corolla with the ttihe exserted
upper lip
The two anterior stastraight, emarginate or biiid; lower 3-fid.
mens the shortest. Anthers before bursting approaching in pairs
Br. Fl.
cells diverging."

many-

;

" Stems erect, flowers in spiked
Cat-mint.
1. N. Cataria, L.
subpeduncled dense many-flowered whorls, leaves stalked cordate
Srn.
Br. Fl. p. 320.
inciso-serrate whitish pubescent beneath."
E. Fl. iii. p. 70. E. B. ii. t. 137.

—
Lamitim.]

labiate.
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gravelly and chalky banks, in waste places, along fences, hedges and roadrarely.
F/. July
September.
If.
£. Med. On the rough slope of the down above, and amongst the brushwood
on the rocky ground behind, Bonchurch, in several places, 1840. At Ventnor, by
the ' Crab and Lobster,' very sparingly, Dr. Martin!!! On a heap of stone rubbish a little to the E. below the road near Flint cottage, Ventnor, Rev. G. E.

sides,

but

—

—

Smith. Near Little Duxmore farm, 3/r. r/ios. il/eeAa«,7'«n., 1845!! Hedjje at
Truckles, sparingly, Dr.Bell-Salter, 1845!!
A plant or two by the roadside
between Old Park and Mirables, 1844.
W. Med.
Gravel-pit near Calbourne bottom. Weston farm (a plant or two
just within the fence by the roadside!!!).
Sconce towei-, Mr. Sliooke.
Root very large, of several thick, fleshy, horizontal fibres. Stem 2 4 feet
high, hollow, quadrangular, branched and downy like the whole plant.
Leaves
ovato-cordate, on ihoxX, petioles, dull green above, whitish beneath, very soft to the
touch, with large, equal, bluntish, tooth-like serratures.
Flowers white, prettily
speckled with pink, in dense shortly stalked clusters fiom the base of the upper
leaves, so closely set as to appear whorled in a spicate form, but the clusters
are in pairs only, and not ranged round the stem as in a true whorl.
Calyx tubular, a little oblique, hairy, with about 15 stronsf green ribs, its teeth nearly equal.
Corolla hairy, longer than the calyx, its throat suddenly dilated above the very
slender contracted tuhe, its upper lip in 2 rounded nearly erect lobes, lower lip with
the 3 smaller or lateral lobes spreading or reflexed, the middle lobe broad, roundish, dotted with purple, its turned-np edges deeply and irregularly notched, hairy
within about the throat.
Anthers rose-coloured.
Style scarcely as long as the
stamens; stigma short, notched. Nuts rather large, dark brown, roundish oblong
or elliptical, subcom pressed, flatly and very obtusely triquetrous, minutely roughish
or subluhercular, the hilum marked by two snow-white mealy depressions, glabrous except a slight mealiness here and there, chiefly at the base.
The herb has a strong not very pleasant smell, excepting to the feline race,
which are said to delight in rubbing themselves against and rolling upon it, to its
destruction, in gardens.

—

—

2. N. Glechoma, Benth.
Ground-ivy. Gill Alehoof.
"Procumbent, leaves reniform crenate, whorls axillary stalked unilateral 3
4 flowered, teeth of the calyx ovate mucronate." Br. Fl.
Glechoma hederacea, L. E. B. t. 853.
p. 820.

—

:

All the stamens reduced to staminodia.
Abundant on hedge- and ditch -banks, in damp gardens, orchards, woods,
Fl. March
May. If.
groves, and other moist shady places.
In moderate abundance in Cow- or Primrose-lane, between Play-street farm
/3.
and Stone-pits toll-gate, near Byde, Dr. Bell-Salter !!
/3.

—

Tribe VII. Stachyde.^, Benth.
" Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper lip of the
Calyx tubular or bell-shaped, spreading

corolla, 2 inferior longest.

in fruit."

—Bab. Man.

* Stamens longer than the tube of the

X. Lamium, Linn.

corolla.

Dead-nettle.

"Anthers approximating in pairs; cells diverging, bursting lon" Calyx bellUpper lip of the corolla arched."
gitudinally.
shaped, 5-toothed, teeth nearly equal." Bab. Man.

—

—

3d

——
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1.
L. amplexicaule, L.
Henhit Dead-nettle.
Great Henbit.
Leaves orbicular wrinkled inciso-crenate, the floral ones sessile
becoming distant by the lengthening of the stem, teeth of the
calyx lanceolato-subulate about as long as the tube erect after
flowering, tube of the corolla straight naked within, tooth of the
lateral lobes of the lower lip obsolete."
Br. Fl. p. 318. E. B. t.

"

770.
not
In waste and cultivated ground, gardens, fallows, ahout dung-hills, &o.
especially on a sandy soil.
Fl. whole year, but most perfectly in
spring and summer.
0.
;

uncommon,

2. Ti. purpxireum, \j. Red Dead-nettle. Red Archangel. "Leaves
cordate crenate all stalked, upper ones crowded, teeth of the calyx
as long as the tube always spreading, tube of the corolla straight
within having a hairy ring, the throat much dilated, lateral lobes
of the lower Up with two short teeth." Br. Fl. p. 317.
Sm. E.
Fl. iii. p. 91.
E. B. xi. t. 769.
Curt. Fl. Lond. i. fasc. 1, t. 42.
Benth. Lab. p. 112.
j3. Flowers white or nearly so.
In cultivated and waste ground, gardens, fallows, ditch- and hedge-banks,
walls, and in grassy places; everywhere abundant.
Fl. spring— autumn, and

partially the year through.
/3.

Hedgebank

0.

at Fishbourne.

—

Hoot of numerous slender pale fibres.
Stem 6 10 inches high, reclining and
usually branched at the base, where it is more slender than towards the summit,
and is sometimes procumbent and rooting, hollow, curved, partly purplish, weak
and succulent, square, roughish and slightly winged or bordered at the angles,
leafless in the middle, with a pair or two of opposite roundish leaves on long hairy
footstalks above or below the centre
uppermost leaves crowded, deflexed, broadly
cordate,, bluntish, unequally crenate (rarely entire), strongly veined and wrinkled,
soft and hairy, more or less tinged with purple, the terminal ones very small and
Flowers in axillary, many -flowered, sessile whorls, the upper ones
pointed.
closely crowded, the lowermost whorl sometimes a little remote.
Calyx a little
curved, the teeth subulate, fringed, spreading, purplish black along the angles, as
are also the corners of the stem between the whorls.
Corolla rose-coloured, much
smaller than in L. album upper lip oval, entire or slightly notched, shaggy, deeply
coloured, lateral lobes inflated, forming with the throat a sac or pouch, their superior margin reflexed, stained with purple within anteriorly, where they terminate
each in a single, sharp, recurved, tooth -like appendage, having another and
smaller bluntish one beneath it; loiver lip in 2 roundish, deeply divided, deflexed
or spreading lobes stained with purple in the centre, their margins slightly notched
in front; teie nearly straight, streaked with purple, as is the throat, and having
within a ring of stiff white hairs, pointing a little forwards, inserted between the
coloured portion of the tube and its pale annular base
Stamens hairy anthers
with several tufts of stiff hairs or bristles on the face of each cell, and according
6
to Mr. Leighton accompanied by
8 small, white, oval, tuberculate bodies at
their base, but of which I can find no trace in my specimens, and presume therefore they are not constantly present pollen bright scarlet, of many oval or elliptical grains.
;

;

;

—

;

L. incisum, Willd.
Cut -leaved Dead-nettle.
8.
"Leaves
broadly cordate or deltoid - cuneate deeply inciso - crenate all
stalked, the uppermost crowded, teeth of the calyx subulate about
as long as the tube always spreading, tube of the corolla straight

—
;

Lamium.]
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naked within, lateral lobes of the lower
Br.Fl. p. 317. E.B.t. 1933.

with a short tooth."

lip

In waste and cultivated ground occasionally, but not common, though probably
only a variety of the species last desciibed. i^i. with L. purpur.
0.

E.

ilfffZ.— Amongst tuiuips in a field at Nettleston green, 1838.

lin in several places, 1843.

[St.
ter.

Helens

— Edrs.]

W. Med.

spit,

Fields near Shanklin,

A. G.More, Esq.

About Shank-

Mr. Wm. Wilson Saunders

Garden-grouud

at

.'.'.'

Bembridge, Dr. Bell-Sal-

— Hedgebanks

in the lane leading from Marvel wood to White croft,
[Near Kingstone, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
I am almost persuaded this is simply a form of L. purpureum, as Wahleuberg
makes it (Fl. Suec), but in deference to the opinion of such eminent authorities as
Smith, Hooker and Bentham, who believe these two species to be really distinct,
I have refrained from reuniting them.

in

some

plenty, 1845.

4. Li. album, Li.
White Dead-nettle. White Archangel. "Leaves
cordato-aciiminate deeply serrated stalked, calycine teeth long
subulate always spreading, tube of the corolla curved upwards
within having a hairy ring, the throat dilated, upper lip oblong,
lateral lobes of the lower one with 1
3 long subulate teeth."
Br. Fl. p. 317. E. B. t. 768. L. vulgatum, Benth. Lab. p. 514.

—

—

On hedgebanks and walls, in waste ground, the grassy borders of fields, and
amongst rubbish not rare, but less frequent and general than the second of our
species.
Fl. April, &c., and partially into autumn.
©.
E. Med.
At Binstead and elsewhere about Ryde, occasionally.
Extremely
common about Newchurch, in waste ground and hedgerows. At E. Cowes, at the
;

—

new plantations.
W. Med.-— Plentiful along

top of the

the hedgebank of the raised causeway betwixt Newand Cavisbrooke, and along the road from Carisbrooke to Shorwell, where I
have gathered it with the flowers faintly tinged with red on the back of the upper
lip of the corolla.
Frequent at Thorley.
Root fibrous, emitting rhizomata in all directions, which again take root at the
joints, and send up fresh stems annually.
Stems from about 6 12 inches high
or taller when drawn up in hedges, ascending or even decumbent at the base,
port

—

afterwards erect, pale green or purplish, qnandrangular, the angles slightly bordered, simple or in the larger with a pair or two of opposite branches near the
base, harsh with spreading or deflexed hairs, hollow, weak and succulent.
Leaves
pale green, soft and flexile, very like those of the common Nettle in shape, in
pairs, opposite, mostly ovato-cordate, but often rounded, truncate or subattenuated
at thebase, acute or acuminate, strongly and rugosely veined above, paler and
prominently netted beneath, roughish on both sides with short, erect, simple and
jointed hairs, deeply and unequally incised-dentato-serrate, the serratures rounded,
acute or even incurved lower leaves distant, on long, channelled, hairy petioles,
smaller than the upper leaves or those accompanying the whorls, and which are
on much shorter, more dilated, fringed petioles
the highest leaves again dimiVerticillasters of several closely sessile flowers,
nishing in size, almost subsessile.
the exterior blossoms of each semiwhorl with 2 or 3 small bracts at their base,
that are shorter than the calyx.
Calyx tubular, campanulate, prominently 10ril)bed, a little compressed laterally, pale green dotted and blotched with brownish
purple, that extends to the adjacent portion of the stem and petioles the limb in
5 triangular segments, acuminated into as many long, weak, subulate, oblique
points of nearly equal length ; superior segment suberect, very widely separated
from the 2 exterior, which approximate to and project parallel with the inferior
CoroWa nearly an inch long, curved somewhat like a long/, milk-white
pair.
with a faint tinge of yellow and some dots and streaks of pale olive-green on the
central lobe of the lower lip and at the base of the latter just within the throat
upper lip of corolla large, obovate, vaulted, much narrowed behind, traversed by
;

;

;

—
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bifid or trifid prominenl ridge or keel, the forks of which terminate in the irregularly crenate anterior margin, very downy with long white hairs externally,
glabrons within; lower lip glabrous, the lateral lobes minute, almost merged in
the in Hexed throat, tlieir superior horizontal margins a little folded down or
reflexed, and terminating anteriorly in a blunt angle, beinw which is a subulate
tooth or process, the margin continuing downwards in a vertical direction to the
central or anterior lobe
base of the anterior lobe, obscurely dentato-ci-enate
roundish oboordate or nearly circular, deeply emarginate, strongly and irregularly
crenate in front; all the lobes move or less reflexed, and suddenly contracted
behind into a short neck or claw tube scarcely a line in length, its mouth closed
vpith a ring of white hairs
throat dilated, with a membranaceous sac-like gibbosity underneath, running back to the orifice of the tube, and rounded at the apex
or somewhat spurred.
Stamens unequal filaments white, downy, partly with soft
and weak, partly with stiff glandular hairs ; anthers not cohering in pairs, black,
strongly bearded at the back with long white hairs pollen greenish yellow, grains
oval
1 do not find the small tubercular bodies at the base of the anthers mentioned by Leighlon. Style as long as the stamens, very slender, slightly enlarged
upwards, brfid at the summit, the forks equal, divaricate.
With a wide distribution, L. album is yet a somewhat local species, nor is it by
any means universally diffused over the Isle of Wight. At Great Yarmouth, as I
learn from Mr. Dawson Turner, it is amongst the rarest plants.

a

;

;

;

;

;

:

L. Galeoldolon, *Crantz.
Yelloiv WeaYellow Archaiuiel.
" Lateral lobes of the lower lip of the corolla oblong
acute."
Br. Fl. p. 316.
Galeobdolon
Benth. Lab. p. 510.
luteum, Hiicls. E. B. t. 787.
5.

sel-snout.

:

In moist shady places, woods, groves and under hedges plentifully in various
parts of the island.
i^Z. April
June.
2|.
E, Med.
Abundant in Great wood, Lucconibe copse, and other woods near
Shanklin, also in the chine. At Apse castle, and about Appuldurcombe, frequent.
Steephill and other parts of the Undercliff.
About Cowes, in Shamblev's copse,
in Barton copse, between Norris castle and King's quay.
Near Mirables, Mr.
Fred. Russell in With.
W. Med. Bottomground copse, near Newport.
Root fleshy or somewhat tuberous at the crown, often a little creeping, with
copious long, pale, branched fibres, emitting barren shoots procumbent and rooting at the joints.
Stems several, from about 12 to 20 inches high, flexuose or
ascending at the base, then erect, simple, quadrangular, hollow in the centre,
purplish and hispid in their lowest part with white, stiff, mostly deflexed hairs,
greenish and comparatively glabrous for f rds of their length, the barren shoots
hairy throuKhout. Leaves opposite, stalked, bright green, sometimes spotted with
while or purplish beneath, the lower pair or two sm.iUer and more distant,
as well as on longer stalks and without flowers in their axils; ovate or as they
ascend becoming ovato-lanceolate, acute, strongly depiesso-venose, rounded or
subcordate at the base, coarsely, deeply and unequally inciso-sevrate, the serratures rounded or acute, with glandular tips, flexible and soft with erect scattered
pubescence, more copious ou the under surface, which is reticulated with prominent veins.
Petioles hairy, caniculate and dilated downwards, gradually shortening and widening as they ascend, the uppermost scarcely a line in length, of the
lowermost leaves often an inch or more.
Whorls axillary, of about 6 to 10 sessile
Jlowers the size of those of Lamium album, the exterior ones with a linear, ciliated, mucronulate bract at the base of each, shorter than the calyx, of which those
Calyx green, tubuloso-campanulate, pubescent, with
behind them are destitute.
about 5 principal and as many secondary ribs teeth 5, triangular, with fine subulate points, the 4 inferior ones neatly equal, spreading or even a little recurved,
the inferior one larger, erect and remote.
Corolla 2-lipped upper lip very large,
obovale, vaulted, downy, minutely and unevenly waved or crenulate along the
edges but not emarginate, finely fringed, pale yellow loiver lip tvifld, golden yel-

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

.

Stachys.]

—
;
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low, variegated with tawny or fulvous streaks and dots, wilh which the margin of
the upper lip is sometimes besprinkled wilhin, 2 lateral lobes roundish ovate, acuminate in front but without lateral teeth, middle lube linear-oblong, tipped with a
small point, entire, much longer than the lateral lobes; tube very short, reddish
and glabrous, closed at its junction with the throat of the corolla by an oblique
ring of white hairs. Filaments white, downy anthers with purplish edges.
Style
reddish, filiform, slightly enlarged upwards, bifid at the summit, the segments
spreading, acute, the lower one longest.
;

XI. Galeopsis, Linn.

Hemp-nettle.

" Calyx campanulate, equal, 5-toothed, teeth mucronate.
Cowith the tube exserted, the throat inflated upper lip arched
lower one with 3 unequal lobes, having two teeth on its upper
side.
The two anterior stamens the longest. Anther-cells oppoAchenes rounded at the
site, bursting transversely, 2-valved.
end."—Br. Fl.

rolla

:

Eed Hemp-nettle. " Stem softly pubescent
1. G. Ladanum, Li.
with deflexed hairs or glabrous not swollen below the joints,
leaves lanceolate subserrate downj' on both sides, calyx having
sometimes a few glands, upper lip of the corolla slightly notched."

—Br.

Fl. p. 315.

E. B.

t.

884.

Abundant in dry gravelly or chalky cornfields, fallows, waste ground, and on
chalk or limestone rubble, in various parts of the island also on ditchbanks, dry
FL July
stony hills and grassy borders of fields, thickets, &c. occasionally.
October.
Abundant in many places along the Undercliff, as in the cornfields
JS. Med.
About Ashey, in fields above Eagle-head
above Bonuhurch, St. Lawrence, &c.
New Fairlee farm. At Beaper farm, near Brading, 1848. Fields near
copse.
Bembvidge down, Mr. Saunders.
Ningwood and
Cornfields about Yarmouth and the Needles hotel.
W. Med.
Rowledge.
Field above North
elsewhere between Yarmouth and Newport.
Between Apes Down and Rowledge, 1843.
Court, abundantly, 1842.
Achenia grayish brown, obovale, rounded at the back and summit, subtriquetrous, shining and glabrous.
;

;

O

—

—

Common Hemp-nettle. " Stem hispid
2.
Gr. Tetrahit, L.
swollen below the joints, leaves oblong-ovate acuminate hispid
serrated, calyx-teeth twice as long as the tube, corolla with the
tube as long as the calyx, upper lip erect OYa.te."—Br. Fl. p. 816.
E. B.

t.

207.

Flowers white.
In cultivated ground, amongst corn, &c., in waste places, moist woods, thickets,
hedges and about ditches abundantly. Fl. July— September. 0.
/3. Lower Knighton, near the mill.
;3.

;

XII. Stachys, Linn.

Woundwort.

" Upper lip
" Calyx tubular, bell-shaped, with 5 equal teeth."
"Anthers
lobes."
unequal
of the corolla concave, lower of 3
longitudinally."
bursting
diverging,
pairs
cells
in
approaching
" Nuts obtuse, and convex at the end."
Bab. Man.
;

86
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Benth. Betony. " Hairy, spike interrupted
leaves cordato-oblong crenate, corolla twice as long as the
calyx, stem naked, middle lobe of the lower lip somewhat notched."
—Br. Fl. p. 318. Betoniea officinalis, E. B. t. 1142.
S. Betoniea,

1.

short,

In woods, groves,

common,

thickets,

June— August.

i^/.

and

in

dry open sandy or heathy pastures

;

very

2^.

—

" Whorls of 6
Hedge Woundwort.
S.
S. sylvatica, L.
flowers distant, hracteas minute, calyx-teeth very minute, leaves
cordato-ovate acute serrate long-stalked, upper floral ones linear
entire."— Br. Fl. p. 319. E. B. t. 416.
In damp shady situations, woods, thickets and hedges, on ditchbanks, by
Fl. July, August.
stream-sides and in waste weedy places; abundantly.
%.
Achenia roundish ovate, bluntly triquetrous, black and shining, pale at the base,
shagreened and subtuberculale, inserted on a concave receptacle, with a lobed or
notched basin-like rim or border.

—

Marsh Woundicort. " Whorls of 6 10
3.
S. palustris, L.
flowers, bracteas minute, calyx-teeth very acute, leaves linear-lanceolate or ovato-lanceolate rounded or cordate at the base sessile
or stalked.

t.

" a. Lower leaves shortly stalked, upper sessile and semiamplexicaul. E. B.
1675.
" ;3. amhigua. Leaves distinctly stalked, stalks not above half the length of the

E. B. t. 2089."— £>•. Fl. p. .319.
S. ambigua, Sm.
Leaves shortly stalked.
In wet marshy places, boggy thickets, by river- and ditch-banks, also

leaf.

:

y.

arable land; very common, i^/. July, August.
2f.
B. By the side of a new road between Sea View and Kyde, Albert

in

moist

Hambrough,

Esq.

Near Shauklin, Miss E. KirhFields at Lower Morton, by Sandown.
[On Gallibury down, by the side of the cross-road towards Roughborough,
Br. Bdl-Salter, Edrs.]
The roots of S. palustris are said to become edible by cultivation. See Curtis,
y.

patrick.

Brit.

4.

Entom.

vi.

—

Corn Wouiuhrort. " Annual, whorls of 4
stem decumbent or ascending, leaves cordato-ovate obtuse

^. arvensis,\j.

flowers,

crenate slightly hairy stalked, floral ones ovato-oblong sessile
acute, teeth of the calyx lanceolate aristate, corolla scarcely longer
than the calyx."— i??-. Fl. p. 319. E. B. t. 1154.
In waste and cultivated ground, fallows and dry open
F/. April

— November.

—

fields

;

not unfrequent.

0.

Between Quarr abbey and Fishbourne. Ncttlestnne green. AbunE. Med.
[Extremely common
dantly on the waste building-lots at E. Cowes park, 184fi.
in gardens and ploughed fields at Bembridge, especially near the cliff. Dr. BellEdrs.]
Sailer.
W.Med. Common in fields about Gurnet farm, amongst tirnips, potatoes,
he. About Pallance.

—

—

—
Marrubium.]
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XIII. Ballota, Linn.
" Calyx salver-shaped, equal, with 10 ribs and 5 broad mucronated teeth, naked within. Corolla with the tube included upper
lip erect, concave ; lower one trifid, middle lobe the largest, emarginate.
The two anterior stamens the longest. Cells of the
anthers diverging, opening longitudinally.
Achenes rounded at
the end."— Br. Fl.
:

1.
B. nigra, L.
Stinking Horehound.
Black Horehound.
" Leaves ovate crenato-serrate, bracteas linear-subulate, teeth of
the calyx shortly acuminate patent longer than the tube of the
corolla:"— er. Fl. p. 314. E. B. t. 46.

Flowers white.
In dry waste places, borders of woods and fields, amongst rubbish and on
hedgebanks, everywhere
most plentiful in general on approaching towns and
/3.

;

villages.

Fl.

June

—October.

If..

Lawrence.
By the roadside immediately opposite Rew farm, near
Ventnor.
Lane near Merston. Between Freshwater gate and Farringford hill,
Mr Snooke. In afield between Idlecombe farm and Bottoinground, Rew, in
moderate quantity, and growing with the common purple form.
The plant at Rew is i?. /afirfa. Lam., having very broad, shortly acuminate
and recurved calyx-teeth.
That at St. Lawrence is B. ruderalis. Fries, with
longer, narrower calyx " gracefully dilated upwards,'' the teeth ovato-lanceolate,
tapering into long points and erecto-patent.
But, as Mr. Bentham observes,
" the form of the calyx is so uncertain within the above-mentioned limits, that I
cannot distinguish between the three plants figured as species by Reichenbach,"
a remark to the correctness of which my own repeated observations on our native
species enable me to bear testimony.
The barren stems of Ballota remain green through the winter.
/3.

At

St.

.

** Stamens included in

the tube

of

XIV. Maeeceium, Linn.

the corolla.

Horehound.

" Calyx with 10 ribs and 5 or 10 spreading teeth, the throat
hairy.
Corolla with the tube exserted upper /ip erect ; lower
one 8-lobed, middle lobe the largest, emarginate. The two anteAchenes flatly truncated at the end."
rior stamens the longest.
:

Br. Fl.

Common or White Horehound. " Every1.
M. vulgare, L.
where hoary with a white thick pubescence or wooUiness, stem
erect, leaves roundish ovate toothed or crenate wrinkled, calyx
with 10 setaceous hooked teeth, upper Hp of the corolla oblong
bifid."—J5r. Fl. p. 321. E. B. t. 410.
In dry waste places, pastures, by roadsides and about villages, but .rare in the
lower and more level parts; far more abundant on the high chalk-downs, and
Fl. June
Sepusually along the earthen or stone fences that traverse them.
tember.
If.
[BemCompton farm, Sandown, Mr. Snooke.
E.Med.
At Bonchurch.
bridge down, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. Frequent on many parts of Afton down and other places about FreshOn the slope of the down a little above Brook church, in plenty, 1846.
water.

—

—
—

—
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[Teucrium.

LABiAT.E.

About Brixton, Brooke, &c.
Colwell Mr. Smoke.

Abundant on

the

all

downs west of Calbourne

;

:

Achenia small, blackisb brown, obovato-oblong, rounded at the back, cuneate
front,

in

scabrous and tubercular.

Tribe VIII. Ajugoide^, Benth.
" Corolla ivitli the upper Up very short, or
appearing as ifivanting." Bab. Man.

—

XV. Teuceium, Linn.

split,

Wood

deeply bifid and

Sage.

" Calyx tubular, 5 -toothed, nearly equal or 2-lipped.
Corolla
with the upper lij) bipartite ; lower one patent, trifid.
Stamens
much exserted. Cells of the anthers confluent, spreading."
Br. Fl.
1. T. Scorodonia, L.
Wood Sage. " Leaves oblong-ovate cordate at the base petiolate downy crenate green on both sides, floral ones small about the length of the pedicels, flowers in lateral
and terminal 1-sided racemes, calyx sub-bilabiate, upper lip ovate
entire, lower 4 -toothed, tube of the corolla exserted, stem erect."
—Br. Fl. p. 312. E. B. t. 1543.

In dry woods, thickets, hedges and rough, stony, bushy or heathy places; plenmost parts of the island, i^/. July, August. If.
Achenia small, blackish brown, ovato-rotund, scarcely triquetrous, scabroso-

tiful in

punctate, glabrous.

" Leaves ovate
? 2.
T. Chamcedrys, L.
Wall Germander.
inciso-serrate wedge-shaped and entire at the base green on both
sides, floral leaves smaller nearly entire, whorls of 2
6 flowers,
upper ones racemose, calyces declinate campanftlate, their teeth
lanceolato-acuminate nearly equal, flowers axillary, stem ascending."— Br. Fl. p. 313. E. B. t. 680.

—

On

old walls, rocks

places
island.

;

and

very rare, and

FL

and in rough, stony, hilly
only recorded station in this

ruins, the borders of fields,

now apparently

Jiily^September.

extinct in

its

If.

In the area of Carisbrooke castle.
Dr. Stokes in With.
I have repeatedly searched for this plant in vain at Carisbrooke castle, and my
friend N. B. Ward, Esq., the ingenious inventor of the now well-known method
of growing plants in almost air-tight cases, was equally unsuccessful in his endeaCarisbrooke castle (Pulteney), Bot. Guide.

vours at finding

it

many

years ago.

XVI. Ajuga, Limi.

Bugle.

" Calyx ovate, nearly equal, 5 -cleft.
Corolla with the tube
exserted upper lip short, erect, entire or emarginate ; lower one
:

Stamens 4, ascending, protruded above the
upper lip cells of the anthers diverging or divaricate, at length
confluent."—£r. Fl.
larger, patent, trifid.
;

1.

A.reptans, L.

Common Bugle.

" Glabrous or

downy, stem

4

Ferbena.]

verbenaceje.

;
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solitary with creeping scions, leaves ovate or obovate sinuate or
quite entire."— 5r. Fl. p. 313.
E. B. t. 489.
/3. Flowers pure white.
y. Flowers light purple or pink.
in moist woods, ihiokets, pastures and shady places ; abundantly.
^. In the wood adjoining Calboume New Barn, not unfrequent.
" Abounds in the Isle of Wight," Smith.

y.

In Quarr copse.

Near Byde.

Apley wood.

Order LVIII.

VERBENACE^,

Jms.

" Calyx tubular or campanulate, persistent.
Corolla monopetatube elongated; llmh irregular, 4
5 lobed.
Stamens 4,
didynamous, or 2; anthers 2-celled.
Ooary 2 4 celled, 2
seeded.
Style 1, terminal.
Stigma bifid or entire.
Cajysule
separating at length into 4 achenes, or indehiscent, or a berry
with 1 4 nucules. Albumen none. Radicle inferior.
Trees or
shrubs, or herbaceous plants.
Leaves generally opposite.'^
Br. Fl.

—

lous;

—

—

—

—

I.

Verbena, Lmn.

—

Vervain.

" Calyx tubular, with 5 teeth, one of them usually shorter than
the rest.
Corolla tubular, with the limb rather unequal, 5-cleft.
Stamens included (very rarely only 2).
Ovary 4-celled cells
1-seeded.
Capsule dividing into four 1-seeded achenes." Br. FT,.

—

V.

1.

mens

officinalis,

L.

Common

Vervain.

Sim])ler's Joy.

;

" Sta-

stem 4-angled erect somewhat hispid, leaves rough especially beneath sliining above lanceolate inciso-serrate ortrifid with
the segments cut, spikes filiform somewhat panicled, flowers rather
remote, bracteas ovate acuminated about half the length of the
calyx."—^r. Fl. p. 325. E. B. t. 767.
On dry banks, in churchyards, along hedges, roadsides and waste ground
4,

common, and

chiefly near inhabited places
more rarely in woods and pastures
remote from habitations. Fl. Ja\y September, /"r. Septem^)er ? October. If.
S. Med.
In Binstead stone-pits, and elsewhere about Ryde occasionally.
Very common at Bonchurch, Ventnor, St. Lawrence, and along the Undercliff

—

generally.

;

—

Farm-yard at the Priory.

Nunwell farm.

Common

at the

W.

end

of Shepherd's lane, by Hasely farm, and about the farm itself, 1844.
W. Med.
In very sequestered copsewood at the upper end of the valley at
Apes Down, 1845. Woods at Swainston. Extremely frequent about Yarmouth,
Thorley and Calbourne.
Abundant about Freshwater, in the direction of Alum
bay, as on Pound green. Brixton churchyard.

—

? 2.

In

Ajuga Chamapitys.

dry, sandy, gravelly fields overc halk.

A dubious inhabitant of the Isle of Wight, reported lo me as growing in fields
about Week farm, near Niton, along with Melampyrum arvense, but, though a
very likely station to produce it, this species has never occurred to my observation
there or elsewhere in the island.

3 E
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[Piiiguicula.

LENTiBULARiACEiE.

Seeds 4, reddish brown, oblong and sligbtly conical, truncate, convex at the
back, with several very prominent ridges that unite into coarse reticulations at the
summit, the two inner faces plane and thickly covered with white oblong granulations.

Order LIX.

LENTIBULAEIACE^,

Rich.

" Calyx divided. Corolla irregular, 2-lipped, with a spur. Stamens 2, from the base of the corolla. Anthers 1 -celled. Ovary
1-ceUed.
Style usually wanting or very short (rarely filiform).
Stigma of 3 plates, upper one smaller, sometimes obsolete. Capsule with a large central placenta, bearing many seeds, which are
verjr minute, without alhimien.
Small, herbaceous, marsh plants,

—

ivith leaves all radical

pound

and undivided ; or aquatic plants with com-

root-like leaves hearing bladders." ^Br. Fl.
I.

PiNGUicuLA, Li7in.

"

Calyx 2-lipped, upper lip of
Corolla ringent.
Stigma sessile.

—Br.

3,

Butterwort.

lower lip of 1, bifid segments.
Capsule with 2 lateral valves."

Fl.

P. lusitanica, L. Pale Butteriuort. " Spur cylindrical obtuse
decurved shorter than the almost equal limb of the corolla, leaves
membranous veined and as well as the scape hairy, capsule globose."—JBr. Fl. p. 326.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 28. E. B. iii. t. 145
(optima !) Brot. Lusit. i. p. 15.
In spongy bogs and moist heathy places in W. Medina rare probably attaining here its eastern limit. Fl. June October.
?
If. or
1.

—

;

;

Plentiful on a piece of boggy ground called Little Moor, just below Cockleton
farm, near W. Cowes, Miss G. Kilderbee, July, 1839 !!! who was the first to discover it in this island. On the heath at Colwell, sparingly.
The least conspicuous for size and beauty of all the British species, quite confined to the most westerly and maritime coasts of Europe, from Portugal to the
extreme N. of Scotland.
From 2 4 inches high. Root of a few vertical fibres, and I suspect annual, as
Brotero makes it.
Leaves all radical, spreading in a circular tuft, broadly ovate,
obtuse, slightly notched at their extremity, much rolled inwards at the edges, of
a pale faded green with dark veins, their texture thin, membranous and easily torn
(not thick and succulent as in P. vulgaris, though having the same greasy look
and feel), a little hairy towards the base.
Scapes solitary or several, erect,
rounded and hairy. Flower solitary and terminal, very pale blue or lilac the
throat yellowish, veined and dashed with reddish brown
lobes of the calyx
obtuse, nearly equal.
Limb of the corolla in 6 nearly equal, rounded, emarginate
lobes, clothed on the inner surface with gland-tipped hairs spur short, deflexed,
Stamens curved, their 2 single-celled anthers
obtuse and thickened at the end.
standing close beneath the bilobate stigma, and discharging the pollen on its
Ovarium (germen) globose.
Capsule membranous, truly globuunder surface.
Seeds numerous, extremely
lar, a little hairy, crowned with the persistent stigma.
minute, brown and peUucid, of an oblong figure, mostly truncate at one end, and,
as it appears to me, invested with a loose beautifully reticulated tunic.
The leaves of this and other species of Pinguicula curve backwards very soon
after being gathered, quite concealing the root, and much injuring the natural
appearance of the plant in the herbarium.

—

;

;

;

—

.

lentibulaeiace^

Primtda.]

II.

—primulaceje.

Utriculaeia, Linn.
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Bladderwort.

" Calyx bipartite, upper lobe entire, lower often notched or
2-toothed. Corolla personate. Style
(or filiform and persistent).
Stigma 2-lipped." Br. Fl.

Common or Greater Bladderwort. Hooded
" Spur conical straight obtuse about half the length of
the corolla, the upper lip of which is as long as the projecting
palate, sides of the lower lip recurved, leaves pinnato-multifid
remotely spinulose, vesicles attached to the leaves."
Br. Fl. p.
327.
jE. ZJ. t. 253.,
1.

U.

vulgaris, L.

Milfoil.

—

In ponds, ditches and drains;

W. Med. — In

rare.

several of the drains
Gate, hut never seen by me in flower.
fully, Fl. Vect. .'!.'

Fl. June, July.

2f

and ditches in the marsh at Freshwater
Ditches in the marsh at Easton, plenti-

have observed that the stems float about in the water unconnected by any
means of communication with the soil, a fact since confirmed by
the Bev. W. H. Coleman, who supposes that the extremities of the branches
detach themselves in early spring, and continue increasing in length through the
summer, as they are at first not above an inch or two in length and without
I

root or visible

bladders.

" Spur obtuse keeled
Lesser Bladderwort.
shorter than the corolla, the upper lip of which is
notched and as long as the palate, lower lip obovate nearly flat, leaves
subtripartite, the segments linear dichotomous glabrous, vesicles
attached chiefly to the leaves."— Br. Fl. p. 327. E. B. t. 254.
2.

U. minor, L.

deflexed

much

In boggy or marshy
ber,

n..

E. Med.

pools, ditches, and drains; very rare.

— Abundantly

at Langbridge,

in

Fl. July

— Septem-

a ditch in the meadows immediately below the farm

by Newchurch, but flowering very sparingly, Mr. Jacobs, 1842.

Order LX.

PEIMULACE^,

Vent.

—

" Calyx 4 7 cleft (half superior in Samolus).
Corolla regular,
4 7 lobed, inferior (wanting in Glaux). Stamens as many as
and alternate with the sex^als, opposite to the lobes of the corolla.
Ovary 1 -celled, with the ovules upon a large free cenivel placenta.
Seeds usually pelFruit a capsule.
Style 1.
Stigma capitate.

—

Embryo usually transverse (parallel to the Itilum); very
rarely (in Hottonia) erect, with the radicle close to the hilum.
Herbaceous plants, chiefly of the colder and temperate regions.

tate.

—

I.

Primula, Linn.

Primrose.

" Calyx tubular or campanulate, 5-toothed.
Corolla salvershaped, its tube cylindrical, its mouth open. Capsule opening
with 10 teeth."— .Br. Fl.

'

—

;:
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[Primula.

PEiMULACE^.
" Welcome, pale Primrose starting up between
Dead matted leaves of Ash and Oak, that strew
The every lawn, the wood, and spinney through,
'Mid creeping moss and Ivy's darker green
How much thy presence beautifies the ground;
How sweet thy modest, unaffected pride
Glows on the sunny bank and wood's warm side.
And where thy fairy flowers in groups are found
The schoolboy roams enchantedly along.
Plucking the fairest with a rude delight
While the meek shepherd stops his siiiiple song.
To gaze a moment on the pleasing sight;
O'eijoy'd to see the flowers that truly bring
The welcome news of sweet returning spring."
!

Clare.

" Pale Primroses
That die unmarried, eie they can behold

Bright Phcebus in his strength."
Wialerh Tale.
1. v. vulgaris, Huds.
Common Primrose. " Leayes oblongovate crenate toothed wrinkled, scape umbellate usually sessile
sometimes on a common stalk, flowers erect, caljTc tubular somewliat inflated, teeth linear-lanceolate attoiuated very acute, limb
of tlie corolla flat, tube with a circle of scale-like folds at the
sligiitly contracted mouth."— ^r. Fl. p. 329.
E. B. t. 4.

Flowers pure white, with a yellow eye.
Flowers bright purplish red.
I. caulescens. Scape umbellate, flowers deeper yellow.
£. Flowers double.
Tn woods, thickets and groves, on banks, under hedges and about the borders of
Fl. March
fields, also in open meadows and pastures; most abundantly.
June. If.
Whitefield wood, and I
/3. About Ryde, occasionally, as solitary specimens.
think also in Quarr copse.
Symington copse, between Sonierford and Medham
Very
faniis, in one ^pot abundantly.
Near I/andguard farm, the Mliss Herons
fine and plentiful in a copse near the Medina, by N. Fairlee, G. Kirkpalriek,
/3.

y.

.'.'

JSsq.

Wood

between Stcephill and St. Lawrence, Albert Hdinhrough, E.tq.H!
in the grounds at Montpellier house (nou an hotel), Ventnor, but probably disseminated from roots originally planted, the variety being
frequent in gardens.
In the former station this beautiful variety is truly wild,
and growing in a clump of considerable extent.
Field by IMorton house. Dr.
Brll-SiiUer (wild?).
[Banks in several places in St. Helens parish, trul> wild.
y.

Abundant on banks

Dr. Bell-Suiter., Edrs.]
S. In copses occasionally.
In a copse betwixt Shanklin and Bonchurch I
found, April, 1R49, two roots of this variety.
The copse was full of Primroses,
but not a single Cowslip was to be found in or near the -jpol
the leaves were
truly those of the Primrose, and, excepting in the umbellate flowers and their
somewhat deeper colour, the plants differed in nothing from ilie ordinary Primroses which grjw around them.
In March, 1842, I found a variety of tlie Primrose, in a wood between St. Lawrence and Niton, with the usual stemlcss flowers,
but the latter were slightly concave and more deeply coloured Ihan usual, betraying the first approach to the Oxlip or intermediate state between the Primrose and
[Field under Benibridge down, A. G. Jffore, £(/., ICdrs.]
Cowslip.
[In the wet wood by Lane-end, Bembridge, truly wild. Miss Caroline Bomford.
;

—Edrs.]
Root very thick and

fleshy, knotty,

soomewhat creeping, emitting numerous

Primula.]

peimulace^.
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long, stout, pale, nearly simple fibres.
Stem none, or rarely produced as in d.
Leaves all radical, tufted, the outermost spreading or lying flat, obovate or obovato-oblong, from 5 or 6 to 10 or 12 inches long including the petiole, and from
2 to 3^ inches broad, pale dull green, slightly glaucous, very obtuse, strongly and
rugosely veined above and glabrous or very slightly pubescent only, their margins waved and more or less reflexed, coarsely, unequally and erosely denticu-

and subsinuately notched ov serrated and crisped beneath paler, rugose,
downy and almost woolly along the copious prominent anastomosing
branches, from the very stout, brittle, acute midrib, which is dilated downwards,
purplish and raembranously winged at the base forming the petiole, in which the
late,

;

finely

leaf tapers without any contraction as in the Cowslip.
Stipules none.
Scapes
numerous, cylindrical, lax, prostrate in seed, purplish and woolly, about as long
as the leaves, single-floweved and mostly quite radicul, but springing from a common centre of the crown or caudex, from which they are occusionally raised on a
single peduncle in an umbellate form, as in var. S. and the Polyanthus of the gardens, which is a cultivated variety of the common Primrose.
Bracts solitary at
the base of each scape, linear-subulate or linear-lanceolate, lieeied, gTeen, pale.

Calyx erect, pale green, very hairy, ovato-elliptical, scarcely ventricose, narrowed
above, with 5 deep, acute, angle-like plaits, terminating in as many narrow, lanceolate, \evy acute segments, into which the calyx is cleft for above ^rd of its
length, and which equal or even a little exceed the tube of the corolla in length.
Corolla large, from 1 to Ijths inch in diameter, slightly downy, pale sulphur-yellow, sometimes white or purplish red, the limb plane, clefi almost to the nearly
cylindrical somewhat angularly ribbed tube into 5 roundish obcordate, deeply
emaiginate, sometimes almost bifid segments, each with a dull orange ovate spot
at the base, which is traversed along the line of the median nerve by a fulvous
and often obsolete streak; t%ibe thin and membranaceous in its lower part,
enlarged, funnel-shaped and thickened at tO]), where it is slightly downy and
ti-ansversely wrinkled inside, contracted within or at the mouth by a degree of
jiuckering which puts on more or less the appearance of a slight crown or border
often indistinct or wholly wanting.
Stamens inserted either a little belo«- the
summit of the tube on %hoT:\. filaments and connivent, or placed about the middle
of the lulje sessile and erect; anthers narrow-oblong, yellow.
Germen globosely
Sti/le slender, cylindrical, someobconic, many-ribbed, pellucid and glabrous.
times enlarged in the lower half, glabrous, much shorter than the tube when the
stamens have their higher insertion concealed by them about equal to the tube
when the stamens are placed lower, and then visible above the latter; stigma
Capsule shorter than the closely investing
capitato-globose, piluso-glandulose.
calyx, ovoid-oblong, conical at top, white and membranous like tissue paper, glabrous, faintly many- (usually about 10-) ribbed, tipped with the style, opening by
<S>eds numerous, rather large,
several (10 or more) rev olute or recurved teeth.
yellowish or reddish brown, somewhat licniibpherical, bluntly angular, furfuraceons, scabrous, at length darker and dimjiled.
Under cultivation, and occusionally in the wild state, the Primrose sends up a
single erect stem, various in height, bearing an umbel of reddish- or brown-edged
often richly coloured flowers, the well-known Polyanthus of our borders, with all
The blossoms "of the wild Polyanthus Primrose
its beautiful but endless varieties.
are usually liver-coloured, as we see they become in poor or neglected garden soil;
I have gathered this form near Hastings, but have never met with it in the Isle
The
of Wight myself, though it has occurred to Mr. Albert Hambrough.
flowers of this, as well as of the next, often turn wholly or partially green in
;

drying.

Cowdip Paigle. " Leaves ovate crenate toothed
2. P. veris, L.
wrinkletl contvacted below the middle, scape umbellate, flowers
drooping, calyx titbular canipanulate, teeth short ovate, limb of
the eoiolla concave, tube witli a circle of scale-lilce folds at the
E. B. t. 5.
slightly contracted mouth."— .Br. Fl. p. 330.
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[Primula.

PEiMtJi/ACE.E.
«

*

*

*

Cowslips of gold bloom,
and the meadow come,
Shall come when kings and empires fade and die ;
And in the closes, as Time's partners, lie
As fresh two thousand years to come as now,
With those five crimson spots upon their brow.''
The Eternity of Nature.
Clare's Rural Muse.

That

11

in the pasture

—

/3.

elatior,

Linn.

P. elatior,* PFith. (not Jacq.)

Limb

of the corolla

fiat.

* The true P. elatior, Jacq. (and Linn. P), first formally brought before the
notice of British botanists in 1842, by Mr. H. Doubleday, who discovered it in
wet meadows at Bardfield, Essex, and published it in the ' Phytologist' (vol. i. p.
204) as probably the genuine plant of that name of the German botanists, has
certainly much the air of a distinct species ; yet do the observations of Mr. H. C.
Watson (Phytol. i. p. 1001) tend to throw doubt on the fact of its distinctness, he
having " seen exceptional instances to all the characters (taken singly) by which
this plant is distinguished from the other two species in Babington's Manual; the
specific characters drawn out by that author being quite accurate but not invariably
applicable."
Mr. Watson has however added a character which he thinks of
apparently greater permanency, namely, the abseuce of any " scale-like gland " at
the orifice of the tube of the corolla, though anything deserving of that name I
am unable to perceive in either the Primrose or Cowslip, beyond a degree of
puckering at the margin of the tube, which puts on more or less the appearance
of a slight crown or border, often very indisliuct or wholly wanting.
The Bardfield O. elatior is admirably represented in E. B. vol. xiii. t. 513,
doubtless from Essex or at least eastern-county specimens, as they were communicated to Sowerby by the Rev. Mr. Hempstead, who I believe resided in Essex.
The leaves of the Bardfield Oxlip exactly resemble in general those of the Cowslip, but in many of the fresh specimeus before me they are as much like those of
the Primrose, and taper as they do gradually into the footstalk without any contraction or abruptness whatever, which is sometimes seen in the Cowslip.
The
calyx ill most of my specimens is close, narrow and nearly cylindrical or tubular,
being but slightly veutricose or inflated, a little shorter than tlie tube of the
corolla, acutely 5-rilibed and angled, the teeth shortish and mostly acuminate,
broader in ])roportion than those of the Primrose, but in some of the specimens the
calyx makes a considerable approach to that of the Primrose in becoming ovoid
and somewhat ventricose. The throat of the corolla is remarkably open, and free
from those plaits or puckers usually so conspicuous in the Primrose, being in fact
funnel-shaped both within and without.
The limb of the corolla is sometimes
flat, more usually cup- or funnel-sha)ied (another point of resemblance to the
Cowslip), but in colour is intermediate betwixt that and the Primrose, as we usually see it in our commonly so-called oxlips.
The flowers are pleasantly but not
powerfully scented, and are drooping (at least the outer ones) as in the Cowslip
the corolla has much moie the form of the Primrose than of the Cowslip, but is
hardly more than half the size of the former, and the segments are less rounded
or more abrupt, and do not overlie each other, but are separated by an evident
space their entire length in most instances, an appearance which the umbellate
var. of P. vulgaris also puts on.
The scapes vary much in hairiness, but in general are very densely clothed with woolly pubescence.
In the length of the style
and position of the stamens it varies like the rest of the genus. Gaudin (Fl. Helv.
ii. p. 84) remarks of our P. elatior, "Priori (P. vulgaris) utraque nimis aifinis, ut
in speciminibus quibusdam characteres diagnostici fere omniuo evanescent."
He
might have added that it comes as near to P. veris as to P. vulgaris, and is nearly
as exactly intermediate betwixt them as are many of our false oxlips.
The same
acute botanist notices the extremely acute calyx-segments of P. elatior, " calyce
acutissimo,'' as part of his specific character.
The only tolerably certain figure of
P. elatior I can find in the works of the older botanists is that of Glusiu.s, Rar.
;

—

Primula.]

primulace.e.

;
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Less general Ihan the last, and in usually drier more exposed places, as meadows, pastures, open groves, on chalky slopes, high downs, heaths, &c. Fl. April,

May. 11.
E. Med.

—Rarely seen about Ryde

in fields near Quarr abbey and the Spencer
Common along UnFrequent about Blading and Yaverland.
derciiff, at East-end, Bonchurch, Steephill, &c.
Newchurch. Fields about Nunwell, in plenty.
At the foot of Messley down, by Knighton West copse, &c.
Bloodstone copse, near Ashey, 1849.
W. Med. Carisbvooke-castle walls, and on the glacis, &c.
Plentiful between
Newport and Sliorwell, in copses and open fields, as about Idlecombe, Buceombe,
&c. Everywhere about Thorley, with /3. Plentiful on the slope of Gatcombe
and Cbillerton downs, at the back of Toll copse about New Barn, in the long
and short coppices &c. 1845.
In Lordeu copse, and generally dispersed on
and at the base of the central chalk range. Swainslon, in profusion, Ladi/ Simeon,
(i. Not uncommon intermixed with a., into which it may be seen so insensibly
passing, that many individuals appear exactly intermediate between both varieties.
Near Brading, and in various places between Newport and Sliorwell.
Steephill, not unfrequent.
Very common in meadows about Thorley.
Meadow
betwixt Nunwell new farm and the down, frequent, Dr. Bdt-SaUer : on visiting
the place with Dr. S., May 14th, 1849, not a sinijle Oxlip could be found amongst
thousands of Cowslips.
At Swainston, Ladi/ Simeon. Occasionally found in
copses and meadows, with the common Primrose, where a Cowslip does not grow
,

road, sparingly.

—

;

;

—

within miles of the place.
Root as in the Primrose, but smaller and scarcely at all inclined to extend
horizontally, emitting a sweet anisate odour, as remarked by Linnasus.
Leaves
also similar, but not much above half the size or even less than that, firmer, more
waved and wrinkled, and of a grayer green, with more strongly deflesed and iuvo-

Plant. Hist p. 301 (left-hand
doubt.

fig.);

that of Fl. Danica, tab. 434,

may admit

of

The Oxlip has been thought by many a hybrid between the Cowslip and the
Primrose, but, conceding the point to those who still insist on keeping these two
latter separate, from what we know of the modifications to which both are subject,
and by which they as it were anastomose in the Polyanthus, it is reasonable to
conclude that the Oxlip is the primary deviation from the Cowslip to the Primrose
form, and an advance half-way from the Cowslip to the Polyanthus, which last is
itself pretty exactly at the point of structural equidistance between P. veris and P.
The specific identity however of the Cowslip and Primrose being once
vulgaris.
admitted, the notion of the Oxlip being a mule production falls to the ground
immediately.
The Cowslip may be regarded as a contracted and as it were concentrated form of
the Primrose, with smaller leaves and flowers, which last are more highly coloured
and more powerfully scented, the peduncles shorter, the limb of the corolla contracted and hence cupped or concave, and the leaves constricted in the middle
each of these differences denoting a concentration or abridgment of the organs in
the entire plant.

—

Mr. H. C. Watson says: "Even those botanists who refuse faith in the carefulness or exactness of the experiments on record may see with their own eyes
that the intermediate links (between the genuine Primrose and Cowslip) do exist.
Indeed they may be raised by anybody, may be seen in many gardens, or may be
found wild by diligent search. Nevertheless, while I see no escape from the
necessity of doing so, I am still somewhat reluctant to place Cowslip and PrimThe fact once fairly admitted of such extensive variarose as a single species.
tions of a single species, must throw doubt upon thousands of supposed species as
they now stand recorded and described in books." Phytologist, ii. p. 44.

The fact is, these forms of Primula are at once a stumbling-block and a warning to the contenders for minute specific characters, which they must find very
difficult to gaiiisay.
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lute margins, spreadini; nearly or quite flat in a circle, at least the outermost, the
inner more or less erect ; suddenly contracted in various degrees about their middle by the abrupt attenuation of the green portion or disk of the leaf towards the
petiole, giving to the

upper half an oblong or ovate, not obovate, figure: in all
specimens the upper side of the leaves is clothed with a fine \ery short
pubescence.
Scape solitary or terminal, from 5 or 6 to 8, 10, or 12 inches high,
rounded or obscurely angular, finely downy and (especially towards the base)
mostly purjilish, quite naked or leafless.
FLoioers in a terminal globose or subglobose umbel, or often inclining unilaterally, with a delicious fragrance having
much affinity to that of ripe oranges, thou;:,'b not exactly the same, and quite different from the scent of the Primrose, mostly lax, nodding or drooping, often partially or entirely erect, on downy peduncles from -} an inch to 1 or 2 inches in
length, having a small, ovate orlanceolato-acuminate and keeled bract under each.
Calyx about 7 or S lines in length, pale yellowish or greenish, scarcely contracted
at the mouth, nearly ovate or somewhat campanulate, much inflated or ventricose.
shorter than the tube of the corolla and sitting very loosely around it, finely
pubescent all over, but not woolly as in the Primrose, much less deeply and plicately angular, cleft scarcely above |^th of its length into 5 broad, ovate or roundish, obtuse, raiicronate
segments, often a little acute and occasionally 2- or
3-toothed at the summit.
Corolla variable in size, but in the normal form we are
describing mostly smaller than in the Primrose, the limb glabrous, cupped or concave, rich golden-yellow, with a bright orange or fulvous spot at the base of each
segment, these last short, cordato-rotundate, not overlapping one another, the
eraargination rather obtuse, the tube slightly downy at top, with a thickened
glandular crown or jiim at the mouth, more conspicuous than in the Primrose.
Stamens with the two modes of insertion observable in the Primrose. Style
Germen much
slightly hairy, stouter, sometimes thickened in the lower half.
Capsule much shorter than
larger and broader, more depressed or less conical.
the loosely investing persistent calyx, broadly elliptical, thin and brittle, manyribbed, opening at the summit by about 10 (often more or less) strongly recurved
Seeds angular, very unequal and irregular in size and shape,
unequal teeth.
yellowish gray thickly sprinkled with black depressed points, becoming at length
deep rusty brown, rough, cellular and furfuraceous on the surface.
The smell of the flowers of the Cowslip have much affinity with odour of the
Linnjeus observes that
fresh rind of ripe oranges, though not exactly the same.
the roots have an anisate flavour; they certainly possess a sweet and somewhat
The flowers, as well as those of the Primrose, are sometimes
aromatic odour.
made an ingredient of puddings, and those of the former enter into the composition of a well-known home-made wine.
The Primrose and the Cowslip are objects dear alike to the heart of childhood
and to maturer years, but when transplanted into the garden it is hardly possible
to preserve either in the native elegance and simplicity so captivating in their
wild condition. Richness of soil soon converts the modest Primrose and the fragrant golden-eyed Cowslip into the flaunting and gaudy Polyanthus, where depth
and variety of colouring but ill supply the grace and simplicity for which they
have been exchanged.

my

II.

Lysimachia, Linn.

" Calyx 5-partite.

Corolla rotate.

sometimes with alternating
1-ceUed, 5—10 valved."—5r. Fl.

hairy,

* Flowers panicled.
1.

Loose-strife.

Stigmas 5
sterile

Stem

—

6,

not distinctly
Capsuje

filaments.

erect.

Great Yellow Loose-strife. " Leaves oppoL. vulgaris, L.
whorled 3 or 4 together nearly sessile ovate or ovato-

site or

—
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lanceolate, the lower ones narrower, flowers in a terminal leafy
panicle, stem erect."
Br. Fl. p. 333. E. B. t. 761.
In wet meadows, thickets and osier-beds, on ditchbanks and edges of ponds and
many places abundantly. Fl. July, August. Fr. September, Octo-

rivers, in

ber.

2^.

E. Med.

—

In various parts of Sundown level, as in the marsh-ditches between
Yavbridge and Yaverland, and on the skirts of Lake common.
Abundant in
swampy thickets higher up towards Newchurch, in Alverston lynch, Borthwood
lynch, and all that neighbourhood.
Abundantly in Horringford withy-bed. By
the roadside (the new cut) between Wootton parsonage and Palmers Brook.
By
the streani-side near Bow bridge, Godshill.
Very fine and profusely in a willow
copse a little E.S.E. of Bagwich farm, by the brook between that place and Godshill.
Abundant in a willow thicket near Stone (the var, with fulvous base to the
corolla).
Willow thickets by Budbridge farm, in plenty (the unspotted var.) In
the centre of the pool in Marshcombe copse.
Willow thicket between Messley
farm and Langbridge.
Pan moor, G. Kirkpatrick, Eiq. Marsh near Easton,
^

—

W. Med. In Kingston copse, plentifully.
Root creeping, and throwing out white runners to the length of many feet or
even yards in ponds and ditches, whereby it increases fast. Stem erect, 2 4 feet
high, simple or much and oppositely branched, bluntly angular, furrowed and

—

downy with

fine soft pubescence, excepting near the base, where it is glabrous,
with usually a reddish tinge, and bare of leaves to a considerable distance
upwards.
Leaves opposite or in whorls of 3, 4, or even 6 around the stem, very
shortly petiolate, extremely variable in size and shape, lanceolate or ovato-lanceolate,
the lowermost narrower and even linear, dull green, veiny, more or less downy on
both sides, subtomentose beneath, their edges waved and obscurely undulato-crenate, olten bordered with a row of reddish pellucid dots that are sometimes found
scattered over the whole leaf, but, like the marginal ones, are at other times very
few or wanting, though common, I believe, to most species of the genus. Flowers
in leafy corymbose clusters terminating the stem and branches, forming a mostly
pyramidal panicle, large, golden yellow, very handsome, on long, erect, hairy
pedicels, having a linear suberect hract at the base of each.
Sepals ovato-lanceolate, acute, with several (about 5) pellucid nerves and an orange-red border,
their margins ciliato-glandulose.
Corolla sprinkled with mealy glands, glabrous
at the back, its segments ovate, bluntish, quite entire, neither notched nor fringed,
becoming revolute soon after the plant is gathered, often fulvous within at the
base.
iStonens 6, all equal, short, erect, densely glanduloso-pilose, their broad,
dilated, often bright red filaments perfectly united for half their length into a
short wide tube without intermediate teeth (abortive stamens); anthers erect,
triangulari-sagittate, with a minute point, pale yellow, sometimes streaked with
orange.
Style longer than the stamens, slightly hairy and angular; stigma simCapsule
Oermen conical, with 6 lines or furrows, quite smooth.
ple, greenish.
smooth, globose, tipped with the style, reddish or yellowish, glabrous or slif;htly
pubescent at the summit, 5 10 valved? not always perfected. Seeds rather
numerous, white, cream-coloured or reddish, of an earthy porous aspect, gibbous
and angular, the angles bordered.
In very shady wet thickets the leaves are sometimes deep green, shining and
glabrous above, and the whole plant extremely luxuriant; in this .state I have
The beautiful
gathered it between Apse and Ninham above 6 feet in height.
variety with the base of the corolla fulvous, and red or orange-coloured stamens,
is frequent on the Wilderness, where seeds are ripened by this species in abuiir
dance.
The seeds have a thick mealy covering (testa ?), of a white or reddish colour,
like chalk or clay in appearance, and friable as those substances.

—

3 F

—
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** Flowers solitary, axillary.

—

Stem procumbent.

Moneywort.
Creeping Loose-strife.
Nummularia, L.
" Leaves opposite subcordate or ovate obtuse
shortly stalked, stem prostrate creeping, peduncles 1-flowered
axillary solitary shorter than the leaves, calycine segments ovate
I ? 2.

L.

Herb Twopence. *

acute, filaments glandular connected at the base."
333.
E. B. t. 528.

Br. Fl.^.

On wet ditchbanks, in low moist meadows and wet clayey pastures very rare,
and doubtfully wild. i^/. June, July. 71.
E. Med.
In a field exactly opposite Lord Spencer's house, Ryde, in a hole
formerly dug for planting a tree, William Jullifie
W. Med.
Above the shore near W. Cowes, the Rev. W. H. Coleman, who is
;

—
—

.'.'.'

not certain of the correctness of the observation.
A less elegant though more showy plant than the following. Root slender,
creeping with many lateral fibres. Stems several, quite trailing or prostrate, often
rooting below, scarcely branched, 1
2 feet in length, glabrous, quadrangular,

—

compressed alternately or between each pair of leaves in a different direction,
that is to say, now laterally, now vertically,
Leaves oppothe angles winged.
site, on very short channelled footstalks, orbiculari-cordate, with a minute point,
bright green, wavy, smooth and shining.
Stipules none.
Peduncles solitary in
the axil of each leaf, single-flowered, more or less erect or recurved, smooth and
angular like the stem, mostly shorter than, or about as long as, the leaves.
Flowers much larger and more showy than those of L. nemorum, though of a
paler yellow, and more resembling the blossoms of L. vulgaris or rather of L.

—

punctata.

Petals
Sepals cordato-triangular, acute, equal, their bases deflexed.
ovate, obtuse, fringed with minute, yellow, stalked glands that are scattered over
Stamens 5, erect, thickly beset with stalked glands, combined
the whole surface.
at their dilated bases anthers erect, pale yellow, apiculate.
Style long, straight
;

and angular

stigma flat, glandular.
The leaves, calyx and corolla in my specimens are sprinkled all over with minute red dots, as observed by Mr. Leighton in his admirable Flora of Shropshire,'
though they had been previously remarked by Mertens and Koch they are indeed
common to most if not all the species of Lysimachia.
Naturalized occasionally in shrubberies and on banks near gardens, in which
with us this handsome creeper is universally cultivated.
In London it is commonly grown in pots, for decking window-sills and balconies.
;

'

;

L. nemorum, L.
3.
Wood Loose-strife.
Yellow Pimpernel.
" Leaves ovate acute opposite shortly stalked, stem prostrate,
peduncles 1-fl.owered axillary solitary longer than the leaves,
calycine segments linear-subulate, stamens smooth distinct."
Br. Fl. p. 333. E.B. t. 627. Leronxia nemorum, Merat. Nouv.
Fl. de Par. ed. 2da, p. 77.

—

On

May—

moist shady hedgebanks and in woods common. Fl.
August. If.
quite glabrous in every part.
Root or rather rhizoma creeping, and sending off numerous brownish white ranch-branched fibres. Stem one or several,
from a few inches to a foot or a foot and a half long, simple or very slightly
branched below, leafy, procumbent, the extremities only erect or ascending, wavy,
rounded, but grooved on opposite sides in an alternate direction between the
;

Herb

* The Latin name was anglicized into Herb Twopence by Turner from a fanciresemblance in the small round leaves to (silver) pennies " by copies one

ful

against another."

—

—
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and shining, green or reddish, rooting for the most
part at the lower joints.
Leaves opposite, never, I believe, in threes or fours, bright
green above, paler, somewhat glaucous and shining beneath, mostly sprinkled with
a few minute black dots, ovate or roundish ovate, subcordale, acute, with a small
callous point, the margins roughish with minute cartilaginous serratures, suddenly
contracted into their very short, broad, channelled petioles, that are curved [upwards and forwards, and have a narrow marginal dilatation or auricle on each
side of ibeir somewhat gibbous and clasping bases.
Peduncles axillary and opposite or solitary, when in flower as long as or longer than the leaves, filiform,
single-flowered, more or less erect and wavy, in fruit strongly and even spirally
recurved.
Flowers in size, colour and appearance much resembling the blossoms
of the exotic Dysandra repens, though very difl'erent in their structure, which approaches that of Anagallis arvensis, the present species connecting that genus
with the genuine LysimachieEE.
Calyx cleft for about Jths of its entire depth,
the segments eqiial, linear-lanceolate, subulato-acuminate, faintly 3-ribbed, spread'
ing horizontally, somewhat keeled at the back, their edges slightly membranous
and glandulosely subserrate.
Corolla nearly flat or salver-shaped, longer than
the calyx, from 5 to 7 lines in diameter, bright yellow, cleft down to the very
short tube into 5 ovate, obovate or ovato-oblong segments, attenuated into clawlike bases of a darker colour and shining, their superior margins somewhat jagged,
minutely crenulate or nearly entire, fringed with minute, very shortly stalked, pellucid glands.
Stamens 5, yellow, perfectly free or unconnected below, filiform,
slightly thickened upwards, quite glabrous, shorter than the corolla; anthers
linear-oblong, attached to the filament by one extremity, and at length recurved:
between, and in the same plane with, the stamens, are short glandular processes
(abortive stamens?), forming a ring at the mouth of the almost obsolete tube of
Capsules
Style long, slender, greenish, a little thickened upwards.
the corolla.
small, globose, membranous and pellucid, tipped with the long slender style,
much shorter than the calyx, 5-valved, according to Babington (Man. of Br. Bot.)
usually dividing longitudinally (transversely, as in Anagallis ?) into two parts,
sometimes indehiscent, rarely with 4 or 5 valves.
A very ornamental plant on rockwork or in pots, for apartments, its long slender stems gracefully depending from the vessel on all sides, and exceeding the
more showy L. Nummularia in the elegance of its leaves and flowers.

leaves, smooth, solid, succulent

III.

" Calyx

Anagallis, Linn.

5-partite.

Capsule bursting

all

Pimpernel.

Corolla nearly rotate. Stamens
Br. Fl.

5,

hairy.

round transversely."

A. arvensis, L. Common Pimpernel. Poor Man's Weather" Stems ascending or subprocumbent branched, leaves
opposite or ternate ovate sessile dotted beneath, peduncles longer
Br.
than the leaves, calyx nearly as long as the rotate corolla."
E. B. t. 529.
Fl. p. 333.
1.

glass.

—

E. B. xxvi. t.
A. CEerulea, Schreb. : Sin. E. Fl. i. p. 281.
1570.
y. Flowers pale pink or rose-coloured, with a purple eye.
Edrs,']
[S. Flowers white.
Universal and abundant in cultivated and waste ground, by waysides, under
November.
Fl. May
walls, &c., also in woods and pastures, but less copiously.
/3.

1823.

Flowers blue.
Fl.

Dan.

ix.

t.

—

O/3.

In

cornfields, rare.

Field between Westridge and St. John's, 1839.

Field

Sandown, on a
at St. Clare, near the sea, 1844, the Lady Catherine Hareourt.
At Bonchurch, Dr. Martin.
piece of waste ground near the sea, Miss Lovell.
Quarr copse, a single specimen. Lady Knowles !
y. Border of a field between Weeks's and Little Smallbrook, rather plentifully,
Field at
1B37, Miss Theodore Price ; but I could not find it the year following
!
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the top of Dover street, Ryde, Miss Lucas !!! In a
footroad from thence to Luooombe, Miss KirJcpatrich.

Dr. Bell-Saker

field
.'!!

by Shanklin, on the
Near Barnsley farm,

Under the cliff a little way from the chine, Shanklin, 842.
Tyne hall, Bembridge, Miss More. Edrs.]
Herb quite glabrous and somewhat succulent. Root pale reddish, with copious
.'.'

1

—

[S.

filires.
Stems numerous, spreading and procumbent, from a span to upwards of 2 feet in length at the close of summer, quadrangular, the angles slightly
winged and often twisted, partially streaked with brownish red, solid and brittle.
Leaves opposite or 3 together, quite sessile, dark green and somewhat fleshy, ovale
or uvato-lanceolate.
Peduncles solitary, axillary, single-flowered, as long as or
longer than the leaves, subcylindrical, strongly recurved in seed.
Flowers rather
pale scarlet, with a purple eye, fully expanding only in dry sunny weather, and
closing entirely before rain.
Capsules thin, pale brown, the size of peppercorns,
perfectly spherical and glabrous, marked with several slender longitudinal ribs
and the single transverse line of dehiscence, tipped with the permanent style.
Seeds numerous, brown, almost hemispherical, covered with a membranous tissue
of cells ;* their convex part immersed in the deeply alveolate globose receptacle.
In my Isle-of-Wight specimens of /3. the stems are equally procumbent, and
the whole plant, with the exception of its rather smaller and differently coloured
flowers, in all points exactly similar to'the common scarlet form amongst which it
was growing.
In both, the edges of the petals are finely fringed and minutely
notched, and that in an equal degree. The leaves of the blue Pimpernel are
often lanceolate, as I have gathered it near Cobham in Kent, but this character is
inconstant, the leaves in the specimens from near Ryde being as broadly ovate as
in the usual or normal state of the plant.
Mr. Leighton has remarked the same of
this variety in Shropshire.
In the white or pale-rose variety, y., the corolla is
also smaller than usual, and about the same size as in /3.
in other respects it
does not differ from a.
The absolute specific identity of the forms of A. arvensis just described
has been established beyond all controversy by Professor Henslow (see Loudon's
Mag. Nat. Hist. iii. p. 537). I have myself seen the cultivated Anagallis in the
garden of the Rev.
Sherson, of Yaverland, bearing flowers of a bright blue on
the same stem with the flesh-colonred variety, of which there was an entire bed.
The flowers of this plant often undergo, at the close of autumn or in wet seasons, from deficiency of light and heat, a remarkable transformation, the corolla
becoming cleft to the very base or pentapetalous the segments rounded, much
shorter than the calyx, and wholly green or partially coloured
the stamens
smooth.
Sometimes the calyx is converted into a leafy whorl the capsule becomes 5-angled, or is itself turned into a bundle of leaves.
All these changes I
have remarked in the wet autumn of 1841, on specimens from fields above Sandown bay.
They are also noticed by Gaudin, in his Fl. Helv. ii. p. 67 (ad cal-

tufted

;

—

;

;

;

cem.), who observes that the seeds of the common scarlet Anagallis are fatal to
small birds, which eat those of the blue variety (kept by him distinct) with impunity.

" Stem creeping filiform,
2. A. tenella, L.
Bog Pimpernel.
leaves opposite ovate or roundish stalked, peduncles longer than
the leaves, calyx 4 times shorter than the broadly and widely
funnel-shaped corolla."— Br. Fl. p. 333. E. B. t. 530.
In boggy, springy, spongy ground, in peat-holes, on slipped land, and in wet
woods; very frequent, i^^. July- August. 2(.
E. Med. Near Ninhani farm, and in a field near Weeks'.s, Ryde. Abundant
near Niton, especially between Knowle and the Sandrock spring, fringing the

—

—

* In the green state the seeds are covered with roundish vesicular prominences,
that on ripening burst, leaving a membranous or chaffy pellicle, in the form of an
irregular network.

—
Centunculus.]
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margin of a

little stream descending to the shove from the cliffs, and where Mr.
George Kirkpatrick and myself found a variety with pure white flowers, 1839.
Bog at CockletoD, near Cowes. On Lake common. Damp and boggy spots on
Blaokpan common, in plenty, 1848. Most abundantly on a moory meadow close
to Stone farm, 1844.
In Luccombe chine, a very little way from the path on the
left goinir down to the sea, in great plenty, Miss 6. KiUerbee !
Apse heath, Mr.

W. D. Snooke
W. Med.
Boggy ground

—

near the shore between Norton and the preventiveat Colwell (where I And it), and many other places in
the parish of Freshwater, in plenty, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
delicate and elegant plant, its short but tangled stems forming, with the
grass amongst which it grows, a dense flowery turf, at other times creeping by

station, in plenty.

Heath

A

patches on the denuded

soil, the herbage quite smooth and glabrous.
and creeping, filiform, simple or branched, bluntly quadrangular,
a few inches long at most, and emitting at intervals a few rooting fihres.
Leaves
opposite or somewhat alternate, very small, not above a quarter of an iuch in
length, ovalo-rotundate, bright pale green, somewhat fleshy and succulent, and
from their vascular structure appeavinj; covered on both sides with minute de-

itself in

Stem

prostrate

pressed dots; slightly pointed, the apex thickened, quite entire, obscurely nerved,
suddenly tapered into extremely short, erect or oblique, ascending petioles.
Flowers large for the size of the plant, about ^rd of an inch long.
Peduncles
axillary, solitary, single-flowered, several times the length of the leaves, spreading
Calyx cleft nearly to the base into 5 lanceolate, somewhat concave,
or reclining.
very acutely pointed segments, with pellucid subserrated margins, and no appaCorolla above twice the length of the calyx, rotato-campanulate,
rent ribs.
divided almost to the bottom into 5 ovato-oblong, equal, scarcely (except in seed)
spreading segments, of a pale rose-red, sometimes nearly white, with darker veins,
Stamens erect, inserted at the orifice
their margins very entire and eglandulose.
of the very short almost obsolete tube of the corolla, their flat pellucid filaments
perfectly united below into a short tube, which on its upper part and oh the lower
is thickly clothed externally with long, transparent,
Style very long, cylindrimoniliformly. jointed hairs anthers greenish yellow.
Capsule minute,
globose, obscurely
cal ; stigma a few bristle-like glands.
6-angled, the two hemispheres marked by a rather abrupt transverse Hue of
dehiscence, thin, netted and papery, tipped with the long persistent style ; rather
Seeds rather few (about 8 or 9, ofteu less), deep rusty brown,
sparingly matured.
scabrous-punctate, similar in shape to those of the last species.

free portion of the filaments
;

IV. Centunculus, Linn.

Chalfweed.

" Calyx 4-partite.
Corolla with a globose inflated tube ; limb
Capsule
Stamens 4, short, beardless.
spreading, 4-partite.
[Leaves alternate.
Flowers
bursting all round transversely.
sessile)."—Br. Fl.

Bastard Pimpernel.
Small Chaffweed.
1.
C. minimus, IL.
" Flowers sessile, corolla without glands at the base." Br. Fl. p.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 217. E. B. viii. t. 531. Curt. Fl. Lond.
334.
Curt. Br. Entom. xvi. t. et fol. 768.
fasc. 3, t. 11.
moist sandy heaths and commons ; rare, but probably, by eluding observafrom its minuteness, only apparently scarce. Fl. June, July. ©.
E. Med.— At the foot of Bleak down, by the junction of the Chale, Niton and
Godshill roads.
W. Med. Near Heath farm, by Newport. Heath at Colwell, plentifully, Mr.
W. D. Snooke, Fl. Vect. !!!

On

tion

—

;
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V. Glaux,* Linn.

[Glaux.

Sea Milkwort.!

"Perianth single, inferior, campanulate, coloured, 5-lobed.
Capsule globose, 1-celled, 5-valved, 5-seeded.
Seeds on a globose, central, free placenta."
Br. Fl.

—

maritima, L.
Sea Milkwoi't. Black Saltivort. Sm. E.
Br. Fl. p. 331. Lind. Syn. p. 183. E. B. i. t. 13.
In muddy salt-marshes, and on the grassy margins of creeks and tide-rivers
Gr.

1.

Fl.

i.

p. 337.

Fl. Jane, July.

frequent.

E.Med. — Most

!(..

abundantly

especially along the cuts, drains
of the Wootton river, in plenty.

marsh-meadows behind the Dover, Ryde,
and ditches that intersect them.
At the month

in the

—

W. Med.
Abundant by the Medina above W. Cowes. Marshy sides of the
Yar, under Beckett's copse, &c. In Gurnet bay, Mis$ 6. Kilderbee.
Whole plant perfectly smooth, glabrous and succulent. Root perennial, of
several reddish white, tapering, branched fibres.
Stem solitary (or several?), the
lower part often creeping or rhizomatous and emitting runners, in smaller plants
often erect, more usually, as in the larger, decumbent or ascending, and sometimes rooting below, from 2 or 3 to 6, 8 or 12 inches long, pale green, solid and
rounded, but scored by a decurrent groove from the basal corners of the leaves to
the axils of those next below, more or less copiously branched, often from the very
bottom, branches erect or ascending, very leafy.
Leaves from 2 or 3 to 8 or 10
lines in length, the lower ones mostly opposite, the rest alternate or scattered,
quite entire, elliptical, ovato-elliptieal or elliptic-lanceolate, obtuse or pointed, sessile, crowded, suberect and imbricate on the shorter branches, more distant and
spreading on the larger, flat, bright shining green, a little fleshy and succulent,
sprinkled On both sides, but most so on the upper side, with minute pits or pimc-

Stipules
ture-like depressions, their margins cartilaginous under a magnifier.
Ftotvers axillary, solitary, mostly about the middle of the stem, on
none.
extremely short, almost obsolete, terete peduncles, or quite sessile, sometimes

appearing crowded into leafy clusters, about 3 lines
gle, petaloid, white, suffused, streaked

in diameter.

Perianth sin-

most deeply near
shortly campanulate, cleft above

and dotted with

rose-red,

the base externally, sometimes nearly colourless,
half-way into 5 obovate or obovato-oblong, nearly equal, very entire segments,
Stamens erect, inserted at the very base of the
which are spreading at summit.
germen, on the bottom of the perianth and alternate with the segments, which
they about equal in length ; filaments deep rose-colour, simple anthers at length
Germen ovato-globose, greenish,
deciduous, roundish pollen yellowish green.
plain or streaked with purple, tapered into the conico-cylindrical simple style,
which is greenish or purplish and about as long as the stamens. Capsules small,
sessile, ovoido-globose, mucronato-acuminate, at first succulent, finally dry and
Seeds from 2 or 3 to 8 or 9 (usually 5 or 6).
whitish, 5-valved.
This plant has much of the habit of a Li/thrum. The seeds much resemble
those of Primula and Anagallis, whilst the capsule is nearly that of Lysimachia.
Fries says it is reported to bear a rotate infundibuliforra corolla in the S. of
Europe, but no such increase of the floral envelope is noticed by Bertoloni.
By a strange misquotation in the English Flora,' poor Hudson is represented
a blunder the latter is
as making our Glaux a variety of Herniaria glabra !
wholly guiltless of, having fully described that plant in its proper place. The
synonyms and references to Kay and Petiver relate to H. ciliata of Babington.
;

;

'

—

*

Name

cus, Lat.)

t The

the r?va;u| of Dioscorides, from yXavKOf, sea-green or glaucous (glausuch being the colour of the leaves beneath. See Glaucium, p. 24.
English name for this plant was derived from an opinion entertained by
:

;

the ancients of

its eflicacy in

augmenting the secretion of milk.

—

—

.

Samolus.]

primulace^.

VI. Samolus, Linn.
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Brookweed.

" Calyx

5-cleft.
Corolla salver-shaped, its tube short, with 5
scales (imperfect stamens) at its mouth, alternating with the lobes.
Capsule half-inferior, opening with 5 valves."
Br. Fl.
1. S. Valerandi, L.
Common Brookweed. Water Pimpernel.
" Stem simple or sparingly branched leafy, leaves obovato-oblong
or spathulate very obtuse, racemes many-flowered straight simple

erect leafless finally much elongated, pedicels bracteate patent,
coroUa twice the length of the calyx."
Br. Fl. p. 334. Sm. E.
Fl. i. p. 324. Lind. Syn. p. 185. E. B. x. t. 703. Curt. Fl. Lond.
fasc. 4, t. 20.
Curt. Br. Entom. iv. t. 154.
In wet marshy places, along broots, the sides of drains, ditches and pools, often
near salt water not unfrequeut. Fl. June September. Fr. September, Octo;

ber.

2^

—

—

E. Med. In the marsh-ditches behind ihe Dover, here and there.
boggy part of the wood on the West shore of the Wootton

in the

Plentifully
river at its

mouth, 1845. On the beach at Woolverton, by St. Lawrence, near a spring,
Samuel Hailstone, jun., Esq. !
W. Med.
Salt-mavshes along the Yar, and about a little pool in a meadow
not far from Yarmouth mill.
Pretty plentiful in the marsh at Freshwater gate.
In salt-marsh land by the Yar, opposite Freshwater farm, plentifully, 1844.
Pretty abundant on the boggy part of Colwell heath. Banks in Colwell bay, Mr.
Snooke
Near Blackgang, Miss G. Kilderbee !
Blackgang chine, /. Curtis,
Esq.
Herb pale subglaucous green, remarkably glabrous in every part. Root a dense
tuft of whitish slender fibres.
Stem solitary, or one principal and several smaller
ones, from an inch or two to upwards of 18 inches in height, erect, solid, roundish

—

.'.'.'

or obscurely 2-edged, simple or branched, leafy.
Leaves alternate, quite entire,
with a small point, narrowed below into short petioles, their surface with a waved
or blistered appearance, their edges more or less inflexed ; those of the root forming q roselte, on longer footstalks and somewhat spathulate.
Flowers erect, in

gradually elongating, axillary and terminal, upright racemes, \heix pedicels execl
or patent, with a sudden bend or joint about Jrd of their length beneath the calyx,
and at which joint there is a small leafy hract.
Calyx in 5 (sometimes 6) erect,
triangular, pointed and persistent segments, sprinkled with small dots or depresCorolla in 5 (rarely 6) deep, roundish, somewhat wedge-shaped
sions ^glands).
divisions, the tube very short and wide, at the summit of which, and between
each segment, is a narrow, white, scale-like process, pointing inwards and upwards, supposed to be abortive stamens, as the 5 perfect ones are inserted below and
alternate with them near the base of the tube, and, like the barren ones, connivent ; filaments short, broad at the base ; anthers broadly triangular, bursting along
Style very short, thick and angular stigma flat.
their lateral edges.
Capsule
globose, adnate with the calyx, tipped with the style, bursting by 6 equal,
recurved, triangular valves opposite to the erect and much longer calyx-segments,
Seeds numerous, brown, roughish and subthat form a crown to the seed-vessel.
pellucid, in shape resembling those of Anagallis, but more angular, and, like them,
attached to a large, round, free and central receptacle.
In May, 1847, I remarked a form of this plant growing plentifully at Carrollton and elsewhere about New Orleans, having the stem much branched, leaves
oblong, obovate or obovato-elliptical, of a bright green, very shining and membranaceous, all, even the radical, leaves acute, those on the stem most pointed.
It is probably only a variety, resulting from a rich soil and shaded situation, but
;

I have not seen anything like it in Europe.
This plant is generally stated to occur in nearly

all

quarters of the globe,

and

—
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[Statice.

was long supposed that the present was the only species of the genus.
A few
now enumerated by systematic writers, one of which, a maive of North
America and long confounded with our European plant, is the S flnribundus of
Kuuth.
This, which I gathered plentifully about New Orleans in 1847, differs
widely in its much- diffusely-branched stem; shorter, less erect and subp.tniciilate
racemes in its very slender, filiform, more spreading and generally straighter
pedicels; and in its much smaller flowers and capsules, the former very minute,

it

others are

.

;

scarcely half the size of
length.

/S.

Valerandi, the corolla but

little

exceeding the calyx

in

The

leaves are described as obtuse, and so they often are, but in the plant as I
at Carrollton, near the city just mentioned, all the leaves, even the very
lowest, are more or less acute, the middle and upper obovato-lanceolate and very
distinctly pointed, of a thin and membranaceous texture, and bright, lucid and
somewhar shining green.
The S. Fafcranrfi of ' Flora Cestrica' evidently belongs to S. floHbundus, and
the specific characters of the former must be amended.
find

it

Order LXI.

PLUMBAGINACE^,

Juss.

" Calyx tubular.
Corolla regular, of 5 united or AisAinci petals.
Stamens hypogynous or inserted upon the corolla. Ovary single,
1-celled, with 1 ovule suspended from the apex of a stalk arising
from the base of the cell. Styles 6, sometimes united to the midStigmas 5.
Capsule indehiscent, or opendle or to the summit.

ing irregularly, 1 -seeded. Embryo straight, in the axis of farinaHerbaceous or someiohat shrubby plants.
ceous albumen.
Flowers often capitate or spiked." Br. Fl.

—

I.

—

Statice, Linn.

Sea Lavender.

" Calyx funnel-shaped, plaited, dry and membranaceous. Peunited at the base, bearing the stamens. Styles distinct, gla{Flowers in unilateral spikes
brous stigmas filiform, glandular.
on a panicled scape)." Br. Fl.
tals

—

:

" Leaves elliptic -lanceoLimonium, L.
Sea Lavender.
mucronate single-ribbed, scape with a much-branched
spreading corymb at the top, branches ctu'ved outwards," " calyxsegments acute ^\'ith intermediate teeth." Br. Fl. p. 336. E. B.
1.

S.

late stalked

t.

102.

on the branches. Rai/, Syn. ed. 3tia, p. 202. S.
E. B. Suppl. 2917.
Tn muddy salt-marshes, and along the shores of tide-rivers and creelts; freSeptember. 1(..
quent. Fl. July
E. Med. Shores of the Yar and Wootton rivers. Plentiful along the Medina
above Cowes. Brading harbour, in abundance, Mr. Snooke.
Yarmouth, Mr.
Newlown marshes, in the greatest profusion.
W. Med.
Snooke. On the rocis at Scratchell's bay, near the Needles, Mr. E. Lees in New
May not this station belong to S. spatbulata, as S. LimoBot. Guide Suppl.
nium does not usually grow upon rocks or cliffs, which the former invariably does ?
;8. In muddy places about Wootton creek, intermixed with the ordinary S.
/3.

rariflora. Flowers distant

rariflora, Dreij.

—

—

:

—

—

—

Armeria.]

:
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Limonium, and growing lo a large size (2 feet or upwards), Rev. G. E. Smith.
Shores of the Wootton river, in great plenty, with the common form, from which
T can really find no distinguishing mark beyond that of habit,
Hudson, Esq.,

—

1848 !!! Side of the Yar, near Freshwater mill, sparingly.
This species greatly resembles the next in appearance, but is much larger, and
is never, I believe, found growing, like that, on rocks or cliffs, but only in low
muddy places wilbin reach of the tide. The very large, thick, blackish, spongy
and almost woody root sends up tufts of flowering stems from a few inches to a
foot

and a half in height.

Leaves

all radical, about half as high as the scapes, glaucous-green, leathery,
elliptic-lanceolate, quite entire, tapering into thick channelled footstalks formed

by the enlargement downwards of the single strong midrib, and which terminates
in a long and straifrhl or small and deflexed mucro at the apex of the leaf.
Scape erect, branching chiefly towards the summit, either roundish or more or
less angular and compressed, or somewhat 2-edged, its branches ereclo-patent,
forming a level-topped corymbose panicle.
Flowers bluish purple, in small, imbricated, erect or reclining clusters, in a. usually much crowded, in (3. more distant or scattered.
Calyx tubular, funnel-shaped, with 5 strong, prominent, purplish ribs, its summit in as many white, chaffy or membranous, plaited, acute and
rather deep segments, irregularly toothed or jagged, chiefly about their bases the
lower part hairy along the ribs or angles.
Petals obovato-lanceolate, combined
only at the extremity of their narrow tapering limb. Stamens inserted on the
;

petals at their point of union ; anthers oblong, reddish or pale yellow, with a
bright red spot on the back, where the filament is inserted, 2-celled, bursting
laterally
pollen of a few coarse roundish grains, pale yellow.
Germen obconical,
;

downwards, the summit flat; winged as it were with 5
very prominent rounded angles or ridges. Styles 5, long, white, spreading, seated
Capsule memon the flat top of the germen opposite the ridges stigma none.
branous, 1-celled, shorter than the persistent calyx, oblong-obtuse, with 5 blunt
plait-like angles or lobes, dilated upwards and tipped with the base of the styles.
Seeds brown, narrowly oblongo-elliptical, glabrous, a little compressed, with a
slight ridge down the centre on one side (raphe?); aflixed to the bottom of the
cell by the very long funiculus from the apex of the seed.
striated, tapering greatly

;

2. S. spathulata, Desf.
Dwarf Sea Lavender. Rock Sea La" Leaves spathulate narrowed into a winged stalk more
vender.
or less mucronate somewhat 3 -nerved at the base, scape branched
from below the middle, panicle elongated, branches distichous,
spikes erect, calyx with plane blunt segments without intermediate teeth."
Br. Fl.
S. Limonium &., Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 116.
E. B.
S. binevvosa, O. E. Smith.
Lind. Syn. Suppl. p. 337.
xxxvii. t. 2663.
Br. Fl. p. 336. S. cordata, G. E. Sm. Pis. of S.
Kent, p. 18, cum fig. Ger. Em. p. 4111, fig. 3. Ray, Syn. p. 203,

No. 3.
On sea-cliffs

;

very rare.

i^/.

July— September.

!(..

In a subseWight, Rev. G. E. Smith, Watson's New Bot. Guide.
quent commimication Mr. Smith told me he believed it was collected on the cliffs
near Freshwater, either by the Eev. Mr. Wood or the Rev. R. Price.
Isle of

II.

Aemeria, Willd.

Thrift.

" Calyx funnel-shaped, plaited, dry and membranous.
Petals
Styles distinct, hairy
united at the base, bearing the stamens.
{Flowers collected into a bracteated
stigmas filiform, glandular.
rounded head, with an inverted cylindrical sheath)." Br. Fl.
3

a

—
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A. maritima,'Willd. Conunon Thrift. Sea Pink. Sea Gil" Leaves liiiear l-nerved, awns of the calyx short."
Br. Fl. p. 335. Statice Armeria, L. E. B. t. 226.
1.

—

lifloiver.

:

Heads

of flowers beautiful shining crimson in the bud.
On rocks, cliffs and pastures by the sea, as well as on the shore itself; abundantly.
FL April— September. 4.
/3.

On

St. Helens spit, abundantly.
By the Medina above Cowes. By the Yar
Yarmouth.
/3. St. Helens spit.
Capsules less deeply and more broadly 5-lobed than in Statice Limonium, the
lobes smooth.
Seeds smaller and shorter, oblongo-elliplical, obscurely ribbed,

at

brownish, darker at each end.

Order LXII.

PLANTAGINACE^,

Juss.

" Sometimes moncEcious.
Calyx (of the perfect and staminate
4-partite.
Corolla scariose, 4-lobed.
Stamens 4, or
rarely 1, alternate with the segments of the corolla.
Filaments exserted.
Ovary 1-celIed with 1 ovule, or 2-ceIled with 4 or many
ovules.
Style and stigma simple, the latter rarely divided.
Capsule opening transversely, 2- or 4-celled, with 2
4 or many seeds;
or hard and indehiscent, 1 -celled, 1-seeded.
Seeds peltate,
inserted on the dissepimens or at the base of the cell, rarely erect.
Embryo in a fleshy or horny albumen. Slightly bitter and astringent.
Seeds mucilaginous." Br. Fl.
flowers)

—

—

I.

Plantago, Linn.

Plantain.

" Flotoers perfect.
Corolla with an ovate tube ; limb 4-partite,
reflexed.
Stamens 4, inserted upon the tube of the corolla.
or many-seeded."
Capsule opening transversely, of 2 4 cells,
—Br. Fl.

—

2—4

The

species of this genus are found in all parts of the world, but are most
in the S. of Europe and N. of Africa.
Britain possesses only the five
following, which are common to it and the rest of Europe.

numerous

* Leaves entire or simply

toothed.

Root perennial.

Greater Plantain.
P. major, L.
Way-bread. " Leaves
broadly ovate mostly on longish grooved footstalks, scape rounded,
spikes long cjdindrical, sepals vdth a prominent dorsal nerve, capsule 2-celled with the dissepiment plane, each cell many-seeded."
—Br. Fl. p. 338. E. B. 1. 1558.
1.

In meadows, pastures, waste places and by waysides
August.

;

frequent.

Fl.

June

2^.

" Leaves elliptical pubesHoary Plantain.
2. P. media, L.
cent sessile or tapering into short and broad footstalks, scape
rounded, spike cylindrical, sepals not keeled, capsule 2-ceIled
with the dissepiment plane, cells 1-seeded." Br. Fl. p. 338. E.
B. t. 1559.

—
Plantago.]

—

plantaginace^.

In dry, mostly calcareous pastures

May— October.

;

411

abundant on the chalk formation.

Fl.

2^.

About Tenlnor and other parts of the Undercliff, the prevailing species.
Abundant everywhere on the chalk about Cnrisbrooke, Newport, Thorley, Calbourne, Buccombe, &c.
Capsules similar to those of the last, but somewhat shorter and more obtusely
conical.
Seeds I or 2 in each cell (1, Sm. ; 2, Koch).
I (ind very commonly the
capsule 3-seeded, in the specimens before me, by abortion of one of the seeds,
elliptical-oblong, plano-convex or concave on the inner side, dark brown, somewhat paler on the back in the centre, smooth.
Sir James Smith recommends the pouring a drop of sulphuric acid on the crown
of the root for destroying this plantain on grass-plats, a valuable hint to such gardeners as have time to undertake and patience to go through with the operation.

" Leaves
3. P. lanceolata, L.
Ribwort.
Plantain Ribgrass.
lanceolate tapering at both ends, scape angular, spike ovate or
cylindrical, bracteas ovato-acute or cuspidate, two of the sepals
keeled, tube of the corolla glabrous, dissepiment of the capsule
plane, cells 1-seeded."
Br. Fl. p. 338. E. B. t. 507.
(n meadows, pastures, waste ground and by roadsides
July.
2/:.

;

everywhere.

Fl. June,

Sea-side Plantain. " Leaves linear grooved
scape rounded, spike cylindrical, bracteas
ovato-acuminate, sepals not winged, tube of the corolla pubescent,
capsule 2-celled with the dissepiment plane, cells 1-seeded."
Br. Fl. p. 338. E. B. t. 175. Sibth. Fl. Grcec. ii. t. 148.
4. P. maritima, L.
fleshy convex below,

In
Fl.

muddy

salt-marshes,

June— September.

and pastures about the mouths of

tide-rivers

and

creeks.

If.

— Marshy meadows behind

E. Med.
Helens

[St.

W.Med.

the Dover, Ryde, in great plenty, 1844.
Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
Salt-marshes about Yarmouth, frequent, 1844.
By the Medina

spit,

—

by the

ferry.

above Cowes,

plentiful.
or rather rhizoma brownish, woody, with short stout fibres, sending up
erect or oblique branches or ligneous suckers crowned with leafy tufts, forming
dense clumps in salt-marshes.
Leaves all radical, numerous, spreading, from the

Root

summit of

the short

woody crowns

or suckers of the root, dull pale green, fleshy,
smoothness, &c., as is the whole plant, according t6 altitude or as the situation is maritime or inland mostly narrowly linearlanceolate, often curved or sickle-shaped, from an inch or two to a foot or upwards
in length, acute or acuminate, flattish or concave above towards the point, deeply
channelled and semicylindrical towards the dilated, memhranously winged, often
purplish, sheathing base, into which the leaf tapers insensibly by no evident petiole; strongly but blimlly keeled on the back, quite entire or distantly and obsoletely denticulate, sometimes distinctly toothed, 5- or 7-nerved, marking the posibrittle, excessively variable in size,

;

tion

of as

many medullary

fibres

which traverse the thick parenchymatous

substance of the leaf. * The base of each leaf, and more particularly of the
innermost ones, is more or less copiously overspread with a loose cottony flocculence like that which connects the florets of several species of Poa.
Scapes 1 or
more from each bunch of leaves, which when in flower they usually much exceed
in height, naked, erect, ascending or decumbent (Bertol.), wavy, terete, not striated, tubular but filled with loose cellular tissue within, slightly angulato-compressed, attenuated and glabrous near the base, higher up roughish with erect or

* These
the leaf.

fibres are

extremely strong; three of them only reuch the apex of

;
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appiessed white pubescence.
Spikes solitary, simple, slender, terminal and cylindrical or ovato-oblong, dioopingbefore flowering, then erect, and finally considerably
elongated in seed. Flowers very numerous, densely imbricated, expanding in
successive rings or bells from below upwards, sessile, each subtended by an ovate
concave bract, of a green colour edged with white, about as long as the flower.
Calyx as long as the tube of the corolla, deeply clelt into 4 broadly ovate, ribless,
concave, very obtuse or rounded, scariuse segments, with green strongly keeled
backs and somewhat fringed tips.
Corolla pale green or yellowish, the tube
urceolate, faintly ribbed, very hispid below, the limb in 4 broadly ovale, scariose,
pointed segments, purplish in the centre. Stamens much exserted filaments glabrous
anthers bright yellow, olilong-sagittate, apiculate, their points purplish.
Germen ovoid, glabrous, tapering into the style.
Style long, tapering, quadrangular, rough chiefly in its superior part.
Capsule much longer than the calyx,
covered with the dry persistent corolla, brownish yellow, glabrous, rather acutely
conical.
Seeds 2, dark brown, plano-convex, oblong or elliptical, smooth, usually
bordered unilaterally or at one end with a narrow white membrane or caruncle
;

;

hilum

oval, depressed.

A much

smaller and very narrow-leaved variety

having been found by him

** Leaves pinnatifid.
5.

P. Coronopus* L.

Earth.

"

is

mentioned by Withering as

in this island.

Root annual.

Buclzs-horn Plantain.

Star of the

Leaves linear pinnatifid or toothed, scape rounded,

bracteas ovato-subulate, lateral sepals with a ciliated membranaceous wing at the back, dissepiment of the capsule with 4 angles
(thus forming 4 cells), cells 1-seeded."— £r. Fl. p. 339.
E. B. t.
892.
In waste ground, and under walls about towns and villages, principally near
common, i?/. June, July. 0.
E. Med.
Abundant on Boyal heath, and above Sandown bay, between Sandown and Shanklin, &c., 1844. Plentiful on the Dover at Ryde.
W. Med. Most abundant and of luxuriant growth everywhere on the (green?)
sand of the entire line of coast betwixt Blackgang and Compton bay, 1846.
Capsule very small, brownish or yellowish, slightly hairy, ovoid, mucronatoacuminate by the persistent base of the style, bursting by a central angular line
of dehiscence placenta 4-winged, forming 4 cells, but unconnected with the walls
of the capsule, which hence is truly unilocular.
Seeds one in each cell, but one
or more often abortive, of an oblong or subelliptical shape, subcompressed, pale
purplish brown, with a gray furfuraeeous scaliness, and a narrow white wing or
border atone extremity chiefly, often nearly obsolete; hilum round, depressed,
the sea;

—
—

;

central

A

and

lateral.

few specimens of P. Ct/nops, L., were found on the Dover at Ryde, by T.
in May, 1843, one of which he kindly presented me with.

Brown, Esq.,

* The linear segments of the pinnatifid leaves are thought to resemble a crow's
hence the name of Coronopus.

foot as well as a deer's horns,

— —

—

CHENOPODIACEvE.

Salsola.]
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Subdivision IV.

" Flowers incomplete.
Perianth single ; in other words, the
calyx and corolla forming but one floral covering, or altogether
wanting." Br. Fl.

CHENOPODIACEiE.

Order LXIII.

" Sometimes monoecious or polygamous.
Perianth free, genedeeply cleft and without bracteas at its base. Stamens
mostly 5 (in Salsola 2 or 1).
Stamens from the base of the perianth and opposite to the segments anthers 2-celled.
Ovary 1,
1-celled, with a single ovule.
Style divided, rarely simple.
Fruit
indehiscent (usually a utricle, sometimes a berry). Seed 1, at the
Embryo spiral and without albumen, or curved
base of the cell.
round a farinaceous albumen.
Herbs, rarely shrubs, tvithout stipules.
Flowers small, inelegant." Br. Fl.
rally

:

—

Tribe

I.

Salsole.^.

" Seed with a simple integument.
Embryo in a conical spiral.
Stems continuous or jointed." Sode^. Br. Fl.

—

I.

"Flowers

—

Salsola,* Linn.

Saltwort.

perfect, bracteated at the

base.
Perianth simple,
enveloping the utricle with its base
and crowning it with its limb, which has a broad scariose dorsal
wing. Stamens 5. Styles 'i. ^'ee^is horizontal ; integument simBr. Fl.
ple, membranaceous"
inferior, 5 -partite, persistent,

Very closely related to Chenopodium, to which one of our two former British
species is now referred ; the present differs from that genus chiefly in the shape
of the fruit, the dilated perianth and spiral cotyledon.

" Stems herbaceous prosPrickly Saltwort.
spinous scabrous, flowers axillary solitary,
segments of the enlarged perianth cartilaginous as long as their
spreading roundish wings." Br. Fl. p. 352. E. B. t. 634.
1.

S. Kali,

L.

trate, leaves subulate

On sandy sea-shoies ; frequent. Fl. July, August. 0.
Plentiful on the spit helow St. Helens, and on that at Norton.
Mr. E. Lees in New Bot. Guide Suppl.
* Name from sal, salt, and solum,
ground in which the species grow.

soil,

Sandown

bay,

from the saline impregnation of the

—
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Herb very pricltly and bushy, of a pale pellucid rather glaucous-green, brittle
and succulent.
Root, though annual, very hard, tough and woody, with fibres
Stems numerous, in the small plants
running far and wide iu the loose sand.

much branched from the base, from a few inches to a foot or more,
spreading in all directions, the central ones in large plants upright, the rest
ascending or decumbent, rounded, bluntly angular and furrowed, striped with red
and green or white and green, rough with short pellucid bristles, and filled interLeaves numerous,
nally with very loose white cellular tissue of great delicacy.
awl-shaped, very succulent, scabroso-puuctate, nearly cylindrical, obtuse, tipped
with a short spine, their bases 3-nerved, compressed and dilated into a white
membranous border, beset with small spines running to some distance along the
leaf towards its point
as they ascend, the leaves become shorter, broader, with
Flowers solitary and seswider scariose edges, the uppermost nearly triangular.
sile in the axils of almost every leaf and at the foot of the short lateral shoots
springing from them, and also floviferous, each seated between two bracts like the
leaves themselves, but smaller.
Segments of the perianth at first erect, ovato-lanprostrate,

:

and acute, whitish or pale rose-colour; after flowering they
become cartilaginous and enlarged, lying over and closely investing the seed.
Stamens erect, inserted at the base of the germen and opposite to the segments of
ceolate, scariose

the perianth, with a greenish gland between edch filament ; anthers ovato-oblong,
Styles combined for some distance upwards, 2 or 3, or rather there
pale yellow.
is but 1 style with 2 or 3 stigmas,* which, from their exceeding in length the undivided portion, have been counted as so many styles, though nothing like a coalition of separate parts can be perceived ; stigmas roughish, spreading or recurved ;
germen subglobose, finely wrinkled or furrowed. Seed horizontal, depresso-turbinate,
quite concealed by the connivent calyx-sepals, the points of which meet around
and enclose the persistent style, and are at this period in many, though not in all,
of the flowers furnished with membranous, flat and spreading prolongations of
their substance at the margin formed by the inflexion of their apices, various in
form and size, and have been justly observed as often wanting as present on the
same plant, or but partially developed.

Tribe
" Seed

ivith

continuous."

II.

SvjEde^.

a double integument.

—Br. Fl.
II.

ScHOBERiA,

C.

Embryo

A. Meyer.

in aflat spiral.

S«a

Stem

Elite.

" Floivers usually perfect, bibracteated at the base.
Perianth
6 -partite, at length inflated and often fleshy (without appendages
Stamens 5. Style 0. Stigmas usually 3.
or a wing at the back).
Seed lenticular; integument
Utricle covered by the perianth.
{Leaves semicylindrical)."
double, outer one crustaceous.

—

SuiEDA.

Br. Fl.

maritlma, Mey. Sea Blite. "Leaves usually acute,
seeds reticulato-striated horizontal, stem herbaceous
Br. Fl. p. 852. Chenopodium, L.
E. B.
Suseda.
diffuse."
1.

S.

styles 2,

t.

633.

—

—

:

Chenopodiaa, Mog.

* This is the view taken of our own and of the German species by Mertens
and Koch.

—
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Stems spreading, procumbent, almost woody

j3.

Suec.

i.
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root biennial ?

Wahl. Fl.

p. 160.

On muddy sea-shores, in salt-marshes and about the mouths of tide-rivers very
commonly. Fl. August, September. O and $ ?
Brading harbour, and Newtown salt-marshes, abundant.
Plentiful along the
Medina between Cowes and Newport. Profusely in a salt-m^rsh meadow at
Springfield, which is covered with this species exclusively, 1842.
;

(i. In loose sand at Springfield, plentifully.
Newtown marshes, as about Newtown Saltern, &c., abundantly.
Herb very smooth and succulent, of a pale subglaucous-green, changing in
seed to a lurid purple or violet-red, from 6 to 18 inches high.
Root whitish,
tapering, flexuose, with a few branching fibres, tough and composed of several

concentric layers of woody fibre.
Stem I or more, roundish, striated, usually
ascending at the base and somewhat woody, afterwards erect, at other times diffuse or prostrate, much branched, the branches alternate, erecto-patent, slender
and nodding at the tips.
Leaves numerous, alternate, sessile, linear, very soft,
fleshy and succulent, ribless, flat on the upper side or slightly channelled, rounded
and nearly semicyliudrical below, pointing upwards and mostly a little incurved,
rather bluntly pointed but not mucronate, scarcely attenuated at the base, the
largest about an inch or an inch and a half in length.
Flowers green, in little
axillary clusters of about 3
6 together (sometimes solitary), small, sessile, the central flower with 2, the lateral with 3, minute scariose torn brads, of
an oblong or obovate shape and much shorter than themselves, to which they are
closely applied.
Perianth in 5 deep, concave, gibbous segments, with a broad,
pale, membranous and rounded or very slightly pointed, erect border, depressoconnivent in fruit, furnished, according to Bertoloni, at the base externally with
a thick fleshy scale or callosity, representing the foliaceous appendage to the same
part in Salsola, but of which in the plant before us I can perceive no trace whatever, nor is any such appendage noted by the authors of the new edition of
Rohling's Deutschland's Flora.' Stamens opposite to and a little longer than
the segments of the perianth anthers large, yellowish, of 2 distinct roundish lobes.
Styles 2, conical and united at the base, erect, much shorter than the stamens.
The whole plant turns dark red, purple or violet in decaying, and black in
drying.
Both this species and S.fruticosa approach very nearly in character to Sal.
sola, to which genus Smith has removed the latter but not the former, thus very
unnaturally separating two plants having the most intimate relationship.

—

'

;

'

"

Embryo

continuous."

Tribe III. Cbenopodejb.

annular."

— Br.
III.

" Flowers uniform, mostly perfect.

Stem

Fl.

Chenopodium, Linn.

" Flowers usually all perfect.

—

Goosefoot.

Perianth nearly uniform, usu-

persistent and unaltered, or at
Ovary and fruit free from
length fleshy, closing upon the fruit.
Bracteas tinder
the perianth.
Seed lenticular. {Leaves flat.
each flower none." Br. Fl.
ally

5-

(sometimes 2

4)

cleft,

Leaves ovato-rhomStinking Goosefoot.
1. C. olidum. Curt.
boidal quite entire, spikes very short leafless, stems diffuse' or
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 14. Br. Fl. p. 344. Lynd. Syn. p.
prostrate.
216. E. B. XV. t. 1034. Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 5, t. 20. C. Vulvaria, L.

—
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Under walls, in waste and cultivated ground and rubbishy places, chiefly in
suburban situations very rare. i^Z. July, August. 0.
E. Med.
At the foot of a long wall at E. Cowes, rather abundantly. In the
garden of" la Solitude," Ryde, but in very small quantity, Dr. BeU-Salter, 1845.
Shown me by my friend the Rev. Wm. Darwin Fox, growing in his garden at
Binstead, but very sparingly, and he suspected introduced by accident from seed
brought by him out of Derbyshire.
Herb weak and slender, dull grayish green, covered with a granular mealiness.
Root small, whitish, tapering, with a few slender fibres.
Stems much branched
from the very base, from a few inches to a foot or upwards in length, prostrate or
ascending at the extremity.
Leaves stalked, scarcely an inch long, ovato-rhomboidal, mostly bluntish, quite entire, 3 ribbed at the base, a little fleshy, covered,
like the rest of the plant, with an unctuous mealiness of a most offensive odour,
justly compared to that of stale salt fish, and permanently communicable by contact.
Flowers very small, green, in little roundish crowded clusters, forming
short, leafless, axillary and terminal, very mealy spikes.
Seeds quite covered by
the perianth, round, flattened, dark brown, shining and minutely dotted.

—

;

" Leaves ovatoC. polyspermum, L.
Allseed Goosefoot.
spikes axillary elongated subcymose."
Br. Fl.
E.B.t.U8Q.
p. 345.
2.

elliptical sessile,

p. acutifolium. Stems partly erect or ascending; leaves ovate; spikes erect,
leafy, scarcely branched.
C. polyspermum, Curt.
C. acutifolium, E. B. t. 1481.
'

Leight. Fl. Shrops. p. 121, cum ic.
frequent weed in kitchen- and other gaiden-ground, potato- fields, waste
Fl. July, September.
places, on ditchbanks, dung-hills, and in moist woods, &c.

A

Fr. September. 0.
Cultivated fields near Ryde, Binstead, and, I understand, a weed in
E. Med.
Common on old manure heaps at Sandown. In garthe garden at Pondwell.
Abundant in 1844 at several places, as Godshill, Newdens at Godshill, 1844.
Merston, plentifully, 1843.
E. bank of the
church, Shanklin, America.
[Very common at Hillway, BernMedina, below Coppiug's bridge, B. T. W.
bridge, Dr. Bell- Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. Wood near W. Cowes (Shamblei's copse). Waste ground between
Yarmouth and Shalfleet. Garden of the Shanklin (Williams's) hotel. By the
lower farm at Ningwood. In Northwood park, sparingly, 1844.
" The var. acutifolium is the prevailing if not the only form of the plant
/3.

—

—

with us in Hants.''*
Herb quite glabrous in every part. Root annual, tapering, whitish or reddish,
Stem erect, solid, various in height, from
branched, with copious slender fibres.
a few inches to 1 or 2 feet, green or purple, 4-cornered below, sharply angled,
grooved and ridged above, mostly branching from the very base, the branches
opposite, subopposite or alternate, simple or again ramified, ascending, spreading
or divaricate, the lowermost becoming much elongated and quite prostrate or with
on dung-hills and in rich ground very widely
their extremities ascending;
Leaves light, sometimes bluish or yellowish green,
spreading and luxuriant.
often edged with purple or suffused with that colour, on the disk and ribs underneath, somewhat lucidf but not shining, a little fleshy, pale and whitish beneath,
strongly depresso-venose and wavy, with a minute mucronate point extremely
variable in size and shape on the same plant, with us for the most part ovate or
from that to ovato-lanceolate, rounded, attenuated or rhomboidal at base for the
;

;

* [ Bromf. in Phytol. iii. p. 749.
It is evident therefore that the stations in
Edr$!]
the text above must refer mainly if not exclusively to this form.
certain transparency or brightness of appearance in
f By lucid is here meant a
the leaves by the partial transmission of light through them.

—
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most part quite entire, but occasionally there is a toolh-like angle or two near llie
base, most commonly solitary or confined to one side, acute or very obtuse, with
all gradations between the two extremes
in the latter case the apex of the leaf
;

rounded and retuse in general however the more acute termination greatly
predominates.
Petioles variable in length, always much shorter than the leaves,
rounded and caniculate by the decurrent erect margins of the former.
Stipules
none. Flowers numerous, in axillary, leafless, cymose clusters, minute and greenish, sessile, the form of inflorescence scarcely less variable in appearance than the
leaves, and well described by Leighton in his admirable Flora of Shropshire.'
I
gladly avail myself of his own words in a great measure.
Racemes cymose, axillary, nearly sessile, shorter than the leaves, simply or repeatedly dichotomous, each
divarication having a sessile or pedicellate flower in the axil of the fork, leafless,
but crowded on the branches in such a manner as to present the appearance of an
elongated leafy spike. Segments of the perianth roundish or roundish ovate, concave, gibbous at the back, either very obtuse or slightly pointed when in fruit
either erect or converging over the seed, but not perfectly covering it.
Stamens
ralher longer than the ^ennnlh filaments flattish, broad, striate and pellucid;
anthers pale yellow, large, of 2 globose lobes.
Styles 2 or sometimes 3, short,
recurved.
Seeds horizontal, partially embraced by the perianth-segments,* orhicular-reniform, much depressed, purplish black, shining and minutely punctulatostriate, the circumference very obtuse or rounded (without a border).
Pericarp
close, wrinkled, greenish or purplish.
Our Isle-of-Wight plant is always the C. acutifolium of E. B., which, though
considered on high authority as not distinct from C. polyspermum, L., is nevertheless accounted a good species by many continental writers.
For excellent
observations on this species see Leighton's ' Flora of Shropshire,' p. 121, whose
remarks are in perfect accordance with my own made in this island.
is

:

'

;

;

Vect. Lamb's Quarters.
rhomboid sinuato -toothed entire at
the base, upper ones oblong perfectly entire, spikes branched
somewhat leafy, seeds smooth shining somewhat keeled at the
edge."—Br. Fl. p. 346. E. B. t. 1723.
3.

C. album, L.

White Ooosefoot.

"Leaves ovate inclining

to

In cultivated and waste ground, fields, gardens, by roadsides and on dungeverywhere the most common and abundant species of the genus. Fl.

hills

;

July, August.

Fr. September.

0.

Oak-leaved Goosefoot. " Leaves all oblong
4. C. glaucum, L.
toothed and sinuated at the margin glaucous and mealy beneath,
spikes erect nearly simple leafless, stigmas short, seed minutely
reticulato-rugose."

Br. Fl. p. 346.

E. B.

xxi.

t.

1454.

In low, rich, waste ground, about farm-yards and on dung-hills, but very rarely,
Fl. August.
Fr. September, October.
Q.
W. iked.
Abundantly on a piece of waste ground at Thorley, just outside of
the farm-yard near the church, between that and the high road, 1837. Quite procumbent on an old manure-heap at Swainston, 1839.
Amongst the most uncommon of the English species, occurring in but few
Root fusiform, with copious fibres
places, chiefly, it is said, about London.
Stem erect or quite prostrate, scarcely a foot high, often much
at the crown.
less, obscurely angular, pale green, often beautifully striped with red, very smooth,
shining and succulent, simple or slightly branched towards the base, the
branches ascending. Leaves oblong, on rather short stalks attenuate at the base,
deeply sinuate or erose, obtuse, or in the upper ones somewhat acuminate, dark

—

* Or according to some authors quite uncovered, the segments of the perianth
In my specimens the segments are certainly connivent and close upon
spreading.
the seed, which however they are far from large enough to cover or conceal.
3

H

;
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green above, benealh glaucous and covered with copious greasy mealiness.
Spikes rather short, slightly branched and compound below. Flowers small,
green, in numerous distant sessile clusters, in each of which the central flower is
elevated on a very short and thick pedicel, the rest aggregated around its base.
Perianth 3- or 4-cleft. Seeds small, blackish, flat or compressed, finely dotted, or,
according to the excellent description of this species in Mertens and Koch's
'
Deutschland's Flora,' wrinkled under a high magnifier, closely enwrapped by
the thin pellicular perisperm and the mostly 3-cleft perianth.
A few seeds in
each cluster are often vertical, but the greater part are horizontal.
The figures
in 'English Botany' and
Flora Danica' have the leaves much more acutely
sinuate than in my very numerous specimens, in all of which the sinuosities leave
blunt intermediate lobes, suggesting the idea of oak-leaves, to which indeed they
bear a strong general resemblance.*
'

" Leaves shining
5. C. murale, L.
Nettle-leaved Goosefoot.
ovate approacMng to rhomboid acute sharply toothed entire at
the base, spikes divaricately branched cymose leafless, seeds
opaque dotted, their edge obtuse and not keeled." —Br. i^f. p.
345.
E. B. t. 1722. Fl. Dan. xii. t. 2048.
In waste places about towns,
lected gardens, but not general.
ber.
©.

E. Med.

under walls, on rubbish, dung-hills, and in negFr. September NovemFl. Julv, October.

—

— At E. Cowes in several places, sparingly.

Frequent at Newchurch,
Sandown, Mr. W. D. Snooke. Under the
rocky cliff on the right-hand side of the road from St. Lawrence to Niton, a little
beyond the turning off to Whitwell, in plenty, growing with Beta maritima. Miss
at the vicarage

Hadfield

!

W. Med.

and elsewhere, 1841.

—

In Northwood park, very sparingly, 1844. At Yarmouth and Ningwood.
Newport, Freshwater, &c., in plenty", Mr. W. D. Snooke in Fl. Vect.
Probably C. urbicum, var. intermedium, has been gathered for C. murale at the
two last-mentioned places.
Root tapering, long and slender.
Stem 1
2 feet high, much branched,
obscurely angular, striated, green or reddish, erect or reddish.
Leaves dark or
often bright green, smooth, thick and more or less shining, ovate or ovato-lanceolate, somewhat rhomboidal, acute, variously but deeply and sliarply toothed, the
teeth pointing forwards, attenuated at the base into moderately long petioles;
scarcely if at all mealy the lower leaves, which are largest and hroadest, have

—

:

somewhat the look of those of the

Spikes axillary and terminal, leafless
nettle.
or very nearly so, spreading, much branched in a paniculate or cymose manner.
Flowers rather large, in small, roundish, sessile clusters, greenish, and covered

with a mealy or rather crystalline efflorescence, though this is almost wanting on
the stem and leaves.
Perianth cleft, the segments obtuse, with a blunt prominent
keel.
Seed tunicated, dull black, orbicular, much compressed, with a narrow rim
or border, minutely rugoso-punctate, almost wholly covered by the closely investing perianth, rather larger than in C. urbicum, horizontal.
The smell of this plant is slight but unpleasant the stem and leaves are often
a fine red.
Native or naturalized in America.
I have gathered it at Philadelphia, and
observed it extremely common at Norfolk in Virginia, beyond which to the northward I have not remarked it.
;

6.

C. urbicum, L.

Upright Slender -spiked Goosefoot.

intermedium.
C. intermedium, M. et K.
Leaves triangular, toothed
spikes long, erect, approaching the stem, suhsimple, nearly leafless, their clusters
remote or scattered; seeds horizontal, rough, tightly coated.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p.
10.
Br. Fl. p. 345. E. B. x. t. 717. Lind. Syn. p. 215.
p.

* Called Rand's

Oak Blite on

this

account by Petiver, &c.

Chenopodium.]
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Spikes cymosely branched.
rich waste ground, dung-hills, village-gieens, and especially in or about
farm-yards frequent and general throughout the island.
Fl. August, Septemy.

On

;

0.
E.Med.

ber.

—

^. Abundant at Troublefields and at Ninham farms, near Ryde.
Farm-yard at Palmer's near Wootton. Common on St. Helens green, and at
Sandown, about the cottages and farms. At Ventnor and Niton. Moist ground
by Little Whitefield farm, 1844.
Plentiful in the farm-yard of Upper Morton,
by Brading, 1849. In a farm-yard at Adgeton, in plenty, and very luxuriant,
1849.
At Arreton, Hasely, Lower Bill, and other places, in plenty.
W.Med.—jS.BjYsLSoi'imiW. Grange, by Brixton. At Chillerton. Compton
farm, and Brook-house farm-yards.
y. Near Yaverland farm, in the road leading down to the marshes.
In the
farm-yard at Sweepwash, Appuldurcombe. At Yaffovd mill, near Shurwell.
Stem \—3 feet high, erect or ascending, obtusely angular, green or reddish,
smooth, shining and flexuose, sometimes a little branched at the base, more usually
simple the main stem terminates in a very compound pyramidal spike, the branches
of which are panicled, more or less diverging and quite leafless.
Leaves triangular, sinuato-dentate, with sharp teeth a little pointing forwards or hooked, wedgeshaped at the base, with 3 principal very p-rorainent ribs, of a rather dark green
above, a little shining, somewhat thick and fleshy, mostly with some degree of
mealiness beneath: the leaves become less toothed or nearly entire as they
approach the summit. Spikes upright, at first short and thick, much lengthened
out as the seed ripens, compound chiefly towards the base, with a few leaves interspersed for about ^rd the length of the lowermost spikes, and which gradually
:

diminish in frequency on those above them, wholly disappearing on the uppermost spikes, which are subtended by the single leaf only, from the axil of which
they spring. ii'/wwcTO green, in small, globular, rather remote clusters, all 5-clefi, and,
as Car as I can find, perfect.*
Seed dark brown, nearly black, horizontal, covered
by the connivent perianth, 4 or 5 times as large as in the next species, orbicular,
compressed, but less so than in 0. rubrum, hence rather lenticular, the periphery
rounded, minutely rugoso-pnnctulate and highly polished when freed from the
very close, rough, friable pericarp.
The var. y. I have never seen in fruit. It has the aspect of small specimens of
C. urbicum, except that the leaves are much less regularly toothed, the teeth
fewer and mostly confined to the lower half of the leaf, where there is for the
most part one very large the uppermost leaves are nearly entire flowers in axillary and terminal racemes, quite leafless, branched in various degrees, almost as
much cymose in one specimen as in C. murale. Mr. G. E. Smith has observed
the same variety in Sussex, but I suspect it to arise from a diseased state of the
plant, having never seen this form of inflorescence in large vigorous plants, but
only on small, discoloured, unhealthy specimens.
It has come up in the garden
at St. John's, from seed, I believe, of the common form ; nor is the same transformation of the inflorescence from the simple spicate to the subcymose character
complete in these casual specimens.
The much larger seeds distinguish this species from
ruhrum. Gaudin's
description is excellent, agreeing exactly with our pl>nt, which is faithfully depicted in E. Botany, excepting that the clusters of flowers are more remote in the
figure, but in this respect there is a great variation.
Our Isle-of-Wight plant
seems to be always the
intermedium, Mertens et Koch, separated originally
from C. urbicum by a nice distinction without a diSerejice, and since repudiated
by its surviving author in his Syn. Fl. Germ, et Helv.
;

;

C

C

* Besides the vertical position of the seed, Mertens and Koch assert the flowers
of C. rubrum to be 3-parted, with one or two stamens, the central flower only of
each cluster 5-cleft.
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7. C. ruhrum, L.
Red Ooosefoot. Iieaves triangular somewhat rhomboidal deeply toothed and sinuate, spikes erect compound leafy, their clusters crowded, seed very minute vertical
smooth loosely coated.
Br. Fl. p. 346.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 11.
Lmd. Sijii. p. 215. E. B. xxiv. t. 1721.

In low moist manured or muddy places, farm-yards, on dung-heaps, the margins of ponds, and spots where water occasionally stands, also in salt-marshes
(Bab.); a very uncommon species in the island, i^i. July October.
0.
B. Med. On the half-dried-np margins of the pond by Hardingshoot farm, in
very great plenty, 1844. A plant or two on a manure-heap at Gatehouse fai-m.
W. Med. On a manure-heap by the roadside near Ningwood green, in considerable plenty, 1845.
It is very possible
Freshwater gate, Mr. TV. D. Snooke.
this species may have grown in the last-mentioned station, but I have never succeeded in finding it there, and till its discovery in the island in 1844 was inclined
to the opinion that the foregoing is the plant intended for C. rubrum, which in
many places, though not with us, is a far commoner species than C. urbicura.
Root annual, tapering, with several stout, pale, branched fibres. Stem erect,
ascending or sonielimes procumbent and even prostrate, furrowed and angular,
filled with a white spongy pith, mostly striped with dark green and bright red or
purple, very leafy, alternately and often copiously branched from the base, the
lower branches, at least in the decumbent variety, widely divaricate, ascending
and procumbent below, those higher on the stem and at its summit more or less
erect or patent, becoming gradually shorter, giving a tapering or pyramidal outline to the entire plant.
Flowers minute.
Seed completely concealed by the persistent perianth, deep reddish brown, orbicular, but somewhat inclined to ovate
and pointed, much flattened and subcochleate, with rounded obtuse periphery,
shining and smooth or slightly wrinkled only, similar to that of C. urbicum, but
rather thinner and scarcely exceeding Jth its size, not exceeding a moderate grain
of sand ; that of the terminal and 5-cleft flower of each cluster horizontal, the rest
vertical, all covered with a thin pellicle, which is much smoother, paler and looser
than in C. urbicum.
It is now admitted that the C. hotryodes of Smith is merely a procumbent
variety of C. rubrum, .very similar to, if not identical with, the form of that species we have just been describing.
Gaudin (Fl. Helv.) remarks the extreme rarity of this species in Switzerland.
The plant which goes under this name amongst the American botanists, and
which I have gathered in the suburban streets and on the vacant lots of Philadelphia, appears to be very diflferent from the C. rubrum of Europe, and makes a
certain approach to C. urbicum in the slender, erect, somewhat branched and
mostly leafless racemes, that bear a few small leaves amongst the lower clusters
alone.
This plant has likewise much of the aspect of C. anthelmenticum in the
It is more
inflorescence, but is quite destitute of the strong smell of that species.
urbicum, or indeed in any
branched and spreading than either this last or
of the upright forms of the European C. rubrum that have come under my own

—

—

—

C

nolice.

Good King Henry. Wild Spinach.
8. C. Bonus Henricus, L.
English Mercury. Leaves triangulari-sagittate somewhat hastate
mostly quite entire, spikes compound terminal and axillary erect
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 9. Br. Fl. p. 347.
leafless, seed vertical smooth.
E. B. xv. 1. 1033.
Curt. Fl. Land. fasc. 3,
Lind. Syn. p. 215.
t.

17.

waste ground, village-greens, by roadsides and about farm-yards rather
unfrequent Fl. May, June (and partially through the summer). If.
Farm-yard at Ninham, near Eyde. Abundant in Apse farm-yard.
E. Med.

On

;

—

—
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near Appuldurcombe.
Field near Quarr abbey, 1849.
Arreton.
[Near Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med.
Wellow. Gottens.
Root thick, fleshy.
Stems several, about a foot high, roundish, striated, mealy
fiirm,

Shanklii).

—

with minute, round, ci^ystalline grains on short hair-like pedicels.
Leaves dark green, alternate, on long petioles, triangular or somewhat hastate,
often with one or two lobe-shaped teeth on each side at their base, otherwise quite
entire, their edges wavy and having a fat or unctuous feel from the copious
mealiness on their veined under surface.
Spikes terminating the stem and
branches, very long, tapering, compound, leafy near the base only, quite leafless
above.
Flowers densely crowded in small sessile clusters, greenish or reddish.
Segments of the perianth concave, somewhat pointed, bordered with an abrupt
membrane. Stamens wanting in some flowers {Sm.) Styles long, spreading,
usually 2, but flowers with 3 are often intermixed.
Seed large, vertical (with its
edges upright), lenticulaijand subreniform, not bordered, reddish brown, very smooth
and shining when divested of the extremely fine and close pellicle and the somewhat loose, reticulated, wrinkled pericarp, embraced but not concealed by the
perianth -segments.
This species is remarkable for being perennial, unlike the rest of the genus,
which are annual.
It has much of the habit of Amaranthus, and resembles spinach in general appearance, for which it was formerly a valuable substitute. The
succulent bitterish herbage does not seem inviting to any of our domestic animals,
as we find it growing uncropped in places the most frequented by them.
like the leaves

IV. Beta, Linn.

Beet.

" Perianth single, 5-cleft, persistent. Stamens
form, imbedded in the fleshy base of the calyx."

5.

Utricle reni-

Br. Fl.

"Stems
Sea Beet. Vect. Wild Spinach.
procumbent at the base angled branched, spikes longish
narrow somewhat erect leafy panicled, flowers 1 4 together sessile when in fruit 2
3 cohering, segments at length keeled and
inflcxed at the summit."
Br. Fl. E. B. t. 285. B. vulgaris,
B. maritima, L.

1.

erect or

—

—

Br

Fl. p. 344.

On

the sea-beach, in muddy salt-marshes, on old walls and waste ground along
2^.
the shore, on most parts of the coast abundantly. Fl. August, September.
Frequent at Ryde, Cowes, &c. Between Springfield and Sea View, in
£1. Med.
plenty.
Un.der the rock in the highest part of the UnderclifF, nearly behind St.
Lawrence, at a considerable distance from the shore.

—

W. Med. —Plentiful at Yarmouth.
Dr. Bell-Salter tells me the flowers of the Sea Beet are very fragrant, the odour
being like those of almonds and new-made hay united.
Boiled instead of greens, the Sea Beet is much relished by the poorer classes of
this island.

Tribe IV. Salicorne^.
"

Embryo annular."

—Br.

" Flowers uniform, perfect.

Stem jointed."

Fl.

V. Salicoenia,* Linn.

Glasswort.

" Perianth single, turbinate, fleshy, obscurely lobed, imbedded
Stamens 1 3. Style short.
in an excavation of the rachis.

—

* Name from sal, salt and comu, a horn; in allusion probably to the branched
and naked stems, like anthers, and the saline soil in which the species grow.

—

.
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Stigmas

Br. Fl.

S. herbacea, L.

thickened upwards and
ing at the extremity.
Stem

a.
p.

Jointed Glasswort.

Saltivort.

Sea Sam-

articulations compressed somewhat
notched, spikes cylindrical slightly taper-

Stem herbaceous,

phire.

FL

enlarged

Fruit a utricle, included in the

bi-trifid.

perianth."
1.

[Salicomia.

erect.

S.

annua, E. B.

vi. t.

415.

S. herb.,

Sm. E. FL

i.

p. 2.

Br.

350.

E. B. xxxv. t. 2475
S. procumljens ? 8m. E. FL i. p. 2.
salt-marshes abundant. J'/. August, September.
0.
On each side of the Medina abme Cowes ; shores of the Woottun ri\er, and
about the Yar; salt-marshes at Bradina;, Newtown, &c., abundantly.
/3. Muddy shore of Yarmouth harbour.
Abundantly'Vith a. in the Newtown
salt-marshes, as by Newtown saltern, &c.*
A very smooth, succulent, jointed and leafless herb. Root whitish, stout, tapering, more or less branched, often nearly simple, of a hard woody texture, though
annual, composed, like that of Schoberia maritima, of numerous concentric layers
of ligneous fibre.
Stem from 5 or 6 to 12 inches high, oppositely and in the
larger plants copiously branched from the bottom, the lowermost branches ascending or even procumbent at the base, where, like the main stem, they are obtusely
quadrangular, almost woody and covered with a thin grayish brown cuticle, succulent above and composed of successive subcom pressed or nearly cylindrical articulations, a little thickened upwards and slightly notched or 2-lobed at the summit, where a socket is formed for the articulation immediately succeeding, and
sheathing the pair of short, opposite and nearly erect branches bearing the
flowering spikes.
I hardly know how this is to be distinguished from S. radicans, exceptiu;;: by
its more herbaceous texture, yet Mr. Borrer is of opinion they are really distinct
species.
The erect variety of ;S. herhacea abounds all along the Yar, and is conspicuous at a distance from its lively green colour, which in the common form is
commonly softened down by an admixture of yellow or reddish brown.
This species, with others of the same genus and of Satsola, yields by combustion the Barilla of commerce, from which soda is extracted for glass-making and
The shores of the Mediterranean proother purposes, whence the English name.
duce the greatest quantity both of the wild and cultivated plants, but at the present day is far less in request than formerly, as much of the soda employed in the
arts is obtained more economically by the decomposition of common salt.
/3.

Stems

In

muddy

3.

prostrate.

S. radicans,

cumbent and

.f

;

Sm.

rooting,

" Stem woody proCreeping Glasswort.
articulations comjDressed spreading and

notched at the top scarcely thickened, spikes oblong obtuse."
Br. Fl. p. 351. E. B. t. 1691.

—

In similar situations with the preceding, from which

I fear it is not specifically
Fl. August, September.
Zf
On the Dover, Ryde, [Bradiug harbour, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
E. Med.
By the Medina above W. Cowes, on the edges of the little saltW. Med.
Abundant in Newtown salt-marshes.
pools left by the ebbing of the tide.
Hooker justly observ^ that this species "scarcely differs from the preSir
ceding except in its more brancSuing, straggling, and -perennial stem, quite woody
distinct.

—

—

W.

—

* "A large state of this plant, 1 2 feet high, with a woody stem, and much
resembling S.fruticosa, L., occurs in the salt-marshes near Portsmouth. Professor Don however considers it merely as a (perennial ?) form of S. herbacea."
Is this the S.fruticosa of Sm. Engl. Fl. i.
Macreight, Man. of Br. Bot. p. 195.

—

p. 3.^

—
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below, often growing at the edge of a low muddy bank, and depending from it."
It is indeed difficult to point out any character from the upper part of the stem or
the organs of fructification discriminative of the two plants, though the root of <S.
radicans, which is ligneous and creeping extensively, is very different from the
attenuated almost fusiform one of S. herbacea, and which is of a whitish or pale
colour, not black as in the former.
The two kinds grow intermixed in precisely
similar conditions of soil and situation, which seems to favour the supposition of
their being distinct, though, as in many other instances, so closely resembling one
another in those parts from whenee specific characters are usually derived, as to
induce a doubt of the permanency of all minor differences, however remarkable.
Many plants naturally annual in cold climates become occasionally perennial in
warmer ones and may it not happen in this instance that such plants of S. herbacea as have from any cause survived the first winter may acquire in the sue.
ceeding summer a ligneous character, enabling them to brave the rigour of
several returning seasons ?
;

Tribe V. Atriplicem.
"

Embryo

annular."

"

Mowers

imperfect.

Stem

continuous.'"

—

Br.Fl.
VI. Atbiplex,* Lhm. Orache.f
" Perigone of 2 more or less connected parts. Stigmas 2. Pericarp membranous, free.
Testa crustaceous.
Seed vertical,
attached by a lateral hilum, either near the base or by means of
an elongated funiculus in the middle of the side.
Eadicle basal.

Stamens

5."

Bab. Man.
* " Moncecious

;

—Bab.

fern, flower bipartite."

"

1. A. littoralis, L.
Grass-leaved Orache.
Stem erect, leaves
linear-lanceolate entire or rarely toothed, perigone of the fruit
ovato-rhomboid, acute toothed tubercled on the back spreading."
Bab. Man. p. 268.
Bab. Mem. of the Brit. Atrip, in Trans, of
the Edinb. Bot. Soc. p. 6.
Bab. Prim. El. Sam. p. 81.
E. B. t.
708.
Sr.M. p. 349.
On the muddy beach, upon banks and along ditches by the sea, in salt-marshes,
&c. Not uncommonly. -F/. July September. 0.
E. Med.
On the sea-beach between Ryde and Binstead, but not very abundantly, 1844.
Most abundantly on the shore between Springfield and Nettleston

—

—

fort.

—

—

W. Med. By the Medina above Cowes, at Medham brickfield. Thorness bay
and Newtown marshes. Under the shore nearly below Bouldner. Coast near
Cowes and most other parts of the coast, B. T. W.
Root whitish, tough, composed of numerous concentric woody layers, much
branched and fibrous. Stem erect, sharply angular and furrowed, flexuose, commonly streaked with

purple, 2 or 3 feet high, branched from the base, the branches
lax, divaricate, spreading or somewhat erect, the lowermost decumbent, ascending
and opposite, those higher up alternate. Leaves very narrow, linear-lanceolate or

* See Monograph of the British Atriplices,' by Charles C. Babington, Trans,
of the Bot. Soc. of Edinb. i. p. 1.
f Arroche, Fr. The English was formerly often spelt Arrach or Orrach.
'

—

—

——

—
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liuear-oblong, nearly erect, dull glaucous-green, smooth and fleshy, tapering into
short petioles, entire or here and there sinuato-denticulate, often, as are the upper
part of the stem and branches, with a scale-like mealiness beneath.
Flowers in

roundish sessile clusters that are partly distinct and partly crowded on the upper
portion of the branches, forming long, simple or compound, interrupted leafy
spikes, disposed in a paniculate manner, each head or cluster containing from 4 or
5 to 12 or more flowers (Bab.), and powdered with crystalline grains: the
lower clusters of each spike are usually distinct or interrupted, and furnished with
a leaf or bract at the base, those at and towards the summit approximate, or even
crowded and leafless or nearly so.
Staminate flowers without even the rudiment
of a germen.
Anthers reddish.
Valves of the seed-bearing perianth usually
divergent in fruit, thick and fleshy, ovato-rhomboidal, sinuato-dentate or edged
with tubercles, the apex acute, muricato-tuberculate at the back, two of the
tubercles generally larger and more prominent than the rest, sometimes cleft or
double.
Seed rather large, orbicular, much compressed, reddish black, its surface
faintly waved or wrinkled, covered with the close filmy pericarp.
" Distinguished from the next by the form of its open perigone and leaves
usually entire." Bab. Man.
2. A. marina, L.
Marine Orache. " Stem erect, leaves ovatolanceolate irregularly toothed or rarely entire, perigone of the
fruit obcordato-triangular obtuse tubercled on the back closed."
Bah. Man. p. 268. A. littoralis B, Br. Fl. p. 350.
With the last, and probably not rare, but, having till lately been accustomed to

look on it as a tooth-leaved variety of A. littoralis, I find no station recorded for
it apart from the last.
"i^i. July
©." Bab.
Sept.
" Distinguished by its toothed leaves and form of the closed perigone.
These
two (A. littoralis and A. marina) never have lobed leaves like the succeeding spe-

—

Bab.
Perhaps not specifically distinct from A.
instead of the open one (when in seed) of the
to weigh in favour of their separation.

cies."

littoralis,

latter

but the closed perigone
if constant, be allowed

may,

A. angustifolia, Sm.

Spreading Narroio-leaved Orache.
erect or prostrate, leaves lanceolate entire, lower leaves
with 2 ascending lobes from a wedge-shaped base, perigone of the
fruit rhomboidal acute, lateral angles smooth on the back and
longer than the fruit and collected into nearly simple interrupted
spikes, seeds smooth and shining."
Bab. Man. p. 268. E. B. t.
1774. Br. Fl. p. 349.
3.

"

Stem

In waste ground,

fields,

"PL July— October.

gardens, by roadsides, &c.

;

verv

common

everywhere.

Q:'—Bab.

Root whitish, slender, in the larger plants copiously branched and fibrous.
Stem erect (or prostrate, Bab.), more or less quadrangular or somewhat rounded,
emitting many opposite and alternate, long, slender branches from the very base,
the lowermost decumbent, prostrate or ascending, those higher up widely spreadLeaves shortly stalked, bluish or grayish green, thin and flexile,
ing or patulous.
lanceolate or linear lanceolate, entire and wavy on the margins, the uppermost
very narrow lowermost more or less hastate, with one or a pair of tooth-like lobes
pointing forwards a little above their wedge-shaped base, the rest of the leaf being
;

sometimes all the leaves are entire, or a few of
either entire, toothed or sinuate
the middle ones alone are slightly lobed and toothed. Flowers in small, roundish,
sessile clusters, forming slender, axillary and terminal, naked (or in their lower
part slightly leafy), simple or subsimple, interrupted spikes, the highest clusters of
which are more or less crowded, the lower in the longer spikes considerably wide
Perigones hastato-rhomboidal, the middle lobe triangular, acute and elonapart.
gated, entire, the two lateral angles acute, prominent and pointing forwards, the
:

— —

—
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back nf each valve smooth or furnished with a pair or two of pretty large and prominent tubercles, the same being absent or of small size on some one or more of
tlie flowers even in the same cluster: these tubercles are admitted
to exist bySmith, Mertens and Koch.
? 4. A. erecta, Huds.
Upright Orache. " Stem mostly erect with
ascending branches, lower leaves ovato-oblong with two ascending
lobes from a wedge-shaped base irregularly sinuato-dentate, upper
leaves lanceolate entire, perigone of the fruit rhomboidal denticulate acute more or less muricated on the back and scarcely longer
than the fruit and collected in branched dense many-flowered
spikes, seeds smooth and shining."
Bab. Man. p. 268. E. B. t.
2323. A. angustifolia |3, Br. Fl. p. 349.
No doubt a native of the Isle of Wight, as Mr. Babington says it is common
on cultivated land. "i^A July— Oct. Q."—Bab.
" Distinguished by its leaves, compound densely flowered spikes, and smooth

shiny seeds." Bab.
With my present imperfect knowledge of these protean
pUnts, I probably confound this and the next together.
5.
A. patula, L.
Stem
Spreading Halberd-leaved Orache.
mostly erect or spreading, lower leaves ovato-hastate with two
horizontally spreading lobes denticulate, upper leaves nearly
entire, perigone of the fruit triangular-rhomboidal nearly entire
slightly muricated on the back and collected into nearly simple
interrupted spikes, seeds opaque rough."
Bab. Man. p. 269.
Br. Fl. p. 348. E. B. t. 936. A. hastata, Sm.

—

Leaves fleshy.
In waste and cultivated ground, on dung-hills, &c.

/3.

October.
iS.

On

;

common.

Fl.

June

0.
the sea-beach betwixt

Ryde and Binstead.

By

the shore of Brading

harliour, near Carpenters, &c.
Plentiful on the shore N. of Shanklin chine.
The var. /3. is a large, straggling, prostrate or decumbent plant, with broadly
triangular or hastate leaves, more or less white or hoary with crystalline efllorescence.
I have not yet carefully examined it, as it perhaps deserves, having been

accustomed to esteem it a sea-side form o( A.palula, and now suppose it to be the
A. prostrata, Bouch. ? of Babington's Manual. If so, it would seem from Mr. Babington's account to be rare in Britain in this island at least it is very abundant.
Flora Suecica,' 2nd edition, p.
I suspect it is the A. hastata of Wahlenberg's
683, and perhaps of Linnseus himself, Fl. Suec. edit. 2, No. 921.
;

'

A. rosea, L. ? Spreading -fruited Orache. " Stem spreading
procumbent or ascending with spreading branches, leaves mealy
ovato - triangular somewhat 3-lobed unequally sinuato-dentate,
upper ones lanceolate dentate and 3-iobed at the base or nearly
entire, perianth of the fruit rhomboid acute toothed with 2 irregular rows of tubercles on the back, spikes axillary and terminal
Bab. in E. B. S. t. 2880.
few-flowered, seeds tubercular rugose."
Br. Fl. p. 348.
Waste places, &c. I believe very common. Fl. July— September. ©.
E. Med.— Shore between Ryde and Binstead, with A. hortensis, 1845. Abun6.

;

dant on the Dover, Ryde, and between Ryde and Nettleston, C. C. Babington,
Esq., 1845.
I find between Springfield and Nettleston Old Fort a plant which may possibly
be A. rosea B. prostrata, Bab. It agrees in almost every particular with the
3 I

—
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description of Babington, Koch (' Deutschland's Flora) and others, as far as' so
confessedly variable a species of a most variable genus can be expected to do.
The leaves are not however as Koch describes them, silvery while beneath ; nor
are the leaves and enlarged calyx-valves beautifully reticulated the stem loojs
quile prostrate, not erect oi- even diffuse.
;

7. A. laciniata, L.
Stem spreading proFrosted Sea Orache.
cumbent with spreading branches, leaves triangular-rhomboidal
laciniated mealy beneath, spike of male flowers dense leafless, fer-

flowers axillary, perigone of the fruit rhomboidal 3 - lobed
with the lateral lobes truncate the back 3-ribbed, the 2 lateral
ribs often terminating in tubercles, seeds rough opaque.
On sandy sea-beach, but not common, i^^. July, August. 0.
tile

—

On the extreme point of the spit at St. Helens, sparingly. Ventnor
In Sandown bay, near the Shanklin end, but very sparingly, 1842.
Rather frequent on the" .shore between Shanklin and Sandown, 18^4. Shore
between Sea View and Brading, Wm. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
W. Ifed.Spit at Norton, by Yarmouth, in tolerable plenty.
Herb foetid like Chenopodiuin oildum, but in a less degree. Perigones (enlarged valves) of the fruit silvery gray, blackish within, rhomboidal, uneven, gibbous at the back, 3-lobed, the middle lobe deltoid, thin and flat, acnte, the two
lateral broadly truncate, all entire or with the latter slightly toothed occasionally
back of each valve with 3 often indistinct prominent ribs, and with or without
one or a pair of tubercular muricate processes of irregular size and shape on their
convex summit. Seed vertical, very large, greenish or yellowish brown, roughish
and opaque, ovato-orbicular, the periphery rounded, covered with the fine,
wrinkled, loose pericarps.
Eiiibri/o curved round the snow-white mealy albumen.
I find the plant in this island attacked by some insect, which perforates the
perigones on their under side, and devour the seeds entirely.
Amongst the peculiar characters which distinguish this species, are the silvery
scaliness of the leaves, especially beneath, like those oi Halimus, and quite different from the mealy efflorescence of the other genuine Airiplices ; also the pale
yellowish or reddish rounded stems, which are but obscurely angular or striate as
compared with the other species. Tt appears to be found only on the sea-shore in
England, but occurs in the heart of Germany and other continental countries, as
Giillicia, &c.
£. Med.

cove.

;

"** Poh/gamous ;

*

fern, flower bipartite to the base, seed vertical
3 5 parted, seed horizontal." Bab.

—

;

perfect flowers

Stem
Shining-leaved Orache.
triangular-cordato-hastate sinuato-dentate shining
glaucous beneath, upper leaf elongato-triangular, perigone
fruit ovato-acuminate entire separate to the base.
Fields and waste places; not completely naturalized.
Fl. (July?)
8.

A. nlteus, Rebent.

leaves

erect,

above
of the

August,
Fr. (Aug.?) September, October. 0.
On the shore betueen liyde and Binstead at intervals, ibr more than
A specimen found several years since at Sandown, on
a quarter of a njile, 1845.
A single tall plant in the coiner of a field betwixt Quarr abbey
a manure-heap.
and Ninham, growing amonpst burdock, pop|)ies and other field-weeds, 1848.
I have also received specimens from Mr. Thos. Meeluin.jun., from waste and cultivated ground at St. Clare, where, I understand, it was introduced into the kitchengarden, about fifteen years ago, by the late Lord Vernon, and its cultivation continued for about three years, since which time it has maintained its footing there
as a weed.
Root annua], whitish, fibrous and tapering. Stems 2 to 4 or 5 feet high,
bluntly quadrangular, furrowed, (not much ?) branched.
Perigone of the pistil-

September.
E. Med.

—

—
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fleshy),

when

much

enlarged in
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most others of the genus,
reticulated with prominent

fruit, thin (not, as in

fully ripe dry, whitish,

memhianous and

rounded or slightly pointed, with
compressed margins, which are quite entire and closely applied to each other;
somewhat convex at the back, and whcdly without tubercular prominences or inequalities of any kind, entirely free (not imbedded in fleshy tissue) or distinct and
subpedicellate.
Seed large, vertical, orbicular, much compressed, quite free.
veins, very broadly ovale or nearly oibiciilar,

flat

VII. Halimus, Wallroth.

Sea Purslane.

" Perigone of two parts connected at the extremity, 3-dentate,
wedge-shaped below. Stigmas 2. Pericarp very thm, ultimately
adhering to the tube of the perigone.
Testa membranous. Seed
vertical, pendulous from an elongated funiculus.
Radicle terminal.

Stamens

Shrubs or small

5."-

Bab. Man.

trees of

maritime or saline

soils, rarely

of inland or

mountain

localities.*

H. portulacoides, Wallr..

Lesser Shrubby Orache.
Sea
leaves obovato-lanceolate entire silvery white, perianth of the fruit very shortly stalked inversely
Atriplex, L.
triangular rounded below 3-toothed at the apex.
Br. FL p. 347. E.B.t.2ei. Ohione, Mog. Guimb. und Hayne,
Abbild. der Devtsch. ii. 277, t. 209. Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1889.
1.

Stem shrubby,

Purslane.

:

,

In muddy salt-marshes, along the oozy sides of tide-rivers, ditches and creeks,
Tj
also on sea-clifFs; abundantly,
i^/. August, September,
/^r. November.
E. Med. Muddy banks of the Wootton river, 1845. [By the sea-wall at
Apley, and on the muddy shore of Brading harbour, frequent. Dr. Bell-Sailer,
.

—

Edrs.]

—

W. Med.
Banks of the Medina above Cowes, in plenty. Fringes the edges
Chalk-cliffs at the W. end
of the brine-pits in the salt-marshes about Newtown.
In Gurnet bay, abundantly, but of small
of Scratchell's bay, at a great elevation.
growth.
Root woody, somewhat creeping (Sm). Stem shrubby, roundish, covered with a
reddish gray bark, much branched, the branches angular, opposite, ascending or
procumbent, often depending from a low bank, as a dense tangled bush, about a
Leaves opposite, with mostly a pair or two of smaller
foot or 18 inches high.
ones in their axils, various in breadth, obovato-lanceolate, more or less rounded or
obtuse at their extremity, the lowermost nearly ovate, tapering into channelled
footstalks, of a thick fleshy texture, hoary on both sides with a leaden-gray leprous
scaliness, but not with detached grains or mealiness as in the true Atriplices.
Flower-spikes terminal and in the axils of the uppermost leaves only, short, leafless, each of several little, interrupted, sessile tufts of crowded brownish or reddish yellow barren and fertile flowers fertile flowers reddish, the calyx much
thickened; styles 2, erect, pale red and downy, protruded: barren flowers all with
:

—

* The Great Shrubby Orache (Halimus, Atriplex Halimus, Linn.), so frequent
in our English gardens and pleasure-grounds, I observed to be plentiful in the
surprise, not merely on the seawild stale in Syria and Palestine, and that, to
coast or iu low" salt ground, but abundantly likewise on dry limestone mountains
of Judsa, and in the parched rocky valleys that intersect them, at a great elevaIt abounds, for instance, on the easttion above the sea, as well as at their base.
ern slope of the hills between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea, on the way thither

my

Saba, but it is only on the low saline plains and by the
amplest dimensions, as on the flat salt ground between
Jericho and the Jordan, and at Jaff'a, where it forms bushes often of immense size.

both by Jericho and
sea-side that

it

Mar

attains

its

—

—
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a vudinientary geimen in
rounded divergent lobes.
I have not succeeded

my
in

specimens, but no style

anthers yellowish, of two

;

finding any perfectly hermaphrodite flowers in ihis

species.

In E. B. the leaves are represented acute, a variation from ^he usual form I do
not remember to have ever met with.
On the lofty and almost perpendicular cliffs of Scratchell's bay this, with samphire, thrift and other maritime plants, forms large patches of vegetation on the
narrow ledges of the chalk-rock called by the cliffsmen " greens," similar verdant
spots composed of grass being designated " meads," and both are resorted to in
the season, for birds and their eggs, by that adventurous race, though only accessible from above by a rope at much personal risk, and attempted in a manner
which makes the inexperienced shudder to witness.

The Great Shrubby Orache

(Atriplex Halimus, L.),

known by

its

much

larger

upright stem, angular and very silvery leaves, is common in gardens along
the coast, where, together with the tamarisk, it makes excellent sea-fences.
size,

Order LXIV.

POLYGONACE^,

Juss.

" Sometimes moncBcious or dioecious.
Perianth free, divided,
the segments often in a double row.
Stamens definite, but varying in number, from the base of the perianth.
Ovary superior,
with 3 or more styles or sessile stigmas.
Achene frequently triangular or lenticular, with 1 erect seed. Embryo in a farinaceous
albumen, often lateral. Herbaceous, rarely shrubby plants, ivith
"
sheathing stipules !
Br. Fl.

——
I.

EuMEx, Linn.

Dock.

"Permnt/i
the 3 inner segments (of the fruit) large,
Achene triStyles 3 stigmas multifid.
connivent. Stamens 6.
quetrous, covered by the enlarged inner sepals, which often bear
Br. Fl.
tubercles."
6 -partite:

:

[* Plants not acid ; flowers perfect.

Lapathum, Dock.

Great Water Dock. "Enlarged
sepals ovato-deltoid reticulated entire each with a tubercle, leaves
lanceolate, the lower ones cordate at the base, petiole flat not
margined above, whorls crowded mostly leafless." Br. FT,, p. 357.
E. aquaticus, Sm.: E.B. t. 2104.
By rivers, ditches, and in wet meadows occasionally. Fl. July, August. H..
1.

B..

HydrolapathwnyJIuds.

;

E. Med.

— In meadows towards the upper end of Sandown

level, in plenty.

At

Yarbridge, by the stream on the Brading side of the road going to Yaverland,
and close by the hamlet.
W. Med. Marsh near Easton, in plenty, Mr. Snooke (" R. aquaticus "}.
The largest and stoutest of our docks.
In my specimens the enlarged petals are only obscurely reticulated, nor is the
Called R. aquaticus in B. T. W., but that plant
tubercle very constantly present.
is very rare in Britain, and is known by the absence of tubercles; are the two
Many species of this genus are very obscure and ill understood.
really distinct?
acuWahlenberg, in Fl. Suec, refers our R. Hydrolapathum to the Linneean
tus, not making it even a variety.

—

R

——

:
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" Enlarged sepals
2. R. conglomeratus, Murr.
Sharp Dock.
linear-oblong obtuse entire or obscurely toothed all bearing a
tubercle, leaves oblong pointed, lower ones cordate or rounded at
the base, whorls distant leafy." Br. Fl. p. 359. R. acutus, Sm.
E. B. t. 724.
In moist meadows and pastures frequent. Fl. June — August. If.
;

R. sanguineus, L. Bloody-veined Dock. "Enlarged sepals
narrow oblong obtuse entire one at least bearing a tubercle, leaves
ovato-lanceolate, lower ones somewhat cordate, whorls distant on
long generally leafless branches." Br. Fl. p. 358. E. B. t. 1533.
3.

Nemolapathum, Ehrh. R. Nemolap., Wahl. Fl. Suec. i. p. 222.
In moist shady places, woods, hedges and pastures abundant. Fl. July.

/3.

;

!(..

The

leaves of the present species are equal or subcordale at the base, broader
and less waved than those of R. crispus, whose very narrow leaves are oblique on
one side of the footstalk, and much more waved or crisped along the margin.
/3. This, which, if only a variety of It. sanguineus, seems ihe only Swedish form
of it, has the uppermost enlarged petal hearing a grain nearly of its own diameter, and of a bright crimson-colour ; the two other petals usually carry each a
smaller and paler grain ; at other times all or only two of the petals bear fully
Readily distinguished from M. crispus by its more slender
formed tubercles.
habit, and more distant whorls of smaller flowers.

" Enlarged sepals triangular
4. R. pulcher, L.
Fiddle Dock.
ovate reticulated with prominent veins deeply toothed one of
them principally bearing a tubercle, lower leaves panduriform or
cordate oblong obtuse, upper ones lanceolate acute, stem spreading."—5r. Fl. p. 359. E. B. t. 1576.
In pastures, waste places, churchyards, and by waysides

—

;

not unfrequent.

FL

June September. Fr. July. !(..
By Quarr abbey, 1849.
E. Med.

—

Border of a cornfield above Sandown bay,
but sparingly, 1848. On the virgin turf of Brading down, near its summit; and
on the souihern slope of the down, near its base, a little beyond the second chalkAbundant in Newchurch^hurchpit from Morton, in considerable plenty, 1849.
Bonchurch, just at the entrance on the new building-ground below
yard, 1841.
On the shore at Bembridge. In Binstead churchyard, W.
the cliff, in plenty.
Wilson Saunders, Esq. (where it grows plentifully) !!!
W.Med. Abundant between Yarmouth mill and the town, 1846. Remarkably luxuriant and with very large radical leaves in Brixton churchyard. In
Calbourne churchyard and at Freshwater Gate. In Tborley and Freshwater
churchyards. About Freshwater, Yarmouth and Alton, B. T. W.
Root long, cylindrical, not much branched, covered wiih a smooth brown bark,

—

Stem 1 or
bright yellow or orange-coloured within, fleshy and somewhat brittle.
several, from a foot or less to 18 inches high, pale green, erect or partly procumbent, wavy, deeply angulato-sulcate, roughish with minute cartilaginous asperities
or glabrous, much and irregularly branched, often from the base; the branches
variously spreading and divaricate, simple or compound, slender, flexuose and
Leaves dull green, flaccid and glabrous, much waved, crisped and sinuangular.
ately crenulate along the margins, the lower and radical ones on long footstalks,
oblong, elongato- oblong or oblongo-lanceolate, obtuse, pointed or even acute, retuse
or sometimes abruptly acuminate, cordate at base, with overlapping crisped lobes,
commonly with a deep and obtuse sinus a little below the middle, like the contracted sides of a violin, hence the name, and which is found in those higher
on the stem, though occasionally either wholly or partially wanting to all the
leaves or very indistinct ; upper stem-leaves gradually becoming narrower and
more acute, very shortly stalked, reduced below the whorls to linear bracts, which

—

—

—

.
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are very acute, undulate, with deflexed margins, and curved upwards or spreading, and, like the leaves, beset along the midrib and lateral veins uuderneath with
cartilaginous wart-like granulations.
Whorls numerous, rather few-flowered, distant or interrupted, leafy. Flowers green, on thickish nodding or decurved pedii
eels, which are shorter than the perianth, and have a swollen articulation in the
middle of their length.
Three outer perianlh-segments (calyx) narrow-oblong,
concave, obtuse, clasping the inner segments with their incurved tips, their margins whitish and membranaceous
three inner segments at first not greatly exceeding the outer, at length enlarged to several times their length, triangular, oblong
or tongue-shaped, more or less obtuse or somewhat acute, strongly reticulated with
prominent veins, pectinate -dentate, the upper one especially, with several long,
acute, spreading teeth on each side, that are mostly directed upwards, the point
of the valves entire, sometimes all three, but the uppermost valve principally,
bearing a large, reddish, cartila};inous tubercle, of a triangular-oblong form,
attenuated in front into the prominent midrib often wholly or partially absent
from the two inferior valves, that are often less toothed than the remaining one.
Stamens as long as the petals; anthers pale yellow, linear-elliptical.
Germen
green.
Nuts firmly enclosed by the very hard, rigid and persistent, ru.st-culoured
perianth; about a line in length, broadly ovale, trigonous, with strongly keeled
angles and flat or somewhat concave faces, chestnut-brown, smooth, shining,
greatly resembling in shape and colour miniature chestnuts.
It is puzzling lo account for the epithet pulcher, bestowed upon this species,
than which a more homely and unattractive weed could hardly have been pointed
out as less deserving of the attribute of beautiful.
I observed the Fiddle Dock growing abundantly at Charleston, South Carolina, chiefly in the areas of the churches in the city, where, Elliott says, it is
exotic.
I have also remarked it at New Orleans, and other parts of the southern
and western United States.
;

;

" Enlarged sepals
Broad-leaved Dock.
5. E. ohhisifolius, L.
ovate or oblong-triangular obtuse tootbed at tbe base one principally bearing a tubercle, root-leaves ovato-cordate obtuse, upper
Br. Fl. p. 359. E.
ones oblong or lanceolate, stem roughisb."
B.t. 1999.

—

Very common by roadsides and

in waste ground.

Fl. July September.

If.

Meadow Dock. " Enlarged sepals
G. I7. pratensis, M. & K.
at tbe base with a small entire
dUated
toothed
cordate
unequal
triangular point one principally tuberculated, leaves oblong-lanceolate waved, clusters nearly leafless, whorls distinct."

Borr. in E. B. S. t. 2757.
p. 858.
In moist pastures. Fl. June, July. Zf
E. Med.— On the Dover, Ryde, Wm. Borrer, Esq., 184,3 !!
W. Med. Near Newtown, 1842 (in company with Mr. Borrer).
rus meadow at Apes down, Wm. Borrer, Esq., 1844.

—

Br. Fl.

In the Cype-

" Enlarged sepals broadly
Curled Dock.
7. E. crispus, L.
cordate entire or crenulate reticulated one only with a perfect large
coloured tubercle, leaves lanceolate waved acute, upper whorls
leafless."— 5r. Fl. p. 358. E. B. t. 1998.
In pastures, waste places and by waysides ; very frequent.

Fl.

June— August

nR. maritimus vel R. palustris.—" One or both of these species grow very finely by
of
the roadside in or by Shorwell village. Rev. G. E. Smith.'' I cannot find either
suited to
these species at Shorwell, though a place abounding in localities well
produce two plants equally likely lo occur; nor is Mr. Smith now by any means
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ceitain of the correctness of his own statement respecting them.
ever to direct the attention of botanists to their discovery.

** Plants acid ; fioiven

dicecious.

I notice

it

how-

Acetosella, Sorrel.

8. R. Acetosa, L.
Common Sorrel. " Outer sepals reflexed,
enlarged ones orbicular-cordate entire membranous reticulated
with a minute spherical tubercle at the base, leaves oblong-sagittate."—Br. Fl. p. 360. E. B. t. 127 ?
In moist meadows and pastures, especially in poor sour land. Fl. May July.
n-

—

" Sepals ascending, inner
9. B.. Acetosella, h.
Sheep's Sorrel.
ones scarcely enlarged ovate not tuberculated, lower leaves lanceolato -hastate, lobes entire."— Sr. Fl. p. 360.
E. B. t. 1674.
In
soils

fields,
;

meadows and

abundant,

i^/.

II.

pastures, waste places

May — July.

and on hedgebanks,

in

poor dry

2(.

Polygonum, Linn.

Persicaria.

" Perianth single, in 5 deep, coloured, pei'sistent segments.
Stamens 5 8.
Styles 2
3.
Achene compressed or trigonous."
~Br. Fl.

—

* Styles mostly

—

Stamens 6 or

2.

6.

Fruit compressed or 2-edged.* Persicaria.

1. P. amphibium, L.
Amphibious Persicaria. Tlowers pentandrous, styles forked united half-way up, spikes ovato-cylindrical,
leaves petiolate cordato-lanceolate rough at the margins.
E. B.
Br. Fl. p. 355.
t. 436.
a. natans. Floating; leaves broadly oblongo-lanceolate, smooth and shining.
leaves lanceolate, and as well as the stipules hairy on both
(3. terrestre. Erect
;

sides.

rare.
a. In ponds and clear shallow ditches
/3. In lovf wet places which are
Fl. July, Auoccasionally overflowed ; not uncommon, but seldom flowering.
;

gust.
a.

1^.

In a small pond near the roadside just out of Kingston on the way to Shor-

well, in plenty.
;S. Abundant in a hollow by the roadside on the left-hand a few hundred yards
Sandown marshes, and
beyond the turnpike going from Yarmouth to Shalfleet.
at Freshwater Gate.
Area of Quarr abbey, 1842.
~

a. (the typical form) the creeping perennial root emits a. stem of sevelength, branched, floating, iistular, rooting at the joints, often reddish.
Leaves floating, on long petioles, rather leathery, broadly lanceolate and more or
less cordate at the base, many-ribbed, bright shining green above, paler beneath
quite glabrous excepting along their edges, which are rough with minute, interrupted, spinous points, often scarcely visible under a lens, or wholly wanting
Ochrete close, with pale ribs, often torn
except towards the two ends of the leaf.
but not fringed.
Spi/ces solitary or geminate, the secondary on a lateral much
shorter peduncle than the primary one, erect, oblong, of many crowded bright
rose-red flowers, rising several inches above the water on long, triangular, coloured
stalks.
Perianth seated amidst sheathing membranous bracts, its segments con-

In variety

ral feet in

* Except in that of the primordial or uppermost flowers of the spike, which
blossoms in the next
first, and bear usually 3-cornered fruit, as do art the

open

tribe.

—

.

^3S

[Polygonum.
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invent, with 5 reddish qompressed glands at the base suvvounding the germen.
Stamens 6, longer than the perianth anthers rose-coloured, their lobes linear,
united only by the insertion of the filament at a single point; pollen whitish, globular.
Styles about as long as the perianth, united about half-way up stii/mas
capitate, rose-coloured.
Germen ovate, compressed.
;

;

2. P. lapathifolium, Ait. ? (vix L.)
Pale-flowered Persicarla.
" Stamens 6, styles 2 distinct, spikes oblong- cylindrical dense
erect, peduncles and perianth glandular and scabrous, acbenes
compressed smooth and shining concave on both sides, leaves
Gvato- lanceolate shortly petiolate, lower stipules not fringed,
upper ones shortly fringed."— Br. Fl. p. 356. E. B. 1. 1383. P.
Persicaria, Wahl. Fl. Suec. i.
P. pensylvanicum, Curt. Fl. Lond.

(excellent).

On rich cultivated or waste ground, dung-hills, &c. frequent. Ft. JulySeptember. 0.
Probably only a permanent variety of the following species, though with characters sufficiently definite and constant to support an opposite opinion.
It may
be distinguished by its generally larger size and broader leaves, which are more
evidently stalked, the peduncles being very rough, whilst in P. Persiearia they
are smooth or nearly so
but this character is subject to considerable variation.
More certain marks are to be found in the total want of the long hairs that fringe
the ochresB in P. Persicaria; in the stalks of the paler more robust spikes, which
are beset with pedicellate glands, making Ihem appear rough all over, and from
which the same part in P. Persicaria is perfectly free.
In this latter the styles
are united for about half their length here they are separate to within a short
distance of their point of insertion.
The nut in the present species differs from
that of P. Persicaria in its much larger size, less pointed form, and in having on
the two equally flattened faces a broad central depression, occupying a great part
of their areas, which in P. Persicaria are quite plane or rather a little convex.
Both species agree in the smoothness of their fruit, but that of P. lapathifolium
appears to be, when ripe, of a paler colour, with considerably less polish nor have
;

;

;

;

I ever observed

it

to take the occasional triquetrous form, as those of

P. Persicaria

do.* The leaves are^omewhat downy beneath
the lower ones indeed, as Curtis
remarks, are usually clothed with a thin cottony pubescence, and the upper
sprinkled with glandular dots.
;

P. Persicaria, L. (in parte). Spotted Persicaria. " Stamens
styles 2
3 connected to the middle, spikes compact ovatooblong cylindrical erect, peduncles nearly smooth, perianth glandular, achene compressed and gibbous on one side or triquetrous,
8.

—

6,

leaves lanceolate (often spotted), stipules lax strongly fringed."
E. B. t. 756. P. biforme, Wahlenh. Fl. Suec.
p. 356.
p. 242.

Br. Fl.

In low,

rich, moist

— September. ©

ground, on ditchbanks and dung-hills

;

common.

i.

Fl. July

Bistorta, L. (Bistort or Snake-weed) has been quite established for
years in the kitchen-garden atWestridge, and, though doubtless introduced
Albert Hambrough, Esq., sends me specimens
there, cannot now be eradicated.
from a wet meadow near the pond at Old Park, where he found it abundantly in

Polygonum

many

1838.

* This however they do occasionally

in the

primordial blossoms.

Polygonum.]
Root very

polygonace^.
Stem

fibrous.

—

erect or
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procumbent below, and rooting at the

joints,

simple or branched, 2 3 feet high, roundish, green or reddish, tapering between
the joints, above each of which it is swollen or enlarged in a bulbous form.
Leaves lanceolate, bright green, almost sessile, waved, acute, quite entire, ciliated
along the edges with short bristly hairs, and having commonly a dark spot, more
or less distinct and sometimes wholly wanting, on their upper side about the centre.
OchrecB much shorter than the internodes, abrupt, with many pale ribs, ending in long fringing hairs.
Spikes on lateral and terminal smooth peduncles, in
colour from bright rose-red to nearly white, hardly above an inch long, ovate and
obtuse.
Segments of the perianth connivent, blunt.
Stamens 6 anthers round,
their lobes not disunited.
Styles mostly 2, sometimes 3, forked, united upwards
for about half their length.
Fruit ovato-acuminate, quite smooth, black and
shining, mostly compressed and 2-edged, but often towards the summit of the
spike are found a few seeds acutely triquetrous, and which, according to Wahlenberg, are the produce of the earlier expanded flowers, which have probably always
3 styles and as many angles to the germen.
;

4. P. Hydropipei; L.
Siting Persicaria. " Stamens 6, styles
2 nearly distinct, spikes lax filiform at first drooping, peduncles
smooth, perianth glandular, achene lenticular compressed dotted
opaque, leayes lanceolate waved, stipules mostly with scattered
glands mostly fringed."—Br-. Fl. p. 357. E. B. t. 989.
In moist places by roadsides, on ditchbanks and in wet meadows abundantly.
;

Fl. August, September.

Fr. September, October.

0.

" Stamens 6,
Small Sweet Persicaria.
to above the middle, spikes slender lax erect,
peduncles smooth, perianth without glands, achene lenticularcompressed smooth and shining, leaves linear-lanceolate plane
very shortly petiolate, stipules ciliated without glands."
Br. Fl.
Curt. Fl. Land.
.E. jB. t. 1043.
Fl. Dan. xiii. i. 2280.
p. 357.
(admirable).
5.

Hud.

P. minus,

styles 2

combined

—

i^/.

August, September.

E. Med.

— Marshes

at

i^V.

September, October.

Sandown, Miss

Lovell, in

©.
whose herbarium

is

an indu-

bitable specimen marked P. Hydropiper.
In very great profusion in the little
drains intersecting the meadows on Sandown level, betwixt the high road from

Ryde and Brading

to

Ventnor, and Lake and Blackpan commons, extending up

I
the valley in front of the latter, and growing intermixed with P. Hydropiper.
was conducted to the spot by Miss Lovell, Sept. 1847.
Stem one or more
Root annual, of many long, whitish, simple, slender fibres.
from the same root, often numerous, from a foot or less to 18 or 20 inches in
length, sometimes ascending or nearly erect, more commonly procumbent and
rooting below at the joints, sometimes quite prostrate, simple or variously and
often very copiously branched, round, slender, very smooth and glabrous, usually
tinged with red, sometimes with the leaves, when growing in comparatively dry
Leaves
open places, all over of a deep purple colour, enlarged above each joint.
alternate, very shortly stalked, almost sessile, narrowly elongato-lanceolate or sublinear, acute, scarcely attenuated at base, but rather rounded at the top of the
very short and broad petiole, widely spreading, horizontal or partly deflexed, the
larger ones about 2
3 inches in length and about half an inch in breadth, bright

—

—

A solitary specimen of this very apocryphal species was
Polygonum mite.
picked by the Rev. G.E. Smith, Sept. 1838, in a lane between Apley and St.
John's, near Kyde !!
I have not succeeded in finding it there since, but have reason to believe that it grows intermixed with P. Persicaria and P. minus in the
marshes of Sandown level.

3k

^^^
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light green above, paler
beneath, raaAed on both sides with depressed dots or
glands, flat or slightly wavy only, their margins minutely spinuloso-ciliate,
thfe

^^'"s uf the leaf very indistinct above, more conspicuous underneath.
n'i'"'
Uchrece close, destitute of transparent glands or dots, membranaceous,
truncate,
with many pellucid ribs, terminating in long fringe-like hairs
or cilise, much more

conspicuous

than in P. Hydropiper from their greater length. Spikes axillary
and terminal, on long compressed peduncles, straight and very slender,
almost
hliform, erect, not drooping or at most slightly nodding,
often interrupted, a
small knot of one or more flowers being commonly found
separated from the
superior and continuous portion of the spike by an interval more
or less remote.
Flowers smaller thjin in P. Hydropiper, somewhat loosely imbricated,
deep rosered
Bracts coloured. Nuts broadly ovate or ovato- elliptical, pointed,
partly and
rather obtusely trigonate, the rest more or less compressed
and lenticular, deep
purplish or brownish black, very smooth and shining.
This species stands in nearly" the same relation to P. Hydropiper
that P dumetorum and P. Convolvulus do to one another.

** Styles
e.

3.

Stamens mostly

v. aviculare,

8.

Fruit triquetrous.

" Flowers axillary."— Br. Fl.

Knot-grass.
Vect. Wire-weed.
"Leaves
much shorter than the internodes with
few distant simple nerves, stem herbaceous, achene about as long
as and covered by the perianth striated with raised
points."—£r
M. p. 354. E. B. t. 1252.
Ij.

elliptic-lanceolate, stipules

a.

^.

Stems
Stems

erect, vei-y slender and wiry.
prostrate, spreading mostly in a circular form
leaves small, crowded.
cornfields, waste places, and by roadsides ; everywhere.
Fl.
Septem;

In
a.

May—

Abundant

Cowes, &c., &c.
Plentiful along the shore between

in corn-stubble, as at

In sandy ground by the sea.
Sea View, 1845.
13.

Eyde and

P. Raii, Bab.

Bay's Knot-grass.
Great Sea Knot-grass.
ochrese 2-lobed ovate acute at length
torn with few uribranched distant nerves, flowers axillary, fruit
very smooth and shining much longer than the perianth. Bahing.
in E. B. Suppl. ii. t. 2085.
Linn. Trans, xvii. t. 458.
P. aviculare c, _Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 238.
P. Roberti, Lois. Br. Fl. p. 854.
7.

Stem procumbent herbaceous,

:

P. maritimum, Ray, Syn. p. 147.

—

In loose sand or dry waste ground by the sea ; occasionally.
FL July September.
0.
E. Med. On the shore between Sea View and the Priory, very sparingly.
W. Med.
On waste ground opposite Plumbley's hotel. Freshwater Gate, and
at Brook I find what I believe to be this species.
A var. of what is probably this species, having remarkably large and broad
obuvate leaves, grows by the pathside above the clifl' of Sandown bay, 1845.
Leaves pale green or somewhat glaucous, mostly longer than the joints of the
much-branched stem except in the lower part.
Ochrem whitish, torn, the laciniae
equal in length to the flowers. Flowers mostly 3 (seldom 5) together in the axils
of the leaves, nearly sessile.
Perianth with a very broad white border.
Fruit
large, smooth, destitute of strise, terminating in a rather acute point, much longer
than the perianth.
Our P. Raii and P. maritimum bear the same relation to each other as Salicornia herbacea to S. radicans, and it is probable that the latter species of both
genera are but perennial varieties of the two former, the stems surviving a mild
winter, and acquiring firmness suflicient to resist two or more returns of frost, and
finally becoming ligneous through age.
Of P. Raii I shall only remark that in

—
—
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the specimens {rathered at Freshwater Gate the fruit partakes in character both of
P. aviculare and that species, being considerably exserted, as in P. Rail, but
finely punctate or striate, under a lens of modeiate power, as in P. aviculare, yet
with considerable glossy lustre.
Whoever will read attentively Mr. Babington's
account in the Suppl. to E. B. will perceive how much ambiguity attaches to the
discrimination of these two species of a genus so notoriously variable as the
present.

*** " Styles

3.

A chene

triquetrous.

Stem

—Br.

erect, twining,

with ci/mose branches."

Fl.

8. P. Convolvuhis, L.
Climbing Buckwheat. Black Bindweed.
" Leaves cordato-sagittate, stem twining angular,
Vect. Lily.*
segments of the perianth bluntly keeled (rarely winged), fruit
opaque striated with minute points."
Br. Fl. p. 355. E. B. t.
941.

—

Segments of the perianth distinctly winged.
In corn aud other cultivated fields, gardens and waste ground a troublesome
weed; also in moist hedges and thickets, not uncommonly.
Fl. July— Septem/3.

;

ber.
/?.

0.
Running up

Dover, Ryde,

pea-sticks in the garden of Williams's at Shanklin.

Wm.

On

the

Wilson Saunders, Esq.
Root slender, branched. Stem slender, much branched, climbing to the length
of several feet upon hedges and bushes, or trailing on the ground in open situations, twisted, roughish and sharply angular or furrowed.
Leaves alternate on the
lower portion of the stem, 2, 3, or 4 together under the flowering branches, cordato-sagittate, their lobes acute, dark green, taper-pointed, thin, sometimes near
the sea a little fleshy. Flowers greenish or reddish, in remote subverticillate clusters of 4
6 or more, on the short lateral branches, which thus become leafy
racemes, finally much interrupted by the elongation of the common axis; lowermost clusters with a single leaf under them, upper ones leafless or nearly so, all
enclosed in a short sheathing bract.
Pedicels smooth, jointed near the flower,
elongated and deflexed in fruit.
Segments of the perianth very obtuse, greenish
at the back, broadly edged with white, three alternate ones larger, enveloping and
in fruit almost concealing the three inner and smaller segments, and having a
white keel down the centre of each, very inconspicuous in a., much broader and
more distinct in /3.
Stamens 8 (or sometimes 6, Sm.), a little connivent; anthers
bright purple, with a rounded granulated protuberance at the back between iheir
very flat lobes poWera white.
(Sf^Ze^i extremely short, closely united (sometimes
only 2, 8m.); stigmas roundish.
Seeds brownish black, opaque and without
polish, more or less acutely triquetrous, rough with short stris or ridges disposed
.'.'.'

—

;

lengthwise.

The var. ^. is remarkable as uniting to the habit and general aspect oi P. Convolvulus much of the character of P. dumetorum, and thus strengthening the suspicion of Wahlenberg (Fl. Suec), that this latler is but a woodland form of the
more common species. The perianth is almost as broadly winged as in my specimens of the true P. dumetorum from Wimbledon in Surrey, liut the wings do
not taper down so decidedly into the pedicel, and though it agrees with P. dumetorum in the elongation of the racemes, the somewhat greater length of the flowerP. Convolvulus, and the very distinct whorls of from 5 to
10 or more flowers, it has not the slender and graceful appearance of that species.
The fruit in our present variety is precisely the same as in the common Ibrm,
except that the faces of the seed are deeply concave, with 3 sharp ridges between
them, an appearance dependant on the imperfect development of albumen in the
The stem
seed, and which cannot therefore be assumed as an absolute character.
is angular, and the leaves are of a thicker texture than in P. dumetorum, in which
stalks thau is usual in

*

And

over the whole county.

THYMELACE^.

[Daphne.

the former

is smooth and the
latter remarkably thin and delicate.
With many
in common between P. Convolvulus
and its varieties and P. dumetorum; it
IS certain that the
latter preserves a peculiarity of aspect and an identity of character highly favourable
to the opinion that they are distinct as species, nor would
anything short of actual proof to the contrary, except
a inowledge of the protean
tendencies of the whole genus to variation,
justify their being united.

pomts

Order

"^mani/f

LXV.

THYMELACE^, Juss.
4—

free, tubular,

often coloured,
5 cleft.
Stamens
tube, definite, when equalling in number the
segments of the perianth opposite to them. Anthers
2-celled,
opening longitudinally. Ovary 1, free, 1-celled,
with 1 pendulous
ovule.
Style 1 and stigma 1, undivided.
Fruit an achene, herry
or drupe.
Seed 1, pendulous. Albumen none, or thin and fleshy.
1-iadicle superior.
Shrubby, without stipules."— 5r. Fl.
_

upon the

inserted

I. Daphne, Linn.
Laurel.
Perianth single, often coloured, 4-fid. Stamens

Fruit a

8.

berry.
Elegant evergreen or deciduous shrubs, of rather
humble growth, with tough
pliant branches, purple, white or greenish
flowers, which often appear in early
spring, and are highly fragrant.
Berries red or black, and with the bark possesintense acrimony.

mg

D. Laureola, L.
1.
Spurge Laurel.
Vect. Copse or Wood
Laurel.
Eacemes axillary drooping about 6 10 flowered, leaves
obovato-lanceolate attenuated below glabrous evergreen. Sm. E.
Fl. ii. 229.
Br. Fl. p. 361.
Bab. Man. 261.
E. B. ii. t. 119.

—

Loud. Arb. Brit.

iii. 1309, fig. 1183.
Jacq. Fl. Aust. Icon. ii. 49,
183.
Lind. Syn. 209.
In woods, thickets, groves and shady hedgerows, on a damp clay (more rarely
chalky) soil, principally in East Medina and the neighbourhood of Byde; fre-

t.

quent.

-F/.

E. Med.

January— April,

— In

i^r.

June, July.

Ij.

Quarr copse. Shore copse, and by the roadside (right-hand one)
from Quarr abbey to the Fish-houses, frequent.
In the lane between Binstead
church and the Newport road, sparingly.
About Ninhaui farm and many other
places about Hyde, but nowhere abundantly.
Frequent in thickets and hedgebanks by the roadside between Ryde and Ashey, just before coming to Aldermoor
heath. Amongst the trees between the pond and the lodge of Kyde house, also in
the hollow or dell by the brickfield at Brooklands, Binstead, but very sparingly
Wooded bank betweeu Brading and Nunwell. Below Apley
in both places.
house.
On the bank at the top of a sloping field immediately above Span farm,

Fayopyrum esculentum (Buckwheat

or Brank),

occurs in

places, the remains of or a stray from cultivation, being largely

pheasants, but

is

and waste

grown

as food for

scarcely naturalized here.

The English name Buckwheat

mm,

fields

is

an exact

translation of the Latin

Fagopy-

a Greek derivation from ipnyoj and ttu^o;, i, e., Beech-wheat, Buck
weilzen in German, having nothing to do with deer, and as little apparent connexion with the tree whose name it bears, except it be from the resemblance of
its

itself

seed to those of the beech-tree.

Daphne.]
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and in an adjoining part of Appuldurcombe park, in a wooded hollow just within
the wall on the S. side of the park, in both places rather plentifully, 1844.
A
plant or two near Godshill, on the E. side, 1843.
In the patches of copse S.E.
and E. of Aldermoor moor, frequent, 1845. In the large copse on the E. bank of

Wootton

by Ash-Lodge farm.
Common in the first large coppice on the
Wootton river at its mouth, stretching along the shore towards King's
quay, 1846.
On the hedgebank by the roadside between Aldermoor heath and
Smallbruok farm, 1845. Very frequent, and in some parts even abundant, in the
large irregular copse between Ninham farm and the Newport road (called
Puckett's ?), as well as in the adjoining coppices and hedgebanks. On the high bank
by the roadside between Merston and Arreton, near the former (on green? sand),
in some plenty, 1845.
On Watch-house point, and on slipped clay-banks and in
woods by the sea at the Priory, 1846.
By the Pulpit Book, and" wood between
Sleephill and St. Lawrence, Albert Hambrough', Esq. !!'.
In St. Boniface copse
(opposite St. Boniface cottage), in considerable plenty, Miss Hadfield !
W. Med. On Carisbrooke-castle hill, amongst the trees on the East and North
sides, sparingly, and amongst bushes at the upper end of the plantation of beeches
in Stopler's copse, between Yarmouth and Thorley, 1846.
An elegant evergreen shrub, from about 2 to 4 feet high, quite glabrous. Root
of several long stout fibres, covered with a thick, fleshy and succulent bark.
Stems one or more, erect, or when numerous often spreading and ascending at the

W.

river,

side of

—

base, seldom above the thickness of the finger, nearly simple or with a few long,
slender, erect, rounded and very tough branches, that are leafless and scarred

.

below, aud covered like the stem with a thick extremely acrid bark, and a smooth
ash-gray cuticle.
Leaves persistent, leathery, scattered towards the extremities of
the branches, crowded at their summits into spreading circular tufts, remarked as
giving a palm-like aspect to this shrub, partly a little drooping and recurved at
their tips, ohovato-lanceolate, or attenuated into their petioles so gradually as to
be broadest considerably above the middle, 4 or 5 inches long, dark shining green
above, paler beneath, obscurely veined, with a strong midrib, their margins quite
entire and slightly inflexed.
Flowers half-hidden amongst the leaves, in short,
lax or drooping, axillary clusters of from 6 to 10 or more, very shortly pedicellate,
pale yellowish green, with a sweet saffron or cowslip scent, very perceptible in
moist mild weather.
Perianth half an inch in length, slender, cylindrical, the
limb cleft into 4 short, ovate, rather acute, spreading segments, each flower subtended by a greenish, ovato-oblong and concave bract, shorter than the flower and
deciduous.
Slainens included, in two distant rows on the tube of the perianth
anthers orange-coloured, as is the coarse globular ^o//e»
4 of them just visible at
the mouth of the tube, 2-celled, introrse.
Style extremely short; stigma peltatocapitate, bristly.
Ovary smooth.
Fruit (drupe) bluish or purplish black, ovoid,
Seed (nut) dark green, obovoid, pointed at
about 4|- lines in length, very juicy.
one end, the albumen very acrid.
The Spurge Laurel is universally cultivated in gardens and shrubberies for its
rich dark-green foliage, where it forms a low but spreading tufted bush, superior
perhaps in beauty to the equally common but foreign D.pontica, distinguished by
its brown bark, ovato-elliptical leaves, erect terminal racemes and very long acuDaphne Laureola thrives well on cold clay soils and
minate perianth-segments.
under the drip of trees is a great lover of shade, the leaves assuming a sickly
yellow and curled appearance on exposure to sun in the open border. It is much
sought for by nurserymen as a stock on which to graft the less hardy species,
The Kev.
whereby its existence in our hedges and thickets is often endangered.
G. E. Smith tells me that the Spurge Laurel is collected in large quantity from
the woods in Sussex, by persons who go at stated periods round the country for
that purpose, and supply the markets at Portsmouth and Chichester, where it is
sold as a horse medicine, but he was unable to ascertain in what manner or for
what diseases it was employed, probably, like Hellehorus fcetidus, as a counterIt is
irritant, for which the bark, from its excessive acrimony, is well adapted.
however worthy of remark that the pulp of the fruit, which is not very plentifully
produced on this side of the water, is perfectly bland and innocuous, whilst the
;

,•

;

—
^^^

santalacejE.

nut or kernel

[Thesium.

as acrimonious as

any part of the plant, a fact which applies
Daphne, the well-known and fragrant
Mezereon of the gardens, which are swallowed with impunity by birds, since the
kernel is passed by them unbroken.
I once found a flower of the Spurge Laurel with 6 divisions, including within
a single perianth a double set of stamens and two ovaries, perfectly distinct, yet
without any appearance as if two of the blossoms had cohered and grown
equally to

Ihe"^

is

berries of our other British

together.

Order LXVI.

SANTALACE.^,

" Perianth adnate with the ovary

R. Br.

—

its limb 3
5 cleft, with valvate aestivation.
Stamens 3 5, opposite to the segments of the
perianth, epigynous.
Ovary 1 -celled, with 1—4 ovules, pendulous from near the summit of a free centrsl placenta.
Style 1.

—

;

Stigma often lobed.

Fruit hard, dry, and somewhat drupaceous,
1-seeded.
Albumen fleshy, with the embryo in its axis.
Trees,
shrubs, or herbaceous plants. Leaves alternate or nearly so, without stipules. Flowers small." Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

" Perianth 4

—

Thesium, Linn.

Toadflax.

Stamens with a small fascicle
Stigma simple.
Drupe crowned with the

5 cleft, persistent.

of hairs at their base.
persistent perianth."

Br. Fl.

" Stems
T. linophyllum, L. Lint-leaved Bastard Toadflax.
procumbent or ascending, leaves hnear - lanceolate 1 - nerved,
racemes simple or panicled leafy, peduncles and pedicels with
three bracteas, pedicels usually as long as the flower in fruit
spreading their angles and the edges of the bracteas and upper
leaves denticulato-scabrous, fruit oval-oblong."
Br. Fl. p. 862.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 338.
Litid. Syn. p. 208.
E. B. iv. t. 247.
T.
1.

—

humifusum, D.G.
On dry, open, mostly

—August.

E. Med.

hilly

and chalky pastures and banks ; ftequent.

Fl.

June

11.

— On Ashey down.

On

chalky banks facing the sea at Ventnor, Miss

—

In the manner described above solitary specimens of the
are occasionally found disseminated in woods and thickets of this island.
single small plant was found in a moist brambly thicket about a quarter of
specimen had been found
a mile W. of Wacklands, by Mr. Thatcher, 1845 !!1
some years previously at Apse castle by Mrs. Cheverton, of Apse farm, and by
Such an occurher transplanted into the garden there, where I saw it growing.

Daphne Mezereum.

Mezereon

A

A

rence however is so rare as to preclude all idea of its being a native here, although
apparently truly indigenous to the woods of the interior of Hants, Dorset and
Sussex, where however it is seldom allowed to remain undisturbed, from being
dug up by the cottagers for sale or to plant in their gardens. Though quite a
northern species, ranging even to Lapland, the Mezereon is a shrub rather of
eastern and continental than of western Europe, avoiding a maritime coast climate hence it is absent from Scotland and the western half of England, nor
;

does Ireland produce either of our British Daphnes.

—
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G. Kilderbee !!! Common on the downs about Ventnor, Dr. Martin!!!
Batiks
near Brading, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
[Bembridge down, A. G. More, Esq., Edi-s.]
S. Med.
In the Lenten-field pit, by Carisbiooke. In the sand on the spit at
Norton. On grassy slopes between the woods in the valley near Bowledge, pretty
plentifully, 1843.
Freshwater down. Rev. G. E. Smith
Banks near Colwell,
Afton and Freshwater downs, in great abundance, Mr. W. D. Snooke.
Chalkcliffs on the S. side of the Isle of Wight, Dr. Stokes, Bot. Guide.
The prostrate form, growing on banks facing ihe sea at Ventnor, is probably
the var. jS. humifusum of Duby's Synopsis, the T. humifusum of D.C., 'Flore

—

.'.'.'

Frangaise.'

Root parasitic on various plants, according to Mr. Mitten,* thick and woody,
yellowish and branched.
Stems very numerous, much branched from the base,
slender, solid, furrowed and angular, from 6 to 18 inches long or even more, forming dense procumbent tufts, spreading chiefly on one side or in a fan-shaped manner, when growing amongst taller plants erect or ascending at their extremities.
Leaves alternate or scattered, distant, nearly erect, grayish green or turning to
yellowish green when old, an inch in length, linear, very narrow, plane above,
fleshy, submucronate, quite entire, with rough cartilaginous edges, a little
incurved, with a single stout midrib imbedded in the substance of the leaf and
projecting into a blunt keel on its rather convex under side. Flowers small,
white, rather distant, on diverging roughish pedicels several times their own
length, forming a rather long terminal raceme, each flower with 3 unequal bracts
beneath it, like the leaves but smaller, the outer one the largest.
Perianth cleft
about half-way down into 5 acute, white, fleshy, triangular segments with green
backs, each with a single tooth-like process on either side at its base.
Stamens
5, inserted at the base of the segments and opposite to them on the top of the
green glandular portion or lower half of the perianth, iheh filaments very short
and a little connivent, each having near it and just above its insertion a small
bundle of glandular hairs reaching upwards to the anthers, but, though in contact,
not appearing united with the latter.
Sti/le short, thick, angular, crowning the
germen, which is half-buried in the short fleshy tube of the calyx ; stigma roundish, granulated, 2-, 3-, or 4-lobed, often entire, scarcely cloven as described by
Smith and in the bad figure of this part in E. B., hut simply furrowed or chinked
transversely.

The Rev. G.
lil'erous

E. Smith remarks that this plant occurs very frequently with proextremities at Ventnor.

Order LXVII.

EUPHOEBIACEiE,

Juss.

—

" Anthers and pistils in distinct flowers.
Perianth free, 3
more) cleft, or wanting. Barren flowers : Stamens 1 or many.
Ovary 1, 2
3 celled.
Fertile flowers :
Anthers 2-celled.
Ovules solitary or in pairs, pendulous. Styles 2 3. Stigmas
Capsule of 2 3, 1- or 3-seeded
2
3, 2-lobed or compound.
united carpels, usually bursting and separating with elasticity
from the common axis, sometimes indehiscent or nearly so.
Seeds suspended. Embryo
the axis of a fleshy albumen ; cotyledons large, flat radicle superior.
Stems herbaceous or woody.
Leaves alternate, opposite or whorled, sometimes none." Br. 'Fl.
(or

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

m

—

;

See

'

London Journal of Botany

'

for 1847.

—
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;
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SANTALACEiE.

EuPHOEPiA, Linn.

I.

Dioecious or moncecious.

—
anthers of 2 globose lobes.
Filaments 2 —
Stamens

tripartite.

9

Spurge.

— Barren flowers —Perianth
without any rudiment of an ovary
—Perianth
Fertile

single,

:

12,

floivers

single, tri-

:

Styles 3, simple.
without anthers.
Capsule 8-celled ; cells 1-seeded, bursting at the back.
The capsules of this genus, when ripe and kept in a warm dry atmosphere, continue for many days to discharge the seed elastically to a considerable distance,
bursting to pieces irregularly, with a sharp crackling noise, like so many little
shells.
The same may also be observed in Mercurialis, a genus closely allied to

partite.

3,

the present, and in others of the same natural family.

A. Leaves furnished with

E.

1.

Stems prostrate. Involucres solitary axillary
or in the forks of the branches.

stipules.

Peplis, L.

,

Purple Spurge.

Br. Fl.

E. B.

p. 366.

t.

2002.

—

On sandy sea-shores very rare. i^/. July September. ©.
In Sandown bay, J. S. Mill, Esq. !
The only specimen gathered by Mr. Mill in the above locality, the most
easterly station yet recorded for this rare species in Britain, has been kindly presented to me by that gentleman (together with examples of Cladium Mariscus,
also discovered by him in this island some years ago).
The Rev. G. E. Smith
also believes he fonnerly gathered this species in the above locality.
"Remarkable for its procumbent stems of a glaucous hue much tinged with
purple and stipuled leaves." Br. Fl.
;

—

B. Leaves without

stipules.

Stems

erect or ascending, the flowering ones umbellate

above.
a.

Leaves scattered or alternate.

* Glands of the involucre rounded.

Sun Spurge. Wartwort. "Umbel of 5
2. ^. helioscopia, L.
principal 8 -fid and bifid branches, bracteas and leaves membranaceous obovato-cuneate serrated upwards, capsule glabrous, seeds
E. B. t. 883.
reticulated and pitted."— -Br. Fl. p. 366.
In waste and cultivated ground, cornfields, neglected gardens, &e.
/V.July October (occasionally in spring). 0.

—

weed.

;

common

a

The present as well as the following species are frequent in cultivated places in
Canada and the northern parts of the United States. I have noticed them about
Quebec and Montreal.
" Umbel
Broad-leaved Warty Spurge.
E. platyphylla, L.
bracteas
cordate,
bifid
branches,
of about 5 principal 3-fid and
3.

leaves

membranaceous broadly obovato-lanceolate acute

finely

serrulate, glands of the involucre (yellow) oval, capsule warted,
seeds smooth (brownish)." Br. Fl. p. 867. E. stricta, L. E.B.
:

t.
t.

Jacquin,
383 (starved specimens).
376 (descr. prsestantissima).
In

cornfields, waste

—
—

in the field betwixt

Ear. Fl. Aust.

and cultivated ground, and by roadsides

June October.
E. Med. Rather frequent about Ryde,

Fl.

Ic. Plant.

;

iv.

not uncommonly.

.

as near Fishbourne,

Quart copse and the farm.

and by the footpath

Amongst the wheat

in afield

Eitphorbia.]
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Westlirooke farm, between Rvde and Nettlestone, and remarkably fine and abundant in a corn-field by Beaper's farm, between Eyde and Brading. Fields above
the new church at E. Cowes.
In a large field a little S. of Beanacve farm,
between Long Phillis and Inwards coppice, plentiful but of diminutive size, 1844.
Copse on the W. side of the Wootton river at its mouth, 1845.
Wheat-field
between Preslwood and Smallbroot farm, 1849. About Brading, B. T. W.
W. Med. Corn-fields at Thorley and by Shalcombe. Near Ganson's, by Gatcombe. Cornfields near W. Cowes, not un frequent. Between Yarmouth and
Ningwood, in a field of oats, most abundantly, 1840. About Colwell, B. T. W.
Plant copiously secreting an acrid, glutinous, milky latex, and excepting the
leaves and bracts perfectly smooth and glabrous.
Root annual, whitish, long,
slender, tapering and flexuose, with horizontal simple or branching fibres.
Slem solitary, erect or, slightly ascending at the very base, from a foot or
less to 18 or 20 inches high, later in the year often attaining to 3 feet, round,
hollow, quite smooth and glabrous, simple below or very commonly with a
pair of opposite ascending branches from the very bottom, which towards
the end of the summer attain very nearly the height of the main stem,
become, like that, much expanded at top, firm and harder in texture, and frequently assuming a blight coral-red colour.
Leaves alternate or scattered and
somewhat remote, pale grayish, bluish or whitish green, faintly nerved, thin and
flexile, spreading or partly deflexed and decurved, on extremely short almost
obsolete petioles, from which the leaf is extended nearly at a right angle, as
remarked by Jacquin, 1. s. c. central stem-leaves the largest, from about 1^ to 2
or 2\ inches in length and from 5 to 8 or 9 lines in width, elongato-oblong or
elongato-obovale, the superior leaves elongate -lanceolate, the lowermost much
smaller, more or less truly obovate, attenuated into the petiole, entire and often
glabrous, rounded or retuse; all the rest pointed, minutely and acutely serrulate,
particularly on their upper half, glabrous or very nearly so above, clothed beneath
with extremely fine, soft, erect hairs, rounded and subcordate or auricled at base,
those above the middle of the stem bearing flowering peduncles, those below its
centre short leafy shoots or branches in their axils, which are partly embraced by
the petioles and the cordate bases of the leaves.
Umbels of the main stem and
lateral basal branches large, spreading, about 5 times forked or compounded, the
flowers of the two ultimate divisions very shortly stalked, or in the fifth and highest
quite sessile and reclining in the cup-like folded bracts primary rays mostly 5,
sometimes 3, with an abortive flower in their centre of the secondary umbels
3, 4, or 5, the central flower mostly perfect, tertiary and subsequent divisions bifid
or 2-rayed, also bearing perfect flowers between them umbels of the lateral peBracts of the main dividuncles mostly 3-rayed, twice or thrice compounded.
sions of the terminal umbel like the upper leaves in shape and colour, those of the
secondary and subsequent divisions of that and of the lateral umbels yellowish
green, varying as they ascend from ovato-elliptical to broadly ovate and in the
highest cordate, mucronato-apiculate, serrulate, sparingly pilose or even glabrous
Glands of the involucre first green, then dull orange, truly oval or
underneath.
Anthers green, of 2 obovoid, flatsuborbicular, depresso-punctate, nectariferous.
Styles 3, erect, greenish, bifid, subtish, diverging lobes; pollen amber-yellow.
Capsules small, globose, with 6 furrows,
globose, yellowish and viscid at apex.
the intermediate lobes or faces closely beset with wart-like granulations.
E. platyphylla, when allowed to reach its full dimensions in autumn, in which
state it is often 3 feet high, with the main umbel more than a foot wide, and those
of the twin branches nearly as broad, is one of the most elegant of British plants,
from its regularity of growth, the bright red of its shining stem and branches, the
delicate green of its leaves, and graceful slenderness of its habit.
I have gathered this species by roadsides near Montreal in plenty.

—

;

;

;

;

.3l

•^

[EuphorMa.

EUPHOEBiACEjE.
** Glands of
J

the involucre pointed or angular.

Bracts united at the base.

E. amygdaloides, L.
Wood Spurge. " Umbel of about 5 or
branches and several scattered peduncles below, leaves
nearly membranaceous obovato-lanceolate hairy beneath attenuated at the base entire, glands of the involucre (yellow) lunate
with 2 horns, capsules minutely tuberculate glabrous, seeds
4.

6 principal

smooth."— fir.

Fl. p. 369.
E. B. t. 256. E. sylvatica, L. BerFl. Ital. V. p. 97.
A beautiful and abundant species in woods, thickets, and along moist hedges
throughout the island, i^/. April— June. i^r. June, July. 2(.
Root perennial, thiol, woody, blackish brown externally, emitting several creeping often much-branched fibres, and, like the rest of the plant, milky. Stems
several in the larger plants very numerous, about
2 feet high, branched chiefly
at the base, simple above, round and slender, erect
or a little ascending at their
origin, sometimes tortuous, tough, woody, scarred,
leafless and of a fine coral-red
or purple below, and glabrous or nearly so, hollow,
leafy, succulent and finely
downy towards the summit with almost wooUy hairs, perishing after having
:

tol.

once flowered or biennial.
Leaves numerous, alternate or scattered, quite entire,
persistent through the winter, those of the barren or first year's shoots obovatooblong or obovato-lanceolate, from about 2 to 4 inches in length, pale grayish
green, soft and flexile, rosulate, downy on both sides ; those of the flowering stems
similar in form, but usually smaller and shorter, firmer or subcoriaceous, dart
green, shining and nearly or quite glabrous above, crowded towards the summit
of the stem, the uppermost smaller and partly erect, those lower down becoming
larger and in turn patent, spreading or deflexed, with recurved tips ; all the leaves
obtuse or very slightly pointed, very gradually tapered into the petiole, often

tinged of a fine purple beneath, and with their margins somewhat deflexed
or involute, obscurely veined, with a strong pale green midrib; the uppermost on
the flowering stems bractescent or subtending the scattered peduncles, elliptical,
oblongo-elliptical or even obovate, apiculate or slightly retuse, sessile or nearly so.
Dinbel terminal from the leafy apex of the previous year's shoots, drooping before
expansion, afterwards erect, forming with the numerous scattered peduncles
beneath it an oblong, round-topped, subcorymbose panicle of from 8 or 9 to 12
inches in length principal rays from 5 to 8 or 10, subglabrous, once or twice
dichotomously forked at the summit, and bearing at each bifurcation a large, pale
yellowisli green, glabrous, circular, perfoliate bract, partially cleft or divided laterally into 2 semiorbicular segments, at first capped or concave, afterwards flat (the
margins of the sinus forming small, rounded, overlapping lobes), retuse or slightly
apiculate at the point of its greatest diameter, and mostly carrying a solitary
flower in its centre or in the angle of the fork it subtends similar bracts accompany the divisions of the scattered accessory or inferior peduncles. General involucre usually of as many obovate, elliptical or oblong 'Sessile leaflets as there are
Glands
rays to the umbel, a little hairy, rather unequal, green like the leaves.
lunate, glabrous, greenish yellow, sometimes of a beautiful purple or orange,
somewhat bluntly toothed or crenate here and there, surrounding 3 or 4 staminate
florets and 1 pistillate one, besides a number of imperfect staminate ones conStyle nearly erect, bifid
cealed in the woolly interior of the urceolate involucre.
at the summit, the lobes divaricate, thickened or glandular, slightly reflexed.
Capsules small, green, very deeply and bluntly 3-lobed, glaGermen glabrous.
Seeds oblongo - rotundate, pale ashy gray,
brous, finely granulate, scabrous.
smooth and glabrous, under a high magnifier minutely punctate, tipped with the
small, roundish, lobed and depressed caruncle, of a waxy white colour.
The earliest of all our Spurges, in very mild seasons beginning to flower as
It has not yet been found wild in Scotland, and
early as January or February.
;

:

appears to be very rare in Ireland.

—
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Bracts distinct at the base.

" Umbel with about
5. "E. portlandiea, h.
Portland Spurge.
5 principal dichotomous branches and several inferior scattered
ones, bracteas triangular-cordate, leaves membranaceous obovatolanceolate generally obtuse and submucronate, glands of the involucre (4) lunate with 2 long points, capsule rough at the angles,
seeds dotted (almost white)." Br. Fl. p. 368. E. B. t. 441.
On rocVs and cliffs by the sea, also on the beach itself, as well as occasionally
in woods and thickets along the shore; very rare with us.
August.
Fl. June

—

—

E. Med.
Plentiful on steep banks and cliffs at the N. E. extremity of San-,
down bay, as noticed in B. T. W., the only station I am yet acquainted with.
The plant, which is there of humble growth, occurs most frequeully on the
chalk just at its junction with the green sandstone.
["It attains a largo size on
the crumbled chalk at the foot of the Culvers," A. G. More, Esq., Edvs.]
Herb very milky aud acrid. Root long, tough, woody and flexuose, scarcely
branched, whitish.
Stems very numerous, forming a dense, roundish, spreading
tuft, often of considerable diameter, round, slender, ascending and somewhat
woody, about a foot high, purplish at the base or often entirely ooral-red. Leaves
numerous, small, scattered, sessile, erect or spreading, entire, pale glaucous-green,
oblong or obovate, with a single prominent rib beneath, ending in a small
deflexed point, soon falling from and leaving the lower poilion of the stems bare
and scarred. Umbels terminal, of 5 principal compressed rays, with mostly a few
scattered peduncles beneath it, which, as well as those of the principal umbel, are
dichotomously branched at the summit.
General involucre roundish ovate, partial ones rotundato-cordale or subrhomboidal, mucionate, in all my specimens
very obtuse, though said in E. B. to be pointed.
Glands 4, lunate, dull orange,
with incurved points, one of which is often either smaller or quite wanting ; sometimes both are deficient, as I find not unfrequently the case in the specimens
before me.
Stamens very deciduous. Styles 3, nearly erect, deeply cleft ; stigmas
simple, glandular, yellowish.
Capsules small, very obtusely 3-lobed, granulatoscabrous, especially about the angles.
Seeds roundish, varying from reddish
brown to grayish white, with a linear chink or furrow on one side when ripe,
finely punctate, dimpled and carunculate.
This species, though widely diffused in Britain, is nowhere seen on our eastern coasts beyond Dover.
It is generally rare in other parts of Europe, though
common in Brittany, and according to Fortenschlag found also in Dalmatia.

" Umbel of
6.
E. Peplus, L. Petty Spurge.
Wartweed.
about 3 principal branches, bracteas ovate, leaves membranaceous broadly obovate on short stalks entire glabrous, glands of
the involucre lunate the horns very long, germen somewhat
E. B. t.
winged and scabrous, seeds dotted."
Br. Fl. p. 369.

—

959.
In cultivated and waste ground, especially about towns at the close of summer
Fl. July
November. 0.
Frequent about Ryde in neglected gardens.
A bushy, glabrous, milky and acrid herb. Root whitish, tapering, branched,
with numerous slender fibres. Stem 6—12 inches high, erect or reclining, usually
dividing into 3 principal branches, round, smooth, and mostly tinged with purLeaves bright pale green,
plish red, copiously and dichotomously ramified above.
slightly glaucous, sometimes tinged with purple, thin aud membranous, a little
concave, obovate, quite entire, obtuse or slightly pointed, sometimes a little emarginate at ihe apex or mucronulate, those of the main stem few, scattered, caducous, petiolate: at the forks of the branches opposite or 3 together, on shorter

common.

—

—
^^^

EDPHOKBiAOB^.

[Eiiphorhia.

stalks or quite sessile and oblique at
Umbds very small, terminal,
the base.
repeatedly di-trichotomnus. Flowers very minute, scarcely above a line in breadth,
yellowish green.
Bracts ovato-cordate, apiculate, concave.
Glands of the invotucre 4, lunate, greenish, deeply pitted, with 2 long, slender, incurved white hairs.
Lobes of the involucre erect, ciliated. Anther-veils spherical, bursting by a transverse fissure.
Styles short, erect, deeply cleft, very obtuse.
Capsules extremely
small, glabrous, with a double, narrow, undulated and rugose wing or border at
each angle. Seeds prismatic, truncate, light gray or ash-colour.
I have remarked a monstrous form, in which some of the ovaria were converted
into a long horn-shaped excrescence surmounted by the styles.
The juice of this
species, as of E. helioscopia, is employed to destroy warts.

7. E. exigua, L.
Divarf Spurge. " Umbel of generally 3 principal forked branches, leaves linear-lanceolate as well as the bracteas rather rigid entire glabrous often truncate and mucronate,

glands of the involucre roundish with two horns, capsules nearly
smooth slightly tuberculate on the angles, seeds angular wrinkled
or reticulated." Br.Fl. p. 369. E. B. t. 1336.
In corn-fields, cultivated and waste ground, in every part of the island; abunFl. July— November.
©.
smallest and most branched of our Spurges, characterized by the linear
and pointed involucres.
Capsules small, bluntly trigonate, smooth or a little roughish at the angles only.
Seeds light ash-gray or partly clay-coloured, ovato-oblong or roundish, angular,
with a dark line down the inner corner like a suture, their lower end tipped with
a white heart-shaped carunculus, deeply muricato-rugose all over.

dantly.

The

b.

Leaves opposite, decussate.

*8. TL. Lathuris,L.
Caper Spurge. Yect. Caper-bush. "Umbel of 3
4 principal bifid branches, bracteas cordato- acuminate,
leaves submembranaceous entire 4-farious on the first year's stem
oblong-lanceolate and. cordate at the base on the second year's
shoot, glands of the involucre bluntly lunate, germen glabrous,
seeds rough."— 5r Fl. p. 369. E. B. t. 2255.

—

In waste and garden-ground amongst potatoes, and by roadsides near houses,
" F/. June, July.
occasionally scarcely wild.
^ ." Br.Fl.
Nut lery unfrequent about Ryde, as on the Dover and in the fruit-gardens
at Si. Jolm's.
At Binstead, Cowes, St. Lawrence, &o., coming up spontaneously from seed where it has not been previously cultivated, but unquestionably escaped from cottage-gardens, where it is very common, and when once
introduced not easily eradicated. It is however certainly indigenous to many
parts of Britain, appearing in newly thinned copses.
Root tapering. Stem upright, round, smooth, hollow, very milky, 2 .3 feet
high or more. Leaves opposite, placed so closely together as to appear in whorls
of 4, each pair standing at right angles to the next pair above and below it, all
sessile, smooth, with a white midrib, the upper ones oblong-lanceolate, gradually
;

—

—

Umbel
diminishing downwards, the lowermost linear, deflexed and crowded.
solitary, terminal, forked, with 4 principal branches, its ultimate divisions in
Bracts cordate, acute, very large, quite concealing the uppermost flowers.
threes.
Glands of the involucre 4, luuate, with 2 round distant lobes: between the glands
of the involucre are as many membranous expansions of the latter (lobes of the
involucre), which are ovalo-acute, and have all the appearance of petals enclosing,
like them, the parts of fructification, and to which the glands stand much in the
Styles 3, grooved, spreading; stigmas cleft, obtuse.
relation of an outer perianth.
Capsule very large, globular, 6-furrowed, quite smooth, as are the 3 oblong seeds.

—
Mercurialis.]

:

—

;

euphoebiace.'e.

II.

Mercueialis, Linn.
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Mercury.

—
—

"Dioecious or uioncecious.— Barren flowers
Perianth single,
tripartite.
Stamens 9 12, without any rudiment of an ovary
anthers of 3 globose lobes.
Fertile flowers:
Perianth single,
tripartite.
Filaments 3 3, without anthers. Styles 2, single.
Capsiole 2 -celled; cells 1-seeded, bursting at the back."
Br. Fl.

—
—
—

1.

M.

perennis, L.

Perennial or Dog's Mercury.

"Dioecious,

stem perfectly simple, leaves
Br. Fl. p. 365. E. B. t. 1873.

fertile flowers in stalked lax spikes,

rough, root creeping perennial."

In woods, gloves, and on moist shady hedgebanks abundantly. Fl. February
—April. Tf..
About Kyde, at St. John's, Apley, in Quarr copse, &c. Profusely in all the
woods about Shanklin, Appuldurcomhe, in the park at Swainston, &c., &c.
The tender green herbage of the Dog's Mercury is nearly the first to appear
above ground in spring, and is almost persistent in mild winters. Root or rather
rhizoma slender, terete, white or reddish, creeping horizontally, giving off at
intervals bundles of branching and partly downy fibres, which again strike out at
ri){ht angles to its course.
Stems one or two, seldom more from the same root,
from about 10 to 15 inches high, erect, solid, rounded, slightly and oppositely
winged between the tumid joints and on the same side with the leaves, roughish,
;

especially above, with short, stiff, spreading hairs, their lower joint or two leafless.
Leaves 2, 3, or 4 inches long, opposite, distant, the lowermost pair much smaller
than the rest and very remote, the middle pairs largest, the uppermost again dimi-

nished in size, ovate or ovato-lanceolate, acute or even acuminate, closely and
evenly crenato-serrate, the serratures thickened, incurved, and obliquely tipped
with a minute pellucid gland, deep green and often somewhat shining, fluxile,
strongly veined, roughish on both sides with short, simple, erect pubescence.
Petioles scarcely an inch long at most, semiterete, hairy and grooved.
Stipules
small, triangular-lanceolate, quite entire, deflexed, a pair at the base of each
petiole on its upper side, and between which in the axils of the lowermost pair of
leaves is a rudimentary flower-stalk like a greenish gland. Floiper-spilces axillary,
solitary, simple, wanting in the lowermost pair of leaves, and occasionally there
is one deficient in some of the upper pairs, erect, slender, furrowed, angular,
naked for a great part of their length, those of the staminate plant mostly as long
as or longer than the leaves, many-flowered of the pistillate plant much shorter,
almost concealed by the leaves and few-flowered.
Staminate flowers in small,
sessile, alternate, somewhat remote clusters, each blossom very shortly pedicellate,
subtended by ovate bracts, of which there is one much larger iramediiktely under
Perianth deeply cleft into 3 roundish, ovate, concave, green
each- cluster.
;

Euphorbia Cyparissias

is

—

plentifully naturalized in the shrubbery at

North-

wood park, W. Cowes, the residence of the late George Henry Ward, Esq. Miss
G. E. Kilderbee
E. pilosaP The Rev. G. E. Smith recollects gathering a species of Euphorbia
with hairy fruit some years ago in a wood along the shore W. of Ryde, which, as
far as his memory serves, agreed with specimens of E. pilosa since seen by him at
Oxford. Nothing of the kind has fallen in my way there yet.
:

.'.'.'

—

—

This species, formerly a stranger to the Isle of Wight, was
\E. Paralias.
sown by our lamented author in 1848, on the sandy spits of St. Helens in the
East Medina, and of Norton, near Freshwater, in the West Medina. In the former place it has now been observed by Dr. Bell-Salter for several years, occurring
with increasing frequency all along the shore at the foot of the sandbanks on the
side towards the open sea above the shingle.

—Edrs:]

Vide Phytol.

vol.

iii.

p. 820.

—
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EUPHOEBiACE*.

;.

[Mercurialis

—

segments, glabrous. Stamens about 9 12, clustered in the centre of the flower and
about as long as the segments, unaccompanied by any rudimentary germen
anthers greenish yellow, of 2 globular lobes united at the back by a thick connectivum and bursting along the centre of their superior half; pollen yellow.
Pistillate Jlowers few, subsolitary, on bracteated pedicels like the staminate but rather
longer.
Perianth as in those. Germera com presso-globose,2-lobed, setoso-hispid,
having on either side between the lobes at their base, and inserted on the perianth, an erect, deciduous, awl-shaped process, dilating at the bottom and somewhat bristly, that has been termed a nectary for want of a better name, though
conjectured to be abortive stamens I have however once or twice observed them
to secrete a drop of fluid.
Style deeply cleft, the segments thick, recurved, rough
with notched, pellucid, glandular crests or ridges, beneath green.
Capsules dark
brown, hispid and tubercular, of 2 globose often unequal lobes the size of peppercorns, with a longitudinal suture, but bursting in pieces elastically.
Seeds large,
globular, with a small pointed protuberance, at first dark brown, dotted with
small shallow depressions, and covered with a thin membrane or tunic, which
adheres firmly to the quite ripe seed, which then becomes light gray and wrinkled.
The Miss Sibleys, of Hall Place, near West Meon, inform me that cows greedily
devour the herbage of M.perennis, when it is within their reach, without injury to
themselves, though reputed poisonous to cattle and the human species.
See
Gardiner, 'Flora of Forfarshire,' p. 160.
The plant turns partially blue in drying, and perhaps contains indigo or some
analogous principle, which after vitality is extinguished absorbs oxygen, and
becomes apparent by precipitation in the vegetable tissue.
Yet the attempts of
Mr.
of Glasgow, to obtain a permanent colouring matter or dyestuff from it have failed of success.
This, like the next species, the Rev. Hugh
Davies has seen quite monoecious.

—

;

,

9. M. annua, L.
Annual or French Mercury. " Fertile flowers
whorled nearly sessile, stem with opposite branches, leaves gla-

brous, root fibrous annual.
"

Dioecious, leaves ovate or ovato-oblong, fertile flowers in lateral spikes."
E. B. t. 559. Fl. Dan. t. 1890 (mas).
p. .Jee.
Barren and fertile flowers mostly in sessile axillary clusters.
/3. Monoecious.
PI. Ear. Hort. Upsal. t. 8.
E. B. Suppl.
Br. Fl. p. 366. M. ambigua, L. fit.
a.

Br. Fl.

.

t.

2816.
In garden-ground and waste places about towns, but not very common.

— November. 0.
E. Med. — On the Dover and elsewhere at Eyde, occasionally.

Fl.

July

In a garden in
Between
Ryde, with Micandra physaloides, but sparingly, 1844.
Godshill a«i Sandford, Albert Hambrough, Esq., 1848. At Steephill, id. !.'.' At
" On the sea-beach near Ryde, plentifully," Ray (now
Ventnor, Dr. Martin
[On the shore at Bembridge, near the Coast-guard station, A. G.
extinct).
More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. Field at Gurnet bay, near Gurnet farm, 1839. Abundant in Northwood park, amongst potatoes, Miss G. Kilderbee
A trublesome weed in the fruit-garj3. With the common form, but rarely.
dens at St. John's, introduced perhaps with foreign seed, and where it may be
seen passing more and more into the usual dioecious and spicate form of inflores-

George

street,

.'.'.'

—

.'.'.'

cence every successive year.
Herb quite glabrous in every part.

Root whitish, tapering, branched, with
Stem erect, from about 12 to 18 or 20 inches
several stout, rigid, flexuose fibres.
high, pale green, sharply angular and furrowed, with a thick rectangular wing or
ridge alternating between each joint, solid, copiously and oppositely branched
from the very base, in the larger specimens forming a very bushy herb, the
branches decussate, more or less spreading or erect, the lowermost usually ascending, and as well as the stem itself bulbously tumid at their junction with the latLeaves opposite, subtending the branches and flower-stalks, bright (someter.

—
Urtica.]

;

urticaoe/E.
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times dark) green, paler and a Utile shining beneath, the nerves whitish above,
prominent beneath, quite smooth on both surfaces from about l| to 3 inches long,
ovato-lanceolate, acute or rounded at the point, fringed vi'ilh remote spinulose
setae, strongly, evenly and rather distantly serrate, the serratures very obtuse
entire and either slightly rounded or attenuated at base, where are a pair or sometimes two pairs of minute, fleshy, gland-like bodies, formed by the abrupt expansion and thickened termination of the prominent margins of the short channelled
petiole.
Stipules small, ovate or triangular, acuminate, erect and incurved,
appearing at the enlarged bases of the lower branches considerably remote from
the leaf they belong to.
Flowers in size, structure and appearance like those of
M. perennis, the ttaminiferous, as in that, in small, sessile, roundish clusters, on
long, filiform, erect, axillary and solitary common peduncles, of which the clusters occupy the superior half only
pistilliferous flowers on much shorter stalk
than those of the same kind in M. perennis, appearing at first sight almost sessile, though the pedicels elongate a little in fruit, and are either solitary or clustered 2 or 3 together, with very minute bracts at their base, one of them often
more lengthened out than the others, and bearing a solitary perfect or imperfect
staminate flower at its apex. Style much smaller than in M. perennis.
The var. (3. is a common form in the S. of Europe, and has been noticed as
growing plentifully in the Channel Islands by Messrs. Babingten and Christy.
The younger Linnsus considered it a distinct species, and after him many botanists have held the same opinion, but, though very dififerent in appearance in
some respects, it is certainly, as DeCandoUe remarks, but a variety, and not a
very permanent one either, of M. annua.
The Eyde specimens difler from the
more usual slate of the species in the more ovate leaves, which are of a much
paler green, with less distinct nerves, and more remotely serrated,
The flowers
are in small, roundish, axillary clusters of 8 or 10 together, sometimes consisting
entirely of either male or female blossoms, more usually mixed, the latter elevated
above the former on rather long peduncles.
This arrangement of the sexes is
analogous to what we find in Buxus, Euphorbia, and other genera naturally
monoecious. I found at Winchester, in 1849, M. anrnui exhibiting its usual dioecious character, but with the flowers of both sexes in axillary nearly or quite ses;

sile clusters, as in

the present variety.

This species is a very troublesome weed in many parts of England, as in
market-gardens at Battei'sea fields near London, and about Bristol. Like the
preceding, it turns partially blue in drying.*

Order LXVIII.

UETICACE^,

Juss.

" Flowers generally monoecious or dioecious (very rarely some
of them perfect), scattered or amentaceous, or aggregated on a
Perianth divided, persistent or
fleshy persistent receptacle.
Stamens definite, distinct, opposite the lobes of the
wanting.
Ovary free,
perianth and inserted at its base when there is one.
1 -celled.
Ovule solitary. Fruit usually an achenium, often several combined and immersed in the persistent fleshy perianths or
upon or within large fleshy receptacles. Embryo with the radicle
Trees, shrubs, or herbs, with stipules, often stinging
superior.

—

and sometimes milky."

Br. Fl.

* This properly is not common to all the species of the genus, as for instance
tomentosa.oi the S. of Europe, which retains its colour unaltered by

M.

desiccation.

—

—

^^^

UETiCACE^.

Tribe

I.

{Parietaria.

Urticem.

" Flowers usually separate from each other.
Filaments curved
inwards during (estivation, then bending outivards.
Anthers
inverted in (estivation.
Style and stigma 1.
Ovule erect.
Embryo straight, in the axis of fleshy fbut often thinj albumen.
Stipules small."
Br. Fl.

—

I.

Urtica, Linn.

Nettle.

—

—

" Moncecious or dioecious.
Barren flowers :
Perianth of 4
leaves, containing the rudiment of a pistil.
Stamens 4. Fertile
flowers :—-Perianth of 2 leaves, with sometimes 3 external smaller

ones or bracteas.

— Leaves

Stigma

opposite."

—Br.

1, sessile,

penicOlate.

Fruit an achene.

i'l.

" Leaves ovato-acuminate or
1. U. dioica, L.
Great Nettle.
ovato-lanceolate serrate cordate or rounded at the base, spikes in
pairs mostly dioecious much branched longer than the petiole,
root perennial." Br. Fl. p.373. E.B. t. 1750.
In waste ground, along hedges, in woods and by roadsides; abundantly.
July, August.

Fl.

!(..

" Leaves elliptical serrate with
3. U. urens, L.
Small Nettle.
about 5 nearly parallel ribs, spikes in pairs oblong nearly simple
shorter than the petiole, achenes obscurely granulate opaque,
root annual."— .Br. Fl. p. 373. E. B. t. 1336.
In waste ground, on rubbish, and by roadsides
ber.

;

common.

Fl. June

— Septem-

.

II.
"

Paeietaeia, Linn.
Where

Hung

Pellitory.

the mouldering walls are seen

with pellitory green."
Clare.

" Polygamous.

Perianth 4-fid.
Stamens 4, wanting in some
filaments transversely wrinkled, at first incurved, then
bending back with elastic force. Style filiform.
Stigma penicillate.
Achene shining, enclosed by the perianth.
Leaves alternate."— Br. Fl.
flowers

;

—

Urtica pilulifera, L. (Roman or Pill-bearing Nettle), grows at Gosport, somewhere, I understand, on the way to Gomer pond.
The seed is sold in considerable quantity, under the name of Roman Nettle, by the London seedsmen, I am
told for some inedioal purpose, though what that is I am unable to learn, as this
plant does not form an officinal article in any of our London pharmacopoeias nor
The knowledge of this fact favours a suspiis it worth cultivating for ornament.
cion I have always entertained, that U. pilulifera has in all its British stations
originated from the garden of the grower of simples.
;

—
HlimuluS.]

;
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1. p. officinalis, L.
Common Pellitory of the Wall. " Leaves
oblong-oval or ovato-lanceolate attenuated at both ends 3-nerved
above the base, involucre of two 3 7 lobed segments with an
alternating bractea 3
7 flowered, flowers sessile, that between
the segments with a pistil only, one only on each segment perfect
at length enlarged tubular coloured and longer than the stamens,
the others when present barren always short and campanulate."
~Br. Fl. p. 374. E. B. t. 879.

—

—

On old walls and rocks, also on shady Ledgebanks and chalk-cliffs by Ihe sea;
very frequent.
Fl. June
October.
If..
E. Med.
Amongst the luins of Quarr abbey. Churchyards at Newchurch
and Bradinfr. abundant.
W. Med.
Churchyards of Brixton, Northwood and Freshwater.
Abundant
on the wall by the roadside beneath Carisbrooke church, also on the walls of
the castle.
Root of several stout, tapering, woody fibres, of a bright flesh-red colour internally.
Stems numerous, 1 3 feet high, erect, ascending or diffuse, round, solid,
succulent, branched, of a purplish colour with green streaks, downy, brittle and
somewhat pellucid.
Leaves numerous, alternate, stalked, elliptical-lanceolate
varying to ovate or lanceolate, attenuated at the base, shining green, a little scabrous, downy on both sides, quite entire, with 3 or 5 depressed nerves above, and
as many prominent ones on their pale under surface.
Petioles rounded, reddish,
very hairy, without stipules, each of those on the main stems with a short leafy
shoot or branch, and 2 or 3 small roundish clusters of flowers in its axil.
Involucre nearly sessile, diphyllous, the leaflets combined below, each cut into from
3 to 6 ovate irregular segments, shorter than the flowers, strongly fringed, singleribbed, each leaflet of the involucre (or bract?) 1
3 flowered, when singleflowered usually 3-cleft, otherwise multifid.
Between the two leaflets on their
point of union is a solitary central ^ouier, bearing a pistil only and ripening seed.
For a curious and interesting account of the mode of fructification iu Parietaria
see Baxter's Gen. of Br. Flow. Plants, vol. iii. No. 224.

—

—

—

—

—

Tribe

II.

Cannabine^.

Filaments
Barren flowers racemose or panicled.
"Dioecious.
Stigmas
of stamens straight and anthers erect during (estivation.
Embryo hooked or spiral,
Ovule pendulous.
2, sessile, filiform.
without albumen. Stipules small." Br. Fl.

—

Hop.

III. HuMuiiUS, Linn.

" Barren flowers

:

—Perianth

5-partite.

—

Stamens

6.

Anthers

Fertile flowers in a catkin, the
scales (perianth?) concave, entire, single-flowered, at first envelopPerianth 0,
ing the ovary, at length persistent and enlarged.
except the scale. Embryo spiral." Br. Fl.

with 2 pores at the extremity.

1.

H. Lupulus, L.

Common Hop.

Br. Fl. p. 375.

E. B.

t.

427.
In rather moist woods and hedges, in swampy or boggy thickets, osier-beds, &c.
Fr. September, Octoin most parts of the island.
Fl. July, August.

abundant
ber.

U.
3

M

I-'"

DRTiCACE^.

[Humulus.

—

E. Med.
Frequent in moist thickets about Ryde, in St. John's wood, on the
in Quarr copse, and along the Newport road, &c., but not very commonly
in flower; in this state the male plant, which is more frequent than the female,
may be gathered by St. John's tollgiite, in Kingston copse near Niton, at Arreton
and other places.
In the boggy woods between Yarbridge and Yaverland,
copiously.
Abundant all along the Uiidercliff', where I have gathered the female
plant with ripe strobiles.
Very common about Godshill, 1844.
Abundant in a
hedge between Kerne farm and Alverston mill, where it is overrun with Cuscuta
europa3a.
The female is abundant about Steephill, and near Niton on the way
from the Sandvock hotel to St. Catherine's point. Dr. Bell-Sailer.
IV. Med.
Most abundantly in thickets. Sec, about Brook house, 1844, where,
and at Wolverton by Shorwell, it may be seen twining around every tree, and
Dover,

—

presenting the appearance of a natural hop-garden.
Plentiful about Freshwater,
at Norton, Yarmouth, &c.
Common about Newport, Chale, and indeed in most
other parts of the island.
S(ejns herbaceous, long, twisted, hexangular, reddish, rough along the angles
with hard scabrous points and minute deflexed bristles or aculei, and twining
over trees and bushes to a great length in a direction from East to West. Leaves*
opposite, on long, scabrous, angular, mostly contorted petioles, which are channelled above, rotuudato-cordate, various in shape, for the most part 3-lobed, the
lowermost very large and 5-lobed, the highest often ovate and undivided dull
deep green, beneath paler and sprinkled with small, yellow, resinous globules, plicato-rugose, harsh and rough to the touch, coarsely and sharply mucronato-serrate, their lobes cuspidato-acuminate.
Stipules opposite, in pairs between each
two leafstalks, which they in some degree connect together, ovate or ovato-cordate,
downy, many-ribbed, bifid and acuminate, often reflexed.
Staminale flowers in
lax, drooping, panicled, axillary and downy racemes, which are mostly shorter
than the leaves; pale yellowish green.
Perianth in 5 downy, unequal, concave,
obtuse segments.
Stamens 6, opposite the segments of the perianth, arranged
round their point of union each on a glandular base; anthers on very shoTt filaments, oblong, greenish, 2-lobed and 2-celled, somewhat awned, bursting on their
inner face just beneath the apex, leaving the cells after the discharge of the pollen
like two parallel inflated sacs or tubes.
Bracts at the base of the pedicels and
branches of the panicle, unequal in size and number, ovate or lanceolate.
I can
trace no rudiments of an ovarium in the staminate flowers as we find in Tamus,
Pistillate flowers in small roundish or ovate catkins (strobiles), which are
&c.
either on solitary, opposite, axillary, bracteated and downy peduncles, or in more
or less compound, axillary and terminal, panicled racemes.
Floral bracts (scales)
closely imbricated, purplish brown or greenish, broadly ovate, acuminate, lax and
spreading at the tips, many-ribbed, 2-flowered and downy, much enlarged after
Perianth none, except a persistent scale or bractlet, like the others
blossoming.
but much smaller, enclosing the greenish, 2-lobed, compressed germen by a fold
Style scarcely any, inserted on the summit of the germen between its
at its base.
stigmas 2, subulate, downy, spreading and recurved.
lobes
Nut (achenium ?)
scarcely so large as hemp-.seed, erect, subglobose, acutely margined all round,
enveloped in a loose membranous tunic opened at the summit and sprinkled with
re^sinous grains, itself embraced by a fold at the base of each now much enlarged
bract, that bears but one and often no perfect seed, both flowers proving abortive.
When full grown the strobiles of the wild Hop seldom exceed an inch in
length, but contain abundance of the peculiar princi]ile (humuline) that makes the
cultivated plant so valuable, and which is found chiefly on the inner surface of the
floral bracts at their base, and on the loose covering of the seed, in the form of
The
transparent, yellow, roundish and angular grains, of a fine aromatic odour.
;

;

* The larva of the comma butterfly {Vanessa C-album) feeds on the leaves of
Though a rare insect in
the Hop, as also on those of the Currant and Nettle.
the Isle of Wight, I have seen specimens captured by my friend Miss Lucas at

Sandown.

—

—
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wild hops are colleoled, I am informetl, by the country people here as a substitute for the more expensive growth of Kent and Surrey, and according to the
author of the ' Flora Hiberniua they are perfectly efficient for the purposes of
brewing' beer.
The cultivation of the Hop in this island is now quite abandoned,

though it appears to have heea attempted some years since on a limited scale
near Kerne, which is the only place where 1 have heard of a hop-gardeu having
been ever established.

Many
Hop

persons, with Sir James Smith, have doubted the indigenous orisrin of
in Britain, though on what grounds I couless myself unable to conjecture, as few plants have a more extensive range over the globe than this.
Like
the Elder, the claim of which to aboriginalily has been questioned by some, it

the

may safely be pronounced truly wild at least iu the S. of England, and Mr.
Mackay is of similar opinion respecting its title to rank as a genuine native of
Ireland.

It occurs with us, as does the Elder, in places the most remote from
cultivation, in the innermost recesses of woods, and is widely distributed over

Europe, Asia and America, ranging in the Old World as high as lat. 63" or 64",
and, though common throughout a great part of Siberia (Gmel. Fl. Sib.) scarcely
reaches the 50th degree in the New Continent, according to Dr. Richardson (Fl.
Bor. Am.)

Order LXIX.
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Mirb.

"Flowers perfect or polygamous, not in catkins.
Perianth
membranous, inferior, campanulate and 3 8 cleft, or 5 -partite
segments imbricated in asstivation. Stamens definite, inserted
into the base of the perianth, as manj' as and opposite to its segments.
Anthers 2-celled, erect in aestivation.
Ovary free, 1 2

—

;

Ovules solitary in each cell, pendulous or suspended.
Stigmas 2, distinct, elongated. Fruit 1-celled, 1-seeded, indehiscent, dry or drupaceous.
Seed pendulous, Tvithout or with little
(fleshy) albumen.
Trees or shrubs, tvith scabrous, alternate, distichous, leaves."
Br. Fl.
celled.

—

I.

Ulmus, Linn.

Elm.

—

" Floioers perfect.
Perianth persistent, with 3 8 divisions,
campanulate or conical at the base.
Filaments
Stamens 5.
straight in aestivation, not bending back elastically.
Ovary 2-

Capsule compressed, winged all round." Br. Fl.
The synonyms of this genus are so confused, and ihe limits of the Euiopean

celled.

ill understood, that I shall confine myself to the view taken, of
such as we possess, by Lindley, Smith, and other British botanists, however much
at variance with the descriptions of continental authors, being jiersuaded, from the
discrepancies that exist amongst these latter, that they are as little advanced
towards the determination of the several species as we are.*
I am disposed to think that all our British elms might without risk be reduced
to two, each bearing the impress of specific distinction in a degree and with «.
constancy that seems to admit of no doubt on that point.f

species at least so

* The late Mr. Knight, of Downton castle, as I learn from Mr. Benthara,
raised several of the supposed species of Elm linm the seed of one kind alone.
f Of these two, U. montana is perhaps the only really indigenous or aboriginal
species; the other, for which I would retain the not unexceptionable name of U.

.

^ ^ ^-

.
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" Leaves nearly
t? 1. U. SMfeerosa, Ehrh.
Cork-harked Elm.
orbicular acute obliquely cordate at the base sharply regularly
and doubly serrated always scabrous above pubescent below
chiefly hairy in the axil, branches spreading bright brown winged
with corky excrescences when young very hairy, fruit nearly round
deeply cloven naked."— Zi».cZ. Syn. p. 236.
Svi. E. Fl. ii. p. 21.
Br. Fl. p. 376. E. B. xxxi. t. 2161 (excellent).
Hunters Evel.
Syl. i. p. 114 (U. campestris).
Guimpel. und
Loud. Arbr. Brit.
Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtzart. ii. 38, t. 28 (optima).
Abundant

all

over the island in hedgerows and along the borders of woods; by
Elm with us, yet not certainly indigenous. FL March,

far the

most

April.

Ft: May.

F.

plentiful

Tj .*

Med.—Jn

Netllestone.

W. Med.

—

the Elm-close copse, bv St. John's.
Woods near Park farm, by
Breaches copse, behind White-cliff bay.
Wood, called Bush Kuw, by Mottestone, between the church and

the sea, mainly composed of this species.
The most common timber-tree in our hedgerows, more frequent even than the
Oak, and thriving better on our wet clay about Ryde.
About Nettlestone and at
Qiiarr abbey are some of the largest elms in the island.
timber-tree of the first magnitude, from 60 to 80 or 100 feet high, emitting
copious suckers from the root, and even from the trunk at a considerable height,
the branches spreading irregularly and much divided, hairy at their lips, covered,
as well as the trunk, with a rough deeply cleft or chapped bark, which on very
small and young trees often forms winged appendages of a corky texture. Leaves

A

roundish ovate, acuminate or shortly cuspidate, very unequal at the base, coarsely,
unequally and doubly serrate, 2—3 inches long, firm, dark green, a little shining
and scabrous above, beneath pubescent, with downy tufts in the axils of the principal ribs.
Petioles short, round, hairy.
Flowers produced long before the leaves,
shortly pedicellate, pale reddish or purplish, crowded into small, roundish, sessile
or occasionally somewhat stalked clusters.
Bracts thin, coloured, fringed, solitary
at the base of each flower-stalk and soon falling away.
Perianth downy, in 4 or
6 rounded segments, that are fringed in all my specimens, though described as
smooth by Mr. Leightou, and so drawn in E. Botany.
Stamens 4 or 6 (usually
but 4), much exserted filaments reddish
anthers large, dark purple, bursting
outwardly, each cell with a deep furrow.
Styles small, short, not coloured
stigma densely fringed, moderately curved and spreading.
;

;

;

2. U. glabra, Mill.
Smooth-leaved Wych Elm. " Leaves ovatolanceolate acuminate doubly and evenly crenato- serrate cuneate
and oblique at the base becoming quite smooth above smooth or

suberosa, was perhaps derived to us by impoitation from a remote period.
Our
U. campestris is certainly not the Linnman tree of that name, as I am convinced
by inspection of the original specimen iu the Linnaeau herbarium, and which is
rather our U. montana or some one of its varieties, the only kind indigenous to
Sweden.
The U. campestris of Smith, which I have not seen in this island,
though found at Lymiiigton, &c., is, 1 apprehend, a form of U. suberosa with
very small leaves, and to these I suspect must be joined U. major, which indeed,
except by its aspect, I know not how to distinguish from U. suberosa.
Our U.
glabra I regard as a mere form of U. montana, but in deference to higher authority I have refrained from uniting these last, as the propriety of doing so may

be questioned.
* In flower by the middle of February, 1842, and
of the month about Ryde.
still

in full

bloom before the end

.
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glandular beneath with a few hairs in the axils, branches bright
brown smooth wiry weeping, fruit obovate naked deeply cloven."
—Lind. Syn. p. 336. E. B. t. 8348. U. suberosa, Ehrh., y.
leevis, Br. Fl. p. 376.
Leaves lanceolate, smooth and shining above, quite glabrous beneath.
Branches somewhat erect; leaves ov.ito-lanceolate, evenly downy beneath,
pubescent but not rough above, and somewhat shining.
branches drooping,
y. Leaves large, remarkably smooth and shining
y. latifolia, Bab. Man. p. 1H6 ?
In woods, but not common. /^. March, April.
Tj.
a. A large tree close to the entrance (from Brading) of Centurion's copse.
0. In Bloodstone copse, near Ashey farm, plentifully.
y. In the yard of Apse farm, near ShanUin, a noble elm overhanging the pond.
A tree resembling U. montana, of which there seems every reason for supposing
a.

/3.

;

be a variety only, as the distinguishing characters are very evanescent. Bark of
the smaller limbs and branches smooth and even, the latter always, I think, more
minutely ramified.
Tufts of flowers, as also the flowers themselves, smaller and
redder than in U. montana, the twigs on which tbey grow bright reddish brown
and quite smooth.
Bracts broad, while and fringed. Pedicels assuredly shorter
thau either in U. montana or U. suberosa or almost subsessile, but there is no
absolute certainty in this respect.
Perianth but slightly hairy (at least in my
specimens of o.), tapering gradually into the pedicel, which is thus apparently
abbreviated (the perianth in U. suberosa is shorter and more abrupt).
Stamens
mostly 6, occasionally with an hexandrous flower intermixed. Styles small, dark
crimson, not much curved.
In /3. the very smooth whitish brown branches have an upright mode of growth,
and the leaves, though still lanceolate, are broader, and approach nearer in outIn the present variety the seed is oblong, considerline to those of U. montana.
ably attenuated at the base, much smaller than in U. montana, cloven about half
way down to the seed, and on longer peduncles.
y. is less remarkable for height or thickness of trunk, though both are very considerable, than for its picturesque form, the great spread of its fine weeping boughs,
and its handsome foliage. It appears to be intermediate between U. montana and
U. glabra, and I have no doubt is the U. glabra y. latifolia of Lindl. Syn. p. 227.
The fruit is smaller thau in U. montana, and cloven almost to the seed, the cutiWhether the tree is planted or
cle investing which is prettily tinged with red.
wild at Apse, I know not.

it to

Broad-leaved Elm. Wych Elm. Wych
U. montana, Sm.
Leaves obovato-cuspidate doubly and coarsely serrated
wedge-shaped and more or less unequal at the base scabrous
above downy beneath, branches smooth, fruit obovate glabrous
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. S3. Lind. Syn. p.
slightly cloven not ciliated.
Loud. Arh. Brit.
Fl. Dan. t. 633.
227.
E. B. xxvii. t. 1887.
Guimp. und Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtzarten. i. 37, t. 27
Br. Fl. p. 376.
(optima).
U. campestris, L.
3.

Hazel.

:

Tj
Fr. May.
Fl. March, April.
In several parts of Quarr copse, frequent, and where

In woods and hedgerows.

E. Med.

—

trees are of considerable size.
clifi'

Bocky wood

at East-end.

some of the
in Cowpit

Common

and Hatchet-close woods, near Shanklin.

W.Med. — In

little wood (Starknet copse) where Tilia parvifolia grows,
In Westridge copse, near Sborwell, 1845.
A handsome tall tree, with wide spreading branches of a grayish or reddish
ash-colour, the ultimate divisions downy, and much less twiggy thau in U. suberosa or U. campestris nor is this species, like them, so much disposed to send up
suckers or stools from the root, or bundles of short slender shoots from the trunk

the

near Yarmouth.

;

—

2
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and main limbs.

Leaves larger than in our other elms and less firm in texture,
obovato-cuspidale, those of the young wood tiiciispidate, doubly and coarsely serrated, mostly very unequal at the base, 3 or 4 inches lon^, strongly leined, rou);h
on the up|ier side with short stiff hairs, softer and more downy beneath, must so
about the ribs.
Flowers shortly pedicellate, in small roundish tufts, larger, less
crowded and paler purple than in U. suberosa, but, as in all our other elms, the
uppermost branches are most thickly beset with blossoms. Bracts mostly 2 at the
base of the flower-stalks, narrow, fringed and membranous.
Perianth very
rugose, its segments slightly hairy, mostly 5, often 6 or even 7, obtuse, erect or
connivent, brijjht light purple or almost rose-colour.
Stamens 5 7, much longer
than the perianth, erect, with pale rosy filaments and dark purple anthers pollen
pale yellow stiginas 2, bright purple, spreading and very hairy.
Samam in large
clusters, like hops in colour and general appearance, nearly an inch in length,
obovale, quite glabrous, cloven to a very short distance from the exterior margin,
not ciliated along the edges.
The wood of this species is of very inferior quality to that of U. suberosa and its

—

;

;

varieties.

A

remarkable fact in the natural history of the Elm is the occasional irregulaIn 1832 scarcely a single tree was to be seen in blos.som,
during the spring of that year, either of U. suberosa or U. moniana, both in this
island and elsewhere, though in the previous season the branches were loaded
with flowers, as they were again in 1840 and 1841.
The largest Wych Elm in Quarr copse, standing amidst many free fiowerers of
its species, has never shown any disposition to blossom, though perfectly sound
and healthy.
rity of its flowering.

LXX. AMENTACEiE,

Order

Lindl.

*****

" Habitarunt di quoque sylvas,
*

nobis placeant ante omnia sylvas."
Virg. Eel.

" Floivers

ii.

monoecious or dioecious, rarely perfect.

— Barren

sometimes with a membraflowers capitate or in catkins
Fertile fl,oivers clustered, solitary, or in catnous perianth.
kins.
Ovary usually simple. Stigmas one or more. Fruit as
many as the ovaries, bony or membranaceous. Albumen usually
wanting. Embryo straight or curved, plain. Radicle mostly
Young leaves with stijndes." Lind. Syn.
superior.

—

;

—

Tribe
" Flowers all

many-seeded.

I.

catkins.

in

Seeds

Salicine^, Lindl.
Fruit naked, two-valved,
Lind. Syn.

erect, comose.""

I.

—

Salix, Linn.

1-celled,

Willow.

—
—

" Scales of the catkins quite entire.
Perianth 0, except 1
unilateral nectariferous glands between the stamens or pistil and
Barren flowers : Stamen 1 (of 2 combined) or 2 5.
the rachis.
Capside
Stigmas 3, entire or cloven into 2.
^Fertile flowers :

—

1-celled."— Br. Fl.

—

—
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Teiandr^, £orr.

Ovary

3.

persistent,

stalked, wiually glabrous.
Calkins leaft/, lax ; their scales
of the sainepale colour throughout : nectary double,' Leefe. Leaves
'

between lanceolate and ovate, glabrous serrated.
Stipules shorter than the
petiole.
Trees or large shrubs, casting their bark in autumn."
Br. Fl.

—

1. S. irianrfra, L.
Blunt-stipuledTriandrous Willoiv. "Leaves
serrated half- cordate approaching to reniform blunt, scales of the
catkins glabrous or slightly hairy, capsule glabrous, stigma nearly
sessile."
Br. Fl. p. 383.
E. B. t. 1435 (long-leaved triandrous
Willow).

In moist hedges, thickets, and margins of pools not very unfrequent.
Fl.
May, and again in August? Tp.
E. Med.
Near the hrook below Shanklin church, Dr. Bell- Salter !!! (mhcc
Hedge between Ventnor aud Sieephill, and by a pool on the new
cut down).
cut between Wootton and Newport, idem.
A small tree, of which I have seen the female only wild with us. Leaves oblongo-lanceulale, bright green, smooth aud shining, with distant shallow serratiires
those on the flowering branches quite entire and slightly hairy beneath.
;

April,

—

;

Pistillate catkins 1^ inch long, erect

and

cylindrical.

Scales wrinkled

and

villous

beneath at the back, nearly glabrous above, very blunt and rounded.
Gland
(nectary) very short and abrupt, as broad as or broader than long.
Stigmas sessile,
singularly bent downwards.
Ovaria (germens) stalked, oblnng-ovate, glabrous.
A valuable willow for the basket-maker, and making very neat fences.

** Fhagiles, Borr.
Stamens 2

Trees of considerable size, with lan-r
and very lax catkins^ with elonstalked glabrous germens.''
Br. Fl. 3rd ed.

(as in the following groups).

ceolate, glabrous, serrated, stipulated leaves,

gated more or

less

—

Crack Willow. "Leaves glabrous or downy
S.fragilis, L.
beneath when young, stipules half-cordate, capsules more or less
Br. Fl. p. 884. E.
stalked, style conspicuous, stigmas bifid."
B. t. 1807.
2.

—

In moist meadows and woods; I believe frequent. Fl. April, May. Tj.
^ In a meadow between Ashey farm and Nunwell, two or three large trees
growing near a pool.
A tall tree, with partly drooping branches, whose extremities are extremely
Leaves lanceolate, 4 or
brittle, and covered with a greeni.sh yellow polished bark.
6 inches long, quite smooth, dark green and varnished above with pretty regular
Stipules half heartglandular serratures, paler and slightly glaucous beneath.
shaped, strongly toothed, various in size (Sm). Barren catkins appearing with the
leaves, about 2 inches long, erect or somewhat drooping, cylindrical, a little taperStamens 2,
ing and pointed, on moderately short, leafy and very hairy stalks.
little if at all exceeding the very long, narrow, pale yellow, shaggy, concave and
obtuse scales, the tips of which are not coloured.
Professor Don is of opinion, from a conversation I had with him on the subject,
that S.fragilis, S. decipiens and S. Russeliana are forms of one and the same
species, of which the first may be assumed as the typical or normal one; of the
The great diflast the female plant alone has been seen, in Mr. Don's opinion.
ference in the value of these trees to the basket-maker, and in the chemical cemposition of their bark, is a matter of every-day observation in plants of the same
species under variable conditions of soil, climate or cultivation.
.

—

.
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*** Alb^, Borr.
" Trees of considerable elevation, having lanceolate serrated leaves, with long silky
hairs beneath, especially in a young state, which gives to the foliage a light or
Catkins lax : germens glabrous."
whitish hue : the serratures glandular.
Br. Fl. 3id. ed.

—

3. S. alba, L.
Common White Willow. " Leaves ellipticallanceolate regularly glanduloso-serrate acute when young more or
less silky beneath often so above, ovaries ovato- acuminate nearly
sessile glabrous, stigmas nearly sessile short recurved bifid, scales
short pubescent at the margin much shorter than the stamens
and about the length of the ovary."
Br. Fl. p. 385.
E. B. t.

—

2430.
" Branches brigbt yellow, leaves shorter and broader." Bab. Man
E. B. 1389.
In moist woods, meadows, and along rivers and streams frequent, but often
planted.
Fl. May.
Tj
$ In the wet thicket on the skirls of Whilefield wood, appearing wild.
9 In a wood near Westridge, growing in a little swampy pool, appearing
/3.

vitellina.

p. 288.

S. vitellina, Auct. Anglican.

;

.

•

also truly wild.

$ Between Ryde and Newchurch,

in the hedge a little beyond Ashey farm,
apparently wild, Dr. Bell-Salier, 1839!!!
also by the stream-side
at Langbvidge, close to Newchurch, but apparently planted.
By a pond close to
a farm at Yaverland, 1840.
Leaves alternate, narrow-lanceolate, tapering at both ends, 3 or 4 inches long,
regularly and finely serrated, the serratures glandular, gray-green above, whitish
or somewhat glaucous beneath, clothed on both sides, but most so on the under
side, with close-pressed silky hairs,* of great fineness and brilliancy, shining with
Seeds small, oblong,
a silvery lustre. Capsules ovate, brownish yellow, smooth.
greenish and furrowed.
This species is the largest of the British willows, attaining a greater diameter
of trunk than any other, and is one of the vei^y few valuable for its wood, which,
though soft, is much used for milk-pails and articles of turnery.
/3.

.

a single

—

tree,

**** FvsoM,BoiT.

" Small

shrubs, with generally procumbent stems and leaves, between elliptical and
Catkins ovate or cylindrilanceolate, mostly silky beneath, nearly entire.
Br. Fl. 3rd. ed.
Germerts silhj, stalked."
cal.

—

4. S.fusca, L.
Dwarf Silky Willow. "Leaves elHptical or
elliptic-lanceolate or linear-lanceolate broadest about the middle
acute entire or with minute glandular serratures somewhat downy
glaucous and generally very silky beneath, ovaries upon a long
Br. Fl. p. 388'. E.
stalk lanceolate very silky, stigmas bifid."

—

B.

t.

j3.

1960.

ascendens.

Stems recumbent, leaves

elliptical.

S. ascendens,

E. B.

t.

1962.-t-

* Varieties occur, though not noticed in this island, in which the pubescence
much less copious or nearly wanting.
variable little shrub doubtless occur here, but I am not
t Other forms of the
yet prepared to state them. Phytol. iii. p. 840.
is

—

—

.
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— [On the roadside between Newport and Wootton bridge, some
W. Med. — Abundant along the roadside and adjoining heathy ground on the

M.Med.

in

plenty, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

northern skirts of Parlchurst forest. NearCranmore farm, by the roadside leading
thence from the Ningwood road, 1844.
j8.

Moist thicket near Eyde, towards Newport.

smallest of the Isle-of- Wight Willows.
A humble shrub, with more or
procumbent, prostrate or even trailing branches, assuming a great variety of
appeafances in different sitnations, but the small size of all its parts will prevent
its being mistaken for any other species.
Stems procumbent, the branches long,
straight, ascending or partly erect, reddish brown, downy on the flowering shoots.
Staminate catkins numerous, crowded, erect, obtuse. Stamens 2, with bright yelGerlow anthers.
Pistillate catkins ovate, stalked (at least when full-grown).
mens ovato-lanceolate, often purplish, silky, on stalks nearly their own length.
Styles very variable in my specimens, in some cloven throughout; stigmas bifid.
Nectary oblong, abrupt, in $ greenish, in J yellow. Scales in both sexes obovate, very obtuse or even truncate, densely silky, with brown tips, paler in the
male.

The

less

***** ViMiNALEs, Borr.

" Stamens

Capsules shortly stalked or almost sessile, somewhat lanceohairy or silky. Style conspicuous.
Catkins lateral, nearly sessile,
appearing with the leaves, with leaf-like bracteas at the base ; their scales
discoloured at the end.
Trees of more or less considerable size, with long
pliant branches.
Leaves lanceolate.'' Br. Fl.
2, distinct.

late,

—

5. S. viminalis, L.
Common Osier. " Leaves linear or linearlanceolate obscurely crenate white and silky beneath, stipules
very small sublanceolate, ovaries almost sessile." Br. Fl. p. 391.
E. B. t. 1898.

In moist thickets, hedgerows, &c., but not common. Fl. April, May. Tj
America, by Shanklin. Northwood park. Miss Kilderbee.
A small tree, readily known from our other willows by the long very narrow
Leaves very
leaves of its wand-like often bright yellow and shining branches.
shortly stalked, pointed, dark green and shining above, silvery gray beneath with
Calkins cylinfine close-pressed silky pubescence, their edges a little revolute.
drical, obtuse, the staminate ones a little enlarged or clavate, sometimes rather
Scales ovate, rounded or slightly acuminate,
curved, with golden yellow anthers.
Germens quite sessile, ovato-lanbrown, densely clothed with long white hairs.
Styles rather long, crowded with the 2 linear, spreading, entire (or
ceolate, silky.
sometimes cloven) stigmas, which equal or even exceed the style in length.

" Leaves lanceoSilky-leaved Osier.
iSmi^MaMa, Willd.
beneath,
stipules very
satiny
white
and
obscurely
crenate
late
Br. Fl. p. 391.
small narrow acute, ovaries distinctly stalked."
S. mollissima, E. B. t. 1509.
Wet woods rare ? Fl. April, May. Tj
B. Med. —Wet willow-thickets in Whitefield wood, a male plant of this species
6. S.

—

;

.

By the bridge that crosses the road near
(according to Dr. Bell-Salter), 1840.
Shanklin church, on the left-hand side, idem.
" Leaves lanceoLong-leaved Willoiv.
7. S. acuminata, Sm.
lato-oblong pointed wavy finely toothed glaucous and downy beBr.
neath, stipules half-ovate, stipules oblong or oblong-linear."
E. B. t. 1434. S. rugosa, Bab. ?
Fl. p. 391.

3n

:
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In rather moist woods, thickets and hedges;
island,

i^/.

April.

—^
W. Med. — ^.

-B.

Med.

.

[Salix.

uncommon

T believe not

in

this

Ij.
Ill

a low wet

meadow

nearly opposite Eedhill farm, Appulduv-

combe, 1843.

Norlhwood park, 3fiss G. KiUlerhee !
small, sometimes, accordini; lo Smith, a lofty tree, holding a middle rank
between the Osiers and Sallow tribe.
Pistillate catkins cylindrical, obtuse, not much above an inch long, slightly
stalked, with several ovato-laiiceolate, acute, silky bracts.
Styles eliuigated, about
equal lo the diverging and undivided sft'^mas.
Gfrmen* lanceolate, densely villous, on hairy pedicels that are much shorter than the ovato-acute, blackish, very

A

shaS'Sy scales.
Nectaries narrow-oblong, abrupt and flattened.
I have only seen the pistillate plant of this species as yet.

****** CiNERE^, Borr.

"Stamens

2, distinct.
Capsules lanceolato-acuminate, silky, tomentose, conspicuously stalked ; stalks 3 {or more) times longer than the nectary.
Style
none or much shorter than the ovale or oblong thick stigmas.
Catkins sessile, lateral, at first short, afterwards more lax, appearing
before the leaves ;
their scales discoloured at the end.
Leaves more or less wrinkled and stipuled, very veini/ beneath : stipules without glands on the inside.
Trees or
low shrubs." Br. Fl.

—

" Leaves obovate
S. cinerea, L.
8.
Gray Salloiv.
elliptical or obovato-lanceolate autumnal ones pointed

obovatoeven serrated reticulated with prominent veins nearly glabrous and glaucous
beneath with the margins sometimes recurved, stipules rounded
toothed upper ones often half-cordate, style very short or none.
E. B. t. 1897. (Autumnal leaves narrow, rigid, and their margins recurved).
L. aquatica, Sm.
E. B. t. Ii37.
(Autumnal
:

leaves broader, larger, more pliant, nearly flat).
S. oleifolia, Sm.
E. B. t. 1402. (Aut. leaves narrower, rigid, nearly flat)." —Br. Fl.
p. 392.
In moist woods, hedges, margins of ponds, &c.; common.

Fl.

March,

April.

\-

$ . In hedges along the Blading road from Ryde, near the second milestone,
By some little pools near Westridge farm.
in plenty.
<y and J
large shrub or small tree.
Leaves obovato-elliptical, shortly stalked, dark
more or less shining green above, pale glaucous and reticulated beneath, their
edges a little inflexed, in the younger adult state either quite entire and wavy or
partially serrated, their upper surface nearly or quite glabrous, the under more or
Stipules small, semicordate, toothed.
Scales silky, blackish
less pubescent.
.

A

Nectary a single, obabove; in 9 rounded or obtuse, in $ somewhat acute.
Staminate catkins
long, truncate gland, green in $ yellower and shorter in 9
about an inch long, smaller and narrower than in S. caprea, ovato-oblong, fraAnthers bright yellow prettily tipped with red, tinging the
grant, very downy.
unexpanded catkins of that colour, and scattering a copious golden pollen. Pistillate calkins nearly sessile, oblong, a little tapered, with several broad leafy
Germen lanceolate, somewhat ovate below, silky all over like its stalk,
bracts.
Style extremely short;
which is about half the length of the very obtuse scale.
stigmas deeply grooved on both sides,* mostly cloven at the tips, spreading.
,

•

* The thickened edges of the membrane composing the stigma gives the channelled appearance to both surfaces.
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9.
S. aurita, L.
Bound-eared Sallow. " Leaves obovate repando-dentate wrinkled with veins more or less pubescent very
downy beneath tipped with a small bent point recurved at the
margin, stipules roundish, style very short."
Br. FJ. p. 393.
E. B. t. 1487.

" Leaves siibrotund, hoary beneath." Sm. Eng. Fl. vol. iv. p. 217.
heaths and in swampy thickets; not uncommon. Fl. April, May. ^.
E. Med.
Abundant in New copse, between Kyde and Wootton, and on wet
heathy ground adjacent to it, 1841.
(Plentiful on
tlndercliff, not uncommon.
moist heathy ground between Briddlesford heath and the Newport and Byde
road).
In a field Vietween Shanklin and Ryde, Dr. Bell-Salter.
W. Med. Wet thickets by the Mediua above Newport.
j8. New copse, near Wootton bridge.
A small much and irregularly branched tree or rather straggling shrub, of 4 to
8 or 10 feet high, covered with a light grayish very smooth bark, the lower
branches procumbent or even, it is said, trailing, known at first sight by iis usually very small, roundish, wrinkled and shaggy leaves, which appear vaulted or
arched by the inflexion of their edges: I have never observed the branches to be
trailing with us, though the lowermost are often decumbent at the base, or at
least ascending, as the main stem itself usually is.
Leaves very shortly stalked,
various in size, in /3. scarcely an inch long at most, obovate and tapering to the
petiole, sometimes ovale and rounded at the base, obtuse or abrupt, with a small,
short, recurved and oblique point, the surface remarkably rugose, waved and
twisted, vaulted or concave on the under side by the inflexion of their margins,
grayish green and very hairy above, shaggy, paler and glaucous beneath, with
strong prominent veins, the edges inflexed, crisped, and according to Smith
coarsely serrated, in my specimens entire or at most slightly crenulate.
Stipules
in texture like the leaves, shaggy and vaulted beneath, roundish or semicovdate,
obtuse or somewhat pointed, toothed or entire, very variable in size. Scales very
hairy, rounded and obtuse, very remarkably so in the male plant.
Catkins sessile
or nearly so, slightly curved, produced just before the leaves or whilst the latter
are opening, very small, the barren not much above ^ an inch in length (in (3. at
least), the fertile a little longer.
Capsules greenish or yellowish, silky, ovate,
compressed, suddenly attenuated into a long beak-like form, tipped with the now
slightly cleft and withered stigma.
Fertile calkins ovate, about an inch long.
Germens stalked, broadly subulate, sericeo-tomentose. Styles very short; stigmas
simply notched, or in part considerably clefl.
Smith's description of this species is excellent throughout.
Considering the almost infinite variation to which the willows, and this tribe in
particular, are addicted, the conjecture of some, that this species may be only n
form of S. caprea, does not seem so very extravagant a supposition.
It may
however be observed that, besides its much smaller size, the season of flowering
is at least a month later than the latter.
/3.

On wet

—

—

10. S. caprea, L.
"Leaves
Great Bound -leaved Willow.
roundish obovate or ovato -elliptical even acute at first entire downy
above tomentose beneath, autumnal ones serrated and waved at the
margin nearly glabrous above downy beneath, stipules somewhat
reniform toothed, style very short or none." Br. Fl. p. 393. E.

B.

t.

One
April.

1488.

S. sphacelata,

Sm.

:

E. B.

t.

2333.

of the most abundant species in moist woods and hedges.

Fl.

March,

Ij.

The male

and the other sallows have a sweet resinous odour very
which may be seen hovering about the bright yellow catkins in
March, when the air can hardly yet be called genial.
flowers of this

attractive to bees,

—

.
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******* BicoLORES, Borr.
Leaves glabrous or nearly
obovale and lanceolate.

11.

S. laurina,

so,

dark green above, very glaucous beneath, between

Germens very

Sm.

Twiggy

silky.

bushes."

— Br. Fl. 3rd. ed.

"Young

Intermediate Willow.

leaves

and shoots densely pubescent or hairy towards the summit, leaves
at length glabrous glaucous beneath dull green above
after being
dried."—5r. Fl. p. 394. S. bicolor, E. B. t. 1806.
By a little pool close to Newtown, on llie right-hand of the road from Shalfleet,
between the town-hall and Fretlands farm, pointed out to me as this
.species by
Mr Borrer a few years ago. [Dr. Bell-Sailer also believes that he finds
it in a
hedge by the side of a horse-path from Alverstone to Nunwell down.—
Edrs.}
II.

PopuLus, Linn.

Poplar.

"Scales of the catkins usually jagged, very rarely quite entire.
Perianth cup-shaped, oblique, entire, surrounding the stamens and
pistil; nectariferous glands 0.
Barren floivers : Stamens i 30,
Fertile floivers :— Stigmas 2, bipartite or 3- or 4-cleft.
Capsule
2-celled by the iatroflexion of the edges of the valves, loculicidal."

—

—

~Br.

—

Fl.

* Scales of

the catkins hairy or silky.

Catkins in fruit dense.
divisions.
Leuce.

Stamens 4—8.

Stigmas with narrow

P. alha, L.
White Poplar Ahele. " Leaf-buds downy not
leaves roundish cordate lobed toothed glabrous and
shining above downy and very white beneath old ones sometimes
glabrous."^ Br. Fl. p. 400. Guimp: und Hayne, Abbild. der
Deutsch. Holtzart. ii. 265, t. 202. *
Fl. Dan. xiii. t. 2132 (an
vera?).
_

t ? 1.

viscous,

p. canescens.

Leaves smaller, roundish.

Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtzart.
vera

ii.

262,

P. canescens, Sm.
Guimp. und
Fl. Ban. xiii. t. 2133 (an
201.
:

t.

?)

In moist woods, meadows, hedges and banks of rivers scarcely wild.
Fl.
" March, April."— .Br. Fl.
Ij
In a hedge near Pajiham farm, betwixt Newport and Godshill, but I am not
sure the only tree found there might not have been a young one of var. j8., in
which state the leaves, as is the case with the Aspen, are angular and acute.
Commonly cultivated in plantations for the beauty of its ever-changing foliage
when agitated by the summer breeze.
|8. Very frequent about Pagham farm in hedges, and in a small wet wood near
Near
the same, close to which, on a common, is a large tree of this species.
Landguard farm, by Shanklin, are some fine trees, but with too much appearance
In a low moist spot between Osborne and Beckett's
of having been planted.
;

? 12.

S. Forsteriana,

Sm.

Dr. Bell-Salter found, some years ago, what he considers S. Forsteriana, in
Northwood park, W. Cowes. As it appears to be quite a northern species, and
only a single tree was detected, it was most probably introduced by some
accident into the plantation there, in which willows of several kinds have been
propagated. Phytol. iii. p. 840.
* And for interesting remarks on the specific identity of both forms.

— —
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copse are also some old and many young Irees, apparently wild, 1839.
Hedges
about Greak Part farm, and in a lane leading to the Wilderness.
Truly wild in
Norfolk and other parts of England, and possibly so in this island.
"A great tree, " with smooth bark and spreading branches" {Br. Fl.) Leaves
large, triangular or trowel-shaped, all deeply and conspicuously angular, toothed
and lobed, the under surface snow-white.
p.* A tree of considerable size and height, usually more branched than the
Aspen, the branches slenderer and less drooping at the end or recurved, the bark
light gray or ash-colour, rough or chapped in old trees, smooth in the younger.
In very young trees of ji. the leaves are ample, trowel-shaped, sharply toothed and
very hoary beneath, in which state they greatly resemble the true P. alba ; but in
the adult tree the leaves have nearly the orbicular outline of those of P. tremula,
with the blunt sinuate toothing of the latter, retaining only the very deep blackish
green above and cottony whiteness beneath, which distinguish the true Abele.
Yet even this characteristic of hoariness is liable to alteration, for, whilst in most
of its stations with us P. canescens retains its silvery appearance unchanged, a
large treef on a common near Pagham exhibits a partial disposition to become
glabrous on both sides of the leaves, as in the Aspen.
Staminate catkins slenderer than in P. tremula, cylindrical, pendulous, about
3^ inches long when full-blown, their axes hairy. Floral bracts paler than in P.
tremula, with shorter points, and hence less palmate. Perianth on a shortish
pedicel, smooth.
Stamens 6 10, mostly 8 in my specimens anthers dull purple.
I have not hitherto been enabled to procure pistillate catkins of the present species, to examine the number and form of the stigmas, the few trees producing
those of either sex being some very tall individuals near Osborne park, and quite
out of reach, from their height. The species creeps so amazingly by the root that
it is not surprising it should rarely produce flowers, which is however no proof of
its not being indigenous with us, since in the N. of Europe the common Ivy is

—

for the

;

most part barren, though truly native.

Asp or Aspen.
Tremhling Poplar.
P. tremula, L.
Vect.
" Leaf-buds glabrous shining slightly viscous,
Pipple.
leaves nearly orbicular and bluntly sinuato-toothed soon glabrous
on both sides, fertile catkins as large as the barren ones, scales of
both deeply palmatifid and sericeo-pilose, stigmas (purple) cuneate
Loud. Arh. Brit. iii. p.
4 lobed."- Br. Fl. p. 400.
irregularly 3
9.

Apse.

—

* [In this case, as in some others (see Ribes rubrum, p. 188, foot-note), the
author almost exclusively confines his elaborate description to that form of the
Edrs?^
species which only he believes wild.
f On this individual most of the leaves are nearly devoid of their usual hoariness, but the extreme leaves on the twigs preserve it in a considerable degree, and
all present visible traces of their appropriate cottony covering in patches of variable extent, like spots of mildew, on their under surface yet this deficiency is
imaccompanied by any change in the shape of the leaves, beyond the variatipns
This state of the variety appears
in these organs incidental to the normal form.
to make a nearer approach than usual to P. tremula, to which it seems to be as
It is doubtless the P. canescens fi. intermedia of Heclosely allied as to P. alba.
rat, Nouv. Fl. des Env. de Paris, p. 400, and which he suspects may be a hybrid
See also Lejeune, Fl. de Spa. p. 260, who looks
between that and P. tremula.
upou it as more nearly allied to P. tremula, P. alba y. denudata ; Speuner, Fl.
Frib. (teste Gaudin), P. sericea ; Long. Peterm. Fl. Lips. Excurs. p. 277.
P. alba and P. tremula are, it must be confessed, by no means clearly defined,
and, unless the difference in the number and form of the stigmas prove constant
in each, which they are said not to do, I know of no permanent marks of distinction.
[For further remarks, both on this point and the distinctions between the
two varieties of P. alba, see Phytol. iii. pp. 841—846. Edrs.~\
;
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1645. fig. 1509. Fl. Dan. xiii. t. 2134.
Giiimp.
der Deutsch. Holtzart. ii. 266, t. 203.

und Hayne, Ah-

bild.

frequent.
Fl.
In moist woods and thickets, especially in a stiff clayey soil
February, March. Fr. May.
Tj
E. Med.
Abundant in Quarr copse, and on the wet slipped land along the
shore between E,yde and the Priory, &c. Shanldin chine. About Aldermoor
common, frequent. In Firestone copse. In Beckett's or Buckett's copse, between Osborne and Barton farm, are some very fine aspens, of great height and
;

—

.

size.

—

W. Med. Frequent about Cowes.
where about Yarmouth, abundantly.

A

Stopler's copse,

Nunswood

copse,

and

else-

with us, in the wild state usually rather under the middle size, with a
and slender trunk for its height, long, flexile, smooth and ash-gray
branches, of which the lowermost at least are pendulous, the bark on young trees
white and smooth, the older ones grayish, chapped or rifted.
Leaves alternate,
when young roundish ovate or subdeltoid, pointed or even acuminate, sharply and
unevenly sinuato-dentate, tinged with reddish brown, and as well as the petioles
tree,

straight

clothed with close-pressed silky pubescence, especially beneath; at length glabrous, nearly orbicular, from about l^ inch to 2^ inches wide, and scarcely if at
all longer, broadly, unequally, shallowly and very obtusely sinuato-dentate, the
teeth rounded, or towards the slightly cordate or truncate base somewhat incurved
or uncinate, dull bright green above, paler beneath, slightly acuminate, the margins somewhat fringed with soft downy hairs.
Petioles 1 inch to 2^ inches long,
at length glabrouii, strongly compressed laterally.
Stipules long, linear or subulate, soon falling.
Flowers produced before the leaves irom brown, shining, scaly
and glutinous buds * at the end of short lateral spurs or shoots, which are someStaminate catkins stouter and more lax than the pistiltimes hairy at the tips.
late, expanding a little earlier, sometimes nearly .3 inches long, hoary, not rufous,
Floral bracts as in the pistillate.
Perianth jnuch more obtheir axes downy.
Stamens in some of my
lique, scarcely at all tubular, very evidently pedicellate.
specimens about 10 or 12, in others 6 or 8 anthers bright piirphsh, of 2 distinct
oblong lobes bursting by a deep lateral fissure; pollen white, globular. Pistillate
catkins 2
5 together, oblong or at length cylindrical, drooping, rufous-gray,
scarcely 2 inches long when full-grown, very silky, their scales (or bracts) wedgeshaped, blackish brown or fuscous, deeply palmato-laciniate, with acute thickly
fringed segments, longer than the smooth pale-green perianth, which is on a veiy
Germen as long as the perianth, ovatoshort and, like the axis, hairy pedicel.
Stigmas 4, bright crimson, nearly
globose, smooth, with a furrow on each side.
erect, slightly diverging only in two pairs, each (in all the specimens I can collect in this island) expanded into a broad, irregular, waved and crenate lobe, in
shape resembling a cock's-comb or the fleshy inflorescence of Celosia cristata.
Capsules much like those of some willows, ovato-oblong, laterally compressed,
green and glabrous, about 3 lines in length ; in all the specimens I have examined filled merely with a white cottony down, or producing 1 or 2 oblong and
apparently imperfect seeds, of a pale yellowish colour and downy.
I found in a male catkin of this species, from Beckett's copse, near Cowes, in
March, 1843, several hermaphrodite flowers, the stigmas in which were fully
formed and of the usual size.
The difference in the shape of the stigmas from that usually assigned them,
and as represented in the figures referred to, only prove how variable are these
;

—

organs as regards form, and perhaps, as we shall see, in respect of number also.
In my specimens the stigmas are constantly 4, but instead of being linear or awlshaped, as Smith describes and Sowerby figures them, they are invariably lobed
In the plate of this species in Fl. Danica the
and notched as above stated.
stigmas approach those of my specimens in form, but are much more simple or

I

have observed these buds

to smell strongly of malt.

—

!
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regular, widely spreading and even reflexed, scarcely at all lobed, nor are they, any
more than in mine, furuished with a basal auricle like those mentioned by Smith
and drawn in English Botany.'
In this last work the floral bracts are in the
'

separate figure represented as glabrous, doubtless through the omission of the
engraver.
Sir W. Hooker, in his ' British Flora,' remarks that the Scottish Highlanders
entertain a superstitious reverence lor the Aspen, believing our Saviour's cross to
have been made of its wood, in consequence of which its leaves can never rest;*
but a more unlikely tree than this can hardly be imagined to inhabit the warm
and dry re^iou of Judaea, where, if existing at all, it must be sought for exclusively on the highest mountains.
So closely allied are Ignorance and Superstition, that enlightening the one is the only sure way to eradicate the other.
The provincial word Apse, for this tree, gave rise, I presume, to the names of
several places so called in this island, as Apse farm, Apse heath, &c.

** Scales of catkins glabrous, ciliated at the apex.
Catkins in fruit lax, moniliStamens 8 30.
Stigmas reniform or roundish, cremated, somefnrm.

—

times '2-lohed at the apex.

Aigeirus.

Black Poplar. " Leaf-buds glabrous viscous,
fS. V. nigra, lu.
leaves ovato-deltoid or rbomboid cuspidate pointed crenate or
serrated quite glabrous on both sides, stipules ovate acuminated
stigmas roundish 2-lobed at the apex." Br. Fl. p. 401.
E.B. t.
1910.
Guimpel. und Hayne, Abbild. der Deutsch. Holtsart. ii. 268,
t. 204.

On

the banks of rivers and in moist low ground, but doubtful if really indigeTj.
Fl. April.
E. Med. On the point (Watch-house point) near the Priory, but probably
planted also on wet clay along the shore between Sea View and the mouth of Brading harbour.
Near Steephill, apparently wild, and a tree or two between Ninham farm and the Newport road, in the wooded ground along the brook, to all
appearance of natural growth as also on wet laud near the shore a litde W. of
A few trees in a wood near Cliff farm, but very uncertainly indigenous,
Cowes.
as a solitary horse-chestnutf grew in the same wood.
nous.

—

;

;

W. Med.

—A

tree or

two near Medham.

* A similar superstition is prevalent in Wales, which
by Mrs. Hemans in her poem of the Wood Walk and
'

"

Oh

!

is

beautifully adverted to

Hymn

:'

a cause more deep,

More solemn far, the rustic doth assign
To the strange restlessness of those wan leaves
The cross he deems, the blessed cross, whereon
The meek Redeemer bow'd his bead to death.

Was

framed of Aspen wood

and since that hour
race the pale tree hath sent down
A thrilling consciousness, a secret awe,
Making them tremulous when not a breeze
Disturbs the airy thistle down, or shakes
The light lines of the hairy gossamer.''

Through

;

all its

t I have sometimes thought that exotic occasionally propagates itself spontaneously in this country.

—
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Tribe
" Flowers
2-celled,

II.

all in catkins.

ivith

3
;

[Betula.

Betvline^,

Lindl.

Fruit naked, indehiscent, membranous,
Seeds pendulous, not comose."

—

solitary ovules.

Lindl. Syn.
III.

—

Betula,

Li?in.

Birch.

—

—

" Barren flowers :
Perianth 0.
Stamens 8 13, with 2
small scales at the base (indicating 2 3 flowers, each of 4 stamens). Fertile flowers :
Scale of the catkin 3-lobed, 3-flowered.
Perianth 0. Fruit with a membranaceous margin." Br. Fl.

—

—

1. B. aJ&a, L.
Common Birch. "Leaves ovato-deltoid acute
doubly serrated, fruit broadly obovate with a broad margin."
Br. Fl. p. 379. E. B. t. 2198. Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1467.

—

In 'moist as well as

May.
E. Med.

April,

in

dry heathy or hilly woods and copses; frequent.

Ft.

Tj.

— Quart copse,

&c.

Plentiful on the hill at Apse castle.

Young-

wood's copse, by Newchurch, in plenty.
Copse close to Kemphill farm, on the
North side, opposite Stroud wood, from which it is only separated by the road
from Aldermoor mill to Coppid hall, in some plenty, but possibly planted, 1850.
W. Med.
JMarvell copse, near Newport, consists in a great measure of this
tree, of which there are many apparently very aged and tolerably fine specimens.
Wood along the new cut between Newport and Ryde.
A tree, in more northern climates, of very large size, 70 or 80 feet in height, in
this island of but moderate stature, seldom exceeding 30 or 40 feet, the trunk
slender in proportion and covered with a whitish ash-coloured bark, transversely
banded with pui'plish brown, which detaches itself in broad plates, the branches
very numerous, alternate or irregular, tough, dark purplish, very slender, twiggy
and flexible at their extremities.
Leaves* alternate, in pairs from the same bud,
glutinous and somewhat hairy when young, liable to some variation in shape,
commonly ovate or somewhat deltoid, very acute, unequally, doubly and sharply
serrated, entire at the base, with straight parallel ribs, bright shining green above,
paler and somewhat hairy beneath about the midrib and along the petiole, and
having both surfaces sprinkled with minute resinous dots, making them roughish
Catkins opening with the
and clammy to the touch, especially when young.
Siaminate
leaves and fully expanding with them about the third week in April.
catkins terminal, solitary or clustered 2 or 3 together, sessile, lax or pendulous,
from about 1^^ inch to 3 inches long and about 2 lines in width, cylindrical, slenFloral bracts (scales) closely imbricated, peltate, the central bract
der, obtuse.
flat, roundish rhomboidal or nearly orbicular, somewhat pentagonal, sometimes
slightly pointed and mucronulate, brownish at the apex, their margins fringed
the 2 lateral bracts nearly concealed beneath the former, close under and parallel
with them, their margins only projecting on either side, flat and roundish, but
Perianth
thinner and more membranaceous, erose and ciliated on the margins.

—

* The leaves of the Birch afibvd nourishment to the larva of the Camberwell
beauty {Vanessa Antiopa), one of our rarest and most elegant butterflies, the
periodical appearance of which in Britain is a matter of curious speculation to the
In 1839 several specimens were seen in Quarr copse by different pernaturalist.
sons, and one was captured in the same wood by my servant, but escaped in his
endeavour to secure the prize.

—

—
Alnus.]
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4C5

none,* unless we consider as such three vaulted, nearly orbicular, membranous
bracts beneath the larger peltate scale, the middle one uppermost projectina; horizontally forwards beneath the scale and mostly somewhat pointed, each of them
subtending and partially enfolding (4 ?) stamens, in which case each of the scales
represents a flower, and the bracts, from analogy with those of the pistillate catkins, must he considered as S-flowered.
Stamens 10—12, in 3 indistinct sets at
the base of each bract filaments short anthers large, yellow or purplish. Pistillate catkins solitary from the bosom of the leaf buds aud between a pair of leaves,
stalked, nodding or inclining, from about ^ to f ths of an inch in length and about
a line in breadth, cylindrical, blunt, slightly curved, their peduncles about ^ an
inch long, with 3 oblong or lanceolate, unilateral, pale bracts towards the middle,
the central and innermost one floriferous in the axil.
Floral bracts (scales)
erecto- patent, 3-flowered, pale green, glabrous, 3-lobed, the middle lobe very
broadly ovate or elliptic, very obtuse and rounded, somewhat recurved at the tip,
which is entire or prolonged into a fleshy mucro, the lateral lobes minute, roundish.
Styles simple, bright purple, fleshy, glabrous, as long as the bracts.
The twiggy branches are much in demand for making brooms, and, as Sir W.
Hooker observes, " well-known instruments of castigation," now, happily for the
credit of the age in which we live, seldom resorted to, except in those monkish
seminaries of sound learning, rightly so called {vox et prseterea nihil), our great
;

;

public schools.

IV. Alnus, Town.
" Barren flowers

:

Perianth 4-partite.
4.
catkin subtrifid, with 2 flowers.

minute scales
gin,

at its base.

compressed."

Alder.

— Scale of the catkin 3-lobed, with ^flowers.
— Fertile flowers —Scale of the
Stamens
:

Perianth 0. Ovary with 4
Fruit without a membranaceous mar-

Br. Fl.

1. A. ^lutinosa, Gsertn.
Common Alder. " Leaves roundishcuneiform obtuse lobed at the margin and serrated somewhat glutinous downy in the axils of the nerves beneath." Br. Fl. p. 380.
Betula Ahaus, L. E. B. t. 1508.
:

In marshy and boggy ground, wet meadows, and on the banks of rivers and
Tj.
streams, i^/. March.
Plentiful about Alverstone mill. Alder Carrs, near Ninham farm, &c.
A tree, usually of small or medium ,iize, at other times 60 or 80 feet in height,
with widely spreading horizontal branches, and reddish or grayish bark rough on
the trunk, that of the branches smooth, and of the smaller ones rusty brown, with
a partially glaucous cuticle. Leaves from purplish blue and glaucous buds, bright
green, somewhat glutinous and shining, 2 4 inches long, obovato-rotundate,
somewhat cuneate at the base, irregularly erenato-serrate, slightly lobed and

—

* The three lower scales (situated beneath the larger peltate bract and its two
subsidiary ones, lying immediately under it in the same plane) may fairly be considered, with Wahlenberg and others, as each analogous to or in the place of a
perianth, since these three inferior scales are nearly perpendicular to the true
bracts, and unilateral on the short stalk that carries the latter, are concave and
partly embrace the stamens, a third part of which (or about 4), is subtended by
each scale, so that by analogy with the fertile catkins the uppermost or real bracts
are each 3-flowered, with this difference only, that in the bracts of the pistillate
catkins the middle and side lobes are united into one piece, whilst in the staminate catkins the three lobes are separate and distinct, in both kinds covering a
ternary group of flowers, which in the pistillate catkins are naked, in the staminate furnished with a rudimentary floral envelope to each in the shape of a hol-

low

scale.

y

—

——
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waved, glahrous, on grooved petioles, atout an inch in lensth, running; alonfj tlie
under side of the leaf into tlie very prominent midrib, wilh straight parallel veins

and small

tufts of hairs in their axils.

Stipules ovate or lanceolate, entire, decipaniculate clusters of 4—8, on
rounded furfuraceo-scabrous stalks, at first purplish and erect or nodding, when
full-blown pendant, cylindrical-obtuse, 2—4 inches in length, glabrous.
Scales
rusty red or purple, roundish, of 1 principal and 3 lateral mostly 2-lobed
smaller
pieces or segments, each of which last covers a solitary sessile flower.
Perianth
greenish, deeply 4-clert, roundish or obovate, concave and unequal.
Stamens 4,
opposite to and shorter than the perianth, inserted near its base, sometimes surrounding an imperfect germen ; anthers 2-lobed, yellowish or reddish, with copious
pale-yellow pollen, made up of transparent polyhedal granules.
Pistillate catkins
about 2, 3, or 4 together, in similar clusters to the staminate and immediately
beneath the latter or partly interspersed amongst them, scarcely
Jth of an inch
loug, ovate and erect, their scales dark red, closely imbricated,
broadly ovate,
fleshy, smooth and somewhat pointed, 2-flowered,
persistent and at length woody.
Perianth none.
Styles 2, pale crimson, rounded, fleshy and tapering, erect or
slightly spreading, much longer than the scales.
Germen green, compressed.

duous.

Staminate catkins in terminal, forked,

Tribe III. Myriceje, Lindl.
" Flowers all in catkins.
Fruit drupaceous, surrounded by the
scales of the ovary, become fleshy and adherent.'"
Lindl. Syn.

—

V. Myeica, Linn.

Gale.

—

"Scales of the catkins concave. Barren floivers :
Stamens 4 or
8.
Fertile flowers :
Stigmas subulate.
Hypogynous scales sessile, without a gland on the inside."
Br. Fl.

—

1.
M. Gale, L. Stveet Gale. Dutch Myrtle. Golden Withy.
Vect. Sweet Withy.
Golden Osier.
Leaves oblongo-lanceolate
or subcuneate distantly serrated above, drupes tricuspidate in

oblong clusters.

E. B.

t.

563.

Br. Fl.

p. 378.

In spongy bogs and wet thickets. Fl. April.
Ij.
E. Med. Plentiful in Apse-heath withy-bed, also at the upper end of Sandown
level, and on the hoggy skirts of Lake common.
About Blackpan. Thicket
above Alverstone mill. At the foot of Hill Heath or Hill Side, near Newchurch.
Bordwood lynch. Profusely in a tract of peaty bog not half a mile N. of Godshill, a little beyond Munsley hill.
Large willow-thicket by Budbridge farm,
1848.
Peat-bogs along the Medina between Cridmore and Rookley.
In boggy
meadows along the Medina and Main river, abundant in many places.
A bushy shrub, from 2 to 6 feet in height. Stems often ascending and decumbent below and rooting, rather slender, covered with an ash-gray or reddish warty
Leaves
bark, and with numerous twiggy branches of a reddish brown colour.
about 2 inches long, of a rather glaucous green, paler beneath, oblongo-lanceolate,
with shallow, distant, teeth-like serratures at their tips, and tapering into the very
Staminate catkins erect, cylindrical, not an inch in length. Scales
short petioles.
broadly ovate, concave, pointed, slightly fringed with woolly hairs, widely spreadStamens usually 4 at the base of each
ing when in flower, reddish at the tips.
anthers erect, reddish, of 2 oblong deeply divided
scale filaments very short

—

;

;

Pistillate calkins scarcely
pollen copious, bright sulphur-yellow, fragrant.
Jth of an inch long, ovale, erect, their scales dark red, the lower ones fringed, shorter
Drupes crowded into little ovate
than the fleshy, purple and spreading styles.
or oblong sessile clusters, covered with yellow odoriferous globules, very small,

lobes

;

longer than the persistent perianth, greenish yellow, sublunato-orbicular, tricus-

—

3

;

.
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pidate, the middle point running

down into a keel along each face of the drupe.
Seed erect, obovate, pointed at the upper end, which is produced into the central
cusp.

Individuals of ihis species are said occasionally to be monoecious. Like many
other dioecious plants, the male is commonly the more abundant.
The wood of the Sweet Gale is quite inodorous, but the leaves emit, when
bruised, an agreeable spicy fragrance, partaking of ginger and clove with a mixture of bitter aroma, which, to^jether with its peculiar willow-like aspect, readily
account for the names it bears in this island.
It is far more generally distributed in the N. of England and Scotland than with us, but attains to greater
dimensions in this island than I have ever seen it elsewhere, and occasionally
assuming a more vivid green, when it has at a little distance somewhat the
appearance of small bushes of Arbutus Unedo.

Tribe IV. Cupdliferje, Lindl.
"

Male floiver

in a catkin.
Female flower solitary or aggregated
Perigone adnate to the ovary, ivith a denticulated limb,
sometimes evanescent, surrounded by a coriaceous involucre."
Lindl. Syn.

or spiked.

—

VI. CoETLUs, Linn.

Hazel.

" Barren flowers in a cylindrical catkin : its scales 3-cleft, middle lobe covering the 2 lateral ones.
Perianth 0, except the 2
inner collateral scales of the catkin, which cohere at their base to
the outer one (or true scale). Stamens 3. Anthers 1-celled.
Fertile floicers 1
2 together within a minute involucre of 2
cohering lacerated hairy scales, the whole collected into a short
gemmaceous bracteated catkin. Perianth closely investing the
ovary, and scarcely distinguishable from it.
Stigmas 2, filiform.
Nut invested with the enlarged, united scales of the involucre,
which are coriaceous at the base, and leafy and laciniated at the
summit." Br. Fl.

—
—

—

Common Hazel. " Stipules oblong obtuse,
1. C. Avellana, L.
leaves roundish-cordate pointed, involucre about the length of the
fruit unarmed campanulate 2
3 partite rather spreading torn at

—

the margin."— Br. Fl. p. 404.
In woods and hedges abundantly.

E. B.

t.

723.

Fl. February, March.

Fr. September,
Ij
October.
large shrub or small tree, with a smooth gray or partly reddish brown bark,
Slaminate catthe tips of the branches and flowering shoots setose and downy.
kins pendulous, cylindrical, 2
4 inches long, 2, 3, or more together on short
lateral shoots, conspicuous in early spring by their pale greenish yellow colour
their scales wedge-shaped, downy, 3-lobed, the middle lobe largest and covering
the other two, with a small purplish point.
Stamens mostly 8 anthers pale yellow, oblong, slightly hairy at the top, scattering a copious sulphur-yellow pollen.
Pistillate fiowers aggregated in solitary, sessile, remote, scaly buds, exactly like
those of the leaves, from which the protruded crimson stigmas alone distinguish
;

A

—

;

them.

—

.

°
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VII. QuEECus, Linjt.

Oak.

" Barren floivers in a lax catkin or sj^i/ce, without
scales.
Perianth single, 5—7 cleft.
Stamens 5—10.
Anthers 2-celled.—
_

Fertile flowers

of

many

aggregated or in a lax spike. Involucre 1-flowered,
scales united into a cup.
Perianth single, closely

little

investing the ovary, 6-toothed.
Ovary 3—4 celled. Style short.
Stigmas 3 4, oblong, compressed.
Nut (or acorn) solitary, surrounded at the base by the enlarged cup-shaped indurated invo-

—

lucre."

Br. Fl.

Common British Oak.* "Leaves deciduous
very shortly stalked oblongo-obovate deeply sinuate, their
sinuses
acute, lobes obtuse, fruit 2—3 upon a mostly elongated
peduncle."
~Br. Fl. E. B. t. 1342. Br. Fl. p. 408. Q, pedunculata, Willd.
1.

Q. Eobur, L.

In woods, coppices and hedgerows; abundant.
Woods, hedges, &c., everywhere.
Some of the
grows at Nunwell, where are many noble trees of

Fl. April,
finest

May.

Oak-timber

Ij.

in the island

this species, of very greirt but
not exiraordinary dimensions.
Leaves alternate, somewhat crowded at the ends of the twigs and
appearing as
It fasciculate, firm, deep
green and more or less shining above, pale and whitish
beneath, usually quite glabrous, on very short grooved petioles or subsessile,

oblong or obovato-oblong in outline, deeply and unequally sinuate-lobed, the
lobes entire, very obtuse and rounded, not mucronate, the corresponding lobes on
each side seldom exactly opposite one another and usually of very unequal size,
the margins of the lobes often deflexed, and the entire leaf concavo-convex
or
vaulted, sometimes quite flat, but in general the surface is more or less undulating,
curled or twisted
base of the leaves mostly unequal, attenuate and rounded, with
a deep round notch or sinus on each side of the petiole, forming two lobes or
auricles
the leaves of this species usually lie in plains variously inclined to one
another, and this, together with their wavy surface, convexity and irregular sinuosity, combine to give an appearance of scrubbiness to the foliage as compared
with the next.
Acorns solitary, in pairs or clustered on a common erect or lax
peduncle, varying in length from 1 inch or under to 4 or 5 inches, ovoid-oblong
;

:

or elliptical-oblong.
Cup hemispherical, covered with numerous small, closepressed, imbricating, ovate or oblong scales, that are minutely pubescent and
ciliated.

2. Q. sessilifolia, Salisb.
Sessile-fruited Oak.
Chestnut Oak.
Vect. Maiden Oak ?
Leaves deciduous very distinctly petiolate
oblong- obovate deeply sinuate or sinuato-pinnatifid, the sinuses
for the most part somewhat acute, lobes rounded obtuse, fruit
clustered on a short erect stalk or sessile or both, cup of the
acorn hemispherical scaly (pubescent ?)
Svensk. Bot. ii. t. 73.
E. B. t. 1845. Q. Eobur, L., &. Br. Fl. p. 403. Q. intermedia,
:

D. Don.
p. Leaves

In woods

F. Med.

;

downy nnderneath.
Fl. April, May.
rare ?

Fr. September, October.
Tj
on the edge of Quarr copse, by the side of the NewIn East-Slanden copse, 1845. On Bordwood forest, abundantly,

— A single tree

port road, 1844.
JV. Boner, Esq.,

1

844.

* Trans, of Bot. Soc. of Edinb. vol.
K. Greville.

the British Oaks,' by E.

i.

p. 65,

'

On

the Botanical Character of

5
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W. Med.
A very fine round-topped tree in Elm copse, between Shalfleet and
Calboume, preserving exactly the characters of the Bordwood Oak, 1844.
p. Near Shalfleet.
Distinguishable in its most defined form from Q. Robur by its usually larger
and broader, flatter and more regularly spreading or imbricating leaves, which
are distinctly petiolate, the petioles yellowish or reddish, in general of a lighter
move shining green, sometimes however dark green, for the most part obovate
rather than oblong, less deeply, more regularly and evenly sinuate, the sinuses
more exactly opposite and inclined to acuteness at bottom rather than to be
rounded or obtuse; by a greater massiveness of foliage and compactness of the
whole tree, which is, I think, more disposed to assume a rounded head by its
more horizontally spreading less tortuous branches and spray, larger sized leafbuds, and essentially by bearing acorns that are either quite sessile or wholly or
in part on short, erect, stout peduncles, and in general more numerously clustered.
The bark is thought to be lighter coloured, and the leaves more ai>t lo be persistent through the winter I think I have remarked the former to be smoother on
young trees, at least than in Q. Robur. The acorns of the present species are
rather ovoid than oblong, the cup approaching to one-half the entire length of the
gland they are stated moreover, when ripe, to have very generally a red or pinkish colour.
All these characters are liable to great exception, fluctuating so
variously between those laid down for the two species as fairly to induce suspicion of their being really distinct as such.
Still, as Mr. Bree truly observes,
"though there are sessile oaks bearing fruit or peduncles, and pedunculated oaks
bearing almost sessile fruit, there is yet a certain indescribable something about
the trees, by means of which I can always distinguish each, without minutely
examining either the acorns or the leafstalks."*
The present is certainly the handsomer tree of the two, with a certain faint
approach to tlie sweet or Spanish Chestnut in aspect, and it is said in the appearance and quality of the wood likewise, having, it would seem, been commonly
mistaken for that of the former in the timber of some of our oldest edifices. This
species approaches in aspect more nearly to some of the American oaks than our
commoner kind does.
The characters distinguishing Q. sessiliflora which I have found most constant
are ihosejof the fruit- and leaf-stalks, forjthough the acorns are often elevated on
a very distinct peduncle I have never seen the latter anything like so slender and
elongated as in Q. Robur, notwithstanding that this last sometimes bears its
acorns on an abbreviated stalk very similar to the occasional one of Q. sessiliThe leaves in Q. Robur are most commonly very unequal at the base,
Jlora.
with so deep a notch or sinus on one or both sides of the petiole as to appear
auricled in Q. sessiliflora the base of the leaf is more equal, and the notch, if
any exist, very shallow.
In the former, too, the leaves are waved and stand out
at various angles to one another; in Q. sessiliflora the leaves are remarkably flat,
and lie over each other in a horizontal position and in parallel planes.
I suspect Q. sessiliflora is always a smaller tree than our common Oak; nor
can I by any means agree with Fries (' Novitiae') in thinking that the difierences
between the two are owing to poorness of soil, as he confidently affirms.f
;

:

;

;

VIII. Fagus, Linn.
" Barren floivers in a globose catkin.

Beech.

Perianth campanulate,
Anthers 2-celled.
Fertile floivers 2
together withm a 4-lobed involucre. Perianth urceolate, with 4
minute lobes.
Ovary incorporated with the perianth, 3 -celled, 2
6-cleft.

Stamens 8

* Loud. Arb. Brit.

f [For a
see Phytol.

—

vol.

15.

iii.

p.

—

—

1738.

further exposition of the author's views respecting our British oaks,
iii.

pp.

882— 884.— Edrs.']

——

.
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becoming abortiye. Stigmas 8, filiform.
Nuts triquetrous, in
pairs within the enlarged prickly involucre."
Br. Fl.
" Leaves ovate glabrous
1. V. sylvatica,Li.
Common Beech.
obsoletely dentate, their margins ciliated."
Br. Fl. p. 403.
E.
B. t. 1846.
In woods and on steep chalky
ber, Outolier.

hills

;

not unfrequeut.

FL May.

Fr. Septem-

Tj

—

E. Med.
On the down above Nunwell. In Cowpit-cliff wood. By Godshill.
East-end, indigenous.?
Cleveland wood, abundantly; indigenous
Appuldurcombe park, but perhaps planted.
A beautilul and stately tree, from 50 to 80 or 100 feet high, with roots running
nearly horizontally or even partly above the surface, the bark very smooth, cinereous, the extremities of the spreading crooked branches virgate, flexuose, emitting at each angle of flexure a solitary, alternate, linear-laiioeolate, acute leaf-bud
about |ths of an inch in length.
Leaves from about 1 J or 2 to 3J or 4 inches
long, and from 1 to 2^ or 3 inches wide, bright (often deep) green above, paler
beneath, firm or subcoriaceous, shining and glabrous when young, sprinkled with
silky hairs, varying iu form from ovate to elliptical or even inclining to lanceolate, ovate or somewhat acuminate, soujetimes bluutish, obsoletely sinuato-dentate
and waved along the margin, which is fringed with fine white silky hairs; more
rarely distinctly aud acutely dentato-serrate, rounded or tapering and wedgeshaped, often oblique at the base, the disk subplicate, with straight parallel ribs
hairy along their prominent under side, aud with small silky tufts iu their axils.
Petioles very short, 4 or 5 lines in length, silky-pilose, rounded.
Stipules long,
linear-lanceolate, pale tawny, very thin and membranous, caducous.
Staminate
flowers in small, pale greenish yellow, loosely sutiglobose and somewhat compressed catkins, about ^ an inch iu diameter, pendulous from common, compressed,
very silky peduncles, of about i- to 1^ inch in length, 3, 4, or 5 together from the
same buds as the leaves, and having mostly one or two linear, deciduous, tawny
bracts a short distance below the flowers.
Perianth shortly pedicellate, very silky,
campanulate, cleft, the segments acute. Stamens 5—12 (Sm.), mostly about 9 (?)
a little longer than the perianth anthers elliptic-ohlong, greenish yellow, 2-celled,
bursting laterally poWfn pale yellow.
Pistillate flowers situated just above the
staminate, terminal or subterniinal, their common involucre usually solitary or on
an erect, stout, silky and bluntly angular peduncle of about an inch in length;
subglobose, thick and leathery, deeply cleft into 4 roundish lobes closing over the
two included germeus, silky tomentose within, beset externally with numeious
patent, spreading or recurved, subulate scales, of a light purplish colour and
downy, flat, soft and pliant, and which cannot therefore be called prickles, but
more resemble the involucral bracts of many Compositae.
Germens 2, greenish,
sessile, ovate and acutely triquetrous, with depressed sides and thin prominent
angles a little silky above, closely applied to each other by one of their faces,
and crowned by the 6 erect, subulate and downy segments of the closely investing
Stigmas 3, greenish, subulate, spreading and recurved, proor adnate calyx.
Nuts 2, chestnut-brown, rather more than i an inch
truded from the involucre.
in length, ovoid and acutely triquetrous, the angles winged above the depressed
faces, somewhat grooved and in their upper part silky pubescent, and penicillate
at the apex; firmly enclosed in the enlarged, much- indurated, almost woody and
capsnle-like involucre, which is covered with a tawny pile, its segments at length
Cotyledons large, fleshy, conduplicate, plaited.
widely spreading or reflexed.
The nuts are often abortive, though the testa appears as large and well filled as
usual, but on being broken open no trace of any portion of the seed is to be found
excepting the hairy funiculus.
I have sometimes suspected the Beech might not be truly indigenous in this
island, though unquestionably so on the mainland of Hampshire, where, as iu
Sussex and other southern counties of England, it forms vast natural woods of
great magnificence and beauty, which, from their occupying in general the sloping
i"

;

;

-J-

;
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In these places the tree
sides of the chalk ranges, are familiarly called hangers.
is essentially gregarious in its habit, covering large tracts of ground and taking
entire possession of the soil here, on the contrary, except where evidently planted,
;

it

prevails sporadically, not evincing the

to

extend

itself in

same power of occupying,

or disposition

masses.

The silence, loveliness and gloom that reign within the deep recesses of large
Beech woods almost transport the wanderer in idea to the primEeval forests of the
Western World.
I am not disposed to attach the least importance to the assertion of Caesar, so
often quoted in proof of the subsequent introduction amongst us of this tree, that
he found no Beech-timber in Britain. I feel an unwillingness to let the decision
of the question rest on a single word in the

'

Commentaries,' which, supposing

it

to refer solely to the subject before us, of which I am by no means convinced, may
have crept into the text, as at present received, through the ignorance and careNature
lessness of transcribers or the eraendatory zeal of eaiTy commentators.

herself contradicts the assertion in the exuberant profusion of Beech-wood with
which she has clothed our hills, and this, together with the known distribution of
the same tree in other parts of Europe, leaves us little cause for hesitation in
choosing between the evidence of our senses on the one hand, and the dictum
probably mistranscribed or misunderstood of a fallible and remote authority on
the other.
There is a remarkable specimen of the rough-barked Beech in the New Forest,
The tree, which is of considerable
on the Southampton and Christchurch road.
size and height, but entirely bereft of its lower branches, stands about 100 yards
from the road on the right-hand side going towards Christchurch, and within 500
yards of the turnpike-gate out of Lyndhurst, and is an object of curiosity and
attention to numbers passing that way.

Castanea vesea (the Common Sweet or Spanish Chestnut) is here omitted, from
a conviction that it cannot with propriety be comprehended in the Isle-of- Wight
Flora, though found in situations, with us, to all appearances as perfectly natural
In Lorden copse, near Shorwell, are several trees,
as in any part of the kingdom.
of considerable girth and of evidently great age, which in some seasons produce
small but well-flavoured fruit, as I learn from the country people, though in less
have just seen
favourable years the nuts form but do not fill in the shell.
however that even in the Beech the fruit is not always perfected, perhaps from
defective impregnation, as is often the case in plants with diclinous flowers.

We

—

—

—
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[Subclass
" Seeds quite naked."

II.

[Tim-us.

Gymnosperm^.*]

{Gymnogens).

Order LXXI.

—Bab. Man.

CONIFEKiE,

Juss.

"Monoecious or dioecious, without a perianth.
Barren floiuers
in a deciduous catkin ; scales peltate or erect, shortly stalked or
sessile, bearing near the base at the edge, or on the under side, 2
or more distinct anther-cells (2 or more monadelphous stamens,
each with a single 1-celled anther?). Fertile powers generally in
many- or few-flowered cones, sometimes solitary." Br. Fl.
I.

Taxus, Linn.

Yew.

" Dioecious.

Barren flowers in oval catkins, surrounded at the
base with imbricated bracteas, of which the inner ones are larger
scales crowded, peltate, with 3
8 anther-cells on the lower surFertile flower a solitary erect ovule, seated on a fleshy disk,
face.'

—

;

with a few imbricated scales at the base.
Seed solitary, bony,
contained in an open fleshy cup-shaped receptacle, resembling a
drupe." Br. Fl.

—

Common Yew. " Leaves 2-ranked crowded
+ 1. T. baccata, L.
linear acute, flowers axiUary sessile."
Br. Fl. p. 408. E. B. t.
746.
In steep hilly and rocky woods, and on chalky downs a very rare and doubtful
Tj.
native of the Isle of Wight, i^i. March, April, i^r. October, November ?
A few trees on the slope of the down above Nunwell, possibly planted.
A large tree, of no great height but often of vast circumference, and of very
slow growth, the branches long, spreading, and often drooping at their extremi-

—

;

Leaves numerous, scattered, distichous, spreading in
ascending or suberect.
10 lines in
opposite directions, narrowly linear-elliptical, quite glabrous, about 8
length and 1 line in breadth, thick and fleshy, dark green, shining and somewhat
convex above, paler and flat beneath, the margins slightly thickened, each surface
with a prominent midrib ending in a small, weak, brown point at the apex, and
produced with the base of the leaf into a very short subcompressed footstalk.
Staminate flowers in solitary, axillary, drooping, subglobose, nearly sessile clusters.
Anthers numerous, forming a spherical head on a short stalk or column formed by
their yxwieA filaments, yellowish, peltate, 6-, 6-, or 8?-lohed and as many celled
pollen very copious, yellowish white.
I introduce this species, but with considerable doubt, because it is one so prevalent and truly indigenous on all the chalky downs of Sussex, Hampshire and
Wilts, though wanting on those of this island, except in the above single locality,
ties,

—

;

* [In the author's MS. this subclass had received no designation.
As corresponding or rather contrasting with the name of this first subclass (see page 1),
we have ventured on supplying that in the text above, as probably that which he

had intended.
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and there but very sparingly and of somewhat stunted growth.

The Yew

is

one

of the very few natural ornaments of our South downs, over the bare sides and
summits of which it is scattered abundantly as single trees, frequently of great
size and evident antiquity, sometimes in groups, more rarely forming groves in
the bottoms or valleys between these rounded hilis, or in the steep woods which
clothe their sheltered slopes.*

* One of the most remarkable of these
near Chichester,

much

resorted to in

Yew

groves is that at Kingley Bottom,
the inhabitants of that city.

summer by

—

Juniperis communis, L.
I found, March 20th, 1845, a solitary dwarf bush of
the common Juniper on the slope of the down above Nunwell, where it, as well
as the Yew it accompanies, may possibly be native, but till detected in greater
abundance I do not feel justified in introducing it amongst our indigenous
vegetahles on the strength of a single specimen.

3p

—
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Class

MONOCOTYLEDONOUS

or

II.

ENDOGENOUS PLANTS.

Cellular and vascular.
Stem (when perennial) not increasing
by a succession of annular layers on the outside of the old ones,
usually with no distinction of bark, wood, pith or medullary rays,
but consisting of cellular tissue, in which the vascular is inserted
in confused bundles, or in a single ring, the newest formation
being internal.
Leaves mostly alternate below, often sheathing,
permanent and withering on the stem, more rarely jointed and
deciduous, with usually parallel nerves connected by simple transverse veins, rarely nettle-veined.
Flowers with a single perianth
(or without one), the parts mostly arranged in a ternary manner,
sometimes when in a double row the external one green and
resembling a calyx. Embryo with one cotyledon, or if apparently
two they are alternate. Plumule and radicle either within the cotyledon, or lodged in a cleft in its side, or attached to its flat face.

Subclass

I.

Florida.

Flowers never glumaceous, sometimes naked or nearly so (as
in Araceae, Pistiacete, Naiadacese and Juncaginacefe), generally
with a more or less coloured perianth, the pieces of which are in
a single or double whorl.

Order LXXII.

ORCHIDACE^.

" Perianth of 6 segments in 2 rows, mostly coloured one, the
lowest (so situated from the twisting of the ovary), usually differStamens 3, united
ing in form from the rest and often spurred.
with the style in a central column, the two lateral ones usually
Anther
abortive, sometimes the central one (in Cj^pripedium).
Pollen powdery or frequently
celled.
often deciduous, 2
Ovary 1-celled, with 3 parietal recepcohering in waxy masses.
;

—4—8

Style forming part of the column with the stamens.
Capsule (rarely a
Stigma a viscid space in front of the column.
AlSeeds numerous testa loose, reticulated.
berry) 3-valved.

tacles.

;

bumen

0."

Br. Fl.

Order

LXXII b. HYDEOCHAEIDACE^.

Hydrocharis Morsus-Rance, L. (common Frog-bit), is not indigenous to the Isle
of Wight, but is abundantly naluvalized in the pool on Barrett's common, two
miles and a half from Ryde.

—
Orcllis.]
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Ophrydinej^.

Anther 1, adnate to the face of the stigma.
Pollen-masses granular
pollen cohering in an indefinite number of finally wa.vy
granules or lobes, attached by an irregular elastic cellular tissue
along the axis of the pollen-mass.
:

I.

Orchis, Linn.

Orchis.

" Lip spurred.
Glands of the stalks of the pollen-masses contained in a common little pouch." Br. Fl.
f " Glands of

the pollen-masses separate," " bracts l-nerved, tubers undivided."

—

Bab. Mail.

Green-winged Meadow Orchis. " Lip 3-lobed
the middle lobe emarginate, sepals obtuse
ascending connivent, spur ascending blunt rather shorter than
the germen."— £r. Fl. p. 420. E. B. t. 2059.
1.

0. Morio, L.

somewhat

crenate,

In diy or lather moist meadows and pastures

;

abundantly.

Fl.

April

—June.

—

E.Med. Fields at Quarr abbey, and elsewhere about Ryde. Plentiful on
Wootlon common, and in fields adjoining. Meadows about Rookley farm, 1845.
W. Med.
Abundant about Cowes, Yarmouth, Newport, and most other parts

—

of the island.
Root of 2 solid nearly globose tubers, often with a short point, and having a
few short stout fibres above them.
Stem usually about 6, 8 or 10 inches high,
sometimes a foot or even 18 inches, erect, hollow, rounded, angular and purplish
above.
Leaves much shorter than the stem, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, pale
green, smooth and somewhat shining, but without spots, many-ribbed, paler with
a glaucous or silvery aspect beneath, slightly pointed and mucronate, the lowermost spreading and mostly recurved or twisted andflattish, those next above them
more or less erect and folded, the highest of all acute, spalhaceous, clothing the
stem to within a short distance of the flower-spike.
Bracts lanceolate, membranous, coloured, about as long as the germen and incumbent on it, 3 5 nerved,
the nerves greenish, the lateral ones often obscure.
Flowers resembling those of
O. mascula, but scentless, and fewer in comparison with that and other species of
the genus, commonly from 8 or 10 to 15 or 20, in an oblong-obtuse, lax or occasionally crowded or compact spike, about 2
4 inches in length, varying in hue
from deepest purple to flesh-colour or (rarely) white, the darker shades exhibiting
a fine velvety lustre.
Sepals coloured, porrected or ascending, connivent and
converging like a hood or helmet (hence the Latin name of the species) over the
column and very small lateral petals, which they almost wholly conceal; the lateral ones elliptical-oblong, very obtuse or rounded, oblique at the base, concave,
strongly ribbed or striated with purplish green lines, the superior sepal oblong,
plane and striate like the others. Lateral petals very small, sublinear-obtuse,
striated like the sepals
lip large, pale and spotted with purple in the centre, the
two lateral lobes approaching to semiorbicular, deeply and irregularly notched or
crenate, veined with purple, strongly deflexed middle lobe shallow, much smaller
and equal to or shorter than the lateral pair, emarginate, with a broad shallow
sinus, the segments crenate; spur ascending, shorter than the germen, very obtuse, compressed and dilated horizontally, not cloven at the end, its orifice nearly
glabrous.
Pollen-masses greenish yellow, 2-lobed, of many large grains cohering
together on a golden yellow elastic stalk or pedicel, capable of being drawn out to
a great length.

—

—

;

;

!
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In a meadow between Pigslegs and Smallbrook-heath copses I noticed. May,
1845, the following variations in the colour of the flowers:
1. Flowers delicate
pink verging on flesh-red.
sepals and superior
2. Lip white, destitute of spots
petals violet without, greenish white within.
Flowers violet; disk of lip
3.
whitish, shading off into violet at ihe margin, its centre thickly dotted.
This species, which is very common in England, though quite unknown in
Scotland, is certainly one of the most beautiful of the British Orchises, whether we
consider the lustre of its deep purple blossoms, emulating the richest velvet, or
the diversity of shades and variegated colours they assume.

—
;

0. mascula, L.
Early Purple Orchis. Vect. Kettle-cases.
8-lobed somewhat crenate, the middle lobe emarginate,
outer sepals acute, the two lateral ones reflexed upwards, lateral
inner sepals converging, spur obtuse rather longer than the germen."
Br. Fl. p. 420.
E. B. t. 631.
Curt. Fl. Lond. i. fasc.
2.

" Ijip

—

2,

t.

62.

Flowers pure white.
in moist woods, groves, meadows, pastures, and damp, shady,
grassy places in general.
Fl. April June.
2^.
/3. A single specimen found at St. John's, 1846.
Near Appuldiircombe. Near
Eyde, Miss Lucas, 1839
Near Westridge, many specimens, R. Hudson, Esq.
Plant quite glabrous.
Moot of 2 unequal, roundish oblong, fleshy tubers,
crowned with several long, thick, cylindrical fibres. Stem erect, from about 12 to
15 or 18 inches high, rounded, with many obsolete angles and furrowed above,
solid, brittle, clothed for a great part of its length upwards with the close sheathlike superior leaves, mostly purplish towards the top.
Leaves numerous, closely
sheathing, those at the base of the stem crowded and prostrate or decumbent,
spreading on the ground in a circular form when growing, but becoming, like the
upper stem-leaves, erect after gathering, sometimes nearly a foot long and Ij inch
wide, bright green, fleshy, oblong-lanceolate, often somewhat falcate, shorter than
the flower-spike, obtuse or slightly pointed, with a minute often brown callous
tip, very smooth and shining, moderately folded, with a sharp keel and several
parallel nerve-like ribs mostly with us elegantly spotted and blotched with puruppermost leaves inflated and spathaceous,
plish black, sometimes quite plain
broader, paler and more acute, scarcely spotted. At the very base of the stem are
situated a pair or two of opposite, unequal, broadly ovate, membranous, manyBracts coloured, membranous, lanceolate,
ribbed, closely appressed sheaths.
single-ribbed, sheathing and rather shorter than the germen, twisted at the tips.
Flowers numerous, showy, in a loose, terminal, oblong-obtuse spike, of from 3 to
6 or 8 inches in length, varying from bright pinkish purple to flesh-colour or even
white, the base of the lip and fauces pale, with a few pui'ple spots and finely
downy. Sepals ovate or ovalo-lanceolate, coloured, acute or sometimes even acuminate, the inferior one incumbent on the lateral petals, 3-nerved, the 2 lateral
/3.

Very abundant

—

!

;

;

strongly reflexed, nearly erect and diverging at their points, 4- or 6-nerved. Lip
very large, rather broader than long, roundish in circumscription, minutely glanduloso-pubescent above, the inferior margin trifid, the sinuses obtuse, central lobe
emarginate, the segments rounded at the exterior angle and somewhat curved
outward, the two lateral lobes rather shorter than the middle one, at length
strongly defiexed, all minutely and unequally crenate and waved along their
edges, entire only at their bases; lateral petals erecl, conniveut and overlapping
spur ascending, subcyliiidrical,
at the tips, hollow, ovate and obliquely inserted
very obtuse, more or less enlarged and flattened at the extremity, bluntly keeled
Anther-cells parallel, approximate, purplish; pollen-masses
along its under side.
Germen coloured, twisted, sheathed at base by the
blackish or greenish, 2-lobed.
;

bracts.

a
Tiie long spikes of purple blossoms and fine spotted leaves of this Orchis are
great ornament to our moist pastures in the spring and early summer months.
The flowers, though sometimes devoid of scent, more usually possess a rather

!
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powerful and not unpleasant smell, hardly to be called fragvaiit, and even disliked
by some persons.
The roots or tubers, under the name of Salep, were formerly
much in demand as an article of diet, and, though, like the Sweet Flag, the spontaneous growth of our own country, oonlinued to be imported from abroad, till
the more general introduction of other farinaceous preparations, as sago, tapioca
and arrow-root, nearly superseded its use.
The leaves appear to be more frequently unspotted on the Continent than with us.
For an interesting paper on the nature of Salep, by Dr. Lindley, see Trans, of
Linn. Society, xviii. p. 423.

" Lip 3-parOrchis.
raised spots, segments narrow, the
middle one bifid, outer sepals connivent acute including the two
lateral inner ones, spur nearly half as long, and bracteas as long,
as the germen "—Br. Fl. p. 420.
E. B. t. 18.

0. ustulata, L.

3.

tite

Dwarf Dark-winged

marked with discoloured

On

and downs; not unfrequent. Fl. May, June. 2^.
St. Boniface down, between Ventnor and the
Pulpit Rock, and in chalky meadows at Bonchurch, occasionally.
Steephill,
dry, hilly, open pastures

E.Med.

—Tolerably abundant on

Albert Hambrough, Esq.
W. Med.— Freshwater, near the cliffs, D. Turner, Esq., B. T. W. !!! Plentiful on the sloping sides of the valley by Calbourne New Barn, Lady Simeon,
1840!!!

A

charming little plant, with flower-spikes that look as if singed or scorched at
the summit, from the rich brownish purple of the yet unexpanded buds and calyces of those fully blown, contrasted with the milk-white deeply 3-cleft lip of the
corolla, elegantly sprinkled with dark crimson dots.
Root of 2 oblong whitish
tubers, with a few stout fibres at the crown.
Stem erect, 3 5 inches high, angular.
Leaves several, various in width, lanceolate, the lowermost spreading, the
rest nearly erect, palish green, a little glaucous, many-ribbed.
Bracts variable in
length, never in my numerous specimens quite equal to, and often very considerably shorter than, the spirally twisted germen. Flowers in a short, dense, oblongobtuse, cylindrical spike, about an inch long.
Sepals ovate, converging, dark
purple, paler after expansion.
Lateral petals very small and narrow, spathulate,
concealed by the calyx lip 3-lobed, speckled with a few dark purple spots, the
two lateral lobes oblong-obtuse, the middle one much the largest, wedge-shaped,
deeply cleft, the lobes obtuse, more or less notched on their edge and spreading ;
spur obtuse, short, conical and curved.
The Bev. G. E. Smith has remarked to me that this plant possesses the delicate Iragrance of Heliotrope.
It has not been found in either Scotland or Ireland.

—

;

ff

" Glands of the pollen-masses separate," " bracts with 3 or more nerves, tubers
undivided." Bab. Man.

—

Spike pyramidal
Spotted Palmate Orchis.
4. O. maculata, L.
acute, bracteas somewhat shorter than the flowers, lip with its
central lobe as long as the lateral ones which are notched at the
margin, spur slender pointed. Br. Fl. p. 422. E. B. t. 632.
Flowers blood-red.
In woods, thickets, groves, meadows and pastures, also on dry heaths and in
moist or boggy places an abundant species. Fl. June, July.
2^.
/3. "A variety with blood-red flowers was found in this island by the Kev.
Price, of Lyminge, and is now growing in his garden," Rev. G. E. Smith in litt.
Root of 2 compressed, whitish, fleshy, palmate tubers, surmounted by several
Stem erect, from 6, 8, or 10 inches to 2 feet high,
long, cylindrical, downy fibres.
rounded, nearly terete below, acutely ridged, grooved and angled above, filled
Leaves sheathing, distant, alterwith a very loose cellular tissue or subfistulose.
/3.

;

—
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blight grass-green above, and generally but not invariably cnveved with
spots or blotches of purplish black, pale silvery or. grayish green beneath, with
several filiform parallel ribs, the two lowermost ribs approximate, unequal in size
iiate,

and more or less spreading, oblong, obovato-oblong or obovato-elliptical, very
rounded and obtuse or slightly pointed, upper leaves elongalo-lanceolate. Bracts
one under each flower, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, their margins .finely cartilaginous-serrulate, 3-nerved, the 2 lateral nerves obscure, lower bracts much longer
than the germen, those higher up about equal to the latter or even shorter.
Flowers in a dense, oblong-conical, obtuse, cylindrical and terminal spike, from
1 or 2 to 6 or 7 inches long, varying from palish purple or rose-colour to nearly
pure white.
Sepals oblong or oblong-lanceolate, patent, faintly 3-nerved, the 2
lateral sepals oblique and ascending, mostly hooded at their apex.
Two upper
pcta/s ovate, obtuse, connivent, and forming a hood over the anther; lower petal
(lip) obcordato-rotundate, 3-lobed, flat or with the lateral lobes deflexed even on
the same plant, the disk and base streaked and spotted with purple in various
ways, in the white variety very faintly marked or immaculate two outer lobes
mostly rounded, crenate and erose, at other times acute and diverging, with a very
deep sinus between them and the centre lobe, which is commonly much smaller,
oblong or ovate, obtuse or slightly pointed, and considerably longer than the rest,
sometimes however only equal lo the the lateral lobes, or even shorter and truncate.
This and the following species bear a strong resemldance to each other, and the
specific characters, as usually laid down, are not suSiciently discriminative.
The
bracteas of O. maculata are commonly slated to be shorter than the germen, but
as
I find,
Dr. Johnston has also remarked (Fl. of Berwick-upon-Tweed), that they
are as often quite equal to the latter and even exceed them in length, though not
so much produced as in O. latifolia.
The flower-spikes in O. maculata are more
tapering or pyramidal than those of O. latifolia, in which they are rather cylindrical and obtuse.
The lower lip in the first of these species has the middle lobe
equal to the two somewhat crenate lateral ones, not produced beyond them in O.
latifolia the central lobe visibly exceeds the lateral ones, which last are very entire
and rounded in their outline.
The spur in O. maculata Is far more slender, and
tapers off almost to a point, not terminating very abruptly as in O. latifolia.
;

;

Marsh Palmate Orchis. Spike cylindrical
5. O. latifolia, L.
obtuse, bracteas rather longer than the flowers, lip 3-lobecl, central lobe produced bej^ond the two lateral ones which are rounded
and nearly entire, spur subcylindrical bluntish shorter than the
germen. Br. Fl. p. 421. E. B. t. 2308.
See Bab. Manual.
angustifolia.
In low, moist, marshy or boggy places, woods, meadows and pastures; pretty
frequent, though much less common than the foregoing. Fl. May July.
H-.
Sandown marshes near Shanklin and Appuldurcombe. Wet meaE. Med.
dows about Newchurch. [Marshy field at the top of Brading harbour, A. G.
More, Esq., Edrs.]
Common in meadows about Thorley. Boggy ground below CalW. Med.
Abundant in Easton marsh, and in boggy meadows at Freshwater
bourne mill.
Common in the great plantation of fir, beech, &c., at Westover.
gate.
j3. Boggy ground by the Wilderness, 1844.
A handsome species, with a dense spike of purple or sometimes nearly white
Root of 2 irregularly palmate tubers, with several long thick fibres.
flowers.
/3.

—

—

;

—

—

Stem erect, hollow, somewhat angular, I 2 feet high, lealy, green or purplish.
Leaves closely sheathing, ovato-lanceolate, sometimes very large and broad, plain
Spike
or more rarely spotted with black, upper ones narrow like the bracteas.
Bracteas longer
dense, many-flowered, cylindrical, abrupt, 4 or 5 inches long.
than the flowers, the lowermost much more so than the rest, purplish, singleribbed. Flowers various shades of rose-red, crimson or purple, more rarely white.
Sepals coloured, the two outer ascending and spreading, the middle one incumbent
on the 2 connivent lateral petals that enclose the anther; all equal, ovate, blunt

—
Gymnadciua.]

;
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and single-ribbed.

Lip spotted, nearly plane, in 3 very unequal lobes, the latebroad, rounded, entire or slightly notched, spreading or deflexed, the middle
one small, rather longer than the rest, somewhat triangular spur subcylindrical
or conical, compressed, deflexed, bluntish, always shorter than the furrowed muchtwisted germen.
Pollen-masses greenish.

ral

;

[f-|-|-

" Glands of the pollen-masses united."

— Bab. Man.]

" Lip with 3 equal
O. pyramidalis, L.
Pyramidal Orchis.
entire lobes and 2 protuberances at the base above, lobes oblongotruncate, middle lobe sometimes emarginate, outer sepals spreading
acuminata, spur subulato-filiform longer than the germen, bracteas 3-nerved."
Br. Fl. p. 423. E. B. t. 110. Jac(i. Fl. Aust.
iii. 37, t. 266.
Anacamptis, Rich.
6.

—

In dry or rather moist clayey or chalky meadows and pastures, in woods and on
the high downs ; by no means rare. Fl. June, July.
2^.
E. Med. Not common about Ryde. In Binstead stone-pits, and in the fields
by the foot-road from that village to Byde, sparingly. Common on grassy slopes

—

Bembridge down.

at Ventnor.

W. Med.

— Plentiful in

grass-fields at Egypt, and on the slipped land along the
shore W. of Cowes. Abundant on the down W. of Freshwater gate. Near Compton farm, and near Yarmouth.
Abundant on Carisbiooke-castle hill.
In the
fir-plantation by Calbourne New Barn.
In the great fir- and beech-plantation

by Westover.
II.

Gymnadenia, R. Br.

Gymnadenia.

" Lip spurred. Anther-cells contiguous.
of the pollen-masses naked, approximated."
1.

423.

G. conopsea, R. Br.
Orchis, L. E. B. t.
:

Glands of the stalks
Br. Fl.

Fragrant Gymnadenia.

Br. Fl. p.

10.

heathy or chalky pastures, sometimes in wet boggy situations
Fl. June
August. 11.
Bank opposite Madeira villa, Ventnor, Miss Hadfields !!
E. Med.
Very fine and plentiful on the slipped clay-banks in Colwell bay,
W. Med.
and on the upper end of Colwell heath, in very wet ground. On Freshwater
down, common, 1841. On chalky slopes at Apes down, 1846.
Root of 2 palmate, whitish, fleshy tubers, and a few simple, abrupt, tapering
Stem erect, from about 12 to 18 or 20 inches high, leafy, rounded
fibres.
below, angular, furrowed and mostly purplish above, smooth and glabrous,
Leaves rather
with a central hollow or wholly filled with loose cellular tissue.
numerous, pale green, not spotted, closely sheathing, glabrous, the lower ones
more or less spreading but not prostrate or drooping at the ends as in 0. mascula,
&c., somewhat obtuse, the upper erect or erecto-patent, acute, all strongly folded
together or condupHcate, often slightly recurved or subfalcate, extremely variable
in breadth, mostly very narrow, linear and linear-lanceolate, at other times as
broad as in O. pyramidalis and lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate, the uppennost of
Flowers numerous,
all gradually approaching the floral bracts in size and shape.
much resembling those of O. pyramidalis in size and structure, but of a paler
more dilute colour, which is rather lilac than purple or crimson, rarely white, in
a terminal spike of an oblong or pyramidal figure, more seldom subcylindrical

lu dry,

hilly,

not very general.

—
—

—

O. laxiflora, Lam. (O. ensifolia, VilL), abundant in the Channel Islands, is
reported, as I learn from my friend Mr. Borrer, to have been found in this island,
on the authority, I believe, of Mr. Dawson Turner.
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obtuse, from 2 to 4 or 5 inches in length, much crowded or dense (Graves and
Hooker, Fl. Lond. iv.), at other times lax or with comparatively few and distant
flowers (E. B. i. 1. 1 0).
Bracts lanceolate, taper-pointed, green (scarcely coloured),
about as long as the germen, bluntly keeled.
Sepals ovato-oblong, very obtuse,
obscurely 3- (or 6?-) nerved, their margins reflexed, the superior one nearly erect,
about as long as the petals, the two inferior or lateral deflexed and spreading.
Petals coloured uniformly like the sepals, without spots or markings of any kind,
the two superior broad, concave and connivent over the anther, shorter than the
lateral sepals, of an irregularly rounded form, their margins entire or slightly

and

crenate only; lip ro\indish, broader than long, nearly plane, somewhat plicate, in
3 rather shallow rounded lobes of equal length, the middle one of which is quite
entire, the two lateral variously notched along their anterior margin ; spur very
slender, filiform, subulate, twice as long as the germen or even more, nearly cylindrical, without a keel, scarcely pointed, curved inwards for the most part or nearly
straight.
Column very short, forming a hood over the anther, the cells of which
Pollen-masses pear-shaped, yelare parallel, perforated at the base (not saccate).
lowish or greenish, composed of rather few large angular grains, stalks golden
yellow, their glands pellucid, flat and narrow-oblong, naked (not included in a
sac or pouch) and approximate, closing the bottom of the cells.
Germen purplish,
oblong, twisted, suddenly contracted and bending forward at the summit. Stigma
concave, with a short rounded lobe on each side, forming its anterior margin, between which and the anther-cells is a pair of shining pellucid glands (two abortive
anthers ?).
In general appearance this species resembles Orchis latifolia and O. maculata,
but the delicate fragrance of its blossoms, like that of the Clove Pink, will at once
distinguish it.
Mr. G. E. Smith, who first noticed it in Colwell bay, observes
that the plants there have a mixed odour of the Hyacinth with that more peculiar
The plant at Colwell is very large, the spikes very dense, and I
to their kind.
think comes later into flower than that at Ventnor, of which the few living specimens I have as yet seen have extremely narrow leaves and lax spikes of flowers,
Perhaps the forapproaching nearer in this respect to the figure in E. Botany.
mer may he G. densijlora of Dietrich, Fl. March, p. 164, as it agrees with my
dried specimens, and in the later period of flowering, viz.^ July and August.

III.

Habenaria, R. Br.

Habenaria.

" Lip spurred.
Anther-cells separated, diverging
Glands of the stalks of the pollen-masses naked,

at the base.

distant."

—

Br. Fl.

Frog Orchis. " Spur
an
intermediate tooth,
very short 2-lobed, lip linear bifid with
anther-cells without any process between their bases, bracteas
Br. Fl. p. 423.
much longer the flowers, tubers palmate."
Satyrium, L. E. B. t. 94.
1.

H.

viridis,

R. Br.

Green Habenaria.

—

:

In damp meadows and pastures, as well as in dry hilly and stony or gravelly
2^.
;
very rare with us. JF7. June, July.
W. Med. In a field at the end of the fir- plantation by Long lane, near NewThe only specimen (a very
port, R. Godman Kirhpatnck, Esq., June, 1841!
by his sister. Miss
fine one) found by Mr. Kirkpatrick was kindly presented to me
I have also received,
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, a few days after it was gathered.
through the kindness of the Rev. James Penfold, a second specimen, gathered in
June of the same year, by Miss Woodroofe, near the "high summerhouse" at

places

—

Swainston.

Spur twice
Great Butterfly Orchis.
2. H. chlorantha, Bab.
as long as the germen, lip linear entire, upper calyx-sepals and

TTahciKuia.]

4k1
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lateral petals connivent,

cells of the anther very distant at the
base converging at their summits.
Br. Fl. p. 424.
Bah. Linn.
Trans, xvii. p. 462. Orchis bifolia (sed non Linn, secund. Babington).
E. B. i. t. 22.
Platanthera chlorantha, Fl. Dan. fasc. xl.
t.

20362

(opt.)

Flowers regular, without a spur.
In thickets, groves, moist open places in woods, and on grassy slopes very frequent, i*";. May, June.
If.
E. il/ed.— Common about St. John's, in woods near Sea grove, in Quarr copse,
and elsewhere around Eyde. Abundant in the grounds at Norris castle.
Plentiful in woods at the Priory, 1846.
Woods and pastures about Combley, Duxmore, and all that vicinity, frequent, 1844.
Wood at the mouth of the Wootton
river on the West side, plentifully, 1845.
Wood (Combley Great Wood ?) near
(8.

;

Newchurch, 1844.
Common
W. Med.

—

in woods about Calhourne, Thorley, Swainston, &c.
In
the grounds of Mrs. Goodwin at W. Cowes.
/3. Grounds at Norris castle, very rare, 1838.
Root of 2 fleshy, oblong, pointed tubers, with several short, stout, downy fibres
immediately above ihem. Radical leaves mostly 2, sometimes 3, rarely 4, shorter
than the stem, elliptical or elliptical-lanceolate, sometimes inclining to obovale,
attenuated below, nearly erect, many-ribbed, quite glabrous, and mostly shining
as if varnished, bright green above, paler and whitish beneath, scarcely pointed
those on the stem bractiform, lanceolate, distant.
Stem erect, from about 10 lo
15 or 20 inches in height, glabrous, pale green, solid, rounded, with several slenFlowers in a lax, oUimg, obtuse, cylindrical spike
der, acute, augle-like ridges.
from about 4 to 6 or 8 inches in length, rather large, white, and delicately though
powerfully fragrant, especially in the evening, the scent like that of the Tuberose
{Polianthes tuberosa), or by others compared to orange-flowers.
Floral bracts
Sepals white, the 2 lateral spreading,
longer than the ovary, lanceolate, erect.
nearly seraiovate and subcordate at the base, somewhat acuminate, scarcely acute,
olten rounded at the tips, very obscurely nerved, waved or mostly deflexed at the
points ; superior sepal broadly cordate, obtuse, very faintly 5-nerved, undulate,
nearly erect, covering the superior petals, which are very small, sublinear, greenish,
erect and connivent, rather shorter than the sepal lip ligulate, about as long as
Column (of the
the ovary, the apex rounded, more or less recurved, greenish.
anther) as long as the cells, greenish, truncate, concave in front, with a thick prominent ridge or crust in the centre, that has a corresponding groove behind it;
anther-cells very widely diverging downwards; ;^oWra-ma.ssei buff-coloured, their
glands a thin circular disk. Stigma very broad, its nectariferous concavity nearly
semicircular or half-basin-shaped, its superior margin rising into a green tubercular prominence in the middle, its anterior and lateral margins produced on each
side into a rounded obtuse process bearing the base of the anther-cells: the base
of the stigma is perforated by a circular opening into the hollow spur, which is
slender, subclavate, compressed and almost pointed, more or less incurved, about
twice the length of the ovary, its upper part whitish, lower greenish and filled
Ovary green, slender, twisted, scarcely above half as long
with a saccharine fluid.
Capsule elliptic-oblong, erect, Jths of an inch in length.
as the spur.
This, which is far more common with us than the following species, is known
from it by its generally greater height much larger and broader flowers, of a pure
white; thicker, more compressed and somewhat club-shaped spur; and especially
by the greater divergence of the cells of the anther, whose bases are so far apart
that, were the apex of each cell produced till they met, a nearly equilateral triThe glands of the pollen-masses are
angle would be described by their union.
not fixed to the bottom of the cells in this species, but protrude at their lower
extremities, and, presenting a flat, circular and glutinous disk, are easily detached
from the anther on coming in contact with adjoining parts of the flower, to which
;

;

;

3 q

;
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pollen-masses quite out of their

"ifi

unexpanded

'^''j ''f«'^'''<aWe, as

cells,

and

this

happens
^^

flowers.

having flowers

in five nearly equal divisions, quite
j"*^**^ "'^'^ '''''^^"' *^ '"*-^''*' 1"='"'^ °°t connivent but spreading,
lowp
wer r^
iip t"
broad, plane, and the spur entirely wanting;.
Of this monstrosity I had
pieviuusiy seen a dried
specimen, in the possession of Miss G. Kilderbee from
ine same station,
and was at a loss what species to consider it. Mr. Stock, of Bun''^"^'"^^^ " similar alteration of structure in the flowers of Orchis
pi/ra^pp,itl'^

mid

I

3. H. Ufolia, Bab.
" Inner sepals
Lesser Butterfly Orchis.
connivent obtuse, spur twice as long as the
germen, lip linear
entire obtuse, anther
oblong-truncate, its cells parallel."—5r. Fl.
Bah. Linn. Trans, xvii. p. 463, and E. B. Su-ppl. t. 2806
^^9.
^U7-t. Br. Entom. v.
t. etfol. 233 (opt.)
Fl. Dan. fasc. xl. t. 20360
and 20361. Plat. solsitiaUs, Drejer.

In barren woods, thickets and
open heathy places, on a damp, meagre, stiif soil
uoi common, and T think
probably only a more contracted form of the plant last
described,
i^/. May.? June.
I^.
Med. —In Stioud wood, by Aldermoor, near Ryde, not scarce, 1838.
W. Med.—Co\vie\\ heath, 1841, two specimens.
The difference between the present and preceding species has been ably
illustrated hy Mr. Babington in the works above
quoted.
The great characteristic of
the plant now described is the
parallelism of the anther-cells, more closely
approximated at their base than those of H. chlorantha are at the summit
of
theirs
hence the flowers of our present species are much narrower th;in the blossoms of H. chlorantha, and far less handsome and conspicuous.
The anther is
shorter, the petals narrower the two lateral connivent ones,
with the lip, spur and
summit of the anther are of a greenish or herbaceous colour, scarcely observable
in the almost pure white flowers of
H. chlorantha ; the spur is mole slender,
hardly thicker than packthread, cylimlrical, scarcely clavate, and hardly at all

E

;

;

compressed as in H. chlorantha, much more horizontally porrected and straighter,
whereas in that species it is constantly strongly bent downwards and curved outwards, besides being visibly enlarged and clavate towards the extremity and much
flattened.
The lateral calyx- segments are simply spreading, and rather curved
forwards or slightly connivent than reflexed, which is their general tendency in

and every part of the present plant is smaller.
The scent of both
highly and delicately fragi'ant, particularly towards evening and at night.*
The plates of Platanthera solsitiaUs of Drejer, Fl. Dan. xl. t. 20360 and 20361,
appear to favour the opinion of the learned Sir William Hooker, that both are
extreme forms of the same plant, as those figures represent a plant having as
much at least of the habit of H. chlorantha as of H. bifolia.
I suspect H. bifolia is the sole, or at least the prevailing, species in the N. of
Europe, and that our H. chlorantha is the more frequent in the central or southern
parts.
It is to be regretted tliat the confusion in which these two plants have
been involved should have settled the trivial name chlorantha (greenish yellow
The concluding remarks
flower) upon the one least deserving of that appellation.
of Sir James Smith on Orchis bifolia, in his English Flora,' evince the very little attention he paid to our present plant even as a variety, though distinctly
The figure in Br. Entom. admirably
noticed hy so many of the older botanists.
represents the parallelism of the anther-cells.
ff. chlorantha,

is

'

* The smell of the flowers of H. chlorantha
that of scented soap.

is

by some persons compared

to

—
Ophrys.]
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IV. Ophrys, Linn.
" Lip without a spur.
Glands of the stalks of the pollen-m%sses
each in a distinct little pouch." Br. Fl.
O.opi/era, Huds. Bee Orchis. Yect. Bee Floiver. "Lip tumid
the intermediate lobe recurved at the margin emarginate
with a long subulate reflexed appendage in the notch rather elongated with a hooked point, inner sepals oblong bluntisli downy."
~Br. Fl. p. 425. E. B. t. 383. 0. insectifera i., L.
Ill dry meadows, pastilles, woods and thickets, on chalky banks, downs, and on
wet slipped clay-land
far from uncommon
in some years even plenliful, in
1.

trifid,

;

;

others comparatively of rare occurrence, i^/. June, July.
T^c. August.
11.
E. Med. In Quarr copse, occasionally, chiefly in the old slone-workings or pits
now covered with grass or brushwood. Binstead stone-iiits, and in ihe rough
pasture- fields between the village and Miss Player's lodge, along the footway
from Hyde.
Common about Ryde, in various places, in 1839, as in the field in
which Quarr abbey stands, and between it and Ninham.
Field opposite Lord
Spencer's, Ryde, 1841, and in Pelham fields.
Abundant in the UndercliflT aiid
other parts of the island in 1843.
At the Orchard, Old Park, between Niton and
Blackgang, 1841.
Abundantly on Kenncrley heath, in sandy loam, growing
amongst the furze and very fine, 1843.
Above While-cliff bay, between the preventive-station and Culver cliff, Admiral Brenton
Very common on the
landslip at Bonchurch, and on St. Boniface down, S. Hailstone, jun., Esq.
In
the meadow at St. Boniface, Mr. W. D. Snooke. Brading down, Mr. Lawrence.
About Noiris castle, Misa G. Kilderhee. Steephill, Pulteney.
W. Med.
Pastures at Egypt, by W. Cowes, the seat of Sir Thos. Tancred,
Bart.
In a wood near Yarmouth. Font of the down near Freshwater, Mrs.
Rushworth, B. T. W., and the Rev. G. E. Smith, who tells me it is particularly
fine there.
Northwood park, Gurnet bay, Miss G. Kildcrbee.
Calbourne Bottom, Mr. Massey. Carisbrooke, Pulteney.
A specimen with the flowers white, the lip only being greenish, was found by

—

.'.'.'

—

Mrs. Martin at Ventnor.

Root of 2 roundish or ovate tubers, with
Stem from 8 or 10 to 18 inches or even 2

several stout white fibres at the crown.

rounded, smooth, solid.
Leaves alternate, sheathing, slightly glaucous and often shining, ovato-lanceolale,
the upper ones erect, the lowermost spreading.
Spike of several large, distant, erect or often resupinale flowers.
Sepals 3, broadly ovate, concave, obtuse,
spreading and glabrous, of a beautiful peach-blossom colour, with 3 green ribs, of
which the middle one is broadest and most conspicuous, sometimes nearly colourless, at other times a rich maroon or purple.
'The two lateral petals small, narrowly oblong and obtuse, greenish and hairy, erecto- patent, with strongly reflexed
edges dilated or auricled at the base lip large, with a broad, convex, smooth
disk, in 5 unequal, marginal, deflexed lobes, the two uppermost triangular, pointed,
the intermediate pair more rounded and greenish, the lowest and central lobe produced into a greenish, recurved, ligulate and pointed appendage; the central and
upper lobes are densely pilose, the intermediate ones nearly as smooth as the disk,
which is of a rich, purple, velvety brown, streaked and spotted with greenish yellow
in a manner diSicult to convey an idea of by words, and liable to considerable variation in pattern
the colour of the lip is also liable to great variation even in the
same plant, often diluted, as it always is on fading away, to a dull reddish or livid
fawn-colour, like that of O. aranifera, the sepals remaining deeply tinged, whilst
the flowers, whose sepals are pale, retain the usual rich hue of the lip unaltered.
Column linear, greenish, its summit vaulted, with a twice-curved pointed prolongafeet in height,

;

:

tion of itself beyond the pollen-masses, the stems of which lie loosely in 2 somewhat
distant membranous grooves, ending in the very distinct piiir of globular sacs or

pouches that receive the flattened transparent glands of the

stalks.

Stigma a

—
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broad, gliindiilar, flattisli, iicclarifevous (list.
Pollen-masses clavate, of many
ci)henii!T triangular granules, iheir broad ends outermost or at the circumference,
by which, wlien ripe, they are retained on the glutinons face of the stigma after
they are thrown upon it by the falling out of the pollen-masses from their includ-

ing cells.
Germen green, ohlung, nilh 6 very thick obtuse ribs, scarcely twisted.
Capsules erect, ineinhranaceous, 1 or 1 J inch in length, elliplical-oblong, with 6
stout obtuse ribs or angles.
Seeds pa'e reddish brown, \ery like fine sawdust.

" Lip tumid clothed
2. 0. aranifera, Huds.
Spider Orchh.
with short dense hairs entire or obscurely lobed, middle lobe
large without an appendage or with a mere gland or point in the
notch, inner sepals linear, anther acute."
Br. Fl. p. 425.
" Lip undivided with a spreading wavy raiirgin, inner sepals scaFl. p. 425.
0. fiicifeva, Sm. : E. B. S. 't. 2649.
On clayey or chalky pastures, grassy banks and sloping .sides of the downs, in
stony woods and thickets, but apparently very uncommon in this island. Fl.
ji.

fucifera,

brous."— J5r.

—

March May. If..
E. Med.
On a sloping bank on

—

the left-hand side of the Cowleaze (going from
Bonclinvch) jnsl below the Madeira villas, Mrs. Clar/cson, 1843 (two specimens).
On a bank above the Cowleaze, between Ventnorand Bonchurch, on the left-hand
side of the gate leading to .Madeira vale (going from Ventnor), several specimen.*,
Miss Thompson, May 6th, 1846!! (communicated by Mrs. Martin). Gathered on
the same spot April 28ih, 1848, about a dozen plants.
Several specimens
gathered in Luccombe landslip, by the side of the main path, May, 1843, by a
servant of Miss Roper, of Ventnor!!
On St. Boniface down, above St. Boniface
Behind Upper Mount,
cottage, several specimens, Albert Hambrough, Esq.
Bonchurch, Miss Dick and
Saxby, Esq. \ understand from Dr. Martin, who
saw ttie fresh specimen fvoiii the former statioji, that it was referrible to the var.

—

/3.

fucifera.

" The only form yet collected in Hants.''*
Of more humble growth than O. apifera; about

ji.

4

— 6 inches

in height.

Root,

or snbglobose, sessile tubers, with a few short,
Stem leafy, fewstout, fleshy, cylindrical fibres immediately above the latter.
Leaves as in O. apifera, but
(2
6) flowered, erect, a little flexuose, sublerete.
rather narrower (?) and of a somewhat brighter or less glaucous green, I think, than

as in O. apifera, of

2 whitish, ovoid

—

that species, the lower spreading or strongly recurved, wavy and contorted
those higher up lanceolate, erect, concave, strongly sheathing and very acutely
Flowers in size and appearance
pointed, clothing the stem nearly to its summit.
like those of O. apifera, but fewer and less remote, forming a sort of short termiSepals pale green (not coloured as in O. apifera), oblong-obtuse, the
nal S])ike.
margins deflexed or revolute, 3-nerved, the median nerve very conspicuous, the
the superior sepal narrower than the two latelateral sometimes nearly obsolete
Superior or lateral petals
ral, all at length erect or a little bent backwards.
oblong or Ungulate, rounded at the tips, crisped or wavy on the edges, much
smaller and shorter than the sepals, and of a green tinged with purplish brown,
diverging, erect; lowermost petal (lip) longer than the lateral sepals, oblongo- or
obovato-rotuiidate, firm and fleshy, convex above from the deflexion of its sides,
appendage; concave,
its anterior marsrin simply retuse or emarginate, without any
greenish and ribbed beneath, the deflexed portion copiously striate, with branchin

;

ing veins directed towards the entire or subcrenate edges of the lip; upper surface of the lip thickly clothed with jointed hairs, forming a broad velvet-like belt
paler or
or field all around, of a rich purplish brown, fading at length to a
snuff-colour, and enclosing a large, perfectly glabrous, somewhat shining area,

occupying the centre of the disk and marked with a pale

spot,

with whitish

* [Bromfield in ' Phytologist,' iii. p. 907.
All the stations, therefore, giveii
.Edrs.]
abj\ e must refer to this form, as well as the author's detailed description.—

;

Ophrys.]
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of a shape too irregular and variable, even on the same individual
specimen, to admit of accurale description
this central area is bounded
on each side posteriorly hy a densely pilose ridge or prominence, which
in some specimens is produced into a dislinct fleshy lobe or auricle pointing forwards: on the anterior part of the lip the pile is very close and short, and its
thin greenish edges are quite glabrous: in some of my specimens the lip is entire
in front, or the notch is occupied by a small glandular prominence.
Column
green, porrected, a little downy, its vaulted summit attenuated into a straight,
simple, horizontal or slightly deflexed but not hooked point, having no small
resemblance to the head and bill of a goose or duck when viewed laterally;
an<Aer-cei/i parallel, open throughout in front; pnllinia of many coarse, yellow,
cohering, angular masses, of very unequal size, their stalks bright yellow, with
flattish, diaphanous, slightly cupped glands.
The hairy lip, from its colour, form and markings, hears a striking likeness to
the abdomen of a largish spider, particularly when faded to the lighter shade it
finally assumes before commencing to wither.
The column, too, with the diverging upper petals, may, with but little assistance from the imagination, be shaped
into a bird brooding, with expanded wings, over its nest, as in the act of feeding
its young.
edges,

:

" Lip oblong trifid, midO. muscifera, Huds. Fly Orchis.
segment larger 3-lobed, lateral inner sepals filiform, anther
short obtuse."
Br. Fl. p. 426.
E. B. t. 64.
Fl. Dan. viii. t.
1398 (bona). Hooker and Graves, Fl. Lond. iv.
3.

dle

—

In clayey, chalky or limestone pastures, pits, woods, and on grassy banks and
not very uncommon, but, like our other species of this genus, extremely inconstant to its stations, and variable in quantity in different years. FL
declivities

;

May—July.

—

If.

£J. Med.
Quarr copse, in some pleniy, Miss Theodora Price, 1838, and where
I have since found it.
In a chalky hollow on the N. side of Mersley down, sparingly, 1844.
Norris castle, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
Under Arreton down, 1844.
[Bloodstone copse, near the new water- works, 1864, Alfred Goode, Esq. Edrs.]
W. Med.
in considerable abundance in the copse of low brushwood (chiefly
hazle) on the down at the top of Alvington chalk-pit, on the road from Carisbrooke to Yarmouth, Miss Dennett, 1848.
In the great plantation of fir, beech,
&c., near Westover (several specimens upwards of two feet high), 1843.
Field
at Egypt, by Cowes, Rev. Mr. Mann.
Cliff above Gurnet bay. Miss G. Kilderbee !
Shady lane under Carisbrooke castle, and on the borders of a lane leading
from Roughborougli farm-house up to the down, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. Wood by
Calbourne New Barn, and plentifully on a rough, stony, sloping field nearly at
the back of the Tolt copse, Gatcombe, 1840.
Tubers 2, roundish and downy, with a few stout fibres above them. Stem
erect, from 8 or 12 inches to 2 feet high, much more slender than in the last species, usually somewhat glaucous, a little flexuose, terete or snbcompressed, with
one or two slight angles, glabrous. Leaves like those of the last, ova to-lanceolate,
bright green and slightly glaucous the upper ones erect, sheath-like and acute
inferior broader and patent or spreading, more ovale or obovate, obtuse or even
rounded, often considerably shining, mostly withered at the tips. Spike racemose,
few- (from about 4- to 10-) flowered. Flowers sessile, much smaller and narrower
than in O. apifera, distant, scentless, resembling on general inspection some kind
/Sepals greenish, concave, spreading, ovato-oblong, 3-nerved, their edges
of fly.
Larevolute, nearly equal, the upper one rounded, the lateral somewhat pointed.
teral petals minute, pilose, brownish purple, linear, and from their revolute margins nearly cylindrical and very slender, like the antennae of an insect, shorter than
the sepals, spreading or porrected; lower petal or lip about 5 lines in length, much
exceeding the calyx, finely pilose or velvety, oblong, trifid, the two lateral lobes
small, dentiform, pointing downwards, convex or vaulted, obtuse inferior middle

—

—

;

;

lobe very

much

lateral deflexion,

its

inferior

much narrowed

appearance by
margin without any appendage, but with a deep

larger, nearly orbicular, but

in

—
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acule (or sometimes at hoUom), obtuse notch instead at the base of the lip are a
pair ol' purplish black tubercular glands: the entire lip is of a dark purplish
browu, varying in intensity, and having in the centre a somewhat square and
lobed spot of bluish while, which is shining and j^ltibrous: beneath, ihe colour of
Bracts linear-lanceolate, conthe lip is green, wilh the margins dull purplish.
cave, erect, the central and upper ones mostly about as long as the flowers, the
lowermost and that immediately above it often considerably overtopping the calyx.
Column of the anther a single hood, without any anterior appendiige, greenish at
Stigma a minute,
the back cells closely approximate and parallel throughout.
slightly concave, simple disk, with a raised purplish border, in shape nearly a
semioval or ellipse bisected through its minr>r axis, the apex downwards, the
truncate summit bearing the large, projecting, whitish pouches of the pollenmasses, that are bright yellow, bifid, shortly stalked, with peltate, disciform, pellucid glands pollen coarsely granular.
Germen linear-oblong, usually exceeding
:

;

;

the lip in length.

Tribe

II.

Limodoreje.

Anther 1. Pollen cohering firmly in a definite number of simple
smooth {not granular or pulverulent) lobes, each of which is a pollen-mass, and finally becomes waxy {or rarely pulverulent when
bruised in ivater).

V. Spieanthes, Rich.

Lady's Tresses.

Perianth ringent; lip channelled, clawed, fringed; stigma
roundish, rostellated rostellum straight, bifid, with an elongated
linear appendage between its points."
Bab. Man.
^^

;

1.

S. autihmnalis, Rich.

Fragrant Lady's Tresses.

" Root-

leaves oblong subpetiolate, spike twisted unilateral, lip oblong."
Br. Fl. p. 418. Neottia spiralis, Rich. Ophrys, L. : E. B. t.
541.
In dry, short, mostly hilly pastures; not unfrequent, and in some years quite

—

abundant.

Fl. August, September.
2^.
the field between Oakfield and the fruit-garden at St. John's.
Pasture at the back of Pondwell, between Ryde and Nettlestone and between
Weeks's and Little Smallbrook farm. Near St. Lawrence, and at the foot of St.
Boniface down.
In very great abundance in fields immediately at the back of
Sea grove, 1839; and in pastures about St. Helens, plentifully. Field near Hardingshoot farm, 1844. On the turf near Sandown fort, 1844. Field at the upper
end of Dover street, Ryde, Miss Theodora Price ! Plentifully on the turf between
Sir
the Old church sea-mark and the ferry opposite Bembridge, Mrs. Penfold.
Nash Grose's grounds near Ryde, B. T. W. Mount Cleve, Niton, Miss Sims
On St. George's down, Mr. G. D. Snooke,jun., 1844!!!
W. Med. Norlhwood park. Miss. G. Kilderbee. Near Carisbrooke castle, ColFields about Chale, Miss Lucas.
well and Freshwater, B. T. W.
Tubers of the root 1
Stems 3 8 inches high, clothed
3, very unequal, downy.

E. Med.

— In

;

.'.'.'

—

—

—

Spiranthes cestivalis, Rich., has been found by Mr. Branch, by a small boggy
stream between one and two miles from Lyndhurst by the road to Christchurch,
There is some reason for
in which station I have myself gathered it in 1841.
thinking, with Lestibudois ('Flore de la Belgique') and others, that the differences between this species and iS. autumnalis, chiefly consisting in the elongation
of its parts, may be due to soil and situation.

—
Listera.]
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with sheathing: pointed bvHcleas, their surface crystalline and shining.
Leaves
radical, ovato-lanceolate, glabrous, acute, ribbed.
Flowers in a close twisted
*
spike mostly inclining; downwards, greenish white, fragrant.
Bracteas lanceolate, green edged with white.
Calyx about as long as the lip, the base of which
is enclosed by the two lower sepals, the uppermost incumbent on ihe corolla.
Petals small, linear, hairy, closely applied to the upper calyx-segment.
Column
wingless, incumbent on the stigma, which is cloven in front, both enclosed by the
base of the caniculate lip of the corolla, which is glandular, crenate and a little
spreading at its anterior extremity ; pollen-masses pale yellow, pear-shaped, deeply
cloven.
Germen twisted, hairy.

VI. LiSTEEA, R. Br.
" Perianth ringent ; lip deflexed, 2-lobed.
Stigma transverse,
rostellum elongated, entire, acute, with a minute glo;
bose appendage at its somewhat reflexed apex ; column very short."

rostellate

Bab. Man.
L. ovata, R. Br.
Tway Blade. " Stem with only 2 ovatoopposite leaves, column of fructification with a crest in
which the anther is placed." Br. Fl. p. 417. Ophrys, L. E. B.
t. 1548.
In moist woods, groves, thickets, copses, and under trees in damp shady pasFl. May June.
tures extremely common.
i^r. June.
If..
1.

elliptical

:

;

—

—

Plentiful in Quarr copse, Apley wood, and mosl other places about
E. Med.
Ryde. Common at East-end. In Appuldurcombe park, 1845.
Abundant in Tult copse, Gatcombe, 1845. Woods about Cowes.
W. Med.
Calbourne New Barn Hummet, 1845.
Root a bundle of simple, chordiform, flexuose, downy fibres, of a pale reddish
Stem solitary, erect, from a fool or under to
brown, sometimes a little creeping.
18 or 20 inches high, stout, whitish, glabrous and somev\hat angular as high as
the origin of the leaves beyond that point much more slender, rounded, dull
green and grayish, with short, spreading, viscid, glandulose pubescence, quite
leafless, except one or two scale-like acuminate bracts unaccompanied by flowers
Leaves 2 (rarely 3), opposite, below the middle
at some distance from the spike.

—

;

of the stem, with which they are closely incorporated at their clasping bases, flat

and spreading, bright green above, paler beneath, often somewhat shining and
clammy, quite glabrous, varying in shape from ovato-elliptical to nearly orbicular,
often 5 or 6 inches in length, often very obtuse and rounded, at other times pointed
or even acute, with several strongly depressed converging nerves and intermediate
Flowers
smaller ones, the midrib ending in a soft, mucronate, withering point.
a very loose, cylindrical, tapering, erect spike, small, green, the tip
yellowish.
Pedicels patent, twisled, glanduloso-pubescent, each
from the axil of a green, concave, acute or acuminate, ovate bract, mostly shorter
Sepals ovate, concave, blunlish and connivent, single-nerved
than the pedicel.
Two lateral petals ligulate, nearly the length of the sepals,
and bluntly keeled.
lower petal (lip) straight, flat and
slightly pointed, purple-edged, faintly 1-nerved
pendant, either perpendicularly or beyond that line backwards, of an oblong shape,
4 or 5 lines in length, very deeply cleft into 2 ligulate, parallel or slightly diverging, obtuse segments the undivided part of the lip traversed by a central ridge or
linear gland, which terminates between the segments in a minute round point;
base of the lip slightly constricted and folded inwards, not lobed or divided.
Column very short, its incumbent summit forming a hood to the horizontal antherpollen-masses pale yellow.
cell, which is attached below the centre of the former

numerous,
paler

in

and more

;

;

;

*

To me

this plant is

almost inodorous, as

is

also the

much

rarer S. cEstimlis.

—

—
i^H
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pyiiform, deeply 2-lobed.
Stigma whitish, with a broad nectariferous gland beGermen obovoid, 6 ribbed, the ribs
neath its somewhat pointed anterior marjrin.
mostly purplish, often nearly glabrous.
Capsules small, obovoid, soft and membranaceous, very widely dehiscent whilst still green, crowned with the persistent
perianth. Seeds white, tunicate similar to those of Neottia Nidus-avis.

VII. Neottia, Linn.

Bird's-nest.

Zip deflexed, 2-lobed, saccate at the base;
Perianth hooked
stigma transverse, rostellated rostellum flat, broad, prominent,
column elongated." Bah. Man.
entire, without an appendage
''''

;

;

:

1.

Bird's-nest.
N. Nidus-avis, Rich.
column without any crest,

scales leafless,

"

Stem with sheathing

lip linear-oblong

spreading lobes toothless at the base." Br. Fl.
E.B. t. 48.
Br. Fl. p. 418. Ophrys, L.

p. 418.

with 3

Listera,

:

Sporadical in moist shady places, woods, groves and copses, usually amongst
dead leaves not common, though pretty generally dispersed over the island. Fl.
May, June. Fr. June. If.
Quarr copse, in a hollow (old stone-pit) to the left on entering from
E. Med.
Binstead, 1838. Woods at the Priory, occasionally, 1846. Wood near E. Cowes
A specimen found in Hungerberry copse, 1849. In Northlands
castle, 1840.
Cothey-bottom copse, 1848.
copse, Yaverland, three specimens in 1848.
Several plants in the large plantation of Scotch fir in Bordwood copse, 1845.
Cleveland wood, Appuldurcombe, 1843. At Fern hill, but not seen there of late, Mrs.
A specimen found in the farm at St. John's, in 1843, by Mr. LawSanders.
rence, jun.
W. Med. Swainston woods. In the wood by Calbourne New Barn, 1842. In
Great Whitcomb wood, near Gatcombe, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq., from whom I had
the first specimens and notice of it as an Isle-of- Wight plant!
Root a bundle of short, thick, fleshy, cylindrical or vermiform fibres. Stem
simple, erect, mostly solitary (sonjetimes 2), succulent, slightly angular, about 12
or 15 inches high, the superior portion more or less glanduloso-pilose, the inferior
glabrous, clothed with several alternate, brownish white, obtuse, ribbed and (especially the upper ones) inflated sheaths instead of leaves. Flowers pretty numerous,
6 inches in length, a few of the
in a long, open, cylindrical, obtuse spike, about 4
rather large, of a pale dingy brown or fawn-colour all
lowest remote or scattered
Bracts solitary beneath each flower, lanceulatoover, slightly glanduloso-pilose.
Sepals broadly ovate, subacute, conaculBj, ribbed, the lowermost one very large.
Petals the length of the calyx, obocave and connivent, obscurely single-ribbed.
vate, rounded and entire, only partly concealed by the overlapping calyx-segmenls,
connivent; lip very large, hollow and nectariferous within, gibbous without at the
base, deeply cloven at its extremity into 2 oblong spreading lobes curving outColumn short, cylindrical, nearly
wards, their margins rounded and crenulate.
anther fleshy, convex, obovate, sessile and incumbent on the stigma,
horizontal
attached to the summit of the column by its broader end, its 2 cells a little divergpollen-masses yellow, oblong, cloven, not elastically cohering, dising behind
charged upon a white, fleshy, oblong, hollowed and obtuse lamina lying over the
much shorter truncate stigma, and of which it is called by Smith the upper lip. Capsules whitish brown, i an inch in length, from ereclo-pateut to a little spreading,
oblongo-elliptical, strongly ribbed, of a stiff woody texture, their summits obliquely
truncate and uneven, with tubercular points, the remains of the column, &c.
Seeds minute, like fine sawdust, tunicated, pointed at one end, pale reddish
brown.
This singular plant is readily detected at all seasons, as the dry stem and capsules persist in the woods for one or two years after the flowers are over.
The
flowers possess the odour of Adoxa Moschatellina mixed with that of primroses,
;

—

—

—

;

;

;

but

fainter.

—

;
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Helleborine.

" Perianth patent ; lip interrupted, the basal division concave,
terminal one larger with two projecting plates at its base above ;
stigma nearly square, rostellated ; rostellwm short, terminated by
a globose appendage
anther terminal, erect, sessile, 2-celled ;
cells without septa
column short ; germen straight, on a twisted
;

;

Bab. Man.

stalk."

Sw.
Broad-leaved Helleborine.
"Leaves oblong or ovate many-nerved, upper ones narrower, raceme elongated many-flowered, lower bracteas longer than the flowers, upper
lobe of the lip broadly ovate or deltoid acute somewhat cordate at
the base broadest below the middle with 2 tubercles at the base
as long as or a little shorter than the sepals nearly quite entire."
1.

'E. latifolia,

—Br.

Fl. p. 416.

Serapias, L.

:

E. B.

t.

269.

In rather moist woods, groves, rough stony thickets, and amongst shaded rocks
not very common. Fl. July, August. Fr. September, October.
2^.
E. Med.
Here and there in Quarr copse, very sparingly. More frequent in
the woody landslip between Luccombe and Bonchurch, 1839.
Kather frequent
in the wooded ground along the shore between Ryde and Binstead, 1849: the
plant at this last station is exactly the E. latifolia of Bab. Man. (2nd. edit.) the
flowers are variously suffused with purple, sometimes wholly of a pale green.
Between Shanklin and Godsbill, Mr. J. Woods, jun., B. T. W.
W. Med. A specimen seen in Sluccombe copse, 1845. Woods at Swainston,
occasionally.
Kingston copse. Tolt copse, near Gatcombe. Eather plentiful in
the great plantation at Weslover, 1843. A single specimen in a wood by Rowledge.
Root a bundle of long, stout, wavy, cylindrical, downy fibres, of a pale brown
colour, nearly the thickness of a crow-quill, amongst which are nestled the hybernacula of the ensuing year's plant, in the shape of large, fleshy, acute buds, often
of a bright pink-colour. Stem simple, solitary or sometimes 2 or more, from about
a foot to 3 feet in height, erect, leafy, solid, glabrous and terete below, .somewhat
angular above, and downy with jointed, forked and even branched pellucid hair.s,
more or less coloured pink or purplish, always so at the base. Leaves numerous,

—

;

—

glabrous,

much

like those of Lily of the Valley, bright grass-green, scarcely paler

beneath and varnished,

sessile

and clasping, strongly rihbed and striate, the prinand beset with minute cartilaginous joints,

cipal ribs very acutely keeled beneath

conspicuously than along the margins, where they form a sort of
lowermost leaves of all reduced to close strongly ribbed or fluted
sheaths, a little open or subfoliaceous at the top, the next above these very short,
nearly orbicular, those on the centre of the stem much the largest, 4 or 5 inches
in length by 2 or 2\ inches wide, broadly ovate, acute, spreading or patent, still
higher up narrowing to ovato-lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, with long points; all
much longer than the internodes, their sheaths diminishing rapidly in length to
nearly or quite wanting to the uppermost leaves. Flowers very numerous, greenish, or purplish in various degrees, always, I believe, pale on first opening, nodding, distinctly pedicellate, secund or partly spreading, in an upright, terminal,
racemose spike, from 4 or 6 to 10 or 12 inches in length, each from the axil of a
linear-lanceolate, very acute, ribbed bract, of which the inferior exceed the flowers

though

less

fringe, the

Sepals glabrous, ovate,
they accompany in length, and often very considerably.
acute, concave, moderately spreading, greenish or purplish, the 2 lateral a little
oblique, sharply keeled behind, about 5-ribbed.
Lateral petals broadly ovate,
about as long as the sepals, ascending and somewhat converging, veined, with a
very thick, obtuse and prominent dorsal keel terminating at some distance below
the point

;

lip inflated at

base into a rather more than hemispherical ribbed sac,

3e

—
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is pui'plish and nectariferous within
its terminal division or lobe pinkish,
broadly cordate, deflexed, shorter than the lateral sepals, entire, scarcely acute,
the apex slightly reflexed, the disk traversed above by a thick, greenish, somewhat
rugose keel, expanding backwards at the base of the lobe into a cordate, triangular or 2-lobed, very uneven palate or prominence.
Stigma vehite, its anterior face
nearly plane and rectangular, nectariferous, the upper edge bearing a small porrected gland, secreting a frothy globule of an extremely viscid milky fluid ;* posterior part horizontal, concave, the concavity bounded at the back by a curved
margin, ending in either side in a blunt projection, the central portion of the
margin thickened behind and bearing the yellowish, sessile, incumbent anther, the
cells of which are closely contiguous
poLlen-masses whitish yellow, obpyriform,
without stalks or glands, but cohering together at their bases by an elastic filament.
German glabrous or slightly downy, obovoid-oblong or pyriform, with 6
stout blunt ribs, its twisted base attenuated into a short decurved pedicel.
Capsule nodding or drooping.
;

;

2. E.^JatetJ-is, Sw.
Marsh Helleborine. " Leaves lanceolate,
bracteas mostly shorter than the slightly drooping flowers, upper
lobe of the lip roundish-oval or obovate broadest at or above the
middle undulato-crenate very obtuse or retuse with 2 crests at the
base longer than the sepals."
jBr. Fl. p. 416.
Serapias, Scop. :
E. B. t. 270. S. longifolia, Z.

—

In marshy or boggy meadows and pastures on a chalky or gravelly soil, also ou
wet banks of slipped clay along the coast; not uncommon.
FL June August.
Fr. August, September.
2^.
E.Med.
Shore about Chine Head (Luccombe), and various places in the
landslip between Luccombe and Bonchurch.
Landslip at Bonchurch, S. Hail-

—

—

Esq.

stone, jun.,

—Very

plentiful on the banks of slipped land in Colwell hay, with Gymnadenia conopsea, and at the upper end of Colwell heath.
Marshy meadows at
Abundant in the half-dried-up clay-pits near Cronmore farm,
Easton, frequent.
in which Sparganium uatans and Typha angustifolia grow, 1844.
Marsh near
Compton, B. T. W.

W. Med.

IX. Cephalanthera, Pdch.

White Helleborine.

" Perianth converging, lip interrupted, the
the recurved terminal one:
rostellum
; anther terminal, erect, moveable,
cells with imperfect septa
stalked, 2-celled
germen sessile, twisted." Bab. Man.
cate, jointed to

;

;

basal division sacstigma transverse,
shortly and thickly
column elongated

1.
C. grandiflora, Bab.
Large-flowered White Helleborine.
Leaves ovato-elliptical to eUiptic-lanceolate, bracts longer than

* This viscid fluid, which is quite distinct from the nectariferous secretion of
the disk, has for its object the extension of the pollen-masses on falling forwards
on the posterior hollow of the stigma, and which, being destitute of the adhesive
glands common to other genera of this natural order, could scarcely, without such
a provision, be retained long enough on the organ to eifect the purpose of fertilizIn the present genus the form of the anther-cells and pollening the latter.
masses is reversed, the smaller end of both being uppermost; in this inverted
position the usual appendages of stalks and glands could serve no other purpose
than to keep the pollen-masses suspended over, but not in contact with, the stigma,
as by the above simple contrivance they most effectually are.

;
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the glabrous ovary (germen), flowers distant subracemose sessile
very erect, sepals and lateral petals very obtuse connivent on the
included very blunt and rounded lip. Serapias, L. E. B. t. 271.
Epipactis, Sm.
Br. Fl. p. 417.
:

:

In deep, shady, mostly hilly woods and dense thickets, on a calcareous soil
very rare. FL May, June. Fr. August.
!(..
A single specimen in flower in the wood immediately at the back of Calbourne
New Barn, June 8th, 1844. A diligent search in the same and adjoining woods
failed to detect a second specimen of this fine species.
Found under hazels and
beeches in Clarken lane, on the East side of Carisbrooke castle, several specimens,
1847, Miss Dennett (v. icon, color, prsestantiss. 1848).
Plant quite glabrous in every pari. Root somewhat creeping, forming a tuft of
long, stout, brownish or whitish and flexuose fibres, running pretty deeply downwards.
Stem 1, 2, or many from the same root, and forming clumps, erect, leafy,
from a foot or less to 20 inches or even 2 feet in height, greenish white, a little
flexuose, hard and rigid, subcylindrical below, more or less angular and compressed higher up, ribbed with sharp prominent ridges that are rough with crystalline points, especially at and towards the summit of the stem, which presents in
consequence a frosted appearance, or as if coated with a saline efflorescence.
Leaves alternate, remote, the lowermost of all sheath-like, short, erect, obtuse and
inflated at top, closely embracing the stem, strongly ribbed and colourless, but
soon becoming brown and withering; the next in succession clasping, with short
sheathing bases, those still higher simply sessile, scarcely or but slightly clasping,
and without sheaths, bright green above, a little paler underneath, many-ribbed,
suberect, patent or spreading, fliit or, especially the higher one, folded, varying
from broadly elliptical to ovato-elliptical or elliptic-lanceolate, from about 2| to
3 or 4J inches in length, acute but not acuminate, a few of the lowermost and
shortest obtuse or rounded, the uppermost insensibly changing to narrow-lanceolate bracts, of which the inferior greatly exceed the flowers in length, the ultimate
bracts alone reduced to the length of the ovary or nearly so.
Flowers alternate,
axillary and terminal, remote, sessile, very erect, usually occupying the superior
half of the stem, but occasionally beginning very low down, constituting a kind of
leafy raceme, few or sometimes very numerous, in small or starved specimens
sometimes with only a single flower at the summit of the stem, ovoid, rather under
an inch in length, exclusive of the very upright, somewhat twisted, roughish and
prominently and obtusely 6-ribbed ovary.
Sepals white or rather cream-coloured,
having a manifest tinge of green or yellow on comparison with the purer white of
C. ensifolia, connivent, oblongo-elliptical, obtuse, 5 7 nerved, the median nerve
forming a keel at the back. Lateral petals like the sepals in form and colour, but
about'a third part shorter than these, equally obtuse and similarly nerved, keeled
and connivent; inferior petal horizontal, porrected, much shorter than the sepals
or lateral petals, which together either close over and conceal it entirely, or diverge
sufliciently to allow of its anterior segment appearing between their extremities;
posterior part inflated or sac-like, gibbous at the back underneath, with a deep
fovea or depression in the centre lengthwise, 2-lobed above, the lobes white,
nearly orbicular, almost joining over the column, which thus occnpies the upper
part of a subglobose pouch or cavity,* the bottom of which is bright yellow and
fulvous within, and rayed with prominent rugose and tawny lines anterior segment or lip forming a short trough-shaped concavity, its sides erect or incurved,
orbicular and crenulate on the margin, which is extremely obtuse, rounded and a
little deflexed in front, the disk golden yellow mixed with fulvous, and traversed
Column
posteriorly by three boldly prominent, undulated, orange-tawny ridges.
elongated, white, slightly curved forwards and ascending, semiterete, its under or
anterior face plane 3-lobed at top, the central lobe broad, serving as s, filament
to carry the anther ; lateral lobes (the abortive stamens?) small, tooth-like, obtuse

—

;

;

* This cavity resembles in form the corolla of Scrophularia.

—
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and somewhat curved inwards towards the expanded margin of the transverse,
which occupies the under side of
the column immediately below the anther, and is devoid of any kind of appeni\nf:e {roslfthi III); an</icr terminal, moveable on the middle lobe of the column,

roundish-elliptical, nectariferous disc (stigma),

greenish white, ovoido-elliptical or subhemispherical, gibbous, its base resting in
a cavity of the latter betwixt its 3 lobes and the stigmatic disk, and thus immediately over this last, 2-celled, the cells erect, parallel, conjoined, imbedded in the
substance of the anther, which serves as a connectivuin, the sutures opening in
front longitudinally.
Pollinia (pollen-masses) white, sublinear, bipartite, curved,
without stalks or glands. Pollen farinaceous, slightly cohering.
Capsules erect,
from 1 to Ih inch in length, oblongo-elliptical or subclavate, straight or a little
curved and flattened on the side next the stalk, strongly and obtusely 6-ribbed,
crowned with the persistent perianth.
The flowers of this species resemble buds, and in their form remind one of
miniature tulips, or of the blossoms of Magnolia grandifiora when just ready to
open. Smith says they are " perfectly inodorous at all limes," but my friend Miss
G. E. Kilderbee attributes to both this and C. ensifolia the sweetness of the
tuberose.
I once thought I perceived some such odour in a large number of specimens of each enclosed in a tin box at night, but the impression was too weak to
be trusted to implicitly, and I could never be made sensible of it in individual
plants.
I am not however in general alive to the fragrance of Spiranthes autumnalis, so pleasant to most people, nor to that said to reside in the flowers of
Linaria repens. which I have witnessed instantly perceived by one who had not
previously seen or known the plant by name.

—

Cephalanthera ensifolia, Bich. (Narrow-leaved white Helleborine?). " Between
Shanklin and Godshill," Mr. J. Woods, jun., in Bot. Guide (Serapias longifolia).
The great confusion of the synonyms betwixt Epipactis pahistris and E. ensifolia
of Swartz makes it impossible to determine which of the two species was intended
by Mr. Woods under his Serapias longifolia, above referred to, these names being
inextricably entangled by Linnaeus, Smith and Hudson, and applied to three
several species by one or other of these authors.
At this time, when all three are
well known and discriminated, it would be useless attempting to undo a knot
where nothing certain could be achieved towards ascertaining the point in question.
As C. ensifolia grows intermixed with C. grandifiora in the woods of
Hampshire, it may be the species intended by Mr. Woods, but, as the name longifolia has been used to designate our Epipactis palustris by some, and Hudson
confounds it with Cephalanthera grandifiora, it is quite as likely that one or other
Botanist's Guide.'
I am
of the two last maybe really pointed at in the old
inclined to believe rather that C. grandifiora is the one intended, unless the true
C. ensifolia were the species really found here by Mr. Woods.
C. ensifolia occurs abundantly in woods in several parts of the county, and may
It
therefore be herealtcr found on this island, as well as the one just described.
differs from C. grandifiora, to which it bears a close affinity and resemblance, in
the following particulars, gleaned from a comparison of an extensive series of both
kinds, gathered in their native station, where they are frequently found growing
together:
C. ensifolia is a smaller, more delicate and slender plant, with far narrower leaves, of a thinner and drier texture, like those of a grass, which however
vary much in breadth, the lowermost being sometimes very broadly lanceolate, but
the upper always narrow and considerably tapering at the point, and, from being
in general more closely set, present a sort of a distichous mode of arrangement in
The bracts, even beneath the undermost flower, are extremely
appearance only.
small, short and narrow, and in those at the top of the stem very minute indeed.
The flowers are confined to quite the higher position of the stem, are much closer
together or approximate, and are not found in the axils of any but the greatly
reduced leaves or bracts hence they appear subspical^, like those of Epilobium
angnstifolimn for example ; whereas in C. grandifiora the flowers originate at or
even below the middle of the stem, and accompany the larger leaves, whence they
'

;

—
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" Limb of the perianth 6-cleft or 6-partite, sometimes irregular.
Stamens 3, inserted into the base of the outer segments.
Filaments sometimes united. Anthers fixed by their base, opening
outwards.
Ovary 3-celled, many-seeded. Style 1. Stigmas 3, or
1 with 3 divisions, often petaloid or 2-Hpped.
Capsule 3-celled,
3-valved valves bearing the dissepiments in the middle.
Seeds
round, hard. Albumen horny or firmly fleshy. Embryo with the
same direction as the seed. Herbs, rarely under-shrubs. Leaves
equitant {except in Crocus). Flowers spathaceous, sometimes partly
subterranean."
Br. Fl.
;

—

—

I.

Iris, Linn.

Flag.

" Perianth 6-cleft, each alternate segment longer and reflexed.
Stigmas 3, petaloid, covering the stamens." Br. Fl.

Pseud-acorus,*!!. Yellow or Water Flag. Perianth beardinner segments smaller than the stigmas, leaves ensiform
keeled, seeds angular.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 49. Br. Fl. p. 427. E.
1.

1.

less,

B.

ix.

t.

578.

In shallow pools, ditches, streams, wet meadows and low marshy or moory
places; abundantly.
Fl. May
August. Fr. September.
H..
E. Med. Od the Dover, Kyde.
Meadow within the walls of Quarr abbey,
abundantly, and flowering freely.
Most profusely on moory pasture-land along
the left of the road at the entrance to Sandown village from Brading, 1849.
Fosse of Sandown fort, and wet meadows above AlverstoB, in great profusion.
Abundant in wet moory pastures about Newohurch, Mersley, &c., 1844.
W. Med. About Cowes, Yarmouth and Newport.

—

—

—

assume a

sort of racemose arrangement, smaller, of a purer white (not creamcolour as in the other) and less erect, the ovary diverging at an angle more or less
considerable from the stem, sometimes nearly at aright angle to it. The perianthsegments do not close so completely over the lip, and the sepals are in this species narrower than the lateral petals, and so acutely pointed as to be almost acuminate. The lateral petals themselves are also slightly pointed, and much broader
in proportion than in C. grandijlora.
Moreover, the anterior margin of the lip is
usually slightly triangular and pointed, but this character I find liable to exception.
Finally, C. ensifolia lasts a shorter time in flower, if it does not begin to
grandijlora, which continues in blossom through a great
flower earlier, than
part of June, whereas the other has all its terminal buds open by the end of May
in this part of England, and was beginning to fall and look shabby on the 27th
Indeed, the blossoms of
of that month when my last specimens were gathered.
this species, from their more delicate texture, fade with wonderful rapidity on
grandijlora merely turn partially brown.
being gathered, whilst those of

C

C

* The specific name of False Acorus was given to this plant from the resemblance its leaves bear to those of the Sweet Flag {Acorus Calamus, L.), not yet
detected in this island.
The word Flower-de-Luce is said to be corrupted from
Fleur-de-Louis, consequent on its adoption as an armorial device by the French
king, Louis VII.

;
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Plant not growing in clusters like the next species. Root (rhizoma) thick,
running horizontally, subcylindrical, with numerous pale fibres.
Stem
erect, straight or slightly wavy, terete below, faintly furrowed above, pale green,
Leaves ensiform, acute, their
alternately branched, branches simple, axillary.
tips oblique, 2, 3, or 4 feet long and from 1 inch to 2J inches wide, erect, pale
green, with a glaucous cast, and having a thin, sharp, sometimes double central
keel running their entire length on both sides; those from the root equitant, on
Flowers large, erect, inothe stem distant, alternate and sheathing at the base.
dorous, bright golden yellow, 2, 3, or more together, successively protruded from
Exlerior petals very
large, unequally 2-leaved, furrowed sheaths or spalTies.
large, beardless, roundish ovate, spreading or deflexed, of a rich yellow marked
towards their claws with a deeper-coloured field, either plane or punctately veined
fleshy,

and streaked with purplish;

interior petals very small, erect, ovato-oblong, shorter

than the stigmas, their claws convolute. Stamens inserted at the base of the
larger petals, shorter than the stigmas anthers linear-oblong, purplish brown, yelStigmas the colour of the petals, nearly
low at the back ; pollen yellow, globose.
erect, their summits 2-lobed, the lobes overlapping, jagged and crenate on the
margin, and covering a short, entire, membranous, scale-like appendage or lip.
Capsules yellowish green, lax, drooping or pendulous, from 2 to 3 inches in length,
oblong, very obtusely trigonous and lobed, suddenly contracting at their apex into
a short, blunt, beak-like process; valves not widely dehiscing, leathery.
Seeds
very numerous, pale yellowish brown, smooth and shining, orbicular, semiorbicular or somewhat trigonate in the same cell, thick and rounded at the back, cuneately attenuated on their inner side to their margin, closely packed horizontally
by their flat surface in a single or double series testa dry, loose and husky.
;

;

Stinking Gladdon or Gladwyn.
2. I. foetidissima, L.
RoastLeaves sword- shaped plane, perianth beardless, its
beef Plant.
inner segments spreading, stem 1-angled, seeds globose pul23y.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p, 50. Br. Fl. p. 427. E. B. ix. t. 596. Curt. Br.

Entom.

vii. t.
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(fruit).

p. citrina. Flowers of a uniform pale colour.
Tn groves, thickets, copses, pastures, borders of fields, and on hedgebanks
Fl. June, July.
Fr. September, October.
plentiful in most parts of the island.

—

E. Med. Everywhere around Eyde about Quarr abbey, in Quarr copse, MaPlentiful all along the Undercliff, at
wood by Apley, St. John's wood, &c.
;

rina

Bonchurch, Steephill, St. Lawrence, &c.
About MottesW. Med. Woods around Cowes and Yarmouth, abundantly.
ton, but not common in that S.W. part of the island.
/3. Wood at Yarmouth.
A species growing most commonly in clumps, and distinguished from most
others of the genus by the total absence of the usual glaucous colour in the leaves.
Root short, fleshy, cylindrical and horizontal, about the thickness of the middle
finger, brownish and wrinkled, emitting several very long, white, tapering and

—

Stem solitary, many-flowered, flexuose, a little comtransversely rugose fibres.
pressed and obscurely 1-edged, a character much more conspicuous when viewed
in the closely investing upper leaves, which are acutely folded or couduplicate
behind, but follow the rounded contour of the stem anteriorly. Leaves numerous,
ensiform, equitant, often above 2 feet long and above an inch in width, dark rich
shining green on both sides, deeply striated, firm and rigid, quite plane or without a keel, their edges cartilaginous and finely serrulate towards the very acute
point; one or two of the leaves mostly overtopping the stem, the rest shorter than
Flowers seveor equalling the latter, those on the stem itself closely sheathing.
ral, on obtusely trigonous peduncles that elongate during inflorescence, smaller
than in the last species and of a firm texture, handsome but not showy, with a
peculiar scent, different from that of the leaves, expanding one or two at a time
from the deciduous, diphyllous, lanceolate spathe and the enveloping hollow upper

2
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leaves (or bracts ?), that quite conceal them iu the bud.
Tuhe of the perianth
short, filled with a melliferous fluid, the 3 exterior petals much the largest, greatly
longer than the stigmas, spreading and reflexed, the limb ovate, violet-blue with
copious branching purple veins, nearly white towards the broad and pale dingy
yellow claws, that are streaked and dotted with purplish brown, most thickly
towards their margins; dinner petals erecto-patent, much shorter and smaller
than the outer, with narrow involute claws, the limb ovato-oblong, entire, not
reflexed, paler and far less distinctly veined than in the others.
Stamens about
the length of the stigmas; anthers purplish or whitish; pollen pale yellow.
Stigmas pale fuscous, incumbent on the anthers, but a little distant from the
petals, and shorter than the three inner petals, reflexed, obtuse and bifid but not
laciniated at their summits, with/an acute ridge or keel, the broad membranous
border of each stigma terminating beneath its bilobale extremity in 2 free (not
Germen oblong, 3-lobed, each lobe and the
adnate) toothed or notched divisions.
Capsule about 2 inches in length,
intermediate angles with a central furrow.
oblong, obscurely triangular, not beaked, yellowish when ripe and widely dehiscing, with three twisted leathery valves, each bearing one row or more of roundish,
berry-like, bright orange or scarlet and highly polished seeds on either side of the
broad central dissepiment close to its inner edge.
Seed globose, covered with a
spongy, succulent and sli<!;htlj acrid pulp, the albumen very large and horny.
A handsome plant, and a conspicuous ornament of our woods and hedgerows
in autumn and winter, from the contrast of its dark evergreen leaves with the
brilliant orange or scarlet seeds, that remain very long attached to the widely
spreading valves of the capsule nor are its delicately pencilled flowers eclipsed
variety with variegated leaves
in beauty by many blossoms of a gayer season.
The smell of the bruised leaves is by some
is grown in gardens at Ryde, &c.
persons thought to resemble that of roast beef, by others it is compared to rancid
bacon, dissimilar ones certainly, and indicative of the extreme ambiguity of
impressions received through the weakest and most deceptive of the senses.
To
myself the odour is by no means unpleasant, recalling that of milk heated till a
;

A

has formed on its surface.
/3. is a most remarkable one, of which T met with a few specimens in a
wood near Yarmouth in July, 1847. In these the flowers were of an uniform lemonyellow verging upon white in the segments of the perianth, without the least of
the usual purple colouring or trace of the dark pencilling, except a few faint veins,
The still unopened buds were
of a somewhat deeper colour than the ground.
equally pale, but the plant possessed the smell and other characters of the species
unaltered.
This singular variety much resembled the yellow-flowered one of

pellicle

The

var.

Mag. vol. 48, t. 1131.
present is rather a maritime and western species, becoming manifestly
scarcer on the mainland, at the distance even of a few miles from the coast, and
is generally rare in all the midland and eastern counties of England.
I. spuria (S) halophila of Curtis, Bot.

The

Order

LXXIV. AMAEYLLIDACE^, R.

Br.

Stamens
oi the perianth coloured, 6-partite or 6-cleft.
inserted at the bottom of the segments, sometimes united by a
membrane, ^wf/jers opening inwards. 0^'ar^/ inferior, 3 -celled;
the cells many-seeded, or in those whose fruit is fleshy 1
Fruit capsular ; either dry
Stigma 3-lobed.
Style 1.
seeded.
with 3 valves bearing the dissepiments in the middle, 3 cells and
Integument of the seed not
many seeds or fleshy 1 3 seeds
Embryo straight, in the axis of a fleshy albumen.
crustaceous.

"Limb

6,

—

;

—

.
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[Galanthus.

AMARYLLiDACE^,.

—

Flowers large, generally
having the same direction as the seed.
Leaves fleshy, indistinctly nerved, all radical.
of a bright colour.
Eoots bulbous." Br. Fl.

—
I.

Snowdrop.

Galanthus, Linn.

" Perianth campanulate, of 6 pieces, 3 outer ones spreading, 3
inner smaller, erect, emarginate.
Anthers opening by a pore.
Seed with a whitish skin.
Scape solid."
Floiuer from a spatha.

—

Br. Fl.
G.

f ? 1.

Br. Fl.

nivalis,

p. 430.

Snowdrop.

L.

E. B.

t.

19.

Fl.

Fair Maids of February.

Dan.

x.

t.

1641.

On

banks amongst brushwood, in thickets, and hedges in close lanes, apparently wild
also naUiralized in orchards, groves and pastures near houses, in
several places.
Fl. February, March.
Fr. May.
If.
E. Med.
The Grove, near Brading, naturalized, [the late] Lady Brenton !!
On Nunwell Warren, JDr. Bell-Salter.
Naturalized under trees below the
Eookery, Nunwell.
Very plentiCally at Gillmans, near Champion, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
At King's quay, Rev. James Pen/old.
W. Med.
In great profusion on the steep bushy sides of Snowdrop lane, immediately W. of Gatcombe park, between that and Ganson's barn, and due N. of
;

—

.'.'.'

—

Gatcombe

It grows, I am told,
about Chillerton, and on a bank at the entrance to Gatcombe
park, also in a field at Shorwell.
Abundant by the roadside going into Chale"
farm, Blackgang, Dr. Martin.
In a little wood by the Yar below Freshwater
in

village, also in several spots adjoining the park.

several places

on its E. bank, Rev. James Penfold !!!
white ovate bulb sends up a simple scape, from 4 or 5 to 12 inches high.
Leaves 2, shorter than the stem, linear, pale glaucous green, with an obtuse,
glandular and whitish tip, concave above, strongly keeled beneath, invested for
about ^id their length with a white, membranous, abrupt sheath; after flowering
the leaves droop and finally spread upon the ground.
Scape somewhat ancipital,
bearing a solitary pendulous flower, its peduncle partially enclosed in a transparent spathe, bifid at the point, with green inflexed edges, and very little shorter
than itself.
Segments of the perianth at first connivent, at length spreading, the
3 outer ovate, pure white the 3 inner cuneato-cordate, notched in the middle,
tipped with green on their outer edge, furrowed and elegantly streaked with the
same colour on the inner side. Anthers orange-coloured, tapering, on very short
Style slenfilaments, erect, awned, bursting at the summit on their inner face.
der, tapering, a little longer than the stamens; stigma a minute tuft of glandular
hairs.
Capsule drooping, about ^ an inch in length, oblong-obovate, very obtusely
trigonous, with a flat circular scar at top, seldom ripening.
The Snowdrop has a faint but perceptible and delicate fragrance, not comIn the wild state, as also in gardens, the seeds are rarely permonly noticed.
fected, but the capsule, though fully and abundantly formed, drops otf before
mill,

The

;

arriving at maturity.
It does not appear certain that there is more than one species of the Snowdrop,
though a second, G.plicalus, Bieb., is adopted by many botanists by others it
As the point is still unsettled, and the
is considered a variety of the present.
majority incline to the latter opinion, I have refrained from giving a specific
;

character.

II.

Naecissus, Linn.

Daffodil.

Perianth coloured, tubular at the base, vdth a spreading 6-parlimb, and a campanulate or cup-shaped crown or nectary,

tite

— —
Narcissus.]

;

AMAEYLLIDACEiE.

within which are the stamens.
Flowers from a spatha.
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Anthers dehisciag longitudinally.

Elegant bulbous plants, wilh white or yellow often highly fragrant flowers,
natives of the South of Europe, West of Asia and North of Africa.
Of all the
numerous species not one is indigenous to the American continent.

N. Pseudo-narcissus, L. Common Daffodil, vulg. DaffadownVect. Lent or Lenten Lily. *
Spathe single-flowered, cup
campanulate erect the margin obscurely 6-lobed crisped as long
as the ovato-acute segments of the perianth, leaves about as tali
as the scape.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. 133. Br. Fl. 430. Bab. Man. 299.
Bert. Fl. Ital. iv. 17. E. B. i. t. 17.
Fl. Dan. xiii. t. 2170.
1.

_

dilly.

/3.

Flowers double or semidouble.
Smaller; segments of the perianth coloured, nearly

y. concolor.

spreading. N. Pseudo-narcissus, Brot. Fl. Lusit.
sus /3., Bert. Fl. Ital. iv. 18.

i.

p.

549?

flat,

but

little

N. Pseudo-narcis-

" Daffodils,
dares, and lake

That come before the swallow

The winds

of

March

with beauty."

Winter s Tale.
"

When

Daffodils begin to peer,
With, heigh the doxy over the dale,
Why, then comes in the sweet o' the year.
For the red blood reigns in the winter's pale."
Winter^s Tale.
!

Tn moist woods, copses, orchards, meadows, pastures, and on grassy banks
abundant in many places, and truly indigenous. Fl. March,f April. Fr. June.
E. Med.

—

at the end near the old abbey
In considerable plenty in one part of the
large copse (Puckelt's copse) between Quarr abbey and Niiiham, 1845.
In very
great profusion underneath the rookery at Nunwell.
In a field close by Ninham
farm, near Ryde.
Sparingly in Marina wood by Apley, and in that along the
shore between Ryde and Binstead.
Wood near St. Helens, and coverinj;- acres
in Centurion's copse.
Abundant in Firestone copse, from whence the chil<lren
bring large bouquets of the flowers in the spring to Ryde. Field by Guildford
farm, near Haven street; and in one by Coppid hall.
On hedgebanks and borIn vast proders of fields along the road at Sandford, and at Appuklurcombe.
fusion and very fine all over a wood, chiefly of beech, known as Bottom wood,
occupying a valley between two slopes close to Sandford, on the S. side of the village, and in a large pasture adjoining, also in several fields about Winston farm,
In a little copse near Woodhouse farm, Fernhill, abundant, 1843.
In a
1843.
large pasture-field a little S.E. of Hardingshoot farm, with Tulipa syUestris, 1846.
Field at Wootton bridge, nearly opposite Kite hill. In the greatest profusion on
the N. and E. sides of the mount on which the church at Godshill stands. Rev.
Wm. Darwin Fox!!! Field at Winston or Winson, [the late] Edward Vernon,
Esq.

walls,

and

Plentiful in

in the

field

Quarr copse, especially

they enclose.

.'.'.'

* Corrupted in some places into Lantern Lilies.
be a mere corruption of Asphodel Asphodelus, Lat.
;

Daffodil or Affodil seems to
See Turner's
AaOo^rihoi.

Herball. p. 24.

f In the extraordinarily mild season of 1846 the wild Daffodil was in full
flower soon after the middle of February.

3s

iSB

Aj[AnYLi.iriACE,E.

W.Med.

[Narcissus.

— Thicket near

Wet thicket by Woolverton, near
Sandway, 1846.
Near Freshwater, Rev. James Penfald.
Plentiful between the
second and third mile'^tone out of Newport to Godshill, and at Chillerton, G.
Kirkpatrick, Esq.
Near Swainston, JRev. Wm. Daruin Fox !.'.'
/3.
Occasionally a specimen or two growing with the sinjfle sort, but rarely. A
solitary clump in Centurion's copse, amongst thousands of the single kind, unquestionably wild, and perfectly similar to the double garden Daffodil.
A very
double but certainly wild specimen on a bank nearYaverland. More frequent in
meadows and pastures near habitations in a field near Bembridge farm.
Field
at Woodvale, W. Cowes.
y. On the steep bushy bank behind Apse farm, overlooking the garden, in
which it also grows plentifully, though appearing rather to have encroached upon
the grass-plats from the station above than to have escaped from the former,
where it has not become double.
Plant from about 6 to 12 inches high, rarely taller.
Bulb from the size of a
nutmeg to that of a walnut, covered with a brownish cuticle, and emitting many
whitish fibres from the base. Leaves usually two or three, seldom more, bluish or
glaucous green, erect, narrow, channelled and twisted, sometimes ^ an inch broad,
obtuse, rounded and slightly thickened at the apex, scarcely keeled, about as long
as the scape, attenuated downwards, and enclosed below in a short, membranaceous,
truncate sheath.
Scape 2-eclged, twisted, strongly furrowed.
Floioer solitary,
large (1^ inch to 2 inches long), handsome, drooping in the bud, afterwards horizontal or nearly erect, with a weak but agreeable fresh scent.
Spathe wrinkled,
scariose and membranaceous, brownish towards the point.
Perianth in six mostly
unequal, ovate or ovato-lanceolate, acute, waved or twisted segments, pale yellowish white, merging into yellow and green at the back on its tubular portion"
Cup
(covona,
nectary, Sm.) of an elegant golden yellow, tubuloso-campanulate,
the margin obscurely cut into six irregularly notched and crisped lobate segments.
Stainens much shorter than the cup, erect; ^^«men(s tapering, yellow; anthers
quite erect, long and narrow, with whitish yellow yoWen.
Style a little longer
than the stamens, trigonous, each angle terminating in a hollow fringed lobe of
the stigma.
Capsule the size of a hazel-nut, obovato-subglobose, very obtusely
trigonous, yellowish brown when ripe, coriaceous.
Seeds large, numerous, deep
rich brown, highly polished, ovoido-rotundate or by compression subangular, with
a crest (raphe) along their inner side at length wrinkled by the contraction of
the fleshy albumen.
In the wild double variety, /3., the perianth-segments are always of a full yellow like the cup, and in this state I cannot distinguish it from the common great
yellow Daffodil of the gardens, though that is supposed to be a different species,
the N. major of the ' Botanical Magazine,' and a native of Spain.
In one or two
of the stations here given it is possible the plants may have originated from gardens, though their smaller size is against such a supposition ; in the remaining
localities the sequestered situation is without doubt unexceptionable, and an
inspection of the double variety there, growing amidst the common or single wild
sort, will, I think, suffice to convince any one of the latter being equally the
parent of the wild and garden double Daffodils.
The variety y. differs from the common state of the plant in having the perianthsegments of almost as deep a yellow as the cup, much less spreading, nearly plane
Shorwell, 1846.

.'.'.'

;

DC;

;

or scarcely at all twisted, narrower,

firmer or less

membranaceous

in texture,

rounded or somewhat obtuse, without a minute but very distinct apiculus.
The
whole plant, though variable in size, is much smaller than the common form,
which is, I have little doubt, the A'", bicolor of Brotero, whilst this is the N.
Pseudo-narcissus of the same author, and, as the late Piofessor Don thought, of
Linnsus also.
It almost seems to connect our common species with the
N. minor of the gardens.
The single wild Daffodil has by some been supposed of exotic origin, and to
have been introduced by the monks in the middle ages, from being so often found
near the ruins of monasteries, but it is certainly indigenous to the South and
middle of England in the most sequestered places, though in early times, when

Narcissus.]

ajiarylijdacejs.

ouv gardens could boast but

little variety,

and groves would naturally

attract attention

the
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more showy productions of our

fields

from the horticulturist, and, escaping
from his care, be subsequently found established as often in the vicinity of such
spots as in their
1 2.

N.

more natural

localities.

Curt.
Pale Tivo-Jioivered Narcissus. Primrose
Spathe mostly 3-flowered, cup very short depressed

hifloriis.

Peerless.

scariose and crenate at the margin, leaves acutely keeled twisted
their edges inflexed.
Curt. Bot. Mag. vi. t. 197.
Sm. E. Fl. ii.
132.
Br. Fl. 430. Bah. Man. E. B. iv. t. 276.
In dry sandy fields, woods, meadows, pastures, orchards, and on hedgebanks,
occasionally, but scarcely indigenous.
Fl. April, May.
E. Med.
In several fields between Wootton bridge and the church, but very
sparingly scattered, 1842.
Sparingly naturalized in a meadow nearly facing ihe
stables at Steepbill, Dr. Martin .'.'.'
A specimen or two found in Marina wood,
at Apley, by [the late] A. T. S. Dodd, Esq., Iy46!!!
In some plenty in the mea-

—

dow near Hardingshoot farm

in which Tulipa sylvestris grows, 1849.
single large tuft in a meadow behind Gurnet bay, 1843.
In
fields on the West side of Gurnet bay, in several places, but particularly about
Hornhill copse, where it grows in very considerable plenty on tlie grassy banks
and borders of the fields, and even in the wood itself; most completely naturalized, and more abundant than I have ever before met with it in this island, 1846.
In a little copse near Place farm, W. Cowes, Miss Kilderbee, 1846. I understand
from Miss Clarke, of Yarmouth, that it grows very abundantly in a small field by
the Yar, at the N.E. angle of Thorley copse, opposite Yarmouth mill, as well as

W.Med.

—A

A solitary plant in a sandy arable field by Marvel
near Wilmingham, scarcely wild. Rev. James Penfold.
Hedgebank near Thorley, far from any garden, but in very moderate quantity,
Field by Debburne farm, in some plenty, Miss G. Kilderbee
id.
(a suspicious station).
Gurnet wood, ead.!
A far larger and stouter species than the last, growing in clumps, very common
in cottage-gardens, from whence it often escapes into the adjoining fields, particularly where the soil is light and sandy, or is conveyed to those more remote with
compost but, though long persistent when once introduced, as is the case with
many bulbous plants, it has not quite the appearance of being really native with
us, whatever it may be in the West of England or about Dublin, where it is stated
Sulb large, 16 to 18 lines in diameter,, with a pale brown cutito be common.
Leaves two or three, sometimes four or five,
cle and many stout white fibres.
about as long as the scape or sometimes a little longer, from about 4 to 9 or 10
lines in width, very thick, firm and fleshy, somewhat glaucous, deeply caniculate,
twisted, with pale, thickened, obtuse tips, grooved at the back, with a thin acute
keel running the whole length of the leaf, the edges of which are partly inflexed.
Scape mostly solitary, sometimes two, from about 12 or 15 inches to 2 feet high,
acutely ancipital, much compressed, deeply striated, hollow and twisted, 1- or
more commonly 2-, seldom 3- flowered. >S/)aJ/ie pale brown, withering. Flowers
large, often two inches across, very sweet scented perianth-segments while very
slightly tinged with yellow, obovato-rotundate, mostly retuse, with a, glandulosopilose mucro, the three exterior segments largest; all spreading, undulated or
inflexed, faintly striated.
Cup yellow, saucer-shaped, very short and depressed,
plaited and crenale on the margin, which is sometimes, though, as Bertoloni ob.
serves, not always, whitish and scariose, much contracted at the top of the long,
slender, trigonous, green tube.
Stamens unequal, the\T filaments adnate with the
tube for almost their entire length anthers linear-lanceolate, pale buif, their summits twisted and recurved, three of them just visible at the contracted orifice of the
Style grooved, twisted; stigma of three flat, roundish, fringed lobes.
tube.
The Primrose Peerless seems to be more frequent in the West of England (as
Gerarde remarks) than in the eastern counties, and Mr. Mackay, in the Flora
Hibernica,' gives it, without comment, as a native of the sister isle yet I apprethe copse
copse, 1845.

in

itself,

In a

1846.
field

.'.'.'

.'.'.'

;

;

;

'

;

—
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;

[Tulipa.

LiLiACE^.

hend we can boast of hut one

The

truly indigenous species of Narcissus in Britain.
the
is very powerful, reminding one of

scent of the two-flowered Narcissus
fragrant Magnolia glauca or grandijlora.

Order I.XXV.

LILIACE^,

Juss.

" Perianth inferior, petaloid, 6-parted.
Stamens 6, inserted into
anthers bursting inwards.
the receptacle or on the perianth
Style 1
Ovary superior, 3-celled. Ovides many in each cell.
stigmas 3 or 1.
Fruit dry, capsular, bursting with 3 valves bearing the dissepiment on their middle." Bab. Man.
;

Tribe

I.

Tulipeje.

" Leaves of the 'pcrlanth distinct.
seeded.

Cells of the capsule manySeeds flat, placed closely one above another ; testa pale or

fuscous, not crustaceous."
I.

— Bab. Man.

Tulipa, Linn.

Tulip.

" Perianth campanulate, of 6 pieces, without a nectariferous
depression, deciduous.
Anthers erect.
Stigma sessile, 3-lobed.
Capsule trigonous.
Mowers usually solitary, rarely
Seeds flat.

two

071

each stem."

—

—Br. Fl.

" Stem 1-flowered
Yellow Wild Tulip.
leaves of the perianth ovato - acuminate
bearded at the extremity, stamens hairy at the base, stigma
obtuse."— ^r. Fl. p. 443. E. B. t. 63.
In clay or limeslone meadows and pastures, old quarries, chalk-pits and
May. If.
orchards; very rare, and possibly not indigenous with us. J?/. March
E. Med.
In a moist clayey pasture-field abiiut the eii;hthi_of a mile S. by E.
of Hardingshoot farm, betwixt that and the former site of Little Hardingshoot,
but not abundant, and flowering very sparingly, Feb. 25th, 1846. Mr. W. Whale,
of Andover, showed me a specimen of the wild Tulip which he had received from
a lady who gathered it in the Isle of Wight, but no station was appended to the
t ? 1.

T. sylvestris, L.

somewhat drooping,

—

—

label.

Tribe

II.

Asphodele^.

Flowers usually on a leafFruit dry, capsidar.
stem or scape, and with membranaceous bracteas or spathas,
but no true leaves, at the base of the pedicels, icliich are not jointed
Ovules numerous in each cell of the ovary. Seeds
with tlic flower.
with a black, crustaceous, shining coat.

Root hidbous.

less

The elegant iVarcJssus of tbe poets {N. poeticiis) is partially naturalized on
grassy slopes in the grounds of Norris castle, but has been too evidently introduced there to find a place in this Flora.

—
liliace^.

Ornitho<jalam.]

II.

Ornithogalum, Lhin.

" Perianth spreading, of

fi

;
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Star of Bethlehem.

Stamens hypogy-

sepals, persistent.

nous, scarcely adheiing to the perianth, alternately larger or
dilated at the base.
Capsules with 3 angles and 3 furrows.
BracFlowers white, racemose or corymbose, on a leafless scape.
Br. Fl.
teas membranaceous."

—

1.
umbellatmn, Ij.
Common Star of Bethlehem. "Racemes
corymbose, peduncles longer than the bracteas, filaments subulate simple."— ^r. Fl. p. 441.
E. B. t. 130.
.

—

p. "

Leaves very slender, lineav-iiliform."
Br. Ft. Bertol. Fl. Ital. iv. p. 95.
In meadows, thickets and pastures rare in an apparently native condition
rather more frequent as naturalized about houses in fields, orchards, and on lawns.
Fl. April— June.
If.
Naturalized on the lawn behind Osboi-ne house, 1846.
In a hayE. Med.
field at Newchurch, in some abundance, 1846, but the meadow was some thirty
Meadows about Steephill, in several places,
years ago the site of cottage-gardens.
appearing to me truly wild, Albert Hambrough, Esq., and Dr. Martin
W. Med. A few plants found in Calbourne New Barn Hummet, 1845, appaIn a pasture by Afton house, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. In Northrently quite wild.
wood park, apparently wild, Miss G. Kilderbee
I believe it does not flower in
this last station, where it is too near the shrubbery to be above suspicion.
Bulbs ovate, lying rather deep
(3.* Whole plant quite smooth and glabrous.
in the ground and increasing fast laterally, hence thickly clustered and cohering,
covered with a pale brown epidermis, white internally and full of a clammy juice.
Leaves all radical, not numerous (about 3 to 5 or 6), soon turning yellow and
withered at the tips, very weak and flaccid, deeply channelled and almost involute, bluntish, grass-green, with a silvery white pellucid line along their upper
side, strongly striato-costate beneath, and appearing powdered all over with minute lucid points or granules, variable in length and breadth, in the variety now
described about equalling the flower-stem or rather shorter, very narrowly linear,
and tapering to a thread-like tenuity at their junction with the bulb. Stem solitary, erect, terete, wavy, filled with loose cellular tissue, from a few inches to a
foot in length, pale green above, white and gradually tapered below.
Corymb
terminal, lax, simple or only slightly compounded, of several divaricate, unequal,
naked, single-flowered peduncles, the lower of which are curved upward or ascendBracts solitary at
ing, and rise to the level of the higher and much shorter ones.
the base of the peduncles and somewhat clasping, linear-lanceolate, taper-pointed,
membranous, soon becoming withered and scariose, much shorter than (at least
Flowers large, above an inch in diameter, expanding
the lower) the peduncles.
for a short time only in the early part of the day and in fine weather, few, from
3 to 5 in the large bundle of specimens before me, sometimes much more numeSegments of the perianth elliptic-lanceolate, milk-white
rous (5
20, M. et K.)
within and faintly striated, with a broad central stripe of pale green on the back
3 inner segments somewhat smaller and narrower, bluntish the 3 outer more obStamens erect; filaments
long, subapiculate, with thickened glandulose tips.
;

;

—

.'.'.'

—

.'.'.'

—

;

white, flat, simple, lanceolate, attenuated into subulate points, those opposite the
inner segments of the perianth rather longer and considerably broader than the
rest; a«</ie»-s cream-coloured, erect, elliptical, bursting laterally, attached by the
Germen large, obconic, yellowish
middle of their backs; ;)oWere lemon-yellow.
Style
green, shining and depressed at top, in 6 prominent, yellowish, blunt lobes.
shorter than the stamens, 3-angled, 3-furrowed
lobes on the summit of the angles.

[As the form /3. only is described,
-BrZrs.]
the text
;ext refer to this variety.

—

;

stigma 3 glaudulose decurrent

we presume

that all the stations given in

—
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[Allium.

LiLiACEiE.

III.

Allium, Linn.

Garlick.

" Perianth inferior, petaloid, of 6 ovate spreading pieces.
Capsule triquetrous.
Flowers umbellate, arising from a ^-leaved
spatha."
Br. Fl.

—

—

Crmv Garliek. " Umbel globose bearing
1. A. vineale, L.
numerous bulbs, stem leafy below, leaves fistulose cylindrical
sligbtly cbannelled above, spatha of one leaf short with long slender points, stamens exserted, 3 alternate ones deeply 3-cleft,
middle points half as long as the lateral ones and as long as the

E. B. t. 1974.
entire part of the filaments."—^?'. Fl. p. 440.
In meadows, pastures, waste grassy places, borders of fields, and on sandy
banks and cliffs not common, and seldom if ever flowering in this island.
Fl.
June, July. If.
On Steephill and other parts of the Undercliff, occasionally. FrejE. Med.
quent on the E. bank of the Medina, below Newport, near Fairies house, George
Culver cliffs. Rev. G. E. Smith.
Kirkpatrick, Esq.
:

—

.'.'.'

" Umbels lax
A. oleraceum, L.
Streaked Field Garlick.
bearing bulbs, stem leafj^ below, leaves linear grooved above semiterete or flat and ribbed beneath, stamens simple as long as or
shorter than the perianth."
Br. Fl. p. 439. E. B. t. 488. Fl.
? 2.

—

Dan.

ix. t.

E. Med.

1456.

— On

the debris of the green sandstone in

Sandown

bay, sparingly,

Exwhere the Rev. G. E. Smith, believed he had remarked it some years ago.
ceedingly abundant along the summit of the cliff above the same station, for perhaps a hundred yards or more, but never, I believe, flowering, though producing
beads of bulbs at the extremity of the scape, as do the plants beneath (very doubtful if anything else than A. vineale).
3.

A. ursinum, L.

Broad-leaved Garlick.

Ramsons.

Vect.

" Umbel nearly plane, leaves ovato-lanceolate
Giiosy Onion.
Br. Fl. p. 440. E. B. t. 122.
footstalks, scape triangular."

on

In damp groves, copses, thickets, moist hollows, meadows, pastures, and on
shady hedgebanks far too abundantly in many places, i^/. April June. If.
E. Med. In enormous quantity over nearly the whole of Greatwood copse,
near Shanklin, and extremely abundant in all other woods betwixt Shanklin and
Plentiful in Centurion's copse, near Brading.
Grounds at
Bonchurch, 1849.
Noriis castle, and in Barton copse, abundantly.
Hatchet close and Cowpit-cliff

—

;

—

Abundantly in the great enclosed wood at Appuldurcombe park.
About ShorW. Med.- Copses between Tdlecombe and Shorwell, abundant.
well, as at North Court, in the dell or hollow in which the Mausoleum stands, in
Most propatches of copse about Cheverton farm, &c., &c., abundantly, 1846.
fusely in Lorden, Barkhams and Bakerwood copses, between Carisbrooke and Shorcopse.

—

well, perfectly concealing the ground, to the utter exclusion of every other plant,

except the no less gregarious and usurping Mercurialis perennis. Very rank and
abundant about Gatcomb under the trees in the wilderness or rookery, 1846.
Common in Swainston woods, about Calbourne, and in fact in every patch of
copse on the southern slope and foot of the central chalk range, in Westridge,
Sluccomb, Demcomb copses, &c., much too plentiful. Abundant in woods at

Rowledge, 1844.

Bulb linear-oblong, white, emitting a bundle of stout cylindrical fibres formed
of the enlarged base of the inner leaf, and enveloped by the sheathing expansion
of the outer one at the extremity of its footstalk, guarded besides by the bristle;

—
LiLiACE^.
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shaped remains or the partly entire and sheathing petiole of the previous year.
Leaves 2, or more rarely 3, often accompanied by an additional bulb-hearing one
at their side, lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate, often above a foot in length by
nearly 4 inches in breadth, bright green with a. slightly glaucous lint, particularly on their paler under surface; many-ribbed, glabrous, acute, slightly attenuated towards the very long, roundish, semicylindrical or somewhat angular pe^iote,
the exterior of which forms a common sheath to the inner leafstalk and flowerscape; this last, arising laterally from the base of the bulb, is smooth, solid,
mostly about as tall as the leaves, from 10 to 20 inches high, in all my specimens
acutely triangular nearly throughout, the two almost winged, the dorsal one
flattened or becoming grooved towards the base of the scape, which still preserves its angularity
the semicylindrical shape ascribed to it by Smith beino;, as
it would appear from the accounts of other authors, of unusual occurrence.
Umbel not bulb-hearing, about 2^ inches in diameter, bursting from a white membranous spathe of 2 ovato-lanceolate, acute, many-ribbed, deciduous leaves. Flowers
numerous, milk-white, f ths of an inch in diameter, on rounded scabrous pedicels
of about the same lengtli.
Segments of the perianth lanceolate, acute, longer than
the erect equal stamens filaments white, all equal in breadth, and undivided or
;

;

without teeth; anthers cream-coloured.
Capsule green and succulent, tipped
with the style, inversely heart-shaped, much depressed, deeply and very obtusely
3-lobed, the lobes subglobose.
Seeds 2 (or more frequently by abortion), 1 in each
cell, large, black and smooth, gibbous on the outer, plane on the inner side or
that next to the almost obsolete septum of the valve, with a shallow notch at the
acute interior angle of attachment.
Notwithstanding the nauseous odour of the Eamsons, which is so strong as to
scent the air where the plant grows, as it too often does in our woods, to the
exclusion of every other herb, and to the great annoyance of the passer-by who
treads upon it, bees are attracted by the honied fluid at the base of the petals, and
which is most likely free from the repulsive flavour of the herb itself.
Nearly allied to the present species is the A. tricoccum of N. America, but in
that plant the leaves die off' before the flowers are developed, which is not until
June or July.
The bulb, too, appears to be ovoid and acuminate, not, as in our
Both exhale the same detestspecies, elliptic-oblong, equally thick at each end.
able smell when drying for the herbarium.

IV. Scilla, Linn.

Squill.

Filaments
"Perianth of 6 sepals, spreading and deciduous.
on the base of the perianth. Flowers
hlue or purple, racemose or corymbose, on a leajless scape without a
Br. Fl.
spatha."

filiform, glabrous, inserted

—

Autumnal Squill. Leaves several linear,
1. S. autumnalis, L.
raceme oblong subcorymbose few-flowered, pedicels erect in fruit
without bracteas, bulb coated. Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 146. Br. Fl. p.
441.
Lind. Syn. p. 269. E. B. ii. t. 78. Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc.
S. fallax, Steinh. Bab. Fl. Sam. p. 94.
6, t. 25 (optima).
On short dry sandy or gravelly pasture-ground, and in grassy spots amongst

—

September. Fr. September.
Fl. July
If.
the sandy turf of the spit below St. Helens, in great plenty.
Priory, Isle of Wight, Mr. J. Woods, jun., Bot. Guide.
Bulb with a brownish loose cuticle, very large for so small a plant, from the
Scapes 2—4 inches high, solitary or two or
size of a filbert to that of a nutmeg.
rocks; rare.

E. Med.

— On

same bulb, flowering in succession, solid, erect, angular and furLeaves few, extremely narrow and linear, channelled above, bluntish,
deep green, seldom produced with the flowers, or at least not fully developed till
the latter are past, and often not even then, usually shorter than the scapes and
three from the

rowed.

—
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recurved.
Flowers few, in a short, oblong, subcorymbose cluster, scentless, pale
blue, lilac or whitish, on pedicels about their own length, and which become much
Segelongated and erect as the seed ripens destitute of bracieas at their base.
ments of the perianth ovate, bluntish, thickened and greenish at the back below
Filaments decidedly enlarged downwards and much flattened, not
the apex.
Stigma
thread-shaped, all equal; anthers dark red, in 2 distinct oblong lobes.
Germen 6-lobed, with 6 furrows, the intermediate ridges blue. Cap3-cornered.
sules on the lengthened pedicels, erect, obtusely trigonate, 3-celled, each cell
exactly filled with the one or mostly two seeds it encloses, their valves strongly
Seeds large, jet-black, transversely
veined, widely dehiscing and glabrous.
wrinkled, rounded at the back, the two inner faces concave, attached to the lower
part of a deep dissepiment in the centre of each valve, which, gradually narrow;

ing upwards, makes the capsule imperfectly 6-celled.
The diSerent season of flowering, and absence of bracteas to the pedicels, will
Unlike that, the present is a,
readily distinguish this species from S. verna.
southern plant, neither restricted to the sea-coast nor to the western side of the
kingdom Caernarvonshire seems to be its limit to the North, on the authority of
Kay alone, and it has not yet been detected in Ireland.
;

Tribe III. Hemerocallideje.
" Leaves of the perianth conibined helow.
Bab. Man.
few-seeded."

—

V. Ageaphis, Linli.

Cells of the capsule

Hyacinth.

"Perianth 6 -partite
sepals connivent below, and forming a
campanulate tube, somewhat connected at the base, recurved at
Stamens 6, inserted below the middle of the pethe extremity.
alternate ones
rianth, on which the filaments are decurrent
Capsule obtusely 3-angled,
longer and somewhat exserted.
Flowers racemose,
3-celled, 8-valved at the apex, few-seeded.
;

;

—

with memhranaceou^s bracteas at the base of the pedicels."

— Br.

Fl.

A. nutans, lAnk. Wild English Hyacinth ox Blue-hell. Vect.
" Flowers in a raceme drooping, sepals revolute at
the points, bracteas in pairs, leaves linear." Br. Fl. p. 437.
E. B. i. 377. Hyacinthus non-scriptus, L.
Scilla, S7n.
1.

Blue-bottles.

:

Huds. (Vernal

— The following

stations have been given
Bot. Guide.
Brading, Dr. Bostoch in
Withering, 7th ed. The authenticity of the latter quotation was kindly confirmed
by Dr. Bostock, in answer to an inquiry made on the subject by my friend Dr.
Bell-Salter in 1839.
Though the existence of S. verna as an Isle-of- Wight plant rests on such
respectable authority, I feel inclined to refuse it admission into these pages, having never succeeded in finding it in either station, nor have any of my botanical
Though common enough on most of
friends been more fortunate than myself.
our western and north-western shores from Cornwall to the Shetland Islands, it is
rarely found on our eastern coasts, except towards the North, where, as at Dunstanborough Castle, in Northumberland, it has been discovered in abundance
Hence it may naturally be expected to
(Loudon's Mag. of Nat. Hist. vi. p. 19).
occur in this island, which is nearly on the meridian of that portion of the

Scilla verna,

for this plant:

kingdom.

Squill).

— Near Newport,

Puliettei/,

—

:

Tamua.]

—

dioscoreace^.
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Flowers white.
In groves, thickets, copses, and on liedgehanks, as also in open grassy places,
damp pastures and meadows in the greatest abundance. Fl. April, May. Fr.
/3.

;

July.

2;.

|3.
In Quarr copse, St. John's wood, and elsewheie about Ryde, occasionally a
plant or two here and there. Great-wood copse, and nut unfiequent in other
places near Shanklin.
Plant quite glabrous.
Bulb lying deep in the ground, roundish ovoid or globose, white, with a pale yellowish external coat filled with a copious clammy
bland mucilage. Leaves several, shorter than the scape, from about 4 or 6 to 9 or
10 lines in breadth, at first erect, but during and after flowering spreading flat on
the ground, or lax and drooping at their extremities, linear, bright green on both
sides, smooth, shining and succulent, caniculate, bluntly keeled, obtuse and
rounded or more or less painted, but scarcely acute, thickened a little at the tips,
tapering below into long, blanched, semicylindrical, hollow, subterraneous bases.
Scape erect, rounded, solid, brittle, full of a clammy juice, angular from the
lowermost flower upwards.
Flowers cernuous, in a terminal secund raceme from
3 or 4 to 6 or 8 inches long and nodding at the top the lower ones remote, the
higher crowded, varying in shade from a deep to a pale purplish blue, sometimes
white or flesh-coloured. Periantk about f ths of an inch long, including the revolute tips of the segments, campanulato-cylindrical or tubuloso-campanulale, a little ventricose at the base, to which it is divided into 6 linear, oblong, bluntish
segments, with a darker-coloured dorsal nerve, channelled, spreading and revolute at their tips, but more unequal in form, size and disposition than in any true
Scilla or Hyacintbus, between which this species makes a transition in structure
and habit.
Pedicels rounded or subangulate, coloured, each with a basal pair of
very unequal bracts, the larger of which, subtending the footstalk, is lanceolate
and usually longer than the pedicel the smaller linear, placed laterally and much
shorter than the other; both coloured.
Stamens unequal, the 3 alternate ones
longest, about equal to the tubular part of the perianth filaments,
the longer
ones adnate with the segments for the greater part of their length, the shorter ones
free nearly throughout; anthers yellowish or whitish, of two linear, parallel, erect
Germen ovoid, 6-lobed, without pores at the base,
lobes, bursting anteriorly.
tapering into the coloured hexagonal style ; stigma a 3-lobed tuft of crystalline
Capsule erect, on the much elongated pedicels.
points like bristles.
;

;

;

—

;

Order LXXVI.
" Dioecious.

DIOSCOEEACE^,

B. Br.

Limb

of the perianth with 6 divisions.
Sterile
Fertile
the base of the perianth.
Style deeply trifid.
cells 1
2 seeded.
Stigmas undivided. Fruit dry and flat, with 2 of its cells frequently abortive, or (in Tamus) baccate. Embryo small near the
Mostly
hilum, lying in a large cavity of cartilaginous albumen.
Leaves with reticulated veins.
twining and tropical shrubs.
Flowers small, bracteated." Br. Fl.

flowers
flowers

:

— Stamens from
— Ovary
3-celled
6

;

—

—

—

—

I.

Tamus, Linn.

Bryony.

Stam.fls.: — Permrai/i bell-shaped, 6-parted.

StaDioecious.
Perianth bell-shaped,
Pist. fls. :
Style rudimentary.
6.
contracted above the inferior and adnate ovary. Stamens 6, aborSeeds one or more in each
tive.
Berry (imperfectly) 3-celled.
cell, globose, without a border.

mens

8 T

[Tavius.

DIOSCOEBACE^.
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Perennial plants,* wilh twining herbaceous stems without tendrils, natives of
Europe, North Africa and the Levant.

Black Bryony. Our Lady's .Seal. Vect.
Leaves undivided cordate acute.
Murrain Berries.
U56. Sm.E.Fl.iY.Zil. Br. Fl. iSl. Bab. Man.

T. communis, L.

1.

Wild Vine.
Linn. Sp. PI.

E. B.

300.

ii. t.

91.

In woods, thickets, groves, h«dges, fences and bushy pastures; extremely common throughout the island. Fl. May July. Fr. September, October. If..
A very smooth glabrous vine, of universal occurrence with us, often seen twining,
even arouud the stalks of corn and herbaceous plants, in open fields and pastures.
Root very large and thick, consisting of an aggregate of irregular fusiform or digitate tubers, beset with wiry fibres externally light brown or ash-gray and wrinkled,
white, soft, fleshy and sterile within, and abounding with an acrid clammy juice.
Stems annual, about the thickness of a quill, simple, purplish below, solid, slightly
angular and twisted, climbing over hedges and bushes often to a great length, and
twining, but without tendiils. Leaves alternate, very various in size and form, but
all modifications of heart-shaped, the lower and middle sometimes as much as
5 or 6 inches long and 7 or 8 inches wide at base, those nearer the summit much
smaller, more truly heart-shaped
mostly mucronato-acuminate, with long,
abrupt, pale, very acute points; sometimes so suddenly tapering from above
the base as almost to appear 3-lobed, at other times cordato-rotundate, with
very short points, bright lucid green, often turning to a dark purple or violet, for
the most part shiniug as if highly varnished, especially underneath, more rarely
with litlle or no lustre quite entire, but wavy along their margin, which gives
them a somewhat crenate aspect, strongly 7- or 9-nerved, with numerous transverse anastomosing veins, firm and a little fleshy in texture, but becoming thin and
membranaceous in drying; petioles yevy long, stiff and spreading, a little angular, inserted nearly at a right angle with the midrib of the leaf, swollen and fleshy
at their base, where are situated a pair of small, fleshy, mostly reflexed stipules,
Flowers small, yellowish green, shortly pedicelthat look like abortive tendrils.
bract subulate, solitary, or in pairs at the base or above the middle of each
late
pedicel.
S laminate fiowers in clusters of 2 or 3 together, on long, lax, simple or
slightly branched, naked racemes, the inferior of which usually much exceed in
Segments of the perianth
length the leaf, from the axil of which they spring.

—

;

;

;

;

oblong, obtuse, a

little

recurved, with deflexed edges, the alternate ones tapering

Stamens erect, opposite the segments
above the middle and somewhat pointed.
of the perianth, on a glandular nectariferous base, always surrounding very distinct rudimentary organs of the fertile plant; filaments thick, green and angular,
pollen bright yellow.
their tips spreading; anMej-s roundish, 2-lobed, extrorse
Pistillate flowers like the staminate, but smaller and paler, in far shorter racemes,
Style thick, deeply 3-cleft, each division
never equalling the petioles in length.
terminating in a recurved bifid lobe. At the base of each segment of the perianth
hence this plant is less
is a distinct rudimentary filament without the anther
perfectly dioecious than many others, as in neither sex is the suppression of the
organ of the other absolute and complete.
Berries in short dense clusters, ovoid
or subglobose, as large as sparrow's eggs, bright scariet, shining and slightly pelSeeds 1, 2, or 3 in each cell, nearly
lucid when ripe, very succulent, 3-celled.
globular, smooth and reddish.
;

;

* The genus Tamus, of which two species are known, is intimately allied in
aspect and character to the curious Hottentot's Bread {Testudinaria Elepltuntipes),
often met with in our conservatories nor is the relationship less close in each of
these particulars between our plant and Rajania and Dioscorea, the latter of which
of tropical countries. Tamus also agrees
furnishes the valuable farinaceous
with Smilax in habit and having baccate fruit, but differs in its inferior ovary and
;

Yam

erect seeds.

—
Asparagus.]
This

smilaoe^.
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assuredly one of the most elegant of British plants, with quite exotic
any other native climber, and, though,
in common with many a home production, neglected and despised on that account,
is well worthy of general cultivation for the beauty of its ample, bright green and
highly varnished, heart-shaped leaves, gracefully slender racemes of pretty but
unassuming starry flowers, and festooned clusters of pellucid scarlet berries in
autumn.
When stretching to the summit of some tall bush or hedge, its leaves,
from their imbricated arrangement and vertical position on the footstalks, seem as
if gliding from above, and suggest the idea of a precipitously descending stream
of foliage of the liveliest verdure.
The young shoots of Black Bryony are said to be a good substitute for Asparagus, which they look very like on their first appearance above ground in the
spring, the two plants being in fact pretty closely allied in botanical character.
The root might possibly be rendered esculent, like the Yam {Dioscorea saliva), by
cultivation, and dissipation of the acrimony by roasting, &c.
The berries have
scarcely any taste, and leave a very slight impression only of acrimony in the
mouth and fauces, yet if much handled, or the fresh juice be applied to the face,
the back of the hand or other sensible part of the skin, it almost immediately
causes a very troublesome tingling and itching, which lasts some time, and is followed by a slight redness or minute pustular eruption on the cuticle: this singular action explains the efficacy of the berries, when steeped in gin, as a popular
remedy for chilblains in this island, where the power they possess, in common
with the root, of removing superficial discolovations of the surface from bruises,
sunburns, &c., is equally well known and applied in practice.
friend Lady Erskine informs me that the Black Bryony is called in Wales
' Serpent's Meat,' and
that an idea is there prevalent that those reptiles are always
' Afal Adda' is one of
lurking near the spots where the plant grows.
its Welsh
is

and even

tropical aspect, perfectly unlike

My

Order LXXVII.

SMILACE^.

" Perianth inferior, petaloid, 6 -parted.

Stamens

6

(or 4

—

8),

inserted into the receptacle or on the perianth ; anthers bursting
inwards.
Ovary superior, 3 -celled; ovules 1 or many in each cell.
Styles 1
Bab.
3.
Fruit succulent, not bursting." Asparageee.

—

—

Man.
I.

AspAEAGUs, Linn.

Asparagus.

"Flowers perfect or occasionally imperfect, jointed with the
Perianth campanulate, tubular at the base, 6-partite,
deciduous. Stamens 6, distinct. Anthers peltate. Ovary 3-celled,
Berry globose,
with 2 ovules in each cell.
Stigmas 3, reflexed.
3-celled."—^r. Fl.

pedicel.

1. A., officinalis, Jj.

row-grass.

Common Asparagus.

Ynlg. Speerage Spar-

Unarmed, stem herbaceous mostly

erect

rounded

branched, leaves fasciculate setaceous flexible, peduncles
Br. Fl. p. 434.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 153.
jointed in the middle.
Curt. Br. Entom. xvi. t. et
E. B. v. t. 339.
Lind. Syn. p. 267.

much

fol.

740.

In sandy or stony places by the sea-shore; very

A

rare.

J"/.

June

— August.

If.

single plant on the shore at the mouth of the Wootton river, 1842.
very few plants on the shingly beach betwixt Byde and Binstead, probably

E. Med.—A

—
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introduced there by accident.
A few plants on the shore West of the houses at
Eyde, Wm. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
W.Med.
Norton spit, Mr. W. £>. Snooke ; but sparingly!!! Freshwater,
Pulteney, Bot. Guide.
Herb quite smooth. Root long, white, running deeply down in the loose sand
or shingle.
Stems several, 1—2 feet high,* usually erect, green, striated, bluntly
angular, muob branched, the branches allernale, slender and upright, with an
acute, brownish and ribbed stipule at the origin of each ramification. Leaves

—

in small bundles of

about 5

to 12, erect, setaceous, fleshy

and pointed, weak and

base of each fascicle (sometimes
accompanied by 2 minute interior ones, Sm.) Flowers drooping, yellowish green
with a tinge of reddish brown, not ^ an inch long, in pairs from the opposite sides
of the secondary branches at their junction with the main ones, and are therefore
not truly axillary.
Pedicels spreading, curved downwards, with an annular joint
in the middle, from thence thickened upsvards into the perianth, of which it looks
like a production, the leafy appendage at the base of the branches serving as a
common bractea to both flower-sialks. Perianth bell-shaped, .somewhat contracted
about the middle, its segments oblong-obtuse, a little spreading or reflexed at the
tips.
Stamens inserted at the base of each segment, short, connivent from the
bending of (be filaments at an acute angle in their upper half, their lower being
adnale with the perianth anthers large, 2-celled, somewhat awned, bursting on
their inner surface; pollen orange-coloured.
Germen somewhat turbinate, seated
" Style 3-sided, almost as long as the perianth, with 3
on a nectariferous base.
long recurved stigmas," (M. et K.): these organs in my specimens were manifestly imperfect, the style being obsolete, and the stigma reduced to three scarcely
flexible, with a small foliaceous stipule at the

;

visible points.

The

scaly shoots afford under cultivation a well-known delicacy of our tables.

II.

Eusous, Linn.

Butcher's-broom.

" Dioecious. Perianth spreading, of 6 sepals. Filaments comBarren flowers :
Anthers 3
bined in a tube.
6, reniform,
AnFertile flmvers :
placed on the summit of the stamen-tube.
thers 0.
Style 1, surroimded by the tube of the sterile stamens.
Stigma capitate. Ovary 3-celled ovules 2 collateral in each cell.
Berry usually 1-seeded." Br. Fl.

—

—

—

—

—

;

Rigid, suffruticose, evergreen plants, with compressed shoots or branchlets
(phyllodia) in place of true leaves, which they much resemble, bearing flowers on
The few species known are
their upper or under side or along their margin.

found

in

Europe, North Africa

or

Western Asia

;

none

in

America.

Common Butcher' s-h'oom. Knee Holm or
Shepherd's Myrtle.
Stems erect branched very
rigid, phyllodia elliptical- ovate mucronate aculeate with pungent
acerose points floriferous on their upper side towards the base,
flowers subsolitary bracteate subtended by a minute winged deciduous spine, berry globose. Sm. E. Fl. iv. 285. Br. Fl. p. 434.
Bab. Man. 802. E. B. viii. t. 560.
1.

E. aculeatus, L.

Knee Holly.

* The authors of the Deutschland's Flora' found a wild specimen of A. offi
They furon the sea-coast, 12 or 14 feet high and 1^ inch in diameter.
ther remark that the German .species is (partially) dioecious and polygamous
In the few specimens I have examined here the style
(diclinisch — polygamisch).
appears imperfectly developed, nor have I ever seen berries produced with us in
'

cinulis

the wild state.

RuBcus.]
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In woods, copses and bushy heathy places, on hedgehanks, by roadsides and
borders of fields, chiefly in the North and North-east of the island very frequent.
Fl. spring and auliiiDn.
!(..
;

—

E. Med. Very common about Ryde, in Qiiarr copse, Apley wood. Shore copse,
wood between Ninham farm and the Newport road, and on bushy banks by the
Wootton river above Kite hill. Woods along the river below Wootton bridge,
1843, especially in that upon the eastern bank, near Ash-lodge farm, in which it
abounds, but of stunted growth.
Not unfrequent all about that neighbourhood,
as in the road from Fishbourne leading to the Newport road, in two places, 1849.

On Ashey common, sparingly, 1849.
fusely in Hill copse and on Skinner's
some very large large patches.

About Newchurch, proAlverston lynch.
On Hill heath, at the North end, are

hill.

W. Med. — Very abundant in Guniard wood, near W. Cowes.
An extremely tough, rigid, bushy plant, having somewhat the

tle,

often growing in dense

clumps

oi large patches in

aspect of a myropen grassy places by road-

Root perennial, of many hard almost woody knots or tubers, emitting
copious long, thick, pale, simple or branched fibres. Stems several, biennial,
1
3 feet in height, bluntly angular above, simple and rounded below, finely striated, solid, dark green, with many simple or slightly compound, opposite, alternate or scattered branches.
Phyllodia elliptical-ovate, dark green, variable in
breadth, about an inch long, quite entire, with several obscure converging ribs,
terminating in a very pungent whitish or brownish spine, the upper surface of
each phyllodiura averted from the stem, or in a somewhat prone position from the
twisting of the very short footstalk.
Flowers vamute, solitary or sometimes two in
the concave and reversed upper side of each phyllodium, and from which they
seem to spring. *
Perianth in 6 greenish divisions, of which the three outer are
ovate, with inflexed points
the three inner linear-lanceolate, tinged with violet,
their margins revolute
occupying the place of petals, to which name they appear
as much entitled as in any flower with a double perianth.
Anthers 3, 2-lobed,
quite sessile on the summit of the hollow bluntly angular nectary, closely united
together or coalescing, so that their form and number are with difliculty seen in
the full-blown flower, but easily shown to be three in the dissected bud.
There is

sides.

—

;

;

male flowers I have hitherto examined.
Pistilbut without anthers. Ovary enclosed within
the violet-coloured fleshy nectary.
Stigma peltate, somewhat 3-lobed, just pro^
truding beyond the tubular nectary and covered with a viscid juice. Berries gloa rudimentary germen

in all the

late flowers similar to the staminate,

bose or subdepressed, bright coral-red, about the size of a small cherry, filled
with a yellowish, mealy, not ill-tasting pulp. Seed mostly by abortion solitary or
geminate, large, whitish, spherical, or, when two are present, flattened on their
inner side, somewhat translucent, with a tough horny albumen.
The flowers of the Butcher's-broom are often produced as early as January if
the weather be tolerably mild, and the berries remain hanging through the winButchers are said to make use of it in some parts of England for driving
ter.
away, and perchance impaling with its sharp spines, the flies that settle on their

* They are however in fact axillary, on peduncles several times their own
length, running beneath the epidermis of the phyllodium to their origin in the
Analogy with other species of the genus would lead iis to consider
main stem.
this subcuticular peduncle as the common stalk of a raceme, of which only one
flower is developed at a time at its free extremity, the rest expanding as they are
successively protruded, as is plain from their production for a long time together
from the same point, as well as from the remains of the pedicels and bracts, not
Each
to mention the nascent buds, amongst which the later flowers are seated.
flower has an irregular membranous bract beneath it; and springing from the
phyllodium itself, just at the point of emergence of the flower-stalk, is a small,
scariously winged, deciduous spine or bristle, answering to the leafy appendage
found in some nearly allied species, but so readily falling away as to be not always
perceptible.

—
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meat and

choppinpf-blocks.

deck their mighty Christmas

The more

gentle of the craft with us are content to

sirloins with the berry-bearing twigs,

and

it

contri-

the decoration of our churches
and dwellings. Though common in England, particularly in the South, it is rare
in Scotland, and has not been hitherto discovered in Ireland.
Though a native of very temperate parts of Europe only, Pallas (Fl. Brassica)

butes at that festive season, with other evergreens,

to

it bears the winters of St. Peteisburgh, which it is enabled probably
do solely when defended by the copious covering of snow which regularly covers
the earth in that high latitude from the severe frosts of the climate, since the same
plant requires some degree of shelter in the open ground even at Berlin.

asserts that
to

Order LXXVIII.

JUNCACE^,

Juss.

" Perianth 6-partite, subglumaceous (usually scarious, sometimes herbaceous and coloured internallj'', but at length dry and
hard), persistent.
Stamens 6, inserted into the base of the segments, or sometimes 3, and then opposite the outer segments.
Ovary free, imperfectly 3-celled and many-ovuled, or l-ceUed and
3-ovuled.
Style 1.
Stigmas usually 3, sometimes 1. Fruit capsular, with 3 valves, bearing the dissepiment in the middle, rarely
closed and by abortion 1-seeded. Embryo minute, cylindrical, at
the base of a hard fleshy or cartilaginous albumen.
Herbs.
Leaves grassy or sitbulate, with parallel nerves or veins, sometimes
wanting." Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Narthecium, Huds.

Bog Asphodel.

" Perianth petaloid, of 6 linear-lanceolate, spreading, at length
Germen pyramidal. Stigma
connivent, sepals. Stamens woolly.
Capsule 3-celled, at the base 3-valved. Seeds numerous,
entire.
with an appendage at each extremity." Br, Fl.
Leaves
1. N. ossifragum, Huds.
Lancashire Bog Asphodel.
linear uniform equitant, pedicels bracteated above the middle,
stamens woolly much shorter than the perianth. Sin. E. Fl. ii. p.
Li7id. Syn. p. 277.
151.
Br. Fl. p. 455.
E. B. viii. t. 535.
Hook and Graves, Fl. Lond. iv.
Tn spongy or peaty bogs, wet
Fl. July, August.
If.

moory heaths and commons

;

not very frequent.

—

E.Med.
Moors by Munsley, near Godshill. Munsley peat-bed, 1849. On
the boggy slope of Bleak down, towards Roude, 1843. Most profusely in AlverBogs on the Wilderness. On the marshy skirts o^Lake comston lynch, 1841.
mon, in several places plentifully. Bog at Blackpan, Dr. Bell-Salter, 1844.
Wood near Tinker's lane. Miss G. KUdcrhee. Freshwater beach,
W. Med.
Isle of Wight, Rev. Messrs. Gamier and Poulter in Hamps. Repos.
Rhizom creeping, white and jointed, emitting copious entangled capillary fibres,

—

[Order

LXXVII b. MELANTHACE^,

R. Brown.]

Colchicum awtumnale, L., was found by Mr. Daniel Clarke, of Newport, in a
field by the Medina above Shide bridge, some years ago, according to Mr. G.
Kirkpatrick, but subsequent research has not confirmed the discovery.

—
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constituting a spongy ceespitose mass of great density.
Stem ascending at the
base, 6 or 8 to 15 inches high, rounded, glabrous, striated, hollow in the centre.
Radical leaves and those of the barren shoots bright green, fascicled, equitant on
one another by their white sheathing lower portions, which appear as if slit along
one of their edges for a considerable distance upwards, linear-ensifornj, many-ribbed, slightly convex on one side, concave on the other, their points a little oblique,
unequal in length, sometimes as tall as the stem, but usually much shorter; stemleaves alternate, distant, membranaceous, very short, especially the upper, strongly
ribbed, inflated, sheathing below, keeled and folded together towards their points,
which are in general closely applied to the stem.
Flowers in a terminal, erect,
racemose cluster, 2 or 3 inches in length, bright yellow, with scarlet anthers, about
i an inch in diameter, on rather long upnght pedicels, having 2 linear-lanceolate
coloured bracts, one at the base and half-sheathing, the second smaller and placed
abut the middle of the flower-stalk or a little above it.
Segments of the perianth
linear-lanceolate, equal, greenish at the back, their tips reddish.
Stamens erect,
shorter than the perianth, often remaining attached in seed filaments thickly
clothed with long, spreading, bright yellow hairs ; anthers oblong, erect, deep
orange, with scarlet pollen, 2-celled, bursting laterally.
Germen ovate, 3-lobed,
each lobe with a central furrow.
Style none, unless the tapering summit of the
ovaiium be considered as such ; stigma minute, simple. Capsules brick-red,*
glabrous, linear-oblong, taper-pointed, much longer than the calyx, bluntly trigonous, 3-valved, with a deep furrow along the back of each valve, corresponding to
the thin central partitions formed by the reduplication of the margins of the
valves, and which are united below by the oblong spongy receptacle at the base of
each dissepiment, whose upper margins are free. Seeds numerous, erect, fusiform,
;

remarkably attenuated towards each extremity, covered with a membranous, pale,
translucent, lax

and twisted
II.

tunic.

JuNCDS, Linn.

Eush.

" Perianth of 6 leaves, glumaceous. Filaments glabrous. Stigmas 8.
Capsule 3-ceUed, 3-valved; valves with the seed-bearing
dissepiments in their middle. Seeds numerous.
(Leaves rigid,
mostly rounded, rarely plane, glabrous)." Br. Fl.

—

* Leaves none.

Barren scapes resembling

leaves.

—

Panicle terminal.

Flower-

clusters aggregated.

Lesser Sharp Sea Rush. " Barren scapes
1. J.maritimus, Sm.
and outer bracteas pungent, panicle compound erect, clusters 4

—

flowered, sepals equal lanceolate acute as long as the elliptical
mucronated capsule." Br. Fl. p. 448. E. B. t. 1725. Fl. DaHost. Gram. Aust. iii. 54, t. 80. J. acutus |3.,'i.
nica, X. t. 1689.

About salt-marsh ditches, and on flat muddy shores at the mouth of tide-rivers,
and inlets of the sea abundantly. J7. July, August. If.
E. Med.
On ditchbanks along the coast between Springfield and Nettleston
Brading harbour, in abundance, Mr. Snooke.
point.
Plentifully by creeks of the Medina above W. Cowes, and in saltW. Med.
marshes at Newtown. Profusely in the salt-marshes along the Yar between YarThomess bay, in plenty. Norton, Mr.
mouth and Freshwater church, &c.
creeks

—
—

;

Snooke.

Soot creeping horizontally with stout fibres, reddish, tough and woody, emitting
numerous rigid barren and flowering scapes 2 4 feet high, round or a little compressed, dark olive-green, smooth and shining, filled with a soft white pith.

—

* The capsules of
and become whitish.

this

and N. americanum

lose their red colour

by keeping,

—— —
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Sheaths short, torn at the suininit, dark brown or red, loosely investing the while
bases of the scape, which are very clammy, and possess a peculiar fragrance,
Barren
resembling thai of cedar-wood, not, I believe, noticed by any author.
scapes mostly shorter than the fertile, their points brown, with awhile tip and very
Panicle terminal, of several principal, erect, compressed branches, rising
sharp.
one above another in a proliferous arrangement, and divided at iheir summits into
shorter and still compounded ones, bearing the clusters, with several acute whitish
the general bract like a continuation of the
bracts beneath each bifurcation
in length
scape, but wilh a distinct articulation at its closely sheathing base
about equal to the panicle. Flowers in clusters of 3 8,* greenish, included in a
Segments of the perianth equal, lanceolate,
pair or more of pale chaify bracts.
greenish at the back, with streaks of reddish brown, their tips and edges white and
membranous, especially of the three inner ones, which are often much dilated.
Germen pear-shaped, and as well as the style red stigmas
Anthers pale yellow.
Captwisted in a close compact spiral, and fringed wilh long crystalline points.
sule small, yellowish, acute, with a blackish tip, in all ray specimens a little
exceeding the perianth in length. Seeds numerous, pale yellow, obova to-oblong,
covered with a wrinkled slightly woolly tunic, few only perfected.
The long, white, woidly hairs on the seeds of this plant is a very singular character of the species : do they exist on J. acutus also ?
;

;

—

;

** Leaves

none.

Barren scapes resembling

leaves.

Panicle

lateral.

" Scapes very faintly striated
2. J. effusus, L.
Soft Rush.
soft, pith continuous,' panicle branched, sepals spreading lanceolate nearly equal acuminate rather longer than the obovate retuse
Br. Fl. p. 446.
E. B, t. 836. Host.
not apiculate capsule."
Gram. Aust. iii. 55, t. 83.
'

—

In poor wet pastures, on moist heaths and commons, &c.
July.

;

abundant.

Fl.

If.

Common Rush. " Scapes very faintly
conglomeratus, L.
pith continuous,' panicle branched, sepals lanceolate acute nearly equal about as long as the obovate retuse apicuBr. Fl. p. 447. E. B. t. 835. Host.
late capsules, stamens 3."
Gram. Aust. iii. 55, t. 82.
3. J.

striated soft,

a. "

'

Br. Fl.
Br. Fl.
In wet barren pastures, by roadsides, &c. everywhere.
Panicle dense globose."

0. " Panicle

more

or less diffuse."

;

P/. June, July.

Fr.

July,

n.
73. Not uncommon.
Besides the much

appear

darker colour of the capsules in the present species, they

to ripen considerably before those of /. effusus.

" Scapes finely
Loose-flower-ed Rush.
4. J. diffusus, Hoppe.
striated rigid, 'pith continuous' (or interrupted), panicle loose

much branched

erect, sepals lanceolate subulate longer than the
Br. Fl. p. 447.
obovate obtuse mucronate capsule, stamens 6."
Hoppe in Sturm's Deutsch. Flora, 77, 10.

In similar

—

situations with the following, and, in the few stations in

which I have

* The clusters, properly speaking, are seldom composed of three or four clusincluded within the same pair of bracts, but two or more such clusters are so
closely aggregated that they may perhaps be fairly considered as forming
ters

only one.

6
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yet observed this plant, associated with it and J. conglumeratus, appearing to
myself to be a hybrid between these two rushes ; rare ? Fl. July, August. !(..
W. Med.
On the S. side of Parkhurst forest, about Hedge Corner, observed
there by Mr. Borrer in 1847.
It grows by the side of the road (Newport and
Yarmouth), associated with J. glaucus, J. effusus and J. conglomeratus, 1848.

—

must own to experiencing a degree of difficulty in at all times distinguishing
from /. glaucus and J. effusus, at first sight at least.
Excepting when
fruit, its resemblance to some of the greener stemmed states of J. glaucus ren-

I

this plant

in

ders

detection less easy.

its

5. J. glaucus, Sibth.
Hard Rush. Stems leafless deeply and
finely sulcato-striate rigid, pith (always ?) interrupted, panicle
loose compound erect, segments of the perianth subulate lanceolate nearly equal about the length of the elliptical-oblong mucro-

nate capsule.
iii.

54,

E. B.

t.

665.

Br. Fl.

p. 447.

Host. Gram. Aust.

81.

t.

Tn poor wet sandy or heathy pastures, moist waste ground, by roadsides, and
on commons; frequent. i^V. July. i^r. September. Zf.
E.Med. Plentiful in the meadow within the walls of Quarr abbey. At
Springfield.
Niton, in a meadow below Little Buddle'farm, in great plenty.
Plentiful near Ashey farm, along the Ryde road.
W. Med. Abundant along the S. side of Parlihurst forest, as near Hedge Corner, in company with J. effusus, J. diffusus and J. conglomeratus.
Abundant by
the shore just beyond Norton, on the way to Colwell.
Root moderately creeping, tough and woody, yellowish within, emitting many
palish downy fibres.
Stems densely tufted, about 2 feet high, more slender (?)
than in J. effusus, terete, hard, tough and rigid, erect or somewhat arcuate at the
summit when in seed, finely and deeply sulcato-striate, with a distinct glaucous
hue of variable intensity, filled with a white slender pith, which is continuous or
nearly so at the base, but interrupted by numerous cells for the remainder of its
length sheathed at bottom with deep brown or purplish black highly polished
scales, and continued for several inches beyond the panicle to a very gradually
tapering rigid point. Panicle lateral, diffuse, decompound (but less so than in J.
effusus ?), the branches longer, (?) erect.
Capsules reddish brown or blackish,
polished, elliptic-oblong, obtuse or acute, mucronate, bluntly trigonate, about the
length of the erect perianth-segments, occasionally a little longer or shorter than
these.
Seeds numerous, yellowish brown and pellucid, roundish oblong or conical, very obtuse, blackish at the smaller end, which is crested with a prolongation

—

—

;

of the close, wrinkled, truncate

*** Stems

leafy.
nally.

testa.

Leaves rounded or subcompressed, and distinctly jointed interPanicle terminal. Flowers aggregated or fascicled.

6. J. acutiflorus, Ehrh.
Sharp-flowered Jointed Rush. " Stem
and leaves subcompressed, panicle very compound pyramidal,
clusters 5
6 flowered, leaflets of the perianth unequal lanceolate
very acute nearly as long as the narrow-ovate subacuminate (pale
E.B.t.2U3. J. articulabrown) capsule."
5r. i^Z. p. 449.
J. adscendens, Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 58, t. 87.
tus, E. B. t. 338.

—

—

On boggy

heaths and in wet clayey ground; frequent.

Fl.

June

— August.

Tf..

7.
Shining -fruited Jointed Rush.
J. lamprocarpus, Ehrh.
" Stem ascending and as well as the leaves compressed, panicle
repeatedly compound erect or somewhat spreading, clusters 4
or 8-flowered, sepals equal the ends obtuse shorter than the acute

—

3 u

—8
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triquetrous oblong-lanceolate (dark brown) capsule, interior 3
obtuse "—Br. Fl. p. 449. E. B. t. 2143.
Fl. July,
In similar places with the preceding, and equally common.
August.

By

If.

the roadside a

little

befure entering Whitefleld

wood from Ryde.

Lesser Bog Jainted Rush. " Stem erect
and often swollen at the base or decumbent and rooting, leaves
bristle-shaped slightly grooved faintly jointed internally, panicle
nearly simple irregular, clusters few- or many-flowered, sepals
equal oblong nearly as long as the elliptical very obtuse mucronate (pale brown) capsule, outer 3 acute, inner ones rather obtuse."
—Br. Fl. J. uliginosus, Willd. Br. Fl. p. 449. E. B. t. 801.
8.

J. siipimts,

Mcench.

:

Stems procumbent or floating and proliferous.
J. subverticillatus, Wulf.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p. 170. Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 58, t. 88.
lu boggy watery places, on wet sandy heaths and commons. Fl. June
(S.

Auijust.
/3.

.

2f.

Parkhurst

forest.

Stem
Ehrh.
Blunt-floivered Jointed Rush.
and leaves erect rounded jointed internally, panicle repeatedly
compound, the branches divaricate and reflexed, clusters 3
9. J. ohtusiflorus,

—

flowered, segments of the perianth nearly equal rather obtuse
about as long as the ovate trigonous capsule.
Sm. E. Fl. ii. p.
176.
Br. Fl. p. 449.
Lind. Syn. p. 276.
E. B. xxx. t. 2144.
Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1872 (bona).
In ditches, boggy or marshy meadows and pastures, growing evea in the water
abundant along the coast in West Medina, scarcely found in the eastern hundred.

;

Fl. August, September.
2^.
M. Med.
On wet slipped land near the Sandrock spring, abundantly, and in
various jdaoes between Niton and Blackgang.
Plentiful in the Undercliff, at

—

Blackgang, and in Sandown bay, Rev. G. E. Smith.
W. Med. Ditches in the marsh at Freshwater gate, plentifully, and where one
or two of the low boggy meadows are overrun with it.
Near the shore just beyond
Norton, towards the preventive-station, sparingly. Wet banks of slipped land in
Colwell bay.
Between the Needles (Groves's) hotel and Alum bay.
Root creeping, whitish and jointed, emitting several fertile and barren scapes,
from 18 inches to 3 or 4 feet high, olive-green, round, smooth, polished, scarcely
striated, nearly solid below, hollow and jointed internally above, each with a closefitting pale brown or whitish sheath at the base, which is rounded at the apex, and
furnished with an awn or point about Jth of an inch long. Barren scapes leafless,
or, like the fertile, having one or two leaves resembling the scape itself, but softer
and less rigid, closely sheathing the latter in its lower part, and auricled where
they separate from it when two leaves are present on the same scape the upper
one is usually short and near the summit, the other very long and set about midPanicle terminal, ohlong, diff'use, its branches compressed,
way on the scape.
repeatedly compound, their minor divisions widely spreading, divaricate, bent
down at a right angle, subtended by a pointed bract various in length.
Flowers
small, pale whitish green or reddish, in clusters of from 2 to 6 or 8 together.
Segments of the perianth nearly equal, concave, a little rounded or obtuse at their
white membranous tips. Germen green. Stigmas mostly twisted in a loose spiral.
Capsules very small, chestnut-brown, shining and striated, more or less obtuse or
pointed with 3 thick prominent angles as long as or often a little exceeding the
perianth.
Seeds several, very minute, pale brown, oblong, pointed, beautifully

—

;

;

;

ribbed longitudinally, with connecting reticulations, and without a tunic.

—

—

—
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Panicle terminal.

10. J. squarrosus, L.
Heath Rush. Goose Corn. " Leaves
setaceous rigid grooved, panicle terminal elongated compound,
capsules elliptical-ovate very obtuse about as long as or scarcelyshorter than the calyx."— Br. Fl. p. 452. E. B. t. 933.

On

moist, barren, sandy pastures, boggy moors and heaths, but not general.
i^r. July.
Tf..
E. Med. In moist pastures immediately below the Wilderness, 1844. On
several parts of Bleak down, abundantly.
Pastures about Rookley farm.
W. Med.
[At Blackgang, above the chine, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
Plant extremely rigid, smooth and shining, growing for the most part in round
tufts, and conspicuous from the bright green of its short, very stiff and narrow
leaves.
Root densely tufted and creeping with stout, short, and in my specimens
Stems erect, from about 6 12 inches, rounded or somemostly downy fibres.
times much compressed, furrowed or obscurely angular, not jointed, invested at
the base with one or two leaves with close sheaths, which however, like the rest,
are really from the root-crown ; there is, however, though rarely, a true cauline
Leaves almost entirely radical, singularly stiff
leaf about the middle of the stem.
and wiry, fascicled and forming dense, circular, radiating tufts, usually about half
as long as the stem, spreading or partly erect, more or less recurved, bright green,
linear, semiterete or rather deeply depresso-caniculate, acute, with blackish tips
Panicle terminal, elongated, but
and reddish white, striated and shining bases.
litlle compounded, of two principal, erect, very unequal branches, with a common
sheathing, reddish brown, taper-pointed, often leafi/ bract at their base, besides an
inner obtuse or bifid and smaller one opposite to and concealed by the former the
branch continued directly from the stem, usually much longer than the oblique or
lateral and more compounded one, the bracteal arrangement repeated at each
bifurcation, but the upper bracts are similar lo the floral, and without leafy points.
Floivers rather large, appearing clustered, with a pair of close ovate scariose bracts
under each, and a third immediately below these at the origin of the very short
Segments of the perianth nearly equal, lanceolate, not very acute, conpedicels.
Stamens much
cave, dark livid brown, with broad, grayish, membranous edges.
Capsule about 2 lines in length, pale brownish or
shorter than the perianth.
grayish, smooth and shining, scarcely quite equalling the calyx, ovoid-elliptical,
Seeds very small and numerous,
very obtuse, tipped with the base of the style.
dark brown, of an irregular prismatic shape, oblong or subreniform, rounded or
somewhat angular and pointed at one end, gibbous at the back, closely and finely
punctato-striate, covered apparently, when viewed under a high magnifier, with a

J";.

June, July.

—

—

—

;

thick transparent pellicle.

*»*** Stems

leafy.

Leaves plane or grooved above, not distinctly jointed.

Round-fruited Rush.
"Stem erect
or less compressed, leaves linear- setaceous grooved, panicle
terminal compound subcymose, capsules roundish-ovate or oval
mucronate equal to or longer than the oval-oblong obtuse incurved
Br. Fl.
sepals."
11. J. compressus, Jacq.

more

a. " Panicle usually shorter than the bractea, perianth shorter than the roundishHost.
Br. Fl.
ovate shortly mucronate capsule."
J. bulbosus, F. B. t.9M.
Gram. Aust. iii. 59, t. 89.
" Panicle simple few-flowered longer than the bracts." Br. Fl. J. caeno/3.
[J. GerardiE. B. Suppl. i. t. 2680.
sus, Bich. Tr. of Linn. Soc. xii. p. 309.
Lois : Bromf. in Phytol. iii. p. 979. Edrs.']
In wet marshy places. Ft. June August. If..
Plentiful at the mouth of the Wootton river.
St. Helen's spit.
E. Med.

—

—

—

—

——
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W. Med.

— On the beach a

little

way out

of

Yarmouth eastward, and abundant

or that nearest the sea, at Freshwater gate.
/3. On muddy or sandy shores of the sea and of tide-rivers, and in salt-marsh
pastures frequent.
[From our author's published notes in the Phylologist,' we
believe the above stations refer mainly to the var. /3., which is there enumerated
in ihe

first

meadow,

'

;

J. Gerardi, but the author adds, "and which I
Edrs.']
regard as a salt-marsh variety of J. compressus."

under the name of

am

disposed to

" Stem dichotomous above
12. J. bufonius, L.
Toad Bush.
panicled, leaves filiform setaceous grooved, flowers solitary unilateral mostly sessile, capsules oblong obtuse much shorter than the
very acuminated leaflets of the perianth."
Br. Fl. p. 451. E. B.
t. 802.
Host. Grain. Aust. iii. 60, t. 90.
In damp sandy or gravelly spots where water has stood, by roadsides, the margins of ponds, and other wet places; abundantly, i?/. August, i^r. September ?
October.
0.
Capsules elliptical-oblong, bluntly triquetrous, very obtuse at top, yellowish
brown and yellowish, shining and minutely punctulato- striate, submucronate,
usually much shorter than the very acuminate and erect perianth-segments. Seeds
very numerous and minute, pale brown and pellucid, mostly roundish ovoid or a
litlle oblong, finely and rugosely striated longitudinally, without a tunic, tipped at
each end with a brownish point.

III.

Luzula, DeCand.

Wood-rush.

" Perianth of 6 leaves, glumaceous.

Filaments glabrous. StigCapsule 1-celled, 3-valved valves without dissepiments.
Seeds 3, at the bottom of the capsule.
(Leaves soft, platie, generally hairy)."
Br. Fl.

mas

3.

;

—

Perennial herbs, closely allied to the last genus in their inflorescence, but with
flat, grass-like, filamentuse leaves, and flowering for the most part much earlier.
Natives of all parts of the globe, in woods or on high mountains, more rarely in

open pastures.

* Panicle decompound.

Flowers solitary m- few together on the spreading or
defiexed peduncles.

"Leaves hairy,
Great Wood-rush.
peduncles elongated of
about 3 fascicled flowers, leaflets of the perianth aristate as long as
the ovate mucronate capsule, seed minutely tubercled at the end,
filaments very short."
Br. Fl. p. 453. L. maxima, DC. Juncus
sylvaticus, Huds.
E. B. t. 737.
L.
J. maximus,
J. pilosus
1.
L. sylvatica, Birch.
panicle subcymose doubly

compound,

3'.,

:

Willd.

:

Host. Gram. Aust.

iii.

65,

t.

98.

In woods, groves and heathy ground, amongst bushes, mostly in hilly situations,
but not general. Fl. April June. Fr. June. 2^.
Woods about Shanklin and Cook's castle, as in Cowpit-cliff wood,
E. Med.
Abundant on a dry bushy bank at Apse
Hungevberry copse. Apse farm, &c.
In the Parcastle, above the htlle stream that skirts the hill on the N.W. side.
sonage lynch, Nevvchurch, also in another wood near that place, plentifully, 1837.
Little Standen wood, near Newport, abundant.
The largest and handsomest of the British Luzulse, growing in dense tufts.
Root thick, creeping, fibrous, throwing up leafy bunches.
Stems erect, 1
2 feet
Leaves numerous, tufted, sheathing,
high, round, leafy, smooth and striated.
bright green, smooth and shining, taper-pointed, ^ an inch or more broad at the
base, concave, quite entire along iheif edges, which are thinly fringed with long.

—

—

—

—

;
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while, silky hairs.
Flowers clustered, 2 or 3 together, in a large, terminal, compound, diffuse or spreading panicle, their peduncles in part strongly deflexed, with
an acute, sheathing, membranous, ribbed and hairy bract at the base of each.
Segments of the perianth ovato-lanceolate, thin, bmwnish at the edges, with a
greenish midrib, and terminating in a small point or mucro.
Stamens about as
long as the perianth ; anthers large, pale yellow.
Germen with 3 blunt salient
angles ; style straight, angular ; stigmas 3, twisted.
Capsules much smaller than
in the two following species, chestnut-brown, obtusely trigonate, shining, about
equal to the segments of the perianth, excluding the lung, very sharp, mucronate
point.
Seeds 3, dark reddish brown, somewhat pellucid, ova to-elliptical, striatorugulose,with a very small roundish and flattened crest or caruncle smaller than
those of L. Forsteri.
;

" Cee2. L. pilosa, Willd.
Broad-leaved Hairy Wood-rush.
spitose, leaves hairy, panicle subcymose but little branched spreading, peduncles 1 -flowered bent back when in fruit, sepals acuminate rather shorter than the retuse capsule, its valves truncated,
seeds with a long hooked appendage at the top, filaments about
half the length of the anthers."
Br. Fl. p. 453. Juncus pUosus,
L.
Host. Grain. Aust. iii. t. 110. E. B. t. 736.
:

In rather dry groves, thickets, and on bushy banks, often amongst dead leaves
very common. Fl. March May. Fr. May, June.
2^.
In Quarr copse, St. John's wood, Firestone copse, and other places about Eyde.

—

Common

at Apse castle.
Root creeping and densely tufted with capillary brownish fibres, emitting
numerous erect or inclining simple stems, from about 6 to 12 inches high, round,
slender, smooth, solid and leafy.
Radical leaves numerous, mostly shorter than
the stems, linear-lanceolate, broader than in L. Forsteri, flat, and pointed with
thickened, pale brown, callous tips, gradually attenuated downwards into their
brownish, membranous, concave bases, more or less beset along their margins with

white, flocculent, silky hairs stem-leaves few, distant, alternate, much shorter than
the rest and usually more hairy, especially at the tgp of their close glabrous
sheaths; all dark green or partly russet-brown, glabrous and somewhat shining.
Panicle subcymose, of a rounder more irregular outline than in L. Forsteri, its
branches once or twice unequally forked, and, as well as the pedicels or ultimate
divisions, divaricate, spreading or reflexed in various degrees, particularly in seed,
;

subtended at its base by an erect brad, much broader and more leaf-like than in
Flowers solitary, the size of those of L. Forsteri.
L. Forsteri or L. Borreri.
Bracts mostly 2, sheathing the base of each flower, broadly ovato-scariose, acute
Segments of (he perianth lanceolate, very acute, mucronato-acumior acuminate.
nate, dark chestnut-brown, their points and margins whitish and scariose, the three
Anthers pale yellow, linear-ellipinner segments flat, the outer concave, keeled.
Germen ovoidtical, above twice the length of the greenish and flattish _/iiame)!*s.
Capsule broadly ovoid, trigonous,
trigonous, much shorter than the stamens.
obscurely 3-lobed, with as many very blunt angles, the summit very obtuse or
rounded, with a subconical figure, sometimes minutely tipped with the base of the
style, but scarcely mucronate, much longer than the persistent perianth.
Seeds
exactly resembling in form, size and colour those of L. Forsteri, but furnished
with a similar appendage about twice the length, attenuated into a point and
uucinately contorted.

" Leaves lax droopBorrer's Wood-rush.
3. L. Borreri, Nob.
ing," "peduncles strongly divaricate and reflexed," "caj^sule shorter
than the erect or converging perianth ovoid somewhat acute tri-

gonous," " seeds with a straight blunt appendage," " anthers some-

—
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L. nova sp., Bromf. in

what exceeding the filaments in length."
Phytol. vol. iii. p. 985.*
Apse castle, near Slianklin, 1841.
[Quair
the Newport road, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

copse, near the gate entering from

This species, new, I believe, to Europe, or orevlooked for a variety of L. pilosa,
has some characters in common with that plant and L. Forsteri, with others pecuStems numerous, erect or
liar to itself.
Root as in L. pilosa and L. Forsteri.
diverging as in those, but taller and more slender in proportion, otherwise quite
similar.
Leaves much like those of L. pilosa and fully as broad, but for the most
part longer than in that or L. Forsteri, and when viewed in the aggregate they
appear of a brighter green, the lowest leaves especially remarkably more elongated
than in those, more spreading and recurved at the extremities, about equal to
both in point of hairiness.
Panicle very similar to that of L. pilosa, but less
compounded, of few primary branches, usually narrower or more oblong in coutour, the branches very strongly and irregularly divaricate and deflexed as in that,
mostly longer and slightly waved or flexuose.
Brads at the base of the panicle,
very narrow and erect as in L. Forsteri, not broad and foliaceous as in L. pilosa.
Flowers very similar to those of L. Forsteri, the. perianth-segments a little broader
than in that species and less acuminate. Stamens similar to those of the species
just referred to, but anthers rather longer than in it.
Ovary more obtuse, not tapering at top into the style as in L. Forsteri, with much thicker more obtuse angles,
each angle with a distinct (urrow down its centre.
Ctipsulemuch smaller than in
either L. pilosa or L. Forsteri, and greatly shorter than the erect or converging
perianth, ovoid, somewhat acute, trigonous, with three thickened, obtuse, furrowed
angles.
Seed always (?) abortive, a solitary one here and there, apparently wellgrown, but never, so far as I can find, acquiring full colour and maturity the few
I have been enabled to examine in this seemingly developed but unripe condition resemble those of L. Forsteri, and, like them, have a straight blunt appendage or crest, without a trace of any tendency to become hookedf as in L. pilosa.
:

L. Forsteri, DC.
ForsNarrow-leaved Hairy Wood-rush.
Wood-rush.
Leaves hairy, panicle (mostly) subcymose but
little branched, peduncles single-flowered mostly erect, segments
of the perianth very acuminate rather longer than the acuminate
acute capsule, seeds with an oblong-obtuse crest. Br. Fl. p. 453.
Juncus, E. B.
Bicheno, Linn. Trans, xii. 330, t. 9, fig. 2 (fruit).
4.

ter's

t.

1293.

In woods, thickets, groves, and on shady hedgebanks, often along with the last
Fl, April, May.
species, and perhaps the more frequent of the two in this island.
Fr. May, June.
If..
The prevailing species in many parts of the island, as about Ryde,
E. Med.
Plenin Quarr copse, and in the open grove between the abbey and Fishhourne.
Abundant in Shanklin chine and
tiful in St. John's wood, Apley wood, &c.
By the roadside between Cherrygin and Uplands. Beabout Appuldurcombe.
In woods about Osborne and Norris castle,
tween Palmers and Whippingham.
Abundant in Bordwood copse, 1846.
Parsonage lynch, and various
frequent.

—

* [In the absence of any correct published description of the essential characwe have extracted a part of our lamented author's detailed

ters of this plant,

description, published by

him

in the

'

Phytologist

'

(iii.

985).

The

description

given by Mr. Babington, in the third edition of his Manual,' is too much at
variance with our author's diagnostic characters given in the text to be applicable
EdrsI]
for our purpose.
f Even here there is a doubt, which only perfectly ripened seeds can dispel.
I have ascertained that the crest to the seeds of ly. pilosa is at first straight,
and does not elongate and become hooked till they are at least half-grown.
'
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other places about Newchurcli, as Bovdwood, &c.
Extremely plentiful at Apse
castle, in several parts of which it forms large tufts in the sandy friable soil.
America.
Wood between Ryde and Newport, and at Shanklin, D. Turner, Esq.
[Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med.—WooA. between Swainston and Five Houses, 1845. la Mrs. Goodwin's grounds at W. Cowes.
Root blackish, creeping, though less extensively than in L. pilosa, with dense
tufted fibres, sometimes interspersed with small fleshy knots or tubers.
Stems

numerous, erect or inclining, from 8 or 10 to 16 inches high, round, leafy, solid,
smooth and striated.
Leaves numerous, mostly shorter than the flowering stems,
erect, bright green,

narrower in general than in L. pilosa, otherwise exactly simiand, like them, more or less copiously sprinkled with fine, long, silky hairs,
that appear to have clung to them by accident; those on the stem shorter, and,
as Mr. Bicheno and Sir James Smith remark, perhaps in a trifling degree broader
than the rest and more hairy, particularly near the top of their long close sheaths.
Panicle terminal, cymose, of several compound mostly erect branches, but of
which two or three are usually reflexed or divaricate, especially after flowering;
the base of each included in a short, pale brown, slightly inflated sheath, with a
concave, membranous, taper-pointed bract immediately beneath and half-emhracing the latter.
Peduncles single-flowered, erect or partly divaricate.
Flowers
paler than in that species, the segments of the perianth finely tapering, very acute,
nerveless, the 3 outer concave and keeled, the 3 inner flat.
Bracts 2 or 3 close
under each flower, ovate, membranous, brownish, with thin, scariose and often
torn edges.
Anthers erect, pale buff-yellow, almost white, shorter than the perianth, spirally twisted after discharging the pollen, about as long as or rather
longer than the compressed ascenAin^ filaments.*
Germen green, trigonate,
tapering into the long, erect, pellucid style; stigmas as long as or longer than the
Capsule reddish brown and shining, acutely triquestyle, upright and contorted.
simply acuminate, with no obtuse and conical controus, the faces nearly plane
traction at the summit, and (including the hard, sharp, mucrouate apex) about as
long as the erect perianth-segments. Seeds roundish ovoid or nearly globose, light
brown, very smooth, polished and translucent,f reticulato-striate under a high
magnifier caruncle large, oblong-obtuse, oblique but not at all hooked, white and
diaphanous, expanded over the entire seed as a fine pellicle or tunic, and causing
the reticulated appearance just mentioned.
The large, oblong, but not hooked crest of the seed is a sufficient and beautiful
distinction between this species and L. pilosa, to which it approaches very closely,
but when in fruit X. Forsteri may be detected by a certain character and aspect,
of which it is not very easy to convey an accurate description in writing.
The
leaves, usually narrower than in L. pilosa, vary a good deal in breadth, and are
the
peduncles, too, are frequently
sometimes nearly as broad as in that species;
much deflexed after flowering, but never so copiously and so much bent downand whilst in flower L. Forsteri is pretty certainly diswards as in that species
The root is less inclined to send out
tinguished by its more upright panicle.
suckers than in L. pilosa the whole plant is usually taller and more slender, and
the capsule more decidedly and acutely trigonate, and always very evidently
shorter than the acuminate segments of its perianth.
X. Forsteri appears to come into flower just as L. pilosa begins to form capsules, or about the middle of April, though partially much sooner, continuing
through May partly in flower and partly in fruit, when the seed-vessels of L. pilosa
are nearly perfected, and its flowers quite past for the season.
This species was named by DeCandolle after [the late] Edward Forster, Esq.,
F.L.S., who first detected its external characters, as did afterwards Mr. Bicheno

lar,

;

;

;

;

* The comparative length of the anther and filament afibrd a good and constant character between this species and L. pilosa.
That is to say, when recent, for they become dull, wrinkled and opaque by
•f
keeping.
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those of the seed.
Its geographical range includes the western and central parts
of Europe chiefly, and, though local, is probahly often overlooked for L. pilosa.

** Panicle of few branches.

Flowers in a few roundish

clusters.

" Leaves linear
Field Wood-rush.
L. campestris, Willd.
hairy, panicle of 3 or 4 ovate dense sessile or stalked clusters,
segments of the perianth lanceolato-acuminate, filaments much
shorter than the anthers, capsules obtuse apiculate, seeds nearly
Bab. Man. p. 334.
Br. Fl.
globular with a basal appendage."
Juncus, E. B. t. 672.
p. 454.
5.

—

In dry or barren fields and pastures, sandy and healhy places, amongst short
2^.
grass everywhere common. Fl. April, May.
Particularly plentiful all over the Dover spit, opposite Bembridge.
The smallest of the Isle-of-Wight species, seldom exceeding 6 inches in height,
Root tough, creeping, rather woody, with many long
usually but 3 or 4 inches.
Stem simple or occasionally very slightly branched, erect, round,
slender fibres.
smooth and solid, with usually 3 or 4 leaves, whose long sheaths enclose it to the
Radical leaves numerous, linear, dark green, ribbed and shining, more
summit.
or less flat, with brownish, striated, sheathing bases, beset chiefly at their edges
with long, white, very soft hairs, easily rubbed ofl'. Flowers in 3 or 4, sometimes
5 or 6 dense, oval or roundish, shortly stalked clusters, of which one of the lowermost is generally nearly sessile. Bracts 2 or 3 close beneath each flower, whitish,
membranous, acute, torn and sheathing.
Segments of the perianth lanceolatoacute and taper-pointed, dark brown, with a blackish keel and pale membranous
Stamens shorter than the perianth, with large pale yellow anthers, burstedges.
ing widely open and scattering a copious yellow pollen ; filaments very short. Germen obtusely trigonate, somewhat lobed. Style longer than the perianth, twisted,
Capsule short, broad, slightly
as are the 3 filiform, nearly erect, rough stigmas.
Seeds ovate, without any crested
pointed, somewhat .3-lobed and submucronate.
appendage, but, the point of their attachment at the bottom of the capsule being
prolonged into what appears to be such, they look as if inverted.
;

Moor Wood-rush. "Leaves linear hairy,
G. L. mwiii^ora, Lej.
panicle of numerous ovate dense sessile or stalked clusters, segments of the perianth narrowly lanceolate strongly acuminate,
filaments about as long as the anthers, capsules obtuse apiculate,
seeds nearly twice as long as broad with a basal appendage."
Bab. Man. p. 334. E. B. 8. t. 2718.

—

congesta. Clusters collected into a rounded lobed head.
In damp moory ground, turfy, boggy, wet woods, thickets and other moist and
shady places frequent, i^/. May, June. 2^.
Wood by Little Smallbrook. On the skirts of Lake and Blackpan
E. Med.
commons. In and about Apse castle.
W. Med. About West Cowes.
/3. Frequently found with a.
Notwithstanding that some of our best botanists consider this plant a variety of
the last, I cannot but be of opinion that Mr. Babington is right in deeming it,
as did Smith, DeCandoUe and others, a good and very distinct species.
The oblong, not globose, seeds, far greater size and height of the plant, its difierent
places of growth and general habit, are all in favour of such a view of its nature.
It has usually a very gray and even hoary aspect, and flowers later than
L. campestris.
/3.

;

—
—

—
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LXXIX. ALISMACE^,

" Perianth of 6 pieces

;

R. Br.

3 outer sepals herbaceous, 3 inner petaOvaries several, superior, distinct

Stamens hypogynpus.

loid.

or slightly united at the base, each 1-celled.
Ovules solitary, or
Peri2 superposed, attached to the inner angle of the carpel.
carps indehiscent.
Seeds solitary, or 2 attached to the suture at
a distance from each other, erect or ascending.
Albumen 0.
Embryo undivided, curved like a horse-shoe, with the same direction as the seed.
Aquatics.
Leaves radical, on long stalks."
Br. Fl.

—

—

I.

Alisma, Linn.

"Flowers

many

Water Plantain.

perfect.
Stamens 6.
in a head, distinct, 1-seeded."

numerous.
Br. Fl.

Styles

Achenes

Plantago, L.
Common or Great Water Plantain.
radical cordato-ovate or lanceolate, scape panicled
with whorled compound branches, fruit depressed, achenes obtuse
with a small rib on the back."— ^r. Fl. p. 457. E. B. t. 837.
Tn ponds, ditches and slow streams very common. FLSune August.
1(.
1.

A.

" Leaves

aU

—

;

2. A. ranunculoides, L.
Lesser Water Plantain. " Leaves all
radical linear-lanceolate, scape with simple branches in one or
two whorls, fruit globose squarrose, achenes obliquely ovate acute
5 -angled."— Br. Fl. p. 457.
E. B. t. 326.
Ditches and shallow pools not common. Fl. May September.
OE. Med. In one or two of the marsh-ditches on Sandown level, towards Alverstone, in tolerable plenty, with Polygonum minus, 1849.
In Dashmere pool, at
the foot of Bleak down, by the junction of the roads to Chale, Chillerton and

—

Godshill.

;

—

—

W. Med. Abundant in marsh-ditches at Freshwater gate, and occasionally in
other parts of that parish, also near Yarmouth, but much more sparingly.
In a
Old clay-pit in
pool on a large furzy common called Goldens, Freshwater.
Hampstead brick-field. In a pool between Yarmouth and Ningwood common, in
a field between the road and Leigh wood, 1843.
Whole plant perfectly smooth and glabrous. Root a dense tuft of long, white,
simple fibres, slightly creeping or at least emitting short lateral shoots, producing
other plants contiguous to one another or in clumps.
Leaves numerous, entirely
radical, erect, pale green, very narrowly lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, acute and
entire, firm, obscurely 3-ribbed, the middle rib forming a rather prominent keel
beneath into their often span-long semiterete petioles, which are very vascular and
spongy, mostly purplish, finely striated and reticulated with transverse septae,
tapering gradually from their whitish, imbricating, scariosely edged bases: the
Scape 1 or
earlier leaves are, as Bertoloni remarks, quite linear and evanescent.
more (seldom above 2 or 3), erect or decumbent, as tall as or taller than the leaves,
terete, simple, usually about a span and seldom exceeding a foot in height, terminated by an umbellate whorl of several unequal simple flower-stalks, from the
centre of which are often produced one or two similar whorls, distant from the
first or lowermost from being elevated on a prolongation of the scape or common

3x
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:
each whorl is subtended by from 2 to 4 small, unequal, acute, scariose
bracts of a brownish colour.
Flowers solitary, on lengthened terete pedicels, produced in long succession, considerably larger than in A. Plantago, about frds of
an inch across.*
Sepals greenish, not half the length of the petals, ovato-rotundate, concave, with white, scariose, entire margins, many- (about 12-) ribbed, each

peduncle

Petals coralternate rib narrower and less distinct than the intermediate one.
dato-rotundate, wavy, the edges erose, pellucidly striato-venose and yellow at the
Stamens short; Jilabase, white or more commonly with a faint purplish blush.
Germen ovoid, angular,
ments broad, flattened, yellow like the linear anthers.
tapering.
Styles obsolete; s%mas sessile, a tuft of pellucid bristles: in A. PlanCapsules in little globular
tago the styles are very long, distinct and curved.
heads that are scarcely the size of a small pea, somewhat acute, with a minute
rather obhque point, bluntly 5-lobed, the 2 superior lobes approximate, with a
shallow groove between them, the 3 lower remote from the rest and separated by
Seed solitary, oblongo-elliptical, dark brown,
deeper intermediate furrows.
shining and pellucid, longitudinally striated with impressed points, the embryo
bent double.
The bruised herb has a rather strong odour, to me resembling that of Erygium
The similarity in the leaves and fruit to Ranunculus
fcetidum, but less powerful.
Flammula doubtless originated the specific name.

Order

LXXX. BUTOMACE^,

Bich.

" Perianth of 6 pieces, the 3 inner petaloid.
Stamens definite
or indefinite, hypogynous.
Ovaries 3 or 6, or more, superior, distinct or united.
Ovules numerous in each cell or carpel.
Stigmas as many, simple.
Follicles several, either distinct and rostrate, or united into one.
Seeds minute, numerous, attached to a
reticulated receptacle, covering the whole inner surface of the
cell.
Albumen 0. Aquatics.
Leaves very cellular.
Flowers
Br. Fl.
umbellate, handsome."

——

I.

" Perianth

many-seeded.
Br. Fl.
1.

BuTOMXJS, Linn.

Flowering Rush.

coloured, 6-partite, inferior.
Capsules
Seeds fixed to the inner hning of the capsule."

single,

B. umbejlatus, L.

Floivering Rush.

Water Gladiole.

"Leaves

linear- subulate trigonous, spathe of 3 leaves."

p. 456.

E.B.t.65l.

In ponds, ditches, and by river-sides

— August.

;

6,

—

— Br. Fl.

extremely rare in this island.

Fl.

June

If.

* T remarked in July, 1844, that the flowers of A. ranunculoides, being fully
expanded during most part of the day, contract, or their petals become incurved
towards evening, soas considerably to diminish their apparent size.
I suppose
the flowers may last only one day, and the incurvation of the petals may be the
step in the process of separation previous to their actually falling away. I am
to believe it rather a state of collapse, analogous to the sleep of
some plants, since on examination I do not find the water strewn with the petals
first

however disposed

of each successive day, which would be the case were they so fugacious as I at
first supposed.

Triglochin.]

thiglochinace^.

W. Med. — In one of the mavsh-ditohes
Rm. C.Pritchard, J u\y llth, 1842!!!
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at Freshwater gate, in small quantity,

Plant perfectly glabrous. Root creeping extensively, emitting^ leaves, as it
appears to me, in a sort of douhle row, together with copious long white fibres,
from the fleshy and almost bulbous origin of the former. Leaves all radical,
shorter than the stem, erect, bright pale green, linear, acutely triquetrous, more or
less .spirally twisted, especially at their acute withered tips, sheathing the stem
with iheir broad, hollow, ribbed bases, internally filled with a loose spongy tissue
of tubular cells, divided by transverse partitions or septa.
Stem erect, 2 4 feet
high, round, tapering, filled with cellular tissue, and nearly as thick as the little
finger at the bottom.
Umbel solitary, terminal, many-flowered, subtended by an
involucre of 3 lanceolate, ribbed, membranous and withered, taper-pointed leaflets, not above an inch in length.
Peduncles single-flowered, 3 or 4 inches long,
rounded, mostly tinged with rose-colour at the base and near the summit, with a
sheathing scariose bract, shaped like the involucral leaves, at the foot of each.
Flowers about an inch across, expanding in long succession, very handsome.
Perianth in 6 ovate, concave, spreading, nearly equal segments, veined, whitish,
suffused and streaked with a delicate peach-blossom red, deep rose-colour at the
back, with a tinge of umber at the base, their edges minutely notched or crenulate.
Stamens 9, inserted at the base of the ovaries, two opposite to each of the
three outer, and one opposite the three inner, segments,* at first erect, finally
spreading, incurved and recumbent on the perianth
filaments rose-coloured,
tapering, a little compressed ; anthers duU red, linear-oblong, apiculate, bursting
laterally, and when discharging their bright orange-yellow pollen contracted to an
orbicular shape.
Germens 6, rose-coloured, ovate, compressed, tapering into the
beak-like styles, which are tipped with the bifid decurrent stigmas, the lobes of
which, at first conjoined, are afterwards spread open and a little reflexed. Capsules
ovate, 1-celled.
Seeds very numerous and minute, covering the entire inner walls
of the capsule.
The leaves of this plant, from their weak spongy texture, are quite incapable of
cutting with their angles, which, however acute, are neither cartilaginous nor serrated hence the generic name becomes very inappropriate, and suggests the properhaps
bability that a totally diflerent plant was so designated by the ancients
the really formidable Cladium or some of the larger Varices, which grow in similar places with our present Butomus.

—

;

;

;

Order

LXXXI. TEIGLOCHINACE^,

Nob.

"Flowers perfect, lower ones or all stalked or reflexed. Perianth uniform, rarely none, sometimes coloured, but scarcely petaOvaries
Stamens hypogynous. Anthers turned outwards.
loid.
Ovules solitary or two, approxirnated
superior, united or distinct.
Pericarps indehiscent
6.
Styles or stigmas 3
at the base, erect.
or 2-valved. Embryo without (or ? very rarely in the axis of
the mealy) albumen, having the same direction as the seed, with a
Marsh herbs, ivith
lateral cleft for the emission of the plumule.
narrow radical leaves. Flowers spiked or racemed." Br. Fl.j:

—

—

—

* Tn other words, the stamens are in two whorls of six and three respectively,
the latter being more interior or completely hypogynous than the former or
exterior set.
J uncagiabove are those ot
t [The characters of the natural family quoted
Our lamented
uacea; " in the ' British Flora' from which work they are quoted.

—
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I.

Tbiglochin, Linn.

Arrow-grass.

" Perianth of 6 erect, concave, deciduous leaves, 3 outer and 3
inner inserted a little higher than the others. Stamens 6.
Ova-

—

—

Anthers ses6 celled.
Stigmas 3 6, sessile, plumose.
Capsules 3
lodged in the leaves of the j^ericmi/j.
6,
1-seeded, united by a longitudinal receptacle, from which they
usually separate at the base.
Flowers in a naked
Albumen 0.
straight spike or raceme.^'- Br. Fl.
ries 3

—

sile,

—

—

1. T. maritimum, L.
ovate."—Br Fl. p. 459.

Sea-side Arrow-grass.
t. 255.

In salt-marsh meadows and pastures
July.

1i.

W. Med.

" Fruit 6-celled

E. B.

— In salt-marshes along

;

frequent.

Fl.

May — September.

Ft.

the Yar, as at Barnfield, &c., abundantly,

1844.

Herb more rubust and fleshy than T. paluslre, and, like that, quite glabrous
and smooth, with the same odious scent, but more decided if possible.
Root
creeping, tough, throwing up bunches of leaves, and emitting numerous long,
stout, white or reddish fibres from benealh.
Stem solitary or several distant ones
from the same root, ascending at the base, then eiect, teretely angular below, numerously and acuiely furrowed from the bottom of the spike to its apex, hollow in
the centre, from about a foot to 2 or 3 feet in height,* according to the progress of
the inflorescence, often purplish.
Leaves hke those of T. palustre, though stouter
and firmer, truly scmicUindrioal, though flattening gradually to their points,
where they are plane, much less finely drawn out or attenuated to their obtuse,
rounded, often brown lips, flat and striate but not channelled above, their sheathing bases, proportionably shorter, with the free extremity of their scariose margins
longer and quite entire ; decumbent at base or ascending, very commonly incurved
and a little falcate, pale glaucous green, their sheathing bases white or purplish.
Flowers more close-set and numerous than in T. palustre and rather larger, on
still shorter pedicels, which, however, as in that, elongate in fruit, when they
nearly equal those of the latter, but are rather move spreading or patent.
Bracts
none.
Perianth and stamens precisely as in T. palustre.
Gerniens 6, united
throughout into a subglobose, hexangular, compound ovarium. Stigmas 6 dense
tufts of radiating, pellucid, simple bristles.
Fruit erect, about 2 lines in length,
ovato-glohose orsubelliplical, pale whitish or yellowish brown, formed of 6 capsules
combined by their inner faces and attached to a common axis at their acute interior angle, the rounded back of each forming Jth of the circumference of the fruit
separating completely from the base ujiwards when ripe, not remaining, as in T.
palustre, suspended from the summit of the axis.
The capsules are acutely triangular in section, not obtusely so or even compressed as in T. paluslre the seed
tills a large portion of tbe cavity, and is fixed to the truncate bottom of the cell by
;

—

author observed in the Phytologist:' "The name for the order to which the
present genus belongs, Juncaginact a^, is injudiciously chosen, as liable to be confounded with Juncacea;. I would propose to substitute Triglochinaceae, as being
at once unequivocable and identical, seeing that Juncago was but an old word for
Triglochin, and used for it generically by Tournefort and others until supplanted
'

by the

—

latter."
Phytol. vol. iii. p. 1006.
Our author's order therefore is strictly
synonymous with that, the characters of which we have quoted, in the absence of
any drawn up by himself Edrs^
* I have found it above 3 feet whilst the entire upper portion of the spike was
in flower and bud, and hence had not then attained its utmost elongation.

;

Trigloch'm.]
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triglochinace^e.

a very brief point of attachment.

Seed linear, semielliptical

(its

interior

margin

straight), ao-ute.

Professor Bigelow ascribes to the leaves of this plant a sweetish not unpleasant
which they certainly do not possess in Europe, where both the taste and
odour are about equally unsavoury and repulsive.

taste,

3.

T. pahistre, L.

" Fruit 3-celled nearly-

Marsh Arrow-grass.

linear. "~Br. Fl. p. 459.
E. B. t. 366.
In wet or boggy meadows or pastures not verv frequent. Fl. June, July.
Fr. October. %.
E. Med.
Plentiful along the banks of slipped land along the shore between
Whitecliff bay and Bembridge, Mr. Thos..Meehan,jun.
Sandown level, above
Alverstone.
In a meadow a little E. of Langbridge, where Utricularia minor
grows, in plenty, 1843. In the meadow below Lower Knighton mill, also plentiful.
Moors between Bridge Court and Bow bridge, 1843.
[Brading marshes,
A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med.
Most profusely in a very boggy meadow a little above Newbridge,
towards Calbouvne mill, 1843.
In the meadow at Apes down in which Cyperus
longus grows, plentifully. Wet piece of beathy ground close to Sheepwash farm.
On wet clay
Freshwater, and by one of the marsh-ditches at Freshwater gate.
between Thorness bay and the raoulh of the Newtown river. Yarmouth. Near
Newport, G. Kirkpatrick, Esq. !
;

—

Herb bright green, perfectly glabrous, with a foetid smell, when bruised, like
that of bugs.
Root a bundle of whitish scarcely branched fibres, crowned with the
membranous remains of the previous year's leaves, and emitting besides one or two
horizontal, jointed and scaly runners, which, according to Mr. W. Wilson and
Bertoloni, produce bulbs at their extremity.
Stem solitary, erect, slender, terete,
hollow in the centre, bright green, from about 6 or 8 inches to neaily 2 feet in
height, whitish below, slightly flexuose and attenuated at its base, which is closely
Leaves several,
embraced by the sheathing base of a single accompanying leaf.
all radical, shorter than the stem, erect or lax and reclining (?), very long, slender, attenuated and rush-like but not rigid, terete, a little flattened and with a
shallow groove above, the apex with a minute, rounded, brown and shining tip
equitant below by their long, greenish and sheathing bases, whose fine scariose
margins terminate abruptly at top in a free, rounded, bifid point.
Flowers in a
simple, terminal, constantly elongating raceme, numerous, alternate, erect, small
Pedicels about as long usually as the
and inconspicuous, greenish or purplish.
Segments of the perianth greenish, with purfull-blown flowers, erecto-patent.
plish edges, in two distinct whorls, the three outer and lower broadly elliptical,
hollow and gibbous, slightly spreading or patent inner and upper similar, but
somewhat smaller, erect all six obtusely keeled at the back with short, blunt,
Stamens
purplish points, those of the inner segments often a little spreading.
very short, without ^/amem^s; anthers large, purplish green, broadly elliptical,
lodged in the concavity of the perianth-segments, the three inner ones quite concealed by the latter, 2-celled, bursting on their outer convex face, their concave
backs turned towards the germens, at the base of which they are inserted by a
Styles obsolete ;
short point or process, hence truly hypogynous pollen whitish.
Germens 3, sublinearstigmas 3, a tuft of radiating, pellucid, simple bristles.
oblong, closely combined to their summits, which protrude above the perianth,
elongating as they advance to maturity.
Fruit erect, almost linear, yellowish
brown, of 3 linear-lanceolate indehiscent capsules, fitted to the angles of a broadly
3-winged receptacle, to which they are permanently attached at the summit, but
separating from it when ripe at their lower very acute extremities, in which state
they resemble those pikes or arrow-heads we see in old armouries, with three barbs
Seed solitary,
that spread in the attempt to extract the weapon from the wound.
brownish, linear, attached to the bottom of the cell by a short funiculus.
Beadily distinguished from T. maritimum by the suppression of three of the
cells of the capsule, the rudiments of which appear like a tapering hollow rib in
;

;

;

the angles of the three remaining cells.

—

"

;

;

ABACE.E.

•JQ'i

Order

LXXXII.

[Ariim.

ARACE^, Juss.

" Flozvers monoecious, numerous, collected upon a spadix, which
generally enclosed within a 1 -leaved spatha ; barren and fertile
ones usually on different parts of the spadix, sometimes intermingled.
Perianth wanting.
Stamens usually indefinite.
Anthers turned outwards, nearly sessile or on Q.a.t filaments, usually
2-celled, sometimes 1-celled, sometimes 4- or many-celled, two or
more being united. Fertile flowers
Ovary free, with 1 or rarely
more cells, sessile, solitary or aggregated.
Ovules solitary or
several together, erect, horizontal or pendulous.
Stigma sessile
or nearly so.
Fruit succulent.
Seeds pulpy.
Embryo usually
with a contrary direction to the seed, in the axis of fleshy or
mealy (rarely without) albumen, straight, with a cleft on its side
for the emission of the plumule.
Radicle usually at the opposite
extremity from the hilum, rarely pointing to it.
Leaves sheathing
at the base, convolute in (Estivation, sometimes compound, often cordate, usually with branching veins."
Br. Fl.
is

:

—

—

—

I.

Arum, Linn.

Wake

Robin.

" Spatha convolute at the base.
Spadix with the fertile flowers
Stamens (sessile) near the middle of the spadix,
at the base.
which is naked above.
Ovules 2 6 in each carpel, horizontal.

—

Berry with 1 cell and 1 or
Stigma sessile, somewhat eccentric.
Embryo at the opposite extremity of the seed from
few seeds.
the hilum."

—Br. Fl.
"

How

sweet it us'd to be when April first
Unclos'd the Arum leaves, and into view
lis ear-like flowers their cases burst,

Beting'd with yellowish white or lushy hue
Though manhood now with such has small to do,

Yet

I

When

remember what delight was mine
on my Sunday walks I us'd to go.

Flower-gathering tribes in childish bliss to join
Peeping and searching hedgerow-side or woods.
When thorns stain green with slow unclosing buds.
Ah, how delighted, humming on the time
Some nameless song or tale, I sought the flowers
Some rushy dyke to jump, or bank to climb.
Ere I obtain'd them while from hasty showers
Oft under trees we nestled in a ring.
Culling our Lords and Ladies.'
;

;

'

Clare.

1.

Common Wake Robin or Cuckoiv Pint.
Vect. Cuckoiv Babies.
Stemless, leaves
or less hastato-sagittate acute or rounded, their lobes

A. maculattim, L.

Lords and Ladies.
entire

more

—
Arum.]

—
ARACE/E.
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short obtuse and approximate or moderately diverging overlapping at base, spadix clavate shorter than the erect including and
pointed spathe.
Linn. Sp. PI. p. 1370.
E. B. v. 19, tab. 1298.
Curt. Fl. Loud. i. fasc. 2, tab. 63.
Br. Fl. p. 462.
Leaves veined with greenish white.*
In woods, thickets, groves and open pastures, on hedgebanks and the grassy
borders of fields most abundantly everywhere.
M. April June. Fr. July
September. If.
0.

—

;

About Bonchurch and Steephill, not uncommonly.
Our hedgebanks are profusely clothed with the broad leaves of the Arum
later spring and earlier summer months.
p.

in the

From 6

to 8 inches high, quite glabrous.
Root a roundish tuber the size of a
Leaves few, all radical, on long, roundish, sheathing footstalks, quite
entire, dark green, often blotched or spotted with purplish black, sometimes
veined with greenish white, mostly shining as if varnished beneath, fleshy and
succulent, but becoming membranaceous in drying, very various in size and form,
often 12 or 14 inches long, hastato-sagittate, commonly acute and much
longer than wide, frequently obtuse, rounded or nearly triangular, sometimes of
an ovate shape like those of Sorrel their lobes mostly short, blunt and but little
diverging, overlapping at their base, but not usually deflexed, greatly varying in
the degree df approximation, being sometimes nearly parallel, at other times
spreading considerably and more truly hastate, though never at right angles to
the petiole as in the closely allied A. italicum, by some (T think erroneously) considered a variety of our present species.
Spathe a span long, erect, taper-pointed,
ribbed, pale greenish, often spotted or clouded with dull purple, contracted a little above the base, where it forms a sac or cavity, containing the organs of reproduction, situated on the lower portion of the spadix, and which consist first of a
series of rough abortive germens, furnished with long variously twisted styles :
below these at a short interval is a broad zone of several rows of purple, sessile,
2-celled anthers; and, lastly, under both is a second set of ovaries, of which the
uppermost are still rough, abortive and furnished with styles, the lower and more
numerous whitish, smooth, with sessile deciduous stigmas, like a tuft of hairs, on
the summit of each ovary: that portion of the spadix not included in the contracted part of the spathe is clavate, obtuse, naked and deciduous, in colour of
every shade between pale yellow-buff or dingy brown and bright purple, much
shorter than the inflated hood-like spathe, by which it is completely protected,
withering away with the latter after impregnation, together with the leaves after
flowering, the inferior contracted portion of the spathe, which remains dry and
membranous when the superior cucullate part has wholly shrivelled up, performs
the functions and assumes the appearance of a capsule, closing over the unripe
fruit, which at length swell, and, bursting their filmy envelope, discover themselves in an oblong cluster of bright scarlet, roundish, sessile berries, very juicy
and acrimonious, each containing 2, 3, or 4 seeds (mostly 2 or 3), or by abortion
1 -seeded.
Seeds brownish white, nearly globular, rugosely reticulate or areolate,
covered with a fine membrane. Albumen very white and farinaceous.
The leaves of this singular plant are fully developed in the spring long before
the inflorescence, appearing above ground early in February, or in mild seasons
even sooner,f and withering away before Midsummer so completely that it would
The
be difiicult to trace their remains where they but lately grew in profusion.
varieties with spotted and plain leaves are almost equally common with us, and
grow intermixed. Beichenbach, with his usual mania for "splitting," makes two
species of them, and observes, after giving the supposed characters of each,

walnut.

;

:

* [This plant

is described by Mr. Albert Hambrough in the ' Phytologist' (vol.
194) as Arum italicum. Edrs.^
\ I have even remarked them springing up at the close of autumn at Bonchinch.

V. p.

—
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"

Utramque jam vivam observe, in eodem loco A. maculalum per ooto dies prsBcocius est immaculato."*
In this island 1 can perceive no difference in the time of
The spotflowering, and the leaves of both are alike variable in size and shape.
ted form would appear to be the rarer towards the North, where, as in Sweden
and Denmark, this variety is nearly an entire stranger. Specimens occur with us
occasionally in which the leaves are broadly veined with frreenish white as in the
foreign A. italicum, which is by many botanists regarded as a variety merely of

our A. maculatum. To myself they have always appeared palpably distinct. The
former, with which I have been long familiar in the South of Europe, is a much
larger plant than ours, the leaves more perfectly hastate, with very divaricate
lobes, that stand nearly at right anfiles to the midrib, which, as well as the lateral veins, are for the most part strongly marked above with white; the leaves too
are more uniform in shape, and do not exhibit the same great diversity of outline
as in A. maculalum, besides which they are habitually evolved at the close of the
year, and remain green through the winter, which is rarely the case with the
other, and then only as it were accidentally, in warm sheltered situations, by a sort
Arum italicum is the prevailing species over the South and
of natural forcing.
South-west of Europe, where A. maculatum is seldom seen except in elevated
places.
I remarked it, during a journey from Orleans to Bordeaux, to make its
appearance for the first time on approaching Poitiers, after which it became common, and about Bordeaux is everywhere to be met with, ranging all along the
western maritime departments of France to Brittany as far as lat. 48° or perhaps
higher.
Throughout Italy it abounds in the most open sunny exposures, not
being the shade- and moisture-loving plant that A. maculatum is, nor does it, like
that, inhabit the more interior countries of the European continent under its
limitrophe parallels, as Switzerland, Hungary, Austria Proper, &c.
The acrimony that pervades the entire plant is quickly dissipated by heat or
drying, when the tubers yield a beautifully white starchy substance, possessing all
the qualities of arrow-root, for which purpose they are dug up in Portland Island,
and the prepared farinaceous matter sent to London in considerable quantity,
Were the deunder the name of Portland Sago, chiefly for the use of invalids.
mand more general, this island could alone furnish an inexhaustible supply for
the market of a valuable production, now neglected because not conventionally
In ruder states of Society mankind readily seek out
used as an article of diet.
and appropriate those spontaneous gifts of Nature which in more civilized comThe savage starves not, for the field and
munities are overlooked or contemned.
the forest are his granary, on which he relies for unbought subsistance the poor of
our land perish if the hand of bounty be withdrawn, for they must be fed with the
The
purchased food which labour prepares for the rich as well as the needy.
:

farinaceeus roots of various aroid plants afi'ord subsistence to tribes the most
remote from one another, and living under climates the luost dissimilar.
The
Egyptian of ancient and modern times possesses his Colocasia, whilst the swart
children of Nigritia carried iheir Eddow and Cress from the shores of Africa to
Nor has Nature denied
the land of their captivity in the western hemisphere.
even to the extreme North a resource against those seasons of scarcity incident to
a climate so rigorous, in the fleshy rhizoma of a plant of the same natural order,
growing in the frozen swamps about the Gulf of Bothnia. The root of the Marsh
Dragons {Calla palustris) furnishes the inhabitants of the extreme North of Europe with a white and most palatable bread, a full account of the properties and
preparation of which is given by Linnaeus, in his Flora Lapponica.'f
It is probable the young fresh leaves of our Wake Robin might, when boiled,
furnish an excellent spring kale, as do those of Caladium esculentum in the West
'

* Fl. Germ. Excurs. i. adden. et corrig. p. 138.
" Panis hie albus est duelis et gratissimus, proesertim recens.
Usus hujus
f
panit primarius et receptissimus apud Westrobothnienses, Ostrobothnienses et
Panis hie longe prgefertur pineo, qui nee usurpalur,
Novaccolas Lappouiae.
quamdiu hujus sufficiens prostat copia." Fl. Lapp. p. 250.

—

—

Typha.]
Indies.

:
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As an

object of cultivation, A. italicum, from its larger size, and therewould doubtless be preferable to our native species.
There is a popular superstition current in Norih Wales that this plant grew at
the foot of onr Saviour's cross, in consequence of which the leaves became spoiled.
I am indebled to my talented and accomplished friend, Mrs. Owen, for pointing-

fore greater yield,

me

out

10

late

lamented

a lieautiful allusion to this singular legend in a
JMrs.

poem by her

sisler,

the

Hemans.
"Yes, these deep inwrought

The

marlis.

thee (and with voice
Lower'd in his true heart's reverend earnestness).
Are the flower's portion from th' atoning blood
On Calvary shed. Beneath the cross it grew;
And in the vase-like hollow of the leaf,
Catching from that dread shower of agony
A few mysterious drops, transmitted thus
Unlo the groves and hills, their sealing slains,
A heritage for storm or vernal shower
villiiger will tell

Never

to

blow away."

Order LXXXIII.

TYPHACEiE,

Juss.

" Flowers moncecious, numerous and very closely arranged upon
a cylindrical or spherical spadix without a spatha.
Perianth of 3
or more mere scales, or wanting and replaced hy hairs.
Barren
Stamens 1 6. Filaments capillary, distinct or united.
flowers :
Anthers erect.
Fertile flowers
Ovule solitary, superior, 1-celled,
containing 1 solitary pendulous ovule. Style short. Stigma simple, unilateral.
Fruit somewhat dry or spongy, drupaceous indehiscent, 1-celled, at length angular by mutual pressure.
Seed
solitary, pendulous, with a membranous skin adhering to the
pericarp.
Embryo in the axis of mealy albumen, straight, with a
cleft on one side containing the plumule.
Radicle next the hilum.
Herbaceous plants, growing in marshes or ditches. Stems without nodes.
Leaves rigid, ensiform, with parallel veins." Br. Fl.

—

—

—

—

—

—

I.

Typha, Linn.

Eeed-mace.

—

" Spadix cylindrical.
Perianth 0, except hairs.
Barren
Stamens 1, or 2 6 and monadelphous, surrounded at
flowers :
the base with 3 or more hairs (sterile filaments ?) anthers somewhat wedge-shaped. Fertile flowers : Pericarp stalked, the stalk
with hairs, either whorled or at its base (sterile filaments ?)."
Br. Fl.

—

—

—

:

—

1. T. latifolia, L.
Great Reed-mace or Cat's-tail. Vect. Black" Leaves
puddings. Blackamoors.
Blackheads.
Bacco-bolts. *
linear nearly plane glaucous, sterile and fertile spikes continuous,
both cylindrical."—5r. Fl. p. 460. E. B. t. 1455.

* From a resemblance

in the spikes to a roll of tobacco.

Sometimes, but

neously, called Bull-rush.

3

Y

erro-

;
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Fl.
In slow streams, rivers, ponds, ditches and watery pits, in various places.
Julv, August.
H..
E. Med.—khoM Ryde, rare. In a liltle pool near Beaperfarm. In the brook
In the upper
between St. Jolin's and Little Smallbrook farm, sparingly, 1844.
pond at Knigliton house, plentiCully. Little pool between Stapler's heath and the
farm.
In the stream both above and below Horring-furd bridge, and flowering
freely.

In a

W. Med.

little

-

pool under the

cliff

at Foreland,

Dr. BM-Salter.

By tlie Medina at Shide bridge, abundantly. Marsh below CarisBy the great pond near the church in the grounds at Gatcombe.

brooke castle.
Marsh-dilches at "Gurnet bay, with the following species. Plentiful and very
large in the pond by Kingston copse.
Near the western arm of the Newtown
river, with the next.'
In the clay-pit at Squire's brickfield, at Ningwood, 1845.
Abi'ut the Medina and Yar, in plenty, Mr. SnookeH!
The spikes of this species are employed, it is said (Loudon's Mag. vi. p. 367),
by the weavers of Spitalfields, &c., for cleaning their work, and are also sold to
the poor as a cheap but efficient hat-bru.sh.
The species of Typha, like many other marsh-plants, have a very wide range
over the globe.
I have observed T. latifolia growing abundantly on the swampy
shores of Morant Bay, in Jamaica, where however it appeared slightly to differ
from ihe European type in its greater height and comparative slenderness, as also
in the greener less glaucous colour of the leaves and more attenuated catkins.
The West-Indian plant may possibly be a distinct species.
2. T. an gustifolia, L.
Lesser Reed-mace or Cat's-tail. Leaves
linear convex below concave above, sterile and fertile catkins a
little apart, barren florets seated amidst chaffy scales.
Br. Fl. p.
460. E. B. t. 1456.

Leaves very narrow, scarcely half their usual width.
In similar places with the last the more common of the two with

jS.

;

in old clay-pits.

—

Fl. July.

us, especially

If.

Pond between Wootton bridge and King's quay, with the preceding
In a wet wood near Alverstone called Bordwood or Borthwick lynch.
Slipped land below the cliffs at Luccomb.
W. Med. In marsh-meadow ditches at Gurnet bay, plentiful but rarely flowering.
Almost filling a pool surrounded by wood near Cockleton farm, W. Cowes,
nearly 8 feet high and flowering abundantly. Liltle pool at Pallance gate, flowering freely. Pool between Great Thorness and Elmsworth farms, with MyriophylExtremely common
lum alterniflorum.
Pool close to the rectory at Shalfleet.
in pools and watery pits on the heathy ground about the western side of the Newtown river.
0. In vast abundance and flowering freely in some old clay-pits on a rough
heathy waste a little E. of Cranmore farm, near Yarmouth, and adjoining Ningwood common, as also in another piece of heathy ground near the western arm of
the Newtown river, along with T. latifolia.
Abimdant but not flowering in abandoned clay-pits in the brickfield at Lower Hampslead.
Often as tall as the preceding, but much smaller, narrower and more slender in
Stem, round, simple, erect, smooth.
Leaves very long and narrow,
all its parts.
almost semicylindrical at ihe base, gradually becoming flatter towards the point,
where they are quite plane, very smooth on both sides and along their edges.
Barren spike terminal, as long as the fertile one, yellowish or snuff-coloured.
Fertile spike placed at an interval of about an inch below the barren, of a darker
Filaments seated amid thin, chaffy, torn scales, various in size
brown colour.
Fertile florets
anthers yellowish, with dark tips, twisted; pollen sulphur-yellow.
stalked, their pedicels springing from a greenish, conical, mamillary base.
The var. /3. differs in no respect from the usual state of the species, excepting
in the narrowness of the leaves, which are scarcely ^rd of an inch wide.
E. Med.

species.

—

— —
Sparganiiim.']

2

typhace,e.
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Sp^veganiom, Linn.

Bur-reed.

" Spadix spherical.

Perianth of 3 scales which are broader
upwards (sterile stamens ?).^ Barren flowers :
Stamens 3, distinct or nearly so
anthers ovate.
Fertile flowers :
Pericarp sessile."— Br. Fl.

—

:

S.

1.

ramosum, Huds.

stigma linear."—Br. Fl.

" Leaves triangu-

Branched Bur-reed.

lar at the base their sides concave,

common flower-stalk branched,

E. B.

p. 461.

t.

S. erectum, L.

744.

In ponds, ditches and slow streams, most abundantly.
ber,

Fl.

June

— Septem-

li..

— Sandown
W. Med. — Plentiful

E. Med.
with

—

it.

level.

In

a

pond

at St.

Helens

spit,

which

is

quite

filled

Ditches near Sea View.

in the marsh at FreshwateV gate.
farm, in great plenty and very large.
Gurnet bay.
The largest of our British species.

Pond near Freshwater

2. S. simplex, Huds.
Unhranched Bur-reed.
Leaves triangular at the base their sides flat, common flower-stalk simple, stigma
linear.
Br. Fl. p. 461. E. B. t. 745. S. erectum /3., L.

In ditches, pools, &c., with the

last,

but

less frequently.

Fl. July

— October.

—

F. Med. In several ditches on Sandown marshes. Ditches between Brading
and St. Helens, frequent.
Abundant in Lasbniere pond, at the foot of Bleak

Marsh-meadow ditches on the East end of Alverstone lynch, 1849.
W. Med. In a pool by the cottage on the skirls of the fir-plantiilion above
Burn wood, in abundance, 1844.
down.

—

—

Hoot a bundle of long, lax, pale fibres and a few white runners.
Stem 1
feet high, flexuose, round, solid, leafy and simple, unless the branch-like peduneach supporting a solitary terminal flower-head, wiibout any lateral ones as
on the main stalk, be viewed as ramiticalions.
Leaves long, as tall as or rather
taller than the stem, very vascular, erect, linear, prismatic, yellowish green, concave and sheathing at their membranous and filamentous bases, nearly flat above,
with thin smooth edges and a not very acute point, sharply triangular beneath,
the sides flat or in the lower part of the leaf slightly convex, not, as in S. ramosum, concave. Heads of barren flowers 3 or 4, approximate at the summit of the
stem, small, round, sessile, yellow even before expansion, not blackish as in S.
ramosum. Anthers yellow. Fertile flowers in 3 or 4 dense globular heads below
the barren ones, alternate and distant, the 2 or 3 highest sessile from the close
incorporation of their peduncles with the common stalk, the lowermost and often
the one above it on a partially free and erect peduncle, arising, like those of the
other fertile head.s, from the axil of a long, leafy, concave bract, of wliich that
beneath the uppermost head is far smaller than the rest and suddenly bent down.
Dr. Bell-Salter has remarked to me that the lowermost and stalked head of
flowers in S. simplex commonly arises from the main stem, considerably above
and not from the axil of the undermost leaf as in 8. ramosum, and this accords
with the figures in E. B. and Fl. Londinensis, as also with dried specimens from
Shropshire, but in some gathered in this island the inferior head of flowers is axillary as in the branched Bur-reed.
This species very much resembles the preceding, of which it has by some been
deemed a variety, but its characters are constant enough to make such a supposiThough very variable in size, it never attains to anytion more than doubtful.
thing like the dimensions of S. ramosum, and the colour is of a lighter and paler
green than in that species.
cles,

3
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" I-eaves floating plane,
Floating Bur-reed.
flower-stalk simple, stigma ovate very short, head of sterile flowers mostly solitary."— /?r. Fl. p. 461.
E. B. t. 273.
In (liiclies, pouls, sluggish rivers and streams; very rare? Fl. July. Fr. Sep3.

S. natans, L.

common

tember, Octdl.er.

If,

— Verv profusely in

F. Med.

the stream immediately above Aversion mill, but
there or in any of the running waters in the island,
however slow the current may be.
lu the Medina and Yar, in aluindance, Mr.

never, I believe,

fl(i-.vering

Stiofike.

IV.

Med.

— In some Utile pools (old chiy-pits) called, as well as I can ascertain,

common a liitle E. of Cianmore farm, near Xingwood,
and which are nearly filled with Typha angusufolia, I found this species in some
plenty, August, IH40.
The smallest ami slenderest of our three species. Root long, slender, creeping,
throwing out at intervals bundles ol white fibres and leaves. Stem round, smooth,
solid, very variable in length according to the deptli of water, floating or procumbent upon the mud or weeds about the margin, in which case or when the water
is shallow the whole plant does not exceed 6 inches in length.
Leaves numerous,
sheathing, beautifully reticulated, very hmg, narrow (in my specimens barely Jth
of an inch wide), of a pale pellucid green, very thin, riband-like, olituse, perfectly
flat or keelless, by which tliis species may be immediately distinguished from the
barren floating form of S. simplex or S.ramosuin, so cnminon in our streams the
floral and one or two of the uppermost stem-leave<, which are partly above water,
are firmer and gieener than the lower submerged leaves.
Heails o\ barren flowers
mostly scdilary.
Heads ot fertile flowera generally two, seldom three, the upper
one quite sessile, the lower one ocrasionally on a short, pedmiele, each in the axil
of an erect short leaf, cimcave and inflated at the base, flat at the extremity, serving as a bract.
Ovarie.i (gerraen^) in globular heads as in our other species,
ovato-coniual, obtusely angular.
Stigmas ovato-oblong, obtuse and sessile. Seeds

Appey

pools, on a small

;

(drupes) in globular heads like those of S. simplex, but far smaller, scarcely larger

than small peas or pist(d-hulk'ts.

The transverse reticulation is far less conspicuous in the leaves of S. ramosum,
and probably also of S. simplex, than in the present species.
The plant indicated as S. natans by Mr. Snooke 1 believe to be identical with
a floating form of what I take to be S. simplex, and which I find very abundantly
in the Medina, and in ditches on Sandown level, where there is a slow current.
As it does not produce floweis in this situation, there is some uncertainty about
the species.

The French name, Rubanier, for
and riband-like leaves of S. natans.

Order

this

genus alludes no doubt to the floating

LXXXIV. PISTIACE^,

Rich.

"Perianth 0. Flowers 2, monoecious, enclosed in dispatha, but
Sterile flowers solitary.
not born on a spadix.
Stamens 1
and distinct, or the filaments united, thick, and bearing 3 8 anFertile floicers solitary. Ovary 1-celled, with 1 or more erect
thers.
Style short.
Stigma simple. Fruit someor horizontal ovules.
what membranaceous and indehiscent, or bursting transversely,
Seeds with a coriaceous thick
or baccate, 1- or more seeded.
ribbed skin, and a thickened indurated /o9YKUcn.
Embryo either
in the axis of a fleshy albumen and having a lateral cleft for the
emission of the plvmule, or at the apex of the micleus.
Radicle

—

—

—

—

—
Lemna.]
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pistiace^.

at the opposite

plants, minute
Br. Fl.

extremity from the hilum.

and usually

I.

— Floating frondose
—

lenticular, or icith large lobed fronds."

Lemna, Linn.

Duckweed.

—

" Spatha membranaceous, urceolate. Stamens 1
2^ distinct,
each bearing a 3-celled didymous anther (the cells bilocular ?).
Fruit ui'ticular.
Fronds without distinct stem or leaves, floating
on the surface of the tvater, and increasing, not only by seeds, but,
far more abundantly, by gemmae or buds, concealed in lateral clefts
of the parent frond, which, growing out on two opposite sides into
new plants, and these again producing offspring
the same way,
while still attached to their parent, present a most curious appearance."
Br. Fl.

—

m

—

1.

L. triswZca, L.

Ivy-leaved Duckweed.

Fronds thin pellucid

elliptic-lanceolate caudate at one end at the other serrated, roots
solitary.
E. Fl. i. p. 33.
E. B. t. 926.
Br. Fl. p. 464.
Fl.

Dan.

ix.

1586.

t.

In clear standing water, pools and ditches, but local. Ft. June, July.
©.
E. Med. Dilelies in Sandowu level, abundantly, very profusely in tbose immediately around the fort.
[Pond near the brick-kiln, Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq.,

—

Edrs.]
fV.

Med.

— Ditches in the marsh at Easton, Fl.

Vect.

2. L. polyrhiza, L.
Greater Duckweed.
Fronds opaque obovato-rotundate somewhat convex beneath, roots numerous clustered.
E. Fl. i. p. 33. E. B. t. 2458. Br. Fl. p. 464. Fl. Dan.
ix. t. 1589.

In clear still water, with the last species, and scarcely less local than it.
Fl.
not yet seen in Britain.
©.
E. Med. Abundant in marsh-ditches between Yarbridge and Yaverland, as
well as in other parts of Sandown level.
W. Med. Ditches in the marsh at Freshwater gate.

—
—

Fronds opaque nearly
Lesser Duckweed.
3. L. minqr, L.
ovate fiattish above and beneath, roots solitary. Sm. E. Fl. i. p.
32.
E. B. t. 1095. Br. Fl. p. 464. Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1587.
Abundant in stagnant water, ponds, ditches and plashes, whether clear or miry.
^^.July.

0.
"

obovate nearly
— Br.Fronds 464.
E. B.

Gibbous Duckweed.
4. L. gibba, L.
plane above hemispherical beneath."
1233.
Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1588.

Fl. p.

t.

Fl. June
In ponds and ditches, but far rarer than any of the foregoing.
September. 0.
W. Med.
In a small pond near Yafford farm, growing intermixed with L.
minor, 1845.

—

—
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Order

LXXXV. NAIADACE^,

Juss.

" Flowers perfect and all sessile, or imperfect and monoecious or
Perianth ? of the perfect flowers of 3 4 wedge-shaped

—

dioecious.

or clawed scales, or wanting
ing,

sometimes of

1

—2

;

of the imperfect ones usually want-

Stamens

scales.

hypogynous.

definite,

Ovules usually solitary, erect
Ovaries solitary or several, 1-celled.
Style simple, or more or less
or pendulous, rarely 3 and erect.
deeply 2 3 cleft.
Pericarps dry, indehiscent, 1-celled, 1- (or
Embryo without albumen, with a thin skin,
rarely 2-) seeded.
Radicle
having a lateral cleft for the emission of the plumule.
Subnext the hilum, or at the opposite extremity of the seed.
merged or floating aquatics ivith very cellular leaves and stems.
Flowers inconspicuous, sometimes spiked." Br. Fl.

—

—

—

I.

PoTAMOGETON, Linn.

Pondweed.

" Flowers perfect, sessile, ujion a spike (or spadix ?) which issues
from a sheathing hractea (or spatlia?). Perianth single, of 4
clawed scales.
Anthers sessile, opposite the scales
Stamens 4.
Pistils 4, which become 4 sessile achenes.
of the perianth.
Styles and stigmas undivided."
Br. Fl.
* Leaves

alternate,

upper ones floating broader than the
,

rest.

Stipules free.

" Lower leaves
Broad-leaved Pondiveed.
linear submembranaceous or wanting, upper elliptical coriaceous
floating on long stalks manj^-nerved distinctly cellular, fruit (large)
keeled at the back."— 5r. Fl. p. 471. E. B. t. 1832.
1.

P. natans, L.

In ponds, ditches and slow streams; frequent,

i^/.

June, July.

If.

v. ohlongus, Vir.
Oblong-leaved Pondiveed.
"Leaves all
stalked, upjjer ones coriaceous floating oblong-elliptical, lower
linear-lanceolate, achenes minute with their back alwaj's obtuse
and rounded, spike slender cylindrical densely flowered upon a
long terete peduncle." —B«fc. E. B. S. t. 2849. Br. Fl. p. 470.
P. natans £., Mert. and Koch.
2.

In wet ditches and bogs, on marshy heaths, &c.
cies with us.

E. Med.

—

W. ilfed.— Cockleton bog
** Leaves

;

I believe a very

common

spe-

FL July. If.
On Blackpan and Lake commons.
?

alternate, ovato-lanceolate or oblong, all submersed.

Stipules free.

Shining Pondvjced. " Leaves stalked ellipticP. lucens, L.
lanceolate mucronate denticulate flat, with several opposite pairs
of parallel nerves springing from the midrib connected by reticulations, stipules winged, spikes cylindrical many-flowered."
Br.
Fl. p. 468.
E. B. t. 376.
3.

—

—
naiadace^.

Potamogeton.]

In ponds and ditches, probably common.
E. Med. Marsh-ditches at Sandojvn.

—
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Fl. June, July.

2^.

" Stem compressed,
P. crispus, L.
Curled Pondweed.
lanceolate waved and serrated 3 - nerved sessile, fruit
beaked."— .Br. Fl. p. 468. E. B. t. 1013.
In ponds, ditches and slow streams. Fl. June, July. If.
E.Med.
Marsh-ditches at Sandown.
Pond at the brick-kiln, Bembridge,
4.

leaves

—
W. Med. — Ditches in the marsh at JEaston, abundantly.

Dr. Bell- Salter.

*** Leaves

alternate, all linear, submersed.

Stipules free.

" Leaves narrow-linear
3
5 nerved with obscure connecting-veins, peduncles 2
3 times
longer than the somewhat lax spike, stem slightly compressed."
Br. Fl. p. 467. E. B. t. 215. Fl. Dan. ix. t. 1451.
In ditches and stagnant water, both fresh and brackish not rare.
Fl. July.
5.

—

P. 2>usillus, L.

Small Pondweed.

—

;

nE. Med.

— Marsh-ditches by the Dover

Brading marshes,
at Ryde, abundantly.
Marsh-ditches between Brading and St. Helens, Frederick Towns-

in profusion.

end, Esq., 1844

.'/.'

— Ditches

in the marsh near Easton, Mr. W. D. Snoohe.
smallest and slenderest of our species. Whole plant submerged, excepting
the small flower-spikes, which appear above the surface in July, distinguishing it
from the Zannichellia and Buppia, which commonly grow intermixed with it.
Root a few brownish slender fibres. Stem, filiform, round or compressed, more or
less branched, from a span (as in my specimens) to 1 or 2 feet in length {Sm.)
Leaves alternate, those beneath the flower-stalks opposite, an inch or two in length,
scarcely a line in breadth (except in the larger variety, P. compressus of authors),
olive-green, acute, with a distinct central rib, and one often obscurely marked on
each side near the margin, arid which joins the midrib a short distance from the
Spikes ^rd of an inch long, several times shorter than their
point of the leaf.
stout peduncles, that are often thicker than the stems themselves, of mostly 2
Peduncles dilated and compressed below
interrupted whorls of greenish flowers.
Fruit roundish ovate, tipped with the somewhat oblique obtuse
the spikes.
stigma.

W. Med.

The

**** Leaves

alternate, all submersed.

Stipules adnate.

" Leaves distiFennel-leaved Pondweed.
1
3 nerved sheathing by means of their
adnate stipules, spike interrupted, achenes large 3 -ribbed at the
Br. Fl. p. 466.
back, the two lateral ribs sometimes obsolete."
P. pectinatus, h.

6.

chous setaceous or linear

—

—

E. B.

t.

323.

In rivers, ponds and ditches, both of fresh and salt water. Fl. June, July.
Fr. July, August.
If.
E. Med. Ditches on Brading marshes, 1844. Ditches around Sandown fort,
1842.
W. Med. In a small pool on the marshes at Barnfield, near Yarmouth, 1844.
Ditches in the marsh at Easton, plentifully, and appearing to be the large-fruited
salt-water variety of the plant, the P. marinum of L. and DC, &c.
Herb very variable. Root perennial, originating from a tuberous lump, then
Stem floating, various in
creeping horizontally, slender, much' branched (Sm.)
length according to the depth of water, from 1 foot in still to 8 or 10 feet in running water (M. et K.), round, finely striated, copiously branched, the branches
Leaves numerous,
repeatedly forked, hence having a fasciculate appearance.

—
—

—

———

:
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[linppia.

briglit Rieen, aUernate, very finely linear, setaceous or almost capillary,
very soon become on exposure to the air, in the specimens before

me

move

which they
appearinfc

grooved
above, very indistinctly single-nerved from the shining through of a central chord,
transversely reliculated, springing from long close sheaths, that embrace the stem,
are somewhat open at bottom, lined with the stipule, which projects beyond it into
a pointed scarious appendage, analogous to the ligule in grasses, and which falls
Spikes solitary, axillary or terminal, on terete simple
away for the most part.
Flowers
peduncles, of various, mostly very great, length, more or less interrupted.
Segments of Ihe perilarge, sessile, in pairs opposite to each other or 3 together.
Anthers large, of 2 white oblong lobes diverging
anth rounded, entire, concave.
Nuts pale greenish or grayish brown, one or two
below, bursting at the back.
sometimes abortive, roundly ovate or obovate, subcompressed, slightly and subtuberculately rugose and shining, the short broad apex a little oblique, in my fresh
specimens without a keel or any lateral ridges.

under a high magnifier rounded or nearly

***** Leaves

all opposite

terete, not flat,

and submersed.

or less

Stipules none.

Close Opposite-leaved Pondweed.
densus, L.
"Leaves
crowded all opposite pellucid amplexicaul ovato-acuminate or lanceolate, spikes shortly stalked about d-flowered finally refiexed."
—Br. Fl. p. 466. E. B. i. 397.
7.

1?.

In ditches and pools. Fl. June, July.
Marsh-ditches at Sandown.

—
Edrs.]
W. Med. — Ditches

If.

E. Med.

in the

Well distinguished by
II.

its

[Brading marshes, A. G. More, Esq.,

marsh at Freshwater gate, abundantly.
narrow opposite leaves and the absence of stipules.

KuppiA, Linn.

Tassel Pondweed.

" Floivers perfect, about 2 on a spike (or spadix ?) arising from
the sheathing bases of the leaves, which perform the office of a

Perianth 0. Stamens 4. Anthers 1-celled. Style and
spatha.
Achenes 4, on long stalks, 1-seeded.
stigmas undivided.
Albumen 0." Br. Fl.
1.

B.

t.

R. maritima, L.
Fl. Lond.
136.

t.

Tassel Pondiveed.
Sea Tassel-grass.
50.
Br. Fl. p. 471.

E.

In ditches and pools of salt water very commonly, i^/. July, August. If.
Ditches at the back of the Dover, Ryde. Ditches between SpringF. Med.
field and Old Fort.
Salt-water ditches about Yarmouth and Freshwater, plentifully.
W. Med.
Ditches in the salt-marsh near Yarmouth, in the greatest abundance, Mr. Snoohe.
[/3. rostellata. Abundant near the sluice at Brading, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
;

—

—

III.

Zanichellia, Linn.

Horned Pondweed.

—
—

" FZowers monoecious.
Barren flowers : Perianth 0. Stamen
Anthers 2 4 celled. Fertile floivers
1.
Pmani/i single, of 1
leaf.
Germens 4 or more. Styles undivided. Stigma peltate.
Achenes nearly sessile." Br. Fl.

—

1.

Z. palustris, L.

Horned Pondweed.

Fl. p. 472.
In salt- and fresh-water ponds and ditches,
gust.

0.

E. Med.

— Ditches on the Dover marsh,

E.B.

t.

in various places.

plentiful.

1844.
Fl. July,

Br.
Au-

Ditches between Springfield

—
Zostem.]

—

.
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and Old

Fort, which are nearly all filled with
[Brading marshes, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

W. Med.

—

this plant

and Buppia, 1839.

— Ditches at Freshwater, almost constantly with only a 2-celled anther.

In a pool on a moory pasture near Mottiston mill, in plenty, 1848.
In a little
pool of fresh water near Gurnet bay.
Stigmas rounded or very hroadly cordate, rather irregular in size and shape, but
never lanceolate, attached to the style near their circumference, delicately transparent crystalline and colourless, like thin laminae of the clearest ice.
Capsule
not toothed at the back, but bluntly tuberculate.
Wahleuberg says the anther is occasionally either 2-, 3-, or 4-celled, but I
rarely find more than 2 cells, or the stigmas otherwise than rounded or very obtusely angular, dentate on the margin and delicately transparent.

For remarks on Z.
Mag. No. VI.

palustris

and Z. dentata

see Hooker's

Companion

to the

Bot.

IV. ZosTERA, Linn.

Grass-wrack.

" Floivers imperfect.
Stamens and pistils inserted in 2 rows
upon one side of a flat thin simcUx. Spatha foliaceous. Anthers
ovate, sessile, alternating with the ovate germens.
Style bifid.
Fruit with 1 seed (bursting vertically, Wilson).
Albumen 0."

Br. Fl.
1.
Z. marina, L.
Common Grass-wrack. Vect. Grassweed.
" Leaves linear 3
7 nerved, peduncle of the spatha thick shorter
than the linear spadix, achenes striated." Br. Fl. p. 473. E. B.
t. 467.
In shallow creeks and inlets of the sea, at the mouths of rivers, also in ponds on

—

salt-marshes, &c.

Fl. July, August.

Xf

Commonly thrown up
— About Ryde
— At the mouths of the Yar and Medina, and

E. Med.
after heavy
W. Med.

pier.

on the shore at

Ryde

gales.

plentiful in the pools of
water on the marshes between Yarmouth and Freshwater.
troublesome weed in shallow waters, by impeding the passage of boats, as in

salt or brackish

A

the Southampton river crossing over to Hylhe, &c., where
df small craft.

it

impedes the progress

2. Z. nana, Roth.
Dwarf Grass-wrack. "Leaves 1-nerved,
stipular sheaths truncate, peduncle of the spatha as long as the
spadix not thickened upwards, spadix short few-flowered with
Borr. in E. B. S.
extra marginal appendages." Br. Fl. p. 473.
t.

2231.
In similar places with the

gust.

last,

and with which

it is

usually mixed.

Fl.

Au-

11.

E. Med.
Found in considerable abundance on the shore of Blading harbour,
[On
near the ferry opposite Bembridge, by Dr. Bell-Salter, Nov. 26th, 1847.
the sand-head ofif Ryde, both on the East and West sides of the piei;, abundantly,
A. O. More, Esq., Edrs.]
First detected as a British species by Mr. Sender, of Hamburgh, amongst seaweeds sent to him from Dover, and confirmed as such by Mr. Borrer, who gathered
it in flower abundantly on the mud of Poole harbour in August, 1847, and shortly
afterwards in Emsworth creek, which parts Sussex from Hampshire.

3z

—

—

[CypeTus.
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Subclass

Glum ACE ^.

II.

" Flowers destitute of true perianth (unless the curious urceo3 valved covering to the ovary in some Cyperacese, or
the glumellas of the Gramineae, be considered such), but enclosed
within imbricated alternate chaffy scales or bracteas." Br. Fl.
late or 2

—

Order

LXXXVI. CYPEEACEiE,

Juss.

" Flowers perfect or imperfect, furnished each with a solitary
partial bractea called a glume, imbricated on a common axis or

Perianth ? (here called
rachis, the whole constituting a spikelet.
perigynium) only in the fertile imperfect flowers, rarely membranaceous, 2 3 valved, the valves distinct or usually united (in
Carex), generally entirely wanting.
Stamens hj'pogynous, definite
(1
12), usually 3, with sometimes an additional row of abortive
Anthers erect,
filaynents (called setce or hypogy7ious bristles).
2-celled.
Ovary superior, 1-celled, with one erect ovule at its
Style single, 2
3 cleft.
Stigmas 2 3.
Fruit an achene,
base.
crustaceous, or with a corky or fleshy, sometimes bony, skin.
Embryo lenticular, enclosed in the base of a coxdIous albtimen.
Stems often angular, frequently without joints. Leaves tvith entire
sheaths.
Lower glumes in each spikelet often destitute of stamens
or pistil."
Br. Fl.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Tribe

Cypereje.

1.

Flowers perfect. Glumes of each
Perigynium 0.
site roivs.
I.

Cyperus, Linn.

" Spikelets many-flowered.

opposite rows,

mostly

fertile,

spikelet imbricated in two oppo-

Cyprus-grass.

Glumes keeled, imbricated in 2
equal.
Hypogynous bristles 0.
3 cleft, deciduous.
Achene often

—

Style not dilated at the base, 2
tipped with the small base of the style."

Br. Fl.

extensive genus, mostly restricted to low situations in tlie torrid and warmer
parts of the temperate zone, having their metropolis in the former as Carex has in
the latter.
They are in fact the Sedges of the South. The roots of some species
are aromatic and esculent, whilst the stems of another yielded to ihe ancients their

An

Few are absolutely injurious, but
their value is otherwise unimportant.
C. Hydra (Nut-grass of the W. Indies and S. Carolina, Coco-grass of Louisiana,
&c.) is a grievous and almost unconquerable evil to the sugar-planters of those

papyrus

:

countries.

CYPERACE^.
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1.
C. longiis, L.
Long-rooted Sweet Cyprus-grass.
English
Oalingale.
Spikelets linear acute compressed digitato -fasciculate,
umbels doubly compound lax or drooping, involucre extremely
long leafy, partial ones very small, stem triangular.
Sin. E. Fl.
i. p. 54.
Br. Fl. p. d75. E. B. xix. t. 1309.
Bertol. Fl. Ital. i.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 51, t. 76.
p. 369.

In low wet meadows and pastures and along marshy rivulets, but very rarely.
August— October. Fr. ? 1^.
E. Med.
In great luxuriance and profusion in a marshy meadow along the
stream between the new lighthouse at St. Catherine's (St. Catherine's tower) and
Old Castle Point, Puckaster cove, near where it discharges itself into the sea,
Sept. 10th, 1839.
At Castle mead, Niton, in great plenty, 1844.
W. Med. In a wet meadow by the roadside nearly opposite the farm-house at
Apes down, but sparingly, Aug. lOlh, 1839. A very small quantity in a meadow
below Carisbrooke castle, on the West side, October, 1839.
Root creeping, of several stout, fleshy, jointed runners, covered with a bright red
sheathing epidermis; emitting numerous fibres from the articulations, and terminating in white scaly offsets.
Culm stout, erect, from 1 to 3 or sometimes above
4 feet in height, bright green, solid, smooth, sometimes slightly twisted, with 3
rather acute angles, the intermediate faces concave; naked for the greater part of
ils length.
Leaves 2 or 3 springing from long, close, brownish, striate and reticulated sheaths on the lower half of the stem, linear, firm and rigid, various in
length, longer, shorter than or equalling the_ culm, bright green and shining
above, rather glaucous and finely striated beneath, strongly grooved and channelled, with a sharp keel below, and rough-edged chiefly towards the summit,
Involucre usually of 3 very
their margins deflexed or a little folded downwards.
unequal more or less spreading leaves, one of which greatly exceeds the others in
length, and is sometimes nearly 2 feet long; within these, and at the base of the
umbels, are commonly about as many much smaller leaves.
Umbel terminal,
twice compounded, of several principal, slender, lax or drooping, compressed and
triangular rays, very unequal in length, from 2 or 3 inches to a span or upwards,
each enclosed in a short, pale, basal and tubular sheath, toothed or notched at the
summit; partial umbels with much shorter rays, that are enclosed in similar
sheaths to the principal ones, and having a few linear, leaf-like or scariose bracts
Spikelets in simple or somewhat branched clusters, ^ an inch in
at their origin.
length (or even much more in luxuriant specimens), sessile or shortly pedicellate,
Glumes imbricated
linear, very acute, compressed, spreading in a digitate form.
in 2 rows, obtuse, their colour rich bright chestnut, with a green, sometimes pale,
Anthers pale yellow. Ovarium oblong. Style linear;
blunt, 3-ribbed keel.
stigmas 3. Fruit (hardened corolla) ovate, punctato-striate, at least when green,
but I have not seen it ripe.
The figure in English Botany was drawn from a garden specimen, and,
though referred to for this species by Bertoloni and others, is so dissimilar to the
numerous examples I have seen from Kent and this island of Cyperus longus, that
In the figure
I have considerable diflSculty in believing it to be the same plant.
the umbels are represented as quite erect, not at all lax or drooping the spikelets
far broader, more obtuse and very remote, much fewer in each cluster, all sessile,
Their
opposite, and as it were arranged in a pinnated manner, 5 or 7 together.
colour, too, is a more uniform brown.
The root of the wild plant with us has merely a faint sweetish odour, and a
At St. Caslightly warm bitterish taste, hardly deserving to be called aromatic^
therine's Point, however, the plant has a more perceptible sweetness, which, though
It is perhaps only in the drier soil of a garden
not powerful, is very diffusible.
Fl.

—

—

'

'

;

The
that these qualities are developed in the degree attributed to our species.
entire plant possesses a degree of sweetness which, though faint and transient,
is very perceptible in a bundle of the stems when brought into a close roou), or
Brotero, however, remarks that
on opening a box containing any quantity of it.

— —
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the root is often inodorous as well as sweet-scented in Portugal, and Mr. G. E.
Smith describes his Kentish specimens as possessing the peculiar fragrance of
the species in perfection.
The plant thrives well in water, and hecomes very tall and luxuriant, the involucral leaves attaining the length of a yard or more without losing their extremities by sphacelation, but, gracefully arching, droop in all directions in the most
elegant manner possible, recalling the idea of some tropical inmate of our stoves

and conservatories.

At St. Catherine's Point the plant was cut for a late hay-crop by the former
occupant of the ground, and its sweetness, permanence and ample produce seem
The stato point it out as a valuable object of cultivation on wet meadow-lands.
tion is now on the property of my friend George Kirkpatrick, Esq., by whom the
meadow has been fenced in for the protection of the Cyperus, which, through the
zeal of that gentleman, and his love for whatever is rare and beautiful in nature,
will henceforth flourish in security from the scythe of the utilitarian farmer.

Tribe II. Scirpe^.

Flowers 'perfect.
Perigynium 0.
II.

—

Glumes of each

spikelet imbricated

Cladium, Schrad.

on

all sides.

Twig-rush.

—

" Spikelets 1
Glumes 5 6, imbricated on all
2 flowered.
sides, the lower ones empty and smaller.
Style with a conical
base, deciduous.
Acliene with a somewhat loose, fleshy, or corky
coat, tipped with the ovato-conical but not jointed base of the
style.
HyjDogynous bristles none." Br. Fl.

"Panicle much
1. C. Mariscus, R. Br.
Prickly Twig-rush.
divided leafy, spikelets capitato-conglomerate, stem rounded leafy,
Schoemargins of the leaves and keel rough." Br. Fl. p. 476.
nus, Z. E. B. t. 950.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 37, t. 53.
:

In deep bogs and marshy places; very rare. Fl. June, July. 1^.
W.Med. — Jn the bog at Easton, Freshwater gate, G. S. Mill, Esq.!!!
I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Mill for dried flowering specimens of this
plant from the above station, where I have not succeeded in finding it in flower
myself.
Though tolerably plentiful in one or two of the meadows there, its occurrence amongst the strong coarse herbage of other Cyperaceae, and the absence of
its conspicuous panicles, had completely screened it from my observation, even on
that often-explored spot.
The Rev. G. E. Smi(h has remarked to me that for the
full development of the inflorescence the roots seem to require the absolute contact of water, an opinion my own experience confirms.
The description was completed from fresh specimens collected at Gonier pond, a tract of partly reclaimed
Ijog on the opposite Hampshire coast, immediately behind Alverstoke, nearly
facing the town of Ryde, and where it abounds, attaining a large size.
A tall rush-like plant, the largest of the British Cyperaceee. Root creeping
extensively, with long, stout, scaly runners, and emitting copious pale branching
Leaves linear, nearly erect, very firm and rigid, 2, 3, or 4
fibres from the crown.
feet long, pale yellowish green, with a considerable glaucous tinge, from about 3
to 8 or 9 lines in width, strongly conduplicate or channelled in their lower part,

with pale, reticulated, sheathing bases, tapering upwards into very long, slender,
acute, triquetrous points; smooth-edged and rounded beneath to some distance
from the base, when they gradually become acutely keeled, and armed both there
and on the margius with extremely firm cartilaginous serratures, pointing for-
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wards, which are partly obtuse and partly spinulose, with incurved poiuts, capable
of cutting severely if handled incautiously: leaves on the culm bract-like, alternate, with short tight sheaths.
Ligule none, unless the pale, shining, adnate and
tapering, membranous lining of the leaf be considered as such.
Culms erect,
leafy, hollow, jointed, faintly striated, smooth and shining, from 3 to 5 or 6 (sometimes, it is said, 8 or 1 0) feet high, often ^ an inch in diameter at the base, rounded
below, obscurely angular above, and alternately grooved by the conlact of the
appressed stalks of the flowering branches, ramoso-paniculate for a great portion
of their length.
Spikelets lanceolate, 2 or 3 lines in length, pale fuscous, capitato-conglomerate, in terminal and axillary corymbosely paniculate clusters, the
lateral clusters solitary or geminate, each on a long, much-compressed or semiterete, upright and naked stalk, having a short, sheathing, obtuse, bifid and scariose
hract at its base, concealed by the sheaths of the superior bases of the culm, the
whole together constituting a long, interrupted, leafy punicle, a good deal resembling that of some large species of Junous, but vastly superior in size, often 2-^
feet in length
in the centre of each terminal cluster or partial corymb is commonly a sessile or very shortly stalked head of spikelets; branches of the panicle
very unequal, smooth, compressed and partly channelled, the secondary and minor
with scariose and taper-pointed bracts at their origin. Florets mostly 2 (rarely 3)
in each spikelet, one of them only usually perfected.
Glumes 6,* closely imbricated, chaffy, of a uniform pale brown, without scariose margins, ovate, more or
less acute or rounded and obtuse, entire or slightly emarginate, keeled, scarcely
ribbed, the 3 lower and outer much the shortest and empty.
Stamens 2, sometimes, it ii said, 3, placed close under the germen on each side, not all protruding;f
anthers large, linear-elliptical, with rather long pellucid points filaments stout.
Germen ovato-lanceolate, continuous with and gradually tapering into the styles,
without any apparent enlargement or articulation whatever. Sti/les 2 (sometimes
3?), often cleft, cohering together in their lower half, their summits plumosopubescent, spreading and recurved. Fruit drupaceous, about f th of an inch long,
ovato-acuminate, olive-brown, smooth and polished, its exterior coat (putamen)
Nut osseous,
thin and bony, the interior thicker, fleshy or spongy, greenish.
ovato-globose, subapiculate, rough and blackish, with a white fleshy kernel.
The dissections of the florets in E. B. are very faulty, neither expressing the
apiculi of the anthers nor the elongated form of the germen, which is there drawn
the filaments, too,
as articulated with the style by an enlarged base to the latter
are represented as slender and tapering.
Cladium Mariscus is said to grow in the West Indies, and it is found in Britain as far North as Sutherland, and in Sweden in the Island of Gothland.
I
have gathered it near Killarney, in Ireland ; so that its range in all directions is
very extensive.
;

;

;

III.

Rhtnchospoea,

Valil.

Beak-rush.

—

" Spikelets few-flowered.
Glumes 6 7, imbricated on all sides,
Hypogynous bristles several,
the lower ones smaller, empty.
Style subulate, bifid, dilated at the base.
included, toothed.
Achene crowned with the persistent, more or less reticulated,
Br. Fl.
dilated base of the style."

—

1.

White Beak-rush. " Spikelets in a compact
R. alba, Vahl.
as long as the outer bracteas, leaves narrow-linear, base

corymb

* Mertens and Koch (Deutschl. Ft. i. s. 360) assign 6 as the constant number
of the glumes, of which the 3 outermost are short, broad and empty, the 2 superior and inner floriferous and oblong, the 6Lh mostly imperfect.
f In the greater number of the florets impregnation seems to take place within
the glumes, the shortness of the filaments not admitting of the anthers protruding.
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—

13 with deflexed teeth, staof the style without teeth, bristles 9
2."
Leightoii in Loudon's Mag. of Nat.
Br. Fl. p. 477.
Hist. viii. p. 676.
Schcenus, L. Host. Gram. Aust. iv. 41, t. 72.
E. B. t. 9H5.

—

mens

:

On spongy
quent,

i^^.

turfy togs, and springy places on heaths and commons, but not freJuly, August.
Zf.
On the marshy skirts of Lake common, in one or two spots abun-

—

E. Med.
dantly.

IV. Eleocharis, R. Br.

Spike-rush.

" Spikelets solitary, terminal, many-flowered.
Glumes imbricated on all sides, uniform, scarcely any empty, lowermost the
Hypogynous bristles (4 12) toothed, included, rarely
largest.
Style 2
3fid, its dilated base jointed upon the germen.
none.
Achene mostly lenticular, crowned with the broad indurated corky

base of the

style.

at the base."
1.

—
—Marsh plants.

—Br. Fl.

palustris,

!!!•.

E.Br.

—

Stems

simple, leafless, sheathed

Creeping-rooted Spike-rush.

"Stem

rounded, root miich creeping, stigmas 2, fruit lenticular planoconvex crowned with the compressed base of the style shorter
than the 4 bristles."— 5r. Fl. p. 478. Scirpus, L. E. B. t. 131.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 38, t. 55.
:

In wet meadows, ditches, by the sides of pools and other marshy places
dantly.

FL May—July.

—

;

abun-

li.

E. Med. In the wet meadow within the walls of Quair abbey.
Brading marshes, near the sluice.

Abundant on

" Stem
Many-stalked Spike-rush.
2.
E. multicaulis, Sm.
rounded, root scarcely creeping, stigmas 3, fruit obovate triquetrous crowned with the triquetrous base of the style longer than
Scirpus, E. B. t. 1187.
Scirthe 6 bristles."— 5r. Fl. p. 479.
pus palustris &., Linn. Lapp. ed. 2. Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1923.
On turfy bogs and wet commons rare. i^/. May — July. 2^.
On the marshy skirts of Lake common (the N. side, adjoining SanE. Med.
In a boggy pasture between Saynham and
down level), in considerable plenty.

—

;

Dew's place, 1844. Most abundantly on the boggy S.E. declivity of Bleak down,
Bog at Blackpan, Dr. Bell-Salter.
facing Boude.
W. Med. Bog at Freshwater, Dawson Turner, Esq., Fl. Vect.
Plant smaller than E. palustris, from about 4 to 8 or 10 inches in height. Root
a little creeping, densely caespitose, with whitish flexuose fibres. Culms, both barren and fertile, very numerous, bright green, curved, spreading or inclined, rarely
quite erect, round or slightly compressed, faintly grooved or angular, smooth and
striate, with exceedingly minute depressed points, and larger, more distant, oblong
and pellucid dots; filled internally with a loose aggregate of large tubes or cells,
surrounded by smaller ones but in none of my specimens can I detect the " stout
central pith " mentioned by Hooker on the authority of Mr. Wilson, though I have
examined a great many in a fresh state for that purpose, and presume therefore
Sheaths 1 or 2 at the base of each culm, pale
that its appearance is only casual.
brownish or purplish, scarcely shining, the lowermost loose, chaffy, scale-like and

—

;

acute, the superior long, close, abrupt, with a short, triangular, incurved and thickSpikes terminal, solitary, ovato-oblong, very acute.
Glumes dull

ened point.

blackish or purplish brown, with narrow, scariose, pale edges, unequal in size,
mostly obtuse, the lowest particularly, those near the apex often somewhat acute,

—

!
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the two basal glumes scarcely larger than the vest, the exterior one very broad,
sheathing and bractiform, thick and pvoraiiieiu behind by the prolongation of the
culm into itself, deeply emarginate at the summit of its round flat border, and
hence presenting an obcordale figure interior basal glume longer than the outer
and partially embraced by the latter, ovate, with a ihick greenish keel, quite entire
like the rest.
;

V. SciRPUs, Linn.

Club-rush.

"

Glumes of one valve, imbricated on all sides, equal, one or two
of the outer ones sometimes sterile. Bristles sometimes wanting.
Style inarticulated, deciduous, leaving a small mucro."
Br. Fl.
1. S. paucijiorus, Liglitf.
Chocolate-headed Club-rush.
Stem
rounded, its sheaths leafless, spike ovate few-flowered, two outer
glumes the largest obtuse shorter than the entire spike, stigmas
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 56. Br.
3, style scarcely deciduous not jointed.
Fl. p. 483. E. B. xvi. t. 1123. Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1862. Host. Gram.

Aust.

iii. t.

58.

On wet boggy

heaths

;

very rare.

i^/.

June, July.

If.

— [Boggy slope the end of Helens green, A. G. More, Esq.,
Edrs.]
W. Med. — Plentiful on the upper part of the heath at Colwell towards Weston,
E. Med.

1

at

St.

Near Yarmouth, James Hussey, Esq., in litt.
Root of many slender brownish fibres, with white jointed runners.

840.

Culms sevepartly barren, rounded or a little angular
near the base ; filled with coarsely cellular pith, quite smooth, clothed with brownish or whitish, shining land leafless sheaths, having white, membranous, pointed
Spikes solitary, terminal, erect, about Jrd of an inch long,
scales at the origin.
chestnut- or chocolate-coloured, ovato-lanceolate, few-flowered, their two outermost glumes larger, but much shorter than the more interior ones, mostly unequal
Style long, white, compressed, roughish above, quite conin length and obtuse.
tinuous with the germen, as may be readily seen in the flowering state, when the
transparency of the parts betrays no interruption of continuity whatever; stigmas 3. Bristles 6 (sometimes apparently only 4 or 5), rough with defiexed teeth,
shorter than or not exceeding the fruit, 3 of them at the very short base of the
germen, but exterior to the stamens, the rest a little above the first, and between
Fruit ovate, bluntly triquetrouJ, beautifully striated,
the filaments and germen.
when ripe of a black brown, pale where it tapers off to the apex, at which it is
ral, slender, erect,

8

— 12 inches high,

again dark-coloured.
2.

S. fluitans,

L.

Floating Club-rush.

"

Stem

(or rather float-

ing root) compressed branched, spikes ovate, glumes nearly equal
obtuse, stigmas 2, bristles none, fruit obovate plano-convex tipBr. Fl.
E. B. t. 216.
ped with the narrow base of the style."

—

Eleogiton, Link., Lindl.
Isolepis, Br. Fl. p. 480.
In ditches, pools and watery pits, and on their half-dried-up margins not
uncommon. Fl. June, July. 2^.
E. Med. Marsh-ditches at the upper or N.W. end of Lake common, in great
In watery gravel-pits on Borthwood forest. All along the little ditch or
plenty.
drain bounding the fir-plantation by Winford farm, rooting in soft mud.
Clay-pits on heathy ground near the western arm of the Newtown
W. Med.
;

—

—

river.

Plant either floating in the water, or constituting
treacherous turf round the margins of pools, &c.

a^

dense and spongy but

— —
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3.

S.

setaceus,

L.

[ScirpUS.

Bristle-stalked Club-rush.

"

Stem com-

pressed with 1 or 3 leaves at the base, spikelets about 2 terminal,
general bractea erect leafy much shorter than the stem, achene
mucronate ribbed obovate and marked with transverse lines."
Br. Fl. E. B. t. 1693. Isolepis, R. Br. Br. Fl. p. 480. Host.
:

Gram. Aust. iii. 44, t. 65.
On wet ditch-bants, in low meadows,
frequent.

FL3u\y

—

—November.

drains and other watery and boggy places

;

0. (according to Hooker If).
Ninham farm, by Ryde. Pientilul about Lake comSandown level.
By Lasbmere pond, at the foot of

E. Med. In a ditch near
mon, and in various parts of
Bleak down. Undercliff, and E.

of Shauklin chine, Wm. Wilson Saunders, Esq.
by Steephil), Frederick Townsend, Esq. [Wet spot on St. Helens green,
very sparingly, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs,]
W. Med.
In a boggy meadow a little above Newbridge towards Calbourne
Marsh at Easton, Mr. Snooke (perhaps S. Savii).
mill, sparingly, 1844.
Stems forming tufts from 3 to 6 or 8 inches long, spreading in
Root fibrous.
all directions, very slender, partly barren and partly floriferous.
Leaves 2 or 3 at
the base of each culm, channelled, sheathing the flower-stems, which they closely
resemble, and, like them, are setaceous and quite smooth.
Spikelets ovate,
pointed, 1
3, on very short pedicels* or even quite sessile, overtopped by a continuation of the stem, greatly exceeding the same part in S. Savii.
Glumes
broadly ovate, whitish and membranous, with a green blunt keel.
Fruit covered
with a thin chaffy tunic, turbinate, dark brown, beautifully sculptured longitudinally by prominent ribs, united by minute transverse lines or furrows.

Meadow

—

—

4.

S. Savii,

S. et

—

M.

Savi's Cluh-rusli.

"

Stem round

leafy

3 terminal shorter than the unequally 3-leaved
below, spikelets 1
involucre, fruit subglobose minutely dotted not furrowed."' Br.
Fl.
Hook, in E. B. S. t. 3783. Rce^n. et Sch. S. filiformis, Sav.
Br. Fl. p. 480.
Parkins. Theat. Bot. 1370.
Isolepis, Schultes
fig. 9.
Merrett. Pin. p. 55.
:

monostaehys. Spikelet solitary, with a shorter involucral bractea. Hook. 1. c.
Koch. Isolepis, Kth, Fimbris tifis, Vahl.
In similar places with the preceding, and by much the more frequent of the
October. Fr. August November.
(or If, Hooker).
Fl. July
two.
E. Med. Most profusely under the bank of slipped land under the cliff in Sandown bay, within half a mile of Shanklin chine, 1844, and where some of the
On the farthest end of St.
tufts measured as much as 15 inches in diameter.
Wet spot on Briddlesford heath, 1843.
In various places
Helens green.
between Niton and Blackgang, especially along the little stream that descends to
the sea, in great abundance, as also in most plashy spots on that part of the coast.
At Knowle, near Niton, Wm. Borrer, Esq.
W. Merf.— Colwell heath.
(3. In a marshy meadow not far from Landguard farm, near Shanklin, plenti[At Lane end, Bembridge, also along the stream
fully in one spot, in 1838.
above Brixton, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Root perennial, of many whitish creeping fibres. Stems numerous, 2 6 inches
high, obtusely angular, finely striated and dotted, very smooth, each enclosed at
the base in a tight sheath, often reddish below, sometimes elongated at the summit so as to resemble barren scapes, but which in this genus are viewed as leaves.
Heads of flowers terminal, of from 1 to 3 spikelets (solitary in (3.), each head subtended by a bractea or involure of 2 unequal leaves, the uppermost longer than
the spikelets in a., but in /3. shorter than the mature florets.
Glumes concave or
(3.

S. leptaleus,

—

—

—

—

—

* I have seen

it

in Dorsetshire with spikelets very considerably pedunculate.

—
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very obtuse, with a stout green dorsal rib, brown when ripe.
Sti/le scarcely
enlarged at the base stigmas 3. Fruit turbinate, somewhat trigonate, when ripe
brown and shining, finely striated, with depressed points.
Bristles none, though
the sometimes persistent filaments may be mistaken for them.
This species, which until within ibcse last few years was entirely overlooked as
a native of Britain, greatly resembles S. setaceus, but is smaller the variety /3. is
also very like Eleocharis acicularis in size and habit; hence both forms have been
confounded with these two long-recognized species, though obviously distinct from
either.
It is clearly figured and described in Parkinson,
Theatrum,' p. 1270,
fig:. 9, as " Gramen junceum exile Plimmotha," small Rush-grass of Plymouth,
and is mentioned by Merrett, Pin. p. 55, as growing at the S.K. point of the Isle
of Wight.
Though so abundant in this island, S. Savii has probably reached with us its
eastern limit, as it has not been yet known to occur in any part of Sussex.
The
species is completely a maritime one, and is never found inland at any considerable distance from the sea.
;

;

'

Gmel. Lesser Bull-rush.* " Spikelets
umbels mostly shorter than the rounded
stem, glumes notched mucronate rough with raised

S. Taberneemontani,

5.

in

compound

almost leafless

lateral

points ciliated, anthers glabrous at the end, style bifid, achene
elliptical compressed (pale brown)."
Br. Fl. p. 481. S. glaucus,
Sm.
E. B. t. 2321.
Taberncemont. Krauterh. edit. C. Bauhin.
les, Buch. p. 549, fig. 5 (Juncus sylvaticus).
Fl. Dan. xi. t. 1922.
:

In and along the sides of rivers, ditches and pools, both salt and fresh.
Fl.
June August. If.
E. Med. Marsh-ditches by the Dover, Eyde, pretty plentifully.
Brading

—

—
—

marshes, plentiful.
W. Med.
Ditches near Gurnet bay, where it is much smaller than at Eyde.
Abundant in marsh -meadow ditches between Yarmouth and Thorley, 1843.
Marsh-ditches at Easton, Freshwater gate, 1844.
Root horizontal, creeping extensively, cylindrical, covered with reddish brown
sheathing scales, and emitting at intervals bundles of reddish fibres and white
scaly suckers.
Leaves none, unless the basal sheaths be considered as such.
Culms soft, slender, erect, from about 2 to 4 feet in height, round throughout or
very obscurely ancipital above, smooth, scarcely striated, of a remarkably bluish,
grayish or glaucous green, except just above the etiolated basal part, where the
colour changes to bright green, filled up with loose cellular tissue, naked excepting at the base, which is whitish, and clothed with two or three long, pale, pointed
and scariose sheaths, that are mostly torn and filamentous at their edges, closely
ribbed or striate and reticulated transversely, the uppermost often terminating in
a long semiterete point, exactly similar to the lowermost bract, described below.
Panicle not much compounded, rather small, but variable in size, terminal, but
appearing to be lateral as emitted from the sheathing basis of the single lowermost and involucral bract, which resembles a continuation of the culm itself, but
is seraicylindrical, and, from exposing the internal cellular structure, presents on
its flat side the appearance of having been split down the centre
this bract is
erect, rigid, acute, with a brownish or withered point, distinctly jointed on
the stem, whitish and ribbed at base, as long as or more commonly a little longer
Spikethan the panicle, or even occasionally considerably exceeding the latter.
lets ovate, acute, about 3 lines in length, solitary or clustered on the very unequal
simple or branched peduncles, which are compressed, subsemiterete and scabrous,
rarely if ever more than once compounded, clothed at bottom with loose, cylindrical, ribbed, pointed or truncate sheaths, sprinkled like themselves with rust:

* The

Beed-mace (Typha, Linn.)
many.

Cat's-tail or

called Bull-rush by

is

commonly, but erroneously,
4 a
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coloured scabrosity.
Bracts (glumes) closely imbricated, roundish ovate, of an
uniform dark rusly red or brown, proceeding IVom innumerable little warty prominences scattered over their outer surface, hence scabrous, their margins scariose,
Filaments
fringed, shortly and abruptly mucronato-acuminate, scarcely keeled.
white, at first included and very short, dilated into an obovate shape, finely strianthers yellowish, linear, quite devoid of any
ate, finally elongate and protruding
;

beard, a

Hypogyscabrous merely at their summits, and not always that.
Germen ovoid, tapered into the style,
6, short, relrorsely spinulose.

little

nous bristles
Style white, much exserted, cleft
without any evident articulation whatever.
into 2 long', simple, spreading or recurved, roughish stigmas, that are protruded
Fruit palish brown, rotundato-obovate, mucronato-apiculate,
before the stamens.
plano-convex, a little shining, finely and most minutely puuctulato-striate, about
equal to or a little shorter than the 4—6 permanent, retrorsely scabrons, hypogynons setae.
My specimens from the Dover, though very tall, agree with Smith's description
of his S. glaucns in colour, and in having but two stigmas. The styles appear to fall
away before tlie stamens protrude from the glumes, within which it is possible
impregnation may take place, or perhaps that process is effected upon the denuded
summit of the ovarium after the separation of the styles, whose usual office of
retaining the pollen would in that case seem to be superfluous: this peculiarity
in flowering makes the plant appear at first sight dioecious.
This is certainly a very distinct species from the Common or Greater Bulrush
Leigh,
(S. lacustris), if the above characters are, as they appear to be, constant.
ton describes the filaments of >S'. lacustris as extended beyond the anther, and terin a downy tuft, neither of which is the case in the present species, where
the filaments are at first extremely short, obovate, beautifully striate, and attached
He also gives the
to the lower extremity of the anther by a minute point merely.
three stigmas of S. lacustris as pubescent: in our present plant they are roughish
only with a few spinulose points.

minating

I have not yet (L843) seen the true S. lacustris in this island.*

" Stem leafy triSalt-marsh Club-rush.
6. S. maritimus, L.
angular, spikelets terminal clustered stalked and sessile, involucre of many foliaceous leaflets, glumes with a mucro between the
E. B. t. 542.
Br. Fl. p. 482.
acute segments of the notch."
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 45, t. 67.
Plentiful in salt-marsh ditches and pools, and along the muddy shores of tideFl. June August.
rivers and creeks.
2^.
In Brading and Sandown marshes,
FJ. Med.
Ditches by the Dover, Kyde.

—

—
abundantly.
W. Med. — Abundant

—

in

Newtown

salt-marshes, Sec.

A

well-marked species, from its compact roundish heads of large dark brown
spikelets, subtended by two or three long and very unequal leaves, sheathing at
Glumes torn at their upper edges, with a long mucronale process
the base.
beween their bifid points, proceeding from a green central rib.

Wood Club-rush. Millet. Stem triangupanicle terminal cymose repeatedly compound, the
branches divaricate, involucre leafy, spikelets aggregate, glumes
entire.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 63. Br. Fl. p. 483. E. B. xUi. t. 119.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 46, t. 68 (opt.)
Tn moist woods, on wet slipped land, and sides of ditches not rare. Fl. June,
7.

lar

S. sylvaticus, L.

leafy,

;

July.

i^r.

July, August.

If.

* [This remark was repeated by the author in 1850, in his Notes on the 'Plants
Vide Phytol. iii. p. 1027.— ^rfrs.]

of Hampshire.'

——
Eriophorum.]
E. Med.

cyperace.e.

5-17

—

In drains or ditches on Sandown level, in many places, but sparingly.
Horrinjjford bridf;e, and along ihe ditches opposite Stickworth, very commonly.
Between Meiry Garden and Cheverton farms, by the stream on the right-hand of
the little bridge the road runs over.
In a marshy spoton the N.E. side of Youngwood's copse, in great plenty, 1841. By the stream-side between Roude and
Bridge Court, pretty plentiful in one or two spots near the latter, 1844 also extremely common in the willow-beds by the side of that stream between Bridge and
Bagwich, 1845.
Abundant in the Parsonage lynch, Newchuroh, 1843.
In a
willow- thicket between Messley farm and Langbridge, 1842.
Most abundantly in a marshy spot in the angle of a copse a little S. W. of Combley
farm, 1844.
Abundant in a willow-bed, called, I believe, (Juobb, on the borders
of Sandown marshes and a little E. of Alverstone, 1841. By the bridge at Alverstone, in plenty. Dr. Bell-Salter !.'
By the St. John's turnpike (Monklon mead),
id., 1842.
Under the clififat Shanklin, Dawson Turner, Esq., Fl. Vect.
W.Med. Sparingly in a wet meadow by Newport mill, 1845.
A large and handsome species, with a panicle reminding one of Luzula sylvalica, but greenish.
About 2 or 3 feet high. Stem soft, striated, leafy, with three
blunt angles, and filled with a white spongy pith.
Leaves grass-green, very long
and taper-pointed, nearly an inch wide, strongly keeled beneath, many-ribbed,
with numerous transverse septa.
Panicle ample, terminal, cymose, of several
principal branches, that ramify at their extremities into many minor and again
compounded divisions, ending in numerous slender, rough, partly deflexed peduncles, each bearing a cluster of from 1
3 or more small, ovale, greenish, sessile
spikelets.
At the base of the cyme are several (usually 3 or 4) involucral leaves
of unequal length, with similar smaller ones at the forks of the panicle.
Glumes
ovate, scarcely pointed, blackish green, with about 3 strong central ribs, one or
two of the lowermost in each spikelet often empty. Stign\as 3, downy.
Bristles
6 (sometimes 8, Sm.), longer than the germen, pointed with deflexed spines,
inserted at the base of the ovarium outside the stamens.
Filaments smooth anthers yellow.
Fruit small, broadly obovate, quite smooth (neither ribbed nor
punctate), pale reddish or yellowish, trigonately plano-convex, tlie angles rather
obtuse and prominent tipped with a short dark point, and shorter than the per-

By

;

—

—

;

;

sistent bristles.

Leighton's figure of the fruit does not seem represented by
accuracy.

VI.

EmoPHOEDM, Linn.

him with

his usual

Cotton-grass.

" Spikelets manj'-flowered.

Glumes imbricated on all sides,
Hyor the lowermost sometimes empty.
Style
pogynous bristles several, protruded, very long and silky.
trifid, deciduous.
Achene triquetrous, tipped with the narrow
base of the style, or pointless." Br. Fl.
nearly equal,

all fertile

f Spike

solitary.

" Stem above
E. vaginatum, L. Horse's-tail Cotton-grass.
triangular, sheaths below with long setaceous leaves above leafless obtuse inflated, spike ovate."
Br. Fl. p. 484. E. B. t. 873.
1.

Fl.

March— May.

11.

W. Med.-^ Common

in

boggy meadows along the Medina above Cridraore.

chine. Miss Lovell, in whose herbarium is a very distinct fruit
(Sept. 23rd, 1847).
Miss L. says she picked it under the shore going westward

Near Blackgang

towards Walpen chine from Blackgang.

W

Spikes several.

" Stem
E. polystachion, L.
Broad-leaved Cotton-grass.
round, peduncles smooth, leaves linear channelled their upper
2.

—
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—

half triangular, nut elliptic acuminate or obovate triquetrous."
Bab. Alan. p. 354. a. Fruit obovato-elliptical. E. polystacliion,
Lliin. : E. B. t. 5G3.
Lc'ujht. Fl. Shrops. p. 31, and fig. in pi. 3.
E. angustifolium P., Br. Fl. p. 485.

E. B.
E. angustifolium, Roth.
p. angustifolium. Fruit elliptical-acuminate.
564. Br. Fl. p. 485.
In boftp:y or marsliy ground. Fl. April. Fr. June. If.
E. Med.
Very abundant in boggy ground on Rookley moors, and about tbe
Wilderness, 1844. Abundant on tbe'S.E. face of Bleak down, 1842.
W. Med.
Between Thorley a~nd Wilniingham farm.
(8. In bogs and wet land along the coast.
In Colwell and Totland bays, comt.

—
—

mon.
Root creeping, with many long whitish

fibres.
Stem erect, roundish, smooth,
Leaves very narrow,
with coarse cellular tissue, dark green and striated.
linear, tapering to a fine point, those of the stem few (about 3), of the root more
numerous, as tall as or taller than the flowering stem, with brown sheathing bases,
so sharply keeled and channelled as to appear triangular in section, which they
are Irnly for some distance below their tips.
Spikes usually 4 or 6, ovate, on
smooth and muuh-flattened pedicels, two of them drooping when in flower, the
rest erect and on shorter footstalks, all springing from a foliaceous sheath or bractea.
Glumes lanceolate, thin, pellucid, membranous, pointed, single-ribbed, the
Sti/les rough
outermost all floriferous in my specimens.
Anthers long, yellow.
on their upper half, as are the long contorted stigmas, which are protruded from the
anthers, giving the plant ihe appearance of being dioecious at first sight. Hairs at
the base of the germen snow-white, flattened and jointed internally, at length
about three times as long as the ripe .seed. Nut brownish black, obovato-elliptical,
acutely triquetrous, with mostly compressed angles, the inner face much the
broadest; quite smooth, not striated and scarcely shining, tipped with the base
of the style.
The plant found about the Wilderness has Ihe elliptic and pointed seed
ascribed to E. angnslifolimn by Mr. Leigbton, but the hairs are not longer than
The Colwell and Totland-bay
in the true E.polystackyon from Bleak down.
plant is probably correctly referred to /3. aiigiistifolium, as will also most likely
be the case with that in the low meadows around Newchurch.
The form of the nut in my specimens of this and (jf E. latifolium perfectly
agrees with Mr. Leighton's accurate delineation of both in the Flora of Shropfilled

'

shire."

3.

E. latifolium, Hoppe.

Rough-stalked Cotton-ijrass.

"

Stem

triangular tipwards, leaves nearly fiat below lanceolate contracted
into a triangular point above the middle, stalks of the spikelets
scabrous (usually elongated), bristles 2 3 times longer than the
cuneato-obovate achene, glumes 1-nerved."
Bi\ Fl. p. 484.
E.
pubescens, Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 69.
E. B. Suppl. i. t. 3633.
Wahl.
E. polystachyon (a.), L. ? Flor. Suec.
Fl. S'liec. i. p. 39.

—

In hogs and mar.shy meadows. /^/. April ? and May ? If.
W. Med. Plentiful in the upper and boggy part of Colwell heath, 1841.
Root blackish, creeping, with several stout yellowish fibres, throwing up suckers.
Stem erect, slightly ascending at the base, which is quite concealed by the blackish brown sheathing remains of the spring leaves, 1
2^ feel in height, hollow,
smooth, bluntly triquetrous throughout, rather more acutely so in the upper part
beyond the highest leaf. Leaves chiefly at the base of the stem, those of the radical shoots longer and narrower, cauline ones few, very distant, erect, flat, short, on
close sheaths, which are about their own length and brownish at their summits.
Braels foliaceous, variable in length, lanceolate, sheathing and concave below,
dark brown, many-ribbed, rough all over at the back with granular prominences,

—

—

_

—

—

——
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tapering into a long, rough-edged, paler-coloured and triquetrous point, rounded
at the apex.
Spikes ovate, from 2 to 8 (or 9, Hook.), drooping, on simple
or sligluly branched, furrowed,
compressed peduncles, that are rough in
various degrees with minnle subappressed bristles, and extremely unequal in
length.
Glumes ovato-lanceolate, concave, membranaceous, pale at the base,
blackish green in their upper half, with a prominent keel-like rib.
Nut reddish
brown, obovate, attenuated downwards, smooth and somewhat striated, the angles
prominent, with depressed intermediate faces, obtuse, tipped with the base of the
deciduous style, and surrounded by a tuft of pure while compressed hairs, twice,
or, as in my specimens, thrice the length of the glumes.
Except in its rather
greater elongation, compared with its breadth in the plants before me, the form of
the seed is well depicted by Sir Wm. Hooker and Mr. Leighton.

Tribe III. Cariceje.

Flowers imperfect.
VII. Caeex, Linn.

Sedge.

" Spikelets several-flowered; flowers imperfect, the two kinds
in the same or in different spikelets.
Glumes imbricated on all

—

—

—

sides.
Barren floivers
Stamens 2 3. Fertile flowers
Perigynium of 1 piece, urceolate enclosing the pistil. Style 1. Stigmas 2 3.
Achene compressed or triquetrous, very rarely (in C.
microglochin) with an hypogynous bristle, included within the
:

:

—

persistent perigynium* (which is therefore in this genus supposed
to form the external part of the fruit)."
Br. Ft.

A

vast genus, of which species occur in every part of the world, but are most
in the colder half of the temperate zones, very few being indigenous to
tropical countries.
Many of them are alpine. Of very limited utility, they are
at least not injurious to man in an agricultural point of view.

numerous

"

i.

Spike simple

solitary.

"* Difecious."

Stigmas 2.

— Bab. Man.

Cdioica,!^. Creeping Separate-headed Carex. "Spikesimple dioecious, fruit mostly ascending ovate shortly acuminated rough at the margin upwards, leaves and stem smoothish,
root creeping." Br. Fl. p. 486. E. B. t. 543.
Fl. May, June.
11.
E. Med. In a moist meadow immediately behind the Wilderness pointed out
[?] 1.

let

—

;

* It

may here be observed that the exact form of the fruit (perigyne and seed)
the different species of Carex is with difiiculty conveyed by words, however
laboured the descriptions may be.
The seed itself is but little liable to vary in
shape, and may therefore in general be pretty accurately described but the perigyne is subject to great variation in form, from compression and the degree of
inflation producing angles of greater or less acuteness on the same spike.
The
length, breadth and roughness of the beak, when present, and even the integrity
or division of its apex, exhibit puzzling gradations for accurate definition
nor
do the number and position of its ribs appear more determinate, being for the
in

;

;

most part indistinctly marked or partially obliterated.

— —
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me, growing sparingly

to

in

[Carex-

one spot, Frederick Townsend, Esq., June 17th,

1844.*

— Bab.

" ** Androgynous."-

Man.

Flea Sedge. " Spikelet simple, upper half
2. C. pulicaris, L.
with barren flowers, fruit lax oblong-lanceolate acuminate reflexed,
stigmas 2."— Br. Fl. p. 487. E. B. t. 1051. Host. Gram. Aust. iv.
42, t. 75.
In bogs and on wet heaths and commons

UE. Med.

;

not unfrequent.

Fl.

May, June.

— Marshy

heathy ground at ihe back of the great fir-plantation in
Wet places on Lake common. On Bleak down.
Heath near Smallgains farm. Bog at Blackpan, Dr. BellSilter !
W. Med. Frequent at Freshwater gale. Upper part of Col well heath, abundantly.
Bog just below Coctleton farm. Miss G. Kilderbee.
A small, rigid, slender plant, from 3 10 or 12 inches high. Root fibrous. Stem
erector inclining, angular and furrowed, quite smooth like the rest of the plant, naked
for the greater part of ils length. Leaves much shorter than the culm, mostly radical, filiform, grooved, resembling those of a Scirpus, with long brown sheaths.
Spike solitary, terminal, about an inch long.
Scales of the pistillate florets deciduous in fruit. Styles deciduous. Periyyne elliptic-lanceolate, acuminate, entire
at the point, at length strongly deflexed, dark shining brown or puce-colour, from
whence, and from the shape, the name of the species is derived. Seed ovatooblong, compressed, smooth and shining, with a short blunt point.

Long

lane, near Arreton.

—

—

"

ii.

Spikelets

androgynous in a compound continuous or interrupted spike.
Stigmas 2.
" * Spikelets
"

sterile at the end.

f Root creeping."

—Bab. Man.

" Spikelets
Bracteated Marsh Sedge.
3.
C. divisa, Huds.
crowded into a somewhat ovate head, the lower ones simple or
compound with a leafy erect bractea at their base, glumes with
an excurrent midrib, fruit roundish-ovate conuex on one side
slightly concave on the other, beak acutely bifid with finely serrated edges, stem roughish at the summit." Br. Fl. p. 492.
E.
iJ. t. 1096.
Curt. Br. Entom. xv. tab. et fol. 706.
In meadows and pastures near the sea, and in salt-marshes not uncommon.
June. !(..
Marshy meadows behind the Dover at Byde, in a part of which it
E. Med.

Fl. April

;

—
—

Plentiful and very fine at the N.
constitutes a large proportion of the herbage.
In a meadow behind Quarr abbey, dividing Quarr copse
of the Wootton river.
Abundantly in the meadows between Springfield and
from Shore copse, 1842.
Nettlestone point, 1842. At Bembridge, by the roadside opposite the blacksmith's
shop at Hillway, Dr. Bell-Sailer.
By creeks of the Medina above W. Cowes, frequent. Abundantly
W. Med.
in a meadow between Yarmouth and Thorley, on the left-hand of the little bridge
Gurnet bay, 1837.
also along the shore a little E. of Yarmouth.
Abundant in
Isle of Wight, Rev. G. E.
all the marsh-meadows behind Gurnet bay, 1843.

—

;

Smith
Root very large
.'.'.'

woody, creeping extensively.

for so slender a plant, tough,

* [From a remark made by the author in the Phytologist (iii. p. 1034), it
appears that he subsequently had some misgivings that the plant found in the
above station was C. pulicaris, and not G. dioica. Edrs^
'

'
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Culms erect, a foot or 18 inches liigh, very slender, triquetrous, a little rough at
Leaves few, bright somewhat glaucous-green,
the angles near the spikes only.
very narrow, stifBsh, channelled and acute, roughish on the edges, with long
sheathing bases, usually as long as or longer than the culms. Spike solitary, terminal, of several ovate, acute, whitish brown spikelets, placed near each other in
no regular order, not so large as barleycorns.
Bracteas linear, finely tapering,
dilated at the base into a brown membranous appendage, enclosing the lowermost
spikel^t ; very variable in length, often overtopping the spike, at other times
scarcely reaching to its summit: each spikelet is subtended by a similar bractea,
Glumes much like the parbut without the long leafy point of the general one.
tial bracleas, but with a less dilated membranous border, and far shorter points,
two or three at the top of the spikelet bearing barren, the rest mostly, though not
Anthers yellow, awned.
Stigmas 2, long,
always, containing fertile, flowers.
Fruit yellowish brown when ripe, truly
white, and as well as the style hairy.
ovate, plano-convex, smooth and shining, a little hollow on the flat inner side,
with several pale ribs on ihe outer convex surface, suddenly tapering at the summit into a short, acutely cloven, serrated beak, equal in length to the glumes: in
all the specimens I have examined the edges of the fruit are quite smooth, with a
Seed pale brown,
narrow, not dilated, border, of a bright green near the apex.
roundish ovate, lenticular (not at all triquetrous), shining, finely punctate.
The fig. in Fl. Danica, iii. tab. 371, referred to by Hudson himself, is certainly
Schkuhr's figure is a
not this species, but may be an indifferent one of C.flava.
professed copy of Goodenough's, and, being coloured from description only, is very
unlike nature.

" Lower and
4. C. intermedia, Gooden.
Soft Brown Carex.
upper spikelets fertile, the interniediate ones sterile, all crowded
into an oblong interrupted head, fruit with an acute narrow margin serrated upwards longer than the glumes whose midrib disappears below the summit, bracteas membranaceous the lower ones
somewhat leafy, stem triangular with scabrous angles, leaves
E. B. t. 2042.
C. disticha, Huds.,
Br. Fl. p. 492.
plane."
which Dr. Boott thinks should be restored a priori.

—

In wet meadows, by the sides of ditches, pools, rivers, &c. not rare. Fl. May,
June. Fr. July. If..
In a wet meadow at the upper end of Brading harbour, with C.
Med.
;

—
W. Med. — In the marsh by Freshwater

E

stricta, plentifully.

Moist meadow between
gate, 1838.
Brixton and Muggleton, in plenty, 1846: the plant here differs from that at
Easton marsh. Freshwater, in its broader and more erect leaves, in its darker
(nigro-fuscescent), scarcely yellowish, more densely flowered spikelets, many of
which appear to consist throughout the entire spike of pistillate flowers alone.
Cockleton bog. Miss G. Kilderbee !
Perigynes sessile, imbricated, a little spreading, longer than the glumes, yellowish brown, convex on their outer, plane on their inner, face, ovoid, with thin
shai'p, serrated but not winged margins, traversed on the back and front by
several filiform tawny ribs, gradually tapered to a flat dark brown beak, rough or
Nut greenish yellow, shining, finely puncserrated on the edge and deeply bifid.
tate and somewhat wrinkled lengthwise, ovoid-elliptical, very flatly trigonate, the
lipped with a short cylinlateral angles obtuse, with a narrow rib-like margin
drical process, on which the style is jointed.
I do not find in my specimens of the ripe and perfect fruit any sign of that
widening at the base of the beak mentioned by Babington and figured by Leighton, which I therefore take to be an accidental conformation.
;

5.

C. arenaria, L.

upper ones

sterile,

Sand Sedge.
intermediate

"

ones

Lower
sterile

spikelets fertile,
at the end,

all

—
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crowded into an oblong interrupted spike, fruit ovate with a membranaceous margin nerved shorter than the acuminate glumes,
bracteas membranaceous lower ones somewhat leafy, stem trianE. B. t 928.
gular, leaves plane."— 5r. Fl. p. 492.
/3.

ed.

I.

Culm and

spikes upriglit, root fibrous.

C. Witheringii, Gray

.-

With.7\\i

XX.

On sandy

sea-shores

;

common.

Fl.

May, June.

2^.

— Plentiful on the Dover at Ryde. Abundant in Sandown bay, on the
Bembridge, not far from the signal-gun.
debris of the green sandstone.
W. Med. — Abundant in the debris at the foot of the sand-cliffs between Niton
E. Bled.

and Blackgang, 1847.
/3.
1.

On

the Dover.

Sandy shores on the N.E.

side of the Isle of

Wight, With.

c.

Root or rather rhizom extremely long, jointed with bristly sheaths, tough and
woody, running horizontally under the loose sand to the extent of several feet or
even yards, emitting at intervals bundles of yellowish fibres and flowering shoots,
and when chewed or bruised a certain weak spicy taste and smell, like camphor
Culms erect or recurved, 6 10 inches (rarely more) in
and ginger combined. *
height, their lower portion, which is partly buried in the sand, rounded, naked,
and covered with pale reddish or brownish, close and pointed scales; their upper
half slender, green, roughish, with 3 blunt angles. Leaves few (3 or 4), springing
from nearly the same point, the centre of the culm, and not usually reaching its
summit, darkish green, a little glaucous, narrow (Jth of an inch broad), rigid,
erect, recurved and withered at the points, concave above, bluntly keeled below.

—

—

12 inches long, of several ovato-lanceolale, erect or
Spikes solitary, terminal, 1
somewhat spreading spikelets of a yellowish green colour, the basal ones larger
and more distant, the upper ones much smaller and closely crowded. Scales
ovato-lanceolate, taper-pointed and mucronate, concave, tawny-yellow, with a
Bracts like the scales, but with longer and roughbroad, green, central stripe.
edged points, sheathing, the lowermost one ribbed and somewhat leafy, its point
Anthers pale yellow, with somewhat bristly awns. Fruit
shorter than the spike.
sessile, as long as the scales, ovato-acuminate, the point finely cloven, compressed,
furrowed and convex on the back, quite flat on its inner face, the edges expanded
into a broad, green, membranous wing or border, roughish on the margin.
Seed
ovate, flattened, not at all triquetrous, crowned with the permanent styles.
This is not essentially a sea-side plant: T have observed it very plentifully in
the loose sandy soil near Maidenhall, in Suffolk, where the rare Sedum glaucum
also grows; and it occurs in very inland countries on the Continent.

"ft Root fihrous."— Bah. Man.
" SpikeGreat '\Coinpouncl Prickly Sedge.
C. vulpina, L.
lets compound collected into a cylindrical crowded spike, fruit
ovato-acuminate plano-convex nerved longer than the glumes
divergent, beak finely serrate bifid, stem very acutely triangular,
the angles scabrous, leaves broad." Br. Fl. p. 491. F. B. t. 307.
C. nemorosa, Willd.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 43, t. 56.
6.

In boggy marshes, and in wet woods and hedges; extremely common.
Fl.
i^r. June, July.
2/..
Stems erect, often 4 or 5 feet long, and reclining amongst herbage, acutely triLeaves sharply keeled, and as well as the stem rough
quetrous, almost winged.
Spikes oblong, cylindrical, dense, about 2 inches in length,
with minute prickles.

May, June.

* Schkuhr says the roots of C. arenaria are sold in the shops under the name
German Sarsaparilla, and are equally esteemed for the same virtues as the
genuine article from America.

of

—
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of several sessile spikelels, terminating the stem.
Perij/yne from tawny yellow to
daik brown when ripe, sessile or very briefly slipitale, ovato-acuminate, much
compressed, plano-convex, with about 6 or 7 ribs on each face, of which the three
central ones only are continued to the beak, the rest much shorter: a single stout
rib edged with green runs along the very acute margin, and terminates in the
sharp brownish points of the rather long, gradually tapered and pretty deeply
notched beak, linely serrulate on its edges.
Seed yellowish, broadly ovato-elliplical, much compressed and 2-edged, on a short slalk, minutely dotted and tipped
with the base of the style.

Very closely allied to this is the C. stipata, Muhl. (C. vvlpinoidea, Mx.), of N.
America, which differs in its softer stems, so deeply and acutely triquetrous as
scarcely to present any central core or cavity at the junction of the three flat thin
wings or angles in its perigynes, which are more convex at the back, very abrupt
and flat at the base, which is usually depressed in the centre and on slenderer stipes
in the much longer beak
and, lastly, according to Schkuhr, in having the sheaths
of the leaves transversely striated, which is not the case, according to the same
authority, in C. milpina.
The seed iu both are very similar.
;

;

" Spike panicled
7. C. paniculata, L.
Great Paniclecl Sedge.
consisting of ovate spikelets arranged on elongated diverging
branches of a common axis, fruit deltoid or subreniform plano-

convex faintly many-nerved margined above and ending in an
acuminate winged serrated bidentate beak, stem triquetrous with
the angles very sharp and scabrous and the sides flat."
iJr„ FL
E. B. t. 1064. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 44, t. 58.
p. 490.

—

B. Smaller, in scattered simple tufts.

In wet boggy woods,
FL April June. If.

—

E. Med.

Panicle close, with short branches.*
and watery meadows; common.

thickets, willow-beds

—

Plentiful in a wood a little way out of Ryde, near the junction of
the road to Ashey and Haven street. Abundant in all the wet thickets about
Alverston, Newchurch.
Apse-heath withy-bed.
W. Med.— Mmsh on Colwell heath, B. T. W.
0. Bog below the bank between Hartsash and Knighton farm, a little above
Knighton Lower mill, in plenty, 1845.
On boggy meadow-ground near the

Wilderness.
Perigynes spreadingand giving abrislly aspect to thespike, tawny brown, substipitate, broadly ovate and somewhat cordate at the base, plano-convex, gibbous at
the back, rather longer than the glumes, many- and (often but not always) obscurely ribbed, the ribs usually very distinct on both sides at the base, but vanishing in their course upwards; rather abruptly tapering into a moderately long
cloven beak, having a spinulose, ciliated, winged margin decurrent to a considerable distance along the exterior angles of the fruit.
Nut greenish yellow, broadly
ovate, obtuse, abruptly attenuated below, flatly triquetrous, smooth, crowned with
the style and its enlarged base.
The dense tufted roots constitute large conical mounds, often several feet in
height, used in some parts of England for making hassocks, and serving like
stepping-stones to enable the botanist to traverse the boggy thickets without wetting his feet.
The long tough culms are employed in this island as a cheap
though inferior substitute for straw for thatching ricks, &c.

" Spike oblong of
8. C. muricata, L.
Greater Prickly Sedge.
4
6 compact or approximate simple spikelets with brownish
ovate pointed scales, fruit ovato-acuminate spreading its acute

—

* [For some interesting and valuable observations, by which it appears that our
author considered this form to be C. Pseudo-paradoxa of Gibson and C. teretiuscula of Babington, vide Phytol. iii. p. 1040. Edrs.^
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"iT)!

rough margins longer than the mucronate glumes, stem with
Host. Gram.
E. B. t. 1097.
rough angles."
Br. Fl. p. 492.
Aust. i. 41, t. 54.
C. spicata, Huds.

—

Tn moist gravelly pastures. Fl. May.
If.
Iii the plantations under the cliff between
E. Med.
Quail- copse, 1840.
Shanklin and Cook's castle. Alongthe top of Parsonage Ijnch, Newcliurcli, 1841.
Abundant by the roadside between Bowbridge and Godshill, 1843.
PF. 2¥eii.— By the roadside close to Gurnet farm, near Gurnet bay, in plenty,

—

18.38.

—

Root tufted, blackish and
15 inches high.
Plant of a bright grass-green, 12
Stems several, naked above, acutely triangular, deeply furrowed, punctalo-striate, with rather convex faces, rough at the angles, especially in the upper
part.
Leaves numerous, bright green, shorter or taller than the (lowering stems,
narrow, strongly keeled, striated, rough at their edges and keel, especially above.
Spikes about an inch lonjr, each composed of about 6
10 spiielets, the lowermost
of which are a little remote, the upper ones crowded, mostly simple or a little compound, each subtended by an acute braclea, of which the lowermost is often
longer, the rest shorter, than the spikelels: the vpper florets of each spikelet
mostly staminate. Scales o\ato-lanceolate, mucronato-acuminale, brownish, with
broad green keels.
Styles 2.
Perigynes more widely spreading than in C.
divulsa, and distinguishable from those of that species only by the greater rough-

fibrous.

—

ness of the beak.

Nuts exactly as

in C. divulsa.

" Spike elongated lax
C. dlnilsa, Gooden.
Gray Sedge.
6 " " si^ikelets which are suhremote below
consisting of 5
with pale membranous acute scales, fruit ovate acute suberect
obscurely nerved rough at the point with bkmt margins longer
than the mucronate glumes, stem with rough angles." Br. Fl. p.
491.
E. B. t. 629 (young).
Schh. Car. p. 20, t. W. w. (copied
from Michfeli, but good.)
Host.
Lcight. Slirops. Fl. (bona).
Gram. Aust. i. 42, t. 55.
In woods, on hanks and moist hedge-bottoms; very frequent. Fl. May, June.
9.

—

— In

many places about Hyde,
Bar-ground and elsewhere.

the town, as in hedgerows
the road towards Upton and
Ha\en street, near the direction. Plentiful, with C. remota, under hedges in the
lane that crosses the Newport road on Binstead hill, leading to Ninham and Firestone copFe.
By the roadside between Oakfield and St. John's. Quarr copse.

E. Med.

about the

little

close to

On

Near Osborne or New-barn farm, E. Cowes. Frequent on hedgebanks about
Newchurch, as by the roadside to Mersley, &c., 1844.
W.Med. In plenty on a low bank immediately facing the Lodge gate at Westover, and by the roadside between Newbridge and Calbourue, &c.
Root blackish, tufted, with long, stout, brownish fibres.
Culms erect, 12 20
inches high, sharply ti-iangular, furrowed and minutely dotted, leafy only in their
lower half.
Leaves bright green, narrow, as long as or exceeding the culms in

—

—

length, flattish, spreading in their upper part, roughish towards the tips, with
c]ose sheaths : the ligule o\ato-elli])tical, its free edges very entire and rolled
inwards.
Spike solitary, terminal, erect, 2 or 3 inches long when in flower, of
6
10 or more ovate or lanceolate, erect, sessile, acute spikelels, of a pale silvery
green, the three nearest the base more or less remote, the first or lowermost being
often very widely separated from the second, and as frequently subtended by an
extremely long leafy bractea, far overtopping the ultimate spikelet, which I do not
remember to have seen in C. rauricala, the lower bracteas of which are, I think,
always far shorter and less leafy in the specimens before* me the lower remote spike-

—

:

*

I

am

desirous of drawing attention to this form or variety of C. divulsa as

it

—

:

cypeeace^.
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compomid at the base, as is likewise the terminal one, those in
the centre simple or nearly so: in the early floweiing state the spikelets are
closely approximate or even crowded, nearly as much so as in C. muricata. Scales
very like those of C. muricata, but piiler, scarcely at all tinged with russet, and
with shorter points.
Perigynes moderately spreading, longer than ihe glumes,
brownish Rreen, broadly ovate, plano-convex (not triquetrous), the thin iuflexed
margins forming a hollow rim to the anterior face, of a deeper green than the rest
of the fruit, with a few more or less distinct ribs, quite glabrous and smooth, excepting a few small distant serratures towards the apex of the gradually tapered
not very deeply cloven beak. Nut greenish or brownish, broadly elliptical or
nearly orbicular, much compressed, flatly and subtrigonously plano-convex, very
minutely punctato-striate, quite filling the cavity, tipped with the base of the
lets are all a Utile

style.

Similar as are the present and preceding species, there appear suflicient
grounds for keeping them distinct.
Dr. Boott, than whom no one has studied
the genus Carex more assiduously and profoundly, writes me thus on the subject
" I think the habit of C. divulsa is different from C. muricata, and it is found in
countries of which C. muricata is not a native." Cdimilsahears also a strong general resemblance to
remota, from which, however, it is readily known by its
larger size, much stouter habit, straight erect spikes, whose spikelets are far less
remote, larger and compound by the acutely triangular stem and, lastly, by
having three stigmas.

—

C

;

;

"

10.

** Spikelets

sterile at their base."

C. axillaris, Grooden.

— Bab. Man.

Axillary -clustered Carex.

" Spike-

upper ones simple crowded, lower distant composed
of several crowded spiculte, fruit ovato-lanceolate plano-convex
tapering bifid serrated above, nut obovate with a beak, glumes
shorter than the fruit, root tufted, lower bract as long as or longer
Br. Fl. p. 489.
E. B. t.
JBaib. Man. p. 358.
than the spike."
lets several,

—

993.
Fl. May,
In marshy places, wet woods, and by the margins of pools rare.
June. If.
First found by me on the margin of a little pool in Apley wood, by
E. Med.
In the Parsonage lynch, Newchurch, with C. remola, in
Ryde, May 28, 18;57.
In Church lane, Binstead, under the boundary-fence of
tolerable plenty, 1843.
[Little SmallQuarr copse, 1843, in both places acciunpauied by C. remota.*
brook wood, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
;

—

Boninghaiisens Carex.
11. C. Boe.nninghauseniana,i Weihe.
" Spikelets several, upper ones simple crowded, lower distant
composed of several spiculse, fruit lanceolate ]3lano-convex tapering into an almost entire beak strongly serrated from the middle
(nut obovato-elliptical pointed ?), glumes equalling the fruit, root
Bab.
tufted, tower bract as long as or longer than the spike."

—

I had considered it to be the C. axillaris. Good.,
presents itself in this island.
until my friend Dr. Bell-Salter pointed out to me the difference.
* [In his Notes on the Plants of Hampshire, in the ' Phytologisl' for 1850, the
author expresses his doubts whether some of the above stations do not rather belong to the following species, which he was not conversant with at the time of

recording the stations. Edrs."]
f Named after C. M. F. Boninghausen, author of the 'Prodromus Florae Mothe spelling ought therefore to be as above, not Bajninghaunasteriensis,' 1824
;

siana, as

it is

frequently written.

;
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Man.

p. 358.

86,

22.

t.

Fl.

E. B. S. t. 2910. Br. Fl.
Dan. xiv. t. 2300.

Kunze, Suppl.

p. 490.

On margins cif little shaded pools, in woods and thickets, chiefly on a clay soil
very rave ? Fl. June.
If.
in Quan- copse, near its western extremity, and on the sea-side of the main
path, rimonff thick brushwood not far from the shore, in great plenty, June, 1843.
Root creeping, tufted and fibrous.
Culms numerous, erect or inclining, from
about 1 to 3 or even 4 feet in length, striated, rigid and slender, but stouter, firmer
and much more acutely angular than in C. remota, and especially so at and near
the summit below the spike,* where the angles are very sharp and scabrous, and
to a much greater distance downwards than in that; in the middle and lower part
quite smooth, the faces rather convex, naked for a considerable distance from the
top.
Leaves linear, bright pale green, the superior ones narrow, as long as or longer
at
than the culms, more usually shorter, about 1 or \^ line in breadth, llattish
least much less hollowed or concave than those of C. remota, very aculely pdinted
and tapeiing, with tiiangular scabrons points, rough along the edges and keel
for about half their length downwards, those towards the bottom of the culm very
greatly shorter than the su|ierior leaf, the lowest of all even shorter than their
sheathinfi bases.
Spike terminal, simple, much shorter for the size ol the plant
than in C. remota, the rachis straight, triangular, with three very unequal faces,
one of them much broader than the two others (hence appearing 2-edgedf), the
angles very acute and rough, wiih cartilaginous serratures; spikelets sessile, ovate
or ovato-lanceolate, acute, the two lowermost distant considerably from each other,
but less so than in C. remota, the third and even sometimes tlie fourth from the

m

bottom tolerably wide apart, and

all

more

or less

compound

at their base,

some-

times (though rarely?) simple, their spiculae more or less .spreading; subterminal
spikelets approximate, the terminal crowded, smaller and more pointed than the
basal, and simple.
Bracts subulate, foliaceous, erect, very rough on the margin
and keel with trigonous points, the lowermost bract always much longer than the
rest and generally overtopping the spike, often quite as long as in C. remuta, the
remaining ones often remarkably shorter than in that species, the inferior bracts
not reaching the summit of the spike, those still higher reduced to mere subulate points of their broad plnrae-like bases, and below the crowded terminal spikelets scarcely distinguishable from the glumes themselves, in these respects
agreeing wiih C. divulsa, to which, though sufficiently distinct from both, our
Glumes ovate,
present plant and C. remota bear a considerable resemblance.
acute and even mucronate, membranous, at first greenish and silvery, finally pale
lawny, and having a broad, tapering, bright green keel, and a central, pellucid,
often roughish nerve, continued to their apex.
Staminate florets in all my specimens apparently few at the base of each of the lower spikelets, often scarcely any,
one or two occasionally in the centre or upper pait of them more numerous in
the terminal and subterminal spikelets, which are sometimes wholly staminate or
nearly so.
Anthers bearded or spinulose at the tips.
Sti/les 2, long and tapering.
Perigynes supstipilate, nearly erect (not spreading), ovato-lanceolate,
tapering (not rounded) at base, plane in front, slightly com ex at the back, with
several prominent ribs, mostly about as long as or longer than the glumes, gradually narrowed into the green, rough-edged, rather deeply cloven beak.
Nut
broadly ovate or ovalo-elliptical, much compressed, smooth, tapering into a short
cylindrical point, on which the persistent style is ajiparently articulated
seldom,
it would appear from Kunze's observation and my own, perlected.J
;

;

* In C. remota the culm is quite smooth or very slightly rough only to the
lowermost bract, the rachis only of the spike being scabrous, as is truly remarked
by Goodenough.
f One of the angles is often smooth, and so obtuse and indistinct as very
nearly to give the rachis a 2-edged form.
add that, notwithstanding the minute and able
\ [We feel constrained to
description in the text above, drawn up shortly after the discovery of the plant in

Career.]
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still

more minute and very accurate descviplion of

fruit see

Kiinze ut

supra).

12. C. remota, L.

Distant-spiked Sedge.

" Spikelets several

(small) sterile at their base very distant, fruit longer

than the

glume oblong-ovate shortly acuminate plano-convex acute angular bifid at the point, bracteas very long and narrow leafy reaching beyond the spike." —Br. Fl. p. 489.
Host.
E. B. i. 833.
Gram. Aust. i. 40, t. 52.
In moist woods, thickets, and under hedges very common.
FL May, June.
;

n-

E. Med. — Common

about Kyde, particularly in the lane that intersects the

Newport road (Binstead Cross) between Binstead and Ninliam.
Common in
Quarr copse.
Very abundant in a boggy copse close to Prestwood, near Ryde,
1849.
Abundant in Cleveland wood, Appuldurcombe; and in Marshcombe
copse, about the middle pouls, 1843.
Piolusely in the Parsonage lynch, Newchurch, 1843. Briddlesford copse, most abundantly. New copse, near Wootlon
bridge.
Yarbridge.
Marshy wood a liille S.W. of Combley farm, 1844.

—

W. Med.
In a copse a little N.N.W. of Freshwater church, called Hookhill
copse, or by the country people Copse-lane copse, in plenty, 1844.
A very slender species, growing in dense lufls.
^oorfibrous, partly creeping.
Culms erect, slender, 12 18 inches high, hollow, somewhat triangular, but much
less so than in most species of the genus, one angle chiefly being prominent, the
others rounded off or nearly obsolete ; smooth except quite close to the summit.
Leaves bright grass-green, very narrow, erect, about a line in width, roughish
chiefly towards the points, as long as or longer than the culms, a little spreading or
Spikelels several,
recurved.
Liyule somewhat poiflted, with broad free edges.
pale greenish, quite sessile, ovato-lanceohite, acute, not ^ an inch long, the 3 or 4
lowermost an inch or more asunder, the lowest of all with a very long, leafy,
rough-edged bractea taller than the stem, the uppermost approximate, smaller and
with scarcely any bracteas.
Sheaths none.
Scales ovato-acute, pale, a little
tawny, with broad silvery edges and a green dorsal line or keel. Staminate
Anthers pale yellow, erect. Pistilflorets few in the lower part of each spikelet.
late florets mure numerous.
Stigmas 2, slender. Fruit pale green, about as long
as or somewhat exceeding the scales in length, compressed, plano-convex, tapering to a shortrough-edged beak, a little cloven at the apex.

—

" Spikelets
Little Prickly Sedge.
base roundish distant, fruit ovate much
attenuated plano-convex acute angular spreading rough at the
Host. Gram. Aust. i.
margin."
Br. Fl. p. 488.
E. B. t. 806.
13. C. stellulata,

few

(3

—

Gooden.

4) sterile at their

—

41,

t.

53.

In boggy marshy places, wet woods, &c. frequent. J'V. May, June. 2^.
E. Med. Abundant on the skirts of I,ake common, and in Sundown level, &c.
Abundant in boggy meadows about the
Plentiful in New copse, near Wootton.
Wilderness. Rookley moor. Bleak down, in plenty.
Whole herb bright green and glabrous.
Root densely tufted with numerous
whitish fibres, but not creeping.
Culms numerous, erect only a few (3 or 4)
inches high when in flower, and at that time shorter than the leaves, afterwards
rising to 6, 8, 10, or even 12 inches, and equalling the latter or the greater part
of them in length, bluntly triangular, with rounded or convex faces, roughish below the spike only. Leaves numerous, extremely narrow, channelled and tapering,
;

—

,

Quarr copse, our author had subsequently considerable doubts as to the speVide Phytol. iii. pp. 1063,
cilic distinctness of this plant and C. axillaris.

1064.— £(£»*.]

—
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;
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Spilce an
roush-edged, erect, various in length, tlie lowermost very short.
inch long- at most, oC 3 or 4 alternate, somewhat remote or at least not crowded,
Perigynes when quite ripe spreading in a stelliilale manequidistant s/)ji6-to.
ner, sessile, ovate, plano-convex, ribbed, tapering into a long beak, serrated along
its sharp green edges, the point very slightly cloven.
This is one of .the smallest of our Carices, and bears a great resemhance to
the smaller forms of C. muricata, but may be known from that species, when in
fruit, by its fewer, smaller and rather distant, not crowded spikelets, more spreading, less deeply cloven perigyne, and essentially by having the staininate florets
below the pistillate, not above them as in C. muricata; lastly, by the general absence of bracts in C. stellulata, except below the lowermost spikelet, and that
often very small and inconspicuous.

—

" Spikelets 4
14. C. curta, Gooden.
White Sedge.
8 sterile
at their base rather distant or sometimes approximated elliptical,

bracteas very minute (except the lower one) fruit erect broadly
ovate acute plane above slightly convex beneath subobtuse anguE.
lar faintly striated longer than the glumes."
Br. Fl. p. 488.
B. t. 1386.
Sclikuhr, Car. tab. C. p. 48.
Host. Gram. Aust. i.
,

37,

t.

48.

—

!{.."
In bogs and marshes, sides of pools, ditches, &c.
Br. FL
Fl. "June.
Extremely abundant almost everywhere on Rookley moors, and
E. Med.
about the Wilderness, 1844.
Herb of a pale delicate green, quite glabrous, slender. Root but slightly
Culms erect, about 12 15 inches
creeping, with copious long slender fibres.

—

—

high, triquetrous, the angles very acute througihout roughish only at the sumLeaves mostly shorter
mit, hollow and striated, leafless in their superior half.
than the culms, chiefly towards the base of the latter, few (3 or 4) erect, linear,
Jth of an inch broad, roughish on the edges and keel, scarcely paler underneath,
flattish, finely tapering and striated, on lung, white, delicately membranous
Spikelets from 4 to 7 or
sheaths, in a great measure concealing one another.
Perigynes
even more (I counted 9 on one specimen), most commonly about 5.
scarcely a line in length, soon lalling away, crowded into small ovate heads,
longer than the glumes, erecto-patent, imbricated, green or when quite ripe pale
tawny, substipitate, ovate, acute, compressed, plane on the inner face, convex at
the back, with several very distinct ribs on both sides, most numerous on the outer,
and in each most strongly marked near the base, the alternate ribs abbreviated
finely punctulato-striate under a high magnifier, tapering into a very short beak,
the point of which is quite entire (Schtuhv's figure gives it cloven), the margins
inflexed and rough with cartilagious serratures.
Nut yellowish, ovato-elliptical,
compressed, tipped with the long style.
;

" Spikelets about
Oval-spiked Sedge.
15. C. ovalis, Gcoden.
6 sterile at the base oval approximate, fruit as long as the glume
ovato-acuminate compressed plano-convex striated with a broad
membranous margin rough at the edge, the beak bifid."
Br. Fl.
E. B. t. 306. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 39, t. 51.
p. 488.

—

In boggy marshes on wet heaths and commons. Fl. June. Fr. July. Zf
E. Med. Heathy ground between Quarr abbey and Ninhani, 1849. In meaOn Bleak down in several places,
dows near Newchurch towards Hasely, 1844.
particularly near the old gravel-pits, and not far from the notice-post, 1845.
Plentiful in moory ground between Perreton and Horringford, and profusely in
moist pastures about Rookley farm and the Wilderness, 1842. Frequent in many
parts of Sandown level, and abundant on the boggy parts of Lake common.
By the Medina above E. Cowes, Miss G.
Stapler's heath.
Ashey common.

—

Kilderbee.

—
cyperace/E
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—

Easton marsh, Freshwater. Gurnet common, Miss O. Kilderbee.
W. Med.
Culms about a foot high, erect, triangular, with smooth edges, except towards
Leaves linear, bright green, roughish,
the top, and convex striated interstices.
flat-edged, with close sheaths,
Ligule ovate.
Spike terminal, of 5, 8, or 10 oval
and sesssile spikelets, forming by their union a dense head of a similar figure, the
lowermost spikelet subtended by an ovate sheathing braclea, suddenly contracting
into an awl-shaped point, as long as or sometimes much shorter than the head or

Scale! ovalo-lanccolate, acute, brownish, with a green central rib contipoint of the scale, and just equalling in length the plano-convex fruit,
the outer face of which it closely embraces. MniUive perigynes crowded on the ovoid
spikelets, and, with them, of a yellowish brown colour, like over-ripe wheat; about
the length of the glumes, a little spreading or diverging, giving, with the latter, a
rough bristly aspect to the spikelets about 2 lines in length, ovato-acuminate, and
more or less attenuated at the base, plano-convex, with very thin slightly concave
margins, both faces traversed by several distinct filiform ribs, and attenuated by
their margins into a rather long triangular beak, entire or slightly cloven at the
point, and curved with greenish edges, which are minutely spinulose and cartilaginous.
Nuts rather large, brownish yellow or straw-coloured, very smooth,
broadly elliptical or even suborbicular, strongly compressed, the faces nearly flat
(scarcely trigonous in section), sharply and briefly attenuated or substipilate at
the base, suddenly terminating at top in a cylindrical beak, which is crowned by
the very long, partially persistent, filiform style.

spike.

nued

to the

;

"

iii.

Terminal spikes barren,

1

or 2.

Stigmas

2.''

— Bab. Man.

" Spikelets cylin16. C. vulgaris, Fries.
Tufted Bog Sedge.
drical erect 1 rarely 2 barren, fertile 3
4, lower one shortly

—

sheaths none, lower bractea subfoliaceous with small
round dark auricles, glumes elliptic or oblong-obtuse, fruit planoconvex elliptic or obtuse with filiform nerves which disappear
upwards and an obsolete or evident entire beak." Br. Fl. p. 494.
C. Groodenovi, Gay in Ann.
C. caBspitosa, Sm. E. B. t. 1507.
C. angustifolia, Sm. in E. Fl. iv. p. 127.
Sc. Nat. 3d ser. xl. 191.
Goodenough, Trans, of Linn. Soc. ii. 195, tab. 21, fig. 8.
An C.
Gibsoni, Bab. ? Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. ii. p. 168.
stalked,

:

(3.

Leaves extremely narrow.

y.

Pistillate spikes small,

much

abbreviated, ovoid-oblong, pointed

;

perigynes

broad.

In marshy boggy ground. Fl. April, May. !(..
In a boggy meadow at the upper extremity of
E. Med. Sandown marshes.
In Alverston lynch, with C. stricta.
Brading harbour, plentifully.
Between
Newchurch and Alverston, frequent.
W. Med. I find in a meadow near the Albion hotel. Freshwater gate, a plant

—

—

that appears to be a variety of this species, with the fertile spikes remarkably
short and pointed.
Bog at Cockleton, Mils G. Kilderbee
/3. On the skirts of Lake or Blackpan common, and elsewhere.
y. Marshy meadow at Freshwater gate.
very di£Bcult and variable species, nearly allied to and often confounded with
I
C. stricta, and of which the figures and descriptions vary considerably.
Root densely tufted with
shall describe the plant as I find it in this island. *
yellowish fibres, and creeping with long, blackish, scaly runners.
Culms erect,
solid, from about 1^ foot to 2 feet in height, very slender, rather bluntly triquetrous and smooth for about f rds of its length, very acutely triangular and slightly
.'.'

A

* The description of
our Isle-of- Wight plant.

this species

by the Bishop of Carlisle

is

exactly that of

.

oOn
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scabrous at the summit, naked or leafless to within a short distance of their base.
Leaves in all my specimens extremely narrow, not exceeding a line in breadth,
quite erect, various in length, much shorter than or nearly as tall as the culm, a
little rigid, pale somewhat glaucnus-green, acutely taper-pointed, roughish on the
edges and near the tips, with a narrow, sharp, dorsal rib or keel, corresponding to
a deep groove or channel, on the upper side their sheaths whitish, close, not filaBracts
mentous in my specimens, nor does this character appear to be constant.
fuliaceous, erect, narrower than in C. stricta, the lower one reaching to the
summit of the culm or a little overtopping it, the higher one very much shorter,
often more so than the spike it subtends, both with small, rounded, dark-coloured
Staminate spikes solitary or with an accessory minute one a
auricles at the base.
little below, slender, its scales blackish brown, rounded, obtuse or partly pointed,
Pistillate spikes mostly but 2 in my
especially the upper ones, strongly keeled.
specimens, lanceolate, acute (from the occurrence of barren flowers at the summit), upper one sessile, the lower very shortly stalked, their glumes similar to
those of the staminate spikes, but flatter, more uniformly rounded and pointless, a
few of the lowermost chiefly somewhat acute: this conformation of the glumes is
at variance with the accounts of all authors, who describe them as acute, but they
are scarcely represented so in Goodenough's own plate, which must be regarded
Stigmas 2.
Perigynes much longer but scarcely broader than
as authoritative.
the glumes, blackish or purplish brown, sessile, the upper ovate, the lower ovatolanceolale, flat on the inner, slightly convex on the outer, face, tapering gradually
into the short, cylindrical, abrupt beak, which in my specimens is not beset with
the minute spinules observed in this species by Mr. Wilson.
The variety y. is remarkable for the very short and broad spikes, and the dark
colour of the perigynes, which are scarcely distinguishable from the glumes in the
;

dried state.

" Spikes erect,
Good.
Straight-leaved Sedge.
or more, fertile subsessile elongato-cylindrical, bracts
auriclecl, lowermost leaf- like short, fruit obloBg- elliptical acute
compressed on both sides nerved closely imbricated with a short
entire beak, nut roundish obovate blunt with a short beak, sheath
of the leave connected by filamentous net-work."
Bab. Man. p.
362.
E. B. t. 914. C. csespitosa, Br. Fl. p. 495.
17. C. stricta,

barren

1

—

—

In marshy places and shallow pools, Fl. April June. If.
Freshwater gate in several places, particularly by the ditch to the right on
passing the gate leading from the meadows towards the shore, 1840: certainly
the true C. .stricta. Good., with broad leaves filamentous at the base, fruit in eight
rows, spike long, cylindrical and nearly erect.
Perigynes densely imbricated in 8 rows, as remarked by Mr. W. Wilson, in

—

2 2^ inches in length, shortly pedicellate,
a little erect, hut when ripe spreading horizontally and becoming yellowish or brownish green, ovate, attenuated at both ends, strongly compressed on
each side, thickly and most minutely gtanulato-striate, otherwise quite glabrous,
tapering shortly but not suddenly into a short, blunt, entire, brownish beak, either
cylindrical, erect, rather obtuse spikes,

at

first

with or without a few minute spines just below the point.
Nut acutely triquebrown, with greenish angles, the intermediate faces plane or a little
depressed.
trous, pale

18. C. acuta, L.

Slender-spiked Sedge.

—

" Spikelets cylindri-

—

barren 1 3, fertile 3
4 more or less
remote and barren at top, lower pedunculated often attenuate and
interrupted at the base, sheaths none, bracteas long foliaceous,
lower often surpassing the stem with pale or ferruginous elongated auricles, fruit oval biconvex nerved green with rusty stains.
cal elongated slender,

—
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beak short entire, glumes dark lanceolate, fertile ones acute."
Br. Fl. p. 494.
E. B. ix. t. 580.
Fl. Dan. xiii. t. 2247.
Host.
Gram. Aust. i. 70, t. 95. C. gracilis. Curt. Fl. Land. ii. fasc. 4,
t.

63.

Leaves extremely iiaiiow and erect perigynes ovato-acute, much longer
than the very obtuse glumes.
In wet mearlows and by ditchbanks; rare. Fl. May, June. If.
E. Med. In several meadows in Sandown marshes, abundantly: the last meadow but one on the right before coming into the village is full of it.
/3. Foot of Alverstone lynch.
Root blackish, extremely tough, fibrous and creeping with long whitish runners.
Culm 8 or 9 inches to 2 or 3 feet high, erect or when in flower inclining, solid,
very acutely triquetrous, the angles smooth towards the base, rough towards the
summit, the faces finely striated.
Leaves about as long as the culm, rigid, finely
tapering and bright green above, a little glaucous beneath, recurved at their extremities, rough along the edges and very acute keel, and most so near the point.
Bracts sheathless, long, leafy, with roundish, white, membranous, close-pressed
auricles, the lowermost and even the next above it far overtopping the spikes, the
upper ones very narrow and much shorter. Staminate spikes 1 or more commonly
2 inches long, bluntly trique2, approximate or a little remote, erect, slender, 1
/?.

;

—

—

trous, their

glumes ovate

or ovato-lanceolate,

more

or less acute or pointed,* the

upper ones even mucronate, dark brown or nearly black (sometimes fuscous), with
Anthers pale yellow, with distinct pellucid but not
a pale green or whilish keel.
bristly tips.
Pistillate spikes 3 or 4, nearly sessile, approximate or somewhat
remote, particularly the lowest one, cylindrical and somewhat pointed, with
usually a few barren flowers at the summit, slender and erect in bloom, thick and
a little inclining from their weight when in seed, but not drooping or pendulous.
Glumes similar in form to those of the barren spike, hut more uniformly and
acutely pointed and even partly mucronate, very dark, with broad bright green
Stigmas 2, long,
keels, much narrower and shorter than the ripe perigynes.
Perigynes crowded, patent or almost
white, tapering, spreading and recurved.
horizontal, much broader than the glumes and in general considerably longer,
glabrous, at first light green like those of C. vulgaris or C. paludosa, very shortly
pedicellate, broadly ovate, plane on the outer, a little gibbous or bluntly triquetrous on the inner, face, with faint greenish ribs, terminating in a short, truncate,
cylindrical

and

entire point.

C. riparia and C. paludosa the present species may be readily distinguished by its more slender habit, the brighter, not glaucous, green of its much
narrower foliage, and by having but two stigmas.

From

/3.

comes very near the description of C. Gibsoni, Bab., but is twice as
is, I am convinced, a mere form of C. acuta.

tall.

Yet

the plant here described

* Nothing is more inconstant than the form of the glumes in the same species
of Carex, nay, even in the same individual and on the same spike, which may,
and often does, present them at once acute and obtuse, rounded and acuminate,
mucronate and unarmed.
In general the superior glumes of a spike have the
greatest tendency to acumination, the inferior to obtuseness and it is the preponderating tendency to one or other of these opposite extremes, rather than the complete development in either, which must be understood as applied to specific
;

character.

4c

——

—
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Terminal spike barren, solitary.
" * Fruit glabrous.

iv.

.

"f- Fertile spikes short, mostly erect."

Stigmas

3.

— Bab. Man.

"Sterile spikelet cylindrical
19. G.flava,!!.
Yellow Sedge.
obtuse, fertile spikelets roundish-oval nearly sessile, lowest with
a nearly included stalk, glumes obtuse, bracteas very leafy, fruit
obovate turgid ribbed spreading with a long more or less deflexed
a. Stebeak bifid at the point, stem bluntly triangular smooth.
rile spikelets distinctly stalked, fertile rather distant, beak of fruit
deflexed."'
Br. Fl. p. 497. E. B. t. 1294 (var. lepidocarpa, teste
Boott in litt.) Host. Gram. Aust. i. 48, t. 63 ?*
/3. CEderi. " Spikelets
CEderi, Ehrh.: E. B.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 49,

all
t.
t.

approximated, beak of

1773? (pavva

var.

fi-uit

straight."

tantum C.

flavaB

Br. Fl.

C.

testante Boott).

65.

In bogs and marshy meadows frequent. Fl. May, June. Fr. July. 2f
E. Med.
On a piece of wet land close to Little Duxniore farm, in plenty,

—
1844.
On the marshy
of Lake common.
W. Med.— Bogs
Cockleton. Abundant on the boggy part of Colwell heath,
;

skirts

at

1844.

New copse, near Wootj3. About Ryde, near Fishbourne and Ninham farm.
ton bridge, 1841.
Wood between Bvde and Newport, D.
Near Thorley, 1838.
Turner, Esq., B. T. W. (given as a var. of C. extensa).
Bog at Blackpan and
Burnt House, Dr. Bell-Salter, 1844.
I can find no real difference between C.flava and C. CEderi but in the want of
a curvature to the beak of the perigynes.
The staminate spike, being almost sessile, given as a specific character by Hooker, is assuredly inconstant, nor is it so
represented in E. B. except in the smaller right-hand uncoUiured fij^ure and in
my specimens the sterile spike is distinctly as in Sowerby's plate. 1 find it indeed
both sessile and stalked in plants near Ninham farm, by Byde.
(For further
remarks on
CEderi see Hook. Br. Fl. 4th ed. p. 338).
I am happy to have the valuable testimony of my friend. Dr. Boott, in corroboration of my own more limited experience of the inconstancy of any characters
between C.flava and C. CEderi. The Doctor observes in a letter to me, Nov.
1847: "Since Linnaeus established C.flava two species have been made out of
it, viz. C. CEderi and C. lepidocai-pa ; hence it is a question what C.flava is."
;

C

—

" Sheaths
20. C. extensa, Gooden.
Long Bracteated Sedge.
very short (scarcely any) with extremely long foliaceous bracteas,
fertile spikelets nearly sessile oblong, glumes sessile mucronate,
fruite ovate ribbed with a short straight smooth acuminated beak
bifid at the point, leaves very narrow, stem smooth."
Br. Fl. p.
497.
Fl. Dan. x. t. 1709.
E. B. t. 833.
Host. Gram. Aust. i.
,

—

55,

t.

73.

Fl. June.
In muddy salt-marshes and meadows by the sea, in several places.
Fr. September.
If.
Moist sandy ground amongst rushes on St. Helens spit, in some
E. Med.
Shores of the Wootton river.
plenty.
Frequent along the Yar between Norton and Freshwater mill,
W. Med.

—
—

* The fig. in Host's Gram. Aust. resembles, in its tall slender habit and very
small perigynes, a plant I have received from Dr. Boott, under the name of C.
CEderi, from the Falls of Niagara, and which Dr. B. is inclined to consider distinct from the European plant so denominated.
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particularly amongst reeds at tlie edge of a copse on the E. bank, a few hundred
yards below the mill, and near a cottage.
Herb of a pale glaucous-green and remarkably glabrous. Root moderately
creeping, with many pale reddish fibres.
Culms numerous, erect, 12 20 inches
high, bluntly triangular, solid, rigid, very smooth and shining.
Leaves shorter
than the culm (except those embracing the base of the latter, which often equal

—

or exceed

and

them

in length, Gonden.), narrow, linear, taperinjj-, channelled, rigid

smooth excepting within an inch or two of their acutely keeled
and often scarcely even there.
Sheaths rather long and close, those of the
root-leaves yellowish or brownish.
Staminate spike on a very short stalk at the
base of one of the two uppermost pistillate spikes, linear, acute, about an inch
long, often a little compound below, or accompanied by a distinct but much
smaller spike at its base, and which is sometimes partly fertile scales broad, obfleshy, quite

tips,

;

tuse, chestnut-brown, with a paler dorsal rib.
Pistillate spikes 3, approximate,
the two upper very close together, sessile or very nearly so, with scarcely any
sheaths; lower one not an inch at most below the others, its short slalk quite

concealed by the more or less elongated sheath, terminating, like that of the spike
next above it, in an extremely long spreading or deflexed bract, in all respects
similar to the leaves themselves.
Scales of the fertile spikes like those of the barren, but pointed and even partly awned, with a broader, green, central line.
Perigyne quite sessile, spreading, longer than the glumes, gibbous or tumid on both
faces, minutely striato-punctate, with a rather strong greenish rib along the somewhat acute lateral margin, and tapering to a short, broad, notched rather than
bifid, perfectly smooth beak.
Seed dotted, acutely triquetrous.

—

21. C. distans, L.
Loose Carex.
"Barren spikelets 1 2 on
long stalks with obtuse scales, fertile 2 3 remote erect oblong
stalked, the lower stalks about twice longer than the sheathing
bracteas, upper ones included, glumes mucronate, fruit ovate triquetrous equally ribbed pellucidlj'- punctate smooth or rough at
the upper margins and at the edges of the narrow short bifid
beak."
Host. Gram.
5r. Ft. p. 498. Boott. E. B. t 1334.
Aust. i. 57, t. 77 ? Fl. Dan. xiv. t. 2434.

—

—

In meadows and muddy or marshy ground near the sea; occasionally.
May, June. i^r. July. if..
E. Med.
Plentifully on the beach, where a small brook discharges itself

—

Fl.
into

the sea, about half a mile W. of St. Catherine's point, 1842.
[Near the quay at
Blading, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med.
On a piece of moist ground near the shore in Gurnet bay. Creek
of the Medina by Medham brickfield.
Above the shore just beyond Norton going
westward, sparingly.
By the Yar below Freshwater bridge, and abundantly at
Plentifully in
Fresihwater gate, especially in the second meadow from the shore.
a damp meadow nearly in the line betwixt Tapnell and Wilmingham farms, 1844.
In the bog at the source of the Yar, D. Turner, Esq., B. T. W. (marsh at Easton).
Root creeping and densely tufted with whitish fibres, more so, I think, than iu
Culms erect, a foot to
C. fulva, the whole plant in general larger and stouter.
2 or 2J feet high, solid, bluntly triangular, smooth and shining throughout or
without any perceptible roughness on or below the sheaths as in C. fulva. Leaves
as in C. fulva, but 1 think somewhat less rigid, those on the stem rather longer

—

Stamiand more lax. Sheaths in all respects similar to those of that species.
nate spike quite like that of C. fulva, and often with a smaller or subsidiary one
beneath it.
Pistillate spilces usually 3, sometimes only 2, very remote, especially
the lowermost; the highest, and indeed occasionally those beneath it, producing
staminate florets in their upper part, usually, from the more numerous florets,
more elongated than those of C. fulva, but in this respect very variable. Glumes
very like those of C. fulva in shape, but much less acuminate' partly almost obtuse,
partly submucronate, with ahroader field of green on the back, and quite destitute

—

—
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of the white membranous edging so conspicuous in that species.
Perigynes
when ripe, together with the glumes, nearly erect or imbricated, and hence more
compressed on iheir inner face than in C. fulva, with several (7, Leighton) lateral
and two prominent marffinal ribs, the beak ralher shorter and less slender than in
C. fulva, and, like that, barbed with a few marginal spines ; sometimes, it is said,
smooth. Nut larger and longer than in C. fulva, with sharper angles and flatler
faces, more attenuated at each end, and rather ovato-oblong than turbinate, tipped,
as in that species, with the remains of the style.
This species, too closely approaching C. fulva to be really distinct, is perhaps
a maritime form of that more inland plant, and is chiefly distinguished by having
three instead of two pistillate spikes, by the frnit being nearly erect and usually
more crowded or numerous; hence the pistillate spikes are somewhat more elongated.
The absence of roughness on the stem, the somewhat shorter beak, not
bordered and much less pointed glumes, smaller and differently shaped seed, are
apparently constant marks of distinction.

" Sterile spikelets 1 or
23. C. fulva, Qooden.
Timi-ni/ Sedge.
rarely 2, fertile ones obloug-oval distant, sheaths elongated shorter
than the peduncles, bracteas foliaceous, fruit broadly ovate ascending glabrous ribbed acuminated into a straight rough-edged beak
bifid at the point, glumes acute (not mucronate)."
B7: Fl. p. 497.
/3. speirostachya. " Stem bluntly triangular smooth or scabrons near the summit, fertile spikelets on lower stalks, beak smoother with a more distant membra-

naceous

orifice."

Aust. iv. 5.3,
C. distans).

t.

C. speirostachya, Wuhlenh. (teste F. Boott in
p. 498.
924.
Br. Fl. p. 497.
E. B. S. t. 2770.
Host. Gram.
Fl. Dan. x. t. 1768? xiv. t. 2435, vi. t. 1049 (sub nomine

Br. Fl.

vide Phytol.

litt.),

95?

i.

p.

/3. only. In damp or marshy meadows and pastures, as well brackish as fresh
often in great plenty, and mostly towards the coast.
Ft. June.
2^.

E. Med.—^eAx Briddlesford heath, 1841.
W. Med.
On the boggy ground at the upper end of Colwell heath, in great
plenty.
In the marsh-meadows at Easton, near Freshwater, abundantly.
/3. Root creeping, with copious whitish branched fibres, and emitting leafy or
barren suckers.
Culms slender, erect or a little ascending, 12 20 inches high,
solid, bluntly triangular below, more acutely so above, and rougbish for a short

—

—

distance beneath each sheath, which is not the case in C. dislans, otherwise
as in that.
Leaves very much shorter than the culm and principally at
its base, linear, spreading, stifhsh, rough at the edges and keel, channelled above,
acutely keeled beneath, more or less recurved, those higher on the stem very distant, few (1 or 2), short, flat and erect
the leaves of the barren or radical shoois
are usually longer and narrower than either.
Staminate spike levmiual, mostly
solitary
sometimes there is a smaller one a little beneath it.
Pistillate spikes 2
or more rarely 3, erect, tlie upper one 3 or 4 inches from that beneath it, the third
when present still more distant from the second, on smooth slender stalks, exceeding, but in very variable degrees, the rather long, close, slightly rough sheaths,
surmounted by theslill longer upright leafy bracts, while, however, even that of the
upper fertile spike, does not reach the summit of the barren one.
Glumes ovate,
acute or even acuminate, but not mucronate, greenish brown, with a green dorsal
keel and a white scariose border, by which last mark they are best distinguished
from the same part in C. fulva, a. Periiiynes sessile, glabrous, greenish and partly
tawny-brown when ripe, spreading or patent, ovoid or ovoid-elliplica), somewhat
inflated, subtriquetrous, with sever:il stout ribs and prominent lateral margins,
which last are continued into a rather long and suddenly tapering straight beak,
ISut pale brown, covered with
rougbish on the edges, the apex slightly cloven.
minute elevated points only to be seen under a high magnifier, turbinate, trigonous the angles rib-like, obtuse ; the faces convex at the top, depressed below ;
the very obtuse apex 'tipped with the short base of the style.
Dr. Boott tells me (in litl.) that he inclines to the idea established, he finds, by

smooth

:

;

;

—
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French authors, that the true C.futva, Gooden. Trans, of Linn. Soc,, is a sterile
form of C. speirostackija.
He sciys: " I can find no ripe perigynia in C.fulva;
and, independently of this, the characters distinguishinij the two are .shadowy.
C.fulva as a sterile form develops its leaves and liriicts more, and assumes a

—

firmer habit

and greener

colour.

C. speirosiachya

is

the

common

plant

and C.

fulya rarer, but I have both from Yorkshire.
I do not think Smith well distinguished them, judging from his herbarium."
In another letter Dr. Boott observes:
"He (Goodenouij;h) speaks of capsules, but says nothing of achenia.
Smith says it is roundish, and that of C. speiroslaehya obovate but I am sure
that Sir James described C.fulva from specimens of C. speirostachya, judging
from Beattie's specimens in herb. Sm. and if you analyze his two descriptions
you will find no real specific differences."
Dr. B. finds, on comparing very numerous sets of specimens, the relative number of stamiuate and pistillate spikes
to be nearly the same in both forms.
This species is very closely allied to C.distans, of which I cannot help suspecting the latter may be only a maritime variety.

—

;

;

" Barren spikelet
23. G. binervis, Sm.
Green-ribbed Sedge.
solitary with obtuse scales, fertile 3
5, the upper ones sometimes

—

subapproximate, the lower remote erect cylindrical often elongated bearing barren flowers in their upper half and some of them
occasionally compound at the base, the lower stalks longer than
the sheathing bracteas, glumes mucronate, fruit ovato -triquetrous
with a smooth rather broad bifid beak and two principal green
submarginal nerves on the outer surface, beak broad bifid."
Br.
Fl. p. 499.
Boott.
E. B. t. 1235.
In dry woods and on heaths; not uncommon. i<7. May, June. i^r. July. !(..
E. Med.
Plentiful in a wood called New copse, between Ryde and Wootton
bridge, 1838.
Common at Apse castle, in the dell called Tinker's Hole. On

—

Briddlesford heath.
Bog at Blackpan, Dr. BellPlentiful on Bleak down.
Sailer
Culm as in that
Root like that of C. Isevigata, knotty, fibrous and creeping.
Leaves
and about the same length, rough, too, like it, beneath the sterile spike.
scarcely above half the width of those of C. laevigata and much longer, of a
deeper green, much shorter than the culm, rigid, erect, sharply keeled and chanShealhs, as in
nelled, gradually tapering into long, rough and very acute points.
the next, shorter than the peduncles, close and smooth. Spikes shorter and much
less remote than in C. laevigata, the upper fertile ones in particular subapproxiStatnimate, with respect to one another as well as to the solitary sterile one.
r>ate spike suUtsiry, terminal, erect, blunt, triquetrous, acute, often a little compound at the base, and that sometimes with the addition of a few fertile flowers
its glumes broadly ovate, rounded, sometimes with a short muoro, fuscous, with a
green or whitish keel bordered with dark brown, sometimes of a uniform light brown
or fuscous colour, the lowermost glume very large and supplying the place of a
bract.
Anthers straw-yellow, their tips spinulose or bristly, much more so than
in the next.
Pistillate spikes 3 or 4, frequently a little compound at the base,
which is rarely if ever the case in C. laevigata, and sometimes bearing a few sterile florets at iheir summit, the two uppermost usually approximate to each other
and to the sterile spike, the third at .some distance beneath them, the fourth when
present very remote at first, as in C. laevigata, slender and erect, at length, as in
that species, becoming lax, drooping or pendulous their peduncles, as in C. laevigata, smooth and filiform, but rather shorter, the two upper, as in this last, much
abbreviated.
Glumes similar to those of the barren spike in colour, but more
ovate or less rounded, ending for the most part in spinulose points, of various
lengths on the same spike, often obsolete or quite wanting, always shorter than in
C. laevigata, in which the entire glumes are more attenuated upwards, the spikes
themselves being much longer and slenderer in proportion than in the present
.'

;

;
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Bracts Ions, leafy, like those of C. laevigata, but that beneath the upperPerigyne like that of C. laevispike is glumaceous and very short.
gata, but rather smaller and much less spreading or more erect on the much
smaller and shorter spikes, far darker coloured, chestnut-bro«n rather than tawnygreen, ovate, with a short less deeply cleft beak, the points bein^ less attenuated,
the outer or convex face more distinctly angular or gibbous, with more acute lateral margins, near which last, as in C. laBvigata, runs a strong green rib continued
into the beak, before joining which it becomes very prominent, and like the beak
itself often beset with a few spines. Nut as to size, shape and colour, in no respect
dififerent from that of C. IsevigHta.
It is nut without some little hesitation that I insert this as the C. hinervis of
The fertile spikes
Smith, as my plant does not quite agree with his description.
are stated to be blackish, the two lowermost not above two or three inches asunder, and the beak short and broad instead of which, in my specimens, the fertile
spikes are green, the scales fuscous, with the central green rib edged with while,
The spikes in my specibut it may perhaps turn dark when the fruit is mature.
mens are quite simple and very remote the scales of the pistillate ones are much
more acuminate and mucronate than in E. B., but in all other respects our plant
perfectly agrees with the ligure, the two green nerves being very distinctly

species.

most

fertile

;

;

marked.
There is unquestionably a close affinity between C. icevigata and C. hinervis, *
which last connects as it were the former with C'.distans and C.fulva. The most
striking and obvious distinction in C. laevigata, and which can never be overlooked,
is the great breadth and comparative shortness of its leaves, after which the pale
tawny mostly acute scales of its sterile spike, the greater remoteness of the fertile
from the barren spikes and of these last from one another, their more elongated
form, more acuminate differently coloured glumes, and longer more drooping
peduncles; the rarely compound state of either the sterile or fertile Sjiikes, together with the differences in the perigyne, will enable the student to distinguish
hinervis beyond the possibility of confounding the two.
between it and

C

24. C. IcBvigata, Sm.
Smooth- stalked Beaked Sedge. " Fertile
spikelets remote erect or drooping cylindrical stalked, stalks
longer than the elongated sheaths, bracteas foliaceous, all the
glumes acuminated or mucronate, fruit ovate triangular striated
with a rather long acuminated beak deeply bifid at the point."
Br. Fl. p. 499. E. B. xx. t. 1387. Sm. Linn. Trans, v. p. 273.
Schk. Car. t. B.bb. No. 116.

—

In bogs, marshes, moist woods, thickets and meadows very frequent with us.
May, June. Fr. July. If.
E. Med. In a little piece of boggy ground by the roadside on the left hand a
few hundred yards before coming to Ninham farm from Ryde, 1838. Very common in several parts of Sandown level, and in moist woods and pastures between
In a low marshy spot at Apse castle, sparingly
Apse and Ninham farms, 1839.
In a very wet boggy copse close adjoining to Prestwood,
but very tall, 1849.
near Hyde, 1849.
Apse-heath withy-bed.
Extremely common in damp boggy
;

Fl.

—

* C. hinervis and C. Icevigata are often found growing together in this island,
the lattermost abundantly in very wet, the former in drier, situations, as heaths,
&c., but, like its congener, C. hinervis, may be successfully sought for in the wettest thicket or morass, and C. Icevigata in comparatively dry places.
In iheir
flowering time there is a considerable difference, C. hinervis being for the most
part far advanced before C. Icevigata begins to bloom, which is commonly not
until the latter end of May whereas the other is seen in flower early in that
This difference in the flowering time is
month, or even at the close of April.
inherent, and not dependent upon situation, since the satne order is observed by
the two plants when growing together under precisely similar circumstances.
;
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woods about Newchurcli, as in the Parsonage lynch, &c.
In low pastures about
Newchurch, towards Hill farm, &c., 1846. Alverston lynch. Wet parts of Bordwood copse, abundantly. Bleak down. New copse, in very great abundance,
Briddlesford copse, in abundance.
1840.
In a marshy woodless than half a
On a piece of marshy land close to Little
mile S.W. of Combley farm, 1844.
Duxmore, 1844. Very abundant in a marshy slip of ground skirting the arable
land, and between that and the grazing-fields just beyond the northern end of the
willow-bed E. of Bagwich farm, 1845.
Wood between Bvde and Newport, D.
Turner, Esq., B. T.

W. Med.

W.

— Common about Calbourne mill, and between

it

and Newbridge.

Root

thick, creeping, reddish or blackish externally, knotty or tuberous, emitting many stout fibres and sending up leafy suckers.
Culms several, erect or

ascending, from about a foot to 2 feet high, solid, rather bluntly triangular, smooth
excepting between the uppermost fertile spike and the terminal barren one, where
it is furrowed, acutely angular and scabrous, with minute very sharp prickles
pointing upwards, invested below with a few short, brownish, acute, scale-like
sheaths, and the withered leaves of the former year, those of the current season
clothing the greater part of the remaining portion. Leaves much shorter than the
culm (in fruit), bright grass-green, slightly paler only beneath, firm, erect, more
or less recurved, finely pointed and tapering, strongly and acutely keeled, channelled and striated, rough-edged only near their tips, those at the root often of considerable length, those of the stem and radical suckers short in comparison, 5 or 6
Sheaths elongated, shorter than the peduncles, the uppermost
lines in breadth.
smooth, close and striated, those of the lower stem-leaves rather loose, white,
membranous, strongly ribbed and reticulated.
Bracts foliaceous, rough-edged,
the lowermost distinguishable only by its greater length from the stem-leaf nearest
it, those succeeding far narrower, the uppermost being quite subulate.
Staminate
spike solitary, terminal, erect, acute, slender and triquetrous, 1^ inch to 2J inches
long, its glumes for the most part acute, particularly towards the summit, tawnybrown, with a green broad keel, mostly produced into a pointer mucro, but which
is wanting in some of the glumes, which are to be found both pointed and obtuse
or rounded on the same spike sometimes all the glumes are obtuse, with very
pale keels, and are not to be distinguished by their shape from C. binervis.
AnPistillate spikes 2 or
thers yellow, their pellucid tips beset with spinulose points.
3, remote from the staminate one, erect, pale green and very slender when in
flower, more or less pendulous as fructification advances, on filiform smooth peduncles, alwMvs much exceeding the sheaths and still more elongated in fruit, in
Glumes in the early
which state they are about twice as long as the sheaths.
flowering state pale silvery green, ovato-lanceolate, with long, spinulose, edged points.
Perigyne longer than the glumes, smooth, tawny-green
Stigmas 3, spreading.
when ripe, ovate, tumid and more or less triquetrous, the angles very obtuse and
often hardly discernible, with sevei'al more obscure facial ribs and one very
strong, greenish and double rib on each side, not always marginal, running up
into the long, flat, but not very narrow, deeply cleft beak, the points of which
are rough, with a few small spines sometimes extending lower than the bifurcaNut filling a great portion of the cavity, turbinate, acutely triquetrous,
tion.
finely striato-punctate, greenish or yellowish, tipped with the base of the style.
1 have found this species near Eyde subdioecions, a few specimens producing a
solitary, terminal, staminate spike, unaccompanied by any pistillate ones beneath
it.
It is a later-flowering plant than C. binervis, scarcely coming into blossom
Mr. Leighton's figures of this species are
till quite the latter end of May.
:

excellent.

Pale Sedge. "Barren spikelet 1 sessile,
25. G. pallescens, L.
spikelets pedunculated oblong -cylindrical approximate

fertile

scarcely pendulous much longer than the very short sheaths,
bracteas foliaceous, fruit obovato-elliptical tumid striated obtuse
glabrous."—Br. Fl. p. 497. E. B. t. 2185. Host. Gram. Aust. i.
55,

t.

74.
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Fl. May, June.
2^.
and more open parts of New copse, nearWootton bridge. Abundantly in Dunnage copse, not far from Briddlesford farm, 1841.
A few specimens
Stroud wood, between Alderraoor mill and Coppid hall, 1841.
found in a wood near Apley, -Tlfr. Thos. Meehan, 1845!!
Root tufted, with numerous whitish or brownish filu'es, scarcely at all creeping.
Culms erect, 1 2 feet high, slender, acutely triangular, striated, roughish only
just towards the summit, leafy for about ^rd of its length, either quite naked from
thence to the top or with a solitary remote leaf at fths of the entire height, when
Leaves grass-green, the lowerfully grown much exceeding the leaves in length.
most one on the stem very short, those above lengthening as they rise, the upper
ones and those of the barren shoots long, narrow, tapering, grooved and spreading
or recurved their close, pale and ribbed sheaths downy with short spreading hairs,
that partially clothe the inferior leaves, the superior being usually quite glabrous.
Bracts leafy, erect, with hardly any sheaths, the lowermost largest and overtopping the spikes, that of the staminale spike very minute, with scariose sheathing
edges in all the numerous specimens before me the bracts are plaited or puckered
at the back just above their very short sheaths.
Stmninate spike solitary (rarely
Pistillate spikes
2), terminal, erect, about ^ an inch long, linear and triquetrous.
2 or 3, the two highest approximate, the uppermost one on a very short stalk or
even nearly sessile, the third when present usually very remote and on a much

In moist woods, meadows, &c.

E. Med.

— Plentiful

iu the drier

—

;

:

longer very slender peduncle; all when in fruit oblongo-cylindrical, obtuse, pale
green, scarcely more than ^ an inch long, finally drooping; their sea/es broadly
ovato-acuminate, much shorter than the fruit, p^le greenish dashed with tawnybrown, shining and silvery on the edges, the midrib green on both sides.
Perigyne sessile, pale green, shining and quite glabrous, ovato-oblong, obscurely trigonate, many-ribbed and very obtuse, tipped with a minute, very abrupt, blackish
and entire point.
Nut turbinate, bluntly triangular and 3-ribbed, tipped with
the permanent base of the style.

Pink-leaved Sedge. " Barren spikelet soliones about 2 snbcj'lindrical lax - flowered distant
stalked, the stalks longer than the close elongated sheaths, hracteas leafy, fruit subglobose somewhat inflated obtuse glabrous
Br. Fl. p. 499.
with a short terete truncate beak."
E. B. t.
1505. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 59, t. 79 (optima).
26. C. panlcea, L.

tary,

fertile

—

Fruit more oblong or elliptical and pointed.
In watery boggy places on heaths and cominons. Fl. April, May. If.
E. Med. Wet places on the skirts of Lake common.
Plentiful on most parts
of Bleak down, 1842.
On Wootton common, plentifully. Marsh-meadow near
the upper end of Brading harbour, near the sluice, abundant.
On a piece of wet
land close to Little Duxmore, 1844.
W. Med. Abundant in the tnarsh at Easton, 1845.
fi.

—

—

On

the bog upon Colwell heath, 1844.
Perigynes as long as or mostly a little longer than the glumes, sometimes considerably so, erecto-patent, lower ones a little remote greenish brown or at length
blackish, ovato-globose and inflated, obscurely triquetrous, minutely punctulatostriate, glabrous, with a strong, lateral, greenish rib, and several less apparent
ones, terininating in the short, somewhat curved, entire and obliquely truncate
Nut obovate, subglobose, bluntly triquetrous, greenish brown, finely retiapex.
culato-striate, smooth and shining, tipped with the base of the style.
Very much resembling C. glauca, from which the elongated sheaths and upright instead of drooping fertile spikes afford a ready distinction.
/3.

;

" ft Fertile spikes elongated."

— Bab. Man.

27. C. sylvatica, Huds.
Pendulous-spiked Wood Sedge.
Stem
solid, sheaths close about half the length of the flower -stalks,

—
.
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spikes slender drooping their scales spinous, perigyne triquetrous
attenuated upwards into a long beak cloven at the point.
E. B.
t. 995.
Br. Fl. p. 503. Host. Gram. Just. i. 62, t. 84. C. Drymeia, Ehrh. : Wahlenb. Fl. Suec. ii. p. 600. Lindl. Syn.
In moist shady woods and groves ; extremely common. Fl. April, May. 2f
E. Med.
In Quarr copse. Woods at Apley.
St. John's and most other
places about Ryde.
Root consisting, as in the following species, of reddish brown fibres, but, as it
appears to me, more woody and creeping. Culms about as tall as C. strigosa,
but filled with pith in the centre, not hollow as in that species. Leaves similar in
all respects, but a little narrower.
Staminate spike solitary ; its scales like those
oC C. strigosa, but their edges are tawny rather thau white, the central green rib
ftirnished with several minute spines pointing upwards, a character very unusual

—

genus, and I believe hitherto unnoticed.
Perigyne rather longer than in
C. strigosa and much more ovate, triquetrous, with a strong nerve on each side
near the margin of the two outer faces, suddenly tapering into a long deeply bifid
beak, crowned with the three permanent styles.
The present species, though a native of Sweden, is confined to the southern
parts of that country only.

in this

28. C. strigosa, Huds.
Loose Pendulous Sedge.
Stems hollow, sheaths loose elongated nearly equal to the flower-stalks,
spikes slender erect or inclining, stjdes deciduous.
" Barren spikelets solitary, fertile about 4 slender filiform looseflowered nearly erect, the lower stalks a little longer than the
elongated sheaths, upper about equal to their bracteas foliaceous,
glumes elliptic-lanceolate diaphanous with a green keel, fruit oblong-lanceolate acuminate at both ends nerved slightly recurved
truncated at the point, beak scarcely any, leaves rather broad."
Br. Fl. p. 502.
F. B. t. 994. Fl. Dan. vii. t. 1237.
^

In groves and thickets. Fl. April, May. Fr. June, July. 2|..
JE. Med.
St. John's v/ooA, sparingly, 1840.
In the wood nearest the sea,
skirting the marsh-meadows behind the Dover, abundantly,* 1843 (Monkton Mead
wood ?).
Profusely at
In a wood by Little Smallbrook farm, near Ryde, 1840.
the N. end of Smallbrook-heath copse, on the left side of Rosemary lane going
towards Aldermoor heath, being the last wood before arriving at the gate across
the road at the entrance of the heath, some specimens found having the pistillate
spikes compound at the base, 1844.
It quite covers the ground by a wet plash
ox pool in the copse, requiring a moister soil than C. sylvalica. Abundantly in a
moist copse a little S.W. of Combley farm also found here with compound pistillate spikes.
[In the little wood between Smallbrook and Prestwood, through
which passes the footpath from Ryde to Brading, abundantly, Dr. Sell-Sailer,

—

;

Edrs.]

—

W.Med. In a wood between Swainston and Five Houses, but not observed in
any great abundance, being confined to one spot only, 1845.
Root of many pale reddish fibres.
Closely resembling the preceding species.
Culms numerous, ascending, hollow, a foot or 18 inches high, forming a dense
tufted herbage, bluntly 3-oornered.
Leaves numerous, sheathing, bright grassgreen, exactly like those of C. sylvatica, but rather broader, with somewhat shorter
* [This station is now thrown open by the new road just made (1855) at St.
John's by Sir John Simeon.
On going up the hill it may be observed in great
abundance on the right-hand side, about 20 yards from the commencement of the
wood, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]

4d
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looser sheaths.
Bracteas long, leafy. Slaminate spike solitary, 1^ inch or 2
inches long, terminal, erect, linear, acute ; its scales ovato-lanceolate, acuminate,
pale green, with a central rib and edged with silvery white, their margins folded
so as to make them appear narrower than they really are: under a very moderate
magnifier these scales appear to have three ribs, but this is solely owing to the
deepening of the green colour adjacent to the white membranous border, as a lens
Pistillate spikes about 5, erect or
of higher power discovers no such structure.
inclining, 2\ inches long, slender, often bearing staminate florets at their extremity, and sometimes a little compound at the base ; on slender pedicels, but little
if at all exceeding the top of the somewhat loose sheath, whose bifm-cation is filled
up by a thin 2-lobed prolongation of the ligule, much mere conspicuously than in
C. sylvatica.
Florets loosely imbricated their scales like those of the staminate
Perigyne very difi'erent from that
spikes, but shorter and greener.
Stigmas 3.
of C. sylvatica, ovato-lanceolate, triquetrous, with one or two strong ribs down its
two outer faces, tapering into an abrupt nearly entire point.

and

;

29. C. 2}^ndula, Huds.
"Barren
Great Pendulous Sedge.
spikelets solitary, fertile 4
6 cylindrical densely flowered very
long and drooping, slieaths nearly equal to the stalks, lower elongated, upper very short, glumes ovato-mucronate, fruit ovate with
a short trigonous notched beak, leaves broad."
Br. Fl. p. 502.
E. B. t. 2315. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 78, t. 100 (optima).

—

—

In moist woods, and on wet slipped land along the coast; not rare. Fl. April
Fr. July, August.
!{..
E. Med.
In the ravine along the stream below the garden of the Shanklin
Common in
(Williams's) hotel, and in the same gully near the church, 1844.
Shanklin chine.
Woods between Shanklin and Ventnor. Woods near Norris

— June.

—

and especially in Buckelt's copse, in the greatest profusion. Hungerberry
copse, frequent, 1849.
Profusely in the boggy parts of the copse at the mouth of
the Wontton river on the W. shore, 1845.
Wood on the West side of the river
below Wootton bridge, sparingly, 1845.
In Marina copse, by the sea-shore near
St. Clave, in plenty, 1850, Dr. Bell- Salter
W.Med.
Abundantly in copses between Gurnet and Thorness bays, 1846.
Frequent along the shore near W. Cowes, towards Gurnet bay.
By Sheat farm,
in great profusion.
By far the largest, and one of the handsomest, of British Sedges, conspicuous
for its long-stalked and elegantly drooping spikes.
From 2 6 feet high. Root
Culms erect, slender for the size of the plant, triquetrous,
fibrous, tufted, {8m.)
the angles sharpish, intermediate faces channelled, smooth excepting between the
two or three uppermost sheaths, where it is slightly scabrous. Leaves ofien 2 feet
long, fths of an inch or more broad, bright grass-green above, pale and glaucous
beneath, their deflexed edges rough towards the point, as is the very sharp and
Ligule ovate,
prominent keel, and terminating in long, close, sheathing bases.
of the upper leaves ovato-lanceolate, soldered to the leaf throughout, their edges
alone free. Sheaths very long, fitting loosely round ihe culm, their leafy bracteas
in all respects like the leaves themselves.
Spikes very long, slender and obtuse,
on stalks about the length of the sheaths, those of the lowermost a little longer,
Staminate spike solitary, 3 6 inches long, thickening
drooping or pendulous,
gradually towards its extremity, triquetrous its scales linear-lanceolate, acute,
thin and membranous, reddish brown with a pale dorsal rib.
Anthers yellow.
Pistillate spikes 6 or 7, cylindrical, 5 or 6 inches long; their scales like those of
the staminate spike, but with darker edges when in fruit, appearing much broader
from their expansion. Florets of both very numerous, densely imbricated. Perigyne sessile, spreading, ovate, very bluntly and obscurely triangular, a little
inflated, ribbed and greenish towards the point, suddenly tapering into a short,
abrupt, brownish aud entire beak, easily detached from the rachis, when ripe, by
castle,

—

—

—

;

a

slight rub.

The

original

name, given

to this species

by Ehrhart, of C. Drymeia, although

;
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having a just claim to preference on the score of
being of Greek derivation.
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priority, is nevertheless

inadmis-

sible, as

C

30.
Pseudo-cyperus,'L.
Bastard Cyperus Sedge.
"Barren
spikelets solitary, fertile 3
6 densely flowered cylindrical ui^on
long foot-stalks drooinng, bracteas very leafy, lowermost some-

—

times sheathing, the others without sheaths, glumes setaceous
scabrous, fruit oblong very much acuminate ribbed, beak long
deeply cloven."
Br. Fl. p. 502.
Host. Gran.
E. B. t. 242.
Aust. i. 63, t. 85 (bona).
In wet swampy thickets, and by the margins of pools and ditches, &c. not
very common.
Fl. May, June.
If..
E. Med. A single tuft in tjiiarr copse, 1844. Marsh-ditch between Yar-

—

;

—

bridge and Yaverland, under a copse, in some plenty, 1840.
In dilches nearly
at the back of Lower Morton farm, 184.3.
In a pond between Woottou bridge
and King's quay.
Boggy spots by the little stream that descends to the sea between Niton and Blackgang, in some abundance, particularly in a swampy tract
of ground, partly enclosed by a stone fence, near the shore, iu great plenty, and
growing in large clumps, 1841. In a wood near Little Smallbrook farm, about a
mile from Ryde, Rev. G. E. Smith, 1838 !!!
W. Med. In one or two places in the marsh at Freshwater gate, 1839,
A large and beautiful species, known at once from all our other Sedges by the
very long, extremely slender, almost acicular glumes both of the barren and fertile spikes.
Root tufted, with many stout fibres.
Culms numerous, erect, leafy,
2 3 feet high, solid, sharply triquetrous, with depressed faces, the angles peculiarly acute and rough for some distance below the summits.
Leaves numerous,
bright grass-green, scarcely if at all paler beneath, sharply keeled and channelled,
striated, the longitudinal intercellular spaces* jointed, with numerous transverse
septa; whitish and often filamentous at the base, with thin membranous edges,
very rough above on the margins and keel, and capable of cutting severely incautiously handled
those at the root very long and generally withered lower sten).
leaves very short, but lengthening as they rise, the upper ones greatly overtopping
the culm all with long, close, smooth sheaths, that are remarkably membranous
and transparent at the back,f except that of the uppermost stem-leaf, which is of
the same texture all round, and often extremely shortened those of the very long
leafy bracts nearly or quite obsolete.
Spikes at first erect or inclining, afterwards
drooping and pendulous, on very long, filiform, compressed, green-ribbed and
scabrous peduncles very slender, acute, linear and triquetrous in flower, in which
early state the anthers chiefly distinguish solitary and terminal staminate from the
three, four or five rather paler or greener pistillate spikes, the lowermost of which
is usually considerably remote from the rest and on a much longer stalk, subtended
by a far longer and broader bract overtopping all those above it; when in fruit
the pistillate spikes become much thicker, cylindrical, obtuse and pendulous.
Glumes of the staminate and pistillate spikes nearly similar, erect; those of the
former with pale tawny membranous margins, reaching to above half their length,
and tapering off into the long, very slender, subulate, spinous points; those of the
latter narrower, pale green, with extremely slender, acicular, very rough points
their basal margins short, white and scarcely tapering; sometimes the glumes of
all the spikes are pale green.
Anthers pale yellow, with simply acute (not spinous) points.
Perigynes yellowish when ripe, quite smooth, densely crowded into
cylindrical, elegantly drooping, bristly spikes, stipitate, spreading horizontally,
ovato-lanceolate, subtriquetrous, convex and a little inflated at the back, strongly

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

* Air-cells?
These spaces, which are quite empty, separate the longitudinal
bundle of vessels destined to transmit the natural juices of the leaf.
t From a prolongation of the membranous adnate ligule, in that part unaccoiflr
paiiied by the commou leafy tissue.

—
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and deeply many-ribbed, the marginal rib on each side stouter, darker and more
prominent, continued into ihe moderately long rather broad beak, that is cloven
with slender, acute, slightly Sjireading points, sometimes armed, as is the beak
itself, with a few remote spinules.
Nut nearly filling the cavity, pale yellow,
ovato-elliptical, triquetrous, finely punctate, tipped with the style.
" ** Fruit downy or hairy''

— Bab. Man.

Vernal Sedge. " Barren spikelet solitary,
oblong approximate sessile or the length of the
sheath, lowermost sheath short (scarcely any), lower bracteas
leafy short, glumes broadly ovato-acuminate, fruit downy obovatooblong scarcely acuminate truncated at the point trigonous the
sides nearly flat, root creeping."
Br. Fl. p. 503. E. B. t. 1099.
Jacg. Fl. Aust. V. 23 t. 446 (bona).
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 51, t. 68,
31. G. xiracox, Jacq.

fertile

1

—3

(melior).

Tn dry meadows and pastures frequent. Fl. April, May. If.
U. Med.
Oa the Dover, Byde, sparingly, 1842. Field by the short cut between Oakfield and the Brading road.
W. Med. Plentiful on the downs betwixt Calbourne and Brixton, 1846. On
the sandy heaths betwixt Shorwell and Kingston, abundantly, 1846.
A small species, usually but a lew inches high, but conspicuous at the latter
end of April and in May by its bright yellow anthers.
Root fibrous, creeping
with long jointed runners.
Culm erect or a little ascending at the base, from 3
or 4 to 6 or 8 inches or even a foot in height, slender, pale green, quite smooth
and glabrous, except a slight roughness just below the summit, bluntly triquetrous,
one of the faces often flatter than the rest, naked excepting at the bottom, where
it is sheathed by a few leaves.
Leaves numerous, tufted, mostly shorter than the
culm, and chiefly at and near the base of the latter, bright grass-green, glabrous,
firm and somewhat rigid, taper-pointed, flattish, prominently and acutely keeled
beneath, rough at their more or less spreading or recurved extremities, very narrow, not much above a line in breadth.
Bracts small, erect, the lowermost foliStaminate
aceous, with a short close sheath, about the length of the flower-stalk.
spike solitary, terminal, longer than the pistillate, elliptical or when in flower obtuse and clavate; its ^/tmies oblong-elliptical. ^niAers bright straw-yellow, linear,
not apiculated.
Pistillate spikes about two immediately below the staminate,
close together, sometimes with a distant one near the base of the culm on a long
stalk; their scales darker, more ovate, and with longer points than in the staminate spikes, and having mostly a few barren florets at their summits.

—
—

;

89. C. pilulifera, L.
Sheaths none,
Round-headed Sedge.
bracteas small subfoliaceous, fertile spikes sessile roundish approximate, their scales mucronate, fruit ovato-globose pointed
downy, stem weak. E. B. t. 885. Br. Fl. p. 504. Host. Gram.
Aust. iv. 47, t. 84.
C. montana, L.
G. filiformis, Fl. Dan. t.
1048.
In moist woods and heathy places rare ? Fl. April, May.
If.
E. Med.
Plentiful in New copse, between Ryde and Wootton bridge, 1840.
Common on the turf-walks at Apse castle, 1841. On Lake common.

—

;

Root of many brown shaggy fibres, scarcely creeping, but forming dense tufts,
from which the culms spread in a circular form to a foot or 18 inches in diameter.
Culms 6 inches to upwards of a foot in height, extremely weak and slender,
curved and inclining, triangular, a little rough towards the summit only. Leaves
numerous, shorter than the culm (except the persistent ones of the preceding year),
bright grass-green, about f th of an inch wide, rough on their edges, with long
taper points, weak and flexible.
Bracts subulate, stifiish, the lowermost longer.

—

;
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the upper ones shorter than the spikes they subtend, without sheaths. Staminate
spike not an inch long, solitary, erect, linear, pointed and triangular ; its scales
lanceolate, acute, tawny, with whitish membranous edges and a sharp green keel.
Pistillate spikes 2
4, quite sessile, in a cluster at the base of the barren one, the

—

when more than two

lowermost,

when

in seed,

are present, a little remote from the rest, roundish
from whence, and not from the form of the fruit, the rather inap-

plicable name of pilulifera is derived.
Scales broadly ovate, very sharply pointed,
their keel much broader and greener than in the staminate spike, a little exceeding the fruil in length.
Perigyne roundish ovate, somewhat inflated, downy, of
a green colour, and tapering into a short brown beak entire at the point.
iVui
yellowish, globose, a little pointed, finely punctate.

"

V.

Terminal spikes barren, 2 or more; stigmas
" * Fruit downy." Bab. Man.

3.

—

33. G. glauca, ScoTp.

2

—3

Glaucous Sedge.

" Barren spikelets 1

—

3,

or ovate at length drooping densely
flowered on long slender stalks, sheaths short scarcely any, bracteas foliaceous, glumes ovate, fruit obovato-globose scabrous or
smooth, beak very short entire." £r. Fl. p. 502.
C. recurva,
Hucls. : Sm. E. B. t. 1506.
C. flacca, Retz. : Host. Gram. Aust.
fertile

i.

66,

t.

cylindrical

90.

A

prevailing and abundant species in moist woods, meadows, pastures and
hedges. Fl. April June. Fr. June, July.
If..
In Quarr copse, and everywhere else about Ryde, plentiful.
Perigyne dark purplish brown, almost black when ripe, obovate, very obtuse,
almost globose, rough with minute warty granulations or shagreened, greenish
towards the apex, where it suddenly terminates in a short, truncate, nearly entire
Nut triquetrous, punctato-striate, with a flat apex.
point.
In two specimens of C. glauca I found the summit of one of their fertile spikes
in the first a diandrous male floret, each of whose filaments was tipped with a
double erect anther; on the other spike was a monandrous floret, with the filament
cleft and bearing a single erect anther on each fork.
It is singular that this very common European species, which does not appear
to be rare in Sweden, should have been overlooked and undescribed by Linnaeus.

—

Hairy Sedge. " Hairy, barren spikelets 2 —
— 3 distant stalked nearly erect cylindrical, sheaths elon-

34. C.hirta,Ij.
fertile 2

3,

gated, bracteas long foliaceous, glumes elliptic -lanceolate much
acuminate ciliate towards the point, fruit oblong-ovate with a long
Br. Fl. p. 505.
E. B. t. 685.
beak deeply bifid at the point."

—

Host. Gram. Aust. i. 71, t. 96 (prsestantior).
/3. Pistillate spikes compound at the base.
Fl. May,
In moist woods, meadows, marshes, and by ditchbanks frequent.
June. Fr. July.
2^.
Sandown marshes, Bonchurch.
About Ryde, not uncommon.
E. Med.
Meadows between French mill and Bobberstone. Very fine and abundant on
the edge of the little pool near the pheasantry, Steephill, 1845. Common in
moist meadows about Newchurch. Meadow at Yarbridge, abundantly.
W. Med.— In the Cyperus meadow at Apes down, abundantly. Common along
In some swampy meathe course of the stream from Calbourne to Newbridge.
Plentiful
dows a little above Newbridge towards Westover, abundantly, 1844.
Banks in Totland bay, B. T. W.
in the marsh at Easton, 1846.
ji. By the stream-side just above Calbourne mill, 1840.
Easily known by its copious hoary pubescence, and the very long tapering
glumes of the pistillate spikes, which are pale green, with a transparent membra;

—

—
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Root almost woody, creeping extenCulms erect,
and cu|iious fil)res.
a foot to 2 feet in height, with three blunt an.Lfles, very smooth and shininir, leafy.
Leaves nearly erect, rather narniw, flattish and taper-pointed, more or less hoary
with fine downy hairs, which are most copious on the summit of the moderately
long-, close and shining sheaths on the side opposite to the leaf, the inferior por-

nous border, and

finely serrated

upwards.

sively with long', while, sharp-pointed runners

tion

of the sheaths themselves being- in

my

specimens quite glabrous.

Ligule

short, rounded, very hairy.
Bracts like the leaves, the lower ones very long.
Staminate spikes 2 or 3, lanceolate, erect, obscurely triquetrous, the loweiinost on
a very short stalk, the other two sessile, the terminal one often a little compound

at the base; their scales ovate, brownish red, with broad white edges and green
Pistillate spikes likewise
down.
Anthers buff-colonred.

keel, hoary with thick

2 or

3, on stalks of variable length, equalling or considerably exceeding the
scales
sheaths, erect, slender in flower, in fruit broader and more cylindrical;
paler, more tapering and far less hairy than in the staminate spikes, with very
long serrated points. Stigmas 3. Perigyne stalked, ovate, plano-convex, strongly
ribbed, densely downy, the beak deeply cleft into two slightly spreading rough

^en

points, with the persistent styles between them.
Nut brownish, 3 -cornered,
roundish ovate, stviato-punctate, tipped with a part of the style, loosely invested

with the perigyne.
" ** Fruit glabrous."— TisLh.

Man.

35. C. ampullacea, Gooden.
Slender-beaked Bottle Sedge.
" Barren spikelets 2
3 distant shortly stalked cy3, fertile 2
lindrical erect, sheaths none (very short or nearly wanting, Bromf.),
bracteas foliaceous, glumes lanceolate about half as long as the

—

—

fruit, fruit

crowded somewhat membranaceous subglobose inflated

striated suddenly contracted into a long narrow beak bifid at the
point, stem bluntly triangular."
Br. Fl. p. 506. E. B. t. 780.
Schk. Car. i. p. 125, t. Tt. fig. 107.
Fl. Dan. xiii. t. 1248?

Host. Gram. Aust.

i.

73,

t.

99

In ditches and wet boggy ground

^E.Med.

— Ditch

in

Sandown

;

(a

broad-leaved form).

not

level,

common.

and on the

Fl. April,

May.

Fr. June.

Lake common, very
At
several ditches by that

skirts of

abundantly, 1839; also about the skirts of Lake common, in several places.

the foot of the Parsonage lynch, Newchurch, as also in
By a drain on Apse heath, close to the withy-bed,
1840. Abundant in various places in the boggy meadows between Cridmore and
Appleford, about the Wilderness and between it and Rookley, &c., 1842.
W. Med. In several parts of the marsh at Freshwater gate, 1841.
Plant perfectly glabrotis throughout.
Root white, slender, creeping, with
numerous pale slender fibres.
Culms from about a foot to 2 feet high, erect,
slender, pale yellowish green, smooth and shining, naked for some distance downwards, very obtusely trigonous, except sometimes immediately under the lowermost sheath, the interangular faces rounded and striated, quite glabrous up to the
sheath of the lowermost bract, beyond that with one of the faces flattened and
channelled by the stalks of the pistillate spikes, the edges of the groove acute and
roughish. Leaves several, erect, very long and narrow, about a line to '2\ lines in
breadth or even sometimes less, firm and rigid, dark green at the back, glaucous
above, finely ribbed and strongly channelled or concave, closely sheathing the
culm with their white membranous bases, acutely keeled and rough both there
and on the edge of their very finely tapering points, of which those of the supeBracts foliaceous, those of the pistillate spikes
rior leaves overtop the culm.
exactly like the leaves, erect of the lowermost spike and that next above it longer
than the culm ; of the third or uppermost spike, when that is present, far shorter
than the rest: of the staminate spikes the undermost alone is subtended by a
village, abundantly, 1840.

—

;

-
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slender subulate bract, which is usually about its own length, and of which the
remaining spikes are quite destitute.
Sheaths for the most part extremely short
or nearly wanting, but the lowest pistillate spike is often furnished wilh a very
evident one, ^ an inch or more long.
Slaminate spikes mostly 3, sometimes 2,
rarely 4, erect, subapproximate, 1
IJ inch long, very slender, triquetrous, acute
(subclavate in flower), sessile, the lowermost sometimes shortly stalked.
Glumes
oblongo-lanceolate, more or less acute or pointed, purplish brown, with green
slightly keeled backs.
Anthers linear, yellow, abrupt at the summit, not apiculate.
Pistillate spikes 2 or 3, mostly bearing staminate flowers at iheir summits,
remote, sometimes sessile, more frequently on stalks from an inch to 3 or 4 inches
long, slender, smooth, compressed, at first erect, but as the fruit advances becoming, from its weight, lax, nodding and even pendulous.
Glumes as in the slaminate spikes, but longer, paler, more acute and tapering.
Stigmas 3, white,
tapering and cylindrical.
Perigynes stipitate, greenish yellow or tawny-brown,
longer than the glumes, spreading nearly horizontally in several rows, forming a
dense cylindrical spike, broadly ovoid or even subglobose, not triquetrous ; much
inflated, membranous, shining and glabrous, with several very slender inconspicuous ribs, the two lateral ones most evident, attenuated into a rather long and
slender deeply cleft beak, the points of which are spreading.
Nut small, not
nearly filling the cavity, greenish brown, obovoid or obovoid-elliptical, trigonous,
the angles paler and bluntish, finely striato-punctate, crowned with the long per-

—

sistent style.

This species varies a good deal in the breadth and glaucous hue of the leaves.

C riparia,

Gwci.
Greater Common Sedge. " Barren spike
approximate, with acuminate glumes, anthers tipped
with a short awn, fertile spikelets 3 4 broadly cylindrical acute
sessile or the lower ones stalked, sheaths none, bracteas very long
foliaceous, glumes oblong pointed, fruit oblong-ovate with a short
E. B. t. 579.
C. crassa, Host. Gram.
beak."
Br. Fl. p. 507.
36.

lets 3

—5

—

—

Aust.

i.

68,

t.

93.

Spikes of either sex (the pistillate especially) more attenuate, on long slenstaminate spikes for the most part solitary, terminal,
der stalks, pendulous
drooping, bearing pistillate flowers in the middle.
On the banks of rivers and ditches, also in marshes and wet meadows. Fl.
j3.

;

May.
Abundant

April,

211.

the marsh-ditches behind the Dover, Byde ; and in CentuBy the stream above Alverston mill, in great profusion and
copse.
luxuriance.
/3. On a piece of very wet salt-marsh under Chapel-corner copse, at the month
of the Wootton river, in plenty, 1846.
The stoutest though not the tallest of our Carices. Two feet or more in height.
Root thick and long, creeping extensively {Sm.) Culm erect, acutely triangular,
the edges very sharp, rough near the top, smooth in the lower part. Leaves long,
erect, about i an inch wide, bright green and slightly glaucous above, very glaucous beneath, with a sharp keel and rough cutting edges, reticulated with transBracts like the leaves, lower ones long, overtopping the spikes,
verse septa.
ending in close short sheaths, the uppermost very short and with scarcely any
sheaths.
Slaminate spikes 3 or 4, clustered at the top of the culm, triquetrous and
acute; their scales like those of the pistillate spikes; remarkable before flowering
Anthers yellow, awned. Pistilfor their dark purple, almost black, appearance.
late spikes about the same number, remote, the lower ones on long, the upper on
very short, stalks, or almost sessile ; their scales with long points, serrated on the
edges: the upper spikes are usually partly barren at their extremity. Stigmas 3,
Perigyne ovate, sessile, strongly furrowed or ribbed, gradually tapering to
white.
in

rion's

a broad, short, deeply

cleft beak.
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"Barren
37. C palitdosa, Gooden.
Lesser Common Sedge.
spikelets about 3, with obtuse glumes, anthers with a very minute
point or pointless, fertile spikelets about 3 cylindrical obtuse
erect, sheaths none, bracteas very long foliaceous, glumes narrow
acuminated, fruit subcoriaceous oblong-ovate striated with a short
usually bifid beak."— 5r. Fl. p. 507. E. B. t. 807. Host. Gram.
Gooden.
Aust. i. 68, t. 93.
C. acuta, Curt. Fl. Land. fasc. 4, t. 61.
Trans. Linn. Soc. ii. p. 202.
Fr.
Fl. April, May.
In wet meadows and ditches ; not common with us.
July,

n-

—

Plentifully intermixed with C. riparia by the stream-side above AlIn a moist
verston mill, 1848
also in a wet meadow a little above the mill.
meadow nearly opposite the stables and laundry at Sleephill, in plenty, 1842. In
a bogjgy spot on the skirts of Lake common, also along marsh-ditches by the
roadside just before coming to Sandown village, plentifully, 1840.
W. Med. Boggy meadows near the hoiel at Freshwater gate, common. Abundantly by the water-courses just above Yafford mill, 1846. Frequent in wet meadows about Brixton abundant in boggy meadows at Moor Town and all the way
to Bottle Hole, in the wet willow-thickets.
Root creeping and stoloniferous. Culm erect, 1, 2, 3, or even 4 feet high, very
sharply triangular and rough in the upper part, glaucous-green, the faces of the
sides depressed and striated.
Leaves erect, shorter than the culm, often as broad
or nearly so as in C. riparia, at least in the more luxuriant specimens; bright
green above, very glaucous beneath, and in every respect similar to the foregoing.
Bracts leaf-like, the lowermost by far the largest and longest, a little overtopping
the staminate spikes, the next one above usually about equal to or rather shorter
than the spikes, the rest greatly smaller and shorter than the two lowermost, that
of the terminal spike even obsolete.
Sheaths none.
Staminate spikes usually 3,
with mostly the same number of pistillate ones, the former lanceolate and somewhat acute, but less tapered or elongated than in C. riparia, and hence by comparison blunter,* obtusely trigonous, the two superior approximate, the lowermost
a little remote, all sessile, sometimes a little compound at bottom, the inferior and
even the next above it with usually a few pistillate flowers at their base, erect or
at most but slightly inclining when in flower, not nodding or almost drooping as
Glumes oblongo-elliptical, more or less obtuse or even rounded at
in C. riparia.
summit, a few occasionally, and especially of the lowermost, somewhat acute,
brownish purple, darkest towards their tips, with a green line or keel ; viewed in
the aggregate of the unopened spike they appear deep purple or blackish and
shining, with a copper reflexion.
Stamens similar to those of C. riparia, but the
anthers are quite destitute of the subulate point or awn so conspicuous in that,f
and which, though not noticed as a character in the description, has not been
overlooked by Curtis in his admirable plates of these two species in Fl. LondinenPistillate spikes about 2
sis.
2^ inches long, remote, subcylindrical, very slender and erect when in flower, mostly tipped with a few staminate flowers, and
often compound or branched at base, the upper on veiy short stalks or nearly sessile, the lowermost on somewhat longer peduncles; their glumes vevj similar to
those of C. riparia, ovato-oblong, dark purple brown, with a green keel or rib,
those at or towards the base ending abruptly in long, sharp, serrate, scabrous
points, of which those nearer the summit of the spike are gradually deprived, the
highest being simply acuminate.
Styles 3.
Perigynes closely imbricated in
about 6 or 8 rows, widely spreading, whitish brown, many-ribbed, smooth and

E. Med.

;

—

;

—

* This bluntness is most evident when the anthers are protruded; the spike has
then a clavate outline.
f The connectivum merely terminates in an fextremely short, minute and broad
point, which is often obsolete or nearly so.

—
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glabrous, shortly stipitate, about 1| line in length, ovate or ovato-elliptical, either
rounded or tapering at base, subirigonate, much compressed, with flattisb margins, tapel'ing at summit into a very short, cylindrical, slightly cloven or almost
entire beak.
Nut ovate, acutely trigonate, substipitate, chestnut-brown, the
angles often paler; sometimes not perfected.
Readily distinguished from the precedmg species by the obtuse scales of the
staminate spikes, by its usually smaller size, narrower leaves, and in having the
beak of the perigyne nearly entire. From C. acuta it is known by its larger size,
in having constantly three stigmas, and broader, ipore tapering and more numerous staminate spikes.

Order

LXXXVII. GEAMINE^,

Juss.

" Florets usually perfect, sometimes imperfect, sometimes neuter
(without either stamens or pistil), solitary, or 2 or more imbricated on a common axis or rachis contained within an involucre
(calyx, L.) consisting of 2 (sometimes 1, rarely none) valves or
Perianth ?
glumes, the whole constituting a locusta or spikelet.
(corolla, L.) glumaceous
that of the fertile florets usually of 8
lower or outer simple,
dissimilar glumellas (paleas or valvelete)
usually keeled or with a midrib inner or upper with 2 lateral or
dorsal nerves (hence probably of 2 united); sometimes 1, sometimes both are wanting
2 glumellas :
of the barren florets of 1
or wanting.
Stamens hyporudimentary
neuter
often
ones
of the
Anthers 2-celled,
gynous, 1 6, rarely indefinite, usually 3.
Ovary supeattached by their back about the middle, versatile.
rior, 1-celled, with 1 ovule, usually with 2 (rarely 1, or 0) minute
hypogynous scales (called lodicules, abortive stamens ?] Styles ^,
3 cleft).
rarely 1 (simple or bifid) or 3 (perhaps only 1, and 2
:

;

;

—

:

—

—

Pericarp (a caryopsis) closely incorpoStigmas often plumose.
Embryo lenticular, external, lying on one
rated with the seed.
Stems or culms
side at the base of the farinaceous album.en.

—

usually fistulose, generally simple and herbaceous, jointed, sometimes
Leaves one to each joint, with a sheath
branched, rarely shrubby.
slit longitudinally on one side, having often a membranous apjjendFlowers small, solitary, or in spikelets,
age (ligule) at its summit.
which are pa,nicled or spiked." Pr. Fl.

—

A. Stamens
I.

2.

Anthoxanthdm, Linn.

Vernal-grass.

" Panicle spiked.
Spikelets with 1 perfect central floret, and 2
Glumes 2, very unequal upper the
outer larger neuter ones.
Glumellas of the perfect floret 2, awnless ; of the neuter
longer.
;

florets single,

awned."

Br. Fl.

"Panicle
Sweet-scented Vernal-grass.
A. odoratum, L.
spiked oblong often interrupted at the base, awn of the upper
Br. Fl. p. 514.
neuter glumella longer than the upper glume."
1.

—

4 E

;

E. B.
p. 5,

[Aiitlioxanthum.
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t.

64.7.

Curt. Fl. Land. fasc.

Host. Gram. Aust.

4.

i. t.

i.

5.

Abundant everywhere

in

meadows and

pastures.

U-

Fl.

May, June.

Fr. June.

Boot forming a dense tuft of pale brown, capillary, branched and downy fibres,
Culms
emitting an odour which has been compared to that of the Tonquin Bean.
numerous, often forming thict clumps, from a span or under to a foot or two in
length, geniculate below, then erect, straight, slender, terele, pale green, polished
and glabrous, naked for a considerable way from the summit downwards. Leaves
chiefly at the base of the culm and soon withering, those higher up few, distant,
on long, close, furrowed and glabrous sheaths, rather short, flat, narrow-lanceolate,
very acute, pale green or a little glaucous, beset on both sides with white spreading hairs, which at the rounded, clasping and often purple bases are long and
Ligule of medium length, clasping, sometimes
fringing; sometimes glabrous.
tinged purplish below, very abrupt and truncate, more or less jagged and subciPanicle erect, close, spicate, oblongo-lanceolate, pointed and subcomliate.
Spikelets erect, or in
pressed, from about IJ inch to 2 inches or more in length.
flower erecto-patent, on simple or branched pedicels forming imperfect halfwhorls, on the smooth, compressed, straight rachis, narrow-lanceolate, very acute,
3 or 4 lines in length, shining, with mixed shades of green, white and purplish.
Glumes persistent, chafi'-like and straw-yellow when ripe, very unequal, compressed, slightly scabrous, the outer and lower one about half the length of the
other, ovato-lanceolate, with very deep, membranaceous, somewhat tawny margins and a single dorsal rib, bordered with green or purple, fringed with a few
long erect hairs, and terminating in a short awn inner and upper glume about
twice as long as its fellow, 3-ribbed, the ribs scabrous and ending in a similar
short awn to that of the outer glume, but the margins are strongly convolute,
forming a complete fold or overlap, the edge of which is seen down one side of
the valve, thus completely enwrapping the included floret as in a cloak or mantle,
Florets minute, deciduous
and concealing it from view at all stages of growth.
when the seed is ripe, very far shorter than the glumes, the two lateral reduced to
a single awned valve, the central of two awnless valves and perfect. Palea: of the
two lateral abortive florets single, abrupt and erose at apex, oblong, shining and
diaphanous, scarcely ribbed, either Colourless, tawny or greenish, becoming very
dark tawny in seed, shaggy with long, erect, white or fulvous hairs, awned, one
with the awn springing from near the base of the valve and upwards of twice its
length, the awn of the other inserted not much below the apex of the valve and
Aivns scabrous, the longer one geniculate, brown and
scarcely its own length.
spirally twisted below the middle of it.s length, from thence to the end slender,
pale and straight, the awn of the other floret pale, slender and straight throughPalea of the central and perfect floret much shorter than those of the lateout.
ral ones, oblong, equal in length, delicately membranaceous and diaphanous, obtuse, highly shining and glabrous, the lower and outer one much the larger and
Stamens 2, much protruded from the apex of the inner glume
deeper, greenish.
anthers pale yellow or purplish, of two long, narrow, apiculate lobes, on very slenStyles long, slender, simple,
der white filaments pollen large, white, globose.
Nectary of two oblong, thin, membranaceous, unequal scales, like the
feathery.
Seed small, ovoid,
paleEB in shape, clasping the ovary below, and persistent.
pointed, glabrous, yellowish and pellucid, closely sheathed in the membrane-like,
brown and shining paleae of the central or perfect floret, and included between the
valves of the two exterior and imperfect ones, which fall away from the calyx in
maturity, and then acquire a deep tawny colour.
;

;

—

—
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;
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B. Stamens

Styles

3.

Nakdus, Linn.

II.

579

1

Mat-grass.

" Spike simple, unilateral.
Spikelets 1-flowered.
Glumes 0.
Glumellas 2 ; the outer one keeled with a long subulate point.
Stigma elongated, filiform, papillose." Br. Fl.
1. N. stricta, L.
Host. Gram. Aust.

On

E. B.

Mat-grass.
ii.

4,

t.

290.

t.

Br. Fl. p. 515.

4.

heathy and mooiy ground. Fl. June. 2(..
moist pastures close to the Wilderness, 1844. Pastures near
Rookley farm, 1842. Pointed out to me at the foot of Bleak down by W. Wilson
Saunders, Esq.
W. Med. Plentifully on the northern side of Headon hill, overlooking Totland
hilly,

E.Med.

— In
—

bay, 1841.

Root of many short, thick, downy fibres.
Stems numerous, forming with the
leaves dense, rigid, bristly tufts, from 3 or 4 to 6 or 10 inches in height, erect,
round, striated with green lines, (rough with appressed bristles, Leighton), in my
specimens smooth, jointed and grooved alternately above to receive the florets,
tlieir bases invested by the long, close, smooth and shining leaf-sheaths.
Leaves
setaceous by the involution of their edges, erect or partly spreading, very straight,
stiff and pointed, dark green, furrowed and rough with rows of minute erect
spines, ending beneath in long pale or pinkish sheaths, that are mostly enlarged
and sometimes a little bulb-shaped at the base, each exterior sheath including two
or more leaves, of which the innermost is erect, the outer diverging at nearly right
angles from their sheaths. Ligule oblong, pointed, deeply bifid on the stem-leaves
that of the radical barren leaves short, truncate and entire.
Spike very slender,
straight or slightly recurved, of several linear, erect, distichous, alternate and unilateral florets, closely applied to grooves or cavities in the rachis for their reception.
Palece unequal, outer one linear-lanceolate, greenish purple, ribbed, covered
with rough points, tapering into a long awned extremity, bordered, like the margin of the valve itself, with a row of erect spines ; inner paleffi very thin and membranous, closely embraced by the overlapping edges of the outer, ribless, truncate
and spinulose at the summit.
slender, much protruded.

Anthers pale yellow.

C. Stamens 3.

Style very long, simple and

Styles 2.

* Inflorescence panicled.
f Glumes single-flowered.
a.

III.

Panicle

close,

compact, spike-like.

AioPECUEUS, Linn.

Foxtail-grass.

" Panicle spiked.
Glumes 2,
Spikelets compressed laterally.
nearly equal, usually connate at the base, membranaceous, about
as long as the floret.
Glumella sohtary, with a dorsal awn above
the base. Neuter florets 0." Br. Fl.
1.
A. pratensis, L.
Meadow Foxtail-grass. "Culm erect
smooth, panicle spiked cylindrical obtuse, glumes lanceolate acute
hairy connate at the base, awn twice the length of the glumella."
—Br. Fl. p. 5ie. E. B. t. 759.

Common

everywhere in meadows, pastures, and by roadsides.

Fl.

May, June.
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2. A. geniculafus, L.
Culms ascendFloating Foxtail-grass.
ing bent at the joints, panicle spiked cylindrical obtuse, glumes
nnited strongly ciliated on the back, their summits obtuse, awn
twice as long as the glumes, corolla notched.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 83.
Br. Fl. p. 517. Lind. Syn. p. 300. E. B. xviii. t. 1250.
0.

Culms swollen, clavate or bulb-shaped at their baee.
Awns longer than the florets, root bulbous, sheaths wider than

the thickness
of the ctilm, anthers purple, changing to brownish yellow.
In moist meadows and pastures, also in shallow pools and ditches, or even on
dry ground ; very commonly. Fl. May August.
If.
/3. With a. occasionally.
On the Dover, Ryde, and elsewhere.
In a bog at the source of the Yar, Freshwater gate (Easton marsh).
y.
Withering.
The culms of this species are sometimes found club-shaped or somewhat bulbous at their base, which has occasioned its being mistaken for A. bulbosus.
I
have occasionally met with the variety in this island, and was at first deceived by
it myself
The appearance is purely accidental, and does not appear to depend,
as has long been thought, on dryness of soil, for I have remarked it in specimens
gathered in a very wet meadow, amongst others with roots not at all enlarged,
whilst of numei-ous starved plants taken from the driest sand not one presented
the clavate appearance which has caused so much misunderstanding amongst
authors respecting the genuine A. bulbosus.
This plant is given as a native of N. America.
y.

—

3. A. bulbosus, L.
Culms erect?
Tiiberoics Foxtail-grags.
ascending or spreading, panicle spiked cylindrical acuminate,
glumes very acute with 5 strong ribs shortly ciliated on the back
free, base of the stem enlarged into bulb-like tubers.
Sin. E. Fl.
i. p. 83.
E. B. xviii. t.
Br. Fl. p. 617.
Lind. Syn. p. 299.
1249. Knapp, Br. Gr. t. 17. Parn. Gr. t. 76.

In salt-marsh meadows, also in dry pasture and waste ground near the sea in
Ft. May, June.
If.
'E. Med.
On the Dover, Ryde, in great pl-enty. Meadows between the Dover
and the Gasometer.
Salt-marshes between Bembridge and Brading, near the
sluice, &c., abundantly.
Marshy spot by the roadside betwixt Brading and Sandown, 1 848, W. Borrer, Esq. On the lawn of Lord Spencer's house at Ryde, Dr.
;

several places.

—

Bell-Sall<!r.

—

W. Med. Between Yarmouth and Thorley, by the roadside near the bridge.
Our Isle-of-Wight plant is unquestionably that of Sir James Smith and of
Knapp, Br. Grasses, t. 17, which last represents the slender tapering spike and general habit much better than the figure in Engl. Botany, where the spike is drawn
much more ovate or less attenuated. Both these authors have fallen into error in
the -first in asserting that A. bulbosus " always grows in
;
water," since I find it in very dry ground, and am inclined to believe the bulbs
are a provision of Nature for storing up in their fleshy and succulent substance a
sufiiciency of that moisture for the growth of the plant denied it by the soil.
their several descriptions

Knapp

is

mistaken

in asserting that j4. bulbosus is

never decidedly "knee-bent,"

though he admits it has a tendency to become so.
It is in fact olten as procumbent and as much bent at the lower joint as A. geniculaius, but does not, like
that, emit rooting fibres lium the prostrate culm, and is when largest its inferior
in size, though in a dry soil and starved condition A. geniculaius may be found
as diminutive as the true A. bulbosus, and so closely resembling the latter as not
to be distinguishable from it except alter a close examination.
I find both species flourishing in close proximity on the Dover and marsh-meadows contiguous,
under precisely similar conditions of dryness or moisture yet, in cases where the
'rcaeuiblance between indiuduals of each kind is so strong that I <:un hardly
;
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pronounce upon ihem with coniidence on a cursory inspection, an examination of
tie root and florets has always enabled roe to decide without hesitation.
Regarding the root, any specific distinction drawn from that part alone might
be open to objection on the ground that the same organ in A geniculalm is somelimes seen to assume a bulbous character, and that a difference in degree alone
can never be safely adduced to establish a permanent distinction. We must, then,
have recourse to other marks, and such we find in the structure of the flowers,
which in A. bulbosus are narrower than in A. geniculalm, with acute calyx-glumes,
the membranous edges of which are emargiuale below the submucronate apex, not
rounded at their summit as in A. geniculalm, where the glumes are ciliated with
long white hairs upon the back, that are far less conspicuous and much shorter
in A^ bulbosus.
In both the calyx is clothed with silky hairs, but in A.
bulbosus the five ribs are very slrongly marked, especially on the outer side of the
floret; these are of a deep purple or black and dilated upwards, the two intermediate lateral ones green, the dorsal almost mucronate at the point.
The bulbshaped or tuberous bases of the culms in the present species assume that form as
completely as Poabulbosa, which never happens with A. geniculatus, the enlarged
point of which is rather club-shaped, and destitute of the fine rose-colour so often
seen on the former, and well represented by Mr. Curtis.
Notwithstanding the differences just mentioned, I think it very possible these
two grasses may not be specifically distinct, accounting for the characters that
mark A. bulbosus, on the hypothesis that the peculiarities of structure which, so
united, lead to a conclusion directly the reverse, may, from causes unknown to
us, be necessarily inseparable or coexislant in other words, the same aberrant
principle producing an alteration in one part in the vegetable structure may, fot
aught we know, as invariably induce a change on parts of the same plant the
most remote.
.

;

A.

agrestis, L.
Slender Foxtail-grass.
Vect. Black-grass.
erect scabrous above, panicle spiked slender cylindrical
acuminate, glumes narrow-lanceolate very acute nearly glabrous
united half-way up. Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 81. Br. Fl. p. 516. Lind.
Syn. p. 299.
E. B. xii. t. 848.
Knapp, Br. Gr. t. 16.
Host.
Gram. Aust. iii. 9, t. 12. Parn. Gr. t. 3.
4.

Culm

Much

too plentiful in cultivated fields,

amongst corn, clover and other

crops.

— October. 0.
E. Med. — Extremely common about Ryde, Bembridge, Shanklin, Luccombe,
Bonchurch, Sandown, &c.
W.Med. — Cornfields about Thorley, Wellow, Calbourne.
Fl. April

An entirely glabrous grass. Root small, fibrous (slightly creeping, M. et K.),
annual, emitting numerous slender culms, from about 12 24 inches high, erect
or geniculate in the lowermost of the hard, shining, cartilaginous joints, where
they are sometimes slightly branched smooth or immediately below the spike
only somewhat roughish, leafless for a considerable distance from the latter downwards.
Leaves distant, short, pale grayish green, finely striated, a little scabrous
above and on the margins, with a brownish fold or auricle at base, on long, ribbed,
somewhat inflated shealhs, that are open their whole length, and very shining on
their inner surface.
Ligule short, truncate and torn.
Panicle closely spicate,
simple or very slightly branched, slender and subcylindrical, a little tapered at
each end, acute, from about 2^ to 3^ inches long and about 2 lines wide, either
pale green or more usually wholly or in part of a dark purplish red.
Spikelett
larger than in A. pratensis, closely imbricated, placed in an irregular alternation
on the smooth rachis, mostly solitary, but a few of the very unequal pedicels are
Glumes joined obliquely to
occasionally forked and bearing a secund spikelet.
their pedicels at their annular cartilaginous base, a mode of insertion not represented in our published figures of the species, awnless, much compressed, equal,
Tnembranous, pointed, concave on the side next the rachis, perfectly united below
for above a third of their length upwards, spiuulosely scabrous on the very sharp

—

;

—

—
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keel, near

which on either side

is

a strong green

and an additional pair near the margins

[Phleum.
rib

reaching almost to the apex,

of the glumes, not attaining the length

of the former, of which lateral pair the exterior rib is generally rough and prominent.
PalecB ovato-oblong, the length of the glumes, folded, glabrous, with two
strong scabrous ribs on each side, one near the dorsal, the other near the
Atvn slenanterior margin, green above, pale and evanescent as they descend.
der, twisted, smooth below, scabrous above, pretty straight, inserted very near to
Anthers much protruded, pale
the base of the palea and about twice its length.
Ovary minute, ovate, smooth and shining.
bufif or purple filaments flat, tapering.
Styles united at their base, very long, tapering,
Scale (nectary, Sm) obsolete ?
;

simple and feathery.

The cornfields are in many parts of the island quite covered with the slender
purple spikes of this most troublesome and prolific weed, which continues longer
in flower than almost any other grass, and, from exclusively affecting cultivated
land, besides having an annual root, is, unlilje the perennial species of the genus,
This is the Black-grass of the Isle-of-Wight
entirely useless as pasturage.
farmers, and is no doubt so called from its injurious qualities, and not from its
Happily the species is confined to the more southern parts of Britain,
colour.
being rare and perhaps not indigenous to Scotland and (as yet unknown in)
Ireland.

IV. Phleum, Linn.

Cat's-tail-grass.

" Panicle spiked.
Spikelets laterally compressed.
Glumes
nearly equal, parallel, acumiBate or mucronato-aristate, longer
than the floret. Glumellas 2, membranous, glabrous, awnless.
Caryopsis free." Br. Fl.

Meadow Cat's-tail-grass.
1. P. pratensis, L.
Timothy-grass.
" Panicle cylindrical, glumes truncated mucronato-aristate ciliated
at the back at least twice as long as the awn, neuter floret wanting."—5r. Fl. p. 519. E. B. t. 1076. Host. Gram. Aiist. iii. 7,
9.

t.

In meadows and pastures

;

everywhere.

Fl.Jime

— October.

If..

Sea-side Cat's-tail-grass.
P. arenarium, L.
Sand Cat's-tail" Panicle obovato - cylindrical, glumes lanceolate acute
grass.
ciliated at the back above the middle."
Br. Fl. p. 520.
Parn.
Phalaris, E. B. t. 222.
Or. t. 7.
2.

—

In sandy

©•

fields

and on the sandy shores of the sea

;

very rare.

Fl.

May, June.

—

W. Med. Found in considerable abundance on the sandy shore at Norton,
Freshwater, June 21st, 1846.

V. Ammophila, Host.

Sea-reed.

"Panicle spiked.
Spikelets laterally compressed.
Glumes
nearly equal, keeled, membranaceous, diverging, longer than the
Glumellas 2, subcoriaceous below, each with a tuft of
floret.
short silky hairs at the base ; outer one mucronulate or with a
very short awn below the point. Neuter floret 1, rudimentary and
very minute, coriaceous, sessile, often obsolete." Br. Fl.
A. arenaria, [Link.]
Common Sea-reed, Marram or Mat" Panicle cylindrical acuminate, glumes acute, hairs onethird the length of the floret."
Br. Fl.
A. arundinacea, Host.
I.

weed.

—

;

Gastridium.]

Gram. Aust.
B.

geamine^e.
iv.

24,

t.

41.

Br. Fl.
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p. 518.

Arundo

arenaria,

E.

520.

t.

On

the loose sand of the sea-shore.
Fl. July. Fr. September.
If.
At the E. end of the Dover, Kyde, very sparingly. In driving sand
on St. Helens spit, in great abundance. On the beach at Sandown, in small
quantity.
W. Med. Norton spit, by Yarmouth, in some plenty.
Boot or rather rhizoma creeping deeply and widely in the loose sand, of the
thickness of a quill, smooth, cylindrical and fistulose, straw-yellow, jointed, emitting from the joints white, woolly, somewhat compressed, flexuose, scarcely branching
Culms erect or ascending at base, the lower part often buried horizontally
fibres.
beneath the sand, about 2 or 3 feet high, straw-yellow, slender, round, hard and
polished, filled with cellular tissue or somewhat perforate, naked for a considerable distance at top, the remainder invested by the long, convolute, striated sheaths
of the 3 or 4 (?) cauline leaves ; usually bent or geniculate about the middle at
Leaves long, linear, erect, very rigid, but not difthe shining tumid articulation.
ficult to break or tear, very like those of Trilicum junceum, but still more rigid,
with far more prominent ribs above, concave or a little involute, very smooth and
Ligule very long, often
polished on their convex side, tapering to a fine point.
an inch or more, acuminate, torn or split irregularly, mostly hi- or tripartite.
Panicle compound, very close, spicate, cylindrical, tapering at each end, 5 or 6
Glumes lanceolate, nearly equal,
inches long, pale straw-yellow like the culm.
compressed and chaffy, the inner one with three, the outer with a single green rib.

E. Med.

—

—

Floret surrounded with a tuft of short silky hairs at its base, about ^rd of its own
length, on one side of which is a minute scale, attached to the calyx, probably an
PaletB nearly equal, with a few (3 or 4) green ribs, notched
abortive second floret.
a little at the acute summit of each; keel bristly, and in the outer valve terminating in a very short roujjh point, hardly to be called an awn, and scarcely reachStyles distant
Anthers at first purple, afterwards buff-coloured.
ing the apex.
Seed free, loosely enclosed in the palea, pale
stigmas long, loosely feathery.
brown, oblong or obconical, terete, with a groove on each side, partially perfected

only in each panicle.
I cannot learn that there exists any peculiar name for this plant in the island,
where it is known only as Spire, a term applied by the islanders to all the largerspiked and close-panicled grasses, Carices and Typhae.

VI. Gasteidium, p. de Beauv.

Nit-grass.

Spikelets scarcely compressed.
'^Panicle contracted, spiked.
2, acute, awnless, ventricose and rounded at the base,
keeled upwards, membranaceous, much longer than the floret,
outer one truncate or toothed at
Glumellas 2, membranaceous
the end, with (or without) a long straight awn below the point,
Neuter florets 0."—Br. Fl.

Glumes

;

Awned Nit-grass. Panicle dense
Q. lendigerum, Beauv.
glumes very acute, florets (mostly) awned. Br. Fl. p. 521,
Milium lendigerum, Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 88. Lind. Syn. p. 303. E,
Gaud. Fl,
B. xvi. t. 1107. Curt. Br. Entom. xiv. t. et fol. 650.
1.

spicate,

i.

17,

24.

t.

Sibth. Fl. Grceca,

p. 177.

Helv.

i.

t.

65.

Host. Gram. Aust.

iii.

By waysides, in waste places, dry rough pastures, and amongst corn, also in
woods occasionally of very frequent occurrence, i^i. June October. 0.
Very frequent about Eyde in certain years, as between Quarr and
E. Med.
On the Dover and at Sea
the Fish-houses, in the fields and along the roadside.
View.
Amongst corn by a farm at Westridge, and in wheat-fields about West-

—

;

—

[Milmm.
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Very abundantly on the waste buildingbrook farm. Cornfields at St. Helens.
Fields and woods along the new road from VVootE. Cowes park, 1846.
Plentiful in a field at Beaper
ton bridge to King's quay, in abundance, 1848.
farm, also in a wheat-stubble near Hardingshoot farm, 1848. Plentiful in a layIn Whitefield wood, 1848.
field on the North side of Coppid hall.
W. Med. Frequent in cornfields about Cowes. In 1841 I found a large field
A perfect weed in cornfields about
near Gurnet (arm nearly covered with it.
At Garrels, near
Freshwater, Thorley and Freshwater parish in some seasons.
Newport.
A most beautiful and elegant grass, whose pale green, tapering, spear-shaped
lots at

—

panicle shines with a satiny or silvery lustre, becoming grayish or yellowish as the
seed ripens.
Root whitish, fibrous, and I have no doubt annual, though Hooker
Culms numerous, 6 18 inches high, erect or spreading,
marks it perennial.
ascending at the base, round, smooth, shining and leafy. Leaves pale green,
linear, rough-edged, taper-pointed, with striated slightly tumid sheaths.
Ligule
oblong, much torn and notched at the summit.
Panicle 2 or 3 inches in length,
narrow and tapering, at first very compact or spicate, afterwards a little diffuse, of
many close-set, half-whorled, roughish and compound branches. Glumes unequal, very acute, single-ribbed, rough on the back, with white membranous edges,
suddenly dilating at the base into a membranous sac or cavity very like the
spatha of an Arum, and enclosing the solitary _^ore<.
Palece much shorter than
the glumes, very broad and concave, nearly equal.
Outer valve truncate, its
broad summit with several tooth-like notches, with or without an awn at some
distance below the top, and which usually exceeds the glumes ; inner valve
smaller, with a narrower bifid summit and awnless both are somewhat hairy at
the base, but I do not find them downy as Smith describes them.
Stamens short,
with violet anthers.
Styles distant stigmas short, somewhat erect, unbranched.
Seed enclosed in the hardened tumid base of the glumes.
Smith says the awn is rarely wanting, but in my specimens it is as often absent
as present.
The figure of this species in ' Flora Graeca' is scarcely given with
the usual attention to minuteness and accuracy so characteristic of that rare, elegant and costly work, the glumes being there represented as simply acicular.
This fine grass, though generally diffused over ihe island, is not equally abundant every season in the same locality, being, like most aijnual plants, somewhat
capricious in its stations.

—

;

;

j8.

Panicle loose or spreading.

VII. Milium, Linn-

Millet-grass.

"Panicle spreading.
Spikelets somewhat dorsally compressed,
Glumes 2, nearly equal, flattisli, herbaceous, rather
awnless.
acute, scarcely longer than the floret.
Glumellas 2, nearly equal,
glabrous, at length hardened and enclosing the caryopsis.
Neuter
florets

0."—Br.

Fl.

1. M. effusum, L.
Spreading Millet-grass. Wood Millet-grass.
Panicle diffuse, florets ovate without awns.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 87.
Br. Fl. p. 520. E. B. xvi. 1. 1106. Curt. Fl. Loud. fasc. 4, t. 12.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 16, t.
Curt. Br. Entom. xv. t. et fol. 710.

22.
In moist shady woods; not very common. i^A May, June. If.
Frequent in some parts of Quarr copse.
Between Ninham farm
E. Med.
and the Newport road, nearly opposite Quarr abbey.
Shore copse, sparingly.
In Cowpit-cliff copse, Greatwood copse, and other hill-side copses between
Shanklin and Bonchurch, plentifully. Wood near Norris castle. Wood at Apse
caslle.
In Knighton East wood, 1845; also in Inwards copse, sparingly, 1845.

—

;
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In Bloodstone copse, sparingly, 1 846. In New copse, near Wootton bridge, 1846.
Spaiino;ly in copses under Arreton and Mevsley or Messley downs, 1844.
W. Med.
To! t wood, near Gatcombe.
Copse on the N. side of Wroxall
down, above Wroxall farm.
A large, nearly smooth, slender grass, of a pale, delicate, rather glaucous gieen
about 3 feet high, growing in clumps.
Leaves distant, broad, flat, thin and
pointed, short for their width, finely serrated, on long close-ribbed sheaths. Ligule
oblong, jagged.
Panicle lax, of several distant, spreading, half-whorled tufls of
smooth, slender, compound, wavy branches, a little rough only on their ultimate
divisions.
i^/ore<s ovate, pointed, scarcely ^th of an inch long.
G^mjhm equal,
thin, STribbed, ronghish externally with small points.
Palem nearly as long as
the calyx, equal, concave, thin and shining; outer one indistinctly 3-ribbed, the
inner plainly 2-ribbed,
Anthers pale yellow.
Stigmas short, feathery, spreading

—

horizontally.

VIII. Agrostis, Linn.
Panicle loose.
acute,

Spikelets laterally

Bent'grass.

compressed.

membranaceous, longer than the

Glumes

2,

awnless.
Flo7-et
sessile, glabrous or with 1
3 tufts of very short hairs at the base.
Glmnellas 2, unequal; the inner sometimes wanting, the outer
with or without an awn.
Caryopsis free, oblong or linear.

—

floret,

A

very intricate and perplexing genus of grasses to the botanist, ffora the
variety of form and aspect the same species will assume aecoiding to soil and
situation, and the suppression or assumption of certain organs that in more constant genera furnish the readiest specific distinctions.
Though simple enough in
structure, the minuteness and elasticity of the parts render the dissection of the
florets a very troublesome task, trying alike to the patience and eyes of the operator.
The nerves of the valves of the corolla, to w-hich an undue importance is
attached, are often hardly to be traced under a high magnifier, the valve showing
like an uniform and ribless membrane.
For this reason I have omitted all
mention of them in the specific descriptions, conceiving the descriptions will he
found sufficiently clear without referring to marks so undecisive.
For the same
reasons the unnatural genus Tiichodium of Schrader, founded solely on the suppression or partial development of one valve or palea of the corolla^ is here
discarded.
*'
A. canina, L. Brown Bent-grass.
Branches of the panilong slender erect-patent, glumes unequal lanceolate rough at
the keel, outer one 1-nerved, glumella 1 erose at the end 5-nerved
with a dorsal awn from below the middle, leaves linear, sheaths
smooth, ligule oblong acute,"
E. B. t. 1856.
.Br. Fl p. 523.

1.

cle

—

Host. Oram. Aust.

iv.

31,

t.

53,

Moist woods, meadows, heaths and pastures. Fl. July. %.
E.Med. Inwards copse, near Ashey, in great plenty. [In the lane leading
from the Ryde and Newport road to Fishbourne, Dr. Bell-Sailer, Edrs.]
W. il/ed.— [Cockleton bog. Dr. Bell- Salter, Edrs.]

—

" Branches of the paA. vulgaris, With. Fine Bent-grass.
smoothish its branchlets spreading after flowering, glumes
nearly equal, outer one rough on the keel above, outer glumella
Br. Fl. p. 534.
3 -nerved, ligule extremely short and truncate."
E. B. t. 1671, Host. Gram. Aust. iv. 3i, t. 59.
2.

nicle

—

In rough stony or sandy pastures, on heaths, by roadsides and other dry places
abundant, i^i. July, August, if.

4 F

;

—

;
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Best distinguished from our other

Wunt

common

species by the extremely short and
branches of whose whorls

ligule, the thin, light, airy panicle, the capillary

are lew, and spread equally in every direclion.
The distant scattered Howurs and
generally upright stem will prevent its being confounded with A. alba.

" Branches of the panicle
3. A. alia, L.
Marsh Bent-grass.
hispid its branchlets erect after flowering, glumes nearly equal,
outer one rough on the keel all over, outer glumella 5 -nerved,
ligule elongated acute."—Br. Fl. p. 524.
E. B. t. 1189.
very common.
In moist shady woods, meadows, ditches and wet cornfields
;

Fl. July, August.

71-

from A. vulgaris hy its larger and stouter habit; much
crowded on the panicle and on a closer inspection by the thickly-set branches of the whurls, which stand alternately in bundles
on opposite sides of the main stem; and, lastly, by the oblong and generally torn

Known

at first sight

more numerous

flowers, wliich are

;

ligule.

A. setacea, Curt. Bristle-leaved Bent-grass. Vect. RabbitPanicle oblong with short close
Deer's -foot -grass.
branches spreading only when in flower, outer palea with a long
bent awn from near the base, inner one very small with a tuft of
minute hairs at the bottom, leaves setaceous. Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 91.
Br. Fl. p. 523.
E. B. xvii. t.
Lind. Syn. p. 303. (Trichod. set.)
1188.
Parn. Gr. t. 83.
Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc. 6, t. 12.
On dry turfy heaths, commons and high downs frequent, i^/. June, July. If.
E Med. All over Munsley hill, by Godshill, 1844. Abundant on Stapler's
4.

grass.

—

;

heath and St. Gem-ge's down.
On the beautiful wooded hill called Apse castle,
near Shankiin, plentifully.
Abundant on the yet unenclosed spots on Boyal
heath.
Youngwood's copse, and all over Bordwood, &c., abundantly, as also in
most dry, elevated and heathy spots throughout the island. Apse heath and Bleak
down, D. Turner, Esq.
W.Med. Heathy places about Kingston. About Colwell, Hill farm and
Freshwater, not unfrequent, Fl. Vect.
[Furzy hill above Brixton, plentiful, A.
G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Culms 12
Root tufted, with long, pale, downy and somewhat woody fibres.
Radical leaves
18 inches high, erect or ascending, slender, smooth and striated.
numerous, not half the length of the culms, of a grayish or glaucous green, involute, capillaceo-setaceous, stifiish, those of the culm few, distant, a little broader,
with long smooth sheaths.
Panicle erect, close,
Ligule rather short, torn.
spreading a little only in fine weather,* taper-pointed, its branches in distant
half-whorled bundles, dividing in a somewhat ternate manner, rough and angular.
Glumes unequal, lanceolate, acute, purple and green, hollow, roughish at the
back outer one the larger and longer, with a single green dorsal rib inner with
a similar rib and two short lateral ones from the base.
Palea much shorter than
the glumes, white, thin and membranous; outer one greatly larger than the inner,
with inflexed edges and 4-ribbed, the two middle ribs produced into short awns
at the truncate summit
from the back of the valve just above the base proceeds a
long roughish awn, bent about the middle and much exserted beyond the glumes
inner palea very minute, oblong or ovate, flat, toothed or notched at its obtuse
summit, and having a minute tuft of hairs at the base. Anthers yellowish or purple, their lobes widely spreading after the pollen is discharged.
Germen ovate

—

;

;

;

;

styles short.

* The panicle, like that of CalamagrostisEpigejos, remains closed as well after
as before the flowering season, and indeed is but little expanded at any time, excepting in favourable states of the weather and at certain limes of the day, collapsing even then on being gathered.

—
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This rare or rather local British grass was first distinguished as a species by
Curtis, and, ihouKh not conspicuous or striking in its habit, is readily known from
its

congeners by the narrow, close, spiked panicle, the very

fine bristle-like leaves,

and the gray silvery hue of the herbage, delighting to spring under the shelter of
the heath and furze.
In more open places it forms a fine elastic but slippery
turf; yet, abundant as it is on our heaths and downs, I do not believe it yields a
palatable food to sheep, if they touch it at all, as in many parts where this grass
almost covers the soil, and sheep abound, its silveiy panicle waves uncropped by
thdse animals.
Agrostis setacea is quite confined to the counties south of London, unless the
alleged Yorkshire and Scottish stations, which want confirmation, should prove to
be correct.
It is the prevailing grass on Southampton common, as also in many
parts of Devonshire and Cornwall
it is also plentiful in the West of France and
in Portugal, but in the Isle of Wight has almost reached its eastern limit, having
hitherto been detected in only one spot in Sussex, and abundantly in Surrey on
Bagshot heath, which is its most northerly well-ascertained limit.
:

IX. Calamagrostis, Adans.

Small-reed.

" Panicle loose or close.
Spikelets laterally compressed.
Glumes 3, nearly equal, longer than the floret, which is surrounded by hairy scales at the base.
Glumellas 2, membranaceous outer one (sometimes shortly) awned at the point or back,
very rarely awnless. Neuter floret wanting, or reduced to a short
scale or pedicel."
Br. Fl.
;

1.
C. Epigejos, Both.
Wood Small-reed. Glumes subulate
their keels rough, panicle close before and after flowering, florets
crowded unilaterally on the branches, outer palea with a dorsal
awn nearly as long as the calyx. Br. Fl. p. 523. Parn. Gr. t.
16.
Arundo Epig., L. Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 169. E. B. vi. t. 403
(bona).
Curt. Br. Entom. xiv. t. et fol. 666.
Host. Gram. Aust.
iv. 24, t. 42.
In moist open places on sand and clay in woods, thickets and amongst bushes;
abundant in the northern part of the island, and especially in E. Medina
bnt
Fl. July,
not found on chalk, and hence rare in the southern half of the island.
:

;

August

!(..

—

Everywhere about Ryde, where there is scarcely a patch of wood or
Above Cowpit cliff, 1844. Almost
bushes that does not produce this grass.
everywhere along the shore, on wet clay, between E. Cowes and King's quay, as
well as along the shores of that estuary.
Willow-bed below Stapler's farm, and
elsewhere near Newport.
W. Med. In and about Parkhurst forest. Thorness wood and shore adjacent.
Near the Medina above Cowes.
Frequent about Yarmouth, as by the roadside
nearly opposite Afton house, near Wellow.
Root slender, creeping, with a few whitish fibres. Culms erect, 3 or 4 feet high,
Leaves
round, slender, hollow, rough only for an inch or two below the panicle.
of the barren radical shoots much shorter than the culms, erect, linear, taperpointed, very rough ou the keel and margins, pale green and a little glaucous,
those of the culm few, distant,
flat, but soon becoming involute when gathered
with very long close sheaths, pale green, linear and tapering, roughish beneath
and on the edges, often involute. Ligule about i an inch long, lanceolate and
Panicle often a foot in length, slender, lobed, tapering to a
usually much torn.
point, a little inclining; pale, purplish, reddish or a mixture of all together; of
many half-whorled, slender, rough and compound branches. Florets crowded
unilaterally on the branches of the panicle, which spread a little only whilst in

E. Med.

—

;

—
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—
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Glumes
blossoiDj afterwards-, as previous to Aowenng, becoming coarctate.
equal, very narrow and taper-pointed, rough at the baclc, with a green rib

about

down

the centre of each.
Corolla much sliorter than the calyx and more unequal, its
valves thin, white and membranous.
Outer palea bifid at the point, with a rough
dorsal awn inserted nearly in the middle, and about as long as the tuft of hairs
that surround the base of the corolla, from which, being almost equally slender
and pale-coloured, it is not easy at first to distinguish it; inner palea much
smaller.

Anthers yellowish.

Stigmas simply branched.

X. Phalaris, Linn.

Canary-grass.

"Panicle spiked or spreading.
Spikelets laterally compressed.
Glumes 2, nearly equal, erect, navicular, membranaceous, longer
than the floret. Glumellas 2, awnless, glabrous or equally hairy,
at length hardened and investing the caryopsis.
Neuter florets
1
Br. Fl.
3, rudimentary, sessile and scale-like."-

—

1.
P. arundinacea, L.
Reed Canary-grass. Rihhand-grass.
" Panicle erect its branches j)atent, florets
'Gardener's Garters.
crested secund, neuter florets consisting of 1
3 small hairy

—

valves."—£r. Fl. p. 518.
E. B. t. 403.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii.
Digraphis arundinacea, Trin.
25, t. 33.
By the side of rivers, ponds, pools and ditches; not un frequently. Fl. July,
August.

2f.

—

E. Med. In various parts of Sandown level.
and Langbridge.
By the stream-side

ley farm

Willow-thicket between Messand by the bridge

at Yaibridge,

[Near the sluice at Bradiug, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
Medina at Shide bridge. In the pond below Carisbrooke
castle
also by the stream between Newbridge and Mill green.
Abundant by the
mill-streams and ponds by Newport and Carisbrooke, 1845.
at Alverston.

W. Med.

— By the

;

W

Glumes 2- or rarely 3-flowered.

XI. Catabeosa, p. de Beauv.

Whorl-grass.

"Panicle spreading.
Spikelets scarcely compressed, ovate,
awnless, with 1
3 perfect florets and often 1
2 neuter ones.
Glumes 3, membranaceous, 1 -nerved, much shorter than the
spikelets, rounded on the back, very obtuse, lower one the smaller,
upper crenate or toothed at the end.
Glumellas 3, coriaceous,
membranaceous only at the extremity, 3 -ribbed, truncated and
erose at the end, nearly equal.
Caryopsis free." Br. Fl.

—

—

1. C. aquatica, Beauv.
Water Whorl-grass.
Panicle spreading with whorled branches, leaves broadly linear obtuse flat, ligule
oblong.
Br. Fl. p. 535.
Parn. Gr. t. 20.
Aira aquatica, /Sm.
E. Fl. i. p. 102. Find. Syn. p. 306. E. B. xxii. t. 1557.
Curt.
Fl. Lmid. fasc. i. t. 5.
Host. Qra/m. Aust. ii. 30, t. 41.

In shallow pools and ditches

;

rather rare.

Fl.

May—July.

Calamagrostis lancealala. Roth (Arundo Calamagrostis, L.), grows on the coast
apposite Ryde, at Goraer pond, and near Southampton.
Phalaris Canariensis, L., is occasionally found, a plant or two here and there,
on waste ground, manure-heaps, &c., but it can hardly be said to be naturalized
with us, and hence is not a .proper s.pecies for insei'tion here.

Aira.]

E.Med.
ditches in

with
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— In

In sevel'al marsh-uieadow
a ditch in Appulduroombe park.
mill, one of which I found nearly filled
BelL-Salter.
Pond near the village of

Sandown level, above Alverston
Under the cliff at Foreland, Dr.

Pan, Mr. Snooke.

Culms procumbent or floatquite smooth, very brittle and tender.
branched, rooting at the white swollen lower joints with bunLeaves short, linear,
dles of whitish fibres, their flowering extremities erect.
bluntish, often bifid at the point, quite flat above, with a sharp narrow keel beLigule short,
neath, pale green, glabrous, with long, loose and smooth sheaths.
Panicte erect, of many distant sets of half-whorled,
broad, pointed, mostly torn.
unequal, spreading, angular, compound branches, that are sometimes deflexed.
Florets i
4, greatly longer than the glumes, the upper one shortly pedicellate.
Glumes green or purple, much shorter than the florets, [very unequal, truncate,
eroso-dentate ; outer one much the smaller and shorter, nerveless; inner one
3-ribbed at the base only. Palece equal, bluntish, membranous, erose at their
summits, outer one with 3, inner with 2, very strong prominent ribs ; this last is
hollow like the outer valve, and encloses the stamens, &c., contrary to the usual
structure in grasses, in which the inner palea is flattened and empty, the outer
Styles but litonly embracing the organs of reproduction. Anthers pale yellow.

Whole herb

ing, 2

—3

feet long,

—

tle

branched or feathery, approximate.

XII. AiEA, Linn.

Hair-grass.

" Panicle lax (rarely contracted).
Spikelets laterally compressed, with 2 (or rarely 3 or 1) perfect florets and sometimes a
Glumes 2, unequal,
neuter one which is usually rudimentary.
about as long as the florets, the outer 1 -nerved. Glumellas membranaceous and thin, hairy at the base the outer one awned at
the back, with or without faint lateral nerves, toothed or entire or
Caryopsis glabrous."
bifid but not setigerous at the end.
;

—

Br. Fl.
* Panicle

close or subspicate.

"Panicle contracted
Early Hair-grass.
1. A. prcRCOX, L.
oblong, spikelets somewhat acute at the base, florets scarcely villous at the base about as long as the glumes, awn twisted inserted
below the middle and usually near the base longer than the
E. B. t. 1296.
Br. FL p. 529.
glumes, leaves setaceous."
Host. Gram. Aust. iv. 22, t. 37. Parn. Gr. t. 24.

—

On dry sandy or gravelly heaths, pastures, wall-tops and waste ground; not
Q.
unfrequent. i^/. May, June.
E. il/erf.— Plentiful a few years back on the Dover, just behind the saw-pit, but
I believe now destroyed by the deposition of broken brick and other rubbish.
On Boyal heath. [On
Near the top of the hill at Apse castle, abundant.
St. Helens spit, plentifully, A. 6. More, Esq., Edrs.]
A small grass, for the most part forming caespitose often depressed tufts. Root
Culms several, erect, often spreading
annual, of several slender hair-like fibres.
nearly flat or radiating, from an inch or 2 inches to a span long, slender, rigid,
shining and glabrous, leafy nearly or quite to the summit, angular above and
in dry seastriated, tumid at the joints, and at the lower ones often geniculate,
Leaves mostly if not wholly confined to the
sons and situations often reddish.
stem, very short, linear, suberect, from the involution of their margms appeanng
Sheaths slightly
setaceous, obtuse, rough-edged, the inferior ones soon withering.
tumid, ribbed and angular, smooth, the uppermost much longer than their leaves,
Ligule large, lanceolate or oblong.
-the rest shorter or about equal to the latter.
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sheathing, torn and bifid. Panicle linear-lanceolate, eiect, scarcely exceeding an
inch in length at most, of several upright, slightly compound, roughish, angular,
waved branches, so closely coarctale as to appear spiked. Spihelets ovato-Ianceolate, erect, glabrous, of a silvery gray aspect mixed with green, sometimes purplish.
Glumes equal, ovato-lanceolate, a litile compressed, awnless, green and
towards the summit scabrous at the back, with very broad soariose margins, extremely acute and minutely jagged or serrate at the often cloven apex and for
some distance below it along the edges, 3-ribbed, the two lateral ribs shorter than
the middle one and conspicuous chiefly at the base, where the glumes are slightly
Florets 2, about as long as the
if at all rounded or gibbous as in the next.
glumes, the inferior one sessile, the superior stipitate, on a very short pedicel,
each with a few short hairs forming a tuft at the base.
Palece glabrous, light
green; inferior and ouler one lanceolate, concave, acuminate, deeply bifid, with
slender, pale, scabrous points, faintly (5-?) ribbed, furnished with a dorsal awn
nearly twice its own length, brown in its lower, pale in its upper half, twisted and
somewhat geniculate, smooth or roughish superior and inner palea shorter than
the outer, lanceolate, membranous, slightly cloven, with broadly inflexed margins
and a green, roughish, lateral rib on each side at the angle of reduplication.
Stamens short; anthers yellow. Germen turbinate, substipitate styles shorl, distant, branched nearly from the base but not copiou.sly.
This is one of the smallest and earliest of our grasses, and is closely allied to
A. caryophi/llea, from which, however, its smaller size and close spicate panicle at
once distinguish it.
;

;

* Panicle lax, spreading or diffuse.
2. A. caryophyllea, L.
Silvery Hair-grass.
Panicle divaricated, florets slightly villous at their base both sessile shorter
than the glumes, awn inserted below the middle of and much
longer than the valve, leaves setaceous, ligule lanceolate cloven.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 106. Br. Fl. p. 528. Lind. Syn. p. 308. E. B.
xii. t.

812.

33,

44.

t.

Curt. Fl. Lond. fasc.

In dry, barren, gravelly and

0.

6, t. 6.

hilly pastures; not

Host. Gram. Aust.

uncommon.

ii.

Fl. June, July.

—

In rough elevated fields near Bembridge, plentifully. Field beE. Med.
On Royal heath and Lake
tween Saudown and Lee farm, in great profusion.
common. [St. Helens spit, plentifully. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs]
Root small, of a few hairy fibres.
Culm erect, from 3 to 12 inches high,
Leaves few, very narrow, from their involute edges appearing
smooth, slender.
setaceous, erect, sliflSsh, many-ribbed; upper ones much shorter than their
smoolh, striated, but angular sheaths.
Lir/ule tapering into a very long acute
Panicle ui numerous capillary, repeatedly trichotomous, erect or patent
point.
branches, that are smoothish and a little waved orflexuose, but much less so than
Glumes equal, lanceolate, very acute, ribless, with
in the following species.
white, jagged, membranous tips, and variegated green and purple.
Florets much
shorter than the glumes, both sessile, and with a minute tuft of hairs at their
Pale(B unequal, granulated outer or lower one with a tapering, serrated,
base.
or bristly and cloven point, and having a long, i-ough, jointed awn on the back
below the middle of the valve, purplish beneath, pale above the articulation;
inner valve much shorter and flatter.
This grass is more likely to be mistaken for A.fiexuosa than for the preceding,
to both of which indeed it is very nearly allied, and as it were an intermediate
though very distinct species.
;

A. flexuosa, L.

Wave

Panicle (when flowerabout as long as the glumes,
one of them on a short pedicel, awn jointed much longer than the
3.

Hair-grass.

ing) difl'use, florets villous at the base

,

—
Kcehleria.]
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glumes inserted near the base of the palea, leaves setaceous. Sm.
E. Fl. i. p. 104.
Br. Fl. p. 527.
Lind. Syn. p. 308.
E. B.
xxii. t. 1519.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 33, t. 43.
Parn. Gr. tt. 23,
107.

On

dry hilly and heathy ground

E. Med.

;

but seldom.

Fl. June, July.

— At Apse castle, near Shanlilin, pretty abundantly.

!(..

On

St.

George's

On Royal

heath, Albert Hambrough, Esq.
About 12 ov 18 inches in height, growing in dense tufts.
Root of many
whitish, sometimes woolly, fibres. Cvlms erect, round, slender, quite smooth, leafless
in their upper half.
Leaves short, the lower ones in small bundles arising from a
sheath at the base of the culm, setaceous; stem-leaves a little broader, with involute overlapping edges and very long close sheaths, all smooth except a slight
roughness along the edges near their tips.
PaniLigule short, obtuse, cloven.
cle loose, of several erecto-patent, slender, smoothish and reddish branches, doubly
and triply subdivided into capillary ramifications, which, with the main branches,
are more or less waved or flexuose, whence the specific name.
Spikelets of a
mixed white and reddish colour, as if partially bleached.
Glumes nearly equal,
chaffy, finely pointed, with a single keel-like rib not reaching to the apex, tinged
with purple at their base. Florets 2 (seldom 3, Koch and Alert.), seated in a tuft
of short hairs, one of them on a minute pedicel.
Palece like the glumes in shape
and colour, and about equal to them in length ; outer one 4-ribbeci, with a roughish awn, nearly double its own length, inserted on the back of the valve just above
the base.
Scale deeply cloven, with acute diverging lobes, as long as the ger-

down.

men.

Styles distant, feathery.
larger size, deeper colour, short blunt ligule,

The much

and perennial

always prevent this being confounded with the preceding species,
besides, a much earlier plant than the present.

root, will

which

is,

4. A. ccsspitosa, L.
"Panicle diffuse,
Turfy Hair-grass.
branches scabrous, glumes slightly rough on the midrib, upper
8-ribbed, florets hairy at the base rather longer than the glumes,
awn straight inserted near the base of and seldom exceeding in,
Br. Fl. p. 526.
E. B. t. 1453.
length the outer glumella."
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 31, t. 42.

—

—

In moist shady places, woods and copses plentiful. Fl. June August.
1(...
In Quarr copse, Apley woods, and elsewhere about Hyde.
Abundant in woods at Yarmouth.
The leaves are remarkably rough on their upper side, with numerous deep fur-,
rows, the intermediate ridges being armed with innumerable minute saw-like
prickles, offering great resistance to the fingers when drawn along the leaf in a,
Might not this roughness be employed ia
contrary direction to their points.
polishing turnery and metal wares, instead of the imported Dutch Bushes {Eqvi-.
setum hytmale) ?
;

—

E. Med.
W. Med.

—

XIII. Kcehleria, Pers.

Kcehleria,

" Panicle spiked, rounded.
Spikelets laterally compressed, dis->
Glumes 2, unequal^
tichous, -with two or more perfect florets.

Glumellas 2, membramembranaceous, shorter than the florets.
outer one keeled, entire, pointed or
naceous, naked at the base
;

with a straight subterminal bristle.

Caryopsis free."

Br. Fl.

" Panicle interrupted

Crested Kcehleria.
1. K. cristata, Pers.
below, outer glumella acute 3-ribbed, leaves narrow ciliated

on.

—
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the margins or hairj'." Br. Fl. p. 531. Aira, E. B. t. 648.
chloe, Link.
Poa ci'istata, Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 54, t. 75.

Ou

Airo-

sandy ov chalky pastures and downs. Fl. June, July. !(..
On the
Bembridge, Brading and Yaverland downs.
edges of the cliff above Sandown bay, on the (ferniRinous?) sandstone, plentifully.
Abundant also along the top of the cliff between Niton and Old park,
W. Med. In the Lenten pit, by Carisbrook. Freshwater down.
A small species, from 4 to 8 inches in height. Root a little tufted and creepCulms simple, erect or ascending, mostly genicuing, with long downy fibres.
late at the lower joints, round, slender, striated, covered with fine spreading down,
especially between the branches of the panicle, often quite glabrous in the lower
Root-leaves tufted, hardly Jth part the height of the culm, very narrow,
part.
tapering and hairy, rough or nearly smooth along the edges and keel those of
the culm about 2, the uppermost towards the middle, the lower one near the base,
of the culm, extremely short, broad and pointed in my specimens (as in Knapp's
figure, though drawn narrow in E. B.), ribbed, flat and hairy, with long, tumid,
downy sheaths. Ligule very short. Panicle erect, an inch to 2 inches long (4 or
5, iSm.), compact, subspicate, subcylindrical, with a silvery gray aspect, of several
dry, elevated,

E. Med.

— Abundant on
—

;

sets of short, half-whorled, compound branches.
Glumes unequal, lanceolate,
acuminate, compressed, greenish, with purple edges, each with a strong, dorsal,
green rib, their keels roughish or hairy; the inner and larger glume 3-ribbed at
the base.
Florets rarely more than 2, sometimes 3, scarcely exceeding the glumes,
their oaXev palea resembling the larger or inner glume in form and colour, and in
being, like that, .3-nerved; inner valve thin, white, chaffy, deeply bifid, the margins sharply folded their entire length, and serrated along the back of each dupliAnthers purplish. Stigmas simple, spreading or deflexed,
cature.

XIV. Melica, Linn.
" Panicle

lax.

Sinkelets

ovate,

Melic-grass.

awnless, with

1

—2

perfect

and a club-shaped rudimentary neuter one. Glumes 2,
Glumellas.
nearly equal, shorter than the florets, several-nerved.
2 outer one rounded on the hack, entire at the end, at length
Br. Fl.
cartilaginous and enclosing the free caryopsis."

florets,

—

;

Wood Melic-grass. Panicle branched
1. M. uniflora, Eetz.
slightly drooping, spikelets ovate erect with only one perfect
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 112. Br. Fl. p. 529. Lind. Syn. p. 307.
floret.
E. B.
Brit.

t.

XV,

t.

41.

1058.
Curt. Fl. Lo7id. fasc.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 9, t. 11.

5,

t.

Knapp, Gram.

Pani. Gr.

t.

18.

frequent. Fl. May, June.
If..
slender, elegant grass.
Root of many entangled, white and jointed rhizoms,
creeping horizontally, often somewhat bulbous, emitting copious capillary branched
Culms several, nearly erect, weal, slender, a foot or 18 inches high, simfibres.
Leaves narrow, bright green,
ple, compressed, striated, slightly hairy beneath.
taper-pointed, thin, flat, downy above and on the edges, siijoolh and ribbed be^
Xj^m/i? short, truncate, with an elongated subuneath, with close striated sAmi/is.
late point opposite the leaf, a peculiarity of rare occurrence in other grasses.
Panicle terminal, about a span long, of very few distant, binary, nearly simple,
slightly flexuose branches, leaning to one side but scarcely drooping, slender and
roughish: one branch of each pair is usually shorter than the other or sometimes
nearly wanting, and bearing an abortive spikelet; these last are ovate, erect, treGlumes unequal, purplish ; superior boat-shaped, somewhat awned,
mulous.
4-ribbed, with a roughish keel; inferior ovato-lanceolate, 2-ribbed.
Perfect floret
sessile, its palete rather unequal, green ; superior or inner one 2-ribbed, downy,
deeply grpoved behind a reduplication floret; inferior or uwYfc valve very hollow

In shady woods and lanes

A

;

;

Molinia.]
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or concave, sprinkled with glandular dotsI)iit not downy, bluntish.
Anthers pale
yellow.
Germen oblong.
Styles long, spreading stigmas elegantly feathered.
;

Scale very broad, truncate and entire, fleshy, half-surrounding the ovarium.
Abortive floret a pedicellate colourless valve, enclosing another, if not a third, rudi-

mentary

floret like itself, the outermost embraced by the dorsal groove of the
superior palea of the perfect floret.
This species, as growing exclusively in woods and shady places, is a grass of
no agricultural importance.

XV. MoLiHiA, Moench.

Molinia.

"Panicle somewhat contracted or spreading.
Spikelets awnwith 1 5 (or more) perfect florets, and
usually a subulate rudimentary upper neuter one.
Glumes 2,
acute, shorter than the florets, unequal, 1-nerved.
Glumellas 2
outer one rounded on the back, glabrous, entire at the end, at
length cartilaginous and covering the free caryopsis." Br. Fl.
less, oblong-cylindrical,

—

—

1.
M. ccerulea, Mcench.
Purple Molinia.
"Panicle erect
somewhat contracted, spikelets erect, outer glumella usually
3-nerved, culm with one knot near the base."
Br. Fl. p. 528.
Melica cserulea, L. Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 7, t. 8. E. B. t. 750.

—

:

/3.

Leaves longer and
Duraort?

less rigid,

panicle green.

M. (Enodium)

caeruleum, var.

atrovirens,

On heaths, moors, and in barren sandy or gravelly pastures and woods. Fl.
July, August.
If..
E. Med. Abundant on Stapler's heath, Apse heath, and Lake common.
W. jWerf.— Heathy places about Kingston and in Parkhurst forest, abundantly.
Parkhurst forest, in
Plentifully on the Wilderness.
|3. In shady situations.
the flr-plantations.
A hard, coarse, rigid grass, conspicuous for its dark bluish purple or violet hue.
Root of many yellowish, thick, flexuose, remarkably tough and wiry fibres. Culms
a foot to 3 feet high, erect, round, smooth, finely striated, bent below the single
tumid joint a little above the base.
Leaves few, only near the base of the culm,
linear-lanceolate, tapering to a long point, bluish green, longer than their purplish
sheaths, ronghish, hairy or naked on the upper side, short and very rigid in a.,
longer, narrower and more flexible in /S.
Liyule a row of short bristles. Panicle
2 to 6 or 8 inches long, purple or green, spike-like, of many close-pressed wavy
branches, with rough, angular, partial stalks.
Spikelets upright, linear, acute.
Glumes much shorter than the florets, inner one rather the longer of the two.
Palece unequal
outer one 3-ribbed, acute
inner 2-ribbed, flat, membranous,
slightly bifid.
Stigmas short, but little branched, sometimes purple-coloured like
Uppermost floret on a
the anthers, a circumstance unusual, I believe, in grasses.
hairy pedicel, empty or rudimentary.
A large proportiou of the grass in Parkhurst forest consists of this species,
which, under the trees in the extensive plantations (principally fir) in that enclosure, becomes far less rigid, with larger leaves, and with little or none of the usual
I presume this to be
violet or deep purple of the plant in more open situations.
Like Catabrosa
the Mol. (Enodium) cceruletim var. atrovirens of Dumortier.
aquatica, this plant has been the sport of system, having been a Melica, Aira,
Festuca, Poa, Arundo ; from its afiiuity to all uniting itself completely with none,

—

;

;

and hence properly made a genus apart.

4

G

—

—
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XVI. HoLcus, Hnn.
" Panicle

Soft-grass.

laterally

Spikelets

lax.

[HolcUS.

compressed,

2-flowered.

Glumes 3.
Lower floret perfect, triandrous glumeUas 2 outer
one awnless or very rarely awned. Caryopsis covered by the
:

indurated glumellas."

—Br.

;

Fl.

Meadow Soft-grass. " Glumes rather ob1. H. lanatus, L.
tuse mucronate, awn of barren floret included within the glumes
at length curved glabrous except near the end, no tuft of hairs at
Host.
the joints, root fibrous."— ^r. Fl. p. 530. E. B. t. 1169.
Gram. Aust. i. p. 2, t. 3.
In meadows, pastures, woods, and about hedges

;

Fl. June, July.

everywliere.

^Florets sunoimded liy 4 or 5 simple bristles at their base, which rise to half the
height of the floret, or sometimes even surpass it.
It cannot be said that there is no tuft of hairs at the joints of the stem in H.
lanalus, ihe pubescence in that part being visibly more copious, though a less prominent feature than in H. mollis, because it is contrasted with the want of down
on the parts immediately contiguous.

" Glumes acuCreeping-rooted Soft-grass.
of the barren floret exserted at length geniculate scabrous all over, joints of the culm with a tuft of hairs, root creeping."— Br. Fl. p. 529. E. B. t. 1170. Host Gram. Aust. i. p. 3,
2.

H.

minate,

t.

mollis, L.

awn

8.
|8.

Sheaths

villous.

In woods, meadows and pastures

;

less

frequent than the preceding.

Fl. July.

n-

Hedge opposite Cherrygin cottages, near Byde, 1850, Dr. Bell-Sailer !! In
specimen, though the sheaths were very hairy, the tuft at the nodes, so characteristic of the species, was very apparent.
fi.

this

Florets, especially the uppermost imperfect ones, seated in a rather copious
fascicle of white hairs, scarcely ^th the length of the glumes.

XVII. Arrhenatheeum, P. de Beauv.

False Oat-grass.

" Panicle lax.
Spikelets laterally compressed, 2-flowered, with
an upper rudimentarj' neuter one. Glu7nes 2, nearly equal, memLoiver floret barren, trianbranaceous, as long as the florets.
drous glumellas 2 outer one with a long twisted geniculate awn
Upper Jloret perfect, triandrous glumiellas 2
above the base.
Br. Fl.
outer one with a short straight bristle below the point."
;

:

:

;

" Leaves fiat."
False Oat-grass.
1. A. avenaceum, Beauv.
Avena elatior, L. Holcus avenaceus, Scop.
Br. Fl. p. 530.

E. B.
i3.

t.

813.

Host.

Gram. Aust.

ii.

36,

t.

49.

butbosum (V eel. Knot-grass). Culms bulbous at base.

Gram. Aust.

iv. 18,

t.

A. bulbosum. Host.

30.

A very common grass in meadows, tbiclcets, hedges, and on banks by roadsides,
&c. Fl. June, July. !(..
This species once obtained a partial and transient reputation in the United
some
States for arliiicial pasture, under the aspiring name of Grass of the Andes
of the American farmers have reported favourably of it, from its power of resisting
:

—
Triodia.]
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the extremes of heat and cold incident to that climate.
It has not however come
into general use with them, nor is it likely to supplant the Timothy- and other
fine meadow-grasses, lung tried and approved of by agriculturists of both continents.*

fll Glumes 3- or mostly many-fiotvered.
u. Panicle close, compact or spiked.

XVIII. Triodia, R. Brown.

Heath-grass.

—

"Panicle racemed.
Spikelets compressed, with 2
4 fertile
florets.
Glumes 2, about equal, 3-ribbed, as long as the florets.
Glwmellas 2
outer somewhat coriaceous, rounded on the back,
;

hairy at the base, 3-toothed at the summit; teeth nearly of the
same length, middle one straight (sometimes bristle-shaped)."

Br. Fl.
1.
T. decumhens, P. de Beauv.
Decumbent Heath-grass.
" Panicle of few racemed spikelets, ligule a tuft of hairs."
Br.
Fl. p. 540.
Poa, E. B. t. 792.

—

On dry heaths aud hilly pastures, not, I believe, uncommon ; also in .boggy
jF/. June, July.
raoory ground.
If.
E.Med. Firestone copse. On the down above the Culver cliff. Grounds at
the Priory.
W. Med. Heathy ground between Yarmouth and Newtown. Bog at CocklePlentiful amongst the furze on Colwell heath, especially on its
ton, near Cowes.
N.W. corner, close to the bay.
Root tufted, with copious fibres. Culms from 6 to 12 or 15 inches long, at first
decumbent, but when in flower erect or inclining, a little compressed, smooth and
Leaves narrow, linear, pointed, rough-edged, quite flat at their
polished, leafy.
base, a little folded towards the tip, with a strong keel running their entire length,
their edges and close rather long sheaths beset with fine, soft, white hairs as in
Bromus erectus: they are, moreover, remarkable for having their upper surface of
a pale glaucous, the under of a full deep green colour, the reverse of which is the
Pacase with leaves in general. Ligule a mere fringe of extremely short hairs.
nicle terminal, racemose, of a few short, close, roughish branches, bearing each
Glumes nearly equal,
from 1 3 erect spikelets, that are usually 4- or 5-flowered.
ovato-lanceolate, acute, with broad, purplish, membranous edges, 3-ribbed, quite
smooth and shining, with a little roughness on the keel only ; about as long as
Paleie very unequal j outer one ovate, deeply concave,
the included florets.
many-ribbed, with three teeth at the apex, the central one either of equal length
with the two lateral or produced into a short awn-like point; at the base of the
valve on either side is a pencil of fine white hairs; inner palea flat, membranous
and diaphanous, closely applied to the outer, more or less obtuse, strongly ciliated
along its edges, which towards the base of the valve are inflexed, much thickened
and glandular, embracing the short pedicel of the floret next above it; a dark
green very strong nerve runs parallel with its outer margin to within a short distance of the apex of the' valve, originating in the thickened inflexed portion of it

—
—

—

above-mentioned.

* See Cuthbert Johnson's
Philadelphia.

'

Agriculture,"

American

edition,

by Dr. Emerson,

of

——

—
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XIX. Dactylis, Linn.

[Dactylis.

Cock's-foot- grass.

" Panicle with the secondary branches short and very dense,
subsecund.
Spikelets with 3 or more florets, compressed, without a bractea at the base.
Glumes 2, unequal, shorter than the
spikelet
Glumellas 2 outer one keeled, and
outer one keeled.
ciliated at the back, 5-nerved, lanceolate, with a short bristle
close to the point, enclosing the caryopsis."
Br. Fl.
;

;

—

1. T>. glomerata, L.
Rough Cock's-foot- grass. "Branches of
the panicle with ovate clusters of spikelets, leaves linear flat the
margins scabrous, stem erect, root tufted."
Br. Fl. p. 541. E.
B. t. 335. Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 67, t. 94.

—

In woods, meadows, pastures, waste places, and by roadsides, everywhere.

June—August.

Fl.

If.

XX. Cynosurds, Linn.

Dog's-taU-grass.

—

"Panicle spiked, unilateral. Spikelets Wiih 2 5 perfect j^o?-ete,
distichous, with a pectinated bractea or involucre (an abortive
spikelet) at its base.
Glumes 2, equal, membranaceous, much
shorter than the spikelet, 1 -nerved, keeled, shortly awned.
Glumellas 2, membranaceous, linear-lanceolate; outer awned below
the extremity or mucronate, faintly 5-nerved."
Br. Fl.
" Eaceme in a
1. C. cristatus, L.
Crested Dog's-tail-grass.
linear spike, florets with a very short awn."
Br. Fl. p. 542. E.
B. t. 316. Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 68, t. 96.
In dry pastures, hay fields, and by waysides; extremely common.
July.

FL

June,

2f..

|3.

Panicle lax, spreading or divaricate.

XXI. PoA, Linn.

Meadow-grass.

" Glumes shorter than the lowest flower," " rather unequal.
Outer pale with 3 or 5 parallel nerves, membranous below, sca" Styles very
rious at the tip, compressed, keeled, unarmed."
short," "terminal."
Bab. Man.
A. Florets not webbed.

" Panicle subsecund
Annual Meadoiv-grass.
1. F. annua, Ti.
divaricated somewhat triangular, spikelets oblong- ovate of about
5 florets which are a little remote 5-ribbed destitute of web, the
midrib and all the nerves more or less silky, upper sheath longer
than its leaf, ligule oblong acute, culm ascending compressed,
root fibrous."— 5r. Fl. p. 540. E. B. t. 1141.
In meadows, pastures,
grasses.

Fl. January

streets, courtyards,

— December.

0.

and under walls; the commonest of

—
Poa.]

—
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B. Florets webbed.

" Panicle
Smooth-stalked Meadoiv-grass.
oblong-ovate of about 4 florets which are acute
5 -nerved webbed, marginal nerves and keel of the outer glumella
silky, culm and sheath smooth, upper sheath much longer than
its leaf, ligule short, root creeping."
Br. Fl. p. 537.
E. B. t.
1073.
2.

P. pratensis, L.

diffuse, spikelets

—

Slender leaves long, very narrow panicle lax ; spikelets smaller and narVar. II. anguslifolia. Gaud. Fl. Helvet. ii. p. 269.
P. angustifolia,
lAn. ?
Var. III. slrigosa. Gaud. Fl. Helvet. ii. p. 260.
y. Leaves rigid, subglaucous.
P. subca'rulea, Sm. p
An abundant species ill meadows and pastures. FL "June, July." Br. Fl.
;3.

;

;

rower.

np. Freijuent in woods and shady places, and apt, I think, to be taken for P.
nemoralis.
About Cowes, Thorley, Yary. On wall-tops and other dry barren places.

mouth, &c.
In y. the leaves are shorter than the stem, rigid and subglaucous the panicle
small and compact and the calyx very acute, with mostly three copiously webbed
florets.
A soinewhat similar but very dwarf form of P. pratensis abounds on dry
sand by the sea at Ryde, &c., with short, flat, rigid leaves, and a short, triangular, spreading panicle.
The former of the two has, I conceive, been repeatedly
taken for P. compressa, as was indeed done by myself; the latter runs a chance of
being confounded with P. bulbosa by those unacquainted with the true plant of
;

;

that

name.

3.

P. trivialis, L.

Bough- stalked Meadow-grass.

"Panicle

diffuse, spikelets oblong- ovate of about 3 florets which are acute
5 -nerved connected by a web, outer glumella silky only on the

midrib, sheath much longer than its leaf, culms and sheaths
roughish, ligule oblong acute, root fibrous."
Br. Fl. p. 538. E.
B. t. 1072. Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 45, t. 03.
In meadows, pastures and moist shady places; common. Z^. June, July. 3^.
In a bundle of this species pulled in a cornfield near Ryde the glumes were
invariably 2-floweied, as

Smith remarks

is

occasionally the case.

4. P. bulbosa, L.
Bulbous Meadow-grass. " Panicle close subspicate, spikelets ovate 3
4 flowered, florets silky at the keel and

—

marginal nerves connected by a web, leaves with a white narrow
serrated cartilaginous margin, upper sheath much longer than its
leaf, ligule prominent acute, stems swollen at the very base."
Br. Fl. p. 538. E. B. t. 1071.
Fl. April, May.
4.

—

E. Med.

— On the sandy pasture-ground of the

spit at St.

Helens, Dr. Bell-

Saiier, 1850!!!

Grass glabrous. Root somewhat creeping, emitting small, ovoid, bulb-like offwith a tuft of slender fibres at their base, being the enlarged and fleshy bases
Culms erect, from about 4 to 8 or
of the leaves concentrically wrapped together.
9 inches high, extremely slender, terete, perfectly smooth, glabrous and polished,
naked at top, mostly purplish, as are the long, close, striated sheaths; usually geLeaves of the stem very few and small, the uppermost
niculate near the base.
very distant, often extremely minute; those of the root and of the bulbous offsets
sets,

—
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numerous, fascicled, much shorter than the culms, about a line in breatlth,
tish or

somewhat conduplicate, bright green, with a

flat-

slightly glaucous tinge, acute,

minutely serrato-spinvilose along their narrow cartilaginous margins, mostly
wavy or curved and suberect or spreading at various angles to their long, pale or
purplish, strongly ribbed and sheathing bases.
Ligule oblongJanceolate, acute,
clasping, decurrent, entire or torn.
Panicle terminal, very small, from about J lo
1^ inch in length, close and spike-like before ^and after?) flowering,* spreading
when in bloom, the branches short, semiverticillate, mostly in pairs, tumid and
cartilaginous at their junction with the rachis, simple or very sliglnly compound,
the lower ones sometimes considerably distant from the rest, subangular and
flexuose like the rachis, and, with the latter, smooth or beset witli a few scattered
spinules merely said to be often proliferous in other countries.
Spi/cetets ovate,
compressed, 3 4 flowered, acute, florets longer than the glumes.
Glumes about
equal, deeply concave, acute, green, with very broad membranous margins more
or less tinged with purple, glabrous, rough on the upper part of the acute keel
with a few .spinules, .sometimes smooth; S-ribbed, the two lateral ribs about half
the length of the glume, and about half the distance between the dorsal rib and
the slightly erose margin of the glume.
Florets longer than the glumes, the uppermost one pedicellate.
Palete very unequal, the lower and outer one much the
larger and nearly similar to the glumes in form, glabrous excepting at the base
and along the acute keel, where it is clothed for a considerable distance upwards
with white hairs, those at the base long, loose and cottony, on the back shorter,
straight, erect and finger-like, very obscurely 5-ribbed, so faintly indeed as to appear nearly obsolete innfr pale narrow elongato-oblong, glabrous, rather shorter
than the outer, diaphanous, with two green, finely spinulose, ciliated ribs bounding its inflexed margins, the apex entire, acute or torn, and often bifid. Stamens
finally much protruded on their long, slender, white ^Zammte; an(Aers yellow or
purplish, cells conjoined in the middle for nearly half their length.
Styles feathery, scarcely compound, the branches simple, distant, spinulose.
Germen mi;

—

;

nute, ovoid, suhglobose.
This humble and inconspicuous but interesting species is not easily detected by
such as are unacquainted with its habits and appearance in a living state, for
which reason it has probably been overlooked in many a spot productive of it. I
cannot find any figure of this grass conveying a just idea of its aspect excepting
that old one of Vaillant (Fl. Par. t. 17, fig. 8) those of ' English Botany,' Knapp
and Parnell are all very defective : that of Host. Gram. Aust. ii. t. 65, if not a
diS'erent species, is a gigantic variety, with infinitely broader leaves, larger panicle,
Before the panicle opens, the appearand every part expanded in proportion.
ance of this part is that of a dwarf specimen of Koehleria crislata, or even somewhat resembling Aira prcecox, but when in flower the similarity is no longer
obvious, and the plant might pass at a hasty glance for a contracted form of P.
annua, or still more of P. compressa.
:

" Panicle
Flat-stemmed Meadow-grass.
5. P. compressa, L.
subsecund spreading (afterwards subcoarctate), spilcelets oblong
7 obtuse florets, upper sheath as long as or shorter than its
of 5
Br. Fl. p. 537. E. B. t.
leaf, culm compressed, root creeping."

—

Host. Gram. Aust.

365.

On

ii.

51,

t.

70.

rare?
Fl. June, July.
wall-tops and banks
If.
in a dry elevated field above the southern extremity of
Swainston park, and near Eowledge barn. Dr. Bell-Salter, Septr., 1843!!!
If.

dry barren

Med.

* In

fields,

— Abundantly

this state

crislata, only it is

;

Mr. Borrer remarks that the panicle resembles that of Koehleria

much

smaller.

—
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XXII. Schlerochloa, P. de Beauv.

Meadow-grass.

" Glumes shorter than the lowest flowers," " unequal membraOuter pale with 5 faint but distinct and parallel nerves,
membranous, cylindrical below, unarmed, often keeled at the tip
" Styles very short," " terminal."
or with a very minute mucro."
—Bab. -Man.
naceous.

S. rigida, L.
Hard Meadow-grass. "Panicle lanceolate
sometimes a simple linear spike-like raceme) disticho-secund
(rigid), spikelets linear acute of 7
10 florets, outer glumeUa
faintly 5 -nerved obtuse with a mucro, glumes acute unequal, upper
1.

(or

—

one reaching to the base of the third
p.

536.

On

E. B.

dry barren

t.

1371.

root fibrous."
Aust. ii. 53, t. 74.

floret,

Host Gram.

Br. Fl.

and waste ground,

walls, rocks and cliffs.
Fl. June.
0.
the ruins of Quarr abbey.
On the Dover, Ryde. On
cliffs near Ventnor, St. Lawrence, &c.
On tbe wall or bank of masonry below
the church at Newchurcb, in considerable plenty, 1843.
At Yarbridge, 1845.
By the roadside between Niton and Blackgang, at the foot of the stone walls,
pretty abundantly, 1842.
W. Afed.— Abundant in dry chalky fields at the foot of High down, between the
Needles hotel and Alum bay.
Cornfield near Calbourne New Barn.
Shide
chalk-pit, &c.
rather common throughout the island: B. T. W.

— Amongst

E. Med.

;

loliacea,

S.

2.

Huds.

Dwarf Wheat

Meadoiv-grass.

" Spike

rigid usually simple unilateral (rarely branched), spikelets linearoblong of about 8 13 florets, outer glumella faintly 5-nerved obtuse with a mucro, glumes obtuse nearly equal, upper one reaching
to the base of the fourth floret, root fibrous."
Br. Fl. Poa,
Br. Fl. p. 537. Triticum loliaceum, Sm. E. B. t. 221.

—

:

On
0.

dry barren ground, walls,

cliffs

and pastures by the

sea.

Fl. June, July.

— On Eyde

Dover, sparingly. Sandown bay. St. Catherine's point,
lighthouse.
St. Helens, Dr. Macreight, Man. of Br. Bot.,
where I also find it, July, 1839. [On the earthy top of the sea-wall close to
Puekpool wicket, near Ryde, Dr. Bell-Sailer. The Esplanade, Ventnor, id. Edrs.]
[Compton bay, Dr. BellW. Med.—Y&vmouih, D. Turner, Esq., B. T. W.

E. Med.

not far from the

new

—

Sailer, Edrs.J

A

Boot of many slender
grass, with much of the habit of P. rigida.
Slems several, 3 6 inches high, smooth and shining, clothed for
Leaves linear, flat, manythe most part with the long close sheaths of the leaves.
Spikes erect, of many rather distant lanceolate
lihbed and smooth at the edges.
spikelets, unilateral on the angular flexuose rachis ; the lower ones usually comsmall

downy

stiff

—

fibres.

—

Glumes 8 10 flowered, nearly
or 3 together, the uppermost single.
equal, obtuse, much shorter than the florets, each with four or five strong dark
Palete
green ribs, variable in breadth, the two middle ones much the longest.
green edged with white
outer one obscurely 5-ribbed, smooth at the margin,
concave, obtuse ; inner one flat, 2-ribbed, a little pointed, bristly on the edges.
pound or 2

;

Styles 2, distant ; stigmas branched.
The whole plant in very dry seasons or places assumes a deep purple colour.

PaProcumbent Sea Meadow-grass.
procumbens, Curt.
compact ovato-lanceolate, the branches 2-ranked unilateral,
spOselets secund linear-lanceolate of about four florets which are
3.

nicle

S.
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5-ribbed.
Pan. Gr. t. 42. Br.
Poa, E. B. viii. t 532 (opt.)Fl. p. 536.
Br. Fl. p. 530. P. rupestris, With. tab. xxvi. ed. 7th
(bona).

On

waste ground and at the foot of walls, houses, &o., near the sea; not uni^/. June, July.
0.
In the marsh-meadows at the hack of Dover, at Ryde, but not abundant there, 1844. On the Dover, and edges of the pavement in Dover street. By
the White House at E. Cowes, and in various other places about that town.
[On
the wall between Salterns and Sea View, plentifully, Dr. Beil-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. Under the wall by the Yacht Club, W. Cowes, and on waste ground

common,
E. Med.

—

in front of

it,

—

plentifully.

Borrer's Sea Meadow-grass.
S. Borreri, Bab.
Panicle
spreading in fruit ascending and patent, spikelets linear of about
four flowers, florets free, outer glume of the corolla obsoletely
5-nerved with a minute point, root fibrous.
Poa, Br. Fl. p. 536.
Glyceria, Babington: E. B. Suppl. t. 2797.
4.

In

muddy

tober.

1(.

salt-marshes about the edges of drains and ditches.

FL

July

— Oc-

?

—

E. Med. On the ooze of the ditch on the Dover, at the end of Mocklon street,
just by Harris yard, sparingly.
On marsh-meadows behind the Dover, with P.
distans and P. procumbens, but not observed plentifully, 1844.
[On the sea-wall
between Salterns and Sea View, constantly, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med. Newtown marshes. Abundant in the first meadow, or that nearest
the sea, at Freshwater gate.
Freshwater, W. Borrer, Esq. (Bab. in E. B.)
Mr. Babington's description of this grass is so excellent and complete that I
gladly avail myself of his remarks, observing at the same time that in so doing I
do not adopt the species implicitly as distinct from P. distans or even P. maritima, but rather confess myself sceptical on the subject, seeing how strongly it
partakes of the characters of both those grasses, and, as Mr. Borrer observes, of

—

P. procumbens also.

Root

fibrous or occasionally very slightly creeping.

Culms

1

or several, nearly

ascending or spreading, often so near the ground as to appear prostrate,
from 6 to 18 inches or more in length, straight, rigid, round or slightly compressed, smooth and shining, in drier situations often with a tinge of purple, geniculate at one or two of the lower joints, naked for a considerable distance
Leaves linear, flat, roughish above and along the margins
beneath the panicle.
those on the upper portion of the stem few, short, distant, on very long, loose and
Ligide fhort, broad and truncate, slightly torn or sometimes
furrowed sheaths.
Panicle of se\ era! distant, alternate, half-whorled sets of slightly compound
bifid.
branches, that are at first erect, afterwards patent or spreading at various angles,
rigid, angular and scabrous, with a yellow glandular tumidity in the axil of each
Spikelets small, ovate or ovato-lanceolate rather than
branch on its upper side.
linear (nor are they so drawn in the Supplement to English Botany,' the figure
6 flowered, usually more or less tinged
in which, though small, is excellent), 3
with purple, falling away from the calyx when beginning to dry or soon after
Calyx much shorter than the florets, its glumes veij unequal, smooth,
gathering.
membranaceous and concave exterior and smaller one with a single strongly
marked central rib, often scarcely extending to the acute apex interior and
larger glume 3-ribbed, the middle rib reaching to the obtuse summit, the two
Palece smooth.
lateral terminating about ^rd below it.
Named by Mr. Babington after its discoverer and our mutual friend, Wm.
Borrer, Esq., one of the most acute botanists of the present day.
erect,

;

'

—

;

;

Creeping -rooted Sea Meadow-grass.
5.
S. maritima, Huds.
" Panicle erect subcoarctate (rigid), spikelets linear of 5
10 obtuse apiculate florets which are faintly 5 -nerved, the midrib

—
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reaching to the point, leaves usually convolute, root creeping."
—Br. Fl. p. 535. E. B. t. 1140. Sclerochloa, Und.
0. Stem diffuse, almost prostrate; branches stronsly deflexed.
Fl. Dan. xiii.
2222?(P. distans).
In moist pastures by the sea, and in salt-marshes. Fl. July— October. Tl.
E.Med. BTa.Am\r,B.T.W.
W. Merf.— Shores of Yarmouth harbour above the mill. Plentiful in the saltmarshes at Newtown, and very fine about the edges of the brine-pits, &c., 1842.
In abundance by Yarmouth, B. T. W.
S. At the farthest extremity of St. Helens spit, on the beach near the inn.
This I gathered for P. distans, but Mr. Borrer regards it rather as a variety of
t.

—

the present species.

" Panicle spreadS. distans, L.
Beflexed Meadow-grass.
branches at length deflexed, spikelets linear of about 5 (3—6)
obtuse florets which are faintly 5 -nerved, the midrib not reaching
to the points, leaves mostly plane, stem decumbent at the base,
root^fibrous."—jBr. Fl. p. 535. E. B. t. 986. Host. Gram. Aust.
6.

ing,

ii.

46,

t.

63.

Sandy pastures and waste ground, chiefly near the sea. Fl. July, August. If.
E. Med. In the marsh-meadows behind the Dover, Ryde, abundantly. Along
the terrace-walk by the .shore at the bottom of Pelham fields. Rev. O. E' Smith
Near Sea View.
[On the wall at, and about the mill at, St. Helens, plentifully,
A. G. More, Esq. On the new wall under Marina wood from Apley to St. Clair,

—

,

.'.'.'

near Ryde, abundantly. Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
W. Med.
Salt-marshes by Newtown, 1842.
Between Yarmouth and Thorley, in a wet spot at the eastern end of Stopler's copse, 1845.

—

Root yellowish, fibrous or very slightly creeping. Culms several, leafy, slender,
obliquely ascending, spreading or decumbent and more or less geniculate at the
base, from a span to 12 or 15 inches long, round, smooth and shining.
Leaves
short, pale green and somewhat glaucous, taper-pointed, deeply sulcato-striated
and scabrous on their upper side and along their margins with minute spinules
pointing forwards,* flat, especially the stem-leaves, those at the root usually invoand all becoming so after being some time gathered their sheaths long,
smooth, spirally folding the stem, and slit the greater part of their length downwards.
Ligule short, broad, very obtuse and almost truncate, entire or a little
torn (now and then bifid, Curt.)
Panicle from 3 to 6 inches or more long, of
several distant half-whorled sets of angular, roughish, somewhat flexuose, slightly
compound branches, naked below, usually about five together in the lowermost
whorl or two, diminishing in length and number towards the apex of the panicle,
which thus appears pointed, their bases swollen and cartilaginous at first erect or
coarctale, but strongly and rigidly deflexed for the most part when in full flower.
Spikelets sublinear-oblong, 4- to 6- or 7- (mostly about 5-) flowered, pressed
against the branches, flattened, variegated with glaucous-green, white and purple
colours, sometimes all greenish.
Calyx-glumes very unequal, membranous, obtuse, hollow, minutely spinulose on the margin, glabrous; inner, upper and larger
3-ribbed, the two lateral ribs short; outer, lower and smaller glume single-ribbed,
about half the length of the inner. Florets very small, on smooth pedicels, rather
remote, elliptical, quickly falling away from the spikelets as in P. Borreri, hairy
at the base but not webbed.
Inferior and outer palea ovate, deeply concave, very
obtuse, almost truncate, the summit membranous and unevenly notched, 5-ribbed,
the central rib reaching the summit, the rest still shorter superior and innerpalea
as long as the outer, obtuse or truncate, membianous and pellucid, with a strong
lateral green rib at its reduplicate margin, ciliate with a row of spinules pointing
lute,

;

;

;

* Mr. W. Wilson, in ' Phytologist,' vol. i. p. 294, says the leaves of P. distans
have seven prominent rough ribs, of which P. maritima is destitute.

4h
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upwards alonp; its external side. Anthers pale yellow or puriilish.
shortish, in my specimens not very much branched or feathery.

XXIII. Glyceeia, R. Br.

Styles distant,

Floating Meadow-grass.

" Glumes shorter than the lowest flower," " unequal submembranous.
7 strong prominent distinct ribs,
Outei' pale with 5
" Styles veryand a scarious margin, subcylindrical, unarmed."
short," "terminal."
Bah. Man.

—

1.
"Panicle
Floating Meadoiv- grass.
G. fluitans, Scop.
secund slightly branched very long, branches nearly simple
roughish, spilielets linear of 7
12 flowers adpressed, flowers
lanceolato-oblong acute, outer pale nearly thrice as long as broad,
sheaths compressed."
Bah. Man. p. 392.
E.
Br. Fl. p. 534.
B. t. 1520.

—

In ponds, ditches, slow streams and low wet meadows; frequent.
September.
2^.

Fl.

June

" PaG. plicata, Fries.
Plaited Floating Meadoiv-grass.
compound, branches compound nearly smooth erect when
in flower divaricate with fruit, spikelets linear of 7
20 flowers,
flowers oval oblong blunt, outer pale twice as long as broad,
sheaths compvessed."^J5a&. Man. p. 392.
P. fluitans B., Br. Fl.
2.

nicle

—

p. 534.

—

In like places with the last; rare? Ft. "June Sept." Bab.
[Near the sluice at Brading, sparingly, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
With the characters and appearance of this newly discovered species (from G.
fluitans) of Fries I am as yet practically unacquainted, but, from the descriptions
the assigned distinctions, the diversity of opinion respecting its claims, and,
above all, from the remarks in the sixth edition of the British Flora,' I should
fear G. plicata was one of those species which so abound in the pages of systematic botanists, but are ignored in the volume of Nature's own inditing.
<if

'

XXIV. Beiza,

Linn.

Quaking-grass.

" Panicle lax.
Spikelets much compressed, ovate or deltoid,
with 3 8 closely imbricated florets.
Glumes 2, nearly equal,
broad, much shorter than the spikelet.
Glumellas 2, awnless
outer cymbiform, obtuse, at length coriaceous and rounded on the
back below, with a scarious margin inner small and flat. Caryopsls adnate with the glumellas."
Br. Fl.

—

;

—

;

B. media, L.
Common Quaking-grass. Quakers. Vect.
Maiden's -hair.
Totter-grass.
Spikelets broadly
ovato-triangular, glumes shorter than the lowermost florets, culms
leafless in their upper part and like the branches of the difiuse
distant-flowered panicle nearly smooth, anthers exserted, ligule
short abrupt, root perennial.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 133.
Br. Fl. p.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 22, t. 29.
541.
E. B. V. t. 340.
Parn.
Gr. t. 30.
1.

Rattle-grass.

In dry barren
June. 2^.

fields or

heathy pastures, and in meadows; very common.

Root perennial, tufted with copious slender, branched, downy

fibres,

Fl.

and some-

Briza.]
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Culms 1 or 2, erect, from about 10 to 18 or 20 inches high, round,
slender, striate, somewhat riffid, shining and glabrous, pale green or purplish;
always, when fully grown, naked or leaiiess to a grealer or less distance below the

what creeping.

Leaves linear, erect, of a pale somewhat glaucous green, acute, roughish
above and along their edges, flat, those of ihe stem few (4 or 6), short, the uppermost one extremely so and lanceolate or triangular-lanceolate, often very minute,
those of the root-suckers longer.
Sheaths smooth, ribbed and striate, close or but
slightly inflated, that of the superior leaf extremely elongated, of the rest less extended, but always shorter than the internodes.
Ligule extremely short (about a
line in length), truncale and obtuse (rarely elongated and acuie, Bab.), entire or
erose, torn, and in its adnate portion sheathing the culm.
Panicle not much
compounded, erect, mostly of a pyramidal or triangular outline, of a few distant,
alternate, divaricate pairs of spreading or patent, capillary, slightly scabrous

panicle.

branches, mostly, like the rachis, of a purplish tinge, straight or slightly flexuose,
angular, the lowermost pair or two simple or undivided for a considerable distance
from their tumid cartilaginous bases, beyond that sparingly and divaricately ramified, those at the apex of the panicle very short and quite sim])le.
Spilcelets compressed, mostly 7-flowered, nodding or pendulous on the hair-like, wavy and ultimate branches of the panicle, rather larger, far fewer and more distant than in B.
minor, ovate, ovato-triangular or ovato-rotundate, acute or obtuse, glabrous, prettily variegated and shining with green, white and purplish brown, sometimes pale
Glumes equal, glabrous, shorter than the two
green.
Florets imbricated, sessile.
inferior florets, their extreme breadth forming the base of a triangle whose sides
if described would intersect the points of the latter, hence giving to each spikelet
a more truly ovate figure than those of B. minor; boat-shaped, purplish, with
white, scariose, entire margins, slightly keeled, the lower and outer with 3, inner
and upper with 5, pellucid ribs bordered with purplish green, the middle one alone
of each glume continued to the apex, the lateral pair of the inner and upper glume
Palece smooth
outer one very
very short, much less distinct or even obsolete.
deeply concave, rather more helmet- than boat-shaped, gibbous and green at the
base, purplish on the sides, with a well-defined, white, membranous border,
5-ribbed, the lateral ribs branching into three from their origin, the central rib
produced into a faint keel at its apex, the intermediate pair less strongly marked,
all continued to the membranous margin of the valve, but not entering the latter;
inner valve obovato-oblong, membranous, a little concave externally, with a single
green rib on each side near the minutely spinulose, ciliated, not indexed edges,
Stamens short; anthers pale yellow or
but not reaching the emarginate apex.
Styles long, feathery, tapering, simply branched. Scale deeply cleft.
purplish.
;

Small Quaking-grass. Spikelets triangular,
2. B. minor, L.
glumes longer than the lowermost florets, culms leafy above and
as well as the branches of the compound many-flowered panicle
scabrous, anthers included, ligule elongated acute, root annual.
Br. Fl. p. 541. E. B. xix. t. 1316. Beri. p. 133.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 22, t. 28. Sihth. Fl.
tol. Fl. Ital. i. p. 561.
Parn. Br. Grasses, p. 226, t. 101. (minime bona).
Gr<Bca, i. t. 74.
B. aspera, Knapp. Gram. Brit. t. 61. Parn. Gr. t. 101.

Sm.E.Fl.

In cultivated fields, amongst corn, &c., also
June, July. /^r. August. 0.

in

pasture-ground

;

very rare.

Fl.

E. Mei.— Abundant in certain years in the two last fields between Quarr abbey
In
and Fish-houses, always most plentiful when the land is cropped with corn.
1836, when I first observed it, the quantity was very moderate, but the year following it was abundant, I think amongst oats, and in 1839 came up in profusion
In 1840 scarcely a specimen could be found,
both amongst wheat and vetches.
but in 1842 it was again plentiful, also in 1843, in the right-hand field (from
In 1838, when the land was laid down with clover, the plant
Quarr), then a lay.
almost totally disappeared. Again abundant in 18-15. I found it this year (1849)
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in the old station betwixt Quarr abbey and Fishbourne, in the left-hand field, sown
with oats, though not amongst the crop, but occupying a broad strip of land along
field lying fallow, growing in considerable abundance with Auand Gastridium lendigerum.
Root a small tuft of compressed somewhat downy fibres, annual.
Culms solitary or several, erect, from 6 to 18 or 20 inches high, round, pale, striated and
shining, smooth except a slight roughness only for a short distance beneath the

the margin of the
then)is Cotula

panicle, clothed with leaves nearly to their summits.
Leaves rather broad, elongato-lanceolate, taper-pointed, erect, of a pale yellowish and rather glaucous tender green, glabrous, rough at the edges and slightly so on the thin sharp keel and

numerous

close ribs beneath, one side of their lower part spirally embracing the
with the other less-overlapping edge of the
leaf, a tight-fitting though otherwise open grooved sheath.
Ligule thin, white, its
free portion oblong, more or less irregularly pointed, notched or torn, seldom
truncate or obtuse, though often rounded, always longer than in B. media, closely
embracing the culm.
Panicle roundish, of several alternate pairs of rough, very
slender, spreading branches, dividing into numerous capillary, divaricate, waved

stem as

far as the joint, constituting,

and scabrous ramifications, each supporting an ovato-triangular, tremulous and
pendant spikelet, of a pale, sometimes purplish, green colour, scarcely above half
the size of those in B. media.
Glumes nearly equal, boat-shaped, very obtuse,
quite smooth, green, with deep membranous edges tinged with purple, the inferior
or outer with 3, the superior or inner with 6, pellucid ribs, the lateral pair in this
last much shorter than the three intermediate nerves and less strongly marked.
Florets in all the specimens I have examined 5 or 6, not projecting beyond the
sides of the triangle of which the extreme width of the calyx is the base, and
therefore in this sense shorter than the glumes, though the two lowermost florets
protrude considerably above the edges of these last.
Outer palea very deep, hel-

met-shaped (or patelliform ?), a little scabrous, the base very gibbous, pale green,
3-nerved, expanding into a deep, pellucid and membranous border, the lower part
of which is green, with three ribs on each side of unequal length, the two upper
and shortest diverging and not continued beyond the coloured portion, or at all
connected with the three nearly parallel basal nerves, the centre one of which only
approaches the inflexed summit of the valve inner palea deeply concealed in the
basal cavity of the outer, broadly ovate or elliptical, flat, white, scabrous and pellucid, somewhat pointed, with a single strong green rib on each side near the
inflexed margin.
Anthers purplish, very short, included or at most just visible
occasionally at the margin of the pales, scarcely protruded when in flower as in
B. media.
Germen roundish or slightly turbinate, gibbous on one side. Styles
The stalong, slender, subapproximale, nearly simple, often a little protruded.
mens appear to me, from repealed examination, to be either imperfect or wholly
wanting in the majority of the lowermost Jlorets of each spikelet, as well as the
;

styles.

A still more elegant grass than the preceding, from which it is easily distinguishable on a slight inspection by the paler herbage, denser panicle and long
pointed ligule.
In size this species is not inferior to the last, and the trivial name
of aspera, proposed by Knapp, would have been more suitable than its present
long-eslablished, but at first view inappropriate, one oi minor, had not the latter
been given it in reference to a far larger plant, the B. iiia.iima, L., between which
and itself our commoner species (B. media) holds a middle rank.
Till of late years B. minor has been regarded as one of our rarest British
grasses, and two or three spots in the extreme western part of England were for a
long time the only recorded localities, most of the specimens then existing in
herbaria having been supplied from Penzance or from Jersey.
It is now ascertained to be much more widely distributed with us, though apparently limited to
the counties S. of London.
Stations have been discovered for it in Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Hants, and nowhere perhaps does it occur in greater abundance
and luxuriance than in cornfields at Marshwood, near Southampton.
It has not
yet been noticed in Ireland, though quite a western plant: its range to the northward in this country maybe fixed at about 51? 20', or the parallel of Bath, beyond

—
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has not been seen wild, and

I apprehend the slalion for it in this island
larthest known limit to the eastward in Britain.
At Poole, in Dorsetshire, as Dr. Bell-Salter remarks, this is not, as here, a corn-plant,
but grows in
the less frequented streets, between the stones of the pavement.

to

be

its

The plale of this species in Flora Graeca exhibits the branches of the panicle
curving downwards, and but little waved or flexuose.
'

'

XXV. Festuca,

Linn.

Fescue-grass.

" Panicle lax or coarctate.

Spikelets many-flowered, more or
compressed, without a bractea on the base. Glumes
2, unequal, membranaceous, usually keeled, much shorter than
the spikelet.
Glumellas 2, lanceolate ; outer rounded on the back,
acuminate or awned at or close to the summit, the lateral nerves
slightly converging and disappearing below the summit; inner
minutely ciliated at the ribs. Styles terminal. Caryopsis glabrous, free."
Br. Fl.

less laterally

* Panicle dose or contracted, unilateral. Spikelets linear, pointing upwards, with
very long awns.
Lower glume much smaller than the upper or nearly obso-

Hoot annual or

lete.

biennial.

Vulpia, Gmel.

Mygalurus, Link.

¥. bromoides,Ij.
Barren Fescue-grass.
"Panicle secund,
glumes very unequal, the upper one as long as the lowermost
contiguous floret, florets not ciliated scabrous towards the summit.
a. Flowering panicle erect-patent, culm above leafless."
Br. Fl. p. 543. E. B. t. 1411.
1.

—

(3.

" Panide drooping at the end, culm sheathed and leafy to near the panicle."

—Br.

Fl. 543.
F. Myurus, Sm. (non L.), Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 66, I. 93.
F.
Pseudo-Mytnus, Koch, confer. Godr. Fl. de Loi-raine, iii. ji. 177. (Vulpia PseudoMyurus).
On wall-tops and dry waste ground, but not commonly. Fl. June.
ov $ ?
E. Med.
On the Dover, Ryde. Wall-top in the Spencer road, Ryde.
On the garden-wall at Wool(3. In similar situations with a., but very rarely.
verton, by Shorwell, but sparingly, 1839.
Wall of Thorley churchyard, in some

Q

—

plenty, 1841.

" Culms 6

— 12 inches high.

Leaves linear, setaceous." Br. Fl.
with a much longer closer panicle, a little
drooping or rather nodding at the summit, the stem clothed with leaves to the base
of the panicle, not naked above as in that.
Root a tuft of capillary fibres. Culms
numerous, erect, very slender, smooth, shining and angular, more or less geniculate at the lower joints, pale or purplish, 6
12 inches or even occasionally 2 feet
in height.
Leaves narrow-linear, at first plane, but soon becoming involute and
withered, appearing in that condition setaceous.
Ligule very short and abrupt.
Sheaths loose, smooth and striated, as long as or longer than the leaves, clothing
the stem to tlie foot of the panicle, and often concealing entirely some of the
lowermost florets.
Panicle close and spicate, erect br slightly dnioping, 3 or 4
inches to a foot long, slender and feathery, slightly branched in the lower part, of
many upright, narrow, unilateral florets, alternate on the roush-edged mnch-compvessed rachis, the lower ones more or less stalked, the higher nearly sessile.
Glumes very unequal, smooth, the larger linear-lanceolate, green and 3-ribhed at
outer one much smaller, often
the base, nerveless and membranaceous above
Florets 4
almost wanting, single-ribbed, very acute.
6, linear, longer than the
glumes, the lowermost floret sessile, the rest on short pedicels. PaletE lanceolate,
acute outer and larger obscurely 5-ribbed, rough with minute points at the back,

Much

0.

resembles

a.,

but

taller,

—

;

;

—

—

—
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and ending in a rough awn more than twice its own length; inner and smaller
membranous, with two almost marginal greeu or brownish ribs, its summit
Stamens 3, but often, as in all my specimens, the
bifid and ciliate at the edges.
florets are monandrous.
Stigmas white, feathery.
plain,

" PaSingle-gluniecl Fescue-grass.
subsecund raceme, lower glume very
Sr. Fl. p. 543.
E. B. t. 1430.
not ciliated."

F. uniglumis, Soland.

2.

nicle a simple erect 2-ranked

minute, florets
Host. Gram. Aust.
(3.

On

iv.

37,

t.

—

64 (valde dubia).

Glumes

3-flowered, flowers monandrous.
the sandy shores of the sea, or on dry barren ground adjacent to

May, June.
E. Med.

—

it.

Fl.

0.

St. Helens, Wm. Borrer, Esq., in litt., aud where I find it in the
loose sand in the greatest abundance, 1839.
/3. On the Dover, Ryde, 1839.
Root with copious long capillary fibres.
Culms several, spreading, geniculate
near the base, usually 6 or 8 Inches high, smooth, clothed almost entirely with
Leaves subulate, involute, rigid and much shorter than
the sheaths of the leaves.
the spikes.
Ligule extremely short, membranous, torn. Spikes solitary, erect,
about 2 inches long, of numerous unilateral, 2-raDked, narrow spikeleis , on
shortish, dilated, simple or sometimes branched stalks, all close-pressed and
pointing upwards.
Calyx 4 8 (lowered, one of its glumes either very short as in
/3. or reduced to a minute pointed or bifid scale; I have never seen it wholly
wanting; larger glume Wneax, with a long rough avvn.
/^/orf(s very narrow, in
my 4-tiowered specimens one sessile and opposite the larger glume, the three
Outer palea with an awn greatly
others pedicellate, the uppermost abortive.
longer than itself, often slightly tinged with purple, 3-ribbed; inner one shorter,
with two lateral green ribs, acute, fringed and deeply trifid at the point. Anthers
yellow.
Styles feathery.
Seed linear, triquetrous, with a deep groove in front,
the dorsal angle acute, horny and purplish, firmly encased by both the pales,
glabrous.
In 13. the suppression of one of the glumes is seldom total, but both are
obviously present, the smaller one bearing a very variable proportion to the larger,
in some spikelets very apparent, in others on the same spike almost reduced to a

—

are uniformly monandrous, which according to Smith has
One, or at most two, of the flowers
bromoides by Schrader.
I am strongly inclined to beonly bear a solitary stamen the rest are abortive.
lieve our present species to be simply a form of -F. bromoides.

point.

The

florets

been observed in

-F.

;

** Panicle

Spikelets lansomewhat contracted, more or less unilateral.
Moot perennial.
Florets shorter than their awns or awnless.

loose or

ceolate.

Festuca,

And.

"Panicle subsecund
Sheep's Fescue-grass.
3. F. ovina, L.
7 florets with short
subcoarctate, spikelets oblong of about 4
awns, leaves flat or involute setaceous, ligule 3-lobed. a. Culms

—

short

somewhat 4-angled and scabrous-pubescent below the small

—

Br. Fl.
panicle, leaves involuto-setaceous, root fibrous tufted."
E. B. t. 585. Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 60, t. 84.
p. 543.
" Culms taller many-angled and somewhat glabrous below the
/3. duriuscvla.
broader panicle, leaves of the culm often flat but afterwards usually involute, root
Br. Fl. p. 644.
F. duriuscula, X., E. B. t. 470.
tufted or slightly creeping."
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 69, t. 83.
" Culms usually tall many-angled and glabrous below the often broady. rubra.
ish panicle, leaves of the culm flat at length sometimes involute, root creeping,
F.
Br. Fl. p. 644.
the scions ending in erect shoots with distichous leaves."
^

—

—
FeStUCa.]
rubra, L.,

Dan.

t.
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2056.

Host. Gram. Aust.

ii.

59,

t.

An F.

82.

hirsuta, Fl.

1627.

In dry, elevated, open pastures.

Common

Fl. June, July.

If.

and on the downs.
On the Dover, bey. In loose sand by the sea-shore, and in sandy pastures.
low St. Helens, and on the spit at Norton, by Yarmouth, frequent.
/3.

in dry pastures

*** Panicle branched, widely spreading.
Spikelets ovate or
awnless.
Root perennial.

lanceolate.

Florets

Schedonorus, P. de Beauv.
4.

F. arundinacea, Schreb. ?

Tall Fescue-grass.

" Panicle

much-branched, branches divaricated after flowering mostly in pairs each with 2 or more (usually numerous) spikelets, spikelets 5
^6 flowered, outer glumella 5 -ribbed with a very
diffuse patent

—

—

Br. Fl. p. 546.
short or obsolete awn, leaves linear-lanceolate."
F. elatior. E. B. t. 1593.
F. littorea, Wahlenb. Fl. Suec. ed. 1,
Bromus littoreus. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 7, t. 8. Bucei. p. 65 ?
tum, Parn. Gr. tt. 46, 47.
On the moist sandy sea-beach, and wet banks along the shore. Fl. June,
July.

v..

—

E. Med. Upper end of Sandown bay, near the Culvers. Abundant on the
wet slipped land under the cliffs at the mouth of Luccombe chine, on the Shanklin
[Near the shore at Niton, A. O.
Frequent under the shore W. of Ryde.
side.
More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. Plentiful along the shore on either side of Yarmouth.
Of this lall and stout grass Mr. Hewett C. Watson, who had also remarked it
" There is a large Festuca by the shore at
at Luccombe, writes, March, 1842
A root now
the entrance to Luccombe chine which has puzzled me a good deal.
in my garden, I believe to have been brought from that spot, produces leaves near
a yard long, and a culm 5 feet high, with very numerous spikelets, much more
ovate than those of F. pratensis, and with the glumes and palese more acute and
slightly awned.
I fancy this to be the F. arundinacea of continental botanists.
In a subsequent letter
I have seen the same plant at Exmouth and Plymouth."
"As to the Festuca arundinacea, you may be correct in
Mr. Watson remarks
terming it a form of F. pratensis (which I did then, and still consider the F.
arundinacea of authors to be), but it is a very remarkable one, and if a form of
F. pratensis, Huds., it is certainly an identical species with F. loliacea, from which
Having seen almost every link from ordinary F. loliacea to F.
it greatly differs.
pratensis in its highly developed form, I am quite satisfied of their unity as a species, but whether F. elatior of Linnaeus ought to be joined with them I know not.

—

:

:

—

—

seems indeed a 'lumping' to join these five:
F. loliacea, L.
F. pratensis, Huds.
F. elatior, L.
F. arundinacea, Schreb.
F. arundinacea, Bot. Gall, (not Schreb.)
The 6th, not the 4th, I take
I should unite the 1st and 2nd,— the 3rd and 4lh.
to be the Isle-of-Wighl shore Festuca."
It

Meadow Fescue-grass. ''Panicle close
5. F. pratensis, HxiAs.
never divaricated, branches in pairs, one bearing a single spikelet,
the other a solitary or several spikelets sometimes wanting, spikelets 5—10 flowered, outer glumella 5-ribbed with a very short or
a. Some or all of the
obsolete awn, leaves linear-lanceolate.
branches of the panicle in pairs, one usually with several spike-

—
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lets."— ^r. Fl.
Aust. 57, t. 79 ?

E. B.

p. 545.

t.

1593.

F. elatior, Host. Gram.

" Branches of the panicle solitary reduced to a single spitelet which
or shortly stalked below."— Br. Fl.
F. loliacea, Sm., E. B. t. 1821.
In meadows and pastures
Fl. June, July.
2|..
Meadow by the stream-side a little be/3. In marshy meadows and pastures.
low Calbourne mill. Whitwell. Meadows at Easton, by Freshwater gate, plentifully.
In a marshy meadow called Pan moor, just out of Newport towards
Shide. By the side of the Medina between Newport and Shide, Mr. Snooke. In
loliacea.

j3.

is sessile

.

Dark

lane,

Eyde, amongst vetches, 1843,

XXVI. Bromus,

Wm.

Jlfr.

Linn.

Jolliffe

.'.'

Brome-grass.

" Panicle lax or coarctate.

Spikelets many-flowered, more or
compressed. Glumes 2, unequal, usually keeled,
equal to or shorter than the lowermost florets.
Glumellas 2, herbaceous ; outer one rounded on the back, two of the lateral nerves
usually uniting with the middle one and forming an awn below
the bifid extremity inner one conspicuously ciliated on the ribs.
Styles from below the summit of the caryopsis, which is villous at
the apex and adheres to the upper glumellas.' " Br. Fl.

less laterally

;

—

'

B. giganteus, L. Tall Brome-grass.
1.
"Panicle branched
drooping towards one side, spikelets lanceolate 3 6 flowered
awned, outer glumella 5-nerved shorter than its awn, leaves linearlanceolate ribbed."— Br. Fl. p. 546.
Festuca, Vill. E. B.t.

—

Host. Gram. Aust.

1820.
3.

Fl.

Spikelets fewer and

Dan.

iii. t.

i.

p. 6,

t.

more remote.

6.

B.

triflorus,

£.:

JS.

5. xxvii.

In moist shady woods, copses and hedgerows; not uncommon.
gust.

2;.

E. Med.

—

Found

1918.

Fl. July,

In Quarr copse. Shore copse, and elsewhere about Ryde.
wood, and near Yarbridge. Knighton East copse, by Newchurch.
Copse near the Park farm, Appuldtircombe, 1844.
lin chine.
W. Med.—[La.ne at Brighstone, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
field

/3.

t.

440, 1630.

Au-

WhiteSliauk-

occasionally in various places.

Culms nuRoot perennial, a tuft of long, pale, nearly simple, downy fibres.
merous, from about 2 to 4 or 5 feet high, erect, stout, smooth, shining and glaLeaves bright green,
brous, with tumid purplish joints, naked at the summit.
somewhat erect, those on the middle of the stem 12 or 15 inches long and 7 to 9
on the lower part narrower; flat, linear-lanceolate, finely striate,
taper-pointed and very acute, beneath shining, with a prominent sharply keeled
midrib and several less conspicuous lateral ones, finely serrulato-scabrous on the
margins, roughish chiefly towards the point on both sides, excepting at the lower
part of the leaf underneath, which is smooth and shining, a little obliquely clasping the slera by a pair of falcate purplish auricles, with acute mostly deflexed
points about the middle or rather nearer the point of each leaf there is a slight contraction like the impression a cord or other narrow ligature would make on a bundle
of them loosely tied together, an appearance I have not found noticed by any auSheaths close, striated and glabrous, the uppermost longer, the rest shorter
thor.*
than their leaves, a little open before at their tops. Ligule extremely short, broad
Panicle large, a foot or more in length, subsecund, drooping or
and truncate.
lines wide, those

;

* This constriction is observable also in B. asper and in the
{Phragmites communis).

common Reed

Bromus.]
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nodding at the top, of several pairs of rather unequal, alternate, distant, longspreading, rough, 3-edged branches, compound and drooping at their extremities,
springing from the flattened side of the semiterete rachis, which is scabrous at the
angles, becoming more so between each successive pair of branches, which last
diminish in length as they ascend, and at last are reduced to alternate simple
pedicels, bearing a solitary spikelet.
Spikelets usually 5
7 flowered, in the var.
/3. only 3-flowered, slender and lanceolate, compressed, closely applied in general
to the flat face of the very scabrous branches, about ^ an inch in length without
the awns.
Glumes very unequal and acutely acuminate, lanceolate, with white,
scariose, mostly torn margins, smooth and glabrous lower and outer glume single-ribbed, with a green back inner and upper much longer, wider, 3-ribbed,
the lateral ribs much shorter than the middle one.
Palece nearly equal in length.
A less tall but more robust grass than the following, and intermediate between
Bromus and Festuca, making an approach also to Brachypodium, but referred
with the greatest propriety to the first of these genera, agreeing as it does with
that, and especially B. asper, in habit and general appearance.
It is easily distinguished from that species by the nearly erect or slightly nodding panicle, leaning rather to one side, not drooping in all directions as in that of S. asper; by
the much longer almost feathery awns, which are variously waved and contorted,
not straight and bristly.
The spikelets, too, are much smaller, shorter, and of a
brighter green, as is the whole plant, which is, moreover, remarkably smooth, excepting the branches of the panicle, but the roughness of these is much less than
in B. asper.
The joints of the culm are stained with dark purple, as are also the
very remarkably amplexicaul bases of the much broader stem-leaves and the very
short entire stipule, all of which in B. asper are uncoloured.
The stigmas in the
present species are nearly simple, in that densely feathery. The pale appearance
of the midrib of the leaf cannot be depended upon as constant the absence of the
From
long hairs so conspicuous on the sheaths is an all-sufiicient distinction.
Brachypodium sylvaticum the stalked florets will make its discrimination easy.
The fringe at the edges of the inner valve of the corolla is certainly trifling compared with that in others of the genus still the hairs are bristly, differing in size
and number only from such as are found in true species of Bromus.

—

;

;

;

;

Hairy Wood Brome -grass. "Panicle slightly
2. 'Q. asper, L.
branched drooping, spikelets linear-lanceolate, florets remote subcylindrical hairy about twice as long as the straight awn diverg-

—

7 ribbed, that of
ing in flower afterwards erect, outer glumella 5
the lowermost floret twice as long as the smaller glume, sheaths
with hairs pointing downwards, leaves uniform the lower ones
Fl. Dan. viii. t. 1382.
hairy."— ^r. Fl. p. 547. E. B. t. 1172.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 6, t. 7.
In moist woods and thickets abundantly, i^/. July, August. Ti-.
E. Med. In Quarr copse, Apley wood, St. John's wood, and most other woods
about Ryde.
W. Med. Abundant in woods about Yarmouth.
The tallest though not the stoutest of our Brome-grasses, often upwards of 6
feet high, and very conspicuous from its large panicle elegantly drooping in all
;

—
—

directions.

The margin
as I find
3.

it in

B.

of the inner or larger calyx-glume is sometimes perfectly glabrous,
specimens. Smith's description of this grass is excellent.

my

sterilis,

L.

Barren Brome-grass.

"Panicle drooping

slightly branched, spikelets linear-lanceolate, florets remote subcylindrical scabrous shorter than the straight awn diverging
during and after flowering, outer glumella with 7 distinct

4i
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equidistant ribs, leaves and sheaths pubescent."—
E.B. t. 1030. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 13, t. 16.
In waste places, by waysides and the borders of

fields

i?r. Fl. p.

plenlifuUy.

;

547.

Fl. June.

B. ereciMS, Huds.
Upright Perennial Brome-grass. "Panisimple erect, spikelets linear-lanceolate, florets subcylindrical
remote about twice as long as the straight awn diverging in flower
afterwards erect, outer glumella obscurely V-nerved, that of the
lowermost floret one-third longer than the smaller glume, sheaths
somewhat hairy the hairs pointing upwards, root-leaves very narrow ciliated."—J5r. Fl. p. 546. E. B. t. 471. Bertol. Fl. Ital. i.
(optim. et operosa descript.)
B. agrestis. All. Host. Gram. Aust.
i. p. 9, t. 10 (bona).
4.

cle

:

Til

dry open pastures and by roadsides

—

;

rare.

Fl. June, July.

2^.

E. Med.
In great plenty on each side of the path across the fields from Luccombe to Bonchurch, along the steep ascent by the edge of the precipice overlooking Rose cliff and the entrance to East end. In vast profusion on the sloping
sides of the down above the road between Luccombe and Bonchurch, here and
there covering the ground to the exclusion of every other grass, at an elevation of
perhaps 300 feet above the sea, 1844.
Luccombe, D. Turner, Esq., B. T. W.
A handsome grass. Root perennial, thick and somewhat creeping, with copious
long, branching, slender fibres.
Culms several, erect, round, smooth, striated,
about 2 feet or more high.
Leaves numerous, the radical ones and those of the
barren shoots remarkably narrow or linear, more or less fringed on their edges and
backs with soft, white, spreading hairs ; those on the stem broader and shorter,
with long, hairy, ribbed sheaths.
Ligule extremely short, truncate and torn.
Panicle of several distant sets of half-whorled, simple or slightly compound,
roughish, nearly erect branches; most resembling that of B. diandrus, but less
spreading. Spikelets linear-lanceolate, much compressed, from 4- to 6- or 8.
flowered (sometimes 12-flowered, Bertol), mostly 5- in my specimens; florets
remote, linear, greenish or purplish, smooth, the uppermost often imperfect.
Glumes mere or less unequal,* linear-acute, membranous inner, upper and larger
one 3-ribbed outer and smaller mostly single-nerved, and terminating in a short
awn ; both glabrous and devoid^f all roughness, except in a slight degree at the
back near their joints, their edges oftem much jagged or torn. Pale(E linear-lanceolate, unequal, very acute; the outer and larger 5-ribbed (the two intermediate
ribs shorter and less distinct), ending in a straight avm scarcely half its own length,
arising from a little below its slightly bifid apex, and which is roughish chiefly on
its lower half, where the keel of the valve itself is slightly scabrous; inner and
;

;

upper palea flat, diaphanous, with a green rough marginal rib on each side, and
sharply inflexed edges.
Stamens 3 ; anthers large, dark red. Stigmas densely
plumose. Ovarium bristly on its upper part. Seed oblong, compressed, strongly
grooved down the middle, only slightly cohering to the paleae, and falling out
from the florets when ripe, at which period the panicle is still erect.
5.

B. mollis, L.

Downy

Brome-grass.

"
'

Panicle close ovate

erect in fruit slightly branched, simple peduncles shorter than the
crowded ovate somewhat compressed pubescent spikelets, flowers
closely imbricated, awn straight about as long as the florets,
sheaths of the leaves pubescent or hairy.'
H. Watson in Hook.

* The proportion the glumes bear to each other in this species
sometimes they are nearly equal, and both distinctly 3-ribbed.

is

very variable

;
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Lond. Journ. of Bot. i. p. 84."— Br. Fl. p. 549.
E. B. t. 1078.
Host. Oram. Aust. i. 16, t. 19.
Serrafalcus, Pari.
An abundant species in meadows, pastures, by roadsides, in cornfields aud
Fl. June.
O or ^
"
B. racemosus, L,
Smooth Brome-grass.
Panicle elongated erect in fruit, peduncles nearly simple about equal to the
ovate subcompressed glabrous spikelets, florets imbricated compressed, awn straight about as long as the glume, sheaths of the
leaves slightly hairy.'
H. Watson in Hook. Lond. Journ. of Bot.

waste places.

.

6.

i.

p.

'

84."—J5r.

Fl. p. 549.

E. B.

t.

1079.

intermedia.
Culms pubescent.
In similar places with B. mollis, but of less frequent occurrence.
Fl. June.
or ^.
E. Med. Not rare about Eyde, as in fields between it and Binstead.
Abun-

;8.

—

meadows on Sandown level. Fields near Ashey.
W. Jl/e(i.— Freshwater, D. Turner, Esq., B. T. W.
;8. Meadow in Sandown level, 1839.

dant

in

I can hardly believe this to be more than a glabrous state of

i?. mollis.

B. commutatus, Schrad.
Tumid Field Brome-grass. '"Panicle loose slightly drooping in fruit, lower peduncles often elongated and branched, simple peduncles equalling or exceeding in
length the oblong-lanceolate glabrous spikelets, florets loosely imbricated, when in fruit the glumellas only slightly overlapping at
their edges near the base, awn straight about as long as the floret,
leaves and their sheaths hairy.'
H. Watson in Hook. Lond. Journ.
i.
Vide Dietrich. Berlin. Fl. i. B.
p. 84,."— Br. Fl. p. 649.
arvensis, Parnell, Scot. Gr. p. 114, t. 49.
B. multiflorus. Host.
7.

Gram. Aust. i. 10, t. 11 ?
(B. patulus, M. et K. ex iisdem auctoribus in Rohl. Deutschl. Fl. i. p. 685).
Serrafalcus, Bab.
B. pratensis,

E. B.

t.

920 (small specimen).

—

Cornfields and by waysides, in pastures, &c.
Fl. Suxie
October.
©.
E. Med.— By the roadside between Byde and Brading, before coming to the
turning to St. Helens, frequent, 1839.
By the pathside between Sandown and
Shanklin.
In a cornfield near Shanklin towards Luccombe. Field near Coppid
hall.
Cornfield near St. Catherine's point, sparingly.
Root of several slender fibres. Culms 2—3 feet high, round, striated, quite
smooth, or with a slight roughness visible only under a lens.
Leaves linear, flat
and tapering, very downy on their upper surface with long, white, nearly erect
hairs, shorter and less copious on the under side: those leaves that are nearest
the root, and which soon wither and dry up, are narrower than such as are
higher on the stem.
Sheaths long, close, ribbed, the uppermost one nearly glabrous, though its leaf be downy, the rest clothed with deflexed pubescence.
Ligule
very short, truncate and jagged.
Panicle from 4 to 6 or 8 inches in length, of
many long, slender, half-whoiled, simple or compound branches, rough and angular for some distance beneath the spikelets, smooth towards their insertion on
the main stem, at first slightly secund and erecto-patent, afterwards drooping and
quite unilateral, one or two of the lower branches excepted, which depend occasionally in opposite directions.
Spikelets lanceolate, compressed, very acute, and
finely tapering at first, but as the flowers advance the tips of the extreme florets
expand a little by the swelling of the ripening seeds, destroying the distinctness
of this character
the spikelets are usually greenish, variously shaded with purple
and russet tints, with strongly marked dark green or purplish ribs not unfreCalyx
quently they are altogether bright green, or coloured on one side only.
:

;

8
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with 8 or 10 glabrous florets (in the specimens before itie they are perfectly smooth
under a good lens).
Glumes unequal, outer or smaller with 2, inner and larger
with 4 ribs on each side, acute, with a roui;h keel and white membranous edges.
Outer palea ovate, obtuse, deeply notched at the apex, with 4 strong green ribs on
each side besides the central one; a pair of these ribs run close together near the
inflexed membranous margins of the valve, which slopes off suddenly at an angle
to the apex, below which is inserted the rough awn, about equal in length to the
valve, purplish in its lower, pale in its upper, half; inner palea emarginate, delicately membranous, edged with green and pectinated with stout, distant, bristly
ciliae pointing upwards.
Anthers dark purple.
Ovarium oblong, much compressed.
Styles extremely short stigmas feathery, deflexed.
T find a grass very similar, if not the same, on hedgebanks near Carpenters,
and elsewhere about Hyde, as well as amongst corn, which I regard merely as a
larger more diffuse form of B. racemosus, the spikelets drooping when in seed from
the length and weakness of the peduncles.
Whoever will be at the trouble of
comparing the discordant accounts given by authors of B. arvensis will perhaps
concur with myself in opinion that B. arvensis, B. racemosus, B. secalinus, B. velutinus, not to mention the present still more obscure and doubtful species, S. commutalus, B. multi/lorus, &c,, are in all probability so many forms of B. mollis.
The B. arvensis of Fl. Cestrica is only this species, as I learn by authentic specimens from West Chester County in my possession.
;

8. B. secalinus, L.
Rye Brome-grass. " Panicle loose drooping in fruit, lower peduncles slightly branched, simple peduncles
about equalling the oblong compressed glabrous spikelets, florets
at first imbricated afterwards distinct cylindrical, the incurved
edges of the glumeUas not overlapping those of the floret above
them, awn straight about as long as the floret, leaves hairy but
the sheaths nearly glabrous.'
Watson in Hook. Land. Journ. of
Bat. i. p. 8&."—Br. Fl. p. 548.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 10, t. 12.
In cornfields and waste places. Fl. June, July.
(or $ Hook)
E Med. At Whitcombe, near Newport, where it abounded to an injurious
'

,

—

degree some years ago, having been inlroducetl, it is supposed, in seed-wheat
from Suffolk. Amongst vetches at Playstreei farm, by Ryde, Mr. W. Jolliffe,
1841!
At Redhill, abundant, Mr. Wm. Hughes ! On the sea-coast at Eyde,
With. (7th ed.)

XXVII. AvENA, Linn.

Oat.

" Panicle lax.
Spikelets laterally compressed, with 2 or more
perfect florets and sometimes 1 or more rudimentary neuter
GlumeUas
Glumes 2, membranaceous, 3- or many-nerved.
one.
2, lanceolate, hairy at the base, herbaceous, at length cartilaginous
and firmly enclosing the caryopsis ; outer one with a long twisted
geniculate dorsal awn, with two points or bristles at the summit."

—Br.

Fl.

* Smaller glume 5
nerved.

— 11

—

7 nerved, larger one 5
Spikelets ultimately drooping.

nerved.

Outer glumella 6

Ovary hairy

at the top.

—

Annual

plants.
1.

lets

Wild Oat or Haver.* " Panicle erect, spikeA.fatua, L.
drooping of about 3 scabrous much-awned florets smaller
*

Hafer

in

German.

—

—
gramine^.
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than the glumes with long fulvous hairs at the base, outer glumella bifid at the summit, root fibrous."
Br. Fl. p. 551.
E. B.
t.

2231.

Fl.

Dan.

t.

1629.

Host. Gram. Aust.

In cornfields and cultivated ground
July, August.
0.

;

a frequent

ii. t.

58.

and very injurious weed.

Fl.

A tall grass, 3 or 4 feet in height. Root small, with downy fibres. Culms 1 or
Leaves most numerous below, linear, flat,
more, round, hollow, shining, erect.
grayish green, rough, those towards the root often fringed with soft white hairs
near the stem, as are likewise their close, striated and long sheaths, often filamenLigule short, obtuse, usually much torn and jagged.
tous along their edges.
Panicle very large, at first unilateral and crowded, afterwards very diffuse and
spreading, its branches long, slender, angular, voughish, simple or slightly compound, bearing numerous large, lanceolate, drooping spikelets on peduncles
Glumes equal, thin and chafiy, very acute, lanceolate,
thickened beneath each.
with many strong green ribs running close and parallel, each with a double line
Florets usually 3, much shorter than
of scabrous points throughout its length.
Outer patea much like the glumes, but thicker in texture, wilh fewer
the glumes.
ribs, rough with tubercular prominences, bifid at the point, covered at the back
wilh fine, whitish or tawny, bristle-like hairs inner or superior palea ovato-lanceolate, thin and flat, notched at the point, and having a single green rib along
each of its finely ciliated lateral margins awns very long, inserted on the back of
each floret about its middle, twisted for about half their length, at which point
they are suddenly bent, and then continued straight to the summit. Anthers yellowish. Stigmas short, simple, feathery. Germen sealed on and almost concealed
amongst a dense tuft of soft white hairs.
Its more valuable congener, the cultivated Oat {A. sativa, L.), differs from the
present species in its smaller and far less spreading panicle, which continues unilateral to the last
in its smoother less strongly ribbed florets, nearly devoid of all
hairiness benealh, one or more of which are abortive and wanting the awn, which
The florets of A. sativa are placed upon
is shorter and not geniculate as in that.
a short vertical footstalk immediately under the base in a transverse po.sition,
whilst those of A.fatua stand laterally or obliquely upon their very short point of
insertion, and are all furnished with awns.
;

;

;

" Panicle erect,
'Bristle-pointed Oat.
2. A. strigosa, Schreb.
branches all secund, spikelets of 2 perfect florets each awned as
long as the glumes and terminated by 2 long straight bristles."
Host. Gram. Aust. ii. 41, t. 56.
Br.- Fl. p. 551.
E. B. t. 1266.
In cornfields and cultivated ground occasionally, but doubtless introduced.
"June, July."-JSr. Fl. 0.
jB. Med.
Amongst potatoes by St. John's turnpike-gate, Ryde, JR£v. G. E.

Fl.

—

Smith
Root yellowish,
.'.'.'

Culms several, about 2 feet high, erect, purplish befibrous.
low, rather slender, with long, slightly inflated, ribbed sheaths, that are often a litLeaves like those of the common Oat, flat,
tle filamentous towards their summits.
roughish above and along their edges with minute prickles pointing forwards.
Panicle oblong, mostly leaning one way,
Ligule rather short, truncate and lorn.
more slender than in the common Oat, the florets linear-lanceolate, on very long,
Glumes rather unequal, acute, roughish on
slender, partly compound pedicels.
Florets
their keels
outer and shorter with 9, inner and longer with 7, green ribs.
2 (sometimes 4), both perfect, the inner one on a geniculate bearded pedicel, but
Palea sprinkled with rough points,
neither having any basal tuft as in A. fatua.
7-ribbed outer one of each floret with a long, twisted, almost straight awn from
the middle of the back, and 2 much shorter terminal ones all rough, slender
and purplish inner palea flattish, acute, ciliated wilh soft hairs, and having a
Anthers yellowish. Scale (nectary) wilh
single marginal green rib on each side.
Scar nearly circular, neither transverse nor oblique, the
2 very acute lobes.
;

;

;

;

—

—
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pedicel of eacli floret being rounded, not compressed as in A. sativa, inserted at
the very centre of the base of the paleae.
The Brislle-poiiited Oat is cultivated, with other species of this grain, in vari,ous
parts of Europe, and very commonly in the Isle of Skye, as I learn from Mr. Borrer.
Its occurrence with us is quite fortuitous.

—

** Smaller glume

1
3 nerved, larger one 3-nerved.
Outer glumella distinctly
Ovary hairy at the top. Ligule acute. Peren5-ribbed.
Spikelets erect.
nial plants.

Meadow Oat-grass. " Panicle erect simple
8. A. pratensis, L.
or slightly compound lax, spikelets erect oblong compressed of
3
6 florets, lower floret scarcely so long as the larger glume,
leaves glabrous but more or less scabrous on the surface, root
tufted."— 5r. Fl. p. 553. E. B. t. 1204.
Host. Gram. Aust. ii.
Trisetum, Parn. Gr. t. 52.
38, t. 51.

—

On dry heaths and pastures very common in the chalky parts of the island.
E. Med. On St. Boniface down, and other parts of the Undercliff, abundant.
W. Med.
About Uarisbrook.
;

—
—

" Panicle erect nearly
4. A. puhescens, L.
Doivny Oat-grass.
simple, spikelets erect of about 2 or 3 florets scarcely longer than
the glumes, lower leaves plane and the sheaths downy, edges
smooth."— 5r. Fl. p. 553. E. B. t. 1640. Host. Gram. Aust. ii.
Trisetum, Pers. Parn. Qr. t. 54.
37, t. 50.
:

In dry woods, pastures, and on chalky downs common. Fl. June, July. !(..
Easily known from A. pratensis, to which it is must nearly allied, by its flat
leaves, downy at the edges.
Moot downy like the rest of the plant. Calyx often
2-flowered, in which case there are usually the rudiments of a third floret, more
or less developed, sometimes little more than a pedunculated tuft of white hairs.
;

*** Smaller glume

Outer glumella keeled with faint
ending in two bristles. .Spikelets erect. Ovary glabrous.
Ligule short and obtuse. Perennial plants.
1-nerved, larger 3-ribbed.

lateral nerves

Yellow Oat- grass.
5.
A. flavescens, L.
"Panicle much
branched lax, spikelets of about 3 florets equal in length to the
longer of the very unequal glumes, outer glumella with 2 terminal bristles, lower leaves and sheaths hairy." Br. Fl. p. 553. E.
B. t. 952.
Host. Gram. Aust. iii. 26, t. 38.
Trisetum, Beauv.
Parn. Gr. t. 54.
:

In dry meadows, pastures and heathy places

XXVIII. Phragmites,
" Panicle loose.

;

very commonly.

Trin.

Fl. July.

!(..

Eeed.

—

Spikelets distichous, with 3
4 many distant
perfect florets and a barren one at the base, which are all enveloped in long silky hairs attached to the rachis of the spikelet.
Glumes 2, inembranaceous, unequal, shorter than the floret, the
lower much smaller. Glumellas 2, membranaceous lower ending
Br. Fl.
in a long subulate awnless point."
'

;

1. F. communis, Trin.
Common Reed. "Panicle spreading,
spikelets coloured about 5-flowered longer than the glumes, leaves

;

Phragmites.]
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—

acuminato - cuspidate."
Br. Fl. p. 553.
Arundo
Phragmites, L. E. B. t. 401. Host. Gram. Aust. iv. 33, t. 39.

lanceolate

:

/3.

Culms procumbent, 30—40 feet long. Vide Kay, Syn. ed. 3tia, Indie.
Dub. Gramen arundinaceum. 30 pedes longum.
P. communis b. repens,

Plant.

Meyer, Chlor. Hanov. p. 650.
In wet marshy places, moist thickets, sides of pools, rivers and ditches, also on
wet slipped land and in salt-marshes; very common. Fl. August, September.
J-r.

October.

E. Med.

Ijl.

— Ou

the wet slipped land along the shore from Ryde towards the
In Whitefield wood.
W. Jlferf.— Covers the mud-flats on the E. bank of the Yar, a little below Freshwater mill.
/3. Common along the shore at Puckaster cove, trailing to a great length on the
flat sands, or hanging from the clay-banks above the beach ; also in other parts
of the island along the S. coast.
In a ditch between Sandown bay and Lower
Morton farm I find it with culms of considerable length floating on the surface,
and emitting fibres from the joints, 1842.
Near the Shanklin extremity of Sandown bay, also rooting at the joints, ] 842. At Bembridge, Dr. Bell-Salter.
Root extensively creeping. Culm erect (or in the singular var. ;8. prostrate and
trailing), from about 4 or 6 to 8 and 10 or even 12 feet high, simple or occasionally emitting a few short lateral shoots or branches, straight or slightly geniculate
at one or two of the lowermost joints, hard and rigid, hollow, scarcely tapering
from the base upwards in this island, rarely much exceeding a swan-quill in
thickness, at length woody.
Leaves varying from narrowly lanceolate or linearlanceolate, alternate or often partly arranged unilaterally, spreading or more or
less erect, firm, glabrous, those about the middle of the stem largest, in full-sized
plants 18 20 inches or more in length and Ij inch wide, pale green and somewhat glaucous, especially beneath, finely ribbed and striated, flat, with one or two
marks of constriction across them, gradually acuminated into extremely long, fine
and slender, pale points, that are frequently split into fibres to a considerable distance downwards, rather inconspicuously and obtusely keeled in their lower half,
elliptically tapering at the base, their margins somewhat uneven and cartilaginous.
Sheaths imbricating, closely investing the culm, glabrous, finely striated, much
shorter than the leaves and concolorous, palish at their base, open behind the
greater part of their length, with narrow whitish brown margins.
Ligule a. row
Panicle terminal, from a few
of extremely short, close-set, white, erect hairs.
inches to a foot in length, of many alternate, fasciculate, somewhat whorled, compound branches, smooth, angular, subcompressed, at first drooping unilaterally,
when in flower diff'usely spreading in a pyramidal form, the lower and longer Ones
a little drooping or recurved, and springing from a scale-like cartilaginous process
of the angular rachis, beset with long, white, silky hairs, and of which the superior branches are destitute, having merely a 2-lobed gland-like callosity at base
Spikelets very numerous, imbricated, dark
between them and the common axis.
or sometimes brownish purple, linear-lanceolate, pedicellate, nearly J an inch in
length, 3- or 5- (mostly 3-) flowered, the lowermost floret subsessile and
staminate or sometimes perfect and naked at the base, the rest pedicellate and
perfect (androgynous), their pedicels compressed and fringed laterally with white
Priory.

—

lengthen as the flowering advances, and when in seed
giving a beautiful plume-like appearance to the panicle.
Glumes concave, glabrous, very unequal, much shorter than the florets ;
the inferior and outer elliptic-lanceolate, subaristato-acuminate, with three principal and several often very indistinct ribs, and a slightly rough prominent keel
superior and inner linear-lanceolate, acute, about twice the length of the
Palece very
other, distinctly 3-ribbed, scarcely keeled, the margins involute.
unequal the lower and outer about thrice the length of the inner one, linear-lanceolate, very acutely acuminate, which with the inflexion of its edges causes it to
silky hairs, that gradually

spreading in

;

all directions,

—
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appear as

if

awned

;*

inner aud upper valve linear-oblong,

slightly reflexed purplish margins, spinulosely ciliated

Anthers pale yellow.

diaphanous, with
apex.

bifid at the

Styles yellowish.

f Solitary flowers or
a. Spilce simple.

flat,

above and

** Inflorescence spicate.
upon a common

spikelets sessile,

Flowers or

stalk or rachis.

spikelets either distichous or inserted

on alt sides of

the rachis.

XXIX. Hordeum,

Linn.

Barley-grass.

—

" Spikelets in threes from the same joint of the rachis, 1
usually neuter or barren fertile ones with a perfect floret and a
rudimentary neuter one.
Glumes 2, collateral, awned.
Glumel:

las

2."— Br.

Fl.

Mouse Barley. Wall Barley-grass. Way
Bennet.
Spike obovato-oblong subcuneate, culms leafy at top,
" glumes of the middle spikelet linear-lanceolate ciliated, of the
lateral ones setaceous-scabrous, outer glumellas of aU the spikelets shorter than their awns."
Br. Fl. p. 555.
E. B. t. 1971.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 25, t. 33.
1.

H. murinum, L.

By waysides, and in waste places under walls about towns and villages very
frequent.
Fl.
July.
0.
Root annual, caespitose, fibrous, the fibres branched, flexuose, slender.
Culms
;

May—

numerous, forming dense

tufts,

seldom much above a

foot high, lax,

spreading or

decumbent below, then ascending, mostly geniculate at the joints, terete, striated,
glabrous and shining, clothed to the very summit or nearly so with leaves, never,
as in the next, naked any great extent below the spike, simple or slightly branched
Leaves few (about 5 or 6), pale dull green and slightly glaucous, very
at bottom.
broadly linear, very acute, lax and wavy, the uppermost one shorter than its
sheath, the rest longer all clasping the culm by pale, falcate, very acuminate
auricles, of which the points cross one another behind
downy on both sides with
fine erect pubescence, slightly keeled beneath, their margins minutely scabrous.
Sheaths loose or somewhat inflated, striated, smooth and glabrous (even the lowermost in my specimens), or with a very slight downiness on them at farthest, the
uppermost sheath very commonly spathaceous, or half-embracing the base of the
flowering spike
all divided throughout.
Liyule excessively short and truncate,
;

;

;

Spike densely distichous, compressed, pale yellowish green, from about
2 to 3^ inches long, obovato-oblong or somewhat wedge-shaped in circumscription from the gradual spreading out of the awns upwards to its very obtuse termination.
Spikelets erecto-patent, 3-flovvered.
Rachis broad and flat, 2-edged, the
margins beset with spinules pointing upwards. Central floret sessile, perfect, the
two lateral florets shortly stipitate, containing starainate florets only. Glumes
very narrow, those of the intermediate floret linear-lanceolate, equal in size, scabrous at the back and margins, 2 3 ribbed, ciliated on the edges with long white
hairs directed upwards, acuminated into a bristly awn about equal to the longer
one of the lateral florets ; glumes of the lateral florets very similar to those of the
centj-al one, but narrower and a little unequal, the outer one setaceous and merely
scabrous, the inner subulate, fringed on the outer side and shorter than its fellow,
which is about to the central floret-glumes in length, those of all the florets green
Palece 2; the inferior and outer one
at the back, with pale cartilaginous edges.
of all the florets ovato-lanceolate, concave, glabrous or a little hairy, 6-ribbed
erose.

—

* The outer valve of the uppermost floret in all or most of the spikelets I have
examined has a sudden flexure about the middle, and which is perhaps a constant
character.

;
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superior and inner jjlane with inflexed edges, and a pair of green ribs down the
centre, the apex slightly notched or bifid and spinulose, or sometimes entire.
Awns of llie lateral florets about twice, of the central florets about three Umes, as
long as the paleee : at the base of the inner palea of each floret, but springing from
the stipes or pedicel, is a bristle or awn, supposed to be an abortive floret, about
half the length of the valve.
Stamens short, hence but little exserted ; anthers
small and short, elliptical, pale yellowish green.
Scale cleft lo the base into two
linear-lanceolate, acute and fringed lobes, that are gibbous below.
Germen vilStyles distant, feathery and recurved.
lous at top.
Seed elliptical-oblong,
grayish, with a groove in front, and sometimes 3-ribbed behind, somewhat convex, firmly adhering to both valves.
2.

H. pratense, Huds.

Meadoiv Barley-grass.

Squirrel-tail-

Spikes elongate or lanceolato-oblong, culms leafless at
top, sheaths close, " all the glumes setaceous and scabrous (not
ciliated), outer glumella of the middle spikelets about as long as
Br. Fl. p. 555.
its awn, of the lateral ones with a short awn."
E. B. t. 409.
H. secalinum, Schreb. : Host. Gram. Aust. i. 26,
grass.

—

t.

38.

In rather moist meadows and pastures, also
abundant. Fl. June, July.
cies
or 2^ ?
E. Med. Monkton meadows, Eyde, 1844.

in salt-marshes,

with the next spe-

©

;

—
W. Med. — Most

About Ryde

it

constitutes a too

large portion of the hay-crops.

abundant in meadows about Yarmouth, and between YarMavsh-meadows at Easton, Freshwater gate. Cowes.
Root small, fibrous and slightly creeping, " becoming bulbous in barren ground

mouth and Thorley.

Culms few, slightly ascending at the base, afterfrom about 18 inches lo 2^ feet in height, very slender, smooth, terete,
Leaves few, bright green, not glaucous,
nalted for several inches below the spike.
flat, the superior ones very distant, the topmost leaf shorter than its sheath, the
rest as long as or longer, linear, flat, acute, roughish and a little hairy on their
upper side mostly, the margins minutely scabrous, folded, but not, as in the last,
Sheaths long, close, striated, glabrous, excepting those of
auricled at their base.
the very lowest and withered leaves, which are very downy, ribbed and whitish.
Spike distichous, elongate or lanLigule extremely small, short and truncate.
Spikelets
inch to .3 inches in length, compressed.
ceolato-oblong, from about
Florets
erecto-patent, smaller than in the last, and with much shorter awns.
similarly constituted and arranged as in the last and following species on the
compressed 2-edged rachis, whose margins are closely beset with minute spinules
Calyx-glumes of all the three florets scabrous-serrate, setaceopointing upwards.
subulate, equal in breadth, but those of the central floret shorter than the
Palea lanceolate, much shorter than the glumes
glumes of the lateral ones.
outer one of each floret acuminated into a long awn, of which that of its central floret is much longer than its glumes, of the lateral florets considerthe outer palea of the central floret is glabrous,
ably shorter than their glumes
of the lateral slightly hairy, towards the summit, that of the former ovatooccasionally overflowed" (Sm.)

wards

erect,

H

;

lanceolate, very aristato- acuminate, 5-ribbed, the lateral pair of ribs less distinct and near the inflexed margin; inner and superior valve lanceolate, very
acute but not aristate, having a pair of strong green ribs bounding a central groove,
springing at
in which lies an awn or bristle of about half the length of the valve,

perhaps, but
its very lowest point, but not attached to its base, properly speaking
Lateral florets mostly staminiferousi
rather planted on the pedicel of the floret.
Anthers linear-oblong, scarcely cloven,
the fertile organs imperfect or wanting.
Scale (nectary, Sm.)
bufl"-yellow, much exserted on their slender lax filaments.
Germen very
lubes.
cleft to the base into two acute, lanceolate, somewhat fringed
Styles distant, much-branched, beautifully plumose and
downy at top, oblong.
recurved.

4

K
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3. H. maritimum, With.
Spikes ovatoSea-side Barley-grass.
oblong, cal_yx-glumes scabrous, the interior one of the lateral
florets semilanceolate, the rest subulate, culms decumbent leafyabove, sheaths loose. E. B. t. 1205. Br. Fl. p. 555. Host.

Gram.
In

©E.

Aiist.

i.

Balt-maislies

27,

t.

34.

and pastures near the sea

;

not uncommon.

Fl. June, July.

—
—

Med.
[Brading
In tlie marsh-meadows by Springfield, near Byde.
n):ushes and S. side of Brading harbour, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
W. Med. On the embankment by Yarmouth mill, and at Norton. Abundant
in salt-marshes at Newtown.
Root a tuft of whitish, flattened, wrinkled and downy fibres.
Culms very numerous, slender, leafy almost to the summit, rigid, quite smooth, about 6 or 8
inches hif>h, decumbent by their geniculate and tumid joints, and spreading in all
divectiuns in the form of dense roundish tufts, the terminal portion above the
superior articulation for the most part only erect or ascending. Leaves short, plane,
linear- or sublinear-lanceolate (the uppermost stem-leaf often almost triangular),
roughish at the edges, more or less pubescent, especially beneath, strongly ribbed
above, pale glaucous-green, with smooth-ribbed, greenish or purplish, slightly
timiid sheaths, divided spirally to the bottom.
Ligule extremely short, truncate.
Spikes broader than in H. pratense, ovato-oblong, about 1-J inch or 2 inches in
length, pale glaucous-green, the awns often purplish.
Florets 3, the intermediate
one perfect, sessile, the two lateral stipitate, imperfect.
Glumes subulate, nearly
if not quite as scabrous as in H. pratense, white at the back, those of the intermediate floret not ciliated, the interior glume of the lateral florets, or that nearest
the central floret, much broader than the rest, with a wider niembranpus border,
which is expanded most on the inner side into a semilanceolate shape, varying in
degree but always very apparent.
Palece lanceolate, smooth, much shorter than
the glumes, the outer one 5-ribbed, the two lateral ribs nearly marginal and more
faintly marked ; awned, the awn of the central floret as long as those of the glumes,
those of the lateral florets much shorter, all scabrous ; there is, besides, a bristle-like
awn arising from the base of the exterior valve of each floret in front between its
infolding maigins, about half the length of the paleae, usually ending in two or
three spinulose points superior and inner palea more or less acute or even subaiistate, with two central green ribs, at which there is a strong reduplication of the
valve inwards, forming a groove partly embracing the ovary.
Lateral florets
imperfect.
This species much resembles LI. pratense, but is of more humble growth. The
lower half of one of the calyx-awns of the two outer or sterile florets being dilated,
or as it were winged unilaterally, is a beautiful mark of distinction between this
and our two other species of Hvrdeum.
The awns or bristles of H. maritimum,
e^jiecially of the central floret, are rather larger than those of H. pratense, in which
that of the outer vahe ol'the valve of the corolla greatly overtops the rest.
;

XXX.

Teiticum, Linn.

Wheat-grass.

Spikelets solitary, transverse, the sides (not the backs) of the

glumes and florets directed to the rachis, compressed, manyGlumes 2, opposite, nearly equal both have 3 or more
flowered.
Glumellas 2, lanceolate, outer one acuminate or
nerves or ribs.
awned at the summit, inner bifid at the point, minutely ciliated
on the ribs. Caryopsis free.
;

There are two natural groups in this genus: 1st, the large annual species,
foreign to our country, which are cultivated so extensively as Bread-corn ; and,
These
!2mlly, the smaller perennial species, many of which are natives with us.

—

;
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some authors look upon as two distinct genera, Tiilicum and Agropyruni
Lindl.)
have only the latter genus or group in Britain.

We

1.

T.

rejjens,

L.

Creeping -rooted Wheat- grass.

—

(Beam.

'

Couch-grass.

"Spike elongated, spikelets 4
8 flowered, glumes acuminate
awned or awnless 5—7 ribbed, outer glumella acuminate or with
an awn scarcely ever so long as the glumella 5 -nerved, rachis of
the spikelets scabrous, leaves plane or slightly involute at the
edge, root creeping." —5r. i?"?. p. 556.
E. B. t. 909.
Host.
Gram. Aust. ii. 17, t. 21 (minime bona).
0. liitorea. Very glaucous.
An T. glaucum. Host. Gram. Aust. iv. 6, t. 10 ?
as Professor Meisner, when he saw it here this summer (1850), supposed it
to be.

and

On hedgehanks,

borders of fields, in waste and cultivated places, woods, &c.
Fl. June— August.
If..
By the salt-ditches on the Dover at Ryde. Abundant under the shore at
fi.
Apley, and along the coast at the Priory, Sea View, &c.
Under Apley walk the
plant may be found exhibiting all gradations between the unawned and awned
slate, and of every colour between the usual inland green and the intensest blue or
glaucescent hue which it commonly assumes near the sea.

common.

2.

Rushy

T. junceum, L.

distinct 4

obtuse

—

Sea-side Wheat-grass.

" Spikelets

6 flowered, glumes obtuse many-ribbed, outer glumella
or slightly mucronulate 5 -nerved, rachis of the spike

smooth or minutely toothed on the angles, leaves involute punBr. Fl. p. 556.
E. B. t. 814.
Host.
Gram. Aust. ii. 18, t. 22? (dubia); idem, iii. 23, t. 33 (bona).

gent, root creeping."
Sibth. Fl. Grcec.

i. t.

On sandy banks and
July.
U.

99.

hillocks by the sea-beach

;

in great plenty.

Fl. June,

—
—

E. Med.
Very fine along the shore a little E. of Ryde, just beyond Apley
Sandy shore at the Priory, 1846.
W. Med. On the sandy shore at Norton, in great abundance, 1846.
Whole plant rigid and glabrous. Root (rhizoma) creeping extensively in the
loose sand, slender, tough and rigid, emitting numerous whitish, downy, branched
and flexuose, thready fibres, and white runners with sheathing scales at the joints,
sometimes ending in ovoid bulbous bodies, consisting of densely aggregated imbricating laminae.
Culms from about 12 to 18 inches or 2 feet high, simple,
round, slender, glaucous and finely striated above, smooth, pale and polished below, filled with cellular tissue, inclining or ascending, often decumbent at the
base, which is buried in the sand, and of a pale whitish or straw-yellow colour
tinged here and there with purple, usually naked for some little distance below the
house.

above the centre of the culm, above which the
incurved or arcuate. Leaves spreading or divaricate, narrower than
in our other species, and appearing still more so from their much greater tendency
to become involute, which they always are near their points, that hence appear
subulate, the rest of the leaf simply concave or caniculate, often plane or nearly
so at their base; deeply and closely suloato-striate and very glaucous above from
the short, dense, bristly pubescence which covers their upper side, and which is
simple, appressed and diverging dull green, glabrous and slightly striated beneath, their margins a little thickened, cartilaginous and somewhat hairy at the
junction with the sheath. Sheaths long, close, striated, in all my specimens quite
glabrous (sometimes slightly downy or minutely scabrous, Bertol.), often tinged
with purple, the lower ones pale or straw-coloured. Ligule scarcely a line in
length, truncate, minutely erose.
Spike about 4 to 6 or 8 inches long, slightly
bowed with the culm, seldom quite straight or erect as in our other two species.
spike, with a single geniculation

latter is slightly

;

—
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Spikelets distichous, alternate, about 9 or 10 lines in length, mostly 4 or 5, occasionally but 3, 01- in luxuriant specimens 7- or 8-flowered, somewhat remote, ahout

Jrds or Jths of their own length apart, the lowermost about their own length
asunder, those on the same side of the broad glabrous rachis leaving a considerable space of the latter naked between each spikelet (in T.repens the whole rachis
is covered by the imbricating spikelets from end to end), somewhat lax or patent
(not erect or appressed as in that), and, like the rest of the plant, of a pale glaucous or sea-green colour.
Glumes cartilaginous, about fids ihe length of the
florets, concave, nearly equal, narrowly oblongo-elliptical (when flattened), obtuse
and rounded at apex, which is often oblique, entire or with a broad shallow notch,
many-ribbed, the ribs dark green, running the entire length of the glumes, but
from their inequality of breadth and position dilEcult to number with exactness,
being often wholly or partially divided, and then liable to be counted as two in
general they may be stated to be from 8 or 10 to 12; margins of the glumes
;

white, perfectly entire and glabrous.
Palece elongato-elliptical, flattish and obtuse
with rounded points; outer, larger and lower glabrous, very distinctly 5-ribbed,
the ribs subequidistant, the two marginal ones green, double, the rest paler and
more slender; mner and smaller valve rather shorter, submembranaceous, the
margins folded flat inwards, with a fringe of fine hairs along the edges of the fold,
and a pair of strong green ribs near the latter on its inner side at some distance
from the broad, pellucid, slightly ciliated, true margin of the valve.
Stamens
much exserted anthers very long and narrow, straw-yellow or violet. Styles distant, simple.
Nectary of 2 distinct, ovoido-globose, pellucid lobes, very gibbous
at the back, produced into flat, ciliated, acute points.
Dr. Parnell very justly observes that in this species the spikelets are not easily
;

detached without breaking the rachis whereas in T. repens they are so much less
firmly seated as to be easily separated without injury to the rachis.
Our three British species of Triticmn are very obscurely defined in practice,
however clearly they may appear to be so in books. My own belief is that T.junceum is but a sea-side variety of T. repens,* while T. caninitmf is to all appearance truly distinct from either.
;

XXXI. Beachypodium,

P. de Beauv.

False Brome-grass.

" Spikelets solitary, transverse to the rachis, alternate, remote,
linear, cylindrical-compressed, many-flowered.
Glumes 2, opposite,

unequal, shorter than the contiguous lower

floret.

Glumellas

rounded on the back, 7-ribbed, setigerous or awned at the extremity inner one retuse, coarsely fringed on the ribs above."
2,

;

Br. Ft.

A

genus properly separated from both Bromus and Festuca, to which the preis closely allied, by its sessile, nearly cylindrical, not compressed spikelets,
and in having the parts of fructification enclosed by the inflexed edges of the
inner valve of the corolla.
In their leaves he species have the broad hairy foliage of the true Bromi, but the awns of the florets are terminal as in Festuca, the
inner valve of the corolla being very obtuse or truncate, which is not the case in
sent

I

* T. aculum, DC, appears, from the description of the species given by Mertens and Koch (' Deutschland's Flora,' i. p. 702), to be a connecting link between
our present plant and T. repens. T find a form on the sandy shore at Norton,
Freshwater, which I suspect to be that referred to by the same authors at p. 703,
and which they are in doubt whether to consider as a species or as merely a transition variety from T. jimceum to T. acutmn.
Our plant is certainly more nearly
allied lo T. repens than to T.juncenm, and scarcely differs from the former,
except in its somewhat remote spikelets.
f This species

is

not yet detected as an Isle-of-Wight plant, Edrs.]

—
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the two allied genera.

Tn the arrangement of the florets also Bvachypodiuin diffrom Bromus and Festuca just as Lolium and Triticum diflfer in the disposition of theirs.
In Bromiis and Festuca the backs of the florets are in the same
plane with the chief stalk of the panicle in Bvachypodium the edges of the florets
are turned towards the main stem as in Triticum, the back of each spikelet being
fers

;

then perpendicular to the stalk.
1. B. sylvaticum, Beauv.
Slender False Brome-grass. " Spike
drooping, spikelets solitary nearly cylindrical secund, awns of the
upper florets longer than their glumellas, leaves flat flaccid, root
fibrous."— 5r. Fl. p. 558.
Host. Gram. Aust. i. 17, t. 31.
Festuca, E. Fl. V. i. p. 149.
Bromus, Poll : E. B. t. 729.

Spikes nearly erect.
throughout the island in moist woods, thickets, and on shady hedgebanks, as well as on dry elevated downs and heaths, i*"/. June, July.
2f.
/3. In open heathy or grassy places, as at Bonchurch, behind Tolt copse, and
among the young fir-plantations about the foot of the hill leading up to Hampstead farm.
This is very diflerent from B. pinnatum, which has not yet been detected in this island, though Wablenberg makes our B. sylvaticum a variety of
/3.

i

Common

that species.

The inner palea overlaps and encloses two of the stamens and the ovarium,
leaving the scale, which is deeply cloven almost to the base, and the remaining
stamen between the valves, free : this third or outer stamen lies in and exactly fills
the space left between the inflexed edges of the inner valve.
/3. " On the downs in various places there is a very deceptive-looking Brachypodium, which I suppose is a variety of B. sylvaticum, but it has some of the
characters of B. pinnatum, such as the erect pinnated spike, cylindrical hairy
spikelets (those of B. pinnatum are usually smooth), and almost glabrous leaves,
but then the leaves are broad and ihe awns long, which are strong characters of
B. sylvaticum. The plant appears to be nearly intermediate between the two."*
The above remarks of Mr. Saunders apply to a plant 1 had repeatedly observed
in dry, open and hilly places in various parts of the island, and which, like him,
I had always considered a variety of B. sylvaticum, difiering merely in its more
erect or less drooping spikelets.

XXXII. Lolium, Linn.

Darnel.

" Spikelets solitary, compressed, approximate, placed edgewise
Glumes solito the rachis, alternate, with 3 or 4 perfect florets.
tary, or 2 and the one next the rachis small ; outer one with several

nerves about as long as or longer than the lowest contiguous
Glumellas 2, outer one awnless or awned." Br. Fl.

floret.
1.

L. perenne, L.

" Spikelets 6

Perennial Darnel.

Rye-grass or Ray-grass.

—8 flowered, glume solitary scarcely longer than the

lowest floret, florets lanceolate awnless or nearly so, root producing leafy barren shoots."—-Br. Fl. p. 558. E. B. t. 315.

Host. Gram. Aust.

i.

20,

t.

25.

Spikelets branched.
In meadows, pastures, waste ground, cornfields, and by roadsides; everywhere.
Fl. June, July.
2f or $.
j3.

*

W.

Wilson Saunders, Esq., in

litt.,

July, 1841.

—

—
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p. In the Spencer road, Ryde, Dr. Betl-Salter !! who also finds this form extremely common about Ryde, as on the Dover, between Ryde and Ashey, and in

other places.

L. temulentum, L. Bearded Darnel.
Vect. Cheat.
Spikeabout 6-flowered equal to or shorter than the glume, florets
awned or awnless elliptical in fruit tumid, root annual without barren shoots. a. Florets with rigid awns about as long as or longer
than the glumella."
Br. Fl. p. 559.
E. B. t. 1124.
Host.
2.

lets

—

Gram. Aust.

i.

20,

t.

26.

Florets imperfeelly awned.
L. arvense, L.
E.
Aust. iii. 17, t. 26.
Amongst corn and about the borders of cornfields:'
j8.

.-

Fl.3n\y

E. Med

0.

— Between

Lalie

B.

t.

1125.

Host.

most frequently
4

j

Gram.

in bavlev.
y

and Sandown, Dr. Bell-Salter, who kindly presented

me

with the only two specimens he found, 1838.
Amongst barley at Whitcotnb,
Mr. Wm. Hughes!!
W. Med. Cornfields about Yarmouth, Mr. Squire.
This species is called Cheat in the Isle of Wight, from its resemblance to the
grain amongst which it grows, a name applied, for the same reason, in some
places to Bromus secalinus.

—

—

1 3. L. multiflorum, Lam.
Annual Many-flowered Darnel or
" Spikelets 6
Bay-grass.
14 flowered, glume solitary scarcely
as long as the lowest floret, florets lanceolate awned, roots producing leafy barren shoots." Br. Fl. p. 559. L. mult. 0. aristaturn, Gaud. Fl. Helv. i. p. 354.
L. italicum, A. Braun : Parnell,
Scot. Gr. p. 142, t. 65.
L. perenne var., Parn. Gr. tt. 138, 139,

—

140, 141.
In a clover-tield near Fernhill, 1841. Plentiful and with very long awns along
a private path to Brooklands (the Rev. Augustus Hewitt's) from Binstead, Dr.
Bell-Salter!!!
This is beautifully distinguished from L. perenne, according to Mr. Woods, by
the aestivation of the leaves in the ban'en shoots, which in the latter are simply
(See Phytologist for Feb. 1845).
folded, but rolled in the former.
I learn from my kind correspondent. Dr. Wood, of Broughton, by Manchester,
that L. multiflorum is common in that vicinity, and that specimens sent by him
to Sir W. Hooker exactly agreed with continental specimens of the species in
Dr. W., who has kindly furnished me with Lancathat gentleman's herbarium.
shire specimens, exactly similar to my own from this island, says it is annual.*
'

XXXIII. Lepturus, Brown.

'

Hard-grass.

" Spike terete, sohtary, separating at the joints.
Spikelets solitary in each joint, imbedded in cavities alternately on opposite
sides of the rachis and placed edgewise to it, with 1 (or 2) fertile
florets and a superior minute rudimentary (sometimes obsolete)
Glumes 1 (or) 2, collateral, on the opposite side from
neuter one.
* [It is evident, however, that our author was not fully convinced of the distinctness of this plant as a species, by the following remarks, penned immediately
before his leaving England.
He observes, it is "probably either naturalized by
direct importation with foreign grass-seed, or an annual or biennial state of L.
perenne, produced by culture, as suggested by the authors of the sixth edition of
the

'

British Flora.'"

(Phytol.

iii.

p.

U19).—Edrs.']

—
geamine^.
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the rachis and covering the floret, cartilaginous, several-nerved.
Gluviellas of the fertile floret 2, scarious, awnless."
Br. Fl.

" Spike subulate,
1. L. incurvatus, Trin.
Sea Hard-grass.
Br. Fl. p. 560. a. Spike curved. Eottbcellia, L.
glumes 2."
E. B. t. 760. Host. Gram. Aust. i. 18, t. 23.

—

Spikes very slender and filiform, nearly straight.

|8.

Rotlboellia filiforniis,

Roth.

In sail-marsh meadows and

pastures, and along the grassy borders of creeks
and tide-rivers; not unfrequent. J"/. July, August. 0.
W. Med.— Most abundantly and very fine in salt-marshes by Newtown, 1842.
In cultivated fields above Freshwater bay, a short distance from the hotel on the
ascent of the down towards the Needles, in great plenty, where it was pointed out
to me by the Rev. G. E. Smith, who supposes it may have been conveyed with
Thorness bay, Rei>. Wm, Coleman,
sea-weed as manure to the odd situation.

and

inlets of the sea

1842.

At Springfield, on
&. In the meadow between Quarr abbey and the sea, 1843.
the waste fjround in front of the houses, near what was until lately the Vernon
hotel; also in salt-marsh meadows between Springfield and Sea View, 1843.
On the embankment by Yarmouth mill, abundantly; also common along the Yar
Amongst short grass near the shore at Norton, just opposite to where
generally.

Newtown marshes, and
the road leading to Freshwater goes off from the beach.
between Yarmouth and Freshwater, 1842. By the Medina near Dallinjore's farm,
Along the shore between W.
in plenty (a stouter form). Miss G. Kilderbee ! ! !
[Around Brading harbour, in many places, A. G.
Cowes and Egypt, idein.
More, Esq., Edrs.]

A

some resemblance when in flower to Lolium perenne,
grow amongst the herbage skirting the little creeks or inlets of saltwhere its unopened spikes are not readily distinguished from the

singular grass, bearing

delij;hting to

water

rivers,

some of the smaller Junci, even after the white anthers
have begun to protrude, looking as if accidentally blown on and adhering to the
supposed rushes. In these situations the plant has a very slender habit, the^stems
being quite filiform, when it is the E. filiformis of Roth and others, but in more
exposed places this grass assumes a stouter, shorter and more rigid habii the
spikes are then remarkably incurved, and thus we find it in open fields near FreshThe following description is drawn up from specimens of the stouter form
water.
of variety /3., gathered amongst other grasses by the Medina, which, from its great
frequency in such situations, appears the most natural and congenial to this
leaves or barren scapes of

;

grass.

Culms numerous, from 3 or 4 inches to
Moot a tuft of brownish fibres.
a foot in height, erect or ascending, round, slender, hollow, very smooth and
polished, with several tumid geniculate joints towards the base, leafy on their
leaves linear, very narrow, bright green, taperlower half, leafless above.
pointed, rough along their more or less involute edges with minute prickles,
Ligule
Sheaths long, close.
and like the rest of the plant quite glabrous.
very short,

abrupt and

jagged.

Spike terminal,

2—4

inches long,

either

upper leafless portion of the culm a curve like
Spartina stricta, to which genus this grass has been erroneously referred by some
authors.
Florets alternate, closely applied to the rachis, which is flattened and
grooved on opposite portions of its entire length to receive them, and jointed at
the base of each floret, which fits into its place so exactly before blossoming as to
appear an integrant portion of the spike, which then represents a miniature bamboo.
Glumes a little unequal, very thick, stiff and pointed, the edge of the smaller
to the inner
slightly overlapping that of the larger, which is therefore analogous
membranous,
valve of other grasses, the borders and tip of each glume white and
sometimes the two are united
lioth marked on the back with strong green ribs
Palece lanceolate, unequal, as long as the calyx, of a delicate,
into one piece.
single green rib down the
thin, membranous texture, the larger and outer with a
straight or

making with

the

;

3
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middle, the smaller and inner ribless.
Anthers white or yellowish; in many
florets I find the stamens entirely wanting.
Ovarium subglobose. Styles short;
stigmas branched, plumose and spreading.
From the analogy of this grass to Lolium, it is perhaps grateful to cattle in
salt-marsh pastures, but its natural produce in such situations is too insiguifioant
to deserve attention.

ff Spike compound.

XXXIV.

Flowers or spihelets unilateral.

Spaetina, Schreb.

Cord-grass,

" Spike compound.
Partial spikes erect, racemose.
Spikelets
sessile, awnless, arranged alternately in 2 rows on one side of the
partial rachis, laterally compressed, with one fertile and scarcely
any rudiments of a neuter floret. Glumes 3, very unequal, lanceolate, compressed.
Glumellas 2, compressed, lanceolate, acuminate.
Styles united half-way up.
Stigmas elongated. Ligules
very short."
Br. Ft.

—

—

—

Cord-grass.
Spikes 2
larger calyx-valve simply
acuminate, leaves shorter than the spikes tapering at the base and
articulated upon their sheaths, the lower ones deciduous, rachis
scarcely produced beyond the terminal floret of each partial spike.
Sm. E. Fl. i. p. 136. Br. Fl. p. 561. Lindl. Syn. p. 298. E. B.
vi. t. 389 (Dact. stricta), Bromf. in Hook. Comp. to Bot. Mag. ii.
Bertol. Fl. Ital. i. p. 575.
p. 254.
1.

S.

striata,

Roth.

subgeminate coarctate,

In

muddy

Tiviti-spiked

florets hairy,

salt-marshes, creeks

rivers within reach of the tide, in

and

inlets of the sea,

many

places.

and about the mouths of

Fl. July

— September.

2^.

— Plentiful along the Wootton
below Wootton bridge.
W. Med. —-Shores of the Medina above Cowes, frequent. Salt-marshes along

W.]\[ed.

river,

the Yar, and near the shore at Norton.

Newtown

salt-marshes, abundantly.

abundance, Mr. SnookeH!
Herb of a pale, dirty, yellowish or brownish green, sometimes with a purplish
tinge.
Root creeping extensively by long jointed suckers, and emitting at the
crown several white, tough, simple or branched fibres, running deep into the mud
Culms more or less ascending at the base, afterwards erect,
in all directions.
slightly incurved or arcuate, from 6 lo 8 or 10 inches high, seldom exceeding a
foot or 15 inches at most; round, hollow in the centre, rigid, smooth and leafy,
cased for a considerable distance upwards with the blackish, half-decayed and
leafless shealhs of the previous season,* and from thence to the summit with the

Yarmouth,

in

Leaves usually much shorter
olive-green or purplish ones of the current year.
than the flower-spikes, rarely equalling but never exceeding the latter, quite erect
and flat, except near their extremities, where they are involute,f linear-lanceolate,
taper-poinled, a little arcuate, tough and rigid, quite glabrous, with thin, while,
cartilaginous edges, finely striated, particularly on their upper surface, which is

* The radical shoots or suckers produced with the flowering culms I imagine
survive the winter, losing their old leaves, which fall away at the articulation
with their sheaths, and developing new ones towards the period of inflorescence
along with the nascent stems, which the withered but persistent sheaths of the
first year continue to enclose and protect.
f Erroneously described by Hooker as involute, which they never are in this
species, nor in S. alterniflora
insufficient pressure.

till

some time

after gathering, or

when

dried with

Spartina.]
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ploughed into deep fuiTows, with broader and whitish cartilaginous ridges betweeu them, giving this side of the leaf a pale glaucous colour, the under being
of a yellow or almost olive-green the base of each leaf narrows by a short but
easy taper into ihe long, smooth, tight and striated sAeafA, which is closed all
around the culm nearly to the summit, its point of junction with the leaf being
marked by a faintly projecting fillet or annular articulation, at which the leaf
separates in process of time by natural decay, or may be easily detached, leaving
behind the truncate and still investing shealh.
Ligule extremely short, a mere
row of unequal bristly hairs.
Spike terminal, 3 or 4 inches long, of 2 or sometimes 3, rarely 4, close erect branches, of unequal length
spikeleis numerous,
linear, hairy, J an inch in length, inserted unilaterally and alternately along two
faces of the compressed triangular rachis, which is grooved for their partial reception, its extremity produced into a straight point extending hut little beyond the
highest or ultimate spikelet of each branch.
Glumes chaffy, much compressed
and very unequal; the inferior a.nd outer scarcely frds the length of the inner,
:

;

extremely narrow, subulate and acute, ribless superior and inner glume sealed
on a thick green base or pedicel, from the side of which, a little lower down, the
outer glume arises; linear, incurved, 2-ribbed above the back, clothed with long,
appressed, silky hairs, and more or less fringed with bristly ones on the dorsal
Palea
ridge, its apex sometimes torn but not emarginale, very acuminate.
much compressed, nearly equal, linear and chaffy; upper and inner valve
rather longer than the other, quite glabrous, faintly 2-ribbbed down the
centre,* with a fold inwards of the valve between them, its point very acute
and bifid; lower and outer valve bluntish and entire at the apex, slightly
hairy, especially above, with a single green dorsal rib, armed its own lengthwiih
Ovaa row of long, slender, almost appressed spines. Anthers pale buff-colour.
rium oblong, tapering into the very long closely cohering styles, that terminate
Scale none.
in yellowish white, simple and feathery stigmas.
This rank-smelling grassf is quite destitute of beauty nor does it recommend
itself by any known use, unless by its creeping and fibrous roots serving to consolidate the soft fluctuating soil on which it grows, and affording a safe, if not a
In its geographical distridry, footing over the di'eary waste of flat salt-marsh.
bution the Twin-spiked Cord-grass is confined to the South and centre of Europe,
termiflating both in Britain and on the Continent below 53° of latitude, and is
principally confined to the East and South-east coast of England, ranging to
Though found sparingly in Devonshire (ex herb.
neither Scotland nor Ireland.
Smith), it seems to be everywhere scarce to the westward of this island, but extends southward into Africa as far at least as Mogador, from whence I have seen
specimens.
Our other British species, S. altemijlora, Lois., discovered by myself, in 1836, growing abundantly at Southampton, and within thirteen miles of
our shores, does not occur on this side of the Solent.
;

;

* These ribs, being extremely slender and pellucid, are only to be seen distinctly in certain lights.

of Spartina seems common to the
% The fcetid odour of our two British species
genus, for Gronovius, in his Flora Virginica,' mentions the rancid odour of S.
cynosuroides, an American species, confused by Linnaeus with our S. stricta, to
which the description in the ' Species Plantarum scarcely applies, though the
true synonym of Ray is appended.
'

'

4 L

—
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Class III.

ACOTYLEDONOUS
"

Whole

oe

CELLULAE PLANTS.

plant with a cellular structure (except in the true ferns,

which have tubular vessels among the cells, and hence approach
the 2nd class).
There are no real flowers, nothing that can be
considered as stamen and pistil.
The seeds, or organs of reproduction, are without any distinct embryo, consequently without
any cotjdedon. This Class corresponds with the 24th, Cryptoga-

—

mia, in the Linnsean system."

Order LXXXVIII.

Br. Fl.

EQUISETACE^,

DeCand.

" Fructification terminal in spikes or catkins, consisting of pelon the under side of which are from 4
involucres, which open longitudinally and contain numerous globose bodies enfolded by four filaments clavate at their extremities."— Sr. Fl.

—

tate jjolygonous scales,

I.

Equibetcm, Linn.

" Character of the genus the

same

Horse-tail.
as that of the order."

Br. Fl.
* Fertile

stems unhranchid, succulent, appearing before the
have lohorled branches.

sterile ones,

which

" Sterile
Great Water Horse-tail.
1.
E. Telmateja, Ehrh.
stems with very numerous (about 30) strise and nearly erect simple branches, stem cylindrical smoothish, sheaths with close small
subulate teeth, fertUe stems (short) without branches clothed with
ample loose sheaths having many subulate 2-ribbed teeth."' Br.
Sm. E. B. t. 2022. Fl.
E. fluviatile, L. (in part).
Fl. p. 581.
Ban. ix. t. 1469 (opt.)
Til

wet hedgerows, on ditchbanks, by river-sides and in otber watery places.

Fr. April.

— Plentiful

along the hedge on the right-hand in the road between
Part woods, near Nettlestone. [On nearly all the slipped
land of the shore and cliffs throughout the East Medina, Dr. Bell-Salter, Edrs.]
[Moortown
In a ditch at Lake farm, near Gatcombe, B. T. W.
W. Med.
bog, Brighstone, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

E. Med.
Apley and

all

St. John's.

—

Field Horse-tail. Corn Horse-tail. "Frond
2. E. arrense, L.
14
attenuated upwards, sterile stem slightly scabrous with 12
furrows, teeth of the sheath lanceolato-subulate 1-ribbed to the

—

Equisetum.]
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point, branches simple erecto-patent, fertile
its

sheaths remote

Abundant on

stiff

loose"— Br.

Fl. p. 582.

clay soil in cornfields,

stem without branches,
E. B. t. 2020.

and on the

landslips.

Fl. March,

April.

The Ions, blackish, creeping; root sends up several flowering stems in early
spring, from 6 to 13 inches high, erect, pale, cylindrical, hollow,'jointed and succulent, terminating in a cone of 2 or 3 inches in length, at first greenish, afterwards brown.
Sheaths 4 to 8 or 10, pale brown, inflated, looselv clothing the
stems, terminating in 20 or more dark brown, long and finely pointed teeth the
sheaths are in the young plant approximate, but when in flower remote.
After
\he fertile stems have died off, the sterile ones come up.
The elastic action of the spiral filaments is beautifully shown. by shaking a little of the ripe seed from a portion of the catkin on a piece of thiii window-glass,
and bringing it under a high power of the microscope. At first little action is perceptible, the filaments merely relaxing their spiral grasp in some degree, but in a
few minutes, as if by one consent, they start asunder, and, spreading widely, entirely liberate the green globular body they before embraced, and to which they
are still attached by their base.
The simultaneous action of so many little atoms
exerting this faculty of irritability gives an appearance of animation to the mass.
The filaments are delicately transparent, and seem flat and unjointed their ex;

;

tremities

are

somewhat

triangular,

and covered with

colourless

transparent

globules.

** Fertile stems similar

to the sterile ones

;

simple or branched.

E. sylvaticum, L.
Wood Horse-tail. " Sterile and fertile
stems with about 12 furrows, branches compound whorled decurved, sheaths lax with about 6 or 12 long membranaceous obtuse teeth."— Br. Fl. p. 582.
E. B. t. 1874.
3.

In moist or boggy woods, thickets, and on wet shady banks, but very uncomin the Isle of Wight.
Fr. April, May.
E. Med.
In Apse-heath withy bed, plentifully, 1837.
Parsonage lynch,
Newchiirch.
Rhizoma perennial, blackish brown, tough, slender, sparingly branched, descending perpendicularly or creeping horizontally, but to no great length, emitting a lew dark thready fibres.
Fertile steins solitary, rarely 2 or more from the
same rhizoma, from about 6 or 8 to 12 or 18 inches high, quite erect, but becoming bowed or arcuate some lime after gathering, scarcely the thickness of a
quill, succulent, soft and weak, without rigidity, cylindrical, tapering upwards,
pale green or nearly colourless, rather faintly striated with from about 12 to 14
furrows, whose intermediate ridges appear under a lens rough with minute asperities, hardly perceptible to the touch
when they first rise from the ground the
fertile stems are quite simple, but with the opening catkin most of them begin to
develope a whorl ol branches at each articulation, from the highest joint downwards in succession, to the number of from 1 or 2 to 8 (never more, Newm.), mostly
about 3 5; a few of the stems remain unbranohed and quickly disappear: the
number of branches in each whorl corresponds to that of the furrows ou the stem,
to the ends of which they are opposite, compound, bright green, gracefully arching or decurved.
Sheaths numerous, loose, a little inflated or ventricose, shorter
than the inlernodes, strongly ribbed and furrowed, dividing at top into 3 or 4 oblong or lanceolate, pointed, membranaceous lobes, of a pale brown, the lower part
of the sheaths greenish or towards the bottom of the stem becoming uniformly of
a deep reddish or blackish brown coh)ur.
Catkin from about 9 to 12 or 15 lines
Ion;;, on a soft hollow stalk about its own length or rather more, ovoid-oblong or
truly conical, often a little curved or oblique, abrupt or truncate at base, the apex
obtuse or slightly pointed, the very narrow scales at first greenish while, afterSpore-cases (sporangia) oblong or
wards of a pale reddish brown or fawn-colour.

mon

—

:

—

—
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conical, obtuse or pointed, dark green from the included spores, which are partly
colourless.
Barren stems appearing simultaneously with the fertile and very similar to them in general appearance, hut more slender, with smaller, shorter and

—

closet

shf-at/is, more numerous whorls of branches (10
20, Newm.), that are greatly
more elongated and very slender, drooping in an arching manner as in the fertile
plant, the branches composing each whorl gradually diminishing from the lowermost whorl upwards, so as to give a conical or pyramidal outline, the apex terminating in a simple branch and nodding.
A most elegant and graceful species, far more common in mountainous districts

than with

us.

" Stems smooth striSmooth Horse-tail.
16—18, teeth of the sheath short rigid distinct,

'E.limosum, L.

4.

ated, striae about

branches nearlj^ erect simple whorled often abortive, catkin terminal upon the stem."— .Br. Fl. p. 582.
E, B. t. 929. E. fluviatile,
L. (in part).
Branches abortive or wanting.
In shallow slow or stagnant water with a

13.

muddy bottom

;

frequent.

Fr. June,

July.

—

-^- Med.
In marsh-ditches on Sandown level, abundant.
In a small pool on
the S. side of Cothey-boitom copse, betwixt Westridge house and Barnsley farm,

W. Med.
tre,

— Abundant in

the moors at

Moor Town,

Brixton, with E. palus-

1846.

(3.

5.

Steephill, Albert

Hamhrough,

'E.pahistre, L.

roundish with 4

—8

Esq., 1839!

" Stems deeply furrowed
ISIarsh Horse-tail.
angles, teeth of the sheaths wedge-shaped

brown at the point and membranaceous at the margin,
branches simple whorled gradually shorter upwards (sometimes
abortive), catkin terminal obtuse."
Br. Fl. p. 582.
E.B.i.

acute

—

2021.
j3.

Proliferous.

In marshy or boggy places, on wet gravelly or sandy banks, turf-moors, &c.;
less frequent than the last.
Fr. June, July.
E. il/i?(?.— Shauklin chine.
W. Med.- Plentiful with E. limosum in wet meadows about Brixton, at Moor
Town, &c., 1846.
Abundant in the moist meadows at Easton, Freshwater gate,
where the proliferous \ar. also grows, 1844.
Between
the old gravel-pit just beyond the bog at Cotkleton, 1845.
/3. In
Debbourue turnpike and Gurnet farm, by the side of the road. Miss G. Kilderbee !

—

Order

LXXXIX. POLYPODIACE^,

R. Br.

" Capsules dorsal or marginal, surrounded by a ring, reticulated
and pellucid, opening transversely and irregularly.
Fronds circinate in aestivation."
I.

Br. Fl.

Ceteeach, Willd.

Ceterach.

" Sori oblong or linear, straight, scattered, arising from reticulated veins, covered (as is the whole back of the frond) with chaffy
scales.

Invohicrc none (or obsolete)."— i?r. Fl.

—

—
Polystlchum.]
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" Fronds pinnaC. officinarum, Willdf Common Ceterach.
covered beneath with imbricated chaify scales, segments ovate
obtuse, scales entii-e."
Br. Fl. p. 566.
Scolopendrium, E. B. t.
1.

tifid

1244.

On

old walls, roofs

and limestone rocks

not

common.

— On Brading church. Wall at Cooper's, near
danily, Dr. Bell-Salter
W. Med. — Carisbrook-castle walls, G. Kirhpalricle, Esq.
;

Med.

JE.

Bembridge, abun-

!

.'.'.'

Rhizoma

perennial, short, scaly, not creeping, concealed by the tufted, blackish
Fronds numerous, mostly all fructiferous, from 2
and scaly fibres or real roots.
to 6 inches long, erect or spreading, linear, somewhat fleshy, dark green, a little
glaucous, smooth and naked above, thickly imbricated beneath with rusty brown,
lanceolate, pointed and entire, chaffy scales, which in the younger frond have a
silvery aspect and are at all times easily detached
sinuato-pinnatifid, the lobes
alternate or subopposite, roundish ovate, very obtuse, usually approximate or subconflnent, more rarely a little remote, entire or sli<{htly waved or crenate along
;

the edges, which appear membranaceous or fringed by the incurved points of the
contiguous dorsal scales flat at first, afterwards becoming a little hollowed or
Stipes very short, subcompressed, scaly like the frond.
concave.
Sori linear;

oblong.

II.

PoLYPODiuM, Linn.

" Sori roundish.

British species)."

—Br.Involucre

Polypody.

Veins simple or forked

0.

{in the

Fl.

Common Polypody. Fronds deeply pinnaP. vulgare, L.
the segments linear-lanceolate obtuse crenulate apjjroximate,
upper ones gradually smaller. Br. Fl. p. 566. E. B. t. 1149.
1.

tifid,

p.
y.

Lower lobes of the frond
Frond doubly pinnalifid.

On shady hedgebanks,

forked.

trunks of trees, and in the

clefts

of rocks, &c.

;

plentiful

everywhere.
j3.

Steephill, Albert

Hambrough, Esq.

!

[Shady lane at Brighstone, A. G.
a rock at Bonchurch, 1845, idem.
More, Esq., Edrs.]
y. This remarkable form of the Polypody resembles pretty closely that given in
Newman's British Ferns,' fig. 9, p. 113, but in this the secondary segments or
pinnules are broader, and divided close down upon the midrib.
My specimen from Mr. Hambrough, as is usually the case in the var. called P.
cambricum by LinnEeus, is destitute of fructification.
'

y.

On

'

III.

PoLYSTiCHDM, Roth.

Prickly Shield-fern.

" Sori nearly circular, covered by an indusium seated upon the
Indusium circular, attached by the
back of the lateral veins.
Bab. Man.
centre."

Close-leaved Prickly Shield-fern. Fronds
1. P. lobatum, Eoth.
narrow-lanceolate bipinnate attenuated at the base, pinnules rigid
convex ovato-elliptical sublunate acuminate aristate oblique and
concave at the base and (more or less) decurrent their margins
subserrate spinulose, the inferior pinnules chiefly with a distinct
tooth or lobe at the base on the upper side, the foremost pinnule
of each pair next the rachis larger than the hinder or lower one,

—
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[Lastrea.

and rachis more or less chaffy, fructification confined to the
upper half of the frond. E. B. t. 1563. Br. Fl. p. 568.
On hedffebanks, iu moist woods, &c. very rare with us.
stipes

;

—A single root on a bank of a lane
Bank on the left-hand
Dr. Bell-Salter, 1841 —

Bembridge,
going from
[In
the lodge at E. Cowes castle towards Whippingham, Mus G. Kildcrhee!*
the lane and copse by Little Smallbrook, a few plants only, A. G. More, Esq.,
close to Cooper's, near

E- Med.

42!!!

side of the road

Edrs.]

This species,

if

such

much narrower more

really

it

is,

may be

distinguished from the following by

its

truly lanceolate fronds, gradually attenuated at the base, of

a peculiarly firm rigid texture and brighter green colour.
My kind and liberal friend. Dr. J. B. Wood, of Manchester, to whom I am
indebted for making me better acquainted with this and the following species,
remarks that A. lohatum is the hardier and more northern plant, growing in situations and at elevations where A. angulare is seldom or never found, the latter
showing an exclusive predilection for low, warm and sheltered localities. Sir W.
Hooker observes that A. angulare is wanting in Scotland, where A. lohatum is
sufficiently

common.

3. P. angulare, Newman.
Angular-leaved Shield-fern. Fronds
broadly lanceolate bipinnate abrupt or truncate at the base
scarcely rigid, pinnules distinctly petiolate plane ovate sublunate
obtuse aristate obliquely truncate at the base with a large auricle
on its upper side the margins deeply serrated spinulose, lowermost pinnules often deeply pinnatifid, those of the basal pair
scarcely larger than the rest and nearly equal, stipes and rachis
very chafly. E. B. t. 2776. Br. Fl. p. 568.

On

moist shady hedgebanks and in woods in low sheltered situations

;

abun-

dantly.

IV. Lasteea, Presl.

Shield-fern.

" Sort nearly circular, covered by an indusium seated upon the
back of the lateral veins. Indusium reniform, attached by the

Bab. Man.

sinus."

Marsh-fern.
Yect. Ground-fern.
1.
L. Thelypteris, Presl.
" Fronds pinnate, pinnae Hnear-lanceolate pinnatifid, and as well
as the rachis slightly pubescent, the segments ovato-acute entire,
Br. Fl. p. 569.
sori marginal contiguous at length confluent."
Aspidium. E. B. xv. t. 1018. Francis, Ferns, p. 29, t. 2, fig. 6.

—

Newman.
In low boggy or marshy meadows, but not common, and seldom seen
fication.

E. Med.

in fructi-

— On a piece of boggy land under a high bank above Knighton Lower

The specimen from Cowes in Miss Kilderbee's herbarium Dr. Bell-Salter
considers as a lonchitidiform var. of A. angulare, but the frond, which exhibits no
fructification, has the narrow-lanceolate outline and attenuated base which distinguishes A. lobalum the basal pair of pinnules, too, of each pinna is very unequal, and the pinnules themselves decurrent almost throughout, a very few of the
inferior ones on the lowermost pinnae only being as distinctly petiolate as in the
The plant appears, besides, lo possess the rigidity of texture
true A. angulare.
•»^

;

characteristic of the genuine A. lobatum.

rastrea.]
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Knighton farm, between that and Hartsash, 1845. Boggy meadow
a little above Alverston mill, rather sparingly.
In very small quantity on a ditchbank between Merry Garden and Ninham. Abundant and very luxuriant on the

mill, opposite

Wilderness, amongst low willows and Sweet Gale
Rookley.

;

between that place and

also

—

W. Med. Abnndant in several parts of the marsh at Freshwater gate, on deep
bog, composed chiefly of comminuted shells. In a large willow-bed between
Compton and Dunsbiuy farms, a little N.E. of Compton grange, 1844. Tolerably plentiful in a boggy meadow by Cridmore, Godtnan Kirkpatrick, Esq. !.'
very large and luxuriant, some of the fi'onds being upwards of 15 inches long and
in fine fructification.

Rhizoma creeping

extensively.

Frond subsolitary

lanceolate, erect, from 6

(?),

18 inches long, pinnate pinncB linear-lanceolate, a little curved backwards or
towards the base of the frond, and gradually diminishing in length towards each
extremity, the lowermost of all extremely short and often without a fellow, the
rest opposite, subopposite or alternate, distant, bright pale, sometimes dull green,
thin and delicate, without resinous glands, deeply pinnatifid, the segments (pinnules) opposite or subalternate, ovato-oblong, a little pointed and for the most
part slightly curved forwards, entire, their edges somewhat veined and usually
fringed with a few scattered and short hairs, and in the fertile fronds strongly deflexed and involute in fructification; the main central nerve sends off alternate
lateral nervures, directed a little towards the apex of the pinnule, and which
branch dichotomously a short distance from their origin, running straight and
nearly parallel to each other to the margin, rarely with one or other of the
branches again divided near its termination, and there is always one or more unRachis naked (destibranched secondary nerve near the apex of each pinnule.
tute of chaffy scales), very smooth and polished, with a pellucid horny aspect, and
a deep groove along its upper side, very slightly hairy sometimes on the frond,
Sori roundish, placed about midway in a single row
mostly black at the base.
between each margin of the pinnules and their central nerve on the branches of
the secondary nervures.*
Distinguished from A. Oreopteris, which it greatly resembles, by its long,
Mr. Francis observes, on the
black, creeping roots sending out numerous fibres.
authority of Sprengel, that the plant is glandulose, which I find the case in my
The rachis is represented in E. B.
specimens, though inodorous when bruised.
as scaly, though asserted in the text to be smooth or naked, as T find it; neither
are the segments of the pinnae with me at all fringed with bristles as there
drawn, but only obscurely crenate, with a very few scattered hairs on the under

to

;

side

and about the main

rib.

Mountain Shield-fern. " Fronds pin2. L. Oreopteris, Presl.
nate, pinnse lanceolate pinnatifid glabrous resinoso - glandulose
beneath the segments lanceolate obtuse entire, lowermost ones
Aspidium.
E. B. t.
Br. Fl. p. 569.
longer, sori marginal."

—

1019.

On

elevated boggy places very rare ?
On a
E. Med.
At Apse castle, but very sparingly, 1843, Dr.Bell-Salter !
low wet bank by the roadside between Guildford and Lynn farms, sparingly,
1845, idem. The Wilderness, 1846, Albert Hambrough, Esq.

—

;

" Fronds bipinBlunt Shield-fern.
3. L. Filix-mas, Presl.
nate, pinnules oblong obtuse serrated, sori near the central nerve,
stipes

and rachis chaffy."— 5r.

1458 and

t.

i?"?.

p. 569.

Aspidium.

1949 (A. cristatum).
Hooker says marginal, but

this is surely

a mistake

?

E.B.t.

—

—

.
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margins entire.
In moist shady woods, thickets and hedges frequent.
/3. Apse castle, and copse at Weeks's, 1844, Dr. BM-Salter
p. Pinnules with the

;

" Fronds
Prickly-toothed Shield-feiii.
4. L. spinulosa, Presl.
linear-lanceolate bipinnate, pinnules oblong inciso-pinnatifid, segments serrate spinoso-mucronate, indusiura persistent without
marginal stalked glands, stipes clothed with broad roundish concolorous scales."
Bah. Man. p. 411. Aspidium. Br. Fl. p.
571.
E. B. t. 1460.

—

In damp hedge-bottoms and on shady banks, in woods and lanes, &c.

;

fre-

quent.

Abundant on the Wilderness.

In a

dell at

Apse

castle, called Tinker's

Hole,

in plenty.

me of December 20th,
a
— " Frond deltoideo-rhomboid
or lanceolate.

The Rev. G. E. Smith,

1842, thus characRachis strong and
thick, and covered more or less with brown scales, which closely envelop the
Pinna convex, variously divided.
Occurs
young fronds and the stem (stipes).
in dry and wet places with sand, loam and gravel, and in dry and wet stony
places on
? reaching 3 feet and more in height."
terizes this fern

:

letter to

in

" Frond ovato-lanBroad Shield-fern.
6. L. cZitoftia, Presl.
ceolate bipinnate, pinnules pinnate or pinnatifid, segments serrate spinoso-mucronate, indusium with marginal stalked glands,
stipes clothed with long pointed scales with a dark centre and
diaphanous margin."- Bab. Alan. p. 411. Aspidium. E. B. t.
1461.
A. spinulosum (3., Br. Fl. p. 571.
Id similar places with the last; not unfrequent.
E. Med. Near Ninham farm, by Ryde, &c.
W.Med. [Moortown bog, Brighstone, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]
" Frond lanceolate.
This fern is thus characterized by the Rev. G. E. Smith
Scales pale brown, and few of them on the young fronds.
PinRachis slight.
On wet bushy and grassy spots in woods and on
nules flat, veins sunken above.
moors." Is it distinct from L. spinulosa P

—

—

:

V. AsPLENiUM, Linn.

—

Spleenwort.

" Sori oblong or linear.
Involucres of the same shape, arising
from the lateral veins and opening on one side longitudinally
towards the central nerve or midrib." Br. Fl.
"

Black Maidenhair Spleenwort.
1.
A. Adiantwn-nigrimn, L.
Fronds ovate or deltoid tripinnate below, pinnules ovato-lanceo-

late inciso-pinnatifid toothed, principal rachis winged,
length confluent."— 5r. Fl. p. 573. E. B. t. 1950.

In moist shady hedgerows frequent.
E. Med. Very common about Ryde.
moor, a little beyond the direction-post.

—

port road.

W. Med.

sori at

;

— Common about Brixton, A.

In the hedge between

Edge

Ryde and

of Quarr copse, along the

Alder-

New-

G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

Common Wall Spleenwort. " Fronds
A. Trichomanes, L.
pinnate, pinnte roundish-oblong obtuse crenated truncato-cuneate
Br. Fl. p. 573. E. B. t.
at the base (stipes and rachis black)."
2.

—

576.

——
Scolopendiium.]

On

walls, rocks,

island.

— —

—
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polypodiace.^i;.

and on dry hedgebanks

;

apparently of rare occurrence in this

—

E. Med. On the S.E. side of Quarr-ahbey walls, in
the foot of Messley down, where the road turns off to

some plenty, 1850. Near
Newchurch and Knighton,

on a bank, sparingly.

W. Med.

—

Walls of Carisbrooke castle, 1839.
Plentiful in a lane facing the
public-house. At Ohale, 1840.
Between Chale and Atherfield, Dr. Martin.
Mirables, Albert Hambrough, Esq. !
[On the church at Shorwell, plentifully, Rev. E. McAll, Kdrs.]

Sun

'

'

3. A. marinum,!^.
Sea Spleenwort. " Fronds piiinate, pinnae
oblong-obtuse inciso- serrate, the superior base rounded and subauriculated, the inferior one truncated."
Br. Fl. p. 573.
E. B.
t.

576.
Found sparingly amongst

the rooks at Niton, 1845, Miss Kirhpatric/cH!

A. Ruta-muraria, L.

Rue-leaved Spleenwort.
Wall Rue.
especially below, pinnules obovato-cuneate
lobed or bluntly toothed, involucre jagged at the margin."
Br.
E. B. t. 150.
Fl. p. 573.
4.

"Fronds bipinnate

On

walls, churches,

&c.

;

not very common.

— At E. Cowes, on a
On a wall
the Spencer road, Kyde, in
tolerable plenty, 1847.
On Arreton church.
W. Med.— On Calbourne and Freshwater churches. On rocks at Niton, O.
E. Med.

wall.

in

Kirkpatriek, Esq.

VI. Athyeium, Roth.

Lady-fern.

" Sori oblong, reniform. Indusium opening towards the central
nerve or midrib, margin free." Bab. Man.

Common Lady-fern. " Fronds
A. Filix-fcemina, Eoth.
linear-oblong acute often
pinnules
broadly lanceolate bipinnate,
drooping inciso-serrate, serratures bi-tridentate acute, lower one
at the upper margin large auricled, sori oblong at length arched
Aspidium. E. B. t. 1459.
at the ha.se."— Br. Fl. p. 574.
1.

On moist rocks and in wet boggy or heathy places; frequent.
E.Med. Very abundantly on damp hedgebanks on the skirts of Blackpan
common and parts adjacent, 1848. Very luxuriant in Shanklin chine. Rev. G.

—

E. Smith.
W. Med.

— [Moortown bog, Brighstone, A. G.

More, Esq., Edrs.]

VII. ScoLOPENDEiuM, Sm.

Hart's-tonguc.

" Sori linear, transverse, on lateral veins.

occupying both sides of the sorus, opening, as
Veins forked." Br. Fl.
tudinal suture.

Involucre double,
were, by a longi-

it

Common Hart's-tongue. " Fronds simple
1. S. vulgare, Sym.
oblong-ligulate acute heart-shaped at the base, stipes scaly."
Br. Fl. p. 574. E. B. t. 1150.
Fronds hi- or tripartite at the extremity.
In moist shady woods, on hedgebanks, and in
Very fine in Undercliff. Shanklin.

/3.

clefts of rocks

;

aluuidant.

4

M

—
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S

13. By the roadside from Bonchurch lo St. Boniface, neav Dyer's cottage,
Hailstone, jun., Esq. !
Rhizoma lliict, hard, fleshy aud yellowish within, hlackish without, and imbricated with the ascendini; bases of the present aud former year's fronds, emitting
Fronds mostly very numerous,
copious long;, blacki'-h, flexuose and wiry fibres.
firm in texture, everg;reen, from about 12 to 20 inches or 2 feet in lenirth and from
2J to 3 inches wide, at first erect, becoming gradually more horizontal, and forra"ing at length dense spreading tufts, drooping or recurved at the summit, oblonglanceolate, acute, mostly entire, sometimes 2-, 3- or many-cleft at the extremity,
more or less cordate at base or even auriculate, the lobes meeting or nearly so,
sometimes unequal, undulate on the margin, bright green above and shining
finely rugoso-striate.
Stipes dark brown or blackish, very variable in relative
length to the frond, from one-tenth (Newm.) to full half that of the latter, terete,
somewhat flattened above, clothed wiih pale brown, beautifully reticulated, chaflfy,
acute scales, that are very loosely adhering or attached. Venation obscurely inarked,
proceeding directly from the midrib of the frond and nearly at right angles to it,
inclining a little forwards towards the apex, the primary veins foiked near
their origin and again at some indeterminate distance between that and the margin.
Sori linear, central on either side between the margin and midrib of the
frond, occupying the space between the outer branches of each vein or system of
veins.
Indusium (involucre. Hook. &c) whitish, bursting along its entire length
by an often median suture, which in the earlier stages of the fructification is very
indistinct and even obsolete.
Theece dark browu and shining, stipitate, globose
with a vertical elastic ring.
The fresh leaves of the Hart's-tongue are applied externally in rustic practice
in the island to bad legs (erysipelatous eruptions) as a cooling remedy.
!

VIII. Ptebis, Linn.

Brake.

" Sori continuous, linear, marginal.
Involucres formed of the
reflexed margin of the frond, frequently dilated into a membrane,
opening internally. Veins forked in the British species." Br. Fl.
" Fronds tripartite,
1.
P. aquilina, L.
Common Brake.
branches bipinnate, pinnules linear-lanceolate superior undivided
Br. Fl. p. 575.
inferior pinnatifid, the segments oblong obtuse."
E. B. t. 1679.
On heaths and commons, in dry woods and bushy places; plentifully.
Tf the stem be divided transversely near the root, the section exhibits a fancied
This figure is formed
resemblance to a spread eagle, whence the trivial name.
by bundles of longitudinal vessels in the centre of the stem.

IX. Blechnum, Linn.

Hard-fern.

" Soii linear, longitudinal, contiguous, parallel one on each side
Veins
of the rib.
Involucre continuous, opening interiorly.
forked."— Sr. Fl.

Northern Hao'd-fern. " Sterile fronds pecsegments lanceolate rather obtuse, fertile
Br. Fl. p. 575. E. B.
fronds pinnate, pinnse linear acuminate."
1.

B. boreale, Sw.

tinato-pinnatifid, the

t.

1159.

damp n-oods and on moist shady hedgebanks, hut not common.
E. Med.— Ill a wet thicket behind the fruit-garden at St. John's. On the
In the lane between
skirts of Lake common, near Landguard farm, plentifully.
In the dell, &o., at
Guildford and Lynn farms, near Haven-street, sparingly.
Apse castle, abundantly.
In and about the Wilderness, and on the moors N. of
In

——
Osmunda.]
Godslnll

osmuxdace^e.
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various places, 1843.
Dripping well on St. George's down, G. Kirk[In a ditcli on the left-hand side in Dame Anthony's wood, about
!
midway, enleiinir from Kyde, T. Reynolds, Esq., Edrs.]

putnck, Esq.

—

W. Med.
On Kingston moors, between Corve and Kingston, &o., 1843.
[iloortown bog, Brighstone, A. G. More, Esq., Edrs.]

Order XC.

OSMUNDACE^,

R. Br.

" Capsules clustered on the margin of a transformed frond,
with
an obscure ring, reticulated and pellucid, opening by two regular
valves.
Fronds circinate in Eestivation." Br. Fl.
I.

Osmunda, Linn.

"Capsides

Flowering-fern.

subgiobose, pedicellate, clustered, striated,
Involucre none.
Veins forked." Br. Fl.

2-valved.

half

O. regalis, L.
1.
Common Osmund-royal. Floivering-fern.
Vect. Snake-fern.
"Fronds bipinnate, pinnules oblong nearlyentire the lower base somewhat auricled, the inferior ones opposite, fertile panicle bipinnate occupying the extremity of the
frond."—^r. Fl. p. 578. E. B. t. 209.
In low bogiry or swampy meadows and on wet commons, in many places.
E. Med. Profusely in a large swampy wood, chiefly of sallows, close to Godshill, on the N.E. side of the village, called, I believe, Moor wilhy-bed, 1843.
In
great profusion on the peat-bog just beyond Munsley hill, about half a mile E. of
Godshill (growing in large tufts), and in various places between Godshill and
Budbridge, on moist fences and ditchbanks, 1843." In wet thickets above Alverston mill and in Alverston lynch, common.
In several places on and about
Blackpan common, 1848.
Forming magnificent tufts along the ditch that skirts
the Wilderness on the Rookley side.
On the skirts of Lake common, and the
adjoining parts of Sandown level, frequent.
In Sandown bay, sparingly. Miss
Lucas and the Rev. G. E. Smith.
W.Med. Very plentiful and luxuriant in boggy meadows at Cridmore, &c.
Boggy places near Westover, Calbourne mill, &c., occasionally. In the wet
thicket by the stream between Newbridge and Calbourne mill, 1844.
Wet
thicket at Woolverton, by Shorwell, 1845.
Kingston moors, as between Corve
and Kingston, 1842.
Not unfrequent on slipped land W. of Blackgang chine.
The moors,* Brixlon, 1842. Marsh at Freshwater gate, sparingly.
The largest and most striking of our ferns, but of humble growth in the Isle of
Wight, compared with the dimensions it is said lo attain in the northern and
western parts of Britain, rising in some places to nearly 12 feet, but with us seldom exceeding 4 or 5. In a young state, whilst the fionds are unrolling from
their circinate invernation, and for some lime after, the whole plant is of a delicate fawn or Isabel-yellow colour, and covered with a webby substance easily
removed with the finger.

—

—

*

A

considerable tract of willow-thicket, so called, by Brixton, a part of which
and alder swamps or moors, is known by the
of Moor Town.

village, contiguous to these willow

name

—

———

opHiOGLOSSACE^.

C;!fi

Order XCI.
" Capsules arranged

[Botrycliiimi.

OPHIOGLOSSACEiE,

R. Br.

on the margin of a contracted frond, sesFronds

without reticulations or a ring, coriaceous, opaque.
straight in sestiyation."
Br. Fl.
sile,

I.

BoTBYCHiuM,

Siv.

Moonwort.

" Capsules subglobose, sessile, clustered at the margin and on
one side of a pinnated rachis, 1 -celled, 2-valved, compressed,
opening transversely. Involucre none. Veins forked." Br. Fl.
1.

H. Lunaria, Sw.

Common

Moonivort.

"Frond pinnated

pinnae lunate or subflabelliform crenate."
Br. Fl. p.
Osmunda, L. E. B. t. 318. Newman, Br. Ferns, p. 100.

solitarj',

578.

On

:

dry hilly pastures, also in shady woods rare. Fr. June.
E. Med. In rocky wooded ground under the cliff at East end, growing amongst
dead leaves in the most shady recesses, 1841.
In a damp meadow nearly facing
Cliff farm, hy Shanklin, iu some plenty. Miss Emily Sibley, 1848!!!
In a pasture-field near Nunwell farm, in which there is a pond, observed but sparingly,
1849, Dr. Bell-Salter
Near Nunwell, Mr. Lawrence.
Rhizoma small, not at all creeping, emitting one or two bundles of somewhat whorled, slightly branched, pale fibres. Rachis solitary, or rarely a second,
from 2 or 3 to 6 inches high, erect or sometimes bent or inclining, rounded,
smooth, succulent and solid (not hollow as stated by Francis, at least in my
specimens, though filled with very loose cellular tissue), its lower very white
portion partially cased with brown, membranous, torn sheaths: at about ^ or
frds of its height the rachis sends off a lateral, erect, decurrent and pinnated
frond, of about 2 or 3 inches in length, bearing from 4 to 6 (3 to 8, Newm.)
pairs of opposite or somewhat alternate pale green pinnules, of a rhomboidal
or fan-shape figure, notched or wavy on their exterior margin, their inferior edge decurrent on the rachis, which thus appears winged.
Beyond this barren frond the common rachis is produced in an erect position, and at its summit
bears about an equal number of contracted simple or branched pinnules, incurved
and carrying on their upper surface the globular marginal theca, very like white
mustard-seed in size and colour, 1-celled, bursting by a single transverse medial
suture without any ring or indusium, and filled with copious minute, roundish,
white seeds.
Sometimes the lower pinnules of the barren frond are partially fructiferous, of
which I have an example in the specimens before me.
;

—

.'.'.'

II.

Ophioglossum, Linn.

Adder's-tongue.

"Capsules 1-celled, 2-valved, opening transversely, connate,
forming a compact 2-ranked spike. Involucre none," Br. Fl.

Common Adder's-tongue. " Spike cauline,
1. O. vulgatum, L.
frond ovate obtuse."— £?•. Fl. p. 578. E. B. t. 108.
In moist meadows and pastures.
E. Med. Daujp clayey meadow betwixt Pigelegs and Smallbrook healb copses.

—

Ophioglossum.]

ophioglossace^.
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Pasture-field near Nunwell farm, near a pond in the lower part of the
considerable quantity, 1849, Dr. Bell-Salter .'/.'
Meadow at the foot of
Bembvidge down, in considerable abundance, 1846, idem!!!
Sparingly in a
meadow at Steephill, 1848, Albert Hambrough, Esq. !!! In a rough pasture between North Fairlee and Mount Misery, 1841, G. Kirhpatrick, Esq.!
Pasturefield between Appuldurcombe and Godshill? 1843.
Young fronds only, and
therefore uncertain.
W. J/ed.— Near Blaclcgang chine, 1847, Albert Hambrough, Esq. ! Near Farringford house, to the N.W., and at Easton marsh. Freshwater, 1849, idem in litt.
Pasture-ground by Parkhurst forest, near Mark's Corner, also in Northwood park,
by Cowes, in great plenty. Miss Georgiana Kilderbee ! Abundant in several
meadows between Thorley and Wilnoingham farms, where it was pointed out to
me by my friend the Rev. James Penfold, June, 1838.
This fern is regarded as common to Europe and America, but all the specimens
I have seen from the latter country,* including a very extensive series in my
possession collected in Chester County, Pennsylvania, difier from the European
in the far greater prolongation of the stipes beyond the summit of the frond.

1849.

field, in

* In the American herbarium of Mr. Durand, of Philadelphia, are a aiimber
of specimens from Collins, without any locality, but presumed to be American,
agreeing many of them with the European plant.

—

A

—

PPEN

.

DIX,*

BV THE

EDITORS.

Eanunculus, Linn.
1.

E. aquatilis, Linn.

p. trichopliyllus (Godron).

5

"

Crowfoot.

Vide supra, p. 5

Water Croivfoot. V. s., p. 6.
No floating leaves, peduncles short, petals

narrow

— 7 nerved distant deciduous, carpels rounded and laterally pointed at the end."

—Bab. Man. 3rd

ed. p. 5.

Mr. A. G. More has shown

us, hy reference to our author's specimens, now in
the herharium at Kew, that the plant referred to in the text above (p. 6), under
var. y., as R. circinalus of Smith, is not that plant, but the form now quoted.-f

Lam.
River Crowfoot.
"Stem floating,
capillaceo-multifid, their segments very long
parallel, petals obovate much longer than the calyx, receptacle

?lb.
leaves

and

B,.

all

fluitans,

submerged

of the fruit hispid."— .Br. Fl. p.

7.
E. B. S. t. 2870.
" In deep water. 2^. June, July." Br. Fl.
" Isle of Wight," Cybele Britannica, vol. iii. p. 374.
Mr. Watson informs us (in litt.) that he gives this station on the authority of
We believe it
a list marked for his usehy our lamented author many years ago.
was done in error; but still we think it right to call the attention of botanists to
this plant.

E. ccenosus, Guss.
Mud Crowfoot. " Stem creeping or
roundish kidney-shaped with 3 5 notched lobes,
petals oblong about twice longer than the calyx, receptacle of the
fruit glabrous."
Br. Fl. p. 8.
E. Lenormandi, F. W. Scliultz :
2

b.

—

floating, leaves

—

E. B.

S.

t.

2930.

" Shallow water.
Fl. June— August."— Br. Fl.
If..
Mr. A. G. More has pointed out to us, from our author's specimens in the Kew
herbarium, that the plant referred to above (p. 6), under the name of R. hederaceus, as growing between Lee and Blackpan, belon{;s to the present species.
Possibly some of the other stations may belong to the same, but R. hederaceus is far
the commoner plant of the two in the Isle of Wight.

* This is added to include such facts as have been brought to our notice while
the work has been in the press. Edrs.
f In a letter we have received from Mr. More, while these sheets are in the
" But there is a plant very like R. Baudotii, Godr., growing
press, he observes
Further observation may determine
in the marsh-ditches near Bradiug harbour.
whether it be distinct or not from R. aquatilis y. subpeltatus, Bab. It is my own
suspicion that it is probably what has been called confvsus in England.''
:

—

—

—

—

——
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Viola, Linn.

Dog

V. canina, L.

4.

Violet.

Violet.

V.

F.
s.,

p. 51.

s..

p. 54.

V. s., p. 55.
p. minor.
Abundantly on Ventnor, Wroxall and Boncliurcli
downs, May, 1855, Dr. Bell-Sailer.

Sagina, Linn.

Pearlwort.

V.

p. G6.

s.,

2b. S. ciliata, Fries.
Ciliated Pearlwort.
"Annual, stem
erect or ascending, leaves aristate glabrous or fringed,
petals
none,' sepals of the fruit erect or close-pressed to the capsule,
'

2 outer ones mucronate or aristate."
Br. Fl. p. 62.
" Dry gravelly places. 0. F/. May— September."— Br. /";.
Plentifully everywhere on St.

Helens

Hypericum, Linn.
26.

H. dubium, Leers.

spit,

A. G. More, Esq.

St. John's-wort.

V.

s.

p. 86.

Stem more

or less quadrangular, leaves
elliptic ovate obtuse nearly destitute of pellucid dots copiouslyreticulated beneath with pellucid veins, sepals reflexed. a. Sepals
elliptical quite entire.
E. B. t. 296.
p. Sepals oblong-lanceolate niucionulate obscurely denticulate.
H. maculatuui, Crantz.

—Br. FL

p. 80.

"Eatlier mountainous woods.

!(..

Epilobium, Linn.
?

July, August."

Br. Fl.

Between Ninbam and Languard farms, Sept. 1855, Joseph Woods, Esq.

/3.

Willow-herb.

5b. E. t;ir(/ai«m. Fries.

ceolate narrowing

V.

s.,

p. 169.

Slender Willow-herb.

"Leaves lan-

upwards

sessile denticulate not decurrent, stem
or four elevated lines, stigma undivided or slightly patent

with two
or 4-fid, seeds oblong obovate not pointed, scions filiform."
ilfara. p. 115.
" Deep ditches in peat-bogs.
Fl. July, Aujrust."
Bah.
If..

Bab.

A specimen of Epilobium gathered by Dr. T. Bell-Salter at Blaclcpan, some
few years ago, was pronounced by Mr. Babington to be that of which we have
quoted his description
and Mr. Joseph Woods, from the same locality in 1855,
has obtained what he designates E. obscurum, which lattername he also applies
to an Epilobium, closely resembling E. telragonum, growing in a wet part of the
garden at St. Johns, near the pond.
;

BuPLEUEUM, Linn.
2.

By

Hare's-ear.

F.

s.,

B. tenuissimuni, Linn.
the ditch at Salterns,

Slender Hare's-ear.
sparingly, Mr. W. Dimmick.

Lamium, Linn.

Dead-nettle.

F.

s.,

p. 203.

V.

s.,

p. 204.

p. 385.

? 1 b.
Litermediate Dead-nettle.
L. intermedium, Fries.
" Leaves obtuse inciso-crenate, lower ones stalked reniform cordate, floral ones sessile rather crowded, teeth of the calyx subulate longer than the tube always spreading, tube of the corolla
straight naked within, lateral lobes of the lower lip with a short
tooth."— ^r. Fl. p 318. E. B. S. t. 2941.

—
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" In waste and cultivated ground very rare." Bromf. " ©. Fl. June September."— Br. i?/.
"Gathered, May 27th, 1845, in some plenty on sandy hedgebanks in a lane
betwixt Marvel wood and Whitecvoft, near Newport.
"As it presents itself in this island, the plant bears most resemblance to L.
;

incisum, but my specimens are far larger than those I possess of the latter, being
eighteen inches or more in length.
It also agrees with Z. incisum in the size of
the flowers, which are less exserted than in L. amplexicaule, to which, as to L.
purpureum, it likewise has much resemblance. The uppermost or floral leaves are
less crowded than in any of the other three, and in the size, form and depth of the
serratures come much nearest to L. amplexicaule, but differ in being for the most
" I should
part subcunente at the base, or narrowed into an evident foot-sialk."
say that L. intermedium was a variety, and but a slight one, of L. incisum, and
this latter but doubtfully distinct from L. purpureum."
Bromfield in Phylol. iii.
p. 666, to which we refer for fuller notes on this plant, which our author had not
inserted in the mss. notes of the Flora, which circnmstance, together with our
having overlooked the notice above quoted, is the cause of this plant not
appearing in its proper place in the text.

—

Atriplex, Lhin.
3.

Orache.

V.

Marine Orache.

A. marina, Linn.

s.,

p. 423.

424.

V. s., p.

South shore of Brading harbour, A. G. More, Esq.
4.
St.

9.

A. erecta, Huds.

A. laciniata, Smith.

Bembridge
"

Upright Orache.

V.

p. 425.

s.,

Helens and near Bembridge, common, A. G. More, Esq.

spit,

V. s., p.

and the shingle

426.

at Foreland, very sparingly, A. G.

More, Esq.

provincial area of this plant (A. arenaria of Woods) having been
restricted to three in the 4th edition of London Catalogue,' it may be as well to
mention that the species here meant is not A. rosea, Bab., which is common
enough, but the true laciniata." Id. in litt.

The

—

Polygonum, Limi.
7.

P. Rail, Bab.

In plenty on
Esq.

St.

Ray's Knot-grass.

Helens

spit, especially

Lastrea, Presl.
3.

L. Filix-mas, Presl.
"

Persicaria.
V.

p. 431.

V.

s.,

s.,

p. 434.

by the old church ruins, A. G. More,

Shield-fern.

V.

Blunt Shield-fern.

s.,

p. 630.

V.

s.,

p. 630.

Pinnules less crowded more elongated and narrower inciso-dentate.
Aspidium erosum, Schukr, Fil. ?'^ Br. Fl. p. 569.
In a shady copse near Bembridge, A. G. More, Esq.
By the above name Mr. More identified his specimens found sparingly in the
locality cited, and Mr. Borrer corroborates this nomenclature.
Mr. T. Moore of
Chelsea, however, would name them as a distinct variety, under the name of elongala, their form being more attenuated than the ordinary state of his var. incisa,
which is also found in the Isle of Wight.
y. erosa.

—

INDEX
To THE Villages, Farms,

Seats, Woods, &c., mentioned in this Work
AS Stations fob Plants; with their Bearings and Distance from
THE nearest Market Town or place of note.*

The distances are given, as measured off upon the map, from point to point,
excepting betwixt the principal towns and parochial villages, where they are
noted by current compulation along the high roads.
The main object of this
index being to facilitate the finding of places marked on the map which accompanies the work, rigid exactness in the several bearings and distances is not aimed
at or required
a coincidence within half a point in the former case, and a quarter
of a mile in the latter, being held a sufficiently close approximation to the truth
for all practical purposes.
;

—

Abbreviations.
B. borough Br. bridge; Ch. churchf; E. M. East Medina ;
F. farm
Gr. great; H. hamlet |; Hd. head; Ho. house, manorial residence or
seat; Lit. little; m. mile; Pt. point; T. town, not corporate; V. village, containing the parish church; B. river; W. M. West. Medina.
;

;

IJ m. S. by W. Yarmouth
Down. E. Freshwater Bay
AldermoorF. E. M. Um. S.W.by

Afton Ho.

Adgestone H. E.
W. Brading
Afton F.

W. M.

M.

I

ra.

S.W. by

S.

2 m.

S.

Yarmouth

Ryde
Heath,

i m. E. Aid. F.

* The bearings are of course to be understood as taken with reference to the
true or terrestrial meridian laid down on the map, not to the magnetic meridian of
the island, which is constantly undergoing alteration.

f In measuring the distance of woods, headlands, bays, or of small inhabited
places, as hamlets or farms, from the nearest town or village, the parish church
(indicated in the map by a minute cross) has in nearly every instance been taken
as a point of departure, because such places are in general too straggling or irregular to serve as a definite mark ; nor would it be possible to fix on any centre
to set out in laying down the intervals, excepting in one or two
instances, as that of Newport for example, the outline of which town is suffiWhere the
ciently regular to give a middle point with tolerable exactness.
parish church stands apart from the place it takes its name from, its site is
marked in the map, with the word Church added in full, in small Roman letters,
and so written in the Topographical Index.
In all other cases the position of
the church is shown by the conventional sign of a cross only, and the abbreviation
Ch. follows the name of the nearest place to the locality sought for in the Index.
In measuring off woods, bays, downs, or other objeqts having an extended surface, the centre of their areas, as nearly as can be ascertained, has mostly been
assumed as the radial terminus of the distance required.
intended to designate any group or collection of
I By the term Hamlet it is

from which

4

N

—
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W, M.

Alum Bay.

W. M.
Green H.
S.W. Kingston Cb.

W. Aid, F.
4 m. S.W. by W.

S.W. by

AlJermoor Mill.

Yarmouth

J m. E.S.E. Ath. Gr.
i m. N.W. by N. Ath.

F.

Akerstone H.

E.

M.

m. E. New-

1

Lit.

church

Farm.

Gr.
Atherton.

E. by N. Alv.
E. Alv. F.

Lynch.
Alverton F. E. M.

1

(See Arreton)

m. S.E. by E.

Whippinffham

B.

W. M.

Alvinston F.

Newport
America H.

1

i m.

W.

by

S.

m.

1

N.W.

Godshill Ch.
Bakerwood Copse.
Bank End F. E.
Steephill Cas.
Barkham's Copse.

Shanklin

W. M.

Apes Down.

Carisbrook
Apley Ho. E.

M.

Appey* Pools.
more F.
Appleford F.
Godshill

m.

W. by

E. by S.

Ryde

1-|-

S.

E.

M.

Godshill
Wilderness.

ra.

Barnsley F.
E. M.
S. Helens Ch.

W.S.W.

Barllelts

(See Wilder-

S.W. Cowes
Farm.
E. M.

W.

1} m.

N.W. by

Wood.
Batchelors F.
hill

port

Down.

W.
M.

J m. S.

1

W.

m.

E.

by N.

N.E.

M.

i m. E, by S. Os-

E. Barton F.
Ij m. E. by N. Gods-

Ch.
Alley.

Beckett's Copse.

W.
Down.
Bembridge Island

Whitwell Ch.

H m. W.N.W.

Brading

W. M.

Island.
of
.

m. E.

-}

Freshwater Ch.
Beckfield Barn.
W. M.
Kingston Ch.
Belhan ?
Bembridge V. E. M.

N. Arreton
Arreton Cb.

Lodge F. E. M. i m. E.S.E.
Wootton Ch.
Ashey H.
E. M.
21 m. S. by W.
Eyde
Down (Sea Mark). ]im. N.E.
by N. Newchurch
"F.

li m.

Ch.

I m. N.W. by W.

Shanklin
Heath.
E. M. 1^ m. S.
by E. Newchurch
E. M.
4 m. S.E. NewArreton V.

F.
Ash F. E.

i m. W.S.W.

E. M.
i m. W.S.W.
Godshill Ch.
Beanacre F. E. M.
2J m. N.W. by
W. Bradinff Ch.
Beaper F. E. M. 1-J m. N. Brading

Beacon

Shanklin

(Lit.) F.

Common.

Prestwood
Barton F. E. M.
born Ho.

ness, the)

Appuldiircombe Street.
E. M.
2J
m. W. by S. Shanklin
Ho. and Park.
W.
App. St.
Apse Castle.
E. M.
1. m. N.W. by
W. Shanklin
Copse.
W. jM. 1 m. Vi. by

W. M.
M.

Yarmouth

If m. W.S.\y.
21

W.N.W.

| m.

W. M.
W.N.W. Gatcomb Cb.
Barnfield Marsh.
W. M.

[^ m. E. from] Uran-

Upper.

F.

E. M.

Bagwich F.

M.

E.

lim.

Atherfield

i m. S.E.

to

S.S.W.

E. extremity Isle

Wight
Farm. IJm. S.S.W. Bem-

bridge Pt.

N. E.
Point.
Bemliridge Isle
Bere Lay.
E. M.
f m.
Whitwell Ch.

extremity

W.

by N.

houses or cottages, however small, which has received a name, and which could
not be classed under that of Village, as Queen Bower (consisting of two families
under the same roof), Five Houses, Carpenters, &c.
* [Happy Brook, situated as given above, is suggested to us, by Jonathan
Worsley, Esq., as the place probably intended by our author.
are indebted
to Mr. Worsley for the bracketed delinition of localities which had been left blank

We

by the author.

Edrs.']
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Berry F. E. M.
Godshill Ch.

J m. S.W. by

W.

Bordwood Forest
Lower.
Upper.

GateF.

.

E. M.

Berryl F.

J m. E. VVhitwell

Ch.

Bigbuiy F.

E. M. 1^ m. S. by E.
Newchmch Ch.
Billiugham Ho. W. M.
i m. N.E.
by E. Kingston Ch.
Binstead V. E. M.
1 m. W. by N.

Ryde
Hill,

i m. S.S.W Binstead

Lodge

F.

Ch.
I m. S.S.W. Bin-

stead Ch.

1^ m. S. by E.

Newport
Birchmore F.

M.

2^ m.

S.

Blake F. W. M.
Brixton Ch.
Blanketts F.
E.

Im.N. byE.

W.M.

Bottomground Copse.
Eew.*

IJm.

Calbourne Ch.
Bowbridge.
E. M.
Godshill Ch.

byS.

E.

N.N.W.

i m.

(See Buccombe)
E. M.
4 m. S. by E.

Brading T.

Down.

W.

S.S.W. Bra-

to

Farm
Braggs

Hill.

1 ni.

Brambles F.

W. M.

1

m.

W.

Gods-

Bloodstone Copse.
E. M.
h m. E.
by N. Ashey Down (Sea Mark)
Bobberstone F.
E. M.
ii m. E. by
N. Godshill Ch.
Bohemia Ho. E. M.
m. N.N.W.
Godshill Ch.
Bonchurch V. E. M. 1 m. E. by N.
Ventnor
Bordwood H.
E. M.
1
m. S.E.
Newchurch Ch.

H

1

m. S.E. by E. New-

church Ch.

W.N.W

Brighstone. (See Brixton)
Briddlesford Copse.
1 m. S. Woolton
Br.

Farm
Farm
S.

(Gr.)

U

m.

S.

by

Br.
(Lit.)

IJ m. S.W.

Wootton Br.
Heath.

dlesford
1

m.

U

m. E.S.E.

hill

1

Freshwater Ch.
Branston H.
E. M.
m- S.S.W.
Newchurch Ch.
Breaches Copse. E. M.
i m. S.W. by W.
Bridge H.
E. M.
Godshill Ch.
Court F. i m. W.S.W. Godshill Ch.

by

M.

S.W. by W. Brad-

ing Ch.

^ m. N.E. by E.

Whippingham Ch.
Bleak Down. E. M.

is

W.M.
Nonhwood Ch.

W. Woolton

Newport

Rew

m.

ding

B. M.
2 m. S.W. by
S. Binsted Ch.
Blackgang Chine.
W. M. ^- in. S.
Chale Ch.
Black Down. [See Bleak Down]
Blacklands Copse. W.M. i m. N.W.
North wood Ch.
Black Pan F. E. M. li m. W.S.W.
Sandown Fort
Common. 1 m. W. Sandown Fort
Blackwater.
E. M.
2 m. S. by E.

*

1

N.N.W. Brixton Ch,
Bottom Copse. E. M.

by E.

Lit. F.
J m. S.E. by E.
Gr. Birchm.
Black Bridge. W. M. i m. S. Freshwater Ch.

for a

(See Bordwood)
Bottle Hole Spring.
W. M.

Ryde
E.

Newport

F.

(See Bordwood)
(See Bordwood)

Borthwood.

Bowcombe.

M.

E.

Biichfield.

6J3

[On Great Brid-

Farm]

Brixton V. W.M. 2m.W.Shorwell
Chine. (See Grange Chine)
Broadfields F.
W. M. | ra. S.S.W.
W. Cowes Ch.
Broad Lane.
W. M. S. Thorley
Street

W. E. M. i
m. W. lo N.W. Woolton Ch.
Brook V. W.M. 2 m. W. MottesBrock's Copse, E. and

ton Ch.

i m. S.W. Brook
Church.
i m. N.W. by
Motteston Ch.
Green. J ra. S. Brook Ch.
Chine,

W.

a provincial term for a patch of wood or copse of small extent, as also
trees or brushwood, quasi a " row."

narrow belt of
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Brook House,
i m. S.W. by W.
Brook Ch.
Brooken End. (See Lane End)
Brookfielrl Ho. E.M. [Im.W.Ryde]
Brookside F.
W. M. N.W. by W.
Brixton

W.M. Um.W.S.W.

BuccombeH.

Cavisbvook Castle

W. Buocombe

Down.
F.

Buccombe
M. Ij m. N.E.

E. by

Buckett's Copse.

S.

E.

Wliippingham

Cli.

Buck's Barn F.
W. M. i m. N.W.
by W. Kin}>;ston Ch.
Heatb. [1 in. S.E. Shovwell]
Budbridfre Gr. F. E. M.
1 m. N. by
E. Godsbill Cb.
Lit. F.
i m. N. by E. Gr.
Budbridjje
Buddie F. E. M. | m. S.S.W. Niton

Bugbury F. E. M. (See Bigbury)
Burnt House F. {?) E. M. Ij m. E.
by S. Newchurcb Ch.

C.

W. M.

Calbounie V.

2 m. S.S.E.

Shalfleet

Lodge.
bourne Ch.

~

i m.

Mill.

rn.

W.

W.

by N. Cai-

by N. Cal-

bourne Ch.

New Barn F

im.N.E.by

E. Calbourne Cb.

Hummet.

Calbourne

S.

New

B.
Calving Close Copse.

|

na.

W. M.

1

'

W. Newport
Castle,

lim. S.W. New-

port

H.

Carpenters
St.

Castle

Helens

Mead.
Point.

E.

M.

| m. S.S.W.

Cli.

Old Castle Point
E. M.
i m. S. by E.

m.

1

U

verton F.]
Chillerton H.

W.

Gatcomb Ch.
Down.

M
1

m.

S.

by

W.

m. S.W. Gatcomb

Ch.

Farm.
Ij m. N. Kingston
Ch.
Chillingwood Gr. Copse.
E. M.
1|
m. N. Newchurcb Ch.
Farm.
2 m. N. Newchurch Ch.

New Copse. N. Chillingwood Gr. Copse
Chilton Chine. W. M.
1 m. S. by E.
Mottestone Cb.
Green H. W.M. Im. S.S.E.
Mottestone Ch.
(See Blackgang, Brixtoii,
Chine.
Brook, Chilton, Cowleaze, Grange,
Luccombe,
Shantlin,
Walpen,
Whale
E.

M.

[In Shanklin

Chine]
(See East

W. M.

N. Calbourne
Church Lane.
E. M.
Copse

End)
If m.

W.

by

E. side Quarr

Clamerkin's F. W.M.
If m. E.N.E.
Shalfleet Ch.
Clarken Lane.
W. M. N.E. to S.E.
by E. Carisbrook Castle
Clatterford F.
W. M. \
risbrook Castle
Clavells Copse.
E. M.

m.

W.

Ca-

J

m.

E.

Whippingham Ch.

Niton
Centurion's Copse.

E.

M.

1

m. E.S.E.

Brading Ch.

ChaleV.

M.

E.

Charlton F. W. M. S. by E. Northwood Ch.
]i m. N.W.
Cberrygin H.
E. M.
by N. St. Helens Ch.
Cherry Wood Copse.
E. M. 7 i m.
N.N.E. Arreton Ch.
W. M. | m. N. by E.
Chessel F.
Brook Ch.
E. M.
Cheverton F.
m. S.S.E.
Newchurcb Ch.
W. M. 1 m. N. by E.
Shorwell Ch.
Copse.
[W. M. On Che-

Head.

W. bv N. Yarmouth
Carisbrook V. W. M.
1 m. S.W. by

m. E. Gatcomb

N.N.E. Wootton Br.

Churchill's F.

m.

[a]

Ch.
Chapel Corner Copse.

Cottage.

W. M.

N.N.E. Nortbwood Ch.
Canada H. E. M. S. by E. Eyde
Carey's Sconce (Pt.)

E.M.

Champion.

W.M. 2m. W.N.W. Niton

i m. E.N.E. Cbale Ch.
li m.
Chalk Close Coppice. W. M.
W. by S. Nortbwood Ch.

Faim.

ClaybrookF.

E.M.

Um.

S.Wbip-

pingbam Ch.
Cleavland Copse.

E.M.

Jm.E. Ap-

puldurcombe Ho.
Cliff F.

E.M.

Shanklin Ch.

Jm. N.W. byW.

—
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Cliff's

End

W. M.

Pt.

N. end Col-

Bay

well

W. M.

Cockleton F.

W. Cowes

1

m. S.S.W.

i m. W.S.W.

1 m. N.W. by W.
Cai-isbrook Ch.
Coleman's F.
W. M. 2^ m. N.W.
by W. Carisbrook Castle

—

W. M.

Freshwatei']
Barracks.

^~~ Heath.

W.

F.

W. M.

Crossacres F.

IJ m.

S.W.

by W. Freshwater Ch.
Culver Cliff.
E. M.
N.E. end San-

down Bay

D.

[On Colwell Heath]
[In

the

M

parish

of

m. N. Brixton

Dallimove's F.
W. M.
rish of Northwood]

Dark Lane.

Ch.

W. M.

[In the pa(See Clarken

Lane)

Combley F.

E.
Arreton Ch.

M.

1

m. N.E. by N.

Wood. N. Combley F.
Wood. N.E. by E. Combley
Combtonfield F. W.
W. Shorwell Ch.
Compton Bay.
W.

M.

Farm.
Brook Ch.

IJ

Grange.

in.

1

S.

W.N.W.

W.

Brook Ch.
1^ m. W.

Shanklin Ch.
Cooper's H.
E. M.
[Between Bemhridge Down and Bembridge F.]
Coppid Hall (F.) E. M.
m. S.E.

U

Wootton Bridge

Copping's Bridge. E. Newport
Copse Lane Copse.
(See Hookhill
Copse)
Corve F.
W. M. J m. S. by W.
Kingston Ch.
Cothey Bottom Copse.* E. M.
S.E.
Westridge Ho.
Cowes, East, T. E. M. 5 m. N. Newport

West, T.

W. M.

5 m. N.

Newport
Cowleaze Chine. W. M. Ij m. S.S.E.
Brixton Ch.
Cowpit Cliff Wood. E. M. i m. W.
Shanklin Ch.
Crab, Niton.

Cranmore F.

(See Niton)

W. M.

Thorley Ch.
Cridmore F.
W. M.
Kingston Ch.
Cripple's Path.
E. M.
* Cothey

t [It

is

H m.

E.N.E.

Ij m. E.N.E.

to

W.

by

f m. S.W. by

[Near

Turnpike.
Copse.

Afton

m.

M.

E.

W. M.
W. W. Cowes Ch.

Debborn F.

Dewcombe

M.

Whitwell

Ch.

2 m. S by

Down

Cook's Castle.

E.M. Ryde
E.M. i m. S.E.

DeanF.

Gr.

.

E.M. IJm. S.byW

Crook's Heath.

[In the parish of

Freshwater]

Comb

J m. S.W. by

Binsted Ch.

W. M.

H.

W. M.
W. Northwood Ch.

Crocker's F.

Ch.

(Lower),
Cockleton F.
-f".

Colwell

645

W.

Cowes]

W. M.

\i m. W.
Gatcombe Ch.
E. M.
i m. S. Gods-

S.

Dew's Place.
hill Ch.

Dodner F. W. M.
Newport

1

m. N. by E.

Dog

Kennel.
W. M. 1 m. S.S.E.
Thorley Ch.
Dolcoppice F.
W. M. li m. N.W.
Whitwell Ch.
Dottins F.
W. M. f m. W.S.W.
W. Cowes Ch.
Double Close Copse. W. M.
1| m.
W.N.W. Northwood Ch.

Dover

(the).

Duke

F.

E.

to

W. M.

E.N.E. Eyde
1^ m. W.N.W.

Northwood Ch.

Dungewood
S.

W. M.

F.

1

m.

W.

by

Kingston Ch.
Lit.

Dungewood F.
Dunnage Copse
Copsef]
[Dunning's Copse.
Newport]

i

m.

[See
1

W.S.W.
Dunning's

m. S.E. by E.

Dunnose(Hd.) E.M. S.W. end Sandown Bay
Dunsbury F. W. M. i m. W. by N.
Brook Ch.
Durton F. E. M. IJ m. N.W. Arreton Ch.
DurtshotF.
W. M. Ij m. S.W.
Shorwell Ch.

means low damp or rotten land, H. Hearne, Esq.
presumed Dunning's Copse is intended. Edrs^
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Duxmore

F. (Gr.)
E. M. IJm.N.E.
by E. Arreton Ch.
(Lit.)
i m. E. by S. Gr.

Duxraore F.
Dyers.

E.

M.

Ford Mill.
E. M.
Whitwell Ch.
Foreland F.

1

M.

E.

N.N.W.

in.

W.

J m.

Fore-

land Pt.

m. Newchurch Ch.

-J-

Extreme E.

Pt.

point Isle of

Wight

W.M.

Forest Side.
1 m.
W. Carisbrook Ch.
French Mill.
E. M.
IJm.

E.
Eades's F.

W. M.

]} m.

W.N.W.

Calbourn Cb.
E. M.
Eaglebead Copse.
J m. E.
Asbey Down (Sea Mark)
N.E. BonEast Dean (Ho.) E. M.
churcb Old Ch.
East End.
E. M.
N.E. Boncburch
Old Cb.
Easton H.andF. W.M. i m. S.S.W.
Freshwater Ch.
Marsh. (See Freshwater Gate)

i m. W.N.W.

Egypt Ho.
W. M.
W. Cowes Ch.
Lit.

J

ni.

Elm

W. M.

E.S.E. Egypt Ho.
m. S.Vv'. San-

M.

Ellyards F.
E.
down Fort

H

f

—

W. M.

Fairfield F.

M.

E.

li m.

N.W. by

4 m. S.S.W.

Yarmouth
(See Freshwater Gate)
1 m. S. Freshwater

Bay.

Gate H.
Ch.

Ho.

1

m. S.S.W. Yarmouth

W.

Isle.

extremity Isle of

Wight
Mill.

I

m. S.E. Freshwater

Ch.
FroghiU F. E. M.
Ch.
Frogland F.
W. M.

1

m. E. Godshill
J m. S.W. by

S. Carisbrook Castle

(See Froghill)

W. M.

Frosthills.

brook Castle
Fulholding F.
W.
Shalfleet Ch.
E.
Fullford F.
reton Ch.

i m. S.W. Caris-

M.

M.

1

m. E.S.E.

1

m.

W. M.

Furzy Goldens.
F.

E.Gods-

hill

Frogwell.

m. S.E. Shalfleet Cb.
Elmiworth F. W.M.
lim. N.E. by
E. Newtown Ch.
Saltern,
f m. N. by W.
Newtown Cb.
F.

Ch.
Freshwater V.

N.W. by

Freshwater Ch.
Hurst [H.] W.M.
by W. Northwood Ch.

S.

by E. Ar-

J m.

N.W.

Jm.N.W.

N. Whitwell
Fairlee Ho.
port

E.

New F.
Favringford Ho.

M.

+m.

S.

m. N.E. New-

S.E. Fairlee Ho.

W.M.

Freshwater Ch.
E.
Fatting Park F.

by

1

M.

1 in.

]

m. S.W.

Wootton Ch. and W. Br.
Copse, i m. W. Fatting

Park F.
Fern Goose Coppice.

W. M.

Fresh-

water
Fernhill

Ho.

E.

M.

| m.

S.

Wootton

Ch.
Firestone Copse.

G.

S.W.

W. M.

Gallant's Lane.
to N.N.W.

m. N.W.

i

Gatcomb Ch.
Galleberiy Down.
W. M.

IJ m.
E.S.E. Calbourne Ch.
Garrets H.
E. M.
IJ m. W. by N.
Arreton Ch.
Gatcombe V. W. M. 3 m. S. by W.
Newport, 1^ in. S. Carisbrook
Caslle

E.

M.

i

xa.

Ho. and Park.

S.E.

Wootton Bridge
Fishbourne. (See Fish Houses)
Fish Houses H. E. M.
1 m. W. by
N. Binstead Ch.
Five Honses H. W. M.
Fivens H. E. M.
f m. N.N.E. Calbourne Ch.
Flalbrooks F.
W. M. 1 in. E.S.E.
Shalfleet Ch.

E. Gat-

comb
S.E. side Gatcomb

Mill.

Park

New

Barn

(F.)

i m.

W.

Gatcomb Cb.
Gatehouse F.
E. M.
stead Ch.
Gauson's Barn (F.)

N.W.

by

2i m.

W. M.
W. Gatcomb Ch.

S.

Bin1

m.
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Gillmans,
[In Arreton parish]
Gladdices F. W. M.
1 m. S. Kingston Ch.

E. M.

Godsbill V.

Newport.
Goldens F.
W.

M.

6 m.

S.S.E.

| m. W.S.W.

Carisbrook Castle
See Furzy G.
Gottens F.
W. M.

F.
Ch.

U m. W.S.W.

Wood.

W. Cowes

[On Gurnet

E. M.
IJ m. W.S.W.
church Ch.
Half-moon Copse. E. M.
1^ m.
Hampstead F. W. M.

Hampstead

E. M. ] J „,. g.W.
Binstead Ch.
Hayland F. E. M.
I
m. S. by E.
Binstead Ch.
Head Down. E. M.
S.

m.

Heath F.
E. M.
Newport

[E. M.
Whippingham Ch.
Hebberds F.
W. M.

Ch.
Corner.

Hedge

m.

W. M.

N. by

ra.

I

U

Hermitage (the). E. M.
N.E. by
E. Chale Ch.
Hide F.
E. M.
m. N. Shanklin
Ch.
Lower. [Between Newchurch
and Shanklin]

High Down.

W. M.

W.

Freshwater

Gate

W. M.

High Wood.

i m.

S.

by E.

Swainston Ho.

[W. M.

Hill Copse.

m. N.W.

1

W. M. im.
1

E.ThorleyCh.
m. N.W. by N. Freshwater

Way.

S.

North-

N.W. by

W. Northwood Ch.
1 m. N.W.
Hardingshoot F. E. M.
Brading Ch.
Harlingshute F. (See Hardingshoot)
Hartsash.
E. M.
i m. N.E. by N.
Newchurch Ch.
m. W. by N.
1
E. U.
Hasely F.
Newchurch Ch.

[W. M.
E.

M.

W. M.

[Near Hill
m.

[1

li m.

S.S.W.

W.

by N.

Northwood Ch.
Hill,

[i

ra.

E.

N. Newport]

(See Mill Green)

Honeypot Mead.
Holbrooks.

1

m. E. Shal-

W. Newport

Bembridse Ch.]

E.N.E.

W.

m. S.S.E.

|

1

E.N.E.

fleet

N.W.

m. E. by

m.

m.

\i

Ch.
Heath.
Copse]

F.
1

N.E. Alum

Heatbfield F.

Honey
1

W. M.

Headen Hill.
Bay

Hillis F.

*

Lower.

HardhiU F. W. M.
wood Ch.

Alum Bay
Haven Street [V.]

New-

Ch.

East.
Hampstead F.

Hatchet Close Wood.
E. M.
I ra.
W. Shanklin Ch.
Halberwood Point.
W. M. N. Pt.

F.
F.

H.

Shalfleet

m. S.S.E. Shor-

i

well Ch.

Freshwater Ch.]
F.
E. M.
1 m. S.W. St. Helens Ch.
1 m. W. St. Helens Ch.

F.]

HaleF.

W. M.

Haslett F.

by

1
m. N.N.E.
Chale Ch.
[Grange Chine.
W. M. Between
Grange F. and the .shore]
i
F.
m. S.W. Brixton Ch.
Great Park F.
W. M. 1| m. W.
Carisbrook Ch.
Great Relies Copse. W. M. 2m.W.
Northwood Ch.
Greatwood Copse. E. M. i m. S.W.
Shanklin Ch.
Great Wood. W. M.
im.S.E.byS.
Swainston Ho.
li m. N.W.
Green Lane H. E. M.
Brading Ch.
Greenlid Hill. E. M.
i m. S. by E.
Wbitwell Ch.
li m. S.W.
Grove (ibe) Ho. and F.
by W. Brading Ch.
Gunville.
W. M. J ra. N.W. by N.
Carisbrook Ch.
Gurnet Bay. W. M. ] J m. W. to W.
by S. W. Cowes
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U

M.

m.

N.W. by

W.

Whitwell Ch.
Homewood H. E. M.
Hookhill.

W.

JI.

i

i m- §• Ky<le
m. S.W. by W.

Freshwater Ch.
W. JI.
Copse.
i ra.
W. by S. Freshwater Ch.
Hornbill Copse. W.M. IJm. W.S.W.
W. Cowes Ch.
E. M.
1 m.
Horringford Bridge.
S.E. by S. Arreton Ch.
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Horringfoid Farm
S.E. Honino-ford
Bridge
Witty-bed.
i id. E. to
S.E. Horringford Br.
How Gate F. E. M. | in. S. by E.

Bembridge Ch.

W.M.

HoxallH.

Ch.
Hulverstone H.

i m. S.S.E. Mot-

tistone

W.M. ^m.W.N.W.

Mottistone Ch.
Huiigerberry Copse.

E. M.
^ m.
N.W. by W. ShankUn Ch.
Hunger Hill Heath. E. M. 2 m. E.

by

S.

Hurststake [F.]
E. Newport

W. M.

W. M.

1

|

2ra. S.E.Shor-

well

W.Kingston

Copse.

W. M.

—

F.

im. N.E. byE.

E.M.

Whippinsham Ch.
Kitbridge.
W. M. [i m. N. by W.
Newport]
Kite Hill Ho. and F.
Wootton Bridge

Knighton F.

E.

M.

E.

i

M.

E.

m. N.N.E.

Newchurch Ch.
Ho.

Ryde

Huntwithy Copse.
Northwood Ch.

W.M.

Kingston V.

1

m. N.

W.

m. N. by

N.N.E. New-

ra.

church Ch.
E. Copse.
Knighton Ho.

^ m. E. by N.

Copse.

1

m. W. by N.

Knighton Ho.
E. M.
Niton Ch.
Knowles F. E. M.
Bern bridge Ch.

Knowle F.

IJ

W.M. 1| m. S.W. by
Carisbrook Castle
Inwards Copse. E.M. 2m.W.N.W.

m. S.W. by

S.

i m. S.W. by

S.

1

Idlecombe F.

W.

L.

Brading Ch.
Jobson's F.

E.

M.

[In Niton parish]

W. M.
F.
Castle
Lambsleaze F.

K.
Kaccess F.

Lake H.
E.M. IJm. S.W.
Sandown Fort

W. M.

1^ m.

W.

H

S.

Great Kenner-

ley

Heath,
f m. W. Gr. and
Kennerley Fs.
E. M.
Kerne F.
IJ m. N.E. by E.
Newchurch Ch.
Lit.

King's (the) Forest.

Kingsgate F. E. M.
Whitwell Ch.
King's Quay. E. M.
Wootton Ch.
Copse.

Quay Creek

S. Carisbrook

W.M.

IJm. E. by

Copse.

Carisbrook Castle

Godshill Ch.
F. (Lit.)

m.

1

N. Newtown Ch.

by S.

E. M.
Kemphill F.
m- S. Binstead Ch.
1* m. N.
Kennerley F. (Gr.) E. M.

(See Parkhurst)
i m. W. by N.
i

W.

m. N. by

W.

side King's

byW.

E.

M.

N.N.E. Wootton Bridge
Landguard F.
E. M.
IJ

I

ni.

m. N.

Shanklin Ch.
Lane End.
E. M.
| m. E. Bernbridge Ch.
Lang Bridge H.
E. M.
N. end

Newchurch
Lashmere Pond. E.M. IJm.W.S.W.
Godshill Ch.*
Lechmere Pond. (See Lashmere)
li m. S.E. NewLeeF. E. M.

—
—

church Ch.

W. M. 1 m. E.S.E. Thorley
Ch.
Copse, i m. N. Lee F.
Lemerston H. W. M. | ra. E. Brixton Ch.
F.

* Lashmere Pool, formerly of greater extent, when the adjacent portion of
Bleak Down was unenclosed, is noted for producing leeches of very large size,
though less abundant now than they used to be.
I have myself seen them there,
and was assured by a medical man at Newport of the great superiority of these
leeches over those now so largely imported from the Continent.
The present
name is stated to be a corruption of Leechmoor or Leechmere from this circumstance, and perhaps Lachmere may have the same meaning.
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Lemevston Down.
i
N.N.W. Lemerston
Lenten Pit. W. M.

m

]y

g

^^

N

M

W. M.

Park F.

1^ m.

Carisbrook Castle
Town H. E. M.

by

S.

W. M.

14

m E
.

M.

E.

J

DownF.

E.M.

Wood.

Ijm.W.S.W.

(See Clarken Lane)

W. M.

i m. S. GatS.

E. Luccomb
i m. S.W. Luccomb

F.
F.

I

m.

S.

by

W.

W.

S. to

Marvell F.

Medina E.

[Flows nearly the entire
distance from St. H. through the
island]
Mill. (E.)

E.

Shanklin

E. M.
Copse.

Monckton Mead]
MornhillF.
E. M.
Newport
F.
E. M.
Godshill Ch.

m.

S.

by

S.E. Eyde
[Adjoining

Ij m. E.S.E.

§ m.

W. M.

wood Ch.

1

1 m. S.E.
by S. Northwood Ch.
Merry Garden F. E. M. If m. S.W.
by W. Sandown Fort
Mersley. (See Messley)
Merston H.
E. M.
1 m. S.W. to
S.S.W. Arreton Ch.
F. N.W. end Merston
Messley H.
E. M.
1 m. N.N.W.
Newchurch Ch.
Down. N. Messley
Middleton Green H.
W. M. Ira.
S.W. by W. Freshwater Ch.
Mill Green. W.M. f m. S. Shalfleet
Ch.
Mirahles (Ho.) ' E. M. i m. S.E. Niton Ch.

Ch.
Landslip (See East End)
Luckets F.
W. M. I m. £. by N.
Thorley Ch.
Lushington Copse. E.M. |m.S.W.
by W. Wootton Ch.
Luton F. W. M.
J ra. W. North-

M.

W. Whippingham Ch.
(W.) W. M.

Moor
•

m. S.E. by E.

1

§ m. N. by E. North-

Shank-

Ch.
Chiue.
Copse,

F.

Monckton Mead.
f m.

i m. S by

wood Ch.

m. N.E. bv

N.N.E. ShorwellCh.
Love Lane. W. M.

comb Ch
Luccomb H. E. M.

Ya-'

Brickfield

Newtown

.

Ch.
PhiHis Copse.
If m. N.N.E.
Newchurch Ch.
Stone (the). W. M. ^ m. N.N.E
Mottestone Ch.
Lorden Copse. W. M.
i m. N.E. to

Loverston F.

W. M.

m

J

W.

Brixton Ch.

Marvel! F.
W. M.
Carisbrook Castle

m. S.W.

I

Arreton Ch.
Land F.
i m. E.N.E. Yaverland Ch.
Lane.
IJ m. N.N.W. Arreton

—

W.

W.

N. to N.N.W. Wootton Ch.
London Heath. W. M.
Long Copse. W. M.
] m. S.W. by
W. Gatcomb Ch.

•

Marsh Green H.

Wootton Bridge

Ch.
Lodge Copse.

lin

E.
by W. to S.W. by
verland Ch.

Medham

Little

Lock's F.

M

Marshcombe Copse.*

N.W.

Lessland F.
E. M.
1 m.
E bv• E
Godshill Ch.
Lewin's Copse. W. M. Freshwater
Lankley (the) Stream. W.
Little

649

N.E. by N.

§ m. S.S.E.

W.

Cowes Ch.

W. M.

Moor Town H.

N.W. end

Brixton

More Green H. W. M.
Freshwater Ch.
Morton F. (Up.) E.
Brading Ch.
(Low.) i

i

m. N.N.W.

M.

|

m. S.S.W.

ra.

S.

Up. Mor-

ton

Mottestone V.
Brixton

M.

W.M. 2m.W.N.W

Down.

Main R.

Yar E.)
Mark's Corner H.
W. M.
W.S.W. Northwood Ch.
(See

^ m. N. Mottes-

tone
IJ m.

Mill.

1

m. E. Mottestone

Ch.

* Pronounced Mashcombe by the country people.
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Mount

Cleves Ho.
E.M. | m. S.W.
by S. Niton Gh.
Mountjoy. E. M. i in. E. by N. Carisbrook Castle

Mount Miseiy. E.M. U ni. S.S.E.
Whippingbam Ch.
Mousebole. E. M. [Probably Mouse
Lane.
E.M. [Bembridge: a
lane leading from Hillway to the

Muggleton

W. M.

F.

Brixton Cb.
Munsley Hill. E. M.

1

m. E.S.E.

N.E. Godsbill

N,
Needles Hotel.
W. M. 1 m. E. by
N. Alum Bay
Light Ho. E. Scratchalls Bay
Nettlecombe F.
E. M.
i m. N.E.
Whitwell Ch.
Nettleston Green H.
E. M.
4 m. N.
St. Helens Ch.
]i
Point.
ra. N. by E. St.
Helens Ch.
Newbarn.
(See Calbourn, Gatcomb,
Osborne)
Hummel.
S. by E. Calbourn New Barn
Newbridge H. W. M.
1 m. S.S.W.
Shalfleet Ch.
Newchuvch V.
E. M.
6 m. S.S.W.
.

Eyde

W. M.

| m. [N. North-

wood]

Noie

F.

W. M.

f m. S.S.W. North-

E. M.
i m. E.N.E.
E. Cowes Ch.
W. M. 1 J m. TSf.E. by
Northclose F.
N. Newtown Ch.
W. M. N.W.
North Court (Ho.)
Shorwell
W. M. 1 m. S.E.
North Ground F.
by S. Kingston Ch.
E. M.
Northlands Copse.
i ra. E.
to N.E. Yaverland Ch.
W. M. li m. N.E.
North Park F.
by N. Calbourn Ch.
W. M. 2i m. N.
Northwood Ch.

Norris Castle.

Newport
W. M.
Northwood Ho. and Park.
W. W. Cowes
W. M. IJ m. N. FreshNorton H.
water Ch.
Nullenswood. (See Nunswood Copse)
Nunswood Copse. W. M. i m. W.
to W.N.W. Shalfleet Ch.

Nunwell(Ho.)

fm.W.byN.

E.M.

Bradiug Ch.
Lit F.

i m.

N.W. Nunwell

W. M.

Newnham.
Part

(See Ninham*)

W. M.

F.

O.

Um.W.N.W.
5 m. S. E. and

W. M.

Newtown V.

1

m. N.E. by

Shalfleet

W. M.

Ningwood H.

1

in.

W.

Shal-

Ch.
^ m.
Green F.

F.

S.
4

E. M. S.E. by S. Ryde
E. M.
| m.
Old Church Sea Mark.
E.S.E. St, Helens Ch.
E. M.
| m. S.W.
Old Park (Ho.)
by W. St. Lawrence's Ch.
| m.
Osboine Ho. and Park. E. M.
N.N.E. Whippiugham Ch.

Oakfield H.

Carisbrook Castle

Newport B. W. M.
W. Cowes

.

Head Down)
J m. N.N.W.

(See Parsonage

Lynch.

fleet

(See

W. M.
Nodes F.
Northwood Ch.

Ho.

L.)
New Cross.

N.

Down.

S. Newport,
Whilwell Ch.

9'm.

W.

wood Ch.

shore]

New

E.M.
Niton V.
1 m. S.W. by

Nodeshill F.

Hill, near Fenihill]

Mud

[Contiguous to Nin-

Ninham Hill.
ham F.]

Ningwood

Copse. (See Shepherd's Copse)

New Barn

m. S.S.E. Ning-

W.

wood

(F.)

i m. N. by

Osborne Ho.

E. M.
1} m. N.N.W.
Shanklin Ch.
m. S.W. by S. Binstead
Ch.

NinhamF.

1

* Which is merely a corruption of Newnham, the proper spelling and pronunciation, though custom has sanctioned the less correct orthography.
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W. M. i m. E.S.E.
Mottestone Ch.
Place F. W. M.
Plash F.
W. M. i m. S.W. by W.
Carisbrook Castle
Play Street F.
E. M.
J m. S.W.
Pitt Place F.

Padmore [H.]

E. M.
i m. E.S.E.
Whippingham Ch.
Pagham F. E. M.
1^ m. N. by W.

GodshiU Ch.
Pallance F. W. M. | m. W. Northwood Ch.
Gate.
[Contiguous to Pallance F.]
Palmer's F. E. M.
i m. W. by S.

Wootton Ch.
Brook H.

f m. S.W. Pal-

mer's F.

Copse. E. by N. to N.E. by
N. Palmer's Brook
Pan F. E. M. i m. S.E. by E. New-

Ryde
Pondwell (Ho.)
1 m. N.W.
E. M.
by N. St. Helens Ch.
PorchfieldF. W.M. Ifm. E.byN.
Newtown Ch.
Pound F. E. M. i m. S. Ryde
Green.
W.
i in. S.W.
Freshwater Ch.
Preston F.
E. M. f m. S.S.E. Ryde
Prestwood H. E. M. IJ m. S. by E.

M

Ryde
Princeslade.
Princelet F.

W.

Newchurch Ch.

port

i m.

Lit.

by E. Pan

S. E.

F.

S.E.Newport

Moor.

Pangbourne F.
E. M.
1| m. S.W.
by S. Newchurch Ch.
Park F. E. M. i m. W. by N. St.
Helens Ch.
i m. S.E. by E. Godshill
Ch.

W.M.

Cross.

lim. W. byN.

Carisbrook Castle
Green.
S.W. corner Parkhurst
Forest
Parkhurst Forest, W. M.
2 m. W.
to

(See Princelet)
E. M.
IJ ra. S. by

i m. Princelet F.
E.M. ^m. E.N.E.
St. Helens Ch.
F.
[By Priory Ho.]
Puck. E. M.
i m. S. by E. Newchurch Ch.
Puckaster (Ho.)
E. M.
f m. S. by
E. Niton Ch.
Cove, f m. S. Niton Ch.
1 m. S.W.
Pucketts Copse.
E. M.
to S.W. by W. Binstead Ch.
Shoot,
Priory (the) Ho.

Q.

N.N.W. Newport

Park Lodge F. E. M. i m. N. WootCh.
Parsonage Lynch (Wood). E. M. E.
by N. Newchurch Ch.
Paxfield H.
E. M. [i m- W. Fernhill]

Peacock Hill.
parish,

Peartree F.

I

E. M. [In Bembridge
m. S.W. Bembridge Ch.]
E. M.
1^ m. E. Gods-

Quarr Abbey and F. E. M. i m. W.
Binstead Ch.
Between Quarr Abbey
Copse.
and Binstead Ch.
1 m. S.S.W.
Quarrel's Copse.
E. M.
to S.W. by S. Wootlon Ch.
E. M.
Queen Bower H.
f m. S.E.
Newchurch Ch.

Ch.

hill

Pelhara Fields.

Woods.

E.

M.

E.N.E.

N.E. Ryde
St. Lawrence

Ramsdown

Ch.
Pennyfeathers F.
1 m. S.
E. M.
ilyde
Perreton F.
E. M.
f m. S. Arreton
Ch.
Pidford H.
E. M. | m. E.S.E. Gat-

E.

M.

Ch.

W. M.

1

m. N.N.W. Cliale

W. M.

1

m. N. by E.

W. M.

[In the

parish of Shorwell]

Red

Cliff.

E.

M.

1

m. E.N.E. San-

down Fort

(See Rose-

mary Lane)

F.

Kingston Ch.
Rancombe Lane.

Redhill F.

combe Ch.
Pigslegs Copse.
Pile F.

R.

Ch.
Redw;iy F.
Cli.

E. JI.
[2 m. N. Niton]
Ij m. S.E. by S. Godshill

E.M

U m. S. Aneton
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Rew Down.

E.

M*

Ryde Bank

F.
E.
Binstead Ch.

F.
m. N.E. by N. St. Law1-irence Ch.
Street F. W. M.
m. VV.N.W.

•

J m. S.S.W.

M.

U

Northwood

Cli.

Riclihouse Hill F.

s.

M.

E.

i m. N.W.

bv N. Brading Ch.
Ridge' F.
W. M. i in. S.W. by W.
Norlhwood Ch.
Copse, i m. W. Ridge F.
Rill F. Up.
E. M.
1-J- m. N.W. by
W. Shanklin Ch.
Low.
IW. M. 1 m. S. Gat-

combe Ch.
Lane.
[W. M.
coiiibe

S.

Gat-

W.

Brix-

Ch.]

St.

Bonchurch
Catherine's Down.

I m. N. by

ton Ch.
(Pt.)

Pt.
E.
mity Isle of Wight

m. S.W. Niton

1

Ch.

St.

W.M.

RodgelandF.

2jra.

E.New-

town Ch.
Rodhill F.

(See Redhill)
li m. S.E. Gat-

combe Ch.
F.

U

m- S.E. by

S.

Gat-

combe Ch.

W.

Moors.

Rose

Cliff Cottage.

Rosehall Green.

Rookley F.

M.
W. M.
E.

(See

Main

St.

Bench)

M.

S. extre-

Tower
(Light
Ho.)
(New). St. Catherine's Pt.
Clare (Ho.)
E. M.
1* m. N.W.
by N. St. Helens Ch.
George's Down. E. M.
1 m. W.
Arreton Ch.
Helens V. E.M. (See St. Helens
Green)
Chnrch. Hm. N.W. Bernbridge Ch.
Green, i ra. S.E. to S. St.

St.

W.

Down.

Rongh-

borough F.

Round

Phillis Copse.
E.
Lonsr Phillis Copse

Rowlands F. E M.
Newchurch Ch.
Rowledge F. W. M.

M.

Ij m.

S.E.

N. by E.

IJ m. E. by S.
Calbourn Ch.
Rowridge. (See Rowledge)
Royal Healh.
E. M.
i m. S.W. by
W. San down Fort
T.
E. M.
8 m. E. by N.

RYDE

Newport

{quasi

Helens Ch.
Old Ch. (Sea Mark)
i m.
E.S.E. St. Helens Ch.
Spit.
N.E. (entrance) Brading Harbour
John's (Ho.)
E.M. J m. S.E. by

Row)

is

a narrow strip or belt of

Wood,

S.E. end

Lane. 1 m. S.S.W. Ryde
Rossland H.
W. M. 1 m. N.E. by
E. Kingston Ch.
Roude H. E. M. IJ m. S.W. by S.
Godshill Ch.
Rougbboroufrh F. E. M. f m. N. by
W. Brading Ch.
W. M. 1 i m. N.
by E. Shorwell Ch.

Rew

E.

E. Ryde

Rosemary Copse.
E. M.
Rosemary Lane

*

W. M.

•

M.
E. M.

E.

Rookley H.

N.

M.

St.

Rocken End

E.

Light Ho. (Old).

St.

W. M.

Rock.

m.

1

St.

Boniface Cottage and Down.

Ryde

Thewin's Copse.
(See Centurion's
Copse)
Salisbury F. W. M. f m. S.E. Newtown Ch.
Saltern.
E.M. li m. N. by W. St.
Helens Ch.
Copse.
W. M. 1 m. N. by
E. Freshwater Ch.
Sandford H.
E. M.
] m. E. Godshill Ch.
Sandham. (See Sandown)
Sandown H.
E. M.
1 m. S.W. to
W.S.W. Yaverland Ch.
Bay.
S.E. side Isle of
St.

Wight
•Fort.

1

m. S.W. by

S.

Ya-

verland Ch.
Level.
N. Sandown Fort
Sandway H. W. M.
1 m. N.E. by
N. Gatcombe Ch.

a vernacular term for a hedgerow,
or coppice.

wood

i S.E.

Lawrence V. E. M. 10 m. S. by
E. Newport, IJ m. S.E. by E.
Whitwell Ch.

and

is

also applied to
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W. M.

Sandy Bank H.

i m.

S.

Shorwell Ch.

Way H. W. M. i m. S. by
E. Shorwell Ch.
Saynham F. E. M. i m. S. Godshill
Ch.
Schoolhouse Green H. W. M.
Scuts Gate.
W. M. f m. S. by W.
Northwood Ch.
W.

W. M.

Shalcombe D.
Shaleombe

to

S.W.

P'.

I m. N. by E. Brook

F.

Ch.

W. M.

Shalfleet V.
port, 1

6 m.

m. S.W. by

S.

W. NewNewtown

W.

Smallbrook Heath Copse.
brook F.
Smallgains F. E. M.
]

Newport
Smallmoor F.

W. M.

Shorwell
Snowdrop Lane.

s

|

Small-

m. E.N.E.

m.

W. M.

S.

by E.

W.

Gat-

comb Park

W. M.

Soraerlon F.

wood Ch.
South Ford F.

| m. N. North-

E. M.

J m. N. Whit-

well Ch.

Southmore.
W. M. § m. S.S.W.
Motteston Ch.
Span F.
E. M.
i m. S.S.E. Appul-

durcombe Ho.

Ch.
Shambler's F.

E.

W.

M.

Osborne

Park

W. M.

1

m. S.

West Cowes
Shanklin V.

E.

M.

m. S. by

1

W.

Byde
E. Shanklin
1 in. S.W. by W.
Church.
Shanklin Chine
Down. S.W. Shanklin
F. N.E. Shanklin Ch.
Sheat F. W. M. i m. S. by E. Gatcombe Ch.
Sheepwash F. E. M. 1 m. S. by W.
Godshill Ch.
Chine.

W. M.
Shepherd's Copse.

M.

E.

IJ m. E.

East Cowes
Lane. E. M. im.E.S.E.
Arreton Ch.
Shide H. W. M. (See Shide Br.)
Br. i m. S.S.E. Newport
Chalk-pit.
E. M.
E. M.
Cottage.
i m. S.S.E.
Shide Br.
•

Mill.

Shorwell V.

E.

M.

E.

2

in.

E. Brix-

Sibden Hill.

M.

IJ

in.

S.W. Ar-

i m.

S.

Shanklin

[W. M. P]

Skinner's F.
E.
reton Ch.
Hill,

i m. S.

Span F.

M.

m. S.W. by

1

Newchurch Ch.
Spreats Copse.
E. M.
Wootton Ch.
Springfield H.
E. M.

W.

W.

f m. E. by S.

li m. N. by

Helens Ch.

St.

Springvale.
[E. M.
1 m. E. Ryde]
[Stagwell. In the parish of Northwood,
N. Parkhurst Forest]
Standen F.
1* m. S.S.E.
E. M.

Newport
(Lit)

E.

(East).

M.

i

W.

m.

by N. Arreton Ch.
(West)
i ra. N.N.E.
E. Standen F.
Copse. Lit. S.
E. S.
i ni. S. StanStanden Ho.
E. M.
den F.
Standhiim. (See Standen)
Staplers F.
E. il. [On Staplers H.]
H. [L m. E. Newport]
E. M. li m. N.W. GodsStar Inn.
hill

W. M.

ton
Sibbetls.

(Lit.)

Spicers F.

Copse.

—
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Ch.

E. M.
1 m. E. by
N. St. Lawrence Ch.
Stenbury F.
E. M.
| m. N. by E.
Whitwell Ch.
i
(Lit.)
m. N.N.E. StenSteephill Castle.

bury F.

by E. New-

Grove F. W. M. 1 m. W.
by N. Northwood Ch.
[At E. Cowes
Slatwood Ho.
E. M.
on the N. side]
Slucconihe Copse.
W. M. IJm. N.
Shorwell Ch.
1 m. S. Ryde
Smallbrook F.
E. M.
-

(Lit.)

Smallbrook F.

(Lower)
^ m.
Stenbury F.
Sleyn Wood. E. M.
Slickworth (Ho. and F.) E.
S. by E. Arreton Ch.
W. M.
Stislet.
If m.
Northwood Ch.
•

N.W. by

W.

chureh

i

m. N.N.W.

W. M.

Stoat's F.

M.

1

ra.

W.N.W.

[In Northwood

parish]

Stone F.

E.

reton Ch.

M.

IJ

ro.

W.

by S. Ar-
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654
[E.

Stoneshell.

M.

m.] S.E.

1

New-

church

Triieliles

F.

M.

E.

M.

E.

Stonebroolc.

IJ m.

im. S.E. BinStonelands.
[E. M.
stead Ch.]
Stoneover. W. M.
1| m. S.W. ShalCh.
i m. S.E. Bin-

Stonepits F.
E. M.
stead Ch.
Slone Place. W. M.

i m. S.E. by S.
Shorwell Ch.
Stoney Cross H.
W. M. ^ m. N.
Calbourne Cb.
Stopler's Copse.
W. M.
W. M. [In the paStreet Place F.
rish of Thorley]
Stroud Green H. W. M. [I^ m. N.
Chale Ch.]
Wood. E. M.
[1 m. W. bv
S.

UV
M.

E.

Undercliff.

Under Sinarden Copse. E. M. [Between Luccombe and Bonchurch]
Uplands. E. M. [2 m. S.E. Rvde]
Upton Ho. E. -AI. [I m. S. Kyde]
Lit. F.

[1

W. M.

Vares F.

M.

E.

Vinnicorabe Barn.

E. JM.

W. M.

Vittlefield F.

[Ij

ra.

N.W.

Newpori]

W.
Wackland
pa-

rish]

W. M.

m. S. Shorwell]
[i m. N.E. Bern-

[1

E. M.
bridge Ch.]
W.
Swainston (Ho.)
Calbourne Ch.]

Swains F.

Swan Pond.

J m. S. Ryde]
[1 m. S. Carisbrook

Castle]

VENTNOR T.

Ryde]

Stragwell.
[See Stag:well]
Style Close Copse.
E. M.
[In Arreton
SuUons F.
E. M.

Sutton F.

W.

N.W. by

N. Whitvvell Ch.

fleet

m. N, by

[I

Brading]

M.

[I

m. E.

[i m.

W. New-

M.

1

ni.

W.

[By Walpan Chine]

F.

W. M.

Warlands

F.
parish]

Watch Ho.

M.

E.

F.
E. M.
church Ch.]
Walpan Chine.
[W.
Chale Ch.]

M.

E.

Pt.

Bembridge Ch.]
Watcbingwell Gr. F.

Arreton

[In
[I

m. N.

W. M.

[3

m.

M

m.

S.

m.

S.

E. Shalfleet Ch.]

Up. F.

T.

W.

Watcombe Bay.

W. M.

Tapnel F.

m.

[1

S. Thorley

Ch.]
Copse.
[Adjoining Tapnel F.]
W. M. [1 m. E. YarThorley V.

mouth]
Ch.
F.

H m.

E. Yarinouth]

[E. Thorley Ch.]

W. M.

Thorncrc^s [F.]

[1

m. E.

Brifjhstone Ch.]

W. M.

Tborness Bay.
Cowes]

?[2

m.

W. M.

Lit.

[1

Watering Copse.

W. M.

Watershot Cove.
E. M.
1 m. S.W.
Niton Ch.
Weavnehill Copse. E. M.
Week Down. E. M. [S. Appuldurcombe Park]
F.

E. M.

Well Ho. E. M. [At Niton]
Wellow H.
W. M. [1 m. E. Thorley Ch.]

M.

[In America
Wood, lA m. N. Shanklin Cb.]
Lane.
W. M. [In North-

wood

W. M.

Nevvport]

W.

Wood.
Tinker's Hole.

Watergate H.

Wetks's H.

F. Gr.

[I

Freshwater Ch.]

E.

Werror F.
wood]
Gr.

parish]

Lit.

Tollands Bay. (See Totlands)
W. M. [1 m. S.
Toll (the) Copse.
Gatconibe]
Totlands Bay.
W.
[1 m. S.W.
Freshwater]
Trenchards F. E. M.

M

W. M.

[1

S. North-

Wood
Wood

Westbrook F.
E. M.
Ryde]
Ho.

West

m.

Cliff (Ho.)

E.

[21 m. S.E.

M.

Court (Ho.)
W. M.
by S. Shorwell Ch.]

[At Niton]
[1

m.

W.
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West

W.M. [^m.W. Newport]

Mill.

Westminster Mill. W. M.
ing Newport N.W.]

W. M.

Weston

F.
parish]

West

Winston H.

[In Cal-

[1

m.

S.

New-

port]

Whippance F. W. M.
Northwood Ch.]
Whippingham V. E. M.

[I

m.

W.

Ch.
Street

Whitcomb H.

W. M.

[1

m.

S.

Ca-

risbrook Castle]

E.M.

[Adjoining

Win-

Shorwell Ch.]
E. M. [By St. Lawrence Ch.]
Wooltou Br. V. E. M.

Ch.

M.

New-

Woodlands.
E. M.
[1 m. E. by S.
Ryde]
Woodvale. [W. M. 1 m. W. West
Cowes]
Woolverton F.
E. M.
[1 m. E. by
S. Brading]
W. M.
[1 m. S.S.

Common

E.

S.

Woodhouse F. E. M.
Wood House F. E. M.

Wood
F.

m.

ford]

(Gr.)F.
.

[1

church]

[In Freshwater

[l^ m. S.E. Eyde]

W. M.

Side.

E. M.

Winford F.

[Adjuin-

W. M.

Westover (Ho.)
bourne V.]
Westiidge (Ho.)

G55

Wrongs

White Cliff Bay.
E. M.
[1 m. E.
Bembridge Ch.]
White Court F. W. M.
WhitecroftF. W.M. [IJm.S. New-

M.

E.
F.
parish]

[In Whipping-

ham

port]

White Cross F. E. M.
While House F. W. M.
.

Whiteley Bank.

Pit.

Ham.

E.M. AtAdgeton
E. M.
[I m. E.

Godshill Ch.]

White Oak.

Yafford Ho.
W.
Shorwell Ch.

W.M.
[W.M.?]

Whitewalls F.
W. M.
[1 m. E.
Thorley Ch.]
Whitwell V. E. M. 1 m. N.E. by N.
Niton
Wilderness (the). E.M. [i m. S.W.
Bleak Down]
Wilmingham F. W. M. [In Freshwater parish]
William's Moor. E. M.

Yar

Mill.
(East) R.

(West) E.

M.

1

m.

S.W.

E.

M.

[On

W. M.

W.M.
E.

M.

W. M.

Yarboiough Monument.
Bembridge D.]
Yarbridge H.
E. M.

[J

m.

S. Bra-

ding]

Yarbury
Yard F.

Hill.

E.

E.

M.

M.
[1

m. N. Godshill

Ch.]

YARMOUTH. W.M.
Yaverland V.
ding

E.

M.

1

m. S.E. Bra-
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GENERIC AND SPECIFIC NAMES AND SYNONYMS.

Page
Acer, L.

.

campestre, L.

Pseudo

.

93
95

platanus,

-

94
264
Millefolium, L.
264
Ptaimica, L.
264
Acinos vulgaris, Peis. 378
AcONITUM, L.
17
L.

.

Achillea, L.

.

.

.

.

Napellus, L.
Adonis, L.
autumnalis, L.

.

.

.

Adoxa, L.

.

moschatellina, L. .
^copoDiuM, L.
Podagraria, L.
.
.Ethusa, L.
Cjnapium, L.
Agraphis, Link.
.
nutans, Linlt.
.
Agrimonia, L.
Eupatoria, L.
.
Agrostemma Githago,
.

.

.

.

692

.

.

With.

.

AiRA, L.

.

L.
caryophyllea, L.

.

C8BS|)ilosa,

.

crislata, L.

.

flexuosa, L.
piaecox, L.

150
150

.

.

canina, L.
setacea, Curt.

Sm.

201

202
209
209
504
504

.

.

alba, L.

aquatica,

224
224

65
585
586
585
586
585
589
588
591
590
592
690
589

L.
Agrostis, L.

vulgaris.

18
5
5

.

.

Airockloa cristata.

Link

658
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Page
587
378
Acinos, Clairv.
378
Clinopodium, Bth. 381
officinalis, Moench. 379
sylvatica, Bromf.
380
Calliteiche, L.
176
autuimialis, DC.
177
Epigejos,

Roth

Calamintha

.

dioica, L.

.

distans, L.

.

.

verna, L.
verna, Stn.
Calluna, Salisb.
vulgaris, Salisb.

Caltha, L.

177
177
176

.

.

.177
297
297

.

.

.

12
13

.

314

.

palustvis, L.

Calystegia sepium,
Br.
Soldanella, Br.
Campanula, L.
glotnevata, L.
hederacea, L.
hybrida, L.

.315

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

550
554
569
562
572
573
662
564
659
673
569

glauca, Scop.
Goodenovi, Gay .
gracilis. Curt.
561
"birta, L.
673
intermedia. Good. 551
.

.

laevigata,

Sm.

muricata, L.
nemorosa, Willd.
CEderi, Ehrh.

.

Good.

.

ovalis.

.

pallescens, L.

.

paludosa, Good.
panioea, L.
paniculata, L.
pendula, Huds.

.

pilulifera, L.
praecox, Jacq.

.

.

36
34

.

arvensis. Curt.

.

crispus, L.

.

eviophorus, L.

.

271

.

272

.

271

marianus, Sm.
nutans, L.
palustris, L.

551

.

.

Good.
Gibsoni, Bab.

fulva,

291

acaulis, L.

lanceolatus, L.

flava, L.

.

.

270
270
273
272
270

Ed.

filiformis, Fl.
Jlacca, Retz.

montana, L.

.

Forsteri,

Huds.
divisa, Huds.
divulsa. Good.
Drymeia, Ehrh.
extensa. Good.

disticha,

290

.

acantlioides, L.

.

.

.

pratensis, L.
Cabduus, L.

Page
558
549
563
.
.

.

294
293
medium, L.
293
patula, L.
293
Rapunculus, L.
293
rotundifolia, L.
292
Trachelium, L.
292
Capsella, DC.
44
Bursa-pastoris,DC. 44
Cahdamine, L.
34
hivsuta, L.

Good.

.

.

pedunculata, DC.
platycaipa, Kiitz

curta,

659

.

.

274
270
272
273
pratensis, Huds.
tenuiflorus, Cuit.
271
549
Caeex, L.
acuta, L.
560
acuta, Curt.
576
ampuUacea, Good. 574
559
angustifolia, Sm.
551
arenaria, \i.
555
axillaris. Good.
binervis, Sm.
565
Boenninghauseni555
ana, Weihe
cccspitosa, Sm. 559, 560
575
crassa. Host.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

566
572
553
662
562
558
667
576
568
563
670
672
672

Pseudo-cyperus, L. 671

660
673
557
remola, L.
675
riparia, Curt.
speirostachya,'Whl. 664
654
spicata, Huds.
557
stellulata. Good.
560
stricla, Good.
669
strigosa, Huds.
568
sylvatica, Huds.
669
vulgaris. Fries
552
vulpina, L.
Witheringii, Gray 652
269
Carlina, L.
269
.
vulgaris, L.
pulicaris, L.

recurva,

Huds.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Castanea vesca, Gaert. 471

.

Catabrosa, Beauv. 688

.

aquatica, Beauv. . 688
Caucatis Anthriscus,

.

.

.

.

Sm.
Sm.
Sm.
Centaurea, L.
infesia,

nodosa,

Calcitrapa, L.
Cyanus, L.
nigra, L.

.

.

.

.

•

216
217
218
275
276
276
275

Page
275
Scabiosa, L.
276
solstitialis, L.
276
Centranthds, DC. 242
ruber, DC.
243
Centunculus, L.
405
minimus, L.
405
nigrescens, Willd.

.

.

.

.

.

Cephalantheba,
Rich.

.

ensifoUa, Rich.
giandiflora, Bab.

Cerastium, L.
aquaticum, L.

.

.

.

490
492
490
72

.71

Bab.
73
glomeratum,Thuill 72
glulinosum, Fries
72
pedunculatum, Bab. 73
pumilum, Curt.
73
atrovirens,

.

scandens, Lej.

.

.

semidecandrum, L.
tetrandrum, Curt.
triviale,

Link

.

71

72
73
72
73
72

viscosum, L.
.
vulgaium, L.
Cerasus acida. Bore. 144
.

austera. Host.

coUina, Lej.
vulgaris, Mill.

.

144
144

.

144

.

Ceratophyllum,L. 178
178
628
officinarum, Willd. 629
Ch^kophyllum, L. 220
syheslris, L.
221
temulentum, L.
220
Cheiranthos, L.
29
?

.

Cexerach, Willd.

.

.

.

Cheiri, L.
fruticulosus, L.
incanns, L.

Chelidonium, L.
Glaunum, L.

.

.

.

.

.

29
29
28
25
24
25

majus, L.
Chenopodina maritima, Mey.
414
Chenopodium, L.
415
.

.

.

ucutifolium,
album, L.

Sm.

.

.

416
417

Bonus-Henricus,
L.

glaucum, L.

.

.

420
417

intermedium, M. et
418
K.
maritimum, L.
414
.418
murale, L.
.415
olidmn. Curt.
.

polyspermum, L.

.

416

polyspermum,Cuit. 416
420
rubrum, L.
.
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uibicum, L.
vulvaria, L.
Chironia littoratis,

Sm.

Page
418
.415

.

.

ptdchella,

Sm.

Chlora, L.

310

.310

CoEONOPUs, Hall.
Ruellii,Hall.

.

didyma, Sm.

.

CORVDALIS, DC.

.

claviculala,

DC.

308
308
Chrysanthemum,L. 259
Leucantl]emum,L. 259
segetum, L.
259
Chkvsosplenium,L. 193

CoRVLUs, L.

193
277
Intybus, L.
277
CiNEBARIA, L.
262
campestns, Retz. 252
integrifolia, With. 252

Crat.s:ous, L.
eriocarpa, Lindl.
monogyna, Jacq.
Oxyacantba, L.

.

pevfoliala, L.

.

oppositifoliuni, L.

CiCHORIUM, L.

.

.

.

.

.174

ClECJLA, L.
Luietiana, L.

.

Chsium anglicum.
Lam.

174

.

Cladium,

Crambe,

L.

maritima

273

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

setosa. Hall.

.

Uctorum, Sm.

.

Crithjium, L.

48
48
163
163
163
163

.

.

maiitiimim, L.

284
284
284
284
212
212

.

.

2
2

318
CVNOGLOSSUM, L.
319
Hfeuckii, R.etSch. 319
officinale, L.
319
CY^osuRus, L.
696
596
ciistatus, L.
Cyperus, L.
638
longiis, L.
539

.

Schrafl.

.

Clinofodium vulgare,
L.
382
Clypeola marilima,\j. 39
.

Cnicvsacanlis^iWA. 273
272
arrensis, Huffm.
.

eriophorus, Willd. 271
Forsteri, Sm.
272
.
lanceolatus, Willd. 271
palusiris, Willd.
272
praiensis, Willd.
273

.

Tvifolii,

Bab.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cytisns scoparius,

DC.

110

anglica, L.

.

40
40
41

Arworocia^ L.
daiiica, L.

.

gioeiilandica, L.

.

"10

officinalis,

L.

.

40
40

officinalis,

Hook.

.

40

Colchiciim aiitumna510
le, L.
162
CoMARUM, L.
.

.

palustre, L.

CoNiuM, L.
maculatum, L.

Convolvulus, L.
arvensis, L.
sejiium, L.

.153
.195
.

195

.

312

.312

314
316
Soldanella, L.
Congza squarrosa, L. 254
225
CoRNUs, L.
226
sanguinea,L.
.

.

.

.

.

EcHiUM, L.
itaticuin,

Sm.

Tulgare, L.

.

Eleochabis, Br.
multicaulis,

.

Sm.

palustris, Br.

.

.

.

321
322
322
542
642
642

Eleogiton Jluitans,
543
Link.
.
169
Epilobiu.m, L.
169
angustifoliiim, L.
171
hirsutum, L.
.173
montaiium, L.
639
obscurmn, Reich.
173
palustre, L.
parvitlorum, Schr. 172
173
tetragonum, L.
639
virfiatum. Fries
173
vi^'gatum, Tvies
489
EriPACTis, Rich.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sm.

491
489
490
626
Equisetum, L.
626
arvense, L.
626, 628
flurialile, L.
628
limosum, L.
palusire, L.
628
s>lvaticum, L.
627
626
telmateja, Ehrh.
296
Eeica, L.
grundifiora,

Sw.
palu.stiis, Sw.
latifolia,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(JOOHLEAKIA, L.
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266
246
246
39
39
66
55

.

.186

Oxyacantha,i'A<:(\. 16.3

Crepis, L.

maritima, Cass.
DiPSACus, L.
sylveslris, L.
Dbaba, L.
venia, L.
Deosera, L.
rotundifolia, L.

.

Cuctibalus Behen,Sm. 61
316
CiscuTA, L.
318
I'pithymum, L.
euvopEea, L.
317

Sm.

Mariscus, R. Br.
Clematis, L.
Vilalba, L.

Umbilicus, L.

.

.

60
60
640
540

L.
(omentosus,

Avellaiia, L.
Cotyledon, L.

.

viiens, L.

Cistvs Helianlhemum,

Page
44
44
44
27
27
467
467
186

.

Dactylis, L.
gl(imevata,L.
L.
Laureola, L.
Mezereum, L.
Datcra, L.
Stramonium, L.
Daucus, L.
Carota, L.

Daphne,

.

596
596
436
436
438

.

3.32

.

.

.

.

.

.

3.32

214
214

maritimus. With.. 216
17
Cousolida, L.

Delphinium, L.

.

.17

DiANTHUs, L.
Armeri I, L.
prolifer,

L.

.

.

.

Digitalis, L.
purpurea, L.
Digraphis arundina-

.

cea, Trin.

Diotis, DesfoBt.

.

59
60
60
343
343

cinerea, L.
Tetialix, L.
vulgaris, L.

ERlriERON, L.

.

296
296
297
250

.261

acris, L.

Eriophoeum, L.

647
548
latifulium, Hoiipe 648
pnlystachion, L.
647
pohjslachion, L.
548
pubescens, Sm.
548
vaginatum, L.
547
Eeodium, L'Herit.
101
.

a»?^t(vri/o^Hi??!,Rth.

.

.

cicutarium,

Sm.

maiitimum, Sm.
moschalum, Sm.

Eevum,
588
265

.

L.
gracile, Sebast.
hirsvlum, L.

.

.

.

101
101
101

.129
.

130
129
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longifolium,Ten.

.

130

putyspermum, Sm. 130
tetraspermum, L.
129
varium, Brot.
130
193
Eryngium, L.
maritimum, L.
194
36
Ebysimum, L.
Alliaria, L.
36
.

.

.

.

.

.

Barhaiea, L.

.31

36
35
32
prcEcox, Sin.
ERyTHR.j;A,Renealm 309
Centaurium, Pers. 309
cheiranlhoides, L.

officinale, L.

.

linarifolia, ]?ers.

Hook.
pulchella, Huok.

EuoNYMUS, L.
euiopSEUs, L.

EuPATORiUM, L.
cannabinum, L.
EUPHOKBIA, L.
amygdaloides, L.
Cyparissias, L.
exigua, L.
helioscopia, L.
Lathyris, L.
Pai-alias, L.
Peplis, L.
Peplus, L.
pilosa, L.
platyphylla, L.
poitlandica, L.
stricta, L.
st/lvatica, L.
Euphrasia, L.
Odontites, L.
oiBcinalis, L.
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607
608
605
606
607

Geranium, L.

605
rubra, L.
607
sylvatica, Sm.
621
uniglumis, Soland. 606

pralense, L.

KHorea, Wahl.

.

luliacea, Sm.
Myurus, Sm.

.

ovina, L.
pratensis,

Huds.
Pseudo-Myurus,

Koch

.

.

.

.

.

Ficaria ranunculoides,

DC.

.

310
310

FiLAGO, L.
germanica, L.
minima, Pers.
montnna, DC.
.
FcENicuLUM, Hoffm.

257
257
257
257
210

.

104

vulgare, Gaertn.

.

.104

.

247
247
440
442
445
444
440
444
445
440
443
445
440
443
440
442

.

361

.

362

.

361

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.210

Fragakia, L.

Fbankenia, L.
lEBvis,

L.

Fraxinus,

153

.153

vesea, L.

58
68
303
303
26

.

.

I<.

excelsior, t-

Fumaria, L.
oapreolata, L.

L.
officinalis, L.
clai'iculatn,

ruicrantha, Lag.

.

•

.

.

26
27
27

.

27

.

.

Galanthus, L.
nivalis, L.

496
496

.

.

Galeohdolon luteum,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

bromoides, L.
duriuscula, L.
elalior, L.
elaiior, Host.
giganleus, Vill.
liirmia

.

.

.

.

.

.

605
606

607
608
608
607

.

101

.

purpureum, Forst.
pusdlum, L.

96
98
pyrenuiciini, Reich. 100
96
Robeilianum, L.
97
rotimdifolium, L.
149
Geum, L.
.

.

.

.149

rivale, L.

149
urbanum, li.
Githago segetum, Desf. 65
24
Glaucicm, Tourn.
24
luteum, Scop.
.

.

.

Glaux,

L.

406
406

.

mavilima, L.

.

Glechoma hederacea,
385
602
600
Borreri, Bab.
602
fluitans, Scop.
602
plicala, Fries
256
Gnaphalium, L.
256
erectum, Huds.
germanicum,lia(lis. 257
257
minimum, Sm.
256
sylvaticuin, L.
266
uliginosum, L.
L.

.

Gltoeria, E. Br.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Graminitis Celerach,
629
Sw.
.

388
389
389
389
Tetrahit, L.
238
Galium, L.
240
Aparine, L.
cruciatum.Witb. 238
238
MoUugo, L.
montamim. With. 238
238
palustre, L.
239
saxatile, L.
239
tricorne, With.
239
uliginosum, L.
238
verum, L.
238
Witheringii, Sm.
Gastridium, Beauv. 583
lendif!erunj,Beauv. 683
.111
Genista, L.

Huds.
Galeopsis, L.
Ladanum, L.

.

.

Gymnadenia,

Br.

couopsea, Br.

479
479

.

.

.

.

.

436
469
Faous, L.
470
sylvatica, L.
243
Fedia, Vahl.
243
Auricula, DC.
243
carinata, Lois.
244
den(ata, Vahl.
244
mixta, Vahl.
243
olitoria, Vahl.
605
Festuca, L.
arundinacea, Schr. 607

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fagopyriim 'esculenturn, Moeiioh

100
99
96
mahaceum, Burm. 97
98
moUe, L.

columbinum, L.

disseotum, L.
lucidum, L.

.

7

.310

Page
96

.

.

.

.

.

littoralis,
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

anglica, L.
linctoria, L.
Gentian a, L.

Amarella, L.

.112
.111

.310
.311
311

campestris, L.

Centaurium, Sm.

.

310

Habenaeia, Br.
Bab.
chliirantbu, Bab.

bilolia,

480
482
480
480
74

.

.

.

viridis, Br.

Halianthus, Fries
peploides, Fries

Halimus, Wallr.

.

.

.

74
427

porlulacoides,

Wallr.
L.
Helix, L.

Hedera,

.

.

.

427
222
223

Hedypnois auiumna-

281
lis, Sm.
Hedysarum Onobry.

'chis,L.

.

137

Helianthemum,
Tourn.
vulgare, Gsertn.
Helleboeos, L.
Icetidus, L.

.

.

.

.

50
50
13
14
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viiidis, L.

.

13

Helminthia, Juss.
echioides, Gsrtn
Helosciadium, Koch
nodiflorum, Koch
inundatiim, Koch

283
283
200
200
200

Hebacleum,

214
214
214
35

.

..

.

.

.
L.
angusiifolium. Sin.
Sphondylium, L.
Hespebis, L.
.
inudora, L.
.
matronalis, L.
HiEEACIUM, L.
boreale, Fries
.

.

.

.

inuloides, Bab.

.

murovum, L.

.

35
35

287
289
289
288

pilelerianum ^lexaX.2?,7
Pilusella, L.

.

Sabavdum, Sm.
sylvestre, Tausch
umbellatum, L.
vulgatum, Fr.
HiPPOCEEPis, L.
comosa, L.
HippuKis, L.
vulgjaris, L.

.

.

287
289
289
289
287
1.36

.

.

.

avenaceus, Scop.
lanatus, L.
mollis, L.

.

.

136
174
175
594
594
594
594

peploides,

Ehih.

HOEDEUM,

.

.

HoLcns, L.

Honckenya

.

.

74

616
maritimum, With. 618
murinum, L.
616
pratense, Huds.
617
secalinum, Schveb. 617
HuMULUs, L.
.
449
Lupuhis,L.
449
Hyacinihus non-scriptm, L.
504
Hydrocharis, L.
474
Movsus-Raiia;, L. 474
Hydeocotyle, L.
195
L.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.195

vulgaris, L.

HVOSCYAMUS,

330
330
Htpekicbm, L.
86
Androscemum, L.
84
calycinum, L.
86
dubium. Leers
639
elodes, L.
92
.
hirsutum, L.
90
humifu.sum, L.
89
maculatum, Ciantz. 639
montanum, L.
91
perfoialum, L.
86
pulchium, L.
92
niger, L.

L.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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quadiangulum, L. 88
veronense, Schrank
86
HvpochjEris, L.
278
glabra, L.
278
radicata, L.
278
.

.

.

Ilex, L.
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sativum, L.

.

Hoot.

Smithii,

Page
44
43

Lerouxia nemorum,
Merat.
LiGnsTuuM, L.
vulgaie,L.

.

402
302
302

.

.

Limbarda crithmoides,
Hook.
254
LiNABiA, Touin.
347
.

.

Cymbalaria, Mill

.

Elatine, Desf.

.

Tvev.
minor, Desf.
repens. Act.

351

.

.

DC.

.

stricta,

Horn.

.

LiNUM, L.

352
348
350
348
348
348
353
347
77

.

striata,

spuria. Mill
vulgaris, Moench.

.

.

.

angustifolium,

Huds.
catharlicura, L.

.

Radiola, L.

.

77
78
79
77
487
488
487
324
325
324

.

.

Nidus-ams,Sm.

.

ovata, Br.

.

LiTHOSPEEMUM, L.
arvense, L.

L.

officinale,

.

.

.

.621

LoLTOM, L.

622
iia/icMjn, A.Biaun 622
multiflovum. Lam. 622
perenne, L.
621
temulentum, L.
622
LONICEBA, L.
235
Periclymenum, L. 235
Lotus, L.
124
corniculatus, L.
124
comiculatus, L.
124
arvense, L.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

major. Scop.
tenuifalius, Sm^
tenuis. Kit.
vitlosus,

Thuill

LuzuLA, DC.
Borreri, Bromf.

.

.

.

.

125
126
125
124

516
517
campeslris, Willd. 520

DC.
maxima, DC.
Forstevi,

.

.

.618
.

mulliflora, Lej.
pilosa, Willd.

.

sylfalica. Birch.

.

Lychnis, L.
dioica, L.

Githago,

.

.

.

diurna, Sibth.
Flos-cuculi, L.

Lam.

Lycopus, L.
europaeus, L.

Lysimachia, L.
nemorum, L.
Nummularia, L.

.

Salicaria, L.

321
321
374
374
400
402

.

.

.

.

.

402
400

.

vulgaris, L.

Lythrum, L.

Page
64

.

178
178

.

.

.

516
520
517
516
64
64
64
64
66

Menyanthes,

L.

L.

trifoliata,

Page
312
312
446
446
446
445

.

.

Mebcuhialis, L.

.

atnbigua, L.

.

annua, L.

.

perennis, L.

Micandra Physaloides,
Gaerln.
330
Milium, L.
584
effusum, L.
684
lendigerum, Sm.
583
MtENCHiA, Ehrh.
68
.

.

.

.

.

erecta,Sin.

Malaohium,

Fries
aquaticum, Fr.

.

71

.

71

.

80

moschata, L.

.

81

rotundifolia, L.

.

Malva, L.

80
80

L.
391
Markobittm, L.
vulgare, L.
.391
Matricaria Chamomilla, L.
.261
inodora, L.
.261
Parthenium, L.
260
Matthiola, K. Br. 28
incana, B.. Br.
28
.114
Medioago, L.
denticulata, Willd. 115
.116
lupuliiia, L.
115
niaculata, Sibtli.
116
polymorpha, Sm.
.114
saliva, L.
364
Melampyrum, L.
arvense, L.
. 355
354
pratense, L.
sylvestris,

.

.

.

usitatissimum, L.
LiSTERA, Br.

Ltcopsis, L.
arvensis, L.

.

italica,

vespertina, Sibth
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Clairv.

Me Lie A,

L.
L.

cieriilea,

uniflora, Betz
Melilotus, Tourn.
leucantha, Koch.

116
116

.

.

.116
L.
1 16
vulgaris, Willd.
Melissa Calamintha,
379
L.
371
Mentha, L.
372
aquatica, L.
373
arvensis, L.
373
artxnsis, Benth.

.

.

arvensis,

Sm.

326
326
csespitosa, Schultz 326
collina, Hoffm.
326
hispida, Schletch 326
intermedia. Link . 326
palustris. With.
325
.

.

.

.

scorpioides palustris,

L.

.

182
182
325

.

Hoffm.

repens,

592
693
592

298

.

arvensis,

.

.

.

.298

Hypopitis, L.
MoNTiA, L.
fontana,L.
Myosotis, L.

.

.

.

MONOTROPA, L.

.

.

75
693
693

.

MoLiNiA, Moench
cisrulea, Moench

.

.
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.

trinervis,

325
325
327
327

.
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.

pusilla, Loisl

versicolor, Schm.
Myoscbds, L.

minimus, L.
Myeica, L.

M

.

.

11

.
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.

Gale, L.
Y KIOPITYLL U M L.

.

175

,

alterniflorum,

466
466

DC. 176

spicatum, L.

175

officinalis,

.

crispa.

Both

.

poeticus, L.
.
Pseudo - narcissus,

.

L.

.

Naedus, L.

.

.

.

.

L.

.

.

372
373
372
372
374

rotundifolium, L. 371
sativa,

L.

sylvestris, L.
viridis,

L.

.

.

hirsuta, L.

Pulegium, L.

.

biflorus. Curt.

gentilis, L.

piperita,

Narcissus, L.

.

.

.

373
372
372

stricta,

L.

Naeihecium, Huds.
ossifragum, Huds.
Nasturtium, R. Br.

R. Br.

officinale,

palustre,
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terrestre,

R. Br.

Neottia, L.
Nidus-avis, Rich.
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.

.

.

496
499
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579
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30
30
30
30
488
488

.
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Catavia, L.
Gleclioma, Benth.
NYMPHJ5A, L.
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spiralis.

Obione portulacoides,
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ffiNANTHE, L.
crocata, L.
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peucedanifolia,
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CEnotheea, L.
biennis, L.

Onobrvchis, Touin.
sativa,

Lam.

Ononis, L.
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repens, L.

Onopordum,

L.

Acantbium, L.

Ophioglossum, L.
vulo^atum, L.

Ophbts, L.
apifeva, Huds.
aranifera, Huds.
autumnalis, L.
fucifera, Sni.
insectifera, L.

muscifeia, Huds.
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ovata, Br.
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Don
Don

autumnalis,

Opulus glandulosus,
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Orchis, L.
bifolia, Sm.
conopsea, L.
ensifolia, Vill.
latifolia,
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L.

Lam.

maeulata, L.
mascula, L.
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pyiamidalis, L.
nslulata, L.

Okiganum, L.
vuljfare, L.

Oenithogalum,
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umhellatum, L.

Ornithopus, L.
perpusillus, L.

Okobanche, L.
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640
434
POLTPODIDM, L.
629
vulgare, L.
629
PoLYSTiCHUM, Roth 629
angiilare, Newm.
630
lobatura, Roth
629
PopDLus, L.
460
alba, L.
460
canescens, Sm.
460
nigra, L.
463
Raii, Bab.
.
434,
Roherti, Lois.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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tremiila, L.

POTAMOGETON, L.

.

crispus, L.

.

densus, L.
lucens, L.
natans, L.
natans, Meit.
oblongus, Vir.
pectinatus, L.
pusillus, L.
PoTENTrLLi, L.
anserina, L.
Comarum, Nestl.
FraKariastrum,

.

.
.

.

.
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.

.
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.

Ehih.
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535
536
534
534
634
634
535
635
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161
153

.

angustifolia, L.

.

azurea, Bess.
maculosa, Ger.
media, Host.
mollis,

.

.

.

Wolf.

.

virginica, L.

PVRETHBCM,

,

Hall.

.

inodoium, Sm.
maritimura, Sm.
Parthenium, Sm.
Pybus, L.

.

322
322
323
323
323
323
323
260
261

261
260
164
Aria, Sm.
167
aucuparia, Gsertn. 168
communis, L.
164
Malus, L.
.165
tovminalis, Sm.
166
.

.

.

.

.

Quehcus, L.

468
intermedia,!). Don 468
pedunculata,W \\ld. 468
Robur, L.
468
Robur, L.
468
sessilifolia, Salisb. 468
.

.

.

Sanguisorba, L.
149
Prenanthes muraHs,lj. 286
PaiMULA, L.
395
.

With.

.

398
397
396
382

.

,382

.

veris, L.

.

Huds.

Prunella, L.
vulgaris, L.

Prunus, L.

.

.

acida, Ehrh.

.

Ehrh.
avium, L.
austera,

.

.

caprnniana, Host.
Cerasus, L.
Cerasus, Sm.

.

.

138
144
144
142
144
144

domestica, L.
insititia, L.
Padus, L.
rubra, Willd.
spinosa, L.

Radiola, Dillen.
millegrana, Sm.
RANUNCULnS, L.

.

138
141
141

140
sylvestris. Loud.
.
143
Pteris, L.
634
634
aquilina, L.
255
PuLicARiA, Gffirtn.
dysenterica, Gsrtn. 256
vulgaris, Gsertn.
255
.

.

.

.

.

(

i,

5

9
638
11

Flammula, L.

Lam.

638

bulbosus, L.
circinatus,

Sm.

ccenosus, Guss.
Ficaria, L.
fluitans.

hederaceus, L.
hederaceus, L.
hirsutus, Curt.

6

638
10

Rhamnhs,

.

L.

.

DC.

parviflorus, L.

Philonotis, Ehrh.
repens, L.
sceleratus, L.
Raphanus, L.

maritimus, Sm.

Raphanistrum, L,

Reseda, L.
alba, L.
fruticulosa, L.
Luteola, L.

638
7
6
10
10
9
9

46
47
46
48
50
60
48

Page
49
106
106

catharticus, L.

.

Frangula, L.

.107

Rhinanthus, L.

.

Crista-galli, L.
glaber. Lam.

.

minor, Ehvh.

.

.

360
360
360
360

Rhtnchospora,
Vahl.
alba, Vahl.

Rises, L.
Grossularia, L.
nigrum, L.
petrceum, Sm.
rubriim, L.
Uva-crispa, L.
Rosa, L.

Huds.
Sm.

.

541

.

541

.

188

.190
.

.

.

.

arvensis,

.

collina,

.

190
188
188
191
160
163
162

.162

canina, L.
raicrantha,

Sm.

.

162

pimpinellifolia, L. 161
rubiginosa, L.
162
scabriuscula,
.

spinosissima, L.
syslyla. Bast.
toraentosa, Sm.

.

161
161
162

.

161

.

Rotibcellia filiformis,

Roth

.

incurvatus, L.

Rdbia, L.

.

.

peregrina, L.
sylvestris, Brot.
RuBDS, L.

.

.

.

623
623
236
236
236
154

.

159
157
159
157
160
160

.

156

apiculatus,W.SiT^.
argenteus, W. & N.
Bellardi, W.
N.
Borreri, Bell-Salt.
oaesius, L.
ccesius, L.

&

.

carpinifolius,

W. &N.

Lenormandi,

panlothrix,

.

.

79
79

8
10
6
638
7
7

138, 140
.

.

.

L.
arvensis, L.
auricomus, L.
aquatilis,

Schullz
Lingua, L.

.138

.

acris, L.

.142

communis, Huds.

lutea, L.

Winch.

152

Tormentilla, With. 151
POTEETUM, L.
149
muricatum, Spach. 150

vulgaris,

Page

PULMONARIA, L.

.151

reptans, L.

elatior.

66£

cordifolius,W.8iN. 155
156
corylifolius, Sm.
discolor,
& N. 157
.

W

.

dumetorum,

W. &N.

160
156
157
fruticosus, Sm.
fusco-ater, W. & N. 159
159
/uscus, W.&N.
fastigiatus,

.

Bab.

.

.

glandulosus,
Bellardi

.

idaeus, L.

.

159
Grabowskii,We\he 160
Hystrix, W. & N. 158

4Q

154

,

666
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Koehleri, W.
Leiglitoni, Lees

159
158
Lejeunii, W. & N. 159
leucostachys, Sra. 157
macro. acanthus,
W. k N.
.157
.

.

macrophvllus,

W. &N.
155
nemorosus, Hayne 160
nitidus, W. &N.
155
plicatus, W. & N. 155
Radiila, W.
158
.

.

Reichenhachii,

W.&N.

158

.

rhamnifolius,

W.&N.
Salteri,

155
156

.

Bab.

Schlechtandalii,

W. &N.

166
157
154
suberectus, And.
tylvaticiiSy'W.h'S. 156
tenuis, Bell-Salt.
160
thprsoidens^Wwara. 157
vestiius, W. & N.
58
«HJc««&, W.&N. 165
vulgaris, W.&N. 158
Wahlhergii, Arrh. 159
428
RuMEx, L.
431
Acetosa, L.
431
Acetosella, L.
.

W.

Sprengelii,

.

.

.

.

1

.

429
428

crispus, L.

.

429
430

Hydvolapathiim,
"Huds.

.

acutus,

Sm.
Sm.

aijuaticus,

coiiirloraevatus,

Muir.

inaritimus

Nemolapathmn
Wahl.

.

429
430

IM.&K.

4.30

oblusifolius, L.
pi-atensis,

.

pulcher, L.

.

sanguineus, L.

.

RuppiA, L.
mavitima, L.

Euscus, L.
aeuleatus, L.

Sagina, L.

428
430

.

.

.

.

429
429
536
536
508
508

OBH
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POPULAR AND LOCAL GENERIC AND SPECIFIC NAMES.

N.B.

— Such Genera as have no appropriate English name are not
present, but only in the

Abele
Aconite
Adder's-tongue

Agrimony

.

.

.

.

Hemp
Alder

,

,

Berry-bearing

Black
Buckthorn
Alehoof
Alexanders

,

Alkanel (Evergreen)
Bastard
Allseed

Goosefoot

Alyssum

Anemone
Angelica
Apple

Apse
Archangel
Arrow-grass

Ash
Mountain
Asparagus
Aspen
Asphodel (Bog)
Avens

,

Page
460
17

636
150

247
465
107
107
107
385
196
320
325

416
416
39
4

Baccobolts
Barberry
Barley-grass
Barren Strawberry

Base Rocket
Basil

.

.

Wild

Page
529
18

.

616
152
49
378

.

381

.

.

.

Thyme

Bastard Stone Parsley

Pimpernel
Toad Flax

Beaked Parsley
Beak Rush
Bedstraw
Bedvine
Bee Flower
Bee Orchis
Beech
Beet
Bolder Root
Bell Flower
Bent Grass

213
164
461
386
524
303

Berry-bearing Alder

168

Betony

607

Paul's

461

Water

510

Bilberry

149

Bindweed

inserted in the

Latin Index.

.

.

Page
435
464

Bindweed (Black)

.

Birch
Bird Cherry

.

Bird's Eyes
Bird's Foot

.

141

.

337

.

Trefoil

.

135
117

Bird's Nest 214,298,488
Bistort
432
Bitter Cress
34
Bittersweet
.
327
Bitter Vetch
134
.

201
405
438
221
541

238
2

483
483
469
421

208
290
585
107
390
339
343
297
312

.

.

Black Alder
Blackamoors
Blackberry

.

155

Black Bryony

.

506

.

391

.
.

Horehound
Mustard
Saltwort
Blackthorn

.

.

107
529

37
406

140
Bladderwort
395
Bladderwort Campion 61
Blinks
182
.

.

Blue Bell
504
Blue Bottle
276, 504
Blue Cowslip
322
Bog Asphodel
510
Pimpernel
404
Rush
514
.

.

.

.

.

670
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Borage
Bothen

Page
320
259
259

Catcbweed
Cat Mint
Cat's Eht

.

.

634
154

Cat's Tail
Cal's Tail Grass

.

.

436

Celandine

(ISea)

.

Lesser

.

.

Bozzom
Brate
Bramble
Brank

.

.

Broad Clover

.

Bronie Grass

.

160
118
608
337
407
110

Briar

Brooklime
Brookweed

.

.

Broom
Broom Rape
Bryony

.

362
180,505
506
312
.

.

Black

Bucktborn

Bugle

Common

436
Climbing 435
392
.

Bugloss

321
321
138
334

.

Viper's

Bullace

.

Bullock's Lungwort
BuUrattles

.

.

.

Bullrusb (Lesser)

.

Burdock
Burnet

.

.

Salad
Saxifrage

Bur Marigold

.

.

Ceterach
Chaff'weed

.

ding

Bur Reed
Bush Vetch
Butcher's Broom
Butter Bur
Buttercup
Butterfly Orchis
Bulterwort

.

261

.

Chamomile

Wild
Charlock

261
38
46
622

.

.

•

Jointed

Cheat
Cherry

.

.

Chervil

Chestnut

-Oak

.

138

.

220

.

471

468
68
67
74
300

.

Cbickweed

.

Sand
Sea

.

Christmas

545
270

Cinquefoil

149
149

Clary
Cleavers

202
268

Oliver

Nod-

.

309
308
628
405

Yellow

61

.

24
7
25
197

.

Centaury

106

.

B\ickwbeat

.

Celery

.

Buckbean

Pagt
240
384
278
529
582

.

.

151

375
240
240
236

.

.

.

Evergreen

.

Clover
.

268

.

531

.

127
508
249

.

10

.

.

480
394

.

.

Yellow
Club Rush

.

Cockle

.

124

-

Corn

643
65
65
596
137

.

Cock's-foot Grass
Cock's Head

.

.

Codlings and Cream 171
Coleseed
37
Colewort (Sea)
48, 316
.

.

Coll's-foot

Cabbage

.

Calamint
Calve's Snout

Cammock

.

.

.

Campion

.

Red
White
Canary Grass
Caper Spurge

Bush

.

.

.

.

.

36
378
344
113
64
64
64

688
444
444
269

Carline Thistle
Carrot
.214
Catchfly
61
English
63
Night-flowering
63
.

.

.

.

Columbine
Comfrey
Copse Laurel
Cord Grass

.

248

.

16

321
436
624
Cornel
225
Corn Chamomile
262
Cockle
66
Flower
293
Marigold
259
Rose
22
Salad
243
Corydalis (Climbing) 27
Cotton Grass
547
Cotton Thistle
273
Cotton Weed
265
Sea
265
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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673

Herb Eobert
Twopence
High Taper

.

Hoghails

.

.

.

Hogweed
Holly

.

Knee

.

Holm

.

Honeysuckle

.

Horehound

—

Page
96
402
334
163

214
300
508
300
235

391
Black
391
Stinking 391
.

.

Water
White
Hornwort
Horned Pondweed
Horned Poppy

Hooded

Milfoil

Hop

Mat Grass
May

.

Larkspur
Laurel
Lesser Bullrush
Celandine

Stitchwort

.

.

124
371
41
136

—

Lettuce

Lamb's

Lily (Hedge)

Lime

626
319
186

.

300

Loosestrife

297
504

Lousewort

.

.

222

Crowfoot

.

5

Ground

.

385

in Idleness

.

.

.

Kale

.

Kettle Cases

.

48
476

.

114

.

202
275
245
183
508
508
434
39
633

.

114

.

Knapweed

.

Knautia

.

Knawel
Knee Holly

Holm
Knot Grass
Koniga (Sea-side)
Lady Fern
Lady's Fingers

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lychnis

7
318
209
346
69

286
243
314
83
83

297
77
125
184

526
400

.

178
367
65

.

114

.

.

322
334

.

64

.

Bullock's

312
200
579
163

Mayweed
Meadow Clary

263
376
596
Grass
3
Rue
148
-sweet
132
Vetchling
273
Thistle
Mealy Guelder Rose 233
Medick
114
Melick Grass
592
Melilot
116
Mercury (Dog's)
445
English
420
French
446
Merry Tree
142
Mezereon
438
Mignonette (Wild)
49
Milfoil
264
175
Water
Milk Thistle
274
Vetch
125
Milkwort
57
Millet Grass
684
Mill Mountain
78
.

.

Mint

371

384
373
372
372
372
227

Cat
Corn
Horse
Pepper
Spear

.

236

Misseltoe
Mithridate Mustard

Field

.

241

Moenchia

Wild

.

236
318
468

Molinia

Madder
36
46
422
473

.

.

Lungwort
Ivy

.

.

.

Purple

Love

.

.

Linden Tree
Ling

.

.

.

.

Lint
Liquorice (Wild)
Livelong Orpine
Lords and Ladies

164

Kidney Vetch
Kipper Nut

545

.

24

.

Juniper

.

636

Iron Pear

Glasswort

436

.

Lucevn

Jack-by-the-Hedge
Jointed Charlock

1

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

•

.

.

Snapdragon

.

Hyacinth

486
243
417
Quarters
Lancashire Asphodel 510
32
Land Cress
.
Tresses

Lamb's Lettuce

178

.

tleberry

Marshwort

.

195

Trefoil

34

Smeok

.

395
449

Marsh Pennywort

.

Dodder
Hemlock

.

Trefoil

.161
606

374
391

.

Page

Page
Lady's Mantle
Seal

.

Horse Mint
Eadish
Horse-shoe Vetch
Horse Tail
Hound's Tongue
House Leek
Hulver
Hurdleberry or Hur-

—

.

Maidenhair

Maiden Oak
Male Feru
Mallow
Marsh

Musk
Tree

Mandrake
Maple
Sycamore
Mare's Tail
Marigold (Corn)

Marsh
Maijoram

Marram
Marsh Cinquefoil
Marsh Fern
Mallow
Marigold

.

.

631
80

.

82

.

81

.

.

83
180
93
94
174

.

259

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12

377
612

.

152

.

630
82
12

4]

68
693
402

Moneywort
Monk's-hood

18

Moon Daisy

259
Moonwort
636
Morello Cherry Tree 1 44
Morgin
263
Moschatel
224
Moth Mullein
336
Mother of Thyme
377
Mountain Ash
168
Mouse Barley
616
Mouse-ear Chickweed 71
Hawkweed 287
.

Mouse Tail
Mudwort
Mugwort
Mullein

Moth
Murrain Berries

12
12
266
334
336
606

1
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Page

Musk Mallow

81

.

Oichis

.

478
270

.

101

.

Thistle
Musky Sloik's Bill

Mustard
Garlick

.

Hedge

.

37
36
35

Mitlividate

.

41

.

White
Wild

.

Myrtle (Bos)

•

Dutch

Pansy
Park Leaves

65
84
Parnassus (Grass of) 93
Parsley
198
Bastard Stone 201
•— Beaked
221
Corn
1 99

.

.

.

.

.

Fool's

.

Garden

.

Hedge
Rough Cow

209
198

216
220

.

.

Smooth Cow 221
Water Drop-

Paul's Betony
Pea (Everlasting)

205
213
214
203
339
132

Pear Tree

164

wort

Parsuep

Navelwort

.

Navew

.

Cow

.

Water

186
37
Needle Chervil
220
Greenweed
112
Nettle
448
Dead
385, 639
Hemp
389
Ni^'htshade
327
Deadly. 329
Enchant.

.

.

er's

Pearlwort

.

Pellitory of the

174

Garden

.

Woody

.

Nipplewort
Nit Grass

.

.

328
327
277
583

Nonesuch
115
Nottingham Catohfly 62
467
Nut Tree

Oak

.

468

Oak-leaved Goosefoot 417
612
Oat or Oat Grass
2
Old Man's Beard
.

Pennywort

Marsh
Wall
Pepper (Wall)
Mint
Saxifrage

.

'

.

.

.

Petty Spurge

.

443

.

112
5

Whin
Eye

282
202
7

Pimpernel

.

Bastard

Bog
Pink

.

.

.

Deptford

.

Proliferous

.

Pipple

.

403
405
404
69
60
60
461

.410

Plantain

Water

.

521

233
Pliant Mealy Tree
Ploughman's Spike.

nard

Plum

.

.

Plume

•

Polypody

.

Poudweed

•

Thistle

Horned
397

Spurrey
Purslane (Sea)

Water

179

Pondweed, Tassel

Quakers

.

602

.

.

.

.

.

.

163

42

Persicaria

.

Pilewort

.

76
440
76
427

Quickset

304
169
431

.

178

Sandwort
Spurge

21

.

.

Purple Loosestrife

.

.

.

Peerless

Print
Privet

372

.

.

Primprint
Primrose

.

Periwinkle
Persian Willow

.

302
302
395
499
302
302

.

.

.

104

Prim

195
186
186

.

.

.

.

374
42

Pepperwort

Pheasant's

Sea
Povertyweed
Prickwood

Quaking Grass
602
Queen of the Meadows
148
Quick
163
Quicken Tree
168

.

Picris

.

Paigle

.

Pignut

502
23
Opium Poppy
Orache
423, 640
475
Orchis
483
Bee
480
Butterfly
485
.
Fly
480
Frog
484
Spider
1S4
Orpine
457
Osier
466
Golden
635
Osmund Eoyal
259
Ox Eye
259
Daisy
399
Oxlip
283
Ox Tongue

Horned

Opium

41

.

.

.

Onion (Gipsy)

Poppy

403
460
20 343
24
23
24
355

Wall 449

Penny Cress
Penny Eoyal

.

.

Glass
Poplar

66, 639

.

.

Page
Poor Man's Weather

.

38
38
466
466

.

673

254
138
271
629
534
536
536

Rabbit Grass
Radish
Horse

.

.

Wild

.

Sea

.

Ragged Robin
Ragwort
Ramsons
Rape
Broom

.

.

.

.

586
46
41

46
47
64
261
502
37
362

Raspberries and

Cream

.

Raspberry
Rattle Grass

.

.

Red

.

Yellow
Ray Grass
Red-berried Bryony
Red Clover
Rattle
Valerian

weed

.

.

.

154

602
358
360
621
180

.118
.

.

.

Reed
Reed-mace

247

358
242
22
614

.

Rest Harrow
Rib Grass

.

529
113

.411
ill
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074

Rihbon Grass

.

Ribwort

.

Plantain
Koast-heef Plant
Rock Cress

.

.

33
48
49

.

45

.

31

.

Base
Sea
Yellow
Rock Rose

50
261
448
160

.

Roman Chamom ile
Nettle

.

.

.

of Sharon

Rose-hay Willow- herb 169
351
Roving Jenny
Sailor
351
Rowan Tree
168
Rue (Meadow)
3
Wall
633
.

.

.

PearUvort
Purslane

Reed

.

.

.

Rocket

.

Starwort

.

Sedge
Seg

Squill

427
582

Squivrel-lail Grass

45

.

.

Seifheal

133
67

249
549
549
382

.

375
137
St. Barnaby's Thistle 276
St. John's-wort
86, 639
88
St. Peter's-wort
149
Salad Burnet
458
Sallow
282
Salsafy
Saltwort
413, 422
Black
406
212
Samphire
254
Golden
75
Sandwort
.

.

Sanicle

194

Sauce-alone

36
275
192

Saw-wort
Saxifrage

193
246
Scabious
295
Sheep's
326
Scorpion Grass
382
Scull-cap
Scurvy Grass
40, 315
Scottish 315
315
Sea Bindweed
Elite
414
36
Cabbage
Celandine
24

Silverweed

151

Simpler's Joy

393
104
382
138
198
587
635
322
432
344
264
232
496
61
594
166
431

Skewerwood
Skull-cap
Sloe
Sniallage

Smallreed
Snake Fern
Flower

Snakeweed
Snapdragon
Sneezewort Yarrow
Snowball Tree

Snowdrop
Soap wort
Soft Grass
Sorb Tree

,

,

Sorrel

Sheep's

Wood
Southernwood (Sea)

Sow

Thistle

Spanish Chestnut

Poppy

.

Spattling

.

Spear Mint

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stock

202

Burnet
Golden

176
96
Chamomile 263
Hellebore
14
Herb Robert 96

Stink Tree
Stitchwort

621

.

Thistle
-wort

Speedwell
Spider Orchis
Spikenard
Spike Rush

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

431
102

267
285
471
61

372
271
7

337
484
254
542

412
276
249

Water

Shamrock

Needle
Purse
Pouches
Shield Fern

617
501

.

Stinking Crane's Bill

14

334
220
44
363
640

241
.

Starwort

.

.

Twig

Star of Bethlehem
of the Earth
Thistle

Setterwort

.

.

Squinancy-wort

Sen green
186, .306
Service Tree (Wild)
164

Sheep's-bit

632
242
440
436
67
503

Spurge
Laurel
Spurrey

431

Sage

.

.

104

Spindle Tree
Spleenwort
Spurflower

408
406

Surrel

Spike

Saintfoin

.

Shepherd's Club

.

Rye Grass

Pea

.

543
642
540
516

.

Wood

Holly
Kale
Lavender
Milkwort

58
194
48

.

Scabious

.

Beak
Chib

Heath

511
541

.

Rush

48,315

124
296
295

.

Page

Page

Sea Colewort

411
411
494

.

Rocket

Rose
Rose

Page
588

Mayweed

263
231
68
28

28
28

Gilliflower

Hoary Shrubby
Stonecrop

184
186
Stork's Bill
101
Musky
101
153
Strawberry
Subterraneous Trefoil 122
Succory
277
55
Sundew
253
Sunflower (Wild)
Sun Spurge
440
Swallow-wort
25
162
Sweet Briar
Crowfoot
8
Cyprus Grass 539
Gale
466

Biting

.

62
466
240

Violet

Withy
Woodruff

44
94

Swine's Cress

Sycamore Maple

265

Tansy

Wild
Tare

151

.

126
536
245

.

Tassel Pondweed
Teasel
Thale Cress
Thistle
Carline
Cotton

Milk

U usk
Plume

.

.

36

.

.
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269
273
274
270

.

271

.

.

.

.
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Thorn
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Thvilt
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Thyme
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Timothy Grass

.
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Twayblade
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.

500

.

84
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242
253
220
Looking Glass 293
577
Vernal Grass
393
Vervain
126
Vetch
.

.

.
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Bitter

Horse-shoe
Vetchling
Violet

Dame's

Dog
Hairy

March
Marsh
Sweet
Viper's Grass
Viper's Bugloss

.

Virgin's

Bower

.

134
136
132
5

.

35

.

.

.

54,639
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51

.

52
53
52
322

.
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.
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.

.
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Parsnip
Pimpernel
Plantain
Purslane
Speedwell
Starwort

Benuet
Bread

.

.

.

.

294
501
626
616

.

521
179

Wolf's-bane

.

337

Wood Anemone

.

176

——

.

.

Thistle

.

19

616
410
272
233
388
270

Wayfaring Tree
Weasel Snout
Wetted Thistle
Wheat orWheat G rass 61
.

.

.

Cow
Petty

Whipcrop
Wliitebeam

White Horehound
Poppy
Rice
Lily

Whitethorn
Whitcwort
Whitlow Grass

Whittenbeam
Whorl Grass

Sweet
Willow Herb
Winter Cress

,

HI

Woad Waxen

17

4

390

Betony

C rowfoot

8

436
402
587
516
392

Laurel
Loosestrife

Reel
Rush
Sage
Sorrel

195
102

.

Spurge

442

.

Strawberry

354
109
112
167, 233

Whin

169
169

French
Persian

407

.

Whortleberry
Wild Angelica

Wahlcnbergia
Wake-at-Noon
Wake Robin
Wall Barley

Vine
Willow
Crack

.

.

.

Rot
Water

—— Thyme

.

.

.

.

253

175
203

.

Milfoil

.

Sunflower

466
169 639
30
140
Hecksies
434
Wireweed
454
Withy
—
466
Golden
169
Tame

.

Horehound

487
540

421

.

Lily

Way
Valerian
Velvet Dock
Venus's Comb

.

Gladiole

.312
118

343
182
3,638
30
204
231
522
374

Elder
•

Spillage

151

.

Dropwort

46

Radish

245
377
506
454
455

149

cress

49
37

Navew

Teasel

.

Cliickweed
Crowfoot

125

Mignonette

Tansy

.

Betony

Endive
Hyacinth
—— Liquorice

44

Wartwort

.

Chervil

339
37

Water Avens

124
118
124

.

.

Page
261
221
277
504

Chamomile

186
LSH
633

443
440

.

Hare's-foot

.

Wart Cress
Wartweed

.

Bird's-foot

Tulip
Tulsan

.

.

Warlock

.

Marsh
Zigzag

Rue

151

.118

.

.

Speedwell

•

.

Trefoil

.

Pennywort
Pepper

602
2
36
Tree Mallow
83
Sea-side
83

Hop

.

Pellitory

.

Joy
Treacle Mustard

.

332
203
409
279

.

Traveller's

Germander
Lettuce

Page
29
392
288
286
449

.

Hawkweed

163

377
582
Toadflax
347, 438
Bastard
438
Toothwort
369
Tnrmenlil
Toiler Grass

Wall-flower
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Sanicle

Woodbine

,

167
391
23
167
195

Wood ru
Woody Nightshade
Wonnwood

19

Marsh

163

260
39
167
588
297
213

Basil
Biillace

381
138

English Clary
Celery

376
198

ff'

,

,

Woundwort

Hedge

,

Wyich Elm
Hasel

Yarrow

.

264
388
298
308

.

124

.

Yellow Archangel
Bird's Nest
Centaury
Clover
Horned Pop.

.

py

152
235
240
327
266
389
390
390
453
453

24
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